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Preface
Because personal computers are now cost-effective and require only a few
hours of training, more and more systems are being used in homes and busi
nesses. As a result, they are reaching users who are totally uninitiated in the
use of computers. These users, especially those in the business community,
need to learn exactly what the move to microelectronics is all about. As they
search for answers, they are perplexed by the jargon used in the computer
industry, and they discover that they must quickly educate themselves in
computer language. They must study and master at least the basics, because
it is becoming very unbusinesslike, and even unfashionable, to ask exactly
what is a 64K RAM, a semiconductor, or a bubble memory.
When the first computer is installed in a business, not only are the owners
and managers of the business apprehensive, but also the majority of the
office and administrative personnel are suspicious and even frightened by
the changes that take place. Management must help these people with a
calm and knowledgeable approach to explaining what is happening. There
fore, they must know something about the "mysterious" computer jargon.
Filling the need for this information is the purpose of this book.
This is a "browsing" dictionary. It is a tutorial book that does not try to
be brief. Many definitions and explanations are long and are designed to be
so. Users of this book can easily and leisurely browse through the main and
supplemental entries of an "area," such as "data base," to learn significant
detail about the products, procedures, problems, and proliferating applica
tions. While we have included many definitions related to the technologies,
the art of programming, the basics of electronics, and the essential internal
components of systems, we have limited them to as few as possible and kept
them as clear and "unconfusing" as the literature makes them. Hundreds of
product manuals, applications notes, inventor explanations, manufacturer
descriptions, seminar notes, and conference proceedings (reprints of speeches,
product reports, system descriptions, and so on) make up the base from
which the definitions were analyzed and reviewed.
THE MOVE TOWARD DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING

Cost containment in accounting, sales promotion and development, re
source allocation, and labor expense is just one of the reasons for implement
ing small computer systems. l\Iany banks, hospitals, educational institutions,

large businesses, and other institutions are turning to smaller computers
imtead of large computers to reduce costs. With'these much simpler and
more effective systems, costs are identified more quickly, response to processed
information is more rapid and accurate, and better planning is achieved
because more "what-if" calculations can be made quickly and easily. Many
low-cost flexible systems provide a quality environment that also demonstrates
time savings and efficiencies. Office environments that accommodate the
new collaborations between people and computers have a great effect on
productivity.
Many managers who were formerly uninitiated with respect to computers
have used their desktop systems to become "information experts" very
quickly. They have eliminated barriers that existed between people and com
puters. They have not been required to learn the intricacies of the machine,
the protocols, and the process of fine-honing programs. Instead they have
become more able to concentrate on problems and solutions because the
facts and files are instantly available, often in easy-to-analyze' graphic form.
The computer has been applied to the storage, search, and presentation of
information; users can now respond more conveniently, confidently, and
accurately to data, using the judgmental and intuitive capabilities only they
and not computers possess. A new class of "knowledge workers" has arrived
on the business scene. The below $10,000 microcomputer systems that rent
for less than $350 a month (about a quarter of the overall cost of the average
office worker's salary, "extras," and equipment) are finally doing what users
want. Users no longer are forced to do "what the computer demands." The
new low-cost microcomputer systems are designed to be "friendly" because
most "speak" to practically any office worker in understandable "languages."
Some of the computers offered to small and very small businesses are, in
effect, intelligent assistants offering techniques that lead and prompt users
to find the information they need, to complete the job, or to follow the pro
cedures required by management. Operators use specifically designed keys
and "HELP" commands; they call up "menus" of available information,
touching the screen or keying in responses as indicated. Many systems use
voice input and output to achieve immediate response in the most often
used applications. Automatic "speller programs" detect and correct the in
evitable spelling errors. Procedural errors are reported immediately in En
glish, and protected (unerasable) formats are displayed for easy fill-in.
Good systems do not interfere with the way people work naturally. "Window
ing" on some systems allows segments of several files to be displayed on a
single screen simultaneously. Highlights, blinking, underline, movable cur
sors (position indicators), and easy horizontal or vertical scrolling allow
movement of information on and off the screen or segments of the screen.
All this and more make computer systems convenient and powerful, and
quickly useful to inexperienced managers and "knowledge workers." No
programming is necessary by the operator. By simply typing a number or
letter, or with a light pen or finger (with touch·sensitive screens) pointed
appropriately, the menu can be made to provide multiple colors, character
sizes, and type fonts; bring forth graphs and charts; draw lines; edit sen·
tences; and bring forth even more detailed menus for special-subject data
base investigation.

Low-cost desktop problem-solving computers put the power to defeat the
"business-breaker," administrative overhead, where it is needed most, at the
fingertips of knowledgeable users. A typical system is a compact package
with the ingredients for interactive computing: a resident, LSI, ROM-based
operating system; a large user memory; tape cartridge storage; crt; user·
definable keyboard; multiple and selectable i/o variety; and low-cost thermal
or letter-quality printer and optional plotter and crt-face copier. Many will
add other options, such as voice output synthesizers, voice input recognition
systems, light pens and touch-sensitive screens, etc.
The typical system just described begs for explanations. requires exper
ienced analysis, and is fraught with dangers of technological obsolescence.
This dictionary will help. LSI and ROM are fully explained. An operating
system is a difficult topic often best left to design engineers, expert program
mers, and hobby computerists; it is the demonstrated performance that
counts. A "large user memory" can be s' )mething of personal choice among
a wide variety of devices-magnetic disk systems (double-sided, double den
sity, miniaturized floppy or fixed types, and so on), optical or videodisc
systems with bit capacities of hundreds of billions, bubbles, CCDs, and on
and on. Cathode-ray-tubes (crt's) are only one type (though the major one)
of terminal, but the variety and special advantages and attributes of ter
minals fill books and catalogs. Input-output devices and printers or other
hard-copy devices can be chosen to enhance system operation, but without
care in selection they can become obsolete either before or as they are
purchased.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

The packaging of more and more capabilities for logic processing, device
control, information storage, communications simplicities, and intelligent
decision-making onto tiny large-scale integration (LSI) and very large-scale
integration (VLSI) chips at constantly dropping prices has amazed everyone
both inside and outside the industry. Distributed systems using the com
puters based on these "cheap chips" have proved more reliable and econom
ical by far than former standard computers and minicomputers. No computer
component has decreased in price more dramatically than microprocessors
and programmable memory elements. It is now almost standard to place
microcomputers close to the activity using them, but this greatly increases the
amount of information that must be communicated between systems and to
and from outside data bases. Data bases in the form of viewdata, teletext,
and other similar two-way, interactive systems will spur the sales of small
computers.
Personal computers can be defined as low-cost, small (often portable),
personally controllable "turnkey" (plug-and-go) microprocessor-based stored
program ease-of-use systems that accept wide ranges of peripheral memory
and input-output equipment. Practically anyone can buy or rent them and
use them with a minimum of training. There are endless types of applica
tions. One list includes 5000 distinct applications of computers, and the
range increases as more and more people discover ever more uses, write
more programs, and find more devices and systems to control.

INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

In a great many offices, word-processing systems, as significantly more
than typewriter replacements, have preceded office data-processing equip
ment. Word processing is much more than "the production of syntactic text
that may be retrieved and amended." It is informative to take a glance at a
description of one of the more popular word processing systems. One system
built around two stand-alone devices, each controlled by a microcomputer,
offers partial-page and dual-page display; printers linked to microprocessors
via fiber-optic cables (light-wave communication); and 300-bit-per-second
modems with RS232, Telex, and TWX communications options. They are
program loadable via diskette and offer word processing (text editing) soft
ware in addition to packages that include forms, math, and sort programs.
Added communications processors with separate software programs provide
asynchronous communication to similarly equipped devices and data _pro
cessing equipment and/or communications to Telex, TWX, and other net
works. Transactions can be handled in a background mode while word
processing operations are conducted on-screen. Scroll is unlimited, displays
can be split into two pages for merging or processing two documents simul
taneously; printing is bidirectional with optical sensors to identify top edge.
left edge, and skew of paper and indicate which print wheel is in use. Printers
are linked to processors via fiber-optic cable; the optical links may be used
to attach shared disk drives to several machines and to printers up to a
kilometer away.
It is obvious that those businesses or professional offices that purchase
word processing (WP) equipment must do so with almost immediate upgrades
to data processing in mind. These systems have wide ranges of expandability
options that also include electronic mail. "Intelligent. communicating copiers"
are becoming integral parts of such systems. offering graphics, high-speed
image printing, and instant long-distance communication. Some have ob
jectives to eliminate paper, or at least to make a start in that direction.
Users have calculated that improving office efficiency by 5% increases
"bottom-line" profitability by 30%. Linking WP equipment to data-process
ing equipment and large data bases and communicating with automated
copier/printers seems like such a "natural thing" that most of the latest
equipment systems offerings point in this direction. How fast these mergers
take place depends on how simply it can be done. Again, look to the use of
a multitude of $5 to $15 microprocessors embedded within the equipment
accepting, processing, controlling, and being programmable, too, all at
reasonable costs while eliminating large numbers of mechanical devices and
fixed (and expensive) electronics in each device.
Every manager, in order to be in the loop, must have a desktop computer.
Some executives are reported to have two and even three desktop computers
in their offices, each with specific capabilities for WP, data processing, com
munications (data-base retrieval), and special graphics hard-copy produc
tion. Users cannot simply tack on a computer-oriented applications package
to a WP system and vice-versa; there is the significant technical problem of
creating the ability to have access to the same files and to allow programma

bility to be available to word processing as well as data processing. "Bandage"
approaches simply will not work.
We end this introduction with this observation: clearly, technology is far
ahead of the users. Systems are capable of doing more things than users are
able to put into practice. The prices and the efficiencies are so attractive tnat
users are starting to understand and want these systems; and, they will learn
how to use, control, and expand them despite the challenges. They will do
this with education, and books such as this can play an important part in
that pursuit.
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How To Use This Book

In the dictionary entries, all terms of more than one word have been
alphabetized as though they were one word. For example, "demand fetching"
appears between "demand" and "demand paging." Abbreviations are alpha
betized as though they were words; for example, LFU appears between
"lexicon" and "librarian" instead of at the beginning of the L section.
For ease in locating terms, the first and last entries on each page appear
as catch words at the top of the page.
Extensive cross-referencing has been used as an aid in locating terms you
might look for in more than one place. For example, there are entries for
both "self-checking code" and "code, self-checking."

A
ABA - Abbreviation for American Bank
ers Association.
abacus - A device for performing calcula
tions by sliding beads or counters along
rods. An early (3000 B.C.) form of
biquinary calculator.
ABA number - A coding number as
signed to banks by the American Bank
ers Association to assist in check clear
ing.
ABEND, unrecoverable - An error condi
tion that results in abnormal termina
tion of a program, in contrast with
recoverable ABEND.
abort - A procedure to terminate execu
tion ofa program when an irrecoverable
error, mistake, or malfunction occurs.
abort timer, communication - A device de
signed to monitor dial-up (DOD)
modems continuously for receipt of
data traffic. If, after a call is estab
lished, data is not received within a
preset (adjustable) time, the abort
timer will disconnect (hang up) the
call, making the modem available for
additional users.
abraslvene.. - The quality or character
istic of being able to abrade, scratch, or
wear away a material. An important fac
tor in optical character recognition
where damage to the read screen may
affect the reading process detrimentally
and cause a large reject rate.
absolute addre.. - I. An actual location
in storage of a particular unit of data;
address that the control unit can inter
pret directly. 2. The label assigned by
the engineer to a particular storage area
in the computer. 3. A pattern of charac
ters that identifies a unique storage lo
cation or device without further modifi
cation. (Synonymous with machine
address.)
absolute addre ..lng - A method of sig
naling or addressing which has the ad
dress part of an instruction as the actual
address to be specified, and in which the
address part is called the absolute ad
dress.
ablolute allembler - A specific type of as
sembly-lang-uage program designed to
produce bmary programs containing

only absolute addresses and address
references.
absolute code - See code, absolute.
ablolute coding - Coding in which in
structions are written in the basic ma
chine language; i.e., coding using abso
lute operators and addresses. Coding
that does not require processing before
it can be understood by the computer.
ablolute errar - The magnitude of the
error disregarding the algebraic sign, or
if a vectorial error, disregarding Its di
rection.
absolute inltruction - See instruction, ab
solute.
ablolute languag. - Same as machine
language.
ablolute loader - A specific loader rou
tine designed to load programs and as
sociated data in the absolute address
format and into the system memory for
execution.
absolute value - A particular quantity,
the magnitude of which is known by the
computer, but the algebraic sign is not
relevant.
abstract - I. A short form or summary of
a document. 2. To shorten or summa
rize a document.
abstracting, automatic - Searching for the
criteria by which human beings judge
what should be abstracted from a docu
ment, as programmed.
abltracting service - An organization
that provides summary information or
documents in a given subject field.
abltract Iymbol - See symbol, abstract.
A-bul - The primary internal source bus
in the ALU of many microcomputers.
ACC - Abbreviation for accumulator.
acceleration period - The period of time
in which a card reader and/or punch
physically move(s) the card into a posi
tion where the data can be read.
acceleration time - The time between the
interpretation of instructions to read or
write on tape, and the transfer of in for
mation to or from the tape into storage,
or from storage into tape, as the case
may be. (Synonymous with start time.)
1

accelS

accell time

access - Concerns the process of obtain

location. (Synonymous with simulta
neous access.)
acce.., queried - Referencing to an auto
matic sequencing of the transfer of data
among the peripherals under the con
trol of the program.
access, random - 1. Pertains to the pro
cess of obtaining information from or
placing information in storage, where
the time required for such access is in
dependent of the location of the infor
mation most recently obtained or
placed in storage. 2. Pertaining to a de
vice in which random access, as defined
in definition I, can be achieved without
effective penalty in time.
accell, remote batch - Remote access to
information and remote access for in
formation are the keys that have pushed
data communications to its position of
growth and controversy at the present
time. The time-sharing concept in its
broadest definition also includes mes
sage switching, data acquisition, inter
computer communication, data bank,
and the transfer and servicing of large
amounts of lower-priority and lower
cost "stackedjob" processing.
accell Icon - A procedure for receiving
data from the files by searching each
data item until the desired one is ob
tained.
access, lequential- See sequential-access
storage.
accell, lerial- Pertains to the process of
obtaining information from or placing
informatIon in storage, where the time
required for such access is dependent
on the necessity for waiting while non
desired storage locations are processed
in turn.
access, limultaneous - See access, paral
lel.
accell Itorage devicel, direct - Units of
computer equipment which have
capabilities of direct and rapid access to
storage.
access Itorage, immediate accellSee storage, immediate access.
accell time - 1. The time interval be
- tween the instant at which information
is called for from storage and the in
stant at which delivery is completed,
i.e., the read time. 2. The time interval
between the instant at which data are
ready for storage and the instant at
which storage is completed, i.e., the
write time.

ing data from or placing data in storage.
access-addrell, lecond-Ievel - Same as
address, indirect.
accell, arbitrary - See arbitrary access.
access coding, minimal - The reference to
programming which is done in order to
locate the data in such a manner as to
reduce the access time and minimize the
amount of time required to transfer
words from auxiliary storage to main
memory.
aceell, direct - A memory device which
allows the particular address to be ac
cessed in a manner independent of the
location of that address; thus, the items
stored in the memorv can be addressed
or accessed in the same amount of time
for each location. Consequently, access
by a program is not depe.n.dent upon the
preVIOusly accessed posmon.
access, dilk - See disk access.
access, immediate - Pertaining to the
ability to directly obtain data from, or
place data in, a storage device or regis
ter without serial delay due to other
units of data, and usually in a relatively
short period of time.
accell, initantaneoul - Same as access,
immediate.
access method - The software link be
tween the program and the data that
must be transferred in and out of mem
ory by the program. It is defined by both
the physical and logical file structures
and the properties of the programming
languages and operating systems in
volved. Examples of access methods are
serial access, virtual sequential access
method (VSAM), indexed or keyed se
quential access method (ISAM or
KSAM), and hierarchical indexed se
quential access method.
accell mode - In COBOL, a technique
that is used to obtain a specific logic
record from, or place a specific logic re
cord into, a file assigned to a mass-stor
age device.
aceess, multiple - Reference to a system
from which output or input can be re
ceived or dispatched from more than
one location.
accell, parallel- The process of obtain
ing information from storage or placing
information in storage, where tne time
required for such access is dependent
on the simultaneous transfer of all ele
ments of a word from a given storage
2

a«ess time, reading

acoustic coupler

acce.. time, reading - See reading access
time.
access time, storage, zero - See storage,
zero-access.
acce.. time, tape - The time during tape
playback between the moment informa
tion is called for and the moment it is
delivered.
access, zero - The capability of a device
to transfer data in or out of a location
without undue delays, i.e .• due to other
units of data. The transfer occurs in a
parallel fashion or simultaneously and
not serially.
accounting - Some executive systems in
clude an accounting function which
maintains an accurate and equitable re
cord of machine-time usage. This infor
mation, logged on an appropriate out
put unit. is available to the user for his
own purposes.
accounting checks - Accuracy controls on
input data that are based on such ac
counting principles as control totals.
cross totals, or hash totals.
accumulator - A part of the logical-arith
metic unit of a computer. It may be used
for intermediate storage. to form alge
braic sums, or for other intermediate
operations. See register.
a«umulator jump instrudion - An instruc
tion that tells the computer to leave the
established program sequence at or
after the time the accumulator has
reached a certain status.
accumulator register - That part of the
arithmetic unit in which the results of an
operation remain, and into which num
bers are brought from storage. and
from which numbers may be taken for
storage.
accumulator, running - A memory device
which has been programmed so as to
make the next item of data retrieved the
one that was put in most recently. This
method of retrieval is also called the
push-down list.
accumulator shift Instrudion - A com
puter instruction that causes the con
tents of a register to be displaced by
some specific number of digit positions
left or right.
accuracy - Freedom from error. Accu
racy contrasts with precision; e.g.. a
four-place table, correctly computed. is
accurate; a six-place table containing an
error is more precise. but not more ac
curate.

accuracy-control system - A system of
error detection and control.
ac dump - The intentional, accidental. or
conditional removal of all alternating
current or power from a system or com
ponent. An ac dump usually results in
the removal of all power. since direct
current is usually supplied through a
rectifier or converter.
ac erasing - To erase magnetic recording
material by using a deVIce that is pow
ered with alternating current.
acetate base - Magnetic tapes that have a
transparent backmg of cellulose acetate
film.
ACIA - Abbreviation for Asvnchronous
Communications Interface Adapter. An
ACIA provides the data formatting and
control to interface serial asvnchronous
data communications information to
bus organized systems. The bus inter
face of some svstems includes select. en
able. read/write. interrupt. and bus in
terface logic to allow data transfer over
various bidirectional data buses. In
many systems. data transmission is ac
complished in the serial mode; many
MPUs have bus systems that operate in
the parallel mode. By performing paral
lel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel con
versions, the ACIA provides the means
for communications between the MPU
and peripheral equipment such as
modems, TTYs. crt terminals. key
board/printers, and other equipment
requiring an asynchronous data format.
ACK/NAK transmi ..ion - When an error
detecting scheme is used, some means
must be provided for retransmission of
the block in error. The receiver mav sig
nal the sender with an acknowledgment
(ACK) of error-free receipt or a nega
tive acknowledgment (NAK) of error
detection. To allow for lost messages.
the sender usually retransmits upon re
ceipt of an NAK or when a specified
time has elapsed without receipt of an
ACK. This is one form of automatic re
peat request (ARQ).
ACM - Abbreviation for Association for
Computing Machinery.
A-convenion - A FORTRAN instruction
to transmit alphanumeric data to and
from variables in storage.
acoustic coupler - A device that provides
an interface between a printer or display
terminal and a standard commercial tel
ephone line through a standard tele
phone handset. Tlie handset fits into
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acoustic delay line

adapter, channel

two rubber muffs mounted in a small
enclosure. The interface often is en
tirely acoustic. with one muff containing
a speaker and the other a microphone.
The acoustic coupler circuitry generally
converts EIA-Ievel digital signals from
the terminal transmitter to frequency
shift keyed (fsk) tones to drive the
speaker. It also converts fsk tones from
the microI?hone to EIA-Ievel digital sig
• nals to dnve the terminal receIver.
acoustic delay line - A device using
regenerated shock waves in a conduct
ing medium (for example, mercury) for
storing information.
acoustic memory - Computer memory
that uses a sonic delay line.
acoustic modem - Any of various types of
modulator-demodulator devices that
convert electrical si~nals to telephone
tones and back agam. The conversion
occurs through acoustic coupling (plac
ing speakers near the phone) or direct
coupling to the line. Most modems use
the RS-232C interface standard.
acquisition, data - See data acquisition.
acq.u!sltlon system, data - See data-acqui
sition system.
acronym - A word formed from the first
letter or letters of the words in a name,
term. or phrase; e.g .• SAGE from Semi
AutomatIc Ground Environment. and
ALGOL from ALGOrithmic Language.
ac slgnali.ng - The use of alternating-cur
rent SIgnals or tones to accomplish
transmission of information and/or
control signals.
action cycle - Refers to the complete op
eration performed on data. Includes
basic steps of origination. input, manip
ulatIOn. output, and storage.
action line - That line of the raster which
is used during the active period when a
cathode-ray storage tube IS operating in
a serial mode.
action period - See period. action.
action Ipot - In a cathode-ray tube, the
spot of the raster on the face of the tube
used to store the digit or character.
activate key (buHon) - See button. initi
ate.
active element - A circuit or device that
receives energy from a source other
than the main mput signal.
active file - A file which is being used and
to which entries or references are made
on a current basis.

active malter file - A master file contain
ing items which are relatively active as
contrasted to static or reference items.
active malter Item - The most active
items on a master file measured by
usage of the data.
activity - I. A term to indicate that a re
cord in a master file is used. altered. or
referred to. 2. A measure of the changes
made concerning the use of files of data;
e.g., the part of the file or the number of
records.
activity level - The value taken by a
structural variable in an intermediate or
final solution to a programming prob
lem.
activity ratio - When a file is processed.
the ratio of the number of records that
have activity to the total number of rec
ords in that file.
actual address - See address. actual.
actual inltruction - See instruction, effec
tive.
actual time - Same as time. real.
actuating 119nal- A particular input
pulse in the control circuity of comput
ers.
ACU - Automatic Calling Unit. Any of
various dialing devices supplied by com
munications carriers or available for
purchase elsewhere that permit busi
ness machines and computers to dial
calls automatically over the communica
tions network.
acyclic feeding - A system employed by
character readers in character recogni
tion which senses the trailing edge of
the preceding document and triggers
automatically the feeding of the follow
ing document. This system allows char
acter recognition of varying sized docu
ments.
AID analog-digital converter - Circuit
used to convert information in analog
form into digital form. e.g., in digital
voltmeters and other devices.
ADAPSO - An aSSOCIation of United
States and Canadian data processing
service organizations that mcludes a
software development and marketing
group.
adapter, channel- A device that permits
connections between various data chan
nels of differing equipment. Most de
vices permit data transfer at the rate of
the slower channel.
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adapt.r unit, display

addition, zero acce ..

unit, display - See . display
adapter unit.
adapting - This concerns the ability of a
system to change its performance char
acteristics in response to its environ
ment.
adapting, s.lf - The ability of a computer
system to change its performance char
acteristics in response to its environ
ment.
adaptive channel allocation - A method
of multiplexing in which the informa
tion capacities of channels are not
predetermined but are assigned on de
mand.
adaptive control action - Various types of
control actions by which automatic
means are used to change the type and
lor influence of control parameters in
such a way as to improve the perform
ance of the control system.
ADC - Analog-to-Digital Converter. A
device or circuit that changes input ana
log voltages to their eqUivalent digital
(bmary or binary-coded decimal) values
for acceptance by the memory of a digi
tal processor.
ADCCP - Advanced Data Communica
tion Control Procedures.
ADCON (addre" constant) - A value or
expression used to calculate the real or
virtual storage addresses.
AID converter - An AID converter per
forms the operations of quantizing and
coding a signal in a finlle amount of
time that depends on the resolution of
the converter and the particular conver
sion method used. The speed of conver
sion required in a particular situation
deFends on the time variation of the sig
na to be converted and the amount of
resolution required. The time required
to make a measurement or conversion is
generally called the aperture time.
add, Boolean - Same as OR in set theory.
Same as OR gate, positive.
addend - The number or quantity to be
added to another number or quantity
(augend) to produce the result (sum).
adder - A device that forms as an output,
the sum of two or more numbers pre
sented as inputs. Often no data reten
tion feature IS included; i.e., the output
signal remains only as long as the input
signals are present.
adder, analog - An amplifier (analog
computer) with output voltage which is
the weighted sum of the input voltages.

The heights correspond to the posi
tional significance of a given numbering
system and would be proportional to
the conductances of the circuit elements
in the input leads.
adder, digital- See digital adder.
add-in memories - Various types of
memories are available to expand inter
nal memory. Two semiconductor types
are in general use-bipolar and MOS
(metal-oxide-silicon). Of the two types,
bipolar can be faster but is higher in
cost. It consumes more power and,
therefore, dissipates more heat. MOS
memories are more compact, and their
speed is sufficient for most applications.
addition - In data processing, that func
tion of combining quantities according
to various circuitry designs, specific ma
chine rules regarding changes in values,
and types of carryover operations.
additional character - A character that is
neither a letter nor a number, but that
is usuallv a punctuation mark, '10, *, #;
i.e., a memoer of a specialized alphabet.
Specific meanings are assigned to this
character to use it to convey special in
formation.
addition, destructive - The sum appears
in the location previously occupied by
the augend which is thus lost. The ad
dend remains in its original location.
addition item - An item that is to be
added at a specific place to an already
established file. Addition master item
would be the proper term iffile is a mas
ter file.
additi.on, nondestructive - The first oper
and placed in the arithmetic register is
the augend, the next operand is the ad
dend, and the sum replaces the augend
and thus becomes the augend for a sub
sequent addition.
addition record - A record that results in
the creation of a new record in the mas
ter file that is being updated.
addition, serial- A special addition pro
cedure in which the corresponding digit
pairs of the numbers added are proc
essed individually beginning with the
low-order digits. Carries, in general, are
propagated as they occur.
addition table - The area of main storage
that holds a table of numbers to be used
during the table-scan concept of addi
tion.
addition, zero acce.. - Similar to immedi
ate access. Addition is performed by
5
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add, logical

address comparator

adding a number to one already stored
in an accumulator, and the sum is
formed in the same accumulator. The
sum is thus available for the next opera
tion, and no access time is involved for
the addend or the sum storage.
add, logical - A Boolean algebra opera
tion on two binary numbers. The result
is one if either one or both numbers are
a one; if both digits are zero. then the
result is zero.
add operation - An add instruction in
which the result is the sum, and the re
sult is usually apparent in the storage
location previously occupied by one of
the operands.
addre,,- I. A label, name. or number
identifying a register. location. or unit
where information is stored. 2. The
operand part of an instruction. 3. In
communications. the coded representa
tion of the destination of a message. 4.
To call a specific piece of information
from the memory or to put it in the
memory.
addre..able-pollable terminal - A termi
nal is addressable when it has its own
unique identifier. All data sent to the
terminal must be preceded by their ad
dresses. Pollable means that the termi
nal responds to status inquiries from the
computer. Each terminal in the system
is queried by the computer in succes
sion. The ability of the terminal to re
spond to the poll and to identify itself
makes it pollable.
'
addre"able regi,ter - A temporary stor
age location with a fixed location and
address number.
address, absolute - An address that indi
cates the exact storage location where
the referenced operand is to be found
or stored in the actual machine-code ad
d~ess numbering system. (Synonymous
with specific address, and related to ab
solute code.)
addre", adual- The real or designed
address built into the computer by the
manufacturer as a storage location or
register. Adjacent addresses usually
have adjacent numbers. It is the specific
or machine address that is used particu
larly i.n diagnosing machine faults.
address alignment - Most computers
offer more efficient manipulation of
character data when certain alignments
are observed, Alignment is related both
to the way data is addressed by the ma
chine instructions and by the way data is
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transferred from the memory to the
processor. On word machines, this
transfer is usually done word by word.
whereas on byte machines it is done one
byte at a time, two bytes at a time (start
ing with even address). or four bytes at
a time on the fastest machines (starting
with addresses divisible bv 8), These
four options then correspond to no
alignment. half-word alignment. full
word alignment. and double-word
alignment. respecti\ ely,
address, arithmetic - A technique of as
sembly language which appends an ad
dress modifier. consisting of a sign and
from one to four decimal digits. to a
svmbolic tag in order to designate a
memOry location address location
which relates to the location repre
sented by the tag. See relative address.
address, base - I. A number that appears
as an address in a computer instruction.
but which serves as the base. index. ini
tial or starting point for subsequent ad
dresses to be modified. (Svnonvmous
with presumptive address an'd reference
address.) 2. A number used in symbolic
coding in conjunction with a relative ad
dress.
addre..,
binary-coded - An
address
which is expressed in binary form
sometimes lacking the absolute or ma
chine address.
address bus - A unidirectional bus over
which appears digital information that
identifies either a particular memory lo
cation or a particular i/o device.
address, calculated - An address most
often generated or developed bv ma
chine instructions contained in the pro
gram which uses the address. This ad
dress may be determined as a result of
some program or process and it may
depend upon some condition or set of
criteria.
address, checking file program - A pro
gram to check addresses. when macros
Instruct to write on the file. to see that
the program is not writing on the wrong
area.
address code, single - See code, single
address.
address code, zero - See code. zero ad
dress.
address comparator - A device used to
verify that the correct address is being
read. The comparison is made between

addre•• computation

address, indirect

the address being read and the specified
address.
address computation - A computation
that produces or modifies the address
portion of an instruction.
address, constant - See address, base.
addre.. conversion - The translation of
the symbolic addresses or relative ad
dresses into absolute addresses by using
the computer and an assembly program
or by manual means.
address, counter program register 
Same as address, program counter.
address, direct - An address that indi
cates the location where the referenced
operand is to be found or stored with no
reference to an index register or B-box
(Synonymous with first-level address.)
address, direct reference - A virtual ad
dress that is not modified by indirect
addressing, but may be modified by in
dexing.
addre.., double - Same as address, indi
rect.
addre.., dummy - An artificial address
used for illustration or instruction pur
poses.
addressed location, specific - To aid in
random access, data may be directly
stored and retrieved from a specific ad
dressed location without the need for a
sequential search as is necessary with
magnetic tape.
addressed location, specified - Same as
addressed location, specific.
addressed memory - Memory sections
containing each individual register.
address effective - 1. A modified ad
dress. 2. The address actually consid
ered to be used in a particular execution
of a computer instruction. 3. An address
obtained by the combination of the con
tents ofa specific index register with the
address of an instruction.
address, effective virtual - The virtual
address value after only indirect ad
dressing and/or indexing modifications
have been accomplished, but before
memory mapping IS performed.
addresses of address - Programming
technique used mainly with subrou
tines.
address field - The specific portion of a
computer word that contains either the
address of the operand or the informa
tion necessary to derive that address.
address field, disk - On some systems, an

address field contains the track and sec
tor addresses for the sector that follows.
One type consists of four bvtes of ad
dress information followed by two bytes
of cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
address, flrst-Ievel- Same as address,
direct.
address, floating - Formerly, an address
written in such a way that It could easily
be converted to a machine address by
indexing, assembly, or by some other
means.
addre" format - The arrangement of the
address parts of an instruction. The ex
pression "plus-one" is frequently used
to indicate that one of the addresses
specifies the location of the next instruc
tIOn to be executed, such as one plus
one, two plus one, three plus one, four
plus one.
address, four - A method of specifying
the location of operands and instruc
tions; the storage location of the two
operands and the storage location of the
results of the operation are cited, and
the storage location of the next instruc
tion to be executed is also cited.
address, four plus one - An arrangement
of the address parts of an instruction.
The use of "plus" is to indicate that one
of the addresses states or specifies the
location of the next instruction to be
executed, such as, one "plus" one, two
"plus" one, etc.
address, functional instruction - See ad
dress instruction, functional.
address, generated - Same as address,
calculated.
oddre", immediate - An instruction ad
dress in which the address part of the
instruction is the operand. (Synony
mous with zero-level address.)
address, Indexed - An address that is to
be modified or has been modified by an
index re~ister or similar device. (Synon
ymous wnh variable address.)
address, indirect - I. An address that spe
cifies a storage location whose content
is either an indirect address or another
indirect address. 2. A single instruction
address that is at once the address of
another address. The second address is
the specific address of the data to be
processed. This is classified as single
level indirect addressing. But, the sec
ond address could also be indirect,
which is then second-level indirect ad
dressing. This same process could de
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addressing, one-ahead

velop third, fourth, fifth, and other lev
els of indirect addressing.
address, Indirect reference - A reference
address in an instruction that contains a
I in bit position 0; the virtual address of
the location that contains the direct ad
dress. If indirect addressing is called for
by an instruction, the reference address
field is used to access a word location
that contains the direct reference ad
dress; this then replaces the indirect ref
erence address and is used as an oper
and address value. Indirect addressing
is limited to one level and is performed
prior to indexing (some computers).
addressing - Any memory location can
be addressed In anyone of three for
mats: direct, indirect, or indexed ad
dressing. The use of binary addressing
eliminates the necessity of complex ma
chine-language coding schemes to rep
resent memory addresses in expanded
configurations. Index-register usage is
by no means restricted; indexed ad
dressing is possible in all instruction
formats. In addition, indexed address
ing is simplified by a convenient loop
control technique that automatically in
crements and tests Index register
contents.
addressing, common data bus - In some
systems, during execution, instructions
and data defined in a program are
stored into and loaded from specific
memory locations, the accumulator, or
selected registers. Because in some mi
croprocessors the memory (read/write
and read-only) and peripherals are on a
common data bus, any Instruction used
to address memory may be used to ad
dress peripherals.
addressing, deferred - Preferred term for
indirect addressing in which the address
part specifies a location containing an
address, and which in turn specifies a
location containing an address, etc.,
until the specified location address is
eventually found. A preset or condi
tioned number of iterations is set by a
termination indicator.
addressing, direct - A procedure for spe
cifically citing an operand in the instruc
tion by the operand's location in stor
age. The direct address is the number
representing the storage location.
addressing, disk file - The operation that
locates information on a random access
file.
addreillng, file pocke.. - In a random
8

file, a small area or pocket in which one
or more records are kept. This is an eco
nomical method of holding a small
number of records.
addre..ing, fixed-position - Permits se
lective updating of tape information, as
in magnetic disk or drum storage de
vices. Units as small as a single com
puter word may be stored or recorded
on tape without disturbing adjacent in
formation. Data blocks are numbered
and completely addressable. Inter
record gaps are eliminated, thereby in
creasing tape-storage capacity.
addressing, hash - A calculation of the
approximate address of a record in a file
by some semi-empirical function.
addre..lng, immediate - A particular sys
tem of sJ>ecifying the locations of ope
rands and instructions in the same stor
age location, i.e., at the same address.
This is contrasted with normal address
ing in which the instruction word is
stored at one address or location and
contains the addresses of other loca
tions in which the operands are stored.
addre..ing, implied - Same as addressing,
repetitive.
addre..lng, indexed - An addressing
mode in which the address part of an
instruction is modified by the contents
in an auxiliary (index) register during
the execution of that instruction.
addre..ing, indirect - I. A method of
computer cross reference in which one
memory location indicates where the
correct address of the main fact can be
found. 2. Any level of addressing other
than the first level of direct addressing.
3. Translation of symbolic instructions
into machine-language instructions on a
computer other than that for which the
program was written.
addrelling level - A determination of the
number of steps of indirect address
which have been applied to a particular
program. First level IS direct addressing,
I.e., the address part of the instruction
word has the address of the operand in
storage. In second level addressing (in
direct), the address part of the instruc
tion word gives the storage location
where the address of the operand may
be found.
addre..ing, multilevel - Same as address,
indirect.
addreillng, on_head - Same as address
ing, repetitive.

addressing, real-time

address marks, disk

addressing, real-time - Same as address
ing, immediate.
addressing, relative - A procedure or
method ofaddressing in which the abso
lute address is obtained by means of the
address modification, either simulated
or actual, and is performed by the addi
tion of a given number to the address
part of an instruction, i.e., the address
part of the presumptive instruction is
known as the relative address.
addressing,
repetitive - A
specific
method of addressing for some comput
ers which have a variable instruction
format. Instructions which have a zero
address instruction format, for exam
ple, refer again automatically to the lo
cation affected by the last instruction ex
ecuted.
addressing, ,elf-relative - In relative ad
dressing, the number added corre
sponds to the address of the instruction
under consideration.
addressing, ,peclflc - A procedure or
method of addressing in which the ad
dress part of an instruction is the actual
address to be specified, i.e., the address
part is known as the specific address or
the absolute address.
addressing, ,tepped - See addressing,
repetitive.
addressing, symbolic - The procedure for
using alphabetic or alphanumeric labels
to sl?ecify various storage locations for
partIcular programs; i.e., before pro
gram execution, the svmbolic address is
converted to an absolute address.
addressing,
three-level-Instruction
words contain the address which spe
cifies the storage location of the address
which, in turn, has the address of the
storage location which contains the ad
dress of the operand, i.e., three refer
ences to storage locations for obtaining
the desired operand.
addressing, two-level - A procedure for
addressing in which the instruction
word changes addresses designating the
storage locations where the addresses
of the operands are to be found. If two
references in storage locations need to
be obtained, this will use an indirect ad
dress and a second level address.
addressing type, - Many microcomput
ers have ten or more memory address
ing modes that address all words, bytes,
and individual bits, sometimes in a full
range of 64K words of memory. Some

are: direct, direct indexed, indirect, in
direct indexed, program relative, pro
gram relative indirect. base relative,
base relative indexed, base relative indi
rect, base relative indirect/indexed, and
literal.
addressing, virtual- Same as addressing,
immediate.
addressing, zero-level - Same as ad
dressing, immediate.
address, instrudion - The address of the
storage location where the instruction
word is stored. The next instruction to
be rerformed is determined by the con
tro program of the instruction ad
dresses. and the machine control auto
matically refers to these addresses
sequentially unless otherwise directed
to skip or branch, or directed by other
schemes.
address instruction, fundianal - An in
struction that has no particular opera
tion part since the operation is specified
by the address parts, i.e., some two ad-'
dresses which are specified might desig
nate storage locations having contents
which are always added.
address Instrudian, immediate - A spe
cific instruction which contains the
value of the operand in its address part
rather than the address of the operand.
It is used most often for incrementing a
count by a fixed amount, or masking a
partial-word field of data, or for testmg
a special character for identical charac
tens tics with the immediate character in
the instruction.
addre.. instrudion, operational - Same as
address instruction. functional.
addre.. instrudion, three - Same as ad
dress, three.
address instrudion, three-plu_ne 
Same as address, four.
instructian,
two-plus-one 
address
Same as address, three.
addressless Instrudlon format - A partic
ular instruction format which contains
no address part, used either when no
address is required. or when the address
is in some way implicit.
address, machine - An absolute, direct.
unindexed address expressed as such,
or resulting after indexing and other
processing has been completed.
addre.. marks, disk - Special address
marks are obtained by coding specific
combinations of data and clock bits. On
some disks, the special combinations of
9
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data and clock bits can be decoded as
any binary pattern to trigger recogni
tion of an index address mark or an ID
address mark. or a deleted address
mark.
add,e.., microproce..or - The address
ing capacity of a microprocessor is a
function of the number of address lines
maintained by the processor. The most
common address size is 65.536 memory
locations and is referred to as 64K or
65K words or bytes ofmemorv. where K
stands for 1024. It takes 16 bits of ad
dress information to address 64K. For a
16-bit machine. this is a natural size. For
an 8-bit processor. two bytes are used to
give the 16-bit address. Some 8-bit
processors address only 4K. 8K. or 16K.
The 4-bit processors usually have lim
ited addressing capability. perhaps IK
to 4K bytes. The addressmg capacity of
a microcomputer often defines both the
number of memory locations and the
number of input/output (i/o) devices
accessible. since many of the micro
processors access i/o devices directly
via memory addresses.
addre.. mode., mlcroprace••ar - Proces
sor addressing modes include sequen
tial. forward. or backward addressing.
address indexing. indirect addressing.
16-bit word addressing. 8-bit byte ad
dressing. and stack addressing. Varia
ble-length instruction formatting allows
a minimum number of words to be used
for each addressing mode. The result is
efficient use of program storage space.
addre•• modification - 1. The process of
changing the address part of a machine
instruction by means of coded instruc
tion. 2. A change in the address portion
of an instruction or command such that.
if the routine containing the instruction
or command is repeated. the computer
will go to a new address or location for
data or instructions. See address compu
tation.
addre.., multiple - A type of instruction
that specifies the addresses of two or
more Items which may be the addresses
of locations of inputs or outputs of the
calculating unit. or the addresses of lo
cations of instructions for the control
unit. The term multiaddress is also used
in characterizing computers. e.g .• two-.
three-. or four-address machines. (Syn
onymous with multiaddress.)
addre.., Nth-level - An indirect address
which might be second level. third level

addresses. etc.. that specify addresses of
desired operands.
addre.. one - Same as single address.
addre.., one-Ievel- Same as direct ad
dress.
addre••, one plu. one - An instruction
system having the property that each
complete instruction includes an opera
tion and two addresses. one for the loca
tion of a register in the storage contain
ing the item to be operated upon. and
one for the location containing the next
instruction.
addre.., operand - In indirect address
ing. the address of the instruction refers
to a location whose content is not the
operand but rather the address of the
operand. The address of the operand is
called the indirect address. usually sig
naled as an indirect address by the pres
ence of an extra flag bit.
addre••, operand e"ective - An address
obtained at the time of execution by the
computer to give the actual operand ad
dress.
addre••, P - Location to which the pro
gram branches. or to which data is tran
sposed (certain equipment).
addre••, page - The eight high-order
bits of a virtual address or an actual ad
dress•.which represent a page of mem
ory (some computers).
addre.. part - The part of an instruction
word that defines the address of a regis
ter or locations.
addre.., pre.umptive - See address. base.
addre.., program counter - A register in
which the address of the current instruc
tion is recorded.
addre••, Q - A source location in internal
storage of some types of equipment,
from which data is transferred.
addre••, quadruple - Same as address.
four.
addre.., real-time - Same as address. im
mediate.
addre••, reference - A number that ap
pears as an address in a computer in
struction. but which serves as the base,
index. initial or starting point for subse
quent addresses to be modified. (Synon
ymous with presumptive address.)
addre••, regional - A specific address
usually set within a series of consecutive
addresses, such as in the A region of
consecutive addresses.
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addre.. register
address register -

A register in which an
address is stored.
address, register field - The portion of an
instruction word that con tams a register
address.
address, relative - A label used to iden
tify a word in a routine or subroutine
with respect to its position in that rou
tine or subroutine. Relative addresses
are translated into absolute addresses
by the addition of some specific "refer
ence" address. usually that at which the
first word of the routme is stored; e.g.•
if a relative-address instruction spe
cified an address N. and the address of
the first word of the routine is K. then
the absolute address is N + K.
address, result - That address into which
the results of an arithmetic process are
transferred.
address, second-Ievel- Same as address.
indirect.
address, single - A system of machine in
structions in which each complete in
struction explicitly describes one opera
tion and involves one storage location.
(Related to one-address instruction.)
addre.., slngle-Ievel- Same as direct
address.
address size - The maximum number of
binary digits in an instruction used in
directly addressing memory.
address source, Instruction - Same as ad
dress instruction. functional.
addre.., specific - An address that indi
cates the exact storage location where
the referenced operand is to be found
or stored in the actual machine-code ad
dress numbering system. (Related to
absolute code.)
addressstora,e, display lights - The vari
ous indicator lights on the control panel
that specify the bit pattern in a selected
address.
address, symbolic - I. A label chosen to
identify a particular word. function. or
other information in a routine. indepen
dent of the location of the information
within the routine; floating address. 2. A
label. alphabetic or alphameric. used to
specify a storage location in the context
of a particular program. Often. pro
grams are first written using symbolic
addresses in some convenient code
which is then translated into absolute
addresses by an assembly program.
address, synthetic - Same as address.
calculated.

AID Interface
addre.. system, on_ver-one - A ma

chine-language system that uses two ad
dresses; one ofthese may be a reference
for data.
addre.., third-level - In an indirect or
multilevel addressing system. the third
address sought in the attempt to arrive
at the location of an operand. The ma
chine interprets the contents of the first
two storage locations as addresses
rather than as operands.
address, three - A method of specifying
the location of operands and instruction
in which the storage location of the two
operands and the storage location of the
results of the operations are cited. and
in which the location or address of the
next instruction to be executed is also to
be specified. e.g .. addend. augend. and
sum addresses all specified in one in
struction word.
addre.., three-plus-one -_Same as ad
dress. four.
address, triple - Same as address. three.
addre.., two - An instruction that in
cludes an operation and specifies the lo
cation of an operand and the result of
the operation.
address, two-Ievel- Same as address. in
direct.
addre.., variable - An address that is to
be modified or has been modified by an
index register or similar device.
address, virtual - Same as address. im
mediate.
addre.., zero-level - An instruction ad
dress in which the address part of the
instruction is the operand.
add, special- This is similar to double
precision addition in that it concerns ad
dition of numbers having twice as many
digits as the particular computer regis
ter is capable of containing.
add-subtract time - The time required to
perform an addition or subtraction. ex
clusive of the time required to obtain
the quantities from storage and put the
sum or difference back in storage.
add time - See time. add.
add to storage - The process which im
mediately enters the final sum of the ac
cumulator into the computer memory.
add without carry gate - Same as gate.
exclusive OR.
AID Interface - Several firms offer a
"building block" subsystem useful for
implementation of the analog-to-digital
11
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algebraic expression

conversion (ADC) function. The de
vices permit the construction of high
performance ADCs at a fraction of the
cost of comparable modular units. With
this subsystem, the critical analog pr,?c
essing is done on the monolIthIC ChIP,
and the less critical digital svstem of
counters and gates is left for the system
designer to implement.
ADIS - Abbreviation for A Data Inter
change System.
adjacency - 1. Relates to ch~racter recog
nition and prmtmg conditIOns. Refer
ence lines designate spacing between
two consecutive characters. 2. A condl
tiQn in character recQgnitiQn in which
two cQnsecutive characters, either
printed 0.1' handwritten, are closer than
the specified distance.
adjacent channel - A channel whQse fre
quency band is adjacent to. that Qf the
reference channel.
adjacent-channel interference - Such in
terference or "noise" Qccurs when two
modulated carrier channels are situated
Qr placed to.o close together in fre
quency so that Qne or bQth sidebands
extend from one channel into the other.
adjacent-channel

selectivity -

Receive~s

have characteristics which govern theIr
ability to reject signals or channels adja
cent to that Qf the desired signals.
adjustment, character - The address ad
justment in which the literal used to.
modify the address has reference to. a
specific given number or group Qf
characters.
.
administrative data processing - An ex
pression usuallv meaning business data
processing such as the recording, c\assi
fying, 0.1' summanzmg of transacltons,
activities. events, etc. Usually of a finan
cial nature. Qr the cQllectiQn, retrieval,
or control Qf such items.
admissible mark - See mark, admissible.
ADP

(Automatic

Data

Processing) -

I. Pertaining to. equipment such as EAM
(Electronic AccQunting Machines) and
EDP (Electronic Data Processing)
equipment units or systems. 2. Data
processing performed by a system of
electrQnic or electrical machines so in
terconnected and interacting as to re
duce to a minimum the need fur human
assistance or intervention.
ADPE - Abbreviation for Automatic Data
Processing Equipment.
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ADPS -

Abbreviation for Automatic Data
Processing System.
AFIPS - Abbreviation for American Fed
eration of InfQrmation PrQcessing Soci
eties, an association of American data
processing groups formerly called
AFID.
agenda - The set of control-language
statements' used to prescribe a solution
path or run prQcedu~es; an ordere.d list
Df the major operatt0!1s conslltutmg a
procedure fDr a solutIOn Dr computer
run. (This usage cDrresponds roughly
to. the Qrdinary "agenda" fQr a meet
ing.)

See gate, B
ignQre A negative.
A implies B gate - Same as gate, B OR
NOTA.
A implies B gate, negative - Same as gate.
A AND-NOT B.
alarm - A signal, by display or audio. de
vice which signifies that an error has
Qcc~rred. or an emergency cQndition
exists that is interfering 0.1' could mter
fere with the prQper executiQn or CQm
pletion of a program.
alarm, audible - This is an audio. signal
which indicates that a predetermmed
conditiQn has been met or detected, that
a malfunctiQn has occurred in the equip
ment, or that a program error or a prob
lem conditiQn exists.
alarm display - A visual display sig~al
such as Qn a crt or radar screen whIch
WQuid alert the Qperator to cQnditions
which require attention.
alarm-repeated transmission - An audi
ble alarm which sounds after three suc
cessive failures to transmit (or receive) a
line.
alerlor - A device to watch the man who
watches the machine. The alertor CDn
sists of a small box connected to. a large
floor pad laced with wires. Any move
ment on the pad keeps the bDx content.
But shDuld there be no. movement from
the 'DperatQr during a suspicious inter
val Df time. the alertor concludes he IS
either inattentive or napping, and
sDunds an alarm.
A ignore B gate, negative -

See BDDlean algebra.
A statement ex
pressed i!l vanous sy,mbols, sIgns, and
abbrenatlOns folluwmg mathemattcal

algebra, Boolean -

algebraic expres.lion -

algebraic language

allocate

rules and syntax to designate variables,
constants, functions, and rules.
algebraic language - See language, alge
braic.

ing on a trial and error procedure. The
solution and solution method are exact
and must always reach the specific an
swer.
algorithm, programming - A program
ming algorithm is a rule which is often
applIed to solve a commonly encoun
tered problem. Such an algorithm spe
cifies the rules by which data is to be
processed in a design to meet the objec
tive of the program. Thus, it is a
method, rule, or procedure used to de
sign a solution for a particular problem
or class of problems.
algorithm, scheduling - A set of rules that
is included in the scheduling routine of
the executive program. The scheduling
algorithm determines the length of a
user's quantum and the frequency with
which this quantum is repeated.
algorithm translation - Various sets of
rules, specific methods, or procedures
used to obtain translations from one
language to various others. Often this is
done by the computer using computa
tional methods to solve the algOrIthm.
alias- 1. A label which is an alternate for
something of the same type for which it
is being used. Various primary or sec
ondary names are used in computer
slang such as red tape, GIGO, kludge,
etc., which may be aliases for the basic
or primary term. 2. Alternate entry
point where program execution is al
lowed to begin.
A-light - A control panel light which
monitors the A-register and sIgnals par
ity check errors.
aligned words, microcomputer - In some
'systems, instructions are always ad
dressed as l6-bit words. Words and in
structions are aligned; that is, the left
most byte of a word or instruction word
has an even-numbered address. Words
are aligned to avoid the time penalty
resulting from successive fetches of the
high and low byte of a word spanning
the alignment boundary. Aligned words
improve access speed and permit the
doubling of the relative ranges of many
instructions.
alignment - The process of adjusting
components of a system for prol?er in
terrelationship. The term is applIed es
pecially to the synchronization of com
ponents in a system.
allocate - To assign storage locations to
the main routines and subroutines,
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Algebraic

Language,

International -

See Language, International Algebraic.
ALGOL - I. ALGOrithmic Language. An
arithmetic language by which numerical
procedures may be precisely presented
to a computer in a standard form. The
language is intended not only as a
means of directly presenting any nu
mencal procedure to any suitable com
puter for which a compiler exists, but
also as a means of communicating nu
merical procedures among individuals.
The language itself is a result of interna
tional cooperation to obtain a standard
ized algonthmic language. The Interna
tional Algebraic Language is the
forerunner of ALGOL. 2. ALGebraic
Oriented Language (some authors).
The international procedural language .
ALGOL 10 - A FORTRAN-like program
ming language that offers the scientific
advantages of FORTRAN and advanced
algorithmic processing capabilities.
Used mainly on time-sharing systems.
(Digital Equipment Corp.)
ALGOL 68 - Much like ALGOL 10, this
version of the language offers input
/output facilities more prone for the
batch environment. Used mainly on
batch systems, although it is also used
on some select time-sharing systems.

(IBM.)
algorithm -

A defined process or set of
rules that leads and assures develop
ment of a desired output from a given
input. A sequence of formulas and/or
algebraicllogical steps to calculate or
determine a given task; processing
rules.
algorithm convergence - An algorithm is
said to converge if it is certam to yield
its solution in a finite number of steps.
It is a much stronger requirement than
the mathematical convergence of the se
quence of obtained function values.
algorithmic - Pertaining to a constructive
calculating process usually assumed to
lead to the solution of a problem in a
finite number of steps.
algorithmic language - Same as ALGOL.
algorithmic routine - That specific rou
tine which directs the computer in a
program to solve a problem in a finite or
specified number of steps, but not rely

allocate storage

therebr fixing the absolute values of any
symbolic address.
allo.cate storage - The assignment of spe
Cific storage areas for exact purposes.
such as holding Input/Output data,
constants, specific routines, scratchpad
storage, stored routines, priority or ex
ecutIve mstructIons, housekeeping, or
end programs.
allocation - The assignment of blocks of
data to specified blocks of storage.
allocation, dynamic-storage - Each time a
subroutine is called using this feature
the unique storage area for that subrou:
tine is assigned to the first storage avail
able. Thus, all subroutines called on the
same level will share the same storage
area. T~is results in a significant storage
savmg m many cases. In addition a
recursive subroutine call is possible be
cause a new storage area is assigned
each tIme a subroutme is entered. This
feat!lre, toge.ther with in-line symbolic
codmg, provides real-time capability.
allocation of hardware resources, timesharing - See time-sharing allocation of

hardware resources.

all~catlon, resource -

A program which
mtegrates the allocation of resources
(men, machines, materials, monev and
space) .with sch~duling, by time p'~riod,
of project actiVIties.
allocat!on, storage - The process of re
serving blocks of storage to specified
blocks of information.
allotting - A process of selection in which
the objects are given assignments be
fore: the actual selecting procedure is
mltlated.
alpha - I. The first letter of the Greek
~Iphabet and, thus, a symbol represent
mg first. 2. An abbreviation for Al
phanumeric 3. A feature of representa
tlon of data In alphabetical characters in
contrast to numerical.
alphabet - A specific kind ofcharacter set
excluding numerals, i.e., the character
set most frequently used in a natural
language.
alphabetic -using onlv letters of the al
phabet and the special characters of pe
rIod, comma, asterisk, and others.
alphabetic addressing - The procedure
for using alrhabetic or alphanumeric la
bels to ~peCify varIOUS storage locations
for partIcular programs; i.e., before pro
gram execution, the alphabetic address
IS converted to an absolute address.
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alternate routing
alphabetic code -

A system of alphabetic
used in preparing infor
mation for mput to a machme; e.g., Bos
ton, New York, Philadelphia, and Wash
ington may in alphabetical coding be
reported as BS, NY, PH, WA. (Con
trasted with numeric code.)
alphabetic-numeric - The characters that
include letters of the alphabet, numer
als, and other symbols, such as punctua
tion or mathematical symbols.
alphabetic string - A string or group of
characters all of which are letters. A
string is a one dimensional array of cha
racters, letters, etc., ordered by refer
ences to the relations between adjacent
numbers.
alphabetic word - A specific word en
tirely of characters of an alphabet or
special signs and symbols.
alphameric - A contraction of alphanu
menc and alphabetic-numeric
alphameric characters - A generic term
for numeric digits, alphabetic charac
ters, and special characters.
alpha~eric code - Same as code, alphanu
menc
alphanumeric - A contraction of alpha
betic-numeric
alphanumerlcal- A coding system capa
ble of representing alphabetical charac
ters and other symbols as well as num
bers.
alphanumeric
character
set - Special
character set of letters and digits and
other special characters including espe
cially punctuation marks.
alphanumeric instruction - The name
given to instructions that can be used
equally well with alphabetic or numeric
kinds of data.
alphanumeric .reader -. An optical charac
ter recogmtlon deVICe that automati
cally reads and transmits typewritten
messages.
alteri.ng - An operation for inserting, de
leting, or changing information.
altering
error. - Internal,
machinegenerated errors resulting from incor
rect data transfer within the machine.
alter mode - A program condition that
permits changing or updating data in
storage.
alternate optima - Distinct solutions to
the same optimization problem.
alternate routing - A communications
term relating to the assignment of other
abb~eviatio.ns

amplifier

alternation gate

communications paths to a particular
destination if the primary path has be
come unavailable.
alternation gate - Same as gate. OR.
alternative denial gate -

NAND.

OPERANDS
FROM
~MEMORY

Same as gate.

ACCUMULATOR

Inc.; American Society for Information
Science. Its affiliates include: American
Institute of Certified Public Account
ants; American Statistical Association;
Association for Computational Linguis
tics; Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics; Society for Information
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ALU-arithmetlc and logical unit (one type).
ALU-Arlthmetic

and

Logical

Unit -

The portion of the hardware of a com
puter in which arithmetic and logical
operations are performed. The arithme
tic unit generally consists of an ac
cumulator. some special registers for
the storage of operands and results.
supplemented by shifting and sequenc
ing circuitry for implementing multi
phcation. division. and other desired
operations.
ambiguity - Having more than one
meaning or interpretation. In computer
processmg. ambiguity is often the result
of changes of state in various systems.
ambiguity error - A gross error. usually
transient. occurring in the reading of di
gits of numbers and imprecise synchro
nism which causes changes in different
digit positions. such as in analog-to
digital conversion. Guard signals can
aid in avoiding such errors.
AMBIT - A programming language for
algebraic symbol manipulation.
American Federation of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS) - Headquar

ters: Montvale. NJ. An organization of
computer-related societies. Its mem
bers include: The Association for Com
puter Machinery; The Institute of Elec
trical and Electronics Engineers
Computer Group; Simulation Councils.

Display; Association of Data Processing
Services Organizations.
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) - This organization organizes

committees formed of computer users.
manufacturers. etc.. to develop and
publish industry standards. e.g .• ANSI
FORTRAN. ANSI Standard Code for
Periodical Identification. etc. Previous
names: American Standards Association
(ASA) and United States of America
Standards Institute (USASI).

American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII) - Usually pro

nounced "Askee." A standard data
transmission code that was introduced
to achieve compatibility between data
devices. It consists of 7 mformation bits
and 1 parity bit for error-checking pur
poses, thus allowing 128 code combina
tions. If the eighth bit is not used for
parity. 256 code combinations are pos
sible.
American Standards Association - A for
mer name of the American National
Standards Institute.
amplifier - A unidirectional device which
is capable of putting out an enlargement
of the waveform of the electric current,
voltage, or power that is supplied to the
input.
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amplifter, computinl
ampllfter,

computinl - This amplifier
combines functions of amplification and
performance of operations. Computing
amplifiers are often summing amplifi
ers, analog adders, or sign reversing
amplifiers.
amplifier, differential- This amplifier has
two signal-input channels and one sig
nal output channel, which have charac
teristics such as instantaneous output
signals which are directly proportional
to the difference between the instanta
neous values of the input signals.
amplifter, differentiatinl- An amplifier,
infrequently used in analog computers,
whose output voltage is proportional to
the derivative of the input voltage with
respect to time.
amplifter, dired-coupled - Same as am
plifier, direct-current.
amplifier, dired-current - A specific ana
log computer amplifier which uses resis
tors for coupling signals in and out of
the active elements, i.e., a vacuum tube
or transistor. It is then capable of ampli
fying input signal currents despite how
slowly the input signals might vary in
time.
amplifier, drift-correded - A specific "di
rect-coupled" analog computer am
plifier which reduces or stops drift; i.e.,
the output voltage does not change in
value without a corresponding change
in input signal voltage.
ampllfter, operational- Same as amplifier,
computing.
amplifier, see-saw - Same as amplifier,
sign-re¥ersing.
ampliftar, siln-reversinl- A specific ana
log computer amplifier which has out
put voltage e9ua~ to the input voltage
but opposIte m sign.
amplifier, valve control- Some systems
have integrating amplifiers which accept
analog signals from time-sharing valve
output modules, provide memory and
conditioning for the signal, and gener
ate control output signals.
amplitude, pulse - The maximum instan
taneous value of a pulse.
analol- The representation of numeri
cal quantities by means of physical vari
ables. e.g., translation, rotation, volt
age. or resistance. (Contrasted with
dIgital.)
analol adder - Also known as a summer
in analog representation; a unit with two
or more input variables and one output
16

analol input expander

variable which is equal to the sum. or a
specific weighted sum, of the input vari
ables.
analog assilnment of variables - Con

sists of deciding which quantities on the
computer will represent which variables
in the problem. The user must know the
mathematical laws controlling the varia
bles in the problem as well as the laws
controlling the currents, voltages, and
reactances in the computer. He then
matches those quantities which are anal
ogous to each other; that is, quantities
which obey the same mathematical laws.
For example, water pressure can be
analogous to voltage, while water flow
can be analogous to current.
analol back-up - A designed alternate

method of process control most often
used bv conventional analog instru
ments in the event of a failure in the
computer system.
analog channel- A channel on which the
information transmitted can take anv
value between the defined limits of the
channel.
analol computer - See computer, analog.
analol data - See data, analog.
analog device - A mechanism that repre

sents numbers by physical quantities,
e.g., by lengths, as in a. slide rule, or by
voltages or currents, as in a differential
analyzer or a computer of the analog
type.
analog divider - A unit with two input
variables and one output variable which
is proportional to the quotient of the
input variables, provided that all the
variables are withm the operating range
of the unit. An analog multiplier unit
can be used in the feedback path of an
operational amplifier to perform divi
sion. These two units combined become
an analog divider.
analog input - Units feature modular
packaged equipment used to convert
voltage or current signals into digital
values. The modules used to accom
plish the conversions include analog-to
digital converters, multiplexors. am
phfiers. and other signal conditioning
equipment.
analog input expander - This unit allows
a complete analog input system to be
configured around the data-adapter
unit.

analot Input modulo

analol .Imulatlan

analol Input modulo - In some systems.
devices that convert analog input sig
nals from process instrumentatton into
a digit code for transmission to the com
puter.

direct control. or data analvsis. A con
trol and data path provides for the at
tachment of the svstem where more
powerful supervision is required. For
example. the system may be used to in-
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Analog-to-digital LSI (example).
tegrate the commercial aspects of an ap
phcation with the controlling opera
tions exercised by an analog computer.
Some multiprocessor system capabili
ties enable the handling of real-time ap
plications of any size or complexity.
analot repro.ontation - A representation
that does not have discrete values but is
continuously variable.
analog .Imulatlon - Use of an electrical
system to represent a physical system.
The actual system and the electrical
model are analogous in that the varia
bles that demonstrate their characteris
tics are described by relations that are
mathematically eqUIvalent. The actual
system has thus been simulated because
of the similarity of operation of the elec
analol
procellor-controller
(P-C) trical model and the physical system.
This capability of the analog computer
The processor-controller (P-C) can be
is of great value in performing scientific
used for editing. supervisory control.
analol multlpllor - A unit that generates
analog products from two or more input
signals. The output variable is propor
tional to the proouct of the input varia
bles.
analot notwork - A circuit or circuits that
represent(s) physical variables in such a
manner as to permit the expression and
solution of mathematical relationships
between the variables. or to permit the
solution directly by electric or elec
tronic means.
analal output - As opposed to digital
omput. the amplitude is continuously
proportionate to the stimulus. the pro
portionality being limited by the resolu
tion of the device.
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analog-to-digital conversion

analyst

research or engineering design calcula
tions because it permits an insight into
the relationship between the mathemat
ical equations and the response of the
physical system. Once the electrical
model is completed, well-controlled ex
periments can be performed quickly,
mexpensively, and with great flexibility
to predict the behavior of the primary
physical system.
analog-to-digital conversion - The con
version of analog signals from a voltage
level to digital mformation is accom
plished by an analog-to-digital con
verter (ADC). Such converters, how
ever, are complex enough so that if
multiple sources ofanalog signals are to
be converted, they share the use of one
ADC. The switching is accomplished by
a multtplexer.
analog-to-digital converter - A device
that changes physical motion or electri
cal voltage mto digital factors; e.g.,
turns of a shaft into a number input.
analog-to-digital LSI- A type of semicon
ductor device that combines complex
linear and digital functions on the same
chip. One-chip microcomputers with
onboard analog-to-digital converters,
microprocessor-compatible ADs, and
codecs are representative of these pro
ducts. (Illustration, page 17.)
analog-to-digital sensing - The collec
tion of analog data and its conversion
for presentatIOn to the digital proces
sor-controller.
analysis - The methodological investiga
tion of a problem by a consistent proce
dure, and its separation into related
units for further detailed study.
analysis block - A relocatable part of the
computer storage in which program
testing or statistical data are stored
which can later be utilized to analyze the
performance of the system. During pro
gram testing there may be an analysis
block for each transaction in the svstem,
and when the transaction leaves the sys
tem this block is dumped into a file or
tape.
analysis, contour - See contour analysis.
analysis, file - The examination. study,
and resolution of file characteristics to
determine similarities, number and type
of redundancies, and to check labeling
and listing of documents which affect
data elements contained in files.
analysis, logic - The delineation or dp

termination of the specific steps re
quired to produce the desired computer
output or derive the intelligence mfor
mation from the given or ascertained
input data or model. Such logic studies
are completed for many computer pro
cesses, programs, or runs.
analysis mode - A mode of operation in
which special rrograms monitor the
performance 0 the system for subse
quent analysis. Program testing data or
statistical data may be automatIcally re
cording when the system is running in
the analysis mode.
analysis, numerical- The study of meth
ods of obtaining useful quantitative so
lutions to mathematical problems, re
gardless of whether an analytic solution
exists or not, and the study of the errors
and bounds on errors in obtaining such
solutions.
analysis, operations - The use of scien
tific method procedures to solve opera
tional problems. Management thus uses
quantitative bases for developing opti
mal decisions and predictions. Some of
these procedures are: linear program
ming, probability information, game
theory, PERT, queuing, and statistical
theory.
analysis, procedure - The analysis of a
business activity to determine precisely
what must be accomplished, and how it
is to be accomplished..
analysis, statistical - One of the four
main techniques of operations research.
Data gathermg, arranging, sorting, se
quencmg, and evaluating are all com
mon statistical analyses. Three other
techniques are linear programming,
queuing theory, and simulation. StatistI
cal analysis combines mathematical
techniques and computer technology to
handle a wide range of business and
scientific problems wherever large
amounts of information or data must be
evaluated and analyzed.
analysis, systems - The examination of
an activity, procedure, method, tech
nique, or a business to determine what
must be accomplished and how the nec
essary operations may best be accom
plished.
analyst - An individual who is skilled and
trained to define problems and to ana
lyze, develop, and express algorithms
for their solution, especially algorithms
that may be resolved and implemented
by a computer.
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analyst, systems
analyst, systems -

A person who designs
information-handling procedures whIch
incorporate computer processing. The
systems analyst is usually highly skilled
in defining problems and developing al
gorithms for their solution.
analytical engine - The name Charles
Babbage gave to one of his primitive
computer devices. Conceived in 1833,
the analytical engine was the first gener
al-purpose automatic digital computer.
It embodied all the fundamental princi
ples of the modern digital computer. It
was theoretically capable of executing
any mathematical operation; it stored
sequences of instructions in memory,
and it was to use punched cards mod
eled after those used in the Jacquard
loom as mass memorv for storage of
mathematical tables. Babbage's concept
of the analytical engine is one of the
truly great intellectual achievements of
all time.
analytic relationship - The relationship
that exists between concepts and corre
sponding terms, by virtue of their defi
nition and inherent scope of meaning.
analyzer, differential- A computer (usu
ally analog) designed and used primar
ilv for solving many types of differential
equations.
analyzer, logic - Logic analyzers take a
digital picture of the data presented on
several parallel data-bus lines, and store
it in a semicondunor memorv for later
analysis. When the input levels rise or
fall through preset input thresholds, the
data is recognized as ones or zeros and
stored in memorv cells. Memorv con
tents can be accessed later and con
verted to oscilloscope displavs for con
venient analysis.
analyzer, lagic test - These instruments
do for the analvsis of complex digital
equipment what the oscilloscope does
for real-time signal analysis by provid
ing views of multiple channels of se
quential data, even if the data are non
recurring, providing true simultaneous
acquisition of multIple data channels,
and providing data sequence displays
that occur before a trigger.
analyzer, network - An analog device de
signed primarily for simulating electri
cal networks. (Svnonvmous with net
work calculator.) ,
,
ancillary equipment -

peripheral.

Same as equipment,

AND -

I. A logical operator that has the
property that if P is a statement and Q
IS a statement, then P AND Qare true if
both statements are true, false if either
is false or both are false. Truth is nor
mally expressed by the value I, falsity by
O. The AND operator is often repre
sented by a centered dot (P'Q), by no
sign (PQ), by an inverted "u" or logical
product symbol (PnQ) , or by the letter
"X" or multiplication symbol (P X Q).
!\ote that the letters AND are capitil
ized to differentiate between the logical
operator and the word and in common
usage. 2. The logical operation which
makes use of the AND operator or logi
cal product.
AND circuit - Same as gate, AND.
AND gate - Sff gate, AND.
AND gate, positive - Same as gate, AND.
AND-NOT gate - Same as gate, A AND
I'<OT B or gate, B AI'<D-NOT A.
AND operator - See AI'<D.
AND unit - Same as gate, AND.
anglicize - Usually means to translate
from programming language to English
phrases, I.e., to state the precise mean
mg of various coded statements in exact
and understandable language,
annex memory - Small memory unit used
as a go-between for the input and out
put units and the main memory. Better
known as a buffer.
annex storage - Same as associative stor
age.
annotate - To include explanations or
descriptions of portions of programs; to
add information or data to clarify rela
tions, significance, or priorities. '
annotation - Added descriptive com
ments or explanatory notes.
ANSI FORTRAN IV (Standard X3.9-1968)

- This is a FORTRAI'< used bv mam
firms with extensions for in-line'assem
blv language, bit and byte arravs, logical
expressions, rational' expressions, la
beled and unlabeled COMMON, en
code/decode statements, free format
i/o, and subscripts of any legal integer
expressIOn.
ANSI standards - American National
Standards Institute standards are widely
used bv US firms as guides, although
they are often modified. Data-process
ing standards from ANSI range from
the definition of ASCII to the determi
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applications study

nation of over-all datacom system per
formance. Many have been adopted by
the US Government, are called FIPS
(Federal Information-Processing Stan
dards), and are mandatory for the De
partment of Defense.
ANSI SubcommiHee X3S3 - Within the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), under Sectional Committee X3
on Computers and Information Proc
essing, Subcommittee X3S3 is responsi
ble for defining the characteristics of
digital data generating and receiving
systems that function with communica
tIon systems and for developing and
recommending standards for data com
munications. Five task groups have
been established under X3S3. Task
Group X3S33 is responsible for stand
ardizmg data communication formats.
Its twofold scope ofactivities is to define
formats for data communication of bits
within characters and of characters
within a hierarchy of groups, and to out
line functional control requirements
and procedures for data systems other
than those required for control of a data
link.
answer back - A transmission from the
receiving business machine in response
to a request from the transmitting ma
chine, e.g., the business machine ac
knowledges that it is ready to accept or
has received data.
answer, inquiry (remote) - See inquiryan
swer (remote).
anticipation mode - A visual means of
representing binary information. One
binary digit IS represented by aline, and
the bmary digit in the opposite state is
represented by the absence of a line.
anticipatory staging - The movement of
blocks of storage between disk and
main memory in anticipation of their
being needed by running programs.
This is to be contrasted with demand
staging.
anticoincidence gate - Same as gate, ex
clusive OR.
anti-setoff powder - See powder, anti
setoff.
any-sequence queue - A collection of
items in the system which are waiting for
the attention of the processor. The any
sequence queue is organized so that
items may be removed from the collec
tion without regard to the sequence in
which they entered it.
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A OR-NOT B gate- See gate, A OR-NOT

B.

aperture time - The time required to

make a measurement or conversion with
an A/D converter. Aperture time can be
considered to be a time uncertainty or
amplitude uncertainty. The aperture
and amplitude uncertainty are related
by the time rate of change of the signal.
APL language - A programming lan
guage developed by Iverson. An unusu
ally extensive set of operators and data
structures are used to Implement what is
considered by many to be the most flexi
ble, powerful, and concise algorithmic/
procedural language in existence. Pri
marily used from conversational
terminals, its applicability to "produc
tion" job processing is limited, but its
value for educational and investigative
work is great.
application - The system or problem to
which a computer is applied. Reference
is often made to an application as being
either of the computational type,
wherein
arithmetic
computations
predominate, or of the data-processing
type, wherein data-handling operations
predominate.
application, Inquiry - See inquirv applica
tion.
application package - A series of inter
related routines and subroutines de
signed to perform a specific task.
application, real time - See real-time ap
plication.
application, slave - A fail-safe or backup
system (application) whereby a slave or
second computer performs the same
steps of the same programs so that if the
master computer fails or malfunctions,
the slave computer continues without a
deterioration of operations. Various
space or urgent real-time applications
require this double-precision or double
safety feature.
applications,
processor-controller - See
processor-controller applications.
applications
programs - Mathematical
routines, including sine, cosine, tan
gent, arc sine, square root, naturalloga
rithms, and exponential functions.
applications study - The detailed process
of determining a system or set of proce
dures for using a computer for definite
functions or operations, and establish
ing specifications to be lIsed as a base

application, standby

arithmetic and logic unit, . . .

for the selection of equipment suitable
to the specific needs.
application, standby - An application in
which two or more computers are tied
together as a part of a single over-all
system, and which, as in the case of an
inquiry application, stand ready for im
mediate activation and appropriate ac
tion.
approach, brute-force - To try to under
take with existing equipment the mass
of problems that do not use precise
computations or logical manipulation
(as accounting problems and scientific
problems do).
approach, heuristic - An approach that
encourages further experimentation
and investigation. An intUItive trial-and
error method of attacking a problem as
opposed to the algorithmic method.
approach, systems - A systems apr roach
pertains to looking at the overal situa
tion rather than the narrow implications
of the task at hand, particularry looking
for interrelationships between the task
at hand and other functions which relate
to it.

pertain to one group, such as one cate
gory, class, etc.
areas in storage - The assignment of
characters, fields, or words in processor
storage in order to complete program
editing, printing, read-m, punching,
constants, write-out, and other proce
dures.
areas, overflow, file - See overflow areas,
file.
area, storage - See storage area.
area, working - See storage, working.
a-register - See register, arithmetic.
argument - I. The known reference fac
tor necessary to find the desired item
(function) in'a table. 2. A variable upon
whose value the value of a function de
pends. The arguments of a function are
listed in parentheses after the function
name, whenever that function is used.
The computations specified by the func
tion definition occur using the variables
specified as arguments.
argument addresses - Some systems offer
a single instruction to resolve any num
ber of argument addresses, storing the
results in the stack for use bv the sub
routines needed. Depending on ad
dressing mode, these instructIOns run 4
to 10 times faster than equivalent soft
ware routines. This is especially signifi
cant in programs with frequent parame
ter transfers (such as FORTRAN or data
collection with scaling and conversion).
argument transfer instructions - Some
systems offer argument transfer instruc
t ions that facilitate the movement of ar
guments (or parameters) from a pro
gram to a subroutine. The full
addressing power of larger architecture
is applied to these functions; base rela
tive, lI1dexed, and indirect argument ad
dresses are passed to subroutines and
resolved bv these instructions, often to
16-bit absolute addresses for fast argu
ment accessing.
arithmetic address - Specific locations
which are used for the results of compu
tations.
arithmetical operation - An operation
completed according to arithmetical
rules; i.e., the operands are the addend
and augend and the result is the sum.

APT (Automatically Programmed Tools)

- A system for the computer-assisted
programming of numerically controlled
machine tools, flame cutters, drafting
machines, and similar equipment.
arbitrary access - Equal access time to all
memorv locations, independent of the
location of the previous memory refer
ence. See random access.
area, clear - Same as band, clear.
area, constant - A part of storage desig
nated to store the invariable quantities
required for processing.
area, fixed - The area on a disk where
data files or image programs may be
stored and protected.
area, input - A section of internal storage
of a computer reserved for the receiving
and processing of input information.
area, input/output - Same as storage,
working.
area, instruction - A part of storage al
located to receive and store the group of
lI1structions to be executed.
area, output - A seelion of internal stor
age reserved for storing data which are
to be transferred out of the computer.
area search - The examination of a large
group of documents to select those that

arithmetic and logic unit, ALU microcomputers - That CPU chip logic which actu

ally executes the operations requested
by an input command is called the arith
metic and logic unit (ALU), since in
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arithmetic check

arithmetic unit

everv case some combination of arith
metic andlor logical operations is re
quired. A part of CPU chip logic, the
control unit, decodes the instruction
(stored in the instruction register) in
order to enable the required ALU logic,
and thus implement the arithmetic and
lor logical operations required by the
instruction.
arithmetic check - A verification of arith
metic computation, e.g., multiplying 4
by 2 to check against the product ob
tained by multiplying 2 by 4.
arithmetic expression - An expression
containing any combination of data
names, numeric literals, and named
constants, joined by one or more arith
metic operators in such a way that the
expressIOn as a whole can be reduced to
a single numeric value.
arithmetic, external- Operations per
formed outside of the computer itself as
by . peripheral or ancillary units but
whIch mayor may not become part of
the total problem or program on an in
terrupt basis.
arithmetic, floating-decimal - A method
of calculation which automatically ac
counts for the location of the radix
point. This is usually accomplished by
handling the number as a signed man
tissa times the radix raised to an integral
exponent; e.g., the decimal number +
88.3 might be written as +.883X 10 2 ;
the binary number - .00 II as - .11 X
2- 2 .
arithmetic, floating point operation 
See floating-point arithmetic (opera
tion).
arithmetic instruction - The operator part
of this instruction specifies an arithme
tic operation: add, subtract, multiplv,
divide, powers, or square-root. Not'a
logical operation such as logic sum,
logic multiply, or compare.
arithmetic, internal- The computations
performed by the arithmetic unit of a
computer.
arithmetic, mUltiple - A procedure for
performing arithmetic on a digital com
puter in which several parts of one or
more numbers are used in arithmetic
operations which yield several results.
arithmetic, multi precision - A form of
arithmetic similar to double precision
arithmetic except that two or more
words may be used to represent each
number.

arithmetic operation - Any of the funda
mental operations of arithmetic, e.g.,
the binary operations of addition, sub
traction, multiplication, and division,
and the binary operations of negation
and absolute value.
arithmetic operation, binary - Digital
computer operations such as add and
subtract performed with operands with
output results in binary notation.
arithmetic organ - Same as arithmetic sec
tion.
arithmetic, parallel - A process in which
simultaneous operations are performed
on all digits of a number and in which
partial sums and numbers are formed or
shifted.
arithmetic, partial - See arithmetic, multi
ple.
arithmetic product - A result developed
as two numbers are multiplied as, in
decimal notation, 6X 10=60. In data
processing, the product is the result of
performing the logic A"ID operation.
arithmetic registers, microproceuors 
Arithmetic (or ALU) registers are those
on which arithmetic and logic functions
can be performed; the register can be a
source or destination of operands for
the operation. Registers that clln supply
but not receive operands for the ALl)
are not considered arithmetic registers
by many evaluators.
arithmetic section - The portion of the
hardware of a computer in which arith
metic and logical operations are per
formed. The arithmetic unit generally
consists of an accumulator, some special
registers for the storage of operands
and results, and shifting and sequencing
circuitry for implementing multiplica
tion, division, and other desired opera
tions. (Synonvmous with ALD.)
arithmetic, .erlal- An operation in which
each number is divided into digits to be
operated upon singly, usually in the
adder-subtracter or a comparator. The
same number of addition operations are
required as there are binarv digits in the
operands; a simpler and slower opera
tion than parallel arithmetic.
arithmetic shift - A shift of digits to the
left or right within a fixed framework in
order to mUltiply or divide by a power of
the given number base equivalent to the
number of positions shifted.
arithmetic unit - See arithmetic section.
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arm, disk (moving)
arm, dilk (moving) -

arm.

See disk, moving

armed interrupt - See interrupt, armed.
ARPANET - A large packet-switched net

work developed by the Department of
Defense in 1969.
ARQ - Automatic request for repeat. An
automatic system which provides error
correction by utilizing a constant ratio
code and a closed loop to request re
transmission of mutilated characters as
indicated by receipt of nonconstant
ratio characters.
ARQ, continuous - Automatic request for
repeat (ARQ) in continuous mode has
the transmitter sending one block after
another without stoppmg. The receiver
and transmitter retam individual counts
of the blocks outstanding and provide
buffer storage to retain those blocks.
Only when an erroneous block is de
tected does the receiver tell the trans
mitter to resend that block and all sub
sequent in-transit, but unacknowledged
blocks.
array - A series of items arranged in a
meaningful pattern.
array, cell- A set of elements arranged in
a meaningful pattern so that rows and
columns form a matrix. Specific data can
be identified by naming specific cells in
the matrix by row and column.
array, closed - An array that can only
be extended if the newly added ele
ments do not alter the value of the en
tire array.
array, data - A representation of data in
the form of signs or symbols recorded
on tape, cards, etc.
array pitch - See pitch, row.
array processors - Various 32-bit pro
grammable floating-point array proces
sors are available for use with 16- and
32-bit minicomputers. These coproces
sors reduce the time to do stnngs of
iterative arithmetic by several orders of
magnitude.
artificial cognition - The optical sensing
of a displayed character in which the
machine or equipment selects from its
memory the shape of the character that
is closest to the character being dis
played.
artificial intelligence - I. Research and
study in methods for the development
of a machine that can improve its own
operations. The development or capa
btlity of a machine that can proceed or

ASCII

perform functions that are normally
concerned with human intelligence, as
learning, adapting, reasoning, self-cor
rection, automatic improvement. 2. The
study of computer and related tech
niques to supplement the intellectual
capabilities of man. As man has in
vented and used tools to increase his
physical powers, he now is beginning to
use artificial intelligence to increase his
mental powers. In a more restricted
sense, the study of techniques for more
effective use ofdigital computers by im
proved programming techniques.
artificial language -

A language specifi
cally designed for ease of communica
tion in a particular area of endeavor, but
one that is not yet natural to that area.
This is contrasted with a natural lan
guage which has evolved through long
usage.

artificial perception -

tion.

See artificial cogni

ARU -

Audio-Response Unit. A device
designed to connect a computer system
to a telephone to provide voice re
sponse to inquiries made.

ascending sort -

A sort in which the final
sequence of records is such that succes
sive keys compare greater than, less
than, or equal to.

ASCII - American Standard Code for In

formation Interchange. A standard 8-bit
information code used with most com
puters and data terminals. It may be
used in the parallel mode (all bits pre
sent simultaneously on separate lines)
or the serial mode (one bit at a time on
a single line). Most systems do not use
the eighth bit of the code, and it is,
therefore, assumed to be a logic one at
all times. Some systems, however, use
the eighth bit for parity or error testing.
The remaining seven bits provide a total
of 128 possible characters. Of these,
one group of 32 is reserved for the up
per-case alphabet and a few punctuation
marks. Another group of 32 is used for
numbers, spacing, and additional punc
tuation symbols. Rarely used punctua
tion marks and a lower-case alphabet
are assigned a third group of32. Finally,
the last 32 combinatIons are assigned as
machine or control commands. This
group is not actually printed but is pro
vided to handle hardware operatIOns
such as line feed (LF) or carriage return
(CR).
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ASIS

....mbl.r, r••id.nt

ASIS - Abbreviation for American Soci

macros can be accumulated in easily
used libraries that eliminate repetition.
Expanded expression evaluation. on
some systems. allows the use of FOR
TRAN-like expressions with machine
language effiCiency. Extensive listing
control directives generate self-docu
menting programs with a minimum of
programmer effort on these systems.
....mbl.r,
mlcrocamput.r - Programs
written in assembly language are trans
lated by an assembler program mto ex
ecutable machine programs. The as
sembly process is basically one of con
verting symbolic instructions into
binary machine instructions for ma
chine instructions and data, and per
forming auxiliary functions necessary to
produce an executable machme pro
gram.
....mbl.r, one-to-on. - A straightfor
ward translating program which gener
ally produces only one instruction in the
object language for each instruction in
the source language.
....mbl.r op.r.ton - See assembler pro
gram.
....mbl.r pro,ram - The assembler is an
assembly program for a symbolic-cod
ins language. It is composed of simple.
bnef expressions that provide rapid
translation from symbolic to machine
language relocatable-object coding for
the computer. The assembly language
includes a variety of operators which
allow the fabrication of desired fields
based on information generated at as
sembly time. The instruction-operation
codes are assigned mnemonics which
describe the hardware function of each
instruction. Assembler-directive com
mands provide the programmer with
the abihty to generate data words and
values based on specific conditions at
assembly time.
• ...mbl.r, r.locatobl. - A specific pro
gram that acts as an ordinary assembler
to translate object code from assembly
language source code with memory lo
cations specified as displacements from
a relative origin or as external refer
ences. This type of assembler facilitates
the running of programs in any memory
area.
• ...mbl.r, re.id.nt - An assembler that
runs on the machine for which it gener
ates code. Used most often for develop
ing software. It eliminates the need for

ety for Information Science. formerly
American Documentation Institute.
ASLIS - Abbreviation for Association of
Special Libraries and Information Bu
reaus.
ASR - Automatic Send-Receive set. A
combination
teletypewriter.
trans
mitter. and receiver with transmission
capability from either keyboard or
paper tape. Most often used in half
duplex Circuit.
a...mbl. - l. To prepare an object lan
guage program from a symbolic lan
guage program by substituting machine
operation codes for symbolic operation
codes and absolute or relocatable ad
dresses for symbo!ic addresses. 2. To
mtegrate subroutmes (supplied. se
lected. or generated) into the main rou
tine. by adapting or changing relative
and symbolic addresses to absolute
form or incorporating. or placing in
storage.
a...mbl.r - A computer program that
operates on symbolic input data to pro
duce from such data machine instruc
tions by carrying out such functions as:
translation of symbolic-operation codes
into computer-operating instructions.
assi~ning locations in storage for suc
cessive instructions. or computation of
absolute addresses from symbolic ad
dresses. An assembler generally trans
lates input symbolic codes into machine
instructions. item for item. and pro
duces as an output the same number of
instructions or constants that were
defined in the input symbolic codes.
....mbl.r dlrectlv. comm.nd. - Assem
bler directive commands provide the
programmer with the ability to generate
data w~rds and values bas~d on specific
conditIOns at assembly tlme. The in
struction operation codes are assigned
mnemonics which describe the nard
ware function of each instruction.
a...mbl.r dlrectiv•• - The symbolic as
sembler directives control or direct the
assembly processor just as operation
codes control or direct the central com
puter. These: directives are represented
by mnemomcs.
a...mbl.r, macro - Some macroassem
biers bring high level language features
to assembly language programming.
Macroinstructions translate a single
multiargument source line into a se
quence of machine instructions. These
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a..ombler, royorso

a..ombly-outpuf languago

another computer system or a time
sharing service. which is needed for
most cross assemblers.
assomblor, rOYorse - A program that gen
erates a complete symbol table. places
equate statements at the beginmng of
the newly created source program. and
inserts labels at appropnate locations
throughout the program. The source
program can be listed on the terminal or
printer and stored on disk as a source
program. The new source file may then
be edited. relocated. and reassembled
as desired. A typical program is availa
ble on paper tape, cassette. or diskette.
assomblor, symbolic - The symbolic as
sembler lets the programmer code in
structions in a symbolic language. The
assembler allows mnemomic symbols to
be used for instruction codes and ad
dresses. Constant and variable storage
registers can be automatically assignea.
Tne assembler produces a binary object
tape and lists a symbol with memory al
locations and useful diagnostic mes
sages.
assomblor, two-pa•• - An assembler
which requires scanning of the source
program twice. The first pass constructs
a symbol table. and the second pass
does the translation.
a..o".'bllng--:- Th.e procc;ss of composing
or mtegratIng mstructlons mto subrou
tines or main routines for acceptance
and use by computing units.
a••ombllng a program - The preparation
of a program for actual execution by a
computer. Generally refers to the pro
cess of converting mnemonic represen
tations used by programmers to actual
binary patterns used by a CPU.
a..ombly - The translation of a source
program written in a symbolic language
mto an object or target program in a
machine language.
a.sembly control, IF .tatomont - This fea
ture allows for bypassing sections of an
object rrogram at asseml>ly time under
contro of external indicatIons.
assombly-control
.tatoments- State
ments that instruct the assembly pro
gram in the perfonnance of a wide vari
ety of functIons related to creating an
object program.
a••ombly languago - A machine-oriented
language for programming. such as
ARGUS or EASY, which belongs to an
assembly program or system.

assembly languago coding - Assembly
languages are used to avoid coding di
rectly mto machine code; mnemonics
are used for both the command instruc
tions and the operands, and it is usually
not necessary to label the address for
every instruction. In an instruction such
as. ADD Y. Y is a mnemonic for a loca
tion. Assembly programs generate in a
one-to-one fasnion a set of machine
coded instructions as contrasted to a
complier. or macro language. wherein
one compiler instruction can generate
many machine instructions. i.e .• such as
FORTAN. COBOL. etc.
a..ombly-Ianguago output - A symbolic
assembly-language listing of the binary
object program output of the compiler.
The listing contains the symbolic in
structions equivalent to the binary code
output from the compiler. This assem
bly-lan~age output bsting is useful as a
debuggmg aid. By including certain
pseudo-operations codes in in-line as
sembly fanguage. the assembly-lan
guage output can be assembled by the
assembler. This allows modification of
programs at the assembly-language
level.
a..ombly languago proco..or - A lan
guage processor that accepts words.
statements. and phrases to produce ma
chine instructions. It is more than an
assembly program because it has com
piler powers. The macroassembler per
mits segmentation ofa large program so
that portions may be tested separately.
It also provides extensive program anal
ysis to aid in debugging.
a..ombly lIne balandng- A specialized
program allowing production control
management to plan the most efficient
and profitable man-work element rela
tionship in an assembly line operation.
a..ombly n.t - A printed list which is the
by-product ofan assembly procedure. It
lists in logical-instruction sequence all
details of a routine. showing the coded
and symbolic notation next to the actual
notallons established by the assembly
procedure. This listing IS highly useful
In the debugging of routines.
assembly-output languag. - In some sys
tems. an optional symbolic assembly
language that lists the object code out
put from a high-level language com
piler. This can be very helpful for users
as a debugging tool because it can show
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assembly program

assumed decimal point

exact machine code in a readable for
mat.
assembly pragram - See assembly rou
tine.
assembly routine - A computer program
that operates on symbohc input data to
produce from such data machine in
structions by carrying out such func
tions as: translation of symbolic-opera
tion codes into computer-operating
instructions; assigning locations in stor
age for successive instructions; or com
putation of absolute addresses from
symbolic addresses. An assembler gen
erally translates input symbolic codes
into machine instructions item for item,
and produces as output the same num
ber of instructions or constants which
were defined in the input symbolic
codes. (Synonymous with assembly pro
gram, and related to compiler.)
assembly, selective - A procedure in
which run tapes contain a specific pro
gram selected by the programmer from
both an input deck of new programs and
a tape file of previously processed sym
bohc programs.
assembly, symbolic - The first level of
language described for a class of proces
sor programs.
aSlembly system - I. An automatic sys
tem (software) that includes a language
and machine-language programs. Such
supplementary programs perform such
programming functions as checkout,
updating, and others. 2. An assembly
system comprises two elements, a sym
bolic language and an assembly pro
gram, that translate source programs
written in the symbolic language into
machine language.
assembly, system, Iymbolle - A program
system deVeloped in two parts; a sym
bolic-language program, and a com
puter program (processor). The proces
sor translates a source program
developed in symbolic language to a
machine object program.
assembly testing - The testing of a group
of functionally related programs to de
termine whether or not the group oper
ates according to specifications. The
programs may be related in that they
have access to common data, occupy
high-speed storage simultaneously, op
erate under common program control,
or perform an integrated task.
assembly unit - 1. A device that (>erforms
the function of associating ana joining

several parts or piecing together a pro
gram. 2. A portion of a program that is
capable ofl:ieing assembled mto a larger
whole program.
allertion - Relates to flow charting as a
presumption or anticipation of ~ condi
tion or some content concernmj!" the
data design, program, or processmg.
assignment, facllltiel (Executive) - The
assignment of memory and external
facilities to meet the .requi~eme!lts
which are defined symbohcally m a Job
program selected for initiation. Execu
tive maintains a list of all allocatable
facilities which is updated to reflect re
lease offacilities by programs during, or
at termination of, a run.
Alloelation for Computer Machinery
(ACM) - A professional and technical
society whose publications, conferences
and activities are designed to help ad
vance the art, specifically as regards ma
chinery and system design, language
and program development, and other
related activities. It is a member of the
American Federation of Information
Processing Societies (AFIPS).
Association of Data Proce..lng Service Organlzationl (ADAPSO) - An associa
tion of US and Canadian data-process
ing service organizations.
associative Indexing - A study following
two approaches-the automatic genera
tion of word association maps based on
lists of words from the text, and repre
sentations based on the number of
times words appear in ti)e text.
associative memorles- With associative
memory capability, high-speed memory
searches within computers are based on
content or subject matter rather than
being limited to locating data through
specified "addresses."
aSlOciative storage - A type of storage in
which storage locations are identified by
their contents, not by names or POSI
tions. Synonymous with content
addressed storage.
alsumed decimal point - The point within
a numeric item at which the decimal
point is assumed to be located. When a
numeric item is to be used within a com
puter, the location of the assumed deci
mal point is consid.ered to be ~t the
right, unless otherwise speCified m the
appropriate record deSCription entry. It
wiII not occupy an actual space m stor
age, but it will be used by the computer
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audible alarm

t? align the value properly for calcula
tion.
alteri.k protection - The insertion of a
series of asterisks on the left of the most
significant digit. This scheme is com
monly used in check protection systems.
alynchronoul - A mode of compliter op
eration in which performance of the
next command is started bv a signal that
the previous command has been comp
leted. Contrast with synchronous. cha
racterized bv a fixed t'ime cvcle for the
'
execution of operations.
alynchronoul computer - A computer in
which the performance of each opera
tIOn stans as a result of a SIgnal either
that the previous operation has been
completed. or that the parts of the com
puter required for the next operation
are now available. (Contrasted with sm
chronous computer.)
.
alynchronoul device - A unit which has
an operating speed not related to am
particular frequenn of the svstem to
which it is connected.
'
alynchronoul
machine - A
machine
which has an operating speed not
related to am fixed or specific frequenC\
of the system. Since no fixed penod o'r
mterval SIgnals the next event. it ma\
begin at the end ofa prior one. withou't
regard to the time it might take.
alynchronoul operation - The method of
processing in which one operation is
completed before the next operation is
initiated.
alynchronoul operator - See asvnchro
nous.
alynchronoul lignaling - Codes used in
signaling, in which characters provide
their own stan and stop indicators,
alynchronOUI tranlmillion - A method of
transmitting data in which each trans
mitted character is preceded by a start
bit and followed by a stop bit, thus per
mitting the interval between characters
to vary, Asynchronous transmission is
advantageous when transmission is ir
regular (such as that initiated by a kev
board operator's typing speed). It is
also inexpensive due to the simple inter
face logic and circuitry required. Syn
chronous transmission, on the other
hand, makes better use of the transmis
sion facility by eliminating the stan and
stop bits on each character. Further
more, synchronous data is suitable for
multilevel modulation which combines

two or four bits in one signal element
(baud). Smchronous modems offer
higher transmission speeds. but are
more expensive because they require
precisely synchronized clock and data.
alynchronoul working - See asynchro
nous.
alyndetic - I, Omittmg conjunctions or
connectives. 2. Pertaming to a catalog
without cross references.
ATE - Automatic Test Equipment
atamic Iymboll - See symbols, atomic.
ATS - Abbreviation for Administrative
Terminal System,
aHached procelling - An approach to
computer system architecture in which
an arbitrary number of compact, inex
pensive computers are linked together
to form a large-scale computing facility.
Some of these computers handle data
file management and retrieval. while
others execute applications programs.
Individual computer processors are re
lieved from the burden of performing
man v different tasks simultaneously.
aHached IUpport procellor (ASP) 
The utilization of multiple computers,
usuallv two. connected via channel-to
channel adaptors, to increase the effi
ciency in processing many short dura
tion jobs.
aHended operation - In data set applica
tions, individuals are required at both
stations to establish the connection and
transfer the data sets from talk (voice)
mode to data mode,
aHentlon device - A device programmed
to indicate a new display on a screen of
lasting displays by some different
shapes. sizes, or light intensity, or by
making older displays smaller, dimmer,
or of another shape,
aHenuate - To reduce the amplitude of
an action or signal.
aHenuation - Reduction of energy of an
action or signal. Measurement may be
made as units, decibels, or percentages.
aHrlbute - A subdividing descriptor of an
entity. Whereas entities are the items
about which information is kept, the at
tributes of the entities are the particular
characteristics of interest. In data bases,
entities are tracked by records of a par
ticular record type, and the attributes of
the entities are recorded by the data in
the record fields.
audible alarm - See alarm. audible.
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audio

autodecrement mode

Frequencies that can be heard by
the human ear (usuallv 15 to 20,000
hertz).
audio-casseHe record interface - A device
that allows virtuallv unlimited memory
storag~ for data or software. Operates
by modulating audio frequencies in the
record mode. Demodulates recorded
data in playback mode.
audio response - A form of output that
uses verbal replies to inquiries. The
computer can be programmed to seek
answers to inquines made on a time
shared on-line system and then to utilize
a special audio response unit which elic
its the appropriate prerecorded re
sponse to the inquiry. Of course, inqui
nes must be of the nature for which the
audio response has been prepared. In
demand deposit account lookup, for ex
ample, the teller dials the computer's
special number and then enters an iden
tHy code, customer account number,
and an inquiry code telling the com
puter what to look up. The computer
then immediately relays the customer's
balance back to the teller in the form of
a spoken message from the audio re
sponse system. This is an actual human
voice composed of selected words that
are retrieved from a prestored vocabu
lary and sent over pnone lines.
audio-response unit - A device that can
link a computer system to a telephone
network to provide voice responses to
inquiries made from telephone-type ter
minals. The audio response is com
posed from a vocabulary prerecorded in
a digitally coded voice on a disk storage
deVIce.
aUdiotape storage unit - A unit capable of
storing computer programs and/or data
on ordinary audio cassette tape; audio
tones are used to represent binary data.
audit - The operations developed to cor
roborate the evidence as regards au
thenticity and validity of the data that
are introduced into the data-processing
problem or system.
audit-in-depth - Detailed examination of
all manipulations performed on a single
transactIOn or piece of information.
auditing- Source data, methodology,
and report conclusions and sums are
checked for accuracy and validity as well
as credibility in the auditing process
through the use of studied techniques
and information sources.
audit program - A program designed to
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enable use of the computer as an audit
ing tool.
audit trail - The trail or path left by a
transaction when it is processed. The
trail begins with the original docu
ments, transactions entries, and posting
of records and is complete with the re
port. Validity tests of records are
achieved by this method. An audit trail
must be incorporated into every proce
dure; provision for it should be made
early so that it becomes an integral part.
In creating an audit trail it is necessary
to provide: (A) Transaction documenta
tion which is detailed enough to permit
the association of anv one record with
its original source document. (B) A sys
tem of accounting controls which pro
vides that all transactions have been
processed and that accounting records
are in balance. (C) Documentation from
which anv transaction can be recreated
and its processing continued, should
that transaction be misplaced or de
stroyed at some point in the procedure.
augend - The number or quantity to
which another number or quantity (ad
dend) is added to produce the result
(sum).
augment - To increase a quantity in
order to bring it to its full value.
augmenter - The quantity added to an
other to bring it to its full value. An
augmenter is usually positive; however,
when "added," a negative quantity is
also called an augmenter.
autoabstrad - A collection of words se
lected from a document, arranged in a
meaningful order, commonly by an au
tomatic or machine method.
auto bypall - A capability that permits
continuous operation of downstream
terminals when another terminal in the
daisy chain is powered down.
autocode - Use of the computer itself to
develop the machine-coded program
from macrocodes, i.e., the conversion of
symbolic codes for operations and ad
dresses.
autocoder - An IBM programming lan
guage.
autodecrement mode - In some systems,
this mode is useful for processing data
in a list in the reverse direction. The
contents of the selected general register
are decremented and then used as the
address of the operand. The choices of
these
features
(post
increment,

audio -

autoincrement mode

automatic didionary

predecrement) on some systems are de
signed to facilitate hardware/software
stack operations.
autoincrement mode - In some svstems,
this mode provides for automatk step
ping of a pointer through sequentIal
elements of a table of operands. It as
sumes the contents of the selected gen
eral register to be the address of the
operand. Contents of the registers, on
these systems, are stepped to address
the next sequential location. The au
toincrement mode is useful for arrav
processing and stack processing. It wiil
access an element of a table or it may be
used for a variety of purposes.
auto-indexed addressing - An addressing
mode that results in the contents of an
index register being automatically al
tered by some speCIfied amount each
time such an instruction is actually ex
ecuted.
auto-man - A type of locking switch
which indicates and controls methods of
operation, such as automatic or manual.
automata theory - The development of
theory which relates the study of princi
ples of operations and applications of
automatic devices to various behaviorist
concepts and theories.
automated data medium - Same as data,
machine readable.
automatic abstrading - Searching for the
criteria by which human beings judge
what should be abstracted from a aocu
ment, as programmed.

check, hardware check, and related to
program check.)
automatic checking - Processors are con
structed and designed for verification of
information transmitted, computed, or
stored. The procedure is complete
when all processes in the machine are
automatically checked, or else the check
is considered a partial verification. Par
tial checking concerns either the num
ber and proportion of the processes that
are checked, or the number and propor
tion of the machine units that are as
signed to checking.
automatic check interrupts - See inter
rupts, automatic check.
automatic checkout systems - See check
out systems, automatic.
automatic code - A code that allows a ma
chine to translate or convert a symbolic
language into a machine language for
automatic machine or computer opera
tions.
automatic coding - A technique by which
a machine translates a routine written in
a synthetic language into coded ma
chine instructions; e.g., assembling is
automatic coding.
automatic coding language - A tech
nique, device, or language, such thatthe
computer is assisted In doing part of the
coding task.
automatic corredions - See correction, au
tomatic error.
automatic data medium - See data. ma
chine readable.

automatically programmed tools (APT)

- APT is a system for the computer
assisted programming of numerically
controlled machine tools. flame cutters,
drafting machines, and similar equip
ment.
automatic carriage - A device on a printer
that moves continuous-form paper
under machine control.
automatic charader generatlo" - In addi
tion to automatic line generation, the
display hardware can display characters
specified by 6-bit codes. Each character
is displayed in an average of 15 /Lsec
(some systems).
automatic check - A provision con
structed in hardware for verifyins the
accuracy of information transmItted.
manipulated, or stored by any unit or
device in a computer. (Synonymous
with built-in check. built-in automatic

automatic

data

processing

(ADP) -

Data processing performed by a system
of electronic or electrical machines so
interconnected and interacting as to re
duce to a minimum the need for human
assistance or intervention.

automatic

data-processing

system -

See automatic data processing.

automatic data-switching center -

A data
switching center which senses contents
of messages and relays such information
without human handling or interven
tion. Same as automatic message switch
ing.
automatic dldionary - The component of
a lan~age-translating machine that will
prOVIde a word-for-word substitution
from one language to another. In auto
matic searching systems, the automatic
dictionary is the component that substi
tutes codes for words or phrases during
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automatic eledronic data-iwltching center

automatic Itop

the encoding operation. (Related to ma
chine translation.)
automatic eledronlc data-Iwitching center
- A communications center designed
for relaying digitized information by au
tomatic electronic means.
automatic error corredion - A technique,
usually requiring the use of special
codes and/or automatic retransmission,
that detects and corrects errors occur
ring in transmission. The degree of cor
rection depends upon coding and
equipment configuration.
automatic error detedion - The program
itself, or the program embedded in a
more complicated system, is usually de
signed to detect its own errors, print
them out with the cause, and, if so de
signed, take steps to correct them.
automatic exchange - An exchange in
which communication between subscri
bers is effected without the intervention
of operators, and is completed by means
of devices and equipment set in opera
tion by the originating subscriber s in
strument.
automatic gain control (AGe) - An am
plifier circuit designed to provide out
put levels for computer crt terminals
within a specific limited range no matter
what the Input levels are.
automatic hold - In an analog computer,
attainment of the hold condition auto
matically through amplitude compari
son ofa problem variallle, or through an
overload condition.
automatic Interrupt - An automatic pro
gram-controlled interrupt system that
causes a hardware jump to a predeter
mined location. There are five types of
interrupt: (1) input/output, (2) pro
grammer error, (3) machine error, (4)
supervisor call, and (5) external (for ex
ample, timer turned to negative value,
alert button on console, external lines
from another processor). There is fur
ther subdivision under the five types.
Unwanted interrupts, such as an an
ticipated overflow, can be "masked out"
(some computers).
automatic loaclar - A loader program im
plemented in a special ROM (read-only
memory) that allows loading of binary
paper tapes or the first record or sector
of a mass storage device. The program
is equivalent to a bootstrap loader plus
a binary loader. When an automatic
loader is installed, it is seldom necessary

to key in a bootstrap program to load
the binary loader.
automatic mellage - Incoming messages
are automaticallv directed to one or
more outgoing ·circuits, according to
intelligence contained in the message.
automatic mellage-Iwitchlng center 
A center in which messages are auto
matically routed according to informa
tion in them.
automatic plo"lng- See plotting, auto
matic.
automatic program interrupt - The ability
of computers to put "first things first";
abandon one operation, temporarily,
when a priority operation arises, do that
one, and go on from there. The inter
ruption is caused by a specific predeter
mined condition.
automatic programming - The method or
technique whereby the computer itself
is used to transform or translate pro
gramming from a language or form that
IS easy for a human being to produce,
into a language that is efficient for the
computer to carry out. Examples of au
tomatic programming are compiling,
assembling, and interpretive routines.
automatic
programming
language 
A device, technique, or language which
permits the computer to aid In doing
part of the coding and programming.
automatic ragged-right iUltlftcatlon 
Text in memory is automatically
ragged-right justified. Text is wrapped
around the right-hand margin such that
the last character of a wore may be at
the margin setting, but not exceed it.
automatic recovery program - See pro
gram, automatic recovery.
automatic routine - A routine that is ex
ecuted independently of manual opera
tions, but only if certain condItions
occur within a program or record, or
during some other process.
automatic lend-receive - See ASR.
automatic lequenclng- The ability of
equipment to put information in order
or in a connected series without human
intervention.
automatic lequentlal operatlan - To de
velop a series or family of solutions
from a set of equations, various initial
conditions are recalculated with other
parameters.
automatic Itop - An automatic halting of
a computer processing operation as the

•

automatic Iwitchover

result of an error detected by built-in
checking devices.
automatic Iwitchover - An operating sys
tem which has a stand-bv machine that
is capable of detecting when the on-line
machine is faulty and once this determi
nation is made, to switch this operation
to itself.
automatic tape transmitter - See tape
transmitter, automatic.
automatic tranladion recorder - Routines
or systems are developed for recording
several facts about each transaction with
minimum manual input; e.g., worker
and job identification are picked up
from plates or individual cards, start
stop times are checked by clock nota
tions, completions are developed by re
cording dials at inquiry stations
throughout plants. This data capture
method is used in mechanical payroll
systems using badge readers and a digi
tal clock for capturing employee work
ing hours.
automation - The generalized term used
to convey the dedicated use or exploita
tion of automatic machines or devices
designed to control various processes,
such as machine tools, routine office
procedures, accounting, and several
thousand other applications.
automation, source-data - The
many
methods of recording information in
coded forms on paper tapes, punched
cards, or tags that can be used over and
over again to produce many other rec
ords without rewriting. (Synonymous
with SDA.)
automaton - A machine designed to sim
ulate the operations of living things, or
to respond automatically to prede
signed programs, stimuli, or signals. An
automatic or self-acting or reacting sys
tem, often with capability to form logic
decisions on the basis of programmed
criteria, guides, or rules of Its designers.
Some automatons mimic living organ
isms and are responsive to environmen
tal conditions.
automonitor - I. To instruct an automatic
computer to make a record of its infor
mation-handling operations. 2. A pro
gram or routine for the purpose stated
m definition L
automonitor routine - A particular execu
tive program or routine which deVelops
a selective record of a computer's exe
cution of another program to be com
pleted.

auxiliary equipment
automotive computer -

A microcomputer
installed in an automobile and used to
monitor such quantities as speed, dis
tance, fuel flow, time, battery voltage,
and coolant temperature. In one type of
system, a fuel management system indi
cates instantaneous and average fuel
consumption, fuel used and remaining,
and distance and time until empty; a
crystal clock provides time, elapsed
time, trip time, storwatch, and alarm;
and a cruise contro accelerates the ve
hicle to any preselected speed, can be
instructed to adjust to the flow of traffic,
and incorporates a resume controL

Courtesy Zemco, Inc.

Automotille computer.
autonomous

devices- Some computer
systems consist of processors, memo
nes, and input/output devices. Since
each device is autonomous (no device is
dependent upon another for its timing),
a system configuration can include
memory modules of different speeds,
processors of different types sharing the
same memory modules, and standard or
unique input/output devices.
autonomoul working - The initiation and
execution of a part of a computer or
automation system independent and
separate from other operations being
performed on other parts of the system.
The independent set of operations on
various data are themselves often on Iv
monitored.
'
autopiler - A specific automatic compiler.
autopolling - Pertaining to a party-line
type circuit with equipment that pro
vides for automatic transmission from
station to station by predetermined pro
gramming or arrangement.
auxiliary console - A console other than
the main console.
auxiliary equipment - The peripheral
equipment or devices which mayor may
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auxiliary operation

background program

not be in direct communication with the
central processing unit of a computer.
auxiliary oporation - An operation per
formed by equipment not under contin
uous control of the central processing
unit.
auxiliary routlno - A routine designed to
assist in the operation of the computer,
and in debugging other routines.
auxiliary Itorago - Same as storage, exter
nal.
availability - The ratio or percent of the
time, during a certain period, that a
piece of equipment is operating cor
rectly, to the total time in that period.
Also called operating ratio.
avallablo machlno tlmo - The elapsed
time when a computer is in operating
condition, whether or not it is in use.
avallablo Itorago lilt - Same as storage
list, uncommitted.
avorago calculating operation - See calcu
lating operation, average.
avorag.ngollno - An imaginary line, in
optical character recognition, that
traces and smoothes the form of the
printed or hand-written character to
better convey the intended form.

avorago, moving-An average per
formed on data in which some of the
values are more heavily valued than oth
ers.
avorago oporation timo - See operation
time, average.
avorago random accoll tlmo - The aver
age time required to reach a specific
point (or item of data) at an address
chosen at random when the unit starts
from an address which has also been
selected at random. For i/o devices, the
average random access time is generally
equal to the worst case access time di
vided by two.
avorago tranlmlilion rata - Same as data
transfer rate, average.
awaiting ropalr tlmo - The interval of
time from when the operator reports a
fault or failure until the time wlien the
engineer or maintenance man starts to
repair the unit. If no fault is found, this
time interval is called operating delay.
axil, roforonco - A line that is fixed or
permanent--either horizontal .or verti
cal-that is used as a reference for char
acter design sl?ecification, 10,cation, and
shape, for optical character recognition
purposes.

B
Babbago, Charlol- The British math
ematician (1792-1871) whose "analyti
cal engine" anticipated the automatic
digital computer by more than a cen
tury. Babbage was also interested in the
fields of geology, archeology, and as
tronomy, besid~s being an ear~y expo
nent of the sCIence of operations re
search. After working on several earlier
calculating machines, Babbage con
ceived of his analytical engine in 1833
and devoted the rest of liis life to its
development. It was the first general
purpose automatic digital computer,
was theoretically capable of executing
any mathematical operation, could
store sequences of instructions in mem
ory, and used punched cards as mass
memory for storage of mathematical ta
bles. Unfortunately, Babbage's ideas
were developed in a world without so
phisticated electronic devices, so most
of his work was scorned by his contem
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poraries. Nevertheless, Babbage's con
cept of the analytical engine ranks with
the sreatest intellectual achievements of
all time.
background - In time-sharing and multi
programming, the lower-priority work
done by the computer when real-time,
conversational, hIgh-priority, or quick
response programs are inactive.
background procoliing - Work which has
a low priority and is handled by the
comp.uter wh~n higher priority. or
real-time entrIes are not occurrIng.
Batch processing such as inventory
control, payroll, housekeeping, etc.,
are often treated as background proc
essing but can be interrupted on or
ders from terminals or inquiries from
other units.
background pragram - A program that is
not time-dependent. ThIS program is of
a lower priority than the foreground or

background noise

main program and is at halt or standby
while the main program runs.
background noise - I. Extra bits or words
that must be ignored or removed from
the data at the time the data is used. 2.
Errors introduced into the data in a sys
tem. especially one or more characteris
tics of any entity such as voltage. cur
rent and data. 3. Loosely. any
dist~rbance tending to interfere with
the normal operation of a device or sys
tem.
background reflectance - See reflectance.
background.
backlngstora,e - Same as storage. exter
nal.
backplane - Connector blocks and wiri~g
units constituting most or all of the 10
terconnecting circuits of a system. For
example. the printed circuit modules of
a personal computer make up .the .sys
tern and are mounted by pluggmg mto
the backplane.
backspace - To move one unit in the re
verse or backward ~irection as oPP?sed
to moving one umt 10 the forward dIrec
tion. e.g .. to move back one record or
file on an i/o device.
backspace
character - See
character.
backspace.
backspace key - That specific push ~ut
ton which causes a selected tape umt to
backspace one record.
back-up - Relates to o~-site or remote
equipment which IS deSigned and availa
ble to complete the operation or. redo
the operation in the event of pnmary
equipment failure.
back-up COllY - A copy preserved. usually
on a different medium. as protection
from destruction of original data or
processed information.
back-up system - Such systems combine
several sophisticated error detection
and correction techniques which spot
and correct equipment and transmis
sion errors.
Backus-naur form - Same as Backus nor
mal form.
Backus normal farm (lNf) - A formal lan
guage structure for syntax parsing used
10 design of ALGOL-60.
backward-farward counter - A counter
having both an add and subtract input.
and capable of counting in either an in
creasing or a decreasing direction.
backward read - See read. backward.

bank deposits, automatic
badge reader -

A device which senses
data from a card or badg~ inserted into
it. For example. an on-hne c<?ntrolled
door entry can be achieved by msertlng
a badge into a terminal and transmlttmg
the badge number to a computer. The
computer checks this number against a
parucular listing and. If the number IS
found sends a data message to the ter
minal 'causing the terminal to activate a
customer-provided circuit that releases
the door lock.
balanced circuits - Circuits that are ter
minated by a network whose impedance
balances the impedance of the hne so
that the return [osses are infinite.
balanced error - An error relating tb a
range which has a balance of zero. or a
mean value of zero. A measure of bal
ance in which the range of errors are
equally probable. i.e .. the highest a~d
lowest values in the range are equal 10
value but have opposite signs.
balanced IOrtln,- A technique used in a
sort program to merge strings of se
quenced data. The power of the merge
is equal to Tf2.
balancln, error - A specific error which in
effect balances or offsets another error.
i.e.. two offsetting errors of eq~al va~ues
or same numbers of opposite signs
could exist and would be most difficult
to detect or correct because the various
check totals would agree or compare fa
vorably.
band - 1. A group oftracks on a magnetic
disk or on a magneuc drum. 2. In com
munications. the fre9uency spectrum
between two defined hmits.
band, cl_r- For document~ .to be us«:d
in optical character recogmuon. certam
areas must be kept clear of ink or marks.
The clear band is used by the OCR
equipmen~ ~nd must be free of un
related pnntmg.
I AND-NOT A ,ate - See gate. B AND
NOTA.
bandwidth - The difference between the
limiting frequencies of a continuous fre
quency band. Also. the range of fre
quenCies wi~hin w~ich per~ormance falls
within sJ>eclfied hmlts with regard to
specific characteristics.
bank deposits, automatic - Individuals
mar arrange with some banks to have
their paychecks. Social Security ~hecks.
military pay. or .other regu.lar mcome
credited automaucally to their accounts.
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bank POS terminals

banner word

Courtesy Burroughs Corp.

Bank teller machine.
UPC

'II~II .~~ III
VERSION A

VERSION E
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MODULUS 10 CHECK DIGIT
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MODULUS 11 CHECK DIGIT
4616410~
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MONARCH CODABAR

l1li11111111111 ~ 11I111 1111111111111U mI1I11
A000168 .1:2.8ST

Bar codes.
The depositor in most cases receives a
to that of the store. POS is an abbrevia
notice of deposit, but the actual transfer
tion for point of sale.
of funds is done by means of magnetic
bank teller machines, cash dispensingtape, which carries information from
Automatic machines that payout cash
one computer to another.
when a customer inserts a plastic card
and enters a personal identification
bank POS terminals - Terminals in stores
number on a keyboard. The machines
which are tied, through a network of
are connected to a host computer; they
computers and communications gear,
may be available at remote locations at
to an account in a bank computer. When
all hours; and they may also offer such
the customer presents his plastic card to
other services as making deposits and
the clerk, and so authonzes payment,
transferring funds between savings and
the system makes sure the customer has
checking accounts.
sufficient funds on deposit, then im
banner word - The first word in a file re
mediately transfers the amount of the
purchase from the customer's account
cord.
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bar code

batch entry mode, terminal

bar code - Coding of consumer or other
products by marking packages or labels
with combinations of bars of varying
thicknesses to represent characters and
numerals. The various codes, Universal
Product Code (UPC) and others, are de
signed to be read by optical wands or
stationary in-counter readers.
bar-code optical lconner - See optical
scanner, bar-code.
bar, fixed type - A type bar on a printer
that cannot be removed by an operator.
Therefore. the printer unit has a fixed
alphabet.
bar, interchangeable type - A printer
type bar which can be removed by the
operator to change from one alphabet
to another.
bar printer - See printer. bar.
bar, type - See printer type bar.
base - See number. base.
bale addrell- I. A number that appears
as an address in a computer instruction.
but which serves as the base. index, ini
tial, or starting point for subsequent ad
dresses to be modified. (Synonymous
with presumptive address and reference
address.) 2. A number used in symbolic
coding in conjunction with a relative ad
dress.
baleband - The frequency band occu
pied by information signals before they
are combined with a carrier in the mod
ulation process.
baleband tranlmlilion - Direct transmis
sion of pulses over short distances (50
feet to 10 miles) using privately owned
cable or common-carrier wire pairs.
Longer-distance communication must
use modulated carriers.
bale, data - The set of data or informa
tion from which conclusions can be
drawn. This is the set of data that is
internally accessible to the computer
and on which the computer performs
operations.
ba.. notation - Set notation. base.
bale notation, mixed - A method of ex
pressing a quantity by using two or
more characters, where each character
is of a different radix.
bale numbor- Set number, base.
bale regllter - Samt as index register.
IASIC - Beginner's All-purpose Sym
bolic Instruction Code. A procedure
level computer language tllat is well
suited for time-sharing. BASIC,

developed at Dartmouth College. is
probably one of the easiest computer
programming languages to learn and
master. These attributes have allowed
BASIC to be instrumental in the spread
of time-sharing to businesses that are
not within the computer industry.
ballc code - Same as code, absolute.
ballc codlng- See absolute coding.
BASIC
graphic
extenlions - BASIC
graphic extensions offer important
BASIC extensions, including: special
graphic primitives. file system data ac
cess; matrices for graphic manipulation;
string functions for text handling; and
high-level interrupts to access the
processor whenever users need it.
BASIC immediate execution mode 
A feature that allows the user to exam
ine, modify, and control sections of the
running program that have been
stopped at selected points. This is an aid
in program debugging. A single state
ment or a small part of a program can be
executed immediately after being input.
balic linkage - A linkage that is used re
peatedly in one routine, program, or
svstem and that follows the same set of
rules each time. See linkage.
BASIC, multiuser - Multiuser BASIC is a
fast incremental compiler developed for
use as a conversational programming
language. It provides on-hne time
shared access to the microcomputer.
Several users simultaneously can de
velop'programs, enter and r«:trieve data,
examme files, and communicate.
ballc telecommunication I acee.. method
- An access method that permits
read/write communications with re
mote devices. Abbreviated BTAM.
IASIC, Tiny - A language designed to re
quire only a small amount of memory
and to be easy for children to learn and
use. To this end, an Interpretive Lan
guage (IL) was developed. The IL is a
language within a language. It forms the
framework or skeleton on which Tinv
BASIC is built. One feature of writing in
IL is that programs can be more easily
rewritten for different microprocessors.
batch - A group of records or documents
considered as a single unit for the pur
pose of processing.
batch data prace..lng - Set batch proc
essing.
batch entry mode, tennlnal - Many termi
nals may be operated in what is com
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botching with a control total

BCD coding

monly referred to as a batch-entry
mode. This means that the operator
may form the message within the termi
nal, perform editing as required, and
send the entire text to the computer
when satisfied the message is correct.
This method of message formation is in
contrast to a character mode, in which a
character is immediately transmitted to
the computer as it is generated from the
keyboard.
botching with a control total- In batching
with a control total. some data field that
IS common to all items or documents is
accumulated for the control total which
then becomes the basis for balancing
operations during processing. The con
trol field may be an amount, a quantity,
an item code, an account number, etc.
batch input reader - This is used to effect
direct assignment of a sequential input
device to a sequence of senally executed
programs.
batch input Ipooler - This is used to effect
spooled input from a sequential input
device to a sequence of programs which
may execute in parallel.
batch output Ipooler - This is used to
effect spooled output to a sequential
output device.
batch procell - A sequential-processing
procedure that uses an accumulation or
group of units; this is in contrast to on
line processing, during which each unit
of data or information is processed im
mediately at the time of presentation to
the top of the processing sequence.
batch procelling - A systems approach to
processing where a number of similar
Input items are grouped for processing
during the same machine run.
batch procelling, real-time - See real-time
batch processing.
batch, remote - The method of entering
jobs for the computer to perform
through a remote terminal as opposed
to normal batch processing, where in
putting the job must take place in the
computer center.
batch ticket - A control document that
summarizes the control totals and iden
tifies the appropriate group of source
documents.
batch total - I. The sum of certain quan
tities, pertaining to batches of unit rec
ords, used to verify accuracy of opera
tions on a particular batch of records;
e.g., in a payroll calculation, the batches

might be departments, and batch totals
could be number of employees in the
department, total hours worked in the
department, total pay for the depart
ment. Batches, however, may be arbi
trary, such as orders received from 9 am
to II am on a certain day. 2. Each or any
of a number of sums that can be cal
culated from a series of records which
are intended to serve as aids to check
the accuracy of computer operations.
batch tranlaction filel - Transactions ac
cumulated as a batch ready for process
ing against the master file.
batch transmillion, RFT IYlteml - Trans
mission in which forms stored with
released for transmission status code
are automatically batch transmitted to
the central site computer upon receipt
of the next computer poll. Optionally,
on some systems, batches may be held
until completed and released in a group
of multiple batches.
baud - A technical term, originally used
to express the capabilities of a telegraph
transmission facility in terms of "modu
lation rate per umt of time ..." For
practical purposes, it is now used inter
changeably with "bits per second" as
the unit of measure of data flow. It was
derived from the name Baudot, after
whom the Baudot Code was named. Ex
ample: If the duration of audit is 20 mil
liseconds, the modulation rate is 50
bauds.
baud rate - The transmission rate, which
is in effect synonymous with signal
events (usually bits) per second. It is
used as a measure of serial data flow
between computers and/or communi
cation equipment or devices.
baud I, data tranlmillion - The measure
of the speed of a transmission. A baud
is equal to one signal element per sec
ond.
B-box - Same as index register.
B-bul - The second source bus to the
ALU in many 2- or 3-bus microcomput
ers.
BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) - A numeri
cal representation in which decimal di
gits are represented by binary numerals.
The most common binary code is the
8-4-2-1. In binary coded decimal the
number 14 would be 0001 0100.
BCD coding - A system of representing
decimal equivalents by a senes of four
binary digIts.
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BCO (Binary Coded Octal)

biOI distortion

BCO (Binary Coded Octal) -

In this sys
tem, binary numbers are used to repre
sent octal digits of an octal number. In
the common 4-2-1 octal code 10 I
equals octal 5.
BCP messages - Byte Control Protocol
messages. These messages are transmit
ted in units called blocks. The compo
nents of a transmission block include
several parts. The header field contains
auxiliarv information that identifies the
address' of the message destination or
source, the job number (if any), the type
of message (data or control), the control
action, and a positive or negative ac
knowledgment to ensure error-free re
ception of a previous message or mes
sages. Control actions are used to reset
or initialize a secondary station, to ac
knowledge good or bad reception of
blocks, to inquire why a response or ac
knowledgment has not occurred within
a specific time period, or to abort a
transfer sequence.
BCS - British Computer Society.
beam Itorage - Storage units which use
one or more beams of electrons or light
to gain access to individual storage cells
for operation. Most often, cathode ray
tube storage.
beat - I. One of the fundamental states
of the control unit of a computer or the
duration of such a state. A beat might be
designed to set up a correct circuit to
perform a function, and execution of it
might be the next beat. The duration
might be a single word period. 2. A time
measurement for a given computer
word to pass a given point as in serial
storage delay-lines. All of the bits of a
word must pass through the input con
trol gate; the beat is then the sum of all
the bit times.
begin - A procedure delimiter in the
ALGOL language.
beginning-of-Informotion

marker

(BIM)

- A reflective spot on the back of a
magnetic tape, 10 feet from the physical
begInning of the tape, which is sensed
photoelectrically to indicate the point
on tape at which recording may begin.
beginning of tope control - See beginning
of information marker (BIM).
beginning of tope marker - See beginning
of information marker (BIM).
beginning tape label - A description
which appears at the beginning of a tape
describIng the content of the tape.

Ben data jack -

A device through which
modems may connect directly to the tel
ephone network instead of through a
data access arrangement (DAA), which
formerly was rented from the phone
compames.
benchmark - A point of reference from
which measurements can be made.
benchmark problem - I. A problem to
evaluate the performance of computers
relative to each other. 2. A routine used
to determine the speed performance of
a computer. One methoa is to use one
tenth of the time required to perform
nine complete additions and one com
plete multiplication. A complete addi
tion or a complete multiplication time
includes the time required to procure
two operands from storage, perform the
operation and store the result, and the
time required to select and execute the
required number of instructions to do
this.
benchmark routine - A set of routines or
problems which will help determine the
performance of a given piece of equip
ment.
benchmark te.1s - Various tests for assist
ing in measurement of product per
formance under typical conditions of
use. Typically, a program or group of
programs can run on several computers
for purposes of comparing speed,
throughput, ease of conversion, special
timing programs, etc.
B EXCEPT A gate - Same as gate, B AND
NOTA.
biOI - I. The departure from a reference
value of the average ofa set of values. 2.
An unbalanced range of error, i.e., hav
ing an average error that is not zero. 3.
An operating voltage applied to ele
ments of a transistor or vacuum tube to
set the operating characteristics.
biOI check - A means of testing circuits
for incipient or intermittent failures de
veloped by varying the voltages applied
to the circuit. Such marginal or bias
checks are helpful prior to extended run
periods.
biOI dlltortlon - I. Bias distortion or bias
of start-sto(> teletypewriter signals is the
uniform shIfting of the beginning of all
marking pulses from their proper posi
tions in relation to the begInning ofthe
start pulse. 2. Distortion affecting a two
condItion (or binary) modulation (or
restitution), in which all the significant
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intervals corresponding to one of the
two significant conditions have longer
or shorter durations than the corre
sponding theoretical durations.
bia"ed exponent - See exponent, biased.
bial, internal (teletypewriter) - The bias,
either ~a~king or spacing, that may
occur wlthm a start-stop teletypewriter
receiving mechanism, and which will
have the same effect on the margins of
operation as a bias which is external to
the receiver.
bial, marking- A bias distortion which
lengthens the marking impulse by ad
vancing the mark-to-space transition.
bial, ordering- 1. A check on the exact
ness of the order of alphabetic words or
numerals. 2. A unique characteristic of a
sequence which keeps it away from or
toward a needed, designed, or desired
order. In consequence, some degree of
effort is required to achieve the desired
order other than would normally be ex
pected, say, from a random distribution.
bial, Ipacing- A bias distortion which
lengthens the spacing impulse bv delay
ing the space-to-marl transition.
bial telt - See bias check.
bial telting - See testing, marginal.
bibliography - 1. A list of documents per
taining to a given subject or author. 2.
An annotated catalog of documents.
biconditional gate - Same as gate, exclu
sive NOR.
biconditional Itatement - A logic condi
tion that exists when two conditions are
either both true or both false; a logical
AND or NAND gate.
bidirectional- Pertaining to a type of bus
structure in which a single conductor is
used to transmit data or signals in either
direction between a peripheral device
and a central processor or memory.
bidiredional data bUI - A data bus in
which digital information can be trans
ferred in either direction. With refer
ence to some microcomputers, the bidi
rectional data path by which data is
transferred between the microproces
sor chip, memory, and i/o devices.
bldlredlonal flow - Flow that can extend
over the same flow lines in either direc
tion as in flowcharting by being repre
sented by a single flowline.
bidirectional operation - An operation in
which reading, writing. and searching
may be conducted in either direction.

thus saving time and providing easy ac
cess to stored information.
bifurcation - A logic condition where
only two states are possible. This is the
basic logic pattern of binary digital com
puters.
8 ignore A gate - See gate, B ignore A.
8 ignore A gate, negative - See gate. B
ignore A negative.
billibit - One billion bits. Same as kilomegabit.
billicycle - One billion cycles.
billilecond - Same as nanosecond.
81M - See beginning of information
marker.
8 impliel A gate, negative - Same as gate,
BAND-NOT A.
binary - I. A numbering system based on
2's rather than 10's which uses on Iv the
digits 0 and 1 when written. 2. A charac
teristic, property, or condition in which
there are but two pOSSible alternatives;
e.g.. the binary number system using 2
as its base and using only the digits zero
(0) and one (I). See number system.
binary arithmetical operotion - An arith
metical operation with operands and re
sults represented in binary notation.
binary arithmetic operation - See arithme
tic operation, binary.
binary baud rate - Binary speed through
a serial interface is traditionally defined
as the number of signal elements per
second. When each element is one bit.
the baud rate equals the number of bits
per second.
binary card - See card. binary.
binary ceU - A cell of one binary digit ca
pacity.
binary chain - A series of binary circuits
existing in one of two possible states
and so arranged that each circuit can
affect or modifv the condition of the cir
cuit following II.
binary code - A coding system in which
the encoding of any data is done
through the use of bits, i.e .• 0 or 1.
binary code, cyclic - Same as code, cyclic.
binary-coded addre.. - See address. bi
nary-coded.
binary-coded charader - One element of
a notation system representing alpha
meric characters such as decimal digits,
alphabetic letters, and punctuation
marks, by a predetermined configura
tion of consecutive binary digits.
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binary-coded decimal (BCD)
binary-coded decimal (BCD) - Pertainin~
to a decimal notation in which the indI
vidual decimal digits are each repre
sented by a binary code group; i.e., in
the 8-4-2-1 coded decimal notation,
the number twenty-three is represented
as 0010 0011. In pure binarv notation,
twenty-three is represented by 10 III.
blnary-caded
decimal
notation - A
method of representing each figure in a
decimal number by a four-figured bi
nary number.
binary-coded decimal number - A num
ber usually consisting of successive
groups of figures, in which each group
of four figures is a binary number that
represents, but does not necessarily
equal arithmetically. a rarticular figure
in an associated decima number; e.g.• if
the three rightmost figures of a deCImal
number are 262, the thr;ee rightmost
figure groups of the binary coded deci
mal number might be 0010, OliO, and
0010.
blnary-coded
decimal
repre.entatlon
(BCD) - A system of representing deci
mal numbers. Each decimal digit is
represented by a combination of four
binary digits (bits), as follows:

Binary

Decimal

Binary

Decimal

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100

0
I

0101
0110
0111
1000
1001

5
6

2

3
4

7

8
9

binary-coded digit - One element of a
notation system for representing a deci
mal digit by a fixed number of binary
positions.
binary code, den.e - Particular binary
coding system which uses all possible
binary representations and positions.
The binary-coded-decimal notation
does not use 6 of the 16 possible pat
~erns and thus, in effect, wastes comput
mg space.
blnary-coded octal- A coding system in
which binary numbers are used to rep
resent the octal digits of an octal num
ber.
binary counter - I. A counter that counts
according to the binary number system.
2. A counter capable ofassuming one of
two stable states.
binary digit - A numeral in the binary

scale of notation. This digit may be zero
(0), or one (I). It may be equivalent to
an on or off condition, a yes, or a no.
Often abbreviated to "bit." Computers
use this kind of number internally. Fol
low the table below by progressing geo·
metrically per column right to left, and
add the column values where one ap
pears, i.e., 7 is I, 2,4, 0, right to left.
Column Values
842 I
OisOOOO
I is 0 0 0 I
2 is 0 0 I 0
3isOOIl
4isOl00
5 is 0 I 0 1
6 is 0 I I 0
7 is 0 I I 1
8islOOO
9 is 1 0 0 1
binary digits, equivalent - A comparison
to establish an equivalency of the num
ber of binary digit places which are nec
essary to represent a given number in
another radix, such as decimal (10).
Decimal, octal, binary-coded-decimal,
and straight binary are expressed with
the same values but each requires a diff
erent number of digit places for the
same values.
binary element - An element of data
which may assume either of two values
or states, i.e., 0, I or +. -.
binary
incremental
repreHntation 
In this type of incremental rel?resenta
tion, the value ofan increment IS limited
to one of the two values plus one or
minus one for each quantum step. The
maximum positive rate of change is
represented as a continuous string of
plus ones, and the maximum negative
rate of change is a continuous stnng of
minus ones.
binary logic - Digital logic elements
which operate with two distinct states.
The two states are variously called true
and false, high and low, on and off, or I
and O. In computers they are repre
sented by two different voltage levels.
The level which is more positive (or less
negative) than the other is called the
high level, the other the low level. If the
true (l) level is the most positive volt
age, such logic is referred to as positive
true, or positive logic.
binary mode - Operations using basic
machine arithmetic may use binary
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mode, i.e., the number system with a
base 2, allowing only the digits 0 and I,
in contrast to the decimal system of base
JO with digits, 0, I, 2 ..... 9.
binary normal- Same as binary.
binary notation - See number, binary.
binary number - A number, usually con
sisting of more than one figure, repre
senting a sum m which the individual
quantity represented by each figure is
based on a radix of two. The figures
used are 0 and I.
binary number system - See binary num
ber.
binary numeral - The binary representa
tion of a number; e.g., 0 101 is the binary
numeral and "V" is the roman numeral
of the number of fingers on one hand.
binary operation - An operation which
depends on the applications and the
stnct adherence to tlie rules of Boolean
algebra, i.e., any operation in which the
operands and results take either one of
two values or states such as logic opera
tions on single bits.
binary, ordinary - See binary.
binary pair - A circuit which has two
states, each requiring an appropriate
trigger for excitation and transition
from one state to the other.
binary point - That point in a binary
number which separates the integral
from the fractionaf part. It is analogous
to the decimal point for a decimal num
ber.
binary, pure - Same as binary.
binary, reflected - A code using the bi
nary 0 and I, and so constructed that
each successive code is derived from its
predecessor by inverting only one bit.
Reflected binary is a particular form of
gray code.
binary scale (or numbering Iystem)A numbering system having a radix
(base) oftwo.lhus, only two symbols (0
and 1) are needed.
binary learch - A search in which a set of
items is divided into two parts, where
one part is rejected, and the process is
repeated on the accepted part until the
item with the desired property is found.
(Synonymous
with
dichotomizing
search.)
binary Ilgnallnl- A communications
mode in which information is passed by
the presence and absence, or plus and
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minus variations, of one parameter of
the signaling medium only.
binary, Itraight - Same as binary.
binary synchronous communications 
Abbreviated BSe. A line control proce
dure for commu.nicating. It can be ex
pressed in several data codes: 8-bit
EBCDIC, 7-bit USASCIl, or 6-bit trans
code. The only requirements are that
the code should include the required
line control characters and that these
characters should be used according to
specified rules.
binary table learch, dato-bale - A binary
search table is an ordered listing; the
search technique is to compare first on
the midpoint of the table, and then on
the midpoint of the half containing the
desired argument. The table is succes
sively halved until the {lroper entry is
found. The half containmg the desired
argument can be identified because the
table is in ordered sequence.
blnary-to-declmal converlion - Conver
sion of a binary number to the equiva
lent decimal number, i.e., a base two
number to a base ten number.
blnory variable - A variable which as
sumes values in a set containing exactly
two elements, often symbolized as 0 and
1. This is often confused with double
value variable; e.g., y = ± Vx . (Synon
ymous with two-state variable.)
binary-weighted error-detection system
- This system is based upon the con
cept of assigning binary-one values to
all marking pulses or each code combi
nation.
binary zero - Contrasted to the only
other binary representation, I, the bi
narv zero represents the lack of magni
tude, and is represented as the presence
or absence of a punched hole m a card
or tape, a metallic spot, a current or lack
of current, etc.
bin, tape - A magnetic tape storage de
vice with movable read/record heads or
fixed heads for each loop. The heads
and loops can move to particular or se
lected locations on a tape, thus provid
ing more rapid access time than for
plain serial reels of tape which must be
rewound.
blonici - The application of knowledge
gained from the analysis of living sys
tems to the creation of hardware that
will perform functions in a manner anal

blo.en.or

bit, pre.ence

ogous to the more sophisticated func
tions of the living system.
bio.en.or - A mechanism for detecting
and transmitting biological data from an
organism in a way which permits display
or storage of results.
bipolar (unipolar) - When a logical
"true" input is represented by an elec
trical voltage polarity opposite to that
representing a logical "false" input, the
signal is defined as bipolar. If both
"true" and "false" inputs are repre
sented by the same electrical voltage po
larity, the signal is defined as unipolar.
biquinary - A two-part representation of
a decimal digit consisting of a binary
portion with values of 0 or 5, and a qui
nary portion with values of 0 through 4;
e.g., the number 7 is coded as 12 which
implies 5 and 2.
biquinary code - See code, biquinary.
biquinary number - See number, biqui
nary.
biquinary .y.tem - See code, biquinary.
bi.table - Pertaining to devices capable
of assuming either one of two stable
states.
bi.table latch - A standard flip-flop which
can be enabled to store a logical I or a
logical O. In basic use, one bistable latch
device is commonly used in memory
and register circuits for the storage of
each bit.
bi.ync - Bisynchronous transmission, or
IBM Bisync, is a set of conventions used
by IBM for controlling synchronous
transmission. These conventions are
rules and procedures for controlling the
message format and line protocol. The
set of conventions adopted for structur
ing a single transmitted block of data is
called the message format. These con
ventions specify what data link control
characters can be used for starting and
ending a message. They also specifv the
type of error checking to be performed,
which bytes are incluoed and which are
excluded in the check, and the methods
for utilizing the data link escape charac
ter.
bit - I. A binary digit; hence, a unit of
data, in binary notation. In the binary
numbering system, only two marks (0
and I) are used. Each of these marks is
called a binary digit. 2. A single pulse in
a group of pulses. 3. A unit of informa
tion capacity of a storage device. The
capacity in bits is the logarithm to the

base two of the number of possible
states of the device. (Related to storage
capacity.)
bit bumming - The process of trying to
squeeze the required software into the
mlllimum amount of memory in a mi
crocomputer system.
bit, check - A binary check digit; often a
parity bit.. (Related to parity check and
self-checklllg number.)
bit combination - Same as bit pattern.
bit density - A measure of the number of
bits recorded per unit of length or area.
bit, flag - A specific information bit that
indicates a type or form of demarcation
that has been reached. This may be
carry, overflow, etc. Generally the flag
bit refers to special conditions, such as
various types of interrupts.
bit, guard - A bit which indicates whether
a main or disk memory word or group of
words is to be filed.
bit, information - In data communication,
bits which are genuine data source bits
and not those used for error control or
checking procedures.
bit in.truction. - Instructions that test,
set, or reset any bit in memory and may
be used for setting flags and for moni
toring and controlling on-off functions
such as switches, relays, valves, and in
dicators.
bit location - A storage position on a re
cord capable of storing one bit.
bit parallel - Pertaining to a specific
method of simultaneous movemcmt or
transmission over separate wires of all
bits in a contiguous set of bits.
bit, parity - A check bit that indicates
whether the total number of binary" I "
digits in a character or word (excludin~
the parity bit) is odd or even. If a "1 '
parity bit indicates an odd number of
"I" digits, then a "0" bit indicates an
even number of them. If the total num
ber of" I" bits, including the parity bit,
is always even, the system is called an
even-parity system. In an odd-p'arity sys
tem, the total number of "I ' bits, lll
eluding the parity bit, is always odd.
bit paHern - A combination of N binarv
digits to represent 2 to the N possible
choices; e.g., a 3-bit pattern represents
8 possible combinations.
bit, pre.ence - An individual sentinel bit
which appears in the descriptor to indi
cate that information which is being
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referenced is in the high-speed storage
area.
bit rate - The rate at which binary digits.
or pulses representing them. pass a
given point on a communications line or
channel. (Clarified by baud and channel
capacity.)
bit-rate generators - Devices that I?ro
vide the reference frequencies reqUIred
by serial interfaces (TTY. UART. cas
sette. modem).
bit serial - Pertaining to a method of se
<\uentially moving or transferring a con
tiguous set of bits one at a time over a
single wire. according to a fixed se
quence.
bit, lerlal-by - See serial-by-bit.
bit, II,n - A binary digit used as a sign
draft.
bit Ilgnificance - The presence or ab
sence of a bit in a certain location of an
instruction word which designates the
instruction to be of certain type. for ex
ample. zero vs. one-address mstruction.
bltl, Information - Bits that are generated
by the data source and which are not
used for error-control by the data-trans
mission system.
bit site - A location on magnetic record
ing media where a bit of mformation is
stored.
bit-llice mlcroprocellor architecture 
The basic architecture of a multiple bit
slice processor can be split into three
major blocks: the bit slices. the control
ler. and the control store. The ALU
(arithmetic-logic unit) and the MAR
(memory address register) are usually
combined into a single circuit referred
to as a bit slice. Typically. bit-slice chips
are 2 bits or 4 bits wide. Bit slices can be
cascaded to create word lengths tailored
to the application. For example. if an
application requires a 14-bit word.
seven 2-bit slices can be cascaded to
gether.
bits, punctuation - The use of a variable
length data format requires that there
be a method of indicating the actual
length of a unit of information. This re
<\uirement is fulfilled by two punctua
tion bits associated with each memory
location. These bits can constitute a
word mark-used to define the length of
a field; an item mark-used to define the
length of an item; or a record mark
used to define the length of a record.
bits, lervice - Such overhead bits which
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are not check bits. as. for example. re
quest for repetition. numbermg se
quence. others.
bltl, Itring of - It is most common and
conventional to add a string of bits at
the end of a block. in magnetic tapes. to
allow a parity check in the columns of
the entire block or record.
bit, Itop - The last element of a character
designed for asynchronous serial trans
miSSIOn that defines the character space
immediately to the left of the most sig
nificant character in accumulator stor
age.
bit Itream - This is a term used regularly
in conjunction with transmission meth
ods in which character separation is ac
complished by the terminal equipment.
and the bits are transmitted over the cir
cuit in a consecutive line of bits.
bit stream tranlmillion - The method of
transmitting characters at fixed time in
tervals. No SLOp and start elements are
used. and the bIts making up the charac
ters follow each other witliout pause.
bit string - A one-dimensional array of
bits ordered by reference to the rela
tions between adjacent numbers.
black box - A generic term used to de
scribe an unspecified device which per
forms a special function or in which
known inputs produce known outputs
in a fixed relatIOnship (computer).
blank - 1. A regimented place of storage
where data may be stored. e.g .• a loca
tion in a storage medium. (Synonymous
with space.) 2. A character on a printer
used to indicate an output space in
which nothing is printed. 3. A condition
of "no information at all" in a given col
umn of a punched card or in a given
location in a perforated tape. In the case
of tape. the feed hole is perforated but
no intelligence is perforated into the
same vertical column. In some cases.
however. processing equipment may be
programmed to recognize a blank and
perform certain functIOns as with other
codes.
blank character - Any character or cha
racters used to produce a character
space on an output medium.
blank deleter - A device that eliminates
the receiving of blanks in perforated
paper tape.
blank
instruction - See
instruction.
dummy.
blank, Iwitching - A specific range of val

blank-transmission test
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ues in which the incoming signal can be
altered without also changing the out
going response. (Synonymous with
dead band and dead zone.)
blank-transmission test - This feature al
lows the checking of any data field for all
blank positions. As a computer control,
it can be used to prevent the destruction
of existing records in storage, indicate
when the last item from a spread card
has been processed, skip calculation if a
rate or factor field is blank, etc.
blast - The release of various specified
areas or blocks of either main or auxil
iary storage no longer needed by an op
erational program. This type program
will execute a blast macroinstruction
which causes the control program to re
turn the address of the area blasted to
its list of storage available for use by
future operational programs.
bleed, ink - See ink bleed
blind (unblind) - The selective control
ling of a transmission printer or reper
forator. Example: used to prevent prIces
from typing on a receiving teletype
writer.
B-line - Same as index register.
blinking cursor - The cursor is sometimes
designed to blink at I to 6 Hz to attract
the operator's attention. Its controls can
lie in hardware or software, and include
home (top left position on the screen),
left (one character to the left). right (one
character to the right), up (one row up),
down (one row down), and return (left
position on the next lower row) func
tions. Variations are numerous, how
ever.
block - I. A collection or group of words,
records, or characters which are han
dled as a single unit. In real-time sys
tems, blocks are used to describe input
loutput or working storage areas in
main storage. A file storage block is
often called a "physical record." 2. The
set of locations or tape positions in
which a block of words, as defined
above, is stored or recorded. 3. A circuit
assemblage which functions as a unit,
e.g., a circuit building block of standard
design, and the logic block in a sequen
tial circuit.
block access, data-base - Block access re
lates to the grouping of records into
physical blocks during the mapping of a
file onto a storage medium. Blocks rep
resent the physical view of data. For
those programs that do not require sys

tem support oflogical accessto records,
it is pOSSible to read and wnte phYSical
blocks.
block, analysis - A relocatable part of the
computer storage in which program
testing or statistical data are stored
which can later be used to analyze the
performance of the system. During pro
gram testing there may be an analYSIS
block for each transaction in the system,
and when the transaction leaves the svs
tem this block is dumped into a file 'or
tape.
block check characters - Abbreviated
Bee. Line control procedures include
the generation, transmission, and test
ing of check bits. These check bits, often
called block check characters, make up
the trailer field of the transmission
block. They are generated by a checking
algorithm that is usually applied to the
information field of a block.
block, control- A storage location which
contains information in condensed, for
malized form necessary for the control
of a task, function, or operation.
block, data-set control - See data-set con
trol block.
block diagram - I. A sequential, graphic
representation of operations of the vari
ous computer machines through the use
of svmbols which represent functional
step~ rather than the physical structural
details. The block diagram is usually the
gross or macro diagram for the entire
mtegrated svstem or large application
areas. Flowcharts then provide the spe
cific detail of various operations. 2. A
graphical representation of the hard
ware in a computer system. The primary
purpose of a block diagram is to mdicate
the paths, along with information and
lor control flows, between the various
parts of a computer system. It should
not be confused with the term flow
chart.
block, entry - See entry block.
blockeHe - A subdivision of a group of
consecutive machine words transferred
as a unit, particularly with reference to
input and output.
block, event control- A unique informa
tion (control) block designed to control
status of operations which are waiting
for an act or special signal to hap.pen;
i.e., processing may be halted until one
or more events occur. Usually a WAIT
macroinstruction is involved.
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block, standby

The space and/or distance
between particular blocks of data or in
structions on a tape or other storage
medium left blank in order to separate
blocks of data. Insertion of such blanks
by programmers or by automatic means
IS to fix block lengths. Tapes can be
stopped, for example, or they can be
brought up to standard speed again,
wIthm such gaps.
block gaps, cassette - Placement of data
onto the recordable region of a cassette
tape is organized into units called files.
Adjacent files are separated by file gaps,
whICh are generated under software
control. Each file consists of one or
more blocks separated by block gaps.
Block gaps are generated automatically.
Each block consists of one or more
bytes of data and two cyclic redundancy
check (eRe) bytes. l"nder program
control, the eRe bytes are appended
when a block is written and checked
when a block is read.
block ig.nore character - See character,
block Ignore.
blocking - To efficiently decrease the
number of starts and stops; a combining
of two or more items or groups of items.
blocking data, ANSI- It is usually conve
ment to orgamze data on tape into
words, blocks, and files. Tapes are
gapped periodically for this purpose,
which permits reading equipment to
stop off data as well as to frame or refer
ence the serial data stream. The stan
dard ANSI format is a block-oriented
system in which data is recorded in
phase encoding with 72 characters per
block and space in the block for con
trol characters (line feed and carriage
return, etc.) and a preamble and post
amble..Each block is separated by at
least 6 mches of gap which frames the
data.
blocking factor - The limit of the data
records which can be contained m a
given block on tape.
block, input - I. A section of internal stor
age of a computer reserved for the re
ceiving and processing of input infor
mation. (~ynonymous with input area.)
2. An input buffer. 3. A block of com
puter words considered as a unit and
mtended or destined to be transferred
from an external source or storage me
dium to the internal storage of the com
puter.
block length - The total number of rec
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ords, words, or characters contained in
one block.
block loading - A technique for program
loading in which the control sections of
the program or program segment are
loaded mto adjacent positions in the
main memory.
blockmark - A storage-indicator mark
which indicates the end of a block of
data that would be written on tape for a
processor that handles variable-length
blocks on tape.
block, message reference - The storage
areas and working storage set aside by
the system when more than one mes
sage is being processed in parallel by
the system. This message reference
block is associated with that message SO
long as it registers in the computer for
processing.
block, order - I. A group of computer
words or a record being transferred out
of the equipment. 2. A section of stor
age reserved to handle such outputs.
block, output - I. A block of computer
words considered as a unit and intended
or destined to be transferred from an
internal storage medium to an external
destination. 2. A section of internal stor
age reserved for storing data which are
to be transferred out of the computer.
(Synonymous with output area.) 3. A
block used as an output buffer.
block parity system - A system of using
an additional bit to a block of informa
tion to detect single-bit errors in the
whole block.
block record - A specific storage area of
fixed size which usually con tams a main
memory or file storage, organized into
standard blocks to allow more flexibilitv
in storage allocation and control.
'
blocks - Records are transferred to and
from magnetic tapes in the form of
blocks (sometimes called physical rec
ords). A block (physical record) may
contain one or more records (logical),
Records may be reduced to blocks on
tape to reduce the acceleration and de
celeration time.
block sort - A sort of one or more of the
most significant characters of a key to
serve as a means of making workable
sized groups from a large volume of rec
ords to be sorted,
block splitting - See cellular splitting,
block, standby - A location always set
aside in storage for communicatio'n with
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buffers in order to make more efficient
use of such buffers.
block, storage - A portion or section of
storage usually within a storage area. A
storage block IS considered a single ele
ment for holding a specific or fixed
number of words.
block structure - A technique allowing
program segmentation into blocks of in
formation or subroutines of a total pro
gram.
block, table - A distinct portion or subset
of a table of data or instructions, usually
specifically identified for more conve
nient access.
block transfer - The conveyance of a
group of consecutive words from one
place to another.
block, variable - In a variable block the
number of characters in the block is de
termined by the programmer (usually
between some practical limits).
blue ribbon progrom - Same as program,
star.
BNF - Abbreviation for Backus normal
form.
board - An electrical panel which can be
altered with the addition or deletion of
external wiring. Also known as a plug
board, panel, or wire board.
board, control - Same as control panel.
board, ploHing - The flat surface unit of a
plotter; that part of a plotting machine
or unit on which plots, curves, or dis
plays of lines, diagrams, symbols, etc.,
are transferred or transformed. The
plotting board is the output section of
the total plotter machine displaying the
results of the plotter'S manipulation of
analog or digital data, usually for
human use.
board, plug - See plugboard computer.
board, problem - See plugboard com
puter.
board, wiring - See plugboard computer.
book - A particular large se~ment of
memory most often used In virtual
memory addressing.
book, dGCumentation - All the material
needed to document a computer appli
cation, including problem statement,
flowcharts, coding, and operating in
structions.
bookkeeping

housekeeping.

operation -

Same

as

book, run -

Material needed to code doc
ument a computer application, includ
ing problem statement, flowcharts, cod
ing, and operating instructions.
Boolean - Pertaining to the algebra de
veloped by George Boole.
Boolean add - Same as gate, OR.
Boolean algebra - An algebra named for
George Boole. This algebra is similar in
form to ordinary algebra, but with
classes, propositions, one-of-circuit ele
ments, etc., for variables rather than
data values. It includes the operators
AND, OR, NOT, EXCEPT, IF, THEN.
Boolean
calculus - Boolean
algebra
modified to include time. Thus, such ad
ditional operators as after, while, hap
pen, delay, before, etc., are provided. It
IS concerned with binary-state changes
with time (triggers, delay lines).
Boolean complement - Same as gate,
NOT.
Boolean connective - A symbol between
two operands or before the operands.
Such symbols are for exclusion, con
junction, nonequivalence, disjunction,
etc.
Boolean logic - A mathematical analysis
of logic. Applications of Boolean logic
include information retrieval and cir
cuit-switching designs.
Boolean operation - A logic or math ma
nipulation, association, or operation
which uses or applies the rules of Boo
lean algebra. The operands, states, or
results assume either one of two values,
conditions, or states when determined
or evaluated as to which of such two
states is in being or to be assumed, by
either of the two variables or expres
sions, such as on/off; go/no-go, zero
lone; etc.
Boolean operation, binary - A specific
Boolean operation on two operands,
the result of which depends upon both
of them. The results from each of four
possible combinations of values p and q
form a truth table, or Boolean operation
table.
Boolean operation, dyadic - An opera
tion in Boolean algebra performed on
or with two operands and in which the
result is dependent upon both of them.
Operations on or with two operands are
usually represented with connective
svmbols written between them.... as
"union" or other Boolean connectives.
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Boolean operation, monadic

Such connective operands or opera
tions are most often related to Boolean
truth tables.
Boolean operation, monadic - An opera
tion performed on one operand.
Boolean operation table - A table which
shows the value of the results from each
of four possible combinations of values
p and q. This is synonymous with truth
table, but Boolean operation table is the
preferred use in electronic data process
mg procedures.
Boolean variable - The use of two-valued
Boolean algebra to assume either one of
the only two values possible. Examples:
true or false; on or off; open or closed.
Basically, all digital computers use the
two-state or two-variable Boolean alge
bra in construction and operation.
bootleg program - See program, bootleg.
bootstrap - I. A technique or device de
signed to bring itself into a desired state
by means of its own action. For exam
ple, a machine routine whose first few
mstructions are sufficient to bring the
rest of itself into the computer from an
input device. This usualfy involves ei
ther the manual entering of a few in
structions, or the use of a special key on
the console. 2. A brief developer sub
routine which, while in storage, controls
the computer to read in other data such
as a loading routine, after control has
been transferred to it.
bootstrap input program - Very popular
programs whICh have simple preset
computer operations to facihtate infor
mation or program input reading and
which also contain instructions to be
read until the program is assembled or
executed; i.e., one instruction pulls
other preset instructions.
bootltrap loader - A subroutine which is
usually automatic and built into the
hardware of the computer, which is ca
pable of initiating the reading of an
other subroutine whose first instruc
tions are designed to bring in the rest of
the subroutine and thus imtiate the total
program schedule.
bootltrap loading routine - See loading
routine (bootstrap).
bootltrap memory - The bootstrap mem
ory is a time-saving device built mto the
main computer. One consists of sixteen
30-bit words of wired storage. It is pro
grammed (wired) to fit the speciahzed
needs of various computer users. The
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boundary, character

program and words in the bootstrap
memory cannot be altered by the com
puter but can be manually changed
when necessary. The purpose of the
bootstrap memory is to provide for the
automatIc reading of new programs into
the computer, WIth protection against
erasing its vital instructions (some com
puters).
bootstrapping.

communication

line -

Some of the computing systems at the
end of lines for which the line-control
procedure is used will have their soft
ware loaded and the system restarted
via the communications line. This start
ing up of an inoperative system is called
"bootstrapping." The bootstrap proce
dure can be part of the line control pro
cedure or it can be embedded in the text
field.
bootstrap routine, tape - Some load tapes
have, as the first block, a bootstrap rou
tine which serves to bring in the remain
der of the resident and various other
parts of the system. The bootstrap rou
tines also provide a simple card load
routine, a panic dump, and a method of
patching the resident system prior to
writing It to drum.
BOP mellagel - Abbreviation for Bit
Oriented Protocol messages. They are
transmitted in frames, and all messages
adhere to one standard frame format.
bore - Inside diameter of the hub on a
tape reel.
B OR-NOT A gate - See gate, B OR-NOT
A.
borrow - An
arithmetically negative
carry. It occurs in direct subtraction by
raising the low order digit of the minu
end by one unit of the next higher order
digit; e.g., when subtracting 67 from 92,
a tens digit is borrowed from the 9, to
raise the 2 to a factor of 12; the 7 of 67
is then subtracted from the 12 to yield 5
as the units digit of the difference; the 6
is then subtracted from 8, or 9 - I, yield
ing 2 as the tens digit of the difference.
BOT, cartridge - Abbreviation for Begin
ning Of Tape. The point to which a car
tridge tape is rewound.
bound - The upper or lower limit of val
ues that can be permitted.
boundary, byte - In an IBM 360 system,
any core address within the computer.
boundary, character- I. A real or imagi
nary rectangle which serves as a bound
ary, in character recognition, between

boundary register

branch-on indicator

consecutive characters or successive
lines on a source document. 2. A charac
ter recognition term indicating the larg
est rectangle with a side parallel to the
reference edge of the document. Each
of the sides of this rectangle is tangent
to the printed outline of a particular
character.
boundary regi.ter - A special register
used in a multiprogrammed system to
designate the upper and lower ad
dresses of each user's program block in
the main memory.
bound, tape - Same as tape limited.
box - In a programming flow chart, a
logical unit of computer programming
surrounded by a rectangle and treated
as a unit.
box. B- - See index register.
box, deci.ion - The symbol used in flow
charting to indicate a choice or branch
ing in the information-processing path.
box, loop - A specific register used as an
index register but only to modify in
structions immediately prior to their ex
ecution. For example, a number or sym
bol is addended to an instruction as the
last step before the instruction is ex
ecuted and the instruction is thus
modified, but without changing the in
struction as it is stored in memory.
box, .tunt - A device used in teleprinters
to perform nonreadout functions such
as carriage return, line feed, ring signal
bell, answer cdc's and tsc's, etc.
box, universal button - See button box,
universal.
bps - Abbreviation for Bits Per Second.
In serial transmission, the instanta
neous bit speed with which a device or
channel transmits a character.
BPS - Abbreviation for basic program
ming support. BPS card and BPS tape
systems are the two simplest and small
est operating systems available for
main-line IBM System 360 computers.
branch - I. To depart from the normal
sequence of executing instruction in a
computer. (Synonymous with jump.) 2.
A machine instruction that can cause a
departure as in definition 1. (Synony
mous with transfer.) 3. A sequence of
instructions that is executed as a result
of a decision instruction. 4. The selec
tion of one, two, or more possible paths
in the flow of control based on some
criterion. The instructions which mech
anize this concept are sometimes called

branch instructions; however, the terms
transfer of control and jump are more
widely used.
branch calling- Same as calling sequence.
branch, computed - A common example
is the GO TO N\N 2 N 3 •.• N\. Branchmg
occurs to N\, depending on the com
puted current value of 1. Assigned
branches of the form GO TO I, where
I is an assigned address, may also be
available.
branch,
conditional - An
instruction
which is interpreted as an unconditional
transfer if a specified condition or set of
conditions is satisfied. If the condition is
not satisfied, the instruction causes the
computer to proceed in its normal se
quence of control. A conditional trans
fer also includes the testing of the con
dition.
branch group instruction - Instruction in
cluding the conditional and uncondi
tional Jump instructions, subroutine call
instructions for maintaining the stack,
and internal control flags.
branching - A computer operation, simi
lar to switching, where a selection is
made between two or more possible
courses of action depending upon some
related fact or condition.
branch instruction - An instruction to a
computer that enables the programmer
to instruct the computer to choose be
tween alternative suprograms, depend
ing upon the conditIons determined by
the computer during the execution of
the program. (Synonymous with trans
fer instruction.)
br..nch instruction conditions - The deci
sion-making instruction which, on ap
propriate conditions, forces a new ad
dress into the program counter (PC).
The conditions may be a zero result,
overflow on add, an external flag raised,
and hundreds more. One of two alter
nate program segments in the memory
is chosen, depending upon the results
obtained.
branch instruction te.t - Most such in
structions are of the testing type; i.e .. if
some arithmetic relation is satisfied,
such as X being greater than A or less
than A, then ajump or branch will occur
to some specified instruction, where X is
usually the contents of a machine regis
ter.
branch-on
indicator  See
indicator,
branch-on.
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branch-on Iwltch leHlnl

break, tranlcriptlon

branch-on Iwltch Idlnl - Branching is
often designed by the use of certain
memory locations or index registers to
set the value of the switches. The pre
setting of a switch may cause the pro
gram to branch to the appropriate one
of N points. where N is the number of
possible switch settings.
branchpoint - A point in a routine where
one of two or more choices is selected
under control of the routine.
branch, unconditional - An instruction
which switches the sequence of control
to some specified location. (Synony
mous with unconditional jump. and un
conditional transfer of control.)
breadboard - Developmental or proto
type version of a circuit. Solderless
sockets and bus strips in modular form
are often used to create expandable ma
trices for placement of Ies, capacitors,
resistors. and so forth for computer sys
tems.
breadboard, Intelllient - A unit designed
for the development of discrete logic.
i/o interfacing. memory systems. and
microcomputer circuits. It is often sup
plied as a complete integrated package;
the console connects directly to the mi
crocomputer. allowing cirCUits to be im
plemented in hardware and transferred
to software in a step-by-step manner.
Hardware-software tradeoffs can be
studied and circuit designs tested exten
sively since the computer and bread
board communicate via the programma
ble parallel i/o board of the computer.
break - To break, in a communication
circuit. the receiver user interrupts the
sending user and takes control of the
circuit. The term is used especially in
connection with half-duplex telegral?h
circuits and two-way telephone circUits
equipped with voice-operated devices.
break key - On some systems. a device
that forces an interrupt of incoming
messages when used with half-duplex
systems. The transmission line is held
low as long as the key is depressed. The
key is included for compatibility with
half-duplex systems.
breakpoint - 1. A point in a program as
specified by an instruction. instruction
digit. or other condition. where the pro
gram may be interrupted by external in
tervention or by a monitor routine. 2. A
point in a computer program at which
conditional imerrupuon. to permit vi
sual check. pri.lting out. or other analyz
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ing. may occur. Breakpoints are usually
used in debugging operations.
breakpoint card, development IYlteml
- In some systems. the breakpoint card
monitors the system bus and halts exe
cution of a user's program if a user
specified transaction occurs. The user
may specify that a break should occur
on any combination of the following
transactions on some systems: read.
memory write. i/o port read, i/o port
write. In addition. the user may specify
that the selected transactions have spe
cified addresses or data bus bit patterns.
breakpoint, conditional- A breakpoint at
which the routine may be continued as
coded if desired conditions are satisfied.
breakpoint Inltrudlon - 1. An instruction
which will cause a computer to stop or
to transfer control in some standard
fashion to a supervisory routine that can
monitor the progress of the interrupted
program. 2. An instruction which. if
some specified switch is set. will cause
the computer to stop or take other spe
cial action.
breakpoint
Inltrudlon,
conditional 
A conditional jump instruction. which if
some specified switch is set, will cause
the computer to stop, after which either
the routme may be continued as coded.
or a jump may be forced.
breakpoint switch - A manually operated
switch which controls conditional oper
ation at breakpoints; it is used primarily
in debugging.
breakpoint symbol- A symbol which may
be optionally included in an instruction,
as an indication. ta~. or flag, to desig
nate it as a breakpomt.
break, sequence (sortlnl) - That I?oint in
a file between the end of one strmg and
the start of another.
break, strinl- The point at which a sort
can find no more records with suffi
ciently high control keys to fit on the
current output string.
breakthraulh - An interruption in the in
tended character stroke In optical char
acter recognition.
break, transcription - A flowchart symbol
or device that shows the relation be
tween two files. The symbol is direc
tional and suggests the flow of informa
tion from one file to the file that is
affected by the information. The opera
tion symbol should be on the history
lines of the file that is affected.

I-register

bucket

I-register - Same as index register.
bridge, central-ofllce - Like the data sets

necessary to send everyone of the EBC
DIC character set's 256 codes, the trans
parency feature-which allows control
characters to be used as data characters
-must be specified for both the com
munications control unit (CCU) and the
RJE terminal.
I-store - Same as index register.
BTAM - Abbreviation for Basic Telecom
munications Access Method. A method
used to control the transfer of data be
tween main storage and local or remote
terminals. BTAM provides the applica
tions program with macroinstructions
for usmg the capabilities of the devices
supported. BTAM supports binary syn
chronous as well as start/stop commu
nication.
BTP - Abbreviation for Batch Transfer
Program. Data transfers for some local
and remote terminals are controlled by
a batch transfer program, which can ac
commodate more than one terminal.
Data transfer is supported under vrAM
(virtual telecommunications access
method). In addition to its reS1:llar func
tions, BTP allows for the addItion ofus
er-written routines for modifying or de
leting records.
bubble memory - A memory device based
on magnetic bubbles, which are tiny cyl
inders of magnetic material "floating"
in a film of magnetic material. The bub
bles are polarized in the opposite direc
tion from the rest of the material. Meth
ods have been developed for creating
and destroying bubbles and for moving
them around. The presence or absence
of bubbles can represent digital infor
mation, and this information can be
manirulated by moving the bubbles.
Meta paths are laid on top of the bubble
chip in loops, and bubbles are switched
about the chips like trains on tracks. (Al
though the bubbles move, the magnetic
material does not, so there are no mov
ing parts.) Magnetic bubble memory
has advantages over conventional elec
tromagnetic storage devices in terms of
its electronic reliability, high access
speed, smaller size, and reduced weight
and power consumption.
bubble sort - A sorting technique which
exchanges a pair of numbers If they are
out of order.
bucket - 1. A slang expression used to in
dicate some portion of storage specifi
cally reserved for accumulating data, or
totals; e.g., "throw it in bucket # I" is a
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and lines. the central-office bridges are
supplied and installed by the telephone
company. A bridge. located in the tele
phone company central office. com.
bines lines from several offices into one
line to provide optimum transaction
loads for each line going to the process
ing center. Up to nine offices can be
combined into one line, with a corre
sponding reduction in line and data set
costs.
brightness - The average reflectance of
paper, in character recognition, mea
sured in relation to a standard~ surface.
broadband - Also called wideband. Per
taining to a channel with a bandwidth
greater than voice-grade channels,
characterized by speeds of 10,000 to
50,000 bps.
broadcast - Some control stations have
the ability to broadcast messages simul
taneously to all stations on a circuit.
This is accomplished by using a call
which i~ common to all stations.
Brussels classification - See universal dec
imal classification.
brute-force approach - To try to under
take with existing equipment the mass
of problems that do not use precise
computation or logical manipulations
(as accounting problems and scientific
problems do).
BSAM - Abbreviation for Basic Sequen
tial Access Method, a data-base system.
BSC - Abbreviation for Binary Synchro
nous Communications. A uniform disci
pline, using a defined set of control
characters and control character se
quences, for synchronized transmission
of binary coded data between stations in
a data communications system. Also
called BISYNC.
In BSC systems, transmission is half
duplex. The line must be turned around
tWIce between each block (once for the
acknowledgment sequence and once for
the data block). All the fields are de
limited by control characters, and ac
knowledgments are handled by separate
control sequences. There is an acknowl
edgment sequence required for each
block. BSC supports both point-to
point and multipoint lines.
An important BSC protocol charac
teristic is its ability to detect transmis
sion errors and to retransmit data until
it has been received correctly. If it is

bufl'er

bug patches

possible expression. Commonly used in
mitial planning. 2. A general term for a
specific reference in storage, e.g., a sec
tion of storage, the location of a word,
a storage cell, etc.
bufl'er - I. The auxiliary data-storage de
vice which holds data temporarily and
which may also perform other functions
in conjunction with various input/out
put machines. 2. A storage device used
to compensate for a difference in rate of
flow of data, or time of occurrence of
events when transmitting data from one
device to another. 3. A logical OR cir
cuit. 4. An isolating component de
signed to eliminate the reaction of a
driven circuit on the circuits driving it,
e.g., a buffer amplifier. 5. A device used
to supply additional drive capability.
bufl'er amplifier - An amplifier designed
to isolate a preceding circuit from the
effects of a following circuit.
bufl'ered input/output channels - See in
put/output section, buffered.
bufl'ered input/output sedion - See input
/output section, buffered.
bufl'ered keyboard printers - Keyboard
printers that include some type of buff
ering from the line as opposed to those
that transmit directly to the line when a
key is depressed.
bufl'er gate - Same as gate, OR.
bufl'ering exchange - A technique for in
put/output buffering which prevents or
avoids the internal movement of data.
Buffers are either filled, empty, or ac
tively in use, by an input/output device.
Exchange buffering relates to distinct
areas set aside for work and for buffer
ing.
bufl'er, input/output - Permits data-word
transfers to and from memory to pro
ceed without main program attention.
May be programmed so that when in
put/output transfer is complete, the
computer generates an internal inter
rupt.
bufl'er output - A buffer developed to re
ceive and store data being transmitted
into a computer, and which usually in
cludes instructions.
bufl'er register - A temporary storage
register in a CPU or peripheral device
capable of receiving or transmitting
data at different i/o rates. Data buffer
registers are generally positioned be
tween the computer and slower system
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components, allowing data to flow at
the computer's i/o rate.
bufl'er register, output - See register, out
put buffer.
bufl'er size, display - The minimum and
maximum number of words reserved
for display units and used, with auto
matic refreshing, to present a flicker
free picture.
bufl'er storage - I. Any device that tem
porarily stores information during a
transfer of information. 2. Secondary
storage used exclusively for assembly
and transfer of data between internal
and external storage. 3. A synchroniz
ing element between two different
forms of storage, usually between inter
nal and external.
bufl'er storage area - A temporary stor
age area for data. This may be a single
word of storage (such as in an output
port latch holding data until the output
device has accepted it). A buffer area in
main memory can range from a single
location to a large block.
bufl'er storage locations - A set of loca
tions used to compensate for a differ
ence in rate of flow of data, or time of
occurrence of events, when transmitting
data from one device to another.
bufl'er, terminal- The buffer in an elec
tronic terminal is a memory that can
store enough bits to represent at least
one character. Larger buffers store a
word, a line, or a whole message.
bug - 1. Any mechanical, electrical or
electronic defect that interferes with, or
"bugs up" the operation of the com
puter. It can also be a defect in the
coding of the program. (If you're diffi
dent about using this word, call it a
malfunction.) 2. A mistake in the de
sign of a routine or a computer, or a
malfunction.
bug
monitors,
communications - Data
communications monitors used to spot
problems in systems hardware and soft
ware, and detail errors caused by soft
ware bugs, equipment malfunction, or
line troubles.
bug patche, - As bugs are uncovered in a
program, patches can be inserted and
documented in order to fix the mistakes.
When a number of patches have been
made, they should be incorporated into
the source program and the program
should be reassembled. This ensures a
well-documented program.

building block principle

bu. cycle.

building block principle - A system that
permits the addition ofother equipment
units to form a larger system. Also
called modularity.
built-in checks (automatic) - Built-in
checks should be taken advantage of
and not duplicated by wired, pro
grammed. or manual controls. Thev
function as a result of internal machine
circuitry and are. therefore. performed
automatically. Some of these checks are
common to all machines. For example.
all machines have checks which stop the
machine for a timing error, a blown
fuse, or an operation that is impossible
or in conflict with another. Computers
utilize input/output checks, instruction
checks, and panty checks .. The input
check ensures that all data IS read and
coded correctly into machine language;
the output check ensures that the out
put characters are correctly set up for
punching and printing. The instruction
check permits the execution of only
those instructions having a valid opera
tion code and instruction format. The
parity check verifies each character in
the computer on the basis of an odd or
even bit configuration. To ensure accu
racy in disk-storage write operations, in
ternal circuitry automatically compares
the written record against the one from
which it was written, or requires that a
compare instruction doing this be ex
ecuted before another disk-storage op
eration. In magnetic-tape operations.
each character and each channel within
a record must pass a validity check for
an odd or even number of bits; the sys
tem determines whether the bit count is
odd or even.
built-in controls - Various error-checking
techniques built into EDP equipment by
the manufacturer.
built-in storage - See storage. internal.
built-in tracing strudure - See tracing
structure. built-in.
bulk eraser - A device which erases or de
stroys the magnetic information on a
reel of tape without removing the tape
from the reel.
bulk storage - Storage of large-volume
capa-city used to supplement the high
speed storage which can be made ad
dressable, such as disks and drums. or
remain nonaddressable with magnetic
tapes. Other names for this type of
storage are external or secondary stor
age.

bulk te.ting - See testing. saturation.
bureau, service - See service bureau.
bum in - A specific phase of component
testing in which very early mortality or
failures are discovered or screened out
by running the circuit for a specified
length of lime, typically 168 hours.
burst - The separation of sheets of a con
tinuous form.
burst, errar - A data transmission tech
nique using a specified number of cor
rect bits mterspersed with designed
error bits. The last erroneous bit in a
burst and the first erronous bit in the
successive burst are separated by the
specified number of correct bits. The
group of bits in which two successive
erroneous bits are always separated by
less than a specific number of correct
bits.
burst mode - A mode of communications
between the processor and i/o devices.
When a signal from an i/o device oper
ating through the multiplexer channel
indicates burst mode. the receiving unit
continues to fetch bits until the unit is
finished.

CENTRAL
PROCESSING
UNIT

CONTROL BUS
Courtesy Intel Corp.

Buses.
bus - 1. A circuit over which data or
power is transmitted. Ofte.n one which
acts as a common connectIOn among a
number oflocations. (Synonymous with
trunk.) 2. A path over which information
is transferred, from any of several
sources to any of several destinations.
bus address register - A register. used in
some systems, that contains the last
noninstruction fetch bus address for
various destination modes.
bus, check - See check bus.
bus cycle.- Generally, each processor in
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business-graphics companents

bus, data

struction requires one or more bus cy
cles. The first operation required is one
that fetches an mstruction from the lo
cation addressed by the program
counter. If no further operands are ref
erenced in memory or an i/o device, no
additional bus cycles are required for an
instruction execution. If memory or a
device is referenced, however, on most
systems, one or more additional bus cy
cles are required.
bus, data - Most computers communi
cate internally through the use of a data
bus. Most are bidirectional, e.g., capa
ble of transferring data to and from the
CPU and storage and peripheral de
vIces.

traps through a specific trap vector ad
dress.
bus family - A group of signals consid
ered together. For example. an address
bus consists of all the signals needed to
define any of the possible memory or
i/o locations in the system, a data bus
handles all communication of instruc
tions and data, and a control bus is used
by the CPU to direct the actions of the
other elements in the system.
bus hub - A location on the control panel
which permits several entries or exits of
pulse signals.

..

business application - Close groupings of
related activities for treatment as spe

ENTRIES
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SALES JOURNAL
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INVENTORY - - - I

GROSS PROF IT

TRANSACTION
FILES

INCOME
GENERAL
STATEMENTS LEDGER

BALANCE
SHEETS

CASH
DISBURSEMENTS
JOURNAL

Business application.
cific units; e.g., inventory-control pro
cesses, order and sales entries, custom
er-credit reports and accounting. auto
mated purchasing models. and others
may be treated as units for conversion
to electronic data processing and oper
ating systems.

bus, digit-transfer - An electrical path
used to transfer numbers (electrical
pulses) that represent data and instruc
tions to various registers and counters.
On-off and similar transfer lines or con
trol signals are not considered to be di
git-transfer buses.
bus drivers, output - All major output sig
nals from the standard computer used
in programmed and data-break infor
mation transfers are power amplified by
bus-driver modules to allow them to
drive a very heavy circuit load.
bus error traps - Bus error traps are time
out errors in some systems, i.e., at
tempts to reference addresses on the
bus that have made no response within
a certain length of time. In general,
these are caused by attempts to refer
ence nonexistent memory or attempts
to reference nonexistent peripheral de
vices. Bus error traps cause processor
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business-data processing - The almost
boundless variety of commercial ap
plications from actual transactions (m
contrast to problem solutions). Such
processes involve and concern file proc
essing, manipulations. and reporting,
plus planning procedures for operating
or quality control, capital, and project
budgeting.
business-graphics components - Devices
used in combining alphanumeric and
graphic information to enable visualiza
tion of data for business applications.

busing, daisy chain

bus polling protocol

Devices include crt displays. pen plot
ters. laser plotters, ink-Jet plotters. and
plasma displays.
busing, daisy chain - A procedure of
propagating signals along a bus. De
vices not requesting a daisy-chained sig
nal respond by passing the signal on.
The first device requesting the signal
responds to it by performing an action
and breaks the daisy-chained signal con
tinuity. This scheme permits assign
ment of device priorities based on the
electrical position of the devic!" along
the bus.
bus lines, ilo - Parallel lines and control
logic are referred to collectively as the
i/o bus. They transfer information be
tween microprocessor and ilo devices.
The bus contains three types of lines:
data. device address. and command.
Data lines consist either of one bidirec
tional set or two unidirectional sets. In
the latter case, one set is used exclu
sively for inputting of data to the CPU
and the other for outputting of data. In
most cases the width of the bus (number
of lines) equals the word length of the
microprocessor. Device-address lines
are used to identify i/o devices. The the
oretical maximum number of available
address lines changes significantly from
one microprocessor to another. Com
mand lines allow a peripheral to indi
cate to the CPU that it has finished its
previous operation and is ready for an
other transfer end.
bus loading - The amount of current
drain. resistance. capacitance. or other
electronic parameters that may affect
the characteristics or driving require
ments of an electronic pathway in a
circuit that supplies a number of de
vices.
bus, LSI-ll - A specific type of bus devel
oped as a link between processor and
peripheral elements of the system. The
LSI-II bus comprises 38 bidirectional
signal lines, along which addresses.
data. and control signals are sent. Some
signals contain time-multiplexed infor
mation. Communication between de
vices on the bus is asynchronous. A mas
ter/slave relationship exists between
two devices on the bus throughout any
transaction between them. At any time.
one device (the "bus master") controls
the bus; this master device initiates the
bus transaction. Data may be trans
ferred either to or from the master de-

vice. Arbitration between devices (i.e .•
which one becomes bus master at a
given time) is decided by the processor.
bus master - The device controlling the
current bus transaction in a svstem that
has a bus structure in which 'control of
data transfers on the bus is shared be
tween the CPU and associated periph
eral devices.
bus, microcomputer - In the case of mi
crocomputers. at least three types of
buses are used. One consists of the lines
that carry signals between chips in a mi
croprocessor system. A second is the so
called functional bus. such as the gener
al-purpose interface bus (IEEE standard
488-1975 and ANSI standard MC 1.11975) that transfers signals to and from
peripheral control devices. whether
those devices are attached to computers
or not. A third tvpe concerns address
lines to memory. shared data lines. and
the control signals that link the system
cards together. This is also the world
that raises many key questions. There
are key differences between the MUL
TIBUS and the S-IOO bus, and it is not
possible to plug an S-IOO compatible
peripheral into an LSI-II bus. It is too
late to adopt one standard.
bus multiplexing - A method of convey
ing both address and data words (or
bytes) over the same bus. For example,
in one system, during a programmed
data transfer, the processor first asserts
an address on the bus for a fixed time.
After the address time has been com
pleted, the processor executes the pro
grammed input or output data .transfer;
the actual data transfer is asynchronous
and requires a reply from the addressed
device. Bus synchronization and control
signals provide this function.
bus polling protocol - In some systems
the bus protocol allows for a vectored
interrupt by the device. Hence, device
polling is not required in interrupt
processing routines. This results in a
considerable savings in processing time
when many devices requiring interrupt
service are interfaced along the bus.
When an interrupting device receives an
interrupt grant Signal. the device passes
to the processor an interrupt vector.
The vector points to two addresses
which contain a new processor status
word and the starting address of the in
terrupt service routine for the particular
device.
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bus priority structure

byte mUltiplexing

bus priority structure - Since many buses
are used by processors and i/o devices.
there is a priority structure to determine
which device gets control of the bus.
Often every device on the bus which is
capable of becoming bus master is as
signed a priority according to its posi
tion along the bus. When two devices
which are capable of becoming a bus
master request use of the bus simultane
ously. the device with the higher priority
position will receive control.
bus slave - The device currently receiv
ing or transmitting data from or to the
bus master in a system that has a bus
structure in which control of data trans
fers on the bus is shared between the
CPU and associated peripheral devices.
bust - The malperformance of a pro
grammer or machine operator.
bu. wire - A group of wires that allows
the memory. the CPU. and the i/o de
vices to exchange words.
button, activate - Same aJ button. initiate.
button box, universal - A coined term for
a set of push buttons whose functions
are determined by the computer pro
gram.
button, emergency - Some units contain a
button which. when depressed. is de
signed to prevent further destruction or
malady in the event of a current failure.
or when the operator knows no other
corrective act.
button, initiate - A control panel switch
which causes the first step of a subrou
tine or sequence of programmed steps
to be started to perform the cycling or
movement of operations.
button, intervention - Same as button.
emergency.
button, panic - See button. emergency.
button., function - The small typewriter
key-like buttons found on many special
ized input/output terminals which are
used to query the system or have it per
form certain operations. For example,
on the remote-mquiry terminal used in
a stock quotation system, a three letter
combination identifies any stock. and by
punching the right function button.
earnings. sales. dividends, volume, etc..
can be displayed.
button, .tart - Same as bulton, initiate.
bypass procedure - A procedure used to
get the most vital information into the

main computer when the line control
computer fails. The few direct control
Jines into the main computer are fre
quently switched to maximize different
terminal input. Teleprinters, paper tape
punches. telephones. etc., are used to
proyide bypass.
byproduct - Data in some form devel
oped without additional effort from a
device whose basic purpose is to per
form some other operation.
byte - I. A generic term to indicate a
measureable portion of consecutive bi
nary digits, e.g., an 8-bit or 16-bit byte.
2. A sequence of adjacent binary digits
operated upon as a unit and usually
shorter than a word.
byte, effective - The byte actually ac
cessed in an operation on a single byte
or byte string.
byte, effective location - The actual stor
age location pointed to by the effective
VIrtual address of a byte addressing in
struction.
byte, hexadecimal - While two hexadeci
mal digits can be used to specify a byte,
the byte is usually a group of eIght bits
carried as a unit. Hexadecimal number
systems use 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7,8,9, A,
B. C. D. E, and F to represent all possi
ble values of a 4-bit dIgit.
byte in.truction.- In some systems, the
design includes a full complement of m
structions that manipulate byte oper
ands. Then, since all addressing is byte
oriented. byte manipulation addressing
is straightforward. Byte instructions
with autoincrement or autodecrement
direct addressing cause the specified
register to be modified by one to point
to the next byte of data. Byte operations
in register mode access the low-order
byte of the specified register. These
provisions enable the processor to per
form as either a word or byte processor.
byte manipulation - The ability to manip
ulate, as individual instructions, groups
of bits such as characters. A byte IS con
sidered to be eight bits in most cases,
and forms either one character or two
numerals.
byte multiplexing - A process in which
time slots on a channel are delegated to
individual slow input/output devices so
that bytes from one after another can be
interlaced on the channel to or from
main memory.
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c
C - A somewhat structured high-level
programming language designed to op
timize run time, size, and efficiency. It
was developed as the systems program
ming language of the UNIX operating
system on the PDP 11170 minicomputer
from Digital Equipment Corp.
cable - Assembly of one or more conduc
tors within an enveloping protection
sheath so constructed as to permit the
use of conductors separately or in
groups.
cable, coaxial - Coaxial cable consists of
a central conductor, an outer conduc
tive braid, and a protective coating.
cable, combination - A cable that has con
ductors grouped in combinations, such
as pairs and quads.
cable, composite - In communications
use, a composite cable is one in which
conductors of different gauges or types
are combined under one sneath.
cable, duplex - A type of cable con
structed of two insulated stranded con
ductors twisted together. They mayor
may not share a common insulating cov
ering.
cable, flat- See cable, tape.
cable, paired - A particular cable in
which all ofthe conductors are arranged
in the form of twisted pairs, none of
which are arranged with others to form
quads.
cable. noise - When digital equipments
are cabled together, care must be taken
to minimize crosstalk between the indi
vidual conductors in the cables. Because
of the fast rise and fall times characteris
tic of digital signals, these individual
conductors can often generate signifi
cant amounts of noise.
cable, tape - A cable containing flat me
tallic ribbon conductors, all lying side
by side in the same plane and imbedded
in a material which insulates and binds
them together.
cable termination - Matching of the char
acteristic impedance of the wire with the
impedance of the receiver and trans
mitter. As a pulse is sent to the other
end, the energy of the pulse is dis
sipated by the termination of the wire. If
the wire is not terminated properly, a
reflection of the pulse will travel back to

the source, and a condition called ring
ing will occur.
cache - A buffer type of high-speed mem
ory that is filled at medium speed from
main memory, often with instructions
and programs. Higher operating speeds
can be achieved with those items found
in cache memory; if not found, a new
segment is loaded.
.cache memory "hit" - Since the cache
memory contains copies of portions of
main memory, its effectiveness is based
on the percentage of time that the data
to be fetched can be transferred from
the high-speed cache, as opposed to
other, lower-speed memories. A "hit"
occurs if the data is found in cache. A
"miss" occurs if the data is not found in
cache, and must be fetched from main
memory.
cache memory loak ahead - The principle
of program locality states that programs
have a tendency to make most accesses
in the neighborhood of locations ac
cessed in the recent past. Programs typi
cally excute instructions in straight lines
or small loops, with the next few ac
cesses likely to be a few words ahead of
or behind the current location. Stacks
grow and shrink from one end, with the
next few accesses near the current top.
Data elements are often scanned
through sequentially. The cache uses
these behavioral characteristics by
bringing in extra words on each access
to main memory (look ahead) and keep
ing copies of recently used words (look
behind).
CAD - Computer-Aided Design. The ca
pability of a computer to De used for
automated industrial, statistical, biolog
ical, etc.,.design through visual devices.
CAD/CAM systems - Computer-Aided
Design and Computer-Aided Manufac
turing systems. These systems usually
include a cathode ray tube display, key
board, plotter, and one or more graphic
input devices. These elements comprise
a user work station that is linked to peri
pherals such as readers, l?rinters, tape
and disk drives, and a mICrocomputer
base. CAD/CAM systems can help de
sign parts and machinery, generate
schematics, diagram complex Wiring ar
rangements and printed circuit boards,
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CAl

call instruction

create accurate artwork on glass or film,
calculate manufacturing specifications,
list parts, and furnish bills of materials.
CAl - Abbreviation for Computer-Aided
Instruction. An educational concept
that places the student in a conversa
tional mode with a computer that has a
preprogrammed study plan. The pro
grammed course selects the next topic
or phase of study according to previous
responses from the student, allowing
each student to progress at a pace di
rectly related to his learning capability.
calculated addrell- See address, cal
culated.
calculating, card-pragrammed - Card-pro
grammed calculating uses many con
nected or separate machines. That is, an
accounting
machine
reads
from
punched cards the various factors for
calculating, and the codes instruct the
machines about calculations to be
made, thus involving multiple steps of
data processing.
calculating operation, average - An indi
cation of the calculating speed of the
computer determined by taking the
mean time for nine additions and one
multiplication.

cialized computer. The memorv struc
ture consists of both a fixed· and a
variable memory. The fixed portion, a
read-only memory (ROM), provides a
system control program called firmware
-meaning nonchangeable instructions.
This contrasts with general-purpose
computers programmed by software,
and random-logic systems that use
hard-wired cirCUitry.
calculus, Boolean - An extension of Boo
lean algebra which includes other varia
bles, such as time, step functions,
changes of state, delay.
calculus of variations - A specific calculus
which relates to the maxima/minima
theory of definite integrals. The inte
grands are functions of dependent vari
ables, independent variables, and their
derivatives.
calibrated instrumentation - Instrumen
tation in which have been ascertained,
usually by comparison with a standard,
the locations at which scale/chart
graduations should be placed to corre
spond to a series of values of the quan
tity that the instrument is to measure,
receive, or transmit.
call - The branching or transfer of con
trol to a specified closed subroutine.
call direction code - Abbreviated CDC.
An identifying call, usually of two let
ters, which is transmitted to an outlying
receiver and which automaticallv turns
on its printer (selective calling).'
call in - To transfer control of a digital
computer temporarily from a main rou
tine to a subroutine which is inserted in
the sequence of calculating operations
to fulfill a subsidiary purpose.
calling branch - Same as calling sequence.
calling, selective - This is a form of a tele
typewriter communications system. A
particular loop may include several ma
chines, but with selective calling, on Iv
the machine selected will respond. The
device that controls the individual ma
chines in response to a selective call
(CDC) is called a stunt box.
calling sequence - A basic set of instruc
tions used to begin or initialize or to
transfer control to a subroutine, but
usually to complete the return of con
trol after the execution of a subroutine
is finished.
call instruction - A tvpe of instruction that
diverts program execution to a new area
in memory (sequence of directives) and

calculating

operation,

representative -

Same as calculating operation, average.
calculating
time,
repre.entative - See
time, representative-computing.
calculator - A particular device for per
forming arithmetic, usually requiring
frequent manual mterventlOn. Gener
ally, a device or machine used to carry
out logical and arithmetic digital calcu
lations of any type.
calculator chip - A chip containing a mi
croprocessor that has a built-in micro
program to solve arithmetic functions.
calculator, network - An analog device
designed primarily for simulatmg elec
tncal networks.
calculator pad, terminal- With program
mability in the controller, some termi
nals can perform computations on ac
cumulated data locallv, rather than
having to send all raw data to the host
computer. Typical examples of such
computations are price extensions from
unit prices and quantities, quantity dis
counts, and tax amounts. With such
local computations, the terminal can
then prepare an invoice locally.
calculator structure - The present calcula
tor can be defined as a small, highly spe
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call number

card cage, microcomputer

vet allows eventual return to the origi
nal sequence of directives.
call number - A group of characters iden
tifying a subroutine and containing: (a)
information concerning parameters to
be inserted in the subroutine. (b) infor
mation to be used in generating the sub
routine. or (c) information related to
the operands.
call, program - A request by various user
application programs for operating svs
tern (OS) or executive service. Such a
call results in control being passed from
the user program to the monitor or ex
ecutive module of the overall operating
system.
calls, subroutine - See subroutine calls.
call word - See word. call.
CAM - Abbreviation for Content Ad
dressable Memory. A type of associative
memory addressed bv the contents or
meanin'g rather than 'memorv position
or locatIOn.
CAMAC - The IEEE-583 instrument in
terface standard. It is an in-depth spe
cification used for general interfacing of
instruments in the nuclear industry.
often preferred over the IEEE-488 stan
dard.
Cambridge Polish - Used in the LISP lan
guage. the Polish operators = and X
are allowed to have more than two op
erands.
CAM devices - Abbreviation for Content
Addressable Memory devices. R/W
RAMs with an access mechanism that
retrieves the addresses of data which
match an attribute presented to the in
puts. Most are programmed bv writing
mto the array via a separate addressing
and control path.
camp-on - A special method for holding
a call for a hne that IS m use. and signal
ing when it becomes free.
cancel character - A specific control char
acter designed to indicate that the data
with which it is associated is erroneous
or is to be disregarded.
CANCL status word - This status word in
dicates that the remote computing svs
tern has deleted some information. '
canned software - Also called packages.
Generahzed programs that are prewrit
ten and debugged and are designed to
perform one or more general functions.
Business functions include accounts re
ceivable. accounts pavable. general
ledger. payroll. or inventory control.

canonical- A regular. standard. or sim
plified form of an expression or schema.
For example. an\' Boolean expression
can be transformed into a canonical sum
of products or canonical product of
sums.
canonical schema - A model of a data
base which represents the inherent in
formational nature of the data and the
relationships between the parts of the
data base. Hence. this description is in
dependent of individual applications
and software or hardware mechanisms
which are employed in representing and
using the data.
capacity - I. The total quantity of data
that a part of a computer can hold or
handle. 2. The capability of a specific
system to store data. accept transac
tions. process data. and generate re
ports.
capacity, channel- The maximum POSSI
ble
information-transmission
rate
through a channel at a specified error
rate. The channel capacity mav be mea
sured m bus per second or bauds.
capacity, circuit - The number of com
munications channels which can be han
dled by a given circuit simultaneoush'.
capacity, output - The number of loads
that can be driven by the output of a
circuit.
capacity, processing - Often the maxi
mum limitation of places of a number
that can be processed at anv one time.
capacity, register - The number of digits.
characters. or bits that a register can
store.
capstan - The rotating snaft on a mag
netic-tape handling unit which is used to
impart uniform motion to the magnetic
tape when engaged.
card - I. The paperboard material
formed in uniform size and shape which
is punched or marked in various arravs
to be sensed electronically or visually by
brushes or feelers or by' photoelectric
pickup. The standard card is 7% inches
long bv 3 1;' inches wide and contains 80
columns and 12 punch positions. 2. An
internal plug-in unit for printed-circuit
wiring and components.
card, binary - The fundamental punched
card containing binary numerals repre
senting numbers. characters. or control
symbols in columns and rows.
card cage, microcomputer - The structure
that contains the circuit cards in a mi
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carriers, value-added

crocomputer system. A tvpical unit is of
rugged construction and fits the indus
try standard 19-inch cabinetry occupy
ing 7 RETMA increments (12.25 in
ches). Some units come with mother
boards and can accommodate 20
printed circuit boards. The bus struc
ture is often the standard 100-pin bus of
the personal computers (S-100), for
which a variety of cards are available
from many manufacturers.
card cage, standard - A supporting struc
ture that generally holds up to nine
printed CIrcuit cards and can be
mounted in a number ofdifferent enclo
sures at various angles. In one system,
this card cage features the use of a print
ed-circuit backplane that allows the
computer to communicate with any of
many PC boards. It also allows the wire
wrapping of special features to the com
puter.
card
code - The
combinations
of
punched holes which represent charac
ters (leHers, digits, etc.) in a punched
card.
card code, OCR-A - The standard mark
ing approved by the t'liational Retail
Merchants Association (NRMA).
card column - One of the vertical lines of
punching positions on a punched card.
card, CPU - For many applications, the
most economical way of including com
puter capability in a product is via the
standard expansion of a CPU chip into
a computer card. For example, every
microcomputer CPU chip must operate
in conjunction with a memory module
and must have CPU-to-memory inter
face logic; if the CPU communicates
with standard peripheral devices (e.g., a
disk unit or line printer), the computer
card will supply the necessary interface
between the CPU chip and peripheral
device controller.
card cycle - The time required to read or
punch a card.
card data recorder - Various card data re
corders punch, verify, print, and inter
pret cards. Some units are designed to
skip columns not requiring interpret
ing, interpret numeric portions only, or
prmt leading zeros under program con
trol. On some units, cards can be
verified immediately after they have
been punched.
card, Hollerith - A common name for the
standard punched card, 3I,4 by 7% in
ches, usuallv divided into 80 columns of
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punch hole sites. A combination of
punches in a column zone (and field)
can represent letters, digits, or symbols.
The card was named in honor of Dr.
Herman Hollerith, who invented it in
1889.
card image - 1. A representation in stor
age of the holes punched in a card, in
such a manner that the holes are repre
sented by one binary digit and the un
punched spaces are represented by the
other binary digit. 2. In machine lan
guage, a duplication of the data con
tained in a punch card.
card, magnetic - A card, usually with a
rectangular flat surface, of any material
coated with a magnetic substance on
which data is recorded, such that it can
be read by an automatic device.
card mag stripe reader - A device for
reading mag-stripe ID cards.
card, printed-circuit - A card, usually of
laminate or resinous material of the in
sulating type, which is used for the
mountmg of an electrical circuit. To
gether the base and circuit make up the
card.
card reader - A device which senses and
translates into internal form the holes in
punched cards.
card reader, mark sense - A device that
reads tab cards marked with soft lead
pencil, and lets the user enter programs
and numerical data into the computer.
Also, programs can be written off-line
without tne computer.
card row - One of the horizontal lines of
punching positions on a punched card.
card verifying - A means of checking the
accuracy of key punching. It is a duplica
tion check. A second operator venfies
the original punching by depressing the
keys of a venfier whife reading the same
source data. The machine compares the
key depressed with the hole already
punched in the card.
caret - A symbol (an inverted v) used to
indicate the location of an insertion.
carriage - A control mechanism for a
typewriter or other listing device that
can automatically control the feeding,
spacing, skipping, and ejecting of paper
or preprinted forms.
carrier, data - The selected medium used
to transport or carry data or informa
tion. Examples are punched cards, mag
netic tapes, and punched paper tapes.
carriers, value-added - A class of com

carry

cartridge recorder, ANSI .tandard

munications common carrier author
ized to lease raw communication trunks
from the transmission carriers, augment
these facilities with computerized
switching, and provide enhanced or
"value-added" communications ser
vices. Some are now employing a tech
nology called packet swItching to pro
vide value-added data communicatIOns
services. Packet switching is a communi
cations technology, but it has its roots in
the computer field rather than in the
commUnications field. for it was devel
oped bv computer users in order to bet
ter meet their communication require
ments.
carry - I. A signal. or expression, pro
duced as a result of an arithmetic opera
tion on one digit place of two or more
numbers expressed in positional nota
tion and transferred to the next higher
place for processing there. 2. A signal or
expression, as defined in (I) above,
which arises in adding, when the sum of
two digits in the same digit place equals
or exceeds the base of the number svs
tern in use. If a carr\' into a digit pi<ice
will result in a carry out of the same digit
place, and if the normal adding circuit is
bypassed when generating this new
carry. it is called a high-speed carry. or
standing-on-nines carry. If the normal
adding circuit is used in such a case. the
carrv is called a cascaded carrv. If a carry
resu"tting from the addition of carries is
not allowed to propagate. e.g .• when
forming the partial pro(Juct in one step
of a multiplication process, the process
is called a partial carry. Ifit is allowed to
propagate, the process is called a com
plete carry. If a carry generated in the
most significant digit place is sent di
rectly to the least significant place. e.g.,
when adding two negative numbers
using nine complements, that carry is
called an end-around carry. (Svnony
mous with cascaded carr}:, complete
carry. end-aro.und carry, high-speed
carry, and partial carrv.) 3. A Signal or
expression in direct subtraction. as
defined in (I) above. which arises when
the difference between the digits is less
than zero. Such a carry is frequently
called a borrow. (Related to borrow.) 4.
The action offorwarding a carry. 5. The
command directing a carry to be for
warded.
carry, cascaded - See cascaded carry.
carry, complete - A carry which is allowed
to propagate.

carry, end-around - A carry from the
most significant digit place to the least
significant place.
carry flag - An indicator that signals
when a register overflow or underflow
condition occurs during mathematical
operations with an accumulator. It is
sometimes also considered as a one cell
extension of an accumulator during se
lected operations such as the execUlion
of "rotate" instructions.
carry/link bi.t - On some systems, this bit
is set if a carry from the most significant
bit occurs during an add. a compie
ment-and-add, or a decimal-add in
struction. The bit is also included in the
shift right with link and the rotate right
with link instructions.
carry look-ahead - A circuit that in effect
predicts the final carn' from propagate
and generate signals supplied by partial
adders. It is used to speed up signifi
cantlv binarY addition bv eliminating
the carry propagation (or 'ripple) delay.
carry, partlal- The technique in parallel
addition wherein some or all of the car
ries are stored temporarily instead of
being allowed to propagate immedi
ately.
Carte.lan c_rdinate., digitizing system
- Some svstems have the ability to
define completely the axis system of the
work. This allows for rotated. nonortho
gonal axis definition with a step-wise
J.inear approximation of nonlinear
scales. Some larger systems allow defi
nition of 32 Y axes and 2 X axes. This
allows multiple scalings for multitrace
strip charts, such as well logs, to be
defined. Or a data classification tech
nique may be defined (for example, map
contours on laver I, boundaries on layer
2, etc.).
.
cartridge recorder, ANSI standard 
The ANSI standard for cartridge re
corders specifies that blocks of data be
bracketed bv known bit palterns. First
comes a 16-bit preamble, followed by a
data block of up to 2048 eight-bit bYles.
A 16-bit cvclic-redundancv check and a
16-bit postamble follow the data block.
The preamble has 15 Os followed by a I.
Preambles establish timing for reading
data when the tape moves forward. The
postamble. a I followed by 15 Os. sets
the timing for reading data in reverse.
Note that for both directions of tape
travel. data are preceded by a string of
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15 Os and a I. This pattern can be used
to locate data in a deskewing register.
CAS - Abbreviation for Column Address
Strobe.
cascade conlrol- An automatic control
system in which various control units
are linked in sequence. each control
unit regulating the operation of the next
control unit in line.
cascaded carry - I. A carry using the nor
mal adding circuit rather than any spe
cial or high-speed circuit. 2. In parallel
addition. a carry process in whICh the
addition of two numerals results in a
sum numeral and a carry numeral which
are in turn added together. this process
being repeated until no new carries are
generated.

split-packag-e items automatically and
provides discount capability and a re
fund key.
cassette - A self-contained package of
reel-to-reel blank or recorded film.
magnetic tape. or electronically em
bossable vinyl tape for recording of
sound or computer input signals, which
is continuous and self-rewinding. Simi
lar to a cartridge, but of slightly differ
ent design.
casseHe boolstrap loader - A typical cas
sette bootstrap loader automatically lo
cates the top of memory and relocates
itself to the top of memory. enabling
program loading from memory location
zero. During the process of locating the
top of memory. a full memory test is

Courtesy Verbatim Corp.

Cassette.
cascade merging - A technique used in a
sort program to merge strings of se
quenced data and performed aT-Ion
part of the data. T /2 on parts of the
data. and so on. Strings of sequenced
data are distributed in a Fibonacci series
on the work tapes preceding each
merge. The effective power of the
merge varies between T-I and T/2.
case, test - See tes tease.
cash register, electronic - A cash register
with electronic computational and re
cord-keeping capabilities. A typical unit
prints a locked-in detail tape that re
ports the date. consecutive number.
Item count. clerk, function, and depart
ment for each transaction. The receipt
carries this information as well as a pro
grammable store name and other mes
sages. This unit calculates multiples of
identically priced items and pnces of
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made every time the load button is
pressed.
cassette buffer, ANSI protocol- The cas
sette buffer writes. reads. rewinds. and
does limited editing under micro
processor control at the operator's com
mand. In the ANSI protocol. messages
are automatically segmented by the
buffer into blocks of 256 or fewer cha
racters, with each block assigned a num
ber sequentially for easy detection of
missing blocks.
cassette, digital- A typical digital cas
sette holds at least 282 feet of 0.15-inch
tape. Differences between digital and
most audio cassettes include an Ar-.;SI
locating notch. reusable write-enable
tabs. pullout-proof leaders. and holes at
the beg-inning and end of the tape. The
recordmg qualities of the two types also
differ. A flat belt provides built-in direct

casseHe recorder, microcomputer-based

drive and tensioning for the O.25-inch
wide recording tape in a 3M-type car
tridge. Internal guides align the tape.
cassette

recorder,

microcomputer-based

- Any of numerous digital cassette re
corders programmed to log data from
any user-specified instrument in for
mats readable by almost anv type ofter
minal or cassette. One type is standard
with custom cabling for interfacing to
the data sampling instrument.
cassette tape data organization - Gener
ally in cassette systems, data is recorded
on tape in a single bit-serial track. Since
there is no prerecorded timing or for
mat tract (such as in other major mag
netic tape systems), data must be se
quentially recorded and retrieved as in
conventional tape systems.
cassette tape transport system - The
mechanism that moves the cassette tape
during recording and playback. The
tape transport is the central item that
each of the other major components in
terfaces. It must also accurately position
the tape with respect to the head and
move the tape at a constant speed. This
requires electronic circuitry to control
tape motion, record and/or amplify the
data signals, and format the data. when
necessary.
casting-aut-nines check - See check, cast
ing-out-nines.
catalog - I. A list of items with descrip
tive data, usually arranged so that a spe
cific kind of information can be readily
located. 2. To assign a representative
label for a document accordmg to a defi
nite set of rules.
catalog, union - Often meant to merge a
compiled list of the contents of two or
more tape libraries.
catastrophic failure - See failure, catas
trophic.
category - I. A natural classification. 2. A
logical grouping of associated docu
ments.
category, display - See display catagory.
catena - A chain, a series, especially a
connected series.
catenate - See concatenate.
cathode-ray tube - I. An electronic vac
uum tube containing a screen on which
information may be stored by means of
a multi grid modulated beam of elec
trons from the thermionic emitter; stor
age is effected by means of charged or

CCITT X.21 protocols

uncharged spots. 2. A vacuum tube in
which a beam of electrons can be
focused to a small point on a lumines
cent screen and can be varied in posi
tion and intensity to form a pattern.
cathode-ray tube memories - Memories
in which photosensitive surfaces are
used as a target upon which an electron
beam reads and writes information.
These surfaces are incorporated into a
cathode ray tube (crt), and circuitry for
addressing the photosensitive surface is
used to control the crt electron beam.
CeD storage - Storage based on charge
coupled devices (CCOs). CCOs, hke
RAMs, are volatile storage devices.
Also, a read function from a CCO does
not destroy data. This nondestructive
read of the CCO tends to simplify its
required i/o electronics as compared to
control electronics necessary for mag
netic core arrays. CCOs, however, are
not random access; they are serial stor
age devices similar ill function to the
traditional delay line. Effectively operat
ing as an extensive shift register, the
CCO must cycle data through a read
point (or points) in order to access the
desired stored information. Compared
to disk and drum, CCO memories are
more reliable and easier to maintain.
Power dissipation per bit is lower for
CCO than for any other major memory
technology, simplifying the correspond
ing cooling requirements; size and
weight are also low.
eelTT - (Comite Consultatif Interna
tional Telegraphique et T€Mphonique).
The International Telegraph and Tele
phone Consultative Committee, an in
ternational organization concerned
with devising and proposing recom
mendations for international telecom
munications.
eCITT interface - A United Nations com
munications standard considered man
datory in Europe and other continents.
It is very closely akin to the American
EIA Standard RS-232 B or C, which has
been accepted as an interface require
ment between data processing and ter
minal or data communication equip
ment by American manufacturers of
data-transmission and business equip
ment.
eeln X.21 protocols - A character-con
trolled protocol for call establishment
and a bit-oriented protocol for data
transfer. X.21 has gained popularity be
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CDC

central afRce exchange

cause of its single five-pin DTE-to-DCE
interface for level 1. Its level II im
plementation can be facilitated bv a
multiprotocol DLC chip.
'
CDC - Abbreviation for Call Direction
Code. An identifying call, usually two
letters, which is transmitted to an outly
ing receiver and automatically turns on
its printer (selective calling).
Ceefax - A system by which data is trans
mitted on tv picture lines in the vertical
blanking interval, which are not ordi
narily VIsible. The data cannot be ac
cessed by unauthorized users because a
special decoder is needed. Data is trans
mitted in the 17th, 18th, 330th, and
331st lines in the British system in an
NRZ (nonreturn to zero) format. The
receiving system must provide its own
clock because NRZ has no built-in clock
signal.
cell - A location specified by all or part of
the address and possessed of the faculty
of store. Specific terms such as column,
field, locauon, and block are preferable
when appropriate.
cell! ~Inary - A one-bit register or bit po
SItion.
cell, dllturbed - A magnetic cell which
has received one or more partial drive
pulses in the opposite sense since it was
set or reset.
cell, magnetic - A binary storage cell in
which the two values of one binary digit
are represented by different patterns of
magnetism, and in which means of set
ting and sensing the contents are sta
tionary with respect to the magnetic ma
terial.
celli, dedicated trap - See trap, dedicated
cells.
cellular Ipli"lng- A technique for accom
modating additional information in a
system tfiat allocates storage in units of
cells. When information must be added
to a full cell, the cell is split into two
half-full cells. The new information is
added to one of these new cells. SaTfU! aJ
block splitting.
center, autamatlc-Iwltching- Communi
cations center designed specifically for
relaying digitized data by automatic
electronic methods.
center, data-prace..ing- A computer in
stallation providing data-processing
service for others, sometimes called cus
tomers, on a reimbursable or nonreim
bursable basis.
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center, data Iwltchlng - See switching
center.
center, ED' - Electronic data processing
center, a complete complex including
one or more computers.
centerline, Itroke - Printed character
specification drawings and a line used to
designate the position and shape of the
locus of character stroke midpoints.
center, relay - A system in which data
transmissions between stations on diff
erent circuits within a network are ac
complished by routing the data through
a central point. (Synonymous with mes
sage switching center.)
center, Itore-and-forward Iwitching 
A message-switching center in which
the message accepted from the sender,
whenever he offers it, is held in a physi
cal store and forwarded 10 the receiver,
whenever he is able to accept it.
center, Iwitching- A location in which in
coming data from one circuit is trans
ferred to the proper outgoing circuit.
central charader, font-change - SaTfU! aJ
character, font change.
central computer, input/output - Commu
nication between the central computer
and the peripheral units of some com
puteT systems may be performed over
all input/output channels. Each of the
several channels allows bidirectional
transfers of data and control signals be
tween the central computer and the pe
ripheral devices.
central control panel- See control panel.
central control unit - See central process
ing unit.
central file, on-line - See file, on-line (cen
tral).
centralized control- In a computer, the
control of all processing by a single op
erational unit.
centralized data praceiling - Data pTO
cessing performed at a single. central
location on data obtained from several
geographical locations or managerial
levels. Decentralized data processing in
volves processing at various managerial
levels or geographical points through
out the organIzation.
centralized input/output _rdlnatlon, time
Iharlng- See time sharing. centralized
input/output coordination.
central ofllce exchange - The place
where a communication common car

central processing element (bit slicel)

chain code

rier locates the equipment which inter
connects subscribers and circuits.
central procesling element (bit slices)Each central processing element (CPE)
represents a 2-bit or 4-bit slice through
the data-processing section of a com
puter. In some systems, several CPEs
may be arrayed in parallel to form a
processor of any desired word length.
The microprocessor, which together
with the microprogram memory con
trols the step-by-step operation of the
processor, is itself a powerful micropro
grammed state sequencer.
central processing unit - Abbreviated
CPU. The unit of a computing system
that contains the circuits that control
and perform the execution of instruc
tions.
central processing, unit loop - The main
routine or a control program and that
which is associated with the control of
the i~ternal status of the processing
umt, m contrast to those control pro
grams of routines developed with termi
nals and file storage input-output.
central proceuing unit, microcomputer
- The CPU is the primary functioning
unit of any computer system. Its basic
architecture consists of storage ele
ments called registers. computational
circuits designated as the arithmetic
logic unit (ALU), the control block, and
input-output ports. A microprocessor
built with LSI technology often contains
a CPU on a single chip. Because such a
chip has limited storage space, memory
implementation is added in modular
fashion on associated chips. Most mi
crocomputers consist of a CPU chip and
others for memory and i/o.
centr~1 processor - See central processing
umt.
central proceuor organization - The
computer can be divided into three
main sections: arithmetic and control,
input/output, and memory. The arith
metic and control section carries out the
directives of the J?rogram. The calcula
tions, routing of mformation, and con
trol of the other sections occurs in this
part of the central processor. All infor
mation going in and coming out of the
central processor is handled by the in
put/output section. It also controls the
operation of all peripheral equipment.
The memory section is the heart of the
central processor; it provides temporary
storage for data and instructions. Be-

cause of its importance, the total cycle
time of the memory is the main deter
mining factor in the overall speed of the
processor.
central scanning loop - A loop of instruc
tions which determines which task is to
be performed next. After each item of
work is completed, control is trans
ferred to the central scanning loop
which searches for processing requests
in order to determine the next item to
be processed. The computer may cycle
idly in the central scanning loop if no
item requires its attention, or it may go
into a wait state which is interrupted if
the need arises. The central scanning
loop is the nucleus of a set of supervi
sory programs.
central terminal unit - Abbreviated CTU.
This unit supervises communication be
tween the teller consoles and the pro
cessing center. It receives incoming
messages at random intervals, stores
them until the central processor is ready
to process them, and returns the pro
cessed replies to the teller consoles
which originated the transactions (bank
application) .
cerdip - Abbreviation for Ceramic Dual
In-line Package.
certified tape - Computer tape that is ma
chine checked on all tracks throughout
each roll and is certified by the supplier
to have less than a specific total number
of errors or to have zero errors.
certifier, tape - A peripheral device or
unit designed to locate defects in mag
netic tape before use, such as oxide
emissions. unevenness, bubbles, etc.
CF - See control footing.
CH - See control heading.
chain - I. Any series of items linked to
gether. 2. Pertaining to a routine con
sisting of segments which are run
through the computer in tandem, only
one segment being within the computer
at anyone time and each segment using
the. o~tput from the previous program
as Its mput.
chain additions program - An instruction
set that will permit new records to be
added to a file.
chain, binary - A series of flip-flops (bi
nary circuits) which exist in eIther one of
two states, but each circuit can affect or
change the following circuit.
chain code - An arrangement in a cyclic
sequence of some or all of the possible
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chained file

chan,e record

different N-bit words, in which adjacent
words are linked by the relationshIp that
each word is derived from its neighbor
by displacing the bits one digit position
to the left or right, dropping the leading
bit, and insertmg a bit at the end, The
value of the inserted bit needs only to
meet the requirement that a word must
not recur before the cvcle is com
plete; e.g., 000 001 010 '011 III 100
000....
chained file - A computer file arranged so
that each data item or kev in a record in
the chain has the address of another re
cord with the same data or key. To re
trieve all data that contains the given
key, only the first address need be
found, since the next address is adjacent
to it, and that one is adjacent to the
next, etc.
chained list - A list of items, each of
which contains an identifier for the next
item in a particular order, but such
order does not have any particular rela
tion to the order in which the items are
stored.
chained
record - Physical
records,
located randomly in main or auxiliary
memory modules, that are linked or
chained bv means of a control field in
each record which contains the address
of the next record in the series or chain.
Long and complete waiting lists or files
can be connected or chained in this way.
chalnln, - I. A system of storing records
in which each record belongs to a list or
group of records, and has a linking field
for tracing the chain. 2. The capability
of an object program to call another ob
ject program for execution after its own
execution has been performed.
chainln" command - The execution of a
sequence of i/o commands in a com
mand list, under control of an lOP, on
one or more logical records.
chalnln" dolo - The gathering (or scat
tering) of information within one physi
cal record, from (or to) more than one
region of memory, by means of succes
sive i/o commands.
chainln, .earch - A particular search key
is chosen, and when a search of an in
terconnected set is made whose key
matches the search key, the content of
the address includes the key matching
the search key. It also contains either
the item itself or the location of the
item sought-or another address is
sought and found in the content, the

process being repeated until either the
Item is found or the chain is ter
minated.
chain links - I. Various series of linked
data items. 2. In sequential processing,
successive program segments, each of
which relies on the previous segment
for its input.
chain malnlenance program - An instruc
tion set that will permit the deletion of
records from a file.
chain printer - See printer, chain.
chain printing principle - The printing of
a full line in a single print cycle. Data,
representing the columns, is abstracted
serially by character, parallel by bit from
the buffer and then compared to the
chain position counter. When coinci
dence takes place, the appropriate ham
mer is energized. When the number of
energized hammers in a line equals the
number of printable characters loaded
into the buffer (not including blanks).
the print cycle is terminated. and the
printer advances the paper. The printer
then becomes ready to accept the next
line of data. This "adaptive control"
technique allows the printer to move to
the next line as soon as the buffer is
empty. instead of continuing to read the
blank spaces that constitute the rest of
the line.
chain reaction - The initiation of multiple
levels of address modification with few
instructions.
chain March - A search key is used and is
transformed to bring out an initial ad
dress. If the contents of the initial ad
dress contain the key matching the
search key, the contents contain the sum
or other information sought. If unsuc
cessful, another address is found in the
contents. and the process is repeated
until the item is found or the chain ends.
Thus, a chain search operates in a file of
unordered but related or intercon
nected data.
changeable
.Iora,e - See
storage.
changeable.
chan,e, conlrol- See control change.
chan.e dump - A print-out or output re
cording of the contents of all storage
locations in which a change has been
made since the previous change dump.
chan.e file - A list of transactions pro
cessed against the master file.
chan,e record - A record which results in
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changing of some of the information in
the corresponding master file record.
change., pending - Occurrences of vari
ous types have prevented successful
processing of transactions such as: pro
gram errors, records deleted from files,
data mistakes. "frozen" accounts. and
others. Such deviations from the normal
require hold-ups or delays pending
decisions resulting in changes.
change, .tep - The change from one
value to another in a single increment in
negligible time.
change tape - A paper tape or magnetic
tape carrying information that is to be
used to update filed information. This
filed information is often on a master
tape. (Synonymous with transaction
tape.)
channel- I. A path along which signals
can be sent. e.g.• data channel. output
channel. 2. The portion of a storage me
dium that is accessible to a given read
ing station. e.g., track. band. 3. A unit
which controls the operation of one or
more i/o units. 4. One or more parallel
tracks treated as a unit. 5. In a circulat
ing storage. a channel is one recirculat
ing path containing a fixed number of
words stored serially by word. (Synony
mous with band.)
channel adapter - A device which permits
the connection between data channels
of differing equipment. The device al
lows data transfer at the rate of the
slower channel.
channel, analog - A channel on which the
information transmitted can take any
value between the limits defined by the
channel. Voice channels are analog
channels.
channel, broad-band - A channel capable
of providing data-communication rates
higher than those of voice-band chan
nels. It also provides higher reliability.
Current facihties can provide transmis
sion rates up to several million bits per
second.
channel capacity - The maximum possi
ble
information-transmission
rate
through a channel at a specified error
rate. The channel capacity may be mea
sured in bits per second or bauds.
channel, Clall-D - The Class-D channel
can be used to transmit punched paper
tape at approximately 240 words per
mmute. depending upon the code ele
ment (5-. 6-. 7-. or 8-level code) em

ployed. It could also be used to transmit
80-column punched cards at the rate of
10 to II per minute.
channel, Clall-E - The Class-E data chan
nel is capable of transmission rates up to
1200 baud. The channel will also accept
polar-pulse input conforming to EIA
standards. and will deliver signals at the
destination having the same characteris
tics.
channel controller. - Units which allow
several central elements in the com
puter to share. in a changing manner. a
pool of millions of characters of main
memory that can be partitioned into nu
merous (at least 8) different memories.
channel, data - The bidirectional data
path between the i/o devices and the
main memory in a digital computer that
permits one or more i/o operations to
take place concurrently with computa
tion.
channel, dedicated - A specific channel
that has been reserved or committed or
set aside for a very specific use or appli
cation.
channel, DMA - The direct memory ac
cess (DMA) channel capability permits
faster data transfer speeds. The basic
approach is to bypass the registers and
provide direct access to the memory
bus. Another significant feature in
cluded in some of these is a vectored
interrupt capabilitv. The number of sep
arate mterrupt lines accommodated
typically is four or more. These newer
designs have been referred to as the sec
ond generation in microprocessors.
Second generation features include:
separate address and data bus lines.
multiple address modes (e.g .. direct. in
direct. relative, and indexed). more in
structions. more versatile register stack
operation. vectored interrupts. direct
memory access. standard RAM and
ROM.
channel, duplex - A channel providing
simultaneous transmission in both di
rections.
channel, four-wire - A two-way circuit
where the signals simultaneously follow
separate and distinct paths. in opposite
directions. in the transmission medium.
channel, half-duplex - A channel capable
of transmitting and receiving signals.
but in only one direction at a time.
channel, Information - The transmission
and intervening equipment involved in
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channel, information (transfer)

channel-to-channel connedion

the transfer of information in a given
direction between two terminals. An in
formation channel includes the modula
tor and demodulator and any error-con
trol equipment irrespective of its
location, as well as the backward chan
nel, when provided.
channel, information (transfer) - The
functional connection between the
source and the sink data terminal equip
ments. It includes the circuit and the
associated data communications equip
ments. Also, the assembly of data com
munications and circuits mcluding a re
verse channel if it exists.
channel, input - The channel which first
brings in or introduces signals or data to
a computing device.
channel, input/output - A specific chan
nel which permits simultaneous com
munications. and independently so, be
tween various storage units or any of the
various input or outrut units. Such a
channel is the contro channel for most
peripheral devices and quite often per
forms various checks on data transfers
such as validity checks, etc.
channel, ilo - A bidirectional data path
between the i/o devices and the main
memory in a digital calculator that per
mits one or more i/o operations to hap
pen concurrently with computation.
channel, narrow-band - A channel with
data-communication capabilities up to
300 bits per second.
channel, output - That particular or dedi
cated channel reserved for removal or
carrying of data from a peripheral de
vICe.
channel reliability - The percentage of
time that the channel meets the arbi
trary standards established by the user.
channel scheduler - A program whose
function is to see that a list of requests
for input/output operations are ex
ecuted in a desirable sequence. The
channel scheduler program sequentially
initiates the next operation on the list
after it has completed one operation on
a channel.
channel, seledor - The selector channel
is designed primarily for such devices as
tape units and disk files. When the selec
tor channel is directed to make connec
tion with one input or output unit, all
other units on that channel are locked
out until the first unit is released. The
selector channel is capable of handling
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high-speed units overlapped with proc
essing, so that a stream of data can be
fed to storage while the processing unit
is performing arithmetic or logic opera
tions for another phase of the program.
channel, simplex - A channel which per
mits transmission in one direction only.
channels, paper tape - See tape channels,
paper.
channels, readlwrite - The degree of pe
ripheral simultaneity in any computer
system depends on the number of
read/write channels in the svstem. A
read/write channel is a bidirectional
data path across an interface between
the main memory and a peripheral de
vice. Whenever an input/output opera
tion is to be performed, a programmer
assigned read/write channel completes
the path between the required periph
eral device and the main memory.
channels, tape, punched-paper - The par
allel tracks along the length of the tape.
channel status routine (BSY) - BSY (busy)
is called by drivers to determine the sta
tus of a channel. A driver cannot use a
channel until the channel is free. When
BSY is called, it retains control until the
channel is free. The status of each chan
nel available to the system is contained
in the channel status table (CST). This
table contains one entry for each chan
nel. Each time a driver IS called, it waits
for the necessary channel to be free.
When an input/output operation is ini
tiated, the driver sets the channel status
at busy. Upon completion of the inter
rupt, the channel status is set at not
busy.
channel switching - Same as input/output
switching.
channel synchronizer - The channel syn
chronizer provides the proper interface
between the central computer and the
peripheral equipment. Other control
functions of the channel synchronizer
include: primary interpreting of the
function words; searching by compari
son of an identifier with data read from
a perirheral unit; and providing the
centra computer with peripheral-unit
status information.
channel, time-derived - Any of the chan
nels obtained by time-division multi
plexing of a channel.
channel-to-channel connedion - A device
for rapid data transfer between two
computers. A channel adapter is availa

channel, voice-band

character, coded extonsion

ble that permits the connection between
any two channels on any two systems.
Data is transferred at the rate of the
slower channel. See direct control con
nection.
channel, voice-band - A communications
channel having an effective bandwidth
of up to 3000 hertz. Equipment is avail
able from the carriers and independent
suppliers for data transmission at
speeds up to 9600 bits per second.
channel,
voic01rade - See
channel,
voice-band.
channel waiting queue - The group of
items in the system needing the atten
tion of the channel scheduler program
which executes the items in queue in a
desirable sequence.
channel, wldeband common carrier Wideband channels are facilities that
the common carriers provide for trans
ferring data at speeds up' to the I million
baud region. The avallabilitv of these
facilities depends on what equipment
the common carrier has in the sub
scriber's geographic area. There are
many modems available for use with
common carrier facilities, many of
which are supplied by the common car
riers.
chapter - Programs are often divided
into self-contained parts, most often
called segments or sections, and often
times chapters, in order to be able to
execute the program without maintain
ing it in its entirety in the internal stor
age medium at anyone time. Other pro
gram divisions are pages, paragraphs,
books.
character - I. One symbol of a set of ele
mentary symbols such as those corre
sponding to the keys on a typewriter.
The symbols usually include the deci
mal digits 0 through 9, the letters A
through Z. punctuation marks, opera
tion symbols, and any other single sym
bols which a computer may read, store,
or write. 2. The electrical, magnetic, or
mechanical profile used to represent a
character in a computer, and its various
storage and peripheral devices. A char
acter may be represented by a group of
other elementary marks, such as bits or
pulses.
character, additlonal- Same as character,
special.
character adiustmont - The address ad
justment in which the literal used to
modify the address has reference to a

specific given number or group of char
acters.
character, alphameric - A generic term
for numeric digits, alphabetic charac
ters, and special characters.
character, backspace - One which creates
action of the printing mechanism with
out printing. The backspace character
causes a spacing backwards of one char
acter width.
character, binary-coded - An element of
notation which represents alphanu
meric characters as decimal digits, let
ters, and symbols by a set configuration
of consecutive binary digits.
character, blank - A specific character de
signed and used to separate groups of
characters. In some computers an actual
symbol such as • is used to signify a
blank, and thus assurance is positive
that a blank space did not develop from
machine malfunction or keypunch oper
ator error.
character, block ignore - One of the manv
control characters which indicates tha't
an error in data preparation or trans
mission has occurred and certain prede
termined amounts of data should be ig
nored. In some particular cases the
amount to be ignored is a partial block
of characters back to the most recently
occurring block mark.
character boundary - A real or imaginary
rectangle which serves as a boundary, in
character recognition, between consec
utive characters or successive lines on a
source document.
character, check - See check character.
character checking, inadmissible - Numerous internal checks continually
momtor the accuracy of the system and
guard against incipient malfunction.
Typical are the parity and inadmissible
characters check; an automatic read
back of magnetic tape and magnetic
cards as the information is being re
corded. The electronic tests which pre
cede each use of magnetic tape or mag
netic cards ensure that the operator has
not set switches improperly.
character, code - A particular arrange
ment of code elements used in a code to
represent a single value or symbol.
character, codod - A character repre
sented by a specific code.
character, coded extension - A distinct
character designed to indicate that suc
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character code, forbidden

character graphics

ceeding characters are to be interpreted
using a different code.
character code, forbidden - In the binarv
coding of characters. a bit code which
indicates an error in coding.
character, command - Characters. when
used as code elements. can initiate,
modify. or stop a control operation.
Characters may be used. for example. to
control the carriage return. etc.. on vari
ous devices or control the devices them
selves.
character, control- See character, com
mand.
character crowding - The effect of reduc
ing the time interval between subse
quent characters read from tape. caused
by a combination of mechanical skew.
gap scatter. jitter, amplitude variation.
etc. Also called packing.
character, device control- A specific con
trol character to switch devices on or
off. usually in telecommunications sys
tems. but also used with other data
processing equipment.
character edge - In optical character rec
ognition. there is an imaginary edge
whICh runs along the optIcal discon
tinuity between the printed area and the
unprinted area of a printed symbol or
character. The optical discontinuity is
observed by a change in the reflectivity
along this imaginary line which is trans
verse to the character edge.
character element - I. A basic informa
tion element as transmitted, printed.
displayed, etc., or used to control com
munications. when used as a code. 2.
Groups of bits, pulses. etc., occurring in
a time period normally representmg
that f<?r a character or symbolic repre
sentation.
character emi"er - An electromechanical
device which emits a timed pulse or
group of pulses in some code.
character, end-of-menage - Some pro
grammers use specific characters or
groups of characters such as OUT.
ROGER. EOM to indicate the end of a
message.
character, erase - A character which most
often represents a character to be ig
nored or signifies that the preceding or
following item is to be ignored as pre
scribed by some fixed convention of the
machine or as programmed. It may sig
mfy that some particular action is to be
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prevented. or it may signify an erase or
destroy action on a tape or disk.
character, error - One of the control char
acters used {o indirate that an error in
data preparation or transmission has oc
curred. It also usually signifies that a
certain predetermined amount of com
ing or recently transmitted data should
be ignored.
character, escape - A control character
which serves to assign. either temporar
ily or perm~nentlv. various new or diff
erent meanmgs to speCific coded repre
sentations. Examples arc: locking-shift
characters. nonlocking shift characters.
shift-out or shift-in characters. font
change characters. etc. Thus. escape
characters permit a limited code to rep
~esent a wide range of character~ since
It assigns more than one meanmg to
each character representation.
character fill- I. A procedure of storing
the same character or symbol in storage
locations, in a group of storage loca
tions, or even in a complete storage unit
of a computer. 2. To replace all data in
a particular storage deVICe in a group of
locations by bringing all the cells to a
prescribed or deSired state.
character, font-change - A control char
acter which causes the next character to
determine which type font is to be used
until the next font-change character
comes up.
character, forbidden - Same as character,
illegal.
character, format - A specific control
character used to control a key printer.
This character does not print but may
cause backspacing, tabulating. new
lines. etc.
character format memory - Memory stor
ing technique of storing one character
in each addressable location.
character,
form-feed - The
character
which controls the printer or demands
action of the printer. in this case to feed
forms.
charocter, functional- See character, com
mand.
character generation, automatic - See au
tomatic character generation.
cha~acter graphics - A process by which
pICtures may be programmed. One
typewriter-style keyboard has a graphic
key and graphic symbols engraved on
the key tops for use in the same manner
as shifting for upper case on a type

character, ignore

character reader

writer. The graphic symbols mav be
used as though they were text when the
graphic and shift-lock keys are de
pressed.
character, ignore - See ignore.
character, ignore block - The character
which indicates that an error in data
preparation or transmission has oc
curred and certain predetermined
amounts ofcoming or recently transmit
ted data should be ignored. In this par
ticular case, the amount to be ignored is
a partial block of characters back to the
most recently occurring block mark.
character, iIIegal- A character or combi
nation of bits which is not accepted as a
valid representation by the machine de
sign or by a specific routine. megal
characters are commonly detected and
used as an indication of machine mal
function.
character, improper - Same as character,
illegal.
character,
instruction - See
character,
command.
characteristic - The integral part of a log
arithm; the exponent of a normalized
number.
characteristic distortion - I. A fixed dis
tortion which results in either shortened
or lengthened impulses. It generally
does not change 111 degree from day to
day. 2. DistortIOns caused by transients
which, as a result of the modulation, are
present in the transmission channel and
depend on its transmission qualities.
characteristic overflow - A situation de
veloped in floating-point arithmetic if
an attempt is made to develop a charac
teristic greater than a specified number.
characteristics, noise - See noise charac
teristics.
characteristic underflow - A situation de
veloped in floating-point arithmetic if
an attempt is made to develop a charac
teristic less than a specified number.
character, layout - A specific control
character used to control a printer. This
character does not print but may cause
back-spacing, tabulating, new lines, etc.
character, least significant - The charac
ter in the rightmost position in a num
ber or word.
character, locking shift - A common con
trol character which causes all charac
ters which follow to shift to a different
character set until the shift character

representative of that set is met, where
upon reversion is then made to the orig
inal character set. A shiftout character
makes the change, while the shift-in
character changes the character set back
to the original. This action is somewhat
analagous to shifting to capital letters
on a typewriter by pressing the lock and
shift keys.
character misregistration - The improper
state of appearance of a character, in
character recognition, with respect to a
real or imaginary horizontal base line in
a character reader.
character, most significant - The charac
ter in the leftmost position in a number
or word.
character, new-line - A particular func
tional character which controls or de
mands action of the printer, in this case,
a new line.
character, nonlocking shift - A special
control character which causes one
(sometimes more) characters following
to shift to that of another total set of
characters. for example, to caps or ital
ics. Similar to a nonlocking shift kev on
a typewriter.
character, numeric - Same as digit.
character, operational- See character,
command.
character outline - The graphic pattern
formed by the stroke edges of a hand
written or printed character in character
recognition.
character, pad - Character introduced to
use up time while a function (usually
mechanical) is being accomplished. e.g.•
carriage return. form eject. etc.
character, paper throw - A character
which controls or demands action of the
printer; in this case a paper throw.
character pitch - See pitch, character.
character, print control- A specific con
trol character used to affect printing op
erations such as feeding, spacing. font
selection.
character, protedion - A character se
lected by the programmer or built into
the machine which replaces a zero which
has been suppressed to avoid error or
false statements. Such characters are
usually symbols. such as an ampersand
or an asterisk.
character reader - A specialized device
which can convert data represented in
one of the type fonts or scripts read by
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human beings directly into machine lan
guage. Such a reader may operate opti
cally; or if the characters are printed in
magnetic ink. the device may operate
magnetically or optically.
character recognition - The computer
process of reading. identifying. and en
coding a printed character.
character, redundant - A character spe
cifically added to a group of characters
to ensure conformity with certain rules
which can be used to detect computer
malfunction.
character, separating- One of the con
trol characters designed to set out vari
ous hierarchies in data structures. i.e .•
to separate the parts or units. For exam
ple. SP might mean space between
words. while S I might mean spaces be
tween sentences. S2 space between
paragraphs. S4 space between pages.
etc. Other separating characters mIght
indicate parenthetical or bracketed mat
ter in context or mathematics.
character, serial by - See serial-by-bil.
character aet - An agreed set of represen
tations. called characters. from which
selections are made to denote and dis
tinguish data. Each character differs
from all others. and the total number of
characters in a given set is fixed; e.g.. a
set may include the numerals 0 to 9. the
letters A to Z. punctuation marks. and a
blank or space.
character, ahift-in - See character. locking
shift.
character, shift-out (SO) - A code exten
sion character that can be used bv itself
to substitute another character set for
the standard character set. usuallv to ac
cess additional graphic characters.
characters, idle - Control characters in
terchanged by a synchronized trans
mitter and receiver to maintain svn
chronization during nondata periods.
character size - The number of binarv
digits in a single character in the storage
device.
character skew - A form of character mis
registration. in character recognition.
such that the image to be recognized
appears in a skewed condition with re
spect to a real or imaginary horizontal
base line.
characters, machine readable - The svm
bois (printed. tvped. or written) that 'can
be interpreted by both people and opti
cal character recognition equipment.
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character, sync
character-spacIng ref.rence line -

An op
tical character recognition term related
to a vertical line used to determine the
horizontal spacing of characters. It may
equallv divide the distance between the
sides of a character boundarv or it rna\"
coincide with the centerline of a vertical
stroke.
character, special- A character which is
neither a numeral nor a letter but may
be a symbol. such as I.· IS. =. or ? .
characters, polling - A set of characters
designed to be peculiar to a terminal
and the polling operation. Response to
these characters mdicates to the com
puter whether or not the terminal has a
message to send.
character, start of heading- A single
character or set of characters com
municated bv a polled terminal. indicat
ing to other stations on the line that the
data to follow specifies the addresses of
stations on the lille that are to receive
the answering message.
character, atart of text - A specific control
character designed to terminate and
separate a heading and mark the begin
ning of the actual text.
character string- A sequence or group of
connected characters. connected bv
codes. key words. or other program
ming or associative techniques.
character stroke - Optical character rec
ognition (OCR) lines. points. arcs. and
other marks are often used as parts or
portions of graphic characters. Even the
dot over the letter i or the cross of a t is
a stroke.
character style - In optical character rec
ognition (OCR). a distinctive construc
tion. with no restriction as to size. that
is common to a group of characters.
Different sizes of a given character style
are proportional in all respects.
character subaet - A smaller set of certain
characters from a larger or universal set.
all with specified common features. If all
men is one set. tall men would be a sub
set. both sets being men and the subset
being a smaller group with the common
characteristic.
character, sync - A character transmitted
to establish character synchronization
in synchronous communication. When
the receiving station recognizes the sync
character. the receiving station is said to
be synchronized with the transmitting
station. and communication can begin.

charader, tabulation
charader, tabulation -

A specific charac
ter which controls the printer or de
mands action. In this case a tabulation
character to begin tabulation.
charader transfer rate - The speed at
which data may be read from or written
to the unit, exclusive of seek or latency
delays.
charader, transmission control- Some
characters may be interspersed with
regular data characters, but in effect are
so designed or coded to control an op
eration such as recording, interpreting,
transferring, or some type of process
ing. A character controlling transmis
sion is one of these types.
charge coupled device memories - The
basic charge coupled device (CCD), a
type of analog shift register, is a semi
conductor device in which an applied
electrical field induces potential minima
for signal charge packets at storage sites
at or near the surface of the semicon
ductor material. Varying the applied
electric field shifts the potential minima
to adjacent storage Slles, transferring
the signal charge in a controlled manner
within the semiconductor substrate
from storage site to adjacent storage
site in serial fashion. Appropriate ma
nipulation of the imposed electrical
field recirculates, stores, or delays the
signal charges in their movement
through the substrate. Thus, electrical
signa. I charges, representing informa
tion. can be generated (read in), tran
slated (moved or shifted), and retrieved
(read out).
charge, storage - See storage charge.
chart, detail- A flowchart in minute de
tail of a sequence of operations. (The
symbols of the detail chart usually de
note an individual step or computer op
eration.) A detail chart is more detailed
than a logic chart, usually reflects the
particular computer characteristics and
mstructions, and facilitates the actual
coding of the program in the manner
intended by the programmer preparing
the chart.
chart, grid - A representation of the rela
tions between inputs, files, and outputs
in matrix form.
chart, logic - A flowchart of a program or
portions of a program showing the
major logical steps mtended to solve a
problem. The symbols of the logic chart
usually denote routines and subroutines
and should represent the computer run

check, arithmetic

in terms of highlights and control
points. The level of detail in a particular
logic chart may vary from one run to
another and from one program to an
other, depending on the requirements
of the program, and at the prerogative
of the person preparing the chart.
chart, plugboard - A diagrammatic chart
showing where plugs or wires are to be
inserted into a plugboard. Other infor
mation displayed relates to placement
and setting of switches, digit emitters,
and other specific uses of the plug
board.
chart, process - Same as flowchart.
chart, run - A flowchart of one or more
computer runs in terms of input and
output.
chart, spacing - A form for developing a
layout and spacing or general design of
printed output, as well as the prepara
tion of the carriage control tape.
chart, system - A svmbolic representa
tion of the main data flows and opera
tions indigenous to an information-han
dling procedure.
chart, Veitch - A table or chart which
shows all the information contained in a
truth table. It displays columns and
rows headed with the combinations of
variables in Gray code groupings, and
sequences in straight binary number se
quence.
chassis assembly - A structure that pro
vides mounting locations for the
processor, power supply, and periph
eral interface cards. The chassis assem
bly is often designed using a printed cir
cuit backplane for all interconnecting
wiring.
check - I. A means of verifying the accu
racy of data transmitted, manipulated,
or stored bv any unit or device in a com
puter. 2. A process of partial or com
plete testing of the correctness of ma
chine operations, the existence of
certain prescribed conditions Within the
computer, or the correctness of the re
sults produced bv a program. A check of
any of these conditions may be made
automatically by the equipment or may
be programmed.
check, accounting - An accuran control
on input data that is based on an ac
countmg principle such as control to
tals.
check, arithmetic - A check which uses
mathematical identities or other prop
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check, hardware

erties, occasionally with some degree of
discrepancy being acceptable. e.g.,
checking multiplication by verifying that
AXB=BxA.
check, automatic - A provision con
structed in hardware for verifying the
accuracy of information transmItted,
manipulated, or stored by any unit or
device in a computer. (Synonymous
with built-in check, built-in automatic
check, hardware check.)
check, bias - See bias check.
check bit - A binary check digit; often a
parity bit. (Related to parity check, and
self-checking number.)
check, built-in - A provision constructed
in hardware for verifying the accuracy of
information transmltted,manipulated,
or stored by any unit or device in a com
puter.
check, built-in automatic - A provision
constructed in hardware for verifying
the accuracy of information transmitted,
manipulated. or stored bv any unit or
device in a computer.
check bus - Relates to a set or group of
parallel lines for transmission of data to
a particular checking device or unit such
as a check register, a parity checker, or
a comparator.
check, castinl-out-nines - A check de
vised for arithmetic operations by using
the remainder obtained from the op
erand and dividing by nine. performing
the same operation on the remainders
as are performed on the operands. The
remainder can be obtainea by dividing
by nine or by adding the digits. The re
mainders of both should be the same.
check character - One or more characters
carried in such a fashion that if a single
error occurs (excluding compensating
errors) a check will fail. and the error
will be reported.
check code - To isolate and remove mis
takes from a routine.
check, consistency - A process for verify
ing that a piece of data is consistent with
the rules prescribed for its handling.
check, copy - See check, transfer.
check, dialnostic - A specific check used
to locate a malfunction in a computer.
check dilit - See digit, check.
check dilit, parity - If a check bit is added
to a string or if its complement is added,
it is called a parity bit. If the check bit is
appended, it is called an even parity

check. If the complement is added. the
string contains an odd number of ones,
and the check is called an odd parity
check.
check dilit, lum - A check digit produced
by a sum check.
check, dump - A check which usually con
sists of adding all the digits during
dumping, and verifying the sum when
retransferring.
check, duplication - A check which re
quires that the results of two indepen
dent performances, either concurrently
on duplicate equipment or at different
times on the same equipment, of the
same operation be identical.
check, echo - A check of accuracy of
transmission in which the information
which was transmitted to an output de
vice is returned to the information
source and compared with the original
information, to ensure accuracy ofout
put.
check, even-odd - See check digit, parity.
check, even parity - One or more redun
dant digits in the word as a self-checking
or error-detecting code to detect mal
functions of equipment in data-transfer
operations. (Related to forbidden-com
bmation check and parity check.)
check, fal.. code - See check, forbidden
combination.
check, forbidden-combination - A check,
usuallv automatic, that tests for the oc
currence of a nonpermissible code ex
pression. A self-checking code or error
aetecting code uses cooe expressions
such that one or more errors m a code
expression produces a forbidden com
bination. A paritv check makes use of a
self-checking code employing binary di
gits in which the total number of I's or
O's in each permissible code expression
is always even or always odd. A check
may be made either for even paritv or
odd parity, A redundancy check em
plovs a self-checking code that makes
use' of redundant digits called check di
gits. Some of the various names that
have been applied to this type of check
are
forbidden-pulse
combination,
unused order, improper instruction,
unallowable digits. Improper command,
false code. forbidden digll, nonexistent
code, and unused code.
check, forbidden-dilit - Same as check.
forbidden-combination.
check, hardware - A provision con
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check, modulo-N

structed in hardware for verifyin~ the
accuracr of information transmitted,
manipu ated, or stored by any unit or
device in a computer. (Synonymous
with built-in check, built-in automatic
check.)
check, megal-c:ommand - See check, for
bidden-combination.
check, improper-command - See check,
forbidden-combination.
check indicator - A device which displays
or announces that an error has been
made or that a failure has occurred.
check-indicator instruction - An instruc
tion which directs a signal device that is
turned on to call the operator's atten
tion to the fact that there is some dis
crepancy in the instruction now in use.
check indicator, overflow - See indicator,
overflow check.
check indicator, sign - See indicator, sign
check.
checking and recovery error - Parity is
computed or checked on all references
to central store. If a parity error occurs,
the computer will interrupt to the
proper location, an alarm will sound,
and the appropriate fault lights will be
flashed on the operator's console. For
all real-time applications, the system
will attempt to recover. Once the com
puter has satisfactorily recovered, the
system will continue normal operation.
checking, automatic - Numerous internal
checks continually monitor the accuracy
of the system and guard against incipi
ent malfunction. Typical are the panty
and inadmissible-character check, auto
matic read back of magnetic tape and
magnetic cards as the information is
being recorded, the electronic tests
which precede each use of magnetic
tape or magnetic cards to ensure that
the operator has not inadvertently set
switches improperly. These internal au
tomatic tests are supplemented bv the
instructions which may be programmed
to ensure proper setup of certain units
prior to their use. Console switches are
designed to protect a~ainst inadvertent
or improper use, and mterlocks are pro
vid<;rl on peripheral units to guard
agamst operator error.

checking loop - A method of checking the
accuracy of transmission of data in
which the received data are returned to
the sending end for comparison with
the original data, which are stored there
for this purpose.
checking, module - Same as module test
ing.
checking program - A specific type of di
agnostic (error-discovering) program
which examines programs or data for
the most obvious mistakes.
checking, redundant - The specific use of
added or extra digits or bits in order to
diagnose, detect, or cause errors which
can arise as a result of unwarranted
dropping or gaining of digits or bits.
checking, sequence - See sequence check
ing.
check, instruction - See check, forbidden
combination.
check light - A control panel indicator
light which indicates parity errors or
anthmetic overflow conditions.
check, limit - A type of check on the input
for the purpose of ensuring that only
valid codes or transaction types are pcr
mitted. If, for instance, there are onlv
four transaction types, the limit check
will reveal an error situation if a transac
tion other than the four is encountered.
A limit check will detect transportation
errors as in the case where an 83 was
mistakenly input as a 38. In such a case,
the 38 would show up as an error.
check, longitudinal- An even or odd par
ity check at fixed intervals during data
transmission.
check, machine - This is a functional
check to determine the proper operat
ing characteristics of equipment to en
sure that all instructions are being prop
erly decoded and arithmetic operations
are being performed properly. The use
of check or paritv oits to determine
proper operation of storage units.
check, marginal - A preventive mainte
nance procedure in which certain oper
ating conditions are varied about their
normal values in order to detect and lo
cate incipient defective units; e.g., sup
ply voltage or frequency mav be varied.
(Synonymous with marginal test and
high-low bias test, and related to check.)
check, mathematical- Same as check,
arithmetic.
check, modulo-N - I. A check that makes
use of a check number that is equal to
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checking characters, Inadmissible (automatic) - See character checking, inad

missible.

checking code, error -

checking.

See code, error

check, nonexiltence code

the remainder of the desired number
when divided by N; e.g., in a modulo-4
check. the check number will be 0, 1,2,
or 3. and the remainder of A when di
vided by 4 must equal the reported
check number B; otherwise. an equip
ment malfunction has occurred. 2. A
method of verification by congruences,
e.g., casting out nines. (Related to self
checking numbeL)
check, nonexistence code - See check.
forbidden-combination.
check number - A number composed of
one or more digits and used to detect
equipment malfunctions in data-trans
fer operations. If a check number con
sists of only one digit, it is synonymous
with check digit.
check, odd-even - See check digit, parity.
check, odd parity - See check digit, parity.
checkout - A general term used to de
scribe a set of routines developed to
provide the programmer with a com
plete evaluation of his program under
operating conditions. Checkout rou
tines are provided by most manufactur
ers of equipment.
checkout, program - A standard run of a
program on a computer to determine if
all designs and results of a program are
as antiCIpated.
checkout routine - Any of various rou
tines to aid programmers in the debug
ging of their routines. Some typical rou
tmes are storage, printout, and device
printout.
checkout sYltems, automatic - Static and
dynamic tests on components and sub
systems of aircraft and submarine
Simulators. aircraft weapons complexes,
missiles. etc.. require automatic test
facilities. Checkout of each element
yields an evaluation of the overall sys
tem operation and provides data funda
mental to the logical troubleshooting of
defective systems and components.
check, overflow - See overflow check.
check, page - A procedure for control
ling the accuracy of data by verifying
that the value of a piece of data falls
between certain pre-established maxi
mum and minimum values.
check, parity - See parity check.
check, parity, longitudinal (communications) - See parity check, longitudinal

(communicatIOns).
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check, programmed
In a machine run, a point in
time at which processing is momentarily
halted to make a magnetic tape record
of the condition of all the variables of
the machine run, such as the position of
input and output tapes and a copy of
working storage. Checkpoints are used
in conjunction with a restart routine to
minimize reprocessing time occasioned
by functional failures.

checkpoint -

checkpoint

and

restart

procedures -

Checkpoint and restart procedures.
which are techniques associated with
computers, make it possible, in the
event of an error or interruption, to
continue processing from the last check
point rather than from the beginning of
the run. These techniques are included
in applications which require many
hours of processing time, since heavy
machine scheduling and deadlines gen
erally do not permit a complete rerun.
To establish checkpoints. processing in
tervals are determined, each being
based upon a certain number of items.
transaCtions, or records processed. At
each interval or checkpoint. the stored
program identifies input and output
records and then records them along
with the contents of important storage
areas such as counters and registers; at
the same time, accuracy of processing
up to that point is established. Restart
procedures are the means by which
processing is continued after an error or
mterruption. Each set of restart proce
dures mcludes the necessary operator
and stored-program instructions for (1)
locating the last checkpoint, (2) reading
the machine for reprocessing, and (3)
entering the main routine at that point.
checkpoint routine - A series of instruc
tions that generate information for fur
ther verification.
checkpoint sorting - Also. restart point.
The point at which a restart (or rerun)
can be initiated. Memory, registers, and
the position of tapes are recorded at this
point.
check problem - A problem chosen to de
termine whether the computer or a pro
gram is operating correctly.
check, program - The technique for ob
serving program errors and malfunc
tion through the use of sample data
about which there are known results.
check, programmed - 1. A system of de
termining the correct program and ma
chine functioning either by running a

check, range

check, transverse

sample problem with similar program
ming and known answer, mcluding
mathematical or logical checks such as
comparing A times B with B times A.
and usually where reliance is placed on
a high probability of correctness rather
than built-in error-detection circuits, or
by building a checking system into the
actual program being run and utilized
for checking during the aqual running
of the problem. 2. A procedure for
checking which is specifically designed
to be an integral part of the total pro
gram.
check, range - A procedure for control
ling the accuracy of data by verifying
that the value of a piece of data falls
between certain pre-established maxi
mum and minimum values.
check, read-back - Same as check, echo.
check, read/write - An accuracy check on
reading. writing, sensing, and punch
ing. by companng what has been writ
ten, usually by running the originals and
the newly printed or punclied cards
through a comparator to check for er
rors.
check, redundancy - A specific or auto
matic check which is based on the sys
tematic insertion ofcomponents or char
acters developed especially for checking
purposes. (Related to parity check.)
check, redundant - A check which makes
use of redundant characters. (Related to
parity check, and forbidden-combina
tion check.)
check regilter - A register used to tempo
rarily store information where it may be
checked with the result of a succeeding
transfer of this information.
check relet key - A push button that ac
knowledges an error and resets the
error detection mechanism indicated by
the check light. This is required to re
start a program after an error has been
discovered in batch mode.
check, residue - Same as check, modulo
N.
check, routine - Same as check, pro
grammed.
check, selection - A check. usuallv auto
matic, to verify that the correct re~ister
or other device has been selected m the
performance of an instruction.
check, lequence - A data-processing op
eration designed to check the sequence
of the items in a file assumed to be al
ready in sequence.

check sign indicator - An error-checking
device, indicating no sign or improper
signing of a field used for arithmetic
processes. The machine can. upon in
terrogation, be made to stop or enter
into a correction routine.
check solution - A solution to a problem
obtained by independent means to ver
ify a computer solution.
checks, photocell light - Checks per
formed on data read from cards passing
through a card reader.
check, Itatic - An equipment setup check
performed by comparing measure
ments taken in the reset mode or hold
mode for a single value of the indepen
dent variable, and including initial rates
of change, with the results received
from some alternative method of com
putation. This type of check reveals the
static errors and often reveals the in
stantaneous values of dynamic errors.
check sum - The sum used in a summa
tion check.
check, lummation - A check in which
groups of digits are summed, usually
without regard for overflow, and that
sum checked against a previously com
puted sum to verify that no digits have
been changed since the last summation.
check symbol - A symbol for representa
tion of a check sum, which is normally
attached or appended to the original
string and is copied along with it. Such
a check on copymg is usually completed
by recomputing and then matching this
sum with the original sum.
check, system - A check on the overall
performance of the system, usually not
made by built-in computer check cir
cuits. e.g .. control totals. hash totals.
and record counts.
check tolol- One of a number of totals or
sums which can be correlated in some
procedure or manner as a check for con
sistency of reconciliation in a set of cal
culations.
check, transfer - A check which verifies
that information is transferred correctlv
from one place to another. It is usuall)'
done by comparing each character with
a copy of the same character transferred
at a different time or by a different
route.
check, tranlmission longitudinal - An
even or odd parity check at fixed inter
vals during data transmission.
check, transverse - A system of error con
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chip architecture

trol based on the check that some preset
rules for the formation of characters are
observed.
check trunk - A set or group of parallel
lines filr transmission of data to a partic
ular checking device or unit such as a
check register, a parity checker, or a
comparator.
check, twin - A continuous duplication
check achieved by duplication of hard
ware and automatic comparison.
check, unallowable code - See check,
forbidden-combination.
check,
unallowable
instruction - See
check, forbidden-combination.
check, validity - A check based upon
known limits or upon given information

or computer results; e.g., a calendar
month will not be numbered greater
than 12, and a week does not have more
than 168 hours.
check word - A machine word is often
used to represent a check symbol, and
this is appended and printed to the
block, thus signifying the check.
chip - An integrated circuit or integra
tion of many circuits on a wafer slice,
most often of silicon, which contains
these circuits.
chip architecture - Functionallv, the mi
croprocessor chip includes the arithme
tic logic unit (ALU), the general-pur
pose registers, and the control-bus
structure. The architecture is to some
degree dependent on the partitioning of

Chip architecture (8086 16-bll micropromsor chiP).
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chip carrier

chip register architecture

the processor between one or more
chips, the number of contacts each chip
has, the chip size, the off-chip memory,
and i/o bus structure.
chip carrier - A plug-in type of device for
mounting LSI chIps on circuit boards.
They may be used for protecting' the
chip from the thermal shock of solder
ing; avoiding board damage arising
from the difficulty of removing ICs with
many leads; minimizing chip damage
from static charges or leakage current
during handling or soldering; easing
prototyping, design changes. program
ming and field repairs, and testing; and
lowering inventory costs, because chips
are cheaper to stock than whole boards.
There are no leads to be bent, straight
ened, or cut. Sockets for electrical test
and burn-in are available for many of
the carrier designs.
chip, circuit - In a microprocessor, a sin
gle device composed of transistors, di
odes, and other components as inter
connected
by
various
chemical
processes. It usually has been cut from
a larger wafer, usually of silicon.
chip, communications - To ensure that the
receiving end understands the transmit
ted data, line-protocol chips often are
employed. For telecommunications,
chips like LSI tone-receivers, codecs
and filters, and subscriber line-interface
circuits are available for signaling, voice
/PCM processing. and interfacing to
local control nodes. respectively. In ad
dition, RAMs can help boost data-han
dling efficiency through schemes like
time-division multiplexing.
chip, i/o - To complete their microcom
puter product line, each manufacturer
tries to offer a complete set of i/o inter
lace chips; i/o chips are implemented in
MOS or bipolar technologies depend
ing on the requirements. Those de
signed to fit a particular device to a mi
croprocessor save the designer
programmer time in development and
reduce the overall number of chips in
the microcomruter. The next step was
to make these mterface chips parameter
selectable so that several models of one
kind of peripheral can be handled by
one chIp.
chip LSI technology - The large-scale in
tegration (LSI) technology used to build
mIcroprocessor chirs pnmarily centers
around metal OXIde semiconductor
(MOS) devices. Chip densities on MOS

devices range from 500 to 10,000 tran
sistors per chip. The size of a chip typi
callv ranges from 0.15 inch square to
0.25 inch square. The c1ups are
mounted into dual in-line packages
(DIPs). which typically have18,24, or 40
pins for mountmg on a pnnted CIrcUIt
card. The p-channel MOS (PMOS) was
the predominant technology for the cal
culator chips and most of the 4-bit an~
8-bit processors. The PMOS 8-blt mi
croprocessors with especially good de
siS? are still sometimes competitive
with the newer NMOS 8-bit chips.
chip, memory - The memory section of a
microcomputer usually accounts for a
major portion of the chips. All three
kinds of memory are used. Random ac
cess memory (RAM) chips are used pri
marilv for variable data and scratch pad.
Read:only (ROM) chips are used to
store instruction sequences. Program
mable Read-Only Memory (PROM)
chips are used for <J.uickly tailoring the
general-purpose mICrocomputers for
specific applications. RAMs are expen
sive compared to ROMs, but the data in
the ROMs must be stored at the time
they are created, so there is a produc
tion delay associated with them as well
as a "programming" cost. PROM chips,
some of which can be erased by ultravIo
let light and reprogrammed, are used in
place of ROMs when small quantities
are involved.
chip
microprocessor - The
so-called
"computer on a chip"; the LSI circuits,
residing on a single silicon chip, capable
of performing the essential functions of
a computer CPU.
chip processes - The processes involved
in producing integrated circuits. Differ
ent service firms specialize in each: cir
cuit design and layout, mask making.
wafer fabrication, assembly, and test.
The IC designer normally works with a
logic diagram. Since system design and
partitionmg can be critical, the design
house usually works closely with cus
tomer engineers. Many design services
use sophIsticated computer-aided de
sign (CAD) systems.
chip register architecture - The arran!l"e
ment of registers on a chip, includmg
the number and function ofon-chip reg
isters, the type and depth of the stack
register, interrupt capability, and the di
rect-memory-access feature. Essentially.
the only register a processor needs is an
accumulator. However, the accumulator
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must have access to memory, and an in
struction set should permit immediate
addressing and data manipulation be
tween the memory and the accumulator.
If indirect ad~ressing is available, even
speCial mdexmg registers can be Imi
tated by using memory locations as reg
iste!""s. The advantage of using on-chip
registers mstead of memory space IS
that the instructions are faster and the
bits required are fewer.
chip aeled - Various LSI chips normally
have one or several chip selects. The CS
line is used to select one chip among
many. When selected, the chip exam
ines the rest of its pins, in particular the
address bus which specifies a location/
register within the chip. Multiple chip
selects are used to eliminate the use of
e~ternal decoders, but result in a higher
pm count.
etCs - Abbreviation for Customer Infor
mation Control System. CICS provides
an interface between the operating sys
tem access methods and applications
programs to allow remote or local dis
play terminal interaction with the data
base in the central processor. Different
versions include time management
facilities and support for bisync, dial-up,
PL I support, and expanded data-base
control Items such as file browsing and
dynamic file open and close.
CIM - Abbreviation for Computer Input
Microfilm. The CIM process involves
scanning an image on microfilm, con
verting the digital representation to
computer language, and arranging the
information in memory, such as mag
netic tape. The imagery to be scanned
can be charts, graphs, plans, drawings,
pictures, digital marks, or alphanumeric
characters. The basic purpose ofCIM is
to place information that IS on microfilm
into a computer in order to manipulate
the data. Updating can be done by com
bining with new data or deleting or rear
ranging the old data. Automatic inter
pretation of information is also
possible. The medium (microfilm) is
easier to handle than paper. It is also
possible to have higher accuracy when
working with transmitted light rather
than reflected light.
CIOCS - Abbreviation for Communica
tion Input/Output Control System.
circuit - I. A system of conductors and
related electrical elements through
which electrical current flows. 2. A com

munications link between two or more
points.
circuit, AND - See AND circuit.
circuit, balanced - A circuit terminated by
a network whose impedance losses are
infinite.
circuit, bistable - A circuit which has two
states, each requiring an appropriate
trigger for eXCitation and transition
from one state to the other.
circuit, bus - Usually a group of circuits
that provide a communicauon path be
tween two or more devices, such as be
tween a central processor, memory, and
peripherals.
circuit, bus driver - A circuit designed to
amplify a bus data or control signal
sufficiently to assure valid receipt of that
signal at the destination.
circuit capacity - The number of com
munications channels that can be han
dled by a given circuit at the same time.
circuit, clear-to-aend - See clear-to-send
circuit.
circuit, coincidence - Same as gate, AND.
circuit, computer - Circuits used in the
construction of digital computers. They
in~lude s~orag.e ci!""cui.ts, tnggeri!lg ~ir
CUlts, gatmg CIrCUIts, mvertmg CIrCUIts,
and timing circuits. In addition, there
may be other circuits used in smaller
quantities, such as power amplifiers for
driving heavier loads, indicators, output
devices, and amplifiers for receiving sig
nals from external devices, as well as
oscillators for obtaining the clock fre
quency.
circuit dropout - The momentary inter
ruption of a transmission because of the
complete failure of a circuit.
circuit, equality - A device whose output
signal represents one only when signals
representing identical n-bit numbers
are applied to both its inputs.
circuit, integroted (IC) - One of several
logic circuits, gates, and flip-flops which
are etched on single crystals, ceramics,
or other semiconductor materials and
designed to use geometric etching and
conductive ink or chemical deposition
techniques all within a hermetically
sealed chip. Some chips with many re
sistors and transistors are extremely
tiny; others are in effect "sandwiches"
of mdividual chips.
circuit, logic - One of certain circuits used
to perform logical functions. The func
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tions are AND, NAND, OR, NOR and Exclu
sive OR. The output of these circuits is
dependent on the state (lor 0) of the
inputs.
circuit, monostable - A circuit which has
one stable state and one unstable state,
and which undergoes a complete cycle
of change in response to a single trig
gering excitation.
circuit, nanosecond - Computer logic cir
cuits, or other electronic circuits, which
have gradient pulse rise or fall times
measured in billionths of a second or
less. A nanosecond is I billionth of a
second.
circuit, NOT - Same as gate, NOT.
circuit, OR - See gate, OR.
circuit, received-clata - Signals on this cir
cuit are originated by the receiving-sig
nal converter, in response to signals re
ceived over the communication media.
This circuit is not required for send
only messages. In half-duplex service,
the receiving-signal converter shall hold
marking conditIon on the received-data
circuit when the remote data has its
send-request circuit in the "off" condi
tion. Optionally, in half-duplex service,
the received-data circuit may be used to
monitor transmitted signals, e.g., for
local copy.
circuit reliability - The percentage of time
the circuit meets arbitrary standards set
by the user.
circuitry, arithmetic - High-speed arith
metic unit which provides fixed and
floating-point operations in one com
puter.
circuits, control - The circuits which cause
the computer to carry out the instruc
tions in proper sequence, and which can
control by permitting only the coded
conditions to continue or function.
circuit, send-request - Signals on this cir
cuit are originated in the data-terminal
equipment to select whether the signal
converter is to be conditioned to trans
mit or to receive. For half-duplex ser
vice, when the signal on the send
request circuit is switched to the "on"
condition, the signal converter switches
to the transmit condition, without re
gard to any signals that may be received
from the communications facility. When
this signal is switched to the "off" condi
tion, the signal converter switches to the
receive condition, without regard to any
signals on the transmitted-data circuit.

Data-terminal equipment intended for
use with send-only service holds the
send-request circuit in the "on" condi
tion at all times. Data-terminal equip
ment intended for use with receive-only
service holds the send-request circuit in
the "off" condition at all tImes. This cir
c~it is not required for full-duplex ser
vice.
circuit shift - See shift, circular.
circuit, side - One of two physical circuits
in a phantom group.
circuit, single - A telegraph circuit capa
ble of non simultaneous two-way com
munications.
circuits, instrudion control - Same as cir
cuits, contro\.
circuits, priority - The priority circuits of
the control unit grant memory access to
the various units of the system in a se
quence that enables each input/output
device and system running time to be
used most efficiently. The priority cir
cuits receive, store, and grant requests
for access to memory made by the in
put/output synchronizers and the cen
tral processor. When simultaneous re
quests are made, the priority circuits
select the synchronizer that is to be
granted memory access according to the
relative data-transfer rate of the input
/output device controlled by each syn
chronizer. A synchronizer that controls
a unit with a relatively slow transfer rate,
such as the card-punch unit, requires ac
cess to memory less often than a syn
chronizer that controls a unit with a
relatively fast transfer rate, such as a
tape unit; thus, the card-punch unit syn
chronizer has a lower priority than the
tape-unit synchronizer. The central
processor has the lowest priority, since
delaying a central-processor request for
memory access will not disrupt the exe
cution cycle or cause loss of information
(some systems).
circuit switching- A system in which sta
tions on diHerent circuits within a net
work are joined by connecting the two
circuits together.
circuit switching delays - Two aspects ofa
circuit switch network that contribute to
delay are the time spent waiting for an
available channel and the time required
for the carrying of signaling messages.
The aspect of a packet switch network
considered with respect to its delaying
effect is the spread oftime gaps between
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packets in a message as they pass
through the network.
circuit te.ter - A typical circuit-tester sys
tem employs a digital processor and
storage media to supply programmed
test instructions. translate product error
data, and perform arithmetic computa
tions. The test system can also commu
nicate with a remotely located "host"
computer.
circuit, transmitted-data - Signals on this
circuit are originated by the data-termi
nal equipment for transmission on the
data-communication channel. This cir
cuit is not required for receive-only ser
vice.
circuit, tributary - A circuit which con
nects an individual drop, or drops, to a
switching center.
circuit, trunk - A circuit which connects
two switching centers.
circuit, voice-grade - A circuit suitable for
the transmission of speech, digital or
analog data, or facsimile, and generally
with a frequency range of about 300
3000 Hz.
circular file - An organization for highly
volatile files. New records that are
added replace the oldest records.
circular shift - See shift, circular.
citation - A reference statement relating
to other sources of data or special notes
concerning the data on punched cards.
citation index - An index or reference list
of documents mentioned in a specific
document or document set.
class - I. A set ofindividuals, documents,
data, etc., with similar characteristics. 2.
A subdivision of a category.
Class-D channel - A transmission circuit
which can transmit punched paper tape
at the rate of 240 words per mmute, or
punch card data at the rate of approxi
mately 10 cards (80 columns) per min
ute.
Clas.-E channel- A data transmission cir
cuit which can transmit data at the rate
of 1200 bits per second.
classification - An arrangement of data in
classes or groups. ThIS is required to
produce summary reports.
cla••iflcatlon, concept - A particular type
of classification for retrieving informa
tion from storage units based on specific
concepts or images. Concepts may be
identified by a word or a group of
words. but they define the concept, and

when concepts are assigned to docu
ments they are then identified during
searches.
cla.sify - To arrange data into classes or
groups according to a definite plan or
method.
clau.e - A part of a statement in COBOL.
It may describe structures, give initial
values to items, or redefine data defined
by a previous clause.
clear - An activity to place one or more
storage locations mto a prescribed
state, usually zero or the space charac
ter. Contrast with set.
clear area - Any area to be kept free, by
designation, of printing or any markings
in character recognition.
clear band - In optical character recogni
tion (OCR), a specified area that is to be
kept free of printing or any other mark
ings not related to machine reading.
clear-to-.end circuit - Signals on this cir
cuit are originated in the signal con
verter. For send-only and full-duplex
service, the signal converter holds the
clear-to-send CIrcuit in the "on" condi
tion at all times. This circuit is not re
quired for receive-only service. For half
duplex service, when the send-request
signal is switched to the "on" condition,
the clear-to-send circuit is switched to
the "on" condition after a time delay
sufficient to effect the reversal of direc
tion of transmission equipment. When
the send-request circuit is switched back
to the "off" condition, the clear-to-send
circuit is switched back to the "011" con
dition.
clock - A time-keeping, pulse-counting,
frequency-measuring, or synchronizing
deVICe Within a computer system. Such
clocks are of various types, as: real-time
clock, which measures the past or used
time in the same analogous scale as ex
ternal events it will be used to describe;
a master clock, which is the source of
pulses required for computer opera
tion; programmable clock, whose time
values are transmitted into a clock regis
ter and which may be accessed as deter
mined by clock instructions in the pro
gram.
clock, control- The electronic clock usu
ally contained in the hardware which
times the instruction sets, and times the
flow and manipulation of the data.
clock counter - A memory location that
records the progress of real time, or its
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approximation, by accumulating counts
produced by a (clock) count pulse inter
rupt.
clock, .......r- See master clock.
clock pul.e - See pulse, clock.
clock rate - The time rate at which pulses
are emitted from the clock. The clock
rate determines the rate at which logical
or arithmetic gating is performed with a
synchronous computer.
clock, re.l-ti ...e - A clock which indicates
the passage of actual time, in contrast to
a fictitious time set up by the computer
program.
clock, real-time (time-.haring) - See time
sharing, real-time clock.
clock .ign.1 - A fundamental repetitive
signal which times or controls most op
erations in electronic data processing
equipment.
clock .lip. - Relative shifts of the system
clock with respect to data in synchro
nous systems. Clock slip's can cause
modem's to lose synchronization.
clock ,y,tem - The timing system that is
used to cycle the computer through the
various states required during opera
tion. Systems may require only a smgle
clock or several of them, One of the
most popular CPUs requires four.
clock 'Yltem, bit-II ice microprocessor lingle-phale - In a single-phase clock sys
tem, one clock and its inverse are used
to drive all circuits. with the sequencer
triggered on one edge of the waveform
and the bit slice triggered on the oppo
site edge.
clock Iyltem, blt-llice micraproc."or twophale - A two-phase clock (two sepa
rate clock signals generated from a com
mon source) can be used if each phase
is fed to different elements to speed
processing. Clocking can be optimized
for individual sections better in a multi
phase system. since each duty cycle can
be separately adjusted.
clock IYltem, microcomputer - A micro
processor-based clock system can gen
erate a time base entirely in software. In
one design. a l2-hour clock, 4-year cal
endar. and l2-hour elapsed-time indica
tor are implemented and displayed on a
3Y2-hour clock, and the other two tim
ing functions are displayed for a prede
termined time upon demand. The mi
croprocessor includes a dedicated
direct-memory-access (DMA) pointer
on-chip. which is used to generate tim

ing functions with accuracies limited
only by the crystal-clock oscillator toler
ance.
clock time mealurementl - For a hard
ware design. timing can be done by ex
ternal logIC, in whICh a clock signal in
terrupts the microprocessor and
updates a counter at a fixed time inter
val. For a software design, the micro
processor performs timing by monitor
109 its instruction flow, since each
section of the program executes within
a specific time.
clock, time of day - Records time in
hours, minutes, seconds, over 24-hour
range and sends time to central proces
sor upon command.
clock track - A specific track upon which
a desired pattern of digits has been re
corded and thus provides a clock signal.
cloled array - An array which cannot be
extended at either end.
clo.ed loop - I. A group of instructions
which are repeated indefinitely. 2. Per
taining to a system with feedback type of
control, such that the output is used to
modify the input.
cloled-Ioop IYltem - A system in which
the computer controls an external pro
gram or process without human inter
vention. An example of a closed-loop
process-control system would be the
computer connected directly to in
strumentation through a digital-to
analog converter to complete the feed
back loop. The computer could then
take control directly to the process by
setting controllers and activating
switches, valves. etc.
clo.e-down, dilorderly - A system stop
page due to an equipment error
wherein it is impossible to do an orderly
close-down. Special precautions are
necessary to prevent the loss of mes
sages and duplication in record updat
ing.
clole-down, orderly - The stopping of
the system in a way that ensures an or
derly restart and no destruction of mes
sages. When a system is forced to stop,
an orderly close-down provides that all
records are updated that should be up
dated and that no records are errone
ously updated again when the restart is
made. Furthermore. all incoming and
outgoing transmissions are completed.
with a message sent to the terminals
which notifies the operators of the
close-down.
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closed routine -

A routine which is not in
serted as a block of instructions within a
main routine, but is entered bv basic
linkage from the main routine..
closed shop - 1. A computing installation
at which all computer programming.
coding, and operating functions are
performed by members of a regular
computing group. 2. The operation of a
computer facility where programming
servIce to the user is the responsibility
of a group of specialists. thereby effec
tively separating the phase of task for
mulation from that of computer im
plementation. The programmers are
not allowed in the computer room to
run or oversee the running of their pro
grams. (Contrasted with open shop.)
closed
subroutine - See
subroutine,
closed.
clustering - In indexing, the grouping of
elements within a table caused by equal
hash indices. Hash index is the imtial
estimate of the location of an entry
within a table.
CML - Abbreviation for Current Mode
Logic.
CNC - Abbreviation for Computer Nu
merical Control. A system for computer
control of machine tools such as lathes
and milling machines.
CNC tool management - Some CNC sys
tems provide automatic random tool se
lection. cutter diameter compensation,
tool length storage, and tool length trim
to increase tool utilization and machine
productivity for machining centers. In
one system, tool numbers up to 8 digits
in length may be entered into the con
trol. This enables direct input via tape
of tool part numbers rather than pocket
location. Tape or keyboard entry at
setup coordinates tool part number and
pocket storage location as well as its
unique diameter and length values, and
override of spindle speed or feed rate if
desired.
coalesce - The act of combining two or
more files into one.
COBOL - Acronym for COmmon Busi
ness Oriented Language. This is a com
mon procedural language designed for
commercial data processing as devel
oped and defined by a national commit
tee of computer manufacturers and
users. It is a specific language by which
business-data processing procedure
may be precisely described in a standard
form. The language is intended not only
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as a means for directly presenting any
business program to any suitable com
puter for whIch a compiler exists, but
also as a means of communicating such
procedures among individuals.
COBOL, data division - The data division
describes the data to be processed by
the object program. It contains a file
section which describes the files used.
There may be a working storage section
which allocates memory space for the
storage of intermediate results.
COBOL, environment division - The envi
ronment division describes the com
puter on which the source program is to
be compiled. the computer on which the
object program is to be executed, and
the relationship between data files and
input/output media. The configuration
section contains three paragraphs which
deal with the overall specifications of
the computer involved and equates ac
tual hardware names with mnemonic
names supplied by the programmer.
The input/output section consists of
two paragraphs which identify each file
and specify input/output techniques.
respectively.
COBOL, identification division - Identifies
the source program and provides op
tional documentation information.
COBOL
language - The
English-lan
guage statements of COBOL provide a
relatively machine-independent method
of expressing a business-oriented prob
lem to the computer. Commonly used
nouns, verbs. and the connectives are
used in the procedural portion of a
COBOL program to construct easily un
derstood sentences. The excellent doc
umentation provided by COBOL
problem definition as well as a method
of solution-enables more than one
programmer to work on a particular
problem with minimal duplication of
effort.
COBOL library - A COBOL library
processor is available to store and re
trieve data and procedure division de
scriptions, and it provides dynamic
dumps of specified data areas to facili
tate program checkout.
COBOL, procedure division - The proce
dure division describes the procedures
to be used in processing the data de
scribed in the data division; it contains
all the necessary steps to solve a given
problem. Procedures are written as
sentences that are combined to form
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named paragraphs. Likewise, para
graphs may be combined to form sec
tions. Paragraph and section names are
assigned by the programmer so that
control may be transferred from one
section or paragraph to another.
COBOL segmentation - COBOL pro
grams can be segmented by use ofprior
Ity numbers on procedural sections.
COBOL word - A word given a preas
signed meaning in COBOL language,
including both optional and key words
that must be used in their prescribed
context; also called "reserve words."
The standard list of COBOL reserved
words is supplemented by a manufac
turer's list for each machine with a
COBOL compiler.
Codabar code - See bar codes (illustra
tion).
CODASYL - Acronym for COnference for
DAta SYstems Languages. A group,
created by the Department of Defense.
computer users. and manufacturers,
which has specified a number of
manufacturer-Independent,
applica
tion-independent software tools de
signed to form the basis of data-base
management. The programming lan
guage COBOL is a product of this com
mittee.
code - I. A system of symbols for repre
senting data or instructions in a com
puter or a tabulating machine. 2. To
translate the program for the solution of
a problem on a given computer into a
sequence of macliine language or pseu
dOlnstructions and addresses accept
able to that computer. (Related to en
code.)
code, absolute - A code using absolute
addresses and absolute operation
codes, i.e., a code which indicates the
exact location where the referenced
operand is to be found or stored. (Syn
onymous with one-level code and spe
cific code, and related to absolute ad
dress.)
code, access control- Used in conjunc
tion with the memory map option.
which determines whether or not a CPU
operating in the slave mode may read
from, obtain instructions from, or write
into a given page of virtual addresses.
code, alphabetic - A system of alphabetic
abbreviations used In preparing infor
mation for input into a machine; e.g ..
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and
Washington may be reported in alpha-

betical coding as BS, NY, PH, WA.
(Contrasted with numeric code.)
code, alphanumeric - The code of the set
of characters used, i.e., both letters and
digits.
code, augmented operation - A particular
code which is further defined or limited
by inform.ation found in an'?ther p,?si
tion ofan instruction, I.e., an instruction
word but one which has addresses con
sidered as the operation code.
code, automatic - A code which allows a
machine to translate or convert a sym
bolic language int6 a machine language
for automatic machine or computer op
erations.
code, basic - Same as code, absolute.
code, binary - A coding system in which
the encoding of any data is done
through the use of bits, i.e., 0 or I.
code, biquinary - A two-pan code in
which each decimal digit IS represented
by the sum of the two parts. one of
which has the value of decimal zero or
five, and the other the values zero
through four. The abacus and soroban
both use biquinary codes. An example
follows.
Decimo.l

Biquinary

Interpretation

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
I 000
I 001
1 010

0+0
0+1
0+2
0+3
0+4
5+0
5+1
5+2
5+3
5+4

9

lOll

I 100

codec - Acronym for COder-DECoder.
code,
card - The
combinations of

punched holes which represent charac
ters (letters, digits, etc.) in a punched
card.
code chain - An arrangement in a cyclic
sequence of some or all of the possible
different N-bit words, in which adjacent
words are linked by the relation that
each word is derived from its neighbors
by displacing the bits one digit position
to the left or right, dropping the leading
bit, and inserting a bit at the end. The
value of the inserting bit needs only to
meet the requirement that a word must
not recur before the cycle is complete,
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code element

e.g., 000 001 010 101 011 III 110 100
000 ....
code, character - A particular arrange
ment of code elements used in a code to
represent a single value or symbol.
code character, extension - A distinct
character designed to indicate that suc
ceeding characters are to be interpreted
using a different code.
code check - To isolate and remove mis
takes from a routine.
code check, false - See check, forbidden
combination.
code-checking time - The time spent
checking out a problem on the machine,
making sure that the problem is set up
correctly, and that the code is correct.
code, command - See code, operation.
code, computer - 1. A system of combina
tions of binary digits used by a given
computer. (Synonymous with machine
code.) 2. A repertoire of instructions.
code, computer instruction - An instruc
tion code designed for specific comput
ers.
code, constant ratio - A code in which all
characters are represented by combina
tions having a fixed ratio of ones to
zeros.
code conversion - A process for changing
the bit groupings for characters in one
code into the corresponding character
bit groupings for a second code.
code converter - A device that automati
cally changes an input code to another
output code.
code, cyclic - A binary code in which se
quential numbers are represented by
expressions which are the same, except
in one place, and in that place differ by
one umt. Thus, in going from one deci
mal digit to the next sequential digit,
only one binary digit changes its value.
(Synonymous with Gray code.)

single number or symbol might repre
sent a particular week or month.
code, data conversion - The translation
of alphanumeric data into a form ac
ceptable to the computer. This is usu
ally done by the computer during the
input of the data.
code, data link - A number of different
coding schemes are used to represent
characters in data communications sys
tems. The codes differ primarily in the
number of bits used to represent char
acters and the particular patterns of bits
which correspond to the characters.
Characters are divided into graphic char
acters, representing a symbol, and con
trol characters which are used to control
a terminal, a computer function, or
communications.
coded character - See character, coded.
coded decimal- Describing a form of no
tation by which each decimal digit sepa
rately is expressed in some other num
ber system; e.g., in the 8-4-2-1 coded
decimal notation, the number twelve is
represented as 00010010, for I and 2,
whereas in pure or straight binary nota
tion it is represented as 1100. Other
coded decimal notations used are the
5-4-2-1, the excess three, and the 2
3-2-1 codes.
coded decimal notation - A method of
representing each figure in a decimal
number by a character or group of char
acters.
code, dense binary - A code in which all
possible states of the binary code are
used.
code, dictionary - An alphabetical ar
rangement of English words and terms,
associated with their code representa
tions. (Related to reverse-code diction
ary.)
code, direct - A code which specifies the
use of actual computer command and
address configuratIOns.
code-directing character - One or several
routing indicators at the start of a mes
sage that determine message destina
tion.
coded program - A program which has
been expressed in the code or language
of a specific machine or programming
system.
coded stop - A stop instruction built into
the routine.
code element - The elemental unit from
which a code is constructed; e.g., Bau

Decimal

Binary

Gray

0
I
2
3
4
5

000
001
010

000
001

Oil

011

010

100
101

110
III

code data -

Sets of symbols which are
used to represent various data items for
data elements on a one-for-one basis. A
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code, end-at-loop

code, instruction

dot code is a binary representation of
the alphabet and numerals in which a
groupmg, presence, or absence of five
elements expresses the code informa
tion.
code, end-at-loop - Loops
are ter
minated by letting the cards run out and
restarting the machine, or by using pre
set values in cards or tapes, or by testing
on branches or values in counters, etc.
When certain columns, never used for
data, are reserved for end ofloop codes,
loop endings are preprogrammed. Such
codes terminate loops when counters
reach preset values, causing branching
to occur.
code error - Illegal control code on a bi
nary card.
code, error-checking - A designed code
for either detecting or correcting errors
in the information as represented and
used particularly in transmission or
storage of data m computers. Various
types of check bits are tne main compo
nents of such codes.

code, forbidden - Same (1J code, illegal.
code, forbidden-character - Same (1J code,

code, error-correding -

A code in which
each telegraph data signal conforms to
rules on construction, so that depar
tures from this construction in the re
ceived signal can be automatically de
tected, and which permits the automatic
correction, at the receive terminal, of
some or all of the errors. Such codes
require more signal elements than are
necessary to convey the basic informa
tion.

code, error-detecting -

A code in which
errors produce forbidden combina
tions. A single error-detecting code
produces a forbidden combinatIon if a
digit gains or loses a single bit. A double
error-detecting code produces a forbid
den combination if a digit gains or loses
either one or two bits and so forth. (Svn
onymous with self-checking code. and
related to self-checking number.)
code, excess-three - A binary-coded dec
imal code in which each digit is repre
sented by the binary equivalent of that
number plus three. For example. the
decimal digits 0, 1,9. are represented as
0011,0100, 1100, respectively.
code extension character - A distinct
character designed to indicate that suc
ceeding characters are to be interpreted
using a different code.
code, false - Sa character, illegal.

illegal.

code, four-address - See address, four.
code, gray - See code, cyclic.
code, group - A form of minimum-dis

tance code in which a valid representa
tion comprises a set of digits (data) just
sufficient to identify and distinguish the
representation, and a set of check digits
arranged to give the required minimum
signal distance between any two valid
representations.
code, Hamming - One of the error-cor
rection code systems in use today,
named after the inventor.
code,
Hollerith - An
alphanumeric
punched-card code invented by Dr.
Herman Hollerith in 1889. The top
three positions in a column are callei:l
"zone" punches (12, II, and or Y, X,
and 0, from the top downward) and are
combined with the remaining punches,
or digit punches (I through 9), to repre
sent alphabetic, numeric, and special
characters. For example, A is a combi
nation ofa Y (12) punch and a I punch;
L is a combination of an X (II) punch
and a 3 punch, etc.
code, identifying - A code placed in per
forated tape or punched cards to iden
tify the contents therein, or their origin.
code, iIIegal- A code character or symbol
which appears to be the proper element
but really is not a true member of the
defined alphabet or specific language. If
forbidden patterns, characters, or sym
bols Jresent themselves, they are
judge t<,> be mistakes or the results of
malfunctions.
.
code, improper - Same as code, illegal.
code inhibit - A function that provides
lockout ofrarticular unwanted or non
meaningfu sets of codes, under such
conditions as shift or external control.
Or the inhibit can activate some keys,
when desired, as the screen erase.
code, instruction - An artificial language
for describing or expressing the instruc
tions which can be carried out by a digi
tal computer. In automatically se
quenced computers, the instruction
code is used when describing or ex
pressing sequences of instructions, and
each instruction word usuallv contains a
part specifying the operation to be per
formed and one or more addresses
which identify a particular location in
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code, interpretive

code, optimum

storage. Sometimes an address part of
an instruction is not intended to specify
a location in storage. but is used for
some other purpose.
code, interpretive - A routine which
decodes and immediately executes in
structions written as pseudocodes. This
is contrasted with a compiler which
decodes the pseudocodes into a ma
chine-language routine to be executed
at a later time. The essential characteris
tic of an interpretive routine is that a
particular pseudocode operation must
be decoded each time it IS executed.
code, mochine - The absolute numbers.
names. or symbols assigned by the ma
chine designer to any part of the ma
chine.
code, machine instrudion - Same as code.
instruction.
code, machine-language - I. A system of
combinations of binary digits used by a
given computer. (Synonymous w!th
computer code.) 2. A repertOIre of m
structions.
code, MICR - In magnetic ink character
recognition. the special code consists of
a set of 10 numeric symbols and four
special symbols standardized as Font
E-13B developed for the American
Bankers ASSoCIation. The characters are
visually readable through the use of
magnetic sensing heads in various types
of magnetic ink recognition equipment.
The special svmbols mentioned above
are amount. dash. transit number. and
on us.
code, minimum-acce.. - A system of cod
ing which minimizes the effect of delays
for transfer of data or instructions be
tween storage and other machine com
ponents. (Related to optimum code.
minimum-latency code. and minimum
access coding.)
code, minimum-latency - See code. mIni
mum-access.
code, mnemonic - An instruction code
using conventional abbreviations in
stead of numeric codes in order to facili
tate easy recognition. Examples: MLT
for multiply. SUB for subtract. instead
of "12."
code, m out of n - A form of fixed weight
binary code in which m of the n digits
are alwavs in the same state.
code, multiple-addre.. - An instruction
code in which an instruction word can
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specify more than one address to be
used during the operation. In a typical
instruction of a four-address code. the
addresses specify the location of two
operands. the location at which the re
sults are to be stored. and the location
of the next instruction in the sequence.
In a typical three-address code. the
fourth address specifying the location of
the next instructions is dispensed with;
the instructions are taken from storage
in a preassigned order. In a typical tw.o
address cooe. the addresses may speCIfy
the locations of the operands. The re
sults may be placed at one of the ad
dresses. or the destination of the results
may be specified by another instruction.
code, N-ary - A code employing N distin
guishable types of code elements.
code, nonexistent - See character. illegal.
code, nonexistent check - See check. for
bidden-combination.
code, nonprint (NP code) - The third case
of a teleprinter. in which functions may
be performed and signals passed
through without printing or spacing tak
ing place. The nonprint code is the
function code which triggers this condi
tion.
code, numeric - A system of numerical ab
breviations used in the preparation of
information for input into a machine;
i.e.• all information is reduced to nu
merical quantities.
code, objed - The code produced by a
compiler or special assembler which can
be executed on the target computer.
code, one-addre.. - See instruction. one
address.
code, one-Ievel- See code. absolute.
code, operation - I. A combination of
bits specifying an absolute machine-lan
guage operator. or the symbolic repre
sentation of the machine-language op
erator. 2. That part of an instruction
that designates tne operation of arith
metic. logic. or transfer to be per
formed.
code, operation field - The portion of an
instruction word that contains the oper
ation code.
code, optimum - A computer code which
is particularly efficient with regard to a
particular aspect. e.g.. minimum time of
execution. minimum or efficient use of
storage space, and minimum coding
time. (Related to minimum-access
code.)

code, order

coding

code. order - See code, operation.
code. own - A code developed and made
a part of a standard routine to extend or
change the routine to accomplish spe
cific Jobs or tasks.
code. pul.e - A code in which sets of
pulses have been assigned particular
meanings.
coder/decoder chip. - Integrated circuits
that convert voice to digital form and
back in PCM and delta-modulation sys
tems.
code. redundant - A code using more sig
nal elements than necessary to repre
sent the intrinsic information; used for
checking purposes.
code. relative - A code in which all ad
dresses are specified or written with re
spect to an arbitrarily selected position,
or in which all addresses are repre
sented symbolically in a computable
form.
code repertory - Same as code. instruc
tion.
code, reproduction - Function codes in a
master tape which are carried through
the data-processing operations and also
appear in the product tape.
code••elf-checking - A code in which er
rors produce forbidden combinations.
A single-error detecting code produces
a forbidden combination if a digit gains
or loses a single bit. A double-error de
tecting code produces a forbidden com
bination if a digit gains or loses either
one or two bits. and so forth. (Related to
self-checking number.)
code. .elf-complementing - A memory
system in which the complement of the
numbering system used equals the com
plement of the decimal equivalent.
code, .elf-demarcating - A code in which
the symbols are so arranged and se
lected that the generation of false com
binations by interaction of segments
from two successive codes is prevented.
code .et - A complete or dosed set or
group representation defined as a code,
such as a group of three-letter sets for
codes of various military or government
bureaus.
codes. function - Codes which appear in
tape or cards to operate machine func
tions. such as carriage return, space,
shift. tabulate. etc.
code. short - A system of instructions that

causes an automaton to behave as if it
were another, specified automaton.
code, single-address - An instruction
which contains the location of the data
and the operation or sequence of opera
tions to be performed on this data.
codes, instruction operation - The in
struction operation codes are assigned
mnemonics which describe the hard
ware function of each instruction. As
sembler directive commands provide
the programmer with the ability to gen
erate data words and values based on
specific conditions at assembly time.
code. skeletal - The framework of a rou
tine which is completed by a generalized
routine using input parameters.
code, skip - A functional code which in
structs the machine to skip certain
predetermined fields.
codes. mnemonic operation - The writing
of operation codes in a symbolic nota
tion which is easier to remember than
the actual operation codes of the ma
chine. This code must be converted to
actual operation codes before execu
tion, which is done as part of any assem
bly, interpretive. or compiling routine.
code, .pecific - See code, absolute.
code. symbolic - A code that expresses
programs in source language. i.e., by re
fernng to storage locations and ma
chine operations by symbolic names
and addresses which are independent of
their hardware-determined names and
addresses.
code. ternary - A code in which only
three states are considered.
code. three-address- See address,. three.
code track - A track of a paper tape other
than the feed track.
code. two-out-of-flve - A system of en
coding the decimal digits zero, one.
... 9, where each digit is represented by
binary digits <:>f which 2 are zeros and 3
are ones or vICe versa.
code. unitary - A code having only one
digit; the number of times it IS repeated
determines the quantity it represents.
code. unused - See character. illegal.
code. zero address - An instruction code
which contains no instruction code for
the next address.
coding - I. The act of preparing in code
or pseudocode a list of the successive
computer operations required to solve a
speCific problem. 2. The ordered list, in
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coding. alphabetic

coding. straight-line

computer code or pseudocode. of the
successive computer operations for
solving a specific problem.
coding. alphabetic - A system of ab
breviation used in preparing informa
tion for input into a computer such that
the information is reported in the form
ofletters. e.g.• New York as NY, carriage
return as CN, etc.
coding. a..embly language - Assembly
languages are used to avoid coding di
rectly mto machine code; mnemonics
are used for both the command instruc
tions and the operands. and it is usually
not necessary to label the address for
every instruction. In an instruction such
as ADD y, Y is a mnemonic for a loca
tion. Assembly programs generate in a
one-to-one fashion a set of machine
coded instructions as contrasted to a
compiler, or macro language. wherein
one compiler instruction can generate
many machine instructions. i.e., such as
FORTRAN. COBOL, etc.
coding. automatic - Any technique in
which a computer is used to help bridge
the gap between some "easiest" form,
intellectually and manually, of describ
ing the steps to be followed in solvinga
given problem and some "most effi
cient" final coding of the same problem
for a given computer; two basIC forms
are compilation routines and interpreta
tion routines.
coding. ECD - A system of representing
decimal equivalents by a senes of four
binary digits.
coding. fixed-form - Specific coding in
structions with a fixe(i field assigned to
particular labels, operations codes, and
operand parts of the instruction.
coding! forced - Same as programming.
mmlmum access.
coding format. symbolic - In writing in
structions using the assembly language,
the programmer is primarily concerned
with three fields; a label field, an opera
tion field, and an operand field. It is pos
sible to relate the symbolic coding to its
associated flowchart, if desired, by ap
rending comments to each instruction
line or program segment.
coding. in-line - A portion of coding
which is stored in the main path of a
routine. See open subroutine.
coding line - A single command or in
struction for a computer to solve.
coding. machine - This coding uses the

machine order code, which is directly
interpreted by the instruction register.
For a decimal machine. an exampI~ ofa
code might be 600141 1100, which
would be the order to put the contents
of location 141 into the upper arithme
tic accumulator and then go to location
1100 to get the next instruction,
whereas in a binary machine, an exam
ple of an order code might be
0000 I 00000000000020, which might
be interpreted as adding the contents of
memory location 20 (in binary) to the
arithmetic accumulator.
coding. machine language - Coding in
the form in which instructions are ex
ecuted by the computer.
coding. minimum-acce.. - The process of
developing or applying a minimum
access code. (Related to optimum code
and minimum-latency code.)
coding. minimum delay - Same as pro
gramming, minimum access.
coding. minimum latency - Same as pro
gramming. minimum access.
coding. nonnumeric - Pertaining to the
various nonnumeric abbreviations used
to prepare information for input to
computers. Closely akin to mnemonic
coding.
coding. numeric - A system of abbrevia
tion used in preparation of information
for machine acceptance by reducing all
information to numerical quantities; in
contrast to alphabetic coding.
coding. opti~um - The pr~parati<?n of a
programmmg routme with a view to
ward optimizing or idealizing the spe
cific situation.
coding. out-of-line - A portion of coding
which is stored away from the main path
of a routine. See subroutine. closed.
coding. own (sorting> - Special coding
provided by the programmer, which is
mtegrated with sort/merge coding.
coding. relative - Coding in which all ad
dresses refer to an arbitrarilv selected
position, or in which all addfesses are
represented symbolically.
coding sheet - A form upon which com
puter instructions are written prior to
being punched into cards.
coding. specific - Coding in which all ad
dresses refer to particular registers and
locations.
coding. straight-line - See straight-line
code.

II

coding, symbolic
coding, symbolic - See symbolic coding.
coding tools - Tools and techniques to

simplifv the phase of microcomputer
design generally called coding. The
basic tools available are: assemblers.
editors. loaders. compilers. and micro
programming. In addition. hardware or
software simulators are available for
program testing and error locating.
coefAcient - A number or factor put be
fore and multiplving another.
coefAcient, floating-point - That specific
part of a floating-point number or rep
resentation that expresses the number
of times that the number base with ex
ponent is to be multiplied, i.e., the num
ber 5.06 in the number 5.06 X 10 18 is
the floating-point coefficient. This
means it will be expanded by 10 18 •
coefAcient matrix - The matrix of left
hand side coefficients in a svstem of lin
ear equations. It is to be d'istinguished
from the matrix obtained by appending
the right-hand side, which is called the
"augmented matrix" of the svstem. It
may be thought of as including a full set
of logical vectors to convert mequality
constraints to equations. In the case of
the modified simplex array, it also con
tains the objective function coefficients.
coefAcient scale - Same as scale factor.
cognition, artificial- The optical sensing
of a displayed character in which the
machine or equipment selects from
memory the shape of the character that
is closest to the character being dis
played.
cognition, mochine - Certain machines
have the capability to sense optically a
displayed character and to select from a
given repertory of characters the spe
cific character which is nearest in shape
to the character which is displayed. The
various shapes of characters are based
on statistical norms, and if different
shapes arise, new characters join the
repertory. This suggests a tvpe of artifi
cia I learning because Rerception and in
terpretation are baseo on experience.
coincidence circuit - Same as gate, AND.
coincidence error - The difference in time
for switching of different integrators to
the compute mode or the hold mode.
coincidence gate - Same as gate, AND.
coincident-current seledlon - The selec
tion of a magnetic core, for reading or
writing, by the simultaneous application
of two or more currents.

column
collate programs and tape sort -

General
ized programs that adapt themselves, as
directed
bv
programmer-specified
parameters, to operate in a particular
configuration to sort and collate data
into a particular format.
collating sequence - A sequence of char
acters as arranged in the order of their
relative precedence. The collating se
quence of a particular computer is de
termined as part of its design: each char
acter acceptable to the computer has a
preassigned place in this sequence. A
collating sequence is used pnmarily in
companng operations,
collation sequence - The sequence in
which the characters acceptable to a
computer are ordered.
colledion, data - The act of bringing data
from one or more points to a central
point. May be in-plant or out-plant.
calleetion, fadory data - See data collec
tion stations.
colledion stations, data - See data collec
tion stations.
collision - As regards indexing, two ele
ments with the same hash index. A hash
index is the initial estimate of the loca
tion of an entry within a table.
colon - I. A delimiter indicating a pause,
break, or stop. 2. The symbol used to
separate items in the colon classification
system. 3. One of the character or digit
positions in a positional-notation repre
sentation of a unit of information; col
umns are usually nllmbered from right
to left column. zero being the right
most column if there is no point, or the
column immediatelv to the left of the
point if there is one.
color - In optical character recognition
(OCR), the spectral appearance of the
image dependent upon the spectral re
flectance of the image. The spectral re
sponse of the observer and the spectral
composition of incident light.
column - I. A character or digit position
in a positional-information format. par
ticularly one in which characters appear
in rows, and the rows are placed one
above another, e.g., the rightmost col
umn in a five decimal place table, or in
a list of data. 2. A character or digit posi
tion in a physical device, such as punch
card or a register, corresponding to a
position in a written table or list, e.g.•
the rightmost place in a register. or the
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third column In an eighty-column
punch card.
COM - As with many acronyms, there
may be various interpretations of what
the letters stand for. COM is generally
defined as Computer Output Microfilm,
Computer Output Microfilmer, or Com
puter Output Microform. Occasionally
the letters may also stand for Computer
Onto Microfilm. Computer Output on
Microfilm, Computer Output Micro
fiche, or Computer Onto Microfiche.
CIM generally means Computer Input
Microfilm, or Computer Input from Mi
crofilm.
combination bit - Same as bit pattern.
combination, forbidden - Same as charac
ter, illegal.
combination hub - An electrical jack con
nection which will emit or receive elec
trical impulses on a control panel.
combined read/write head - A particular
magnetic head which is used to read and
to write.
combiner - A functional block which
groups several inputs which are sepa
rated by space to form a single output.
COM/computer application - A blend of
microfilm and computer technology.
COM and high-speed microfilm retriev
al equipment have been adapted to such
tasks as accounts receivable, accounts
payable, invoice processing, apparel
fabrics, consumer products, traffic de
partment, bill of lading activity for all
departments, medical and personnel
records files, and purchasing. In each
case, speed is increased and file space
decreased.
COM indexing - The means by which the
information on a microfiche is retrieved.
There are several indexing techniques
available today. These include: corner
indexing, column indexing, master-file
indexing, and cross-reference indexing.
command - I. An electronic pulse, signal,
or set of signals t? start,. st.oP, or con
tInue some operatIon. It IS Incorrect to
use command as a synonym for instruc
tion. 2. The portion of an instruction
word which specifies the operation to be
performed.
command chaining - The execution of a
sequence of i/o commands in a com
mand list, under control of an lOP, on
one or more logical records.
command character - See character, com
mand.
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common business oriented language
command check, illegal -

Same as check,

forbidden-combination.
check, improper - Same as
check, forbidden-combination.
command check, unused - See check, forb
idden-combination.
command code - See code, operation.
command control program - A program
that handles all commands addressed to
the system from the user consoles.
These commands would include re
quests to log in or out, a request to use
the edit program, requests to have a
program placed on the run queue, re
quests to load a program, etc.
command decoder - The command de
coder preprocesses commands from the
user console. This program is used to
convert parameters, etc., before the
command is sent to the program for
which the command is intended.
command double word - A double word
that contains detailed information con
cerning a portion of an input/output
operallon.
command functions - Instructions used by
the central processor to govern the cir
cuitry to carry out some particular ac
tion.
command, illegal - See character, illegal.
command language - See language, com
mand.
command list - A sequence of steps, gen
erated by the CPU, pertaining to the
performance of an i/o operation.
command mode time sharing - See time
sharing, command mode.
command pointer - A specific multiple-bit
register that indicates the memory loca
tion being accessed in the control store
(microprogram store).
command

commands,

system

(time

sharing)-

See time sharing system commands.
command, transfer - See transfer com
mand.
command, unused - See character, illegal.
comment - An expression which explains
or identifies a particular step in a rou
tine, but which has no effect on the op
eration of the computer in performing
the instructions for the routine.
common assembler directive - See assem
bler directive commands.
common business

See COBOL.

oriented language-

common carrier telecommunications
common

carrier

telecommunicationa -

Telecommunications provided b\' an
administration or private operating
agency and intended mainly. in a public
correspondence service. for the trans
mission. emission. or reception of signs.
signals. written images and sounds or
intelligence of a nature by wire. radio.
optical. or other electromagnetic sys
tems between specific points subject to
appropriate remuneration. Common
carrier telecommunications may include
several branches. e.g.. telegraph ser
vice. telephone service. data transmis
sion service. etc.
common .rror - The maximum size of
common was not specified in the first
loaded program.
common field - A field accessible to two
or more routines.
common hub - A common connection
such as a ground voltage that provides
this voltage to other circuits that are
connected.
common language - A language or macro
code which can be read or written bv
mal1\" different machines or bv various
groups of users.
.
common language, OCR - See language.
common (OCR).
common machine language - A machine
sensible information representation
which is common to a related group of
data-processing machines.
communality - That proportion of one
correlated variance held in common
with other measures in the same set.
communication - The process of transfer
ring information in the various media
from one point. person. or device to an
other.
communication channel- Voice. mail.
messenger. telephone. telegraph. mi
crowave. teletype. and other media are
available for transmitting business data
over short or very great distances; e.g. a
Telpak or microwave channel is a com
munication channel with data-transmis
sion rates up to 100.000 characters per
second.
communication, data - The transmission
of data from one point to another.
communication data systems - Real-time
systems that interface between teletype
writer stations and the computer. These
are ideal for multiuser computer time
sharing. message-switching systems.
and data-collection processing systems.

communication a buffer
A \'ariet\' of sYstems are available for
half-dupiex and full-duplex operation
with 64 stations and up.
communication link - The phYsical means
of connecting one locatIOn to another
for the purpose of transmitting and re
ceiving mformation.
communication,

real-time

processing -

To close the sap in time between the
aCLUaltransactlOn and its recognition b\'
the processing s\,stem. a basic concept
has been devised-real-time process
ing. A real-time system is a combined
data processing and communications
svstem which invol\'es the direct com
munication of transaction data between
remote locations and a central com
puter. via communication lines. and al
lows the data to be processed while the
business transaction is actualh taking
place. A real-time s\,stem may be
thought of as a communications-ori
ented data-processing svstem which is
capable of (>erforming batch-processing
functions while concurrentlv processing
inquiries or messages. and generating
responses in a time interval directly
related to the operational requirements
of the system.

communications and inquiry syatems -

Svstems are now provided for diver
si·fied on-site and long-distance inquiry
and data-communications networks.
Centralized records and data-process
ing operations can be tied in with infor
mation sources at remote locations. and
will provide instant on-line response to
interrogations and data from a large
number of inquiry stations. Communi
cation networks may include up to 5985
standard teletypewriter stations and up
to 120 electric-typewriter stations
(some computers).
communicationa,
audio - See
audioresponse unit.
communication. buffer - In a computer
communications network. a buffer is a
storage device used to compensate for a
difference in the rate of flow of data re
ceived and transmitted along the nu
merous communication lines converg
ing on the data processing center. The
communications buffer orders informa
tion from many operators and controls
the information so it can be processed
by the computer without confusion.
The buffer has memory and control cir
cuitry of its own for storins incoming
messages that the computer IS not ready
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communications channels

to process and storing outgoing mes
sages which have to be delaved because
of busy lines.
.
communications

channels -

Paths
for
transmitting signals. Thev are typically
obtained from the common carrier;
channels may access the public switched
telephone network or may be obtained
on a leased private-line basis.

communications codes -

ASCII is one of
the most often used and accepted codes.
Special characters are set aside for the
purpose of communications control.
These control functions include syn
chronization, message heading, and
control. Of the other existing codes, the
more widely used ones are: EBCDIC,
extended binary coded decimal inter
change code; the 5-bit Baudot code
found in old teleprinter equipment; the
four of eight code; the IBM punched
card Hollerith code; the BCD, binary
coded decimal, code; and the 6-bit tran'
scode. EBCDIC is an 8-level code simi
lar to ASCII except that while ASCII
uses its eighth level for parity bits, EBC
DIC uses It for information bits, thereby
extending the range of characters to
256.

communications control charader -

A spe
cific character which designates the op
eration to be performed by some pe
ripheral
deVIce.
As
with
other
characters, it is represented by a pattern
of printed binary digits or holes in tapes
or cards. Its execution usually causes
control changes on printers, for exam
ple, back space, skip line, or rewind on
tapes. Other types of characters relate
to EOM, such as end-of-message, etc.

communications

controller,

communications

device,

multiprotocol

- Abbreviated MPCC. The MPCC is
used for synchronous transmission in
which characters are transmitted as a
contiguous bit stream with the trans
mitter and receiver synchronized bv a
bit rate clock. It performs a variety' of
protocol handling functions, including
zero insertion and deletion, flag/abort
generation and detection, CRC genera
tion and checking, and secondary ad
dress companson.
input/output-

Any subscriber (user) equipment which
introduces data into or extracts data
from a data-communications system.
communications, executive -

tive communications.
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See execu

communications system
communications interface -

Sre interface,

communications.
communications monitors -

Computer op
erating systems specificallv designed for
handling communications. Their func
tions essentially parallel those of a local
mode operating svstem except that
lines, rather than devices, are the
managed entities.
communication software - Sets of soft
ware for monitoring communication ac
tivities include the following routines:
Interrupt-l!pon a program interrupt,
this routine directs data transfCr be
tween the communication control unit
and the central processor and then re
turns control to the main program; Message Queuing-Controls the order in
which messages are stored, processed,
and transmitted; Error Control-Cor
rects errors in messages received from
other communication stations.
communications processing - The trans
mission of data to the central computer
for processing from a remote terminal
as opposed to a terminal connected di
rectly to the central computer.
Communications

Satellite Corporation-

COMSAT, the t:S representative in the
85-member INTELSAT Organization,
provides technical and operational ser
vices for the global system under a man
agement services contract with INTEL
SAT. Traffic on the svstem is
coordinated through an Operations
Center located at COMSAT Headquar
ters in Washington, DC.
communications system - A computer svs
tem which handles on-line, real-time ap
plications. A typical communications
system would consis t of the following: a
teletypewriter, visual display, or audio
answer-back device connected to an or
dinary telephone line through a com
munication multiplexor, a device which
converts the keved-in characters to elec
tronic pulses for transmission over the
telephone line. An interface device in
the computer center translates these
pulses into binary code and delivers the
character to computer storage. After re
ceipt of the entire message, the central
computer searches or stores the re
quested information and sends back the
appropriate response.
Important elements of any communi
cations system arc the modems
(MODulator/DEModulator) which con
nect the communications multiplexor

communications systems, Itandard

comparator-Iorter

from the remote output to the interface
device in the computer center. On the
transmission end, the modulator con
verts the signals or pulses to the right
codes and readies them for transmissIOn
over a communication line. On the re
ceiving end, a demodulator reconverts
the signals for communication to the
c~mputer via the computer interface de
vice.
communications
systems,
standard 
Half-duplex transmission connects A to
B over a two-wire channel. One end can
send while the other receives, and the
stations can reverse roles. Duplex trans
mission over nons witched four-wire cir
cuits allows simultaneous transmission
and reception. In nonswitched mul
tipoint transmission, several secondary
stations share one duplex channel. The
primary station polls its tributaries.
Point-to-point switched systems estab
lish a new transmitter-to-receiver path
for each call.
compacting, storage - See storage com
pacting.
compaction - A series of techniques used
for the reduction of space, bandwidth,
cost, transmission, generating time, and
the storage of data. These techniques
are designed to eliminate repetition, re
move irrelevances, and employ special
coding techniques.
compaction, curve flHing - A specific
method of data compaction developed
by substituting anafytical expressions
for data to be stored or transmitted. An
example is the breaking of curves into
straight line segments, and then trans
mitting only the slope, intercept, and
acceptable range for each line segment.
compaction, curve-pa"ern - See compac
tion, curve-fitting.
compaction, data - See data compaction.
compaction, floating-point - Data com
paction which uses exponents to specify
the scale or range, such as to set the
decimal point of a number, or set of
numbers. In this system, each number is
expressed as a coefficient which is to be
multiplied by a power of ten to express
the actual magmtude. An example IS the
number 32,760,000, which can be ex
pressed as 3276 X 104, or 3276 (4).
compaction, frequency-analysis - A form
of data compaction using specific coded
expressions to represent a number of
different frequenCIes ofdifferent magni
tudes to express, compare, or indicate a

curve or geometric configuration. Only
identifiable coefficients might be neces
sary to compare and thus transmit a
~hole series of fundamental frequen
CIes.
compaction, incremental- A procedure
for data compaction using only the ini
tial value and all subsequent changes in
storage for transmission. A saving in
time and space is achieved when only
the changes at specific intervals are
transmitted or processed.
compaction of file recordl- The reduc
tion of sl?ace required for records by
compressmg or compacting the records
by means of specialized coding and for
mating under a programmed routine. A
balance, though, must be maintained in
a system between processing time and
mam storage, and the reduction of file
size and channel utilization.
compaction, slope-keypoint - A data com
paction procedure using statements of
specific points of departure. Direction
or slope of departure is transmitted
until the deviation from a prescribed
condition exceeds a specified value,
and, at that point, a new slope or key
point is signaled.
compander - A device, for use on a tele
phone channel, designed to improve
the voice and cross-talk performance.
The input is effectively compressed for
transmission and then expanded to near
original form at the receiving end. A
compander may distort some types of
data signals.
companion keyboard - An auxiliary key
board device which is usually located
remotely from the main unit.
comparand - A word or number 'used for
a comparison to another word or num
ber.
comparator - 1. A device for comparing
two different transcriptions of the same
information to verify the accuracy of
transcription, storage, arithmetic opera
tion, or other processes, in which a sig
nal is given dependent on some relation
between two items; i.e., one item is
larger than, smaller than, or equal to the
other. 2. A circuit that compares two
signals and indicates agreement or dis
asreement; a signal may be given in
dICating whether they are equal or une
qual.
comparator-sorter - A unit of punch card
equipment which has the capability of
sorting and selecting particular cards,
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comparator, tape

compatibility, program

sequence checking them. and making
comparisons between stored data and
these new items.
comparator, tape - A machine which au
tomatically compares two tapes which
are expected to be identical. The com
parison is row by row. and the machine
shops when a discrepancy occurs.
compare - To determine whether a par
ticular quantity is higher. equal to. or
lower than another quanti tv, or to de
termine whether one piece of data is ex
actly like another.
compare and print - A specified number
of records from each of two tapes are
compared. record for record. with all
nOnIdentical records printed in either
alphanumeric or octal mode.
compare facility - The ability of a ma
chine to execute set instructions de
pending upon the outcome of various
possible combinations.
compare Instruction - An instruction that
compares (subtracts) the value in one
register against the value in another,
and sets the status of various flags ac
cording to the results of the comparison
operation.
comparison - The act of comparing and.
usually, acting on the result of the com
parison. The common forms are com
parison of two numbers for identity,
comparison of two numbers for relative
magnitude. and comparison of two
signs. plus or minus.
comparison, logic - See comparator.
comparllon, lOlilcal- The operation con
cerned with the determination of
similarity or dissimilarity of two items;
e.g., if A and B are alike, the result shall
be "1" or yes, if A and B are not alike or
equal. the result shall be "zero" or no,
signifying "not alike."
colllparison-of-pairs lortlnll- The com
parison of the keys in two records and
placement of the higher value ahead of
the smaller value for descending se
quences.
cOlllparllon teltlnll- Real-time compari
son between the actual output re
sponses of the device under test and
those of a known-good reference device
when the same input stimulus patterns
are applied to both devices in parallel.
cOlllpatlbll1ty - The quality of an instruc
tion to be translatable or executable on
more than one class of computer.
colllpatibillty, equipment - The charac
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teristic of computers by which one com
puter may accept and process data pre
pared bv another comruter without
conversion or code modIfication.
compatibility, flrmware - Compatibility
among data processing systems facili
tates execution or conversion of exist
ing programs, data interchange, and the
implementation of compilers having
equivalent execution-time semantics.
Compatibility can be achieved via the
basic hardware design or bv (software
or firmware) interpretation. Firmware,
or microprogramming, has attracted at
tention m this context as promising
hardware-like compatibility with soft
ware-like implementation techniques.
compatibility objectivel - Compatibility
relates to the transfer of programs or
data from one system to another. Typi
cally, objectives are: direct execution of
programs originally written for another
system (this Implies complete instruc
tion and data type compatibility), facili
tating data interchange with another
system (this implies compatible data
types and a common code set, but does
not require compatible instruction for
mats, register structures, and the like),
easing conversion of assembly language
programs (this calls for similar instruc
tion formats and register concepts but
does not necessarily imply a precise
copy ofany aspect of the earlier system),
and facilitating the implementation of
compilers havmg identical execution
time semantics (this would require com
mon data types and instructions provid
ing identical results for operations on
such data).
compatibility, program - A distinctive fea
ture of programming aids is that they
and the object pro~rams which they
produce are operauonally compatible
with one another. This property enables
the operating system to draw all ele
ments into an integrated whole. Object
programs produced by program prepa
ration aids (other than conversion pro
grams), as well as programs from the
software library itself, may all be inter
mixed on run tapes and processed by
the program loading. updating, and se
lecuon. Complete program and data
compatibility is a built-in feature of
many processors. A single machine lan
guage is used with all models, enabling
the user to run a program written for
any smaller system on any larger sys
tem. Programs for a minimum com

compatibility, systems

pUler model, for example, can also run
on any other larger processor, usually
with a considerable gain in performance
because of faster cycle times and in
creased peripheral simultaneity.
compatibility, systems- In complex sys
tems applications, modules are often
completely compatible electrically, logi
cally, and mechanically with other sys
tems components, which include digital
computers, a complete line of input
10U~pUl devices, and analog interface
eqUipment.
compatibility test - Specific tests run to
check acceptability of both software and
hardware as a system.
compatible - That particular characteris
tic of a device, program, etc., which
makes it acceptable to a computer or
another device, i.e., a suitable tape
width, similarity of operating speeds,
etc.
compatible hardware - Components, pe
ripheral equipment, or other devices
which can be used on more than one
system with little or no adjustment.
compatible software - Languages which
can be used on more than one computer
system.
compendium - An abbreviated summary
of the essentials of a subject.
compilation, program - See program com
pilation.
compilation time - The time during which
a source language is compiled (tran:
slated) as opposea to the time during
which the program is actually being run
(execution time).
compile - To produce a machine-lan
guage routine from a routine written in
source language by selecting appropri
ate subroutines from a subroutine li
brary, as directed by the instructions or
other symbols of the original routine,
supplying the linkage which combines
the subroutines into a workable routine,
and translating the subroutines and
linkage into machine language. The
compiled routine is then ready to be
loaded into storage and run; I.e., the
compiler does not usually run the rou
tine it produces.
compiler - A computer program more
powerful than an assembler. In addition
to its translating function which is gen
erally the same process as that used in
an assembler, it is able to replace certain
items of input with series of instruc

compiling phase

tions, usually called subroutines. Thus,
where an assembler translates item for
item and produces as output the same
number of instructions or constdnts
which were pUt into it, a compiler will
do more than· this. The program which
results from compiling is a translated
and expanded version of the original.
(Synonymous with compiling routine,
and related to assembler.)
compiler, beginner" algebraic symbolic interpretive - See BASIC.
compiler, COBOL - The compiler is com

pletely modularized into relocatable
elements and is handled as any program
in the system, thus providing for easy
expandabality and maintenance. Like
wise, the COBOL processor produces
as its output relocatable binary ele
ments stored on the drum or mass stor
age, which are indistinguishable from
other elements in the system. Other
outputs from the compiler'include ex
tensive diagnostic messages, source
language hstings, machme-Ianguage
Iistmgs, and special cross-reference list
ings of name definitions and their refer
ences. The machine-language listing
consists of side-by-side procedure divi
sion statements and the corresponding
generated symbolic machine code.
compiler-compiler - A machine-indepen
dent language which generates compil
ers for any specific machine.
compiler
diagnostics - The
compiler
diagnostics are of four categories:
Precautionary; print warning message
and continue compilation. Correctable;
try to correct the error, print explana
tory message and continue compilation.
Uncorrectable; if intent of programmer
cannot be determined, print a diagnos
tic message, reject the clause or state
ment, and continue compilation. Cata
strophic; when so many errors have
occurred that no more useful diagnostic
information can be produced, terminate
the compilation.
compile routine - See routine, compile.
compiling duration - The time necessary
to translate one computer program into
an acceptable language for another
computer, or to transform or translate
to an assembly program, and often to
generating and diagnostic programs.
compiling phase - The time used to trans
late one computer program into an
other equivalent program in an accept
able assembly, structure, and language.
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compiling program
compiling program -

A translating pro
gram designed to transform, to assem
ble, or to structure programs expressed
in other languages mto same or equiva
lent programs expressed in terms of the
particular computer language for which
a particular machine was designed.
Compiling programs or compilers most
often include assemblers (or programs)
as well as diagnostic and generating
programs within them. The computer
which is using the compiling program or
compiler is called the source computer
or compiling computer, and the com
puter in which the program is used or is
to be used is called the object computer
or target computer. The occasion or run
of compilation or translation is called
the compiling phase, while the use of
the newly translated program is the run.
Time to translate is compile duration.
compiling routine - A computer program
more powerful than an assembler. In
addition to its translating function
which is generally the same process as
that used in an assembler, it is able to
replace certain items of input with series
of instructions, usuallv called subrou
tines. Thus, where an 'assembler trans
lates item for item, and produces as out
put the same number of instructions or
constants which were put into it, a com
piler will do more than this. The pro
gram which results from compiling is a
translated and expanded verSIOn of the
original. (Related to assembler.)
camplement - A quantity expressed to
the base N, which is derived from a
given quantity by a particular rule; fre
quently used to represent the negative
of the given quantity. A complement on
N is obtained by subtracting each digit
of the given quantity from N - I, adding
unity to the least significant digit, and
performing all resultmg carrys; e.g., and
two's complement of binary 11010 is
00 II 0; the tens complement of decimal
456 is 544. A complement on N - I is
obtained by subtracting each digit of the
given quantity from N -I; e.g., the ones
complement of binary 110 10 is 0010 I ;
the nines complement of decimal 456 is
543. (Synonymous with radix-minus-l
complement and radix complement.)
complementary operations - In any Boo
lean operation, a complementary opera
tion is the negation of the result of the
~rst o~ original operation. In comput
mg, It IS represented when zero is sub
stituted for I and I is substituted for
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complement, twos

zero in the tabulated values for the
first or original operation.
complementary operator - An operator
whose results are the NOT of a given
operator, i.e., NOR or NAND.
complementation, Boolean - Same as gate,
NOT.
complement, Boolean - Same as gate,
NOT.
complement, diminished - Radix minus
one complement.
complementer - A device which is designed to reverse a signal, state, or con
dition into its opposite or, in some
cases, alternate.
complement instrudion - A built-in fea
ture designed to provide a number of
instructions for each programmed in
struction.
complement, nines - A decimal system in
which each decimal digit in the sub
trahend is first subtracted from 9,
complement, noughts - Radix comple
ment.
complement, ones - A numeral in binary
which is derived from another binary
number when it is the result of a change
in the sense of every digit. i.e .• the sum
of a number and its ones complement IS
a number of all I bits. A number 110,
10 I, 100, 0 II when added to its ones
complement, 001, 010, OIl, 100 has a
sum of III, III, III, Ill.
complement on N - An expression meant
to make a determination of the radix
complement.
complement on N - 1 - An expression
meant to make a determination of the
radix-minus-one complement.
complement, radix - See complement.
complement, radix-minus one - See com
plement.
complement, tens - The radix comple
ment of a numeral whose radix is ten.
The tens complement is obtained by
subtracting each digit of a number from
9, and adding I to the least significant
digit of the resultant number. For exam
ple. the tens complement of 2456 is
7544.
complement, true - Same as complement.
complement, twos - For binary numbers,
a value derived by subtracting an origi
nal number from the base number (or a
power of the base number). For decimal
numbers. the equivalent of the twos

complement, zero

complement would be the tens comple
ment.
complement, zero - Same as complement.
radix.
complete carry - When a carry resulting
from the addition of carries is not al
lowed to propagate it is called a partial
carry. When It is allowed to propagate it
is called a complete carry.
complete inltrudion - A specific instruc
tion which takes in a complete computer
operation including the execution of
tliat operation.
completene.. - The contrast to programs
that are incomplete due to transfers to
nonexistent statement numbers. im
proper DO nesting. illegal transfer into
the range of a DO loop. etc.
completene.. errors - See errors. com
pleteness.
completene.. errorl, remote-computlng
IYltem - See
errors. completeness

(remote-computing system).
An operation that
includes obtaining the instruction. ob
taining all operands from storage. per
forming the operation. and returning
the results to storage.
complete routine - A routine that does
not require modification before it is
used. Such routines are usually in com
pany or manufacturer libraries.
component - A basic part. An element.
component derating - To ensure reliable
system operation under extremely ad
verse conditions and with limit-value
components. components used in cir
cuit modules are derated far below
manufacturers' specification.
component, lolld-Itate - A component
whose operation depends on the con
trol of electric or magnetic phenomena
in solids. e.g .• a transistor. crystal diode,
or ferrite.
compolltlon errors - Errors that are de
tected as soon as the user enters the
offending statement. He may immedi
ately substitute a correct statement.
compolltlon file - The filing of records
within a storage unit.
complete operation -

compolltlon (remote computlnglYltem) errors - See errors. composition (remote

computing system).

compound condition -

A number of sim
ple logic conditions such as AND. NOT,
or OR logic gates that can be combined
to form compound logic operations.

computed branch
compound

logical

element - Computer
circuitry which provides an output resulting from multiple inputs.
compre..ion, data- Techniques that save
storage space. by eliminating gaps,
empty fields. redundancies. or unneces
sary data to shorten the length of records or blocks.
compre..ion, digit - See digit compres
sion.
compreslion, zero - That J>rocess which
eliminates the storage of insignificant
leading zeros. For clarification. see zero
suppression.
COM proce..ing - The conversion of in
formation created by a computer in dig
ital form to an analog signal that
modifies an energy source exposing a
microimage on film. The film can be in
roll form. either 16 mm or 35 mm, or
105 mm as microfiche; it can also be
35-mm chips, either as separate units or
in aperture cards.
computation, addre.. - A computation
that produces or modifies the address
portion of an instruction.
computational stability - That particular
degree to which a computational pro
cess remains valid and reliable when
subjected to various conditions which
tend to produce errors, mistakes, or
malfunctions.
computation, implicit - Computation us
ing a self-nulling principle m which, for
example. the variable sought first is as
sumed to exist, after which a synthetic
variable is produced according to an
equation and compared with a corre
sponding known variable and the differ
ence between the synthetic and the
known variable driven to zero by cor
recting the assumed variable. Although
the term applies to most analog circuits,
even a single operational amplifier, it is
restricted usually to computation per
formed bv the following Circuits. I. Cir
cuits in which a function is generated at
the output of a single high-gain dc am
plifier in the feedback path. 2. Circuits
m which combinations of computing
elements are interconnected in closed
loops to satisfy implicit equations. 3.
Circuits in which hnear or nonlinear
differential equations yield the solutions
to a system of algebraIC or transcenden
tal equations in the steady state.
computed bronch - Set branch, com
puted.
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compute limited
compute limited -

A restriction in com
puting equipment limiting the output
because operations are delayed awaitmg
completion of a computation operation.
computer - A device capable of accepting
information. applying prescribed pro
cesses to the informatIon. and supplying
the results of these processes. It usually
consists of input and output devices.
storage. arithmetic and logical units.
and a control unit.
computer administrative records - These
records provide the source of statistics
that tell how the computer use is dis
tributed-that is. by department. by
programmer. by time. and by applica
tion.
computer-aided design - A system by
means of which engineers create a de
sign and see the proposed product in
front of them on a graphics screen or in
a computer printout. With the com
puter. the proposed product can be
analyzed for stress. vibration. heat. and
other factors. and checked against gov
ernment and industry standards.
computer-aided dispatch - Abbreviated
CAD. A system in which an alphanu
meric keyboard and crt terminals re
place hand-written incident cards and a
conveyer belt in radio dispatching oper
ations.
computer-aided instruction (CAl) - An
educational concept which places the
student in a conversational mode with a
computer which has a preprogrammed
study plan. The programmed course se
lects the next topic or phase of study
according to previous responses from
the student. allowing each student to
progress at a pace directly related to his
learnmg capability.
computer, analog - A computer which
represents variables by physical analo
gies. Thus. any computer that solv~s
problems by translatmg phYSical condi
tions such as flow. temperature. pres
sure. angular position. or voltage into
related mechanical or electrical quanti
ties. and uses mechanical or electrical
equivalent circuits as an analog for the
physical phenomenon being investi
gated. In general. it is a computer which
uses an analog for each variable and
produces analogs as output. Thus. an
analog computer measures continu
ouslv. whereas a digital computer
cOUllts discretely. (Related to data-proc
essing machine.)
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computer circuits
computer animation -

Use o! computer
techniques in the productIon of am
mated motion pictures. In sound films.
24 frames must be displayed every sec
ond. Thus a normal animation requires
thousands of drawings. The speed of
the computer can save the time required
to draw the many pictures animation de
mands. Also. a computer can quickly
generate perspective drawin.gs of <?b
Jects. Perspective. the reductIon m size
of objects as they move away from the
viewer. gives pICtures three-dimen
sional realism. Many cartoons do not
use perspective drawings because of the
time required to draw them ..WIth the
aid of computers. thiS realism m amma
tion is eaSily achieved. Computers also
can produce the effects of wide-angle or
telescopic lenses. and they can Simulate
lighting from any angle.
computer-auisted
instruction - Abbre
viated CAL Applications in which a
computing system is used to assist in the
instruction of students. The applicatIOn
usually involves a dialog between the
student and a computer program that
informs him of his mistakes as he makes
them.
computer, asynchronous- A computer in
which the performance of each opera
tion starts as a result of a signal that the
previous operation has been completed,
or that the parts of the computer re
quired for the next operation are now
available. (Contrasted wIth synchronous
computer.)
computer, automatic - A computer which
performs long sequences of operations
without human mterventlOn.
computer cartography - A science that
utilizes computer-generated maps. to
portray relationships among massive
amounts of data. In essence, computer
maps translate pages of statistics into
pictures, allowing data that would oth
erwise take davs or weeks to relate and
comRrehend t~ be understood in a mat
ter of minutes. The concept has applica
tions in such areas as corporate plan
ning. forestry. energy.lawenforcement.
city and regional plannmg. bankmg,
marketmg. envlronmenta[ manage
ment. instruction, health planning, re
search, site selection, agnculture, and
politics.
computer center - See EDP center.
computer circuits - Circuits used in the
construction of digital computers. They

computer code
in~lude storage ci!,cui.ts, triggering cir
CUits, gating CIrCUIts, inverting circuits.
and timing circuits. In addition, there
may be other circuits used in smaller
quantities, such as power amplifiers for
driving heavier loads, indicators, output
devices. and amplifiers for receiving sig
nals from external devices. as well as
oscillators for obtaining the clock fre
quency.

computer code -

I. A system of combina
tions of binary digits used by a given
computer. (Synonymous with machine
code.) 2. A repertoire of instructions.

computer configuration -

The particular
set of equipment so connected to form
a single computer center or system for
various computer runs.

computer generated map

it is a stored-program digital computer
capable of performing sequences of in
ternally stored instructions, as opposed
to calculators, such as card pro
grammed calculators, on which the se
quence is impressed manually. (Related
to data-processing machine.)
computer, first generation - Refers to the
technological era of development of the
computer when the vacuum tube was
the main electronic element. First gen
eration equipment was predominantly
manufactured in the years 1953-1960
and included the Univac I, IBM 704,
RCA Bizmac, and the Honeywell D
1000. The second generation of com
puter equipment began in about 1959
and was characterized by the utilization
of transistors instead of vacuum tubes.

Courtesy Burroughs Corp.
Computer console.
A part of a computer
The third generation of computer
used for communication between oper
equipment began in about 1964 and
ator or maintenance engineer and the
featured microcircuits or miniaturiza
computer.
tion of components. There is not yet a
computer, control- See control computer.
clear consensus as to the definition of a
fourth generation of equipment.
computer-dependent lan8_ge - See lan
guage. machine oriented.
computer 8enerated map - A map con
computer, digital - A computer which
structed through mathematical projec
processes information represented by
tions with the aid of a computer. The
process begins with sets of geographical
combinations of discrete or discontinu
coordinates which define the bounda
ous data, as compared with an analog
computer for continuous data. More
ries of the areas to be mapped. These
coordinates are manipulated with ap
speCifically. it is a device for performing
propriate mathematical procedures to
sequences of arithmetic and logical op
convert the geographical data to map
erations, not only on data, but also on
coordinates. and these final numeric
its own program. Still more specifically,
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computer console -

computer graphics

figures are used to draw the maps. In
practice. accurate maps require defining
tens of thousands. hundreds of thou
sands. or even millions of reference
points. Not only can the mathematical
mapping computations be carried out
on the microcomputer. but with a suit
able graphics device various maps can
be drawn in final form.
computer graphics - Items such as digitiz
ers. displays. computer software. print
ers. plotters. microfilm apparatus. light
pens. and other similar peripheral de
vices. Such systems can generally be di
vided into three main sections, all tied
to the computer: the input. editing, and
output stages.
computer, host - See host computer.
computer, hybrid - A computer designed
to perform both analog and digital com
puting for distinct or special purposes.
Many are used in automated produc
tion.
computer image processing - The objec
tives of computer-assisted image proc
essing fall into three categories: the re
moval of known image degradations, a
procedure known as "image restora
tion"; the exaggeration of obscure de
tails. or "image enhancement"; and the
location and mensuration of specific de
tails, a process called "information ex
traction."
computer-Independent language - A pro
gramming language which is not a com
puter language. but one which requires
translation or compiling to anyone of a
variety of computer languages. The lan
guage which is a particular language of
that machine or one which has coml?il
ers for translating to its own machme
language.
computer Installation - A single computer
configuration, facility, center, or system
consisting of one or more mainframes
and endless potential combinations of
peripheral. communications. input/out
put. and other types of support devices.
computer instrudlon - A machine instruc
tion for a specific computer.
computer instrudion code - An instruc
tion code designed for specific comput
ers, i.e., the machine language.
computer instrudion set - A particular set
of computer instructions which usually
require no compiling and work directly
to and within tile computer.
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computer limited
computer interface types -

Methods for
transferring data into or out of a com
puter. They include programmed i/o.
direct memory access (DMA). and inter
rupt data transfer. In programmed i/o.
the computer controls data transfer in
dependently of the data acquisition pe
ripheral. and transfer occurs on a sin
gle-word basis. This interface finds few
uses because the computer becomes
delayed while waiting for slow devices.
DMA interfaces allow block transfer of
data into or out of memory at high
speed. limited only by memory cycle
time, and are commonly used for data
transfer to and from mass storage de
vices. During interrupt data transfer.
the peripheral interrupts the program
when it is ready to transfer or receive
data. Low- and medium-speed devices
including many data acquisition subsys
tems often use this type of interface.
computerized
numerical control - Ab
breviated CNC. A numerical control
system for which a dedicated, stored
program computer is used to perform
some or all of the basic numencal con
trol functions.
computerized

operations

research -

See operations research. computerized.
computer longuage - A programming
procedure or language in which instruc
tions are computer instructions only. A
machine language as contrasted to a
problem-oriented language, which must
be compiled to a computer language be
fore a machine can use it directly.
computer language symbols (standard)

- Prescribed graphical shapes used to
represent speCIal meanings or functions
in any computer program.
computer, large Ical. - Large scale com
puters provide, in conjunction with high
level languages and operating systems,
extremely complex and powerful pro
grammable logic to attack complex
problems which require highly central
Ized computing power. Examples. CDC
7600, CRA Y I, AMDAHL 470, ILLIAC
IV and others. Some are HMS machines
that operate at speeds of 100 million
instructions per second.
computer I_rning - That process by
which computers modify programs ac
cording to their own memory or experi
ence. i.e .. changes oflogic paths. param
eter values.
computer limited - A specific condition of
a computer in which the time required

computer logic

computer program

for computation exceeds the time re
quired for some other type of operation
such as card or tape reading and punch
ing. This happens quite fre.quently with
computers that perform sCientific types
of calculations, and especially if com
puters permit concurrent reading, com
puting, writing, etc. If the computing
time is less than that required for other
operations, then the computer might be
limited by other procedures, i.e., mput
output limited, etc.

pi ish computer networking. These con
sist of (I) the user communication
interface, (2) the communications sub
network, and (3) facilities for the net
work control function.
computer operation - I. The electronic
action resulting from an instruction. In
general, it is a computer manipulation
required to secure results. 2. One of
many designed or predetermined oper
ations which are built-in or performed
directly, i.e., jump, subtract.
MAIL
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Computer-output microfilm.
computer logic -

The logical operations
of the computer, consisting generally of
five operations-add, subtract, multi
ply, divide, and compare. This simple
processing logic is enough to allow the
computer to accomplish the majority of
its tasks when properly programmed.
computer, masterlslave - See master/
slave system.
computer network -

A configuration of
two or more computers linked to share
information and resources. A computer
having the capability to participate in a
network is called a node. Three types of
facilities in addition to the host com
puter are generally required to accom

computer operation, multiple -

See multi

computer operations manager -

See man

ple-computer operation.

ager, operations.

computer-oriented language -

A related
term for a programming language re
quiring a low degree of translation.
Such programs usually run very effi
ciently on a related computer but re
quire very extensive transfation or com
piling on another variety of computer.

computer-autput

microfilm

(COM) -

A microfilm printer that will take output
directly from the computer, thus sub
stituting for line printer or tape output..
computer program - A plan or routine or
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computer programming language

computing amplifl.r

set of instructions for solving a problem
on a computer, as contrasted with such
terms as fiscal program, military pro
gram, and development program.
computer
programming
languoge 
The machine language that the com
puter was designed to understand. This
IS contrasted with compiler systems
such as FORTRAN or COBOL.
comput.r, r.mot. - A syst(m which has
four principal components: a central
processor, a communications linkage, a
terminal device, and a user. These com
ponents interact in some environment
to carry out a task.
comput.r run - See run.
comput.r, satellite - A processor con:
nected locally or remotely to a larger
central processor, and performing cer
tain processing tasks, sometimes inde
pendent of the central processor, some
times subordinate to the central
processor.
computer science - The entire spectrum
of theoretical and applied disciplines
connected with the development and
application of computers. Contribu
lIons have come mostly from such fields
as mathematics, logic, language analy
sis, programming, computer design,
systems engineerIng, and information
systems.

predetermined standard, and then pro
duce a signal that operates a relay,
valve, or other control mechanism.
comput.r s.rvlc. organization - An orga
nization that provides either personnel
or total systems planning, operation,
and other related support for custom
ers. The national organization is
ADAPSO (Association of DAta Process
ing Service Organizations).
comput.r, slave - A fail-safe or backup
system (application), whereby a slave or
second computer performs the steps of
the same program so that if the master
computer fails or malfunctions, the
slave computer continues without a
deterioration of operations.
comput.r store - See storage.
comput.r, synchronous- A calculating
device in which the performance of any
operation does not start as a result of a
signal that the previous operation has
been completed. The performance of
all operations is controlled with equally
spaced signals from a master clock.
computer syst.ms, distributed - The ar
rangement of computers within an or
gamzation in which the organization's
computer-complex has many separate
computing facilities all working in a co
operative manner, rather than the con
ventional single computer at a single lo
cation. Versatility of a computer system
is often increased if small computers in
geographically dispersed branches are
used for simple tasks and a powerful
central computer is available for larger
tasks. Frequently an organization's cen
tral files are stored at the central com
puting facility, with the geographically
dispersed smaller computers calling on
the central files when they need them.
Such an arrangement lessens the load
on the central computer and reduces
both the volume and cost of data trans
mission.

comput.r, s.cond g.neration - A com

puter belonging to the era oftechnolog
Ical development when the transistor re
placed vacuum tubes. Machines using
transistors occupy much less space, op
erate faster, require less maintenance,
and are more reliable. The second gen
eration computer was prominent in the
years 1959-1964 and included the IBM
1401, the Honeywell 800, the RCA 501,
and the Remington Rand Solid-State
80.
compute....s.nsltlv. languag. - See lan
guage, computer-sensitive.
comput.r, sensor-based - A type of com
puter designed and programmed to re
ceive real-time data (analog or digital)
from transducers, sensors, and other
data sources that monitor a physical
process. The computer may also gener
ate signals to elements that control the
process. For example, the computer
might receive data from a gauge or
flowmeter, compare the data WIth a
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computer word - See word, computer.
computing - A generic term for all mathe

matical and logical operations carried
out according to precise rules of proce
dure.
computing amplifl.r - This amplifier com
bines functions of amplification and
performance of operations. Computing
amplifiers are often summing amplifi
ers, analog adders, or sign reversing

computing element

concurrency, executive-system

amplifiers. Most are used In analog
computing systems.
computing element - A computer compo
nent that performs the mathemaltcal
operations required for problem solu
tion.
computing mochinery - Systems of equip
ment capable of processing data in ac
cordance with the design of the devices
and the programming and instructions
of the total system. Such systems usually
consist of interconnected input/output,
storage, communications. and other
speCIfic-purpose umts.
computing, multiaccess - This implies
that more than one identical input/out
put terminal may be directly used with
the system; usually they are remote,
such as teletypewriter or other typewrit
er-like units.

low-speed communications lines onto a
single high-speed communications line.
concept coordination - A term used to de
scribe the basic principles of various
punched-card and mechanized informa
tion-retrieval systems which involve the
multidimensional analvsis of informa
tion and coordinate retrieval. In con
cept coordination, independently as
signed concepts are used to characterize
the subject contents of documents, and
the latter are identified during search
ing by means of either such assigned
concepts or a combination of the same.
conceptual modeling - A method of mak
ing a model to fit the results of a biologi
cal experiment, then conducting an
other experiment to find out whether
the model is right or wrong. The models
are created continuously, and are tested
and changed in a cycles manner. The
physical sciences have developed
through the years in this way, but there
has been little use of the approach in
biology, mainly because the kind of
mathematics that developed is not well
suited to biology. But now computers
can get around this problem, and the
important technique of conceptual
modeling is beginnmg to be used In bi
ology.
conceptual schema - The overall logical
(as opposed to physical) structure of a
data base.
concordance - An alphabetic list of words
and phrases appearing in a document,
with an indicauon of the place where
those words and phrases appear.
concordance program - In some systems,
a program that reads a free-form assem
bler source input and produces an al
phabetized cross-reference listing of all
symbols and their references, by line
number.
concordant - A specific type or arrange
ment of information or data into fixed
or harmonious locations on particular
documents.
concurrency, executive-system - The ex
ecutive system is a multiprogramming
control system with the capabilities of
running (scheduling, loadIng, execut
ing) one or more programs based on
store and peripheral availability and re
quirements. The system provides for
the sequential execution of data
dependent jobs while allowing job se
quences to be run in parallel with other

computing systems, remote consistency errors - See errors, consistency (remote

computing system).
COMSAT - Communications
Satellite
Corporation. COMSAT is thejrivately
owned US corporation forme in Feb
ruary 1963 to carry out a mandate of the
Congress under the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962. The Act directed
COMSAT to establish a global commer
cial communications satellite svstem in
cooperation with other countries as
quickly as practical. COMSAT derives
most of its revenues from the satellite
services it provides to the US communi
cations common carriers serving the
public between the US and foreign
points.
concatenate - To unite in a series; to link
together; to chain.
concatenated data set - A data set tem
porarily formed by uniting the data con
tained in several independent data sets
in a specific sequence.
concatenated key - A series of charac
ters, which constitute more than one
field, that mav be used to search for rec
ords or sort data according to a hierar
chy of fields.
concentration, data - Generally, a collec
tion of data at an intermediate point
from several low- and medium-speed
lines for retransmission across high
speed lines.
concentrator - A device used in data com
munications to multiplex numerous
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concurrency mode

unrelated sequenced jobs or un
sequenced jobs. Job schedules mav be
entered as far in advance as necessary
with provision to allow late-entered jobs
to be selected in advance of previously
submitted lower-priority jobs. The ex
ecutive system controls all input/output
and interrupt handling as well as pro
viding automatic loading, facility assign
ments, dynamic timesharing between
jobs, terminal actions, and job time ac
counting records. The executive sys
tem's aOllity to maximize the utilization
of the internal speeds of the computer
by timesharing both internal and exter
nal storage with many programs, its
ability to dynamically. assign facilities
(central store, magnetic tapes, etc.) to
new jobs as they become available, and
its complete control of the entire system
assures efficiency in total system
throughput.
concurrency mode -

Bv themselves, some
systems can operate only with the proto
col for which thev were built. or that
they can emulate through their modifi
cation. But when two units are con
nected together, one with batch capabil
ity and one with data entry and inquiry
features, then either type of terminal
can function with either protocol. in an
operating mode called concurrencv.
The desired protocol is selected simply
by flipping a switch on the keyboard of
either terminal. Since these protocols
are used for various applications, a sin
gle terminal may take the place of sev
eral.

concurrency,

operotions

(real-time)-

The great point is that the real-time sys
tem IS at no moment necessarily com
mitted to real time operations or to
batch processing operations exclu
sively. Both may proceed concurrently
and several kinds of each may proceed
concurrently under the control of an in
ternally stored executive program. But
the real-time operations alwavs have
priority, and the system will assign its
facilities as these priorities require, re
linquishing them to other activities.
such as engineering calculations or nor
mal business processing tasks. as soon
as they are no longer needed to keep
pace with real-time events.
In this way, maximum use may be
made of the components of any desired
configuration of the real-time system;
and the advantages of its enormous
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concurrent operating control

storage capacity. speed, flexibility, and
communications capabilities may be ob
tained at a low cost per unit of work
accomplished. Experience indicates that
the real-time system will quite probably
outperform by a wide margin any other
system of its kind in a Wide range of
applications.
concurrency, real time - Real-time is a
mode of operation in which data. neces
sary to the control and/or execution of
a transaction, can be processed in time
for the transaction to be affected bv the
results of the processing. Real:time
processing is most usually identified
with great speed, but speed is relative.
The essence of real time is concurrencv
... simultaneitv. Real-time is the ulti'
mate refinement in the integration of
data-processing with communications.
Real-time e1immates slow information
gathering procedures, dated reporting
techniques. and lax communications;
ensures that facts within the svstem are
as timely as a prevailing situation. as
current as the decisions which they must
support. Real-time provides answers
when answers are needed, delivers data
instantlv whenever the need for that
data arises. Incoming information is ed
ited, updated, and made available on
demand at every level of responsibilitv.
Imminent departures from established
standards are automaticallv detected
and management notified in time for ac
tion.
concurrent - The occurrence of two or
more events within the same time pe
riod, i.e., two computers or programs
operating simultaneously.
concurrent i/o - Pertaining to terminals
that are capable of performing i/o tasks
such as communications to the host
computer, printing, and file manage
ment without halting ongoing data
entry operation.
concurrent operating control - Operating
systems provide the ability for several
programs to share the computer at the
same time. Concurrent operations in
clude job processing while performing
inquiry of peripheral utility operations.
time sharing, and multiprogramming.
For example, in the operation mode, a
teleprocessing application (servicing
terminals) can be under way concur
rently with both stacked-job batch proc
essing and peripheral utility-type opera
tions.

concu.....nt operation

conditioning, lignal

concurrent operotion - This term is used

straints, i.e., the result of a comparison
made during the program or subject to
human intervention.
conditional branch - See branch, condi
tional.
conditional broakpolnt - A breakpoint at
which the routine may be continued as
coded if desired conditions are satisfied.
conditional-breakpoint
inltruction - A
conditionaljump inst:uction which: if
some speCified SWitch IS set or situatIOn
exists, will cause the computer to stop,
after which either the routine may be
continued as coded, or a jump may be
forced.
conditional dump - See branch, condi
tional.
conditional expression - In the COBOL
language, an expression which has the
particular characteristic that, taken as a
whole, it may be either true or false, in
accordance with the rules.
conditional inltructions - A group of in
structions that can take more than one
course of action (go to different mem
ory locations) based on the condition of
a status flag at the time a particular type
of conditional instruction is executed.
conditional lump - An instruction to a
computer that will cause the proper one
of two (or more) addresses to be used in
obtaining the next instruction, depend
ing on some property of one or more
numerical expressions of other ~<:>ndi
tions. Also referred to as conditional
transfer of control.
conditional macroexponlion - See macro
expansion, conditional.
conditional transfer - See branch, condi
tional.
conditional
transfer
inltruction - See
branch, conditional.
conditional transfer of control - Same as
branch.
condition, compound - A number of sim
ple logic conditions such as AND, NOT,
or logIC gates that can be combined to
form compound logiC operatIOns.
condition, entry - A necessarv and spe
cified requirement, in computer pro
gramming, that must be met before a
subroutine can be entered; for example,
the use of a counter.
conditioning, signal- To process the
form or mode of a signal so as to make
it intelligible to, or compatible with, a
given device, including such manipula

to refer to various methods in electronic
data I?rocessing in which multiple in
structions or operations of different in
structions are executed simultaneously.
Concurrent operation refers to comput
ers working as contrasted to computer
programmmg. This concept is one of
the basic tenets of time-sharing, priority
processing, etc.
concurrent processing - The operation of
a computer which has some or all of the
program for more than one run stored
simultaneously in its memory, and
which executes these programs concur
rently by time-shared control. See multi
programming.
concurront processing, perlpherol - See
peripheral processing, concurrent.
concurrent real-time processing - To
close the gap in time between the actual
transaction and its recognition by the
processing system, a new concept has
been deVised, real-time processmg. A
real-time system is a combined data
processing and communications system
which involves the direct communica
tion of transaction data between remote
locations and a central computer, via
communication lines, and allows the
data to be processed while the business
transaction is actually taking place. A
real-time system may be thought of as a
communications-oriented data-process
ing system which is capable of perform
ing batch-processing. fun~tion.s. while
concurrently processmg mqumes or
messages, and generating responses in
a time mterval directly related to the op
erational requirements of the system.
concurrent working - This term is used to
refer to various methods in electronic
data I?rocessing in which multiple in
structIOns or operations of different in
structions are executed simultaneously.
Concurrent working refers to computer
operation as contrasted to computer
programming. This concept is one of
the basic tenets of time-sharing, priority
processing, etc.
condition - In the COBOL system one of
a set of specified values that a data item
can assume; the status ofa switch as spe
cified in the special-names paragraph of
the environment division; a simple con
ditional expression. See conditional ex
pression.
conditional - Subject to various con
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condition, initial

consistency . . .

tion as pulse shaping, pulse clipping,
digitizing, and linearizing.
condition, initial- The value of a variable
at the start of computation.
condition name - In a source language,
programmers often tentatively or condi
tionally assign names to one or more
possible values or ranges of values,
which any particular item might repre
sent. An item called month may nave
values I through 12 and may be re
ferred to by such condition names as
January, March, etc.
conditions - Expressions that, when taken
as a whole, may assume one of a number
of states. In programming it is the result
of a test, e.g., greater than, less than,
overflow, negative, etc.
confidence level - A degree of probability
and/or of certainty that can be ex
pressed as a percentage.
confidence unit - Same as gate, AND.
configuration - A group of machines that
are interconnected and are pro
grammed to operate as a system.
configuration, computer - The particular
set of equipment so connected to form
a single computer center or system for
various computer runs.
conjunction - The
logical
operation
which makes use of the AND operator
or logical product. The conjunction of
two variables, or expressions, may be
written as A· B, AAB, AnB, or just plain
AB. These may also be described as an
intersection when using Venn diagrams.
(Clarified by AND; gate, AND; and con
trasted with disjunction.)
conjunction gate - Same as gate, AND.
conjunctive search - A search defined in
terms ofa logical product, i.e., conjunc
tive form, in contrast to a disjunctive
form, or logical sum.
connecting cable - The cable used to
transfer electrical impulses between two
pieces of equipment.
connection, channel-to-channel - A de
vice for rapid data transfer between two
computers. A channel adapter is availa
ble that permits connection between
any two channels on any two systems.
Data is transferred at the rate of the
slower channel.
connective - Related to Boolean algebra,
it is that specific symbol which signifies
the operation to be performed, I.e., in

computing, usually between the oper
ands.
connective, logical- Most logical connec
tives are Boolean operators, such as
AND, OR, etc. Particular words which
make new statements from given condi
tional statements; the calculation of the
truth or falsity of new statements plus
the logical meaning of the connective,
such as AND, OR, NEITHER, NOR.
Truth tables are of considerable aid in
showing the equivalence of the logical
connectives.
connective word - A COBOL reserved
term to denote the presence of a qual
ifier. It may also be used to form a com
pound condition.
connector - I. A symbol to represent the
junction of two consecutive hnes of flow
on a flowchart or block diagram. 2. An
operator to indicate the relationship be
tween two parts of a logical statement.
3. In a flowchart, the means of repre
senting the convergence of more than
one flow line into one, or the divergence
of one flow line into more than one. It
may also represent a break in a single
flow line for continuation in another
area.
connector, fixed - Used in flowcharting to
indicate that only the result indicator
can exist after a process completion.
connector, flowchart - The symbol repre
senting the junction of two consecutive
lines of Row on a flowchart, block dia
gram, or logic diagram.
connector, mUltiple - A connector to indi
cate the merging of several lines of flow
into one line, or the dispersal of one line
of flow into several lines.
connector, variable - I. A flowchart sym
bol representing a sequence connection
which is not fixed, but which can be var
ied by the flowchart procedure itself. 2.
The device which inserts instructions in
a program corresponding to selection
of paths appearing in a flowchart. 3. The
computer mstructions which cause a
logical chain to take one of several alter
native paths. (Synonymous with N-way
switch and programmed switch.)
connect time - The amount of time that
elapses while the user of a remote termi
nal is connected to a time-shared sys
tem. Connect time is usually measured
by the duration between sign-on and
sign-off.
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consistency

(remote-computing

system)

consistent unit

See errors. consistency (re
mote computing system).
consistent unit - A specific unit which
contrasts from a linear unit in which all
input and output variables are repre
sented in the same way. for example. by
voltages only.
console - The unit of a computer where
the control keys and certain special de
vices are located. This unit may contain
the start key. stop key. power key. sense
switches. etc.. as well as lights which dis
play the information located in certain
registers. It may be used to control the
machine manually; correct errors; de
termine the status of machine circuits.
registers. and counters; determine the
contents of storage; and manually revise
the contents of storage.
console, auxiliary - As contrasted to main
consoles. some computers or units have
additional banks of controls. displays.
switches. and other devices for operator
manipulation or visual access to opera
tions.
console debugging - See debugging. con
sole.
console, duplex - A switchover console
connecting two or more computers and
used to govern which computer is to be
on-line.
console, utility control- A computer con
sole that is primarily used to control
utility and maintenance programs.
constant(s) - I. The quantities or mes
sages that will be present in the machine
and available as data for the program.
and which usually are not subject to
change with time. 2. A character or
group of characters usually represent
mg a value. key or standard. used by the
computer to identify. locate. measure.
or test in order to make a decision.
constant addre.. - See address. base.
constant area - A part of storage desig
nated to store the invariable quantities
required for processing.
constant, figurative - One of several con
stants which have been prenamed and
predefined in a COBOL processor so
that they can be written in the program
without having to be described in the
data division.
constant instrudion - An instruction not
intended to be executed as an instruc
tion. written in the form of a constant.
(Related to dummy instruction.)
constants (FORTRAN) - When used in
errors -

contad interface

computations. a constant is any number
that does not change from one execu
tion of the program to ~he next. ~t ap
pears in its actual numerIcal form m the
statement. For example. in the follow
ing statement. 3 is a constant smce It
appears in actual numerical form:

J = 3*K
Two types of constants may be written:
integer constants and real constants
(characterized by bemg WrItten with a
decimal point). The rules for wrItmg
each of these constants are gIven m varI
ous manuals.
constants, integer (FORTRAN) - An inte
ger constant is written .without a decimal
point, using th~ deCImal dlglts.o, 1,
. .. 9. A precedmg + or - sIgn IS op
tional. An unsigned integer constant IS
assumed to be positive.
constants, real (FORTRAN) - A real con
stant is written with a decimal point.
using the decimal digits O. 1, ... 9. A
preceding + or - sign is optional. An
unsigned real constant is assumed to be
positive. An integer exponent preceded
by an E may follow a real constant. The
exponent may have a precedmg + or 
sign. An unsigned exponent IS assumed
to be positive.
constants, system - System constants are
permanent locations contamed. m the
monitor. These locations con tam data
used by system programs. Some contain
data that may be used by object pro
grams.
constant storage - A part of storage
designated to store the invariable quan
tities required for processing.
constant words - Descriptive data that is
fixed and does not generally appear as
an element of input.
constraint - An equation or inequality
relating the variables in an optimization
problem. A feasible (primal). solution
must satisfy all the constramts mcludmg
column-type restrictions (bounds, non
negativity, etc.)
constraint matrix - In linear program
ming, the augmented matrix
the con
straint equatIOns; It IS the matrIX formed
by the coefficient columns. or left-hand
sides. and the column of constants.
contad interface - A type of connecting
arrangement betwe.en a .data set and
business machme m whIch data and
control signals are interchanged
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or

content

control

through contact closures. These contact
closures are similar to the operation of
switches and relays.
content - Data, characters. words, or
other units ~hich are held specifically
addressable m some storage unit are
said to be its content.
content-addressable memory - A mem
ory where the storage locations are
identified by their contents rather than
their addresses. Enables faster interro
gation to retrieve a particular element.

ter has been typed in or out; a type-in
has been completed; or the operator re
quests a program stop.
Contingency interrupt also occurs if
an arithmetic operation resulted in an
overflow, an invalid operation code was
specified, or the clock was addressed
after clock power was removed.
continue, FORTRAN - A statement which
does not generate machine code. It is
useful as the last statement in a DO
loop.
continuity check - A check made of the in
formation bearer channel or channels in
a connection to verify that an informa
tion path exists.
continuous forms - Anv source informa
tion, for character recognition, that is
contained in reel form such as cash-reg
Ister receipts.
continuous processing - The technique of
constantly processing input items. This
is sometimes referred to as on-line or
real-time processing and is contrasted
to batch processing.
continuous stationary readers - The spe
cial class of character readers for optIcal
character recognition, which process
on Iv forms of predefined dimensions
such as a !ally roll of recorded cash-reg
Ister receipts.

content

addressable

parallel

processor

- Abbreviated CAPPo One tvpe of con
tent addressable memory is called REM
(recognition memory). It differs from
co~ventional memory by eliminating se
nal searchmg: An item may be accessed
Simply by bemg named. REM can be
wntten mto and read from like ordinary
memory, but has parallel processing
functions, incl~ding six types of recog
nIze a~d multIwrite. The recognition
operatIOns replace serial searching
while multi write allows the processor t~
wnte mto multiple locations with a sin
gle instruction. Individual bit masking
may be applIed to all of the operations,
mcludmg ordinary (location accessed)
read and wnte. A data processing svs
tem WIth these functions is known as a
content addressable parallel processor.
content-addressed storage - See storage,
content-addressed.
contention -:- A condition on a multipoint
commUnIcation channel when two or
more locations trv to transmit at the
same time. If the channel is not free, the
requesting terminal will haye to queue.
The queue of contentIOn IS solved ei
ther on a first come first served basis or
by a prearranged sequence.
contents - The information stored in anv
storage medium. Quite prevalently, the
symbol 0 is used to indicate "the con
tents of'; (A) indicates the contents of
register A; (T 2 ) may indicate the con
tents of the tape on input/output unit
two, etc.
context - The words or data directly be
fore and after a word that influence its
meaning.
contiguous- Adjacent or adjoining.
contingency interrupt - The program is
mterrupted If any of the following
events occur at the operator's console:
the operator requests use of the key
board to type in information; a charac
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continuous

systems

modeling

program

- A digital simulated analog system.
contour analysis - A reading. ~echnique,
m optIcal character recognItIOn, which
uses. a roving spot of light to trace the
outlme of a character by bouncing
around the edges. This system is usually
used for handwritten material because
of the nonstandardized appearance of
the input. The result of the contour
tracing is compared to a complete char
acter set within a library in an attempt to
determine which character has been
traced.
contrast - See reflectance, background.
control- I. The part of a digital com
puter or processor which determines
the execution and interpretation of in
structions in proper sequence, includ
ing the decoding of each mstruction and
the application of the proper signals to
the anthmetic unit and other registers
in accordance with the decoded infor
mation. 2. Frequently, it is one or more
of the components in any mechanism
responsible for interpreting and carry
ing out manually initiated direction·s.

control accuracy

control codes, terminal

Sometimes it is called manual control.
3. In some business applications, a
mathematical check. 4. In program
ming, instructions which determine
conditional jumps are often referred to
as control instructions, and the time se
quence of execution of instructions is
called the flow of control.
control accuracy - Degree of correspon
dence between the controlled variable
and the ideal value.
control, beginning of tape - See begin
ning-of-information marker.
control block - A stora~e location which
contains information m condensed, for
malized form necessary for the control
of a task, function, operation, or quan
tity of infonnation.
control block, event - A unique informa
tion (control) block designed to control
status of operations whIch are waiting
for an entry or special signal, i.e., proc
essing may be halted until one or more
events occur. Usually a WAIT macroin
struction is involved.
control board - See control panel.
control bUI - A set of control lines
(paths), usually from 10 to 100, with a
function to carry the synchronization
and control information necessary to
the computer system. Such signals
might be interrupt, hold, acknowledge,
read, write, etc.
control, calcade - An automatic-control
system in which various control units
are linked in sequence, each control
unit regulating the operation of the next
control unit in line.
control center, program - This feature di
rects and controls the computer
through all phases of its operation. Each
program control center may contain
programs for four or more separate ap
plications. It obsoletes externally at
tached control bars and other single job
programming devices.
control, centralized - The control of all
processing by a single operational unit.
control change - When the last of items is
to be added, for example, and the com
puting function is then changed by the
program to sorting or printing, a con
trol change has occurred. Such func
tional changes in cards are represented
by changes in the control field.
control change, minor - When control
changes of different levels of signifi

cance are used, they can be ~ven distin
guishing titles such as a mmor control
change, then intermediate, or next
major-to establish a hierarchy related
to the importance of the data.
control charader - A character whose oc
currence in a particular context initi
ates, modifies, or stops a control func
tion. A control character may be
recorded for use in a subsequent action.
A control character is not a graphic
character, but may have a graphic repre
sentation in some circumstances.
control charader, device - See character,
device control.
control charader, print - See character,
print control.
control charader, leparating - One of a
set of control characters used to delimit
hierarchic units of data. The first sepa
rating character in a hierarchy might be
used between words, paragraphs, or for
nested brackets, etc.
control circuitl - The circuits which cause
the computer to carry out the instruc
tions in proper sequence.
control circuits, inltrudion - Same as con
trol circuits.
control clock - The electronic clock, usu
ally contained in the hardware, which
times the instruction sets and the flow of
and manipulation of the data.
control, cloled loop - See closed loop.
control codel, terminal - Between a video
terminal and a computer system, infor
mation flows in the form of special
codes. A good part of that information
concerns the letters, numbers, and sym
bols that make up the main contents of
a company's business files, management
reports, etc. Codes for these characters
are quite standard; terminal manufac
turers use the same character codes as
do the computer manufacturers. How
ever, in addition to character codes, an
other important kind of information
also flows between the computer and
the terminal in the form of control
codes that instruct just how the text is to
be handled. For example, control codes
might instruct the display to "move to
the next line" or to "tab to column 35."
Each system manufacturer chooses its
own control code versions and imbeds
those codes in the programs that oper
ate the computer and perform business
tasks.
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control, command, program

control instrudion transfer

control, command, program - See com

more input devices which may be either
on-line or at various remote sites. This
control information is similar in nature
to present control-card operations. but
allows additional flexibility and stand
ardization.
control, feedback - A type of system con
trol obtained when a portion of the out
put signal is operated on and fed bac.k to
the input in order to obtain a deSired
effect.
control flags, message - Flags that indi
cate whether the information being
transmitted is a data or control-only
message or whether it is the first, inter
mediate, or last block of a message.
control, flow - See flow control.
control footing- A summary or total at
the end of a control grouJ? or for various
control groups, i.e., a mmor total.
control, format - Controlling the arrange
ment of data in an individual medium.
control fundion - An operation to control
a device. i.e .• the starting or stopJ?ing of
a carriage. or a font change. rewmd. or
transmission reading.
control heading - A title or short defini
tion of a control group of records which
appear in front of each such group.
control, indirect - When one peripheral
unit controls another through various
types of electronic ties. but a human is
part of the ch~in of control ~i~h nc:ces
sary intervenuon. the first unit IS said to
be in indirect control of the second.
control, input/output real-time - See in
put/output, real time control.
control, input/output (unit) - There are
several portions of control that direct
interactions between the processing
unit and inrut and output equipment.
One contro is written to control actions
with tape. card. and printer equipment.
A second control is specifically designed
for random processing of records
stored on direct-access devices. It is a
separate control in order to minimize
seek times.
control instrudions - The instructions in
this category are used to manipulate
data withm the main memory and the
control memory, to prepare main .mem
ory storage areas for the processmg of
data fields, and to control the sequential
selection and interpretation of mstruc
tions in the stored program.
control instrudlon tronsfer - Same as in
struction transfer.

mand control program.
control computer - A computer which. by
means of inputs from and outputs to a
process, directly controls the operation
of elements in that process.
control, concurrent operating- See con
current operating control.
control, concurrent-operations - An oper
ating system, like the executive. pro
vides the ability for several programs to
share the computer at the same time.
Concurrent operations and control in
clude job processing while performing
inquiry or peripheral utility operations.
time sharing. and multiprogramming.
For example. in this operation mode. a
teleprocessing application (servicing
terminals) can be under way concur
rently with both stacked-job batch proc
essing and peripheral utility-type opera
tions.
control counter - The device which con
tains or retains the address of the next
instruction word.
control data - See data. control.
cont~l, data-initiated - See data-initiated
control.
control devices, communications - Com
munication lines and data devices can
be attached directly to the system chan
nel via a control unit that performs char
acter assembly and transmission con
trol. The control unit may be either the
data-adapter unit or the transmission
control.
control, dired - When one unit of perirh
eral equipment is under the contro of
another unit without human interven
tion, the controlling unit is then on-line
to the second unit. which is under direct
control of the first. If human interven
tion is necessary. the controlling unit is
said to be off-line to the second. but the
controlling unit has indirect control
over the second unit while an operator
acts as the link in the control sequence.
control, dynamic - Operating a digital
computer in such a manner that the
computer can alter the instructions as
the computation proceeds, or during
the sequence in which the instructions
are executed, or both.
control equipment, remote - See equip
ment. remote-control.
control, executive system - Primary con
trol ofthe executive system is by control
information fed to the system by one or
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control, intermiHent

control-message display

control, intermiHent -

A control system in
which a controlled variable is monitored
periodically, an intermittent correcting
signal thus being supplied to the con
troller.
control, job flow - Job flow control in
cludes: input/output transition between
jobs and job segments, unit assign
ments, initIal loading and initializatIon
when the computer is first turned on;
control between jobs; and control over
the type of operation made, ranging
from SImple stacked jobs through tele
processing systems performing concur
rent operations.
control, job-processing - The job-proc
essing control is the portion of the con
trol program which starts job opera
tions, assigns input/output units, and
performs functions needed to proceed
from one job to another.
control keys, keyboard - On most crt ter
minals, control keys move and control
the cursor, switch the terminal from one
application to another, switch the com
munication disciplines, and cause the
performance of other functions.

routing the flow of electric current in
prescnbed ways. The programmable
controller, on the other hand, initiates
control actions (turning a motor on or
off, opening or closing a valve) accord
ing to programmed instructions that tell
it how to respond to specific conditions
in the controlled machine.
control line - The randomly or sequen
tially timed cycle control that tells each
terminal in a reel when to start transmit
ting. A method of communication line
and terminal control.
controlling elements, forward - Those
elements in the control system which
change a variable in response to the ac
tuating signal.
controlling system - Usually refers to a
feedback control system; i.e., that por
tion which compares functions of a di
rectly controlled variable and a set point
and adjusts a manipulated variable as a
function of the difference. It includes
the reference input elements, summing
point, forward and final controlling ele
ments, as well as feedback elements (in
cluding sensing element).

controlled machine tools, numerically-

control logic -

See APT.

controlled variable -

A quantity, condi
tion, or part of a system which is subject
to manipulation, regulation, or control
by computer.
controller - A module or specific device
which operates automatically to regu
late a controlled variable or system.
controller, channel- A device that pro
vides an independent data path to stor
age and assures multiprocessor systems
maximum availability, allowing each
processing unit to have access to every
channel in the system.
controller, floating - A controller in which
the rate of change of the output is a
continuous or piecewise continuous
function of the actuating error signal.
cantroller, program - That unit in a cen
tral processor controlling the execution
of the computer instructions and their
sequence of operations.
controller, programmable - A solid-state
device that can be used to control the
operations and processes of industrial
and process equipment. Conventional
control systems function through the
medium of electromechanical relays
which initiate control operations by

The sequence of steps or
events necessary to perform a particular
function. Each step or event IS defined
to be either a single arithmetic or a sin
gle Boolean expression.
control logic and interrupts - See inter
rupts and control logic.
control, manual - The direction of a com
puter by means of manually operated
switches.

cctntrol, master -

I. An application-ori
ented routine usually applied to the
highest level of a subroutine hierarchy.
2. A computer program to control oper
ation of the system, designed to reduce
the amount of intervention required of
the operator. Master control schedules
programs to be processed, initiates seg
ments of programs, controls input/out
put traffic, informs operator and verifies
his actions, and performs corrective ac
tion on program errors or system mal
function.

control-message display -

A device which
shows in plain language form a particu
lar sequence of events. The sequence of
events represents events that have oc
curred in the past, events presently tak
ing place , and/or events that will take
place in the future.
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control-message error, megal

control panel or console

control-message error, IIlegal- See error,

tions, time sharing, and multiprogram
ming. For example, in the operation
mode, a teleprocessing application, ser
vicing terminals can be under way con
currently with both stacked-job batch
processing and peripheral utility-type
operations.
control output module - A device in some
systems that stores commands and
translates them into signals which can
be used for control purposes. Some can
generate digital out(>Uts to control
on-off devices or to pulse set-point sta
tions. Others can generate analog out
puts-voltage or current-to operate
v~lves and other process control de
vICes.
control panel - I. An interconnection de
vice, usually removable, which employs
removable wires to control the opera
tion of computing equipment. It is used
on punch-card machines to carry out
functions which are under control of the
user. On computers it is used primarily
to control input and output functions. 2.
A device or component of some data
processing machines, which permits the
expression of instructions in a semifixed
computer program by the insertion of
pins, plugs, or wires into sockets, or
hubs in the device, in a pattern to repre
sent instructions, and thus making elec
trical interconnections which may be
sensed by the data-processing machine.
(Synonymous with plugboard and
related to pin board.) 3. A part of a com
puter console that contains manual con
trols.
control panel, maintenance - A panel of
indicator lights and switches on which
are displayed a particular sequence of
routines, and from which repaIrmen can
determine changes to execute.
control panel, operator's - See operator's
control panel.

illegal control-message.
control messages - Messages used to de
termine who transmits or receives, to
acknowledge good or bad reception of
blocks, or to abort transfer sequences.
Such procedures are usually called
handshaking procedures. Some of these
procedures are recovery procedures.
Acknowledgement information gives
good or bad status with respect to mes
sages sent in the opposite direction.
Such information is part of the error re
covery procedure, and this field is often
called the response field.
control, minor - The least significant or
lowest category of report grouping of
basic detail.
control mode - The state that all termi
nals on a line must be in to allow line
discipline, line control, or terminal se
lection to occur. When all terminals on
a line are in the control mode, charac
ters on the line are viewed as control
characters performing line discipline,
that is, polhng or addressing.
control module, interface - Same as com
piler, COBOL.
control nondata ilo operations - Pro
cesses which relate to input/output op
erations as differentiated or exclusive of
~ata manipulation, such as tape rewind
mg.
control number - This is the quantity or
number (value) which must be the result
of a process or problem in order to
prove the accuracy of the process or
problem.
control, numeric - That field of computer
activity which centers around the con
t~ol of machine tools by mechanical de
VIces, e.g., a computer can control as
sembly-lme tools for machining.
control, numerical - Descriptive of sys
tems in which digital computers are
used for the control of operations. par
ticularly of automatic machines, e.~.,
drilling or boring machines, wherem
the operation control is applied at dis
crete points in the operation or process.
(Contrasted with process control, in
which control is applied continuously.)
co~trol, operating (concurrent) - Operat
mg systems provide the ability for sev
eral programs to share the computer at
the same time. Concurrent operations
include job processing while perform
ing inquiry or peripheral utility opera112

control

panel,

operator's

request -

A

panel consisting of indicator lights and
switches by whICh an operator can re
quest the computer to perform particu
lar functions.
control panel or console - Two methods
of operator control are provided in con
junction with the control unit: a control
panel, or an operator's console. Either
method provides a visual indication of
the status of the entire system and per
mits manual intervention in the system's
operation. The control panel contains
various control switches by which the

control panel, programming

control lectlon

operator can start and stop the machine
and can load and interrogate both main
and control memory locations. "Sense"
switches may be used in conjunction
with programmed instructions to stop
processing or to select predetermined
pmgram paths, thereby increasing the
.
fleXIbility of a program.
control panel, programming - A panel
consisting of indicator lights and
switches by which a programmer can
enter or change routmes in the com
puter.
control pen - See light pen.
control print character - A specific control
character used to affect printing opera
tions such as feeding, spacing, font se
lection.
control printing - A list of the control
group for purposes of identification
without the list of the detail records.
control, procell - Descriptive of systems
in which computers, most frequently
analog computers, are used for the au
tomallc regulation of operations or pro
cesses. Typical are operations in the
production of chemicals wherein the
operation control is applied continu
ously, and adjustments to regulate the
operation are directed by the computer
to keep the value of a controlled vari
able constant. (Contrasted with numeri
cal control.)
control, production - As applied by com
Ruters, a data acguisition system from
the floor of a production line or process
for the speedup and simplification of
the flow of production information for
management.
control program - A sequence of instruc
tions which prescribe the series of steps
to be taken by a system, a computer, or
any other device.
control program, command - A program
to handle all commands addressed to
the system from the user consoles.
These commands would include re
quests to log in or out, a request to use
the edit program, requests to have a
program placed on the run queue, re
quests to load a program, etc.
cantrol program, mOlter - Same as pro
gram, master control.
control
pragram
(microprocelsor)A specific designed sequence of instruc
tions that guides the CPU through the
various operations otherwise pro
grammed. Most often this program is

permanently stored in ROM memory
where it can be accessed but not erased
by the CPU during operations.
control program typel- Most control
programs contain many routines that
would otherwise have to be put into
each individual program. Such routines
include those for handling error condi
tions, interruptions from the console, or
interruptions from a communications
terminal. There are also routines for
handling input and output equipment.
Because these routines are prewrilten,
the programmer is saved a good deal of
effort, and the likelihood of program
ming errors is reduced.
control, propartlonal- A method of con
trol in which the intensity of action var
ies linearly as the condition being regu
lated deviates from the prescribed
condition.
control, real-time input/output - See real
time control, input/output.
control regilter - See register, control.
control regilter, lequence - See register,
sequence control.
control routine - A primary routine that
controls loading and relocation of rou
tines and in some cases makes use of
instructions which are known to the
general programmer. Effectively, con
trol routmes are part of the machine it
self (synonymous with monitor routine,
supervisory routine, and supervisory
program).
control routine, relident - A special rou
tine that is in effect part of tne machine
and that controls the loading and relo
cation of other routines, often employ
ing instructions not available to the
user, i.e., protected by the manufac
turer.
control Ichedule, record - A type of mas
ter record or schedule designating all
activities involved regarding dispOSItion
of business records, i.e., transfers, re
tention, etc.
contral lection - The primary sequence
of instructions or data within a program
that can be transferred from outside the
program segment in which it is con
tained. The control section can be de
leted or replaced with a control section
from other program segments. Micro
processors are changing the structure
and procedure of many such devices
and systems.
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control .ectlon, Input/output

control .ystem, concurrent

control .ectlon, Input/output - See input
/output control section.
control, .electlon - The control device
that assists the instruction control unit
in performing the selection of instruc
tions to be executed.
control .equence - The normal order of
selection of instructions for execution.
In some computers, one of the ad
dresses in each instruction specifies the
control sequence. In most other com
puters, the sequence is consecutive ex
cept where a transfer occurs.
control .equence, processing - See proc
essing control sequence.
control, sequential- A mode of computer
operation in which instructions are ex
ecuted in consecutive order by ascend
ing or descending addresses of storage
locations, unless otherwise specified by
a jump.
control, .erial number - Messages are
controlled by assigning a number at the
time of origination and adding addi
tional numbers as the message passes
through specific points.
controls, executive program - The pro
gram execution controls determine rel
ative priority of programs that are ready
to run, and load other programs into
storage. They handle the allocation and
protection of main storage blocks, the
mterval timer, error diagnostic rou
tines, and checkpoint procedures.
control signals - Various control signals
are provided to control and to ensure
the orderly flow of information words
between the central computer and the
peripheral subsystems. These signals
do not transmit data, but are used to
command and to identify the transfer of
information words at the proper times
and in the proper sequence. These con
trol signals travel over the control lines
of the mput/output channel. A listing of
these control signals and their respec
tive functions is provided.
controls, peripheral- Perirheral controls
regulate the transfer 0 data between
the central processor and peripheral de
vices. Specifically, they reconcile the
mechanical speeds of the peripheral de
vices with the electronic speed of the
central processor, and minimize the in
terruption of central-processor activity
due to peripheral data transfers.
control state (di.play) - All modes can
specify that the display enter the control

state in which 12-bit words are decoded
as instructions to change display param
eters, change mode, or change the ad
dress of access to the computer memory
(some systems).
control statement, job - Individual state
ments used to direct an operating sys
tem in its functions, as contrasted to m
formation needed to process a job but
not intended directly for the operating
system itself.
control statements - I. Statements used
to direct the flow of the program, either
causing specific transfers or makmg
transfers dependent upon meeting cer
tain specified conditions. 2. InstructIons
which convey control information to the
processor, but do not develop machine
language instructions, i.e., symbolic
statements.
control statements, assembly - See assem
bly-control statements.
control station - A switching network sta
tion directing operations such as poll
ing, averting, recovering, selectmg.
control store, bit-slice machine - A mem
ory circuit designed to hold the se
quence of commands that determines
operations of the sequential state opera
tion (machine). It is often referred to as
the microprogram store.
control supervisor - A control system fur
nishing data to a centralized locatIOn,
allowing the operator to supervise or
monitor the controlling of a process,
operation, or calculation.
control, supervisory - A control system
which furnishes intelligence, usually to
a centralized location, to be used by an
operator to supervise the control of a
process or operation.
control switch, operation - See switch, op
eration-control.
control, symbiont - See symbiont control.
control system - A system of the c1osed
loop type in which the computer is used
to govern external processes.
control system and data acquisitionSee data acquisition and control system.
control'Yltem, concurrent - This environ
ment allows for the concurrent opera
tion of many programs; it allows the sys
tem to react immediately to the
inquiries, requests, and demands of
many different users at local and remote
stations; it allows for the stringent de
mands of real-time applications; it is
able to store, file, retneve, and protect
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control system, reol-tlme

conventional equipment

large blocks of data; and it makes opti
mum use of all available hardware facili
ties, while minimizing job tum-around
time.
Only through central control of all ac
tivities can this environment of the com
bined hardware and software systems be
fully established and maintained to sat
isfy the requirements of all applications;
this responsibility for efficient, flexible,
centralized control is borne by the exec
utive system. The executive system con
trols and coordinates the functions of
this complex internal environment, and
by presenting a relatively simple inter
face to the programmer, allows him to
use the system easily, while relieving
him of concern for the internal interac
tion between his program and other co
existent programs.
control system, real-time - See real-tim~
control system.
control systems, internal - Programmed
controls built into the system to govern
the flow of computer operations.
control tape - A paper or plastic tape
used to control the carriage operation
of some printing output devices. Also
called carriage tape.
control tape mechanism - That part of the
printer which controls the pnnting car
riage to permit desired and deSIgned
hard coPy printout, i.e., the specific de
vice whICh reads paper tape containing
particular instructions for controlling
the carriage operations.
control tape sequence - See tape, pro
gram.
control total- A sum of numbers in a spe
cified record field of a batch of records
determined repetitiously during the
processing operation, so that any dis
crepancy from the control indicates an
error. A control total often has some
significance in itself, but may not, as, for
example, when a control total is deter
mined as the sum of identification num
bers of records. (Related to hash total.)
control, trafllc - A method of optimizing
the flow of work through a factory by
means of a computer.
control; transfer - To copy, exchange,
read, record, store, transmit, transport,
or write data.
control transfer instrudion - See branch.
control transfer instrudion, conditioned
- See branch, conditional.

control, transfer of - See branch.
control, trap seHings - Trap settings con

trol which interrupt signals will be al
lowed to interrupt a program in pro
cess. If a trap is armed, then the
associated interrupt conditions will be
permitted to interrupt the main pro
gram when they occur. A trap that has
not been armed, or has been disarmed,
inhibits the occurrence of interrupt sig
nals.
control, unconditional transfer of - See
branch, unconditional.
control unit - I. A portion of the hard
ware of an automatic digital computer
that directs sequence of operations, in
terprets coded instructions, and initi
ates proper commands to computer cir
cuits to execute instructions. 2. An
auxiliary component of a computer
located behind the "mainframe' and
other component equipment such as
tape units, printers and card readers, for
the purpose of controlling these com
ponents.
control unit, central - Same as central
processing unit.
control unit, common - This unit is that
portion of the terminal whose primary
function is to control and coordinate the
flow of data between the data device(s)
and the communication facility.
control unit, data communications 
See data communications control unit.
control unll, input/output - See input/out
put control unit.
control unit, peripheral - An intermediary
control device which links a peripheral
unit to the central processor, or in the
case ofoff-line operation, to another pe
ripheral unit.
control word - 1. A word, usually the first
or last of a record, or first or last word
of a block, that carries indicative infor
mation for the following words, records,
or blocks. 2. A word which is used to
transmit processing information from
the control program to the operational
programs, or between operatIonal pro
grams. Most systems normally contain
the several significant fields within the
record.
conventional equipment - That equip
ment which is generally considered to
be part of the computer system but
which is not specifically part of the com
puter itself. Various card handling de
llS

conventions

converlion, binary to decimal

vices, tape handlers, and disk units, if
not built into the mainframe or wired in,
would be conventional equipment; e.g.,
a teletypewriter device.
conventions - Standard and accepted
procedures in programs and sy"stems
analysis. The abbreviations, symbols,
and their meanings as developed for
particular systems and programs.
convergence, algorithm - An algorithm is
said to converge if it is certain to yield
its solution in a finite number of steps.
It is a much stronger requirement dian
the mathematical convergence of the se
quence of obtained function values.
conversational - Pertaining to a mode of
processing that involves step-by-step in
teraction between the user and a com
puter.
conversational compilers, time Iharing
- See time sharing, conversational com
pilers.
converlatlonal
guidance - User/com
puter communications in a conversa
tional or dialog mode, where the user
takes some action and the system re
sponds. The system then requests a spe
CIfic category of input or takes other ac
tion, and the user again responds. In
this
alternating
stimulus-response
mode, the system can and should pro
vide guidance to the user on the form
and content of the user response.
conversational guidance, time sharingSee time sharing, conversational guid
ance.
conversational language - A language
utilizing a near-English character set
which facilitates communication be
tween the computer and the user. For
example, BASIC is one of the more
commonly used conversational lan
guages.
conversational mode - I. This mode of
operation means that real-time man
machine communications are main
tained. In this mode the system is used
exclusively for servicing remote termi
nals. 2. The term given to the man
machine communicating technique that
is the great dream of the future. This
permits the user to "talk" to the ma
chine locally instead of operating with
the present restriction of having to tell
the machine precisely what it is to do.
conversational mode operation - In this
mode the system is used exclusively for
servicing remote terminals. Real-time

man-machine communications are
maintained.
conversational processing - The user is
said to be communicating with the sys
tem in a "conversational" manner when
each statement he enters through the
terminal is processed (translated,
verified, and, if desired, executed) im
mediately. The system then sends a
reply to the terminal. The information
contained in the reply varies. For exam
(lIe, it might be a message indicating
that the previous statement contained
an error. Operations in the conversa
tional manner must be in either of two
possible modes: the program mode or
the command mode.
converlatlonal programming - A tech
nique used in instructing the computer
to perform its operations, whereby com
mon vocabulary can be utilized by the
user to describe his procedures most ac
curately. If a statement cannot be un
derstood by the computer, it asks the
user for a clarified instruction. This con
versational procedure continues until
the user has selected the series of state
ments in the proper sequence which will
solve his problem. Conversational pro
gramming saves the user the inconve
nience of having to study other pro
gramming languages extensively before
he can solve his problem.
converlational time Iharing - The simul
taneous utilization of a computer sys
tem by multiple users a~ remote .Ioca
tions, each bemg eqUIpped WIth a
remote terminal. The user and the com
puter usually communicate by way of a
higher-level, easy-to-learn computer
language.
conversion - I. The process of changing
information from one form of represen
tation to another, such as from the lan
guage of one type of machine to that of
another, or from magnetic tape to the
printed page. (Synonymous with data
conversion.) 2. The process of changing
from one data-processing method to an
other, or from one type ofequipment to
another, e.g., conversion from punch
card equipment to magnetic-tape equip
ment.
conversion, A - A FORTRAN instruction
to transmit alphanumeric to and from
variables in storage.
conversion, binary to decimal- The pro
cess of converting a number written to
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the base of two to the equivalent num
ber written to the base of ten.
conversion, code - A process for chang
ing the bit groupings for characters In
one code into the corresponding char
acter bit groupings for a second code.
conversion, data - The process of chang
ing information from one form ofrepre
sentation to another, such as from the
language of one type of machine to that
of another, or from magnetic tape to the
printed page.
conversion, data code - The translation
of alphanumeric data into a form ac
ceptable to the computer. This is usu
ally done by the computer during the
input of the data,
conversion, decimal to binary - The pro
cess of converting a number written to
the base of ten, or decimal, into the
equivalent number written to the base
of two, or binary.
conversion device - A particular device
or piece of peripheral equipment which
converts data from one fonn into an
other form or medium, but without
changing the data, content, or informa
tion.
conversion equipment - The equipment
that is capable of transposing or tran
scribing the information from one type
of data-processing medium to render it
acceptable as input to another type of
processing medium.
conversion F - One of the three types of
format specifications in FORTRAN. F
conversion is used to convert floating
point data for input/output operation.
conversion, file - The transformation of
parts of customer account records, em
ployee 'records, and the like from their
original documents into magnetic files
by the computer.
conversion mode - Communication be
tween a terminal and the computer, in
which each entry from the terminal elic
its a response from the computer and
vice versa.
conversion programs - These .programs
enable users of several competitive sys
tems to take advantage of the supenor
throughput and cost performance char
acteristics of computers without incur
ring prohibitive programming costs.
conversion program, symbolic - See sym
bolic conversion program.
conversion routine - A flexible and gener
alized program which can be used by a

programmer to change the presentation
of data from one form to another such
as from card to disk.
conversion time - The length of time re
quired to read out all the digits in a
given coded word.
convert - 1. To change numerical infor
mation from one number base to an
other. 2. To transfer information from
one recorded medium to another.
converter - An interface to transform in
formation from one form to another.
converter, card-ta-tape - A device which
converts information directly from
punched cards to punched or magnetic
tape.
converter, language - See language con
verter.
converter, tape-ta-tape - See tape-to-tape
converter.
converter, (telegraphy) - A telegraph re
peater in which the input and output
signals are formed according to the
same code, but not according to the
same type of electrical modulation.
converting - Transferring data from one
form to a different form.
convex programming - See programming,
convex.
cooperation index - See index, coopera
tion.
cooperative installation - An agreement
by a group of users to band together
and install a single computer to service
all of them. The advantages are that
they can afford a larger computer, have
access to more capability, and achieve
maximum economy and maximum ser
vice. The disadvantages are those as
sociated with having many masters with
differing priorities.
coordinate indexing- A system of index
ing individual documents by descriptors
of equal rank, so that a library can be
searched for a combination of one or
more descriptors.
coordinate paper - Marginally punched,
continuous-form graph paper normally
used for printout on an XY plotter.
coordinate retrieval- Same as concept co
ordination.
coordinate storage - See storage, coordi
nate.
coordination, concept - See concept coor
dination.
copy - To reproduce. information m a
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new location replacing whatever was
previously stored there and leaving the
source of the information unchanged.
copy check - See check transfer.
copy, hard - A printed copy of machine
output, e.g., printed re{lorts, listings,
documents, and summaries.
cardlell plugl - On patchcords. if con
nectors do not include a flexible por
tion. they are termed cordless plugs.
core - A configuration of magnetic mate
rial that is placed in a spatial relation
ship to current-carrying conductors.
and whose magnetic properties are es
sential to its use. It is used to concen
trate an induced magnetic field as in a
transformer, induction coil, or arma
ture, to retain a magnetic polarization
for the purpose of storing data, or for its
nonlinear properties as in a logic ele
ment. It may be made of such material
as iron, iron oxide. or ferrite. and in
such shapes as wires, tapes. toroids. or
thin film.
correding Ilgnal- In synchronous sys
tems, a special signal that may be sent
recurrently for correction of data.
corredion - A quantity (equal in absolute
value to the error) added to a calculated
or observed value to obtain the true
value.
corredion, automatic - See error correc
tion. automatic.
corredion. automatic error - A technique.
usually requiring the use of special
codes and/or automatic retransmission.
which detects and corrects errors occur
ring in transmission. The degree of cor
rection depends upon coding and
equipment configuration.
correction. error (tranlmillion) - Same as
error correction. automatic.
corredion program - A particular routine
that is designed to be used in or after a
computer failure. malfunction. or pro
gram or operator error and that thereby
reconstitutes the routine being ex
ecuted before the error or malfunction
and from the most recent or closest
rerun point.
corredive maintenance - See
mainte
nance. corrective.
corrodive routine. error - A series of com
puter instructions programmed to cor
rect a detected error.
correlation, fad - See fact correlation.
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count - The consecutive or successive in

crease or decrease of a common cumu
lative total of the number of times an
event appears. e.g.• the count of the
number of iterations already completed
or which remain to be completed.
counter - 1. A device for storing a num
ber and allowing the number to be in
creased or decreased as directed bv the
instructions needed. An adding wheel
or device. 2. A device. such as a register
or storage location. used to represent
the number of occurrences of an event.
counter. binary - 1. A counter which
counts according to the binary number
system. 2. A counter capable of assum
ing one of two stable states.
counter, control- Same as register. con
trol.
counter, cycle - See cycle counter.
counter. decade - A counter which counts
to ten in one column. or place ofa deci
mal number. or one which counts to
nine and resets to zero at the next
count.
counter, decrement - A counter in which
the numerical contents are reduced on
each count. A decrement of one is usu
ally assumed unless specified otherwise.
counter. delay - In the central unit of
some computers. a counter that can
temporarily delay a program long
enough for the completion of an opera
tion.
counter. forward-backward - A counter
having both an add and subtract input.
so that it is capable of counting in either
an increasing or a decreasing direction.
counter inhibit - The bit. in the program
status double-word. that mdicates
whether (if one) or not (if zero) all
(clock) count zero interrupts are inhib
ited.
counter. inltrudion. - Same as register.
control.
counter. locationl- Same as register. con
trol.
counter. modulo-N - A counter which in a
recurring sequence counts through N
states and then repeats. For example. a
modulo-6 counter stores 0.1.2,3.4.5.0.
1,2,3,4.5 ... in sequence as it counts.
counter operation - A counter is a digital
device consisting of flip-flops connected
so that it counts the number of pulses it
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receives on its input. The count is pro
vided as a binary number output. A
counter has a maximum count, depend
ing on its size, called a modulus, or just
mod. For example, a mod-8 counter can
count up to seven, and on the eighth
input it resets itself back to a count of
zero. When it resets, it also provides an
output pulse which could be counted by
another counter. Thus a counter divides
an input frequency by its modulus. The
mod-8 counter, for example, would pro
vide an out,eut pulse every eight input
pulses. so If its input frequency were
1000 pulses per second, the output
would have only 125 pulses per second.
counter, origin - The circuitry which de
velops the location of the start of the
next instruction by adding the instruc
tion word length to the initial value and
to the running total after each instruc
tion.
counter, printing - The printing counter
of the magnetic tape terminal advances
by one for each tape block transmitted
or received. At the end of transmission,
the total number of tape blocks for the
run is printed automatically. During a
run, upon the detection of an error
block when receiving. the number of
that tape block is printed.
counter, program - Same as register con
trol.
counter, program-addreu - A register in
which the address of the current instruc
tion is recorded. (Synonymous with in
struction counter.)
counter, repeat - The repeat counter is
used to control repeated operations.
such as block transfer and repeated
search commands. To execute a re
peated instruction "k" times, the repeat
counter must be loaded with "k" prior
to the execution of the instruction. A
repeated sequence may be suspended to
process an interrupt. with circuitry pro
viding for the completion of the re
peated sequence after the interrupt has
been processed.
counter, reversible - When the number
stored in a counter is capable of being
increased or decreased according to the
value of various types of control signals,
the counter is termed reversible.
counter, ring - A loop of bistable ele
ments interconnected so that one and
only one is in a specified state at any
given time and such that, as input sig
nals are counted, the position of the ele

ment in the specified state moves in an
ordered sequence around the loop.
counter, sequence - Same aJ register. se
quence control.
counter, step - A counter used in the
arithmetical unit to count the steps in
multiplication, division, and shift opera
tion.
counter, subsequence - A specific type of
instruction counter designed to step
through or count microoperations. i.e.,
part of larger operations.
count modulo-N - When a number stored
in a counter reverts to zero in the count
ing sequence after reaching a maximum
value of (N - I), the counter is said to
count modulo-No
count zero interrupt - An interrupt level
that is triggered when an associated
(clock) counter pulse interrupt has pro
duced a zero result in a clock counter.
coupled computers - An installation in
which computers are joined to carry out
special applications such as two com
puters operating in parallel and used as
a check on one another, or when they
are coupled or joined so that the off-line
computer is programmed to watch the
on-hne computer and, if needed, switch
operation to itself.
coupler, acoustic - A device that converts
electrical signals into audio signals. en
abling data to be transmitted over the
public telephone network via a conven
tional telephone handset.
coupling, cross-talk - See talk, cross.
CPM - Abbreviation for Cards Per Min
ute.
CP/M - Abbreviation for Control Pro
gram/Microcomputer.
CPP - Abbreviation for Card-Punching
Printer.
cps - Abbreviation for both "characters
per second" and "cycles per second."
CPU - Central Processing Unit. The cen
tral processor of the computer system.
It contains the main storage, arithmetic
unit, and special register groups.
CPU card - An assembly consisting of a
CPU chip and the extra logic elements
required to provide the ability to trans
mit data between the CPU chip pins and
external devices. a clock that generates
timing signals used by the CPU chip,
and the means for knowing where data
is to be read and where data must be
sent.
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CPU chip - A CPU chip may be visualized
as one universal chIp which performs
the functions of numerous individual
chips. The CPU chip requires two sets
of mput signals to generate one set of
output signals. The input and output
signals correspond to the chip inputs
and outputs. The instruction signals tell
the CPU chips which individual logic
chip to emulate. In order for the versa
tility of a CPU chip to be useful, it must
emulate logic eqUivalents to more than
one chIp.

disk surface. Each peripheral has its spe
cific type of crash.
credit-card reader - A microprocessor
based card reader for credit authoriza
tion and security applications, It can
read the magnetic stripe imbedded in
most major credit cards.
crippled leap-frog telt - A variation of
the leap-frog test, modified so that it
repeats its tests from a single set of stor
age locations rather than a changing set
of locations.
criteria, lequencing (Iorting) - The field
in a record which determines, or is used
for determining. the sequence of rec
ords in a file,
criterion - A value used for testing. com
paring. or judging, e.g.• in determining
whether a conditIon IS plus or minus.
true or false; also. a rule or test for mak
ing a decision in a computer or by hu
mans.
criterion, cycle - See cycle criterion.
critical path - The longest time path in a
project which has to be done as quickly
as possible, Because the overall time re
qUired to complete the project cannot
be less than that required along the crit
ical path, it requires the most careful
momtoring. Any delay along this path
causes the project to be delayed, while
minor delays along noncritical paths do
not. See PERT network.
Critical Path Method (CPM) - The XDS.
CPM package offers a flexible tool for
computer users requiring a project
scheduling and process evaluation sys
tem, The XDS, CPM package has the
following features: opumum schedules
can be developed, including total pro
ject duration and cost constraints; pro
cess can be monitored throughout the
proJect. with critical paths flagged for
attention downstream; change and cur
rent status information can be incorpo
rated easily without total rescheduling;
calendar data. including holiday effects,
are automaticalh reported, (XDS)
critical path Icheduling - A monitoring
system that continuouslv checks prog
ress in programming needs of an oper
ating system to report and prevent slip
page. Reports generated by this
monitoring of computer programming
needs in which jobs to be done are
sorted will indicate the most critical
items on the critical path of the com
puter.

CPU elements - The principal elements
of the central processing unit (CPU)
control the interpretation and execu
tion of instructions. Generally they in
clude the ALU, timing and control, ac
cumulator,
scratch-pad
memory,
program counter (PC) and address
stack, instruction register and decode,
parallel data and i/o bus, and memorv
and i/o control.
'
CPU expander - A unit designed to per
mit a user to run several types of soft
ware on a single system without modify
ing the software. Some of the first units
contained 8080, Z-80, and 6800 chips
on the same board, with four PI As for
control and several multiplexers and
demultiplexers.
CPU handlhaklng - The interaction be
tween the CPU and various peripheral
devices. For example, a printer might
have some logic to designate when it is
ready for a new character, or the CPU
can act upon several status conditions of
all ranges of signals from i/o devices.
CPU llicel- CPU slices are generallv 2- or
4-bit parts of a CPU. Users must define
an instruction set and the architecture
which executes that instruction set, then
develop the interface between that ar
chitecture and the memory containing
the control program and the i/o system
which connects into devices, and then
provide a system package,
CPU time - The actual computational
time necessary to process a set of in
structions in the arithmetic and logic
u~its of the computer.
cralh - A breakdown, i.e., an event in
which a system becomes inoperative or
lost in a loop, or is blocked, most often
due to a hardware failure or software
malfunction. For example, in a disk sys
tem, a head crash concerns an acciden
tal impact of the read-write head on the
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CROM - Abbreviation for Control Read
Only Memory. A specific ROM that has
been designed and microprogrammed
to decode control logic. It is a major
component of several types of micro
processors.
cross assembler - A program run on one
computer for the purpose of translating
instructions for a different computer.
crossbar - A type of common control
switching system using the crossbar or
coordinate switch. Crossbar switching
systems are ideally suited to data switch
ing due to their low-noise characteristic,
and thev can be equipped for Touch
Tone dialing.
cross-channel switching - This optional
feature permits direct program access to
attached input/output devices through
two channels.
crosscheck - To check the computing bv
two different methods.
'
cross compiling/al5embling - A method
in which an existing minicomputer,
large computer, or time-sharing service
can be used to write and debug what will
become a microcomputer program. The
advantage is that the designer has access
to all of the conventional peripherals,
and the object code he or she produces
on them can, in the final stage, be
loaded into the microcomputer system.
crol5f1re - Interference from one tele
graph circuit to another telegraph cir
cuit or into telephone circuits.
crol5foot - I. The addition of several
horizontal fields of information from
cards or across a document. 2. To add
several horizontal fields of numeric in
formation, usually for checking or total
ing purposes. 3. The process wherebv
numbers in different fields of the same
punch card are added or subtracted and
the result punched into another field of
the same card. Or, a check in which to
tals secured by one method in a given
problem are compared with totals ob
tained bv another method. The totals
should be equal if no error has been
made.
crassfooting - Crossfooting is the addi
tion and/or subtraction of factors in a
horizontal spread to prove processing
accuracy. It can be used on a payroll
register to prove that the final totals of
net pay and deductions equal the final
total earnings; this provides control on
report preparation as well as calculating
and card-punching operations. In post

ing transactions to records that are
stored in a computer (e.g., accounts re
ceivable), crossfooting is used to prove
the accuracv of posting either as each
transaction is posted, or collectiveh at
the end of the run, or both.
cross-program - A specific program in
software development in which a pro
gram for computer X resides (executes)
on computer Y. Used for tests, program
development, simulations, etc.
crol5-sectional testing - A series of tests
to get a representative sampling of svs
tern performance. These tests are usu
ally one-pass tests such as an acceptance
test.
cross software - Software that lets users
develop programs for a target computer
on a host computer.
crol5 tracking - A crosslike array of bright
dots on the display, used for locatmg
points and lines or for drawing curves.
cross-validation - The verification of re
sults bv replicating an, experiment
under independent condioons.
crowding, character - The reduction of
the time or space interval on magnetic
tape between characters.
crt - Abbreviation
for
Cathode-Ray
Tube.
crt, beam-penetration - There are two
tvpes of color crt's-monochrome and
full color. Monochrome crt's rei v on
color phosphors, and more than' one
color is possible on a crt screen by layer
ing phosphors. Different colors appear
one at a time, depending on anode po
tential-how far the electron beam
penetrates the phosphor layers. This
technique for producmg color is called
beam penetration.
crt function key - A kev on a crt terminal
that, when depressed', transmits a signal
to the computer which can be equated
to a prestored typewriter message of
many strokes. Special consoles of vari
ous types have been developed for par
ticular users. Examples are airline
agent's sets, badge readers, and stock
broker's inquiry consoles.
crt highlighting - A display capability
used for distinguishing between vari
able data and protected data such as
field labels or error messages. This can
be done bv blinking, underlining, or
varying the intensity of the characters.
crt inquiry display - Information is placed
into the computer through the alphanu
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meric keyboard and is simultaneously
displayed on its crt. The unit then dis
plays a reply to the inquiry on its screen.
crt loader/monitor - A system by which
each contact in the control circuit is dis
played on a crt as entered from the key
board, providing immediate verification
of the program and permitting editing
and correction. Entire memory pro
grams can be stored on magnetic-tape
cassettes or punched tape for use in
verification, dumping and reloading, or
programming other controllers.
crt, raster scan - A display in which the
screen is scanned line by line and the
information on the screen is refreshed
60 times per second. Storage terminals,
on the other hand, require no refresh
ing; a storage-tube unit retains its image
until the entire screen is cleared or por
tions of the display are altered with a
light pen.
crt storage - See storage, electrostatic.
crt terminal- The basic crt terminal con
sists of a display monitor, a control unit,
a controller, and a keyboard. A printer,
the communications interface, and
other peripherals can also be added.
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crt terminal, intelligent -

A crt terminal
that is equivalent functionally to a mini
computer, although not as powerful as
one. A fully intelligent terminal has a
programmable i/o capability and acts
more as a data collection and manipula
tion facility than a mere input device to
the host. It can be used to execute com
paratively complex editing functions,
such as table look-up, character check
ing, data extension, and input accumu
lation.
cryogenic element - Various high speed
circuits which use the superconductivity
characteristics of materials operating at
or near absolute zero temperatures.
cryogenic memory - Same as cryogenic
storage.
cryogenics - The study and use of devices
utilizing properties of materials near ab
solute zero in temperature. At these
temperatures large current changes can
be obtained from relatively small mag
netic-field changes.
cryogenic storage - This type of storage
depends for its operation on the prop
erties of specific materials, which can
become superconductive when their

cryoltat

temperatures fall below certain very low
temperatures. Since superconductors
have zero resistance. they have the abil
ity to maintain or store a current perma
nently.
cryostat - A device that uses evaporative
and condensing cycles to achieve ex
tremely low temperatures and is often
used to liquify gases.
cryotron - A device utilizing properties
assumed by metals at near absolute zero
temperature so that large current
changes can be obtained by relatively
small magnetic-field changes.
CSL - Abbreviation for Computer Sensi
tive Language.
crc - Abbreviation for Conditional
Transfer of Control.
cue - An instruction. address. or miscel
laneous statement containing a key used
to initiate entry into a closed subroutine
at a specified entry point.
cumulative indexing - See indexing. cu
mulative.
current-instrudion regilter - The control
section register that contains the in
struction currently being executed after
it is brought to the control section from
memory. Also called instruction regis
ter.
current time - See time. real.
cursor - A position indicator employed in
a display on a video terminal to indicate
a character to be corrected or a position
in which data is to be entered. On some
terminals, the cursor can be moved
around freely, but usually the move
ments are more restricted. Typical cur
sors include a line under the character
at hand. a nondestructive blinking white
block. and a white block on which an
existing character on the screen is re
versed. Typical cursor keyboard com
mands are up. down. left. right, home,
and return left to next line on new line
command. With the up. down. left. and
right keys. there is usually a repeating
feature for rapid long-distance cursor
movement. When cursor control kevs
are not enough. other interactive con
trol devices are sometimes available as
options. These include ajoystick. a light
pen, a trackball. and a set of thumb
wheel controls. These techniques are
most useful on graphic terminals.
curve - The graphical representation of
the relationship between two variables
(line. points, bar graphs. histograms).

cycle
curve

fitting -

See

compaction.

curve

fitting.

curve follower -

A peripheral unit which
reads data that is represented in graphs.
curve-pattem compadion - See compac
tion, curve fitting.
customer engin. .ring sedion - Those
pieces or sections of equipment which
remain unavailable to programmers or
operators but which are intended fo~ ex
dusive use, mallltenance, or operalions
by the engineers employed by the
equipment manufacturer.
custom IC - An integrated circuit manu
factured to a specific customer's design
and specifications. Most often, high de
velopment costs restrict custom chips to
users of very large volumes in ord~r to
write that cost off over man v deVices.
Games. appliances, and so on' are often
controlled by custom chips.
cUltom software - Programs designed
speci.fically to meet one user's particular
reqUirements.
CUTS - Acronym for Cassette User Tape
System.
cyberculture - A composite word derived
from cybernetics and culture.
cybernetici - The field of technology in
volved in the comparative study ot the
control and intracommunication of in
formation-handling machines and ner
vous systems of animals and man in
order to understand and improve com
munication.
cycle - I. A self-contained series of in
structions in which the last instruction
can modify and repeat itself until a ter
minal condition is reached. The produc
tive instructions in the loop generally
manipulate the operands. while book
keepmg instructions modify the produc
tive instructions and keep count of the
number ofrepetitions. A loop may co~
tain any numoer of conditIOns for termi
nation. The equivalent of a loop can be
achieved by tfie techmque of stralght
line coding. whereby the repetitIOn of
productive and bookkeeping operations
IS accomplished by explicitly.",riting the
instructions for each repetitIOn. 2. A
nonarithmetic shift in which digits
dropped off at one end of a word are
returned at the other end in circular
fashion, e.g.. cycle left and cycle right. 3.
An occurrence. phenomenon. or mter
val of space or time that recurs regularly
and in the same sequence. e.g.. the Ill
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terval required for completion of one
operation in a repetitive sequence of
operations. 4. To repeat a set of opera
tions a prescribed number of times in
cluding. when required. supplying nec
essary address changes by arithmetical
processes or by means of a hardware
device. such as a cycle counter. B-box.
or index register.
cycle availability - That specific time pe
riod during which stored information
can be read.
cycle count - The increase or decrease of
the cycle index by a unit or by an arbi
trary integer.
cycle counter - The accumulator or
counter of a cycle index.
cycle criterion - I. The number of times a
cycle is to be repeated. 2. The register
in which that number is stored.
cycled Interrupt - The change. by se
quence or specific operation cycle of
control. to the next or specific function
in a predetermined manner or order.
cycle, execution - That portion of a ma
chine cycle during which the actual exe
cution of the instruction takes place.
Some operations need a large number
of these cycles to complete the opera
tion. and the normal instruction/opera
tion alteration will be held up during
this time.
cycle, grandfather - The period during
which magnetic-tape records are re
tained before reusmg, so that records
can be reconstructed m the event ofloss
of information stored on a magnetic
tape.
cycle, in action - The complete operation
performed on data. Includes basic steps
of origination, input, manipulation, out
put, and storage.
cycle index - The number of times a cycle
has been executed. or the difference or
negative of the difference between the
number that has been executed and the
number of repetitions desired.
cycle, instruction - The steps involved in
the processing of an instruction.
cycle, Intermediate - An unconditional
branch instruction may address itself.
i.e.. a branch command is called, ex
ecuted, and a cycle is set up, which may
be used for stopping a machine.
cycle, machine - The shortest period of
time, in the operation of a digital com
puter. for a sequence of events to repeat
Itself.
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cycle, major - I. The maximum access
time of a recirculating serial storage ele
ment. 2. A number of minor cycles.
cycle, memory - I. The process of read
ing and restoring information in main
memory. 2. The time required to com
plete this process.
cycle, minor - The time interval between
the appearance of corresponding pa.rts
of successive words m a storage deVice
which provides serial access to storage
positions.
cycle, null- The time necessary to cycle
through a program without introducing
data. This establishes the lower bound
for program processing time.
cycle reset - The return of a cycle index
to its initial or some preselected condi
tion.
cycle, search - The sequence of events or
time interval needed for the occurrence
of a fixed number of events required to
complete a single search operation,
such as carrvmg out a companson.
cycle shift - Removal of the digits of a
number (or characters of a word) from
one end of a number or word and their
insertion. in the same sequence. at the
other end.
cycle stealing - A condition in which the
processor allows the direct memory ac
cess controller to take control of the sys
tem bus while the processor is doing
internal work.
cycle-stealing data acquisition - See data
acquisition. cycle-stealing.
cycle, Ito rage - A periodic sequence of
events occurring when information is
transferred to or from the storage de
vice of a computer. Storing, sensing.
and regeneration form parts of the stor
age sequence.
cycle time - The interval between the call
for. and the delivery of, information
from a storage unit or device.
cycle time, processor - The computer can
be divided into three main sections:
arithmetic and control, input/output.
and memorv. The arithmetic and con
trol section carries out the directives of
the program. The calculations, routing
of information. and control of other sec
tions occur in this part of the central
processor. All information going in and
out of the central processor is handled
by the i/o section. It also controls the
operation of all peripheral equipment.
The memory section is the heart of the
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central processor; it provides temporarv
storage for data and instructions. Be'
cause of its importance. the total cycle
time of the memorv is the main deter
mining factor in the' overall speed of the
processor.
cycle time. storage (in microseconds)For main storage. the total time to read
and restore one storage word. For disk
or other random storage. the total time
for one revolution.
cycle. work - The time necessarv for a se
quence of events. steps. or operations
required for tasks.
cyclic code - See code. cvclic.
cyclic code (permuted) - Sallie as code. cv
dic.
.
cyclic feeding - A system used by charac
ter recognition readers. in which each
individual input document is issued to
the document transport at a predeter
mined and constant rate.
cyclic redundancy check - Abbreviated
eRe. A polynomial division of the bit
stream by a eRe polynomial. The divi
dend polynomial IS initially preset to O.
and the I s and Os of the data stream
become the coefficients of the dividend

polynomial. The division uses subtrac
tion modulo 2 (no carries). and the re
mainder is transmitted as the error
check field. The receiving station com
pares the transmitted remainder with its
own computed remainder. and an equal
condition indicates that no error has oc
curred. The polynomial value depends
on the protocol and code set bemg
used.
cyclic shift - See shift. circular.
cyclic storage - Sallie as storage. circulat
ing.
cycling. tape - An updating procedure
which creates a new tape file.
cylinder - For disk units with multiple
read-write heads. all of the data tracks
under the read-write heads can be ac
cessed without mechanical movement
of the heads. If each disk surface has one
read-write head. the tracks under them
can be thought of as a cylinder consist
ing of one track from each disk.
cylinder concept - The concept that data
on all tracks above and below the one
currently being used is available by
merelv switching read/write heads. Al
lows access to large amounts of infor
mation with no extra movement of the
access device.

D
DAB - Abbreviation for display assign
ment bits. and for display attention bits.
dagger operation - Sallie as gate. NAND.
daisy chain - Refers to a specific method
of propagating signals along a bus. This
method IS often used in applications in
which devices not requestmg a daisy
chained signal rt;spond by passing a sig
nal on. In practice. the first device re
questing the signal responds to it bv
performing an action and breaks the
daisy-chained signal continuity. The
daisy-chain scheme permits assignment
of device priorities based on the electri
cal position of the device along the bus
(some systems).
daisy-chain bus - A daisv-chain bus is
very similar to the party line. except that
the connections are made in serial fash
ion. Each unit can modify the signal be
fore passing it on to the next device.

This approach is used mainlv for signals
related to interrupts or polling circuits.
Whenever a device requires service. it
blocks the signal. A prIority is thus es
tablished. since the devices that are
closest to the microprocessor usually
have the first chance to request service.
daisy-chain device priority - On some
systems. device priority is determined
by the position of the m<;>dule in the
computer backplane. A Signal passes
through each module in turn forming a
"daisy chain" through them. The closer
a module is to the processor. the higher
its hardware prionty in the daisy chain.
The priority chaining scheme requires
that there be no emptv slots between
modules. as this would break the chain.
daisy-chaining terminal- Daisy-chaining
is generally the same as multidropping.
except that often no modems are used;
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however, the terminals share the same
data link. The data link comes from the
computer. goes to the first terminal,
comes out of the first terminal and on to
the second terminal, etc. All terminals
share the same data link and the same
computer port.
DAS - Abbreviation for digital-analog
simulator.
DASD (direct access storage devices)Srr storage. direct access.
data - I. A general term used to denote
anv or all facts, numbers. letters and
svmbols that refer to or describe an ob
ject, idea, condition. situation, or other
factors. It connotes basic elements of
information which can be processed or
produced by a computer. Sometimes
data are considered to be expressible
onlv in numerical form, but information
is not so limited. (Related to informa
tion.) 2. Plural of the term datum. Col
lectively used to designate alphabetic or
numeric material serving as a basis of
discussion.
data above voice (DAY) - A transmission
system which carries digital data on a
portion of the microwave radio spec
trum above the frequencv used for voice
transmission.
data acquisition - Process data are ac
quired by the data ac~uisition (DA) sys
tem, converted into digital information,
and printed to provide: (a) operating
records for accounting and supervisory
purposes, or (b) a record of experimen
tal data.
data acquisition and control system (DAC)
- The system is designed to handle a
wide variety of real-lime applications,
process control. and high-speed data ac
quisition. Each system is individually
tailored with modular building blocks
that are easily integrated to meet spe
cific system requirements. A large fam
ily of real-time process input/output
(i/o) devices is included, such as analog
input, analog output, contact sense, and
contact operate, as well as data process
ing i/o units, such as magnetic tape, disk
storage, line printer, graph plotter,
card, and paper tape input and output.
Data are received and transmitted on
either a high-speed cycle-steal basis or
under pro~ram control, depending on
the intrinsIC data rate of the i/o device.
data acquisition, cycle-stealing - The dis
play receives data and control words
from the memory unit via the data-break
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channel. The data-break channel IS a
high-speed. direct-access channel that
passes words to the program in execu
tion.
data-acquisition system - A system de
signed to gather data from multiple re
mote locations at a certain computing
facility.
data-adapter unit (communications)The data-adapter unit greatlv expands
the input/output capabilities of the sys
tem. It provides direct connection of a
varietv of remote and local external de
vices io a svstem. These devices include
the data-collection system, the data
communication system, process-com
munication system, telegraph terminals,
telemetrv terminals. and control and
data-acquisition equipment.
data administrator - A high ranking
member of management responsible for
future information needs. The data ad
ministrator is not responsible for the
design or maintenance of any particular
data base, but is more concerned with
the puritv and quality as well as the
value of the information as a corporate
resource.
data, analog - The physical representa
tion of information so that the represen
tation bears an exact relationship to the
original information. The electncal sig
nals on a telephone channel are an ana
log-data representation of the original
vOIce.
data array - A representation of data in
the form of signs and symbols as re
corded on tape, cards. etc.
data bank - A collection of data pertain
ing to a given subject or application.
Many data banks are organized by and
mampulated through data base man
agement systems, but this is not neces
sarily the true use.
data bose - A typical data base is a vast
and continuously updated file of infor
mation, abstracts, or references on a
particular subject or subjects. On-line
(lata bases are designed so that by using
subject headings, key words,. key
phrases, or authors, users can qUIckly
and economically search for, sort, ana
lyze and print out data on their termi
nal.
data bale administrator - An individual
who is in charge of controlling the con
tent. design, and use of one or more
data bases to avoid uncontrolled redun
dancies and to enhance development.

data base components

Programmers and analysts access this
person to request new or different infor
mational content in the data base. The
data base administrator coordinates the
needs and modifies the logical and/or
physical structure of the data base to
achieve the highest overall efficiency.
This person reports to the data adminis
trator who is responsible for all of the
company's informational corporate re
sources.
data base components -

The basic com
ponents to be dealt with indude: data
entities, data attributes, logical relation
ships, documentation, data modeling.
data events and functions, access paths
and response requirements, and ad
ministration analysis.

data base contral -

A data base is a multi
file, logicallv unified data structure
created, loaded and maintained bv a
data management system. A more spe
cific and highly organized and defined
structure than a data bank.

data base hierarchy -

On some systems
the hierarchv of data structures is di
vided into segments, records, fields, and
so on. On one type the data structure
consists of records divided into seg
ments which arc divided into fields. A
unique alphanumeric name (symbolic
name) is assigned to each field, and a
field may be further subdivided by
defining it more than once within a sin
gle file definition. e.g.. 4-byte field can
be divided into two 2-bvte subfields,
each with a different name. Each seg
ment is assigned key items at the defilll
tion time, indicating those fields which
define the segment to its parent seg
ment. on these systems.

data base language -

A typical data base
language (DBL) is much like COBOL in
that it is structured and higher level. but
is designed for a multitasking interac
tive data base environment. One type of
DBL is comprised of two sections: a
variable section which defines task con
stants and working storage; and a proce
dure section with 88 instructions that
cover the full range required for opera
tion of a business system. These indude
normal procedure statement plus pro
cedure control. program to program
communication. and utilities.

data base management -

A systematic
approach to storing. updating. and re
trieval of information stored as data

data bus components

items. usuallv in the form of records in
a file. where 'manv users, or even man\'
remote installati()ns, will usc commoi1
data banks.
data base management and reporting, time
sharing - .'iff time sharing, data base

management and reporting'.

data base management system -

A soft
ware product that controls a data strur
ture containing interrelated data stored
so as to optimize accessibility. control
redundancy, and offer multiple views of
the data to multiple application pro
grams. Data base management systems
also implement data independence to
varying degrees. Utilities, multipro
gramming capabilities and the sophisti
cation of the data dictionarv van with
different products and vend()rs ..

data base storage structures, acce,,-

Storage structures include: direct, indi
rect. and those with symbolic pointers.
Other types are flat. sorted, and chained
files. Methods of access include: se
quential (physical, logical, indexed), di
rect (random, indexed, inverted list,
secondary index), and indirect (via par
ent, sibling, descendant).
data, biased - A distribution of records
in a file which is nonrandom with re
spect to the sequencing or sorting crite
na. Biased data affects sorting time. de
pending on the technique used during
the first pass on the data.
data buffer - Smllf f/J buffer.
data buffer register - Refers to a tempo
rarv storage register in a CPU or a pe
ripheral device capable of receiving or
transmitting data at different i/o rates.
Data buffer registers are most often po
sitioned between the computer and
slower system components. allowing
data to flow at the computer's estab
lished input-output rate.
data bus components - A typical system
data bus is composed of three signal
buses. An example is a data bus that
consists of 16 bidirectional data lines.
The timing bus provides the basic sys
tem clocks as well as address and data
strobes which indicate when data is valid
on the bus. The control bus provides a
priority system for bus access, signals to
mdicate whether the current transaction
is a read or write from memorv or a
peripheral. an extended cvcle signal.
and a resr.0nse line to indicate that a
periphera device has accepted an order
sent over the system bus.
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data capture, dired - A technique em
ployed in cash registers or on sales slips
whereby customer account numbers.
the amount of the purchase. and other
information are automaticallv recorded.
read by an optical reading device. and
sent to the computer to be processed.
Its use permits the generation of more
timely and accurate transaction data.
data capture, POS - A method employed
by point-of-sales terminals whereby cus
tomer account numbers. the amount of
the purchase. and other information are
automatically recorded. and sent to the
computer to' be processed.
data capture, .peech Iynthelil- Any
method of using speech as a direct fonn
of data input.
data carrier - The selected medium used
to transport or carry (communicate)
data or information. Punched cards.
magnetic tapes. and punched paper
tapes are examples. Most often data is
easily transported independently of the
devices used in reading or interpreting
such data or information.
data cell - The smallest unit of data
which cannot be further subdivided
such as a magnetic bit.
data chaininl- The gathering (or scat
tering) of information within one physi
cal record. from (or to) more than one
region of memory. hy means of succes
sive i/o commands. '
data channel - The bidirectional data
path between the i/o devices and the
main memory in a digital computer
that permits one or more i/o opera
tions to happen conc\.lrrenth with com
putatIOn.
data channel multiple.er - The multi
plexer option expands the data-break
facilities of the computer to allow large
numbers of input/output devices to
transfer data directly with the main
memo.ry. via the memory buffer regis
ter. SImultaneous data-break requests
are serviced by the multiplexer accord
ing to prewired priority.
data chip (microprocessor chip .et)The data chip. in some systems. con
tains the data paths. logic, arithmetic
logic unit (ALU). processor status bits.
and registers. On some systems. regis
ters include general registers and an in
struction register. The user's program
has access to all registers and processor
status (PS) bits. In some microprocessor
chip sets. all instructions enter this chip
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via the bus. Data and addresses to and
from this type microprocessor are also
transferred to and from the processor
oyer the bus,
data circuit, tranlmiHed - Signals on this
circuit are originated by the data termi
nal equipment for transmission on the
data communication channel. This cir
cuit is not required for receive-only ser
vice.
data-code conversion - The translation
of alphanumeric data into a form ac
ceptable to the computer. This is usu
ally done bv the computer itself during
the input of the data.
data code, numeric - A digital code used
to represent numerals and some special
characters.
data colledion - The act of bringing data
from one or more points to a central
point.
data colledion and analYlil - Process
data arc collected bv the P-C (proces
sor-controller) for mathematical analy
sis. Current performance figures are
compared with those obtained in the
past. and the results are printed for pro
cess analysis and management evalua
tion.
data colledion, fadory - Sff data collec
tion stations.
data colledion Itationl - Devices in
stalled on production floors which
allow a company to collect detailed
data about the time employees have
worked on each job. for payroll pur
poses. When an employee starts or
stops work on a job. he punches in or
out at the nearest data collection sta
tion. His employee number. the job
number, and the time are recorded on
a punched paper tape in the machine
to form computer-readable records of
emplovee time by job.
data-colledion Iy.tem - This system
gathers manufacturing information
from electronic in-plant reporting sta
tions and transmits it directlv to the
computer. The information' is pro
cessed as it is received. Reports can be
produced which indicate. for example,
Job cost or machine utilization. Infor
mation can enter the processor in sev
eral ways. including punched card, plas
tic badge. keyboard. or data cartridge.
The latter logs production data on a
pocket-sized recording device that the
employee maintains at his work station.

data communication
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data communication - The transmission
of the representation of information
from one point to another.
data communic~tionl balic system types
- Vanous dIfferent basic classes in
cl~de:. telep~one line. satellite. packet
swltchmg. mICrowave. distributed data
base. di~tributed processing. transac
tion dnven. data staging. memory
~ueuing/disk queuing. message switch'
mg. and others.
data communication. buffer - Enables ad
dres~able hard copy printers to operate
at dlffer~nt. spee~s independently of
commumcatlons lme speeds.
data communications control unit - The
unit that scans the central terminal unit
buffers for messages. and transfers
them to the central processor.
data communications equipment - The
data communication process generallv
requires at least five elements: a trans
mitter or source of information; a mes
sage; a binary serial interface; a commu
nication channel or link; and a receiver
of transmitted information. A data com
munications interface is often needed to
m.ake the binary serial data compatible
with the communication channel.
data communication. hardware/software
- Basic hardware and software are the
building blocks of data communica
tions. Hardware elements (terminals.
modems. multiplexers) are described in
terms of their functions and how they
relate to each other. Software is intro
duced in the process of defining codes.
data and control characters. paritv
baud rate. synchronous/asvnchronous'
digital/analog.. half/full/duplex and
other transmIssIon concepts.
data communication. prot_l- A tvpical
data communications protocol IS an
agr~ement between computers (or their
penpherals) that establIshes and termi
nates a connection; identifies the send
ing and receiving stations; assures mes
sage integrity; and accommodates text.
programs. control characters and diffe
rentIates among the three.
data communications structure - A typical
data-com system sets up according to
three main hardware sections each
holding a pair ~f ~omputers or' termi
~als. ~ne transmlt~mg. the other receiv
mg; bmary senal mterfaces. also called
data-termmal equipment (DTE); data
com mterfaces. also called data-circuit
terminating equipment (DCE).

data-communication station - A data sta
tion is an all-purpose remote communi
cation terminal which can be used for a
broad range of applications involving
direct. on-line data transmission to and
from the company. Branch offices. ware
houses. remote reporting locations
throughout a plant. or any other com
pany outpost can communicate directlv
with a centrallv located computer via the
data station. When not bemg used for
actual on-line transmission (remote
mode). the data station can be used off
line (local mode) for activities such as
data preparation and editing.
data compadion - A series of techniques
used for the reduction of space. band
width. cost. transmission. generating
time. and the storage of data. These
techniques are designed for the elimina
tion of repetition. removal of irrelevan
cies. ~nd employment of special coding
techmques.
data comprellion - Sf' data compaction.
data concentration formaHing- Format
ting of data is an aspect of informa
tion concentration. ASCII formatting
of raw data for remote transmission to
a host is one example. The numerical
data can be packed into four bits per
digit (a nibble) and two digits per
byte. With this type of packing. mem
ory usage is very efficienl. Systems
that process hexadecimal information
make extensive use of packed data
formats. Typical applications for data
concentration occur in line concentra
tion for POS (point of sale) terminal
devices.. multi terminal key-to-tape and
kev-to-dlsk svstems. and scientific data
accumulators.
data concentrotor - One type allows a sin
gle modem to support multiple remote
devices. Combinations include hard
cop~ printer. video ~isplays~ TTY. Op
eratmg on a contention baSIS. I/O'S are
on a first-come or selective basis.
data concentrator, remote - In a repre
sentative network. the remote data con
centrator (ROC) helps reduce line COSIS
by accepting messages from manv ter
minals via slow-speed lines and trans
mitting t~em to the host processor via a
smgle. hIgh-speed synchronous line.
~uffermg of data from the low-speed
hnes smooths out communications to
the hosl. In manv cases traffic loads will
necessitate several ROC-host lines.
data connector - A device which permits
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connection of customer-owned mod
ems or data sets to the regular tele
phone network. It limits the power ap
plied to the line and provides network
control and signaling functions.
data, control- The items of data which
are used to identify, select, execute or
modif\' another routine, record, file, op
eration or data value.
data delay - I. The measured time con
cerned in the delay or waiting period for
information before another process
would be performed. 2. A delay attribut
able to some contingencv within the
data itself.
.
data description - An entrY in the data di
vision of a COBOL program describing
the characteristics of a data item in
terms of level, name, length, and al
phanumeric content.
data description language - A language
for describing the named data compo
nents of a data base and the relation
ships between the data components.
The DDL also specifies the sorting and
searching fields. A description written
in the DOL is subsequently compiled
into data base file structures which will
accommodate the loading of data. The
description of the data base that is suc
cessfully compiled and loaded with data
becomes the operational data base
scheme.
data descriptors - A data descriptor, as its
name implies, describes data (I.e., a data
area) by pointing to one or more con
tiguous data locations. Consequently, a
particular data descriptor mav be con
cerned with many memory locations.
More than this, however, a data descrip
tor is also concerned with the presence,
in core, of the data it describes. This is
necessarily so particularly because of
the data-overlay capabilities of the com
puter. A descriptor is concerned with
many aspects of storage. These aspects
are indicated by various bits in the de
scriptor.
data design - A particular layout or for
mat of computer storage or machine
storage allocation, i.e., for input and
output. Often related to flowcharts and
dIagrams to define procedures and
practices for problem solution.
data dldlonary - A data dictionary is a re
pository of information about the defi
nition, structure, and usage of data. It
does not contain the actual data itself.
In effect, the data dictionary contains

the name of each data type (element), its
definition (size and type), where and
how it is used, and its relationship to
other data.
data didionary, integrated - This is a
data dictionary that is functionally in
volved in accesses to the data base.
Value limits and data types that are re
corded in nonintegrated dictionaries re
quire that programmers take the re
sponsibility for coding the integrity
checks into the applications programs.
An integrated data dictionary performs
the required checking automatIcally and
disallows illegal modifications, thus
functionally enforcing the data defini
tions it contains. This also increases the
independence between the data and the
software that manipulates it, thus lower
ing software maintenance costs and
time.
data, digital-Information represented
bv a code consisting of a sequence of
discrete elements, i.e., a zero or a one.
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data division - A division of a COBOL
program describing the characteristics
of data (files, records, and data ele
ments). Data division describes the data
to be processed by the object program.
It contains a file section which describes
the files used. There may be a working
storage section which allocates memory
space for the storage of intermediate re
sults.
data element - I. A group of characters
that specify an item at or near the basic
level. An elementary item, e.g., "hour"
-contains no subordinate item. A
group item, e.g., "date," which consists
of dav, month, and vear--contains items
that may be used separately. and there
fore treated as elementary Items. 2. A
specific item of information appearing
in a set of data; e.g., in the following set
of data. each item is a data clement: the
quantity of a supply item issued, a unit
rate, an amount, and the balance of
stock items on hand. 3. The smallest
unit of information to which reference is
made, such as customer code, invoice
number, unit price, etc.
data, end of - The signal that is read or
generated when the final record of a file
has been read or written.
data entry - The writing, reading, or
posting to a coding form or to a termi
nal or processing medium, of informa
tion or instructions. A datum or item

data entry terminall

data independence

which is usuallv entered on one line. a
single entity 01 processing.
data entry terminall- Usually data entry
terminals are simple. single-function
systems. often prepackaged and prepro
grammed. Thev are easv to install but
hard to tailor t'o a speci'fic application.
and difficult to upgrade. Data entry sys
tems. on the other hand. are easy to up
grade because t~ey usually support a
comprehensive lme of add-on memo
ries. communications interfaces. i/o de
vices. and data storage peripherals.
data entry terminal IYltem - Most data
entry terminal systems use minicomput
ers and microcomputers and have the
capability to accept data from a display
terminal and either store it on a diskette
or transmit it to the host computer. The
host stores the messages or prints them
directly on the printer. The micro or
mini supports data storage and i/o peri
pherals so users can add terminals. mass
storage. i/o devices and peripherals
needed to do the job without converting
application software
data error - A deviation from correctness
in data. usuallv an error. which occurred
prior to processing the data.
data evaluotion - The examination and
analysis of data to make an assessment
of its inherent meaning. probable accu
racy. relevancy. and relation to given
situations or context.
data-exchan,e IYltem - The fundamen
tal operation of the data-exchange sys
tem IS to accept data from a number of
input channels. sort the data according
to priority and destination. perform any
necessarv translation functions. and re
transmit 'the data as output channels be
come available. Concurrently. the sys
tem may perform a variety of
housekeeping chores. such as checking
for errors. maintaining message logs or
maps. and keeping track of the source
and number of messages that flow
through the system.
data field - An area located in the main
memory which contains a data record.
data fllel - Aggregations of data sets for
definite usage. The file may contain one
or more different data sets. A perma
nent data file is one in which the data is
perpetually subject to being updated.
e.g.• a name and address file. A working
data file is a temporary accumulation of
data sets which is destroyed after the

data has been transferred to another
form.
doto fllel, working - See data files.
doto flowchort - A flowchart showing the
path of the data step by step in a prob
lem solution or through a system.
doto format - Rules and procedures that
describe the wav data is held in a file or
record. whether in character form. as
binary numbers. etc.
data-formotting
Itatements - These
statements instruct the assembly pro
gram to set up constants and reserved
memory areas and to punctuate mem
orv to indicate field boundaries.
data framel- Data frames are written on
some tapes at a density of either 200 or
556 bits per inch. Data block length is
not specified. When the end of a block
is reached and no more data is transmit
ted. the tape comes to a stop. After the
last block in the file (related group of
blocks). the end-of file sentinel (tape
mark) is written to indicate the termina
tion of the file (some systems).
dato gotherin, - Sallie as data collection.
data hondling - I. The production of rec
ords and reports. 2. The performance of
those data-processing chores common
to most users such as sorting. input
/output operation. and report genera
tion.
dota-handllng IYltem - I. A system of
automatic and semiautomatic devices
used in the collection. transmission. re
ception. and storage of information in
digital form. 2. A system in which data
is sorted. decoded or stored in a particu
lar form; related to data reductlon.
dato hierarchy - Structuring data into the
subsets within a set, such as bit. byte.
character. word. block. record. file. and
bank.
data Independence - A quality of a data
base environment that allows changing
the logical or physical structure of a data
base without changing the applications
software that manipulates it. Data inde
pendence can be implemented on many
levels. The physical Implementation, ar
rangement and proximity of the data on
storage media. may be changeable with
out altering the logical view expected by
programs. Further independence is
demonstrated by systems that allow the
logical view of the data to be changed
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without requiring changes to programs
that do not use that data.
data-initiated control-Jobs can be initi
ated and run automatically, according
to preset rules, upon receipt of a signal
or message from an external source
usin~ data. For example. in a telepro
cessmg application. jobs are performed
upo~ receIpt of messages from remote
termmals. Data from a remote terminal
can initiate loading of a program from
the library; the program then processes
the data and makes appropriate re
sponse to the originating terminal. Mes
sages can be logged and queued on a
secondary devIce. routed, and transmit
ted to other terminals. Inquirv bv name
account number. or other ke'v data ca~
initiate a search of files stored in the
system, find the requested information.
and respond to the requester.
data input - I. Anv data upon which one
or more of the basic processing func
tIOns are. to be performed. such as cod
mg. sortmg. computing. summarizing,
and ~eportmg. recording. and commu
mcauon. 2. ~ata ready for processing
and on the mput channel of an input
deVIce such as an optical reader, card
reader, logic element or gate.
data input/output regilter, lingle-chip SYItem - On some systems. the data input
/output register is not accessible to the
programmer. It is used for temporary
storage. of all input/output data re
ceIved vIa or transmitted over the 8-bit
bidirectional data bus during the data
transfer mterval of each input!output
cycle.
data input-voice anlwerback (DIVA)
- A communications svstem in which a
user send~ inrut to a computer using a
data termma whICh may be a Touch
Tone telephone and receives a voice an
swerback (output) from the computer
which may be either actual recorded or
synthesized human voice.
data interchange code - A variation of the
ASCII code, this is primarily different
from ASCII in that some printing char
acters are replaced by nonprinting con
trol characters. and the parity is spe
CIfied to be odd. This code is now read
ily adapt~blc; to computer-to-computer
commumcatlOns.
data. in voi.ce (D!V) -:- ~he type of trans
ml~slOn m whIch dIgital data displaces
vOIce CIrcUIts m a mIcrowave channel.
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data item - Sometimes called a datum. A
specific member of a data set denoted
by a data clement; for instance "londav,
the name of a specific member of the set
of the days of a week. The week is the
data element. Mondav the data item.
and 05 could be the data code.
data layout - I. A predetermined ar
rangement of characters, fields. lines,
punctuation, page numbers, etc. 2. A
defined arrangement of words, totals.
characters. stubs, headings. etc., for a
desired clear presentation of data or
print-output, such as a financial record.
data level- A rank or reference number
used to indicate to a compiling program
the position of data in a particular hier
archy.
data link :-Equip~ent which permits the
transmiSSIOn of mformallon in data for
mat.
data link control- A data link control
(DLe). sometimes called line discipline
or first level protocol. is a set of rules
that are followed bv interconnected
computers or termina'ls in order to en
sure the orderly transfer of information.
The basic functions of a DLC are to:

I. Establish and terminate a connec
tion between two stations.
2. Assure message integrity through
error detection, requests for re
transmission, and positive or nega
tive acknowledgments.
3. Identify sender and receiver
through polling or selection.
4. Handle special control functions
such as requests for status. station
reset. reset acknowledge, start.
start acknowledge. and dIsconnect.
Higher level protocols are responsible
for functions such as message buffering,
code conversion. recognizmg and re
porting faulty conditions in terminals or
lines. communication with the host
mainframe, and management of the
communication network.
data link control typel - Data link control
(DLC) can be classified into bVle control
protocols (BCPs) and bit' oriented
protocols (BOPs). In BCPs. a defined
set ofcommunication control characters
effects the orderlv operation of the data
link. These control characters are part
of an information code set. such as
ASCII or EBCDIC. The code set also
consists of graphic characters (alphanu
meriC, $ . ., etc.) and peripheral device

data link, multipoint

control characters (LF. CR. BS. etc.).
BCP messages are transmitted in blocks
which are composed ofa header or con
trol field. a bodv or text field. and trailer
or error checking field.
data link, multipoint - For multipoint op
eration (often called multidrop). one
station in the network is always desig
nated as the control or primary station.
The remaining stations are designated
as tributarv or secondarv stations. The
control station controls all transmis
sions within the multipoint data link.
which is normallv established over
leased (nonswitched) lines. This is
called a centralized multipoint opera
tion. The control station initiates all
transmissions by selecting or pollin~ a
secondary station. Anv transmissIOn
over the data link is between the desig
nated primary station and one of the
secondarv stations. The other stations
in the network are in a passive monitor
ing mode. Multipoint channels may be
full-duplex or half-duplex. Frequently.
only a rrimary station on a multipoint
channe will operate full-duplex while
the secondary stations are half-duplex.
This is known as multi-multipoint oper
ation.
data link, switched network - On a
switched network. the data link is dis
connected after the two stations com
plete their transmissions. A new data
link is created for each subsequent
transmission by standard dialing
procedures (manual or automatic).
The new data link may be established
with anv other station' in the network.
Information flow is in one direction at
a time (half-duplex) on the switched
network.
data location - See location.
data logging equipment - Equipment
ranging from the simple devices which
provide onlv visual readout. to systems
which include a microcomputer or mini
computer and all of their available peri
pherals. In general. the number of in
puts which can be accommodated is
mdependent of the complexity of the
equipment: all equipment can handle
any number of inputs desired. This ex
cludes the large computer-based sys
tems. since they are principally c1osed
loop process control systems. not data
logging systems.
.
data, machine readable - Being able to
be sensed or read by a specific device.

data medium

i.e.. information on tapes. cards. drums.
disks. etc.. that is capable of being read
by a machine.
data management programming system

- A system of programs designed to
provide a human operator with the ca
pability for querying. augmenting. and
manipulating large computer-stored
data bases in a natural language.
data manipulation - The performance of
those data-processing chores common
to most users. such as sorting. input
loutput operations. and report genera
tion.
data

manipulation

language

(DML) -

One type of DML is a language which
the programmer uses to communicate
between the application program and
the data base. DML is not a complete
language bv itself. but relies on a host
language to furnish a framework and to
provide the procedural capabilities re
quired to manipulate data in primary
storage. Comprehensive safeguards and
analytical capabilities within DML as
sure proper processing. Diagnostic
messages mdicate the successful execu
tion of a function. or the status in the
case of an unsuccessful execution. For
example. DML will indicate that a dupli
cate record alreadv exists if the user at
tempts to add such a duplicate record to
the data base.
data, mall - An amount of data too great
to store in the central processing unit
(CPU) at any given time. usually stored
in a mass data auxiliary unit.
data, master - A set of data which is al
tered infrequently and supplies basic
data for processing operations. The
data content of a master file. Examples
include: names. badge numbers. or pay
rate in personnel data. or stock num
bers. stock descriptions. or units of
measure in stock-control data.
datamation - A shortened term for auto
matic data processing; taken from data
and automation.
data, mechanized - The device or mate
rial which is used to conveY data to a
sensing device or unit. i.e'.. punched
cards. tapes.
data media - See continuous forms.
data medium - The selected medium
used to transport or carrY (communi
cate) data or information. Punched
cards. magnetic tapes. and punched
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paper tapes-and lately portable disks
-are examples, most often easilv tran
sported independently of the devices
used in reading or interpreting such
data or information.
data medium, automated -

See data, ma

chine readable.

data medium, parallel- A medium for re

cording or entering data and also an in
put/output medium for computers such
as cards, tapes, paper, and disks.

data organizatian

to memory, move register to register,
push up stack, push down stack, ex
change registers, etc.
data movement, microprocessor -

In mi
croprocessor-based
systems,
data
movement is commonly an important
aspect of system operatIon. As new ap
plIcations evolve, users will be evaluat
109 microprocessors with a critical eye
toward. i/o transfer. The number of in
structions IS less important than the na
ture of. the instruction and usable ad-

Courtesy Universal Data Systems

Data modem.
data modem - If users want to communi
dressing modes. How quick can the
cate over telephone lines, they will re
MPU respond to a peripheral interrupt
quire modems. These are used to con
and how is the interrupt managed?
What is available from the vendor in the
vert data from digital form into an
wav of interface devices? The list of
analog form for transmission over the
phone lines, and then to convert from
questions extends in proportion to the
transmission form at the other end back
needs of the user.
into digital data. Modems are available
data
name - A single word or a group of
from low data rates of 110 baud (Tele
words signifying an item of data; it may
type-compatible) up to 9600 baud and
be a tag or a label.
even higher. Rates above 2400 baud re
quire special phone lines.
data organization - Also known as data
data movement inltrudionl - Refers to
set organization. Pertains to anyone of
the movement of bytes (or words) of
the data management conventions for
data, such as: load from memory, store
the spatial or physical arrangements of
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the records of a data set. The five data
management organizing methods are
someumes defined as: I. sequential, 2.
partitioned. 3. indexed sequential. 4. di
rect. 5. telecommunications.
data origination - The act of creating a
record in a machine-sensible form. di
rectly or as a by-product of a human
readable document.
data output - Data obtained or obtaina
ble from a device. such as a logic ele
ment. or the output channel of a logic
element.
data path (microprocessor) - The data
path is a transfer bus for input/output
and data handling operations. Data path
width is suggested by application where
random logic suggests individual bit
manipulation. Numeric operations such
as calculators suggest a 4-bit width for
BCD representation. Alphanumeric
data handling suggests an 8-bit repre
sentation. and scientific processing sug
gests larger byte sizes.
dataphone - I. A word used bv A.T.&T.
to designate any of a family of devices
used to permit data communications
over telephone channels. 2. A generic
term to describe a family of devices to
facilitate data communication.
dataphone digital service, DDS - A com
munications service of the Bell System
in which data is transmitted in digital
rather than analog form. thus eliminat
ing the need for modems.
dataplo"er - A dataplotter provides fast.
accurate. automatic plottmg of digital
information in the form of pomts.
lines. or symbols. Inputs may come
from magnetIC tape. punched card or
tape. manual keyboard. or direct ana
log voltages.
data pointer - Refers to a specific register
holding the memory address of the data
(operand) to be used by the inst.ruction.
Thus. the register "points" to the mem
ory location of the data.
data preparation - The process of con
verting data into a medIUm suitable for
input to and processing by the com
puter.
data processing - I. Any procedure for
receiving information and producing a
specific result. 2. Rearrangement and
refinement of raw data into a form suit
able for further use. 3. The preparation
of source media which contain data or

basic elements of information. and the
handling of such data according to pre
cise rules of procedure to accomplish
such operations as classifying. sorting.
calculating. summarizing. and record
ing. 4. The production of records and
reports. (Synonymous with data han
dlmg.)
data-processing center - A grouping of
automatic data-processing equipment
and operating personnel m a separate
area under the control of a single man
agement group for the purpose of cen
tralizing and controlling data-process
ing service for others. sometimes called
customers. on a reimbursable or non
reimbursable basis.
data processing, centralized - The pro
cessing of all data involved with a gIven
activity at a given location and usually in
one building housing the equipment
configuration.
data processing, decentralized - The
housing of data by individual subdivi
sions of an organization or at each geo
graphical location of the parts of an or
ganization.
data processing graphic - A letter or
other drawn. diagrammed (or an omis
sion of such) character or figure which
can be reproduced or transmitted in
some way through an electronic data
system. usually by an ordered set of
pulses.
data processing, in-line - Data processing
in which all changes to relevant records
and accounts are made at the time that
each transaction or event occurs.
data processing, integrated - The proc
essing of data on an organized. system
atic. and correlated basis throughout
some area of interest as opposed to a
series of disjointed operations.
data processing, low odivity - The proc
essing ofa limited number ofinput trans
actions against very large master files.
data-processing machine - A general
name for a machine that can store and
process numeric and alphabetic infor
mation. (Related to analog computer.
digital computer. and automatic data
processing equipment.)
data processing, nan-numerical - Specific
languages developed by symbol manip
ulation and used primarily as research
tools rather than for production pro
gramming. Most have proved valuable
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in construction of compilers and in sim
ulation of human problem solving.
Other uses have been generalized and
verification of mathematical proofs. pat
tern recognition. information retrieval.
algebraic manipulation. heuristic pro
gramming. and exploration of new pro
gramming languages.
data procolilng, on-lino - See on-line
processing.
data procolling, Iclontiflc - The process
ing of data involved with solving mathe
matical functions or equations.
data procolling, Ipeciallzod - Various
types of automatic data processing have
become distinct enough to be desig
nated by proper names. Among these
are: business data processing. auto
mated production management. ad
ministrative data processing. and others.
data-procoliing IYltom - A network of
machine components capable of accept
ing information. processmg it according
to a plan. and producing the desired re
sults.
data procollor - I. A device capable of
performing operations on data. such as
a digital computer. analog computer. or
a desk calculator. 2. A person process
ing data. 3. A standardized term repre
senting anv and all devices which have
the capability of performing the reduc
tion. summarizing. processing. or input
and output of data or information. and
including calculators. punched card
equipment. computers. and subsidiary
systems.
data protodion, printing - Operation of
the printers is checked automatically to
ensure that thev respond correctlv to
control-unit prInting signals. If' this
check fails. an indicator. which can be
tested by a programmed instruction. is
automattcalfy set.
data purification - The reduction of the
number of errors as much as possible
prior to using data in an automatic data
processing system.
data, row - Data that have not been proc
essed. Such data mayor may not be in
machine-sensible form.
.
data record - A record containing data to
be processed by a program.
data reduction - The art or process of
transforming masses of raw test or ex
perimentally obtained data. usually
gathered bv instrumentation. into use
ful. ordered. or simplified intelligence.

data rodudion, on-lino - The processing
of information as rapidly as the informa
tion is received by the computing sys
tem. or as rapidly as it is generated bv
the source.
data rodudion, real-tlmo - The reduction
of data as speedilv as it is received at the
processor or computer. or as rapidly as
It is generated by the source. if thl'
transmission time is not overbearing.
The computer must process (reduce)
immediately since by storing and then
reducing. operations would be on-line
but not real-time.
data ro,istor, input/output - On some
low-cost systems. during an input cvcle.
this register receives information (rom
the data bus: during an output cycle.
contents of the register are transferred
onto the data bus.
data rogllto,. - Special registers pro
vided in many microprocessor CPUs for
the temporary storage of data. These
CPU registers may also often be used
when performing simple data manipu
lating operations. such as incrementmg
or decrementing the value of a number.
data rollablllty - A ratio that relates the
extent to which data meets a specific or
given standard. usuallv concerning the
accuracy of data. or the degree to which
data is error free. Other examples relate
to the probabilities of the correctness of
data. i.e .. the degree to which data is
unchanged after transmission or re
cording operations.
data rotrioval- The retrieval or return of
data by selecting. searching. or retrans
mission of information from a file. data
bank. or storage device.
data rulol - The unique group of condi
tions surrounding data elements. sets.
and files. and the action to be taken
when the conditions are satisfied. The
rules are usually expressed in tabular
form. rather than narrative. to ensure
complete. consistent. and accurate doc
umentation of the processing method
ology. and at the same time to provide
fleXibility for change.
data lolod - A special selection opera
tion in which one set of items is taken
for printing or punching from several
sets presented on tape.
data lolodion and modification - Bv
using the light pen in conjunction with
incremental display. data of interest
stored in the computer memory may be
easily selected and modified. Pointing
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the light pen at a selected displayed
point causes the pen to signal the com
puter. The computer program may then
operate on the data selected in a man
ner previously determined. or under the
immediate control of the user. via
switch inputs on the console.
data ..t - A collection of similar and
related data records that is recorded for
use by a computer. A recordable me
dium such as a data file.
data ..t clocking - A time base oscillator
supplied by the data set for regulating
the bit rate of transmission. This is re
ferred to by IBM as external docking.
data .et (communication.) - Usually. a
device that is capable of performing
modulation/demodulation and control
functions designed to provide compata
bility between various business ma
chines and communication lines for in
formation transmission.
data .ot, concatonated - A data set tem
porarily formed by uniting the data con
tained in several sets in a specific se
quence.
data-.ot control block (DSeB) - A stand
ard-format control block specifying the
parameter, for one data set, needed to
describe and manipulate the data set in
a direct-access device.
data .ot, indoxed 'OCIuontlal- A particu
lar data set organization which com
bines the efficiency of sequential organi
zation with the ability to rapidly access
records out of sequence but used only
on direct-access devices.
data .ot (modom) - A modem is a device
that converts digital data from a com
puter or terminal to a modulated carrier
waveform required by the communica
tion channel. There is one modem at
each end of the channel. Modems are
also known as data sets and are de
signed for specific kinds of service and
for specific bandwidths or data rates.
data .ot, partitioned - When a single data
set is divided internally into a dIrectory
and when one or more sequentially or
ganized subsections (members) reside
on a direct access basis for each device.
a partitioned data set is developed and
is most commonly used for storage or
for pros-ram libraries. Each member of
any indIvidual partitioned data set has
the same record format and organiza
tion, but the internal structure mav
differ from one partitioned data set to
another.

data .ots - Unique combinations or ag
gregations of data elements. Examples
are the sales order. accounts-receivable
ledger card. sales summary report, pay
roll register, etc. It should be noted that
a data set is a potential combination of
data elements. Not all data elements
need be present at one time. For exam
ple, a payroll-register entry for a given
employee may contain only one or two
of several possible deductions.
data .ot, tolophonollno - A standard tele
phone data set. For example, Model
2020 dataphone is often used at each
end of the telephone line. In each office
the data set connects the remote termi
nal unit to the telephone line and con
verts that unit's signal into "tones" for
transmission over the line. Conversely,
the data set converts "tones" received
over the line from the processing center
into signals for the remote terminal
unit. At the processing center. other
data sets perform the same conversions
for the central terminal unit.
data .Ignallng rate - Used in communica
tions to define the rate at which signal
elements (containing one or more bits)
are transmitted or received over a trans
mission path by a data terminal equip
ment. The data signaling rate is ex
pressed in bits per second and baud;
however. bps is the most common
usage.
data .ink - Relating to a data transmis
sion svstem, data sink often refers to
equipment which accepts data.
data, .ourco - I. Data created by the indi
vidual or organization generating or
originating the data. 2. The data trans
mission equipment supplying the data.
data .tation., remoto - Sfe remote data
stations.
data Itroam - Generallv all data transmit
ted through a channel in a single read or
write operation.
data Itruduro., data ba.o - Full consid
eration of appropriate data structures is
inherent to the design of any system
which must function under the severe
constraints of the microcomputing envi
ronment. Data structures appropriate
for the microprocessor must afford the
power of some rather exotic data struc
tures while preserving valuable com
puter resources. The suitable data
structure can onlv be identified after ex
tensive studv of the available resources.
Obviously, RAM must be considered at
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a premium. The lack of this resource
limits filesize, record length, program
capabilities, and proper documentation.
The asset readily accessible to the ana
lyst is the proces'sor itself. Although the
processor is one of the least expensive
features of the machine, the analyst can
completely dedicate the processor to
this function alone, facts that time shar
ing and multiprogramming systems
cannot boast.
data switching - A location where an in
coming message is automatically or
manuallv directed to one or more out
going ci'rcuits, according to the intelli
gence contained in the message.
data switching center - See switching cen
ter.
data switching center, automatic - See
switching center.
data systems, communications - See com
munication data systems.

phone circuit permitting the transmis
sion of digital data.
data terminal - I. A device which modu
lates and/or demodulates data between
one input/output device and a data
transmission link. 2. Various typewriter,
audio, or visual devices for inputting or
receiving output of computers.
data terminal equipment (DTE) - Equip
ment comprising the data source, the
data sink, or both that provides for the
communication control function (proto
col). Data terminal equipment is actu
ally any piece of equipment at which a
communications path begins or ends.
data terminal, multiplex - A unique data
transmission device which modulates
and
demodulates,
encodes
and
decodes, between two or more input
/Olllput devices and data transmission
stations.

Courtesy Talos Systems, Inc.

Data tablet.

data tablet - The data tablet is a graph
ical input device that enables the entry
of visual images into a computer. Just as
a keyboard enters alphanumeric charac
ters'(the elements of text), so a data tab
let enters lines and points (the elements
of images). Data tablets are now com
mercially available for personal com
puter systems (among others). In using
a data tablet, a pen-shaped stylus is
moved over a flat electromagneticallv
sensitive board. The position of the pen
over the board is monitored bv a COIl
troller which relavs informatioll to a
computer. In this 'wav it is possible to
"draw" images directly into memory.

data terminal ready - Refers to an EIA
RS-232-C designation applied to a con
trol circuit used bv a terminal or com
puter to tell its modem that the terminal
or computer is ready for operation. In
some applications this circuit is used to
enable the modem to answer or termi
nate calls.

data telephone circuit -

data, transaction -
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data, test - A set of data developed spe
cifically to test the adequacy of a com
puter filii or system. The data may be
actual data that have been taken from
previous operations, or artificial data
created for this purpose.
data time - The unit of time necessary to
.
fulfill a single instruction.

A set of data in a data

data transfer

processing area, a record of occurrence
of a new event or transaction, in which
the incidence of the data is essentiallv
random and unpredictable. Hours
worked, quantities shipped, and
amounts invoiced are examples from,
respectively, the areas of payroll, ac
counts receivable, and accounts pay
able.
data transfer - There are generally three
types of data transfer: programmed data
transfers; program interrupt transfers;
and direct memorv access transfers.
Programmed data transfer is the easiest
and most direct method of handling
data i/o. Program interrupt transfers
provide an extension of programmed
•/0 capabilities by allowing the periph
eral device to initiate a data transfer.
The data break svstem uses direct mem
ory access for applications involving the
fastest data transfer rates.
data transfer control- Generally, data
transfers are controlled by three ele
ments: control information; formatting;
and handshaking procedures. Format
ting concerns reserving positions, or
fields, in the transmission block for spe
cific information. Control data and
transfer error checking data must be in
cluded in the transmission block. These
are usually called the header, bodv, and
trailer of a block.
'
data transfer, programmed - Normallv,
data are transferred between the com
puter accumulator and an external de
vice under program control. An input
bus allows each device to clear the com
puter accumulator before transferring
data into it.
data transfer rate - A particular rate at
which data is transmitted through a
channel, but measured during the time
data is actually being transmitted, i.e.,
tape transfer rates are measured in
terms of characters per second, dis
counting gaps between blocks, words,
etc.
data transfer rate, average - A particular
rate of data transmission through a
channel over a relatively long period of
time to include gaps between blocks,
words, or records. Also included in this
time are regeneration time and other
items not subject to program control.
Starting, stopping, rewinding, search
ing, or other programmed control items
are not included.

data under voice (DUV)
data transfer rate, effedive - Same as data
transfer rate, average.
data transfer register - The temporary
storage device which eases the commu
nication or movement of data within the
computer.
data transfer sequence, single chip system
- On some systems, data transfers to
and from the microprocessor need not
be synchronous, or slaved to a particu
lar timing sequence; devices with widely
different data rates and all using com
mon system buses can be serviced by
the processor. A data transfer between
the microprocessor and memory peri
pherals is a simple and straightforward
process .
data transmillion - The sending of data
from one part of a system to another
part.
data transmillion bauds - The measure
of the speed of a transmission. A baud
is equal to one signal element per sec
ond.
data-tronsmillion equipment - The com
munications equipment that is used in
direct support of data-processing
equipment.
data transmillion, synchronous- In this
type of data transmission, each charac
ter consists of 5, 6, 7, or 8 information
bits depending on the code structure.
There are no start and stop bits. Timing
is derived through synchronizing cha
racters at the beginning of each mes
sage or block of data.
data transmillion system - A series of cir
cuits, modems, or other devices which
transfer or translate information from
one site or location to another.
data-tronsmillion trap - Usually a condi
tional (unprogrammed) jump to a spe
cific location activated automatically to
provide communication or signals be
tween specific input/output routines
and the related programs.
data-transmillion utilization measure 
The ratio of useful data output of a data
transmission system, to the total data
input.
data transmillion video display unitsAnv type of input/output equipment
with a special feature of displaying in
formation on a screen, usuallv a cath
ode-ray tube.
.
data under voice (DUV) - A transmission
system which carries digital data on a
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portion of the microwave radio spec
trum below the frequency used for voice
transmission.
data unit - A set of one or more related
characters which is treated as a whole.
Often used in place of field to specify a
particular unit of information.
data use identifier - A title or name for
the use of the data items for a data ele
ment; for instance, an occurrence date
such as the employment date of an em
ployee that is used for data base infor
mation.
data validation - Some data entry sys
tems have extensive arrays of data vali
dation and error checking features. An
attempt to enter incorrect data is caught
on a field-by-field basis before it gets
into the computer system. When an in
correct character is detected, the entry
is disallowed, the cursor remains in the
field, and an audible "beep" indicates
the identified error. The operator
merely keys in the correct character to
continue.
data validity - A relation or measure of
verifiabilitv of data, i.e., the results of
specific tests performed on the data
such as the forbidden code check. Such
tests and checks verify the reliability of
the data and thus its validity or degree
of acceptability.
data word - A word which may be pri
marily regarded as part of the informa
tion manipulated by a given program. A
data word may be used to modify a pro
gram instruction, or to be arithmetically
combined with other data words. A data
word often consists of 36 bits (or six
6-bit characters). Data is transferred on
a word basis, 36 bits in parallel (some
computers).
data word size - The specific length of
data word a particular microprocessor is
designed to handle. Thus, the term 2-,
4-,8-, or l6-bit microprocessor refers to
data word length. The length of a data
word affects the performance capabili
ties of the micprocessor. Generally, the
longer the word length, the higher the
data throughput, the greater the preci
sion for arithmetic operation and the
greater memory addressing capability.
date, delivery - The date of physical de
livery, on-site, of the components of the
computer configuration without regard
to whether or not thev have been un
packed, placed in fina( position, or in-

terconnected. Delivery of equipment
carries no connotation of operational
status.
date, installation - The date new equip
ment is ready for use. The commence
ment of rental normally begins on the
day following the date on which the con
tractor officially notifies the using orga
nization that the equipment is installed
and ready for use, subject to the accept
ance and standard of performance
provisions of the applicable contract.
dating routine - A routine which com
putes and/or stores, where needed, a
date such as current day's date, expira
tion date of a tape, etc.
dating subroutine - See subroutine, dat
ing.
datum - Signifies a single computer word
or unit of information.
daughter card - Card or board interfaced
with a motherboard or backplane of a
computer system.
DBDC - Abbreviation for Data Base/Data
Communications.
DBMS - Abbreviation for Data Base Man
agement System. A DBMS is often pri
mary control software used in manipu
lating information files. DBMS data
dictionaries are now becoming widely
available as primary tools for better data
management. They can be used with or
without DBMS, as the two package types
a!e complementary, not mutually exclu
sive.
DBMS,
CODASYL
standard - Some
DBMS conform to the CODASYL stan
dard. CODASYL's specifications. for
mulated over a IO-year period, repre
sent the result of a comprehensive
research program by a prominent group
of computer users and manufacturers.
Based on real-life data processing ex
periences, the CODASYL standards
have become the accepted language
tools for the efficient management of
complex data bases. DBMS IS the first
minicomputer data-base management
svstem that conforms to CODASYL
standards.
DBOS -:- Abbreviation for disk-based op
eratmg system.
D-bus- Internal designation bus in a mi
croprocessor CPU, from the ALU to its
registers.
dc coupled - The connection bv a devit:e
which passes the steady state character
istics of a signal and which largely eliml
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de dump

nates the transient or oscillating charac
teristics of the signal.
de dump - I. The intentional, accidental,
or conditional removal of all direct-cur
rent power from a system or compo
nent. 2. The condition that results when
direct-current power is withdrawn from
a computer usmg volatile storage.
de erasing head -

A device which causes
the removal of magnetic bits from mag
netic tape by the use of a magnetic field
developed from a direct current.
d-eharacter - A specific character which is
used to modify the operations code in
some equipment.
de signaling -

A transmissioh method
which utilizes direct current.
DD - Abbreviation for delay driver, digi
tal data, digital display, decimal display,
data demand.
DDA - Abbreviation for digital differen
tial analyzer and digital display alarm.
DDC - Abbreviation for direct digital
control.
DDCE - Abbreviation for digital data con
version equipment.

DDCMP - Abbreviation for digital data
communication message protocol. A
uniform discipline for the transmission
of data between stations in a point
to-point or multipoint data communi
catIOn system. This protocol governs
parallel, serial-synchronous. or serial
asynchronous data transmission and re
ceipt.
DDG - Abbreviation for digital display
generator.
DOGE - Abbreviation for digital display
makeup (U.S. Air Force).
DDL - Abbreviation for Data Description
Language.
DDP - An abbreviation for digital data
processor.
DDS - I. Abbreviation for Digital Displav
Scope. 2. Abbreviation for Dataphone
Digital Service.
DDT - See debugging package.
dead band - A specific range of values in
which the incoming signal can be al
tered. without also changing the outgo
ing response. (Synonymous with dead
space. dead zone. switching blank, and
Similar to neutral zone.)

debugger.
dead file -

A file that is not in current use
but is retained.
dead halt - See halt, dead.
dead space - Sallie as dead band.
dead time - I. Any definite delay deliber
ately placed between two related actions
in order to avoid overlap that might
cause confusion or to permit a particu
lar different event, such as a control de
cision. switching event. or similar ac
tion. to take place. 2. The delay between
two related actions. measured in units
of time for efficiency study.
dead zone - The specific area in various
types of storage media which is not re
served for data store. An example is the
space between the bit sites on magnetic
tapes.
debatable time - When there is no proof
as to what difficultv has caused a delav.
such time is labeled debatable time. and
a search for evidence ensues to deter
mine if a program mistake. operating
mistake. or perhaps a transient fault has
occurred.
deblocking - A procedure for reducing a
data block into its component records
for further processing.
debug - I. To locate and correct anv
errors in a computer program. 2. To
detect and correct malfunctions in the
computer itself. (Related to diagnostic
routme.) 3. To test a program on a
computer to find whether it works
properly. If mistakes are revealed.
thev must be traced to their source
and corrected.
debugger, interpretive (lDB) - A typical
IDB is a very sophisticated set of rou
tines which are ideal for debugging as
sembI v language programs. IDB allows
the programmer to load and dump pro
grams from cassette or disk. to display
large blocks of memory. to examine
memory locations in several display for
mats. to modifv memory locations. to
single step programs. to set breakpoints
whICh execute on the nth pass. and
many mo..-c.

de buggers - Debuggers let users exam
ine and change memory content. and
start or stop execution at a predeter
mined location or condition (break
point). Other debugging aids include
trace and flow checks. which tell when
certain address contents (variables)
change and how control IS transferred
within the program.
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debugger, simulation
debugger, simulation -

A debugger that
uses simulation to run on one machine
and facilitate the debugging of a pro
gram written to run on another ma
chine.
debugging - The process of isolating and
correcting all malfunctions and!or mis
takes in a piece of equipment or a pro
gram of operations.
debugging-aid routine - A routine to aid
programmers in the debugging of their
routines. Some typical routmes are:
storage, print-out, tape print-out, and
drum print-out.
debugging aids - A set of routines to aid
the programmer in checking out a par
ticular program by furnishing him with
the contents of selected areas of mem
ory.
debugging aids, reference - A set of rou
tines which provides a means of utilizing
the computer to assist the programmer
in debugging his programs. Among the
routines mcluded are the following: (a)
changed-word post mortem, a routine
to compare the contents of program or
data areas with a selected Image area;
(b) address reference search, a routine
to detect all words in the computer
memory which reference a particular
address; (c) dump selected memory
area, a routine to provide the contents
of all locations within a specified mem
ory area.
debugging, console - The programmer
may debug at the machine console or at
a remote console by slowlY stepping the
machme through each instruction and
observing the contents of appropriate
registers and memory locations.
debugging examples - Various debug
gmg statements are often extensions to
many programming languages, options
to compilers or interpreters that facili
tate detection of program errors at run
time. Some types are: identifIer cross
reference printouts, trace printings of
variable value changes, traces of flow of
execution logic from routine to routine,
alter or no op statements, and others.
debugging, program - This process is
mainly one of making corrections to the
program. It is followed by documenta
tion, (which is really a cOlllinuing pro
cess). The programmer must keep pre
cise records of the entire programming
procedure; documentation includes a
brief description of the problem, the
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program, its results, and the process
which was used to obtain them.
debugging, remote - The use of remote
terminals in a mode suitable for testing
of programs, most fre<juently found in
sYstems devoted to SCIentific or engi
neering computation.
debugging, snapshot - A type of diagnos
tics and debugging technique in which
the programmer specifics the start and
end of program segments where he
wishes to examine the contents of vari
ous registers and accumulators. The
snapshot tracing may indicate the con
tents not only of the various accumula
tors and registers but also of specified
memory locations.
debugging,
source-language - Debug
ging information is requested by the
user and displayed by the system in a
form consistent with the source pro
gramming language.
debugging statements - The operating
statements provide a wide and flexible
variety of methods for manipulating the
program itself. The user mav: (a) insert
or delete statements; (b) execute selec
tivity; (c) print changes of values as the
change occurs and transfer control as
the transfer occurs; (d) obtain a static
printout of all cross-reference relation
ships among names and labels, and dy
namic exposure of impartial or imper
fect execution.
debugging, symbolic - Symbolic com
mands or macroinstruments are utilized
to assist in the debugging procedure.
debug, line monitoring - Refers to use of
a line monitor for system debugging,
startup and troubleshooting, and so on.
It allows for the terminal to be placed
into a full-duplex mode in which the
traffic of all terminals in the chain may
be monitored.
.
debug macroinstrudion - A macroinstruc
tion which generates a debugging or
program testing capability within a par
tIcular program.
debug macros - Aids built into a program
by the applications programmer, in ad
dition to those supplied by the supervi
sory program. Debugging macros are a
type of unit testing.
debug

module,

development system-

A major feature of some development
systems is the debug module that allows
selected user mode system transactions
to be stored in real-time into a special

debug monitor

decimal numbering system

memory. The user can also specify that
various types of system transactions can
suspend user operation or cause a sys
tem to re-enter the monitor mode. A
complete record of hundreds oftransac
tions that were recorded in the indepen
dent memory just prior to suspension
can be conveniently displayed on the
system terminal or printed on a line
printer.
debug monitor - Refers to a resident
debug routine that provides real time
breakpoint capabilitIes specifically for
examming and altering memory loca
tions and system status variables. Gen
erally it contains the necessarv linking
points used to allow the user programs
to call the monitor (operating system)
routmes.
debug on-line - Same as debug. except
the computer is performing on-line
functions. utilizing another routine
which has previously been checked out.
debug program - A debug program pro
vides the programmer with an on-line
conversational utility for use in a pro
gram debugging operation and offers a
wide variety of mspection and control.
The commands indude memory search/
inspect/modify and memory print;
memory and/or register initialization;
memory to memory copy of specific re
gions.
debug program patches - Refers to the
various debug programs that assist the
programmer to find errors in his or her
programs while they are running on the
system. and allow him or her to replace
or patch instructions into (or out of) his
or her program.

user's program begins execution. Any
combinations of the following transac
tions on some svstems can be stored:
memory reads. memory writes. i/o port
reads. i/o port writes.
decade - A group or assembly of ten
units. e.g.. a counter which counts to ten
in one column. or a resistor box which
inserts resistance quantities in multiples
of powers of 10.
decade caunter - See counter. decade.
deceleration time - The time which
elapses between completion of reading
or writing of a tape record. and the time
when the tape stops moving. (Synony
mous with stop time.)
decentralized data processing - See data
processing. decentralized.
deciding - An operation whose function
is to accept or reject certain items of
information. One input is the informa
tion. while the other IS a fixed reference.
The two inputs are combined by the ap
propriate logical rule to give the output.
decimal- I. Pertaining to a characteristic
or property involving a selection,
choice. or condition in which there are
ten possibilities. 2. Pertaining to the
number-representation system with a
radix of ten.
decimal, binary-coded - See binary coded
decimal.

debug program, single chip systems-

On some systems debug programs su
pervise the operation of a user program
during checkout. These types of pro
grams provide the following facilIties
for testmg computer programs: prIntmg
selected areas of memorv in hexadeci
mal format. modifying the contents of
selected areas in memory. displaying
and modifying CPU registers. inserting
instruction breakpoint halts. and initiat
ing execution at any point in a program.
debug software packages, development
system - The debug software package
on some svstems allows the user to

specify the lype of transactions that are
to be stored in the memorv. The last bit
is used as a marker to identify the first
Iransaction that is stored when the

decimal,

binary-coded

representation -

Sa binarv-coded decimal representa
tion.
decimal, coded - Describing a form of no
tation by which each ?ecimal digit is
separately expressed m some other
number system; e.g.. in the 8-4-2-1
coded-decimal notation. the number
twelve is represented as 000 I 00 I 0, for
I and 2; whereas in pure or straight bi
nary notation it is represented as 1100.
Other coded decimal notations used are
the 5-4-2-1. the excess three. and the
2-3-2-1 codes.
decimal-coded digit - A digit or character
defined by a set of decimal digits. such
as a pair of decimal digits specifying a
letter or special character in a system of
notation.
decimal digit - See digit. decimal.
decimal notation - See number, decimal.
decimal number - See number. decimal.
decimal numbering system - A system of
reckoning by 10 or the powers of 10
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decimal, packed

decliion table

using the digits 0 through 9 to express
numerical. quantities.
decimal, packed - The storage of two di
gits in an area which usually stores an
alphabetic letter or special character.
decimal point - That base point (radix
10) in decimal numbers which separates
integers from fractional values; i.e., val
ues to the left of the point are positive
powers of 10, while values to the right of
the point are negative powers of 10.
decimal point, actual- A decimal point
for "display" purposes; e.g., when a nu
meric value is listed on a printed report,
the decimal point will often appear as an
actual printed character. When spe
cified for data to be used within a com
puter, it requires an actual space in stor
age.
decimal point, allumed - The point
within a numeric item at which the deci
mal point is assumed to be located.
When a numeric item is to be used
within a computer, the location of the
assumed decimal point is considered to
be at the right unless otherwise spe
cified in the appropriate record-descrip
tion entry. It will not occupv an actual
space in storage, but it will be used by
the computer to align the value properly
for calculation.
decimal-to-blnary conve'llan - The pro
cess of converting a number written to
the base of ten, or decimal, into the
equivalent number written to the base
of two, or binary.
decilion - The computer operation of de
termining if a certain relationship exists
between words in storage or registers,
and taking alternative courses of action.
This is effected by conditional jumps or
equivalent techniques. Use of this term
has given rise to the misnomer "magic
brain"; actually, the process consists of
making comparisons, by use of arithme
tic, to determine the relationship of two
terms (numeric, alphabetic or a combi
nation of both), e.g., equal, greater
than, or less than.
decilion box - The symbol used in flow
charting to indicate a choice or branch
ing in the information-processing path.
decilion element - A circuit that performs
a logical operation on one or more bi
nary digits of input information (repre
sent "yes" or "no") and expresses the
result in its output.
1....

decillon gatol- A circuit having two or
more inputs and one output. The out
put depends upon the combination of
logic signals at the input.
decilion instruction - See branch.
decillon, logic - See logic decision.
decillon, loglcal- The choice or ability to
choose between alternatives. Basically,
this amounts to an ability to answer yes
or no with respect to certain fundamen
tal questions involving equality and rel
ative magnitude; e.g., in an Inventory
application, it is necessary to determine
whether or not there has been an issue
of a given stock item.
decillon-maklng (game theory) - Game
theory is a mathematical theory dealing
with decision-making in a competitive
situation in which both parties are active
and have an effect on the final outcome.
The object is to arrive at an optimal
course of action by consideration of all
possible moves and chance happenings.
decilion-making system - One of the
basic uses of an on-line, real-time sys
tem is to find an optimum answer to
every demand according to decision
rules which have been previouslv estab
lished, or according to a simulation
model.
decilion mechanllm - The component
part of a character reader, in character
recognition, that receives the finalized
version of the input character and
makes a determination as to its probable
identity.
decision plan - A system or procedure
used for making managerial decisions,
i.e., rules either prepared in advance of
specific events or developed at the time
or on the scene and applied by men,
machines, or combinations of these.
Such plans include the exception princi
ple, Internal decision-making proce
dures, manual interrupt and interven
tion, variable or stochastic processing,
and various adaptive and heuristic
plans.
decllion rule. - The programmed criteria
which an on-line, real-time system uses
to make operating decisions. It is impor
tant to periodically review the decision
rules which are being used by a system,
because the nature of the problems to
be solved changes over time and be
cause new situations may have arisen
which were n~ at first anticipated.
decilion table - See table, decision.

deck

deferred entry/deferred exit

A coUection of cards. common Iv a
complete set of cards which have been
punched for a definite service or pur
pose.
deck, tape - The device or mechanism
which is designed to control the move
ment of tape.
declaration - A declaration is repre
sented by one or more instrucllons
which specify the type, characteristics,
or amount of data associated with iden
tifiers.
declarative operation - I. Coding se
quence consisting of a symbolic label, a
declarative operation code, and an op
erand. It involves writing symbolic la
bels and operation codes for data and
constants. 2. The process or procedures
which provide the object program with
various input. output, work Ideas. and
other constants which may be designed
or required.
declarative. - Statements made to a svm
bolic processor to control the specifics
of an assembly.
declarative .tatement - Instructions in
svmbolic coding. or svstems used to
define and designate areas, constants.
and symbols.
decode - I. To apply a code so as to re
verse some previous encoding. 2. To
determine the meaning of individual
characters or groups of characters in a
message. 3. To determine the meaning
of an Instruction from the set of pulses
which describes the instruction. com
mand. or operation to be performed. 4.
To translate coded characters to a more
understandable form.
decoded operation. - Set' decoding.
decoder - I. A device that determines the
meaning of a set of signals and initiates
a computer operation based thereon. 2.
A matrix of switching elements that se
lects one or more output channels ac
cording to the combination of input sig
nals present. (Contrasted with encoder,
and clarified by matrix.)
decoder, command - The command de
coder preprocesses commands from the
user-console. This program is used to
convert parameters, etc., before the
command is sent to the program for
which the command is intended.
decoder, operation - A decoder used to
examine and interpret the part of the
instruction word specifying the opera
tion to be performed and which sends

signals to the circuitry executing the
specified operation.
decoding - I. Performing the internal op·
erations by which a computer deter·
mines the meaning of the operation
code of an instructIon; also sometimes
applied to addresses. 2. In interpretive
routines and some subroutines. an op
eration by which a computer determines
the meaning of parameters in the rou
tine. 3. Translating a secretive language
into the clear.
decollate - The act of separating the
parts of a multipart form and the re
moval of the carbons 10 then disperse
cards or other information or data.
decollator - A device which combines the
removal of carbon paper and separation
of various copies of a standard multi
part continuous form.
decrement - I. The quantity by which a
variable is decreased. 2. A specific part
of an instruction word in some binary
computers; thus. a set of digits.
'
decrement field - A portion of an instruc
tion word set aside sJ>ecifically for modi
fying the .contents of a register or stor
age locatIon.
decryption - A procedure for the inter
pretation or deciphering of coded data.
dedicated - I. GeneraUy refers to ma
chines. programs. or procedures that
are designed or set apart for special or
continued use. For example. a dedi
cated microprocessor can 'be one that
has been designed or specificaUy pro
grammed for a single or special group
of applications. such as computerized
games, appliances, traffic lights, calcula
tors, etc. ROMs, as control devices, are
usually the means of developing dedi
cated microprocessors. 2. Synonymous
with leased or private lines or machines
usually refernng to communications
equipment.
dedicated channel- A specific channel
that has been reserved or commiued or
set aside for a very specific use or appli
cation.
dedicated .torage - St't' storage, dedi
cated.
dedicated trap cell. - Set' trap. dedicated
cells.
deferred addre..ing - St't' addressing, de
ferred.
deferred entry/deferred exit - An asyn
chronous event causes the deferred
entry by passing the central processing

deck -
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deferred proceliing

unit control to a subroutine or to an
entry point. This transfer causes a de
ferred exit from the program having
control previously.
deferred processing - Processing which
can be delayed or is considered low pri
ority, and is completed when computer
time is at nonpeak periods.
define - To establish a value for a vari
able or symbol or to establish what the
variable represents.
definition - 1. The resolution and sharp
ness of an image, or the extent to which
an image is brought into sharp relief. 2.
The degree with which a communica
tion system reproduces sound images or
messages.
definition, index - The number of times a
loop operation is to be repeated. This
FORTRAN specification can appear in
either do, read, or write statements. It is
specified by the starting value, the limit
value, and the incremental value.
definition, problem - The art of compil
ing logic in the form of general flow
charts and logic diagrams which clearly
explain and present the problem to the
programmer in such a way that all re
quirements involved in the run are pre
sented.
definition, recursive - A definition which
defines something partly in terms of it
self.
degradation - A special condition when
the system continues to operate but at
reduced levels of service. Such circum
stances are usually caused by unavaila
bility of various equipment units or sub
systems.
degradation, graceful- Set fail softly.
degradation testing - Measurement of
performance of a system at the extreme
operating limits. Tests are performed to
determine the gradual changes in per
formance characteristics.
degree of multiprogramming - Refers to
the number of transactions handled in
parallel by the systems involved in a
multiprogram.
delay - 1. The length of time after the
close of a reporting period before infor
mation pertaining to that period
becomes available. Delay may also cover
the time to process data, and to prepare
and distribute reports. 2. The retarda
tion of the flow ofinformation in a chan
nel for a definite period of time.
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delay-line storage

Sallie as pro
gramming, minimum access.
delay counter - In the control unit of
some computers, a counter that can
temporarily delay a program long
enough for the completion of an opera
tion.
delay, data - See data delay.
delay differential- The difference be
tween the maximum and the minimum
frequency delays occurring across a
band.
delay digit - A logic element which
delays its input signal by one digit pe
riod.
delay distortion - Also termed envelope
delay or phase delay. Distortion resu~t
109 from nonumform speed of trans mls
sion of the various frequency c~mpo
nents of a signal through a transmlssJ(m
medium.
delayed-output equipment - Equipment
which removes the data from the svstem
after processing has been completed or
while in process, but which holds 1l for
further instructions or later use.
delay element - The circuitry or elec
tronic mechanism which accepts data
temporarily, and emits the same data
after a specific interval.
delay, envelope - Characteristics of a cir
cuit which result in some frequencies ar
riving ahead of the others even though
they were transmitted together.
delay, external- Computer down time
attributable to circumstances not the
fault of the computer system, and be
yond the reasonable control of the sys
tem operator or malOtenance engmeer.
An example of an external delay would
be a failure of the electrical power to the
building.
delay line - A device capable of retarding
a pulse of energy between input and
output, based on the properties of
materials, circuit parameters. or me
chanical devices. f<:xamples of delay
lines are material media such as mer
curv, in which sonic patterns mav be
pro'pagated in time; lumped-constant
electrical lines; coaxial cables; lransnns
sion lines; and recirculating magnetic
drum loops.
delay line register - SfP register, delay
line.
delay-line storage - A storage technique
in which data is stored by allowing it to

delay coding, minimum -

delay loop stores

denial gate, joint

travel through some medium such as
mercury.
delay loop stores - A method of storing
information by transmitting bits or no
bits serially through a loop.
delay, operating - During repair time to
discover suspected faults, if the investi
gation shows the equipment to be free
of faults, the time lost should count as
an operating delay.
del~y register line - Sf't' register delay
Ime.
delay time - The amount of elapsed time
between the end of one event and the
beginning of the next sequential event.
deleave - I. The reversing of the colla
tion operation bv separating the mem
bers of a collated sequence and obtain
ing a dispersal. 2. Separating the files of
a multipart form.
delete - To remove or eliminate, e.g., to
remove a record from a master file.
deleted representation - Similar to an
erase character, i.e., a particular repre
sentation to which any other represen
tatton can be converted by further oper
ation or recording. In paper tape, which
does not lend itself to erasure or dele
tions, deleted representation consists of
a code hole in all of the code positions.
Often called null representation. In
graphics, the absence of information
can be deleted representation.
deletion record - A record, which, when
matched with a master file, results in
one or more corresponding records
being deleted from the master file.
delimit - To fix the limits of; to bound.
delimiter - A character that limits a string
of characters, and therefore cannot be a
member of the string.
delta - The difference between a partial
select output of a magnetic core in a I
state, and a partial-select output of the
same core in a 0 state.
delta noise - The difference between the
I-state and the O-state hall~selected
nOIse.
demand - An input/output coding tech
nique in which a read or write order is
initiated as the need to read a new block
or write a new block of data occurs. Op
erations do not take place in parallel.
demand fetching - A memory multiplex
ing design in which segments are kept
on a backing storage and only placed In

an internal storage when computations
refer to them.
demand paging - Generally, demand
paging allows a program's required
memory area to be noncontiguous and
partially nonresident-which permits
the maximum utilization of the system's
total available memory. Additionally,
demand paging permits the computer
system to execute programs that are
larger than the allocated physical main
memory within the processor.
demand paging scheme - An operating
system memorv management scheme
that allows memOry to be broken into
pages which can be swapped to a high
speed disk when more. memory is
needed. When the nonreSident data or
code is referenced, a page fault occurs.
demand processing - Sf'f' processing, de
mand.
demand

processing time

sharing -

Sf'f'

time sharing, demand processing.
demand staging - The act of moving data
from disk to main memory when re
quested by an applications progr':lm and
not before, as opposed to antiCipatory
staging.
demodulation - A procedure for retriev
ing original signals from modulated car
rier waves. Such a technique is utilized
to make communication signals compat
ible with business-machine signals.
demodulator - I. A device which receives
tones from a transmission circuit and
converts them to electrical pulses, or
bits, which may be accepted by a busi
ness machine. 2. A device which detects
the modulating signals, then removes
the carrier signal and reconstitutes the
intelligence. (Clarified by modulation
code, and contrasted with modulator.)
demonstration testing - An exhibition to
show the basic system capabilities and
limitations.
demultiplexer - The logical circuit that
can route a single line of digital infor
mation to other lines. The device acts to
switch information to many different
points.
demultiplexing - Dividing one or more
information streams into a larger num
ber of streams. Contrasted with multi
plexing.
denial gate, alternative - Salllf' as gate,
NAND.
denial gate, joint - Salllf' as gate, NOR.
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delign, IYlteml

denIe binary code - A code in which all
possible states of the binary code are
used.
denlity - The closeness of space distri
bution on a storage medium such as a
magnetic drum, magnetic tape, or cath
ode-ray tube.
denlity, bit - The number of binary digits
that are stored in a given linear area or
volume.
denlity, recording - The number of bits
per a given unit length of a linear track
In a recording medium.
denlity, Itorage - See storage density.
denlity, track - The number of adjacent
tracks per unit distance measured in a
direction perpendicular to the direction
of individual tracks. The inverse of track
pitch.
departure time - The time at which con
trol is returned to the supervisory pro
gram when a segment of an application
program is completed.
dependent variable - See variable, depen
dent.
derail - An instruction to go to a subrou
tine.
derating, component - To ensure reliable
system operation under extremelv ad
verse conditions and with limit-value
components, components used In Cir
cuit modules are derated far below
manufacturers' specification.
delcending lort - A sort in which the suc
cessive keys compare less-than or equal
to.
delcription, data - See data description.
delcription, problem - A statement of a
problem, possibly a description of the
method of its solution, or the solution
itself. The transformations of data and
the relationship of procedures, data,
constraints, environments, etc., may
also be included.
delcription, record - See record descrip
tion.
delcriptor - I. A significant word that
helps to classify the components of a
document. 2. An elementary term,
word, or simple phrase used to' identify
a subject, concept, or idea.
delign - The specification of the working
relations between the parts of a system
in terms of their characteristic actions.
delignating device - A device on certain
tabulators which allows the first item of

a series of similar data to be printed,
and inhibits some or all printing of the
rest of the series.
delignation register - A register into
which data is being placed.
designator - A property of part of an en
tity serving to classify the entity, such as
the speed of a computer determining
whether it is a high-, medium-, or low
speed system.
design, fundional - Logic is a discipline
which deals with the principles relating
to switching theory and other tech
niques as regards design of data pro
cessing equipment. The application of
this logic between the working relations
and basic principles is without primary
regard for the equipment used. A type
of block diagram is formed using logic
symbols, and the practical or working
relations between all parts of the system
are called the functional design.
delign, item - The specification of what
fields make up an item, the order in
which the fields are to be recorded, and
the number of characters to be allocated
to each field.
delign, logic - The analytical detail of the
working relations between the parts ofa
system in terms of symbolic logic and
without primary regard for its hardware
implementation.
delign, logical - I. The planning of a
data-processing system prior to its de
tailed engineering design. 2. The S\'n
thesizing of a network of logical ele
ments to perform a specified function.
3. The results of definitions I and 2,
frequently called the logic of a com
puter or of a data-processing system.
design obiedive - The planned or pro
jected performance goal or expectation
based on or chosen prior to the devel
oped operations. The technical esti
mates of performance requirements
awaiting confirmation.
design, operational- The description in
logical, mathematical, or operating
terms of how system tasks are to be per
formed. This also refers to the develop
ment of methods to accomplish system
tasks.
delign, problem IYltem - See system, de
sign problem.
delign programmer - See programmer,
design.
design, systems - One which formulates
and graphically describes the nature
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and content of input, files, procedures,
and output in order to display the nec
essary connection processes and proce
dures.
design verification - The experimental
tests and original experiments to deter
mine that the design meets the required
specifications.
desk check - A procedure of analyzing or
inspecting a written program or specific
instructions for errors in logic or syntax
without the requirement or use of com
puting equipment.
desktop computer - A basic desktop com
puter system includes at least 8k of
read/write memory and some "off-line"
magnetic storage, responds to English
like language commands, and is rela
tively easy to use. The minimum confi
guration, however, is usually not
sufficient for "real-world" user applica
tions. As a result, most desktop comput
ers include such extra-cost options as
additional memory and an external line
printer.

detab-X - Decision Tables, Experimen
tal; a programming language that com
bines deCision tables With COBOL.
REMOVABLE
ROM
CARTRIDGE

CPU, RAM,
AND ROM

PRINTER

DISPLAY

destination source instruction - See In
struction, source destination.
destination warning marker (DWM)
A reflective spot on the back of a mag
netic tape, 18 feet from the physical end
of the tape, which is sensed photoelec
trically to indicate that the physical end
of the tape is approaching.
destructive addition - See addition, de
structive.
destructive read - To take information
from a storage device and, by doing so,
destroying the information In that de
vice.
destructive reading - A reading process
that destroys the data in the source.
destructive readout - See read, destruc
tive.
destructive storage - See storage, de
structive.
destructive test --.: See test, destructive.

i+--

KEYBOARD

r-

FLOPPY
DISK
STORAGE

--

TAPE
CARTRIDGE
STORAGE

Desktop computer.
despiking - The placing of a capacitor
from the supply voltage to ground near
the logic Circuit, e.g., the process of
removing voltage spikes on power lines
caused by fast switching logic circuits.
destination address - In computer sys
tems having a source-destination archi
tecture, the destination address is the
address of the device register or mem
ory location to which data is being trans
ferred.

detachable plugboard - See patchboard.
detail- Most often a file of present or
current transactions in the processing
plan, such as a record from a file.
detail chart - A flowchart in minute detail
of a sequence of operations. The sym
bols of the detail chart usually denote an
individual step or computer operation.
A detail chart is more detailed than a
logic chart, usually reflects the particu
lar computer characteristics and in
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structions, and facilitates the actual cod
ing of the program in the manner in
tended by the programmer preparing
the chart.
detail record - The specific listing of data
which is a unit pan of a major classifica
tion of larger segments or a total clas
sification of data.
detecting code, error - Set code, error de
tecting.
detedlon, error (transmission) - Trans
mission errors are detected by parity
and long (channel) checks.
detedlon, execution errorl - Those er
rors detected during the execution of
the user's program.
detedion, mark - A type of character rec
ognition system whICh detects certain
intelligence or information from marks
placed in areas on paper or cards, called
site areas, boxes, or windows. Mark
reading results from optical character
recogmtion or mark sensing svstems
which seek out the presence or absence
of pencil marks or graphite panicles.
such as in college or school exams, cen
sus returns, etc.
detedor - A circuitry which produces a
designed output upon receipt of specific
corresponding patterns or patterns of
input.
detedor (primary element) - The first
system element that performs the initial
measurement operation and responds
quantitatively to the measured variable,
i.e., the primary element performs the
initial conversion of measurement en
ergy.
detedor, property - An optical character
recognition (OCR) term which repre
sents the component of a character
reader that has the normalized signal
for use in extracting a set of characteris
tic properties on the basis of which a
character can be identified.
development IYltem software - Typical
programs that would be used dunng a
program-development cvcle include an
assembler. editor. and a compiler.
There are also large programs written
in BASIC. variations of PL/ I and FOR
TRAN that are used first to develop
programs in these higher-level lan
guages. then to translate the instruc
tions down to the actual operation code
needed to control the processor. These
languages. though. generate more code
than is necessary.

device - I. That which is devised. in
vented. or formed by design. 2. A me
chanical contrivance or appliance.
device control charader - Set character.
device control.
device controllerl, Input-output - Input
output controllers consist of the neces
sary logic circuitry required to intercon
nect one or more peripheral deVIces
with the input-output interface. An m
put-output controller is normallv iden
tified with a single device; however. cer
of controllers
may
tain
types
accommodate multiple devices of the
same physical type.
device
controllerl,
microcomputer 
On some svstems device controllers on
the bus may participate in the prio~ity
chain. those closest to the CPU havmg
highest priority. Devices interrupt at
random for service. or the program may
test devices periodically to determine if
they are ready for service.
device, convenion - See conversion de
vice.
device handlerl, i/o - The input/output
device handlers are responsible for con
trolling the activities of all input/output
channels and peripheral equipment.
device independence - Refers to the abil
itv to request i/o operations without re
gard for the characteristics of specific
types of input/output devices.
device independence, Itorage - Logical
data storage which isolates the user
from the need to know and the ability to
know the actual device and location of
the data. For example. an operating svs
tem may present the user with one disk
directory. even thoug~ the files are
stored on many disk dnves.
device.independent
i/o
programlOn some svstems. programs written in
anv of the languages of the system may
make requests to i/o devices and hies
tbrough a set of modular calling se
quences that are device independent.
device, input - The mechanical unit de
signed to bring data to be processed
into a computer. e.g.. a card reader. a
tape reader. or a kevboard.
device, inputloutput - Sep input/output
device.
device media control language - A lan
guage for specifying the physical im
plementation of the data base logICal
data structure.
device priority - Basically. each device
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has an i/o priority. in some systems.
based on its distance from the proces
sor. When two or more devices request
interrupt service. the device electrically
closer to the microcomputer will receive
the interrupt grant (acknowledge). The
microcomputer can be inhibited from
issuing more grants by selling the
processor's priority to a specific number
In program status (PS) word.
device, read-out - .'IN read-out device.
device ready/not ready - The abilitv to
inform the central computer that an i/o
device is prepared to accept data.
device, storage - A device into which
data can be inserted. retained. and re
trieved.
Dewey decimal system - A classification
system. developed by Melvil Dewey. to
indicate the arrangement of books.
diagnosis - The process of locating and
explaining detectable errors in a com
puter routine or hardware component.
diagnostic - Pertaining to the detection.
discovery. and further isolation of a
mallimction or a mistake.
diagnostic check - A specific routine de
signed to locate a malfunction in a com
puter.
diagnostic, executive - A part of the exec
utive system is an integrated system of
diagnostic routines deSigned to provide
the programmer with information of
maximum utilitv and convenience in
checking out prc)grams. The program
mer can be highly selective about what
is to be printed. and may receive diag
nostic listings with source-code svmbol
ics collated with the contents of both
registers and central store. Both dy
namIC (snapshot) and postmortem
(PMD) dumps of registers and central
store are provided.
diagnostic progrom results - Basic results
from running various diagnostic pro
grams range from "end of pass" indica
tions to numbers of error conditions.
Error conditions may result in the pro
gram displaying an error message or
Simply entenng Halt mode III some sys
tems. This generallv causes the routine
to display the contents of the PC (pro
gram counter) which will define the ad
dress of the Halt and thereby permit as
certaining what the program was testing
when it issued the Halt.
diagnostic program utilization - The use
of error in()rmation obtained is usually

described in the documentation of the
routines. As the operator becomes fa
miliar with the use of the diagnostic pro
gram in use. he or she may wish to in
voke certain program options. such as
loop on error. etc. This allows an opera
tor to run (or single instruction execute)
the program in an area where the hard
ware error is detected or anticipated.
diagnostic routine - A routine used to lo
cate a malfunction in a computer. or to
aid in locating mistakes in a computer
program. Thus. in general. any routine
specifically designed to aid in debug
ging or troubleshooting.
diagnastics - Another part of the execu
tive system is an integrated system of
diagnostic routines designed to provide
the programmer with information of
maximum utilitv and convenience in
checking out programs. The program
mer can be highly selective about what
is to be printed. and may receive diag
nostic listings with source-code symbol
ics collated with the contents of both
registers and central store. Both dy
namic (snapshot) and post-mortem
(PMD) dumps of registers and central
store are provided.
diagnostics,
compiler - The
compiler
diagnostics are of four categories:
premuliollmy-Print warning message
and continue compilation. col1'ertahlfTry to correct the error. print explana
tory message. and contlllue comptla
tion. Ullrol1'frtablf-lfintent of program
mer cannot be determined. print a
diagnostic message. reject the clause or
statement. and continue compilation.
ratastrophir- When so many errors have
occurred that no more use(ul diagnostic
information can be produced. terminate
the compilation.
Other outputs from the compiler in
clude extensive diagnostic messages.
source-language listings. machine-lan
guage listings. and special cross-refer
ence listings of name definitions and
their references.
diagnostics, error - See error diagnostics.
diagnostics, error, time sharing - Sl'f time
sharing. error diagnostics.
diagnostics,
microprogrammed - Diag
nostics and service aids may be easily
implemented in the control'portion of
the system with ROMs. Some very small
systems store their diagnostics in ROM
control. Many models of large systems
also do this and this trend will spread.
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Microprogrammed
implementations
are onented toward servicing and diag
nostics. For example. large portions of
the control network can be checked by
pUlling parity on the output of the con
trol store. Furthennore. the micro
processor can both set and test internal
control states not available to the ma
chine language programmer.
diagnostics, on-lino - The running of
diagnostics on a system while it is on
line but off-peak to save time and to take
corrective action without closing down
the system.
diagnostics program - A program used by
the supervisory program or the com
puter operator to check malfunctions
and to locate faultv components.
diagnostics, systom - A program resem
bling the operational program rather
than a systematic logical-pattern pro
gram which will detect overall system
malfunctions rather than isolate or lo
cate faulty components.
diagnostic struduro - Errors committed
by the user may be classified in two
broad categories; syntactic and seman
tic. See errors.
diagnostics, unit - A unit diagnostic pro
gram used to detect malfunctions in
units as the input/output and the arith
metic circuitry.
diagnostic Iystom, oxecutlvo - A compre
hensive diagnostic system is available
within the executive system to aid the
checkout of user programs. Both alloca
tion time and compilation or assembly
time commands are available to trigger
snapshot dumps. Postmortem dumps
are also available through the executive
control statement.
dlagno.tlc to.t - The running of a ma
chine program or routine for the pur
pose of discovering a failure or a poten
tial failure of a machine element. and to
determine its location or its potential
location.
dlagno.tlc trace program - Refers to a
particular type of diagnostic program
for the perlonnance of checks on other
programs or for demonstrating such op
erations. The output of a trace program
may include instructions of the program
that is being checked. and intermediate
results of those instructions arranged in
the order in which the instructions are
executed.
dlagnotor - A combination diagnostic

and edit routine which questions
unusual situations and notes the im
plied results.
diagram - I. A schematic representation
of a sequence of subroutines designed
to solve a problem. 2. A coarser and less
symbolic representation than a flow
chart. frequently including descriptions
in English words. 3. A schematic or logi
cal drawing showing the electrical cIr
cuit .or logical arrangements within a
component.
diagram, block - I. A graphical represen
tation of the hardware in a computer
system. The primary purpose of a block
diagram is to indicate the paths along
which information and/or control flows
between the various parts of a computer
system. It should not be confused with
the term flowchart. 2. A coarser and less
svmbolic representation than a flow
chart.
diagram, dynamic flow - A diagram that
shows the operational aspects of a com
puter program as a function of time. All
references to pertinent items. such as
tables. index registers. subroutines. etc.
diagram, flow - A graphic representation
of the major steps of work in process.
The illustrative svmbols may represent
documents. machines. or actions taken
during the process. The area of concen
tration is on where or who does what.
rather than how it is to be done. (Svnon
ymous with process chart.)
.
diagram, fundional- A specific type of
block diagram which represents the
functional design and special symbols
called functional svmbols. Functional
design relates to the specification be
tween all parts of a system. including the
logic design and equipment used. A
graphic representation showing the op
erational aspects of a system.
diagram, 1001cal- A diagram that repre
sents the logical elements of a system
and their interconnections. without nec
essarily expressing construction. engi
neering. or electncal-schematic circuit
details.
diagram, run - See run diagram.
diagram, .otup - A graphic representa
tion showing how a computing system
has been prepared and the arrange
ments that have been made for opera
tion.
diagram, Voltch - See chart. Veitch.
diagram, Vonn - A diagram in which each
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point represents an individual. Sets are
represented bv closed regions including
all members of the set and excluding all
nonmembers. The diagram is used to
facilitate determination whether several
sets include or exclude the same Individuals.
dialedic .en.or. - A method used In
reading data from paper tape by a spe
cial sensor.
dial. print-timing- The control knob on
the printer which is an adjustment for
the printing qualitv.
dial-up - The service whereby a dial tele
phone can be used to initiaie and effect
station-to-station telephone calls.
dial-up lines- Dial-up lines are the 2-wire
pairs supplied by the common carriers
on the public switched telephone net
work. Most often these lines are used for
half duplex operation. although fre
quen(\' band splitting modems can facil
itate full duplex at 1200 bits per second.
An auto-call or auto-answer unit is nec
essarv for unattended operation.
diamond .wltch - SalllF as storage. core
rope.
dichotomizing .earch - A search in which
the series of items is divided into two
parts. one of which is rejected. and the
process repeated on the unrejected part
until the item with the desired property
is found. This process usually depends
upon the presence ofa known sequence
In the senes.
dichotomy - A division into subordinate
classes. e.g.. all white and all nonwhite.
or all zero and all nonzero.
dldionary - A book or list of code names
or keys used in a program. routine. or
system with the descnption or identifi
cation of their designed or intended
meaning in that program. routine. or
system.
didlonary applications - Containing all
of the definitions ofthe data. the diction
ary becomes the information repository
for data's attributes. their characteris
tics.their sources. dispositions of usage.
and interrelationships with other data.
dldlonary. automatic - The component
of a language-translating machine
which will proVide a word for word sub
stitution from one language to another.
In automatic-searching systems. the au
tomatic dictionary is the component
which substitutes codes for words or

phrases during the encoding operation.
(Related to machine translation.)
dldionary code - An alphabetical ar
rangement of English words and terms
associated with their code representa
tions. (Related to reverse-code diction
arv.)
didionary. data ba.e - The purpose of
dictionaries is to permit better docu
mentation. control. and management of
the corporate data resource. goals
which rna\' or mav not be achieved
through the use of 'a ()BMS. Advanced
users of data dictionaries have found
them also to be valuable tools in the
exercise of project management and
systems design.
didionary. eledronic - Sallie as dictionary.
automatic.
didionary. external .ymbol- S" external
symbol dictionarv.
didionary. relocation - Part of a load
module containing directions which en
able a fetch program to initialize prop
erlv all relocatable address constants
within the text section by accourlting for
the actual starling address of the load
module in storage and the incremental
difference between the required address
and the initial address of the module.
didionary. revers_ode - An alphabetic
or numeric-alphabetic arrangement of
codes. associated with their correspond
ing English words or terms. (Related to
dictionary code.)
difference - The number or quantity re
sulting when one number or quantity
(minuend) has another (subtrahend)
subtracted from it.
difference engine - A machine capable of
computing mathematical tables auto
maticallv. It was built in 1812 bv Charles
Babbage.
.
difference gate - Same as gate. exclusive
OR.
difference report - A report noting result
ing changes from an original computer
program and a program change.
differential delay - The difference be
tween the maximum and the minimum
frequency delays occurring across a
band.
differential modulation - A type of modu
lation in which the choice of the signifi
cant condition for any signal element is
dependent on the choice of the previous
signal element.
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differentiator - A device whose output
function is proportional to a derivative.
i.e.. the rate of change. of its input func
tion with respect to one or more varia
bles.
digit - I. One of the n symbols of integral
value. ranging from 0 to n-I inclusive. in
a system of numbering with radix n; for
example. the ten digts O. 1.2.3.4.5.6.
7.8.9 in the decimal svstem; O. I in the
binarv system. 2. One of the ideo
graphic characters O. I ... 9 ... used to
designate a quantity smaller than n for
the base n number system. 3. A sign or
symbol used to convey a specific quan
titv of information either bv itself or
with other numbers of its set; e.g.. 2. 3.
4. and Sare digits. The base or radix
must be specified and the value assigned
to each digit.
digital- Pertaining to the utilization of
discrete integral numbers in a given
base to represent all the quantities that
occur in a problem or a calculation. It is
possible to express in digital form all
mformation stored. transferred. or
processed by a dual-stale condition.
e.g.. on-off. open-closed. and true-false.
digital adder - A unit capable of develop
ing the representation of the sum of two
or more numbers represented by sig
nals applied to its inputs. Note defini
tions of half-adders. full-adders. etc.
digital-analog decoder - An analog com
puter device which translates digital
data into variable electrical flow.
digital back-up - A specially designed al
ternate method of digital process con
trol initiated through the activation of
special-purpose digital logic in the
event of a failure in the computer sys
tem.
digital clock - Clocks which have output
signals in digital representation.
digital communications processor - Con
sists of multimicroprocessors designed
for a variety of software programmable
functions. The system can act as a data
concentrator. speed and code con
verter. message switch. front-end
processor. and multiplexer. Also. vari
ous modems. echo suppressors and T
Carrier multiplex equipment can be eas
ily interfaced.
digital computer - I. A computer that op
erates by using numbers to express all
the quantities and variables of a prob
lem. In most digital computers. the
numbers. in turn. are expressed by e1ec

trical impulses. 2. A computer that pro
cesses information represented by com
binations of discrete or discontinuous
data as compared with an analog com
puter for continuous data. More specifi
cally. it is a device for performing se
quences of arithmetic and logical
operations. not only on data but also on
its own program. Still more specifically
it is a stored program digital computer
capable of performing sequences of in
ternallv stored instructions. as opposed
to calculators. such as card-pro
grammed calculators. on which the se
quence is impressed manually. (Related
to machine. data-processing.)
digital data - Information which is ex
pressed in discrete or noncontinuous
form. Opposite of analog data.
digital display (DD) - I. A display of digi
tallv oriented numerals. 2. A visual diS
play. generally on a cathode-ray tube. of
alphabetic. numeric. or graphic mate
rial.
digital divider - A unit capable of genera
ting a quotient and a remainder from
the representation of two numbers.
digital filter - A filtering process per
formed on a digitized signal by a gen
eral or special purpose computer. Al
though digital filtering is far more
flexible than analog filtering. it is also
generally slower and more expensive
and hence largely limited to experimen
tal applications when relatively few fre
quencies are being filtered. When a
power spectrum is desired across a
larger frequency range. however. the
fast Fourier transform (FIT) method
offers advantages.
digital Ie (551, M51, LSI) - A monolithic
group of logic elements. May be small
scale integration (e.g.• gates. flip-flops.
latches);
medium-scale integration
(e.g.. decoders. adders. counters);
large-scale integration (e.g.. memories.
microprocessors) .
digital incremental ploHer - See plotter.
digital incremental.
digital logic types- The most "regular"
types of digital logic families of ele
ments are the transistor-transistor-Iogic
(TTL). emitter-coupled logic (ECL).
and the complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor logic (CMOS). Each of
these families has Its own set of parame
ters and applications. and each is en
countered m many modern micro
processor applications. The TTL family
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has been the most widelvused of the
three families.
.
digital modem - Digital modems provide
the necessary modulation. demodula
tion. and supervisory control functions
to implement a serial data communica
tions link over a voice grade channel
utilizing frequency shift keying (fsk)
techniques. Most microprocessors in
terface directly to the ACIA.
digital modulator - A typical 2400 bits
per second (bps) device provides the
necessarv modulation and control func
tions to 'implement a serial data com
munications link over voice-grade lines
at bit rates of 1200 and 2400 bps,
digital multiplex switching system (DMS)
- A family of switching systems utiliz
ing new technology that will provide
digital circuit switched service for voice
and data transmission. DMS is charac
terized by the use of pulse code modula
tion (PCM) and time division multiplex
ing (TDM) throughout the switched
network. The system allows the direct
switching of PCM signals used in trans
mission svstems without their conver
sion to analog format.
digital multiplier - A specific device which
generates a digital product from the
representation of two digital numbers.
by additions of the multiplicand in ac
cordance with the value of the digits in
the multiplier. It is necessary only. to
shift the multiplicand and add it to the
product if the multiplier digit is a one.
and just shift the multiplicand without
adding. if the multiplier digit is a zero.
for each successive digit of the multi
plier.
digital multiplier unit - A unit which is ca
pable of generating a product from the
representations of two numbers. often
formed by repeated additions of the
multiplicand or multiples of it. See add
ers. subtracters. etc.
digital output module - On some systems.
this module opens and closes contacts
to operate valves. energize alarm lights.
and control other on/off electrical de
vices, Its multiplexed termination
panels can be remotely mounted to sig
nificantly reduce field wiring costs.
digital recorder - A peripheral device that
records data as discrete numerically
defined points.
digital representation - A representation
of variables as data. by means of digits

or discrete quantities. as determined by
their appearance or nonappearance.
digital signature - A numerical represen
tation of a set of logic states, tvpically
used to describe the logic-state history
at one output pin of the device under
test during the complete test program.
digital sort - An ordering or sorting ac
cording to the least sigmficant digit. fol
lowed bv a resort on each next higher
order digit until the item~ are com
pletely sorted. most often used in
punched card sortmg,
digital subtrader - A unit with the capa
bilitv of developing the representation
of the difference between two numbers
represented bv signals applied to its in
puts.
digital-to-analog
conve,.ion - Produc
tion of an analog signal. whose instanta
neous magnitude is proportional to the
value of a digital mput. Abbreviated
D-A conversion.
digital-to-analog
converter
(OAC) 
A tvpical unit provides two analog out
put' channels ranging from 0 to + 10
volts with eight bits per channel resolu
tion, Also provides two logic level out
puts for external device control.
digit, binary - A whole number in the bi
nary scale of notation; this digit may
onlv be 0 (zero) or I (one). It may be
equivalent to an "on" or "ofl" condi
tion. a "ves" or a "no." etc. The word
"bit" is ~ contraction of binary digit.
digit, blnary-coded - SPf binary-coded
digit.
digit, check - I. One or more redundant
digits in a character or word. which de
pend upon the remaining digits in such
a fashion that if a digit changes. the mal
function can be detected; e,g .• a given
digit may be zero if the sum of other
digits in the word is odd. and this
(check) digit may be one if the sum of
other digits in the word is even. 2. One
or more redundant digits carried along
with a machine word and used in rela
tion to the other digits in the word as a
self-checking or error-detecting code to
detect malfunctions of equipment in
data-transfer operations. (Related to
forbidden-combination check. and par
ity check.)
digit, check-sum - A check digit produced
by a sum check.
digit compression - I. A specific packing
process in which an assigned area con
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tains additional digits. Example: storing
three digits in two character positions
containing six bits. In some computers.
a 4-bit pattern represents a single deci
mal digit. Then two 6-bit character posi
tions can accommodate 12 bits or three
4-bit digits. 2. Any of a number of tech
niques used to pack digits.
digit, decimal- A single character which
represents an integer. i.e .. in decimal
notation. one of the characters. 0
through 9.
digit, declmal-coded - A digit or charac
ter defined by a set of decimal digits.
such as a pair of decimal digits specify
ing a letter or special character in a sys
tem of notation.
digit delay - A logic element which
delays its input signal by one digit pe
riod.
digit delay element - A specific delay ele
ment that introduces a delav in a line of
signals or pulses of one digIt period du
ration.
digit, forbidden - Sallie m character. il
legal.
digit, fundion - A unique computer code
digit that describes the arithmetic or
logical operation which is to be carried
out.
digit, gap - Digits that are not used to
represent data. but are included in a
computer word for engineering or con
venience purposes. such as spaces.
digit, guard - A low-order hexadecimal
zero appended to each operand frac
tion in a single-word floating-point
arithmetic addition or subtraction op
eration.
digit, high-order - A digit that occupies a
more significant or highly weighted po
sition in a numeral or positional nota
tion system.
digitize - 1. To assign digital numbers to
characters and words according to fixed
rules of ordering. 2. To convert an ana
log measurement of a physical variable
into a numerical value, therebyexpress
ing the quantity in digital form. (Synon
ymous with quantize.)
digitizer - A device that converts an ana
log measurement into digital form.
digitizer Itability - Assuming the digit
izer input device-pen, stylus, or cursor
--does not move, stability is the envi
ronmental range, includmg tempera
ture, humidity, and atmospheric pres
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sure. within which the digitizer output
remains (·onstant.
digitizing, automatic - In automatic digit
izing. the tracking of a line is accom
plished as a result of computer and/or
opticallele('(ronic sensor hard~·are.
l'he rewrdmg head Will automallcally
follow a line or scan an entire drawing
in a raster or grid pattern.
digit, lealt significant (LSD) - 'I:he digit
contributing the smallest quantity to the
value of a numeral.
digit, low-orcler - A digit that occupic:s a
low weighted position in a numeral m a
positional notation system.
digit, most significant (MSD) - The sig
nificant digit contributing the largest
quantity to the value of a numeral.
digit, noisy - A specific digit that is cho
sen to be inserted into the units position
ofa mantissa during left-shifting manip
ulation.
digit operation, serial- The capability of
handling digits one followin.g another
regardless of whether the bIts can -be
handled in serial or parallel fashion.
digit period - The time interval between
the occurrence of successive digit sig
nals.
digit place - The site of a digit in a nu
meral in various positional notallon sys
tems.
digit plane - A specific array of cells
which are arranged in order to effect
three dimensions. The plane therefore
contains corresponding bits of every
word.
digit position, punching - The area on a
punched card onto which a decimal
digit may be punched.
digit pulse - A particular drive pulse
common to magnetic cells wrrespond
ing to a one digIt position in some or all
of the words in a storage unit. In some
techniques it mav alwavs be an inhibit
pulse or always an enable pulse, which
are more acceptable names for the gen
eralterm.
digit, sexadecimal- A digit that is a mem
ber of the set of sixteen digits: 0 thru 9
and then K, S. N. J. F, and L used in a
numerical notation system using a radix
of 16.
digit, sign - A character. frequently a sin
gle bit, used to designate the algebraic
sign of the quantity. (Synonymous with
sign bit.)

digit(s), significant
digit(s), significant -

A set of digits. usu
ally from consecutive columns begin
ning with the most significant digit diff
erent from zero and ending wIth the
least significant digit whose value is
known and assumed relevant; e.g..
23.0.0..0 has five significant digits.
whereas 23.0.0 probably has two signifi
cant digits; however. 23.01 has four sig
nificant digits and .0..0.023 has two sig
nificant digits.
digits, octal- The symbol.o. 1.2. 3. 4. 5.
6. or 7 used as a digit in the system of
notation which uses 8 as the base or
radix. (Clarified bv number systems.)
digit sorting method, reverse - Sorting
which begins with the units position of
a given field and proceeds one column
at a time (from nght to left) until the
field is completely sorted.
digit-transfer bus - The main wire or
wires used to transfer numerical and
other information (but not control sig
nals) among the various registers in a
digital computer.
digit transfer trunk - See trunk. digit
transfer.
digit, unallowable instruction - Sallie as
character. illegal.
diminished complement - Sallie aJ comple
ment. radix-minus-one.
diminished radix complement - Sallie as
complement. radix-minus-one.
direct acce.. - The abilitv to read or write
information at anv location within a
storage device in a' constant amount of
time. Everv site available for data stor
age on a direct-access device is iden
tified by its own unique. numeric ad
dress.
direct accell hash - As regards indexing.
a hash algorithm which precludes collt
sion. That is. no two elements have the
same hash indices. A hash index is the
initial estimate of the location of an
entry within the table.
direct acce.. inquiry - A storage method
which allows direct information inquiry
from temporary or permanent storage
devices.
direct-acce.. storage - A type of storage
device wherein access to the next posi
tion from which information is to be ob
tained is in no way dependent on the
position from which information was
previously obtained.
direct-access storage inquiry - A process

directing character code

through which information can be di
recth' requested from temporarY or per
manent storage dev·ices.
direct access unit - A memorv device
which allows the particular address to
be accessed in a manner independent of
the location of that address; thus. the
items stored in the memorY can be ad
dressed or accessed in the same amount
of time for each location. Access bv a
program is not dependent upon the
previously accessed position.
direct address- I. A machine-instruction
address of the data to be processed. 2.
An address that indicates the location
where the referenced operand is to be
found or stored. with no reference to an
index register or B-box. (Synonvmous
with first-level address.)
direct addressing - See addressing. direct.
direct-address processing - Reading or
writing of data from a sector whose ad
dress IS given.
direct code - A code that specifies the use
of actual computer command and ad
dress configurations.
direct coding - Sallie aJ absolute coding.
direct condition testing - On some low
cost systems. on-chip generation of
asvnchronous control signals for direct
interfacing and a capabilitv to use
memories of any speed are available.
direct control - See control. direct.
direct control connection - A device that
permits two svstems to be coupled to
gether for coiHrol purposes bypassing
the channels. Control mformauon can
be sent across the connector by a single
instruction in each computer.
direct data capture - A technique em
ploved in cash registers or on sales slips
whereby customer account numbers.
the amount of the purchase. and other
information are automaticallv recorded.
read by an optical reading device. and
sent to the computer to be processed.
The desirability of using direct data cap
ture depends on two factors-the ur
gencv of processing the transactions.
and the increased costs of data capture
devices compared to manual data
preparation.
direct digital control (DDC) - Control ac
tion in which control is obtained bv a
digital device which establishes the sig
nal to the final control element.
directing character code - One or several
routing indicators at the start of a mes
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dilcrete data

sage that determine message destina
tion.
direct inlert lubroutine - A subroutine in
serted directly into the linear opera
tional sequence. not entered by ajump.
Such a subroutine must be recopied at
each point that it is needed in a routine.
direct inltruction - An instruction which
contains an operand for the operation
specified by the instruction.
direction - In flowcharting. the anteced
ent-to-successor relation. indicated bv
arrows. lines. or other conventions. be'
tween operations on a flowchart.
direction,
flow - The
antecedent-to
successor relation. indicated by arrows
or other conventions. between opera
tions on flowcharts.
direction, grain - The arrangement (di
rection) of the fibers in the paper in re
lation to the route or manner in which
a document travels through the charac
ter reader.
direction, normal flow - See flow. normal
direction.
directive - An
instruction
(pseudo
instruction) in a program which has the
same general form as a computer in
struction but is actually used to control
translation.
dlrectlvel, a ..embler - The symbolic as
sembler directives control or direct the
assembly processor just as operation
codes control or direct the central com
puter. Thes~ directives are represented
by mnemomcs.
direct memory acce.. - Direct Memorv
Access (DMA) is a technique that allows
a computer user to have direct access to
individual memory locations without
first having to go through the central
processing unit (CPU) of the computer.
Also called data break and cycle steal
ing.
direct memory acce.. controller - On
some systems. the DMA circuit is pro
vided for those applications which re
quire data to be transferred directly into
memory at a very high rate rather than
going through the CPU. In larger sys
tems applications with many high speed
peripherals. such as floppy diSKS. com
munications channels. etc.. the DMA
circuit can improve system performance
by totally controlling block transfers be
tween i/o circuits and the system mem
ory.
direct memory acce .. (DMA), cycle Iteal-

ing - For highest speed transfer rates.
DMA transfers data on a cycle-stealing
basis directlv between the memorv and
the external'device. bypassing the cen
tral processor.
direct operand addre ..ing - The operand
is the content of the selected register.
direct or on-line IYltem - See on-line.
directory - A file with the layout for each
field of the record which it describes;
thus a directorv describes the lavout of
a record within a file.
'
directory devicel - A directory device is
one that contains a table of contents
with critical information about the files
on that device, Besides the file name
and date of creation or modification. the
directorv contains the size and address
of the fi'le on the device. although the
directory listing on the terminal may not
show all of this information, File access
times are orders of magnitude faster on
directorv devices because the hardware
can first 'examine the directory and then
go right to the sector where the wanted
mformation resides,
direct output - See output. direct.
direct program control (DPC) - The i/o
operation is performed in-line to the in
struction stream. allowing intimate con
trol of the device by software,
direct reference addre .. - A virtual ad
dress that is not modified bv indirect
addressing. but may be modified by in
dexing.
dllable - A suppression of an interrupt
feature,
dilabled - Pertaining to a state of the
central processing unit that prevents the
occurrence of certain types of interrup
tions, Synonymous with masked,
dilabled interrupt - See interrupt. armed.
dilarmed interrupt - See interrupt. armed,
dlla..embler - Usually refers to a pro
gram to translate from machine lan
guage to assembly language; e,g. it is
generally used to decipher existing ma
chine language programs by generating
symbolic code listings of the program,
dllcrete - Pertains to separate and dis
tinct parts of data such as holes in a
card. or graphic characters,
dilcrete data - A representation for a
variable which may assume any of sev
eral distinct states. i,e .• sex. race. Usu
ally coded. Conventional usage in com
puting excludes measures of a quantal
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nature (i.e.. number of children in a
family). (Contrast with continuous
data.)
discrete programming- A class of optimi

zation problems in whi('h the values of
all the variables are restricted to inte
gers. Normally. the optimization prob
lem without this integer restriction is
linear programming; additional adjec
tives indicate variatIOns.

disk acce..ing

OR gate. and contrasted with conjunc
tion.}

Samr

disjunction gate -

OJ

gate. OR.

disjunctive search -

A sean-h defined 111
terms of a logical sum. i.e .. disjunctive
form. in contrast to a conjunctive form
or logical product.

disk -

A circular metal plate with mag
netic material on both sides. continu-

Courtesy Micropolis Corp.

Disk drives (multIple floppies J.
discrete wired circuits -

In discrete wir
ing. an automatic tool lays down a con-'
ductor pattern of insulated wires from
point to point. The wired board is then
sealed in an epoxy layer to freeze the
wires in position.

discrimination - The skipping of various

instructions as developed in a predeter
mined set of conditions as pro
grammed. If a conditional jump is not
used. the next instructions would follow
in the normal proper sequence. Sff
branch. conditional.
discrimination instruction -

A more ac
ceptable term for jump or branch in
struction. Also called decision instruc
tion. See branch.

disjunction - The logical operation which

makes use of the OR operator or the
logical sum. The disjunction of two vari
ables. or expressions. may be written as
A + B. AVB. or AUB. These may also be
described as a union when using Venn
diagrams. (Clarified by OR operator.

ously rotated for reading or writing by
means of one or more read/write heads
mounted on movable or fixed arms;
disks may be permanently mounted on
a shaft. or as a package. they may be
removable and others placed on the
shaft.
disk ace... - Disks are usually stacked
with each disk rotating in a horizontal
plane. as they may be permanent or ex
changeable. Access to each disk is by
one or more arms which move to defi
nite radial locations on a rotating disk.
They are random acce~sed only in the
sense that the read/wrJte heads on the
arms move to definite tracks or portions
of the disk. and. within a given track.
data are transferred sequentially.
disk acc...ing - Refers to the process of
or methods used in transferring data to
and from a disk file. Disk units and ac
cess routines vary widely in their sophis
tication. Access can be accomplished ei
ther by using physical addresses (actual
disk locations) or various levels of sym
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disk, magnetic

bolic or keyed-record addressing proce
dures. Some disk drives can locate a
desired record using addressing logic
contained within the unit itself to find a
keyed record. thus leaving more pro
ductive time available to the central
processing unit while the record is
being sought.
disk driv•• - Typical disk drives are
highlv reliable. random access, moving
head'memorv devices. compactly de
signed for use as peripheral units in
large, small and now. microcomputer
systems, Typically a {lhotoelectric posi
tioning system, workmg in conjunction
with a velocitv transducer and voice coil
driven actuator, provides fast and accu
rate head positioning over a wide tem
perature range, Cartridge interchangea
bility is becoming standard.
A typical dual platter disk drive util
izes one permanent disk and one re
movable cartridge to provide 4,9 mil
lion bytes of storage. Some reliable
drives have an average access time of
less than 30 milliseconds. and a data
transfer rate of 2.5 million bits per sec
ond.
See illustration. page 159.
disk.tte - A thin. flexible platter (floppy
disk) coated with magnetic material
used as the storage medium in a floppy
disk unit.
diskette hardholes - Hardholes are small
mylar doughnuts which mav be affixed
to the center hole of a diskette for addi
tional protection. II is possible to dam
age the center hole of a diskette if it is
not properly centered at the time the
disk drive door is closed. The mvlar
doughnut serves to reinforce the center
hole of the diskette and give it addi
tional protection against damage. The
hard hole also provides for additional
friction between the diskette and the
clamping hub in order to provent slip
page of the diskette during rotation.
diskette ..dorlng - There are two meth
ods of sectoring: hard-sectoring and
soft-sectoring. Hard-sectoring identifies
each sector by holes punched in the dis
kette (one hole per sector). Soft-sector
ing identifies tlie sectors by magnetic
codes written on the diskette. Both
methods, however, have a hole. called
the index hole, in the diskette to identify
the beginning of the tracks. which start
on the same radius. When the diskette
spins. a beam of light is detected by a

photoelectric cell that signals the con
troller that the track has begun.
disk file - I. Refers to various disk units
consisting of a drive. channel. and the
fixed or removable disks. 2. An as
sociated set of records of the same for
mat. identified by a unique label.
disk file addr...ing - The operation
which locates information on a random
access file.
disk fll.s - A type of storage medium
consisting of numbers of disks that ro
tate; each disk has a special coating for
retaining stored information.
disk, fixed-head - There are some disks
which have a head per track. These are
called fixed-head disks. in that the heads
do not move to get to a particular track.
These fixed-head disks have a higher ac
cess rate; that is. it takes less time to get
to a particular sector since there is no
head movement. This arrangement is.
typically. more expensive smce .there
are more heads and more electromcs re
quired.
disk, hard sador - Generallv refers to
magnetic disks that are divided into sec
tors around the disk. These sectors may
be marked either by the hardware.
called the hard sector. or the software.
the soft sector. Hard sectoring is older.
consisting of actual holes in the diskette.
disk, hard vs soft sedors - A long-stand
ing difference in the manner by which a
disk sector is defined is the hard vs soft
sectoring techniques. In the hard-sec
tored disk system. the physical ~isk has
holes that are used to determme the
start of sector 0 and the start of-every
sector on the disk. This permits simpler
hardware since there is no timing re
quirement to determine the start of
each sector. In a soft-sectored disk.
there is only a single hole which iden
tifies the start ofsector O. The controller
must provide timing circuitry to deter
mine when other sectors are under the
head. This generally adds to the ex
pense and com{llexity of the controller.
The advantage IS that the controller can
define any sector size it requires.
whereas the hard-sectored disk must be
used with the sector size defined by the
physical holes (of perhaps a multiple of
sector size. e.g .• 2 sectors + I sector).
dl.k, ;"agn.tlc - A storage device on
which information is recorded on the
magnetized surface of a rotating disk. A
magnetic-disk storage system is an array
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disk. moving arm
of such devices. with associated reading
and writing heads that are mounted on
movable arms. (Related to disk storage.)
disk. moving arm - A type of disk which
has a movable arm whICh contains sev
eral heads. each of which covers an area
of several tracks of digited information.
This is in contrast to a fixed head disk
for which the heads are fixed in posi
tion. one per track. and the arms are
immovable.
disk pack - A set of magnetic disks which
have been designed so they can be
placed in a processing device for read
Ing and writing. TheIr design permits
them to be interchanged with other disk
packs.
disk read-write head - The read-write
head of a recording device consists of a
coil on a ferromagnetic core. This core
has a gap of nonmagnetic material
which is brought into contact with the
media. (Or verY near the media in flving
head hard disks.) Current in the'coil
magnetizes the media as it passes under
the gap. The coil responds to a (haliK' in
the magnetic flux of the media. This is
accomplished by moving the media. In
addition to motion. a change in the
magnetic field from the disk is required
to produce an output. In other words.
the read head can onlv detect where
transitions in polarity occur. Therefore.
the information must be encoded in the
location of these transitions. and the
read system must operate by locating
these transitions. This is done bv detect
ing the peaks of the read signal.
disk seeton - A majority of disks are di
vided into sectors of approximatelv 128
words. A sector corresponds to a block
of data between two successive radials
on the disk. The cutting of a disk into
sectors is analogous to the way a pie
would be sliced.
disk lortlng- A sort program that utilizes
disk-type m.emory for auxiliary storage
during sortIng.
dilk lort/merglng- S"
sorl/merging.
disk.
disk Itorage - I. A storage device that
uses magnetic recording on fiat rotating
disks. 2. The storage of data on the sur
face of magnetic disks. (Related to mag
netic disk. and magnetic-disk storage.)
disk working storage - Su storage. work
ing.

display buffer size
dilorderly closHown - Sf( close-down.
disorderly.
dispatchlnl priority - The priority as
signed to an active task in a multipro
gramming or multitask environment.
An active task is nonreal-time and non
foreground. The dispatch priority esta
blishes precedence for the use of the
central processing unit (CPU) when the
operating system prepares to return
control to the problem program.
dispatching system I - Dispatching sys
tems respond to a demand by aSSIgning
resources to meet it. then reporting ac
cordingly. A syste~ that assIgns inven
tory to fill orders IS an example. In this
case a dispatching system must reduce
the recorded balances. prepare the ap
propriate documents for the ware
houses where the items are stocked. and
issue reorder documents when inven
torv levels become too low. The dis
patching system also performs such
functions as financial accounting. pay
roll. and management reports on daily
operations. The equipment for such a
system generally consists of a medium
or large computer. magnetic tape tran
sports. magnetic disk files. a card read
er-punch. a printer. and perhaps several
teletypewriter terminals and a buffer.
dlspene - I. The distribution of items
among more sets than originally pre
sented. An output item may be dis
tributed to several output sets. 2. A
data-processing operation in which
input items or fields are distributed or
duplicated in more than one output
item or field.
dlspenlnl - A designed procedure which
results in input data distribution in sev
eral output areas rather than one.
dlspenlon lote - Sa"" as gate. NAND.
display - Visible representation of data
on a console screen in a printed report.
graph. or drawing. subject to alteration
by a light pen or "stylus."
display adapter unit - The d~sp'lay
adapter unit controls the transmISSIon
of data. unit control information. unit
status information. and the sequencing
and synchronizing of the various units
in the system. In addition. digital data
received from computer storage is for
matted for deflection commands for the
crt devices.
display buffer Ilze - The minimum and
maximum number of words reserved
for display units and used. with auto
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display, inquiry-terminal

matic refreshing, to present a flicker
free picture.
dis;:tlay capacity - Many displays de
signed for business uses provide 24
lines of characters with 80 characters
per line. To display the full text of an
8V2 X II letter, or full display of large
forms or reports, larger display capacity
IS needed.
display category - A group, type, class,
or arrav of data or information pre
sented (or visual displav on cathode-ray
tubes.
display charader generation - In addi
tion to automatic line generation, the
display hardware can displav characters
specified by 6-bit codes. Each character
is displayed in an average of 15 /LS
(some systems).
display, character-made - This mode
provides a rapid means of displaving al
phanumeric characters. Three charac
ters or symbols are contained in each
variable bit word with provision for a
128-character or larger alphabet. Char
acters or symbols may be displayed in
one or several sizes. The character gen
erator is capable of performing car
riage-return functions upon specific
characterlike commands. Escape from
the character mode is accomplished
with another similar code.
display charader se.. - Characters in
clude alphabetic letters, symbols, and
numerals. Letters may be all capitals
(upper case) or may include lower case
as well. Alternate character sets such as
Cyrillic (Slavic), Farsi (Arabic), or
Katakana (Japanese) may be available,
as may double-width and double-height
characters.
display characters per frame - The maxi
mum number of whole characters which
can be drawn flicker-free at the manu
facturer's recommended refresher rate.
display console keyboard - An operator
control panel for those processors
where ~he display is used in place of the
typewnter control console.
display controllers - Display controllers
provide an integrated solution to the
probl<om of display-support circuitry.
Combmed on a single chip are data
latching, seven-segment decode, seg
ment drive, and digit multiplex control.
display, control-message - See control
message display.
display, crt inquiry -Information IS

placed into the computer through the
alphanumeric keyboard and is simul
taneously displayed on its four-inch
square (or larger screen) crt. ThiS type
of unit then displays a reply to the 111
quiry on its screen.
display cursors - A cursor is a movable
mark that locates a character on the
screen. By pressing cursor control kevs,
the operator can move the cursor from
line to line and from character to char
acter. A cursor is used to direct display
editing functions such as "delete
character." Thus, if the cursor is moved
to underline a certain displayed charac
ter, and the delete-character key is then
pressed, that character will be removed.
Some terminals use a blinking cursor to
call the operator's attention to its posi
tion.
display, digital (DO) - A display of digi
tally oriented numerals.
display, direct - Cathode-ray tubes that
display various alphameric. graphic, or
sketch results from a processor for view
ing or photographing for records or ani
mation.
display, direct-acce51 channel- This pro
vides automatic collection of data and
control information from core memoT\'
with a single instruction. This indexible
address register contains the memory
address of the next display control or
data word in memory. Termination of
the transfer is controlled by the stop bit
which signals the computer upon com
pletion of plotting. The location of the
stop bit may be determined by examin
ing the contents of the channel register
(some systems).
display drum - A magnetic, digital, data
buffer storage drum which stores data
that is to be used for display on a visual
device.
display, forced - A display made by the
system without the operator requesting
it.
display, incremental- The precision in
cremental display is a powerful new
general-purpose incremental cathode
ray tube display which permits rapid
conversion of digital computer data into
graphic and tabular form. Its combined
capabilities offer the user an unusual de
gree of versatility and accuracy.
display, inquiry and subscriber - See in
quiry and subscriber display.
display, inquiry-terminal-Information is
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placed into the computer through the
alphanumeric keyboard and is simul
taneously displayed on the screen. The
unit then displays a reply to the inquiry
on the screen. Information is displaved
many times faster than that produced bv
an operator by means of a typeout. To
reuse the display after the inquiry has
been answered requires only a press of
the erase button.
display modes- Each display mode. such
as vector. increment. character. point.
vector continue. or short vector spe
cifies the manner in which points are to
be displayed on the screen.
display numeric pads- These are nu
meral key groupings like those used on
adding-machines. The pads speed up
the entry of numeric data by limiting the
hand movement required of the opera
tor.
display, parameteMllode - This mode is
used to control the display. It estab
lishes parameter information for each of
the other modes. The parameters are
changed only when another parameter
word is encountered (some computers).
display, point-mode - In this mode. indi
vidualJoints may be established and/or'
plotle at random locations on the tube
face. A point is established by two inde
pendent IS-bit words. The first word
determines the vertical position; the
second word sets up the horizontal posi
tion. Once an initial point has been es
tablished. subsequent plots may be
made by single word changes (some
computers).
display printer ports- Some terminals
are equipped with connection "ports"
to whICh computer printers can be at
tal=hed. The; pri~ters may simply repro
duce matenal displayed on the terminal
screen. or .they may be able to print ma
tenal received from a computer via the
terminal.
display, remote (slave) - A slave unit
containing onIv the analog portion of
the display. Turn-on may be accom
plished independently. or by the mas
ter-display control.
display, reverse video - This function
shows dark characters on a background
of light screen area.
display,
lubroutinlnl-multilevel - The
control state permits the display to
jump from accessing one location mem
ory to any other. When it is desired to
jump to a display subroutine. the return

address is automaticallv stored in a
push-down list.
.
display, translate - To move. as an image
on a screen. from side to side or up and
down without rotation of the image.
display tube - A cathode-rav tube used to
display information.
.
display
Iypes- Cathode-rav
tube.
plasma. and liquid crvstal displays. light
emitting diodes (LEOs). incandescent
and fluorescent displays. and "Nixie"
tubes are becoming solidly established
in circuit design as the trend to digital
readout continues. The design engineer
faces an unusuallv formidable task in
determining the type of displav most
suitable and practical for his product.
display unit - A device that provides a vi
sual representation of data.
display unit, Iraphic - A communications
terminal which can display data on a
screen.
display unit, remote (visual) - Remote
users who can use a typewriter can now
talk to a computer and get answers on
t~e spot. The .operator of a display unit
Simply types m the query and presses
the transmit key; the answer appears im
mediately on the screen. Options cover
manv diverse applications and there are
input interfaces for digital computers.
telephone subsets. and other digital
sources.
display, vedor-contlnue mode - The vec
tor-continue mode is an extension of
the vector mode: its word format is the
same. This mode is used when it is de
sirable to draw a vector from any point
to the edge of the screen. The vector
specified is automatically extended until
the edge of the screen is encountered.
Upon Violation ofthe screen edge. auto
matic return is made to the parameter
mode. This mode is particularly useful
for drawing long, straight lines (for ex
ample, grid lines and graph axes) ra
pidlY and efficientlv.
dilledor - In optical character recogni
tion (OCR), a mechanical or electronic
transducer that sequentially detects the
level oflight in different areas of a com
pletely illuminated sample space.
dillipation, module - The dissipation of
the module calculated from the voltage
current product. plus an allowance for
transistor dissipation for load current
being supplied to other modules.
distance - The number of digit positions
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distance gate

which the corresponding digits of two
binarv words of the same length are diff
erent. (Svnonvmous with Hamming dis
tance.)
distance gate OR.

Snmr as gate. exclusive

distance, Hamming tance.

Srr Hamming dis

distance signal- .'lamr a.1 Hamming dis
tance.

distortion, characteristic

quirement is not met. distortion is pre
sent.
distortion, bias - I. Bias distortion or bias
of start-stop teletvpewriter signals is the
uniform shifting of the beginning of all
marking pulses from their proper posi
tions in relation to the beginning of the
start pulse. 2. Distortion affecting a two
condition (or binary) modulation (or
restitution) in which all the signihcant
intervals corresponding to one of the

Courtesy Sperry
!),slnbllird-mmjilllrr-J\'slem jirorrs.lol'.

distortion - An undesired change III
waveform between the received signal
and the original signal.

two significant conditions have longer
or shorter durations than the corre
sponding theoretical durations.

distortion, asymmetrical- A distortion
affecting a two-condition (or binary)
modulation (or restitution) in which all
the signihcant intervals corresponding
to one of the two significant conditions
have longer or shorter durations than
the corresponding theoretical durations
of the excitation. If this particular re-

distortion, characteristic - I. A fixed dis
tortion which results in either shortened
or lengthened impulses. It generally
does not chan~e in degree from day to
day. 2. Distortions caused bv transients
which. as a result of the mod·ulation. are
present in the transmission channel and
depend on its transmission qualities.
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distortion, delay/frequency
distortion, delay/frequency -

That form
of distortion which occurs when the en
velope delay of a circuit or system is not
constant over the frequency range re
quired for transmissions.
distortion, end - Sff end distortion.
distortion, fortuitous - An intermittent
distortion which results in either short
ened or lengthened impulses. It is
caused bv batterv fluctuations, hits on
the line, power induction, etc.
distortion, marking-end - End distortion
which lengthens the marking impulse
by delaying the mark-to-space transi
tion
distributed computer systems - The ar
rangement of computers within an or
gamzation, in which the organization's
computer complex has many separate
computing facilities all working in a co
operative manner, rather than the con
ventional single computer at a single lo
cation. Versatility of a computer system
is often increased if small computers in
geographically dispersed branches are
used for simple tasks and a central com
puter is available for larger tasks. Fre
quently an organization's central files
are stored at the central computing fa
cility, with the geographi('ally dispersed
smaller computers calling on the central
files when they need them. Such an ar
rangement lessens the load on the cen
tral computer and reduces both the vol
ume and cost of data transmission.
distributed computing - Usually refers to
a computation performed m parallel
and generally asvchronously, but coop
eratively, by many processors. It is also
a general term for a computing system
in which processing and storage facili
ties are geographically dispersed, but
loosely coupled by transmission media.
distributed-intelligence
system - Each
processor in a distributed-intelligence
microcomputer svstem (DIMS) per
forms some combination of these four
basic activity functions: (I) Local input
/output or hardware controller activity.
(2) Information concentration and tem
porarv storage. (3) Information proc
essing. (4) Remote input/output and
communication.
distributed intelligence system programs

- Various sets of programs that use
multiple prm:essors, some with their
own set of responsibilities but still capa
ble of cooperating as a unit alone or part

distributed systems, satellites

of a unified system bv exchang.ing infor
matIOn over communication hnes.

DISTRIBUTED
DATA
PROCESSING

DATA
ENTRY

LOCAL
BATCH

LOCAL
INTERACTION

REMOTE
INTERACTION
Distributed system.
Refers to various
arran~ements of computers within an
organization in which the organization's
computer complex has many separate
computing facilities all working in a co
operative manner, rather than the con
ventional single computer at a single lo
cation. Versatility of a computer system
is often increased if small computers in
geographically dispersed branches are
used for simple tasks and a powerful
central computer is available for larger
tasks.
distributed systems, satellites - Various
distributed systems include satellite
computer systems for measurement and
control, disk-based real-time multipro
gramming central systems, and the
hardware-software interfacing that es
tablishes, controls, and monitors dis
tributed svstem communications. Manv
distributed systems offer capability tha't
is comprehensive. They provide: (I)
Quick response to local events, because
satellite systems operate independently,
(2) Maximum availability; failure at cen
tral or a satellite leaves other satellites
up and working. (3) Fast, disk-based

distributed systems -
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DMA ilo control

program processing at central so pro
ductive operations of satellites can con
tinue without interruption for program
development. (4) A multiprocessor en
vironment in which satellites can call on
central to process data for them. and
data can be transferred directlv between
programs in the satellites and in central.
maximizing p'roductivity. (5) Easv ac
cess to distributed system capabilities
through high-level program calls and
operator commands speeds and sim
plifies system programming and im
plementation. and users can develop
the ability to build systems quickly. or to
use the software as a building block for
tailoring systems for specific customer
applications.
distribution frame - A structure for ter
minating wires and connecting them to
gether in any desired order.
distribution, time-impulse - A device or
circuit for allocating timing pulses or
clock pulses to one or more conducting
paths or control lines in specified se
quence.
distributor - The electronic circuit which
acts as an intermediate link between the
accumulator and drum storage.
diversity gate - Samr as gate. exclusive
OR.
divide check - An
indicator which
denotes that an invalid division has
been attempted or has occurred.
divided slit scan - A device. in optical
character recognition (OCR). which
scans an input character at given inter
vals to obtain its horizontal and vertical
components. This scanning device con
sists of a narrow column of photoelec
tric cells.
dividend - The <:juantity that is divided by
another quantity; also. the numerator of
a fraction.
divider, analog - Srr analog divider.
divider, digital- Srr digital divider.
divide time - The period of time required
to perform a single division operation
with quantities of average length.
division - The parts into which a COBOL
program is organized. Identification di
vision provides information to identify
the source and object {>rograms. Envi
ronment division speCifies the equip
ment to use for translating and running
a program. Data division contains en
tries to define the nature of the data to
be processed. Procedure division con

sists of the processor programs to be run
with data.
division, data - Sa data division.
division, identification - The part of
COBOL programming in which the
programmer gives information to iden
tify the source program and the object
program.
division, procedure - The COBOL term
for the description of the steps we take
in the processing of data into meaning
ful English.
division subroutine - I. A set of instruc
tions which simulate division by repeti
tive subtraction or by series expansion.
2. The approximation of reciprocals. 3.
A division simulator.
division, time - Interleaving several mes
sage channels. which are separated from
each other in time. on a single transmis
sion medium.
divisor - A quantity by which the divi
dend is diVided; also. the denominator
of a fraction.
divisor, trial- An initial approximation in
the dividing arithmetic process.
DMA (dired memory acce ..) - A proce
dure or method designed to gain direct
access to main storage to thereby
achieve data transfer without involving
the CPU. This means that the CPU must
be periodicallv disabled while DMA is in
progress. The manner and modes of
achieving this differ considerably in the
manv microp'rocessor models that have
DMA capability.
DMA fundions- Four typical functions
are: data transfer. add to memorv. incre
ment memory. or with memon:. Other
signals specify whether the data' transfer
IS to or from memory; another specifies'
whether or not to clear memory after
reading the word content.
.
Computers differ greatly in the types
of DMA transfer functions allowed. but
a well designed CPU will only expect the
device controller to strobe data onto the
in-bus lines or read data off the OUl-bus
lines; CPU logic will execute any spe
cified memory operations (e.g.. add to
memory). If data are being output to the
device. the CPUlla('es the data on the
out-bus lines an pulses other lines on
the i/o bus. signaling the device con
troller to read data.
DMA ilo control- Refers to direct mem
orv access which is a mechanism de
signed to allow the input/oUlput de-
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vices to take control of the CPU for one
or more memory cvcles. in order to
write to or read from memorv. The
order of executing the program steps
(instructions) remains unchanged.
OMA ilo operationl - DMA i/o opera
tions involve a peripheral device and.
generally. a system memorv. A device
can transfer data to or from the memory
on the processor module or any read/
write memory module along the bus.
The actural sequence of operations I,)r
executing the data transfer once a de
vice has been granted DMA bus control
is quite similar for the majority of mi
crosystems when the DMA device. not
the processor. becomes the bus master
(controls the operation).
DMA Iinel, lingle chip Iystems - On
some low cost svstems users can use the
microcomputer'DMA lines to wire to
gether several CPU chips. This forms a
multiprocessor system. in which the
CPUs interface to the same address data
buses.
OMA, video - In some systems with di
rect memory access capabilities. the
processor memory is shared with video
memory but without timing conflicts.
Dedicated memory video terminals. on
the other hand. give the processor pri
ority in memory operations. If the ter
minal is writing characters when the
processor takes over its memory. the
screen becomes undefined. and a
"scratch" mark results.
OMCL - Abbreviation for Device Media
Control Language.
OML - Abbreviation for Data Manipula
tion Language.
DMS - Abbreviation for Data Manage
ment System.
ONC, dired numerical control- A system
connecting a set of numerically con
trolled machines to a common memory
for part program or machine program
storage. with provision for on-demand
distribution of data to the machines. Di
rect numerical control systems typically
have additional provisions for collec
tion. display. or editing of part pro
grams, operator instructions. or data
related to the numerical control pro
cess.
document - I. A form. voucher. or writ
ten evidence of a transaction. 2. To in
struct. as by citation of references. 3. To
substantiate. as by listing of authorities.
4. A medium containing a representa

tion of stored information. such as a
sheet .of paper. a punched card. etc
document alignment - The phase of the
reading process. in character recogni
tion. in which a transverse or gravita
tional force is applied to the document
to align its reference edge with that of
the machine.
documentation - I. The process of col
lecting. organizing. storing. citins and
dispensing of documents or the mfor
mation recorded in the documents. 2.
The group of techniques necessary for
the orderly presentatIOn. organization.
and communication of recorded spe
cialized knowledge in order to maintain
a complete record of reasons for
changes in variables. Documentation is
necessary not so much to give maximum
utility as it is to give an unquestionable
historical-reference record.
documentation book - All the material
needed to document a computer appli
cation. including problem statement.
flowcharts. coding. and operating in
structions.
documentation, empirical - The essence
of scientific method. i.e.. verifiable doc
umentation from observations. experi
ments. evidence. past recorded experi
ence-without the use of theory or
deduction.
documentation, graphic - A process de
\'eloped for recording data on graphs
and films.
document handling - The process of
loading. feeding. transporting, and un
loading a cutform document submitted
for character recognition.
document leading edge - The edge which
is first encountered during the reading
process in character recognition, and
whose relative position indICates the di
rection of travel for the document.
document misregistration - The improper
state of appearance of a document. in
character recognition. on site in the
character reader. with reference to a
real or imaginary horizontal base line.
documentor - A program designed to use
data-processing methods in the produc
tion and maintenance of program flow
charts. text material. and other types of
tabular or graphic information.
document reader - See reader, document.
document reference edge - That edge of
a source document, in character recog
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mtlon. which provides the basis of all
subsequent reading processes.
document retrieval- The svstem of
searching. indexing. and identifying of
speCific documents which contain the
desired data being sought.
document, source - A document origi
nally used by a data processing system
and which supplies the basic data to be
input to the data processing system.
documents, software - Relating to all the
documents and notations associated
with the computer; e.g.. manuals. circuit
diagrams. etc.. or programs and rou
tines associated with the computer; e.g.•
compilers. special languages. library
routmes.
document, turnaround - A punched card
or the like which has been prepared bv
a computer. so that when it is returned
to the computer it serves as evidence of
a completed transaction.
document types - The generic designa
tion of varied printing methods in char
acter recognition. the category of which
is of paramount consideration to data
preparation.
docuterm - A word or phrase descriptive
of the subject matter or concept of an
item of information that is considered
important for later retrieval of informa
tion. (Related to aspect card.)
domain - In terms of relational models of
data-base management systems. the do
main is the collection of field occur
rences in a file. For example. if a file
contained ten records. the domain of
each field would have ten elements in it.
do-nothing Instrudion - Sff instruction.
dummy.
don't care gate - Sf( gate. don't care.
DO statement range - All FORTRAN
statements included in the repetitive ex
ecution of a DO loop operation.
dot printer - Sl'f printer. wire.
double fallback fallback. double.
double length - Pertaining to twice the
normal length of a unit of data or a stor
age device m a given computing svstem;
e.g.. a double-length register 'would
have the capacity to store twice as much
data as a single-length or normal regis
ter; a double-length word would have
twice the number of characters or digits
as a normal or single-length word.
double-length number - A number having
twice as many figures as are normally

handled in a particular device. (Synony
mous with double-precision number.)
double-length working - For greater pre
cision. oftentimes two or more machine
words are used to represent a single
number. and this is termed doubk,
length working. Samf aJ double preci
sion.
double operand - Some systems usc an
instruction tvpe containing two address
fields. source operand address field and
destination operand address field.
double precision - Pertaining to a quan
tity having twice as many digits as arc
normallv carried; e.g.. a double-preci
sion number reqUIres two machine
words in a fixed-word machine.
double-precision arithmetic - Arithmetic
used when more accuracy is necessary
than a single word of computer storage
will provide. This is accomplished by
using two computer words to represent
one number.
double-precision number - A number
having twice as many figures as are nor
mally handled in a particular device.
The purpose is to carry more significant
digits in a computation to thereby amid
the loss of high or low order positions.
double-precision operation - An opera
tion in which two registers are treated as
a 64-bit double-word register contain
ing a single quantity.
double-precision quantity - Samf aJ dou
ble precision number.
double-pulse
recording - A
specific
method for magnetic recording of bits
in which each storagecell comprises two
regIOns magnetized m opposite senses
with unmagnetized regions on each
side.
doubler - An internal component which
doubles a given digit and is used in the
multiplication rout me.
double-rail logic - Sf{' logic. double-rail.
double-word command - A double word
that contains detailed information con
cerning a portion of an input/output
operation.
double word, eftedlve - The double
word actually accessed in a double-word
operation.
double-word location, eftedlve - The ac
tual storage location pointed to by the
effective virtual address of a double
word addressing instruction.
double word, program status- A double

S""
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word that indicates all programmable
control conditions of a CPU. The pro
gram status double word is a set ofhard
ware control registers whose contents
are collected and stored as a double
word in memory, and whose states can
be established by loading a double word
from memory.
double-word reg Iller - Two registers
used to hold a 64-bit double word
(some computers).
down-line lood - The process by which
one node in a computer network trans
fers an entire system image or a pro
gram (task) image to another node and
causes it to be executed.
down lime - The period during which a
computer is malfunctioning or not 0p.eratmg correctly due to machine faIl
ures. (Contrasted with available time
idle time, or standby time.)
,
down lime, nonlcheduled - This is the
idle machine time during which the
h~rdware is being repaired because of
failures or unforeseen circumstances
other than normal servicing or mainte
nance time. It is usually expressed as a
percent of total available time.
down lime, Icheduled - The determined
or required idle time necessary for nor
mal. servi~ing of computer equipment
dunng whICh such eqUipment is unavail
able for operations. This is usually ex
pressed as a percent of total available
tlm.e. It IS al~o known as preventive
mamtenance time.
DP - Abbreviation for Data Processing.
DPM - The abbreviation for documents
pe.r minute, and data-processing rna
chme.
DPMA ~ Data Processing Management
ASSOCIation.
DPMA certlflcole - A certificate given by
t~e .Data p.roc~ssing Management Asso
Ciation which mdicates that a person has
a certain level of competence m the field
o~ data proces~ing. The certificate is ob
tamed by passmg an examination that is
offered yearly throughout the United
States and Canada.
drift error - That part of the error in ana
log computers due to drift or change in
component values caused by changes in
temperature or changes in power sup
ply voltages.
drill., network - A final level of testing in
a real-time system in which data from all
the sites is transmitted and the entire

complex of equipment, personnel. m
terfaces. and programs is tested.
drive - A device that moves tape past a
head. (Synonymous with tape trans
port.)
driven, key - See key-driven.
drive pulle - I. A pulsed magnetomotive
force applied to a magnetic core. 2. A
particular pulse of current in a winding
mductively coupled to one or more
magnetic cells which produces a pulse
of magnetomotive force.
drive. pulle, partlal- See pulse. partial
wnte.
driver (buffer) - A driver or a buffer is a
circuit designed to isolate a load from
the driving source; it is often used be
tween a microprocessor chip and the
memory address lines. and to boost a
small drive current from the micro
processor IC to a higher value suitable
for dnvmg a large number of devices
simultaneously.
driv~r. device - Usually refers to an oper
atmg system (OS) module that controls
a specific input-output peripheral; e.g ..
the dnver IS called by the executive of
the operating system' in response to a
user program i/o call. In most systems.
each type of peripheral has a 'unique
driver in the operating system.
drive, lape - The mechanism that moves
magnetic or paper tape past sensing and
recording heads; usuallv associated with
data-processing equipment. (Svnonv
mous with tape unit, and c1arifled bv
ma.gnetic-tape unit. and paper-tape
umt.)
DRO (De.lrudive Read-OuI) - The inter
rogation of a destructive type of storage
system.
drop-dead halt - See halt. dead.
drop-In - An accidental or unwanted ap
pearance of bits.
drop-out - The accidental failure to read
or write a ne~essary character on a mag
netic recordmg surface.
dr~p., f~l.e - The <;Jocuments spuriously
I~entlfied as pertinent by an informa
tlon-retneval sYstem, but which do not
satisfy the search requirements. due to
~auses such as improper coding. punch
mg spunous or wrong combinations of
holes. or improper use of terminologv.
(Related to noise.)
,
drum. di.play - See display drum.
dry running- Relates to the examination
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of the logic and coding of a program
from a flowchart and written instruc
tions, and record of the results of each
step of the operation before running the
program on the computer.
DSW - Abbreviation for device status
word.
DTE - Abbreviation for Data Terminal
Equipment.
dual-channel controller - This controller
increases the sorting and merging pow
ers of the systems by permitting simulta
neous tape reading and/or writing. All
tapes may be accessed from either chan
nel.
dual-gap rewrite head - A character writ
ten on tape is immediatelv read bv a
read head so that the a(c~racv of 're
corded data might be ensured.'
dual operation - Most frequent reference
is to the Boolean operation whose result
is the negation of the result of another
Boolean operation.
dual purpose card - Punched cards which
contain printed as well as punched in
formation.
dual recordings - The dual recording of
critical data makes it possible to ma
chine-compare the two for verification.
It is more common Iv used in mark-sense
recording operations and those card
punch operations in which it is neces
sary to verify only one or two fields.
dual storage - See storage, dual.
dual systems - Special configurations
that use two computers to receive iden
tical inputs and execute the same rou
tines, with the results of such parallel
processing subject to comparison. Ex
ceptional high-reliability requirements
are usually involved.
dummy - An artificial address, instruc
tion. or record of information inserted
solely to fulfill prescribed conditions.
such as to achieve a fixed word length or
block length. but without itself affecting
machine operations except to permit
the machine to perform desired opera
tions.
dummy addreu - An artificial address
used for illustration or instruction pur
poses.
dummy
instruction - See
instruction.
dummv.
dump - I. To accidentally or intention
ally withdraw all power from a com
puter. 2. To record the contents of in

ternal storage at a given instant of time.
usually as an aid in detecting program
mistakes or errors. 3. To print out or
punch out a portion or all of the con
tents of the computer memory. 4. To
transfer all or part of the contents of one
section of computer memory mto an
other section. or to some output deVIce.
dump, ac - The intentional. accidental or
conditional removal of all alternatmg
current power from a system or compo
nent. An ac dump usually results in the
removal of all power. since direct cur
rent is usually supplied through a rec
tifier or converter.
dump, change - A printout or output re
cording of the contents of all storage
locations in which a change has been
made since the previous change dump.
dump check - A check which usuallv con
sists of adding all the digits during
dumping. and verifying the sum when
retransferring.
dump, dc - The intentional. accidental. or
conditional removal of all direct-current
power from a system or component.
dump, dynamic - A dump that is per
formed periodically during the execu
tion of a program.
dumping, dynamic - A specific feature
~hich prints diagnostic data avoiding
mterrupl10n m the program whIch IS
being tested.
dumping, executive - The facility to ob
tain printable dumps of the contents of
areas of film or mam memory m case
unexpected errors cause premature ter
mination of supposedlv debugged pro
grams. The dumps are recorded on tape
for later printing on the high-speed
printer.
dumping, periodic (time sharing) - See
time sharing. periodic dumping.
dumping, storage - A procedure or pro
cess for transferring data from one par
ticular storage device to another or
from one particular area to another.
dump, memory - I. A listing of the con
tents of a storage device. or selected
parts of it. (Svnonymous with mam
dump and memory printout.) 2. Rou
tine generated automaticallv accordmg
to a programmer's specification and in
cluded in an object program to perform.
respectively. program-loading opera
tions and a printout of memory contents
upon request.
dump point - Refers to a designed point
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in a program at which it is desirable to
write the program and its data to a back
ing storage, as a protection against ma
chine failure. Dump points may be se
lected to effect dumping at specific time
intervals or at predetermined events in
the running of the program.
dump, post-mortem - A listing of the con
tents of a storage device taken after a
routine has been run in order that the
final condition of sections of storage
may be recorded for debugging pur
poses.
dump,. power - The accidental or inten
tional removal of all power.
dump printout - Refers to various pro
gram printouts. often in hexadeCimal
format. of the contents of all memorv
areas currently assigned to the program
(also In many cases. data areas). The
output can serve as a valuable diagnos
tic tool to facilitate troubleshooting and
error cOlTection.
dump, priority error - The dumping into
tape. etc .. of information and main stor
age so that the cause of an equipment or
program elTor may be assessed bv the
analvsts.
dump, ,eledive - A dump of one or more
specified storage locauons.
dump, snapshot - A dynami('. partial
printout during computing (Keurring at
breakpoints and checkpOints. or at se
lected items in storage.
dump, ,tatic - A dump that is performed
at a particular point III time with respect
to a machine run. frequently at the end
of a run.
dump, storage - A listing of the contents
of a storage device. or selected parts of
it. (Synonvmous with memory dump.
main dump. and memory printout.)
dup - Abbreviation for duplication; also.
a punched card which is an exact COPy of
a previous punched card. Improper 'use
of word duplex. but often meant to sig
nify a second set of equipment or com
puting devices which would substitute
for onginal equipment in case of failure.
duplex - Pertaining to a twin. a pair. or a
two-in-one situation, e.g., a channel
providing simultaneous transmission in
both directions. or a second set of
equipment to be used in event of the
faIlure of the primary.
duplex' channel- A channel providing
simultaneous transmission in both di
rections.

dynamic
duplex console -

A switchover console
connecting two or more computers and
used to govern which computer is to be
on-line.
duplex equipment - An invalid term but
one which usuallv is given to mean a
stand-by. reserve. or fail-safe set of
equipment or devices to be used in the
event of failure of the primarv equip
ment.
duplex, full- A method of operating a
communications circuit so that each end
can simultaneously transmit and receIve.
duplex, full, service - A service in which
the data communication channel is ca
pable of simultaneous and independent
transmission and reception.
duplex, half - Permits one-direction elec
trical communi('ations between stations.
Technical arrangements may permit op
eration in eith('r direction. but not
simultaneouslv. Therefore. this term is
qualified by' one of the following
suffixes: SIO for send only; RIO for re
ceive only; SIR for send or receive.
duplexing, synchro - The scheme of pro
ducing a document on a printin~ device
through the synchronous runnlllg of a
program tape and a master tape or a
pure data tape. The operation is com
pletelv controlled bv function codes in
the program tape. A data-processing
function.
duplex system - Two computers used in
special configuration. one is on-line and
the other is standing by ready to be used
if a malfunction of the 'on-line computer
occurs. The stand-by computer is often
lIsed to complete off-line functions.
duplicate - To reproduce data leaving
the original data unchanged.
duplicated record - Images or copies of
file records that are located in file
modules or frames that are separate
from the primary COPy. Such duplicate
records ensure against loss of urgent or
critical files or data.
dwell- The usualh adjustable time
length of an output pulse that is inde
pendent of input signal duration. Per
tains to pulsed logic amplifier output.
either immediate or delayed.
dyadic Boolean operation - Sf{ Boolean
operation. dyadic.
dyadic operation - An operation on two
operands.
dynamic - Pertaining to a quantity that is
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affected bv time, energy or power, and
therefore ;ndicates a relativelv transient
or unstable condition.
'
dynamic accen, data base - Dvnamic ac
cess is the capabilitv of combining sev
eral of the access to data base methods
supported by a system. For example, an
indexed file could be accessed randomh
by key in order to establish a starting
position within the file, and then ac
cessed sequentially to process all rec
ords whose keys follow the retrieved re
cord in the collated index.
dynamic control- Sff control, dynamic.
dynamic debug - Pertaining to those
debug programs designed for interac
tive debugging of user-written pro
grams.
dynamic dump - A dump that is per
formed periodically during the execu
tion of a program.
dynamic dumping - A specific feature
which prints diagnostic data, avoiding
interruption in the program which is
being tested.
dynamic flow diagram - A diagram that
shows the operational aspects of a com
puter program asa functIOn of time. All
references to pertinent items, such as
tables, index registers, subroutines, etc.
dynamic focus - If the size of the scan
ning spot is minimized in the center of
the screen of a crt, it may grow larger as
the beam moves awav from the center.
Careful yoke design 'can minimize this
location defocusing, or astigmatism,
and electron-lens design can minimize
the spot size. The only practical way to
obtain uniform focus is to apply a cor
rectIOn voltage (dependent on deflec
tion angle) to the focus grid. This proce
dure, termed "dvnamic focus," is
available in most high-quality crt display
modules.
dynamic handling - This corresponds to
interpretation in various respects, blll
generally means a given feature is not
handled fully until the generated ma
chine langua'ge program is executed.
dynamic instrudions - The sequence of
machine steps performed bv the com
puter in a real-time or simulated envi
ronment.
dynamiciser - A specific logic element
which has the capability of converting a
space distribution of simultaneous
states representing digits into a corre
sponding time sequence.
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dynamic scheduling
dynamic loading -

The loading of a pro
gram module or routme mto mam
memorY bv reference to it bv a loaded
executing program.
dynamic loop - Sff loop. dmamic.
dynamic memory - The storage of data
on a device or in a manner that permits
the data to move or varY with time, and
thus the data is not alwavs instanth'
available for recovery, e.g., acousti<.'
delav line, magnetic drum, or circulat
ing ()r recirculating of inf()rmation in a
medium.
dynamic memory relocation - Frees com
puter user from keeping track of exactlv
where inf()rmation is located in the svs
tem's memory. Another important attri
bute is its abilitv to keep programs
flowing in and out ofmemorv in a highh
efficient manner.
dynamic printout - A printout of data
which occurs as one of the sequential
operations during the machine run.
dynamic program loading - Sff dmamic
loading.
dynamic programming (DP) - The es
sence of dmamic programming is that
an optImum deCISIon must be made at
even stage of a multistage problem.
When considering only a single stage.
there rna\' arpear to be a number ofdlfl~
erent deCISIons of equal ment. Onlv
when the effect of each decision at everv
stage on the overall goal is determined
can the final choice be made. This inte
grating of the cumulative eHect of a path
of deCIsions through each stage of the
network is the real essence of OJ'.
dynamic program relocation - SfP pro
gram relocation, dynamic.
dynamic RAM module - A typical 8K dv
namic RAM is a 8192 X 8-bit NMOS
memorv in two 4096-bvte arrays. Each
array is switch-selectable and' can be
used as ROM. with cycle stealing re
fresh. and the refresh capability during
power failure.
dynamic relocation - Sf( program reloca
tion, dmamic.
dynamic response - The specific behavior
of the output of a device as a function of
the input, both with respect to time.
dynamic routine - Sff subroutine, dy
namlc.
dynamic scheduling - Scheduling that
changes with the different demands that
are made on the system rather than

dynamic ,tap

being fixed as in conventional applica
tions.
dynamic stop - A specific stop ill a loop
which consists of a single jump instruc
tion which eRects a jump to itself.
dynamic storage - Sff storage, dmamic
dynamic storage allocation - Dmamic
storage allocation is provided in ;1 sepa
rate version of the compiler. Each time
a subroutine is called using this feature,
the unique storage area for the subrou
tine is assigned to the first storage avail
able. Thus, all subroutines called on the
same level will share the same storage
area. This results in a significant storage
saving in most cases. In addition, a
recursive subroutine call is possible be
cause a new storage area is assigned
each time a subroutine is entered. This
feature, together with in-line symbolic
coding, provides powerful real-time
programming capability.

echo aHenuation
dynamic subroutine -

I. A program or
routine which the computer changes.
adjusts. or completes to carrv out the
requirements of the data to be devel
oped or processed. 2. A subroutine
which involves parameters, such as deci
mal point posHion or item size. from
which a relativelv coded subroutine is
derived. The computer itself is expected
to adjust or generate the subroutme ac
cordmg to the parametric values cho
sen.

dynamic tape and memory dump routines

- These routines. particularly valuable
when debugging programs, provide au
tomatic "on-the-flv" recording of the
contents of memory and of magnetic
tape files. Calls to these routines may be
programmed in advance by use of mac
roinstructions. or thev mav be initiated
at object time by the ·operator.

E
early start dates -

Used in an optimistic
time estimate in which each job is
started as early as possible to estimate
the duration of the entire task.

EAROM device (electrically alterable read
only memory) - A specialized random

access read/write memory with a special
slow write cvcle and a much faster read
cycle; programmed by writing into the
array and generally used as a ROM,
Contents can be erased en masse. EA
ROMs have several inherent disadvan
tages. First the price, when compared to
masked MOS ROMs is very high. Re
programmability does help to reduce
true cost of EAROMs but isn't sufficient
in large volume applications to warrant
EAROM use. The second problem with
EAROMs is testing. As it takes a very
long time to write a single data pattern
into an EAROM, testing multiple data
patterns can take up to 20 or 30 minutes
while similar tests on R/W RAMs would
take a lnatter of 30 seconds to I minute
to complete the same test patterns. An
other problem with some EAR OMs is
their comparatively slow speeds, A 340
ns access time prevents some EAROMs
from addressing the high speed applica

tions currently served by bipolar
PROMs.
EBCDIC - Abbreviation for expanded bi
nary coded decimal interchange code.
An 8-bit code used to represent 256
unique letters. numbers, and special
characters.
EBCDIC code - An eight-level code similar
to ASCII. EBCDIC uses the eighth level
for an information bit, which extends
the range of characters to 256. ASCII
uses its eighth level for a parity bit (odd
for synchronous transmission; even for
asychronous transmission).
EC - An abbreviation or a notation for
error correcting.
Jcho - Echo is the effect of a wave, which
having derived (for example by reflec
tion) from a primary wave. arrives at ei
ther end of the same circuit with sufE
cient magnitude and delay to be
distinctly recognized.
echo aHenuation - In a four-wire (or two
wire) circuit equipped with repealers or
multiplex eqUipment in which the two
directions of transmission can be sepa
rated from each other. the attenuation
of the echo currents (which return to the
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edit command.

echo check

input of the circuit under consideration)
is determined bv the ratio of the trans
mitted power (p'l ) to the echo power re
ceived (P2)'
echo check - A check of accuraC\' of trans
mission in which the information which
was transmitted to an output device is
returned to the information source and
compared with the original information
to ensure accuracy of omput.
ECL (emitter-coupled logic) advantages

- Some designers favor computer logic
that is essentIally designed around ECL
(emitter-coupled logic). The ECL ap
proach often is preferred since the de
vices are inherentlv verv uniform and
very stable. and are 'excellent for driving
lines. ECL is verv fast. so users must
design with the higher speed in mind
and follow certain layout rules. The ap
proach also can necessitate use of mul
tilaver printed circuit boards. That is ad
vantageous in terms of packaging
density. ECL. is also advantageous be
cause It reqUIres only a I-volt sWll1g 111
3 to 4 nanoseconds. while a tvpICal
Schottky lTL requires a 5-volt swing in
the same time frame. EeL also inher
ently generates less noise.
ECL microproce..or - A typical EeL mi
croprocessor set contains five chips: a
4-bn slice. a control register function. a
timing function. a slice memory inter
face and a slice look-ahead. The various
chips can be used as building blocks to
construct a microprocessor with
capabilities larger than four bits.
ECMA - European Computer Manufac
turing Association.
econometrics - The application of mathe·
matical estimation and inference tech
niques to economic data in order to set
the levels of economic parameters and
to verify or disprove economic theo
rems.
ED - Abbreviation for error detecting.
expanded display or external device.
ED (extemal device) addre.. - The ED
address specifies which external device
a particular instruction is referring to.
Scores of different external devices can
be specified.
edge, character - In optical character rec
ognition. there is an imaginarv edge
which runs along the optical discon·
tinuity between the printed area and the
unprinted area of a printed symbol or
character. The optical discontinuity is
observed by a change in the reflectivity
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along this imaginarv line which is trans
verse to the character edge.
edge, guide -

The edge of a paper tape.
magnetic tape. punched card. printed
sheet. or other such data containing
medium that is used I()r a determination
of its transverse position during mO\'e
ment. The edge of a specific data carrier
which is used as a reference, i.e .. lor
dimensioning. and which usuallv con
trols its position in aoual use.

edge, stroke -

An optical character rec
ognition term relating to an imaginary
line that is equidistant at all points from
the stroke center line and that divides
the edge irregularities of the printl'd
stroke 111 such a way that the unprinted
areas on the inside ()f the center line are
approximately equal to the printed
areas on the outside of the line.

edge, stroke, irregularity -

A term used in
optical character recognition rek-rring
to the deviation orany point on the edge
or a character from the stroke edge.

I. To prepare for, publication. 2.
To rearrange data or inlormation. Edit
ing may involve the deletion of un
wanted data. the seleoion of pertinent
data. the application of format tech
niques. the msertion of svmbols such as
page numbers and typewriter charac
ters. the application of standard pro
cesses such as zero suppression. and the
testing of data for reasonableness and
proper range. Editing may sometimes
be distinguished between input edit (ar
rangement of source data) and output
edit (preparation of table formats).

edit -

edit capabilities -

Edit capabilities permit
checking of many characters at a time
doing zero suppress. floating dollar
sign. asterisk protect. comma and deci
mal insertions. sign control. and other
routines. Editing time in the central
processors is reduced.

edit commands -

In some systems edit
commands are implemented as single.
double. or triple letter mnemonics fol
lowed bv optional command parame
ters. All' commands are terminated bv
typing a carriage return. ®. Commands
may be typed at anv time during the edit
process in place of entering a source
statement. If an error is detected. Edit
omputs a question mark (?) and the
command is ignored. Typeouts. result

edit functionl, crt

EDP center manager

ing from a command, may be aborted by
depressing the keyboard BREAK key.
edit functions, crt - The edit functions of
a crt terminal include the abilitv to in
sert or delete characters or entire lines,
the ability 1O position the cursor of the
unit and the ability 1O define certain pro
tected data fields on the screen of the
terminal. Generally, the more numer
ous its editing capabilities, the more
"intelligent" users can consider a crt
terminal.

See program, editor.
Electronic
device
through which two or more video tape
machines can be controlled to edit pro
gramming accurately and, to some ex
tent, automatically.
editor routine - Same as program, editor.
editor, symbolic - Permits the editing of
source-language programs by adding or
deleting lines of text. All modificatIon,
reading. punching. etc., is controlled by
symbols tvped at the keyboard. The edi
tor reads 'parts or all of a symbolic tape
into memory. where it is available for
immediate examination, correction, and
relisting.
editor, tape - See tape editor.
editor types - Editors are aids in prepar
ing source programs. and certain pro
grams have been developed that manip
ulate text material in various ways.
These programs are called editors. t~xt
editors. paper tape editors. disk editors,
etc.. and make It possible to compose
assembly language programs on line. or
on a stand-along system. They also as
sist in output formatting. etc.
edit, post - To edit the results of a previ
ous computation.
edit statements - In some svstems all
statements entered from th~ keyboard
are placed into an internal edit buffer.
Each statement entered is preceded by
a statement number that specifies the
relative order of the statement in rela
tion to all other statements. Statement
numbers need not be consecutive. and
the sequence in which statements are
entered is immaterial; however. state
ments are buffered in order of increas
ing statement number and are always
listed and dumped in that order. State
ment numbers which precede each
statement entered into Edit may take
many specific forms.
EDP - Electronic data jrocessing. Data
processing performe largely bv elec
tronic equipment. (Related to automatic
data processing.)
EDP center - A complete complex includ
ing one or more computers. its periph
eral equipment, personnel related to
the operation of the center and its func
tions, and the office space housing the
necessary hardware and personnel.
EDP center manager - See manager. com
puter center.

editing and modification, text (time Iharing) - Sre time sharing text editing and

modification.

editing functions, terminal -

These allow
removal of characters, words or larger
pieces of text, insertion of new text, and
movement of text from one position to
another. Such functions are essential to
word processing operations, but they
are also very useful features for any dis
play work station. Operators always
make mistakes, and editing allows these
to be easily corrected.
editing, POlt - A procedure or process of
editing the output of alrior operation,
especially those relate to accounting,
or programs which might have syntax or
construction errors.
editing lubroutine - See subroutine, edit
ing.
editor - An editor is a general-purpose
text editing program used to prepare
source program tapes. Original text en
tered vIa the teletypewriter and held in
memory may be changed and corrected.
The user can insert, delete or change
lines of text. insert, delete and change
characters within a line without retyping
the line, locate lines containing key
words and list or punch any portIon of
the text.
editor, linkage - A standard service rou
tine to convert outputs of assemblers or
compilers to forms which can be loaded
and executed, by combining separately
developed object modules or incor
porating all or parts o~ previously pro
cessed load modules mto a new load
m£)dule. The linkage editor also re
places, deletes, or inserts control sec
tions, . creates overlay facilities, or re
stores symbolic cross references
between various input modules. Usu
ally, linkage editors are run bei()re pro
grams are ready for load in OS. DOS, or
TOS operations, i.e., disk and tape op
erating systems.

editor program -

editor-programmer -
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EDPE

offectlvo word laeatlon

EDPE - Abbreviation for electronic data
processing equipment.
EDPM - Electronic data-processing ma
chine.
EDP man. .o_nt scionco - The field of
management science is extending the
computer far beyond the automation of
routme accounting operations and into
the complex decIsion-making process
of management. Through revolution
ary computer-programmmg techni<\ues
such as simulation, the objective, sCIen
tific approach of management science is
providmg increased management capa
bility and control.
In addition to the physical or opera
tional processes like inventory manage
ment, product planning and control, re
source allocation or market forecasting,
this also includes the fiscal processes
such as bond management, capital in
vestment, risk analysis, profit planning
and product pricing.
Manufacturer's broad resources are
prepared to meet management"s grow
mg demand for this expanded capability
and to extend the tradItion of "total sys
tems" capability into revolutionary
data-processing techniques and applica
tions.
EDPS - Electronic data processing sys
tem.
EDUCOM Planning Council - The Plan
ning Council is a cooperative activity of
22 universities that have decided to in
vestigate jointlv how the computing
needs of their Institutions can best be
met, assess the means of achieving effi
cient and effective resource sharing. and
develop a national "facilitating net
work" linking computers at colleges and
universities throughout the United
States.
odulcorato ~ I. To improve by eliminat
ing worthless information. 2. To weed
out.
EEROM protrammor - A unit that pro
vides a means of programming a single
EEROM or an EEROM module from
paper tape or from an integral hex key
board and display.
offectlvo add,... - I. A modified ad
dress. 2. An address obtained by the
combination of the contents of a specific
index register with the address ofan in
struction. 3. The address used for the
execution of an instruction. This may
differ from that of the instruction in
storage.
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offectlvo byto - The byte actually ac
cessed in an operation on a single byte
or byte string.
offectlvo byto location - The actual stor
age location pointed to by the effective
VIrtual address of a byte addressing in
struction.
offectlvo data transfor rato - See data
transfer rate. average.
offectlvo doublo word - The double
word actually accessed in a double-word
operation.
offodlvo doublo-word location - The ac
tual storage location pointed to by the
effective virtual address of a double
word addressing instruction.
offedivo half-word - The half-word actu
ally accessed in a half-word operation.
offodlvo half-word location - The stor
age location pointed to by the effective
VIrtual address of a half-word address
ing instruction.
offodlvo instrudion - See instruction,
effective.
offodivo op~rand addro.. - An address
obtained at the time of execution by the
computer to give the actual operand ad
dress.
offectivo speod - Speed (less than rated)
which can be sustained over a significant
period of time and which reflects the
slowing effects of control codes. timing
codes, error detection. retransmission.
tabbing. hand keying. etc.
offodivo timo - Su time. effective.
.ffodivo transmi..ion rafo - Same as data
transfer rate. effective.
offodivo-fransmi..lon spood - The rate
at which information is processed by a
transmission facility. expressed as the
average rate over some significant time
interval. This quantity is usually ex
pressed as average characters per unit
of time. or average bits per unit of time.
offectlvo virtual add,... - The virtual ad
dress value after only indirect address
ing and/or indexing modifications have
been accomplished. but before memory
mapping is performed.
offodlvo word - The word actuallv ac
cessed in an operation on a single word.
offectlvo word location - The storage lo
cation pointed to by the effective vIrtual
address of a word-addressing instruc
tion.

EIA Interface

electronic data-switching . • •

A set of signal characteris
tics (time duration, voltage, and cur
rent) for connection of terminals to
modem units, and specific physical cou
pler dimensions specified by the Elec
tronic Industries Association.
EIA Standard RS-232 B or C - This is a
standardized method adopted by the
Electronic Industries Association to en
sure uniformity of interface between
data communication equipment and
data processing terminal equipment. It
has been generally accepted by a major
ity of manufacturers of data transmis
sion and business equipment.
eight level- Any teletypewriter code that
utilizes eight Impulses, in addition to
the start and stop impulses, for describ
ing a character.
EITHER-OR operation - Samp as gate, OR.
eledrical impulses - The signals coming
from card or magnetic tape readers, and
other similar devices, which are con
verted into the code used bv the com
puter and sent to the computer memory
for processmg or storage.
eledrlcally alterable memory - A memory
device whose contents can be revised
with electrical signals.

used to complete electrical circuits with
an applied control current, and also as
a mechanical binary counter.
eledromechanical device - A piece of
equipment which is partially electronic
and partially mechanical in nature.
While the central processing unit is a
pure electronic deVICe, most random ac
cess equipment involves moving parts,
and are therefore electromechamcal de
vices.
eledromechanical printer - A machine <:a
pable of printing characters on paper by
converting electrical signals into me
chanical motion (through motors, cams,
levers, linkages, and so forth).
eledronlc - Pertaining to that branch of
science which deals with the motion,
emission, and behavior of currents of
free electrons, especially in vacuum,
gas, or photo tubes and special conduc
tors or semiconductors. This is con
trasted with electric which pertains to
the flow of electrons in metal conduc
tors.

EIA interface -

eledrically erasable ROM (EEROM)-

An EEROM is a device that can be
erased electrically in one second. It can
be erased and reprogrammed up to a
million times. One type is orgamzed as
512 words of two bits per word.
eledromagnetlc
cammunlcations - The
electromagnetic-wave conductor is
space itself. The electromagnetic fre
quencies available today for communi
cations fall into two categories: Light
beam (laser) communication above the
ehf frequency band, and nonlightbeam
frequency communications in or below
the ehf band. The latter devices include
radio, television, and radar devices cov
ering the frequency spectrum between
the vlf and ehf bands. More elaborate
translators are required than for electri
cal communications.
electromagnetic delay line - A delav line
whose operation is based on the time of
propagation of electromagnetic waves
through distributed or lumped capaci
tance and inductance.
eledromagnetlc relay - An electromag
netic switching device having multiple
electrical contacts that are operated by
an electrical current through a coil. It is

eledronically alterable ROM (EAROM)

- Electronically Alterable Read Only
Memory. This is a type of memory that
is similar to EROM (erasable ROM) and
RAM, Random Access Memory. EA
ROMs are nonvolatile (like ROMs) but
are electrically erasable while EROMs
are erasable only with short wavelength
untraviolet light. EAROMs can be writ
ten into with standard logic levels, while
most EROMs require special equipment
and cannot be programmed in circuit.
The primary difference is in the write
cycle of about 500 nanoseconds for an
EROM and the much slower 2 mi
croseconds for EAROM.

eledronic

data-proce..ing

system -

I. A machine system capable of receiv
ing, storing, operating on, and record
ing data without the intermediate use of
tabulating cards, and which also pos
sesses the abilitv to store internally at
least some instructions for data-proc
essing operations, and the means for
locaung and controlling access to data
stored mternally. 2. The general term
used to define a system for data process
ing by means of machines utilizmg elec
tronic circuitry at electronic speed, as
opposed to electromechanical equip
ment.

eledronlc data-switching center, automatic
-

Samf

as

automatic data-switching

center.
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electronic differential analyzer

element, anticoincidence

electronic differential analyzer - A form
of analog computer using intercon
nected e1ectromc integrators to solve
differential equations.

data according to previously pro
grammed instructions.
electronic switch - A circuit element caus
ing a start and stop action or a switching
action electronically, usually at high
speeds.
electronic switching system (ESS) 
A type of telephone switching svstem
which uses a special-purpose stored
program digital computer to direct and
control the switching operation. ESS
permits the provision of custom calling
services such as speed dialing, call trans
fer, three-way calling, etc.
electronic tutor - A teaching machine
which makes use of instructions in the
computer to help each student achieve
his educational goals. Each student
communicates with the computer via his
own terminal. The computer will be
programmed to adjust its teaching style
automatically to the needs of each stu
dent, and each student will progress at
his own pace, inderendently of others.
Bright students wil move from topic to
tOpIC rapidly, while slower students will
be carefully tutored and given extra
practice to raise them to the desired
achievement levels.
electrostatic printer - A device for print
ing an optical image on paper, in which
dark and light areas of the original are
represented by electrostatically charged
and uncharged areas on the paper. The
paper is dusted with particles of finely
powdered drv ink, and the particles ad
here only to the electrically charged
areas. The paper with ink particles is
then heated, causing the ink to melt and
become permanently fixed to the paper.
electrostatic storage - I. The storage of
data on a dielectric surface, such as the
screen ofa cathode ray tube, in the form
of the presence or absence of spots
bearing electrostatic charges that can
persist for a short time after the electro
static charging force is removed. 2. A
storage device which uses electric
charges to represent data.
electrostatic storage tube - A storage de
vice in which information is stored in
the form of a pattern of electric chaq~cs.
This device is generally a crt.
element - A component part.
element, AND - SalllP as gate, AND.
element, anticoincidence - SalllP aJ gate,
exclusive OR.

electronic library - A general-purpose li
brary system where the user SitS at a
coml?uter terminal and calls for viewing
on hIS crt any author, title, or subject in
the card catalogue, or anv page of any
book in the library. At the press of a
button any lines or pages can be printed
for him to take home. The tremendous
potential of the electronic library can be
appreciated if one realizes the materials
of several libraries may become availa
ble to millions of users through the use
of computer utilities.
electronic neuron network simulationThe study and duplication of neuron
cells and networks in order to build
multiple-purpose systems using analo
gous electronic components. Comput
ers have been programmed to act as
neuron system SImulators, and this type
of research holds much potential for the
future.
electronics- A branch of science dealing
with the motion, emission, and behavi
our of currents of free electrons and
certain ions, especially those in vacuum
tubes, gas tubes, semiconductors, and
superconductors.
electronic scales- Various microcomput
er-based units with electronic weighing
indicators that handle most operations
involved in static weighing and simple
batching. Large LED displays signify
overcapacity, motion, minus weights,
and zero zone. Some instruments can
measure in either pounds or kilograms.
Some models accommodate various
types of weights, identifications, preset
weight control, time and date and
related information.
electronic statistical machine - A sorter
which can print and add data while sort
ing.
electronic stylus- A penlike device which
is commonly used in conjunction with a
crt (cathode-ray tube) for inputting or
changing information under program
control. The electronic stylus is often
called a light pen, and works by signal
ing the computer with an electronic
pulse. The computer acts on these sig
nals and can change the configuration
plotted across the tube face or perform
other operations using the mputted
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elementary item
elementary item -

In the COBOL system.
a data item containing no subordinate
items.
element, code - A discrete condition or
event in a code. such as a stroke in a
printed character.
element, combinational logic - 1. A device
having at least one output channel and
two or more input channels. all charac
terized bv discrete states. such that the
state of each output channel is com
pletelv determined by the contempo
raneous states of the input channels. 2.
A logic element used in combinational
logic.
ell.men., data - A specific item of infor
mation appearing in a set of data: e.g..
in the following set of data. each item is
a dat~ element: t~e quantitv of a supplY
Item Issued. a Unit rate. an amount. and
the balance of stock items on hand.
element, decision - Sff decision element.
element, delay - That circuit[\' or elec
tronic mechanism that accepts data tem
porarily and emits the same data after a
specific interval.
element, digit delay - A specific delav ele
ment that introduces a delav in a line of
signals or pulses of one digit period du
ration.
element, equivalent-to - Sall/l' as gate. ex
clusive NOR.
element, fundion - Sallie OJ element. logi
cal.
element, logic - A device that performs a
logic function.
element, logical- The smallest building
block in a computer or data-processing
sYstem that can be represented by logi
cal operators in an appropriate system
of svmbolic logic. Typical logical ele
ments that can be represented as opera
tors in a suitable symbolic logic are the
AND gate and the OR gate.
element, majority decision - Salllf as gate.
majority decision.
element, NAND - Sallie OJ gate. NAND.
element, negation - Sallie aJ gate. NOT.
element, nonequlvalent - 501111' as gate.
exclusive OR.
element, NOR - Sallie as gate. NOR.
element NOT - Sallie as gate. NOT.
element, NOT-AND - Sallll' as
gate.
NAND.
element, OR - 501111' aJ gate. OR.

embossed plate printer
element, ,equential -

A device having at
least one output channel and one or
more input channels. all characterized
bv discrete states. such that the state of
each output channel is determined bv
the prevIous states of the input chan
nels.
element, sequential logic - A unit or de
vice which has at least one output chan
nel and one or more input channels. de
signed so that the state of each output
channel is determined by the previous
states of the input channels. or bv the
previous states and the concurrent
states of the input channels.
element, ,tart - The first element of a
character in certain serial transmissions.
used to permit synchronization. In Bau
dot teletypewriter operation. it is one
space bit.
element, .top - The last element of a
character in certain serial transmissions.
used to ensure recognition of next start
element.
element, threshold - A device capable of
performing the threshhold logic opera
tion. This operation involves the gen
eral case of a special majoritv decision.
element, unit - Alphabetical signal ele
ment having a duration equal to the unit
interval of time.
elimination fador - The ratio in informa
tion retrieval obtained by dividing the
number of documents that have not
been retrieved bv the total number of
documents contained in the file.
elimination, zero - The elimination of in
significant zeros (those to the left of a
quantitv in a field or word) during a
printing operation.
el.e, OR - 501111' aJ gate. OR.
el.e rule - A catch-all rule in decision ta
bles designed to handle the conditions
not covered by exact and explicit rules;
it is written by leaving all conditions
blank. Action then to be taken may be to
halt processing. note the condition. or
to correct the situation and continue
processing.
embedded pointe,. - A technique for im
plementing associations between rec
ords in a data base that uses space in the
record to store a pointer. as opposed to
storing pointers in some other data
structure or using some other means to
relate the information.
embossed plate printer - The data prepa
ration device. in character recognition.
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emergency .witch

encoding .trip

which prints through the paper medium
by allowing only the raised character to
make contact with the printing ribbon.
emergency .witch - Switch on most con
trol panels which will disconnect all
power from the computer system.
emitter - A device, usuallv used on
punch-card machines, to' give timed
pulses at regular intervals during the
machine cycle.
emitter, character - An electromechanical
device used to generate and emit, in
some code, pulse groups corresponding
to characters.
emitter pul.e - Relating to a punched
card machine, one of the group of
pulses that is used to define a particular
row within the columns of a card.
empirical- Pertaining to a statement or
formula based on experience or experi
mental evidence rather than on mathe
matical or theoretical conclusions.
empirical documentation - See documen
tation, empirical.
emulate - The ability of one system to
imitate another, with the imitating sys
tem accepting the same data and pro
gramming and achieving the same re
sults as the imitated system, but possibly
with a different time of performance.
emulation - Techniques using software
or microprogramming in which one
computer is made to behave exactly like
another computer; i.e., the emulating
system executes programs in the native
machine language code of the emulated
system. Emulation is generally used to
minimize the impact of conversion from
one computer system to another, and is
used to continue the use of production
programs-as opposed to "simulation"
which is used to study the operational
characteristics of another (possibly the
oretical) system.
emulation, remote terminal- Remote ter
minal emulation is a computer measure
ment and evaluation technique whereby
the teleprocessing workload imposed
on a computer system is emulated by
another computer. This is a relativelv
recent development applicable to
benchmarking and tuning.
emulation te.tlng - The use of hardware
or software to generate in real-time the
expected correct output responses for
comparison to the DUT (device under
test).
emulator - Hardware built into a com

puter causing the system to accept cer
tain software programs and routines
and appear as if it were another sYstem,
such as 7094 software running on an
IBM 360 computer without translation.
emulator, .tand-alone - An emulator
whose execution is not controlled bv a
control program; it does not share sys
tem resources with other programs and
excludes all other jobs from the com
puting system while it is being executed.
enable - Restoration of a suppressed in
terrupt feature.
enabled - The condition of an interrupt
level wherein the level is not inhibited
from advancing from the waiting state
to the active state, except for priority
considerations.
enable pulse - A digit pulse which aids
the write pulse, which together are
strong enough to switch the magnetic
cell.
enabling lignal- A means of allowing an
operation to take place.
encipher - Same a.l encode.
encode - I. To apply a code, frequently
one consisting of binary numbers, to
represent individual characters or
groups of characters in a message. (Svn
onymous with encipher.) 2. To substi
tute letters, numbers, or characters,
usually to intentionally hide the mean
ing of the message except to certain in
dividuals who know the enciphering
scheme. (Synonymous with enCipher.)
encoded que.tion - A question set up and
encoded in a form appropriate for oper
ating, programming, or conditioning a
searchmg device.
encoder - A device carable of translating
from one method 0 expression to an
other method of expression, for in
stance in translating a message, "add
the contents of A to the contents of B,"
into a series of binary digits. (Con
trasted with decoder and clarified bv
matrix.)
.
encoder, exception-item - The exception
item encoder offers the final lInk in
banking's total automation chain. Pro
viding "point of entry" encoding before
documents emer a bank's paper flow,
the unit eliminates costly disruption
caused by nonencoded items in a bank's
automated system.
encoding .trip - On bank checks, the area
in which magnetic ink will be deposited
to represent characters.
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END - A statement used to indicate the
physical end of the source program.
This statement is used in both FOR
TRAN and Assembler language.
end-araund carry - The bit carried over
from the high-order to the low-order
position.
end-around shift - S~~ shift. circular.
end data symbol- The representation in
dicating that no more data will follow
this symbol.
end distortion - End distortion of start
stop teletypewriter signals is the shirting
of the end of all markmg pulses from
their proper positions in relation to the
beginning of the start pulse.
ending file label - The gummed paper
containing a description of the file con
tent. which usually appears at the end of
each file and then only once.
ending tape label- The gummed label
describing the tape contents which fol
low all other data on the tape.
end instrument - A device that is con
nected to one terminal of a loop and is
capable of converting usable intelli
gence into electrical signals. or vice
versa. It includes all generating. signal
converting and loop-terminating de
vices employed at the transmitting and
/or receiving location.
end, leading - That particular end of a
wire. tape. ribbon. line. or document
that is processed first.
end, logical leading - If the magnetic tape
has been recorded in reverse order from
that required for decoding. the first end
of the tape for the decoding process is
termed the logical leading end as con
trasted to the regular leading end.
end mark - A code or signal that indicates
termination of a unit of information.
end of data - The signal that is read or
generated when the final record of a file
has been read or written.
end-of-file - I. Automatic procedures to
handle tapes when the end of an input
or output tape is reached. A reflective
spot. called a record mark. is placed on
the physical end of the tape to signal the
end. 2. Termination or point of comple
tion of a quantity of data. End of file
marks are used to indicate this point.
(Synonymous with EOF.)
end-o'-flle indicator - A device associated
with each input and output unit that

makes an end of file condition known to
the routine and operator controlling the
computer.
end-o'-file mark - A code that signals the
last record of a file has been read.
end-o'-file .pot - An area used on the
tapc to signal thc cnd of thc filc.
end af line - A machinc code charactcr
which indicates the end or termination
of a group of records.
end-of-Ioop code - S~f code. end-of-loop.
end-of-message - Thc specific sct ofchar
acters that indicates the termination of a
message.
end-of-message character - Sff charac
ter. end-of-message.
end-of-record word - The last word of a
record on tape. It has a unique bit config
uration and mav be used 10 define the
end of a record' in memory.
end-of-tape marker - s~~ marker. end-of
tape.
end-of-tape

or

end-of-flle

routine. -

Such a routine is part of a tape system's
program and is executed when the last
record on a reel has been read and pro
cessed. It should update the control to
tals found in the tape label or trailer
record. balance and record the record
count and anv other control totals. re
wind the tape. and perform any neces
sary instruction modification.
end-of-tape warning - A visible magnetic
strip on magnetic tape which indicates
that a few feet. oftentimes five. of the
tape remain available.
endorser - A particular feature now al
most standard on most magnetic-ink
character readers (MieRs) which is an
endorsement record of each bank after
the document has been read.
end
printing - The
conversion
of
punched information into bold printing
across the end of the card simultane
ously with gang punching. summary
punching. reproducing. or mark-sensed
punching. This is similar to interpret
mg. and makes possible a quick refer
ence to the card.
end, trailing - The last end of a wire.
tape. ribbon. or other item that is pro
cessed.
energizer - A test system or program de
signed for a deVice such as memory.
disk. tape. and so on to detect malfunc
tions prior to use.
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engineering improvement time -

neering time.

engineering time -

Srr engi

The total machine
down time necessar\" li>r routine testing,
good or bad, for ma('hine servicing due
to breakdowns, or for preventive sen'ic
ing measures; e.g., block tube changes.
This includes all test time, good or bad,
following breakdown and subsequent
repair or prevent!ve sc:rvicing. (Synony
mous with serncmg time.)
English, ruly - A form of t-:nglish in whi('h
everv word has one and only one con
ceptual meaning and each concep.t has
one and onIv one word to describe it.
This is a hvpothetical language based
on English that complies uniformly to a
definite set of rules, without exceptions.
ENIAC - The electronic numerical inte
grator and calculator which was devel
oped in World War II at the University
of Pennsylvania. This computer is
represented by many historians to be
the first all electronic computer. It con
tained over 18.000 vacuum tubes and
continued to operate until 1955.
entity - An item about which information
is stored. An entity may be tangible or
mtanglble. such as an employee, a part,
a place. or an event. An entity is further
defined bv attributes. the characteristics
of the en'tities, such as the first-name.
last-name, and age of an employee.
entity identifier - In data base files usu
allv at least one attribute will be defined
to 'disallow redundant values in its cor
responding data file. An example would
be an emplo\"ee number in a personnel
file ..Thus, even though two employees
(enlllles) mav have the same name. the
records that irack their personnel infor
mation will be uniquelv identifiable.
This attribute is the entity identifier.
entrance - The position where the con
trol sequence begins or transfers into a
program or subroutine.
entropy - I. The measure of unavailable
energy in a system. 2. The unavailable
information in a set of documents. 3. An
inactive or static condition (total en
tropy).
entry - I. An input received from a termi
nal device. On receipt, an entry is placed
by a control program in an eiurv block
whose address is inserted in a lisi of en
tries awaiting processing. 2. A notation
written in a stub of a row or in a cell of
a decision table. Anv row must be in the
form of either a limited entry or an ex112

entry, remote job

tended entry. 3. A statement in a pro
gramming system. In general each entry
IS written on one line of a coding form
and punched on one card. although
some systems permit a single entry to
o\'erflow several cards. 4. A member of
a list.
entry and Inquiry, keyboard - A tech
nique whereby the entry into and the
interrogation of the contents of a com
puter's storage may be initiated at a ke\"
board.
entry block - A block of main-memory
storage assigned on receipt of each
entr\" into a system and associated with
that 'entry throughout its life in the s\"s
tern.
entry conditions- Various languages or
specific conventions of computer cen
ters designate unique entrv conditions.
They are so specified (often attached
with tape to the computer or entry de
vice) and are in effect a special subrou
tine or addresses of locations of op
erands, and links or dock signals,
entry, data - The writing. reading. or
posting to a coding form or to a termi
nal or processing medium, of informa
tion or mstructions. i.e .. a datum or item
which is usuallv entered on one line, a
single emit\" o( processing,
entry instrudian - Usuallv the first in
struction to be executed in a subroutine.
i.e" it mav have several different entr\"
points each of which corresponds to
different function of the subroutine,
entry, page - The point. in flowchart
svmbols, where the flowline continues
from a previous page. due to space limi
tations on the Original or previous page.
entry point - I, Most subroutines have
specific points or places where control
can be transferred and re-entered, The
entry point usuallv corresponds to a
new or different {unction to be per
formed. 2. Usuallv the first instruction
to be executed in subroutine or as part
of the entry conditions for specific com
puters or installations. Various subrou
tines mav have a number of different
entry poi'nts corresponding to different
programs, subroutll1es. or their func
tions, When an instruction of a subrou
tine designates a place or point for re
entering. it becomes the re-entry point
of the major program.
entry, remote lob - The inputting of the
job information to the main computing

a

a

entry time

equipment, duplex

system from a remote device. Fre
quently abbreviated RJE.
entry time - The time when control is
transferred from the supervisqry to the
application program.
entry unit, remote - An input device. fre
quently a remote terminal. located at a
distance from the central computer.
Commonly abbreviated REC.
envelope - A byte augmented by a num
ber of additional bits which are required
for the operation of the data network.
These additional bits can be control ad
dress information or error checking
control.
environment
division,
COBOL - See
COBOL environment division.
EOF (end-of-file) - Termination or point
of completion ofa quantity of data. End
orfile marks are used to indicate this
point.
EOT (end of transmission) - This indi
cates the end of a transmission. which
may include one or more messages. and
resets all stations on the line to control
mode (unless it erroneous Iv occurs
within a transmission block) ..
epitome - A concise summarv of a docu
ment.
EPROM - An electrically programmable
ROM suited for high performance mi
crocomputer systems where fast turn
around IS important for system program
development and for small volumes of
identical programs in production sys
tems.
equality circuit - Sallie a.1 gate. AND.
equality gate - Sallie {J.\ gate. exclusive
NOR.
equality unit - Sallie (J.\ gate. exclusive
NOR.
equalization - The process of reducing
frequencv and/or phase distortion of a
circuit bv the introduction of networks
to compensate for the difference in at
tenuation and/or time delay at the vari
ous frequencies in the transmission
band.
equalizer - A modem or peripheral de
vice designed to compensate f'lr un
desired levels of signal strength.
equalizer, delay - A corrective network
that is designed to make the phase delay
or envelope delav of a circUIt or system
substantially constant over a desired
frequency r·ange.
equal-zero indicator - An internal com

puter-indicator component which sig
nals "on" if the result of an arithmetic
computation is zero.
equation, linear - An equation whose
left-hand side and right-hand side are
both linear functions of the variables.
Such an equation can always be put in
the form f(x. v. z.... ) = C. where f is
a linear function and C is a constant.
equations, independent - A set of equa
tions none of which can be expressed as
a linear combination of the others. With
linear equations. the condition for inde
pendence is that the matrix (coefficient
columns) shall be nonsingular or.
equivalently. have rank equal to the
number of equations.
equation solver - A calculating device.
usually analog. that solves systems of
linear simultaneous nondifferential
equations or determines the roots of
polynomials. or both.
equipment, auxiliary - The peripheral
equipment or devices not in direct com
mUl1lcation with the central processing
unit of a computer.
equipment compatibility - The character
istic of computers by which one com
puter may accept and process data pre
pared by another computer without
conversion or code modification.
equipment, conventional- That equip
ment which is generally considered to
be part of the computer system but
which is not specifically part of the com
puter itself. Various card handling de
vices. tape handlers, disk units, if not
built in to the main frame or wired in
would be conventional equipment.
equipment, conversion - The equipment
that is capable of transposing or tran
scribing the information from one tvpe
of data-processing medium to render it
acceptable as input to another type of
processing medium.
equipment, data terminal- The modem.
device, or unit at either end of a data
communication channel. line, station.
or link.
equipment, data-transmission - The com
munications equipment used in direct
support of data-processing equipment.
equipment, delayed-output - The equip
ment that removes the data from the
system after processing has been comp
leted or while in process.
equipment, duplex - Sff duplex equip
ment.
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equipment failure
equipment failure -

A fault in the equip
ment. excluding all external factors.
that prevents the accomplishment of a
scheduled job.
equipment,
high-performance - Equip
ment having sufficiently exacting char
acteristics to permit its use in trunk or
link circuits.
equipment, Input - I. The equipment
used for transferring data and instruc
tions into an automatic data-processing
system. 2. The equipment bv which an
operator transcribes original data and
instructions to a medium that may be
u:;ed in an automatic data-processing
system.
equipment,
low-performance - Equip
ment having insufficient characteristics
to permit its use in trunk or link circuits.
Such equipment may be employed in
subscriber line circuits whenever it
meets the line circuit requirements.
equipment,
off-line - The
peripheral
equipment or devices not in direct com
mUnication with the central processing
unit of a computer. (Synonymous with
auxiliary equipmenL)
equipment, on-line - Descriptive of a sys
tem and of the peripheral equipment or
devices in a system in which the opera
tion of such equipment is under control
of the central processing unit. Its infor
mation reflectmg current activity is in
troduced into the data-processing sys
tem as soon as it occurs. Thus. directly
in-line with the main flow of transaction
·processing. (Svnonymous with in-line
processing and on-line processing.)
equipment, an-premises-standby - A du
plicate set of comPl!ter system devices
located nearby. available for perform
ance of operations in the event ofequip
ment failures and as regards time sensi
tive functions or requirements.
equipment, output - The equipment used
for transferring information out of a
computer.
equipment, peripheral- The auxiliary
machines that may be placed under the
control of the central computer. Exam
ples of this are card readers. card
punches. magnetic-tape feeds. and
high-speed prmters. Peripheral equip
ment may be used on-line or off-line de
pending 'upon computer design. job re
quirements and economics. (Clarified
by automatic data-processing equip
ment and off-line equipmenL)
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equipment,

remote - Those units or
modules of apparatus which perform
prescribed functions remote or distant
from the main computer.
equipment, remote-control- The for
mulating and reformulating apparatus
used for performing a prescribed func
tion or functions at a distance bv electri
cal means.
.
equipment, standby - Automatic data
processing equipment that is not in use
and that is available in emergencies,
such as machine breakdowns or cases of
overload.
equipment, terminal - Data source or data
sink equipment such as teletypewriters
for input terminals and cathode-rav
tube screens for OUtput.
equipment, tronsmillion - That large
class of equipment. considered periph
eral to the computing equipment, which
communicates data rather than comput
ing or processing.
equivalence - A logical operator having
the property that If P is a statement. Q
is a statement. R is a statement, .. '. then
the equivalence of p. Q, R....• is true
if and only if all statements are true or
all statements are false. false otherwise.
equivalence element - Same as gate. ex
clusive NOR.
equivalence gate - Same f1S gate, exclu
sive NOR.
equivalent binary digits - The number of
binary digits required to express a num
ber in another base with the same preci
sion; e.g.• approximately 3 1/3 binary di
gits are required to express in binary
form each digit of a decimal number.
For the case of coded decimal notation.
the number of binary digits requin:d is
usuallY 4 times the number of deCImal
digits:
equivalent, Iymbollc - A determination
of a combination or pattern of meaning
ful coding. i.e.. using punched holes.
magnetic spots. etc.
equivalent-to element - Same as gate, ex
clusive NOR.
equivocation - The measure of the differ
ence between the received and transmit
ted messages over a channel.
erasability - The ease of removing a
printed image. in character recognition.
without impairing the surface of the me
dium.
erasable storage - I. A storage medium

erase

error corredion, programmer

that can be erased and reused repeat
edly. e.g.. magnetic-drum storage. 2. A
storage devICe whose data can be al
tered during the course of a computa
tion. e.g.. magnetic tape. drum. and
cores. 3. An area of storage used for
temporary storage.
erase - To replace all the binary digits in
a storage device by binarv zeros. In a
binary computer. erasing is equivalent
to clearing. In a coded-decimal com
puter where the pulse code for decimal
zero may contain binary ones. rlmnll/i
leaves decimal zero while fmslIIg leaves
all-zero pulse codes.
erase charader - Sff character. erase.
erase head - A device on a magnetic tape
drive whose sole function is to erase
previous information prior to writing
new information.
eraser, bulk - A device which erases or
destroys the magnetic information on a
reel o( tape without removing the tape
from the reel.
erasure, tape - A process by which a sig
nal recorded on a tape is removed and
the tape made ready for re-recording.

or. if a vectorial error. disregarding its
direction.
error, balancing - S" balancing error.
error burst - A group of bits that has two
successive erroneous bits always sepa
rated bv less than a given number (X) of
correct·bits. Note: the last erroneous bit
in a burst and the first erroneous bit in
the following burst are accordingh sep
arated bv X. correct bits or more. The
number X should be specified when de
scribing an error burst.
error, call- Too many subroutines have
been called by the ·program. A maxi
mum of fifty subroutines may be called
by an object program (some comput
ers).
e"or charader - S" character. error.
error checking and recovery - Parity is
computed or checked on all references
to central store. If a parity error occurs.
the computer will interrupt to the
proper location. an alarm will sound.
and the appropriate fault lights will be
flashed on the operator's console. For
all real-time applications. the system
will attempt to recover. Once the com
puter has satisfactorily recovered. the
system will continue normal operation
(some systems).
error-checklng code - Sef code. error
checking.
error code - I. A specific character that
may be punched into a card or tape to
indicate that a conscious error was made
in the associated block of data. Ma
chines reading the error code may .be
programmed to throw out the enUre
block automatically. 2. Illegal control
code on a binary card.
error, composition - Errors of composi
tion and consistencv are detected as
soon as the user enters the offending
statement. He may immediately substi
tute a correct statement.
error-corredlng code - See code. error
correcting.
error carredion, automatic - A technique.
usually requiring th<; use of special
codes and/or automatic retransmiSSIOn.
which detects and corrects errors occur
ring in transmission. The degree of cor
rection depends upon coding and
equipment configuration.
error corredlon, programmer - When an
error is detected from the results of a
program. the programmer may cause a
print-out which traces step-by-step. the
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EROM (eledrlcally erasable read only
memory) - A specific type of ROM that

can be programmed electrically. The
unique feature is that it retains data
even with the power disconnected but
can be erased bv exposure to short
wavelength ultravIolet I.ight. and may be
reprogrammed many times.
error - I. The general term referring to
anv deviation of a computed or a mea
sured quantity from the theoretically
correct or true value. 2. The part of the
error due to a particular identifiable
cause. e.g.. a truncation error. or a
rounding error. In a restricted sense.
that deViation due to unavoidable ran
dom disturbances. or to the use of finite
approximations to what is defined by an
infinite series. (Contrasted with mis
take.) 3. The amount ofloss of precision
in a quantity; the difference between an
accurate quantity and its calculated ap
proximation; 1'/7'01'S occur in numerical
methods; mistakes occur in program
ming. coding. data transcription. and
operating; ma/fimrliolls occur III comput
ers and are due to phvsical limitations
on the properties of materials; the diff
erential margin by which a controlled
unit deviates from its target value.
error, absolute - The magnitude of the
error disregarding the algebraic sign.

error-correction routine

error, marginal

operation of the program on actual
data, or he may cause a program dump
for analysis and correction.
error-correction routine - A series of com
puter instructions programmed to cor
rect a detected error condition.
error correction (transmilsion) - Blocks of
data containing transmission errors can
be retransmitted correctIv. Such re
transmission is immediate imd fully au
tomatic.
error, data - A deviation from correct
ness in data. usually an error, that oc
curred prior to processing the data.

an equipment or program error inter
rupt may be assessed by the analysts.
error, dynamic - The error, or part of an
error, related to frequency, such as the
inadequate dynamic response of some
computing device or unit. Similar to
drift error.
error, external- A file mark has been
read or end-of-tape has been sensed
during a loading operation.
error, illegal control-message - A control
message has been read that is not
defined. If the message is typed in, it
may be retyped. OtherWise, only the
compile or assemble phase of the Job is
processed and a job error is given.
error, inherent - The error in the initial
values, especially the error inherited
£i'om the previous steps in the step-by
step integration. This error could also
be the error introduced by the inability
to make exact measurements of physical
quantities.
error, inherited - An error in quantities,
carried over from a previous operation.
that serves as an initial step in a step-by
step set of operations.
error Interrupts - Special interrupts are
provided in response to certain error
conditions within the central computer.
These may come as a result of a pro
gramming fault (e.g., illegal instruction,
arithmetic overflow), a store fault (par
ity error) or an executive system viola
tion (attempt to leave the locked-in area
or violation of guard mode). These
faults have special interrupt locations in
central store and are used by the execu
tive system to take remedial or terminat
ing action when they are encountered.
error interrupt (time sharing) - See time
sharing. interrupt capability.
error, loading - The error found in the
output of the computer which came
about as a result of a change in value of
the load which was supplied.
error, loading-location misuse - A load
ing-location specification was made but
no load or execute was specified. The
loading location specified was not
within the available range of memory.
The loading location is assigned as the
first available location.
error, machine - A deviation from correct
data due to an equipment failure.
error, marglnal- Such errors irregularly
occur in tapes. and most often disap

error-detecting and feedback system-

A system employing an error-detecting
code and so arranged that a signal de
tected as being in error automatically
initiates a request for retransmission of
the correct signal.
error-detecting code - Sa code. error
detecting.
error-detecting system - A system em
ploying an error detecting code and so
arranged that any signal detected as
being in error is (a) either deleted from
the data delivered to the data sink, in
some cases with an indication that such
deletion has taken place, or (b) deliv
ered to the data sink, together with an
indication that it has been detected as
being in error.
error detection, automatic - See error cor
rection, automatic.
error-detection routine - A routine used
to detect if an error has occurred, usu
ally without special provision to find or
indicate its location.
error detection (transmission) - Trans
mission errors are detected by parilY
and long (channel) checks.
error dlognostics - An erroneous state
ment is printed with the erroneous part
of the statement clearly marked. The
entire statement is processed, even
when an error has been detected, when
ever possible. Some compilers will con
tinue to the end of the program. Thus.
complete error diagnostics may be ob
tained in one compilation. The errors
are listed on the same device as the
source-language listing.
error diagnostics, time sharing - See time
sharing, error diagnostics.
error dUmp, priority - The dumping onto
tap<;. etc., by a priority program ofin for
mal10n in storage. so that the cause of
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error, mark-track

pear simply because the writing is done
over a slightly different section of tapes.
error, mark-track - A mark-track error in
dicates that during the course of the
previous block transfer a data-parity
error was detected. or one or more bits
have been picked up or dropped out
from either the timing track or the mark
track.
error, matchlng- An error due to inac
curacy in pairing passive components.
error me"age. - Messages developed bv
the program to designate a variety of
error types.
error, mi"ing- Subroutines called by the
program were not found in the library.
The names of the missing subroutines
are also outputs.
error, no-job definition - The job did not
contain a job-definition control card
and could not be processed.
error, overflow - A floating-point arith
metic operation resulted in an overflow
condition.
error, parity - Indicates that during the
course of the previous block transfer of
data a parity error was detected, or one
or more bits have never been picked up
or dropped out from either the timing
track or the mark track.
error, program - A mistake made in the
program code by the programmer, kev
puncher, or a machine-language cOln
piler or assembler.
error, propagated - An error occurring in
a previous operation that spreads
through and influences later operations
and results.
error, quiet - These are errors that occur
in manual-mechanical systems and are
corrected by competent people close to
the system before they spread through
out the process or system.
error range - I. The range of all possible
values of the error of a particular quan
tity. 2. The difference between the high
est and the lowest of these values.
error, rang_f-balance - I. A range of
error in which the maximum and mini
mum possible errors are opposite in
sign and equal in magnitude. 2. A range
of error in which the average value is
zero.
error rate - The total amount of informa
tion in error, due to the transmission
media, divided bv the total amount of
information recei'ved.

error., completene"
error rate, re.idual -

The ratio of the
number of bits, unit elements. charac
ters. and blocks incorrectly received but
undetected or uncorrected bv the error
control equipment, to the to'tal number
that are sent.
error, relative - A ratio of the error to the
value of the quantity which contains the
error, as contrasted to absolute error.
error, re.olution - An error due to or
caused by the inability of a computing
unit to demonstrate changes of a vari
able smaller than a given Increment.
error, rounding - The error resulting
from rounding off a quantity by deleting
the less significant digits and applying
some rule of correction to the part re
tained. For instance, 0.2751 can be
rounded to 0,275 with a rounding error
of 0,000 I. (Svnonvmous with round-off
error, and contrasted with truncation
error.)
error, round-off - The error resulting
from deleting the less significant digit or
digits of a quantity and applying some
rule of correction to the part retained.
error routine - An error routine provides
a means of automatically initiating cor
rective action when errors occur, such
as tape read and write, or disk seek.
read, and write. It is executed after the
programmed check establishes an error.
The error routine should cause the op
eration to be performed at least one
more time (in some cases several). If the
error persists, processing is interrupted
and the condition is SIgnaled on the
console. The operator's instruction
manual should include procedures for
correction and resumption of process
ing.
error., altering - Internal machine gener
ated errors resulting from incorrect
data transfer within the machine.
error., cata.trophic - When so many er
rors have occurred that no more useful
diagnostic information can be pro
duced, terminate the compilation.
error., completene" - Errors of com
pleteness are discovered when the user
signifies that his program is complete by
entering the END statement. Some er
rors (e.g" invalid subscript value, refer
ence to an undefined variable. arithme
tic spills. etc.) can be detected only
during execution. In this case. after a
display of the error condition and its
location. execution is interrupted and
the terminal reverts to READY status.
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The user then either immediately cor
rects his error or proceeds with the rest
of his program.
errors, completeness (remote-computing
system) - Errors of completeness are

detected after the user has indicated
that his program is complete. All such
errors are tnen extracted and immedi
ately displayed at the terminal in a se
quential list. When all the errors have
been listed. the user can then individu
ally correct or disregard them before
initiating the exeCUllon of his com
pleted program. Anv disregarded er
rors. when redetected during execution.
are considered as execution errors.

errors, composition (remote computing syst~m)

- Typographical errors. viola
tions of speCIfied forms of statements
and misuse of variable names (e.g .• in
correct punctuation. mixed-mode ex
pressions. undeclared arrays. etc.). Er
rors of composition are detected as
soon as the user enters the offending
statement. The system rejects the
offending statement. and the user can
immediately substitute a correct state
ment.

errors, consistency (remote-computing system) - Most errors of consistencv are

detected as soon as the user enters the
offending statement. (They mav be of
inconsistent statements or format.) The
system rejects the offending statement
and the user can immediately substitute
a correct statement. However. some er
rors of consistency are not immediately
detected. The errors are handled in the
same manner as errors of completeness
and should be considered as such.
errors, corredable - CPU will try to cor
rect the error. print an explanatory mes
sage and contmue the compilation.
error, seled - Signifies that a tape trans
port unit select error has occurred. such
as more than one transport in the sys
tem has been assigned the same select
code or that no transport has been as
signed the programmed select code.
error, sequence - A card is out of se
quence with an object program.
errors, execution (remote-computing system) - An execution error of a pro

gram statement causes an immediate
execution interrupt at the point at which
the error is encountered. The error is
extracted and displayed at the terminal.
The user mav then correct the error and
resume the execution of his program. If
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the user chooses to ignore the error and
continue the executIon. he may do so.
For all syntactic errors. the di'agnostic
message is specific (in that the variable
in error is named or the column where
the error occurred is specified) and
often tutorial in suggesting the proce
dure for obtaining correct results.
error signal- I. A signal whose magni
tude and sign are used to correct the
alignment between the controlling and
the controlled elements of an automatic
control device, 2, Relating to closed
loops. that specific signal resulting from
subtracting a particular return signal
from its corresponding input signal.
error,
single - An
erroneous
bit.
preceded and followed by at least one
correct bit.
errors, instrumentation - Where input
into a system is directlv from instru
ments such as pressure gauges. limit
checks are imposed to prevent in
strumentation errors. If these limits are
violated. control may be assumed bv a
violation subroutine 'for immediate cor
rective action.
errors, intermittent - The sporadic or in
termittent equipment error which is
difficult to detect as the fault rna\' not
occur when the diagnostics are run.
error, size - Occurs when the number of
positions to the left of the assumed deci
mal point exceeds the corresponding
positIons in the COBOL data-name
field.
errors, operator - Errors made by the ter
minal operator.
errors, precautionary - CPU prints warn
ing message and continues compilation,
errors, scanning - Scanning errors are
said to be precluded by an error-scan
ning format that uses five rows of bar
codes and several columns of correction
codes. This makes defacement or incor
rect reading virtuallv impossible. and
the control codes also help regenerate
partially obliterated data.
errors, semantic (remote computing system) - Semantic errors are concerned

with the meaning or intent of the r.ro
grammer and are his responsibllitv.
However. he is provided with an exten
sive set of debugging aids that allow him
to manipulate portlons of a program
when in search of errors in logic and
analysis.
errors, solid - An error that always occurs

errorl, Itatic

escape, nonlocking

when a particular piece of equipment is
used.
errorl, Itatic - An error that is indepen
dent of the time variable. as contrasted
with dynamic error. which depends on
frequency.
errorl, Iyntactic - Syntactic errors are
considered the responsibilitv of the sys
tem and are further categorized as fol
lows:
Composition-Typographical errors.
violations of specified form of state
ments. and misuse of variable names
(e.g.. incorrect punctuation. mixed
mode expressions. undeclared arrays.
etc.).
Consistency-Statements that are
correctly composed but conflict with
other statements (e.g., conflictin~ de
claratives. illegal statement endmg a
DO range. failure to follow each trans
fer statement with a numbered state
ment. etc.).
Completeness-Programs that are in
complete (e.g.• transfers to nonexistent
statement numbers, improper DO nest
ing. illegal transfer into the range of a
DO loop. etc.).
errorl, tape (read or write) - In reading
or writing a tape, quite commonIv the
machine will detect an error. and one
which will quite possibly not appear
again if reading or writing is repeated
on the same spot. Various recovery rou
tines are used to correct tape errors in
most operations.
errorl, tranlient - A one-time nonrepeat
able error.
errorl, tranlmission - Such errors are
safeguarded by a dual pulse code that
eff<:ctively transmits tne signals and
their complements for a double check
on accuracy of message.
erron, uncorrectable - If intent of pro
grammer cannot be determined. the
CPU prints a diagnostic message. re
jects the clause or statement and contin
ues compilation.
error tope - A special tape developed and
used for writing out errors in order to
correct them by study and analvsis after
,.
.
printing.
error, timing - The program was not able
to keep pace with the tape transfer rate,
or a new motion or select command was
issued before the previous command
was completely executed.
error, truncation - The error resulting

from the use of only a finite number of
terms of an infinite' series, or from the
approximation of operations in the in
fimtesimal calculus bv operations in the
calculus of finite differences. It is fre
quentlv convenient to define truncation
error, by exclusion, as any error gener
ated in a computation not due to round
ing, initial conditions, or mistakes. A
truncation error would thus be that de
viation of a computed quantity from the
theoreticallv correct value that would be
present even in the hypothetical situa
tion in which no mistakes were made, all
given data were exact. there was no in
herited error, and infinitely many digits
were retained in all calculations. (Con
trasted with rounding errOL)
error, unbalanced - Those errors or sets
of error values in which the maximum
and minimum are not opposite in sign
and equal in magnitude. as contrasted
to balanced errors; i.e., the average of
all the error values is not zero.
error, ulage - If prior to a job definition
of compile or assemble an equipment
usage is declared with a usage control.
this error is printed. The job will pro
ceed normally.
error, visual reprelentation - See visual
error representation.
escape - The dcparture from one code
or language to another code or lan
guage. I.c.. the withdrawal from existing
pattern.
escape code - A code combination that
causcs the terminal equipment to recog
nize all subsequent code combinations
as having a different or alternate mean
ing to their normal representation. The
FJGS-LTRS shift codes in five-level SYS
tems are forms of escape codes. Also
known as alternate mode codes.
escape, general - The withdrawal from
one of two or more possible alphabets
or data sets. Usually thc character im
mediately following' the escape charac
ter identifies which alphabet IS in force.
escape, locking - That escapc from one
alphabet in which all characters follow
ing the escape character will be from the
alternative alphabet. much like shifting
while typing.
escape, nonlocking - A particular escape
in which a specified number of charac
ters, following the escape character. arc
to be from the altcrnative alphabet. sim
ilar to pressing the shift key for onc lct
ter on a typewriter.
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ESC, elcape charader - I. A control char
acter to signal a change in the meaning
of one or more of the characters that
follow it. 2. A data communications
term representing the use of a control
character which, when combined with
one or more succeeding characters.
forms an escape sequence and the de
velopment of additional data communi
cations control operations.
ESS - An abbreviation for Electronic
Switching System. A stored program
commumcatlons svstem developed by
Bell Laboratories. 'It is a common car
rier communications switching system
that uses solid-state devices and other
computer-type equipment and princi
ples in its operation.
evaluation and review technique, program
- See program evaluation and review
technique (Pert).

of any of 12 input lines and stores the
event.
exceed capacity - The generating of a
word or number, the magnitude or
length of which is too great or too small
to be represented by the computer. such
as in an attempt to divide by zero.
except gate - A gate developed due to
the presence of a pulse in one or more
input lines and the absence of a pulse in
one or more input lines.
exception-item encoder - Sf( encoder, ex
ception-item.
exception-principle IYltem - An informa
tion system or data-processing system
that reports on situations only when ac
tual results differ from planned results.
When results occur within a normal
range they are not reported.
exception reporting- A record of depar
tures from the expected or norm. Often
times, maximum or minimum limits are
the set parameters and the normal
range lies within these end numbers or
expectations. Reports that have results
which exceed these parameters become
the basis for an exception reporting out
put.
exception Ichedullng routine - When
messages or situations occur that re
quire exceptional action, the exception
scheduling routine separates them from
the normal scheduling loops or routine.
The exception action is performed and
the system returns to its normal routine.
excell-three code - See code, excess
three.
exchange - To interchange the contents
of two storage devices or locations.
exchange, automatic - An exchange in
which communication between subscri
bers is effected. without the interven
tion of an operator, by means of devices
set in operation by the originating sub
scriber's instrument.
exchange buffering- A technique for in
put/output buffering which prevents or
avoids the internal movement of data.
Buffers are either filled. empty. or ac
tively in use. bv an input/output device.
Exchange buffering relates to distinct
areas set aside for work and for buffer
ing.
exchange, central-ofllce - The
place
where a communication common car
rier locates the equipment which inter
connects incoming subscribers and cir
cuits.

evaluation, data - The examination and
analysis of data to make an assessment
of its inherent meaning. probable accu
racy, relevancy, and relation to given
situations or context.
evaluation, performance - The analvsis in
terms of initial objectives and estimates.
and usuallv made on-site, of accom
plishments' using an automatic data
processing system, to provide informa
tion on operating experience and to
identify required corrective actions.
even-odd check - See check digit, parity.
even parity - See check digit, parity.
even parity check - See check, even par
ity.
event - An occasion or action that causes
data to affect the contents of the files of
a business, e.g., purchases, shipments,
sales, returns. etc.
event chain - The series of actions that
result from an initial event. An example
is order .processing. inventory adjust
ment, shlppmg document preparation.
etc., resultmg from a sale.
event, file - A single-file access, eitber
reading or writing. The processing of an
action usually requires one or more file
events.
event-Ienling card - Tvpical card com
pares digital input wiilt reference data
stored on card. A service request is gen
erated when data sets do not match. An
other type generates a service request
on positive and/or negative transitions
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exchange device, remote computing system - The exchange device controis

puter operating cycle wherein a com
mand in the program register is carried
out upon the address indicated. 2. The
act of performing a command.
execution - The processes which are per
formed bv computer devices and cir
cuitry which accomplish a particular in
struction or design.
execution cycle - That portion of a ma
chine cycle during which the actual exe
cution of the instruction takes place.
Some operations (e.g., divide, multiply)
may need a large number of these o{>er
ation cycles to complete the operall~m,
and the normal mstructlOn/operatlOn
alternation will be held up during this
time. Also called operation cycle.
execution-error
detedion - Detection
concerned with those errors detected
during the execution of the user's pro
gram. They include errors that are de
tectable only during program execution
(e.g., invalid subscript value, reference
to an undefined variable, arithmetic
spills, etc.) along with those errors of
completeness detected because either
(I) they were disregarded by the user
when previously detected or (2) thev
were not detected in the first place be
cause the user did not indicate that his
program was completed.

the flow of information between the
computer and the terminals. Characters
typed at the terminals are sent to the
computer one line at a time via the ex
change device. The computer returns
an answer to the exchange device.
which, in turn, sends it to the proper
terminal. The exchange device allows
each terminal to send or receive data
independent of all other terminals.
exchange, dial- An exchange where all
subscribers originate their calls by dial
ing.
exchange instrudion - An instruction to
replace the contents of one register (or
set of registers) with the contents of an
other and vice versa.
exchange, manual - An exchange where
calls are routed by an operator.
exchange, message - A device placed be
tween a communication line and a com
puter in order to take care of certain
communication functions and thereby
free the computer for other work.
exchange, storage - Samr as memory ex
change.
exclusive NOR gate - Sff gate, exclusive
NOR.
exclusive OR - A Boolean logic operation
performed between specified registers
on a bit-by-bit basis. A logic one is left
in the results register if either bit in any
bit position of either register is a one. A
logiC zero is left if both are a logic one
or both are a logic zero.
exclusive OR fundlon - A logic operation
in which the result is logically true when
only one input function is true, and false
when both inputs are true or false.
exclusive OR, logical- Samr as gate, ex
clusive OR.
exclusive segments - See segments, ex
clusive.
execute - To carry out an instruction or
perform a routine. To interpret a ma
chine instruction and perform the in
dicated operation(s) on the operand(s)
specified.
execute cycle - The portion of the opera
tional sequence of a computer when the
actions required to perform an instruc
tion are actually accomplished. Occurs
after a "fetch" cycle has obtained an in
struction from memory.
execute phase - 1. The part of the com

execution

errors,

remote-computing -

errors, execution (remote-comput
ing system).
execution, interpretive - Permits reten
tion of all of the information contained
in the user's original source statements,
thereby
makmg
source-language
debugging possible. Interpretive execu
tion, plus multiprogramming, make the
conversational mode of operation a
practical reality.
execution, looping - Sff looping execu
tion.
execution of an instrudlon - The set of
elementary steps carried out by the
computer to produce the result spe
cified by the operation code of the in
struction.
execution path - The principal course or
line of direction taken by a computer in
the execution of a routine, directed by
the logic of the program and the nature
of the data.
execution time - 1. The sum total of the
amount of time required to complete a
given command. 2. The portion of an
mstruction cycle during which the ac
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tual work is performed or operation ex
ecuted. i.e .• the time required to decode
and perform an instruction. (Svnonv
mous with instruction time.)
.
.
executive capability, mall-Itorage 
See storage. mass (executive).
executive command - A command to the
executive program to run a subsvstem
or symbiont.
.
executive communication I - Provides for
all communication between the operat
ing programs and the computer opera
tor. and between the executive system
and the computer operator. These com
munications take place via the computer
keyboard and the on-line tvpewriter.
This function includes the interpreta
tion of all keyboard inputs addressed to
the executive system and the transfer of
control to the section of the executive to
which the input pertains.
executive control logic, multiprogramming
- The specific system is a multipro
gram processor and. to initiate or pre
serve a true multiprogramming envi
ronment. the executive svstem must be
in complete control of the total system.
Therefore. it is necessarv that the svs
tem contain sufficient control circuitrv
to effectivelv and economically maintain
this control".
The multiprogramming capabilities
of the svstem are based upon guard
mode operation, the setting aside of
certain instructions. registers. and stor
age locations for the exclusive use of the
executive system. assuring maximum
protection against the interaction of un
related programs.
executive control, multiprogramming 
Multiprogramming permits man v jobs
into the computer at the same iime
routine jobs. high-priority real-time
jobs. or special jobs-without any in
creased load on the programmer. The
system keeps all programs isolated from
one another. preventing the uninten
tional mixing of "apples and oranges."
The executive routine keeps the proces
sor constant!y computing on work, con
stantly turmng out answers to prob
lems. There is no central processor in
the traditional sense of the word. In
stead, the separate and combined func
tions of three modules-processor.
memory. and controller-perform the
work o(the conventional central proces
sor. The system is memory-oriented.
not processor-oriented. This means

that data bypasses the processor if it
isn't needed there. keeping the proces
sor free for productive work.
executive control IYltem - See executive
system control.
executive control, utility routinel- lltility
routines are contained as an integral
part of the system. These are programs
that are useful for data conversion. edit
ing. etc. A description of the individual
utility routines provided with the system
is given in the individual write-ups of
the utili tv routines. lltilitv routines are
loaded a'nd executed from the master
file by an executive control statement.
Frequently used object programs may
be added to the svstem as utility rou
tines. These programs may then be
called through from the executive mas
ter file.
executive deck - A deck ofpunched cards
containing executive programs. rou
tines. and subroutines.
executive diagnoltic IYltem - A compre
hensive diagnostic system is available
within the executive svstem to aid the
check out of user programs. Both allo
cation time and compilation or assem
bly time commands are available to trig
ger snapshot dumps. Postmortem
dumps are also available through the
executive control statement.
executive dumping - See dumping. execu
tive.
executive facilities allignment - Availa
ble facilities and their disposition are in
dicated to the system as svstem genera
tion time: therefore, the executive
system assigns these facilities. as needed
and as available. to fulfill the facilities
requirements of all runs. The executive
system maintains and continually up
dates inventorv tables that reAect what
facilities are a'vailable for assignment.
and which runs are using the currently
unavailable facilities.
executive guard mode - Guard mode
prevents programs from executing any
of a set of instructions reserved for the
executive. It also protects certain loca
tions reserved for executive operations.
executive inltruction - Similar to supervi
sorv instruction. this instruction IS de
signed and used to control the opera
tion or execution of other routines or
programs.
executive program - Sallie as executive
routine.
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executive, real-time - The executive SyS
tem is also designed to interface with
programs which have real-time require
ments. The standard communication
subsystem, together with efficient
scheduling and interrupt processing
features of the executive system. pro
vides an environment satisfactory for
any real-time program.
executive, relident - The section of the
supervisory program that is always
located in main memory. The resident
executive is a permanent resident of
mam memory.
executive routine - I. The coordinating.
directing, or modifying routine that
controls the operations of other rou
tines or programs. 2. A routine that con
trols loading and relocation of routines
and in some cases makes use of instruc
tions which are unknown to the general
programmer. Effectively, an executive
routine is part of the machine itself.
(Synonymous with monitor routine, su
pervisory routine, and supervisorv pro
gram.)
executive Ichedule maintenance - The
acceptance of job requests from an ex
ternal medium and the inclusion of
these requests in ajob request schedule.
Executive will reference the job-request
schedule to determine the next job to be
initiated. Previously submitted requests
may be deleted.
executive lupervilor - The supervisor is
the executive-svstem component that
controls the sequencing, setup, and exe
cution of all runs entering the com
puter. It is designed to control the exe
cution of an unlimited number of
programs in a multiprogramming envi
ronment, while allowing each program
to be unaffected bv the coexistence of
other programs. The supervisor con
tains three levels of scheduling---coarse
scheduling, dynamic allocation. and
CPU dispatchmg. Runs entering are
sorted into information files. and these
files are used by the supervisor for run
scheduling and processing. Control
statements for each run are retrieved
and scanned by the control command
interpreter to facilitate the selection of
runs for setup by the coarse scheduler.
executive IYltem - I. An integrated col
lection of service routines for supervis
ing the sequenci~g of programs by a
computer. Opc;ratmg systems may per
form debuggmg. mput/omput, ac

counting. compilation. and storage
assignment tasks. (Synonymous With
monitor system.) 2. A fully integrated
system that provides for concurrent op
eration of multiple programs. plus in
put/output. plus real-time control of a
complete, on-demand computer net
work. The executive system also pro
vides for automatic logging, simultane
ouslv establishing an automatic and
economical computer-accounting sys
tem and simplifymg its maintenance.
executive IYltem control- Primary con
trol of the executive svstem is bv control
information fed to the sYstem bv one or
more input devices which may be either
on-line or at various remote sites. This
control information is similar in nature
to present control card operations. but
allows additional flexibihtv and stand
ardization.
'
executive IYltem routine - A routine that
automatically accomplishes the execu
tion of program runs m compliance with
a predetermined computer schedule. In
this capacity. the executive routine ex
tracts the programs that are to be ex
ecuted, positions them in their operat
ing locations. assigns input/output
peripheral equipment. rrovides for the
time sharmg of severa programs run
ning concurrently. and provides special
checking features for the job programs.
executive IYltem utilitiel - Included
within the utilities section of the execu
tive system are diagnostic routines. pro
gram file manipulation routines. file
utility routines, and cooperative rou
tines for aiding the user in performing
such functions as reading cards, prin
ting line images on a printer. transfer
ring files from device to device. and car
rying out housekeeping junctions
required for file-residence on mass
storage devices.
executive termination - The normal or
abnormal termination of an operating
program and the return of its assigned
facilities to an available status, Termina
tion may be initiated by executive pro
gram. by the job program. or by the op
erator.
executive, time-sharing - Sff time shar
ing executive,
exerciler, macro - The repeated opera
tion of supervisory programs and other
macroinstructions under a varietv of
conditions to find any program errors.
exercilerl- With reference to software
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development systems, exercisers arc the
simplest type. They usually consist of a
hexadecimal keyboard and display. The
device is designed to handle a specific
microprocessor, enabling a user to cre
ate and debug programs, interfaces, and
so on bv manual means. An exerciser is
sometilnes an analyzer and an evalua
tion module oflhe development system.
exit - I. The time or place at which the
control sequence ends or transfers out
of a particular program or subroutine.
2. A way of momentarily interrupting or
leaving a repeated cycle of operations in
a program.
exit macroinstruction - A supervisorv pro
gram macroinstruction that is the final
mstruction in an application program,
signifying that processing is complete.
The supervisory program takes the
needed action such as releasing working
storage blocks to return control to other
processing.
exit, page - The point in Aowchart sym
bols where the flowline continues to a
following page due to space limitation
of one page.
exit point - The instruction which trans
fers control from the main routine to
the subroutine.
exlunction gate - Same as gate, exclusive
OR.
explicit address - An address reference
that is specified as two absolute expres
sions. One expression supplies the
value of a displacement. Both values are
assembled into the object code of a ma
chine instruction,
exponent - A number placed at the right
and above a symbol in typography to
indicate the number of times that svm
bol is a factor; e.g., to to the 4th (10 4 )
equals 10 X 10 X to X 10, or 10,000.
exponent, bialed - In Aoating point
number systems, some systems bias the
exponent by a constant so that all expo
nents become positive, e.g., 10- 50
becomes 100 and 1050 becomes 10 100 .
exponentiallmoothing - This is a statisti
cal technique for predicting future de
mands based on current and past de
mands activity without storing and
saving masses of past history data.
exponentiation - A specific mathematical
operation denoting increases in the
base number by a factor as previously
selected,
expression - A valid series of constants,

variables, and functions that mav be
connected by operation symbols' and
punctuated, if required, to cause a
desired computation,
extended area service - An exchange ser
vice at a somewhat higher service rate
but without toll charges for an area with
a community of interest.
extended precision - A real number re
quiring three words of core storage.
The maximum precision of the mantissa
is 2,147,483,647.
extended time Icale - See time scale.
extension character - See code extension
character.
extension character, code - See code ex
tension character.
extension register - A 16-bit register
treated as an extension of the accumula
tor register. This register is used to hold
the remainder after a division operation
and couple to the accumulator to hold
the product in a fixed point multiply op
erallon. (Some systems.)
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The contents of the extension register
that can be loaded into the accumulator
or can be exchanged with the contents
of the accumulator. When the ac
cumulator is loaded from the extension
register, the original contents of the ac
cumulator are lost (some systems).
extent - A contiguous area of a physical
storage medium. Usually refers to some
group of disk sectors or disk blocks.
external clocking - See data set clocking.
external delay - See delay, external.
external device (ED) address- The ED
address specifies which external device
a particular instruction is referring to.
Scores of different external deviccs can
be spccified.
external error - A file mark has been read
or end-of-tape has been sensed during a
loading operation.
external-interrupt inhibit - The bit, in the
program status double-word, that indi
cates whether (if I) or not (if 0) all exter
nal interrupts are inhibited.
external interrupts - External interrupts
are caused bv either an external deVIce
requiring attention (such as a signal
from a communications device), console
switching, or the timer going to zero.
external interruptitatul word - A status
word accompanied by an external inter
rupt signal. This Signal informs the

external labell

extremity routine

computer that the word on the data
lines is a status word; the computer, in
terpreting this signal, automatically
loads this word in a reserved address in
main memory. If the programmer or op
erator desires a visual indication of the
status word, it must be programmed.
external labell - Labels are normallv
defined in the same program in which
they are used as oyerands. However, it
is possible to define a symbol in one
program, use it in a program assembled
mdependently of the first program, and
then execute both programs together.
externally Itored program - Programs
with instruction routines that are set up
in wiring boards or plugboards for man
ual insertion in older models or small
scale processors.
external memory - A facility or device,
not an integral part of a computer, on
which data usable by a computer is
stored, such as off-line magnetic-tape
units or punch-card devices. (Con
trasted with internal storage.)
extemal reference - A distinct reference
to a single variable from a range. or an
item whIch is not defined in the particu
lar program, segment, or subroutine. A
linkage editor, or a linking load usually
integrates various independently writ
ten routines which are united before ex
ecution. The assembler must be in
formed that an external symbol is being
used to avoid an error condition.
extemal
regilterl- These
registers.
which can be referenced by the pro
gram, are located in control store as
specific addresses. These are the loca
tIons (registers) which the programmer
references when he desires that some
sort of computational function be car
ried out.
external len,e and control line, - Set
sense and control lines, external.
external-Ilgnal Interrupt - See interrupt,
external-signal.
external 10rt - The second phase of a
multiphase sort program. wherein
strings of data are continually merged

until one string of sequenced data is
formed.
external Itorage - Sa storage, external.
external Iymbol didionary (ESD) 
Part of a load module which contains
the names and address locations within
a module of all entry points and specific
locations that are accessible bv name
from outside the module; external svm
bois also include control section names.
The ESD also contains external refer
ences, or the names of symbols not
defined within this load module.
extrod - I. To copv from a set of items
all those items which meet a specified
criterion. 2. To remove only a gIven set
of digits or characters occupying certain
speCIfied locations in a computer word,
such as extract the 8, 9, and 10 binarv
digits of a 44-bit word. as specified by
the filter. (Clarified by filter.) 3. To de
rive a new computer word from part of
another word, usually by masking.
(Related to unpack.)
extrad inltrudion - An instruction that
requests the formation of a new expres
sion from selected parts of given ex
pressions.
extradlon - The reading of only selected
portions of a record into storage.
extrador - A machine word that specifies
which parts of another machine word
are to be operated on. thus the criterion
for an external command. (Svnonvmous
with mask, and clarified bv extract.)
extraneoul ink - Ink deposited on a com
puter printout that is not confined to the
printed characters themselves.
extremity routine - This routine is used
when initiating a new tape or when
reaching the end-of-reel of a multi reel
file. ThIS routine need not be included
in memory if all tapes are set up or initi
ated automatically by the system super
visor and the open or close macros are
not used. The Importance of this rou
tine is that it performs necessary tape
housekeeping, checks on the operator.
and provides necessary information
concerning the program being run.
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F
F - A subscript symbol which designates
"final."
face - In optical character recognition
(OCR). a character style with given rela
tive dimensions and line thicknesses.
facility assignment (executive) - The as
signment of memory and externallacili
ties to meet the requirements which are
defined svmbolically in a job program
selected (or initiation. Executive main
tains a list of all allocatable facilities
which is updated to reflect assignment
of facilities to newly initiated programs.
and to reflect release of faciliues by pro
grams during. or at termination of. a
run.
facility, compare - The ability of a ma
chine to execute set instructions de
pending upon the outcome of various
possible combinations.
facility, hold - The ability of a computer.
when its calculations are interrupted. to
keep the current value of all the varia
bles.
facsimile - A system for the transmission
of images. The image is scanned at the
transmitter. reconstructed at the receiv
'ing station. and duplicated on some
form of paper. Abbreviated fax.
facsimile document· system - A system
that can send and receive documents
over ordinary telephone lines automati

cally. Most svstems can send a complete
page in less than two minutes (some
under one minute). Manv systems also
edit documents automaticallv. have
multiple speeds and resolutions. and
are compatible with other facsimile sys
tems.
fact correlation -

A process which is an
integral part of linguistic analysis and
adaptive learning which uses methods
of manipulating and recognizing data
elements. items. or codes to examine
and determine explicit and implicit rela
tions of data in files. i.e .. for fact re
trieval rather than document retrieval.
factor - A number used as a multiplier. so
chosen that it will cause a set of quanti
ties to fall within a given range of values.
factor, blocking -

The limit of the data
records which can be contained 111 a
given block on tape.
factor, elimination - The ratio in informa
tion retrieval obtained by dividing the
number of documents that have not
been retrieved by the total number of
documents contained in the file.
factory data collection - See data collec
tion stations.
fact retrieval- The automatic recogni
tion. seleClion. interpretation. and ma
nipulation of words. phrases. sentences.

Facsimile receiver.
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fading

fan-in

or any data in any form, but particularlv
in a textual structure, and the relating of
these data for conclusions and useful re
sults.
fading - The variation of radio field in
tensity caused by changes in the trans
mission medium.
fading, flat - That type of fading in which
all components of the received radio
signal simultaneously fluctuate in the
same proportion.
fading, seledive - Fading which affens
the different frequencies within a spe
cified band unequally.
fail-safe disconnect - A feature of some
svstems that causes the terminal to dis
c;mnect from the transmission line
when certain abnormal conditions
occur.
fail-safe system - A sYstem which contin
ues to process data despite the failure of
parts m the system. Usually accom
panied by some deterioration in per
formance.
failsoft (softly) - Pertaining to a type or
method of system design and im
plementation that prevents irrecovera
ble loss of system usage due to failure of
anyone part or resource of that system.
The design of the system is such that
provision is made for slow degradation
of service, often with a proper warning.
fail soft, time Iharlng - See time sharing,
fail soft.
failure analYlis - Detailed on-the-spot or
laboratory analysis and examination of a
failure to determine the exact cause of
the failure.
failure, cataltraphic - A failure which is
total or nearly so, such as breakdown of
the power supply, making all circuits
inoperative. Any type of failure which
renders the useful performance of the
computer to zero.
failure, equipment - A fault in the equip
ment causing improper behavior or pre
venting a scheduled task from being ac
comphshed.
failure, incipient - An equipment failure
that is about to occur.
failure, induced - An equipment failure
caused by the environment around the
failed item.
failure 1011inl- An automatic procedure
whereby the maintenance section of the
monitor, acting on machine-check inter
rupts (immediatelv following error de

tection), records the system state. This
log is an aid to the customer engineer in
diagnosing intermittent errors.
failure, mean-time-to - The average time
the system or a component of the sys
tem works without faulting. Ab
breviated MTTF.
failure predidion - Techniques which at
tempt to determine the failure schedule
of specific parts or equipments so that
they may be discarded and replaced be
fore failure occurs.
failures, mean-time-between - The spe
cial limit of the ratio of the operatmg
time of equipment to the number of ob
served failures as the number of failures
approaches infinity.
fallback - A condition in processing
when special computer or manual func
tions must be employed as either com
plete or partial substllutes for malfunc
tioning systems. Such procedures could
be used anywhere between complete
system availability and total system fail
ure.
fallback, double - A procedure to circum
vent error that has two procedures, or
can contend with two separate equip
ment failures.
fallback, double failure, mean-time-toThe' average time the system or a com
ponent of the system works without
faulting.
fallback procedure - A procedure to cir
cumvent all equipment faults. The fall
back may give degraded service and may
include switching to an alternate com
puter or to different output devices and
so on.
fallback, recovery - The restoration of a
system to full operation from a fallback
mode of operation after the cause of the
fallback has been removed.
folie add - This is addition without car
ries; the performance of a logic add.
false code - See character, illegal.
false code check - Sf( check, forbidden
combination.
false drop - An unwanted reference
which does not pertain to the subject.
fal .. retrievals - Library references that
are not pertinent to, but are vaguely
related to, the subject of the library
search, and are sometimes obtained bv
automatic search methods.
'
fan-in - The maximum number of ON
gate terms that can be used to drive an
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fan-out

Faxcom

input. Generally the terms cannot all be
simultaneously true.
fan-out - The number of circuits which
can be supplied with input signals from
an output terminal of a circuit or unit.
The changes of digital circuits depend
basicallv on the number of devices that
can drive or be driven bv one circuit of
a specific type, and the number of ele
ments that one output can drive is
related to the power available from the
output and the amount of power re
quired for each input.
FA' - Abbreviation for Fortran Assemblv
Program. A procedure-oriented soft
ware system.
FAST - Acronym for Flexible Algebraic
Scientific Translator. Translates com
plex statements into basic language,
saving the tedious task of absolute pro
gramming. FAST offers the abilitv to
write a source program in an algebraic
format. The source program is entered
by means of tape or Clisk, the translation
is made. and the program is executed.
all in one computer run. The output is
composed of a listing of the program.
any error comments, and the result of
the program's execution. (NCR)
fast-acco,s storalo - The section of the
entire storage from which data mav be
obtained most rapidly.
'
fastor aceo.. momory - Various storage
media which obtain or release data
faster through the use of two or more
differing storage devices or media. For
example. semiconductor storage is the
faster access memory in equipment
where both sen¥conductor storage and
magnetic disk storage are built in.
fast-tlmo scalo - The ratio of computer
time (interval between two events in a
simulation), to the problem time (physi
cal svstem time), when greater than one,
is said to be an extended time scale. or
slow-time scale. When the ratio is less
than one. it is said to be on a fast-time
scale. When the ratio is not constant
during a run, it is said to be on a varia
ble-time scale. If the ratio is equal to
one, it is a real-time system,
fault - A physical condition that causes a
device. component. or element to fail to
perform in a required manner. e,g" a
short circuit, a broken wire, an intermit
tent connection.
fault dofoct - An anomaly that prevents
the correct operation of the device.
"Defect" and "fault" are often used in-

terchangeably. although a fault is the
theoretical or practical result of a physi
cal defect.
fault dictionary - A set of fault signatures.
each of which indicates the probable
faults that could cause the error mes
sage matching the signature,
fault isolation - Determination of the
cause ofa test failure. typically by identi
fying a defective component or process
failure on a board.
fault-location problom - A problem for
identification or information regarding
faulty equipment. It is designed and
used to identify the location or type of
fault and is often part of a diagnostic
routine.
fault modol - A set of data that lo~ically
describes the operation of a deVIce or
circuit containing one or more faults.
fault, paHern-,on,itivo - A fault that ap
pears in response to some particular
pattern of data.
fault, pormanont - Faults are failures in
performance in the manner required or
specified. Sporadic faults are mtermit
tent while permanent faults are repeti
tious, but these mav either escape atten
tion when thev do not result in failure to
perform some particular tasks, or be
known and easily correctable.
fault proco..inl, timo sharing - Sff time
sharing, fault processing,
fault, program-son,itivo - A fault that ap
pears in response to some particular se
quence of program steps.
fault silnaturo - A particular output re
sponse or set of responses generated
when a test program is executed on a
device contaming a fault.
faults, informi"ont - Samf as faults, spo
radic.
faults, sporadic - Faults are failures in
performance in the manner required
over specified conditions. and sporadic
faults are intermittent faults,
fault time - See time, down.
fault-tol~rant - Pertaining to those pro
grams or systems which will still execute
properly even though parts may fall.
fax - Transmission of pictures. maps.
diagrams, etc.. by radio waves. 1 he
image is scanned at the transmitter and
reconstructed at the receiving station.
(Synonymous with facsimile.)
Faxcom - A facsimile communications
service offered by the TransCanada Tel
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F-convenlon

feedback control systems

ephone System which allows for the
transmission of graphics (written.
drawn. typed) over the DDD network.
F-converslon - One of the three types of
FORMAT specification in FORTRAN.
F-conversion is used to convert Aoating
point data for i/o operations.
FDM - Abbreviation for Frequency-Divi
sion-Multiplexing. A. technique by
which a hmlted-bandwldth communica
tion channel is partitioned into a group
of independent lower-speed channels,
each of which utilizes its permanentlv
assigned portion of the total frequency
spectrum. Each channel in the sharing
group thus uses a frequency slot which
contains the unique pair of frequencies
n.eeded for transmitt!ng its binary data
Signals. When FDM IS used on a voice
grade line. each subchannel may typi
cally transmit data asynchronously at
~peeds up to 150 bits/s (at faster speeds
In speCial cases).
FDOS:- Abbreviation for Floppy Disk Op
erating System.
feasibility study - Usually the initial
procedures and criteria for determina
tion ~f. suitability, capability, and com
patablhty of computer systems to vari
ous firms or organizations.
A
preliminary systems analysis of poten
tial costs savings and new higher level of
operations. decision making, and prob
lem-solving capacity as a result of com
puter procurement.
feasible solution - A solution to the con
straint equations in which all variables
satisfy their sign restrictions.
feature, checking - Some computers have
var~ous built-in capabilities to check
the.lr .own performance automatically.
ThiS IS a feature of the particular ma
chine.
feature, multireading - With the utiliza
tion of storage, cards are read once onIv
and data is read out of storage on the
following cycles. thus avoiding separate
cycle reading for each line of print.
Fed Wire system - The Federal Reserve
Communications System. a computer
ized message switch that connects Fed
eral Reserve banks, their branches, and
member banks.
feed - I. To supply to a machine the ma
terial to be operated upon. 2. A device
capable of feeding. as In definition I.
feedback - The use of parts or all of the
output of a machine. process. or system.

as input for another phase. as when
used for self-correcting purposes. Such
feedback systems or programs. use the
process of continual compansons of
output. with input to make necessary
corrections. The feedback svstem is
considered self-correcting if' it is a
closed loop.
feedback, analog - Normallv, feedback in
circuits is obtained by means of a resis
tor from output to input. An important
property of this type of amplifier is that
If a suitable capacitor is used in the feed
back path instead of a resistor. the out
put will be the integral of the input.
Conversely, the input will be the deriva
tive of the output. Hence. the opera
tions of the calculus can be performed.
giving the machine great computational
power.
feedback and reports (fadory) - Feed
back is an all-important aspect of the
system. Feedback of factory data is col
lected and analyzed weekly to control
and predICt stock requirements. Pur
chase-order receipts, assemblv-Iabor
vouchers. and fabrication-labor 'vouch
ers are collected and returned to where
they are used to update master open
order records. After the feedback data is
checked for validity by the computer. it
is com{>ared .~gainst master records to
acljust Inventory balances. The receipt
of "first operation vouchers" reduces
raw-material balances by the amount
applied to parts. Last-operation vouch
ers add to stock on hand for parts and
also reduce open-order quantities. A
raw-material status report is printed
weekly to show usage and balance on
hand. Reports are prepared weekly
based on feedback data to show labor by
individual. labor by area. and labor by
shop order. This data also becomes
input to the accounting system. A report
on rework. extra work, and scrap losses
is prepared by reason code. This data
also becomes input to the accounting
system.
feedback control- A type of system con
trol obtained when a portion of the out
put signal is fed back to the input in
order to obtain a desired effect.
feedback control signal - That portion of
the output signal which is returned to
the input in order to achieve a desired
effect. such as fast response.
feedback control systems - A particular
type of control system made up of one
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feedback, interrupt .Ignal

fiber optici component.

or more feedback control loops; it com
bines the functions of the controlled
signals and commands. tending to
maintain a prescribed relationship be
tween the two.
feedback, interrupt .ignal- A steady sig
nal indicating that an interrupt signal
has advanced its associated mterrupt
level to the waiting or active state; the
signal is dropped when the interrupt
level is reset to the disarmed or the
armed state.
feed, card - A mechanism that moves
cards serially into a machine.
feeding - A system used by character
readers in character recognition, in
which each individual input document is
issued to the document transport at a
predetermined and constant rate.
feeding, cyclic - A system used by charac
ter readers. in which each individual
input document is issued to the docu
ment transport at a predetermined and
constant rate.
feeding, form - The rapid. accurate posi
tioning of document forms on a tele
printer or business machine.
feeding, lingle-Iheet - The feeding of in
dividual sheets of paper rather than roll
or fan-folded form.
feed pitch - Sf' pitch. feed.
feed reel- A specific reel from which
tape is unwound during the processing.
feed, tape - A mechanism that will feed
tape to be read or sensed.
feed track - The track of a paper tape
which contains the small feed holes for
the sprockets.
fetch - I. That portion of a computer
cycle during which the location of the
next instruction is determined. the in
struction is taken from memory. and
modified. ifnecessarv. then entered into
the control register. 2. To obtain a
quantity of data from a place of storage.
fetch and execute cyde, blt-Illce machine
- Each time the bit-slice microproces
sor requires an instruction from the
memory, the machine goes through a
fetch and execute cycle. The first step is
for the machine to fetch an instrucuon
from memory commanding the memory
address register (MAR) to access the lo
cation to which it is pointing and to pull
the information from it and load the in
formation into the instruction decoder
in the machine. (Some systems.)
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fetch cycle - The portion of an opera
tional sequence in which an instruction
or direcuve is obtained from the loca
tion in memory identified bv the con
tents of the program counter.
fetch data - A command that specifies
the unit and file to which access is
desired.
fetch phale - An alternate part of the
cycle of the computer operation
wherein the instruction is brought from
memory into the program register.
fetch process - A process of addressing
the memory and reading into the CPU
the information word or byte stored at
the addressed location. 'Most often.
fetch refers to the reading out of an in
struction from the memorv.
fetch lequence - The collective actions of
acquiring a memory address and then
an instruction or data byte from mem
ory.
fiber optici - A fiber is a transparent ma
terial system that conducts or "guides"
light. This guiding phenomenon is a re
sult of a dissimilar set of material refrac
tive indices. That is. an optically dense
core material (high refractive index nl)
is usuallv surrounded by a less optically
dense dadding material (lower refrac
tive index n;). The magnitude of the re
sulting opucal density difference be
tween the core and cladding deterp1ines
the maximum angle at which guiding
occurs (numerical aperture). Only rays
which are at the maximum angle or less
are "accepted" and guided along the
fiber. while all other rays escape from
the side of the fiber and are "radiated."
A verv simple fiber structure would con
sist ota simple strand ofglass (n l = 1.5)
surrounded by air (n2 = 1.0).
Because optical fibers are nonmetal
lic. fiber optic svstems provide safe.
noise-free communications circuits. Fi
bers are not susceptible to electromag
netic interference. and they provide iso
lation from ground-potential rise. Fiber
optic systems are also not affected by
heavy rain and lightning. which can
cause outages in conventional cable and
radio systems.
fiber optici cladding- A sheathing or cov
ering. usually of glass. fused to the core
or higher index material.
fiber optic. component.- The fiber has a
core. a light-transmitting material of
higher index of refraction. surrounded
by a cladding. or optical insulating ma

fiber optici IYltem light lourcel

field, mUltiply

terial of a lower index of refraction.
Light enters the fiber at an infinite num
ber of angles, but only those rays enter
ing the fiber at an angle less than the
cntical acceptance angle are transmit
ted. Light is propagated within the core
of a multi mode fiber at specific angles of
internal reflection. When a propagating
ray strikes the core-cladding interface, it
is reflected and zigzags down the core.
fiber optici IYltem light lourcel- Light
producing devices used in fiber-optics
transmitters. The three primary sources
are gallium arsenide LEDs. GaAs injec
tion lasers, and Neodymium:Yttrium
Aluminum-Garnet (Nd:YAG) lasers.
Both LEDs and injection lasers use the
basic GaAs diode structure. and the
wavelength of the radiated light de
pends on the device material and the
dopant.

and so on. Some sort programs distrib
ute strings of data onto work tapes so
that the number of strings on successive
tapes form a Fibonacci series.
fiche automated retrieval and dilplay IYItem - A peripheral device for use with
an interactive terminal to combine mi·
crofiche storage and computer retrieval
of large amounts of alphanumeric and
/or graphic data.
field - A set of one or more characters
(not necessarily all lying on the same
word) which is treated as a whole; a set
of one or more columns on a punched
card consistently used to record similar
information.
field, bit-llice machine - A portion of a
microprogram word that is designed to
represent a group of bits dedicated to
controlling a specific piece of hardware.
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Fiber optics transmission system.
fiber optici tranlmission IYltem - Ab
breviated FOTS. A transmission system
utilizing small-diameter glass fibers
through which light is transmitted. In
formation is transferred by modulating
the transmitted light. These modulated
signals are detected by light-sensitive
semiconductor devices.
Fibonacci number - Sf't Fibonacci search.
Fibonacci learch - A search based on di
chotomy and developed in such a way
that in each step. the original set or the
remaining subset is subdivided in ac
cordance with successive smaller num
bers in the specific Fibonacci series.
When the number of items in such a set
is not equal to a Fibonacci number. the
number of items in the set is assumed to
equal the next higher Fibonacci num
ber.
Fibonacci leriel (Iorting) - When the
number is equal to the sum of the two
preceding numbers. i.e .• I, 2, 3, 5, 8,

field checking - On some terminals, the
numeric-onlv and alpha-only field
checks can be dynamically performed to
find errors when they are made.
field, common - A field accessible to two
or more routines.
field, decrement - A portion ofan instruc
tion word specifically set aside for modi
fying the .contents of a register or stor
age 10cal1on.
field, free - A property of information
processing recording media that per
mits recording of information without
regard to a preassigned or fixed field:
e.g., in information-retrieval devices. in
formation may be dispersed in the re
cord in any sequence or location.
field mark - A symbol used to indicate the
beginning or the end of some set of
data, i.e., group. file, record, block; in
this case, a particular field.
field, multiply - A field used to hold the
results of the multiplication operation.
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field name
field name -

A symbolic name a program
mer gives to a specific field of data. Dur
ing assemblv, this field is assigned an
absolute address.
field, operand - The portion of an im
mediate-addressing instruction word
that contains the immediate operand
value, with negative values represented
as twos complements.
field, operating code - The portion of an
instruction word that contains the oper
ation code.
field, operation - That particular part of
the instruction format which specifies
the procedure or process which IS to be
performed.
field programmable lotlc array - A type
oflogic array that allows the designer to
try out a logIC design in an actual system
prior to committing to masks. Ab
breviated FPLA.
field prated - A feature of some termi
nals by which delimiters specify the start
and end of the field to be protected.
This allows the user to mamtain the
desired information on the screen, pre
sented at a lower intensity, while con
stantly changing variable or secondary
data.
field, register address - The portion of an
instruction word that contams a register
address.
fields, assembly-language - A language
processor that accepts words, state
ments, and phrases to produce machine
instructions. It is more than an assembly
program because it has compiler pow
ers. The macroassembler permits seg
mentation of a large program so that
portions may be tested separately. It
also provides extensive program analy
sis to aid in debugging.
field seledion - The ability of computers
to isolate a particular data field within
one computer word (or even in two,
three, or four words) without isolating
the entire word.
field shifting - The adjustment of the ad
dress of a field to realign the item of
data.
field, signed - A field that has a plus- or
minus-character coding over the units
position to designate the algebraic sign
of the entire number.
fields, prateded - A feature of some sys
tems by which any combination of char
acter positions can be protected against
being modified.
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file activity ratio
field upgrading -

Upgrading of equip
ment by the insertion offunctional fogic
boards such as expanded memory and
i/o device controllers, with utilizatIOn of
the appropriate program.
field utilization - The use of fields
(groups of computer characters) as a
smgle data item. Source statements for
programming languages are often seg
mented into several fields for the spe
cification of various syntactical items.
Often a 16-bit word is treated as two
8-bit fields or one 8-bit field plus eight
I-bit fields.
field, variable-length - A data field that
mav have a variable number of charac·
ters. This requires item separation to
indicate the end of each-item.
FIFO - Acronym for First In, First Out. A
method of storing and retrieving items
from a stack, table, or list.
FIFO queue - First-in-first-out queue in
which the most recent arrival IS placed
at the end of the waiting list and the
item waiting the longest receives service
first. Same as push-up list.
FIFO stack register - A system in which
register outputs are sequentially read in
the same order that data is entered.
figures shift - A function performed by a
teletypewriter machine that causes the
mach me to shift to upper case for num
bers, symbols, etc., when initiated by
the figures-shift character.
figures, significant - I. Digits of a nu
meral which have specific meanings for
particular purposes. 2. Digits that may
not be rounded off without losing accu
racy or desired precision.
file - A collection of related records
treated as a unit. In a computer system,
a file can exist on magnetic tape, disk,
punched paper tape, punched cards, or
as an accumulation of information in
system memory. A file can contain data,
programs, or both.
file, adive - A file which is being used in
which entries or references are made on
a current basis.
file activity ratio - A ratio pertaining to
the number of file elements in which
changes or transactions are made dur
ing a specific updating run or in a given
period, to the total number of records
or elements in the file. If out of a total
of 100 records, 20 are updated in a spe
cific month, the activity ratio is thus
20% for this file.

file addre .. checking program

file event

file address checking program - A pro
gram to check addresses when macros
mstruct to write on the file, to see that
the program is not writing on the wrong
area.
file addresslng- Some data records have
a particular key or code which identifies
the data. When the program is given
this key it can locate and use the data at
the particular file address.
file addressing, randomlzlng- The loca
tion of a record in a random-access file
is located by means of a key set of char
acters that identify the file. The key is
converted to a random number and the
random number is converted to the ad
dress where the item may be stored. If
the item is not in this pocket, an over
flow pocket, chained to the first pocket,
will be searched.
file analysis - The examination, studv,
and resolution of file characteristics to
determine similarities, number and type
of redundancies, and to check labeling
and listing of documents which affect
file and data elements contained in files.
file, archival quality - A file to be used for
historical records; therefore, it has high
resistance to deterioration during a spe
cified period of use and storage.
file, chained - To conserve searching
time and space, some computer files are
in chains. Each data item or kev in a
record in the chain has the address of
another record with the same data or
key. To retrieve all data which contain
the given key, only the first address
need be found, since the next address is
adjacent to it, and that one is adjacent to
the next, etc.
file, change - A list of transactions pro
cessed against the master file.
file checks, magnetic tape - Hardware
checks for faulty tapes without loss of
computer time 01' manual intervention.
file components - The parts of a file. A
typical file is composed of header or
label, data items, and an end of file
mark. These components are contained
in subdivisions of the file called records
or blocks.
file composition - The filing of records
within a storage unit.
file conversion - The transformation of
parts of records, customer account rec
ords, employee records, and the like
from their onginal documents into mag
netic files by the computer.

file, data - Aggregations of data sets for
definite usage. The file may contain one
or more different data sets. A perma
nent data file is one in which the data is
perpetually subject to being updated;
e.g., a name and address file. A working
data file is a temporary accumulation of
data sets which is destroyed after the
data has been transferred to another
form.
file, dead - A file that is not in current use
but is retained.
file density, trailer record - A process
used in cases involving identification
numbers which match the disk-file ad
dresses.
file, detall- A file of information that is
relatively transient. This is contrasted
with a master file which contains rela
tively more permanent information;
e.g., in the case of weekly payroll for
hourly employees, the detail file will
con tam employee number, regular
time, and overtime, the hours such em
ployee has worked in a given week, and
other information changing weekly.
The master file will contain the em
ployee's name, number, department,
rate of pay, deduction speCIfications,
and other mformation which regularly
stays the same from week to week.
file devices - A computer system is a col
lection of devices, many of them ad
dressable: disks, magnetic tape drives,
cassettes, card or paper tape readers,
paper tape punch, printers, terminals,
etc. Files can be transferred to and from
all of these devices, but of the devices
mentioned, only disks are random ac
cess devices--devices that allow data to
be processed in random order indepen
dent of its physical location on the de
vice or its location relative to other
information. These devices are some
times called block replaceable devices.
The other devices process information
in the same order as the physical order
of the data on the device. These are
called sequential access devices.
file diredory, diskeHe - Generally, each
diskette contains a file directorv Ihat
identifies what files are stored, where
they are located, and other related in
formation such as file size and attrib
utes. Listing the file directory is accom
plished with a single command on most
systems.
file event - A single file access, either
reading or writing. The processing of an
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flle feed

action usually requires one or more file
events.
flle feed - An extension device which in
creases the punch card capacity of the
feed hopper peripheral devices.
flle gap - An interval of space or time to
indicate or signal the end of a file.
flle identiflcation - The coding required
to identify each physical unit of the out
puts of electronic data-processing ma
chine runs.
flle, inadive - A previously active file
that. although not currently in use. is
expected to be restored to an active sta
tus.
flle, index - See index file.
flle index, disk - A table of kevfields iden
tifying the actual disk records in another
permanent disk file.
flle, inverted - A file containing item la
bels placed in a single record Identified
by a label describing the contents of the
documents.
flle label- A set of alphanumeric charac
ters that uniquelv identify the contents
of a particular rofl of magnetic tape or a
portion of a roll of magnetic tape. This
file label is written on magnetic tape as
a block which contains the file name.
reel number. date written. and date ex
pired.
flle, magnetic strip - A file storage device
which uses strips of material with sur
faces that can be magnetized for the
purpose of storing data.
flle maintenance - Modification of a file
to incorporate changes that do not in
volve anthmetical operations; for exam
ple. insertions. deletions, transfers, and
corrections.
flle maintenance, graphic - The process
designed to update physical representa
tions such as microfilm. film prints. crt
output copies, etc.
flle management - A system design to
provide a device-independent interface
from a program to data stored on disk.
flle manager - A file manager often is an
on-line executive program that provides
the ability to create. delete. and retrieve
programs by name from a bulk storage
deVICe. The file manager can be designed to provide program storage for
systems as small as 4K words where a
full operating system cannot be used.
File manager supports disks, magnetic
tapes. cassettes. etc.
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fll...organization routine
flle mark -

An identification mark for the
last record in a file. One of the several
labels to indicate end-of-file; i.e., file
marks mav be followed bv trailer label.
file mark, 'and reel mark.'
flle mark, end of - A code that signals the
last record of a file has been read.
flle, mass Itorage - A type of secondary.
and usually slower. storage. designed to
supply the computer with the required
information and data for immediate up
to-date reports on a given program seg
ment.
flle, master - The overall file or grouping
of records having similar characteristics.
but which contain the data which is con
sidered permanent by nature of its con
tents .. such as employee pay data, ex
emptions claimed. department wage
rates. etc.
flle, master-program - A tape on which all
the programs for a system of runs are
recorded.
flle model- The model is an analog of the
processing files. It can be origmated.
added to (posting). compared with oth
ers. held aside, filed for later use. sent
somewhere. and so on. Sets of symbols
are the simple analogs for these hap
penings.
flle name - Alphanumeric characters as
signed to identify a related set of rec
ords which constitute a particular file.
flle, on-line (central) - The on-line cen
tral file may be thought of as a single
electronic reservoir. or "data deposit,"
containing a central-information file
index and all major-applications files.
The index and the apphcation files are
cross-referenced by disk-file memory
addresses maintained as integral parts
of all records. Under computer control,
inquiries may be made directly to any
record in the on-line central file. File
updating may occur continuously
throughout the day. There is no need to
accumulate, batch, and sort mcommg
transactions and other input data for
separate application runs.
flle organization - The procedure of or
ganizing various information files; these
files are often random-access files to de
velop maximized use of storage and
swift retrieval for processing.
flle-organization routine - A specifically
designed routine for reading input-data
files. and sorting them in random-access
locations.

file-oriented programming

file sYltem, reltore utility

file-oriented programming_ II 0 coding is
simplified with the general file and
record control program. Programming
is file-oriented rather than device-orI
ented. Information is requested in de
vice-independent fashion.
file-oriented system - If reference to file
storage is the principle or key basis of a
system, it is considered to be file-ori
ented. Auxiliary storage used as funda
mental or essential in many commercial
systems might be file-oriented, while
generally considered incidental in
scientific systems.
file overflow areas - See overflow areas,
file.
file packing denlity - The ratio of availa
ble file or data storing space to the total
amount of data stored m the file.
file preparation - The ordering, sorting,
and handling of parts records, customer
account records, employee records, and
the like from their original or copied
documents into a form suitable for
transformation via the computer onto
magnetic files for storage.
file, problem - All the material needed to
document a program to be run on a
computer.
file procelling - Modification of a file to
incorporate changes that do involve
arithmetic operations; for example, re
ceipts, issues, returns, and losses of
stock items.
file, program - A flexible. easily updated
reference svstem for the maintenance of
the entire software library.
file protection - A device or method that
prevents accidental erasure of operative
data on magnetic-tape reels.
file reconltruction procedurel - The safe
guard procedure of protecting against
the loss of data should the file be acci
dentally destroyed by a programmer or
operator error, or by an equipment fail
ure.
file record compaction - See compaction
of file records.
file reel- A magnetic tape reel which
feeds toward the rewrite head and is
also known as the supply reel.
fllel, batch tranlaction - Transactions ac
cumulated as a batch ready for process
ing against the master file.
fllel, dilk - See disk files.
file lecurity - The relative privacy or

inaccessibility of files from unauthor
ized users.
file, lequential- A data file whose key
fields are arranged in a definite se
quence. This is contrasted to a random
file.
fllel, permanent data - See data files.
file Ipot, end of - An area on the used
tape to signal the end of the file.
filel, protected - Files in a computer svs
tern that are accessible only to a specific
user. Since most files in a svstem are
protected in this way, one user usually
cannot obtain access to the information
in another user's files.
fllel, Ihared - A direct-access device that
permits two systems to be linked to
gether. Either system has access to the
file.
file Itorage - A special-purpose storage
of relatively large capacity, designed to
hold a master file.
file structured devicel - Devices that
allow the storage of data under assigned
file names. Disks, tapes, and cassettes
are all file structured devices. Devices
that are not file structured, such as a line
printer or terminal, contain a single log
ICal collection of data.
file Iwapplng - Some systems attempt to
keep as many jobs in memorv as possi
ble. When more memory is required to
run a job than is available, the system
temporarily swaps some jobs out of
memorv and stores them in one of the
swap files defined by the system man
ager. When it is again their turn to run,
the jobs in one of the swap files are
swapped back into memory.
fllel, working data - Ser data files.
file IYltem, backup utility - The backup
utility allows the user to ensure against
the total loss of data due to hardware
failure or software error. When in
voked, this utility permits the creation
of back-up copies of a single file or a
collection of files on some storage me
dium. Thereafter, ifthe original files are
lost or damaged, these copies can be
used to return the files to their original
condition.
file IYltem, restore utility - The reverse
of the backup utility. Whereas the
backup utility creates back-up copies of
files, the restore utility takes backup files
as input and produces standard files as
output. The structure, content, and at
tributes of these restored files will be
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file, tape

firmware circuitry

those of the original files at the time
they were backed up.
file, tape - I. A record file consisting of a
magnetic or punched-paper tape. 2. A
set of magnetic tapes m a tape library.
file, transaction - Transactions accumu
lated as a batch ready for processing
against the master file.
file transfer, communications - The pro
cess or ability for transfer of sequential
ASCII data files between nodes of a
computer network. Other tvpes of files
may be transferred when formats of par
ticipating nodes are compatible.
file transfer, node - The process or ability
for transfer of sequential ASCII data
files between nodes of a computer net
work. Other types of files may be trans
ferred when formats of participating
nodes are compatible.
file, tub - An open account file which pro
vides ready accessibility to punched
cards or other computer storage docu
ments.
file update, master program - Sf( master
program file update.
file, user (time sharing) - See time-sharing
user file.
file, variable-length record - A file con
taining a set of records that vary in
length.
file, volatile - A temporary or rapidly
changing program or file.
filing system - An of!~anization or set of
plans developed to Identify records for
efficient retrieval. Filing systems may be
sequential, alphabetical, numeric, or
coded in various ways.
fill, character - See character fill.
filler - In order to make some data pro
cessing items standard, such as a record,
a filler is used as some portion of that
item. Thus, the standard size is
achieved, and the filler is not an essen
tial part of the data involved.
filler function - A function of some graph.
ics systems that allows the operator 10
generate arcs of specified radius tangent
to two lines and truncates the lines at
the point of tangency.
fill, memory - See memory fill.
fill, storage - The storing of characters in
storage areas not used for data storage
or the program for a particular machine
run.
film - A base which usually contains a
layer of magnetic material often less
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than one micron thick and used for logic
or storage elements.
film, magnetic thin - A layer of magnetic
material frequently used for logic or
storage elements. Magnetic thin films
are commonly less than a micron in
thickness.
film reader - See reader. film.
film recorder - A mechanism that receives
information from a computer and reo
cords it in the form of opaque and trans
parent areas on photographic film.
filter - I. A device that separates signals
or material in accordance with specified
criteria. 2. A machine word that spe
cifies which parts of another machme
word are to be operated on. Also called
extractor or mask.
financial point-of-sale (POS) .system-

Some terminals provide plastic-card
transaction services at small retail
stores. With the terminals, financial in
stitutions can enable retail outlets to au
thorize consumer bank card or personal
check transactions. Additionallv. banks.
savings-and-Ioan association·s. and
credit unions can use the terminals to
transfer transaction funds directlv from
a shopper's to a merchant's acco'unl.
financial utility - A general-purpose com
puter utili tv for handling massive
volumes of financial transactions.
finding - The operation.which consists of
identifying and then selecting. The op
eration begins when one object in a
group is requested to be found. The se
lection terminates when the object is
found.
fine index - A subsidiary or supplemental
index of a pair of indexes used to locate
a particular file record. The higher or
master index would be often considered
the "gross" index.
fine sort - See sort. fine.
FIPS - Abbreviation for Federal Informa
tion Processing Standards. See ANSI
standards.
firmware - Computer programs that are
embodied in a phvsical device that can
form part ofa machine. Contrasted with
software, which refers to the entire set
of programs. procedures. and related
documentation associated with a system
and especially a computer system', spe
cifically computer programs.
firmware circuitry - Computer circuitry
which performs the functions of pro
gram instructions. In the firmware con

firmware instructions

fixed length

cept, many routine operations would be
"hard wired" into the machine to re
lieve the programmer of many repeti
tive tasks and improve machine effi
ciency.
firmware instructions - Software instruc
tions committed to a ROM (read-only
memory). often as a control block. Firm
ware can increase the instruction set
and control capability of a computer by
having the ROM code convert extended
instructions into sets of actual machine
instructions.
firmware ROM - A ROM containing a
control program. The term generally
refers to software that has been made
operationally permanent by st?l-ing it in
a type of hardware. e.g.• a chIp. board.
etc.
first generation computer - See computer.
first generation.
first item list - Same as indication. group.
first-level addre.. - An address that indi
cates the location where the referenced
operand is to be found or stored. with
no reference to an index register or
B-box.
first-order subroutine - Set' subroutine.
first-order.
first-pall sorting (own coding) - Com
puter instructions created by the pro
grammer. in assembly or absolute form.
which are executed bv a sort during the
first pass of the file after input program
has been loaded. but prior to execution
of first-pass sequencing instructions.
first remove subroutine - Spe subroutine.
first-order.

five

level- Any teletypewriter code
which utilizes five impulses. in addition
to the start and stop impulses. for de
scribing a character.
fixed area (FX) - The area on a disk
where data files or core image programs
may be stored and protected.
fixed block - The number of characters
in the block is determined by the logic
of the computer.
fixed connector - Used in flowcharting to
indi~ate that only the result indicator
can exist after a process completion.
fixed-cycle operation - 1. A type of com
puter performance whereby a fixed
amount of time is allocated to an opera
tion. 2. An operation that is completed
in a specified number of regularly tImed
execution cycles.
fixed data name - The specific reserve
term representing a predetermined
value.
fixed formats - A state of unchanging de
scri{>tion. or a s{>ecification of the infor
mation content In a particular design or
a programmed area.
fixed-form coding - Specific coding in
structions with a fixed field assigned to
particular labels. operations codes. and
operand parts of the instructions.
fixed-head disk - Refers to various disk
units that have read/write heads that are
specificallv fixed in position. In such sys
tems. usuallv one head is required for
each track of information recorded on a
disk.
fixed length - Relates to the number of
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Fixed-head disk.
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flxed-Ienlth file recordl

flag telts

characters which can be contained in a
specific storage location or data ele
ment. and whICh number of characters
to be handled as units cannot be
changed by program~ers. Opposite of
vanable length. whICh If placed in fixed
length storage locations could result in
unde.sired unused spaces in packing
denSity.
fixed-length file recordl - Enumerable
elements each of which has the same
number of words. characters. bits.
fields. etc.
fixed-length record IYltem - When a sys
tem contains all records with the same
number of characters. it is called a fixed
length record system. This is contrasted
to systems which have a variable num
ber of characters in a record.
flxed~length word - A computer word
which always has a fixed number of char
acters. i.e .• one with 16 alphanumeric
charact~rs. or 32 binary digits without
any vanatlon whatever. Registers. stor
age locations. gating. etc.. are designed
to handle a fixed number of digits.
flxed-plul-varlable .trudure - A type of
computer design in which the logICal or
ganization and phvsical structure of the
cent~al processor are arranged to meet
the mstantaneous needs of different
users. This design is a requirement of
communication networks. with their
thousands of applications.
fixed point. -: 1. A notation or system of
a.rtthmeuc m which all numerical quan
Utles are expressed by a predetermined
number of digits. with the point implic
Itlr located at some predetermined po
sitIOn. (Contrasted with floating point.)
2. A type of calculation with mtegers
only and without any decimal point or
decimal portions.
fixed-poInt operation - A calculation of
n~mbers in which .the arithmetic point.
bmary or deCimal. IS assumed to be or is
held at a specific relative position for
each number.
fixed-point port - That one of the two
elements of the floating-point represen
tation of a number which is not the ex
ponent or power of the base.
flxed-~lltlon ad~relling- This permits
sel~ctlve updaut:tg of tape mformation
as m magnetlc disk or drum storage de
vices. Umts as small as a single com
puter word may be stored or recorded
on tape without disturbing adjacent in
formation. Data blocks are numbered
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and completely addressable. Inter
record gaps are eliminated. thereby in
creasing tape storage capacity.
fixed radix Icale - Same as notation. fixed
radix.
fixed routine -- A routine which cannot be
modified during its execution.
flxed-lize recordl- Denumerable file ele
ments each of which has the same num
ber of words. characters. bits. fields. etc.
fixed word - The limitation of equipment
as to the constant number of characters
which the equipment will handle.
fixed word length - 1. A term which re
fers to computers in which data are
treated in units of a fixed number of
characters or bits (as contrasted with
variable word length). 2. All storage
fields must have a predetermined length
or capacity (in contrast to a variable
word length).
flag - 1. A bit of information attached to
a character or word to indicate the
boundarv of a field. 2. An indicator used
frequently to tell some later part of a
program that some condition occurred
ear her. 3. An indicator used to identify
the members of several intermixed sets.
(Synonymous with sentinel.) 4. Any of
various types of indicators used for
identification. e.g .• a wordmark.
flag bit - A specific information bit that
indicates a type or form of demarcation
that has been reached. This mav be
carry. overflow. etc. Generally the' flag
bit refers to special conditions. such as
various types of interrupts.
flag indicotor - A signal set up to indicate
that a specific condition has occurred in
a computer. The flag may be pro
grammed or generated in the machine.
For example. when a buffer is full. a flag
may be set up to indicate this condition.
flag line, - Inputs to a microprocessor
controlled by i/o devices and tested by
branch instructions.
flag operand - The third operand of a
symbolic instruction. designating which
digits of the object-level instructIOn will
be flagged.
flag ,tatul regllter - A type of register
used to store the states of the variolls
flag cells. Each flag type is assigned a
particular bit posiuon within the regis
ter.
flag teltl- Single bits used to indicate
the result of a simple test. Typical mi
croprocessor systems have flags for

flatbed ploHer

such functions as a zero test. positive
test. and carry. Flags are generally used
as a basis for conditional decisions. such
as jump if zero.
flatbed ploHer - A device that provIdes
continuous line or point plottmg of
curves and data.
flat file - A file structure that does not
support involvement of hierarchical re
latIonships. such as a CODASYL data
set. The term is sometimes used to ex
clude files with searching mechanisms
or direct access capabilities. Typical flat
files are simple sequences of records on
tape or cards.
flexibility, loftware - See modularity.
software.
flip-flop - A bistable device (a device ca
pable of assuming two stable states)
which may assume a given stable state
depending upon the pulse history of
one or more input points and having
one or more output points. The device
is capable of storing a bit of informa
tion. controlling gates. etc. A toggle.
flip-flop regllter - See register. flip-flop.
float - To move or shift one or several
characters into positions to the right or
left as determined by data structure or
programming desires. e.g.• to float as
terisks to the right or left of numerical
fields; dollar sIgns to the rightmost
nonspace positions.
floating addre.. - See address. floating.
floating-cleclmal arithmetic - A method of
calculating that automatically accounts
for the location of the radix point. This
is usually accomplished by handling the
number as a signed mantissa times the
radix raised to an integral expo.nent;
e.g.. the decimal number +88,3 might
be written as + .883 X 102 ; the binary
number -.0011 as -.11 X 2- 2 ,
floating gate - A technique used for ul
traviolet-erasable EPROMs in which a
silicon gate is isolated inside the silicon
dioxide.
floating point - A notation in which a
number x is represented by a pair of
numbers y and z (and two integers nand
m which are understood parameters in
any given representation) with y and z
chosen so that x = y' nl where z is an
integer. The quantity z is called the ex
ponent or characteristic; e.g.. a decimal
number 241.000.000 might be shown as
2.41. 8. since it is equal to 2.41 X 10 8 .
floating-point arithmetic - A method of

floating-point arithmetic (operation)

calculation which automatically ac
counts for the location of the radix
point. This is usually accomplished by
handling the number as a signed man
tissa times the radix raised to an integral
exponent.
floating-point

arithmetic

(operation)-

In order to add two Roating-point num
bers. it is first necessarv to equalize the
exponents of the numbers. This is ac
complished bv shifting the mantissa of
the smaller expression to the right the
number of places that equals the differ
ence of the two exponents. for exam
ple. in adding the Roating-point decimal
numbers 0.3 X 104 and 0.27 X 106 .0.3
X 104 is written as 0.003 X 106 and
then the two numbers are added. which
gives the result 0.273 X 106 .

+

.3 X 104
.27 X 106 =

+

.003 X 106
.27 X 106
.273 X 106

The same procedure is required for
subtraction except that the subtrahend
is subtracted from the minuend in the
final step of the operation.
.27 X 106
.27 X 106
-.3 X 104 = - .003 X 106

.267 X 106
To perform this operation with binary
numbers. the exponents are first differ
enced. Then the mantissa of the num
ber with the smallest exponent is shifted
right the specified number of places.
that is. the difference between the two
exponents. When this is accomplished.
the two resulting Roating-point expres
sions are added with a double-precIsion
add instruction. and the exponent of the
larger number is affixed to the result.
The operation is the same for subtrac
tion except that the sign of the sub
trahend is changed before the double
precision add is performed. The
procedure just outlined is a much sim
plified analysis of floating point addi
tion and subtraction. but serves to ex
plain the basic principle.
Multiplication and division of the
mantissa of the Roating-point expres
sion are performed in the same manner
as for normal fixed-point numbers. The
exponents. however. are added in multi
plication. and subtracted in division.
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flooting-point coefficient
floating-point coefficient -

See coefficient,

floating-point.

floating-point operation -

A calculation
of numbers in which the arithmetic
point, binary or decimal, is movable, not
necessarily the same for each number.
floating-point package - A subroutine or
hardware device that achieves floating
point hardware function without addi
tional CPU slowed activitv. In software,
it consists of routines for' fixed to float
ing-point conversion and vice versa,
conversion from decimal to floating
point and vice versa, plus floating-point
move and such floating-point arithmetic
functions as addition, subtraction, mul
tiplication, and division.
floating-point precision - The maximum
number of binary digits used as the
mantissa of a single-precision floating
point fraction.
floating-point subroutines - Special rou
tines that handle floating-point num
bers as arguments.
floppy disk - See diskette.
floppy disk controller - The devices that
provide control of data transfer to and
from a floppy disk.

floppy disk, intelligent
floppy disk controller, intelligent -

The in
telligent floppy disk controller (FDC)
provides software functions which nor
mally have to be implemented in the mi
crocomputer system itself. These func
tions arc accomplished by using
separate microprocessors on the con
troller boards. Typically, an intelligent
FDC wiII provide a file management sys
tem with symbolic filing and automatic
space allocation on a diskette. It will
also provide full editing capabilities and
full mput-output buffering as well as a
variety of optional interfaces. In addi
tion the usual access methods will be
provided, such as sequential, random.
or direct accessing. Sophisticated error
corrections and order retry for soft er
rors may also be available on some con
trollers, as well as explicit diagnostics.
floppy disk drives - A disk unit consists of
a disk drive-the mechanism within
which the disk rotates-and a controller
containing electronic circuitry that
feeds signals into and from the disk. and
that allows the disk unit to work to
gether with the computer central pro
cessing unit.
floppy disk, intelligent - Refers to various
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Floppy disk drive (and two diskettes).
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floppy-dilk typel

flow tracing

types that have an addition of a mi
crocomputer as a tester that allows for
new tests such as amplitude, resolution
determination. dropout, extra pulse,
and modulation. The microcomputer
also allows users to select exactlv what
tests they desire to have performed. or
to develop their own custom tests.
floppy-dilk typel- There are two sizes of
floppy disk. the standard 8-inch diskette
umt and the 5 1f4 -inch diskette unit.
They are essentially identical in design
because they are contact recording de
vices closely resembling tape drives.
These drives record data at basic rates
of 125 to 250 bps with recording densi
ties of 6600 bits per radian. By using
different data encoding/decoding tech
niques. the bit densities may be easilv
doubled without affecting the density of
flux reversals on the medIUm. Since data
is recorded on concentric. circular
tracks at a constant rate regardless of
track radius. data bit cell lengths vary
directly with track radius. RadIUS ratios
on the order of 1.8 to I in these pro
ducts tax the abilitv to read data reliablv
with cost-effective drive/read channCl
circuitry.
flow - A general term to indicate a se
quence of events.
flow, bidiredional- Flow that can extend
over the same flow lines in either direc
tion.
flowchart - A chart to represent. for a
problem, the flow of data. procedures.
growth. equipment. methods. docu
ments, machine instructions, etc.
flowchart connedor - St't'
connector,
flowchart.
flowchart, data - Set' data flowchart.
flowchart, operationl- A graphic repre
sentation of the intercommunicated. in
terconnected logical steps necessary to
solve a particular problem.
.
flowchart, program - A visual representa
tion of a computer problem in which
machine instructions or groups of in
structions are designated bv symbols.
flowchart, Itrudure - Generalized flow·
charts showing input, processing, files.
and output without indicating the pre·
cise methods of processing.
flowchart Iymboll - The svmbols, such as
squares, circles, etc., convey no infor
mation and must be labeled. They local
ize a point of interest but convev onlv
the most general notion of intent. The

finished model must include adequate
description to explain what the opera
tion does. Liberal use of footnotes is
recommended to explain the "why" of
operations that are not straightforward.
flowchart, IYlteml - Visual representa
tion .of the system through which data
proVided by the source document are
converted into final documents.
flowchart technique - Detailed flowcharts
showing data and information require
ments and the specific methods and cal
culations for processing the informa
tion.
flow control - The time sequence of in
struclion executions which relate to the
maintenance of control of a computer
system. Examples are; executive rou
tines,jump instructions. various specific
decision programs or instructions.
flow diagram - A chart that graphically
describes the functional relationships of
the hardware units that make up a sys
tem. Such a diagram tends to serve to
indicate the vanous data and control
signal paths between the functional
units of the system.
flow diagram, dynamic - Set' diagram, dy
namic flow.
flow
diredion - The
antecedent-to
successor relation, indicated by arrows
or other conventions, between opera
tions on flowcharts.
flowline - A line representing a connect
ing path between symbols on a flow
chart.
flow, normal-diredion - A flow in a direc
tion from left to right or top to bottom.
flow, parallel- The system of operations
designed so that several of them may be
conducted simultaneously. such as in
house building, the air-conditioning
dUeling can be completed. while the
plumbmg is being worked on, while the
landscapmg is being developed, etc.
flow-proce.. diagram - A graphic repre
sentation of the major steps of work in
process. The illustrative symbols may
represent documents, machines, or ac
tions taken during the process. The area
of concentration is on where or who
does what. rather than how it is to be
done. (Synonymous with process chart.)
flow, reve,.e-diredion - A flow in a direc
tion other than lefl to right or top to
bottom.
flow tracing- A type of diagnostics
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fluorescent disploy

foreign attachments

and debugging in which the Jrogram
mer specifies the start and en of those
program segments where he wishes to
examine the contents of various regis
ters and accumulators. The program
will run at machine speed until it en
counters the desired segments, and the
printing commences and is terminated
when the end of the program segment is
encountered.
fluorescent display - A display havmg
segments composed of fluorescent ma
terial that glows when bombarded by
electrons.
flying-spot scanner - In optical character
recognition (OCR), a device employing
a moving spot of light to scan a sample
space, the intensity of the transmitted or
reflected light being sensed by a
photoelectnc transducer.
follower, curve - See curve follower.
font - A complete family or assortment of
characters of a given size and style.
font, optical- One of the media that can
be used as computer input. An optical
font is a variety of type which can be
sensed by a computer input device and
translated into electrOnIc form within
the computer.
font reticle - A system of lines forming
various character outlines or dimen
sions in optical character recognition
which is placed over the image of an
input character and which determines
whether that character conforms to the
prescribed shape and range of dimen
sions. Other outlines on the font reticle
check for minimum space between lines
and characters, and for the maximum
size of punctuation marks.
footing, control- A summary or total at
the end of a control group or for various
control groups. i.e., a mmor total.
footing, page - The summing of the en
tries on a particular page. usually ap
peanng at the bottom of each page.
footing, report - The summary of the en
tire report. which most often appears at
the termination and which is also known
as final footing.
forbidden charader code - Sallie m code.
illegal.
forbidden code - See code, illegal.
forbidden combination - Sallie as charac
ter, illegal.
forbidden-combination check - See check.
forbidden-combination.

forbidden digit - See character. illegal.
forbidden-digit check - Sallie m check.
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forbidden-combination.
To manuallv interrupt and inter
vene in the operation of a routine and to
effect an execution of a computer jump
instruction.
forced coding - Sallie as programming.
mInImum-access.
forced coding program - Sallie m pro
gramming. minimum-access.
forced display - See displav. forced.
foreground - A high priority program.
process, or system part which utilizes
the computer CPU immediatelv, or
when and where and as needed, but
which still allows less critical or subsidi
ary programs to be worked on as back
ground tasks during the time when the
high-priority programs are not being
worked. This is the basis of multipro
gramming or foreground/background
processmg.
force -

foreground/background

processing -

Automatic execution of lower priority
(background) programs when higher
priority (foreground) programs are not
using the system and vice versa. Back
ground program processing is tempo
rarilv suspended to service interrupt re
quests from i/o devices that require
foreground processing.
foregrounding - Refers' to specific pro
cessing procedures in whIch top-pri
ority processing most often results from
real~ltme entnes which usually have
precedence. through the use of inter
rupts into lower pnority or background
processing.
foreground
processing - Top-prioritv
processing most often resulting from
real-time entries which usuallv have
precedence, through the use of inter
rupts, into lower prtority or background
processing.
foreground program - A program that is
initiated via an outside request delaying
a background program.
foreground routine - Sallie as foreground
program.
foreign aHachmentl - Since the 1969
Carterphone decision. "foreign" (i.e.,
non-Bel\) attachments have been per
mitted on the direct dial network. Until
recent Iv. a Data Access Arrangement
(DAA) 'was required between the cus
tomer-owned modem and the line. A
low speed asynchronous modem may

foreign exchange line

FORTRAN

now be coupled acoustically or induc
tively through a conventional handset.
foreign exchange line - A line offered bv
a common carrier in which a termina'
tion in one central office is assigned a
number belonging to a remote central
office.
foreign-exchange service - That service
which connects a customer's telephone
to a central-office exchange normally
not serving the customer's location.
forest coding.- Same as minimum latency
programmmg.
form - A printed or typed document
which usually has blank spaces for the
insertion of mformation.
formal logic - See logic, formal.
format - A predetermined arrangement
of characters, fields, lines, punctuation,
page numbers, etc.
format, address - See address format.
format character - See character, format.
format control - See control, format.
format, instruction - See instruction for
mat.
format, N address instruction - See in
struction format, N-address.
format order - See instruction format.
format, packed - A binary-coded decimal
format in which two decimal digits are
represented within a single byte of stor
age, accomplished by eliminating the
zone bits.
format storage, local- A system in which
frequently used formats are stored at a
terminal controller instead of being re
peatedly sent down the communicatIons
line.
format, symbolic-coding - In writing in
structions using the assembly language,
the programmer is primarilv concerned
with three fields: a label field, an opera
tion field, and an operand field. It is pos
sible to relate the symbolic coding to its
associated flowchart, if desired, by ap
pending comments to each instruction
line or program segment.
formaHing - I. Planning the order of in
formation to or output from a computer
or peripheral, such as a printer or crt,
usually to assist or ease the human re
ceiver's interpretation of the informa
tion. 2. Preparation of various types of
magnetic media to accept data struc
tures. Floppy disks, for example, re
quire before use that formatting regard
ing track and sector information be set

for the controller. After it is formatted,
the disk can be used for normal i/o and
retrieval operations.
format, variable - A changing descrip
tion of classification for the information
content in a particular area.
form, Backus-Naur - Sallie as Backus nor
mal form.
character,
form-feed
character - See
form-feed.
form feed out - A form I;>ositioning fea
ture provided as an option on sprocket
feed teleprinters. The automatic posi
tioning of the typing unit to the first line
of typing on the next form, at the same
time feeding out the form in use so it
may be torn off.
forms creation, terminals - Forms can be
created with display features to make
data entrv easier and reduce the chance
of errors.' The forms used are similar to
paper forms except that they are dis
played on the terminal screen. Forms
are made by defining "fields" of one or
more characters. Each character can be
given one or more of the display fea
tures. With some units, once a form is
created, it can be stored and displayed
as needed.
forms display, fill-in-blanks - A type of
forms display that provides "fill m the
blank" operation with protected fixed
fields. Variable areas are established for
operator entry of the required informa
tion corresponding to each of the pro
tected (forms) fields. Only variable
fields are transmitted when operating in
the forms mode.
form stop - On a printer, the automatic
device that stops the machine when
paper has run out.
Forth language - Forth is a programming
language system which can be imple
mented readily on microcomputers, and
which offers high-level means of ex
pressing solutions to a wide range of
problems. A major feature of Forth is
that user-defined operators (proce
dures, functions or commands) can be
used just as though they were primi
tives. This makes the language truly ex
tensible. Extensions mav be added at
the user-program level or at the Forth
interpreter level.
FORTRAN - I. FORmula TRANslator. A
compiler language developed by the
IBM Corporation, originally conceived
for use on scientific problems but now
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widely adapted for most commercial
problems as well. 2. Pertaining to a
computer program which translates a
FORTRAN-language program into a
machine-language program.
FORTRAN, commerciol - Some svstems
combine FORTRAN IV with elements
of BASIC and COBOL for business and
computational applications.
FORTRAN compiler system - The FOR
TRAN compiler system consists of two
basic elements: a source language
(FORTRAN IV). whose structure
closely resembles the language of math
ematics. and a compiler that translates
the statements and formulas written in
the source language into a machine-lan
guage program.
FORTRAN continue - A statement which
does not generate machine code. It is
useful as the last statement in a DO
loop.
FORTRAN-80, microcomputer - One tvpe
initial compiler is a fully implemen'ted
ANSI standard FORTRAN with the ex
ception of the double precision and
complex data types, It allows three data
types: logical (one byte). integer (two
byte) and real (four byte floating point),
Logical variables under FORTRAN-80
can represent. and store. both logical
values (ones and zeros) and integer
quantities from - 128 to + 127, This al
lows programmers to minimize data
storage. and take advantage orrast logi
cal anthmetic operations-with integers
within that range. It is a one-pass com
piler that reads source code. concur
rently translates it into relocatable ob
ject code. that may be placed in ROM.
and prints an optional code listing. (12
Kbytes memory required.)
FORTRAN IV - FORTRAN IV is a lan
guage that is problem oriented. The
programmer may think in terms of the
problem. rather than thinking in terms
of the computer which is used to solve
the problem. Initially designed for
scientific applications. it has proved
quite convenient for man V commercial
and industrial applications.
FORTRAN IV cross assembler - A tvpical
program or group of programs de
signed to convert microcomputer as
sembly language to microprocessor ma
chine code. Assembly language is full v
svmbolic. and svmbolic cross-referenc
ing is provided 'together with diagnos
tics of programming errors. Special as-

sembler features are typically provided
to enable efficient use of unique ar
chitectural features of specific micro
processors.
FORTRAN IV logical capabilities - FOR
TRAN IV logical capabilities include:
type-declaration statements. logical op
erators. logical expressions. relational
operators. logical assignment state
ments. and the logical IF statement.
FORTRAN IV simulator - Programs de
signed to functionally simulate execu
tion of various host computer pro
grams. Simulators are interpretive and
provide bit-for-bit duplication of micro
processor instruction execution timing.
register contents. etc. The system usu
ally provides direct user control over ex
ecution conditions. RAM/register con
tents. interrupts. i/o data. etc.
FORTRAN language - Programs are writ
ten directly as algebraic expressions and
arithmetic statements. Various svmbols
are used to signify equality. addition.
subtraction. exponentiation. etc. Addi
tional statements are provided to permit
control over how the algebraic expres
sions and arithmetic statements are to
be processed. These include transfer.
deCision. indexing. and input/output
statements.
FORTRAN real constants- See constants.
real (FORTRAN).
FORTRAN real variobles - See variables.
real (FORTRAN).
FORTRAN
subscripts - See
subscripts
(FORTRAN).
forward - Operations involved in inter
connecting circuits in order to establish
a temporary communication between
two or more stations.
forward-backward counter - A device
which is capable of adding or subtract
ing input so that it can count in either an
increasing or decreasing direction.
forward scan - An editing operation
which makes an output word conform to
the control word bv comparing posi
tions from right to left and adding punc
tuation. such as decimals and dollar
signs.
four address - I. A method of specifying
the location of operands and instruc
tions in which the storage location of
the two operands and the storage loca
tion of the results of the operation are
cited. and the storage location of the
next instruction to be executed is cited.
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2. Having the property that each com
plete instruction specifies the operation
and addresses of four registers.
Fourier analysil- The decomposition of
a signal into its simplest harmonic
curves (sines and cosines).
Fourier lerles - A mathematical analvsis
that permits any complex waveform to
be resolved into a fundamental plus a
finite number of terms involving its har
monics.
four tape sort - See sorting. four tape.
fox melsage - A standard message that is
used for testing teletypewriter circuits
and machines because It includes all the
alphanumerics on a teletypewriter as
well as most of the function characters,
such as space, figures shift, letters shift,
etc. The message is: The quick brown
fox jumped over a lazy dog's back
1234567890 - - - sending. The
sending station's identification is in
serted m the three blank spaces which
precede the word "sending."
FPLA device - Abbreviation for Field Pro
grammable Logic Array device. A pro
grammable logIC array in which the in
ternal connections of the AND and OR
gates can be programmed by passing
high current through fusible links.
fragment - One of the parts of the con
tents of a document. program. or rou
tine, or the act of rearrangement of con
tents of documents into smaller series
or parts.
fragmentation - I. The process of load
ing a program into noncontiguous areas
of main memorv to achieve maximum
utilization of storage space. The mem
ory map feature automatically provides
thIs capability. 2. A situation in which a
mass memory has manv separate holes
!available spaces) and 'needs compact
mg.
fragmenting - The breaking down of a
document into a series of terms or de
scriptors.
frame - I. The arrav of bits across the
width of magnetic' or paper tape, In
paper tape systems. one frame is equiva
lent to one character. 2. A structure
which allows a receiver to uniquelv
identify an information channeL
'
frame, main - The central processor of
the computer system. It contains the
main storage. arithmetic unit, and spe
cial register groups. (Synonymous with
CPU and central processing unit.)

front-end preprocessor Iystems
free field -

A property of information
processing recording media which per
mits recording of information without
regard to a preassigned or fixed field;
e.g.• in information-retrieval devices. in
formation may be dispersed in the re
cord in any sequence or location.
free float, PERT - Certain stops used to
halt particular tasks when action will re
sult m an overall delay in the project.
freeze mode - Same as hold mode,
freeze point in specifications- A point
reached in programming any complex
svstem when the functional specifica
t~ons of the operational program are
frozen.
frequency - In ac signaling, the number
of complete cycles trans!"itted per ,sec
ond. Usually expressed m hertz (cycles
per second) kilohertz (kilocycles per
second). megahertz (megacycles per
second). etc.
frequency-analysis compadlon - See com
paction. frequency-analysis.
frequency, clock - The master frequency
of periodic pulses that schedules the op
eration of the computer,
frequency division multiplexing - A multi
plex system in which the available trans
mission frequency range is divided into
narrower bands. each used for a sepa
rate channel. Channels are derived bv
allocating or "splitting up" a wider
bandwidth into several narrower band
widths. Abbreviated fdm.
frequency doubling, recording - See re
cording-frequency doubling.
frequency, maximum operating - The
maximum repetition or clock rate at
which the modules will perform reliably
in continuous operation, under worst
case conditions. without special trigger
pulse (clock) requirements.
frequency, pulle repetition - See pulse
repetition rate.
frequency-shift keying - Abbreviated fsk.
A form of frequency modulation in
which the carrier frequency is raised or
lowered to represent binary I or binary
O. For example. if a frequency of 1700
Hz is shifted plus or mmus 500 Hz. a
frequency of 1200 Hz represents a O.
and a frequency of 2200 Hz represents
a binary I. Generally, fsk te~hniques are
suitable for low-speed deVIces such as
teleprinters and allow operation at
speeds as high as 1800 bps.
front-end preprocessor systems- Systems
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that serve as an interface between a host
computer and its peripherals, local ter
minals, and remote communication
lines. Messages are assembled, stored,
and formatted so that i/o interruptions
of the host computer are held to a mini
mum.
front-end procelling - Refers to minor
microprocessors that are used to inter
face communication terminals to a
"host" data processing system (an in
formation processor).
front-end procellor - A small computer
that serves as a line controller for a large
processor. The small computer not only
can serve as a line scanner and control
ler, but can handle a number of "super
visory" tasks that would normally be
done by the large processor, such as
error detection, character echoing (on a
full duplex line), user validity checking.
etc. There are two basic design ap
proaches to the communication front
end of a small processor: single bit buff
ers and line scanning.
front end, programmable - Since front
end processors can be configured with
their own peripherals, they are capable
of storing a portion of the svstem load.
This can be a distinct advantage during
peak-load situations and can help
smooth system throughput. The pro
grammable front end can also be con
figured as a standard data processor.
When not functioning in a communica
tions mode, it can be used to perform
data processing.
flk - .Abbreviation for Frequency Shift
Keymg.
hk mark/lpace Itatel- In frequency
shift keying, the higher frequency is the
mark state, and the lower frequency is
the space state.
FSL - Abbreviation for Formal Semantics
Language, a program acting as a com
piler-compiler.
full adder - A half-adder circuit arrange
ment which has an additional input of a
can:y. bit or a no bit from a previous
posmon.
full ASCII keyboard - A full ASCII kev
board enables the user to generate low
er-case data from the kevboard for di
rect transmission and prInt lower-case
data. Some svstems have an upper-case
onlv key which prevents the full ASCII
keyboard from generating lower-case
data for those applications where the
user does not deSIre lower case.

full lubtracter, parallel- See subtracter,
full (parallel).
fuiliubtracter, lerial- Sl'l' subtracter, full
(serial).
fully inverted data bale - A data base
which is inverted on everv field. Such
data bases are rare due 'to the large
overhead of additions and deletions,
function - I. A special purpose or charac
teristic action. 2. The relation or associ
ation of one item from a set with each
item from another set. 3, A means of
referring to a type or sequence of calcu
lations within an arithmetic statement.
function addrell inltructlon format 
Sl'l' address instruction, functional.
functional addrell inltruction - See ad
dress instruction, functional.
functional board telter - A tester that
verifies the correct logical operation of
a logic board by applying test patterns
at the board-edge connector. The out
put responses usually are monitored at
the connector, although some test
points may be used.
functional delign - Sl'l' design, functional.
functional diagram - Sl'l' diagram, func
tional.
functional element - A combination of
logical and delay elements which per
forms an elementary computer func
tion.
functional generator - A device that pro
duces a given function of an indepen
dent variable.
functional Interleaving - Sl'e interleaving,
functional.
functional modularity - The addition of
module~ to a basic data-processing sys
tem whIch broadens the scope or con
cept of the system as well as adds capac
ity.
functional multiplier - A device which will
take in the changing values of two func
tions and put out the changing value of
their product.
functional Iymboll- Sl'l' svmbols, func
tional.
'
functional unit - A combination oflogical
and nonlogical elements grouped to
perform an elementary computer func
tion such as adding, complementing, or
pulse generation,
function buttonl- Set' buttons, function,
function codel- Sl'l' codes. function.
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function, control- See control function,
function digit - A unique computer code
digit that describes the arithmetic or
logical operation which is to be carried
out.
function element - A device that performs
a logic function,
function key - I, A specific key on a key
board (for example. CR. LF. LTRS.
FIGS. etc.) which. when operated.
causes a receiving device to perform a
certain mechanical function so that a
message will be received in proper
form, 2. A special key or set of kevs
which allows functions to be specified
characteristic of given applications envi
ronment. 3. Kevs on keyboards of input
/output or specialized'terminals which
are used to query the system or have it
perform certain operations, For exam
ple. on a remote-inquirv terminal used
10 a stock quotation system. a three let
ter combination identifies anv stock.
and earnings. sales. dividends. 'volume.
etc.. can be displayed. by punching the
right function key.
function keys, cathode-ray tube (crt)Fixed and variable function kevs have
been added to various crt consoles. A
function key when depressed transmits
a signal to the computer which can be
equated to a prestored typewriter mes
sage of many strokes. Function kevs bv
thus saving user actions provide conve
nience and ease of operation and in
creased response rate of the user. Spe
cial consoles of various types have been
developed for a particular user. Exam
ples are: airline agent's sets. badge
readers. and stock broker's inquiry con
soles.
function keys, user programmable 
Various keys that enable the operator to
issue a string of display and device com
mands with a single keystroke. Such a
feature can be supported by main mem
ory alone; it does not require secondary
storage, These keys may be compared

to the various user-definable function
keys that are found on programmable
calculators.
function objective - That function of the
independent variables whose maximum
or minimum is sought in an optimiza
tion problem.
function part - Same aJ operation part.
function, recunive - Sff recursive func
tion.
function, search-read - Sff search-read
function.
functions,
software
(time.sharing)See time-sharing software functions.
functions, utility - Auxiliarv operations
such as tape searching. tape-file copy
ing. media conversion. and dynamic
memory and tape dumps.
function switch - A circuit having a fixed
number of inputs and outputs designed
such that the output information is a
function of the input information. each
expressed in a certain code. signal con
figuration. or pattern.
function table - I. A device or routine
that can decode multiple inputs into a
single output. or encode a smgle input
into multiple outputs. 2. Two or more
sets of data so arranged that an entry in
one set selects one or more entries in
the other sets.
function table tabulation - A tabulation
relating all output digital levels to all
necessary or possible input digital levels
for sufficient successive time intervals
(tn. tn + I) to completely characterize
the static and dvnamic functions of the
logic microcircuit. Digital levels may be
expressed in electrical values directly or
by predefined symbolic equivalents.
fusible link - Refers to a specific type of
programmable ROM (Read Only Mem
ory) integrated circuit in which circuits
form bit patterns by being "blasted"
open (by a heavy destructive current) or
left closed or intact. This process is
sometimes called "burning" a PROM.

G
gain - The ratio between the output sig
nal and the input signal of a device.
game chip -

A

typical game chip controls

six game tunctions: tennis. squash. soc
cer. practice. and two rifle shooting
games. The chip. when implemented.
features four 2-person games and two
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I-person games plus automatic scoring
and realistic sounds.
game theory - A mathematical process of
selecting an optimum strategy in the
face of an opponent who has a strategy
of his own.
gap - I. An interval of space or time used
as an automatic sentinel to indicate the
end of a word, record. or file of data on
a tape, e.g., a word gap at the end of a
word. a record or item gal> at the end of
a group of words. and a file gap at the
end of a group of records or items. 2.
The absence of information for a spe
cified length of time or space on a re
cording medium as contrasted with
marks and sentinels which are the pres
ence of specific information to achieve a
similar purpose. (Related to file gap and
terminating symbol.) 3. The space be
tween the reading or recording head
and the recording medium such as tape,
drum. or disk. (Related to gap. head.)
gap, block - The space on magnetic tape
separating two blocks of data or infor
mation.
gap, controlled head - A microscopic gap
is maintained between read/write heads
and the disk surface-with absolute reli
ability. A fail-safe head retraction mech
anism prevents any contact with the
disk. Heads are completely self-adjust
ing.
gap digits - Digits sometimes included in
a machine word for various technical
reasons. Such digits are not used to rep
resent data or instructions.
gap, file - An interval of space or time
associated with a file to indicate or sig
nal the end of the file.
gap, head - I. The space between the
reading or recording head and the re
cording medium such as tape. drum. or
disk. 2. The space or gap mtentionally
inserted into the magnetic circuit of the
head in order to force or direct the re
cording flux into the recording medium.
gap, interblock - The space on magnetic
tape separating two blocks of data or
mformatlOn.
gap, interrecord - An interval of space or
time deliberately left between recording
portions of data or records. Such spac
mg is used to prevent errors through
loss of data or over-writing and permits
tape stop-start operations.
gap, interword - The time period and
space permitted between words on a

tape. disk, drum. etc. Usually. such
space allows for controlling specific or
individual words, for switching.
gap, record - An interval of space or time
associated with a record to indicate or
signal the end of the record.
gap scoHer - The deviation from true
vertical alignment of the magnetic read
head gaps for the several parallel tracks.
gap, word - Same aJ gap. interword.
garbage - Unwanted and meaningless
information carried along in storage.
gate - I. A device having one output
channel and one or more mput channels
such that the output channel state is
completely determined ~y the. input
channel states, except dUrIng swltchmg
transients. 2. A signal to trigger the pas
sage of other signals through a circuit.
3. An electrode m a field-effect transis
tor.
gate, A AND-NOT 8 - A binary logic coin
cidence (two-input) circuit for complet
ing the logic operation of A AND-NOT
B, i.e .. result is true only if statement A
is true and statement B is false.
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gate, A AND-NOT 8 or gate, 8 AND-NOT A

- A logic orerator possessing the
property that If A is a sta~ement and B
IS a statement. the NOT (If A then B) IS
true if A is true and B is false. and false
if A is false and B is true. and false if
both statements are true.
gate, add without carry - Same as gate. ex
clusive OR.
gate, A except B - Same as gate. A AND
NOTB.
gate, A ignore B - A binary logic (two
input) coincidence circuit which permits
the gate to function as a pass for the A
input signal while disregarding the B
input signal; i.e .• the output is the same
as the A input signal regardless of the B
input signal.
gate, A ignore B negative - A binary logic
(two input) coincidence circuit which
permits the logic operation of negative
A ignore B, i.e.• the result is true when
A is false and false when A is true. the
output being independent of B, same as
A ignore B whose output is negated.
gate, A implies B - Same as gate. B OR
NOTA.
gate, A implies 8 negative - Same as gate.
A AND-NOT B.
gate, alteration - Same as gate, OR.

got., alt.rnativ. d.nial

got., if A th.n 1

got., alt.rnativ. d.nial- SalllP aJ gate.
NAND.
got., amplitud. - A transducer which
transmits only portions of an input wave
lying between two amplitude bounda
ries. Note: The term is used especially
when the two amplitude boundaries are
close to each other as compared with
the amplitude range of the input.

got., 8 impli.s A n.gativ. - Same as gate
BAND-NOT A.
got., B OR-NOT A - A binary (two-input)
logic coincidence circuit for completing
the logic operation of B OR-NOT A.
i.e.. the reverse of A OR-NOT B; the
result is false only when A is true and B
is false.
.
got., buff.r - Samp as gate. OR.
got., conlundion - Samp as gate. AND.
got., diff.renc. - Sallif as gate, exclusive
OR.
got., disjundian - Samp as gate, OR.
got., disp.rsion - Samp aJ gate. NAND.
got., dlstanc. - Samp as gate•.exclusive
OR.
got., div.rslty - Samf aJ gate. exclusive
OR.
got., don't car. - A gate whose normal
operation can be changed or inter
rupted upon receipt of a control signal.
The output is independent of the in
puts.
got., .quality - Same as gate, exclusive
NOR.
got., .quival.nc. - Sallie as gate. exclu
sive NOR.
got., .xc.pt - A gate which yields an out
put corresponding to a one. when one
or more input lines are true and one or
more other input lines are zero or false.
got., .xclusiv. NOR - A two input (bi
nary) logic circuit designed to perform
the logic operation of exclusive-NOR;
i.e.. if A and B are input statements. the
result is true or I when both A and Bare
true or when both A and B are false. The
result is false when A and B are differ
ent.
got., .xclusiv. OR - A binary logic coin
cidence circuit for completing the logic
operation of exclusive OR; i.e.. the re
sult is true when A is true and B is false.
or when A is false and B is true. and the
result is false when A and B are both
true or when A and B are both false.
got., .xlundlan - Same as gate. exclusive
OR.
got. g.n.rator - A circuit or device that
produces one or more gate pulses.
got., id.ntity - A specific n-input gate
which yields an output signal ofa partic
ular kind when all of the n-input signals
are alike.
got., If A th.n 8  Same as gate. B OR
NOTA.

:=D-

OUTPUT

Gate. AXD (symbol).

got., AND - A circuit element whose out
put is a logical one when. and only
when. all of the inputs are in a logical
one state.
got., AND n.gativ. - SalllP as gate,
NAND.
got•. AND-NOT - SalllP aJ gate. A AND
NOT B or gate. BAND-NOT A.
got., AND pasitiv. - SalllP as gate. AND.
got., anticoincid.nc. - Salllf as gate. ex
clusive OR.
got., A OR-NOT 1 - A binary (two-input)
logic coincidence circuit for completing
the logic operation of A OR-NOT B:
i.e.. the result is false onlv if A is false
and B is true.
.
got., 8 AND-NOT A - A binary (two
input) logic coincidence circuit for COIl)
pleting the logic operation of B AND
NOT A; i.e.. the result is true onlv if B
is true and A is false.
.
got., 8 EXCEPT A - Sallie as gate. B AND
NOTA.
got., bicanditlonal- Samp as gate. exclu
sive NOR.
got., 8 ignore A - A binary (two-input)
logic coincidence circuit for completing
a function which permits the B input
signal to pass and disregard A input sig
nal; i.e .. the output signal is the same as
B input signal and is independent of the
A input sIgnal.
got., 8 ignar. A n.gatlv. - A binary
(two-input) logic coincidence circuit for
completing a function which is identical
to the negative A ignore B gate. but with
the labels on the Input leads reversed;
i.e.. the result is true if B is false and
false if B is true. The result is the ne
gated or reversed value ofB and is inde
pendent of A.
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gate, if A then NOT-B  Same as gate.
NAND.
gate, if B then NOT-A  Same as gate,
NAND.
gate, inclullve NOR - Same as gate. NOR.
gate, inclullve OR - Same as gate. OR.
gate, interledion - Same as gate. AND.
gate, join - Same as gate, OR.
gate, joint denial- Same as gate. NOR.
gate, logic produd - Same as gate. AND.
gate, logic lum - Same as gate. OR.
gote, majority decllion - A binary input
unit which has the capability of imple.
menting the majority logic operatIOn.
The result is true if more than half of the
statements are true, and false if half or
more of the input. statements are false.
gate, match - Smile as gate, exclusive
NOR.
gate, mix - Same as gate, OR.
gate, modulo-two lum - Same as gate, ex
clusive OR.
gate, NAND - A logical operator having
the property that ifP is a statement and
Q is a statement, then the NAND of
P.QR. is true ifat least one statement is
false and false if all statements are true.
gate, negative (B impliel A) - Same as
gate, B AND NOT A.
gate, negative OR - Same as gate, NOR.
gate, neither-NOR - Same as gate, NOR.
gate, nonconjundion - Same as gate,
NOR.
gate, nondlljundion - Same as gate, NOR.
gate, nonequallty - Same as gate, exclu
sive OR.
gate, nonequlvalence - Sa11ll! as gate, ex
clusive OR.
gate, NOR - A gate whose output is ener
gized when all inputs are absent.
gate, NOT - A logic element which has
only one binary input signal; the vari
able represented by the output signal is
the negation of the variable represented
by the input signal, i.e., an element
whose output signal is I when its input
signal is 0 and vice versa.
gate, NOT-AND - Same as gate, NAND.
gate, NOT-both - Same as gate, NAND.
gate, null- A gate which produces signals
representing strings of zeros in a partic
ular system as long as power is applied.
gate, one - Same as gate, OR.
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gate, OR - An electrical gate or mechani
cal device which implements the logical
OR operator. An output signal occurs
whenever there are one or more inputs
on a multichannel input. An OR gate
performs the function of the logical "in
clusive OR operator." (Svnonvmous
with OR circuit and clarified'bv d:sjunc
tion.)
gate, partiallum - Same as gate. exclusive
OR,
gate, pOlitive AND - Same as gate, AND.
gate, positive OR - Sallie as gate. OR.
gate pulse - Extended duration signals
designed to increase the possibility of
coincidence with other pulses. Gate
pulses present with other pulses cause
circuits or devices to perform intended
operations.
gate, rejedion - Same as gate, NOR,
gate, Sheffer Itroke - Same fI.\ gate,
NAND.
gate, sine-jundlon - Sallie as gate. A
AND-NOT B or gate. B AND· NOT A.
gate, lubjundion - Same as gate. A AND·
NOT B or gate. BAND-NOT A.
gate, symmetric difference - Sa me as gate,
exclusive OR.
gate, lynchronoul- A synchronous gate
is a time gate wherein the output inter
vals are synchronized with an Incoming
signal.
gate, time - A time gate is a transducer
that gives output only during chosen
time Intervals.
gate, union - Same as gate, OR.
gate zero-match - Same as gate, NOR.
gathering, data - See data collection.
general assembly program (GAP)Allows the programmer to write his own
program in symbolic code rather than in
the absolute code of the computer, One
symbolic code instruction is translated
into one computer word-a simple one
for-one arrangement.
general elcape - See escape, general.
generalized data monipulatlon - The per
formance of those data-processing
chores common to most users. such as
sorting, input/output operations, and
report generation.
generalized routine - A routine designed
to p~ocess. a large range of ~pe~ific jobs
within a gIVen type of apphcatlon.
generalized
subroutine - Subroutines

general program

that are written for easy and ready use in
several various programs with onlv
minor adjustments or adaptations hv
the programmer or svstems analyst.
general program - A program. expressed
in computer code. designed to solve a
class of problems or specializing on a
specific problem when appropriate
parametric values are supplied. (Svnon
ymous with general routine.)

genera'-purpose computer - I. A com
puter designed to operate on a program
of instructiOnS for the purpose of soh-
ing many types of data-processing prob
lems rather than being designed to
fulfill a single function or type of func
tion. See special-purpose computer. 2. A
computer designed to solve a wide vari
ety of problems. the exact nature of
which may be unknown before the com
puter was designed. Also called a
stored-program computer.
general purpose operations programs-

See programs, general-purpose operat
ing.

genera. purpose simulation program
(GPSS) - An IBM discrete svstem sim

ulation"language.


One of a specified
number of internal addressable regis
ters in a CPU that can be used for tem
porary storage, as an accumulator, an
mdex register, a stack pointer, or for
any other general-purpose function.
general routine - A program, expressed
in computer code, deSigned to solve a
class of problems or specializing on a
specific problem when appropriate
parametric values are supplied. (Synon
ymous with generator routine.)
general utility functions - Auxiliary oper
ations such as tape searching, tape-file
copying, media conversion, dynamic
memory, and tape dumps.
gellerate - I. To construct a computer
program by use of a generator. 2. To
develop or produce various required
subroutines from parameters of outline
skeleton coding.
generated addre.. - See address. cal
culated.
generated error - The total error accrued
by combining the effect of using an
exact or imprecise argument with the
inexact formula. These errors are com
pounded by rounding off.
generating program - See program, gen
erating.
general register -

generic PROMS
generating routine -

See routine, genera

ting.
generation -

Under control of parame
ters supplied to a generator routine. a
technique for producing a complete
routine from one which is in skeleton
form.
generation, automatic character - See au
tomatic character generation.
generation, macro - See mauogenera
tion.
generation, report - See report genera
tion.
generation, synthetic disp'ay - Logical
and numerical processing to display col
lected data or calculated data in svm
bolic form.
'
generation, systems - See systems gener
ation.
generator - I. A routine designed to cre
ate specific routines from specific input
parameters or conditions and skeletal
coding. 2. In programming, a program
that constructs another program from
specifically designed sets of instructions
by selecting, adjusting, and arranging
them in accordance with given specifica
tions.
generator, function - A specifi(' unit with
one or more input and output variahles,
each output variable bemg equal to
some particular function of the input
variabfe or variables.
generator, number - A set of manual con
trols on which a computer operator can
set a word.
generator, random-number - A special
machine routine or hardware deSigned
to produce a random number or series
of random numbers according to spe
cified limitations.
generator, report - A technique for pro
ducing complete data-processing re
ports given only a description of the
desired content and format of the out
put reports, and certain information
concerning the input file.
generator, report-program - See report
program generator.
generator routine - A designed set of in
structions for production of required
subroutines.
generic PROMS - Some PROM manufac
turers have developed what they call
"generic families" of PROMs. Since
units within a family require the same
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geodetic IYltem

graphetic level

programming voltages. currents. and
timing relationships. they can usually be
programmed by one programmer with a
change of socket.
geodetic IYltem - A computer applica
tion svstem used to reduce the costs of
mining and drilling by performing seis
mographic studies by a computer.
Geodesy is the branch of applied mathe
matics which determines the curvature.
shape. and dimensions of the earth.
Computers are used for advanced geo
detic survey work by mining companies
to locate 011 and ore deposits.
geometric lolution - A graphic method of
solving a linear programming problem.
by plotting the half-planes determined
by the constraints and the lines of con
stant value for the functional. Its use is
restricted to problems with. at most.
two structural variables.
geometry - The study of space and .of
spatial relationships; the mvestigation
of the nature and properties of curves.
surfaces and other configurations of
points in space.
get - I. An activity to develop or make a
record from an input file available for
use by a routine in control of the ma
chine. 2. To obtain or extract a coded or
transformed value from a field (as to
GET a numerical value from a series of
decimal digit characters). 3. To locate
and transfer a record or item from stor
age. (Opposite of put.)
glbberllh - See hash.
GIGO (garbage In, garbage out) - Unwanted and meaningless information
carried along in storage; a result of un
desirable input data or information.
glitch - A pulse or burst of noise or other
nuisance item that becomes an annoy
ance and causes error dropouts. types of
crashes. or failures.
global - That part of an assembler pro
gram that includes the body of any mac
rodefinition called from a source mod
ule and the open code portion of the
source module. Contrast with local.
global variable - A variable whose value
is accessible throughout the program.
This is opposed to a local vanable.
which is accessible only within the block
where it is defined.
glollary - A vocabulary with annotations
for a particular subject.
go ahead - A polling signal sent from the

computer to a terminal. or from one ter
minal down-line to another. to direct
the terminal to begin transmission to
the computer.
GP - Abbreviation for generalized pro
gramming. general processor. and gen
eral purpose.
GPC - Abbreviation for general-purpose
computer.
GPIB
interface adapter - One type
adapter allows users to interconnect the
IEEE parallel GPIB (general-purpose
interface bus) with RS 232C systems. It
provides two-way transmission of data
and can be used to adapt older mstru
ments and terminals to control and
processing svstems that use the newer
GPIB parallel format.
GPS - Abbreviation for general problem
solver. A general programming proce
dure developed in the 1950s on the IBM
704 computer by Rand Corporation.
GPSS - A general purpose simulation svs
tern developed by IBM.
graceful degradation - Su
fail soft
(softly).
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graceful

degradation,

time

Iharing -

See time sharing. fail soft.
grade, teleptypewriter - Represents the
lowest type circuit in terms of speed.
cost. and accuracy.
grain direction - Important in optical
character recognition. it is the arrange
ment (direction) of the fibers in the
paper in relation to the route or manner
m which a document travels through the
character reader.
grandfather cycle - The period during
which magnetic-tape records are re
tained before reusmg so that records
can be reconstructed m the event ofloss
of information stored on a magnetic
tape.
grandfather tape - See tape. grandfather.
graph - A sheet of paper onto which have
been placed curves. lines'loints. and
explanatory alphabetic an numerical
information representing numerical
data.
grapheme - A written or machine code
that represents a single semanteme.
graphetlc level - An example is a charac
ter. either handwritten or printed. usu
ally then capable of being copied. repro
duced. transmitted. or manipulated by
an ordered set of pulses. ThiS is said to
be a representation at a graphetic level.

graph follower

grid, control

graph follower - A device that reads data
in the form of a graph. usually an optical
sensing device.
graphic data processing - Sff data proc
essing. graphic.
graphic display unit - A communications
terminal which can display data on a
screen.
graphic documentatian - A process devel
oped for recording data on graphs and
films.
graphic file maintenance - The process
designed to update physical representa
tion such as microfilm. film prints. crt
output copies. etc.
graphic form - A physical or pictorial rep
resentation of data. such as printing
plotting output. or crt engmeering
drawings.
graphic panel- A master-control panel
which pictorially and usually colorfullv
traces the relationship of control equip'
ment and the process operation. It per
mits an operator to check at a glance on
the operation of a far-flung control svs
tern by noting dials. valves. scales. and
lights.
graphics - The use of diagrams or other
graphical means to obtain operating
data and answers. The use of written
symbols and visual displays.
graphics digitizer - A device that converts
line drawings and other graphic repre
sentations mto digital values that are
processed through its control console
and sent to the computer (graphic
processor) for analysis. storage or com
putation.
graphics display, raster systems- Some
basic definitions refer to this class of dis
plays. The screen is invariably divided
mto discrete addressable elements. usu
ally called X and Y. and are referred to
by coordinates with numerical values.
The intensity of the image at a given
X-Y point is usually represented by a
third coordinate. usually called Z. Al
most all raster systems have program
mable intensity. called Z modulation.
The display of continuous-tone pictures
is very easy with that capability. Typical
graphics systems have 256-2048 (8-1 I
bits) resolution elements in X and Y.
and 16-256 (4-8 bits) gray levels for
resolution in Z.
graphics input devices - A character may
be entered. erased. or modified by use
of ajoystick or a track ball. The location

of the character on the screen is dictated
by positioning a mark called a cursor
with one of these devices. On the other
hand. a light pen or a data tablet can
perform these functions without the aid
of a cursor. In repetitive applications.
certain characters mav be positioned au
tomaticallv in the desired locations bv
software. .
.
graphics interface - A typical high-quality
graphics interface converts an asynchro
nous serial data stream into fullv buff
ered and internallv refreshed X. V. and
intensity analog Signals. When applied
directly to the user's X-Y crt display unit
or laboratory oscilloscope. the signals
generate lines that are exceptionally
clean and straight. Under computer
control the lines are drawn at arbitrary
length/orientation providing full vector
graphics capability.
graphics manipulation - Software and
hardware for manipulating pictures or
to highlight certain portions are offered
bv most graphics-display makers. These
capabilities mclude zooming-in. magni
fying. reducing. rotating a diagram
drawn m 3-dlmenslOnal perspective
about a point. labeling axes. making
characters blink. and silhouetting.
graphic solution - A solution obtained
with graphs or other pictorial devices. as
contrasted with solutions obtained by
the manipulation of numbers.
graphics routines - Routines that convert
output data into analog form (vectors).
They range from a small program that
plots a simple graph on a TTY to com
plex systems that provide multicolored
three-dimensional displays. complete
with legends-even in different charac
ter sizes and fonts.
graphic type machine - A machine used
to record and reproduce various opera
tions.
Gray code - Sf' code. cyclic.
grid - In optical character recognition
(OCR). two mutually orthogonal sets of
parallel lines used for specifying or
measuring character images.
grid chart - A representation of the rela
tion between inputs. files. and outputs
in matrix form.
grid, control - The electrode of a vacuum
tube other than a diode upon which a
signal voltage is impressed in order to
regulate the plate current. usually elec
trode or grid number I.
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groll index

half-duplex operotlon

groll Index - The first of a pair of in
dexes consulted to locate particular rec
ords. etc.; the secondary or supplemen
tal index is the fine index.
ground, lignal- This conductor estab
lishes the electrical ground reference
potential for all interchange circuits ex
cept the frame-grounding circuit.
group code - See code. group.
grouped recordl- Sl'l' record group.
group indicate - The printing of indica
tive information from only the first re
cord of a group.
'
group indication - Sff indication. group.
grouplnl - When a mass of data having
common characteristics are arranged
into related groups.
grouping of record I - The combining of
two or more records into one block of
information on tape to decrease the
wasted time due to tape acceleration
and deceleration and to conserve tape
space. This is also called blocking of
records.
group, link - Consists of those links which
employ the same multiplex-terminal
equipment.
group mark - A special character used in
a write instruction to designate the end
of a record in storage.
group printlnl- The function of a ma
chine which does not print data from
every card. Instead. it summarizes the
data contained in a group of cards and
prints only the summarized total.
group, record - See record group.

group theory - A study. in the mathemati
cal sense of the rules. for combining
groups. sets. and elements. i.e .• the the
ory of combining groups.
luard, memory - Sff memory guard.
guard mode, executive - Set' executive
guard mode.
guard mode, real-time - The guard mode
is activated onlv by the instruction load
internal function ~hich establishes cer
tain operation parameters. When oper
ative. any attempt to perform a re
stricted operation will result in an
interrupt to an address in central store.
Guard mode is terminated by the occur
rence of any' interrupt.
It is possIble for any program to use
the prevent-all-interrupts and jump in
struction. thereby allowing real-time
programs to operate effectively when
guard mode is established.
guard Ilgnal- I. A signal which allows
values to be read or converted only
when the values are not in a changing
state. 2. An extra output. which is gener
ated when all values are complete. to be
used as a guard signal. Used in digital
to-analog or analog-to-digital convert
ers or other converters or digitizers.
luide edle - The edge on which paper
and magnetic tape is guided while bemg
fed. if such a method is used.
guide margin - When measuring across a
paper tape. it is the distance between
the guide edge and the center of the
closest track of the tape.
gulp - A small group of bytes. similar to
a word or instruction.

H
half-dlglt - In digital meters. an addi
tional most-sigmficant digit provided at
the left of the readout. capable of dis
playing the numeral I when the mea
surement exceeds the full-scale range.
half duplex - A system permitting electri
cal communications in only one direc
tion between stations. Technical ar
rangements may permit operation in
either direction. but not simultaneously.
This term is therefore qualified by one
of the following suffixes: SIO for send
only; RIO for receive only; SIR for send
or receIve.
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half-duplex channel - A channel capable
of transmitting and receiving signals.
but in only one direction at a time.
half-duplex circuit - A duplex intercity fa
cility with single loops to the terminals
capable of two-way nonsimultaneous
operation.
half-duplex operation - Half-duJllex or
single-telegraph operation refers to
communication on a circuit in only one
direction at a time. with or without a

half-duple. lervice

hard-copy output, ploHerl

break feature. The break feature ena
bles the receiving station to interrupt
the sending station.
half-duple. lervice - A type of communi
cation channel that is capable of trans
mitting and receiving signals. but is not
capable of simultaneous and indepen
dent transmission and reception.
half lubtrader - S" subtracter. half.
half-Iubtrader, parallel- See subtracter.
half (parallel).
half lubtrader, .Ierial- See subtracter.
half (serial).
halftime emiHer - A device that emits svn
chronous pulses midway between ihe
row pulses of a punched card.
halftone ploHing - Production of gra~
scale halftones through controlled yan
ation in dot clusters (halftone cells) pro
duced on electrostatic plotters.
half-word - A group of characters that
represent half ofa computer word for ad
dressing purposes as a unit in storage.
half-word location, effedive - The stor
age location pointed to by the effective
vlrlual address of a half-word address
ing instruction.
Hall-offed keYlwitch - A type of switch in
which a magnet on a plunger assembly
is moved near a sensitive Hall-effect
transducer.
halt - A condition which occurs when the
sequence of operations in a program
stops. This can be due to a halt instruc
tion or to some unexpected halt or in
terrupt.
halt, dead - A machine halt from which
there is no recovery. Such a halt may be
deliberately programmed. A drop dead
halt may occur through a logical error in
programming. Examples m which a
drop dead halt occur are division by
zero and transfer to a nonexistent in
struction word.
halt, drop-clead - Same as halt. dead.
halt Inltructlon - A machine instruction
that stops the execution of the program.
halt Inltruction, optlonal- An instruction
that can stop the computer either before
or after the halt instruction is obeyed.
depending on the governing criterion.
halt, nonprogrammed - An inadvertant
machine stoppage. not due to the re
sults of a programmed instruction. such
as an automatic interrupt. manual inter
vention. machine malfunction. power
failure. or other cause.

halt, optional- See halt instruction. op
tional.
halt, program - Sallie as program stop.
halt, programmed - A machine stoppage
or interruption of machine operations
caused deliberatelv bv a program in
struction. The halt is automatic with this
instruction in the program.
Hamming cade - One of the error-correc
tion code systems in use today.
Hamming dlltance - The number of digit
positions by which the correspondmg
digits of two binary words of the same
length are different.
handler - A section of the program used
to control or communicate with an ex
ternal device.
handlhaking- The required sequence of
signals for communication between svs
tern functions. The i/o bus protocol for
a sYstem defines its handshaking re
quirements. (~his is especially .true for
asynchronous I/O systems m whICh each
signal requires a 'response (reply) to
complete an i/o operation).
handl-on background - Prior work expe
rience developed by actually operating
the hardware and often used as a cflte
rion of programmer capability and
knowledge.
hang-up - A nonprogrammed stop in a
routine. It is usually an unforeseen or
unwanted halt in a 'machine pass. It is
most often caused bv improper coding
of a machine instruction or bv the at
tempted use of a nonexistent or im
proper operation code.
hang-up proventlon - The computer
logic must be designed or modified so
that no sequence of valid or invalid in
structions can cause the computer to
come to a halt or to go into a nonter
minating un interruptible state. Exam
ples of this latter case are mfimtdy
nested executions or nontermlnatlng
indirect addressing.
hard copy - I. Typewritten or printed
characters on paper. produced at the
same time information is copied or con
verted into machine language that is
not easily read by a human .. 2. A printed
COPy of machine output m a Visually
readable form, e.g.. printe~ reports,
listings, documents, summanes, etc.
hard-copy output, ploHe,. - Images de
veloped on a graphics tenninal t~at are
documented on plotters or prmters.
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hard copy video interface

header card

Plotters consist of one or more pens
that are automatically moved according
to the mput data, wher.eas printers de
velop pICtures by formmg Images with
electrostatic printing methods.
hard copy video. interface - A device that
allows production of hard-copy output
on .an electrostatic printer/plotter from
a VIdeo source.
hard error rate - The error rate attributa
ble to equipment, transmission tech
niques, recording media, and the like. A
!ypical rate might refer to the act of stor
mg or recovermg data to or from vari
ous bulk storage units.
hard-sedored - Pertaining to a disk on
which the sectors are marked by holes in
the disk itself.
hardware - I. The electric, electronic,
and mechanical equipment used for
processing data, consisting of cabinets,
racks, tubes, transistors, wires, motors.
and such. 2. Anv piece of automatic
data-processing equipment. (Slang)
hardware check - A provision con
structed in hardware for verifying the
accuracy of information transmHled,
mampulated, or stored by anv unit or
device in a computer.
.
har~ware, com"atible - Components, pe
rlp~eral eqUIpment, or other devices
whICh can be used on more than one
system with little or no adjustment.
hardw~re monitors - A simple hardware
momtor consIsts of sensors (probes)
that monitor the state of the measured
system. a logic plugboard that enables it
to perform a variety of Boolean func
tions on monitored state bits, a set of
counters that either count event occur
rences or time duration of system activi
ties, and a display or recording unit.
More advanced monitors include fea
tures such as data comparators, se
quencers, random access memorv, and
associative memory.
.
hardware priority Interrupts - A pro
grammed or designed hardware im
plementation of priority interrupt func
lions.
hard-wire 10lic - Logic designs for con
trol or problem solutions that require
interconnection of numerous mte
grated circuits formed or wired for spe
cific purposes and relatively unaltera
ble. A hand-wired diode matrix is
hard-wired logic whereas a RAM, ROM,
or CPU can be reprogrammed with little
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difficulty to change the purpose ofoper
ation. Hard-wired interconnections are
usually completed by soldering or by
printed circuits and are thus hard-wired
m contrast to software solutions
achieved by programmed microcom
puter components.
hash - I. Considered to be computer or
program garbage specifically recorded
on tapes to fill or comrlv with restric
tions on conventions 0 s'tarting proce
dur<~s, block sizes, and others. 2. Same
as garbage.
hash index - The initial estimate of the
location of an entry within the table.
hashinl- As regards indexing, a nonlin
ear algorithm for storing data in and
retrievmg it from a table.
hashing function - The algorithm or pro
cedure for calculating a hash index. A
hash index is the inillal estimate of the
location of an entry within a table.
hash total- A sum formed for error
checking purposes by adding fields that
are not normally related by unit of mea
sure. i.e., a total of invoice serial num
bers.
HASP - Acronvmn for Houston Auto
matic Spooling Processor. An IBM com
puter configuration for its 360 and 370
computer series. Several companies
have provided their own remote job
entry system to fit the IBM equipment.
HDLe - Abbreviation for High-level Data
Link Control.
head - A device that reads. records, or
crases information in a storage medium,
usually a small electromagnet used to
read, write, or erase information on a
magnetic drum or tape, or the set of
perforating or reading fingers and block
assembly for punching or reading holes
in paper tape.
head, combined - A small electromag
netic unit used for reading, recording,
or erasing information on a magnetIc
tape, disk, or drum.
header - A file record that contains com
mon, constant, or identifying informa
tion for a group of records which are to
follow. Also the first part of a message
containing all necessary information for
directing the message to its destination.
head, erase - A magnetic head used to
erase or obliterate ihe old information
prior to writing new information.
header card - A punched card which
serves to identify types and characteris

header, record

tics of records maintained on the follow
ing cards.
header, record - See record header.
headers and traile,. - Repetitive words.
phrases. or sentences placed at prede
termined locations on each page of a
document.
header table - Sallie as record header.
head, fixed - Pertaining to the use of sta
tionary. rigidly mounted reading and
writing heads on a bulk memory device
in contrast to movable heads.
head gap - I. The space between the
reading or recording head and the re
cording medium such as tape. drum, or
disk. 2. The space or gap mtentionally
inserted into the magnetic circuit of the
head in order to force or direct the re
cording flux into the recording medium.
heading - A string of characters. usually
placed at the beginning of a message.
that represents message routing and
destination information and that IS ma
chine readable.
heading, page - The description of a
page context of a report; usually ap
pears at the top of each page.
heading record - A record which contains
an identification or description of the
output report for which following rec
ords are related to and concerned with
the body of the report.
heading, report - Description of the re
port content which is often produced at
the beginning of the report.
head, magnetic - Sallie as head, read/
write.
head-per-track - An
arrangement in
which a separate read/wnte head is
fixed over each track of information on
the disk surface. Electronic switching re
places mechanical arm accessing.
head, playback - A head that is used for
reading data on a medium such as tape,
disks, drums, cards, or an optical sen
sor.
head, preread - A read head that may be
used to read data on the track of a mov
ing medium such as tape, disk, or drum
before the data reaches the read head.
head, read - A head that is used for read
ing data from a medium such as tape,
disks, drums, or cards.
head, read/write - A small electromag
net used for reading, recording, or eras
ing polarized spots that represent infor
mation on magnetic tape, disk, or drum.

heuristic problem solving

Sre read/write head.
A head used to transfer
data to a storage device such as a drum.
disk, tape. or magnetic card.
head .tack - A group of recording heads
all recording a set of tracks simultane
ouslv, i.e .. a recording channel or band.
Such heads are usually mounted and
used together for other purposes.
head-to-tape contact - The degree to
which the surface of the magnetic coat
ing approaches the surface of the record
or play heads during normal operation
of a recorder. Good head-to-tape con
tact minimizes separation loss and is es
sential in obtaining high resolution.
head, write - A head used to transfer data
to a storage device such as a drum. disk.
tape, or magnetic card.
HELP - An aid available to inexperienced
user personnel. HELP gives users con
venient access to a direct self-teaching
facility, which accepts questions on the
usage of several software subsystems
framed in the natural language of the
user and provides appropriate answers
in English text (some computers).
hertz - A unit of frequency equal to one
cycle per second. Abbreviated Hz.
hesitation - A temporary halt or tempo
rary suspension of operations in a se
quence of operations of a computer in
order to perform all or part of the oper
ations from another sequence.
heterogeneous multiplex - A multiJ?lex
structure in which all the informatlon
bearer channels are not at the same data
signaling rate.
heuristic - I. Procedures or methodology
designed to develop a plan or program
that will obtain desired results or output
as an improvement over current proce
dures and is satisfactory in relation to
the constraints of time, cost, personnel,
and the limited use of the result. 2. Per
taining to exploratory methods of prob
lem solving m which solutions are dis
covered by evaluation of the progress
made toward the final result. (Contrast
with algorithmic.)
heuristic approach - An approach that en
courages further experimentation and
investigation. An intuitive trial-and
error method of attacking a problem (as
opposed to the algorithmic method).
heuristic problem solving - A series of
rules that systematically varies models
head, record -

head, recording -
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heuristic program

high order

through formal mutation and regenera
tive reading.
heuristic program - See program, heuris
tic.
heuristic programming- Sff program
ming. heuristic.
heuristic routine - See program, heuristic.
hexadecimal digit - A digit that is a mem
ber of the set of sixteen digits: 0 through
9 and then A. B, C. D, E, or F used in a
numerical notation svstem using a radix
of 16. Some sYstems usc letters other
than A-F for the last six digits.
hexadecimal notation - Notation of num
bers in the base 16,
hexadecimal number - A number. usually
of more than one figure. representing
sum in which the quantity represented
by each figure is based on a radix of
sixteen.
hexadecimal number system - A number
system using the equiYalent of the deci
mal number sixteen as a base.
hierarchical data base - I. A data-base
structure that allows files to be related
to other files in a one-to-n mapping. For
example. a record in employee files may
be related to zero to n records in a de
pendents file, One of these records may
be related to zero to n records in a med
history file. recording all of the depen
dent's trips to the doctor. 2. An access
method to a data base inyolving hierar
chical menus. From an evening-out
menu users mav select the movie cate
gory and be presented with another
menu. Comedy might then be selected
from the choices. and a list of movies in
this category showing locally would be
printed.
hierarchical network nades - The pro
cessing nodes at the top of the hierarchy
are generally large host computers.
while the nodes at the bottom generalh
have only limited intelligence or none a't
all. But intermediate nodes, such as a
remote job entry work station. can have
significant processing and data-base
capabilities.
hierarchy - A specified rank or order of
items, A series of items classified bv
rank or order.
'
hierarchy, data - Su data hierarch y,
hierarchy, memory - A set of memories
with differing sizes and speeds and usu
ally having different cost-performance
ratios (i.e .• expensive/fast to less expen
sive/slower). Faster access sections con
22a

tain a main computer memory hierarchy
and might consist of a very high-speed,
small semiconductor memory, a medi
um-speed disk memory. and a large,
slow-speed tape.
high-activity data processing - A condi
tion in which only a comparatively small
number of records arc updated or re
ferred to frequently,
higher order language - Sff language,
higher order.
high-level compiler - A program that
translates statements in high-level lan
guage into their machine-language
eqUivalents. The compiler for a given
high-level language varies with the com
puter it serves,
high-level data link contral- Abbreviated
HDLe. A bit-oriented data link control
procedure. All data transfer takes place
via frames. which are ended wlth a
frame check sequence for error detec
tion. The control field at the beginning
of each frame allows error detection and
data link set-up and shut-down,
high-level language - Computer lan
guage which uses symbols and com
mand statements an operator can read.
Each statement typically represents a se
ries of computer instructions, Examples
of high-level languages are BASIC,
FORTRAN, FOCAL, and COBOL.
high-level source code - Statements or
statement lines as original directives
that a programmer prepares to direct
the operation of a computer when using
a high-level language such as BASIC.
FORTRAN. COBOL. etc.
highlighting - Distinguishing or empha
sizing data on a crt displav by reversing
the field, blinking, underlining. chang
ing color. changmg light intensity. or
some combination of these methods,
high-law bias test - A preventive-mainte
nance procedure in which certain oper
ating conditions are varied about their
normal values in order to detect and lo
cate defective units; e.g" supply voltage
or frequency may be varied, (Synony
mous with marginal test, and related to
check.)
high-low limits - The maximum and min
imum values of data expected, These
values are used to check the program
and results.
high order - Pertaining to the weight or
significance assigned to the digits of a
number; e,g.• in the number 123456.

a

high-order digit

Hollerith

the highest order digit is I; the lowest
order digit is 6. One mav reler to the
three high-order bits of a binary word as
another example.
high-order digit - See digit. high-order.
high-performance
equipment - Equip
ment having sufficiently exacting char
acteristics to permit its use in trunk or
line circuits.
high-positive indicator - An internal com
puter-indicator component that indi
cates "on" if the result of an arithmetic
operation is positive and not zero (some
systems).
high-speed carry - A type of carry in
which: (I) a carrv into a column results
in a carrv out of that column because the
sum without a carry in that column is 9;
(2) instead of a normal adding process.
a special process is used that takes the
carry at high speed to the actual column
where it is added. Also called standing
on-nmes carry.
high-speed memory - See memory. high
speed.
high-speed printer - A printer that oper
ates at a speed more compatible with the
speed of computation and data pro
cessing so that it may operate on-line.
high-speed reader  See reader. high
speed.
high-Ipeed Itorage  See storage. high
speed.
hi-low - Used in exception reporting to.
relate the maximum and milllmum lim
its beyond which an exception is re
ported and acted upon.
hiltory command, development sYltem
- On some systems. history is normally
issued after a break from a user pro
gram. This instruction lists on the ter
minal the state of the address. data. and
control buses of the CPU during execu
tion of up to several hundred bus
transactions that occurred in the user's
program just prior to a break.
hiltory run - The printing out of all
transactions of a process for reading or
recording purposes.
hit - I. A term used in mechanical re
trieval systems to represent an answer
found bv the machine. 2. In file mainte
nance. the finding of a match between a
detail record and a master record.
hit-on-the-fly IYltem - A printer where
either the paper. the print head. or both
are in continual motion.

hit on the line - I. A momentary open cir
cuit on a teletypewriter loop. 2. General
term used to describe errors caused bv
external interferences such as impulse
noise caused by lightning or man-made
interference.
hit/pick, graphicl- A feature that pro
vides the operator with the ability to
step through a noncontiguous display
list using input devices such as data tab
let. joystick. etc.. and highlight
(brighten) elements on the crt screen
for Identification and editing.
hold - The function of retaining informa
tion in one storage device after transfer
ring it to another device. in contrast to
dear.
hold, automatic - In an analog computer.
attainment of the hold condition auto
matically through amplitude compari
son ofa problem variable. or through an
overload condition.
hold button, analog - The hold button
causes the solution to be temporarily
suspended. permitting the user to study
the various quantities.
hold facility - The ability of a computer.
when its calculations are interrupted. to
keep the current value of all the varia
bles.
holding beam - A diffuse beam of elec
trons for regenerating the charges
stored on the dielectric surface of an
electrostatic memory tube or cathode
rav storage tube.
.
holding time - The total time during
which a given channel is occupied for
each transmission or call. Consists of
both operating time and text or conver
sation time.
hold Inltrudlon - See instruction. hold.
hold mode - In the hold mode. also called
the freeze or interrupt mode. the com
puting action is stopped and all vari
ables are held at tne value they had
when the computation was interrupted.
holiltic malks - The set of characters
which reside within a character reader
and which theoretically represent the
exact replicas of all possible input char
acters in the machine's repertory. Only
perfect specimens will be accepted.
Hollerith - A widely used system of en
coding alphanumeric information onto
cards; hence. Hollerith cards is svnonv
mous with punch cards. Such cards were
first used in 1890 for the US Census and
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holographic-baled system

hub, combinatlan

were named after Herman Hollerith,
their originator.
holographic-based system - A system
that utilizes laser and holographic tech
nology in a microform setting.
holographic recorder - A system designed
to acquire and record electronic dIgital
data m high-density holographic form
on photographic film. A reader retrieves
the holographic data and reconverts it
to the onginal electronic form accord
ing to the presentation that accompa
nies the programmed instructions.
home loop - An operation involving onIv
those input and output units associated
with the local terminal.
home record - See record, home.
homogeneous multiplex - A multiJ?lex
structure in which all the informatlon
bearer channels are at the same data sig
naling rate.
homoltolls - The dynamic condition of a
system wherein the input and output are
balanced precisely, thus presenting an
appearance of no change; hence, a
steady state.
horizontal
proce..or - A
micropro
grammed compUler that uses a wide mi
croinstruction with many fields. It is
usually fast, executing many micro
orders at the same time, but also quite
difficult to microprogram.
horizontal table - In indexing, a table
whose entries are stored sequentially;
that is, entry one, byte one; entry one,
byte two; etc.
host computer - A computer that is con
nected to a stored-program multiplexor
and which is the base or independent
computer upon which the multiplexor is
dependent for certain vital functions,
such as program read-in, etc. In an ar
rangement of this sort, the multiplexor
could have stand-alone capacity in the
event the host computer is not alwavs
available.
.
host computer proce..ing - A host com
puter performs applications processing,
accessmg of bulk memory (disk packs,
for example) and storing data bases.
Centralized processing means that all
data processing functIOns are carried
out in a single host computer, large or
small, attached to the network. Dis
tributed processing, however, means
that two or more host computers, prob
ably with associated bulk storage for
necessary data bases, are connected to

the network. The host computers con
nected to the network can be close to
gether or far apart.
housekeeping - I. Pertaining to adminis
trative or overhead operatIons or func
tions which are necessary in order to
maintain control of a situation; e.g .. for
a computer program, housekeeping in
volves the setting up of constants and
variables to be used in the program.
(Synonymous with red tape.) 2. A gen
eral term used to describe coding which
reserves, restores, and clears memory
areas. 3. Those parts of a program that
pertain to the setting up or cleaning up
of programs in contrast to those parts of
the program which are distinctfy input
and output operations.
housekeeping operation - A general term
for the operation that must be per
formed for a machine run usually before
actual processing begins. Examples of
housekeeping operatIons are: establish
ing controlling marks, setting up auxil
iary storage units, reading in the first
record for processing, initializing. set
~p ve~ification operations. and file iden
tification.
housekeeping routine - The initial in
structions in a program that are ex
eCUled only one time, e.g., clear storage.
housekeeping
runs - Operations
re
quired for file maintenance such as sort
ing, merging, and editing.
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Houston

Automatic

Spooling

Proce..or

-See HASP.
HP-IB - Abbreviation for Hewlett-Pac
kard Interface Bus. Hewlett-Packard's
implementation of IEEE Standard 4881975 for digital interfacing of pro
grammable instrumentation.
HSM - Abbreviation
for high-speed
memory.
for
high-speed
HSP - Abbreviation
printer.
high-speed
for
HSR - Abbreviation
reader.
hub - A socket on a control panel or
plugboard into which an electrical lead
or plug wire may be connected in order
to carry signals, particularly to distrib
ute the signals over many other wires.
hub, bus - A location on the control panel
which permits several entries or exits of
pulse signals.
hub, combination - An electrical jack con
nection which will omit or receive elec
trical impulses on a control panel.

human fadors, terminal

ICC

human factors, terminal- Key elements of

ment and special devices such as an os
cilloscope display or a digital plotter.
hybrid oAlce systems - Computerized
systems for full office automation. en
compassing both word processing (WP)
and (lata processing (DP). They may ap
pear as extensions to existing WP or DP
services. or be introduced outright as
"hybrid" systems. capable of handling
both text editing and numerical. file-ori
ented data.
hybrid problem analysis - Programs in
thelroblem analysis group help the hy
bri programmer deCIde which parts of
the problem to solve on a digital com
puter and the mathematical techniques
that should be used. For example. mul
tivariable function generation that may
be difficult to perform on the analog
computer is well suited to digital solu
tion.
hypertape units - High-speed tape units
that use cartridges which house the sup
ply and takeup reels to permit automatic
loading.
hyphenation, automatic - A feature of
some word-processing systems inwhich
a dictionary of hyphenated words IS ~eld
in memory so that the svstem proVIdes
hyphenation automatically without the
need for an operator deCISIon.
hyste,.sls - The lagging in the response
of a unit of a system behind an increase
or a decrease in the strength of a signal.

human factors include the size of the
screen; the number. shape. and size of
the characters on the screen; the color
and appearance of the screen; the ar
rangement of the keyboard; and the
sound of the keyboard. The designs
should provide comfort to humans.
hunting - I. A continuous attempt on the
part of an automatically controlled sys
tem to seek a desired equilibrium condi
tion. The system usually contains a stan
dard. a method of determining
deviation from this standard. and a
method of influencing the system such
that the difference between the standard
and the state of the system is brought to
zero. 2. Searching operations per
formed in switching systems to locate
the called line or the next available line
in an equivalent group.
hybrid computer - A computer that com
bines the functions of analog and digital
computers.
hybrid computer interface - Sometimes
called the "linkage." An interface that
generally includes DACs. DAMs. ADCs
with multiplexers. plus control and
sense lines between the analog and digi
tal pr?cessors. along with priority inter
rupt hnes.
hybrid input/output - The input/output
group of programs consists of a system
mOllltor and pro~rams to control opera
tion of analogidIgital conversion equip-

I
i address - The location of the next in
struction to be executed in some brands
of equipment based on whether or not
a branch operation occurs.
IAL,

International

Algebraic

Language

- The forerunner of ALGOL.
IAR - Instruction address register which
contains the address of the next instruc
tion to be executed.
IBM card - A type of paper card that may
have information recorded on it by
means of punched holes. and which may
be read by a computer.
Ie - The abbreviation for both integrated
circuit and instruction counter.

ICA - Abbreviation for integrated com
munications adapter. An integrated
adapter that allows connection of multi
ple communication lines to a processing
unit.
icand -

Abbreviation for multiplicand.

Icand register -

That register which is
used in multiplication to hold the multi
plicand.

ICC - Abbreviation for International
Computation Center. Sponsored by
UNESCO in Rome. This computer cen
ter makes computer services available to
member nations.
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lelP

IF-THEN-ELSE

Abbreviation for International
Conference on Information Processing.
Ie lIIelllory IYltellll- Although a primary
advantage of an IC svstem is its poten
tial for decreased cost. it has other ad
vantages as well. For example. an IC
memory has all of its sensing. driving
and decoding circuits built in. so it re
quires very little additional support
electronics on its memorv card other
than circuits to handle a few control sig
nals. bvte controls. data and address
buffers: sense amplifiers and chip en
able drivers. A typical 16K X 18 IC
memory system contains 72 4K memorv
chips. 10 timing and control devices. 6
data buffers. 6 address buffers. and 2
chip enable drivers. Miscellaneous
capacitors and resistors raise the total
component count in the system to ap
proximately 130. (A core memory with
the same capacity would contain over
600 components.)
iconovraphic lIIodel - A pictorial repre
sentation of a svstem and the functional
relations within the system.
Identification - A code number or code
name that uniquely identifies a record.
block. file or other unit of information.
identification, coded - I. The process of
providing personal, equipment. or or
ganizational characteristics or codes to
gain access to computer programs. pro
cesses. files. or data. 2. The process of
determining rersonal. equipment. or
organizationa characteristics or codes
to permit access to computer programs.
processes. files. or data.
Identification divilion - The part of
COBOL programming in which the
programmer gives information to iden
tify the source program and the object
program.
Identification, file - The coding required
to identify each physical unit of the out
pu.ts of electronic data-processing ma
chme runs.
identifier - I. A symbol whose purpose is
to identi~. as to indicate or name a body
of data. . A key.
Identifier, data use - A title or name for
the use of the data items for a data ele
ment; for instance. an occurrence date
such as the employment date of an em
ployee that is used for data base infor
mation.
Identifier, location - An identification. by

label of some kind. assigned to a specific
location. for instance. a city. neighbor
hood. or address. or a specific location
in computer storage.
identifier word - A full-length computer
word which is associated with a search
or a search-read function. In a search or
search-read function. the identifier
word is stored in a special register in the
channel synchronizer and compared
with each word read by the peripheral
unit (some systems).
Identify - To attach a unique code or
code name to a unit of information.
Identifying - The procedure that iden
tifies the source of a given information
mark and. therefore. of an object or a
location. The operation involves selec
tion and translation.
identifying code - A code placed in per
forated tape or punched cards to iden
tify the contents. or their origin.
idle charader - A control character that is
sent when there is no information to be
sent. Sometimes called a null character.
Idle tlllle - The time that a computer is
available for use. but is not in operation.
IDP, Integrated Data Procelling - I. A
system that treats as a whole all data
processing requirements to accomplish
a sequence of data-processing steps or a
number of related data-processing se
quences. and that strives to reduce or
eliminate duplicating data entry or
processing steps. 2. The processing of
data bv such a system in which all proce
dures are tied to the computer.
IEEE 583/CAMAe - A hardware/software
standard developed originally for the
nuclear industTV but currentlv widely
adopted by other industrial users.
.
ler - Short for multiplier.
If-A then 8 gate - Sallie as gate. B OR
NOTA.
If-A then NOT-8 gate - Salllf flJ gate.
NAND.
If-8 then NOT-A gate - Salllf as gate.
NAND.
IFCS - Abbreviation for International
Federation of Computer Sciences.
IFIPS - Abbreviation for International
Federation of Information Processing
Societies.
IF-THEN-ELSE - A program statement
often used in high level languages.
When the IF statement is true. THEN

lelP -
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linore

impul.e nolae

means the next expression is to be ex
ecuted. If the expression is not true. the
ELSE expression is to be executed.
Iinore - 1. A typewriter character in
dicating that no action whatsoever be
taken; e.g.• in teletypewriter or flexo
writer code. a character code consisting
of holes punched in every hole position
is an ignore character. This convention
makes possible erasing any previously
punched character. 2. An instruction re
quiring nonperformance of what nor
mally might be executed. i.e.• not to be
executed. This instruction should not
be confused with a NO OP or Do-Noth
ing instructi~n. sin~e these. generally
refer to an instruction outsIde them
selves.
Iinore chorader - See ignore.
ilnore charader block - See character. ig
nore block.
ilnore in.trudlon - See ignore.
illegal charader - S4!'e. character. illegal.
Illegal code - See code. illegal.
illegal command - See character. illegal.
illegal control-me••ale error - See error.
illegal control-message.
illegal operotlon - The process which re
sults when a computer either cannot
perform the instruction part or will per
form with invalid and undesired results.
The limitation is often due to built-in
computer constraints.
Imale - An exact logical duplicate stored
in a different medIUm.
Imale dl••edor - In optical character rec
ognition (OCR). a mechanical or elec
tronic transducer that sequentially de
tects the level of light in different areas
of a completely illuminated sample
space.
Imale proce ••or - S4!'t processor. image.
Immediate acce•• - Pertaining to the abil
ity to obtain data from or place data in
a storage device or register directly.
without serial delay due to other units of
data. and usually in a relatively short
period of time.
Immediate acce•• atorale - See storage.
immediate access.
Immed)ate addre.. - The designation of
an instruction address that IS used as
data by the instruction of which it is a
part.
Immediate addre..lnl- SI'I' addressing.
immediate.

Immediate addre.. Inatrudlon - See ad
dress instruction. immediate.
Immediate data - Data that immediately
follows an instruction in memory. This
is used as an operand by that instruc
tion.
immediate proce..lnl- Same as process
ing. demand.
imperative operationa - An instruction
which requires the manipulating of data
by the computer.
imperative atatements - Action state
ments of a symbolic program that are
converted into actual machine-language
instructions.
implementation - The several steps con
cerned in installing and starting suc
cessful operation of computer systems
or related machines. The steps begin
with feasibility studies, applications
studies. equipment selection. systems
analysis (present) and design of pro
posed new system. physical location of
equipment. operations analysis. and
cntical review.
implicit addre.. inatrudion format 
See instruction format. implicit address.
implicit price. - Same as marginal values.
shadow prices. dual variable levels. etc.
-that is. numbers giving the incremen
tal worth of a relaxation of one unit in
the right-hand side of a constraint.
Implied addre..lnl- Same OJ addressing.
repetitive.
Imprinter - A device which causes the
name and account number of a credit
card holder to be transferred to the
sales slip. Most credit cards show this
information in raised. special type that
can be automatically reaa from tlie sales
slip by the computer.
Improper charader - Same as character. il
legal.
Improper code - See code. illegal.
improper command - See character. il
legal.
Improper command check - Same as check.
forbidden-combination.
improvement time, .y.tem - See system
improvement time.
impul.e noi.e - A pulse. appearing at the
output of a circull. which was not trans
mitted from the originating input to the
circuit. These pulses usually are in
duced from circuit functioning or from
sources outside the circuit and its as
sociated input/output equipment.
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IMS

Inclusive OR

IMS - Abbreviation for
Information
Management System. A program prod
uct that uses OS (operating system)
BTAM to allow IMS applications to op
erate on the remote terminal system.
Remote display stations require non
switched lines.

lation program. The emulated micro
processor can be stopped, its registers
examined or modified, and so on. The
i/o devices can be controlled from the
development system's console or from a
time-snaring terminal. Programs can re
side in (simulated) RAM memory, or
they can actually be ROMs or PROMs.
in-clrcuit emulation bus - The use of RAM
memory for some development system
programs eliminates costly and time
consuming PROM programming in the
early phases of software development.
The in-circuit emulation bus allows the
user to connect his own peripheral de
vices or memory to the system and use
them with the system elements.
inclusive NOR gate - Same as gate, NOR.

Inadlve file - See file, inactive.
Inadmissible charader, automatic checking

- See character checking, inadmissible.

Incidentals time - Time which is usuallv

allotted to training, demonstrating, or
other useful but nonproductive pur
poses, but not including program devel
opment.
Incipient failure - An equipment failure
that is about to occur.

Courtesy .·uturedata Computer Corp.

In-Clrcuit emulator.

In-circuit emulation -

Concerns the hard
ware/software facilities for real-time i/o
debugging of chips. The actual micro
processor is rep raced by a connector
whose signals are generated by an emu234

inclusive OR - The Boolean operator that

gives a truth table value of true if either
or both of the two variables it connects
are true. If neither is true, the value is
false.

Inclu.ive OR gate

indexed addre..ing

Same as gate. OR.
In a program overlay
structure two or more different seg
ments can be in the main memory simul
taneously. whereas normally all inclu
sive segments lie on a single path from
the root segment to the lowest segment.
Incamplete program - See program, in
complete.
Incomplete routine - A routine in a librarv
of a programming system that requires
parameters to be supplied by a macro
statement or main routine.
increment - I. The quantity by which an
other is modified. An increment is usu
ally positive; however. a negative quan
tity. when added. is also called an
increment. 2. To modify a quantity by
adding a smaller quantity.
incremental compadion - See compaction.
incremental.
incremental di.play - See display. incre
mental.
incremental integrator - See integrator.
incremental.
incremental ploHer control - Provides for
high-speed plotting of points, continu
ous curves. points connected by curves,
curve-identification symbols. letters,
numerals under program control.
Inclu.ive OR gate inclu.lve .egment -

Incremental repre.entation -

Representa
tion of changes in variables rather than
the changes of the variables themselves
-changes such as increases and de
creases as results of equalities or rela
tions expressed in the equations or
model.

Incremental tape unit. -

Various types of
magnetic tape modules which re9uire a
tapeAow for the process of readmg or
writing.

independent equations- A set of equa

tions none of which can be expressed as
a linear combination of the others. With
linear equations, the condition for inde
pendence is that the matrix (coefficient
columns) shall be nonsingular or.
equivalently. have rank equal to the
number of equations.

independent interrupt proce..or -

See in

terrupt. processor independent.
machine - See machine
independent.

independent,
independent

modularity,

program -

See program-independent modularity.

independent .edor -

A device on certain
tabulators which allows the first item of
a series of similar data to be printed and
inhibits some of the rest of the series.
in-depth audit - Detailed examination of
all manipulations performed on a single
transaction or piece of information.
indeterminate (X) .tate - The unknown
logic state of a memory element caused
by critical races or OSCIllations, or exist
ing after power is applied and before
initialization. Some simulators can
model indeterminate states and typi
cally assign an X to indicate an indeter
minate state.
Index - I. A table of computer words or
fields containing addresses of records
located in file storage. 2. An ordered
reference list of the contents of a docu
ment. such as names. subjects. etc. 3. A
symbol or number used to identify' a
particular quantity in an array of similar
quantities; e.g.• the terms of an array
represented by X (I). X (2) ... X (100)
have the indexes I, 2, ... 100. respec
tively. 4. Pertaining to an index register.
index addre"ing, multiple (tim....haring)

- See time sharing. multiple index ad
dressing.
index, citation - An index or reference
list of documents that are mentioned in
a specific document or document set.
The references are mentioned or
~uoted in the text. The citation index
hsts these references.
index, cooperation -

An index number
constructed by using the product of the
drum diameter, expressed in inches,
and the line scan advance. expressed in
scanning lines per inch. Used in facsim
ile image transmission.

index, cycle -

The number of cycle itera
tions in digital computer programming.
A cycle index register may be used to set
the number of cycles desired. Then with
each cycle iteration, the register count is
reduced by one until the register
reaches zero and the series of cycles is
complete.
'

indexed -

An addressing mode in which
the actual address is obtained by adding
a displacement to a base address. In
most microprocessor systems. the dis
placement is contained in the index reg
Ister. the base address in the instruction
field.
indexed addre..ing - Indexed address
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indexed file

index mode

ing in some systems means that the ad
dress in the second byte of the instruc
tion is added to the low order bits of the
index register with any carry propagat
ing into the index register high order
bits. The result then becomes the ad
dress to be accessed during instruction
execution. This facility is very useful in
handling elements in arrays and tables.
In relative addressing, an offset, con
tained in the second bvte of the instruc
tion, is added to the p'rogram counter's
low order bits. While this method is
used for program jumps, it finds its
greatest appeal in facilitating relocata
ble program code, code that can be
loaded into any memory locations and
relocated without altering or changing
the code.
Indexed file - A file that provides a direc
tory-supported random access method
based on a record identifier whose size
is user-specified. File operations include
record addition, insertion, modifica
tion, deletion, and retrieval using either
a random or sequential access method.
A multiway balanced tree directorv pro
vides random access with extremely low
disc access for search.
indexed lequential acce.. methad 
The indexed sequential access method
(ISAM) provides advanced keyed ac
cessing for fast, on-line retrieval oflarge
data bases. Programmers use ISAM's
variable-length record keys to save
index space. ISAM permits keyed and
keyed-relative processing.
indexed lequential data let - See data set,
indexed sequential.
Index entry - An individual line or item
of data contained in an index, such as an
entry in a dictionary.
Index file - I. A table of key fields identi
fying the actual disk records in another
permanent disk file. 2. A file of terms in
an automatic information retrieval sys
tem which is searched by the computer
until it finds the index entrv which will
answer the relevant question. The index
entry or the original document can then
be printed.
Index. fine - A subsidiary or supplemen
tal index of a pair of indexes used to
locate a particular file record. The
higher or mass index would often be
considered the gross index.
Index. groll - The first of a pair of in
dexes consulted to locate particular rec
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ords, etc. The secondary or supplemen
tal index is the fine index.
index hole - A hole punched in a Hoppy
disk to indicate the beginning of the first
sector.
Indexing - I. The indexing method of
random-access file organization in
which a part of the file is set aside as an
index in order to locate information in
other parts of the file. 2. The modifica
tion of an instruction by the contents of
an index register in order to obtain a
new effective address. 3. The storing of
copy in electronic form permits rapid
and automatic indexing for informa
tion-retrieval purposes.
indexing. alped - A method of indexing
single units of information by the joint
use of two or more terms, usually of
equal rank, with retrieval performed by
logical associations among the terms
and logical connections to couple the
terms, so that all units of information
relating to a specific item may be
searched out.
indexing. allociation - A study following
two approaches-the automatic genera
tion of word-association maps based on
lists of words from the text, and repre
sentations based on the number of
times words appear in the text.
indexing. coordinate - See coordinate in
dexing.
indexing. correlative - Sallie as coordinate
indexing.
indexing. cumulative - In a digital com
puter, the practice of assigning two or
more indices to a single address m the
instruction word.
indexing. datacode - Sallie as indexing,
coordinate.
indexing. manipulative - 1. A system of
indexing individual documents by de
scriptors of equal rank, so that a library
can be searched for a combination of
one or more descriptors. 2. An indexing
technique where the interrelations of
terms are shown by coupling individual
words. 3. An indexing scheme by which
descriptors may b~ correlated or com
bined to show any mterrelatlOns desired
for purposes of more precise informa
tion retrieval.
indexing. multiple-alped - See indexing,
manipulative.
indexing. zatacode - Sallie as coordinate
indexing.
Index mode - On some systems, the con

index, permutation

indicator, machine check

tents of the selected general register,
and an index word following the in
struction word, are summed to form the
address of the operand. The contents of
the selected register may be used as a
base for calculating a series of ad
dresses, thus allowing random access to
elements of data structures. The se
lected register can then be modified by
program to access data in the table.
Index addressing instructions are of a
specific form and generally unique to
each system.
index, permutation - An index alphabeti
cally listing all of the major, plus minor
if desired, words of a title or document
so that each word appears ence as the
first word, followed by the other words
rotated in a circular fashion. This is
done so that the documents can be re
trieved by numerous permutations.
index, permuted-title - Same as index,
permutation.
index point - One of the equally sRaced
rotational reference positions of the
main shaft of card punch machines, la
beled according to the row or column to
which it corresponds.
index register - I. A register that con
tains a quantity to be used under direc
tion of the control section of the com
puter hardware, e.g., for address
modification and counting. 2. A device
that permits automatic modification or
an instruction address without perma
nently altering the instruction in mem
ory. 3. A register to which an arbitrary
integer, usually one, is added (or sub
tracted) upon the execution of each ma
chine instruction. The register mav be
reset to zero or to an arbitrarv number.
Also called cycle counter and B-box.
index sort - Provides an indexing capa
bility for sequential and direct accessmg
from a random-data file via the Index
Access Method (lAM). SORT produces
a separate index file containing the key
field of each data record and a pointer
to its location in the data file.
index, word - I. A storage f>osition or
register the contents of which may be
used to modify automatically the effec
tive address of any given instruction. 2.
An index based on the selection of
words as used in a document, without
giving thought to synonyms and more
generic concepts related to the term se
lected.
indicate, group - To select and print in

dicative information from the initial re
cord of a record group.
indication, group - A device on some
tabulators which permits the first item
of a series of same or similar data or
information to be printed and also in
hibits some of the printing of the rest of
the set or series.
indicator - A device often used as a con
trol unit when it is designed to deter
mine the selection from alternative pro
cesses. It can be set into a prescnbed
state according to the results of a previ
ous process. An example is an overflow
indicator. The state of such indicators
may be displayed on a control panel for
the benefit of programmers and opera
tors.
indicator, branch-on - Branching takes
place when appropriate indicators
(switches, keys, buttons, etc.), or condi
tions, have been set to point to a partic
ular group of registers; i.e., a branch
may occur dependent upon whether the
magnetic tape units are ready to receive
a new block of data.
indicator, check - A device that displays
or announces an error has been made,
or a checking operation /:las determined
that a failure has occurred.
indicator, check divide - An indicator
which denotes that an invalid division
has been attempted or has occurred.
indicator, end-of-flle - A device as
sociated with each input and output unit
that makes an end-of-file condition
known to the routine and operator con
trolling the computer.
indicator, equal-zero - An internal com
puter indicator component which sig
nals ON if the result of an arithmetic
computation is zero.
indicator, high-positive - An internal
computer-indicator component that in
dicates ON if the result of an arithmetic
operation is positive and not zero.
indicator, instruction-check - A signaling
device that is turned on automaticallv to
alert a machine operator's attention io a
machine malfunction, program error, or
other malfunction in instructions cur
rentlv being executed.
indicator, machine check - A protective
device that will be turned on when cer
tain conditions arise within the ma
chine. The machine can be pro
grammed to stop or to run a separate
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correction routine or to ignore the con
dition.
indicator, overflow - A signaling device
that indicates the occurrence of an over
How; for instance. a number too large to
be contained in a given register.
indicator, overflow check - A device that
is turned on by incorrect or unplanned
for operations in the execution of an
arithmetic
instruction.
particularlv
when an arithmetic operation produces
a number too large for the system to
handle.
indicator, role - A code assigned to a kev
word to indicate the role of the kev
word; e.g.. a keyword may be a noun.
verb. adjective. or adverb; therefore. an
indicator is used to identify the specific
role of the keyword.
indicator, routing- An identifier. such as
a label. that defines the route and desti
nation or addressee of a piece of infor
mation such as a message.
indicators- I. The devices that register
conditions. such as high or equal condi
tions resulting from a computation. A
sequence of operations within a proce
dure may be varied according to the po
sition of an indicator. 2. The display de
vice that usuallv indicates various
conditions.
.
indicators, comparison - Three compari
son indicators are: high. low. and equal.
They arc set on the basis of compari
sons of operands in the arithmetic or
index registers with operands in mem
orv. The equal indicator is also set and
reset bv add and subtract instructions. If
the res'ult of an addition or subtraction
is zero. the equal indicator is set. If the
result is not zero. the equal indicator is
reset.
indicator, sign check - An error-checking
device, indicating no sign or improper
signing of a field used for arithmetic
processes. The machine can. upon in
terrogation. be made to stop or enter
into a correction routine.
indicators, priority - See priority indica
tors.
indirect address- See address. indirect.
indirect addressing- See addressing. indi
rect.
indirect addressing mode - Generally.
when indirect addressing is specified.
the address calculations determine the
address of a memorv location which in
turn contains the address of the op
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erand. Indexing and relative addressing
are also applicable to indirect address
mode.
indirect control - See control. indirect.
indirect or off-line system - See off-line or
indirect system.
indirect reference address - See address,
indirect reference.
indirect relative - On some svstems the
8-bit displacement field speCifies an ad
dress relative to the address of the in
struction being executed. This relative
address contains the address of the op
erand. Relative address calculation is
the same as in the direct relative mode.
indirect .elf-relatlve - Generallv applica
ble only to the preindexed indirect
mode. In this mode. the preindexed in
direct address is determmed; then the
contents of the indirect address are
added to the indirect address itself.
forming the effective operand address.
individual line - A subscriber line ar
ranged to serve only one main station.
although additional stations may be
connected to the line as extensions. An
individual line is not arranged for dis
criminatory ringing with respect to the
stations on that line.
Induced failure - See failure. induced.
industrial data processing- Data process
ing designed for industrial purposes.
often numerical control (n/c).
industrial process control - Industrial
processing applications are as wide and
varied as the degrees of control that in
dividual processes may require. Some
general process-control application
areas are: precious metals production.
cement production. environmental con
trol. pilot plants. chemical processes.
petroleum refining and many others.
The data acquisition and control system
provides maximum flexibility in the
types of process data that it can accept.
and the variety of output signals and
d.ata format that a computer may exer
CIse.
inequalities, linear programming - The
mathematical problem of minimizing or
maximizing a linear function of n varia
bles. subject to n independent restric
tions. such as requirements that each
variable be nonnegative. and also sub
ject to a finite number of other linear
constraints. The lalter are either equali
ties or weak inequalities (~ or :?:); strict
inequalities of the form < or > are not

inequality

information rate

admissible. An exact solution or other
termination to this problem is furnished
by the simplex method or one of its vari
ants.
inequality - A proposition (or relation)
which relates the magnitudes of two
mathematical expressions or functions
A and B. Inequalities are four types; A
is greater than B (A> B); A is less than
B (A < B); A is greater than or equal to
B (A ~ B); A is less than or equal to B (A
~ B). The first two types are called
strict. and the last two are relaxed or
weak. The process of identifying a IImc
tional argument or range of arguments
which makes the proposition true is
called solving the inequality. or obtain
ing a feasible solution to the inequality.
infinite-pad method - A procedure or
method of measuring reflectiveness of
paper stock used in optical character
recognition. A doubling of the number
of backing sheets of the same paper.
however. does not appreciably change
the measured reflectiveness.
infinity - Any number larger than the
maximum number that a given com
puter is able to store in any register.
infix notation - A method of forming
one-dimensional expressions (e.g ..
arithmetic. logical, etc.) by alternating
single operands and operators. Any op
erator performs its indicated function
upon Its adjacent terms which are
defined. subject to the rules of operator
precedence and grouping brackets
which eliminates ambiguity.
information - I. Knowledge that was not
previously known to its receiver. Infor
mation can be derived from data onlv to
the extent that the data are accurate.
timely. unexpected. and relevant to the
subject under consideration. 2. Aggre
gatIOn of data that are presented in vari
ous forms. Sets of symbols that specifi
callv indicate one out of a number of
alte·rnatives. 3. The meaning assigned
to data bv the known conventions used
in its representation.
information,
administrative - Informa
tion of a textual nature. originated and
prepared by one person for scrutiny by
another.
information bearer channel - A channel
provided for data transmission which is
capable of carrving all the necessary in
formation to permit communication in
cluding users' data svnchronizing se
quences. control signals. etc. It may.

therefore. operate at a greater signal
ing rate than that required solely tor the
users' data.
information bits - Those bits which are
generated by the data source and that
are not used for error-control by the
data transmission system.
information channel- The transmission
and intervening equipment involved in
the transfer of information in a given
direction between two terminals. An in
formation channel includes the modula
tor and demodulator. and anv error
control equipment irrespective of its
location. as well as the backward chan
nel when provided.
information, communication - The physi
cal means of connecting one location to
another for the purpose of transmitting
information.
information efficiency - A ratio of the ac
tual negative entropy to the maximum
possible entropy. using the same set of
signs.
information-feedback system - An error
control system using message feedback
with reception of the erroneous group
from the sending station.
information flow analysis - The develop
ment of organizing and analyzing tech
niques to obtain facts and information
about the organization. initialization.
and flow to the final users of reports
throughout the enterprise or organiza
tion.
information, machine-sensible - Infonna
tion in a form that can be read bv a
.
specific machine.
;nformation

marker,

beginning

of-

A reflective spot on the back of a mag
netic tape. to feet from the physical be
ginning of the tape. which is sensed
photoelectrically to indicate the point
on the tape at which recording may
begin.
information processing - The processing
of data representing information and
the determmation of the meaning of the
processed data.
information processing system - A system
that receives and delivers information.
changing the information in the pro
cess.
information rate - The product of the av
erage information content per svmbol
and the average number of symbols per
second.
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information requirements
information requirements -

The actual or
anticipated questions that may be posed
to an information system.
information retrieval- I. A method for
cataloging vast amounts of data. all
related to one field of interest. so that
one can call out any or all of this data at
any time it is needed with accuracy and
speed. 2. A branch of computer science
relating to the techniques for storing
and searching large or specific quanti
ties of information that mayor may not
be a real-time system.
information-retrieval system - A system
for locating and selecting. on demand.
certain documents or other graphic rec
ords relevant to a given information re
quirement from a file of such material.
Examples of information-retrieval sys
tems are classification. indexing. and
machine searching systems.
information source - An information gen
erator. This output is assumed to be
free from error.
information system - The network of all
communication methods within an or
ganization. Information may be derived
from many sources other than a data
processing unit. such as by telephone.
by contact with other people. or by look
ing at an operation.
information

system,

management -

See management information system.
information system, real-time - See real

time information system.
The mathematical
theory concerned with the information
rate. channels. channel width. noise and
other factors affecting information
transmission. Initially developed for
electrical communications. it is now ap
plied to business systems, and other
phenomena that deal with information
units and flow of information in net
works.
Information
utilities - Data-processing
centers
are
strategically
located
throughout the United States. These
centers offer to management the oppor
tunitv of obtaining detailed reports in
terrelating department activities. with
direct phone contact to a computer.
The reports are createn from
punched laper tape. magnetic tape.
disks, an optical reading of journal
tapes. All the necessary data required by
the center are prepared as an automatic
by-product of a machine operation
within a department on the customer's
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information theory -

initialize

premises. Reports and problem solu
tions are automaticallv fed back to the
teletypewriter unit or' crt device of the
customer.
information word - An ordered set of
characters bearing at least one meaning
and handled by a computer as a unit,
including separating and spacing, that
may be contrasted WIth mstructlon
words. (Related to machine word.)
inherent storage - See storage. inherent.
inherited error - The error in the initial
values. Especially the error inherited
from the previous steps in the step by
step integration. This error could also
be the error introduced bv the inabilitv
to make exact measurements of physical
quantities. (Synonymous with inherent
error).
inhibit - I. To prevent an event from tak
ing place. 2. To prevent a device or logic
element from producing a specified out
put.
inhibit, counter - The bit. in the program
status double-word. that mdicates
whether (if \) or not (if 0) all (clock)
count zero interrupts are inhibited.
inhibit, external interrupt - The bit. in the
program status double-word. that indi
cates whether (if I) or not (if 0) all exter
nal interrupts are inhibited.
inhibiting input - A gate input which. if in
its prescribed state. prevents any output
whICh might otherwise occur.
Inhibiting slgnal- A signal that prevents
an operation from occurring.
Inhibit, input/output interrupt - See inter
rupt, input/output. inhibit.
Inhibition rule - Priority and inhibition
rules are usually implemented in the
time-sharing hardware to resolve POSSI
ble conflicts when two interrupts occur
simultaneously. or when a second inte~
rupt occurs before a prevIOus one IS
completely processed.
Inhibit pulse - A pulse that tends to pre
vent a reversal of the magnetic state in
a magnetic core by other drive pulses.
initial condition - The value of a variable
at the start of computation.
initial error - See error. inherent.
initialize - To originate or establish the
basic conditions or startup state. Such
procedures might be used to set an ini
tial value for the address of an operand.
establish the initial control value for a
loop. set all registers to a preset value

initialized

input device, optical reader

prior to running. begin a bootstrap op
eration with a control digit or word. etc.
initialized - The preliminary steps re
quired before execution of iterative cy
cles to determine efficient start proce
dures. Usually a single. nonrepetitive
operation after a cycle has begun and
/or until a full cycle is again begun.
initializer routine - The functions such as
error checking performed on a message
after it is entered into a system. but be
fore the application program begins its
processing.
initial program loading (lPL) - See pro
gram loading. initial.
initiate - The initiate operation is per
formed by means of a manually con
trolled jump to the entry point in older
tvpe computers. but bootstrap opera
t~ons cause entry automatically; i.e .. the
program is then said to be self-trig
gered.
initiate button - See button. initiate.
initiate key - See button. initiate.
Ink bleed - In optical character recogni
tion (OCR). the capillary flow of ink be
yond the original edges of a printed
character.
ink, extraneoul - Ink deposited on a
computer printout that is not confined
to the printed characters themselves.
ink, magnetic - A special ink that contains
particles of a magnetic substance whose
presence can be detected by magnetic
sensors.
Ink reftedance - The reflectance of the
special ink which is used in optical char
acter recognition as compared to some
particular reference standard.
Ink Imudge - See ink bleed.
Ink Iqueezout - See ink bleed.
Ink uniformity - The degree of light in
tensity variation over the area of printed
characters. specifically within the char
acter edges.
In-line checkl- The reliability of a system
of software can be improved by includ
ing code in the system to check the va
lidity of data structures each time they
are processed by system routines. This
is called "in-line checking." If data
structures are checked before they are
used. errors previously introduced by
any system component will be identified
and should not be propagated. If data
structures are checked just after they are

modified. the routine causing an error
will usually be identified.
in-line coding - A portion of coding
which is stored in the main path of a
routine.
in-line data praceuing - See data process
ing. in-line.
in-line proceuing - I. The processing of
data in a random order not subject to
preliminary editing or sorting. 2. A
method of processing in which each in
dividual input activity is completely
processed. and all pertment records are
updated without previously having been
batched or grouped.
in-line lubroutine - See subroutine. in
line.
In-plant IYltem - A procedure for data
handling that might be confined to one
building or group of buildings in one
locality.
Input - I. Information or data transferred
or to be transferred from an external
storage medium into the internal stor
age of the computer. 2. Describing the
routines with dIrect input as defined in
(I). or the devices from which such in
formation is available to the computer.
3. The device or collective set of devices
necessary for input as defined in (I).
input area - See input block.
input block - I. A section of internal stor
age of a computer reserved for the re
ceiving and processing of input infor
mation. (Synonymous with input area.)
2. An input buffer. 3. A block of com
puter words considered as a unit and
mtended or destined to be transferred
from an external source or storage me
dium to the internal storage of the com
puter.
Input buffer reg liter - That device which
accepts data from input units or media
such as magnetic tape or disks and
which then transfers this data to internal
storage.
input channel - See channel. input.
Input {communicatlonl} - I. The current.
voltage. power. or driving force applied
to a circuit or device. 2. The terminals
or other places where current. voltage.
power. or driving force may be applIed
to a circuit or device.
input data - See data. input.
Input device, optical reader - This device
reads printed and typewritten material,
and inputs data directly without con
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verting it into punch tape. punch cards.
or other intermediate formats. Optical
readers recognize all letters of the al
phabet. standard punctuation. 0 to 9.
and special symbols used in pro
grammed functions. It handles docu
ments and continuous fanfold sheets.
This high-speed reader can be used sim
ply as an input device. or it can be used
as a complete small system for data
processing and storage.
input device. - Devices that convert facts
into electronic impulses.
input device••imulation - This type of
simulation is the testing of one set of
input equipment by using another set of
equipment. specially programmed so
that the behavior is similar. Tape input
IS programmed to appear as term mal
input.
input editing - Refers to various types of
input that may be edited to convert to a
more convenient format for processing
and storage than that used for entry into
the system; and to check the data for
proper format. completeness. or accu
racy. Often. input must be formatted as
most convenient for preparation by hu
mans. and then must be reformatted for
computer use.
input equipment - I. The equipment used
for transferring data and mstructions
into an automatic data-processing sys
tem. 2. The equipment by which an op
erator transcnbes original data and in
structions to a medium that may be used
in an automatic data-processing system.
input expander, analog - This unit allows
a complete analog input system to be
configured around the data-adapter
unit.
input, inhibiting - A gate input which in
its prescribed state prevents any output
that mIght otherwise occur.
input limited - The time necesary for the
central processing unit to wait' for fur
ther delivery of input items restricts the
speed of the operation.
input loading - The amount of load im
posed upon the sources supplying sig
nals to the input.
input, manual- The entry of data by hand
into a device at the time of processing.
input, on-line - When the input device
transmits data direCllv to. and under the
control of, the control processing unit.
input/output - I. Commonly called i/o. A
general term for equipment used to

communicate with a computer. 2. The
data involved in such communication. 3.
The media carrying the data for input
/output. 4. The process of transmitting
information from an external source to
the computer or from the computer to
an external source.
input/output area - SOIllP as storage.
working.
input/output board - On some systems.
this type of board allows the computer
to be expanded via the backplane bus to
allow additional input-output interface
channels. One typical system allows 64K
programmable i/o lines per board.
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input-output, buffered - All peripheral
equipment contains an input/output
buffer register for storage of data to be
transferred to the computer so that vari
ous devices can be operated simultane
ously at their maximum speed. The
processor does not wait for a devi{'e to
complete its cycle before continuing the
program.
input-output bu. - An input-output bus
often provides a number of parallel
lines for data. command. deVICe ad
dress. status. and control information.
This eliminates the timing problems
created when data and address lines are
time-shared. It makes interfacing easier.
faster. and less expensive. Memory and
input-output interfaces connect directly
to the main bus. Ea{'h operates at its
own pace. Under direct memory access
(DMA). this means that transfers can be
made directlv between external devices
and memory' without affening the cen
tral processor. if desired.
input/output
cable - Specific
{'abies
which have groups of wires which con
nect various input and output equip
ment to the mainframe units of the com
puter.
input/output, central computer - Commu
nication between the central computer
and the peripheral units of the same
computer sYstem may be performed
over all input/output channels. Each of
the several channels allows bidirectional
transfers of data and control signals be
tween the central computer and the pe
ripheral devices. The mput/output sec
tion acts as an autonomous processor
that runs independently of the instruc
tion-execution cycle. scanning the input
channels for the presence of input or
output word-transfer requests. and

input! output centralized coordination ...

input/output cycle

transferring data between the channels
and central storage.
input/output centralized coordination, time
sharing- See time sharing. centralized
input/output coordination.
Input/output channel- See channel, in
put/output.
input/output channel,
programmedProgram control of information transfer
between the central processor and an
external device provides the fastest
method of operatmg on data received
from peripheral equipment. The pro
grammed input/output channel allows
mput directly to the accumulator where
the data can be acted on immediatelv
thus eliminating the need for a memo':;
reference by either the channel or the
program. Likewise, output data may be
sent directly from the accumulator to an
external device.
input/output channels, bu"ered - Set' in
put/output section, buffered.
input/output channel seledion - Permits
the computer to designate a particular
channel in the terminal.
input/output channels, multiple (time .haring> - See time sharing, multiple i/o
channels.
input/output, concurrent - The accept
ance, hstmg, and processing of all re
quests for i/o functions from the oper
atmg programs. This function of the
executive system makes possible the
concurrent operation of several pro
grams usmg the same i/o channels with
out the ~anger of one program interfer
rmg . with another program's i/o
functions .. Requests for i/o operations
are submitted to the executive in the
f?rm of a parameter ~pecifying the loca
lion of an execullon packet which
defines the .function to be performed.
An attempt IS made to recover from i/o
errors whenever feasible.
input/output control- I. There are sev
eral portions of control which direct in
tera~tions between the processing unit
and mput and output equipment. One is
written to control anions with tape,
card, and printer equipment. A second
control is specifically designed for ran
dom processing of records stored on di
rect access deVices. It is a separate con
trol m order to minimize seek times. 2.
This program assigns equipment, con
trols the i/o devices, controls data trans
fers between memory and the i/o de

vice, and controls the buffering of data
for the device.
input/output control program - The con
trol of the execution of all input and
output operations by the supervisory
program.
input/output control .edion - The input
/output section functions as a small
processor. Programmed input/output
mstructions load the access-control
word locations and establish desired pe
ripheral activity. From this point, I/O
control automatically sc~ns the input
/output channels, acceptmg data from
the peripheral subsystem at the natural
rate of the equipment. When a periph
eral subsystem presents or asks for a
word of data, its associated access-con
trol register is referenced and i/o con
trol transfers the data word to or from
central store, updates the access-control
word, and tests for a terminal condition.
All of the access-control word indexing
and testing is performed in the index
section in effectively zero-time, in paral
lel with normal construction execution
and indexing.
input/output control systems (IOCS)I. Various library routines which a pro
grammer or systems analyst can select
to custom-fit an application by means of
macro programs or instructions and
various facts supplied in the source pro
gram for handlmg input and output for
tapes, cards, etc., and printer, A descrip
tIon of machme logiC configuration,
definition of files, sequencing and inter
rupts. 2. A group of computer routines
designed to automatically control the
performance of input/o'utput opera
tions and direct other functions such as
error correction, checkpoint, label proc
essing, restart, and others.
input/output control unit - There are sev
eral portions of control that direct in
teractions between the processing unit
and mput and output eqUIpment. One is
written to control aCllons with tape,
card, and printer equipment. A second
control is specifically designed for ran
dom processing of records stored on di
rect-access deVICes. It is a separate con
trol in order to minimize seek times.
input/output cycle - On some systems
once the microcomputer has control of
the address and data buses, the input
output cyel,e begins. Basi~ally, the i/o
cycle consists of mputllng (reading
data) from or outputtmg (writing data)
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into a specified memory location. Tim
in~ is for memory:access, read-data, and
wnte-data operatIOns.
input/output device - A unit that accepts
new data, sends it into the computer for
processing, receives the resuits, and
converts them into a usable form, like
payroll checks or bills.
input/output device (communications)Any subscriber (user) equipment which
introduces data into or extracts data
from a datacommunications system.
input/output device handlers - The in
put/output device handlers are respon
sible for controlling the activities of all
input/output channels and peripheral
equipment.
input/output drivers - The list includes:
Teletypewriter Driver, to assist the pro
grammer in writing efficient teletype
writer i/o routines; Paper Tape Driver
documentation to assist the program
mer in writing efficient reader/punch
subroutines; Card Reader Driver, pro
vides for input from an 80 column
punched card reader and code conver
sion from Hollerith to ASCII; Line Prin
ter Driver, documentation to assist the
programmer in writing efficient line
printer output subroutines; Cassette
I/O Driver, for convenient operation of
digital cassettes. Supports high speed
search as well as normal input/output
functions; Magnetic Tape Driver, pro
vides for all read, write, rewind and
skipping functions for 9-track magnetic
tapes; Moving Head Disk Driver, sets up
and controls all disk positioning func
tions and data transfers via Direct Mem
ory Access (DMA) ... supports over
lapped seeks on up to four drives; CRT
Driver, documentation to assist the pro
grammer in writing efficient crt i/o sub
routines, and others.
input/output, hybrid computer - The in
put/output group of programs consists
of a system monitor and programs to
control operation of analog-digital con
version equipment and special devices
such as an oscilloscope display or a digi
tal plot ter.
input/output instrudions - Computer in
structions which operate input-output
devices like card readers, pnnters, and
terminals.
input-output interface - A typical input
output interface might incorporate two
input-output channels. a processor in
put-output (PIO) channel, and a direct
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memory access (DMA) channel. The
PIO channel interfaces with the proces
sor via the data input bus and provides
simplex character-oriented data trans
fer capability. The DMA channel inter
faces directly with the memorv. via the
data input 'bus, and provid'es high
speed. record-oriented data transfer ca
pability at rates of up to 500,000 or
more words per second. (Some sys
tems.)
The typical input-output interface in
corporates two or more input-output
channels. a processor input-output
channel, and a direct memory access in
put-output channel.
input/output interrupt identiflcationI/o interruptions are caused by an i/o
unit ending an operation or otherwise
needing attention. Identifications of the
device and channel causing the inter
ruption are stored in the old PSW (pro
gram status word); in addition. the sta
tus of the device and channel is stored
in a fixed location (some computers).
input/output interrupt indicators - Input
/output interrupt instructions are used
to determine the input/output unit
originating an interrupt and the cause
of the interrupt by testmg the indicators
associated with each input/output chan
nel. When the cause of the interrupt has
been determined and corrective action,
if required. has been taken, the indica
tors mav be reset and the interrupted
program resumed. These instructions
also provide the facility for setting. re
setting. and testing the inhibit input
/output interrupt indicator.
input/output interrupt inhibit rupt, input/output, inhibit.

Se, inter

input/output (i/o) devices - Computer
hardware bv which data is entered into
a computer. or by which the finished
computations are recorded for immedi
ate or future use.
input/output library - Relieves the pro
grammer of having to be familiar with
the functional and instructional differ
ences among the peripherals.
input/output limited - Pertaining to a S\s
tern or condition in which the time for
input and output operation exceeds
other operatIons.
input/output
operations,
nondataProcesses which relate to input/output
operations as differentiated or exclusive

input/output port control

input/output ledion, buffered

of data manipulations, such as tape re
winding.
input/output port control- In some sys
tems, the data and address ports of the
microprocessor are connected to i/o de
vices via two system buses-an 8-bit
bidirectional data bus and a l2-bit ad
dress bus. High-speed data transfers are
made in parallel; however, for slow rate
peripherals, a serial input/output capa
bility is often provided.
input/output priority and interruptIt can be used to divert program allen
tion to new input data, the completion
of output buffer transfers, or emergency
conditions (inquiries, errors) eXIsting
on peripherals. Interrupt feature re
lieves need for much program checking
of status of units.
input/output proce"or (lOP) - A unit that
handles normal data input/output con
trol and sequencing.
input/output,
programmed - Program
control of information transfer between
the central processor and an external
device prOVides the fastest method of
operating on data received from periph
eral eqUipment. The programmed in
put/output channel allows input di
rectly to the accumulator where the data
can be acted on immediately, thus elimi
nating the need for a memory reference
by either the channel or the program.
Likewise, output data may be sent di
rectlv from the accumulator to an exter
nal device.
input/output, random acce,,- This is an
i/o control capability that permits effi
cient random processing of records
stored on a direct-access device. Ran
dom access i/o efficiency is achieved by
the system in two ways: (1) Seeks are
issued in an order which minimizes the
average seek time, rather than in the
order in which they were requested. (2)
Seeks are overlapped with other proc
essing. Because records must some
times be processed sequentially (for ex
ample, when a rer0rt IS being written).
the ability to cal for records sequen
tially is also available.
input/output, real-time control- All in
put/output data transfers are automati
cally controlled by signals emanating
from the central processor or from the
peripheral subsystems themselves. Anv
general-purpose input/output channel
can accommodate a real-time system pe
ripheral device. All i/o channels are

buffered. Each input/output device has
associated with it a control unit which,
once activated by the central processor,
carries out the entire operatIon of the
instruction given it while the central
processor proceeds with other tasks.
input/output referencing - References to
data on tape or disk are made symboli
cally. Instead of describing the address
of a certain disk or tape, the program
mer need not keep in mind where data
will be coming from.
input/output regilter - See index register.
input/output, remote menage - This is
an i/o control for obtaining messages
from and sending messages to remote
terminals. For remote-message control.
the i/o control handles the following
functions: receipt of messages from re
mote terminals; sending of messages to
remote terminals; automatic dial-up;
and code conversion. The user supplies
the system with line-control speCIfica
tions and installation-oriented routines
to analyze message headers. Messages
received can be stored in processmg
queues or output-terminal queues. Mac
rostatements enable the installation
program to obtain messages for pro
cessmg and to send messages. A log of
all message traffic may be stored on a
secondary storage device.
input/output requelt - See input/output
request words.
input/output requelt wordl- Control
words for input/output requests that
are stored in the message reference
block until the i/o is completed.
input/output routinel- A set of routines
that simplify the programming of input
and output functions for standard pe
ripheral equipment.
input/output lection, buffered - The buff
ered input/output permits the proces
sor to continue with computation while
input and output communications are
proceeding. The transfer of data to or
from the central processor is conducted
via input/output channels which com
municate directly with the magnetic
core memory. Access to the memory is
time shared between the operating pro
gram and input/output data transfer.
Access also is automatically controlled
by the i/o rate of the external device; it
is not a programming consideration.
Any cycle of the memory time is avail
able for input/output data transfer in
preference to its use by the program.
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The input/output system is provided
with program interrupt features so that
testing of the condition of the external
devices by the running program is not
necessary, although possible, if desired.
input/output, simultaneous - Relates to
the types of computers which can han
dle other operations concurrently with
input and output operations, most often
usmg buffers which hold input!output
data and information as it arrives and on
a temporary basis, while other opera
tions are executed by the CPU. Thus,
the computer need not wait for data
from the very slow i/o units and may
instead take it from the faster part ofthe
buffer in massive quantities instead ofas
it arrives from slower units or terminals.
Input/output storage - A specific storage
area in a computer reserved for data or
instructions, received by or ready to be
transferred from or to, an external (pe
ripheral) input or output device or to
another specific section of storage.
Input/output swltchlng- By linking cer
tain input or output units to more than
one channel, a variety of ways are open
to reach the device, even if other units
are occupying one or more of the avail
able channels. A single unit can be
linked through channel switching to one
channel at the start of processing on a
job, and then to another channel at the
end of processing of the same job.
input/output system subroutines - See sys
tem subroutines.

tral processor element called the input!
output traffic control.
input pul,e, partial ,eled - See pulse. par
tial write.
input queue, new - A group or a queue of
new messages that are in the system and
waiting for processing. The main sched
uling routine will scan them along with
other queues and order them into pro
cessing order.
Input reference - The reference used to
compare the measured variable result
ing m a deviation or error signal. Also
referred to as set point, or desired
value.
Input register - See register, input.
input routine - A routine which directs or
controls the reading of programs and
data into a computer system. Such a
routine may be internally store~. wired,
or part of a bootstrap operation, and
may perform housekeeping or system
control operations according to rules.
input sedion - See input block.
inputs, real-time - Real-time systems are
those which have instantaneous input or
entry and acceptance. most often deter
mined by the requirements of another
independent system; i.e., they are on
line mputs flowing directly to the com
puter as the activity occurs.
input stacker - The card-feed magazine
in a reader, or read-punch unit.
input state - The determination of the
condition of that specified set of input
channels, i.e .. positive, negative, etc.
input storage - I. Holds each bundle of
facts while it awaits its turn to be pro
cessed. This allows successive bundles
to be compared to make sure they are in
the right order or for other control pur
poses. 2. Any information that enters a
computer for the purpose of being
processed or to aid m processing. It is
then held until signaled for use by the
control program.
input stream - Concerns the sequence of
job control statements and data submit
ted to an operating system on an input
unit especially activated for this purpose
by the operator. Synonvmous With IIlput
job stream, job input stream.
Input, substantive - The transferral of
data from an external storage device to
an internal storage device, usually from
a mass storage unit and off-line, but not
always so.

input/output terminal coordination, (time
sharing) - See time sharing, terminal

input/output coordination.

input/output,

time

shared,

sedion -

Same as input/output section, buffered.
input/output trafllc control- I. Input
/output traffic control directs the time
sharmg of the main memory by the vari
ous peripheral devices and the central
processor. This control element makes
possible the concurrent performance of
central processor computing and up to
eight simultaneous input/output opera
tions. For example, the computer can
simultaneously read or write tape, read
cards, punch cards, store information in
a random-access disc storage unit, read
information from a random-access
drum device, print two separate reports,
and compute. 2. The coordination of
peripheral simultaneitv with internal
computation is perforrned by the cen246
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Input, tape - See tape inpul.
input tape, problem - An input tape, ei
ther punched paper tape or magnetic
tape, that contams problem data for
checking out a given computer system.
Input tranllator - Refers to a section of
some computer programs that converts
the incoming programmer's instruc
tions into operators and operands un
derstood by the computer. This scan or
search also checks the input items for
desired properties and, in many cases,
outputs appropriate error messages if
the desired properties of the input do
not conform to the proper syntax.
input unit, manual- A set of manual con
trols or devices from which operators
can set a specific word for inpul.
input units - Electronic machines that
feed or introduce data into the system.
Such machines can be paper tape read
ers, card readers, magnetic document
sorter-readers, optical readers, and oth
ers.
input work queue - See work queue,
inpul.
inquirlel, banking - By indexing the ac
count number and the status entry kev,
the teller mav inquire into the status of
an account (or information relative to
the savings balance, available balance,
or any unposted items. If mortgages are
on-line, inquiry may also be made as to
principal balance, escrow balance, de
linquency status, or any other informa
tion pertinent to the account.
inquiry - A request for information from
storage, e.g., a request for the number
of available airline seats or a machine
statement to initiate a search of library
documents.
inquiry and communications sYltems 
Computer systems are now provided
with facilities for diversified on-site and
long distance inquiry and data-com
munications networks. Centralized rec
ords and data-processing operations
can be tied in with information sources
at remote locations and will provide in
stant on-line response to interrogations
and input data from a large number of
inquiry stations. Communication net
works may include standard teletype
writer stations, and electric typewriter
stations.
inquiry and sublcriber dilplay - The in
quiry and subscriber display is a low
cost unit designed to service multiple

subscribers requiring real-time access
to stored information, or subscriber to
subscriber message communication.
Under operator control, the display can
compose, correct, transmit, and receive
formatted alphanumeric texl. Operator
composed text is automatically assem
bled and organized for common carrier
or direct computer communication
links. Operation of the display is inde
pendent of the location or type of data
source. The display unit makes available
the full capabilities of a remote data
processor from a subscriber's own loca
tion, in his own operational language,
when required. For handling restricted
data, secure codes and formatting de
vices are provided to maintain informa
tion integrity.
inquiry anlwer (remote) - In an operat
ing teleprocessing network, several in
quiries simultaneously might come into
the system from distant CIties concern
ing information that is contained in a
disk file. The appropriate records would
then be taken from the disk file and the
appropriate responses would be pre
pared and returned to the original cit
Ies. Although this appears to be a simple
function, it requires design balance to
achieve the required variety of terminal
speeds and functions. It requires simul
taneous operation of many devices op
erating through a single economical
channel. It requires the time-sharing
and space-shanng programs that con
trolthese devices. It requires the range
of disk file capacity and speed. Further
more, it has to do all these things con
currently with batch job processmg.
inquiry application - Transportation res
ervation and inventory control systems
are examples of inquiries which can be
handled on an on-line or interrupt
basis. Regular running programs are in
terrupted or halted until an inquiry is
completed. Inquiries can also be
queued and held up for batches. Inqui
nes can be introduced by card, tape, di
rect console, or remote station inquiry.
Bank teller processing also is an exam
ple of simultaneous inquiry and batch.
inquiry, data bale - Data base inquiry is
simply the retrieval of a fairly small
amount of information from a centrallv
situated data base for display at the local
site. The classic example is an airlines
reservation system. Here, the terminal
has a keyboard for requesting specific
flight data and a cathode ray tube (crt)
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screen for displaying the answers. Often
data base inquiry requires a hard copy
for example. a completely filled-in air
line ticket. which is produced by a tele
printer. The inquiry function has much
m common with the transaction func
tion.
inquiry, dlred-acce.. - A storage method
which alIows direct information inquiry
from temporary or permanent storage
devices.
Inquiry display termlnal- See display. in
quiry-terminal.
inquiry, keyboard - Interrogation of pro
gram progress. storage contents. or
other information by keyboard maneuv
ering.
inquiry, remote - Inquiry stations when
operated on-line permit humans to in
terrogate the computer files and receive
immediate answers to inquiries. In in
dustry they can be located at dozens of
remote locations such as office. factorv.
warehouse. branch locations hundreds
of miles away. Such an on-line real-time
system permits all levels of industrial
management to obtain immediate an
swers to questions about inventories.
work in process. sales, and other facts
for effective management.
Inquiry station - Device or unit from
which an information request is made.
Inquiry unit - A device used to "talk" to
the computer. usualIy to get quick an
swers to random questions Jilte "How
many hammers do we have in stock?" or
"When did we last order soap powder
and in what quantity?"
In-read, aut-read - An optical feature
that may be added to certain off-line
office machinery permitting on-line op
eration.
Inscribe - The action of reading the data
recorded on documents and writing the
same data on the same document. The
document thus becomes available and
suitable for the aprlication of automatic
reading by optica character readers or
other reading devices.
Inscrlbln, - In optical character recogni
tion. the preparation of source docu
ments for automatic reading and which
includes both handwritten and printed
characters.
Inserted subroutine - See subroutine. di
rect-insert.
insertion, switch - The insertion of infor
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mation into a computer system by an
operator who operates the switches
manually.
Insert with automatic lustify - Text is au
tomaticalIy justified on completion of all
insertions or. optionally, at any mser
tion.
inside plant -In communication practice,
inside plant is that part of the plant
within a central office. intermediate sta
tion or subscriber's premises that is on
the office or station side of the point of
connection with the outside plant. Note:
The plant in a central office is com
monlv referred to as central office plant.
and the plant on the station premIses is
referred to as station plant.
installation, computer - See computer in
stallation.
Installation date - The date new equip
ment is readv for use. The commence
ment of rental normalIy begins on the
day following the date on whICh the con
tractor officially notifies the using orga
nization that the equipment is mstalled
and ready for use. subject to the accept
ance and standard of performance
provisions of the applicable contract.
Installation proce..ln, control- In an
effort to reduce job turn-around time
and to minimize time wasted in setup,
the scheduling of applications and jobs
is automated.
installation tape number - A number per
manently assigned to a plastic or metal
spool to idenufy a particular roll of mag
netic tape.
installation, terminal - A grouping. at one
site, of operable data terminals and
related equipment.
Installation, terminal, for data transml..lon

- Installation comprising the data-ter
minal equipment. th.e signal-~onversion
equipment. and any l!ltermedlate eqUIp
ment. Note: In some mstances. the data
terminal equipment may. be connected
directlv to a data processmg machme or
may be a part of it.
Installation time - Time spent in testing.
installing. error-checking, and diagnos
ing of such basic electronic but non pro
gramming checks. as dry runs, etc. ThIS
Ume does not include reliabilitv tests
which are defined as supplementary
maintenance time.
Instantaneous data-transfer rate - Ser
data transfer rate.
Instantaneous storage - Storage. usually

instantaneoul transfer rate

inltrudlon counter

in several locations. with an access time
which is slight in comparison with oper
ation time.
inltantaneous transfer rate - See data
transfer rate.
Instants, lignlflcant (of a modulation or a
reltitutlon) - Instants limiting signifi
cant intervals of modulation or restitu
tion.
Inltrudion - I. A coded program step
that tells the computer what to do for a
single operation m a program. 2. A set
of characters. together with one or more
addresses (or no address). that defines
an operation and which. as a unit,
causes the computer to operate accord
ingly on the indicated quantities. 3. A
set of identifying characters designed to
cause a computer to perform certain op
erations. A machine instruction to spe
cific functions.
inltrudion, ablolute - A particular com
puter instruction which specifies com
pletely a specific computer operation
and is capable of causing the execution
of that operation.
inltrudion, adual- Sallie aJ instruction.
effective.
Inltrudlon addrell- Sfe address. instruc
tion.
inltrudion, addrels, fundional- See ad
dress instruction. functional.
Inltrudlon addre.. regilter - Contains
address of next instruction to be ex
ecuted.
Inltrudional conltant - A constant writ
ten in the form of an instruction but not
intended to be executed as an instruc
tion. One form of dummy instruction.
inltrudional cycle - The steps involved in
the processing of an instruction.
Inltrudlon, alphanumeric - The name
given to instructions that can be used
equally well with alphabetic or numeric
kinds of fields of data.
Inltrudion area - 1. A part of storage al
located to receive and store the group of
instructions to be executed. 2. The stor·
age locations used to store the program.
Inltrudion, arithmetic - See arithmetic in
struction.
instrudlon,
blank - See
instruction.
dummy.
Inltrudlon, branch - See br:mch instr IC
tion.
inltrudlon, branch-an-zera - If the arith
metic accumulator is zero, the computer

operation will then proceed to an alter
nate location.
Inltrudlon, breakpoint - 1. An instruction
which will cause a computer to stop or
to transfer control in some standard
fashion to a supervisory routine which
can monitor the progress of the inter
rupted program. 2. An instruction
which. if some specified switch is set.
will cause the computer to stop Of take
other special action.
inltrudion, breakpoint (conditional) A conditional jump instruction which. if
some specified switch is set. will cause
the computer to stop. after which either
the rout me rna\' be continued as coded
or a jump may' be forced.
Inltrudion byte - Some systems offer
bne instructions that load or store anv
b~le in memory or swap bytes in a reg-is'
ter and are valuable in data commumca
tions or data processing.
Inltrudlon charader - Sfl' character. com
mand.
inltrudlon, charader Ignore - Sallie as ig
nore.
inltrudlon check - Sff check. forbidden
combination.
inltrudion, check-indicator - Sel' check
indicator instruction.
inltrudlon code - The list of svmbols.
names and definitions of the Instruc
tions that are intelligible to a given com
puter or computing system.
Inltrudion codel, mnemonic - Sff codes.
mnemonic operation.
Inltrudion complement - A built -in fea
ture designed to provide a number of
instructions for each programmer in
struction.
Inltrudlon, computer - Salllf as machine
instruction.
inltrudlon,
conditional break point A conditional-Jump instruction which. if
some specified switch is set or situation
exists, will cause the computer to stop.
after which either the routine mav be
continued as coded. or a jump may be
forced.
inltrudlon, conditional lump - Sallll' as
branch. conditional.
inltruction, conltant - Sallie as constant
inMruction.
inltruction counter - Refers to a multiple
bit register that keeps track of the ad
dress of the current instruction and is
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used as the input to the memory
address register (MAR).
instruction, decision - Sa branch.
instruction decode and control- On low
cost systems. this operation decodes the
instruction and provides all control and
gating functions required for execution
of the specified operation.
instruction decoder - The part of the CPU
that interprets the program instructions
in binary into the necessary control sig
nals for the ALU, registers, and control
bus.
instruction decoder, bit-slice microprocessor - Once the information is fetched
from the memory, it goes into the in
struction decoder where it is interpret
ed. The command is then to the control
store to start the sequence to be ex
ecuted. The sequence, in turn, fulfills
the instruction. Instruction after in
struction is executed in this manner
until the desired result is obtained. Each
time an instruction is completed, the
control store modifies the MAR so that
it points to the next location.
instruction digit, unallowable - A charac
ter or combination of bits which is not
accepted as a valid representation by the
machine design or by a specific routine.
Instruction digits unallowable are com
monly detected and used as an indica
tion of machine malfunction.
instruction, discrimination - A more ac
ceptable term for conditional jump in
struction or branch instruction. Also
called decision instruction. See branch.
instruction, do-nothing - See instruction,
dummy.
instruction, dummy - I. An artificial in
struction or address inserted in a list to
serve a purpose other than execution as
an instruction. (Related to constant in
struction.) 2. A specifically designed ar
tificial instruction to serve a purpose
other than its meaningful or purposeful
execution; i.e., it is not data. Such an
instruction is usually inserted in the se
quence for a purpose, but if it is ex
ecuted no disturbance to the run will
occur. It is frequently a no-operation, a
do-nothing, or a waste instruction.
instruction, effective - To alter a pre
sumptive or unmodified instruction
when using a stored program computer.
Such alteration produces a complete in
struction, and when it is actually ex
ecuted it is called an effective instruc
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tion or an actual instruction. The
modification process uses words or
parts of words specifically called modifi
ers or index words. These are added to
or combined with the presumptive or
unmodified instruction bv means of
arithmetical or logical operations.
instruction, entry - Usually the first in
struction to be executed in a subroutine.
It mav have several different entrv
points' each of which corresponds to
different function of the subroutine.
instruction, execution - The set of ele
mentary steps carried out by the com
puter to produce the result specified by
the operation code.
instruction execution time - Generallv,
execution time for an instruction de
pends on the instruction itself, the
modes of addressing used, and the type
of memory referenced. Again, gener
ally, the instruction execution lime is
the sum of Basic Time, a Source Ad
dress (SRC) Time, and a Destination
Address (DST) Time. Thus, the Instruc
tion Time equals the Basic Time + SRC
Time + DST Time. (Basic Time =
Fetch Time + Decode Time + Execute
Time.) Timing is in microseconds, un
less otherwise noted, and process time
can vary plus or minus 20 percent.
instruction, executive - Similar to a su
pervisory instruction, this instruction is
designed and used to control the opera
tion or execution of other routines or
programs.
instruction, extract - An instruction that
requests formation of a new expression
from selected pairs of given expres
sions.
instruction format - I. The allocation of
bits or characters of a machine instruc
tion to specific functions. 2. Instructions
are coded in a two-address, variable
length format. However, one or perhaps
both addresses may often be omitted,
thereby saving memory space and
speeding up instruction execution. 3.
The allocation of instructions according
to some particular machine or installa
tion conventions or rules. 4. An alloca
tion of characters of various instructions
differentiating between the component
parts of the instructions, such as address
part, operation part, etc.
instruction format, addressless - See ad
dressless instruction format.
instruction format, functional addressThis format contains no operation part

a

instruction format, implicit addre..

because the operation is implicitly spe
cified by address parts.
instruction

format,

implicit

addre.. -

This particular format contains no ad
dress part because it is used either when
no address is required or when it is im
plicitly shown in some way.
instruction format, N-addre.. - A specific
arrangement of component parts of a
computer instruction word that refer
ences N storage locations, specifically, a
three-address instruction format, etc.
Instruction format, N plus one addre..

- An instruction format which contains
one, two, three, ...., (N + I) address
parts, respectively. The plus-one ad
dress is that of the instruction to be ex
ecuted next.

instruction format, one plus one addre..

- Same as address, two.

instruction format, three addre.. -

Same as

instruction format, two addre.. -

Same as

address, three.
address, two.

Instruction format, two plus one addre..

- Same as address, three.

Same as
addressless instruction format.
instruction, four-addre.. - See address,
four.
Instruction, functional addre.. - See ad
dress instruction, functional.
Instruction, halt - See halt instruction.
instruction, hold - A computer instruction
which causes data called from storage to
be also retained in storage after it is
called out and transferred to its new lo
cation.
instruction, Ignore - See ignore.
instruction, Immediate addre.. - See ad
dress instruction, immediate.

Instruction format, zero-addre.. -

Instruction,

internal

manipulation -

A

computer instruction that changes the
format or location of data within the
computer system.
instruction, jump - A computer instruc
tion causing a jump in the sequence of
instructions. See branch.
instruction, logic - An instruction causing
the execution of an operation defined in
symbolic logic statements or operators,
such as AND, OR, etc., and to be distin
guished from arithmetic instructions,
such as add, multiply, and divide.
instruction, logical - An instruction that

carries out a logical operation, such as
an AND, OR. NOR.
Instruction, look up - An instruction de
signed to allow reference to systemati
cally arranged and stored data.
Instruction loop, closed - Indefinite repe
tition of a group of instructions.
instruction, machine - An instruction that
the particular machine can recognize
and execute.
instruction, macro - I. An instruction con
sisting of a sequence of microinstruc
tions that are inserted into the object
routine for performing a specific opera
tion. 2. The more powerful instructions
that combine several operations in one
instruction.
instruction, macro (linkage) - A macroin
struction that provides logical linkage
between programs and subroutines and
that will save data needed by another
program.
Instruction, micro - A small, single, short,
add-shift or delete type of command.
instruction mix - Specific computer in
structions selected to complete particu
lar problems. The optimum mix of in
structions determines the speed and
accuracy in most cases, and program
mers try to achieve this optimum.
instruction, mnemonic - See codes, mne
monic operation.
instruction modification - A change in the
operation-code portion of an instruc
tion or command such that if the routine
containing the instruction or command
is repeated, the computer will perform a
different operation.
Instruction multladdre.. - See multiad
dress.
Instruction, multiple - See multiaddress.
instruction, multlple-addre.. - An instruc
tion consisting ofan operation code and
two or more addresses. Usually spe
cified as a two-address, three-address.
or four-address instruction. See multi
ple-address code.
instruction, no-addre.. - An instruction
specifying an operation that the com
puter can perform without having to
refer to its storage unit.
Instruction, nonprint - An instruction that
is usually transmitted in a form which
prevents the printing of a line or charac
ter.
Instruction, no-ap - I. An instruction that
specifically instructs the computer to do
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nothing but process the next instruction
in sequence. 2. A blank instruction. 3. A
skip instruction.
instruction, one....ddrell - An instruction
consisting of an operation and exactlv
one address. The mstruction code of it
single-address computer may include
both zero and multiaddress instructions
as special cases.
Instruction, one-plus-one addre.. - Sallie
as address. two.
instruction, operational addre .. - See in
struction. source-destination.
Instruction operation codes - See codes.
instruction operation.
instruction path, microprocessor - The in
struction path is a transfer bus for re
trieving instructions from the program
memory. Instruction word width is de
termined bv the size of the instruction
set which affects processing power.
instruction, presumptive - An instruction
that will most likely be modified before
it is used for the final program.
instruction, pseudo - See pseudoinstruc
tion.
Instruction, reference - An instruction de
signed to allow reference to systemati
cally arranged and stored data.
Instrudion retlster - See register. instruc
tion.
Instruction register, control- A particular
register in which the content IS the ad
dress of the next instruction.
instruction repertory - See repertory. in
struction.
instruction, repetition - An instruction
whose execution is repeated an in
dicated number of times before the next
instruction is processed.
instructions, control- The instructions in
this category are used to manipulate
data withm the main memory and the
control memory. to prepare main-mem
ory storage areas for the processing of
data fields. and to control the sequential
selection and interpretation of mstruc
tions in the stored program.
Instrudlons, dynamic - The sequence of
machine steps performed by the com
puter in a real-time or simulated envi
ronment.
Instruction set - Instruction sets consist
of an operator part, one or more ad
dress parts. and some special indicators.
usually. and serve to define the opera
tions and operands for the computer. It
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is the total-structured group of charac
ters to be transferred individually to the
computer as operations are executed.
instrudion, short - The use of an index
specification in a FORTRAN read or
write statement.
instruction, single-addre.. - Sallie as in
struction. one-address.
Instruction, single-operand - See single
operand instruction.
Instructions, input/output - Computer in
structions which operate inl?ut/output
devices like card readers. printers. and
terminals.
instructions, interpretive - See interpre
tive instructions.
instruction, skip - An instruction having
no effect other than directing the
processor to proceed to another in
struction designated in the storage por
tion. (Synonymous with skip. and no-op
instruction.)
instructions, microprogrammable - All in
structions which do not reference core
memory (do not contain a memorv ad
dress) can be microprogrammed. allow
ing the programmer to specify several
shift. skip. or input/output transfer
commands to be performed within one
instruction.
instructions, monitored - As shown in the
input/output instruction repertoire. in
structions calling for input, output, or
function transfers mav be executed ei
ther with or without monitor. When ex
ecuted with monitor. an internal inter
rupt will be generated upon completion
of the transfer. When an instruction is
executed without a monitor the inter
rupt is inhibited.
instruction, source designation - Sallie as
address instruction. functional.
Instruction, sourcMestination - A com
puter instruction that has no operation
part, but rather has the operation im
plicitly specified by the address parts.
instru~lons,
privileged - Protection
agamst one problem subprogram
misusing another problem subpro
gram's I/O devices is provided by re
stricting all i/o commands to the super
visor state. A subprogram requests i/o
action by issuing a supervisor call in
struction. The supervisory subprogram
can then analyze this request and take
the appropriate action. .
Instructions, programmed - Special sub

inltrudionl, return

inltrument, end

routines called pro~rammed instruc
tions may be used as If they were single
commands by employing one of the
programmed instructions of the reper
toire. This capability allows the pro
grammer to define his own special com
mand. through the use of subroutines.
which may be changed by the operating
routine if desired.
inltrudionl, return - The specific group
of instructions which are subroutined at
the end of a program to provide for the
transfer of control from the return sub
routine to the main routine.
inltrudionl, Ihift - Specific instruc.tions
which will shift the number either to the
left or to the right within an arithmetic
register. A shift operation is principally
equivalent to multiplving or dividing bv
the number base ill use. depending
upon the direction of the shift. In a deci·
mal computer. a shift ofone place to the
right is equivalent to dividing by 10. a
shift one pilice to the left is equivalent to
multiplying by 10.
Inltrudion Itatement, machine - See rna·
chine instruction statements.
Inltrudlon, Itop - S,e halt instruction.
Inltrudion Itorage - Sallie as instruction
area.
inltrudionl, variable-length - See varia·
ble-Iength instructions.
inltrudion, Iymbolic - See symbolic in
struction.
inltrudion, table-Iook-up - An instruc
tion designed to allow reference to sys
tematically arranged and stored data.
inltrudlon tape - Sallie as tape. program.
inltrudion tape, malter - A particular
magnetic tape which contains most or
all of the routines or programs for the
basic run or run series. Also a main part
of an operating system.
inltruction, thre_ddrell - Same as ad
dress. three.
inltruction, three-plul-one
oddrell 
Same as address four.
inltrudlon time - 1. The portion of an in·
struction cycle when the control unit is
analyzing the instruction and setting up
to perform the indicated operation. 2.
The portion of an instruction cycle
when the actual work is performed or
operation executed. i.e .• the time re
quired to decode and 'perform an in
struction.
Instrudion, transfer - An instruction to a

computer that enables the programmer
to instruct the computer to choose be·
tween alternative subprograms depend.
ing upon the conditions determined bv
the computer during the execution of
the program.
inltrudion, two addrell - Sallie as ad
dress. two.
addr... inltrudion,
two-plus-one
Sallie as address. three.
instrudion, two- three- or four-addr...
- An instruction consisting of an oper
ation and 2. 3. or 4 addresses. respec
tively. The addresses may specify the lo
cation of operands. results. Or other
instructions.
Instrudion,
unconditional-lump - See
branch. unconditional.
Instrudion,
unconditional
transf.r Sallie as branch. unconditional.
instrudion, unmodifl.d - An instruction
which is to be modified in some pre
scribed way by me~ns of a stored pro·
gram computer available for a particular
purpose. to produce the completed ex·
ecutable instruction.
instrudion, waste - Sallie as instruction.
dummy.
instrudion word - I. A grouping of letters
or digits handled by the computer as a
distinct unit to signify the provision of
definitions of operations to be per
formed or the description of further
data. 2. A part of a word or all of a word
which is executed by the computer as an
instruction.
inltrudion, zero-addre .. - An instruction
specifying an operation in which the lo
cations of the operands are defined by
the computer code. so that no address
need be given explicitly.
inltrumentation errors - Where input into
a system is directly from instrumenta
tion such as pressure gauges. etc. Limit
checks are imposed to prevent in·
strumentation errors. If these limits are
violated. control may be assumed by a
violation subroutine for immediate cor·
rective action.
instrument, end - A device that is con
nected to one terminal of a loop and is
capable of converting usable intelli·
gence into electrical signals or vice
versa. It includes all generating. signal
converting. and loop-terminating de
vices employed at the transmitting and
/or receiving location.
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int•••r - A complete entity; a whole (not
fractional or mixed) number.
Int•••r pro.rommlng - A class of optimi
zation problems in which the values of
all of the variables are restricted to be
integers. Normally. the optimization
problem without this integer restriction
IS a linear program; additional adjec
tives indicate variations-for example.
integer quadratic programming.
Int.g.n - The natural or whole num
bers; concepts intimately connected
with the process of counting or enumer
ation. Because integers can be written
down in endless senes. they are used to
indicate order or sequence. i.e .. the or
dinal aspect of integers. The cardinal
aspect of integers concerns how many
thmgs are observed or noted and pro
vides a basis of measurement.
Int...r, Iln.le-precillon - A fixed-point
number that occupies one word of core
storage. The value varies depending on
the word length of the computer.
Int•••r variabl.1 (FORTRAN) - An inte
ger variable consists of a series of not
more than six alphameric characters
(except special characters). of which the
first is I.J. K. L. M. or N (some systems).
Int.gral- In numeric notation. the inte
gral or integer is contained in the places
to the left of the assumed point. The
decimal 2345.67 has four integral
places.
Int..rond - I. When a unit has two input
variables (x and y) and one output vari
able (z) which is proportional to the in
tegral of (y)-the y is the integrand. 2. A
calculus expression. i.e .• the math ex
pression or function which is operated
upon in the process of integration.
Int..rat.d data proc.llin. - Stt data
processing. integrated.
Integrated IYlt.m - The combination of
processes which results in the introduc
tion of data which need not be repeated
as further allied or related data is also
entered. For example. shipment data
may also be the basis for inventory in
quiries. invoicing marketing reports.
etc.
In...roter - A device whose output func
tion is proportional to the integral of
the input function with respect to a spe
cified variable.
Intearotor, Incromontal- A digital inte
grating device with an output signal
which IS a maximum negative. zero, or a
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maximum positive value depending on
a negative. zero. or positive instanta
neous input signal.
int..rotor, Itorage - In an analog com
puter. an integrator used to store a volt
age in the hold condition for future use,
while the rest of the computer assumes
another computer control state.
Int. .rator, lummlng - An analog com
puter amplifier which forms the time in
tegral of the weighted sum of the input
voltages or currents as an output.
Int.lllg.nc. - The developed capability
of a device to perform functions that are
normally associated with human intelli
gence. such as reasoning. learning. and
self-improvement. (Related to machine
learning.)
int.lllg.nc., artiflclal- The study of com
puter and related techniques to supple
ment the intellectual capabilities of
man. As man has invented and used
tools to increase his physical powers. he
now is beginning to use artificial intelli
gence to increase his mental powers. In
a more restricted sense. the studv of
techniques for more effective use o(dig
it~l comput.ers by improved program
mmg techmques.
Int.IU••nt controll.r - Generally a device
designed to originate control that is
equipped with local interpreting func
tions such as editing. input validity
checks. and complex command decod
ing.
Int.III••nt t.rmlnal appllcatlonl - Intelli
gent terminals are capable of data pro
cessing with storage and a stored pro
gram available to the user. Advances in
LSI technology greatly increased the
capabilities of such terminals. with the
trends being simultaneously more local
processing and more on-line interaction
with a central data base. The first signifi
cant use of LSI was the replacement of
magnetostrictive delay line with MOS
shift register and later with low-cost
MOS random-access memory. Termi
nals are also using other LSI products.
Becoming standard are the universal
asynchronous
receiver/transmitter
(UART). "smart" Point of Sale (POS)
terminals. automatic bank "teller" ter
minals. and scores more.
In..lllg.nt t.rmlnall, lpecial purpol. 
These terminals contain some logic and
are usually polled by the computer. or.
conversely. the computer polls some in
termediate device. such as magnetic

intelligent voice terminal

interface, analog

tape or disk. If the computer goes down,
the terminal can continue to operate in
a limited mode for a certain period of
time. Applications include department
stores, supermarkets, hotel systems
front desk, coffee shop, bar, etc.-and
banks.
intelligent voice terminal- An intelligent
terminal operated by human voice in
which the software resident in the termi
nal is often user-programmable. It is
best for applications suiting an intelli
gent terminal but where hands-free data
entry is cost advantageous.
intelligent work station - An intelligent
terminal work station can embody all of
the basic functions performed by a busi
ness computer; it can be a complete
small business computer in itself-a sys
tem that is capable of operating com
pletely on its own, and also of com
municating and cooperating with other
computers. The built-in large-scale in
tegrated electronics that plays such an
important role in intelligent terminals
and "dumb" terminals alike, is now
making it possible to add further fea
tures economically.
intensity - The density of a black or col
ored image produced on paper for opti
cal character recognition.
Interadive debugging - The interactive
debugging program often generates full
screen hexadeCimal memory dump dis
plays instantaneously. Commands in
clude display, store, execute, change
memory, dump memory, find data In
memory, set, reset and display break
points, on many systems.
interadive system - Pertaining to an ap
plication in which each entry elicits a
response as in an inquiry system. An in
teractive system may also be conversa
tional, implying a continuous dialogue
between the user and the system.
interadive terminal processing - A proce
dure that provides for interactive com
munications between the system and
local or remote terminals. Features in
clude an interface to support multiuser
interactive applications programs, in
teractive file editin~, remote job entry,
and job status retneval.
Interadlve time sharing - Time sharing
apportions computer resources among
many simultaneous users, .giving each a
seemingly dedicated system to apply to
the tasK at hand. Interactive time shar
ing maximizes the use of the computer

as a working tool by inte~rating user
inpu't and machine output m a dynamic
give-and-take process.
interblock - I. To prevent a machine or
device from inillating further opera
tions until the operallon in process is
completed. 2. To avoid or prevent the
operations of one part of a computing
system while other parts are operating.
interblock gap - The space on magnetic
!ape sep~rating two blocks of data or
mformallon.
interblock space - That part of a mag
netic tape between blocks of informa
tion on which nothing is written. Also
called inter-record gap.
intercepting trunk - A trunk to which a
call for a vacant number, changed num
ber, or a line out of order is connected
for action by an operator.
interchangeable card feed - A device
which usually converts an 80 column
card feed to a 51 column card feed.
interchangeable type bar - A printer type
bar which can be removed by the opera
tor to change from one alphabet to an
other.
intercomputer communication - Data is
transmitted from one computer to an
other so that the data can be repro
cessed in order to facilitate handling
and increase transmission speed.
intercycle - A step in the sequence of
steps made by the main shaft of a
punched-card machine. At this time the
card feed is stopped, usually due to a
control change. In some machines the
number of intercycles that are to arise
for a control change can be predeter
mined; in others this determmation is
made solely by the machine.
Interface - I. A common boundary be
tween automatic data-processing sys
tems or parts ofa single system. In com
municallons and data systems, it may
involve code, format, speed, or other
changes as required. 2. A common
boundary, e.g., the boundary between
two systems or two devices.
interface

adaptor

(device

adaptor)-

A unit that provides a mechanical and
electrical interconnection between the
tester and the device under test may in
clude special stimulus, measurement,
load, and switching circuitry unique to a
device or family of devices, but is not
provided in the tester.
Interface, analog - Analog interfaces
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interface cardl, data communlcatlonl

Interface, Kanlal City ltandard

allow the personal computer to monitor
and control the nondigltal world. These
circuits are the key elements in environ
mental sensors, dc motor controls, and
other interfaces to linear peripheral de
vices.
interface COrdi, data communication I Data communication interface cards
permit computer users to transmit data
using a wide variety of privately owned
and common-carrier communication
facilities. Most communications inter
faces conform to EIA s£ecification RS232C and CCITT speCIfication V.24.

thev will fabricate these units for partic
ular systems under close superviSIOn by
the same engineers that deSigned them.
These engineers, who are naturally
quite familiar with the logic and require
ments, are best qualified to do thiS im
portant work.
interface deliln, IYltem - Sfl' system in
terface design.
interface, EIA Standard RS-232 B or CA standardized method adopted by the
Electronic Industries Association to en
sure uniformity of interface between
data communication equipment and
DIRECT DIAL OR DEDICATED
TELEPHONE LINE

COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE

1]
1]
1]
USER
WORK STATIONS

[J
PRINTER

e
DISK
STORAGE

1]
1]
1] [J e
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PRINTER
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Interface, communications.
interface, communicationl - The transfer
of data between the processor and the
standard communication subsystem
takes place through input data leads,
connected to the processor input chan
nel, and output data leads, connected to
the processor output channel. In addi
tion to the data leads, there are several
control leads which are used to control
the flow of data.
interface dellgn - For unique user ap
plications such as on-line installations
which require specialized input/output
equipment, engineering staffs will de
sign the necessary interface units as part
of services to their customers. Then,
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data processing terminal equipment. It
has been generallv accepted by most
manufacturers of data transmission and
business equipment.
interface 110 module - A typical device
has four 8-bit input/output ports for
parallel oriented peripheral interfacing
with eight controlled interrupt lines.
Each i/o port is individually selectable
as a memory device with three-state
TTL compatible i/o lines.
interface, KanlGl City Itandard - Named
for the meeting place of the symposium
at which it found acceptance, the Kansas
City standard describes a modern tech
nique for reading and writing digital

Interfac. latch chip

int.rlock tim•• print

data on audio cassette recorders and
could influence developments in the
hobby computer market. Low-speed. fsk
modems use different pairs of frequen
cies for originating and answering calls
and thus do not talk to themselves. Re
cording and replaying data from tape
requires a modem that uses only a single
pair of mark/space frequencies. because
the recorded data consists of these
keyed frequencies. Usin~ harmonically
related frequencies permits deriving the
clock frequency from the data and ac
commodates the wide speed variations
of inexpensive cassette recorders. The
standard provides both speed and soft
ware independence.
Int.rfac. latch chip - On some systems
that use latches for interfacing. the in
terface latch chip can be used as a bidi
rectional input/output port. a dedicated
input port. or as a dedicated output
port. A control signal (dynamic for bidi
rectional mode and static for dedicated
modes) is supphed by the user. in many
cases. Separate control lines enable the
i/o ports. in some systems; thus, the
latch may be a high-impedance device;
i.e.. it does not load the system bus un
less an enable signal is present.
int.rfac. (MIL 5TD 1888) - The standard
method of interface established by the
Department of Defense. It is presently
mandatory for use by the departments
and agencies of the Del?artment of De
fense for the installation of all new
equipment. This standard provides the
interface requirements for connection
between data communication security
devices. data processing equipment. or
other special military termmal devices.
int.rfac. fypel- Various interfaces can
be categorized into three distinct types
for some systems. I. Slave-This inter
face usually has no provision in its con
trollogic to become master. It will oniy
transfer data onto and off the bus by
command of a master device. 2. Inter
ruP.t-This interface generally has the
abIlity to I{ain mastersbir of the bus in
order to give the centra processor the
address of a subroutine which the
processor will use to service the periph
eral. 3. DMA-This interface has the
ability to gain mastership of the bus in
order to transfer data between itself and
some other peripheral.
interfadng. lingl. chip Iyst.m - On some
low cost systems, interfacing has the fol
lowing characteristics: static operation.

bidirectional. tri-state 8-bit data bus
with TTL or CMOS compatible options.
relatively simple and powerful interrupt
functions.
int.rf....nce - The presence of undesir
able energy in a Circuit. caused by elec
trostatically or electromagnetically cou
pled external circuits.
intorte...nco.
adlacant-channol- Adja
cent-channel interference occurs when
two modulated carrier channels are
placed close together in frequency so
that one or both sidebands extend from
one channel into the other.
Intortlx - A technique that allows the re
lationships of keywords in an item or
document to be described so that very
specific inquiries can be answered with
out false retrievals due to crosstalk.
Intorlor lab.l- See label. interior.
Intorlangua•• - A modification of com
mon language. suitable for automatic
translation by the equipment into ma
chine or computer usable language.
Intorloavo - To insert segments of one
program into another program so that
the two programs can. in effect. be ex
ecuted simultaneously. e.g.. a technique
used in multiprogramming.
int.rloavlng. fundlonal- The process of
having i/o and computing operations
proceed independently of one another
but interleaved in their sharing of the
memory.
int.rl.avln.. m.mory - Two or more
memory banks operating at a fraction of
a cycle apart and significantly reducing
cycle time and improving memory
speed.
Int.rl.avlng. mUltlprocessln. - Su multi
processor interleaving.
int.rlock - To arrange the control of ma
chines or devices so that their operation
is interdependent in order to assure
their proper coordination.
int.rlock (communicationl) - Any protec
tive feature which helps to prevent in
terference to normal transmission or
processing of data by other operations.
such as sending from the keyboard
while an automatic transmission is in
progress. or to prevent sending more
than one character at a time from the
keyboard.
Intorlock timo. print - The required time
for the printer to accept data from the
print storage area and to complete the
printing.
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interlude

interpreter

A minor subprogram de
signed for preliminary computations or
data organization, such as calculating
the value of some parameter or clearing
parts of the storage. It is usually over
written after it has served its purpose, as
it is usually no longer needed in the pro
gram.
intermediate control - The group of vari
ous minor controls into a category other
than beginning or ending.
Intermediate cycle - See cycle, intermedi
ate.
intermediate memory Itorage - An elec
tronic scratchpad for holding working
figures temporarily until they are
needed, and for releasing final figures to
the output.
intermediate produd - See product, inter
mediate.
Intermediate Itorage - See storage, inter
mediate.
intermediate total - A total which lies
somewhere between a major and a
minor total, i.e., a summation devel
oped for some other purpose or in some
hIerarchy of sums, or due to a termina
tion in a program.
Intennlttent errorl- See errors, intermit
tent.
Intennittent faultl - Sallie as faults, spo
radic.
intermix tape - A specific feature of some
computer equipment which allows for
combinations of different models of
tape units to be interconnected to a sin
gle computer.
intemal and external interrupts - See in
terrupts, internal and external.
Intemal arithmetic - The computations
performed by the arithmetic unit of a
computer.
intemal buffer - Buffering can be per
formed by input/output media such as
punched or magnetic tape, and often is
(e.g., in teletypewriter ASR terminals).
However, some manufacturers prOVIde
an internal buffer (usually composed of
a semiconductor shift register), which is
used to gather keyed or received data
prior to transmitting or printing, re
spectively. The internal buffer capacity
in characters is presented where appli
cable.
Intemal checking - The equipment char
acteristics which are designed for the
improvement of accuracy, such as hole

counts, parity checks, validity checks,
and others.
internal control sYlteml - Programmed
controls built into the svstem to govern
the flow of computer operations.

interlude -
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internal

inltrudlon,

manipulation -

A

computer instruction that changes the
format or location of data within the
computer system.
internal Interrupt - A feature of periph
eral equipment using an external deVIce
which causes equipment to stop In the
normal course of the program and per
form some deSIgnated subroutme.
internally Itored program - See program,
internallv stored.
internal m~gnetlc recording - Storage of
information within the material such as
used in magnetic cores.
internal memory - Anyone of the internal
parts of an automatic ~a~a-processlng
machine capable of retammg data.
intemal IOrt - The sequencing of two or
more records within the central com
puter memory; the first phase of a mul
tipass sort program.
internal Itorage - See storage, internal.
internal storoge locationl- Smile as stor
age, working.
International

Algebraic

Language -

The forerunner of ALGOL.
interoffice trunk - A direct trunk between
local central offices in the same ex
change.
interpret - I. To print on a p':lnched card
the graphic symbols of the mformalJon
punched in that card. 2. To translate
nonmachine language into machine lan
guage. 3. To decode. 4. The translation
of coded characters into standard let
ters, numbers, and symbols.
interpreter - I. A punch-ca~d mach.ine
that will take a punch. card wlt~ no.prmt
ing on it, read the mformalJon m the
punched holes, and p-rint a translation
m characters in speCified rows and col
umns on the card. 2. An executive rou
tine that, as the computation pro
gresses, translates a stored program
expressed in some machinelike pseudo
code into machine code and performs
the indicated operations, by means of
subroutines, as they are translated. An
interpreter is essentially a closed sub
routine that operates successively on an
indefinitely long sequence of program
parameters, the pseudoinstrucuons,

Interpreter code

interrupt, armed

and operands. It may,usually be entered
as a closed subroutme and left by a
pseudocode exit instruction.
Interpreter code - An interim, arbitrarilv
designed code which must be translated
to computer coding in order to function
as deSIgned, usually for diagnostic or
checking purposes.
Interpreter (protlram) - An essentiallv
closed subroutine (executive) which
translates a stored pseudocode program
into machine and performs the desired
and specified operations. Such an inter
preter program usually consists of se
quences of pseudoinstructions and ope
rands (program parameters) which are
introduced as OJ. dosed subroutine and
exit by a specific pseudocode instruc
tion.
Interpreter rautlne - An executive routine
that, as the computation progresses,
translates a stored program expressed
in some machinelike pseudocode into
machine code and performs the in
dicated operations, by means of subrou
tines, as they are translated.
Interpretl", - Interpreting consists of
sensing alphabetical or numerical data
punched in a card and printing it on the
same card.
Interpretive
cocIe - A routine that
decodes and immediately executes in
structions written as pseudocodes. This
is contrasted with a compiler which
decodes the pseudocodes into a ma
chine-language routine to be executed
at a later lime. The essential characteris
tic of an interpretive routine is that a
particular pseudocode operation must
be decoded each time it IS executed.
Interpretive execution - Permits reten
tion of all of the information contained
in the user's original source statements,
thereby
makmg
source-language
debugging possible. Interpretive execu
tion plus multiprogramming make the
conversational moi:te of operation a
practical reality.
Interpretive Inltructlonl- Various seg
ments of interpreters which automati
cally reproduce or translate an old pro
gram code into a new program code or
the interpretation of the old program
code on a new machine.
Interpretl~e languo. . - Stt language, in
terpretive.
Interpretive mocIa - In tracing (debug
ging) routines when a program is simu

lated in its execution by using pseudo
accumulators and pseudo index regis
ters, branch instructions are inserted at
various points to place the machine and
program in an interpretive mode for
error tracing, and when an error is
found, control is transferred back to the
main program.
interpretive program - S" program, in
terpretive.
interpretive programming - Srr program
ming, interpretive.
Interpretive program tranllatlon - Same as
program, interpretive.
interpretive routine - A routine that
decodes instructions written as pseudo
codes and immediatelv executes those
instructions, as contrasted with a com
piler that decodes the pseudocodes and
produces a machine-fanguage routine
to be executed at a later time.
Interpretive tracing - Srr tracing, inter
pretive.
Interrecord gap - I. The unrecorded por
tion between records on magnetic tape.
2. An interval of space or time, deliber
ately left between recording portions of
data or records. Such spacing is used to
prevent errors through loss of data or
overwriting, and permits stop-start tape
operations.
Inte"ecord gap length - The length of
the unused recording area between rec
ords written by the unit.
Inte"GlOtion - A simple inquiry to the
system for which a quick rep\y is ex
pected.
Interrupt - I. A break in the normal flow
ofa system or routine such that the flow
can be resumed from that point at a
later time. An interrupt is usuallv caused
by a signal from an external source. 2.
An interrupt is a special control signal
that diverts the attention of the com
puter from the main program, because
of a particular event or set of circum
stances, to a specific address which is
directly related to the type of interrupt
that has occurred. 3. To stop current
control sequence, i.e., to jump when
affected by signals from on-line periph
eral equipment or to skip as triggered
by results of programmmg test tech
mques. 
Interrupt, armed - Interrupts mav be
armed or disarmed. An armed interrupt
accepts and holds the interruption sig
nal. A disarmed interrupt ignores the
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signal. An armed interrupt may be ena
bled or disabled. An interrupt signal for
an enabled condition causes certain
hardware processing to occur. A dis
abled interrupt is held waiting for ena
blement.
interrupt,
automatic - Interruption
caused by program instruction as con
tained in some executive routine; inter
ruption not caused by programmer but
due to engineering of devices. Error in
terrupt.
Interrupt, batch-processing- An out
standing feature of any real-time sYstem
is its capacity to process real-time and
batch-processing applications concur
rently. This real-time data-processing
innovation is made possible through a
unique feature that permits remote ex
ternal units with information of high
precedance to interrupt computer pro
cessing. Whenever transaction data for
a real-time problem are entered into a
remote external unit, the computer's
batch-processing program may be inter
rupted to /?ermit handling the high pri
onty real-time transaction and the send
ing of rrocessed results back to the
externa umt.
interrupt capability, time Iharing- See
time sharing. interrupt capability.
interrupt code - The programmed or ar
bitrarily selected code which requires
translation to computer code in order to
result in machine language.
interrupt, contln,ency - The program is
interrupted if any of the following
events occur at the operator's console:
the operator requests use of the key
board to type in information; a charac
ter has been typed in or out; a type-in
has been completed; or the operator re
quests a program stop. Contingency in
terrupt also occurs ifan arithmetic oper
ation resulted in an overflow, an invalid
operation code was specified, or the
dock was addressed after clock power
was removed.
Interrupt control and relet logic - Inter
rupt and reset logic functions include
bus error and power-fail on some sys
tems, On a specific system, the interrupt
functions include power-fail (impend
ing), Halt mode (console microcode
control), refresh interrupt, event (or
line time clock) interrupt, and external
interrupts.
Interrupt control routine - A routine en
tered when an interrupt occurs that pro

vides for such details as the storage of
the working details of the interrupted
program, an analysis of the interrupt to
deCIde on the necessary action, and the
return of control to the'interrupted pro
gram.
interrupt, count-zero - An interrupt level
that is triggered when an associated
(clock) counter pulse interrupt has pro
duced a zero result in a clock counter.
interrupt, cycled - The change (by se
quence or specific operation cvcle) of
control to the next or a specific (unction
in a predetermined manner or order.
interrupt, dilabled - See interrupt, armed.
interrupt,
dilarmed - See
interrupt,
armed.
interrupt-driven
transfers - Interrupts
allow various processors to continue a
programmed operation (sometimes
called a background program) without
waiting for a device to become ready to
transfer data, When the device does be
come ready, it interrupts the processor
background /?rogram execution and
causes executIOn of a device interrupt
service routine. After the service rou
tine of the device has been executed, the
background program is restored and
program execLltion resumes at the point
where it was interrupted.
interrupt, external, inhibit - The bit, in
the program status double-word, that
indicates whether (if 1) or not (if 0) all
external interrupts are inhibited.
interrupt, external-llgnal- This facility
allows signals from external equipment
to interrupt the program and mitiate a
subroutine that servICes the equipment
issuing the signal. Operations using this
facility speed the transfer of the data
and control information between the
computer and peripheral equipment by
allowing conditions in the equipment to
initiate a transfer of program control to
a subroutine that enacts a transfer,
rather than waiting for the main routine
to sample the condition and initiate the
subroutine,
Interrupt feedback Ilgnal- A steady sig
nal, indicating that an interrupt signal
has advanced its associated mterrupt
level to the waiting or active state; the
signal is dropped when the interrupt
level is reset to the disarmed or the
armed state.
Interrupt handling - When an interrupt
occurs, the control program saves the
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interrupted program's registers and sta
tus. and routes control to routines that
handle the interrupt cause, When the
interrupt is handled. the original pro
gram's registers and status are restored.
and control is restored so that the origi
nal program continues as if no interrupt
had taken place.
interrupt identification - Various i/o in
terruptions are caused by an i/o unit
ending an operation or otherwise need
ing attention. Identifications of the de
vice and channel causing the interrup
tion are often stored in the old Program
Status Word (PSW). In addition. the sta
tus of the device and channel is stored
in a fixed location.
interrupt indicators, input/output - See in
put/output interrupt indicators.
interrupt, input/output, inhibit - The bit,
in the program status double-word. that
indicates whether (if I) or not (if 0) all
internal interrupts of the i/o group are
inhibited.
interruption - A brief curtailing or sus
pension of operations or its sequence of
Instructions. usuallv followed bv the
start of another seq'uence or a re~ision
to the one stopped. Examples are the
stops in priority processing.
interrupt, i/o parity - Each time control is
given to the monit?r the i/o parity trap
IS armed and the Interrupt locatIon IS
patched with an instruction. When an
I/O parity occurs the computer halts to
the instruction at which the pari tv oc
curred with the console i/o parity 'indi
cator lIght on.
interrupt latency - Refers to the delav be
tween an interrupt request and' ac
knowledgement of the request.
interrupt linkage - Refers to the tech
nique which causes the computer to
sWItch to (and then return from) the "in
terrupt han~lIing:' portions of the pro
gram as vanous Interrupts occur.
interrupt logging - The logging or listing
of interrupts during program ~esting. or
when a system IS being mOnitored. so
that possible program errors caused by
interrupts may be classified and cor
rected.
interrupt log word - The setting of bits
into an interrupt log record which indi
cates the number and type of interrupts
that occur during the running of each
segment of a program. The output is on
a medium such as tape for analysis.

interrupt oriented
interrupt mask -

Some of the program in
terruptions. all external interruptions,
and all i/o interruptions can be masked
(ignored); when this is done, the exter
nal and i/o interruptions are held pend
ing and taken at a later time (governed
by the control program).
interrupt, master-control - A signal gener
ated by an input/output device. or by an
operator's error, or bv request of the
processor for more data or program
segments, or the like, which permits the
master control program to control the
computer system.
interrupt, microcomputer - Interrupts are
asynchronous events typically triggered
by peripherals needing attention from
the CPU. On some 16-bit microcomput
ers. there are three interrupts: non
maskable interrupt (NMI), nonvectored
interrupt (NVI). vectored interrupts
(VI). and five traps (svstem call, illegal
instruction. privileged i/o instruction,
other privileged instructions, and the
segmentation trap).
interrupt module - In some systems, a
specific device acts as the monitor for a
number of priority-designated field
contacts and immediately notifies the
computer when any of these external
priority requests have been generated.
This assures servicing of urgent inter
rupt requests on the baSIS of program
mer-assigned priorities when requests
occur simultaneously.
interrupt, not-busy - When an external
device recognizes its address and is not
busy. it sends a response on the not
busy line to the computer. If no such
response is received. the processor will
assume that the addressed device is
busy. The processor will send a start sig
nal only if a not-busy response is re
ceived. If a device is disconnected, it will
appear as busy to the computer (some
computers).
interrupt, operator -

The operator inter
rupt trap is armed and the fixed inter
rupt location is patched each time the
monitor receives control. When an op
erator interrupt occurs, control is given
to a routine in the monitor. This routine
signifies to the operator the type-in is
desired by ringing the bell. returning
the carriage, and typing.

interrupt oriented -

Some programs are
not encumbered with instructions that
check system components for status or
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service. Interrupt signals are generated
by processors as well as all i/o devices.
interrupt, override - An optional group of
power on/off interrupts which have the
highest priority and which cannot be
disabled or disarmed.
interrupt (peripherol) - The stop result
ing from the signal of readiness for or
c~mpletion of a task by a peripheral de
vICe.
Interrupt, power-fail- Only a priority in
terrupt can interrupt a nonpriority in
terrupt routine. Power fail is the highest
priority interrupt a~d may interrupt any
other program or Interrupt routine as
long as the power-fail interrupt trap is
armed.
interrupt priority IYltem - Using various
priority interrupt systems. each class of
Interrupts is assigned a priority. where
interrupts of a given class inhibit all in
terrupts of lower priorities until the
higher priority interrupt i~ completely
processed. However. an Interrupt of
higher priority can interrupt an inter
rupt oflower priority before it is com
pletely processed.
interrupt priority table - When a com
puter does not have a fully automatic
Interrupt handling capability a table is
set up that lists the pnority sequence of
haridling and testing interrupts.
Interrupt procellin" time Iharin, 
S" time sharing. interrupt processing.
Interrupt, procollor-dependent - An ex
ample of a processor-dependent inter
rupt condition is the "presence bit con
dition" caused by a program being
executed on a processor that is execut
ing an operand call which addresses a
descriptor with a presence bit of zero.
Interrupt, procellor-orror - If a word ac
cessed in any part of the svstem is found
to contain incorrect check bits. or if an
error occurs in the addressing of a
memory location. processor-error inter
rupt occurs.
interrupt, procellor-Independent - An ex
ample of a processor-independent in
terrupt condItion is an i/o finished con
dition caused by the i/o hardware when
an i/o operation has been completed.
interrupt, progrom-orror - Program inter
rupts occur because of programmer er
rors such as an invalid operation.
interrupt progrom, ilo - The interrupt
program control approach requires a
smaller i/o overhead than that of pro
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grammed transfer. The i/o devices can
signal the microprocessor by an inter
rupt whenever they are ready to trans
mit or receive information. When infor
mation is received and identified. the
microprocessor interrupts its normal
program. stores its state and jumps to a
subroutine that allows it to perform the
transfer operation. Once the interrupt
has been serviced. the microprocessor
returns to the state at which it was inter
rupted or some other predetermined
state. and it resumes its normal opera
tion.
interrupt pro,rom tim_ut - Some sys
tems permit the user to set a limit on the
length of time the interrupt system may
be inhibited (selectable by jumpers
from 20 to 640 microseconds). Ifa pro
gram or a system fault inhibits inter
rupts bevond the limit. a noninhibitable
interrupt is generated for corrective
procedures. All features on a Memorv
Parity and Protect (MPP) option can be
independently enabled.
interrupt requelt li,nal- Refers to sig
nals to the computer that tem(>orarily
suspend the normal sequence of a rou
tine and transfer control to a special
routine. Operation can be resumed
from this point later. Ability to handle
interrupts is very useful in communica
tion and debugging where it allows the
microprocessor to use breakpoints and
to service many channels.
interrupt relponle time - The elapsed
time between interrupt and the start of
the interrupt-handling subroutine is
called the "response time." The differ
ence between the total time elapsed and
the actual execution time is referred to
as the "overhead." Both times should
be kept as low as possible.
Interrupt routine - A program that per
forms interrupt action to coordinate the
timing i/o with processing.
interrupt routine, tapo-drlver - S" tape
driver interrupt routine.
Interrupti and control lo,ic - The syn
chronization of input/output activities
and responses to real-time situations is
accomplished through interrupts. The
interrupt is a controf signal that may be
received from a peripheral subsystem
(external interrupt) or from the control
section of the central processor. Each
interrupt has a unique fixed address in
central store. These interrupt locations
are programmed to enter interrupt re

interrupts, automatic check

interrupts, mochine-check

sponse subroutines in the executive sys
tem.
interrupts, automatic check - Input/out
put interrupts occur upon successful
completion of an input/output opera
tion, if a programmer has specified an
input/output operation incorrectly, or if
a machine malfunction (such as a parity
error) occurrs in the path to or from the
input/output device. These interrupts
permit an automatic check of the status
of the operation and of any errors that
may have occurred, and initiation of an
error-recovery procedure when practi
cal. In the event of intermittent errors,
statistics can be kept and logged out be
tween jobs. This automatic checking as
provided by the "interrupt" technique
makes for highly efficient and accurate
programming.
interrupt, sconner - External devices are
continuously scanned for interrupt re
quests. A scanner counts through the
nonpriority external-device addresses
sequentially, asking if the addressed de
vice is requesting an interrupt. When an
interrupt request is found, the scanner
will stop at that address and attempt to
interrupt the computer program. This
feature (ED interrupt) is the important
invention which is the basis for real-time
computing time sharing.
interrupt schemes, time sharing - See time
sharing, interrupt schemes.
interrupts, error - Special interrupts are
provided in response to certain error
conditions within the central computer.
These may come as a result of a pro
gramming fault (e.g., illegal instruction,
arithmetic overflow), a store fault (par
ity error) or an executive system viola
tion (attempt to leave the locked-in
area, or VIolation of guard mode).
These faults have special mterrupt loca
tions in central store and are used by the
executive system to take remedial or ter
minating action when they are encoun
tered.
interrupt service routine - Refers to a spe
cial routine or program designed to
properly store away to the stack the
present status of the machine in order
to respond to an interrupt request, per
form the real work required by the inter
rupt, restore the saved status of the ma
chme, and then resume the operation of
the interrupted program.
interrupti, external - External interrupts
are caused by either an external deVICe

requiring attention (such as a .lgnal
from a communications device), console
switching, or by the timer going to zero.
interrupt signal - One of the more power
ful control signals governing the input
/output operations of the central com
puter and the perifheral subsystems is
the interrupt sIgna. This signal is used
to demand the immediate attention of
the central computer. It causes program
control to be switched to a special ad
dress connected with the event or cir
cumstances that initiated the interrupt.
Interrupts from external sources serve
primarily to synchronize the computer
program with the status of the subsys
tem units, and to indicate error condi
tions occurring within the peripheral
subsystems. Internal interrupts syn
chronize the computer program with
the termination of input/output trans
fers.
interrupts, internal and external- An in
terrupt is a special control signal which
diverts the "attention" of the computer
to "consider" an extraordinarv event or
set of circumstances; that is,' it causes
program control to be transferred to a
special subordinate which corresponds
to the "stimulus." Manv levels of con
trol can be exercised by the numerous
forms of interrupts provided. The inter
rupts from external sources serve pri
marily to synchronize the computer
program with the readiness of periph
eral devices, including other computers,
to transmit or receive data. Internal in
terrupts serve primarily to synchronize
the computer program with the termi
nation of input/output transfers and to
signal the occurrence of an error. An
interrupt causes the next instruction to
be procured from a fixed address corre
sponding to the interrupt source. This
fixed address serves as a subroutine en
trance by containing a return jump in
struction.
interrupti, mochine - Machine interrupts
occur because of a malfunction in the
processor. For these interrupts, the con
trol program may call in machine diag
noSl1C routines from the system librarv.
The current program may either be
ended with an abnormal end-of-pro
gram or restarted after the diagnostic
routines have been executed, and the
results stored for later analysis.
interrupts,
machine-check - Machine
check interrupts are caused by the ma
chine-checking circuits detectmg a ma
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chine error. The system is automatically
switched to a diagnostic procedure.
Intorrupt.,
lIIultiprogralllllllnl- Some
computers are equipped with a set of
control signals which are referred to as
interrupts. Whenever certain conditions
exist, a control signal will direct the cen
tral computer to execute the word (in
struction) at a specified address in cen
tral store. Each mterrupt is activated by
unique conditions and directs the com
puter to a correspondingly unique ad
dress in central store. The occurrence
of an interrupt terminates guard mode,
program lock-in, and central-store ad
dress assignments.
Intorruptl, optional - Set optional priority
interrupts.
intor~~t., optional priority - Set optional
pnonty mterrupts.
intorruptl, proco"or - Set processor in
terrupt.
intorrupts, .tandard - Various events can
lead to a program interrupt. Each inter
rupt is to a unique fixed memory ad
dress which is associated with the event
that caused it. Each external device has
an interrupt address which is equal to its
external-device address. An external
device may have more than one inter
rupt event, and each event may have its
own interrupt address. Interrupts may
occur only at the end of program in
structions. It is important to the pro
grammer that each type of interrupt re
sults in transfer of control to a different
memory address. This makes it un
necessary for the program to scan inter
rupt events to see what has happened. A
subroutine for each interrupt event may
be in memory.
intorruptl, luporvllor - Me supervisor in
terrupts.
Intorruptl, lupervllor-call- Supervisor
call interrupts are caused by the pro
gram issuing an instruction to turn over
control to the supervisor (the operating
system). The exact cause for the call is
shown in the old PSW (program status
word) (some computers).
Intorrupts, IYltolll_lI- System-call in
terrupts are programmed requests from
a processing program to the control
program for some action, such as initia
tion of an i/o operation.
Intorrupt IYltolll - Some processors fea
ture an interrupt system in which an in
terrupt source, whether internal or ex
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ternal, meets automatic and immediate
response. The interrupt source is prop
erly identified, and a change in program
sequence to service the interruption is
automatically executed.
Intorrupt, trapped progralll- Events can
cause the program of the computer to
be interrupted: (I) memory parity error,
(2) add overflow, (3) programmed i/o
channel, (4) operator, (5) external de
vice, (6) multilevel priority interrupts,
and (7) power failure. An interrupt trap
associated with each event may be set
under program control to either re
spond when the event occurs or to ig
nore it.
Intorrupt trillor Illnal- A signal that is
generated, either internal or external to
the CPU, to interrupt the normal se
quence of events in the central proces
sor.
Intorrupt vector - Refers to a two memory
location identification assigned to an in
terrupting device. It contains the start
ing address and the processor status
word for its service routine.
Intorrupt Voctarinl- Handling interrupts
in some systems is a problem of soft
ware polling. A polling sequence usu
ally has a corresponding program. Such
a polling approach is usually the lowest
cost alternative for identifying inter
rupts, but may in some instances be too
slow. For many applications, hardware
may be added to the system to achieve
priority encoding of the various inter
rupt requests. The encoded value of the
interrupt request can then be used as a
system address to transfer control to the
appropriate response routine. This is
referred to as "mterrupt vectoring."
Intorsodlon - I. The Boolean operator
that gives a truth table value of true only
when both of the variables connected by
the logical operator are true. 2. A logical
operator that has theJ>roperty that if P
is a statement and Q is a statement,
when P AND Q are true, both state
ments are true, and false if either is false
or both are false. Truth is normally ex
pressed by the value I; falsity by Q. 3.
The logical operation which makes use
ofthe AND operator or logical product.
intorsectlon late - Sa"" as gate, AND.
Intorval, Illnlflcant - A time interval dur
ing which a given significant condition
according to the code and th~ signal to
be transmitted is, or should be, tran~
mitted.

Intarval tllllar
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Interval tllllar- With the interval timer.
the control program provides the facil
ity to keep track of ume of day and to
interrupt periodically as required. More
than one interval can be controlled at
once. For example. a five-second inter
val between successive polling of a tele
processing line can be specified, and at
the same ume a two-minute limit on the
duration of a new program undergoing
test can be in effect.
Intarval, tlllle-writa - The determination
of the interval during machine opera
tion when outl?ut data is available for an
output operauon, i,e .• the net time ex
clusive of transmission which it takes to
perform an output operation such as
printing or writing on tape.
Intarval, unit - In a system using an
equal-length code. or m a system using
an isochronous modulation. the inter
vals of time. such as the theoretical du
ration of the significant intervals of a
telegraph modulation (or restitution),
are whole multiples of this interval.
Intarvantlon buHon - See button, emer
gency.
Intervantlon Iwlkh - See button. emer
gency.
Intarworel lap - Set gap. interword.
Interworel Ipace - Same as gap. interword.
Intralpadlva progralll - A self-monitor
ing program.
Inva,.lon - I. The operation of taking the
reciprocal of a value. that is. unity di
vided by the value. 2. In Boolean opera
tions. it is the same as NOT.
Invart - To change any logical. mathe
matical. or two-state value to its direct
opposite state.
Invarted fila - See file. inverted.
Invartar - Same as gate. NOT.
Invllllator - This type of equipment is
used to discern whether some pre
scribed condition is present. usually
within a predetermined time period. It
is often connected to a control unit, as
in process control equil?ment, to give an
alarm if the response lime of some ma
chinery or process has been exceeded
or interrupted.
1/0 - The abbreviation for input/output.
1/0 buffar - Permits data-word transfers
to and from memory to proceed without
main program attention. May be pro
grammed so that when i/o transfer is

complete. the computer generates an
internal interrupt.
1/0 bUI IInas - Parallel lines and control
logic are referred to collectively as the
i/o bus. They transfer information be
tween microprocessor and i/o devices.
The bus contains three types of lines:
data, device address, and command.
Data lines consist either of one bidirec
tional set or two unidirectional sets. In
the latter case, one set is used exclu
sively for inputting of data to the CPU
and the other for outputting of data. In
most cases the width of the bus-num
ber of lines-equals the word length of
the microprocessor.
1/0 bus structural- The i/o bus struc
tures employ several schemes. A radial
system is one of the simplest. but it Iim~
its the number of i/o units. A party-line
system reduces the number of lines
needed for a distributed system. The
latter system also comes in a daisy-chain
version. which connects devices serially.
lac - Abbreviation for input/output con
troller.
1/0 cobia - A wire bus or trunk connect
ing the various input or output devices
to the computer.
1/0 cobllnl- Some systems have card
frames (stand-alone or in the packaged
mini or microcomputer) that can be
chained together via a variable 16-line
(or more) flat ribbon i/o bus cable.
often up to 100 feet. Fifty-line ribbon
cables are available to connect control
ler cards to free-standing devices. Gen
erally no wire wrapping is relJ,uired.
since card frame chaming and deVice ca
bling is often done with simple plug-in
connectors. The result is convenient.
reliable and economical cabling for i/o.
1/0 channal- A central computer and its
connected terminals use the data com
munications network to interchange in
formation. The general facility of a com·
puter for transferring information
between itself and the outside world is
its input/output (i/o) channel. Particu·
lar devices are connected with a hard·
ware interface. In the case of a com·
munications
line.
the
modem
terminating the line must be interfaced
with the CPU.
110 cOllllllunlcatlonl modal- Some de·
vices have been designed to satisfy a
wide variety of input/output reqUire·
ments by providing three modes of i/o
operation: synchronous i/o-process.
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ing is suspended until the completion of
the i/o event; asynchronous i/o-an i/o
event is started, processing continues
until a user-defined point is reached,
and processing is then suspended until
the i/o event is completed; event-driven
i/o-an i/o event is started, processing
continues until the i/o event completes,
and processing is then interrupted to
service the completed i/o event.
ilo concurrent - Pertaining to terminals
that are capable of performing i/o tasks
such as communications to the host
computer, printing, and file manage
ment without halting ongoing data
entry operation.
ilo control lequence, lingle chip IYlteml
- On some systems the input-output
control sequence can be summed as fol
lows: bus request from the microproces
sor; request granted or denied-if de
nied, bus request remains active until
bus request is granted; address and ad
dress-valid strobe from the micro
processor; data valid and inputted or
outputted, as required.
10Cl- An abbreviation for input/output
control system.
ilo equipment - Equipment of the pe
ripheral nature which has a primary pur
pose of feeding input to the computer
and taking output from the computer.
110 hardware, lingle chip IYltem - On
some low-cos( systems i/o hardware has
the following characteristics: separate
serial-data input and output ports, two
sense inputs, direct interfacing to stan
dard memory parts, direct interfacing to
CMOS logic and memory, as examples.
110 Inltrudlon - Generally an instruction
that results in information being input
ted or outputted to or from a CPU.
110 Interface - Types of circuit modules
that adapt the signal requirements of
external equipment to those of a com
puter and vice versa.
110 interface control module - These mi
crocircuit modules handle all computer
inputs and outputs, with the number
and type determined by system applica
tions and the peripheral eqUipment
used. There is also provision to directly
connect an i/o interface with a memory
module, under program control, to
allow an efficient method of resolving
conflicts in memory access.
110 Interrupt (programmed 1/0 bUI)Some systems provide such interrupts
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lOr real time Clock, TTY ready, operator
interrupt, and external i/o (unlimited
number).
ilo line, dedicated - Processors with
dedicated i/o lines usually have special
instructions for manipulating bits, set
ting mask codes and even performing
operations directly on the bits in the
port. General-purpose processors usu
ally don't have any i/o port lines, but
there are many specially designed sup
port circuits available to provide both
serial and parallel i/o ports.
ilo modulel, lerial and parallel- Serial
and parallel i/o modules are generally
available for interfacing various proces
sor buses with external devices. These
modules simplify connection to periph
erals when and If required, and also fa
cilitate assembly of prototype systems
without penalizing later development of
customized interfaces.
iop (Inputloutput procellor) - A unit that
handles normal data input/output con
trol and sequencing.
ilo port - Refers to a connection to a
CPU that is designed and configured for
provision of data paths between the
CPU and the external devices, such as
keyboards, displays, readers, etc. An i/o
port of a microprocessor may ~e an
mput port or an output port, or It may
be bidirectional.
lor - Abbreviation for input/output reg
ister.
110 routinel, random-accell- Direct, se
rial, and random processing of drum
and disk files are provided by these rou
tines. Macroinstructions are available to
direct the input/output functions.
IPC - Abbreviation for industrial process
control.
IPL - I. Abbreviation for Information
Processing Language. 2. Abbreviati?n
for Initial Program Loader or Inltlahze
Program Load. This is the initialization
routme used in various intelligent con
trollers and some computers.
IPL (Initial Program Load) PROMOn some systems several optional auto
load PROMs are offered. Some are a
combined 256-word PROM for TrY/
PTR/CR/floppy disk/moving head
disk/head per track disk. This IPL
PROM mounts on the system console
interface module which contains a small
switch to select the desired autoload
routine.

IPL PROM routine.

iteration

PROM routin.. - Initial Program
Load PROM routines are bootstrap
loaders so the first block of data which
the user puts on his or her autoload
media is the standard loader, which the
IPL PROM loads into RAM on one
manufacturer's system console interface
module. The loader then proceeds to
load the full program.
IR - Refers to the instruction register that
holds the current instruction being de
coded and executed by the central
processor control section.
IRL - Abbreviation for information re
trieval language.
Irregularity .troke-edge - A term used in
optical character recognition referring
to the deviation ofany point on the edge
of a character from its stroke edge.
ISAM - Abbreviation for Indexed Se
quential Access Method. In sequentially
retrieving indexed records, the order of
record processing depends on the col
lating se<\uence of key values within the
index (pnmary or alternate) being used
for access. One system simply reads one
record via the first key in the index,
turns the corresponding data over to
the application program, then reads the
next record via the next key in the
index, and so on. Thus, sequential ac
cess is provided, even though the sys
tem is accessing the data in a physically
random order. This method ofretrieval
is commonly called the indexed sequen
tial access method (lSAM).
isochronous - Having a regular peri
odicity.

to form an item simplifies the manipula
tion of related data fields, and mini
mizes the number of instruction execu
tions required to move consecutive
fields within the main memory.
ite.., addition - An item that is to be
added at a specific place to an already
established file. Addition master item
would be the proper term if the file is a
master file.
Ite.. advance - A technique in the group
ing of records for operating successively
on different records in storage.
Ite .., data - Sometimes called a datum. A
specific member of a data set denoted
by a data element, for instance, Monday,
the name of a specific member of the set
of the days of a week. The week is the
data element, Monday the data item,
and 05 could be the data code.
Ite.. design - The set or collection of rec
ords or fields to compose an item as
delineated, or the sequence in which
fields are to be recorded; the type or
group of characters to be allocated to
each field.
ite.., ele..entary - In the COBOL sys
tem, a data item containing no subordi
nate terms.
Ite.., line - An item of data, in data proc
essing, that is on the same level as a
given set of items for a given ap{>lication
and which could logically be pnnted on
the same line on a printer page, for in
stance, stock number, item. quantity.
and cost.
ite.. nst, first - Same as indication, group.
ite.. separation sy..bol- A control sym
bol which indicates beginning of an
item.
ite.. size - I, The magnitude of an item.
usually expressed in numbers of words.
characters, or blocks. 2. The number of
characters in an item.
Iterate - To execute successivelv a series
of instructions. for instance. to execute
repeatedly a loop in a routine until some
condition is satisfied. An example would
be to square each value of N from one
to ten and accumulate the squared val
ues before exiting the loop and continu
ing with the program. This is usually
done wi,th a series of arithmetic or logi
cal operations on a digital computer.
iteration - I, A single cycle of operations
in a solution algorithm made up of a
number of such cycles. 2. The technique
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IPL

Isochronous ..odulatlon (or restitution)

- Modulation (or restitution) in which
the time interval separating any two sig
nificant instants is theoretically equal to
the unit interval or to a multiple of the
unit interval.

ISO (International Standards Organization) cade - Codes authorized bv the

ISO to represent alphabetic, numeric,
and special characters.
ite.. - I. A field or set of fields holding
related data or information that con
cerns an individual object, event, trans
action, or operation. 2. The word is
used in a similar sense to the word file
a,nd'means each. of the u~it organiza
tions of mformatlon of whICh the file is
comprised. 3. Consecutive fields can be
combined to form a larger unit of infor
mation called an item. Grouping fields

iterative

job-oriented terminal

of repeating a group of computer in
structions. 3. One repetition of such a
group.

different parameters and the use of the
same computing program.
iterative process - A process for calculat
ing a desired result by means of a re
peating cycle of operations that comes
closer and closer to the desired result;
e.g., the arithmetical square root of N
may be approximated by an iterative
process usmg additions, subtractions,
and divisions only.
Iverson notation - A special set of sym
bols developed by Dr. Kenneth Iverson
to describe the formal structure of com
puter languages. Used in APL.

iterative -

Describing a procedure or
process which repeatedly executes a se
ries of operations until some condition
is satisfied. An iterative procedure can
be implemented by a loop in a routine.

Iterative operation -

The standard, usual,
or automatic repetition of the solution,
for example, of a set of equations with
successive or changed combinations of
initial conditions, or simply the use of

J
jack panel - See control panel.
jargon - A vocabulary used by a specific

group of people but not generally nor
universally accepted in fields other than
the one in which it originated. The Jar
gon of the computer industry is col
loquially known as computerese.
JCL - Abbreviation for Job Control Lan
guage (IBM). A system which interprets
mstructions that are given to it by the
user and then processes them in order
to tell the central processor what to do
with the user's program. Used on batch
and time sharing systems.
jitter - I. Short-time instability of a sig
nal. The instability may be in either am
plitude or phase, or both. The term is
applied especially to signals reproduced
on the screen ofa cathode-ray tube. The
term "tracking jitters" is used to de
scribe minor variations in the pointing
of an automatic-tracking radar. 2. The
maximum peak-to-peak value of the
timing variations in synchronous data
expressed as a percentage of the ideal
bit period.
job control language - Specifies an envi
ronment in which ajob is to be run, and
optional output desired.
job control program - A program that is
called into storage to prepare each job
or step to be run. Some of its functions
are to assign i/o devices to certain sym
bolic names and set switches for pro
gram use.
job control, stacked - Under sequential
stacked job control, the jobs are per268

formed in the sequence in which they
are received by the system.
job control statements - Individual state
ments used to direct an operating svs
tem in its functions, as contrasted to in
formation needed to process a job but
not intended directly for the operating
system itself.
lob flow control-Job flow control in
cludes: i/o transition between jobs and
job segments, unit assignments, initial
loading and initialization when the com
puter is first turned on; control between
Jobs; and control over the type ofopera
tion mode, ranging from simple stacked
jobs through teleprocessing systems
performing concurrent operations.
job library - A concatenation of user
identified partitioned data sets used as
the primary source ofload modules for
a given job.
job management - Relates to specific
functions that are performed by special
programs such as job schedulers or
master schedulers in tandem or combi
nation.
lob management procedure - A proce
dure to provide the facilities for job sub
mission, resource allocation, job initia
tion, execution management, and job
termination. The number ofjobs active
is limited only by available resources
lob-oriented language - See language,
job-oriented.
job-oriented terminol - I. A terminal de
signed for a particular application. 2. A
terminal specially designed to receive

job output device

joystick

source data in an environment as
sociated with the job to be performed,
and capable of transmission to and from
the system of which it is a part.
job output device - A device assigned by
the operator for common use in record
ing output data for a series ofjobs.
job processing- The reading ofjob con
trol statements and data from an input
stream, the initiating of job steps
defined in the statements, and the WrIt
ing of system output messages.
job-processing control- The job-process
ing control is the portion of the control
program which starts job operations, as
signs input/output units, and performs
functions needed to proceed from one
job to another.
job processing, master file - The master
~Ie contains.the programs necessary for
Job processmg. The programs in the
master file are sectioned into four cate
gories: (I) input/output drivers, (2) sys
tem programs, (3) utility routines, (4)
library subroutines.
job-processing system - One monitor
system is composed of a series of indi
vidual programs that work together to
form a complete operating system.
Manuals describe the total monitor sys
te11,l. ,!,hey also co~tain a complete de
sCrIptIOn of the prImary ?perating sys
tem r~>Utmes-the momtor program,
executive program, system loader, sys
tem-preparation routine, and input
/output routines. The compiler, assem
blers, utility routines, and library
subroutines are described in the sense
in w~ich they are used as part of the
~onllor system. The complete descrip
tion of these routines is provided in sep
arate manuals. The words "monitor sys
tem,"
"operating
system,"
and
"system" are .used interchangeably in
manuals and refer to the monitor sys
tem (some systems).
job-program mode - In the job-program
mode, both read/~rite and jump-stor
~ge protectIOn IS m effect. Therefore,
Job programs are limited entirely to
tho~e areas assigned by the executive. If
the Job program reads, writes, orjumps
t~ an out-of-limits address, an interrupt
will return control to the executive for
remedial action. Read/jump protection
allows the executive to stop the pro
gram at the pomt of error, terminate it,
and provide diagnostic information to
the programmer, thereby minimizing

wasted time and smoothing the check
out process. A particular advantage of
read/jump protection is that programs
of a classified nature can be confidently
run together; they are fully protected
from audit (inadvertant or otherwise) bv
other programs.
.
job-request selection - The use of infor
mation contained in the job-request
schedule to select the next job to be
initiated. Selection is based on the pri
ority and precedence assigned to the
job, the sequence relationship of this
Job to other jobs with the same priority
and precedence, and the availability of
facilities required by the job.
job schedule -'- A control program that is
used to examine the input work queue
and to select the next job to be pro
cessed.
job scheduling, executive - Various exec
utive programs will sequence the load
ing and execution of programs as di
rected by the user via system commands
to the executive. Users can enter in
structions at the teletypewriter, or com
mands may be supplied with the user
program (as on cards placed at the be
ginning ofajob deck). The control pro
gram function controls input job
streams and system output, obtains in
put/output resources for jobs and job
steps, attaches tasks corresponding to
job steps, and otherwise regulates the
use of the computing system by jobs.
job statement control - Individual state
ments used to direct an operating sys
tem in its functions, as contrasted to m
formation needed to process a job, but
not intended directly for the operating
system itself.
job step - Ajob step consists of the exter
nal specifications for work that is to be
done as a task or set of tasks. It is also
used to denote the set of all tasks which
have their origin in a job step specifica
tion. A job stream consists of a set of
computer j?~S o~ j~b ~teps in an input
queue awaItmg miUatlon and process
ing.
join gate - Same as gate, OR.
joint denial gate - Same as gate, NOR.
JOSS

(johnnlac

open-shop

system) -

A time-sharing language developed by.
the Rand Corporation to make quick
calculations that were too complicated
for a calculator.
joystick - The stick or lever that can be
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jump

Kanlal City Standard, audio calleHe

tilted in various directions to control or
indicate direction of movement of cur
sors, game activities, and other move
ment or measurement.
jump - The jump is a departure from the
normal one-step incrementing of the
program counter. By forcing a new
value or address into the program
counter, the next instruction can be
fetched from an arbitrary location, ei
ther farther ahead or behind. A pro
gram jump can be used to go from the
main program to a subroutme, from a
subroutine back to the main program,
or from the end of a short routine back
to the beginning of the same routine to
form a loop. Alio see branch.
iump, conditional- See branch, condi
tional.
iump Inltruction - A computer instruction
causing a jump in the sequence of in
structions. See branch.
lump inltruction, conditional - Same as
branch, conditional.
jump inltructlon, conditional transfer 
See branch, conditional.
jump
inltructlon,
unconditional- See
branch, unconditional.
iump operation - The computer departs
from the regular sequence of instruc
tion executions and Jumps to another
routine or program, or even some
preceding or forward instructions to
alter control. repeat a process or loop.
etc.
jump to lubroutine inltructionl - Some
syste.ms offer specialjump instructio~s
that Jump to subroutmes and return via
addresses stored in the E register. This
method of return via a hardware regis
ter decreases subroutine and interrupt
overhead. Using a register also permits
subroutines to be executed in ROM.

lump, uncondltional- See branch, uncon
ditional.
junction hole - Same as control punch.
iunk - A slang expression that refers to
garbled or otherwise unintelligible se
quence of signals or other data. espe
CIally as received from a communica
tions channel, i.e .. hash or garbage.
jUltification - The act of adjusting. ar
ranging. or shifting digits to the left or
right to fit a prescribed pattern.
iUltified margin - Arrangement of data or
type printed on pages m a manner such
that the left or right end characters of
each horizontal line lie in the same col
umn.
jUltlfled, right hand - When a quantity in
storage or in a register has no zeros in
the low order (right hand) positions it is
considered right hand justified.
jUltlfy - 1. To adjust' exactly. as by spac
ing; to align a set of characters horizon
tally (or vertically) to right or left mar
gins. To develop exact format or
spacin~ in words, fields. items. or data
as deSigned by context of exact specifi
cations. 2. To move a data item so that
a particular part of the item assumes a
particular position relative to some ref
erence pomt in a storage medium; for
instance. to adjust the pnnt on a printed
page so that the left. nght. or both mar
gins are aligned; also to shift the item in
a register to {'osition specifically the
most or least Significant digit.
iUltlfy, right - To format a right margin
for the type on a printed pag~. ~ore
difficult and expensive than IeftJusufica
tion.
iuxtapolition - The positioning or plac
ing of items adjacent to each other or
side by side.

K
K-

A symbol which is equivalent to the
numeral 1024. For example, 8 K would
be equivalent to 8192.

Kanlal City Standard, audio colleHeEarly standardization has been of great
benefit to personal computing. A meet
ing of manufacturers and technical edi
tors in Kansas City produced the so270

called "Kansas City Standard" for
computer data encoding on standard
audio cassettes using standard cassette
recorders. The computer interface re
quired is simple and inexpensive. By
using audio cassettes. a hobbyist can
easily store long programs. such as a
BASIC interpreter. and load them into
his computer in less than 30 seconds.

Karnaugh map

If the data transfer rate of a cassette is
too slow, the computer hobbyist has his
choice of several floppy disk systems
that have been mated to the S-100 bus.
Karnaugh map - A tabular arrangement
which facilitates combination and elimi
nation of duplicate logical functions by
listing similar logical expressions.
KCS - An abbreviation for 1000 charac
ters per second. The generally accepted
measurement of data transmission
speed.
key - 1. A group of characters usually
forming a field, utilized in the identifica
tion or location of an item. 2. A marked
lever manually operated for copying a
character, e.g. typewriter' paper-tape
perforater, card punch manual key
board, digitizer or manual word genera
tor. 3. That part of a word, record, file,
etc., by which it is identified or con
trolled. 4. The field by which a file of
records is sorted into order, e.g. the key
for a file of employee records by a num
ber, department, or letter.
key, adivate - Same as button, initiate.
key, adual- A data item, in the COBOL
language, which can be used for a ma
chine address and which will express the
location of a record in a storage me
dium.
keyboard - A device for the encoding of
data by key depression, which causes
the generation of the selected code ele
ment.
keyboard and display control - Refers to
various systems that provide up to 64
key (and more) strobing, key debounce,
2-key rollover protection, multiple key
buffering, and character display buffers
with automatic segment/digit strobing.
keyboard, ANSI- The American Na
tional Standards Institute keyboard is a
typewriter-standard unit that offers a
choice of upper-case characters only or
upper-case and lower-case combined.
By contrast, the Data Communications
(ASR-33) keyboard offers only upper
case and some punched-tape control
functions.
keyboard, ASR type (automatic sendreeeive) - This is modeled after the

standardized teletypewriter unit, a 33
compatible alphanumeric device. The
control characters are used for special
functions such as moving the cursor or
shifting the keyboard into a mode for
defining or calling symbols.

keyboord fundion keys
keyboard classes -

Keyboards fall into
two basic types-alphanumeric and nu
meric. Alphanumeric keyboards are
used for word processing, text process
ing. data processing. and teleprocess
ing. Numeric-only keyboards are used
on Touc~-Tone telephones. accounting
machines and calculators. The Touch
Tone telephone has come into signifi
cant use as a calculator and data mput
and voice output device.
keyboard, companion - An auxiliary key
board device which is usually located
remotely from the main unit.
keyboard
components
layout - Most
available keyboards incorporate single
contact switches followed by an encoder
to eliminate the effect of noise and
switch bounce and convert the key clo
sures into ASCII. There are two types of
key arrangements, typewriter and data
entry. The latter, a calculator-style al
phabetic arrangement and numenc key
pad, provides greater speed and lower
error rates for nontypists. For users who
touch-type long text messages, the typ
ing layout proves superior. Tn either sys
tem, be sure key tops are dished inward
to home the typist s fingers.
keyboard computer - A computer, the
input of which employs a keyboard, pos
siJ)ly an electric typewriter.
keyboard contad bounce - The momen
tary (and decreasing) rebounds occur
ring between two contact surfaces sud
denly thrust together before they attain
firm closure. As a switch rating, bounce
is stated as a time interval required for
reaching firm closure after the initial
closure.
keyboard control keys - On most crt ter
minals, control keys move and control
the cursor, switch the terminal from one
application to another, switch the com
munication disciplines, and cause the
performance of other functions.
keyboard features - Keyboards are the
part of the terminal that interfaces with
the operator; they should be designed
in a manner that makes the operator as
comfortable and efficient as possible.
The most important design features are
layout, N-key rollover, edit keys, func
tion keys, numeric pad, and control
keys.
keyboard fundlon keys - Many suppliers
offer terminal function keys that make it
possible to strike one or two keys to call
out strings of characters and formats,
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k.yboard Inquiry

k.ypad, num.rlc

Courtesy DatagraphiX, Inc.

Kevboard labels.

send a unique distinct code to the com
puter which may represent any amount
of data, and to conveniently activate the
terminal peripherals.
k.yboard Inquiry - Interrogation of pro
gram progress, storage contents, or
other information by keyboard maneuv
ering.
k.yboard lab.ll- Generally, labels can
be placed on special keys to identify us
er-defined escaJ>e and other sequences
called up by inClividual keys.
k.ybaard lockout - An interlock feature
that prevents sending from the key
board while the tape transmitter or an
other station is sending on the circuit.
k.yboard lend/recelv. I.t (KSR) 
A combination transmitter and receiver
with transmission capability from key
board only.
k.y, carrl.... r••tor. - A button which re
turns the printer carriage to the start
position.
k.y-drlv.n - Any device for translating
information into machine-sensible
form, which requires an operator to de
press a key for each character, is said to
be key-driven.
k.y.d I.qu.ntlal ace... m.thod (KSAM)
- A file structure and a group oflibrary
routines which together allow users to
directly read records from a file base on
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content of key fields, or in sequential
order, based on the ordering oCkey field
contents.
k.y, Ind.x - As regards indexing, a field
within an entry that is used to locate the
entry. For example, surnames are the
key field for the entries of a telephone
directory.
k.ylng .rror, rat. of - Ratio of number of
alphabetic signals incorrectly transmit
ted to the number of alphabetic signals
of the message.
k.y, Inltlat. - See button, initiate.
k.y, load - A control key, or similar man
ual device, which is used to input data or
instructions into a computer or control
system.
k.y, malor - The most significant key in a
record.
k.ypad - A small keyboard or section of
a keyboard containing a smaller number
of keys, generally those used on simple
calculators. These 10, 12, or 16-key
units are often the simplest input de
vices to microcomputers or function as
an extension of ASCII keyboards to per
mit more extensive computational capa
bility.
k.ypad, num.rlc - On some systems this
is used in alternate-keypad mode. Nu
meral, decimal point, and enter keys
transmit unique escape sequences, dis

keypunch

kludge

tinguishing them from alphanumeric
keys.
keypunch - I. A special device to record
information in cards or tape by punch
ing holes in the cards or tape to repre
sent letters, digits, and special charac
ters. 2. To operate a device for
punching holes In cards or tape.
keypunch and verifier operator - Em
ployees who operate numerical and al
phabetical keypunch and verifying ma
chines to transcribe routine or easily
identified data from various documents
onto punched cards.
key, lingle cycle - A push button on
printers, which causes an additional line
to be printed despite an end-of-form in
dication.
.
key, Iymbollc - In COBOL, contrast with
actual key.
keytape - A device used to record data
directly onto magnetic tape. Consists of
a tape drive, keyboard, control and logic
circuitry, and occasionally other input
devices such as adding machines or
paper tape readers.
key, tape load - A specific control push
button which causes the first tape unit to
read and transfer data into internal stor
age until the interrecord gap is sensed,
at which time the internal storage is
read for the first instruction.
key-verify - To use the punch-card ma
chine known as a verifier, which has a
keyboard to make sure that the informa
tion supposed to be punched in a punch
card has actually been properly
punched. The machIne signals when the
punched hole and the depressed key
dIsagree.
keyword - Refers to the word in a high
level language statement line that
defines the pnmary type of operation to
be performed.

keyword I - The most informative words
in a title or document which describe
the content of that document; the sig
nificant words.
kilo - A prefix meaning one thousand. Its
abbreVIation is K; e.g., 8K means 8000.
In computer use it may also refer to the
power of two closest to a number; e.g.,
4K word memory is actually 4096
words.
kllobaudl- New and higher capacity data
channels. For special applicattons, some
data channels capable of 20 kilo bauds
have been placed in service.
kilobit - One thousand binary digits.
kilomega - A prefix meaning one billion;
e.g., a kilomegacy'c1e means one billion
cycles (same as ~llIicycle and g~g~cycl~),
and a ktlomeg:abtt m'eans one bllhon bits
(same as bilhbit).
kilomegablt - One thousand million bi
nary digits or one billion binary digits,
such as a one-billion-bit storage device.
kit, breadboard - In general, a collection
of parts and sockets, and full instruc
tions, designed for insertion into a
breadboard. These usually come with
an assortment of sockets for custom cir
cuitry. A number of circuit kits are avail
able which allow the user to add special
functions to the modular microcom
puter system. Such kits are available for
Interfacing to ASCII keyboards, to 8-bit
parallel TTL input/output sources, to
the ASR33, and to other makes of print
ers.
kit, malar IYltem - A major system kit is
a complete stand-alone system for writ
ing, debugging, and executing pro
grams on one of the major microproces
sors. Unlike other microcomputer
systems, these kits include not only the
processor and memory but have com
plete sets oflow cost peripherals. These
standard systems come WIth an alphanu
meric crt display, an ASCII keyboard,
and two cassette tape units. Many also
incorporate a number of other features,
the most significant being universal sys
tem buses which allow memory and pe
ripherals to be used as the basis of mi
crocomputer systems using many types
of processors with both 8- and 16-bit
processors accommodated by simply
plugging in a new CPU module. Such
kits become a development tool for the
new microprocessor.
kludge - A computer mimic or humorous
term indicating the black box or com
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keyword-In-context

index

(KWIC) -

The keyword-in-context index lists
available programs arranged alphabeti
cally by the keywords in the program
titles. There is an index entry for each
significant keyword in the title. Certain
words are not accepted as indexing
words but will be printed as part of the
title.
A KWIC index is prepared by high
lighting each keyword of the title in the
context of words on either side of it and
aligning the keywords of all titles al
phabettcally in a vertical column.

KSAM

language, algorithmic

KSR - Abbreviation for Keyboard Send
IReceive. A combination teletypewriter
transmitter and receiver with transmis
sion capability from keyboard only.
KWIC - Abbreviation for Key Word In
Context.

puter. A kludge is slang for. or repre
sentation of. an endearment of the pet
computer. i.e.• "our kludge."

KSAM - Abbreviation for Keyed Sequen
tial Access Method.

L
label - I. A set of symbols used to iden
tify or describe an item. record. mes
sage. or file. Occasionally it may be the
same as the address in storage. 2. To
assign a symbol. acronym. or word. as a
means of identification. to a body of
data. tape. card deck. block. etc.; to cre
ate a specialized associated record or
filing "handle."
label, file - A set of alphanumeric charac
ters that uniquely identifies the contents
of a particular roll of magnetic tape or a
portIon of magnetic tape. The fire label
IS written on magnetic tape as a block
which contains the file name. reel num
ber. date written. and date expired.
label, interior - A label accompanying the
data it identifies. As in the case of mag
netic tape. the interior labels are usually
read by the computer under the control
of a program.
label, operational- Tape files are iden
tified. as far as the operator is con
cerned. by means of an operational
label.
label record - A record used to identify
the contents of a file or reel of magnetic
tape.
labels, future - Future labels are labels
which are referenced by the program
mer in the operand field of a statement
and have not been defined previously.
Since an address cannot be assigned to
this reference. the label is put into a
symbol table as an unassigned label. ac
companied by the address of the com
mand which referenced it.
labels, tab - Those particular labels
which are part of a continuous form and
thus can feed through a tabulator or
printer. After printing. the labels can be
detached and affixed to a product. enve
lope. etc.
label, tape - A tape label consists of two
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blocks. The first block is an installation
tape number which should be assigned
on introducing a new reel of tape into
the system. This number never changes.
The second block identifies the infor
mation which will follow on the tape and
contains dating information that will be
used by speCial programs to further
identify the tape. and to protect infor
mation from being destroyed prema
turely.
label, trailer - The end-of-tape file record
that lists summary information concern
ing that file.
language - A defined set of characters
that is used to form symbols. words.
etc.. and the rules for combining these
into meaningful communications. e.g.•
English. French. ALGOL. FORTRAN.
COBOL. etc.
language, absolute - Same as machine
language.
language, algebraic - A language which
uses symbols and letters. both Greek
and English. to express relations. varia
bles. constants. parameters. operators.
operands. and mathematical or logical
relations. Each algebra has its own set of
rules and is designed to delineate situa
lions. relations. operations. and equali
ties and inequalities.
language, algorithmic - An arithmetic
language by which numerical proce
dures may be precisely presented to a
computer in a standard form. The lan
guage is intended not only as a means of
directly presenting any numerical pro
cedure to any suitable computer for
which a compiler exists. but also as a
means of communicating numerical
procedures among individuals.
The language itself is the result of in
ternational cooperation to obtain a
standardized algorithmic language. The

language, artificial

language listing, symbollc-as..mbly

International Algebraic Language is the
forerunner of ALGOL.
language, artificial - A language specifi
cally designed for ease of communica
tion in a particular area of endeavor, but
one that is not yet natural to that area.
This is contrasted with a natural lan
guage which has evolved through long
usage.
language, command - A source language
which is usually structured with
procedural instructions. Such a lan
guage has capabilities of causing the ex
ecution of many functions, most of
which are basic or used repetitively.
language, common - A language or mac
rocode which can be read or written by
many different machines or by various
groups of users.

tween the computer and the user. For
example, BASIC is one of the more
common conversational languages.
language converter - A data-processing
device designed to change one form of
data, i.e., microfilm, strip chart, etc.,
into another (punch card, paper tape,
etc.).
language, FORTRAN - See FORTRAN.
language, higher order - A computer
programming language that is less de
pendent on the limitations of a specific
computer, for instance, pseudolan
guages; problem oriented languages;
languages common to most computer
systems, such as ALGOL, FORTRAN,
and COBOL; and the assembly lan
guages.

language,

common

business-oriented -

A specific language by which business
data-processing procedures may be pre
cisely described m a standard form. The
language is intended not only as a
means for directly presenting any busi
ness program to any suitable computer
for which a compiler exists, but also as
a means of communicating such proce
dures among individuals. (Synonymous
with COBOL.)
language, common machine - A machine
sensible information representation
which is common to a related group of
data-processing machines.
language, common (OCR) - Universally
acceptable language for optical charac
ter readers (OCR) approved by most
manufacturers and which usually in
cludes commonly accepted character
shapes.
language, computer-dependent - Same as
language, machine-oriented.
language, computer-oriented - A related
term for a programming language re
quiring a low degree of translation.
Such programs usually run very effi
ciently on a related computer but
require very extensive translation or
compiling on another variety of com
puter.
language, computer-sensitive - A com
puter programming language which is
dependent totally or in some part upon
the type of machine that is to execute
programs written in the language.
language, conversational - A language
utilizing a near-English character set
which facilitates communication be-

Language,

International

The forerunner
breviated IAL.

Algebraic -

of ALGOL.

Ab

language Interpreter -

A general term for
any processor, assembler, or other rou
tine that accepts statements in one lan
guage and produces equivalent state
ments in another language. (Illustration
page 276.)
language, Interpretive - A special pro
gram writing language which translates
and executes each source language ex
pression serially, i.e., before translating
and executing the following one, much
as an interpreter of languages or
speeches might do.
language, lob-orlented - Specific types of
programming languages which are
means of communicating instructions to
equipment by using terms distin~tly
pertment to the area or type of Job
which is being processed.
language list, assembly - A listing that
contains the symbolic instructions
equivalent to the binary-code output of
the compiler. This assembly-output list
ing is useful as a debugging aid. By in
cluding certain pseudo-operation codes
in in-line assembly language, the assem
bly-language output can be assembled
by the assembler (if output is obtained
on either cards, paper tape, or magnetic
tape). This will allow modification of
programs at the assembly-language
level.
language

listing,

symbollc-as..mbly -

This binary output program of the com
piler is optional at compile time. The
listing contains the symbolic instruc
tions equivalent to the binary-code out
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language, object

put of the compiler. This assembly lan
guage output listing is useful as a
debugging aid. By including certain
pseudo-operation codes in "in-line"
assembly language, the assembly lan
guage output can be assembled by the
assembler (if output is obtained on ei
ther cards, paper tape, or magnetic
tape). This will allow modification of
programs at the assembly language
level.
language, list-processing - A language
developed by symbol maniI;>ulation
used in construction of compliers, in
simulations, etc.
language, low-level - A language close to
the machine code of a computer, whose
instructions usually bear a one-to-one
relationship with machine code.
language, machine - Information re
corded in a form that may be made
available to a computer; e.g. punched
paper tape may contain information
available to a machine, whereas the
same information in the form of printed
characters on a page is not available to
a machine.
language, machlne.independent - A pro
gramming language which is not wntten
for application or use with any specific
computer system or class of computers.

Such languages are usually problem
oriented and widely accepted, such as
FORTRAN, COBOL, ALGOL, etc.
language, machine-ariented - A system
for expressing information that is intel
ligible to a specific machine; e.g., a com
puter or class of computers. Such a lan
guage may include instructions that
define and direct machine operations,
and information to be recorded or acted
upon by these machine operations.
language, meta - A formal language
which uses special symbols to descnbe
the syntax of computer languages. for
example, Backus normal form.
language, native - A communica.tion la.n
guage or coding between machme umts
or modules which is peculiar to or us
able for a particular class or brand of
equipment.
language, natural- A language whose
rules reflect and describe current usage
rather than prescribed usage.
language, object - A lang~age 'Yhich is
the output of an automatic codmg rou
tine. Usually object language and ma
chine language are the same; ~owe,:er,
a series of steps m an automatic codmg
system may involve the object language
of one step serving as a source language
for the next step, and so forth.

SOURCE
PROGRAM

OBJECT
PROGRAM

TRANSLATION
PROGRAM

MACHINE
INSTRUCTIONS
AND
ADDRESSES

ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE

MACHINE ---I.--------IIH.~
LANGUAGE
I
I
I

Language interpreter.
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language, original
language, original language, problem -

See language, source.
Same as language,

problem-oriented.

language, problem-oriented -

A machine
independent language where one needs
only to state the problem, not the how
of solution. (Contrasted with proce
dure-oriented language.)
language, procedure-oriented - A ma
chine-independent language which de
scribes how the process of solving the
problem is to be carried out, e.g., FOR
TRAN. (Contrasted with problem-ori
ented language.)
language, program - A language, not a
machine language, which IS used to ex
press computer programs such as as
sembly, symbolic machine, macroas
sembly, procedure-oriented, problem
oriented, algebraic, string-manipula
tion, multipurpose, list processing, etc.
language, programming - A specific lan
guage used to prepare computer pro
grams.
language, pseudo - See language, artifi
cial.
language rules- Rules basically designed
to: prevent the programmer from mak
ing nonsensical or disallowed state
ments of computer operations and to
allow a "shorthand" for commonlv
made code sequences.
'
languages, list processing - Specific lan
guages developed by symbol manipula
tion and used primarily as research
tools rather than for production pro
gramming. Most have proved valuable
m construction of compilers and in sim
ulation of human problem solving.
language, source - The original form in
which a program is prepared prior to
processing by the machine.
languages, time sharing - See time shar
ing languages.
languages, user-oriented (time sharing)

- See time sharing user oriented lan
guages.
language, symbolic - The discipline that
treats formal logic by means of a formal
ized artificial language or symbolic cal
culus, whose purpose is to avoid the am
biguities and logical inadequacies of
natural languages. Advantages of the
symbolic method are greater exactness
of formulation, and power to deal with
complex material.
language, synthetic - A pseudocode or

latency

symbolic language. A fabricated lan
guage.
language, target - The language into
which some other language is to be
properly translated.
language translation - The translation of
information from one language to an
other.
language translator - I. A program used
to convert a language to equivalent
statements in another computer lan
guage, usually for a different computer.
2. A routine which aids in the perform
ance of natural language translations
such as French to English. 3. Any assem
bler or compiling program which brings
forth same or equivalent output from
human-readable statements.
large-scale integration - The accumula
tion of a large number of circuits (say
1000 to 10,000) on a single chip of semi
conductor. Characteristic of many CPU
circuits and memories introduced since
1970.
laser - Acronym for Light Amplification
bv Stimulation of Emission of Radia
tion. An amplifier and generator of co
herent energy in the optical, or light,
region of the spectrum. Sometimes
caned an optical maser.
laser COM - Laser Computer Output Mi
crofilm. Pertaining to products that
combine laser and dry-film technologies
to cause the laser to write directly on
microfilm to produce instantaneous mi
crographic storage without intermedi
ate steps.
latch - A device or circuit that maintains
an assumed position or condition until
it is reset to Its former state by external
means.
latch, bistable - A type of flip-flop that
can be enabled to store a logical one or
a logical zero. One bistable latch de
vice IS commonly used in memory and
register circuits for the storage of each
bit.
latching - Arrangement whereby a circuit
is held in position, e.g., in read-out
equipment, until previous operating cir
cuits are ready to change this circuit.
Also called locking.
latency - In a serial storage device, the
time required to locate the first bit (or
character) in a particular storage loca
tion. Access time for such a device in
cludes latency plus the time to read out
or write in a complete word.
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latency code, minimum

left justified

Same as mml
mum-access code.
latency time - 1. The time lag between
the completion of instruction staticizing
and the initiation of the movement of
data from its storage location. 2. The
rotational delay time from a disk file or
a drum file.
latest start d~tes, PERT - Used in estimat
ing the completion date of a particular
task. Each job is arranged to start as late
as possible so that the entire task is
completed on the required date.
layout - The overall plan or design, such
as schematics, flowcharts. diagrams, for
mat for card columns or fields, outline
of the procedure. makeup of a book or
document,etc.
layout character - See character, layout.
layout, data - See data layout.
layout, record - See record layout.
LCD - Abbreviation for Liquid-Crystal
Display. A liquid-crystal display consists
of a thin sandwich, or cell. of two glass
plates with sealed edges. containing
nematic liquid-crystal material. Trans
parent electrodes are deposited on the
mner surfaces of the glass plate in the
shape or shapes of the segments and
areas that form the display. When volt
age is applied to the front and back elec
trodes. the molecular orientation of the
Iiquid~rystal material between them is
altered. modifying the amount of light
that can pass through it.
LDM - Abbreviation
for Line-Driver
Modem.
LDRI- Abbreviation for Low Data-Rate
Input.
LDT - Abbreviation for Logic Design
Translator.
leader - I. A record that precedes a
group of detail records. giving informa
tion about the group not present in the
detail records, e.g.• beginning of batch
17.2. An unused or blank length of tape
at the beginning of a reel of tape
preceding the start of the recorded data.
leader record - A specific record contain
ing the description of information con
tamed in a classification or group ofrec
ords, which follow this initial document.
leading control - A title or short defini
tion of a control group of records which
appears in front of each such group.
leapfrog teat - A program designed to
discover computer malfunctions. It is
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characterized by performing a series of
arithmetical or logical operations on
one group of storage locations. trans
ferring itself to another group of stor
age locations. checking the correctness
of the transfer, and beginning the series
of operations all over again.
learning, computer - That process by
which computers modify programs ac
cording to their own memory or experi
ence, i.e., changes oflogic paths. param
eter values. An example is the now
famous chess-playing computer. In
process-control, an analog computer
can alter its parameters by a continuous
process according to temperatures or
other gauge reports it receives. Exam
ples are adaptive autopilots for aircraft.
which explore different alternatives.
learning, machine - The capability of a
device to improve its performance
based on its past performance.
learning program - See program. learn
ing.

latency code, minimum -

leased circuit data transmillion service
- A service whereby a circuit (or cir

cuits) of the public data network is made
available to a user or group of users for
their exclusive use. Where only two data
circuit-terminating equipments are in
volved. it is known as a point-to-point
facility; where more than two are in
volved, it is known as a multipoint facil
ity.
least frequently used memory - Ab
breviated LFU memory. When informa
tion must be read into main memory,
other already resident information must
be overwritten. Several algorithms may
be used to decide which page or seg
ment of memory is to be overwritten.
The LFU algorithm replaces the area
which is being or has been accessed the
least.
least recently used memory - An algo
rithm for determining which page or
segment of main memory is to be over
wntten based on the length of time
since the last access to that memory. Ab
breviated LRU memory.
least significant character - The character
in the rightmost position in a number or
a word.
least significant digit - The significant
digit contributing the smallest quantity
to the value of a numeral.
left justified - Data is left justified when
the left-hand digit or character (or its

left jUltify

level, overload

sign) occupies the left-hand position of
the space allotted for that data.
left jUltify - To format a left margin for
the type on a printed page. Typewriters
produce left Justified copy.
leg - A course or path taken in a routine
from one branch point to the next.
legal retrieval - See retrieval, legal.
length - The number of bits or other
characters in a word.
length, block - The total number of rec
ords, words, or characters contained in
one block.
length, double - Pertaining to twice the
normal length of a unit of data or a stor
age device m a given computing system;
e.g., a double-length register would
have the capacity to store twice as much
data as a single-length or normal regis
ter; a double-length word would have
twice the number of characters or digits
as a normal or single-length word.
length, field - The physical extent of a
field. On a punch card it refers to the
num.ber of ~olumns. On a tape it refers
to bit posmons.
length, fixed - See fixed length.
length, gap - The dimension of the gap
of a head measured from one pole face
to the other. In longitudinal recording,
the gap length can be defined as the
dimension of the gap in the direction of
tape travel.
length, Interrecard gap - The length of
the unused recording area between rec
ords written by the unit.
length, record - The number of charac
ters necessary to contain all the infor
mation in a record.
length, regilter - The number of digits,
characters, or bits that a register can
store.
length, .trlng- The number of records in
a string.
length, variable - The number of charac
ters which may be available in a particu
lar storage location or data element.
Since it IS variable, it is possible that
each successive block may have a differ
ent, varying number of words, but the
word packmg density usually remains
constant.
length, word - See word length.
leHer - One ofa set of symbols combined
to represent written words.
leHer code - In the Baudot code, the

function that causes machines to shift to
lower case. This code is used to "rub
out" errors in tape, as it is made up of
intelligence pulses in each of the five
channels, and causes receiving ma
chines to print nothing.
leHer .hlft - A function performed by a
teleprinter, when initiated by the let
ters-shift character, that causes the ma
chine to shift from upper case to lower
case.
level- I. A COBOL term indicating the
status of one data item relative to an
other; indicates whether one item in
cludes subsequent ones or whether, as
reflected in the numbering scheme
which must follow certain rules, data
items are independent of each other. 2.
The number of bits in each character of
an information coding system. 3. The
number of discrete signal elements
which can be transmitted in a given
modulation scheme.
level, adivity - The value taken by a
structural variable in an intermediate or
final solution to a programming prob
lem.
level, addressing - See addressing level.
level, circuit noi.e - The circuit noise
level at any point in a transmission sys
tem is the ratio of the circuit noise at
that point to some arbitrary amount of
circuit noise chosen as a reference.
This ratio is usually expressed in deci
bels above reference noise, abbreviated
dBm, signifying the reading of a circuit
noise meter, or in adjusted decibels, ab
breviated dBa, signifying circuit noise
meter reading adjusted to represent in
under
specified
terfering
effect
conditions.
level, data - See data level.
level, graphetic - An example is a charac
ter, either handwritten or printed, usu
ally then capable ofbeing copied, repro
duced, transmitted, or mampulated by
an ordered set of pulses. It is said to be
a representation at a graphetic level.
level indicator - In the COBOL system, a
symbol or level-number used in a data
division entry to indicate level. For ex
ample, FD is a level indicator.
level-number - A numeric level indicator.
level of addressing- See address, indi
rect.
level, overload - The operating limit of a
system, component, etc.; that point at
which operation ceases to be satisfac
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levels, source language

library, program

tory as a result ofsignal distortion, over
heating, damage, etc.
levels, source language - Especially in
ALGOL several levels of source lan
guages are noted. Provisions are made
for the use of reference level, several
publication levels, and many hardware
levels.
level status blocks - See level status regis
ter.
level status regllter - In some systems,
level registers are replicated on each
priority level and are also called level
status blocks (LSB). The LSB contains
the execution time essence of a task and
is available to the program in execution.
lexeme - The written word, particle, or
stern that denotes the meanmg.
lexicon - A vocabulary, not necessarily in
alphabetical order, with definitions or
explanations for all terms.
LFU - See least frequently used memory.
librarian - A program that creates, main
tains, and makes available the collection
of programs, routines, and data that
make up an operating system. Librarian
functions may include system genera
tion and system editing.
librarian, magnetic-tap. - Arranges the
installation program in acceptable for
mats on the library tape. While the li
brarian provides the information
needed by the system supervisor to au
tomatically manipulate the running of
one program after the other, features
within the librarian allow the program
mer to control the sequence in which
the program will be run.
librarian program - The librarian-pro
gram portion of the control function
provides maintenance of library pro
grams used as part of the operating sys
tem. The library may be stored on a sm
gle secondary storage unit, or it may be
distributed over several different stor
age units. In either case, the librarian
program keeps this library up to date by
addmg, deleting, and modifying as re
quired. User-written application pro
grams can be incorporated into the li
brary along with subroutines, the
control program itself, compilers, sort
/merge, and utility programs.
library - I. A collection of documents for
study or reference. 2. Groups of proven
or standard routines, or parts of rou
tines, used to solve problems with or
without further modification to adapt to

particular individual provisions; most
often stored in symbohc coding or com
piler programs and subdivided into var
IOUS volumes according to type of arith
metic or computational technique used.
library, COBOL - A COBOL library
processor is available to store and re
trieve data and procedure division de
scriptions, and it provides dynamic
dumps of specified data areas to facili
tate program checkout.
library, eledronic - A general-purpose li
brary system in which the user sits at a
computer terminal and calls for viewing
on a crt of any author, title, or subject in
the card catalog, or any page of any
book in the library.
library faciliti.s - A basic library of gen
eral-purpose software is furnished by
manufacturers to perform common
jobs; to this the user can add his own
often-used programs and routines. Pro
grams in the library can be conveniently
assembled into an object program by
the use of macroinstructions.
library fli. editor - Some systems use a
library file editor that lets users combine
compIler or assembler output to form
binary libraries. The result is a set of
central, updatable program libraries
that eliminate program duplication.
library, input/output - Relieves the pro
grammer of having to be familiar with
the functional and instructional differ
ences among the peripherals.
library, lob - One or several partitioned
data sets used as the primary source of
object programs for a definite job and a
source of runable programs from which
all or most of the necessary programs
for a given job will be selected.
library, macro - An assemblage of pre
pared and specialized but unparticula
rized programs, which are located in
mass storage and which may be selec
tively found by an assembler which
reads them, particularizes them by re
placing general parameters with specific
parameters, and incorporates them into
programs.
library, obled pragram - See library, pro
gram.
library, program - An assemblage or or
ganized set of computer programs, rou
tines, or common or speCIfically de
signed software, i.e., catarog of program
titles, abstracts, etc., reels of magnetic
tapes or cabinets of punched cards,
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limited

tapes containing various programs or
routines, source or object programs
classified for intelligence or retrieval,
etc.
library programming - A distinct pro
gram to form an assemblage or to re
trieve from or input to a library, instead
of one written for a particular job. It is
a program which may be caIled simply
by reference to an index of library pro
gram names.
library, routine - 1. An ordered set or col
lection of standard and proven routines
and subroutines, usually stored in rela
tive or symbolic coding, by which prob
lems and parts of problems may be
solved. (A library may be subdivided
into various volumes, such as f1oating
decimal, double-precision, or complex,
according to the type of arithmetic em
ployed by the subroutines.) 2. A
checked-out routine which may be in
corporated into a larger routine and is
mamtained in a library as an aid to pro
grammers. 3. A routine for building and
maintaining a library of special pro
grams and subroutines. It is capable of
mserting, deleting, changing, or replac
ing routines in the library. With this
routine, the library may be altered at
will to conform to individual customer
requirements.
library, lubroutine - A set ofstandard and
proven subrout~nes which is kept on file
for use at any time.
library tapel - Library tapes will have
tape labels, skip records, and CM's
(control marks) exactly as outlined for
data tapes. However, the programs
themselves must be stored on magnetic
tape according to a panicular format.
Library tapes may contain two types of
intermixed formats-standard format
(running programs as set up by the li
brarian), and <lebugging format (this in
cludes check data as well as the pro
grams to be checked). Various CM's are
used in this intermixing of formats.
library tracks - Tracks used to store ref
erence data, such as titles, key words,
document numbers, etc., on tapes,
drums, disks, or mass storage devices.
library, Uler - A basic library of general
purpose software is furnished by manu
facturers to perform common jobs; to
this the user can add his own often-used
programs and routines. Programs in the
library can be conveniently assembled

into an object program by the use of
macroinstructions.
LIFO - Acronym for Last In First Out. I.
Refers to push-down-stack procedures;
a buffer procedure. 2. A queue disci
pline wherein the newest entry in a
queue or file is the first to be removed.
IIght-A - A control-panel light which
monitors the A-register and SIgnals par
ity check errors.
IIght-B - A control-panel light which
monitors the B-register and signals par
ity check errors.
light, check - A control-panel indicator
light which indicates parity errors or
arithmetic overflow conditions.
light gun - See light pen.
light, logic - See logic light.
light pen - I. A hand-held light-sensing
device that detects the crt beam when
pointed toward a portion of the screen.
Routines are proVIded to allow the user
to point the light pen at objects or in
structions on tbe screen for identifica
tion or control purposes. In addition, a
facility may be provided for light-pen
tracking, which aIlows the user to point
at a tracking object displayed on the
screen and move it rapIdly anywhere
across the screen. 2. A hand-held reader
for bar-code labels and tags.
light pen aHentlon - An interruption gen
erated by a light pen when it senses fight
on the screen of a crt display device.
light, ready - An indicator light on the
display panel which, when on, indicates
that a piece of equipment is ready for
operatIOn.
light stability - In optical character rec
ognition (OCR), the resistance to
diange of color of the image when ex
posed to radiant energy.
light, Itorage - The light on a control
console panel which indicates that a par
ity check error has occurred on a charac
ter as it was read into storage.
light, tape - A light usually found on the
control console which indicates an error
during the read or write cycle.
light, thermal - A display signal which is
visible to machine operators when inter
nal equipment temperature is higher
than a designed level.
1IIIIIt check - See check, limit.
limited - A word often attached to an
other word or term to indicate the par
ticular machine activity that needs the
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linear programming (transportation)

most time, e.g., tape-limited, input
limited, computer-limited, etc.
limited, c_puter - See computer limited.
limited, computer (sorting) - A sort pro
gram in which the execution time of the
Internal instructions determines the
elapsed time required to sort.
limited, input - The time that the central
processing unit waits for delivery of
mput items. This restricts the speed of
the operation.
limited, input/output - On buffered com
puters, a section of a routine in which
the time required for computation is ex
ceeded by tbe time required for input
/output operations.
limited, output - The speed restriction on
a process or on equipment which causes
other operations to await the comple
tion of an output operation. This causes
other equipment to have idle time.
limited, printer - The restrictions on a
process due to the slowness or inade
quacy of the printing equipment. Other
operations must awaIt the completion of
tlie printing unit.
limited, tape - Just as some computers
are limited to the slower speeds of cards
for adequate performance, others are
bound or limited in performance speeds
by the time required for reading, writ
ing, or punching tapes. When comput
ers execute various types of business or
large batch data processing, and much
of the time is used in moving tapes, the
computer or processor must walt and is
said to be tape limited.
limiter - A device that reduces the power
of an electrical signal when it exceeds a
specified value. The amount of reduc
tion or compression increases with an
increase of the input power.
limit, priority - The upper bound to the
priority list for dispatcbing or designing
a priority rating to various tasks or sub
tasks, i.e., active, inactive, top priority,
lowest priority, or batch processing.
limits, hlgh-low - The maximum and
minimum values of data expected.
These values are used to check the pro
gram and results.
limits, _nnlng- The action of compar
ing input variables against either pre
stored or calculated high and/or low
limits to determine ifan alarm condition
is present.
linear equation - An eguation whose left
hand side and right-liand side are both

linear functions of the variables. Such
an equation can always be put in the
form f(x, y, z, ...)=c, where fis a linear
function and c is a constant.
linear programming- 1. A technique used
in mathematics and operations research
to find a best solution for a certain type
of problem; e.g., to determine the ratio
of quantities to mix, blend, select, etc.,
for an optimum mixture. Sometimes
called optimum programming and
mathematical programming. 2. The
analysis of proolems in which the linear
function of a number of variables is to
be maximized (or minimized) when
those variables are subject to a number
of constraints in the form of linear
inequalities, or the solution of these
problems. 3. A technique of mathemat
ICS and operations research for solving
certain kinds of problems involving
many variables, where a best value or set
of best values is to be found. This tech
nique is not to be confused with com
puter programmin~, although problems
using the techmque may be pro
grammed on a computer. Linear pro
gramming is most likely to be feasible
when the quantity to be optimized,
sometimes called the objective function,
can be stated as a mathematical expres
sion in terms of the various activities
within the system, and when this expres
sion is simply I?roportional to the mea
sure of the aCtivities, i.e., is linear, and
when all the restrictions are also linear.
linear programming (product ..Ix) 
Given a set of raw materials with given
characteristics and a given set of market
prices for finished products, linear pro
gramming will indIcate how these raw
materials should be combined to pro
duce the highest possible profits for the
company. Blending of gasoline is an ex
ample of this type of application.
linear progra....lng, resource allocation
- Linear pro~mming (LP) is a mathe
matical techmque in which the best allo
cation of limited resources may be de
termined by manipulation of a series of
linear equations. Each factor in the
problem is evaluated against all other
factors in relation to the long-range
goals, yielding optimum paths of action
for management consideration.
linear programming (transportation) 
Given a large number of warehouses
with limited capacities and a large num
ber of distributers with known de
mands, linear programming enables the
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design of a shipping schedule that will
mimmize total costs.
linoar loarch - A symbol table search that
examines each Item starting with the
first item and proceeding sequentially.
linear lolodlon - One of the methods of
selecting memory or input-output de
vices that dedicates one address line per
c~ip selection. This results in overlap
pmg memory. noncontiguous memory.
linear unit - A device which follows the
rules of mathematical linearity. i.e .. in
which the change in output due to a
change in input is proportional to the
magnitude of that change and does not
depend on the values of the other in
puts. i.e .. adders. scalers. and integrat
mg amplifiers. whereas multipliers and
function generators are often designed
as nonlinear.
lino-I- Same as index register.
lino, charodor lpoclnl re.....nce - See
character-spacing reference line.
IIno, code - A single instruction. usually
written on one lme in a code for a spe
cific computer. to solve a problem. This
instruction is usually stored as a whole
in the program register of the computer
while It is executed. and it may contain
one or more addresses of registers or
storage locations in the computer where
numbers or machine words are to be
obtained or sent. and one or more oper
ations to be executed. (Synonymous
with program line.)
lIne canclltlonlnl - The process by which
the telephone company maintains the
quality of a specific. privately leased line
to a certain standard of permissible
delay distortion and signal attenuation.
AT&T has two types ofconditioning re
ferred to as C and D. There are five
categories of C conditiQning (Cl
throul{h C5) and two categories of D
conditioning (Dl and D2). C condition
ing attempts to equalize the drop in sig
nal voltage and envelope delay for all
frequencIes transmitted; D conditioning
controls the signal-to-noise ratio and
harmonic distortion. Both may be used
on the same communication channel.
IIno, cantroI- Set control line.
lino-control block - Abbreviated LCB. An
area of main storage containing control
data for operations on a line. The LCB
can be divided into several groups of
fields; most of these groups can be Iden
tified as generalized control blocks.

llno-control

procedurel - Information
transmitted over a communication line
contains both data and control charac
ters. Line-control procedures. which in
crease transmission efficiency by estab
lishing rules of protocol between
transmitter and receiver. include ASCII.
SDLC. and BSC disciplines. BSC (Bi
nary Synchronous Control) and SDLC
(Synchronous Data Link Control) are
the industry standards for synchronous
transmission. For asynchronous trans
mission. ASCIIlrocedures are the in
dustry standar . Line-control proce
dures are generally implemented in
software. but the choice of a particular
line-control procedure depends on the
hardware and transmission technique
required.
lino control unit - A multiplier or line con
trol computer-a special-purpose com
puter for controlling input and output
from communication lines when these
lines are not directly accessed to the
computer.
IIno, dolay - A device capable of retard
ing a pulse of energy between input and
output. based on the properties of
materials. circuit parameters. or me
chanical devices. Examples of delay
lines are material media such as mer
cury. in which sonic patterns may be
propagated in time; lumped-constant
electrical lines; coaxial cables; transmis
sion lines; and recirculating magnetic
drum loops.
line, dolay, reglltor - See register. delay
line.
IIno dllclplino - Procedures that act to ad
just the operating parameters of trans
mission systems to achieve correct or
desired line control; includes considera
tions of contention. polling, queuing
priority. etc.
lino dlltortlon - As data in the form of
analog signals is sent down a line be
tween modems, it suffers from the
effects of envelope delay and amplitude
distortion. Signals of different frequen
cies are delayed or attenuated by differ
ing amounts as they are transmitted. To
compensate for these effects. two tech
niques are employ~: .line conditioning
and modem equahzatlon.
line drlvora - Same as bus drivers, output.
line editor progrom - A program that allows additions, deletions, and correc
tions to be made to the text on a line by
line basis.

line, end of

line., .eled

line, end of - A machine code character
which indicates the end or termination
of a group of records.
line interface - In order for a computer to
communicate over a particular fine and
with a particular terminal or another
computer, the computer manufacturer
must provide a communications inter
face to handle that specific line-terminal
or line-computer combination. The line
interface provides a way for the remote
device (terminal or computer) to talk to
the host computer site. It usually con
forms to ASCII code and diSCIpline,
meets the electrical and logical require
ments of the Electronic Industries Asso
ciation (EIA) RS-232 standard, and con
nects to a modem or acoustic coupler at
speeds between I 10 and 9600 bits per
second.
line item - An item of data, in data proc
essing, that is on the same level as a
given set of items for a given application
and which could logically be pnnted on
the same line on a printed page; for in
stance, stock number, item, quantity,
and cost.
line keys, crt system - Keys for such func
tions as double space, print (to activate
the printer), stop (to deactivate the prin
ter), read (to display stored text), recall
(to retrieve text from the "save" area of
the diskette), save (to save a portion of
text for later retrieval), store (to store
text to diskette), line end (to eliminate
text to the right of the cursor up to a full
line), line enter (to spread text open or
move text down for better framing), and
page end (to clear the screen from the
cursor position to the end of the dis
played text).
line mlsregl.tratlon - The improper or
unacceptable appearance of a line of
characters or numerals in optical char
acter recognition, usually so gauged on
or with respect to the real or Imaginary
horizontal base line.
line nol.e - Noise originating in a trans
mission line.
line printer - A printing device which
prints an entire Ime of data at a time and
then advances to the next line. Such
printers normally use rotating drums or
chains on which the desired characters
are engraved. Line printers operate
much faster than cliaracter-at-a-time
printers. They are normally associated
with computers or medium to high
speed terminal services.
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line printing- Printing one line of charac
ters across a page, i.e. 100 or more
characters simultaneously, as continu
ous paper advances line by line in one
direction past type bars or a type cylin
der that contains all characters m all po
sitions.
line protocol- Line protocol is a set of
rules for controlling the sequence of
transmissions on a synchronous line.
These rules explain bIdding for a line,
methods for positive and negative ac
knowledgements, requests for retrans
missions, receiver and transmitter time
out constraints, and other controls
necessary for the orderly flow of mes
sage blocks from one terminal to an
other.
line .kew - A type of line misregistration,
in which a string of characters to be read
by an optical character reader appears
in a uniformly slanted or skewed condi
tion with respect to a real or imaginary
base line.
line., .eled - The core memory circuits
on various equipment which carry se
lecting coincident pulses. These pulses
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Line printer.

line status

LISP

select the core position which is to be
used in the ensuing operation.
line status- The status of a communica
tion line, such as receive, transmit, or
control.
line, voice-grade - The common com
munications line used in normal tele
phone communications. It is an essen
tial part of most communications
systems involving computers and data
transmission. A typical voice-grade line
has a bandwidth of up to 3000 hertz.
link - 1. That part of a subprogram that
connects it with the main program. 2. A
process to gather or unite two or more
separately written, assembled, or com
piled programs or routines into various
single operational entities, i.e., to com
plete linkage. Some computer systems
have special programs called linkage
editors to correct address components
into symbols or to perform relocation to
avoid overlapping.
linkable program - A program with extra
information in the object module which
defines internal and external symbols.
The loader uses this information to con
nect, or link, external references to in
ternal symbols.
linkage - 1. Specific instructions that are
related to the entry and re-entry of
closed subroutines. 2. The instructions
which connect one program to another,
providing continuity of execution be
tween the programs.
linkage, communications - Common-car
rier equipment provided by such com
panies as American Telephone and Tel
egraph, Western Union, and American
Cable and Radio provide high-speed
communication facilities for two-way
transmission of data between the cen
tral computer site and remotely located
input/output units. Transactions origi
nating at these remote points are con
veyed along linkage wires directly to the
computer where they are immediately
evaluated and processed. Then the re
sult is returned to the originator and
other appropriate distant points. The
whole transaction is handled in a matter
of seconds.
linkage editor - A standard service rou
tine to convert outputs of assemblers or
compilers to forms which can be loaded
and executed by combining separately
developed object modules, or incor
porating all or parts of previously proc
essed load modules into a new load

module. The linkage editor also re
places or inserts control sections, cre
ates overlay facilities, or resolves sym
bolic cross references between various
input modules. Usually linkage editors
are run before programs are ready for
load in OS, DOS, or TOS operatIons,
i.e., disk and tape operating systems.
linkage macroinstruction - See macroin
struction, linkage.
link bit - A specific one-bit diagnostic
register which contains an indicator for
overflow from the accumulator, and
usually other registers, and which can
be tested under program control.
link, communication - The physical means
of connecting one locatIOn to another
for the purpose of transmitting informa
tion.
link control - An agreed procedure on
how message data passes between the
terminal and the processor and which
ensures message integrity by including
an error-control discipline.
link control procedure - A procedure by
which data is transferred in an orderlv
and accurate manner over a communi'
cations link. Abbreviated LCP.
link, data - Equipment that permits the
transmission of information in data for
mat.
linked sequential file - A file that has an
access interface identical to that used
for the various sequential devices (mag
netic tape, line printer, card reader,
etc.). Consistency between sequential
device and disk is achieved With the
linked sequential file.
linked subroutine - Same as subroutine,
closed.
link group - Consists of those links which
employ the same multiplex equipments.
linking loader - A loader used to link
compiled/assembled programs, rou
tines, and subroutines and transform
the results into tasks.
linking loader executive - An executive
program that connects different pro
gram segments so they may be run in
the computer as one unit.
linking, program - See program linking.
link overflow - See overflow, link.
LISP - Acronym for LISt Processing. An
interpretive language, developed for
manipulation of symbolic strings of
recursive data, i.e., used to develop
higher-level languages.
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nit

load

nst - I. A string of items written in a
meaningful format that designates
quantities to be transmitted for Input
/output. 2. An individual series of SImi
lar items, as the names of cities and the
current popUlation of each, i.e., a one
dimensional array of numbers. 3. To
print every relevant item of input data.
lilt, alsembly - A printed list that is the
byproduct of an assembly procedure. It
lists in logical instruction sequence all
details of a routine, showing the coded
and symbolic location next to the actual
nota lions established by the assembly
procedure. This listing IS highly useful
In the debugging of a routine.
nit, chained - A set of items each of which
contains an identifier for the next item
in a particular order, but such order
does not have any particular relation to
the order in which they are stored.
nit, command - A sequence of steps, gen
erated by the CPU, pertaining to the
performance of an i/o operation.
lilt, first Itom - Same as indication, group.
lilt, Indoxod - A FORTRAN instruction
in read and write statements to form
special indexed arrays.
liitin., allombly-Ian.ua.o - This binary
output program of the compiler is op
tional at compile time. The listing con
tains
the
symbolic
instructions
equivalent to the binary-code output of
the compiler. This assembly-output list
ing is useful as a debugging aid. By in
cluding certain pseudo-operation codes
in in-line assembly language, the assem
bly-language output can be assembled
by the assembler (if output is obtained
on either cards, paper tape, or magnetic
tape). This will allow modification of
programs at the assembly-language
level.
IIltln., proof - Set proof listing.
IIltln., lolactlvo - The output printing of
data which needs various sets of prede
termined criteria.
lilt, _mory-mar - The memory map is a
listing of al variable names, array
names, and constants used by the pro
gram with their relative address assIgn
ments. The listing will include all sub
routines called and the last location
when called (some systems).
lilt, polling - See polling list.
lI.t proceliin. - A specific technique for
programming, using list structures to
organize storage. Computer storage is

organized into many lists or structures
of data items, each with a symbolic
name, a leader, starting record, and
number of entries.
lilt proco..in. languag.I - Srecific lan
guages developed by symbo manipula
tion and used primarily as research
tools rather than for production pro
gramming. Most have proved valuable
In construction of compilers and in sim
ulation of problem solving. Other uses
have been generalized and verification
of mathematical proofs, pattern recog
nition, information retrieval, algebraIC
manipulation, heuristic programming,
and exploration of new programming
languages.
lilt procolling program - A particular
type of program called EULER is an ex
tension of ALGOL 60 and has specific
list processing capabilities.
lilt, punch-down - A list of items where
the last item entered is the first item of
the list, and the relative position of the
other items is pushed back one.
lilt, pUlh-down - Same as list, punch
down.
lilt, pUlh-up - A list of items where each
item is entered at the end of the list, and
the other items maintain their same rel
ative position in the list.
lilt Itructur. - A specific set of data items
combined because each element con
tains the address of the successor item
or element, i.e., a predecessor item or
element. Such lists grow in size accord
ing to the limits of fixed storage capac
ity, and it is relatively simple to insert or
delete data items anywhere in a list
structure.
IItoral- A word, number, or symbol
which names, describes, or defines itself
and not something else that it might
represent.
llteraturo HOrch - A systematic and ex
haustive search for published material
on a specific subject, and usually the
preparation of abstracts on that mate
rial.
IIvo koyboard - A keyboard that lets
users interact with the system while a
Pl'ogram is running to examine or
change program vanables or perform
keyboard calculations.
I_d - To enter or add to the internal
storage of a computer various informa
tion from auxiliary, intermediate, or ex
ternal storage.
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load-and-go
load-ond-go - A computer operation and
compiling technique in which the pseu
do-language is directly converted to ma
chine language and the program run
without an output machine-language
program being created.
load cards - The punched cards which
contain the program instructions and
the constant values.
loader - A program required on practi
cally all systems that loads the user's
program along with required system
routines into the central processor for
execution; used on time-sharing. real
time, and batch systems. Loaders trans
fer the object code from some external
medium (tape or disk) into RAM. Link
ing loaders can. in addition, string diff
erent program modules together, and a
relocation feature permits loading into
different address blocks, as they are as
signed by the translator. Obviously. in
thiS case, loader and translator must be
able to communicate.
loader, automatic - A loader program
often implemented in a speCial ROM
(read-only memory) that allows loading
of binary paper tapes or the first record
or sector of a mass-storage device. The
program is equivalent to a bootstrap
loader plus a binary loader. When an
automatic loader is installed, it is sel
dom necessary to key in a bootstrap pro
gram to load the binary loader.
loader, binary - A program used to load
a binary format. such as those produced
by the binary-dump program, the link
editor, or an assembler, Into memory.
loader, bootstrap - See bootstrap loader.
loader, bootstrap (microproce..or) 
Enables users to enter data or a pro
gram into the RAMs from a teletype
writer, paper tape, or keyboard, and ex
ecute the program from the RAMs.
Often consists of a PROM that plugs
into the phototyping board.
loader (FORTRAN) - The FORTRAN
loader is a two-pass relocating loader
that can load separately compiled pro
grams into storage and complete the
linkages between them.
loader, initial program - The procedure
that causes the initial part of an operat
ing system or other program to be
loaded such that the program can then
proceed under its own control. Contrast
with bootstrap. Abbreviated IPL.
loader program. - Programs that take in-

loader type.

formation being entered into the com
puter or coming from external memory
and transfer it into the internal memory
of the computer. They also help keep
track of where the information is in
memory.
loaders and linkage editon (microproce.son) - Loaders and linkage editors
perform a number of services for the
programmer. Generally they take ma
chine code or object code as input,
along with possible programmer com
mands, and produce the desired "mem
ory image." Their characteristics are in
fluenced by the available translators and
the machine architecture. Relocating
loaders are needed with assemblers that
can generate relocatable object code.
Linkage editors are needed when the as
sembly language allows for reference
across object modules. If separately as
sembled (or compiled) subroutines are
allowed. subroutme linkages must be
accomplished. Loaders can be consid
ered a form of translator.
loader, .y.tem - The system loader loads
binary object programs output from
compilations and assemblies mto com
puter memory. The system loader is ca
pable of loadmg binary main programs,
binary subprograms, library subrou
tines, and input/output drivers. The
linkage between these programs is per
formed automatically during loading.
The system loader loads input/output
drivers from the specified logical equip
ment for a program and performs all
linkages within the monitor. Programs
may be loaded from cards, paper tape,
or from the master file. Intermixed pro
grams may be loaded in part of each of
these devices in one load operation.
The loader is resident in upper com
puter memory and is capable of overlay
mg itself in part with library subrou
tines. Common data-storage areas are
placed in the loader area to allow com
plete overlay of the loader. Thus, a
program may use all of computer mem
ory. No memory storage is losl be
cause of the size of the loader (some
systems).
loader type. - A number of microcom
puter loaders are available to complete
various coding processes. Many types
can be stored in ROMs. Assembled pro
grams are often loaded into read-only
memory. They can also be loaded into
RAMs, m which case a bootstrap type is
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often used. A relocating loader auto
matically adjusts program addresses
and loads the resulting instructions.
Some loaders have linking capability
that lets users employ routines with un
dt;fined labels. These types supply the
mlssmg c,ross-references between sepa
rate routmes.
load facility - The hardware facility de
signed to allow program loading.
loading, block - A technique for program
loading in which the control or other
sections of the program or program
s~gm<:nt are lo~ded mto adjacent posi
tions m the mam memory.
loading, boatltrap - 1. A particular rou
tine plac~d in storage for the purpose of
readmg mto s~orage another program,
routme, or various data. 2. A single sub
program that loads a complete object
program.
loading, dynamic program - The loading
of a program module or routine into
main memory through reference to it by
a loaded executing program.
loading errar - The error found in the
output of the computer which came
about as a result of a change in value of
the load which was supplied.
loading, Input - Amount ofload imposed
upo~ the sources supplying signals to
the mput.
loading, Initial program - See program
loading, initial.
loadlng-I_tlon mllule erron - A load
ing-location specification was made but
no load or execute was specified; the
loading location specified was not
within the available range of memory;
the loading location is assigned as the
first available location.
10a~lng proce~ure - System. object, and
hbrary routmes are loaded in a similar
manner. A program may have a fixed
origin or may be relocatable. Fixed ori
K!nlrograms are loaded into the spec
lfie memory address. Programs are
relocated by a base address initially set
by the executive routine. After the main
program has been loaded, any library
subroutines or equipment drivers called
will then be loaded. When all the neces
sary routines are in memory, the loader
returns to the job processor.
loading, program - See program loading.
loading routine (boatltrap) - 1. A devel
oped routine placed in storage for the
purpose of reading into storage another

program, routine. or various data. 2. A
single subprogram that loads a com
plete object program.
loading routine, program - The proce
dure for inserting instructions and the
constant values of the program into the
computer.
load key - See key, load.
load key, tape - See key, tape load.
load mode - In load mode, data transmis
sion is such that data delimiters are car
ried along with the data transmitted, as
in contrast with move mode.
load on call - When a program is too
large to fit into core memory of the cen
tral processing unit, sometimes it can be
segmented so that some subprograms
reside on the disk, to be loaded into
core on call.
load point - The preset point at which
magnetic tape IS initially positioned
under the read/write head to start read
ing or writing
load Iharlng- Computers placed in tan
dem (duplexing or triplexing) to share
the peak-period load of a system.
local- In some systems, a mode in which
data entered from the keyboard is dis
played on the screen but is not transmit
ted on the communications line.
LOCAL - Acronym for Load On CALI.
local format Itorage - A method by which
frequently used formats can be stored at
a terminal controller instead of being
repeatedly sent down the communica
tions line.
local forms control- Abbreviated LFC. A
system for off-line data-entry operations
by diskette storage of fixed formats and
data at the local site.
local loap - The service provided by the
common carrier to connect a customer's
location to a central office. This always
includes the circuit and some circuit ter
mination equipment, but may also in
clude input/output equipment. Some
times referred to as subscriber station.
I_I mode - The state of a data terminal
equipment that cannot accept incoming
calls or data because it is engaged in
some internal activity.
local lide - Data-terminal connections to
input/output devices.
I_I validation and arlthm..lc - A data
reliability function which acts to ensure
that entered data' is error-free by the
time it reaches the host computer. A va
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riety of edit checks and arithmetic oper
ations identify bad entries and verify to
tals, freeing the application program of
error processing and the communica
tions line of error messages. Control
records indicating the appropriate
checks for each field in a format may be
stored in buffer memory or on diskette
or disk at the terminal controller.
local variable - A variable whose name is
known only to the subprogram to which
it belongs.
locate - A tape is searched for the first
occurrence of specific information.
location - A place in main memory or
auxiliary storage where a unit of data
may be stored or retrieved.
location, bit - A stora~e position on a re
cord capable of stonng one bit.
location counter - Same as register, con
trol.
location, effedlve byte - The actual stor
age location pointed to by the effective
vIrtual address of a byte addressing in
struction.
location, effedlve double-word - The ac
tual storage location pointed to by the
effective virtual address of a double
word addressing instruction.
location, effedlve half-word - The stor
age location pointed to by the effective
vIrtual address of a half-word address
ing instruction.
location, effedlve word - The storag-e lo
cation pointed to by the effective vIrtual
a.ddress of a word-addressing instruc
tIon.
location Identifier - See identifier, loca
tion.
location, memory - A position in a com
puter storage device.
location, run - A routine which locates
the correct run on a program tape,
whether initiated by another routine or
manually.
location., proteded - Locations reserved
for special purposes, and in which data
cannot be stored without undergoing a
screening procedure to establish suit
ability for storage therein.
location, Itorage - A storage position
holding one computer word, usually
desiS!1ated by a specific address or a
speCIfic register.
locking elcape - See escape, locking.
locking Ihlft chorader - See character,
locking shift.

lock, memory write - A p-bit write-protect
field optionally provided for each 512
word page of core memory addresses
(some computers).
lockout - A portion of the buffer cycle in
which the logic or arithmetic unit must
cease operatIon or neither will be able
to communicate with the memory unit.
lockout, keyboard - An interlock feature
that prevents sending from the key
board while the tape transmitter or an
other station is sending on the same cir
cuit.
lockout module - An electronic circuit
that prevents keying of more than one
keyboard output signal at a time. When
two or more keys are depressed simul
taneously, it either accepts only the first
signal registered or prevents entry of all
signals and transmits an error signal to
warn the operator.
lockout, write - In various time-sharing
computers, a lockout prevents all pro
grams (usually) from writing to any par
tIcular portion of a store, but still allows
unimpeded reading of that part of stor
age by all concurrent programs.
lock-up table - A method of controlling
the location to which ajump or transfer
is made. It is used especially when there
are a large number of alternatives, as in
function evaluation in scientific compu
tations.
log - I. A record of everything pertinent
to a machine run, including iaentifica
tion of the machine run, record of alter
ation, switch settings, identification of
input and outEut tapes, cory of manual
key-ins, identIfication of al stops, and a
record ofaction taken on all stops. 2. To
print or record one or more values. The
values might be the instantaneous val
ues of input variables, or averaged or
calculated values.
logarithm - The logarithm of a number is
the eXJ:>onent indicating the power to
which It is necessary to raise a given
number, called the base, to produce the
original number.
logger - A device that automatically re
cords physical processes with respect to
time.
loggerl, Iy.tem utilization - A program
or a device that collects statistical infor
mation about how the system is operat
ing.
logging, failure - An automatic proce
dure whereby the maintenance section
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of the monitor, acting on machine
check interrupts (immediately following
error detection), records the system
state. This log is an aid in diagnosing
intermittent errors.
logging, interrupt - See interrupt logging.
logic - I. The science that deals with the
canons and criteria of validity in
thought and demonstration; the sCience
of the formal principles of reasoning. 2.
The basic principles and applications of
truth tables, the relationships of propo
sitions, the interconnection of on-off
circuit elements, etc., for mathematical
computation in a computer;
logical AND - Same as gate, AND.
logical capabilities, FORTRAN IV - See
FORTRAN IV logical capabilities.
logical comparison - The act of compar
ing A and B. The result of the execution
of such an operation is I, or yes, if A is
the same as B, and 0, or no, if A is not
the same as B (or vice versa).
logical connectives - The operators or
words, such as AND, OR, OR ELSE, IF
THEN, NEITHER NOR, and EXCEPT,
that make new statements from given
statements and also have the property
that the truth or falsitv of the new state
ments can be calculated from the truth
or falsity of the given statements and the
logical meaning of the operator.
logical data independence - The quality
of a data-base environment that allows
the conceptual or logical (as opposed to
physical) structure of the data to be
changed without affecting the programs
that manipulate data that is not
changed.
logical decision - I. The choice or ability
to choose between alternatives. Basi
cally this amounts to an ability to answer
yes or no with respect to certain funda
mental questions mvolving equality and
relative magnitude; e.g., in an inventory
application, it is necessary to determine
whether or not there has been an issue
of a given stock item. 2. The operation
of selecting alternative paths of flow de
pending on intermediate program data.
logical design - I. The logic of the sys
tem, machine, or network. 2. Computer
design from the viewpoint of data flow
withm the computer without considera
tion of the hardware.
logical diagram - A diagram representing
logical elements and their interconnec
tions without construction or engineer
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ing details. The graphic representation
of the logic elements and their relations
in a computer. The graphic presenta
tion of logic processes which are to be
performed in a distinct order to achieve
a solution.
logical element - The smallest building
block in a computer or data processing
system that can be represented by logi
cal operators in an appropriate system
of symbolic logic. Typical logical ele
ments are the AND gate and the OR
gate; they can be represented as opera
tors in a suitable symbolic logic.
logical expressions - Same as logic ex
pressions.
logical file - I. A data set that is com
posed of one or more logical open rec
ords. 2. A data file that has been de
scribed to the disk or tape operating
systems through the use of a file-defim
tion (DTF) macroinstruction. Note that
a data file is described to the operating
system through a different defining
method. Operating system publications
refer to a data file described in this diff
erent manner as a data set.
logical flowchart - A detailed solution of
the work order in terms of the logic, or
built-in operations and characteristics,
of a specific machine. Concise symbolic
notation is used to represent the infor
mation and describe the input, output,
arithmetic, and logical operations in
volved. The chart indicates types of op
erations by use of a standard set of block
symbols. A coding process normally fol
lows the logical flowchart.
logical group instructions - A group of in
structions that usually includes AND,
OR, exclusive-OR, compare, and rotate
or complement data in registers or in
memory.
logical IF - A FORTRAN IV statement
will execute when the logical expression
is true, or will bypass the statement if it
is false.
logical instruction - An instruction that
carries out a logical operation, such as
AND, OR, NOR.
.
logical multiply - See AND.
logical number - The number assigned to
a peripheral unit during autoload or sys
tem generation time. This number can
be altered whenever convenient, in con
trast to a physical unit number.
logical operation - An operation in which
a decision affecting the future sequence

101lcoi operations

logic eord

of instructions is automatically made by
the computer. The decision is based
upon comparisons between all or some
of the characters in an arithmetic regis
ter, and their counterparts in any other
register on a less than, equal to, or
greater than basis; or, between certain
characters on arithmetic registers and
built-in standards. Also, a shifting oper
ation in which the digits dropped off
one end of a word are returned to the
other in circular fashion. Operations on
a word on a character-by-character basis
without regard for other characters as in
logical OR operations.
101leol oporotionl - The comparing. se
lecting. making references. matching.
sorting. merging. etc.. where in essence
Is and Os (corresponding to yes's and
no's) constitute the elements being ope
rated on.
101leol operotor - A mathematical symbol
that represents a mathematical process
to be performed on an associated ope
rand. 1n FORTRAN IV, an operation
which acts on one or two logical varia
bles or logical expressions. Such opera
tors are AND. the logical product. OR,
the logical sum, and NOT, the logical
complement.
101lcoi OR Inltrudlonl - Specific Boolean
logic operations performed between
specified registers on a bit-by-bit basis.
A logic I is left in the results register if
any bit in any bit position ofeither regis
ter is a logic I.
logical produd - Same as gate. AND.
logical record - A record whose scope. di
rection, or length is governed by the
specific nature of the information or
data which it contains instead of by
some feature or limitation of the storage
device that holds it. Such records differ
in size from the physical records in
which they are contained. Physical rec
ords might be limited to a 400-character
physical record size (example. an airline
standard). but many logical records
might require fewer or more than the
limit.
101lcal relation - In assembler program
ming. a logical term in which two ex
pressions are separated by a relational
operator. The relational operators are
EQ. CE, CT, LE, LT, and NE.
101lcal Ihlft - See shift, circular.
logleol lum - See sum, logical.

Iolicalswitch - An electronic device used
for directing input cards to one of a
number of outputs.
101lcal Iymbol - I. A sign used as an op
erator to denote the particular opera
tion to be performed on the assoCiated
variables. 2. A symbol used to graph
ically represent a logical element.
101lcal tracinl- Tracing as performed
only on jump or transfer instructions.
logical varlable- In FORTRAN IV, a
variable which may have only true or
false value.
101lc analysll - The delineation or deter
mination of the specific steps required
to produce the desired output or intelli
gence information from the given or as
certained input data.

Courtesy Philips Test and
Measuring Instruments, Inc.

Logic analyur.

logic analyzers - Logic analyzers gener
ally fall into three categories: state
analyzers, timing amilyzers. and trigger
generators. State analyzers display digi
tal data, in the form of Is and Os on a
cathode-ray tube or via light-emitting
diodes. in a word-versus-event format.
This concentration on word sequences
makes state analyzers useful in examin
ing the functional behavior of binary
systems. They are especially useful in
the design of microJlrocessor-con
trolled digital products for examining
the flow of command and data words on
multiline buses.
logic, 800Iean - A mathematical analvsis
of logic.
'
logic eord - A group of electrical compo
nents and winng circuitry mounted on a
board which allows easy withdrawal
from and replacement in a socket in the
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equipment. Each such card is related to
a basic machine function, and, on dis
covery of a bug in that function, the card
can be replaced.
logic chart - A flowchart of a program or
portIons of a program. showmg the
major logical steps mtended to solve a
problem.
logic circuit - An electronic circuit that is
used to complete a logical function.
Some examples are: OR, NOR, AND,
NAND and exclusive OR. The output of
the circuit is dependent on the state (I
or 0) of the inputs.
logic comparilon - See comparator.
logic convention, pOlitive - Logic defined
such that a logic I, or high signal, corre
sponds to a more positIve voltage level
and a logic 0, or low signal, corresponds
to a more negative voltage level.
10lic decilion - A specific decision made
in a c?mputing system or environment
as a dIrect result of the internal organi
zation of the system, but one of the bi
nary or yes or no type, and basically
relating to questions of equality, ine
quality, or relative magnitude.
10lic decoder - A logic device that con
verts data from one number system to
another (e.g., an octal-to-declmal de
coder). Decoders are also used to recog
mze umque addresses, such as a device
address, and bit patterns.
10lic design - The specification of the
working: relations between the parts of a
system III terms of symbolic logic and
without primary regard for its hardware
implementation.
logic dlalram - A diagram that repre
sents a logic design or its hardware im
plementatIon.
logic, double-rail - Each logic variable in
these circuits is represented by a pair of
electric lines. Three states can actually
be assumed, such as zero, one, and
undecided.
logic element - A device that performs a
logic function.
logic element, sequential- See element,
sequential logic.
logic expressions - A logic expression
consists of logical constants, variable
array elements, function references, and
combinations of those operands, sepa
rated by logical operators and paren
theses. A logical expression may contain
arithmetic expressions, separated by re
lational operators, and separated by
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other elements specified by logical op
erators and parentheses. Logic expres
sions are most often used in logical IF
statements but can also be used III logi
cal assignment statements and as argu
ments of functions. The logical expres
sion may take on only two values, true
or false. When a logical expression ap
pears in a FORTRAN statement, it is
evaluated according to specified rules.
It will always yield one of the two values,
true or false.
logic, formal- An objective study of the
structure, form, and design of valid ar
guments, and disregarding for this pur
pose the meaning and importance of the
terms of the argument itself.
logic, hard-wired - A logic design that re
quires interconnection of numerous in
tegrated circuits formed or wired for
specific purposes and which are rela
tIvely unalterable. A hard-wired diode
matrix is hard-wired logic, whereas a
RAM, ROM, or CPU can be repro
grammed with little difficulty to change
the purpose of operation. Hard-wired
interconnections are usually completed
by soldering or by printed circuits and
are thus "hard-wired" in contrast to
software solutions.
logic instrudion - An instruction that exe
cutes an operation that is defined in
symbolic logic, such as the operations
AND, OR, NOR.
logic light - The control-console light
which indicates that an error has oc
curred in an operation.
logic, machine - See machine logic.
logic, mathematical- Exact reasoning
concerning nonnumerical relations by
using symbols that are efficient in calcu
lation.
logic multiply - A Boolean operation per
formed on two binary digits so that the
result is one, if and only if both digits
are one, and zero if either digit, or both,
is a zero.
lallc, negative - Logic in which the more
negative voltage represents the I state
and the less negative voltage represents
the 0 state.
logic, N-Ievel- A particular arrangement
or design of gates connected in such a
way that no more than N gates are in
series in a specific component or frame.
logic operation - 1. Nonarithmetic opera
tions that are expressible in terms of the
propositional calculus or a two-valued

logic probe

log, real-time clock

Boolean algebra operating on individ
ual pairs of bits. 2. Sometimes. nona
rithmetic operations. such as compare.
shift. and jump.
logic probe - A logic-testing tool de
signed to give a direct readout of logic
levels without the set-up and calibration
time needed for logic analyzers and
scopes. Logic probes use one or more
lamps to indicate whether a point in a
digital signal path is at a logic I. a logic
O. or is togghng between these levels.
Some units. (or example. use three
lamps-red for I. white for O. and blue
for toggling. The relative brightness of
the red and white lamps gives some in
dication of the duty cycle. and all lamps
off indicates the absence oflogic signals.
Other units have a single lamp-on for
I. off for O. and blinking for toggling. A
constant half-brightness indication
means no signal is present.
logic produd - The result developed
from the AND operation as contrasted
with product arithmetic.
logic produd gate - Same as gate. AND.
logic, progrommed - The internal logic
design which is alterable in accordance
with a precompleted program which
controls the various electronic intercon
nections ofthe gating elements; i.e .• the
instruction repertory can be electroni
cally changed, or the machine capability
can be matched to the problem require
ment.
logic Ihlft - A shift which is similar to a
cyclic shift and which can affect all posi
tions, i.e., a nonarithmetic shift.
logic lpedrum, programmable - The pro
grammable logic spectrum bre!lks down
mto two distmct categones-pro
grammable logic devices and pro
grammable logic systems. Each of these
categories can be further broken down
and ordered by the flexibility and capa
bility of their mdividual elements. Pro
grammable logic devices can be defined
as relatively Simple entities which. of
themselves, do not comprise an entire
computing system. Included in this cat
egory are random logic. FPLAs. PLAs.
ROMs, EAROMs, RAMs, CAMs, and
microprocessors.
logic Itatel - The binary (lor 0) values at
the nodes of logic elements and ICs at
a particular time. Also called logic sig
nals.
logic lum - See sum. logical.

logic lum gate - Same as gate, OR.
logic Iymbol - I. A symbol used to graph

ically represent a logic element. 2. A
symbol used to represent a logIC con
nective.
logic, Iymbolic - I. The study of formal
logic and mathematics by means of a
special written language which seeks to
avoid the ambiguity and inadequac}' of
ordinary language. 2. The mathemaucal
concepts, techmques, and languages as
used m definition (l), whatever their
particular application or context.
logic IYltem analyzer - A test instrument
capable of monitoring the operation of
a microprocessor-based systef!1. The
primary mstrument for venficauon and
troubleshooting in the design, manufac
ture. and field service of various micro
processor-based products.
logic, tronliltor-tranliltor - Abbreviated
TTL. An integrated circuit in which two
transistors are combined in one mono
lithic structure. These circuits are gen
erally faster, easier to construct, and
hence cheaper than DTL circuits.
logic typel- The most common types of
digital-logic families of elements are the
transistor-transistor-logic (TTL). emit
ter-coupled logic (ECL). and metal
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) or com
plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) logic. Each of these families
has its own set of parameters and ap
plications, and each is encountered IiI
many modern microprocessor applica
tions. The TTL family has been the
most widely used of the three families.
logic, variable - The internal logic design
which is alterable in accordance with a
completed program which controls the
various electronic interconnections of
the gating elements.
login - A procedure for user access to a
system involving identification. access
control, and exchange of network infor
mation between user and system. Also
called logon.
logout - A procedure for user exit from a
system which frequently provides usage
statistics to the user. Also called logoff.
log, real-time clock - This built-in clock is
used for a wide variety of programming
time purposes. It can be used to log the
receipt urnes of periodic real-time input
data. Each input message and its receipt
time may be recorded together. This
clock is also used in connection with the
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preparation of statistical and analytical
repo~ts dealinK with the frequency of
certam transactIons.
log, remote computlng-Iyst.m - The re
mote computing system maintains a log
of operatIOns that take place between
the computer and each terminal. The
log contains such information as the
number of statements handled, the
number and types of errors detected,
and the volume of output produced.
The information in the log can be used
for various purposes. For example, the
number of errors may indicate that ad
ditional trainin~ might be helpful. Simi
larly, if an individual terminal is busy, it
might indicate the need for an addi
tional terminal. If the cost of the system
is shared among terminals accordmg to
usage, the information in the log can be
used for billing purposes.
log, IYlt.m - A data set in which job
related information, operational data,
descriptions of unusual occurrences,
commands, and messages to or from the
operator may be stored. Abbreviated
SYSLOG.
log word, Interrupt - See interrupt log
word.
lon.ltudlnal check - A system of error
control based on the check that some
preset rules for the formation of the
group of bits in the same numerical
order in all the character signals m a
block are observed.
lon.ltudlnal circuit - A circuit formed by
one telephone wire (or by two or more
telephone wires in parallel) with the re
turn through the earth or through any
other conductors except those which
are taken with the original wire or wires
to form a metallic telephone circuit.
longitudinal parity check - The data line
terminal at the transmitting end gener
ates a longitudinal parity character dur
ing the transmission of the data charac
ters. This is essentially a count for even
parity ofall of the bits in each one of the
bit levels for all data characters in the
message including the start-of-message
code out not the end-of-message code.
This same count is also being generated
for the bits of the data characters enter
ing the data-line terminal of the receiv
ing end.
lon.ltudlnal redundance - A condition in
which the bits in each track or row of a
record do not total an even (or odd)
number. The term is usually used to
2M

refer to records on magnetic tape, and
a system can have either odd or even
longitudinal parity.
lon.ltudlnal redundancy check - Ab
breviated LRC. A system of parity
checking for transmission errors. Data
organized into blocks has a block-check
or LRC character following the block.
The LRC character is developed by
formin~ a parity check on all bits in the
same bit position in the block. This is
equivalent to forming a parity bit for all
bits located on each "channel" or
"level" of paper or magnetic tape.
lon.ltudlnal tranlmillion check - An even
or odd parity check at fixed intervals
during data transmission.
long word - Set! word, long.
look ah.ad - A feature of the CPU that
permits the machine to mask an inter
rupt request until the following instruc~
tion has been completed. This is also a
feature of adder circuits and ALUs that
permits these devices to look ahead to
anticipate that all carries generated are
available for addition.
look..t tabl. - Findin~ elements of a
table by direct calculatIon rather than by
a comparison search.
look-up - A procedure for obtaining the
function value corresponding to an ar
gument from a table of functIon values.
look-up Inltructlon - An instruction de
signed to allow reference to systemati
cally arranged, stored data.
look-up tabl. - A collection of data in a
form suitable for ready reference, fre
CIuently as stored in sequenced machine
locations or written in the form of an
array of rows and columns for easy
entry, and in which an intersection of
labeled rows and columns serves to lo
cate a specific piece of data or informa
tion.
look-up, table, Inltructlon - See instruc
tion, table-look-up.
look-up, tabl., technlqu.1 - See table
look-up techniques.
loop - I. The repeated execution of a se
ries ofinstructions for a fixed number of
times. 2. A codin~ technique in which a
group of instructions is repeated, usu
ally with modified instructions or
modified data values. 3. A sequence of
instructions that is repeated until a ter
minal condition prevails.
loopback t.lt - A type of test in which sig
nals are looped from a test center

loop box
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through a data set or loopback switch
and back to the test center for measure
ment.
loop bo~ - ~ register for modifying in
structIOns m a loop.
loop, central processing unit (CPU)The main routine or a control program
and that which is associated with the
control of the internal status of the
processing unit. in contrast to those
control programs of routines developed
with terminals and file storage input
output.
loop, central scanning - A loop of instruc
tions which determines which task is to
be performed next. After each item of
work is completed. control is trans
ferred to the central scanning loop
which searches for processin~ requests
in order to determine which IS the next
item to be processed. The computer
may clcle idly in the central scanning
loop i no item requires attention. or It
may go into a wait state which is inter
rupted if the need arises.
loop checking - A method of checking the
accuracy of transmission of data in
which the received data are returned to
the sending end for comparison with
the original data. which are stored there
for this purpose.
loop, closed - A programming technique.
system. or device to develop feedback of
data for various control. modification.
or checking purposes.
loop counter - A specific register used to
implement high-speed loop branching.
including simple mstruction loops.
loop, dynamic - A specific loop stop con
sisting of a single jump instruction
which causes a jump to Itself. A loop
stop is usually designed for operating
convenience. such as to indicate an
error.
loop, feedback - A closed signal path in
which outputs are compared with
desired values to obtain corrective com
mands.
loop, feedbock control - A closed trans
mission path which includes an active
transducer and consists of a forward
path. a feedback path. and one or more
mixing points arranged to maintain a
prescnbed relationship between the
loop input and output signals.
loop feedback signal- That part of the
loop output signal that is fed back to the

input to produce the loop actuating sig
nal.
loop, home - A specific operation involv
ing only those input and output units
associated with the local terminal. i.e ..
as when a teletypewriter is being used to
punch a data tape while not connected
to the computer.
looping - A computer operation in which
a sequence of steps is repeated.
looping execution - The execution of the
same set of instructions where for each
execution some parameter or sets of
parameters have undergone a change.
Such change may be a new value for a
variable. or addresses of various data
may be modified. often through the use
of an index register.
loop initialization - The instructions im
mediately prior to a loop proper which
set addresses and/or data to their
desired initial values.
loop Input signal- An external signal ap
plied to a feedback control loop in con
trol systems.
loop, nesting - Nesting loops usually con
tain a loop of instructions which then
also contams inner loops. nesting sub
routines. outer loops. and rules and
procedures relating to in and out proce
dures for each type.
loop, open - Pertaining to a control sys
tem in which there is no self-correcting
action for misses of the desired opera
tional condition as there is in a closed
loop system.
loop, operotian - A loop which has an as
sociated set of instructions which re
store modified instructions or data to
their original or initial values at each
entry to the loop. or a sequence of in
structions which may be obeyed repeti
tively.
loop, ropid-access- A section of storage.
particularly in drum. tape. or disk-stor
age units. which has much faster access
lIian the remainder ofthe storage. Syn
onymous with revolver.
loop, recirculating - In drum computers.
a small section of memory which has
much faster access than the remainder
of memory.
loop, ..If-checklng - A self-checking loop
assures the integrity of the if0 circuits of
the control computer. A subroutine in
the control computer compares the
value received with the value transmit
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ted. If the values are not identical. cor
rective action is taken.
loop, .elf-re.eHlng- A loop that contains
instructions restoring all locations
affecting the operation of the loop to
their imtial condition as at entry of the
loop.
loop., out.lde - Outside loops are most
often considered for nested loops when
loops within it are entirely contained.
The outside loop executes the control
parameters that are being held constant
while the current loop is being carried
through possible values.
loop, .top - A small closed loop usually
designed and used for operator conve
nience, i.e., to indicate an error. im
proper use, or special result.
loop .torage - See storage. loop.
loop .tore., delay - A method of storing
information by transmitting bits or no
bits serially through a loop.
loop .ystem, closed - A system in which
the computer controls an external pro
gram or process without human inter
vention. An example of a closed-loop
process-control system would be a com
puter connected directly to instrumen
tation through a digital-to-analog con
verter to complete the feedback loop.
The computer could then take control
directly of the process by setting con
trollers. activating switches, valves, etc.
loop termination - Many ways exist to ter
minate loops. For example. when read
ing data from cards. the cards can sim
ply be let to run out. causing a hang-up
or stop. More commonly. however. in
reading data, the last card contains
some particular code number which
may be tested and used to terminate the
loop. Most often. the first card contains
the number of data sets to be read, and
this number is Jlut into a counter loca
tion. and tested for zero to end the loop.
loop te.tlng- Those instructions of a
loop which determine when the loop
function has been completed.
loop tran.fer fundlon - The mathemati
cal function expressing the relationship
between the output of a properly ter
minated feedback loop system and the
input.
loop update - The process of supplying
current parameters associated with a
particular loop for use by the control
algorithm of that loop in calculating a
new control output.
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10", gap - The loss in output attribut
able to the finite gap length of the re
produce head. The loss increases as the
wavelength decreases. amounting to ap
proximately 4 dB when the wavelength
IS equal to twice the gap length, and
subsequently increases rapidly toward a
complete extinction of output when the
wavelength is approximately equal to
1.15 times the gap length.
lOll, tran.ml.slon - A general term used
to denote a decrease In signal power in
transmission from one point to another.
Transmission loss is usually expressed
in transmission units.
low-adlvity data proce••ing- The pro
cessing of a limited number of input
transactions against very large master
files.
low order - Pertaining to the weight or
significance assigned to the digits of a
number; e.g.• in the number 123456,
the low order digit is 6. One may refer
to the three low-order bits of a binary
word as another example.
low-order digit - A digit that occupies a
less significant posillon in a number.
low-order po.itlon - The rightmost posi
tion in a number or word.
low-performance
equlpmenll - Those
equipments having insufficiently exact
ing characteristics to permit theIr use in
trunk or link circuits. Such equipment
may be employed in subscriber line cir
cuits whenever it meets the line-circuit
requirements.
low .peed - Pertaining to data communi
cations systems operating at speeds of
less than 2400 bits per second.
LP - Abbreviation for Linear Program
ming. A mathematical technique
whereby the best allocation of limited
resources may be determined by manip
ulation of a series of linear equations.
Each factor in the problem is evaluated
against all other factors in relation to
the long-range goals, thus yielding opti
mu~ part~ of action for management
conslderallon.
LPM - Abbreviation for Lines Per Min
ute.
LRC - Abbreviation for longitudinal re
dundancy check. An error-checking
technique based on an accumulated Ex
clusive OR of transmitted characters.
An LRC character is accumulated at
both the sending and receiving stations
during the transmission of a block. This

LRU
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accumulation is called the block-check
character (BCC) and is transmitted as
the last· character in the block. The
transmitted BCC is compared with the
accumulated BCC character at the re
ceiving station for an equal condition.
An equal comparison indicates a good
transmission of the previous block.
LRU - Abbreviation for Least Recently
Used.
LSC - Abbreviation for Least Significant

Character (ri\rht-most).

LSD - Abbreviation for Least Significant

Digit (right-most).

LSI- Abbreviation for Large-Scale Inte

gration. High-density integrated cir
cuits for complex logic functions. LSI
circuits can range up to several thou
sand transistors on a silicon chip with an
area of one-tenth square inch or so.
LSI mlcroproce..or - An LSI microproces-

sor is essentially a complete system on
one chip. or at most a few chips. Some
times called a microcomputer, the sys
tem normally consists ofa CPU, a RAM.
an i/o, and a ROM. The ROM is prede
signed and can be customized by pro
gramming. In examining the semantics
of microprocessing, It should be
pointed out that the CPU was intro
duced first. Most people call the combi
nation of CPU with a ROM and a RAM
a microprocessor. Some LSI micro
processor systems are complete sets
with no interfacing circuitry needed,
and they contain a variety of LSI i/o
circuits. Therefore, some industry peo
ple now call a completed system a mi
crocomputer-a set of system-designed
LSI circuits which have been pro
grammed in the ROM to perform
unique functions. All microcomputers
contain a small memory which is satis
factory for any manual input, such as a
keyboard.

M
MAC - Abbreviation for (a)-multiple
access computer. (b) machine aided
cognition. (c) memory assisted cogni
tion. Most usually related to the govern
ment supported. large computmg re
search and technique implemention
being carried out at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. and initially
meaning. multiple access computer.
machinable - See data. machine readable.
machine addre.. - An absolute. direct.
unindexed address expressed as such.
or resulting after indexing and other
processing has been com preted.
machln_vallable time - Power-on time
less maintenance time.
machine check - I. An automatic check. 2.
A programmed check of machine func
tions.
machin_heck Inellcator - A protective
device that will be turned on when cer
tain conditions arise within the ma
chine. The machine can be pro
grammed to stop. to run a separate
correction routine. or to ignore the con
dition.
machin_heck interruption - An inter-

ruption that occurs when the machine
checking circuits detect a machine
error. Often. a system is then automati
cally switched to a diagnostic proce
dure.
machine code - I. The absolute numbers.
names. or symbols assigned by the ma
chine designer to any part of the ma
chine. 2. Same as operation code.
machine cocllnl- 51'1' coding. machine.
machine cognition - Artificial perception
in optical machine reading and pattern
recognition. Certain machmes have the
capability of optically sensing a dis
played character and selecting from a
given repertoire of characters the spe
cific character which is nearest in shape
to the character which is displayed. The
various shapes of characters are based
on statistical norms. and if different
shapes arise. new characters join the
repertoire. This suggests a type ofartifi
cia I learning. i.e .• perception and inter
pretation are based on experience. Op
tical character recognition must be part
of the scheme.
machine cyCle - I. The specific time inter
val in which a computer can perform a
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given number of operations. 2. The
shortest complete process ofaction that
is repeated in order. 3. The minimum
length of time in which the foregoing
can be performed.
machine error - A deviation from correct
ness in data resulting from an equip
ment failure.
machine fault time, no charge - The un
productive time due to computer fault
such as nonduplication, transcribing
error. input/output malfunction, and
machine malfunction resulting in an in
complete run.
machine-Independent - An adjective used
to indicate that alrocedure or a pro
gram is conceive • organized. or ori
ented without specific reference to the
operating characteristics of anyone
data-processing system. Use of this ad
jective usually implies that the proce
dure or program is oriented or orga
nized in terms of the logical nature of
the problem. rather than In terms of the
characteristics of the machine used in
solving it.
machine-Independent language - See lan
guage, machine-independent.
machine-Independent
solution - Proce
dures or programs that are organized in
terms of the logical nature of the prob
lem rather than in relation to or con
cerning the various computer equip
ment used to solve them or process
them.
machine Inltrudlon - A code element.
which upon machine recognition.
c.auses a predefined sequence of opera
tions.
machine Instrudlon Itatementl - The di
rect counterparts of machine instruc
tions. A typICal statement consists of
tag. mnemonic operation code. one or
more operand addresses (or literal
operands). and one or more variant cha
racters.
machine interruption, check - Machine
check interruptions are caused by the
machine-checking circuits detecting a
machine error. The system is automati
cally switched to a diagnostic proce
dure.
machine language - I. A set of symbols.
characters, or signs. and the rules for
combining them. that conveys instruc
tions or information to a computer. 2. A
language for writing instructions in a
form to be executed by the compiler;

the language can be directly interpreted
by the control section of the machine. 3.
Information or data expressed in code
that can be read directly, used, or writ
ten by the computer or peripheral ma
chines without further processing.
machine-language code - A system of
combinations of binary digits used by a
given computer. (Synonymous with ma
chine code, and contrasted with sym
bolic code.)
machine-language coding - Coding in the
form in which instructions are executed
by the computer. (Contrasted to rela
tive, symbolic, and other nonmachine
language coding.)
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- Machine language programming in
volves programming In assembly lan
guage and then assembling by hand into
the machine code, which is then entered
into the control ROM (read only mem
ory). This process is slow and cumber
some and requires the cooperation of
the process engineer(s) and program
mers experienced in assembly language
programming. Programmers with these
qualifications are expensive, and com
pletion dates of this type of program
ming are difficult to predict. The only
advantage of machine language pro
gramming is that the machine resources
can be efficiently utilized.
machine learning - Concerns the ability
of a device to improve its performance
based on its past performance. (Related
to artificial intelhgence.)
machine-length word - See word. ma
chine.
machine lagic - 1. Built-in methods of
problem approach and function execu
tion; the way a system is designed to do
its operations. what those operations
are. and the type and form of data it can
use internally. 2. The capability of an
automatic data-processing machine to
make decisions based upon the results
of tests performed.
machine, objed - The computer on which
the object program is to be executed.
machine, (optical) charader recognition

- The technology of using a machine
to sense and encode into a machine lan
guage characters that are written or
printed to be read by human beings.
machin_rlented language - Set lan
guage, machine-oriented.
machine-oriented

programming

IYltem

_hlne, plnboard

machine word

- A system that uses a language that is
oriented to the internal language of a
specific computer. Systems that are con
sIdered to be machine oriented are as
sembly systems and macrosystems.
machine, plnboard - A machine in which
pins are inserted in holes in a panel to
call for a function or storage.
machine ......rammlng, cro._••embler
- An improvement over machine lan
guage programming is the use of a
cross-assembler running on a larger
computer (possibly on a time-shanng
system). ThIS is mainly a programming
aId, since it relieves the programmer of
the tedious task of assembhng the ma
chine code. It also provides accurate
hard copy of the programs and as
sociated documentation. However. the
computer running the cross-assembler
is generally not local to the process con
troller. and so the programmer must
make field patches between trips to his
assembly computer.
machine readable - See data. machine
readable.
machine-readable, data - Se, data. ma
chine-readable.
_hlne-readable medium - The device
or material which is used to convey data
to a sensing device or unit such as
punched cards or tapes.
machine recatnlzabl. - See data. machine
readable.
machine run - The execution of one or
several machine routines which are
linked to form one operating unit.
machln~ry, computing - See computing
machmery.
machine, .cannlnl - A machine which
facilitates the input of data. Two types
of scanning machines are the magnetic
ink scanners and the optical scanners.
machine script - SI!l' data. machine read
able.
machine, .elf-organlzlnl- A class of ma
chine that may be characterized loosely
as containing a variable network in
which the elements are organized by the
machine itself, without external inter
vention, to meet criteria of successful
operation. (Synonymous with self
organizing machine.)
machine .en.lble - See data. machine
readable.
machlne-.en.lble Info_atlon - Informa

tion in a form that can be read by a
specific machine.
machine, lource - The computer on
which the source program is translated
into the object program.
machin_polled time - The wasted com
puter time due to a computer malfunc
tion during production runs. i.e .• part of
down time.
machine tim., available - The elapsed
time when a computer is in operating
condition. whether or not it is in use.
_hiM tool control- A powerful and
versatile program for production of
tapes for numerically controlled point
to-point and contouring machines.
machine tool., numerically controlledComputer-controlled machinery used
in manufacturing operations. Some
numerically controlled machines use
paper tape which has been prepared by
a specially programmed computer to
control the movements of complex ma
chine tools. Computers can control
drafting machines. conveyer belts, and
many other complicated physical pro
cesses.
machine tran.latlon - The automatic
transmission from one representation
to another representation. The transla
tion may involve codes. languages, or
other systems of representation.
(Related to automatic dictIonary.)
machine, Turlnl - A mathematical ab
straction of a device that operates to
read from, write on, and move an infi
nite tape. thereby providing a model for
computerlike procedures. The behavior
of a Turing machine is specified by list
ing an alphabet. i.e., collection of sym
bols read and written. a set of internal
states, and a mapping of an alphabet
and internal states which determines
what the symbol written and tape mo
tion will be, and also what internal state
will follow when the machine is in a
given internal state and reads a given
symbol.
machine, unlvenal-Turlnl- A Turing ma
chine that can simulate any other Tur
ing machine.
machine word - A unit of information of
a standard number of characters which
a machine regularly handles in each
transfer; e.g., a machine may regularly
handle numbers or instructions in units
of 36 binary digits; this is then the ma
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macro

macroinltruction, linkage

chine word. Related to word. informa
tion.
macro - Pertaining to a specific type of
instruction in assembly language that is
implemented in machine language by
more than one machine-language in
struction. e.g .• a group of instructions
often designed to serve as an additive
command or group of commands.
macroal.embler facllItiel - An assembler
is available for use in the operating sys
tem in assembling object programs
from source programs written in a flexi
ble but easy-to-use symbolic language.
The assembler language is a versatile.
machine-oriented language that can be
used for a variety of ap,pIications. both
commercial and scientific. A number of
facilities for assisting the programmer
are provided by the assembler. These
include macro facilities as well as facili
ties for defining constants. for defining
data-storage areas. for referring to files
and storage locations symbolically. and
for using literals.
macroallembly protram - A language
processor that accepts words. state
ments. and phrases to produce machine
instructions. It is more than an assembly
program because it has compiler pow
ers. The macro assembler permits seg
mentation of a large program so that
portions may be tested separately. It
also provides extensive program analy
sis to aid in debugging.
macrocode - A coding system that assem
bles groups of computer instructions
into single code words; the system
therefore requires interpretation or
translation so that an automatic com
puter can follow it.
mocrocodlng - Procedures for providing
segments of coding which are used fre
<Juently throughout a program and can
be defined at the beginnmg and used
and referenced by a mnemonic code
with parameters. This increases coding
efficiency and readability of the pro
gram.
macrocommand - Programs
that are
formed by strings of standard. but
related. commands. Such strings are
usually brought into operation by
means of a single macrocommand or in
struction. Any group of frequently used
commands or routines can be combined
into a single macrocommand-and the
many individual instructions thus be
come one.

macrodeflnition - The specification of a
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macrooperation. This mcludes specify
ing the name of the macro operation and
the prototype cards. which indicate the
fields which are to be fixed and the fields
which are to be variable (substitutable
arguments).
macrodeflnition IIbrory - A macrodefini
tion stored in a program library; for ex
ample. the various manufacturer sup
plied supervisor and data management
macrodefinitions.
macroexercller - The repeated operation
of supervising programs and other mac
roinstructions under a variety of condi
tions to find any program errors.
macroexpanllon, conditional - A certain
number of lines of coding within a mac
roinstruction will be included or ex
cluded during expansion. depending
upon certain conditions.
macroexpanllon instruction - A statement
in symbolic source language that is ex
panded by the assembler into one or
more machine-language instructions.
relieving the programmer of having to
write out frequently occurring instruc
tion sequences.
macroflowchart - Tables and charts util
ized in designing the logic of a specific
routine in which the various segments
and subroutines of a program are repre
sented by blocks.
macrogeneration - The
many-for-one
concept or process of generating sev
eral mach me-language instructions
from one macrostatement in source
programs.
macroinstruction - An instruction consist
ing of a sequence of microinstructions
whicQ is inserted into the object routine
for performing a specific operation.
macroinstruction, debug - A macroin
struction which generates .a. deb':lgging
or program testmg capablhty wlthm a
particular program.
macroinstruction, exit - A supervising
program macroinstruction that is the
final instruction in an application pro
gram signifying that processing is com
plete. The supervising program takes
the needed action such as releasing
working storage blocks to return con
trol to other processing.
macroinstruction, linkage - A macroin
struction that provides logical linkage
between programs and subroutines and

macrolibrary

magnetic memory

that will save data needed by another
program.
macrollbrary - An assemblage of pre
pared and specialized but unparticu
larized programs which are located in
mass storage and which may be selec
tively found by an assembler whic/1
reads them, particularizes them by re
placing general parameters with specific
parameters, and incorporates them into
programs.

dump working storage and the needed
registers.
magnetic-bubble storage - The storage
medium of a bubble memory is a very
thin layer of magnetic garnet material.
This material has ribbon-shaped stripes
(magnetic domains) in its natural state.
When an external magnetic field is ap
plied to the material, the domains con
tract into stubby cylinders, which look
and behave like bubbles when viewed
from the top through a microscope.
Under the influence of external fields,
the bubbles are manipulated to repre
sent information bits.
magnetic card - See card, magnetic.
magnetic card storage - See card, mag
netic.
magnetic cell- See cell. magnetic.
magnetic core - A magnetic material.
usuallv toroidal in shape. which is
pulsed or polarized by electric currents
carried in a wire or wires wound around
it. This device is capable of assuming
and remaining at one of two conditions
of magnetization, thus providing stor
age, gating, or switching functions.
magnetic document sorter-reader - Mag
netic ink character recognition (MICR)
was developed through the efforts of the
banking profession and the machine
manufacturers. Special properties of the
ink used to print the data on the docu
ments can be given small charges of
electricity. As a by-product of reading
these electrical impulses, the sorter
transmits the data to the memory of the
computer for processing.
.
magnetic head - A small electromagnet
used for reading, recording, or erasing
polarized spots on a magnetic surface.
Also called R/W head, read head, write
head.
magnetic ink - Ink containing particles of
magnetic substance which can be de
tected or read by automatic devices;
e.g., the ink used for printing on some
bank checks for magnetic ink character
recognition (MICR).

macro (macrocode or macroprogram)-

A source-language statement, routine,
or program that IS understandable to a
processor or compiler with or without
aid of an interpretive routine. Produc
tion of many-for-one instructrons in ma
chine language; an open-ended. se
~uence of machine instructions, may be
Imked to consecutive or closed subrou
tines.
macroparameter - The symbolic or literal
that is in the operand part of a macro
statement and which WIll be substituted
into specific instructions in the incom
plete routine to develop a complete
open subroutine.
macro programming - The process of
writing machine-procedure statements
in terms of macroinstructions.
macros, debug - Aids built into a pro
~ram by the applications programmer,
m addition to those supphed by the su
pervisory program. Debugging macros
are a type of unit testing.
macros, pragrammer-deflned - Segments
of coding. which are used frequently
throughout a program, can be defined
at the beginmng and used and refer
enced by a mnemonic code with param
eters. This increases coding efficiencv
and readability of the program.
'
macrostatement number - A number that
is associated with a single macrostate
ment so that the reference may be made
to that statement.
macrosystem - A programming System
with symbolic capabilities of an assem
bly system and the addt;d capability of
many-for-one or macromstruction de
velopment.
macrotrace - An error detection aid such
as main memory and file dumps, log
gings, and simulators. A macrotrace
records pertinent information when
macroinstructions are being executed.
The macrotrace can print out the record
of macros or it can record them and also

magnetic

ink

charader

recognition -

See MICR (Magnetic Ink Character Rec

ognition).

magnetic ink scanners -

Machines which
read numbers designed in a special tvpe
font and printed m a magnetic (iron
oxide) ink.
magnetic memory - Any portion of the
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magnetic recording

malnltude

memory that uses the magnetic proper
ties of a material to store information.
magnetic recording - A method by which
data is recorded by impressing a pattern
of magnetization on a thin layer of mag
netic material. In general. data is written
by passing current through an inductive
recording head as the tape (or disk)
moves past the head. causing a flux tran
sition to be recorded. The polarity of
the flux reversal is determined by the
direction of the current through the
write head. As the tape is read. each flux
reversal is sensed by the read head. and
this causes peaks to occur in the read
signal.
malnetlc .torage - A device (or devices)
that utilizes the magnetic properties of
materials to store information.
malnetlc .trip file - A file storage device
which uses strips of material with sur
faces that can be magnetized for the
purpose of storing data.
magnetic tape - Set' tape. magnetic.
magnetic tape, file check. - Hardware
checks for faulty tapes without loss of
computer time or manual intervention.
magnetic-tape file operation - Magnetic
tape is provided for the storage ofmfor
mation to accomplish sequential file up
dating. It is also used as an interim
means of storage in off-line conversion
of input to magnetic tape. and when
workmg tapes are utilized in operations
such as sorting.
malnetic-tape librarian - Arranges the
installation program on the library tape
in acceptable formats. While the librar
ian provides the information needed by
the system supervisor to automatically
manipulate the running of one program
after the other. features within the li
brarian allow the programmer to con
trol the actual sequence in which the
program will be run.
magnetic-tape ma.ter file - St't' tape. mas
ter file.
magnetic-tape parity - During writing
operations. the processor generates and
transmits a parity bit with each character
sent to a tape unil. As each character is
written. it is automatically read back to
verify the write operation. Each charac
ter within a record is checked for parity.
At the end of each record. the handler
writes a check character which is
checked by the processor both for a ver
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tical and an accumulated transverse par
ity.
malnetlc-tape reader - A device capable
of sensing information recorded on a
magnetic tape in the form of a series of
magnetized spots.
malnetic-tape lortinl - A sort program
that utilizes magnetic tapes for auxtliary
storage during a sorl.
malnetic tape .tation - A specific tape
device which contains a magnetic-tape
drive. including reading and writing
heads. various controls. etc .• for storage
or transfer of data.
magnetlc"ape Itorale - A storage device
consisting of metal or plastic tape
coated with magnetic material. Binary
data are stored as small. magnetized
spots arranged in column form across
the width of the tape. A read/write head
is usually associated with each row of
magnetized spots so that one column
can be read or written at a time as the
tape is moved relative to the head.
malnetic-tape terminal - The magnetic
tape terminal converts the character
pulses from serial-bit form to parallel
bit form while checking for odd parity
and translating the code to the desired
magnetic-tape code for entry into a
buffer storage. The longitudinal parity
count at the end of the message is
verified. The integral part of the mag
netic-tape terminal performing thIS
function is called a coupler. The coupler
of the magnetic-tape terminal performs
a function similar to that of the data line
terminal.
malnetlc tape unit - The mechanism.
normally used with a computer. that
handles magnetic tape. It usually con
sists of a tape transport. reading or
sensing and writing or recording heads.
and associated electrical and electronic
equipments. Most units may provide for
tape to be wound and stored on reels;
however. some units provide for the
tape to be stored loosefy in closed bins.
malnetoltrlctlon - A phenomenon in
which certain materials increase in
length in the direction of the magnetic
field when subjected to such a field. and
restore to their original length when de
magnetized.
malnetoltrictive delay line - A delay line
that utilizes the physical principle of
magnetostriction.
malnitude - The size of a quantity as dis

magtape

tinct from its sign. Thus + 10 and - 10
have the same magnitude.
mag tape - The informal or slang expres
sion for magnetic tape.
mall box - A set oflocations in a common
RAM storage area. an area reserved for
data addressed to specific peripheral de
vices as well as other microprocessors in
the immediate environment. Such an ar
rangement enables the coordinator
CPU and the supplementary micro
processors to transfer data among
themselves in an orderly fashion with
minimal hardware.
main frame - The fundamental portion
of a computer. i.e.• the portion that con
tains the CPU and control elements of a
computer system. as contrasted with pe
~ipheral or remote devices usually of an
mput-output or memory nature.
main memory - Usually the fastest stor
age device of a computer and the one
from which instructions are executed.
(Contrasted to auxiliary storage.)
main-memory mapping - On some units.
the main memory is mapped for protec
tion and relocation in four separate
maps: system data. system code. user
data. and user code. Memory mapping
automatically reallocates the user code
or the noncntical operating system code
to alternate physIcal memory pages
upon detection of a parity or uncorrect
able memory error.
main operation - The primary applica
tion or designed procedure which the
equipment performs. (Contrasts with
by-product.)
main path - The principal course or line
of direction taken by a computer in the
execution of a routine. directed by the
logic of the program and the nature of
the data.
main program - Same as program. master
control.
main routine - Same as program, master
control.
main storage - Usuallv the fastest storage
device of a compute'r and the one from
which instructions are executed. (Con
traMed with auxiliary storage.)
maintenance - I. Tests. measurements,
replacements. adjustments. and repairs
intended to keep equipment or pro
grams in satisfactory working order. 2.
Updating of object program master
files, selection of programs to be run,

maintenance standby time

and control of checkout and production
operation.
maintenance and operation of programs

- Updating of object-program master
files; selection of programs to be run.
and control of checkout and production
operation.

maintenance

contrads,

preventive -

Preventive-maintenance contracts pro
vide either resident field engineers or
periodic visit arrangements that are tail
ored to the user's specific needs. Com
petent and experienced personnel en
sure
peak
performance
of all
equipment.
maintenance, corredive - When a known
fault or malfunction is repaired or cor
rected using adjustments or replace
ments after measurements and tests to
locate, diagnose, and remove the fault,
the service is called corrective mainte
nance.
maintenance, file - The periodic modifi
cation of a file to incorporate changes
that occurred during a given period.
maintenance, preventive - Maintenance
performed on a computer system to
keep equipment in top operating condi
tion and to preclude failures during
production runs.
maintenance, program - See
program
maintenance.
maintenance program chain - An instruc
tion set that will permit the deletion of
records from a file.
maintenance, remedial- The mainte
nance performed by the contractor fol
lowing equipment failure; therefore, re
medial maintenance is performed, as
required. on an unscheduled basis.
maintenance, routine - That machine
time which is specifically devoted to re
pairs, and usually on some regular pat
tern or schedule, during which time pre
ventive maintenance activities are also
performed.
maintenance,
scheduled - Maintenance
activities that are performed in accord
ance with a planned or established
schedule or timetable.
maintenance schedule, executive - Ser
schedule. maintenance (executive).
maintenance standby time - Time during
which the maintenance staff is on dutv
(and presumably being paid) but during
which they are not engaged in sched
uled maintenance, installation, repair,
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maintenance time

management science, EDP

or supplementary maintenance, i.e.,
they may perform other tasks.
maintenance time - The elapsed time
during scheduled working hours be
tween the determination of a machine
failure and placement of the equipment
back into operation.
maintenance time, routine - Samf as main
tenance, routine.

of current is interrupted as pulses are
transmitted.
malfundlon - A failure in the operation
of the hardware of a computer.
malfundlon, program-sensitive - A mal
function that occurs only when some
unusual combination of program steps
occurs.
malfundlon rautlne - A routine used to
locate a malfunction in a computer, or
to aid in locating mistakes in a computer
program. Thus, in general any routine
sI?ecifically designed to aid in debug
gmg or troubleshooting. (Related to
debugging, definition 2.)
management, data base - A systematic
approach to storing, updating, and re
trieval of informatIon stored as data
items, usually in the form of records in
a file, where many users, or even many
remote installations, will use common
data banks.
management Information - The required
data or program results considered the
primary prerequisites for decision mak
mg with regard to business operations
and control.
management Information system - I.
Specific data-processing system that is
designed to furnish mana~ement and
supervisory personnel with mformation
consisting of data that are desired, and
which are fresh or with real-time speed.
2. A communications process in which
data are recorded and processed for op
erational purposes. The problems are
isolated for higher-level decision mak
ing, and information is fed back to top
management to reflect the progress or
lac~ of progress made in achieving
major obJectIves.

maintenance

time,

supplementary -

This time .is designed to modify or
change eqUipment m some major way to
imp~ove reliability, but usually without
additions of eqUipment. This time is
usually considered part of scheduled
en~ineering ~ime and/or scheduled
mamtenance tIme.
major cycle - I. The maximum access
time ofa recirculating serial-storage ele
ment 2. A number of minor cycles.
majority - A logic operator which has the
property that if P, Q, and R are state
ments, the function p, Q, R ... is true
if more than one-half of the statements
are true and false if half or less are true,
as applied in majority voting logic,
which is a form of hardware organIza
tion used where reliabilitv is required
and involves duplicating all functional
elements an odd number of times and
supplying each duplicate element with
identical parts and comparing the out
puts. Majority is concerned with the fact
that .an output must be generated in
identical form by an absolute majority
of the redundant units in order to be
considered valid.
molarity decision element - Same as gate,
majority decision.
maloritr decision gate - See gate, majority
deCISion.
malorlty element - Related to a thresh
hold element or a decision element, if
the weights are equal 10 I and the
threshhold is equal to (n + 1) /2, the ele
ment is called a majority element.
malar key - The most significant key in a
record.
malar state - The control state of a com
puter. Major control states in some sys
tems include fetch, defer, execute, etc.
major total- The summation or tally of
the group of intermediate totals and,
therefore, often called the most signifi
cant total.
make-break operation - A type of tele
graph-circuit operation where the flow
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management programming system data

- A system of progress designed to
provide an operator with the capability
for querying, augmenting, and manipu
lating large computer-stored data bases
in a natural language.
management science, EDP - The field of
management science is extending the
computer far beyond the automation of
routme accountmg operauons and mto
the complex deciSIOn-making process of
management. Through revolutionary
computer programming techniques
such as simulation, the objective, sCien
tific approach of management science is
providmg increased management capa
bility and control. In addition to the
physical or operational processes like

management lelence operation research

manual entry

inventory management. product plan
ning and control. resource allocation or
market forecasting. this also includes
the fiscal processes such as bond man
agement. capital investment. risk analy
SIS. profit planning, and product pric
ing. Manufacturer's broad resources are
prepared to meet management's grow
Ing demand for this expanded capability
and to extend the tradition of total sys
tems capability into revolutionary data
processing techniques and applications.
management science operatlan reaearch
- See operations research (manage
ment science).
management, atorage (time sharlng>See time sharing. storage management.
management ayatem, total- Sel' system.
total management.
management workltatlon, "nanclal 
A station used in account and opera
tions managers' duties. These statioris
tie into transaction-processing systems
for monitoring ofcustomer-account sta
tus. lines of credit. investigations. qual
ity and timeliness of service delivery.
etc.
management workstation, manufadurlng
- A station to give production planners
and managers access to inventory and
plant-capacity data, providing up-to
date reports on sales. distributIon. spe·
cial promotions. competitive activity.
etc.
manager, computer center - A major
function of data processing manage
ment. which reqUIres constant atten
tion. is to establish standards and main
tain high quality. This means recruiting
qualified personnel. training new em
plovees. and updating existing ones. In
addition. the manager must develop
quantity and quality evaluation systems.
develop job descriptions, and con
stantly review individual and group per
formance.
manager, operatlona - This individual is
responsible for the operations and
scheduled use of data processing equip
ment.
manager, programming - This individual
is responsible for planning. scheduling.
and supervising program development
and maintenance work.
manager, aYlteml anolYlil- This indi
vidual is responsible for planning.
scheduling. and supervising systems
analysis and design activities.

manifolding - Relates to the use of many
sheets of paper and carbon sheets to
produce multiple copies at single print
Ings; i.e .• four-part paper suggests an
onginal and three copIes.
manipulated variable - In a process that
is desired to regulate some condition. a
quantity or a condition that is altered by
the computer in order to initiate a
change in the value of the regulated
condItion.
manipulation, byte - The ability to ma
nipulate. as individual instructions.
groups of bits such as characters. A byte
IS considered to be eight bits in most
cases. and forms either one character or
two numerals.
manipulation data - SI'I' data. manipula
tion.
manipulative - See indexing. manipula
tive.
man-machine dialogue - A specialized
form of interactive processing between
people and machines in which the
human operator carries on a dialogue
with the computer through a console or
some other device.
man-machine digital IYltem - An organi
zation of people. digital computers. and
equipment to regulate and control
events and achieve system objectives.
man-machine IYltem - An organization
of people. digital and/or analog com
puters. and equipment to regulate and
control events and achieve system ob
jectives.
mantilla - The fractional part of a loga
rithm; e.g .• in the logaritlim 2.5. 2 is the
characteristic and 5 is the mantissa.
manual addrell Iwltchea - The external
control switches used by the operator to
select an address manually for read-off
in the storage address display lights or
to transfer the contents to a register
without disturbing the address contents
or area.
manual analysla - The generation of
input and output test patterns bv a test
engineer or technician who studies the
function or structure of a logic circuit.
manual control- The direction of a com
puter by means of manually operated
switches.
manual entry - The manual insertion of
data. usually from remote typewriter
units or keyboard modules or terminals.
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manual exchange
manual exchange -

An exchange where
calls are completed by an operator.
manual input - Entry of data into a com
puter or system by direct manual manip
ulation of a device.
manual-Input unit - See input unit, man
ual.
manual load key - See key, load.
manual mode - See mode, manual.
manual operation - Processing of data in
a system by direct manual techniques.
manual read - An operation in which the
computer does the sensing of the con
tents or settings of manually set
switches or registers.
many-for-one languagel- The higher
level languages (COBOL. FORTRAN.
APL, others) are many-for-one lan
guages because they take a single func
tional statement and translate It into a
series of instructions or subroutines in
machine language, in contrast to a low
level (assembly) language in which
statements translate on a one-for-one
basis.
many-to-one - Relates to ratios or mea
sured relations between members of
one set and members of another set, in
which correspondences are stated that
two or more members of one set corre
spond to one (only) member of another
set. When several expressions in a
source language are equivalent to one
statement in a target language. a many
to-one relation eXIsts.
map - I. To transform information from
one form to another. 2. To establish a
correspondence between the elements
of one set and the elements of another
set.
map, Karnaugh - A tabular arrangement
which facilitates combination and elimi
nation of duplicate logical functions by
listing similar logical expressions.
map, memory - See memory map.
map, memory lilt - Sa memory map list.
mapped

memory,

multiprogramming-

In a multiprogramming mapped-mem
ory svstem, several blocks may be as
signed to users. Each user ha's access
only to his own block while he is con
nected. Blocks are correlated with mul
tiple-mapping registers that translate
addresses for vanous blocks. Before a
user can go to work. a mapping register
must be loaded to define his block.
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marginal telting
mapping -

I. A transformation from one
set to another set. 2. A correspondence.
mapping, data-bale - A description of
the way in which different record types
(files) of a data base are associated with
one another.
mapping, memory - An optional mode of
computer operation wherein the eight
high-order bits of any virtual address
greater than 15 are replaced by an alter
native value, thus providing for dynamic
relocatability of programs (some com
puters).
mapping mode - The mode of computer
operation in which virtual addresses
above 15 are transformed through the
memorv map so that they become refer
ences to actual main memory locations
(some computers).
mapl, statuI - A status report of pro
grams and i/o operations-usually in
tabular form.
map, Itorage - See storage map.
margin - I. The difference between the
actual operating point and the point
where improper operation will occur. 2.
Also called range or printing range. In
telegraphv. the interval between limits
on a scale. usually arbitrary, in which
printing is error-free.
marginal check - A preventive-mainte
nance procedure in which certain oper
ating conditions (e.g. supply voltage or
frequency) are varied about their nomi
nal values in order to detect and locate
incipient defective parts.
marginal checking - A means of testing
circuits for incipient·or intermittent fail
ures by varying the voltages applied to
the circuit.
marginal COlt - The rate ofchange ofcost
as a function of quantity.
marginal error- Such errors irregularly
occur in tapes, and most often disap
pear simply because the writing is done
over a slightly different section of tapes.
marginal revenue - The rates of change
of income as a function of quantity.
marginal telt - A preventive-mainte
nance procedure in which certain oper
ating conditions are varied about their
normal values in order to detect and lo
cate incipient defective units. e.g., sup
ply voltage or frequencv may be varied.
(Synonymous with high-low bias test,
and related to check.)
marginal testing - A form of test. usually

marginal telts (voltage and regllters)

mark lCan

as part of preventive mai~tenance o.r as
a fault-finding or correctmg operatIon.
to test against safety margins for faults.
marginal teltl (voltage and regllterl)
- Built into some computers is a net
work for marginal test of computer sub
sections. Two features of the marginal
test system make routine checks fast and
accurate. The marginal check voltage is
continuously variable. and all working
registers are displayed simultaneously
on the console lights.
margin guide - See guide. margin.
margin, iUltlfled - Sf't' justified margin.
margin, jUltlfy - Set' justify.
mark - I. In communications. an impulse
which. in a neutral circuit. causes the
loop to be closed. or in a polar circuit.
causes the loop current to flow in a di
rection opposite to that for a space im
pulse. 2. A sign or symbol use(J to sig
nifv or indicate an event in time or
space. e.g.• end of word or message
mark. a file mark. a drum mark. an end
of-tape mark.
mark, admissible - Specific rules or con
ventions determine which marks. sym
bols. and numerals or characters are
permitted in various areas of computing
for all installations and for various lan
guages.
mark detection - A type of character rec
ognition system which detects from
marks placed in areas on paper or cards.
called site areas. boxes. or windows. cer
tain intelligence or information. Mark
reading results from optical character
recognnion or mark-sensing systems
which seek out the presence or absence
of pencil marks or graphite particles.
such as on college or school exams. cen
sus returns. etc.
mark, end - An indicator to signal the
end of a word or the end of a unit of
data.
marker - A symbol used to indicate the
beginning or the end of some set of
data. e.g.• the end of a record. block.
field. file. etc.
marker,
_glnning-of-Information 
abbreviated BIM. A reRective spot on
the back ofa magnetic tape. 10 feet from
the physical beginning of the tal?e.
which is sensed photoelectrically to m
dicate the point on the tape at which
recording may begin.
marker, deltlnatlon~wamlng - A reflec

tive spot on the back ofa magnetic tape.
18 feet from the physical end of the
tape. which is sensed photoelectncally
to indicate that the physical end of the
tape is approaching.
marker, end-of-tape - A special mark.
character. long blank. or other coding
used to indicate the end of a tape or
recording. Often. this is an easy-to-see
reflective strip. a transparent section. or
a special bit pattern on paper tape.
mark, file - An identification mark for the
last record in a file. or one of the several
labels to indicate end-of-file. File marks
may be followed by trailer label. file
mark. and reel mark.
mark, group - A special character used to
designate the end of a record in storage
for a write instruction.
mark, hold - The normal no-traffic line
condition whereby a steady mark is
transmitted.
marking bial- Bias distortion that
lengthens the marking impulses by ad
vancing the space-to-mark transition.
marklng-end dlltortlon - End distortion
that lengthens the marking impulse by
delaying the mark-to-space transition.
mark matching - A method employed in
optical character recognition to corre
late or match a specimen character with
each of a set of masks representing the
characters to be recognized; i.e.• the
characters are deliberately registered
on the reference masks and no allow
ance is made for character misregistra
tion. Mask types are: holistic masks
(exact). peep-hole masks (more lenient
but still exacting). and weighted area
masks.
Mark 1- An early electromechanical
computer. utilizing both mechanical
and electrical components to perform
computational processes.
mark reading - S" reading. mark.
mark, record - A special character used in
some computers either to limit the num
ber of characters in a data transfer. or to
separate blocked or grouped records in
tape.
mark, record-Itorage - A special charac
ter that appears only in the record-stor
age unit of the card reader to limit the
length of the record read into storage.
mark lean - To mark scan is to read a
document for a specific mark in a partic
ular location. The mark may be made by
a pen or pencil. since the operation is
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usually based on optical scanning and
light reflectance. Mark scanning differs
from mark sensing because mark sens
ing requires' an electrographic pencil
with conductive ink.
mark., control- Abbreviated CM. A con
trol mark is a one-slab block written on
magnetic tape to indicate the type of
data that follows. or to indicate the end
of useful information. The control mark
(anyone-slab block) supplies special
control features which can be utilized by
the programmer. However, several spe
cified CM configurations have been re
served for particular features on data
tapes, as FF for end of file.
mark, legment - A special character writ
ten on tape to separate one section of a
tape file from another.
mark lenle - A technique used to recog
nize pencil marks on cards or docu
ments for conversion to electrical sig
nals or punchings in a medium.
mark lenling - A technique for detecting
special pencil marks entered in special
places on a card. and automaticallv
translating the marks into punched
holes.
mark, Iingle-quot. - A special FOR
TRAN character used to enclose literal
messages.
mark-Ipace multiplier - A specific analog
multiplier, in which one input variable is
represented as a current or a voltage,
and is used to control the mark-to-space
ratio of a repetitive rectangular wave
and whose amplitude is made propor
tional to the other variable, which is also
represented by a voltage or a current.
mark, Itorage - The name given to a
point location which defines the charac
ter space immediately to the left of the
most significant character in accumula
tor storage. An example would be:

dropped out from either the timing
track or the mark track.
mark, word - An indicator to signal the
beginning or end of a word.
malk - I. A machine word that specifies
which parts of another machine word
are to be operated on. Also called ex
tractor or filter. 2. Act of replacing
characters in the accumulator with char
acters from a specified storage location
that corresponds to the "ones" position
in the mask, which is in a specific storage
location or register. 3. To extract a se
lected group of characters from a string
of characters.
malking - I. An operation that replaces
characters in the accumulator with
characters from a specified storage loca
tion or register. 2. The process of ex
tracting a nonword group or field of
characters from a word or a string of
words. 3. The process of setting internal
program controls to prevent transfers
which otherwise would occur upon set
ting of internal machine latches.
malk, Interrupt - See interrupt mask.
malk, logical- The pattern used to force
Os or to inhibit (normally I s) signals. A
logical AND is used with a mask to force
Os selectively.
malk, prelet - A technique for detecting
the presence or absence of specific bi
nary conditions. The process of mask
ing performs some logical operation
(AND, OR, etc.) between a program van
able and a preset mask. hence the name.
Masking is often used for setting or re
setting binary conditions in other varia
bles.
malk procelling, programmable read-only
memoriel - Integrated circuit devices
are fabricated from a wafer of silicon
through a number of processing steps,
including photo masking, etching, and
diffusing in order to create a pattern of
junctions and interconnections across
the surface of the wafer. One of the final
steps in the manufacturing process is to
coat the entire surface of the silicon
wafer with a laver of aluminum, and
then to selectively etch awav portions of
the aluminum, leaving the desired inter
connecting pattern. In the manufacture
of mask programmed read-only memo
ries, the row-to-column contacts are se
lectivelv made bv the inclusion of alumi
num connections in the final aluminum
etch process.
malkl, holistic - See holistic masks.

a
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in which the letter "a" would be the
storage mark.
mark, tap. - The special character that is
written on tape to signify the physical
end of the recording on tape.
mark, track-error - Indicates that during
the course.ofthe previous block transfer
a data parity error was detected, or one
or more bits have been picked up or
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ma5ks, peephole
ma5k5, peephole -

A set of characters in a
character-recognition unit, which re
sides as a set of strategically placed
points and which would theoretically
show all input characters as being
unique regardless of their style. i.e., for
anyone character there is only one set
of points.
m05k vs bipolar ROM - The primary diff
erence in read-only memories is In the
forming of the open or closed contact.
that is, In the design of the cell. In mask
programmable read-only memories. the
contact is made by selectively including
or excluding a small conducting jumper
during the final phase of semiconductor
manufacture. In bipolar programmable
read-only memories (PROMs), the con
tact is made with a fusible material such
that the contact can later be opened,
allowing the data pattern to be config
ured by the user after the device has been
manufactured.
mask words - The mask word modifies
both the identifier word and the input
word which is called up for a search
comparison in a logical AND operation.
mall data - Set' data, mass.
mass data, multiprocessing - See multi
processing mass data.
mall storage - Peripheral devices into
which large amounts of data can be
deposited and recovered. Sometimes
referred to as "secondary" storage to
differentiate from memory.
mall storage device - A type of memory
with a very large capacity In comparison
to internal or main memory. Typically,
these devices are tape. disk. cartridge,
or other exterior memories but still di
rectly addressable by the CPU.
mall

storage

dump/verify program -

A program that allows the user to dump
a specified area of memory to a mass
storage device such as a disk, magnetic
tape, or cassette. In an autoloadabIe for
mat. the accuracy of the dumped pro
gram is automatically verified.

mal"ltorage

executive.

capability -

Set storage, mass (executive).
mall storage file - See file, mass storage.
master - I. A file of data considered per
manent or semipermanent, i.e., an ar
rangement or ordering of a series of
records. 2. A single record from such a
file.
master card - A card containing fixed or
indicative information for a group of

cards. It is usually the first card of that
group.
mOlter clock - The electronic or electric
source of standard timing signals, often
called "clock pulses," reqUired for se
quencing computer operation. This
source usually consists of a timing-pulse
generator, a cycling unit, and sets of
special I?ulses that occur at given inter
vals of time. In synchronous computers
the basic time frequency employed is
usually the frequency of the clock
pulses.
master clack frequency - The number of
pulses per second produced by the mas
ter clock.
mOlter clock, mlcroproce..ar - Clocks are
generally required for most micro
processors. A trend is for newer proces
sors to require only a frequency-con
trolling two-terminal device (crystal or
RC net). Some of the vendors offer
clock or clock-driver chips. In many de
signs, the DIP-socket sized crystal oscil
lators are used. In others, crystal-con
trolled stability is not important. Clock
frequency has little to do with relative
data manipulation speed, and should
not be used as a selection criterion. The
number of phases. however, is impor
tant; four phases are harder to generate
than one or two. In clock schemes with
multiple phases particularly common in
MOS processors, the requirements for
overlapped or closely controlled rela
tive rise for periods should be investi
gated. SometImes four phases are easier
to make than overlapped, synchronized
two-phase clock signals.
master-control Interrupt - Signal gener
ate'd by an input/output device, or by an
operator's error, or by request of the
processor. for more data program seg
ments, or the like, which permits the
master control program to control the
computer system.
ma5ter control program - Same as pro
gram, master control.
master control routine - I. In a program
consisting of a series of subroutines. a
routine that controls the linking of the
other subroutines and may call the vari
ous segments of the program into mem
ory as required. 2. A program which
controls the operation of a hardware
system.
ma5ter data - A set of data which is al
tered infrequently and supplies basic
data for processIng operations. The
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data content of a master file. Examples
include: names. badge numbers. or pay
rates in personnel data; or stock num
ber. stock descriptions. or units of mea
sure in stock-control data.
malter file - 1. A file of relatively more
permanent information. which is usually
updated periodically. 2. A main refer
ence file of information.
_Iter file
Inventary - Permanently
stored inventory information retained
for future use.
malter ftle, malnetlc tape - See tape. mas
ter file.
malter file tape - See tape. master file.
malter-flle-update program - A process
in which programs from the old master
file are deleted. corrected. or left un
changed and new programs are added
from the transaction tape. Updating can
include changing of program job as
signments. A new program master file is
then produced.
malter Inltructlon tape - Abbreviated
MIT. A tape on which all the programs
for a system of runs are recorded.
malter mode - The mode of computer
operation in which all legal basic opera
tions are permissible.
malter payroll data file - The informa
tion bank where data on each employee
is kept.
malter program - Same as program. mas
ter control.
malter program file - A tape on which all
the programs for a system of runs are
recorded.
_Iter program file update - Programs
from the old master file are deleted. cor
rected. or left unchanged. and new pro
grams are added from the transaction
tape. A new program master file is pro
duced.
_Iter program tape - See tape. master.
malter record - The basic updated record
used in the next file-processing run. A
master record is most often a magnetic
tape item. Visual copies for possible
analysis and alteration are usually devel
oped.
_Iter routine - Sam" as executive rou
tine.
malter scheduler - The control scheduler
that permits the function of a control
program that allows an operator to initi
ate special actions or to cause r~uested
information to be delivered whICh can

override the normal control functions
of the system.
maiter/ilave camputer - Sfe master/
slave system.
maiter/ilave mode - This feature gua
rantees that one program cannot dam
age or access another program sharing
memory.
maiter/ilave multlprogrammlnl- A sys
tem designed to guarantee that one pro
gram cannot damage or access another
program sharing the same memory.
maiter/ilave IYltem - A special system
or computer configuration for business
or scientific use (as production automa
tion) in which one computer. usually of
substantial size or capability. rules with
complete control over all input/output
and schedules and transmits tasks to a
slave computer. The latter computer
often has a great capacity. and it per
forms the computations as directed and
controlled by the master unit.
malter Ilice - An unmetalized wafer con
taining arrays of circuit elements as de
termined by subsystem requirements.
These circuit elements can then be in
terconnected in a variety of ways to
achieve different functions.
malter ltatlon - A type of stat.ion that has
control of a channel at a given lOstant
for the purpose of sending numbered
messages to a slave station (whether or
not it actually does). Also referred to as
a transmitting station or data source.
maater Iynchronlzer - A primary source
of timing signals. Often a ring counter
synchronized by a crystal-controlled os
cillator.
.
malter IYltem tape - This is a monitor
program that allows for the centralized
control of program operation. It pro
vides a load-and-go operation with one
magnetic-tape umt without operator in
tervention. The operator can specify
loading and execution of any program
on the master system tape by a simple
on-line typewriter directive.
malter tape - Su tape. master.
malter termlnal- In some networks. any
terminal in the network can be the mas
ter. but onIv one terminal is master at
anyone time. As master. the terminal
can communicate with all other termi
nals in the network.
_Iter timer - Sfe master clock.
-'ch - I. A data processing operation
similar to a merge. except that instead
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of producing a sequence of items made
up from the input. sequences are
matched against each other on the basis
of some key. The following is a sche
matic of a two-item match:
SEQUENCE A

SEQUENCE B

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

3
3
4
5
6

1

1

7

11
11

13

2. Comparison of keys (records) that are
identical. (Synonymous with a hit or
strike.)
match gate - Sallie (IS gate. exclusive NOR.
matching - The matching technique is
generally used to verify coding. Individ
ual codes are machine-compared
against a group of master codes to select
any that are invalid.
matching error - An error due to inac
curacy in pairing passive components.
matching, mark - See mark matching.
match-me,.e - The comparison of two
files. usually based on key words de
signed to rlace them in the prearranged
sequentia order of those records wnich
match the arbitrarily selected key words.
material dilperllon, ftberoptiCI- Light
impulse broadening due to differential
delay of various wavelengths of light in
a waveguide material.
mathematical analYIII- Includes arith
metic and algebra; deals with numbers.
the relationships between numbers. and
t~e op~rations performed on these rela
tionshIps.
mathematical check - A check that uses
mathematical identities or other prop
erties. occasionally with some degree of
discre'pancy being acceptable; e.g..
checkmg multiplication by verifying that
A X B = B X A. (Synonymous with
arithmetic check.)
mathematical model - A series or organi
zation ofequations that are a mathemat
ical representation of a "real world"
problem or process in a skeletonized

form. but with precise measurements of
the relationships of the variables.
parameters. and constants. Each model
has some objective function (goal or tar
get) and decision rules (values to be de
termined) which will solve the problem
to develop the answer or range of alter
natives.
mathematical operator - A symbol that
indicates briefly a mathematical pro
cess. which describes the relations and
restrictions which exist between the
input variables and the output variables
01 a system.
mathematical parameter - A secondary
variable in an application. For example.
the analytic geometry description of a
line. y = ax plus b can be replaced by
the parametric expression y = a1x + b
where t is regarded as a parameter. The
constants. a and b. and the variables. x
and y. are not considered as parameters.
mathematical pawer - See power. mathe
matical.
mathematical progrom - See program.
mathematical.
mathematical programming - Sallie as lin
ear programming.
mathematical Ilmulation - The use of a
model of mathematical equations in
which computing elements are used to
represent all of the subsystems.
mathematical lubroutlnel- Subroutines
including sine. cosine. square root. ex
ponent. log. etc.
mathematlcl- Involves the definition of
symbols of various kinds and describes
the operations to be performed. in defi
nite and consistent ways. upon the sym
bols; a symbolized and extended form
oflogic to form the patterns of scientific
phenomena. the laws obeyed. and the
uniformities displayed. Although math
ematics does not provide these. it ex
presses and interprets them and helps
to deduce their consequences. or to
forecast what will happen if they hold.
Mathematics points and advises where
to look for verification or contradiction
of hypotheses.
matrix - 1. A rectangular array of num
bers subject to mathematical opera
tions. such as addition. multiplication.
and inversion. according to specified
rules. Any table is a matnx. 2. An array
of circuit elements such as diodes.
wires. magnetic cores. and relays. ar
ranged and designed to perform a spe
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cified function; for example. conversion
from one number system to another.
matrix algebra tableau - The current ma
trix. with auxiliary rows and/or col
umns. as it appears at an iterative stage
in the standard simplex method com
puting form of solution.
matrix, coefllclent - The matrix of left
side coefficients in a svstem oflinear op
erations. It is to be distinguished from
the matrix obtained by appending the
right side. which is called the aug
mented matrix of the system. It may be
thought of as including a full set of logi
cal vectors to convert inequality con
straints to equations. and in the case of
the modified simplex array it also con
tains the objective function coefficients.
matrix, conltralnt - In linear program
ming. the augmented matrix of the con
stramt equations; it is the matrix formed
by the coefficient columns. or left sides.
and the column of constants.
matrix, dot - A dot-matrix display uses
individual character displays arrayed in
any length. Each unit contains dots ar
ranged m rows and columns. which can
be selected in the proper pattern to dis
playa leuer. number, or other symbol
when energized. Display assemblies can
be obtained with power supply. pro
gramming and decoding electronics.
and scanning circuitry that causes the
message to traverse the display from left
to right for displaying continuous mes
sages.
matrix, Interconned - A network or array
of conductors arranged to facilitate
rapid and convenient interconnection
between them by way of switches. pins.
jumpers. or other means.
matrix, photocell - S" photocell matrix.
matrix printer - Se, printer. wire.
matrix printing - The printing of al
phanumerical characters by means of
the appropriate selection of pins con
tained in a rectangular array on the
printing head.
matrix, program timing - A unique array
of connections which supplv timing
pulses at regular intervals and In proper
sequence to permanently selected
groups of lines in the normal execution
of operations. i.e .• the clock pulses for a
clock pulse generator in sychronous
digital computers.
matrix, lemantlc - A graphical device for
plouing in a standard conventional

form whatever precise elements of
meaning have been ascertained from
the semantic analysis of a concept.
matrix, Itorage - See storage matrix.
matrix table - A specific set of quantities
in a rectangular array according to ex
acting mathematical rules and designs.
moximal- Highest or greatest.
mean time between fallurel- The special
limit of the ratio of operating time of
equipment to the number of observed
failures as the number of failures ap
proaches infinity.
mean time to failure - The average time
the system or component of the system
works without faufting.
mean time to repair - The average time to
repair a fault or a component of the sys
tem.
mealure, data-tranimiliion utlllzatlonThe ratio of useful data output ofa data
transmission system to the total data
input.
mealuroment and control Iystems 
Measurement and control systems are
designed for scientific and industrial ap
plications requiring acquisition, stor
age. computation. reduction. presenta
tion. and output of high- and low-level
analog signals from sensors such as
thermocouples. strain gauges and
RTDs in medical and biomedical re
search. quality assurance laboratories,
product development and testing pro
grams. process simulation. and pilot
plants for process control.
measuroment, work - Srr work measure
ment.
mechanical differential analyzer - A form
of analog computer using intercon
nected mechanical surfaces to solve diff
erential equations; e.g .. the Bush differ
ential analyzer, developed by Vannevar
Bush at M.I.T .• used differential gear
boxes to perform addition, and a combi
nation of wheel disk spherical mech
anisms to perform integration.
mechanical translation - A generic term
for ~a~guage t.ranslation by computers
or SImIlar eqUIpment.
mechanism, decision - Srf' decision mech
anism.
mechanism, tape transport - Sf' tape
transport.
mechanized data - Sf'f data. mechanized.
media - The plural form of medium.
Magnetic cards. disks. and cartridges
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and paper tapes are examples of the var
ious media types devised to carry data
or information.
m.dium - The material or basis on which
data and instructions are recorded. Ex
amples are punched cards. punched or
magnetic tape. disk or diskette. car
tridges. etc. (Plural. media.)
m.dium, input/output - I. The vehicle or
material designed and used to carry re
corded data. I.e .. a magnetic card. mag
netic tape. microfilm. etc. The medium
is the carrier of data and instructions to
and from a computer. 2. A specific regis
ter that contains modifiers of instruc
tions before execution. or a register that
controls actions under the direction of
the computer or program.
m.dium, machin. r.adabl. - See data. ma
chine readable.
m.dlum, non.rasabl. - Paper tapes and
most ROMs are examples of nonerasa
ble media used to drive various produc
tion machines. It is quite uncommon to
use paper tape or ROM as an intermedi
ate memory because it is nonerasable.
m.dlum-scal. Int.gration - Abbreviated
MSI. Integrated circuits containing
logic functions more complex than
small-scale integration but less complex
than large-scale integration (LSI). Ex
amples of MSI relate to 40-bit counters.
latches. data multiplexers. etc.
m.dium, storage - The material on which
data is recorded and which may be
paper tape. cards. magnetic tape. strips.
or devices such as magnetic cartridges.
disks. etc.
m.dium, transf.r - The material. such as
sheets, ribbons, or plastic film. which
enables the transfer of ink during print
ing.
m.ga - A prefix meaning million.
m.gabit - One million binary bits.
m.gacycl. - A million cycles per second;
10 6 cycles per second. (The preferred
term IS megahertz.)
m.mb.r, print - See print member.
m.mori.s, a ..ociatlv. - With associative
memory capability, high-speed memory
searches within computers are based on
content or subject matter rather than
being limited to locating data through
speCified addresses.
m.morlz. - Typically. meaning to trans
fer data or information to internal stor
age.

m.mory - A device into which informa
tion can be copied. which will hold this
information. and from which the infor
mation can be obtained at a later time.
(The terms memory and storage are in
terchangeable.)
m.mory ace..., quick - Same as storage.
high speed.
m.mory, acoustic - A computer memorv
that uses a sonic delay line.
m.mory, add-on and add-in - Minicom
puter storage devices range from add
on solid-state MOS or bubble memories
to various tvpes of disk and tape drives.
Add-on memory is generally supplied
with an enclosure. a power supply. and
a cable connecting the memory to the
mini. Add-in memories are normally Cir
cuit boards that slip into the chassis or
expansion cabinets of a mini or micro.
m.mory, addr....d - Memory sections
containing each individual register.
m.mory addre..lng mod.s - Methods of
specifying the memorv location of an
operand. Common addressing modes
are. in general: direct. immediate. rela
tive. indexed. and indirect. These
modes are important factors in program
efficiency.
m.mory addr... r.glst.r - A register con
taining the address of the selected word
in memory. See register.
m.mory addre .., virtual- Often interpre
ted as addressing (I) a particular charac
ter relative to tne begmning of a page.
(2) a particular page relative to the ini
tial point of that segment. and (3) a par
ticular large memory segment or book.
Thus programs can be addressed into
noncontiguous areas of memory in rela
tively small blocks.
m.mory ann.x - A small memory unit as
a go-between for the input and output
units and the main memory.
m.mory applications, vlrtual- Virtual
memorv has been used primarily on
large. multiprogrammed computers in
order to have a larger number of aCllve
programs in main memory. In some
cases. however. the minicomputer being
used will be dedicated to a single pro
gram rather than being multipro
grammed. With this consideration. the
virtual memory system allows a user to
run large programs without having to
go to the expense of buying more than
a minimal amount of main memory for
the machine.
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m.mory array - Memory cells arranged

magnets moving on tracks within a thin
hOrizontal film or platelet. The polarity
of the bar magnets (actually tiny cylin
drical magnetic fields) is always perpen
dicular to the film plane and opposite to
their surrounding region. In the most
simplified model of bubble memory. the
presence of a bubble is detected when
Its reverse magnetic field is sensed dur
ing its passage under a permanently
magnetized material that changes resist
ance with a change in polarity. The bub
bles are unaffected by their passage
under the sensor.
m.mory bu. - The CPU communicates
with memory and i/o devices over a
memory bus. In different computers this
bus has various names. including i/o
bus. data bus, or one of a host of pro
prietary names.
m.mory, each. - Units with limited ca
pacitv but very fast semiconductor
memory which can be used in combina
tion with lower-cost. but slower, large
capacity memory, giving effect to a
larger and faster memory. Look-ahead
procedures are required in the progress
of the J?rograms to effect locating and
depositing the right information into
the fast memory when it is required.
m.mory capacity - The number of ele
mentary pieces of data that can be con
tained in a storage device. Frequently
defined in terms of characters in a par
ticular code or words of a fixed size that
can be so contained.
m.mory charad.r format - Memory stor
ing techniques of storing one character
in each addressable location.
m.mory chip, bubbl. - Contained in a
small module. bubble memory is an
electronic chip that stores digital infor
mation by changing the magnetic polar
ity of tiny areas in the chip called bub
bles. The bubbles are actually
cylindrical magnetic islands polarized in
a direction opposite from that of a film
in which the bubbles function. The
memory has no moving parts. Because it
works magnetically. it retains informa
tion even when the power is turned off.
Bubble memory has advantages over
electromechanical mass memory de
vices. such as paper tape. cassettes. or
floppy disks; it offers solid-state reliabil
ity, higher access speeds. smaller size.
and less weight and power consump
tion.
m.mory, cont.nt-addr••••d - A memory

in a rectangular geometric pattern on a
chip, usuany organized into rows and
columns as in a matrix.
m.mory, allociativ. - Data storage based
on the data actuallv stored in the mem
ory. not the location of the data. This
leads to its alternate name. content
addressable memory (CAM). Associa
tive memory is a method oforganization
and memory design that permits the ac
cess of all information that matches cer
tain "tag" bits of the address.
m.mory, backinl- Considered to be the
same as auxiliary storage. i.e.• those
units whose capacity is relatively larger
than working (scratch pad or internal)
storage but oflonger access time. and in
which transfer capability is usually in
blocks between storage units.
m.mory bank ••I.d - The memory that
can be directly addressed by most mi
croprocessors is not sufficient for many
applications. This has led to the incor
poration of memory-bank select in RAM
memory cards. An eight-position DIP
switch on such cards IS used to select
one (or more) of eight banks of memory
in which the card is to reside. Each bank
consists of a maximum of 64K bvtes of
memory. One output port address of
the microprocessor is I'eserved fol' se
lecting the active bank (or banks) of
memory. With eight banks of 64K. mi
croprocessor memol'Y space can be ex
panded to a half-megabyte. In addition
to memory expansion. bank select is
also convenient in implementing small
time-shared systems. In such a system.
each user is restricted to just one bank
of memory. thus protecting against acci
dental accessing of another user's mem
ory space. (Some systems.)
m.mory,
bootstrap - The
bootstrap
memory is a time-saving device built
into the main computer. It is pro
grammed to fit the specialized needs of
various computer users. The program
and words m the bootstrap memory
cannot be altered by the computer but
can be manually changed when neces
sary. The purpose of the bootstrap
memory is to provide for the automatic
reading of new programs into the com
puter with protection against erasing its
vital instructions (some systems).
m.mory, bubbl. - Magnetic-domain. or
"bubble." memories may be thought of
as patterns of vertically oriented bar
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in which the storage locations are iden
tified by their contents rather than their
addresses. Enables faster interrogation
to retrieve a particular data element.
memory, core - A storage device com
posed of ferromagnetic cores, or an
apertured ferrite plate, through which
select lines and sense windings are
threaded.
memory cycle - The operations required
for addressing, reading, writing, and/or
reading and writing data in memory.
memory, cycle Iteallnl- Many' applica
tions require the fastest possible trans
fer oflarge amounts of data between the
microcomputer memory and peripheral
devices. System efficiency can be in
creased by avoidance of time-consum
ing programmed word transfers in
which the microprocessor supervises
each operation. Increased efficiency can
be achieved by addition of a dlrect
memory access (DMA) facility. It allows
an i/o device interface to "steal" a mem
ory cycle from the program and transfer
a word of data directly from or to a
memory address specified in a special
address register. With an automatic in
crement of the address register after
each word transfer, successive words of
data can be transferred into successive
memory locations.
memory
data
regllter - Abbreviated
MDR. A memory data register is a 4-, 8-,
12-, or 16-bit register that holds the last
data word read from or written into the
memory location addressed by the con
tents of the memory address register.
memory dump - 1. A listing of the con
tents of a storage device, area, or se
lected parts of it. 2. A process of writing
the contents of memory consecutively in
such a form that it can be examined for
computer or program errors. 3. Routine
generated automatically according to a
programmer's specification and in
cluded in an object program to perform,
respectively, program-loading opera
tions and a printout of memory contents
upon request.
memory dump (monitor control) - A mem
ory dump may be specified in the con
trol information for a job. Upon termi
nation of the job, the dump routine is
loaded from the system unit and ex
ecuted. The dump routine overlays the
monitor and produces a complete dump
of the object program. Upon comple
tion of the dump, the monitor is re

loaded to process the next job. Pro
grams termmate normally by returning
control to the monitor. A job may be
terminated by the operator or the moni
tor. Once a job has terminated, the
monitor automatically initiates process
ing of the next job. Iffor any reason the
resident monitor becomes destroyed
and processing is not continuous, the
system may be reloaded and initialized
by the bootstrap loader.
memory, extemal- A facility or device,
not an integral part of a computer, in
which data usable by a computer is
stored. Examples are off-line magnetic
tape units and other magnetic devices.
(Contrasted with storage, internal.)
memory fllI- Placing a pattern of charac
ters in memory registers not in use in a
particular problem to stop the com
puter if the program, through error,
seeks instructions taken from forbidden
registers.
memory luard - Electronic or program
guar~ inhibi~ing or preventing ac.cess to
speCific sections of storage deVices or
areas especially concerning the main or
internal memory of the central proces
sor.
memory hierarchy - A set of memories
with differing sizes and speeds, and usu
ally having different cost-performance
ratios. A hierarchy might consist of a
very high speed, small semiconductor
memory, a medium-speed disk memory,
and a large, slow-speed 'tape memory.
memory, hllh-Ipoocl- A unit which is ca
pable of producing information at rela
tively higher speeds than other periph
eral or memory units connected or
related to a computer system; also an
indication of the lower average access
time.
memory Interloavlnl- Interleaving, like
cache, takes advantage of the fact that
most computer programs tend to refer
ence sequential addresses. In interleav
ing, sequential addresses are placed on
sequential memory boards (some sys
tems can interleave two, four, or eight
memory modules at a time) so that the
CPU can fetch a word, manipulate it,
then fetch the next word without having
to wait for completion of the memory
cycle of one board.
memory, Intemal- I. The storage of data
in a device that is an integral part of a
computer. 2. The storage facilities
forming an integral physical part of the
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computer and directly controlled by the
computer. In such facilities all data are
automatically accessible to the com
puter, e.g., main memory and magnetic
disk or tape on-line. (Contrasted with
storage. external.) 3. All memorv or
storage which is automatically accessi
ble to the computer without human in
tervention.
m.mory load and recard op.ratlonA type of operation that allows users to
suspend processing and store the com
plete contents of memory on tape for
continuation later.
m.mory location - A specific position in a
computer storage device.
m.mory location., .tandard - These are
various areas of storage which are re
served for mathematical tables. or for
the automatic storage of final contents
of registers.
m.mory, magn.tie - Any portion of the
memory that uses the magnetic proper
ties of a material to store information.
m.mory manag.m.nt - Addressing ex
tension hardware options available for
some computers. The memory manage
ment option controls the operation of
user programs in a multiprogram envi
ronment.
m.mory, main - Usually the fastest stor
age device of a computer and the one
from which instructions are executed.
(Contrasted with auxiliary storage.)
m.mory map - A special type of listing of
addresses or symbolic representations
of addresses which define the bounda
ries of the memory address space occu
pied by a program or a senes of pro
grams. Often memory maps can be
produced by a high-level language such
as APL. FORTRAN, etc. In addition,
under operation of some computer
memory management options. a dy
namic memory map is maintained to
guide automatic allocation of memory
space to overlay programs.
m.mory map lI.t - A memory map is pro
vided at compile time on an optional
basis. The memory map is a listing of all
variable names, array names, and con
stants used by the program, with their
relative address assignments. The list
ing will include all subroutines called
and last location when called.
m.mory mapping - An optional mode of
computer operation wherein the eight
high-order bits of any virtual address

greater than 15 are replaced by an alter
native value, thus providing for dynamic
relocatability of programs (some com
puters).
m.mory map, virtual addr••••• - An au
tomatic device for transforming virtual
addresses into physical addresses in
some time-sharing systems.
m.mory modul. - A magnetic or semi
conductor module prOViding storage lo
cations for 4K, SK, 12K, 16K, or more
words (where K = 1024).
m.mory, nonvalatil. - A storage medium
which retains information when power
is removed from the system.
memory page - A section of memory,
typically 256 words. This arises from the
fact an S-bit computer handles memory
addresses in S-blt bytes. One byte can
address 256 locations, so most S-bit mi
croprocessors use a total of 2 bytes to
give one 16-bit word capable of ad
dressing 65,536 (2 16 ) locations. The
upper S bits are referred to as the page
number. Thus the address in octal page
form 012 125 is location 125 (octal) on
page 0 12 (octal).
m.mory parity - A procedure that gener
ates and checks parity on each memory
transfer and provides an interrupt if an
error is detected.
m.mory parity and protect option Abbreviated MPP. On some systems
with IS-bit memories, the memorv svs
tem generates and checks byte pari'ty.
The MPP option provides a means for
dealing with parity errors by "captur
ing" the following mformation and gen
erating a noninhibitable interrupt for
corrective action by the user's program:
CPU or DMA generated pantv error,
address and content of memory location
causing parity error, upper or lower
byte caused parity error. On these sys
tems, intentional parity errors can be
pr~duced by a special instruction for
mamtenance purposes.
m.mory, perman.nt - Storage of infor
mation that remains intact when the
power is turned off. Also called non
volatile storage.
memory palnt.r regl.ter. - Special regis
ters that direct (point) the CPU to the
location of a word in memory that con
tains data.
memory print - See memory dump.
m.mory print-out - A listing of the con
tents of a storage device, or selected
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parts of it. (Synonymous with memory
dump and core dump.)
memory proted - Memory protect is
available for use in manv processors. It
protects the integrity ot operating sys
tems against aCCidental modifications.
Memory protect divides memory space
into two segments. separating the oper
ating svstem from user programs. If any
part ot a user program seeks to modify
system space. the system interrupts and
takes control. This is a necessitv for
manv real-time environments and other
highly interactive systems.
memory proted, multlprolilramminlilSff multiprogramming memory protect.
memory proted no-operation - S" no
operation. memory protect.
memory proted privileged InltructionA feature that provides a "hardware
protected" environment so that an ex
ecuting program cannot destroy the op
erating system or another job.
memory, pleudoltatlc (microcomputer)
- A type of memory in which all refresh
and overhead operations are taken care
of on the card.
memory, quick-accell- Samf as storage.
high speed.
memory, random-accell- A storage tech
nique in which the time required to ob
tain information is independent of the
location of the information most re
centlv obtained. This strict definition
must' be qualified bv the observation
that we usually mean' relatively nonran
dom access when compared to semicon
ductor types for main stores, but rela
tively random access when compared to
magnetic tapes for file storage. (Con
trasted with sequential-access storage.)
memory, rapid - That section of the
whole memory from which information
may be obtained in the shortest possible
time.
memory, rapid-occell- Sam, as storage.
high-speed.
memory, read-only - A memory that can
nocbe altered in normal use of the com
puter. Usually. a small memory that
contains often-used instructions such as
microprograms or system software.
memory, regenerative - A memory de
vice where contents gradually vanish if
not periodically refreshed.
memory regl,ter - A register in the stor
age of the computer, m contrast with a

register in one of the other units of the
computer.
memory,
Icratchpad - A
high-speed
memorv device used to store the loca
tion o(an interrupted program and to
retrieve the latter after the mterrupting
program has been completed.
memory, lecondary - A particular storage
which is usually of large capacitv. but
also with longer access time. and which
most often permits the transferring of
blocks of data between it and the main
storage.
memory, ,emicondudor - A
memory
whose storage medium is a semiconduc
tor circuit. Often used for high-speed
buffer memories and for read-onlv
memories. ROM. or random access
memories. RAM.
memory, standard units - Storage from
which the data to be operated on is nor
mally obtained. This storage may be
under the control of the computer. but
data to be operated on must be trans
ferred to secondary or internal storage
before operations commence; it is re
turned to external storage only after op
erations are completed. External stor
age devices usually have larger
capacities and lower access speeds than
internal and secondary storage.
memory, Itatlc - I. A memory device that
contains no mechanical moving parts. 2.
A memorv device that contains fixed in
formation.
memory, virtual- A technique that per
mits the user to treat secondarv (disk)
storage as an extension of main mem
ory. thus giving the virtual appearance
of a larger main memory. A type of
memory with the capability of using a
type of algorithm of the paging or seg
menting type. In this manner, a larger
memory is simulated than actually ex
ists.
memory, virtual (pointer) - Virtual mem
ory systems are designed for storage
efficiency. Some computers are struc
tured so that parts of programs and data
may be scattered through main memory
and auxiliary storage. Various pointers
or sets of pointers automaticalIy keep
track of the location of these program
portions. The user of comruters so de
signed may be unaware 0 this scatter
ing procedure and most often operates
computing procedures as though he
were using normal memory.
memory, volatile - A storage medium in
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which information is destroved when
power is removed from the system.
memory, worklng- The internal memory
which stores information for process
ing.
memory work.pace - The amount of
memory required by a program over
and above the amount of memory re
quired to store the program itself.
Workspace is generally used for input
/output device buffer areas and for vari
ous other locations required by a pro
gram during its execution.
merge - To produce a single sequence of
items. ordered according to some rule
(that is. arranged in some orderly se
quence). from two or more sequences
previously ordered according to the
same rule. without changing the items
in size. structure. or total number.
Merging is a special kind of collating.
merge, order of - The number of input
files to a merge program. Also power of
the merge.
merg..sort - The production of a single
sequence of items in a specific order as
programmed or according to some
rules developed without changing the
items in structure. size. or total number.
merging sort - See sort. merge.
me.h - To combine in an arrangement
according to some rule. two or more
sequences previously arranged accord
ing to the same rule. to obtain a single
sequence ofitems without any change in
the number or type of items.
me.soge - A transmitted series of words
or symbols that are designed and in
tended to convey information. In mes
sage switching. a message consists of a
header. text. and an end-of-message
symbol.
me••age, automatic - A location in which
incoming data from one circuit is trans
ferred to the proper outgoing circuit.
me••age block - In order to reduce the
transmission overhead. messages ex
changed between various devices and
the aJ)plication programs may be
blocke{l and unblocked at various points
in the system. The blocking operation
consists of the concatenation of several
messages into a single transmission or
physical record. This is done to reduce
the frequency of the delays due to
changing the transmission direction of
the communication link.
me••age concentrator - Generally. con
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centrators keep host computer over
head low by preformatting and editing
messages to fit the host system before
transmission. The concentrator saves
time by intercepting messages with er
rors. eliminating spurious transactions
to the host computer. Most message
concentrators are built around a mini or
microcomputer that runs under a real
time operating system. It receIves mes
sages of various speeds and formats
through a data control unit. The micro
or mmicomputer reformats the mes
sages to suit the host system. checks for
errors. and. when necessary. stores mes
sages on the moving-head disk until line
bandwidth is available. The messages
are then sent in a high-speed (some
times 50-kilobaud) burst to the host sys
tem. directly or through a packet switch
ing network.
me••age, end of - The specific set of
characters that indicates the termina
tion of a message.
me••age, enquiry - Abbreviated ENQ A
signal that is used as a request for a re
sponse to obtain identification and/or
an indication of station status. transmIt
ted as part of an initialization sequence
(line bid) in point-to-point operation.
and as the final character of a selection
or polling sequence in multipoint oper
ation.
me••age error, Illegal control- A control
message has been read that it is not
defined. If the message is typed it may
be retyped. Otherwise. only the compile
or assembled phase of the job is proc
essed. and a job error is given.
me••age exchange - A device placed be
tween a communication line and a com
puter to take care ofcertain communica
tion functions and thereby free the
computer for other work.
me••age format - The specific identifica
tion and placement ofportions ofa mes
sage. such as its headmg. address. text.
en(J of message. etc.
messoge, fox - A standard message
which is used for testing teletypewriter
circuits and machines because it in
cludes all the alphanumerics on a tc:1e
typwriter as well as most of the function
characters such as space. figures shift.
letters shift. etc. The message is: "The
quick brown fox jumped over a lazy
dog's back 1234567890---sending."
The sending station's identification is

message header
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inserted in the three blank spaces which
precede the word "sending."
message header - That part of a message
that contains the transmission-control
information preceding the text.
message, multiple-address - A message
that is to be delivered to more than one
destination.
message polling - A technique for calling
or signaling by the designated master
station to other stations in a multipoint
or multichannel network.
message queuing - Controls the order in
which messages are stored. processed.
and transmitted.
message reference block - Sl'I' block. mes
sage reference.
message-response time - For terminal
oriented systems, two types of response
time are most meaningful. The termi
nal-response time is the time required
from the instant the "transmit" or
equivalent key on a keyboard is de
pressed t.o the moment the reply mes
sage begins to appear at the terminal.
The overall-response time is the
elapsed time from the instant the user
generates a message to the moment a
complete replv is received. This crite
rion includes the print or display time of
the terminal and the time it takes to
transfer the message from the user's lo
cation to the terminal location.
message retrieval- The ~apacity to re
tneve a message some lime after it has
entered an information system.
message routing - The function of select
ing the route. or alternate route. for a
message.
messages, error - Messages developed by
a program to designate a variety oferror
types.
me.sage, single-address - A message
which is to be delivered to only one des
tination.
message switch- A term for one of the
routing points in a store and forward
switching system.
message switching - 1. The technique of
receiving a message. storing it until the
proper outgoing CIrcuit is available. and
then retransmitting it. 2. A system in
which data transmIssions between sta
tions on different circuits within a net
work are accomplished by rOUling the
data through a central point.
message switching, packet - A form of

message switching in which the message
size is restricted to a relativelv small
length, normally several thousand bits
at most, and in which no long-term stor
age is provided in the switchmg centers.
The switching center to which the
sender is connected frequently has the
abilitv to break longer messages into
shorter segments called packets: if not.
the user terminal (computer) must per
form this function. Each packet can be
routed individuallv toward the destina
tion switching center. where the mes
sage is reassembled in proper order for
transmission to the destination. Packet
svstems are customarilv encoded for ex
tremely rapid delivery rates. on the
order of tenths of seconds. and packets
which cannot be delivered within some
fixed maximum are discarded.
meta language - A formal language
which uses srecial symbols to describe
the syntax 0 computer languages.
methods analyst - Designs systems and
supervises their implementation. Also
plans. controls, and coordinates conver
sion to new svstems.
MICR - Abbreviation for Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition. A check-encod
ing system employed by banks for the
purpose of automating check handling.
Checks are imprinted (using magnetIC
ink) with characters of a tvpe face and
dimensions specified by the American
Banking Association. There are four
teen characters-ten numbers (0-9) and
four special symbols.
MICR code - See code, MICR.
microcircuit - A specialized electronic cir
cuit composed of elements which are
fabricated and interconnected to make
them inseparable and miniaturized. Mi
crocircuits fre9uently reduce cost. in
crease reliabiluy. and operate faster
than tubes and many transistors. They
are common to the so-called third gen
eration of computer equipment. (Illus
tration. page 320.)
microcircuit, analog - A type of linear mi
crocircuit intended to De used so that
the output is a mathematical continuous
function of the input. An operational
amplifier is an example of an analog mi
crocircuit.
microcircuit, digital- A type of microcir
cuit which is intended to accept particu
lar logic states, changes between logic
states. or sequences oflogic states at Us
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Microcircuit.
input terminals. and convert these to
logic states at the output terminals ac
cordmg to a set of logic equations or
function tables.
microcode - I. A list of small program
steps. Combinations of these steps. per
formed automatically in a prescnbed se
quence. form a macrooperation like
multiply. divide. and square root. 2. A
set of cont~ol functi~ns performed by
the.mstructlon decodmg and execution
logiC of a computer system. The mi
crocode defines the. instruction set (rep
ertOire) of a speCific computer. It is
often not accessible to programmers if
the system IS a large one and designed
for nonuse. by the owners and users.
e.g.• propnetary to the manufacturer.
Most microcomputers are ready for mi
crocode use by nobbyists and designers.
microcodlng - A system of coding that
uses suboperations not ordinarily acces
sible in programming.
microcomputer - A general term referring
to a .c~mplete tiny computing system.
conslstmg. of hardware and software.
whose mam processing blocks are made
of semiconductor integrated circuits. In
function and structure. it is somewhat
similar to a minicomputer. with the
main diffe~ence being price. size. speed
of execution. and computing power.
The hardware of a microcomputer con
sist.s o~the microprocessing unit (MPU).
,,:hlC~ IS usuallr assembled on a printed
CirCUit board wuh memory and auxiliary
circuits. Power supplies. control con
sole. and cabinet are separate.
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microcomputer architedure -

The basic
interrelationships between the principal
parts of the microsystem and the meth
ods (or paths) by which data can be
made to flow within a svstem. Architec
ture includes number o( registers availa
ble. how registers are used. instruction
sets. input-output operations. number
of stacks available. how stacks are used.
hardware interrupt structure. data paths
mto ~emory (number and types). data
paths mto CPU (number and types). and
others. Most archuectures are classified
into either CPU oriented. memory ori
ented. or bit-slice.

microcomputer bUI, 5-100 -

The S-IOO
microcomputer bus consists ofa bank of
I DO-contact connectors wired in parallel
on a common mother board. The 100
lines of the bus carry address. data. and
control signal information. Several of
the lines are left undefined for use in
customized systems. A ground trace be
tween the signal lines is used for shield
ing to reduce cross talk and assure reli
able operation.

microcomputer, communlcatlonl -

A com
munications-oriented system for facili
tating the firmware implementation of
custom communications controllers.
Generally. the system is designed to
perform such functions as data concen
tration. channel contention. message
routing. polling control. speed and
code conversion. protocol conversion.
and voice response.
microcomputer componentl - Microcom
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Microcomputer components.
devices requiring an asynchronous se
rial data format.
microcomputer CPU - In general aspects,
the CPU consists of the following: pro
gram counter (PC), instruction register
(IR), instruction execution logiC, a
memory-address register (MAR), a gen
eral-purpose register (GPR) file, and an
arithmetic and logic unit (ALU).
microcomputer data bale system - With
the data-base management system, the
mlcrocomput.r components, hlgh-Ievelsysuser's computer and intelligent termi
tem - The major components of a
nals can communicate with the disk file
high-level MPS are a second generation,
through high-level commands, while
high performance CPU; a programma
the intelligent disk system carries out
ble input/output controller (PIO); a
the detailed commands for indexing,
programmable serial input/output con
searching, and deblocking operations
trolIer (SIO); a versatile counter timer
required to access or store the needed
circuit (CTC); and a high-speed direct
data. Thus, the communications lines
memory access controller (DMA).
almost exclusively carry requested data,
microcomputer control, ACIA - An asyn
while a minimum ofcontrofinformation
chronous communications interface
flows back and forth between the termi
adapter (ACIA) interfaces an MPU to
nal and tile disk system. Since most sys
puters are tiny digital computers devel
oped from a few large-scale integrated
CIrcuit (LSI) chips. A central processor
(CPU) may be on a single LSI chip (mi
croprocessor chip) or several such
chips. A microcomputer system also re
quires ROM storage for programs and
data, clock circuits, input/output inter
faces, selector registers, and control cir
cuits.
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Jlicrocomputer development hardware.
tems communicate through the EIA
providing instant notification of net
standard interface RS-232-C. thev can
work faults.
be easilv connected to manv different
microcomputer ilo architecture - The i/o
types of host computers or' terminals.
architecture of a microcomputer gener
And the use ?f a high-level language for
ally breaks down into these areas: trans
communicatIOns means that any com
fer techniques. instruction [ormats,
puter or terminal that can talk' to an
buses,
bus
structures,
interrupt
other computer or terminal can also talk
schemes. and memory-access tech
to the disk system_
niques. Most microprocessors allow for
three types of i/o transfer techniques:
microcomputer development hardware
programmed transfer. interrupt-fro
- Microcomputer development svs
gram
control, and hardware contro . In
tems are deSigned to simplifv product
the first two cases, found in most simple
design cycles. They provide test bed
applications, the microprocessor con
for interfaces and related hardware. as
trols the transfer. In the third case, sys
well as full program preparation facilitv
tem hardware controls the transfer. .
with resident on-line hardware and soft
microcomputer POS systems - Point-of
ware debugging aids. Peripheral inter
sale (paS) systems. in which the cash
faces include TTY. high speed paper
register is actuallv a special-J:>urpose
tape equipment. serial line printer with
computer terminal that can mOnitor and
magnetic tape cassettes. Various card
record transactions directh' in the
level modules of the systems range from
store's data files, perform checks on
microcomputers. memory and i/o
credit card validity, and handle other
modules. to general-purpose arrays.
marketing data functions. The mi
microcomputer development system crocomputer constitutes a natural de
These systems. often purchased by
vice for use in the control of automated
large users of microprocessors for pro
checkout counters and can also be used
gram development and debugging. are
for product label printing control. Mi
specially ~eslgned tools to .employ soft
crocomputers also appear in stand
ware deVices such as exerCisers. emula
alone electronic cash registers.
tors, etc., to eliminate manual i/o and
microcomputer, single-board - A typical
the need for the user to be fluent in
single-board microcomputer is de
hexadecimal. Thev often include termi
signed to operate as a complete com
nals, tapes, cassettes, floppy disks, etc.
puter with its own self-contallled mem
microcomputer, front-end - Special per
ory plus serial and parallel ilo ports. It
formance features can be provided by a
might feature the use of CPU (central
front-end mini- or microcomputer. For
processing unit), CTC (counter timer
example. in many applications it is. de
circuit), and PIO (parallel input-output)
sirable to identify specific terminals as
devices.
they generate messages. A front-end
microcomputer system basic components
microcomputer can be programmed to
- Additive to the basic CPU compo
identify the caller and to provide the
nents of various microcomputer svs
proper interface between the terminal
tems are additional parts, generallv in
and the host processor. Another com
cluding single-chip modems; clock
munications feature allows direct access
generators; and assorted controllers,
to the network for monitoring and eval
adapters. and expanders.
uating common-carrier performance,
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microcomputer system monitor
microcomputer system monitor - Most svs
tem monitors give complete control
over the operation of the microcomput
ers. All necessary functions for program
loading and execution are provided.
while additional commands implement
extensive debugging facilities. These
facilities include the capabilitv to exam
ine and modify memory or CPU register
contents. set program breakpoints. and
initiate program execution at any given
address. Users can dynamically reassign
system peripherals via mom tor com
mands through calls to the system
monitor i/o subroutines.
microcomputer, training - A typical train
ing unit is designed to teach microcom
puter principles and programming. It
allows analysis and display of the CPU
with registers. flags, program counter.
and stack pointer; and it permits visual
ization of elements such as memorY. in
puts. and outputs. This enables de'bug
ging of various structure addressing
modes and interrupts.
microcomputer typel- Some of the vari
ous microcomputer types (in popular
jargon) are: an inexpensive computer, a
personal computer. a very small com
puter. a dedicated computer. a few-chip
computer. an 8-bit processor. a single
chip processor, and an MOS-LSI
processor.
microcomputer word proce..ing - Mi
crocomputer applications include an
office equipment application. word
processing, I.e., controlling one or more
typewriters that e~it text stored on cas
settes or floppy disks.
mlcrocontroller - I. A microprogrammed
machine. a microprocessor. or a mi
crocomputer used in a control opera
tion, that is, to direct or make changes
in a process or operation. 2. Anv device
or instrument that controls a 'process
with hig~ resolution. usually over a nar
row region.
mi_ntroller applications - There are
generally three classes of control ap
plications: device control. in which a
single machine tool or computer pe
ripheral is sequenced through its differ
ent operations; data control. in which
data from one or more sources must be
moved to one or more destinations or
multiple low-speed data paths are con
centrated into a higher-speed data path;
and process control, in which discrete

microeledronic devices
inputs from measured process variables
are used in a closed loop environment.
microcontroller fundlonal componentsA typical microcontroller is a complete
microcomputer system consisting of a
central processing unit and an inter
preter; read-only program storage; op
tional read/write data storage. called
working storage. with variable field ac
cess to I to '8 bits: and a complete bit
addressable input/output system called
the interface vector. (Some tvpes.)
microcontroller i/o system - A typical mi
crocontroller i/o svstem is treated as a
set of internal registers. Therefore data
from external devices may be processed
(tested. shifted. added to. etc.) without
first being moved to internal storage. In
fact, the entire concept is to treat data at
the i/o interface no differentlv than in
ternal data. This concept extends to the
software which allows variables at the
input/output system to be named and
treated in the same way as data in stor
age.
mlcrocontroUer reglste,. - There are
three types of registers in some svstems.
These are input registers, working reg
isters. and output registers. The input
registers are capable of accepting data
from the outside world and placing it on
a data bus to the arithmetic unit. Bv de
voting these registers exclusively to in
putting data. the logic to implement
these registers becomes extremelv sim
ple. In a controller. these registers
could be used to accept input data from
a computer data bus. a magnetic tape.
push buttons. etc.
microcycle - Often. manufacturers use a
basic cycle time or period. sometimes
called a microcvde. to specifv the in
struction executIon speed. ThIS may be
the inverse of the clock frequency or of
a multiple (p9ssiblv two or three times)
of the clock frequency. Each instruction
is then defined as requiring several mi
crocvcles for execution. As a result. a
three-microcvcle instruction mav actu
ally require three. six. or nine clock cv
cles. Longer instructions such as multi
ply and divide can require tens or even
hundreds of microcydes.
microeledronlc device. - Devices made
up of transistors. resistors. capacitors.
and similar components. fabricated
along with their interconnections on a
single substrate in a single series of op
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microinstruction sequence
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MicrofloPpy-diskette dnve.
erations. The primary material of mi
35-mm image or multiple images on
punch cards). 105-mm film. mIcrocir
croelectronic cIrcuits is usually silicon.
cuitry (tight-tolerance. high-resolution
microfiche - One type of COM format. A
precision photography). and o.ther stan
typical microfiche measures approxi
dard photographic reproductIOn meth
mately 4 X 6 inches (105 X 148 milli
ods.
meters). It can include an eve-readable
title row. up to 269 data frames at a 48
mlcrographicsl computer information-disX reduction ratio. and an index frame.
play system - A combination of multi
microfilm - A fine-grain. high-resolution
ple crt computer terminals with graphic
film containing an image that is greatly
buffers. central automatic microfilm se
reduced in size as compared to its origi
lector. video-generator modules. and a
nal paper form. The recording of mi
computer programmed to search.
croimages onto microfilm utihzes nu
index. and update.
merous techniques and film types. Film mlcroinstrudicSn - I. A small. single. short
widths of 16 mm. 35 mm. 82.5 mm. and
add. shift. or delete type ofcommand. 2.
105 mm are used in COM.
A bit pattern that is stored in a micro
microfilm computer output - A microfilm
program memory word and specifies the
printer that will take output directly
operation of the individual LSI comput
from the computer. thus substituting
ing elements and related subunits. such
for a line printer or tape output. See also
as main memory and input/output in
COM.
terfaces.
microfloppy-cllske"e drive - One type of
microinstruction sequence - The series of
diskette drive accepts a 5.25-inch dis
microinstructions that the micropro
kette used for applications in word
gram control unit (MCV) selects from
processing systems. microcomputers.
the microprogram to execute a single
smart terminals. portable computers.
macroinstruction or control command.
and program/load/storage devices.
Microinstruction sequences can be
shared by several macroinstructions.
microform media - Types of photo
These are normally selected by the op
graphic data storage. including micro
eration codes (op codes) supplied by the
fiche (a sheet of microfilm containing
microinstructions. such as control com
multiple microimages in a grid pattern).
mands or user instructions in main
16-mm roll film (available on open
memory. The MCV decodes these com
spools or various self-feeding car
mands by using their bit patterns to de
tridges). aperture cards (containing a
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termine which is to be the next micro
program address. Each decoding results
m an n-way program branch to the
desired microinstruction sequence.
microinltrudion storage - In most ap
plications. the microprocessor. based
system will be built with microprograms
residins in ROMs or PROMs. There
fore. it IS important that a form of ROM
simulation which offers facilities to eas
ily load. examine. and modify storage be
available during microprogram devel
opment. Easily alterable microcode is
essential during development so that
trial-and-error techniques may be used
for debugging. A large number of short
sequences of one or more instructions
will be executed in order to become fa
miliar with the microprocessor chip set
and to exercise all of the combinations
that the microinstruction set offers.
Most of the familiarization program
ming must be done before the final ver
sion of the microprogram can be
started. During microprogram develop
ment, hundreds of changes will be made
to the program to locate errors quickly
and to experiment with different rou
tines to develop a more efficient pro
gram. Without the ability to alter pro
gram content quickly. debugging
becomes tedious and time consummg.
microkit microcomputer system - The
basic microkit system consists ofa main
frame. keyboard. crt display and two
cassette tape units. The computer itself
can contain four microcomputer
modules (CPU; RAM; crt and keyooard
i/o; tape. RTC. and EIA i/o). power
supplies. and i/o connectors. Often, all
are packaged in a compact, desk-top en
closure. Some microkit systems are built
around a universal system bus through
which all the system modules communi
cate. A specific CPU module interfaces
to the bus and controls the operation of
the system. One typical microkit has 8K
bytes ofRAM memory. which is expand
able to 56K bytes. Each I K page of
memory is separably write protectable
under software control.
microprocelling unit - Abbreviated MPU.
The main constituent of the hardware of
a microcomputer. One MPU consists of
the microprocessor, the main memory
(composed of read/write and read-only
memory), the input/output interface
devices, and the clock circuit, in addi
tion to a buffer, driver circuits, and pas
sive circuit elements. The MPU does not

mlcroprocellor chip

contain power supplies, cabinet. or con
trol console. and It is normally under
stood to be an assembled printed circuit
board. The level of sophistication of the
MPU is that of the named microcom
puter.
microprocessor -

The semiconductor cen
tral processing unit (CPU). and one of
the principal components of the mi
crocomputer. The elements of the mi
croprocessor are frequently contained
on a single chip or within the same pack
age. but sometimes they are distributed
over several separate chips. In a mi
crocomputer with a fixed instruction
set. the microprocessor consists of the
arithmetic logic unit and the control
logic unit. In a microcomputer with a
mICroprogrammed instruction set. it
contams an additional control memory
unit.
mlcroprocelsor analyzer - A digital diag
nostic instrument for testing and
debugging of MPU hardware and soft
ware.
microprocessor

archiledure - Architec
tural features include general-purpose
registers. stacks. interrupts. interface
structure. choice of memories. etc. Gen
eral-purpose registers are used for ad
dressing. indexmg. and status and as
multiple accumulators. They simplify
programming and conserve main mem
ory by eliminating memory buffering of
data. Multiple accumulators are espe
cially important for ROM programs that
have no writable memory.

microprocessor cache memory - A typical

cache memory consists of a cluster of
bipolar units arranged in four blocks of
four words each. Each memory board
contains one cache. When addressing
memory. the CPU checks cache and
main memory. If the work is in cache.
the data are transferred. An error check
does not require extra CPU time. Error
detection/correction memories use five
bits more than noncorrecting units. The
extra bits are for a computation made by
both memory and CPU when they ex
change data. (Some systems.)

microprocessor chip - An integrated cir

cuit that contains all the essential ele
ments of a central processor. including
the control logic. instruction decoding,
and arithmetic-processing circuitry. To
be useful. the microprocessor chip or
chips are combined with memory and
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mlcroprogr.m, bip.lar

i/o integrated circuit chips to form a mi
crocomputer.
mlcropr.c....r chip HtS - Microproces
sor chip sets can be combined with
ROMs or PROMs. R/W RAMs. and i/o
logic to form the hardware of a micro
programmable minicomputer. RALU
(Register-Arithmetic Logic Unit) chips
are available with 2- and 4-bit word
widths. In addition. most suppliers offer
a control chip (MCU) as an aid in de
signing a processor. The most widely
accepted uses for these microprocessor
chips are as controllers for high-speed
peripheral devices. high-speed data ac
quisition preprocessors. and military
airborne or industrial control systems.
and in wide ranges of instrumentation.
microprocessor classlflc.tl.ns - There are
at least four major classifications of mi
crocomputer systems: calculators. con
trollers. data processors. and general
purpose computers. Controllers and
calculators are the most likely candi
dates for single-chip CPUs. Data
processors and general-p.u!"p0se com
puters require more fleXibilIty and are
better served by a multichip system.
Most microprocessors claim to be mi
croprogrammable. since they make use
of ROM to store an intermediate-level
program or a higher-level program.
mlcropr.c....r c.mpller - A program that
translates the source program into ma
chine language. These compilers. which
can be run on medium- or large-scale
computers. are available from several
time-sharing services.
microprocessor cros_sHmbl.r - If the
software that converts the program
mer's listing into object code resides in
a computer other than the selected mi
croprocessor. it is called a cross-assem
bler. On the other hand. if conversion
software resides in a computer using the
selected microprocessor. it is called an
assembler. Both forms produce identi
cal outputs.
mlcroproc...or "Inteiligenc." - In an
MPU-based design. "intelligence" re
fers to the control program. a sequence
of instructions that guides the MPU
through the various operations it must
perform. During system development.
users have a predefined instruction set
to prepare a satisfactory control pro
gram. The program. usually called
"software" at this point. is then stored
in memory that can be accessed by the

MPU during operation. thus becoming
the system's intelligence. Once in ROM
memory. the program is usually called
"firmware."
microprocessor memory interface - For
applications requiring more than the
RAM located on the CPU. several mem
ory interface circuits can be included in
the microprocessor. Each device can
generate more address lines and the sig
nals necessary to interface with up to
65K or more bytes of RAM. PROM. or
ROM memory. Other devices may be
used in conjunction with standard static
semiconductor memory devices.
microproceSSOR, support - System com
ponents for expanded multiprocessor
applications. such as i/o processors.
special instruction set extension proces
sors. memory management. and dis
tributed intelligence configurations.
microprogram - 1. Computer instructions
which do not reference the main mem
ory. Microprogramming is a technique
to design subroutines oy programming
very minute computer operations. As
regards microprocessors. micropro
grams can imple~ent!1 higher-la~guage
program by storing microinstructions In
ROM. 2. A program of analytic instruc
tions which the programmer intends to
construct from the basic subcommands
of a digital computer. 3. A sequence of
pseudocommands which are translated
by hardware into machine subcom
mands. 4. A plan for obtaining maxi
mum utilization of the abilities ofa digi
tal computer by efficient use of the
subcommands of the machine. 5. A type
of program that directly controls the op
eration of each functional element in a
microprocessor.
microprogram
a..embly
languageComputer-dependent machine lan
guage using mnemonics for the basic
Instruction set. In a microprogrammed
computer. each assembly language in
struction is implemented by a micro
program.
mlcr.program, bipolar - The micropro
grammed approach is useful for bipolar
microcomputers because complex mac
roinstruction sets can be realized as se
quences of relatively primitive microin
structions. The logic of the final
macro machine remains relatively sim
ple. with most of the complexity being
represented by the contents of the con
trol memory. When used with the cen
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tral processing element (CPE) slice, the
basic microinstruction functions are es
tablished, although additional logical
elements drawn from standard TIL
families may be added which will alter
or enhance the microinstruction sel.
microprogram, bit-slice machines - The
microprogram on bit slice machines is
the sequence of instructions held in the
control slOre. It determines what opera
tions the processor performs for each
command given to it by the main mem
ory.
microprogram control- A ROM and
counter form the basis for execution
control logic. To select and generate a
timing sequence, users set the counter
to the start value and increment it for
each step. The ROM deco.des each
counter value to activate appropriate
ROM-output lines. This teChnique is
called microprogram control, since the
contents of the ROM control the se
quence of operations.
microprogram control logic - The hard
ware needed to implement machine in
structions. A hardwired computer uses
much more control logic than a micro
programmed computer.
microprogram control store - The mem
ory, used by the control processor, in
which microprograms are stored. It may
be implemented with ROM, PROM, or
WCS.
microprogram fields - Parts of a microin
struction that specify one micro-opera
tion. Each of several fields may be Inde
pendent of any other.
microprogram Instrudion set - The reper
toire of machine-dependent instruc
tions available to the assembly-language
programmer.
microprogrammable

computer,

microprogrammabie

ROM

user-

A computer in which part of the control
store is set aside for the user, and the
user is able to put microprograms in
and access them.
mlcroprogrammable instrudions - See in
structions, microprogrammable.
computer -

A comruter in which the internal CPU
contro signal sequence for performing
instructions is generated from a ROM.
By changing the ROM contents. the in
struction set can be changed. This con
trasts with a fixed instruclJon computer.
in which the instruction set cannot be
changed readily.

microprogramming
microprogram

machine

microprogram

map

instrudlons -

The binary-coded bit patterns that actu
ally control the operations of the com
puter through the control processor.
Programs wntten in symbolic languages
like FORTRAN are translated into ma
chine instructions by compilers, assem
blers, or interpreters.
(system

.user)-

A group of addresses stored In com
puter hardware that is used to access
specific program and data storage space
in main memory.
microprogrammed diagnostics - Diagnos
tics and service aids may be easily imple
mented in the control portion of the sys
tem with ROMs. Some very small
systems and many models of large sys
tems store their diagnostics in ROM
control. Microprogrammed implemen
tations are onented toward servicing
and diagnostics. For example, large
portions of the control network can be
checked by pUlling parity on the output
of the control store. Furthermore, the
microprocessor can both set and test in
ternal control states not available to the
machine-language programmer.
microprogrammed microprocessor - In a
microprogrammed processor, opera
tions on the fundamental register-trans
fer level can be programmed. These
basic operations are the elements of
conventional machine instructions.
With minicomputers or I~rge-scale
computers. mICroprogrammIng em
ploys a single high-speed memory
whose outputs control the data paths in
the systems either directly or through
decoding logic. This memory is then
programmed-in a manner analogous
to conventional machine or assembly
language coding-to provide the func
tions needed for the processor's in
struction sel.
microprogram microassembler - A pro
gram that translates microprograms in
symbolic form (similar to assembly lan
guage) into bit patterns that are then
loaded into the control store.
microprogram microcode - Another name
for the microinstructions that make up a
microprogram, either in source lan
guage or In object-code form.
microprogromming- The technique of
using a certain special set of computer
instructions that consists onI\' of basic
elemental operations which' the pro
grammer can combine into higher-level
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minicomputer

instructioris as he chooses, and can then
program using only the higher-level in
structions.
microprogramming. bit-llice microprocessor
- The changing of the way the ALU
(arithmetic-logic unit) reacts to instruc
tions by altering the microprogram held
in the control store. When several bit
slices and a controller are connected to
gether with a control store, a complete
processor is built.
microprogramming, dlagonal- A control
processor implementation technique
that combines horizontal and vertical
microprogramming by encoding the
contents of control store. It yields high
performance with simple machine-lan
guage format instructions.
microprogramming, horlzontal- A control
processor implementation technique in
which many micro-operators are used in
each microinstruction to provide inti
mate high speed control almost at the
gate level of the computer's operation.
The technique is usually associated with
very wide word widths.
microprogramming
techniquel - There
are very few techniques that have been
widely publicized for writing efficient
microprograms or developing efficient
microcode. A few of the more fre
quently used techniques discussed often
which are finding application in micro
programming are: mdexing, subrou
tines, and paramaterization. Manv arith
metic operations are made up of a
sequence of repetitive operations. For
example, a multiply is made up of a se
quence of adds and shifts. This se
quence win be executed over and over
again until the operation is completed.
Index registers have been used in com
puters to count the number of times one
goes through a sequence of instruc
tions: The same tec.hnique is applicable
to mlCroprogrammmg.
microprogramming, vertical - A control
processor implementation technique in
which fewer micro-oper.ators are em
ployed in each microinstruction to sim
plify user microprogramming at the ex
pense of performance.
microprogram, single-chip system - In
some systems. the operation of the mi
croprocessor consists of repeatedly ac
cessing or fetching instructions from
the program stored in external memory
and executing the operations specified
by the instructions. These two steps are
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carried out under the control of an in
ternal microprogram. (Some systems
are not user-microprogrammable.) The
microprogram is Similar to a state table
specifyin~ the series of states of system
control Signals necessary to carry out
each instruction.
micropublilhing IYltem - Hardware and
software that make up a complete pub
lishing system, which begins by accept
ing typed. error-free author copy and
ends in the production of quantity mi
crofiche documents for distribution to
users.
mlcroHCond - A millionth part of a sec
ond. One second = 1,000.000 mi
croseconds.
MICR lean - The sensin~ of characters.
marks. or codes printed m magnetic ink.
The technique was developed by Ameri
can Bankers' Association and is used on
bank checks. The character size, shape,
and ink are standardized by the USA
Standards Institute.
middle punch - Same as eleven punch.
migration, data - The moving of data
from an on-line device to an off-line or
lowcpriority device, as determined by
the system or as requested by the user.
Contrast with staging.
mlleltone - A task or event that cannot be
considered completed until all tasks that
feed into it are completed.
milllmlcrolHond - One thousandth of a
millionth of a second. Written symboli
cally as 10- 9 second. The preferred term
is nanosecond.
millilecond - One thousandth ofa second
(10- 3 second); abbreviated msec or ms.
minia..embler program - A typical mini
assembler program is designed to sim
plify machine-level programming on
various microprocessor systems. The
program allows the operator to type
mnemonic program symbols on the ter
minal directly in assembler language.
while the program generates the correct
object code, placing it in the proper
memory location, and printing it out
simultaneously on the terminal. Rela
tive branches are calculated from the
absolute address which is entered fol
lowing branch instructions.
Minicard - An Eastman Kodak trademark
designating its photographic system for
information storage and retrieval.
minicomputer - Usually. a minicomputer
is a parallel binary system with 8-, 12-.

minicomputer ilo

mlnimum-accell routine

Courtesy Interdata, Inc.

Minicomputers.
minicomputer memory and the periph
16-. 18-. 24-, or 32-bit word length in
eral data register. This type of transfer
corporating semiconductor or magnetic
usually moves data in blocks, not single
core memory offering from 4K words to
units.
64K words of storage and a cycle time of
0.2 to 8 microseconds or less. These mlnidi.keHe - A storage medium similar
units are characterized by higher per
to, but smaller than the standard flexi
formance than microcomputers or pro
ble disk. Available in hard- or soft-sec
grammable calculators, richer instruc
tored formats, it shares the same oxide
tion sets, higher price and a
formulation, technology, and technique
proliferation of high-level languages,
of manufacture. The protective jacket is
operating systems, and networking
5.25 inches square.
methodologies.
mlnlmum-acce•• code - A svstem of cod
minicomputer 1/0 - Minicomputers em
ing that minimizes the effect of delays
plov two tvpes of i/o transfers. (A) In a
for transfer of data or instructions be
pro'gram i/o, the program issues in
tween storage and other machine com
structions to execute data transfers be
ponents. (Related to optimum code.)
tween the minicomputer and the pe
minimum-acce•• coding - Set coding, min
ripheral devices. These low-rate data
Imum access.
transfers are directed through the mini
computer accumulators. (B) In a direct minimum-acce.. progrommlng - Sff pro
gramming, minimum-access.
memorv access (DMA) transfer, the pe
mlnlmum-acce.. routine - Samf (/,\ pro
rirheral interface controls the transfers
gramming, minimum-access.
o information directly between the
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minimum delay coding
minimum delay coding -

Sallie as coding.

minimum-latency code -

Same as mini

minimum-access.

mum access code.

Sallie as
programming. minimum-access.
minor control- The least significant or
lowest category of report grouping of
basic detail.
minor control change - When control
changes of different levels of signifi
cance are used. they can be given dIstin
guishing titles-minor control change.
then intermediate. or next major-to
establish a hierarchy related to the im
portance of the data.
minor cycle - The time interval between
the appearance of corresponding parts
of successive words in a storage device
that provides serial access to storage po
sitions.
minuend - The quantity from which an
other quantity IS subtracted or is to be
subtracted.
minus zone - The bit positions in a com
puter code that represent the algebraic
minus sign.
MIS - See management information sys
tem.
misfeed - When cards. tapes. or other
data or storage media fail to pass into or
through a device properly. Causes may
be damaged. misprogrammed, or mis
sensed input.
mlsregistratlon,
charader - The
im
proper state of appearance of a charac
ter. in character recognition; with re
spect to a real or imaginarv horizontal
base line in a character reader.
mlsreglstratlon,
document - The
im
proper state of appearance of a docu
ment. in character recognition, on site
in the character reader with reference to
a real or imaginary horizontal base line.
mlsregistratlon, line - The improper or
unacceptable appearance of a line of
characters or numerals in optical char
acter recognition. usually gauged with
respect to the real or imaginarv horizon
tal baseline.
"
milling error - Subroutines called bv the
program were not found in the library.
The names of the missing subroutines
are also output.
mistake - A human failing, e.g., faultv
arithmetic. use of incorrect formula, or
incorrect instructions. Mistakes are
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sometimes called gross errors to distin
guish from rounding and truncation er
rors. Thus, computers malfunction and
humans make mistakes. Computers do
not make mistakes and humans do not
malfunction, in the strict sense of the
word. (Contrasted with error.)
mistake, systems - A human error devel
oped in the creation of instructions,
programs. etc.
mixed-base notation - A method of ex
pressing a quanti tv by using two or
more characters. where each character
is of a different radix.
mixed-base number - A number consist
ing of two or more characters represent
ing a sum. in which the quantity repre
sented by each character is based on a
different radix.
mixed radix - Relates to a numeration
system that uses more than one radix,
such as the biquinary system.
mixed radix notation - Se£' mixed-radix
number.
mixed-radix number - A number consist
ing of two or more characters represent
ing a sum, in which the quantity repre
sented bv each character is based on a
different "radix. (Synonvmous with mixed-base number.) "
"
mixer, OR - See OR gate.
mix gate - Sallie as gate, OR.
mnemonic - Pertaining to or intending to
assist the human memorv. A mnemonic
term is an abbreviation or acronym that
is easy to remember.
"
mnemonic code - A technique to assist
the human memory. A mnemonic code
resembles the otiginal word and is usu
ally easy to remember, e.g.• mpy for
multiply and ace for accumulator.
mnemonic Instrudion - Sallie aJ codes,
mnemonic operation.
mnemonic operation codes - See codes.
mnemonic operation.
mnemonic symbol - Frequently used sym
bols for representation of information.
selected to assist the memorv in recall
ing meaning, as mpy for multiply.
mod/demod - Abbreviated
form
for
modulating and demodulating units.
mode - I. A method of operation. e.g.,
the binary mode. the interpretive mode.
the alphameric mode, etc. 2. The most
frequent value in the statistical sense. 3.
The characteristic of a quantity being

mode, alter

modem, acoultlc

suitable f?r integer or for floating-point
computation.
mode, alter - A program condition which
permits changing or updating data in
storage.
mode, analYIII- A mode of operation in
which special programs monitor the
performance of the system for subse
quent analysis. Program testing data or
statistical data may be automatically re
cording when the system is running in
the analysis mode.
mode, binary - See binary mode.
mode, bunt - A mode ofcommunications
between the processor and i/o devices.
When a signal from an i/o device oper
ating through the multiplexor channel
indicates burst mode. the receiving unit
continues to fetch bits until the unit is
finished.
mode, byte - An alternate mode of com
munications between the processor and
i/o devices. Byte mode allows the multi
plexor channel to accept data from mul
tiple low-speed devices simultaneously.
mode, card - The status of the computer
while cards are being read or punched.
mode, convenatlonal- This mode of op
eration means that real-time man
machine communications are main
tained. In this mode the system is often
used for servicing remote terminals.
word processing. and other "people
oriented" systems.
mode, converlational operation - In this
mode. the system is used for servicing
remote terminals. Real-time man
machine communications are main
tained for transaction processing opera
tions.
mode, freeze - Sallie as hold mode.
,mode, hold - See hold mode.
mode, Interpretive - In tracing (debug
ging) ~o~tines. wh<;n a program is simu
lated In Its execution by uSing psuedo
accumulators and pseudo index regis
ters. branch instructions are inserted at
various points to place the machine and
program in an interpretative mode for
error tracing. and when found. control
is transferred back to the main program.
mode, job-program - See job-program
mode.
model- I. Mathematical representation
of a process. device. or concept. 2. A
general. often pictorial representation
of a system being studied.

model, file - The model is an analog of
the processing of files. It can be origi
nated. added to (posting). compared
with others. held aside. filed for later
use. sent somewhere. and so on. Sets of
symbols are the simple analogs for these
happenings.
modeling, conceptual- A method of mak
ing a model to fit the results of a biologi
cal experiment. then conducting an
other experiment to find out whether
the model is right or wrong. The models
are created continuously. and are tested
and changed in a cycliC manner. The
physical sciences have developed
through the years in this way. but ttiere
has been little use of the approach in
biology. mainly because ttie kind of
mathematics that developed is not well
suited to biology. But now computers
can get around this problem. and the
important technique of conceptual
modeling is beginning to be used In bi
ology, business. psychology. etc.
model, mathematlcal- The general char
acterization of a process. object, or con
cept. in terms of mathematics, thus en
abling the relatively simple manipula
tion of variables to be accomplished in
order to determine how the process, ob
ject. or concept would behave in differ
ent situations.
mode, I_d -In load mode, data trans
mission is such that data delimiters are
carried along with the data transmitted.
in contrast with move mode.
model, pilot - A model of a system that is
not so complex as a complete model
and is used for program testing.
model symbols - The symbols such as
squares. circles, etc.. convey no infor
mation and must be labeled. They local
ize a point of interest. but convey only
the most general notion of intent. The
finished model must include adequate
description with each symbol to explain
what the operation does. Liberal use of
footnotes IS recommended to explain
the "why" of operations which are not
straightforward.
modem - Acronym
for
MOdulator
DEModulator unit. A modem is a device
that converts data from a form which is
compatible with data-processing equip
ment to a form that is compatible with
transmission facilities. and vice-versa.
(Illustration, page 332.)
modem, acoultic - A device that com
bines the functions of a modulator
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klodem.

demodulator with an acoustic coupler
into which a telephone handset may b~
placed to connect to dialup lines.
mode, manual- The condition existing
when all automatic features are off and
the cOl~puter i~ prepared to accept op
erator Instructions directly from the
control console.
mode, master - The mode of computer
operation in which all legal SIGMA op
erations are permissible.
modem diagnostics - One of the more
valuable outgrowths of modem devel
opment is the inclusion of diagnostic
capabilities within the modem. One of
the more common means for this is
through loopback, where a piece of
transmitting equipment can have its
digital signal routed directly back to it
through the modem interface (local dig
italloopback), through the modem and
back (local analog loopback), to the op
pOSIte end of the communication line
(remote analog loopback), or actuallv
through the far end modem and back
(rt;~ote digital loopback). Related to
this IS the self-test facility. which incor
porates a random pattern generator in
the modem.
modem-encryption devices - Some sys
tems, by placing encryption devices at
the modem interfaces. have all data on
the link encrypted and decrypted In a
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manner that is essentially transparent to
the sending and receiving stations. The
clear bit stream enterins the encryptor
is reproduced at the exIt from the de
cryp~or. Thus. all synchronizing, de
hmItIng, and control characters can be
recogmzed by the receiving station as
usual. If a transmission error occurs that
modifies the ciphertext. the resulting
cleartext will contain an error. The
error detection mechanism thus oper
ates as it would without the encrvption
devices.
.
modem equalization - Modem compen
sation for amplitude and envelope
delay distortion of the line. Equalization
is often not required in lower-speed
modems attached to a leased line. since
minimum line conditioning is sufficient.
However. conditioning and equaliza
tion are required when higher-speed
modems (4.SK and 9.6K bits per sec
ond) are attached. Modems used for
high-speed transmission over the dial
up network must have equalization,
since it is never certain exactlv which
unconditioned telephone line' will be
used.
modem
functions- Functionallv,
a
modem is divided into two logical seg
ments.
the modulator and the
demodulator. The modulator accepts
digital inputs from devices such as com

modem operation

mode, recording

puters and remote terminals and con
verts the squared de pulse voltages to
analog audio signals which are sent over
the transmission link. At the other end
of the link, the demodulator of a second
modem reconverts the analog signals to
digital outputs.
modem operation - Because most data
communication applications require the
use of telephone lines as channels,
modems operating at low transmission
rates, up to 9600 bJ>s, must take full ad
vantage of limited bandwidths. At low
speeds, frequency-shift modulation
(using alternating tones to represent
ones and zeros) suffices, but high-rate
modems employ 4-,8-, or 16-phase shift
keying.
modem Iharlng unit - Abbreviated MSU.
A device that enables multiple terminals
to share one modem. MSUs are particu
larly valuable in networks that require
clusters of terminals at remote sites, be
cause the number of modems and trans
mission lines is reduced. Operation is
polled half-duplex.
modem Itandardl- To perform cor
rectly, a modem must match the data
communications equipment at the digi
tal interface as well as the telephone line
at the analog interface. Numerous stan
dards that govern both mechanical in
terfaces ana language protocols cur
rently exist; computer and terminal
manufacturers as well as suppliers of
data communications equipment and
networks usually offer products and ser
vices comJ>atible with these standards.
Because of standards development by
the EIA. most modems accept data in
RS-232C format. which specifies signal
levels and pin connections. The Euro
pean data-input standard is termed
CCITT V.24.
modem synchranization - There are basi
cally two ways for a modem to handle
the transmission of data. in spurts or in
a continuous stream. The former is
called asynchronous. the latter synchro
nous. Asynchronous transmission is ap
propriate for data from sources like key
boards. but is not as efficient. Modems
which transmit asynchronously gener
ally can operate at any rate up to their
maximum. Modems designed for syn
chronous operation run only at fixed
speeds. although they may be able to
operate at many rates within their over
all range.

modem types- TWX and Telex ma
chines contain integral nonacoustic
modems hardwired to the telephone
lines. Packaged modems. usually sepa
rate from the data terminal equipment.
are self-contained. Standalone modems
are offered in rack-mount packages as
well as other forms. Modem cards fit
into a terminal manufacturer's card file
to form an integral part of the terminal.
Semiconductor houses offer chip
modems, although these devices usually
lack receiving fifters. Voice-grade units
are used with telephone lines, and wide
band devices are used with coaxial ca
bles or twisted pairs.
modem, wideband - Wideband modems.
as supplied by telephone companies
and subject to specific tariffs. provide
synchronous data transmission at data
rates from 19,200 to 230.400 bits per
second. They operate with special wide
band lines (actually groups of voice
grade lines) provided by the telephone
companies. They are primarily used in
computer-to-computer applications.
mode, off-line - Means that the devices
are not hooked up together. Perhaps
the printer is printing the payroll
checks. while the computer is solving a
completely unrelatea mathematical
problem. Both are independent opera
tions.
mode, on-line - Means that all devices are
hooked up directly. say with the com
puter. Although the devi£es work on
different phases of the procedure. all
are connected in some way and usually
depend on each other for desired re
sults.
mode, operational - The combination of
machine operating modes currently in
effect.
mode, program (remote-control Iystem)
- See program mode (remote control
system).
mode, ready (time sharing) - See time
sharing, ready mode.
mode, real-time - Real-time is a mode of
operation in which data that are neces
sary to the control and/or execution of
a transaction can be processed in time
for the transaction to be affected by the
results of the processing.
mode, real-time guard - See guard mode,
real-time.
mode, recording - In the COBOL system,
the representation in external media of
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mode, reset

modulation

data associated with a data-processing
system.
mode, re.et - In analog computing. the
integrators are inoperative. and the re
quired initial conditions are applied or
reapplied. as contrasted to the operate
mode.
mode, service - An operational mode for
the handling of malfunctions or errors
in words. etc.
mode, slave - The mode of computer op
eration in which most of the basic con
trols affecting the state of the computer
are protected from the program.
mode. of priority - The organization of
the flow of work through a computer.
The mode depends upon the sophistica
tion of the system and the machine. and
will vary from a normal noninterrupt
mode to a system in which there are sev
eral depths 'of interrupt. There also may
be different modes m different func
tions such as the i/o mode.
mode, supervisor - A mode of operation
under which certain operations. such as
memory-protection modification in
structions. and input/output opera
tions. are permitted.
mode., u.er (time sharing) - See time
sharing. user modes.
mode, training - The training of terminal
operators and the testing of a system in
which normal operations are defined
and. carried on by the operator. in which
he IS encouraged to enter all types of
transactions from normal to excep
tional. The randomness and inventive
ness of the input operator are used to
check the formal test input and any in
consistenCIes.
modifteation - The changing of one or
more words or parts of words. called
modifiers or index words. which are
added to the presumptive instruction by
means ofan arithmetical or a logical op
eration.
modification,
address - See
address
modification.
modifteation, in.trudion - See instruction
modification.
modification, program - The ability of a
program to modify itself or to set a
switch so that a set of events occurring
at one time can affect the action of the
program at a later time.
modifier - A quantity used to alter the ad
dress of an operand; e.g.. the cycle
index.
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modifier regl.ter - Sallie as index register.
modify - I. To alter a portion of an in
struction so its interpretation and exe
cution will be other than normal. The
modification may permanently change
the instruction or leave it unchanJl"ed
and affect onlv the current execution.
The most freq'uent modification is that
of the effective address through use of
index registers. 2. To alter a subroutine
according to a defined parameter.
modify in.trudlon - An instruction that
will most likely be modified before it is
used for the final program.
modular - A degree of standardization of
computer-system components to allow
for combinations and large variety of
compatible units.
modularity - I. A condition in the deter
mination of the design of the equipment
and programming systems such that the
hardware and software components can
be readily identified. altered. or aug
mented without replacements of partic
ular units or sections. 2. Operating sy.s
tem programs conform to speCific
standards. so that control programs will
have an identical interface with all pro
cessing programs. These standards are
well documented so that user-written
programs can follow the same conven
tions. The user is free to supplement
supplied programs to meet special
situations. By following the rules in
dicated in the standards. portions of
control or processing programs can be
~hanged or replaced m modular fash
Ion.
modularity
design - The
processor.
memory. device interfaces. backplane.
and interconnecting hardware can be
modular in design. Module selection.
such as memory type and size and de
vice interfaces. enables custom tailoring
to meet specific application require
ments.
modularity,
fundlonal- Addition
of
modules to a basic data-processing sys
tem. thus broadening the scope or con
cept of the system as well as adding ca
pacity.
modularity, program-Independent - The
property of a system which allows it to
accept changes and adjust processing
accordingly to yield maximum utiliza
tion of all modules without reprogram
ming. This system is used in multipro
cessmg.
modulation - The process of varying

modulotion, bl-phase

modulo-N check

some characteristic of a carrier wave in
accordance with the instantaneous
value of samples of the intelligence to
be transmitted. Types of modulation in
clude differential, frequene\', phase,
phase-amplitude, pulse code, and oth
ers.
modulation, bi-pha.e - An
encoding
method for recording data on magnetic
tape. In this method, zero is a positive
change (Iow- to-high transition) during
the bit time, and one is a negative
change (high-to-Iow transition).
modulation, differential - A type of mod
ulation in which the choice of the signifi
cant condition for any sisnal element is
dependeut upon the choICe for the pre
vious signal element. Differential phase
shift keying (dpsk) modulation is an ex
ample.
modulation, digital- The actual digital
signal is not suitable for transmission
over public phone systems. Three prop
erties of an analog signal can be ex
ploited for carrying digital data: fre
quency, phase, and amplItude. Thus the
techniques used for carning data in
volve frequency modulation (fm), phase
modulation (pm), and amplitude modu
lation (am). In practice. the techniques
also involve encoding levels (two levels
can be used to represent 0 and I: four
levels can represent the combinations
00.01. 10, and II: etc.) The most fre
quently used kinds of modulation are
frequency-shift keying (fsk), am, and
pm.
modulation, phase - Abbreviated pm. A
form of modulation in which the ansle
relative to the un modulated carner
angle is varied in accordance with the
instantaneous value of the amplitude of
the modulating signal.
modulation,
pulse
amplitude - Ab
breviated pam. A form of modulation in
which the amplitude of the pulse carrier
is varied in accordance with successive
samples of the modulating signal.
modulation, pulse code - Abbreviated
pcm. A form of modulation in which the
modulating signal is sampled and the
sample quantIzed and coded so (hat
each element of the information con
sists of different kinds and! or numbers
of pulses and spaces.
modulation type.- Frequency-shift key
ing (fsk) is a two-level frequency modu
latIOn technique used almost umversally
for low-speed operation. Amplitude

modulation (am) is fre<iuently used in
specialized forms like QAM (Quadra
ture Amplitude Modulation. a four-level
form). Pulse code modulation (pcm) is a
form in which the periodic nature of the
signals is ignored, and the presence or
duration orthe signal is used for encod
ing. Other, less common, forms of mod
ulation include Duobinarv (used on Iv in
GTE Lenkurt equipment) and baseband
(where digital pulse trains arc reshaped
for transmission over analog lines, usu
ally for sending over short distances
only).
modulator/demodulator - A device that
converts data from a form which is com
patible with data-processing equipment
to a form that is compatible wnh trans
mission facilities, and vice versa.
Acronym: modem.
module - I. A segment of core storage. 2.
A piece of penpheral equipment with
specific capacity for storage (memory).
3. An interchangeable plug-in item con
taining components. 4. An incremental
block of storage or other building block
for expanding the computer capacity.
module checking - Sallie as module test
mg.
module dissipation - The dissipation of
the module calculated from the voltage
current product. plus an allowance for
transistor dissipation for load currents
being supplied to other modules.
module, memory - See memory module.
madule, programming - See programming
module.
module te.ting - The destructive read-off
or use caused by overloading or under
loading the computer components.
causing failure of substandard units and
thereby
minimizing
nonscheduled
downtime.
modulo - A mathematical operation that
vields the remainder function of divi
sion. Thus 39 modulo 6 = 3.
modulo-N check - I. A check that makes
use of a check number that is equal to
the remainder of the desired number
when divided by N; e.g., in a modulo 4
check, the check number will be 0, I, 2,
or 3 and the remainder of A when di
vided by 4 must equal the reported
check number B: otherwise an equip
ment malfunction has occurred. 2. A
method of verification by congruences,
e.g., casting out nines. (Related to self
checking numbeL)
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modulo-N count

morpholOlY

modulo-N count - S~f count, modulo-N.
modulo-N counter - Sff counter, modulo

enables an operator to direct a com
puter to perform frequentlv required
tasks, such as loading or storing pro
grams, examining or altering the con
tents of locations in memory. executing
programs under controlled conditions,
etc.
monitor routine - Sff executive routine.
monitor, sequence - Sff sequence moni
tor.
monitor system - Smllf a.l executive svs
tem.
.
monitor system, tlme-sharinl - Sff time
sharing monitor system.
monitor, time-sharing - The monitor svs
tem is a collection of programs remain
ing permanently in memorv to provide
overall coordination and control of the
total operating system. It performs sev
eral functions. First. it permits several
users' programs to be loaded into main
memorv Simultaneously. The monitor
makes use of the time-sharing hardware
to prevent one user's program from in
terfering with another user's program.
Each program is run for a certain length
of time; then the monitor switches con
trol to another program in a rotating
sequence.
monitor unit - A device which is supervi
sory and which is capable of venfying
the operation of another device or
group in data processing systems. pro
duction automation systems. message
routing systems, etc. When significant
departure from the normal procedures,
measurements or guides (criteria)
occur. the state of the system is ob
served. measured, and operators al
erted or various departures corrected.
monolithic - Pertaining to the single sili
con substrate in which an integrated cir
cuit is constructed.
monostable - Pertaining to a device that
has one stable state.
Monto-Carlo method - A trial-and-error
method of repeated calculations to dis
cover the best solution of a problem.
Often used when a great number of
variables are present, with interrelation
ships so extremely complex as to fore
stall straightforward analytical han
dling.
morpheme - An element of language
which relates and connects images or
ideas in sentences, i.e., the relation be
tween a noun and a verb.
morphololY - The branch of linguistic

N.

modulo-N residue -

The remainder from
a division of a number by another num
ber, i.e., the residue for 58 modul0-8 is
2 since 58 divided by 8 is 7 with a re
mainder of 2.
modulo-two sum late - Samf as gate ex
clusive OR.
'
MOL - An abbreviation for Machine Ori
ented Language.
monadic Boolean operation - A specific
Boolean operation on onlv a single
operand.
.
monadic operation - An operation on one
0i;>erand, e.g., negation. (Synonymous
wnh unllary operallon.)
monitor - I. To control the operation of
several unrelated routines and machine
runs so that the computer and computer
lime are used advantageously. 2. To
test, check, or sequence, i.e., supervise
the operation of a computer; a master
schedule. 3. A black-and-white or color
crt (cathode ray tube) display consisting
of rows and columns of elements. Al
phanumeric characters are formed in
dot-matrix elements. Multiple elements
can often be combined to form larger
symbols.
monitorlnl- A monitor checks for error
conditions. that can occur when a pro
gram IS bemg executed (e.g., numerical
overflow, infinite loops, or an allemptto
access a protected area of core mem
ory). The monitor attempts to provide
error recovery and diagnostics.
monitorlnl and automatic alarms- Fea
t~res contained in various types of tech
mcal control equipment to give the op
erator a warning as certain line
parameters deviate. from their specified
settmgs. ThiS warnmg allows preventive
acllon to be taken pnor to actual circuit
failure.
monitor operatlnl system - The monitor
exercises primary control of the rou
lines that compose the operating svs
tem. It is this operating system whIch
turns the computer into a flexible tool
allowing the user to achieve maximum
use of the hardware's advanced design
features.
monitor prolram - I. A specific program
developed to indicate the progress and
other charactenstics of work in various
computer systems. 2. A program that
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mortem, POlt

multlacce.. computing

study that deals with the history and
functions of derivational forms and in
flections.
mortem, POlt - See post mortem.

MPU - The microprocessing unit (MPU)

GATE
TERMINAL

SEMICONDUCTOR

METAL

\DRAIN

TERMINAL

MOS gate structure.
MOS - Abbreviation for Metal Oxide
Semiconductor. This refers to the three
layers used in forming the gate struc
ture of a field-effect transistor (FET).
MOS circuits- Circuits based on metal
oxide-semiconductor technologv, which
offers very low power dissipation and
hence makes possible circuits that jam
transistors close together before a criti
cal heat problem arises. Most mono
lithic memories, calculators, and elec
tronic watches use this technology.
mOlt ligniflcant charader - The character
in the left-most position in a number or
word.
most significant digit - Abbreviated MSD.
The significant digit contributing the
largest quantity to the value of a nu
meral. i.e .• the left-most digit.
mother board - A circuit board onto
which various processor boards are
plugged.
motion register - This two-bit register
contains a go/stop flip-flop and a for
ward/reverse flip-flop which control the
motion of the selected tape drive. The
register is set under program control.
m out of n code - A form of fixed-weight
binary code in which m of the n digits
are always in the same state.
movable random acce.. - Sfe random ac
cess, movable.
moving arm dl.k - See disk, moving arm.
moving-head dllk IYltem - A disk unit in
which a read/write head is capable of
moving across the surface of the disk to
access anyone of a number of circular
tracks of data.
MPS - Abbreviation for MicroProcessor
System or MicroProcessor Series.

performs the central control function of
a microcomputer, and its architecture
determines the eventual appitcatlOns
for which the svstem is best suited.
Some MPUs are especially oriented to
ward the process control and data com
munications fields; others are designed
for alarm functions. games, calculators,
or other purposes. Guiding characteris
tics for superior systems are maximum
power, versatility, system throughput
(operating speed), and design ease.
MPU hardware - Microprocessor unit
(MPU) hardware consists of micro
processor chips that differ in the num
ber needed to complete, with support
chips, a microcomputer system. To im
plement a functioning computer. the
CPU chip generally requires timing, i/o
control. buffering, and mterrupt control
-most as external components to the
CPU.
MPU, lingle-chip system archltedure-

Typically, the one-chip microcomputer
system has all the i?asic features o~ a
general-purpose mICrocomputer, 10
cluding an inpul!outp'ut capability, a
memory-access capabtlity. a data-pro
cessing capability. and a powerful ~n
struction set, all Implemented on a sm
gle chip.
MSC - Abbreviation for Most Significant
Character (left-most).
MSD - Abbreviation for Most Significant
Digit (left-most).
MT - Abbreviation
for
Mechanical
Translation or Machine Translation.
multiaccess - Pertaining to large systems
that permit several people or groups to
transact with the computer through the
operator's console or many on-line ter
minals. Access points are generally con
nected to the central processor by data
transmission lines from remote termi
nals, which can be typewriters, visual
display units, crt's, or satellite proces
sors. Multiaccess mUltiprogramming
systems have been installed by many
universities, laboratories. busmesses.
and research groups. Most operate in a
conversational mode with fast response
times and are controlled by operating
systems.
multlacce.. computing - This implies that
more than one identical input/output
terminal may be directly used with the
system. Usually. they are remote, such
as teletypewriter or similar units, or
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multiaddress

multiple-length working

cathode-ray-tube types in the more
modern° systems.
multiaddress - A type of instruction that
specifies the addresses of two or more
items which mav be the addresses of
locations of inputs or outputs of the
calculating unit. or the addresses of lo
cations of instructions for the control
unit. The term multiaddress is also
used in characterizing computers, e.g.,
two-, three-, or four-address machines.
multiaddress inltrudion  See multiad
dress.
multialped  Pertaining to searches or
systems that permit more than one as
pect or facet of information to be used
m combination, one with the other, to
effect identifying and selecting opera
tions.
multifile lortlng - The automatic se
quencing of more than one file, based
upon separate parameters for each file,
without operator intervention.
multi font aptical arena - Basic character
reading equipment, having the ability to
discern many fonts or formats ofcharac
ters, usually from hard copy.
multifundlon inltrudion let - In some
systems, single-word instructions move
data between random memorv locations
and any register. Other single-word in
structions can execute arithmetic or log
ical operations from any pair of regis
ters, and also shift, test, and store the
resulting quantity. Hardware multiply
and diVide instructions are a standard
part of .the advanced microcomputer's
mstructlon repertOire.
multilayer - Pertaining to a tvpe of
printed circuit board that has' several
layers of circuit etch or pattern, one
over the other and interconnected by
electroplated holes. Such holes can also
receive component leads, and a given
component lead can connect to several
circuit points, reducing the required di
mensions of a printed circuit board.
multilevel addre .. - Sallie 0.1 address, in
direct.
multilevel lubroutlning (dilplay) - The
control state permits the display to
jump from accessing one location in the
memory to anv other. When it is desired
to jump to a display subroutine, the re
turn address is automatically stored in a
push-down list.
multipass lort - A sort program designed
to sort more data than can be con tamed
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within the internal memory of a central
computer. Intermediate s'torage, such
as disk, tape, or drum, is reqUired.
multiple - A svstem of wiring so arranged
that a circuit. a line, or a group of lines
is accessible at a number 01 points, to
anv one 01 which a connection can be
made,
multiple acce.. - Reference to a svstem
from which output or input can be re
ceived or dispatched from more than
one location,
multiple address- See multiaddress.
multiple-addre.. code - Sf'e code, multi
ple-address.
multiple addre..ing modes - Some mi
crocomputer CPUs use a varietv of ad
dressing modes, including absolute, rel
deferred
and
ative,
indexed,
auto-increment/decrement. These sin
gle-word, bit-efficient instruction for
mats minimize memory usc.
multiple-addre.. inltrudion - Sallie 0.1
multiaddress.
multiple-addrell me..age - A group of
words to be delivered to more than one
address, as coded for more rapid, less
repetitious communication,
multiple arithmetic - Sf'e arithmetic, mul
tiple.
multlple-alped indexing - Sf'e indexing,
manipulative.
multiple connedor - A connector to indi
cate the merging of several lines of flow
into one line, or the dispersal of one line
to flow into several lines.
multiple graphl - More than one graph
plotted, utilizing a set or sets of data.
Thus, a set of data mav furnish data re
quired for plotting 'more than one
graph,
multiple ila channell, time sharingSf'e time sharing, multiple i/o channels,
multiple-length number - A number hav
ing two, three, or more times as many
figures as are normally handled in a par
ticular device,
multiple-length numeral - See numeral,
multiple-length.
multiple-length working - Refers to the
use of two or more machine words to
represent a number, and to thus in
crease precision, i.e., the use of double
length procedures, double precision,
etc.

multiple operatlonl

mUltiplexed bUI

multiple operationl - The characteristic
of being able to perform two or more
computer processes concurrently.
multiple precillon - The use of two or
more computer words to represent a
single numeric quantity or numeral, i.e.,

with twice as many or more digits as are
normally carried in a fixed-length word.
multiple programmlng- The program
ming of a computer by allowing two or
more arithmetical or logical operations
to be executed simultaneously. (Con
trasted with serial programming.)
multiple punch - See punch, multiple.
multiplex - I. The process of transferring
data from severar storage devices oper
ating at relatively low transfer rates to
one storage device operating at a high
transfer rate in such a manner that the
high-speed device is not obliged to
"wait" for the low-speed units. 2. The
concurrent transmission of more than
one information stream on a single
channel.
multiplex data terminal - A device that
modulates and/or demodulates data be
tween two or more input/output de
vices and a data transmission link.
multiplexed bu. - A type of bus structure
that time-multiplexes control, address,
and data information. Several indepen
dent control lines support the multi
plexed bus and signal external circuits
(with respect to the microprocessor
CPU) with the particular type of infor
mation and its stability on the bus. This
bus structure provides a suitable means
of circuit interconnection with inherent
minimal requirements for support cir
cuits, primarily because each peripheral
circuit (memory or i/o) requires the
connection of the data transfer path. All
peripheral ICs essentially receive the
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multiplexed operation

multiplier, mark-Ipace

full address and control information for
free. Device selection (enabling a spe
cific memory location or i/o register)
can thus take place within the memorv
or i/o peripheral or integrated circuit:
multiplexed operation - A process in
which simultaneous operations share
the use of a common unit of a system in
such a way that they can be considered
to be independent operations. (Illustra
tion. page 339.)
multiplexer' - A device that takes low
speed inputs from a number of termi
nals and combines them into one high
speed data stream for simultaneous
transmission on a single channel. At the
other end of the link. a demultiplexer
reconverts the high-speed data stream
into a series of low-speed inputs to the
host computer. The channel IS split into
time slots (time division multiplexing-.
tdm) or frequencv bands (frequencv dI
vision multiplexing. fdm).
'
multiplexer lOP - An input/output proc
essing unit that is capable of performing
bidirectional data transfer between
main memory and standard-speed pe
ripheral devices. with up to 32 such de
vices operating concurrently (some
computers).
multiplexer limulation - A testing pro
gram which simulates the function of
the multiplexer.
multiplexing - A process of transmitting
more than one signal at a time over a
single link. route. or channel in a com
munications system.
multiplexing, byte - A process in which
time slots on a channel are delegated to
individual slow input/output devices so
that bytes from one after another can be
interlaced on the channel to or from
main memory.
multiplex, multichannel- Use of a com
mon channel in order to make two or
more channels. either ~y splitting of the
frequencv band transmitted bv the com
mon channel into narrower bands. each
of which is used to constitute a distinct
channel (frequency-division multiplex).
or by allotting this common channel in
tum. to constitute different intermittent
channels (time-division multiplex).
multiplexor' - Often a specialized com
puter. with stored program capability.

for handling input/output functions ofa
real-time system.
multiplexor, bUrit mode - The multi
plexor channel can service high-speed
devices by operating in burst mode. In
burst mode. the i/o unit keeps control
of the multiplexor channel until the i/o
unit has completed its operation. Thus
when operating in burst mode. a single
i/o deVice captures the complete multi
plexor channel data path and does not
relinquish it from the time it is selected
until the last byte is serviced.
multiplex, time-divilion - A system in
which a channel is established bv inter
mittently connecting its terminal' equip
ment to a common channel. generally at
regular intervals and by means of an au
tomatic distribution. Outside the times
during which these connections are es
tablished. the section of the common
channel between the distributors can be
utilized in order to establish other simi
lar channels in tum.
multiplicand - The quantity that is multi
plied by another quantity.
multiplication table - A specific area of
storage that holds the groups of num
bers to be used during the tabular scan
ning of the multiplication operation.
multiplication time - The time required to
perform a multiplication. For a binary
number it will be equal to the total of all
the addition times and all the shift time
involved in the multiplication.
multiplier - The quantity that is used to
multiply another quantity.
multiplier, analog - The analog device
which develops the analog product from
two or more analog input signals; i.e .•
the output variable is proportional to
the product of the input variables.
multiplier, dlgital- See digital multiplier.
mUltiplier fador - In multiplication. when
the method of performance makes a dis
tinction between two factors. thev are
called the multiplier factor and the'mul
tiplicand.
multiplier, fundion - A device causing the
generation of a continuously varying
analog representation of a product of
two continuously varying analog input
signals. as particular independent varia
bles. i.e., time or distance change,
multiplier, mark-Ipace - A specific analog
multiplier in which one input variable.
which is represented as a current or a
voltage, is used to control the mark-to

"me terms multiplexer and multiplexor are used bv
different manUraclurers to denote the same or 5imi'~

lar meaning.
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multiplier-quotient register

multiproce••ing, microcomputer

space ratio of a repetitive rectangular
wave and whose amplitude is made pro
portional to the other variable, which is
also represented by a voltage or a cur
rent.
multiplier-quotient register - A register in
which the multiplier for multiplication is
placed, and in which the quotient for
division is developed.
multiplier unit, digital- Sl'l' digital multi
plier unit.
multiply/divide instrudions- Some SyS
tems provide special multiply/divide In
structions that perform these functions
up to five times faster than software rou
tines.
multiply field - A designated field in a
character unit used to hold the results of
the multiplication operation. The field
capacity must exceed by one character
the number of characters required in
the multiplier and multiplicand fields.
multiply, logic - St't' logic multiply.
multiply, logical - A logical operator
which has the 'property that if P is a
statement and Q is a statement. then P
AND Qis true if both statements are true,
false if either is false or both are false.
Truth is n.ormally expressed by the
value I. falSity by O. The AND operator is
often represented by a centered dot
(P'Q), by no sign (PQ), by an inverted
"u" or logical product svmbol (PnQ). or
by the letter "x" or multiplication sym
bol (PXQ). Note that the letters AND are
capitalized to differentiate between the
logical operator AND, and the word and
in common usage.
multiply operation - An arithmetic opera
tion in which the operands are factors
and the result is the product, as ob
tained by adding the multiplicand the
number of times specified by the multi
plier.
multipoint circuit - A circuit interconnect
ing several stations that must communi
cate on a time-shared basis.
multipreclsion arithmetic - A form of
arithmetic similar to double-precision
arithmetic except that two or more
words may be used to represent each
number.
multiprlority - A queue of items waiting
for processing. The queue is made up of
items of different priorities and in effect
is a queue of queues.
multiproce..ing - I. The utilization of

several computers to logically or func
tionally divide jobs or processes, and to
execute various programs or segments
asynchronously and simultaneously. 2.
Two or more processors in a system
configuration; one processor to control
the system, with the others subordinate
to it. All processors have direct access to
all memory; each can perform computa
tions and request input/output on indi
vidual programs stored in system core
memorv. DeVICes request memory ac
cess and wait until memorv is available.
They start immediately upon receipt of
a memory access, and need not wall for
the next clock cycle. 3. Processing sev
eral programs or program segments
concurrently on a time-shared basis.
Each processor is only active on one
program at anyone time, while opera
tions such as input/output may be per
formed in parallel on several programs.
The processor is directed to switch back
and forth among programs under the
control of the master-control program.
multiproce••ing,
executive
system 
Sl'l' executive system multiprogram
ming.
multlproce••ing, ma..-clata - Multipro
cessor systems handle vast masses of
general-purpose data. Handling scien
tific, engineering, and business data
with equal ease, such a system tied into
coast-to-coast communications network
gives a consolidated data-processing
operation. Two or more processors,
each with direct access to banks of com
mon memory, continuously process a
conventional work load, and provide
answers to special projects. such as
product analysis, market research, site
analvsis. and operations research. The
total system is under executive control
of one processor. This results in the
most efficient use of the expensive cen
tral processor and is the basis for time
sharmg of single processors among
multiple users, each processor ~aving
access to the mass data memories of
each other's system.
multiproce..lng, microcomputer - A form
of distributed processing is the multi
processor type of orgamzation. In the
architecture, multiple independem mi
crocomputers are interconnected to
provide increased computing power.
While this structure provides a more
powerful overall processing system than
the single CPU/intelligent controller
organization, the multiprocessor system
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multiprocessor interleaving

Courtesy Sperry Univac

Multiprocessing operation.
connected computers, which perform
is several times more expensive because
functionally or geographically special
each CPU requires its own support
ized processing tasks.
chips, large amounts of software must
be written, and the interaction of multiprocessor _ A computer with multi
processors in the system can make the
pIe arithmetic and logIC units for simul
control software very complex.
taneous use and capability.
multiprocessing operation - A type of op
multiprocessor Interleaving - Intc;r1eavi?g
eration in which two (or more) central
is a special process of addressmg adJa
processors perform as one system. This
cent storage modules in an even/odd
configuration enables the system to per
fashion. It significantly reduces storageform overlapped simultaneous process
access conflicts in a multiprocessor sys
ing to a greater extent than does a single
tern, and thereby increases overall sys
computmg system. Multiprocessing
tern performance. With interleaving,
configuratIons may consist of a host
the modules are divided into even and
computer and a front-end processor, or
odd locations (although the addressing
structure within the modules them
both may be host computers. In either
selves remains unchanged). Thus, in a
case, both are processing (either on seg
ments of the same job or on entirely
fullv expanded eight module system,
different jobs) simultaneously.
modules 0, 2, 4, 6 are referenced for
even addresses while modules I, 3, 5, 7
multiprocessing system - A system that is
are referenced for odd addresses.
organized to contain two or more inter
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multiprocessor, overlapping
multiprocessor, overlapping -

The pro
cessor is capable of determining
whether its current operand and next
instruction lie in different storage
modules. It is also capable. if this situa
tion is present, of retrieving these two
words in parallel, at an effective 100%
performance increase. Since the i/o
controller is not required to reference
instructions in main storage except on
command transfers. it does not have.
nor does it need. the overlapping fea
ture. The overlapping feature permits
the separation of the instruction and
data of a program into separate physical
banks. Furthermore. the basing register
of the processor allows either the in
struction or data area ofa program to be
relocated independently-a significant
advantage in memory compacting to
overcome fragmentation. (Some sys
tems.)
multiprocessor system, modular - Some
distributed processing systems use
modules containing individual micro
processors and firmware. A typical sy~
tern is designed for long-term use. IS
modular in design. and is processor in
dependent. including RAM memory.
multiprocessor-sYltem typel - Categories
of multiprocessor systems include: com
mon-bus.
crossbar-switch,
mul
timemory/multibus. pipeline. and array
processors. The primary advantage of
multiprocessor systems IS improved re
liabihtv. This is because these systems
are modular in nature and hence readily
reconfigurable under software control.
or they are fully duplexed through par
allel processing but permit either por
tion of the system to carry the full load.
multiprogramming - A technique for han
dling numerous routines or programs
simultaneously by overlapping or mter
leaving their execution; I.e .. permitting
more than one program to time share
machine components.
multiprogramming, degree of - Refers to
the number of transactions handled in
parallel by the systems involved in a
multiprogram.
multiprogramming,

executive

control -

See executive control multiprogram
ming.
multiprogramming (executive control logic)
- See executive control logic. multipro
gramming.
multiprogromming,

executive-system -

multiprogramming, program competition

See executive system multiprogram
ming.
multiprogramming,
foregro~nd/back
ground - Programs that re<juI.re Imme

diate response to hlgh-prlomy (Iore
ground) tasks and which utilize system
resources on demand. Background
tasks (typically batch (lrocessing jobs).
wait for execution until foreground m
terrupts. calls. Clc.. are executed before
resuming. That is. background pro
grams are executed only during idle
limes of the foreground program; they
must always yield to the demands from
foreground programs.
multiprogramming
Interrupts - Some
computers arc equipped with a set of
control signals which are r~ferred. t? as
interrupts. Whe':!ever c~rta~n conduJOns
exist a control Signal Will direct the cen
tral ~omputer to execute the wo,rd (in
struction) at a specified address m cen
tral store. Each mterrupt is activated by
unique conditions and directs the com
puter to a correspondingly unique ad
dress in central store. The occurrence
of an interrupt terminates guard mode.
program lockm. and central-store ad
dress assignments. (Some systems.)
multiprogramming, malter/slave - A sys
tem designed to guarantee that one pro
gram cannot damage or access another
program sharing memorv.
multiprogramming

ml!'mory

.proted -:-

This hardware funcllon proVides p~SI
tive protection to the system execullve
routme and all other programs. It not
onlv protects against processor execu
tion. but also agamst I/O data area de
struction. Because it is a hardware func
tion rather than software. it reduces
multiprogramming complexities.
multiprogramming,.
. prlo~ity - Priority
muitiprogrammmg IS onented toward
concurrent operation of sever~1 t~pes 01
applications. Assignment ofpnonty lev
els is at the discretion of the user. For
example. one priority level can be re
serve(l for a program that must proVIde
rapid responses to real-lime deVices.
such as communications control. An
other can be reserved for the peripheral
control package to accomplish several
media conversions-card to tape. tape
to printer. etc. The third priority level
could then be used to run either a pro
duction or a monitor job.
mUltiprogramming, program competition

- Multiprogramming is a process by
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which several related or unrelated pro
grams or portions of programs are per
formed concurrently. provided that
enough processing. storage. and input
loutput facilities are available. While
one program is awaiting an occurrence.
such as the completion of an input/out
put operation or the end of a time inter
val, control of the processing unit is di
rected to another program in
accordance with a pre-established order
of priority. The competition among sev
eral programs for tlie processing. stor
age. input/output. and programming
facilities of the system helps to ensure
that as much of the system as fossible is
kept busy performing usefu work as
much of the time as possible. As a result,
the total throughput of the system, that
is, the total volume of work performed
by the system during a given interval of
time. is significantly increased.
multiprogramming requirements - Multi
programming requirements are: a su
pervisory program. referred to as exec
utive. monitor, or supervisor; an
interrupt processing system; memory
protection facilities to prevent one pro
gram from destroying others; dynamic
program and data relocatability so that
the same routine can be reentrant (that
is. the routine can be used. unmodified.
in different memory locations at differ
ent times); direct access facilities. or at
least the facility for the convenient ad
dressing of peripheral equipment. (For
personal computers the floppy disk is
the typical example of a dIrect access
device.)
Typically. user programs to be run
are stored in auxilIary memory. usually
disk. readily accessible so that the su
pervisory program can switch them into
main memory when their times to oper
ate arrive. Each pros-ram is allocated the
required area in maIn memory. and that
area is protected, by either hardware or
software. from interference by other
programs. Any instruction attempting
to address an area outside the allocated
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Mylar

memory block is trapped and prompts
an error message.
multiprotocol

communication

chip' -

Several data-link control chips support
more than one data-link control proce
dure. These chips ease the problem
posed by the increasing number ofdata
communications systems that must sup
port both character-controlled and bu
oriented protocols within the same
equipment. In a multiline controller.
each line protocol may be different.. A
multiplexer or data concentrator. for In
stance. might service character-con
trolled protocols on its low-speed termi
nal side and bit-oriented ones on its
high-speed backbone link.
multireel sorting - The automatic se
quencing of a file having more than one
input tape. without operator interven
tion.
multi,equencing - The simultaneous exe
cution of several parts of a program by
separate central processing units.
multistatlan - Anv network of stations ca
pable of communicating with each
other. whether on one circuit or
through a switching center.
multitasking - Procedures in which sev
eral separate but interrelated tasks op
erate under a single program identity.
Differs from multiprogramming in that
common routines and dataspace as well
as disk files may be used. Mayor may
not involve multiprocessing.
multitasking/multiprogramming - Special
methods and systems designed to
achieve concurrency by separating pro
grams into two or more interrelated
tasks that share the same code. buffers.
files, and equipment.
.
multithread proc...lng - Sf( processing.
multithread.
Mylar - A DuPont trademark for polyes
ter film often used as a base for magneti
cally coated or perforated information
media.

N
N-addr... Instruction format - See in
struction format, N-address.
name - A term of one or more words to
identify one of a general class of items,
e.g., to identify a person, machine com
ponent, operation code, function, etc.
nam., data - See data name.
nam., fli. - Alphanumeric characters as
signed to identify a related set of rec
ords which constitute a particular file.
nam., protram - The brief reference in a
program to another program or portion
of another program.
nam., record - In COBOL, the name
given to a record within a file and as
signed the level number 0 I. Data names
for elements within a record have lower
level numbers, 02, 03, etc.
nam.s - In COBOL, a combination of
one to thirty alphanumeric characters
containing at least one alpha and no
blanks, not starting or ending with a hy
phen. Names are used for conditions,
data, and special procedures or pur
poses.
nam., section - The distinct qualifying
term available for a paragraph name.
nam., s.t - An identifier.
nam., variabl. - An alphanumeric name
selected by a programmer to represent
a specific program variable. Rules for
naming variables vary between compil
~rs (FO.RTRAN. BASIC) and comput
mg eqUipment.
NAND - A logical operator havin~he
property that if P is a statement, is a
statement ... then the NAND of P. .R.
. . . is true if at least one statement is
false. false if all statements are true.
NAND .I.m.nt - Same as gate. NAND.
NAND gat. - See gate, NAND.
NAND operation - Same as gate, NAND.
NAND operator - Same as gate, NAND.
nanos.cond - A billionth of a second.
Nanosecond speeds were first intro
duced to the data-processing industry
with a thin-film memory computer.
NASORD - A programming reference to
a file not in sequential order.

native langua,. - A communication lan
guage or coding between machine units
or modules whIch is peculiar to or us
able for a particular class or brand of
equipment.
natural lan,uag. - A language whose
rules reflect and describe current usage
rather than prescribed usage.
Nle langua,. processor - In numerical
control, a computer program developed
to serve as a translating system for a
parts programmer to develop a mathe
matical representation of a geometric
form with the use of symbolic notation.
Nle
(num.rical-control)
machln•• 
A punched paper or plastic tape with
magnetic spots is used to feed digital
instructions to a numerical-control ma
chine. i.e., an automated cutting or
forming machine thus guided. Toler
ances as fine as 1/10,000 of an inch are
achieved on unattended units. Tapes
are developed from digital computer
programs.
N-cube - A term used in switching theory
to indicate two N-I cubes with corre
sponding points connected.
N-dlm.nslonal cube - See N-cube.
NDRO - An abbreviation for nondestruc
tive read out.
n.,ato - I. To perform the NOT logic
• operation. 2. The conversion of an ini
tiallv true value to false or vice versa or
change signs.
n.,ation - Samt as NOT operation.
n.gativ. A-impli....B ,at. - Sam, as gate,
A AND-NOT B .
n.gativ. AND gat. - Same OJ gate,
NAND.
n.gatlv. B-impU••-A - Same as gate, B
AND-NOT A.
n.gatlv. OR g... - Same as gate, NOR.
n.gativo-tru. lotlc - A logic system in
which the voltage representing a logical
I has a lower or more ne~ative value
than that representing a logIcal O. Most
parallel if 0 buses use negative-true
logic due to the nature of commonly
available logic circuits.
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negator
negator - Same as gate. NOT.
n.lth .....NOR gat. - Same as gate. NOR.
n.lth.r-OR operation - Same as gate.
NOR.
n•• t - 1. To embed a subroutine or block
of data into a larger routine or block of
data. 2. To evaluate an nth degree
polynomial by a particular algorithm
which uses N - I multiply operations
and N - I add operations in succession.
n••ted macro. - The power of a macro
instruction may be increased by calling
another macro from within the macro
instruction. Such a macro within a
macro is called a nested macro. When a
nested macro call is encountered during
macro expansion. the state of the macro
currently being expanded is saved. and
expansion then begins on the nested
macro. Upon completing expansion of
the nested macro. expansion of the
original macro continues. Nested mac
ros may themselves contain macros.
However. the depth of nesting is limited
by parameter list sizes.
n.,ting- I. Including a routine or block
of data within a larger routine or block
of data. 2. The relationship between the
statements contained in two perform
statements. The statements included in
the second or inner perform statement
must be wholly included in or excluded
from the first. or outer. perform state
ment. Note special FORTRAN nesting
rules for inner loops.
n.,ting l.v.l- In assembler program
ming. the level at which a term or subex
pression appears in an eXi>ression. or
the level at which a macrodefinition con
taining an inner macroinstruction IS
processed by an assembler.
n••ting loop - See loop. nesting.
n.ltlng storage - Same as storage. push
down.
n.,t of lubroutin.l- See subroutines.
nest of.
n.twork - I. A series of interconnected
points. 2. The interconnection of a
number of points by communications
facilities.
network access control- Various tasks
related to network administrative con
trols. including monitoring of system
operation. ensuring of data integrity.
user identification. recording system ac
cess and changes. and methods for
granting user access.
n.twork, analog - A circuit or circuits
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n.twork, comput.r
that represent(s) physical variables in
such a manner as to permit the expres
sion and solution of mathematical rela
tionships between the variables. or to
permit the solution directly by electric
or electronic means.

Network configurations.
n.twork analyz.r - I. A simulator for the
study of a network. e.g.• electrical sup
ply network. 2. An analog computer
using electrical circuit elements to rep
resent electrical phenomena to solve
problems concerning the behavior of
these electrical phenomena.
n.twork awaren••• - A condition in
which the central processor is cognizant
of the status of the network.
n.twork compon.ntl- In large systems.
the host processors. remote computer
systems. remote terminals. and .trans
mission paths or channels that hnk all
the components to each other.
network, computer - Basically. two or
more interconnected computers with
advantafies for permitting geographical
distribution. and thus economy of com
puter operations. Such a network also
i>ermits parallel processing (usually
time sharing). combinations of send

network conftguratlonl

nolae charaderlstiea

receive communications, multipoint re
mote entry and output, locally con
trolled .data banks and switching cen
ters, and less requirement for
centralized facilities.
network conftlurationl - The three most
common known methods of COi.. uring
systems with many mini or microcom
puters are the star, ring. and shared-bus
arrangements-and the specific hard
ware and software to implement each
type.
network drlill -·A final level of testing in
a real-time system in which data from all
the sites is transmitted and the entire
complex of equipment. personnel, in
terfaces, and programs is tested.
network load analYll1 - A listing of the
flow of messages between stations to or
ganize and create station characteristics
by volumes of documents. frequency of
processing. and special time require
ments.
network alandalone ayatems - Generally,
dedicated networks that can include
both local and remote data sources.
Typical is a system that interconnects
branch offices with a headquarters com
puter or provides communications be
tween various departments within an
office complex, e.g. inquiry/response
processing of a dynamic data base.
networlc, atar - A system of remote com
puters configured so that all report to a
central computer and tap its data file. It
is often a two-level hierarchy but differs
in that it entails a heavy flow of back
and-forth communications between the
small processors and the central unit, as
in an airline reservation and ticketing
system.
network timing - Timing signals trans
ferred from the data circuit-terminating
equipment to the data terminal equip
ment on an interchange circuit which
controls the transfer of digits across the
transmitted and received data circuits.
new Input queue - A group or a queue of
new messages in the system that are
waiting for processing. The main
scheduling routine will scan them along
with other queues and order them into
processing In order.
new-line charader - Su character. new
line.
new aync - Allows for a rapid transition
from one transmitter to another on mul
tipoint private-line data networks.

See regis
ter. next available block.
nexua - A connection or interconnec
tion. A tie or link.
nibble - Generally considered to be a
4-bit word. in contrast to a byte. which
is generally considered to be an 8-bit
word.
NI (noninhlblt) Interrupti - Some systems
provide various noninhibit interrupts
such as: powerfail, auto restart, TTY
break. Memory Parity and Protect. In
terrupt Program Time Out. nonimple
mented Op code and others.
node - A point of convergence on a dia
gram. chart. or graph. Nodes can be
used to designate a state, event, time
convergence, or a coincidence of paths
or flows.
node computer - The most extensive dis
tributed processing system is the ARPA
net which links many different comput
ers in the continental US. Hawaii. and
Europe via satellite. The ARPA net con
sists of a set of node computers which
store and forward data. messages, and
programs. Each node computer can
connect several host computers. The
host computers must go through the
node to get into the communications
network. Some host computers are con
nected to the node computers via high
speed communication links; others can
be connected via modems and dial-up
telephone lines.
The ARPA net is distributed geo
graphically as well as functionally. with
many different kinds of computers in
teracting. The node processors are
transparent to the user.
riblse - I. Meaningless extra bits or
words that must be ignored or removed
from the data at the time the data is
used. 2. Errors introduced into data in
a system. especially in communication
channels. 3. Random variations of one
or more characteristics of any entity
such as voltage. current. and data. 4.
Loosely, any disturbance tending to in
terfere with the normal operation of a
device or system.
noise, broadband (white) - The thermal
noise that is uniformly distributed
across the frequency spectrum at a wide
range of energy levels.
noise charaderlstici - The most critical
consideration in the use of digital circuit
modules is noise. In large module as
semblies. the spurious signals intro
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duced by noise can cause false opera
tions that. due to their random and tran
sient nature. are extremely difficult to
correct. Noise is probably the most fre
quent source of malfunction in large
logic arrays. particularly i.n a field envi
ronment. One error of thIS type can de
grade or destroy the data from a critical
test or operation and consequently
delay
important
programs
and
schedules.
noile fador - The ratio consisting of the
difference between the number of docu
ments retrieved and the number of rele
vant documents retrieved, divided by
the number of documents retrieved. A
measure of the efficiency of the informa
tion retrieval system in which a zero
would be optimum.
noile, impulle - A pulse appearing at the
output of a circuit that was not transmit
ted from the originating input to the cir
cuit. These pulses usually are induced
from circuit functioning or from sources
outside the circuit and Its associated in
put/output equipment.
nol.., line - Noise originating in a trans
mission line.
noile margin, voltage - The voltage am
plitude of extraneous signal that can be
algebraically added to the noise-free
worst-case "input" level before the out
put voltage deviates from the allowable
logic voltage level. The term "input" is
used here to refer to logic-input termi
nals. power-supply termmals. or
ground-reference terminals.
noile, random - Noise due to the aggre
gate of a large number of elementary
disturbances with random occurrence in
time.
nolle, reference - The magnitude of cir
cuit noise that will produce a circuit
noise-meter reading equal to that pro
duced by 10 watts of electronic power at
1000 hertz.
noilY digit - A specific digit that is chosen
to be inserted mto the units position of
a mantissa during left-shifting manipu
lation associated with the normalizmg
of various floating-point numbers.
nonconjundlon - Same as gate. NAND.
nonconiundlon gate - Same as gate. NOR.
nondiljundlon gate - Same as gate. NOR.
nonequality gate - Same as gate. exclusive
OR.
nonequlvalence - See exclusive OR.
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Same as gate.
exclusive OR.
nonequivalence gate - Same as gate. ex
clusive OR.
nonequivalent element - Same as gate. ex
clusive OR.
nonexistent code - See character. illegal.
nonexlltent code check - See check. for
bidden-combination.
nonlocking elcape - Same as character.
nonlocking shift.
non locking Ihift charader - See character.
nonlocking shift.
nonnumeric - Any character or symbol
other than a digit.
nonnumerlcal data proceliing - Specific
languages have been developed by sym
bol manipulation and used primarily as
research tools rather than for produc
tion programming. Most have proved
valuable in construction of compilers
and in simulation of human problem
solving. Other uses have been general
ized and verification of mathematical
proofs. pattern recognition. informa
tion retrieval. algebraic manipulation.
heuristic programmin~. and explora
tion of new programmmg languages.
nonnumeric charader - Any allowable
character except a numeric digit.
nonnumeric coding- See coding. nonnu
meric.
nonprint inltrudlon - See instruction.
nonprint.
nonpragrammed halt - See halt. nonpro
grammed.
nonrealtime procelling- Processing his
torical data such as batch processing.
Also used to describe as unsuccessful
real time information processing sys
tems.
nonrefledlve coatings - Materials that
can be applied to the outer surface of
the video screen to reduce glare that
may be present in some office environ
ments. The coating tends to make the
images on the screen slightly fuzzy. but
it is useful in situations where glare
causes operator problems.
nonresident simulator computer IYltem
- A system that involves the utilization
of an in-house larger computer to simu
late the MPU hardware in the develop
ment of microcomputer programs. This
use features a lower cost than conven
tional time sharing and usually offers ac
cess to faster penpherals as well.
nonequivalence element -

nonretum-to-zero
nonreturn-to-zero -

A method of writing
information on a magnetic surface in
which the current through the write
head winding does not return to zero
after the write pulse.
nonvolatile memory - A storage medium
which retains information when power
is removed from the system.
nonvolatile storage - A storase medium
which retains information In the ab
sence of power and which may be made
available upon restoration of power,
e.g., magnetic tapes, cores, drums, and
disks. (Contrasted with volatile stor
age.)
no operation - An absent or omitted in
struction left blank deliberately, often to
permit later insertion of data or infor
mation without any rewriting, or for the
program itself to develop one or more
Instructions. Often. a specific instruc
tion which merely advances the instruc
tion content and performs no other
function.
no-operotion instrudion - See no-op in
struction.
no operation, memory proted - A special
procedure developed to protect the
contents of specific sections of storage
from alteration, by inhibiting the execu
tion of any type of memory modification
instruction upon detection of the pres
ence of a guard bit associated with the
accessed memory location. Such in
structions which access protected mem
ory are most often executed as a no op
eration, or a special violation program
interrupt is generated.
no-op instrudlon - l. An instruction that
specifically instructs the coml?uter to do
nOJhing but process the next Instruction
in sequence. 2. A blank instruction. 3. A
skip instruction. 4. A waste instruction.
(Synonymous with waste instruction
and skip.)
NOR - The Boolean operator that gives a
truth table value of true only when both
of the variables connected by the logical
operator are false, i.e., the negation of
inclusive OR.
NOR circuit - A circuit that has an output
only when all inputs are down.
NOR element - Same as gate, NOR.
no return point - A first instance in a pro
gram in which a rerun is no longer pos
sible, since data may no longer be avail
able.
NOR gate - See gate, NOR.

NOT-AND element
normal-diredion flow -

In flowcharts, the
normal flow is from left to right and
from top to bottom.
normal form, Backus - See Backus normal
form.
normalize - I. In programming, to adjust
the exponent and fraction of a floaung
point quantity so that the fraction lies In
the prescribed normal, standard range.
2. In mathematical operations. to re
duce a set of symbols or numbers to a
normal or standard form. (Synonymous
with standardize.) 3. To alter or posi
tion into a regular or standard format as
to right- or left-justify.
normalized - A mantissa is normalized if
its first digit is not zero.
normalizer - An electronic component of
an OCR (optical character reader)
which changes or modifies the signal
from the scanner to receive a processed
rendition of the input character which is
more suitable for a detailed or more so
phisticated analysis, i.e., essentially a
quality improving usage which does not
alter the basic character shape. Mag
netic ink character normalizers perform
a similar function, filling in any voids
and cancelling extraneous additions
due to erasures, etc.
normally closed contads - A pair of con
tacts on a relay that open when the relay
is energized.
normally open contads - A pair of con
tacts on a relay that close when the relay
is energized.
normal
orientation - Although
most
OCRs (optical character readers) can be
programmed, and do thus accept a wide
variety of character styles and even od
dities, they must be normally oriented
to direct the reader to perform the scan
across the width of the source docu
ment. The line elements of the source
document appear in parallel with this
edge.
normative testlng- Standards of per
formance that are established for the
t~sting of both quantitative and qualita
uve system performance.
NOR operation - Same as gate, NOR.
NOR operator - Same as gate, NOR.
NOT - A logical operator having the
property that if P is a statement, then
the NOT of P is true if P is false, and
false if P is true.
NOT-ANDelement-Sameas gate, NAND.
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NOT-AND gate

number, binary-coded decimal

NOT-AND gate - Same as gate. NAND.
NOT-AND operation - Same as gate.

Pertaining to ~o. deflection from a cen
ter or end posluon.
null cycle - The time necessary to cycle
through a program without introducing
data. This establishes the lower bound
for program processing time.
null gate - See gate. null.
null Itring - An empty string.
number - I. A figure or word, or group of
figures or words. representing graph
ically an arithmetical sum; a numeral, as
the number 45. (Clarified bv number
systems.) 2. A numeral by which a thing
is designated in a series. as a pulse num
ber. 3. A single member of a series
designated by consecutive numerals. as
a part number. 4. A character. or a
group of characters. uniquely identify
mg or describing an article. process.
condition, document. or class. as a
6SN7 tube. 5. To count; enumerate. 6.
To distinguish by a number.
number, ABA - A coding number as
signed to banks by the American Bank
ers Association to assist in check clear
ing.
numbor, bale - The quantity of charac
ters for use in each of the digital posi
tions of a numbering system. In the
more common numbering systems the
characters are some or all of the Arabic
numerals as follows:

NAND.

notation -

I. The act, process, or method
of representing facts or quantities by a
system or set of marks. signs, figures, or
characters. 2. A system of such symbols
or abbreviations used to express techni
cal facts or quantities, e.g., as mathe
matical notaUon. 3. An annotation or
note.
natation, bale - An annotation consist
ing of a decimal number. in paren
theses. written as a subscript suffix to a
number, its decimal value indicating the
radix of the number; e.g.. 11m indicates
the number II is in the radiX of two.
11 m indicates the number II is in the
radiX of eight. A number written with
out its radix notation is assumed to be in
the radix of ten.
notation, binary - See number. binary.
NOT-bath gate - Same as gate, NAND.
NOT-BOTH operation - Same as gate,
NAND.
NOT circuit - Same as gate. NOT.
NOT element - Same as gate, NOT.
NOT gate - See gate, NOT.
NOT-IF-THEN operation - Same as gate,
NAND.
NOT operation - A Boolean operation on
one operand in which the result has the
alternative value of the operand. i.e.. if
the two possible states of the operand
are represented by a zero or a one. the
corresponding results are one or a zero.
Same as negauon. Boolean complemen
tation. or inversion.
NOT operator - Same as gate. NOT.
N-plul-one-addre.. Inltrudlon - See in
struction format. N plus one address.
N-tuple - A collection of N elements.
usually ordered, e.g., xl, x2 ....
nucleul- A part of an operating system
which resides in main memory or stor
age. Control routines are grouped in
tile resident nucleus, and the balance of
the operating system (OS) is relegated
to auxiliary storage devices as disks,
drums, and sometimes tapes. The nu
cleus loads parts of the nonresident rou
tines into storage as programmed and
as required.
null - 1. An absence of information. as
contrasted with zero or blank for the
presence of no information. 2. Zero. 3.
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System Name
BINARY
OCTAL
DECIMAL

Radix
Characters
2
(0.1)
8
(0.1.2.3,4.5,6,7)
(0.1,2,3,4,5,6.7,8,9) 10

Unless otherwise indicated. the radix of
any number is assumed to be 10. For
positive identification of a radix 10
number, the radix is written in paren
theses as a subscript to the expressed
number, i.e., 126(10)' The radix of any
nondecimal number is expressed in sim
ilar fashion. e.g.. 11(2) and 5(8)'
number, binary - A number, usually con
sisting of more than one figure, repre
senting a sum. in which the individual
quantity represented by each figure is
based on a radix of two. The figures
used are 0 and 1.
number, binary-coded declmol - A num
ber usually consisting of successive
groups of figures, in which each group
of four figures is a binary number that
represents but does not necessarily
equal arithmetically a particular digit in
an associated decimal number; e.g.. if

number, biquinary

number generator

the three rightmost figures of a decimal
number are 362. the three rightmost
figure groups of the binary coded deci
mal number are 0011 0110 0010.
number, biquinary - A number consisting
of a pair of digits representing a sum, in
which the left digit is based on the radix
two. and the right digit is based on the
radix five. The figures 0 or I (a I repre
sents 5) are used for the left digit. and
O. I, 2, 3 or 4 are used for the right digit.
Example. 13 (5 + 3) is the decimal digit
8. The left digit of each pair of digits has
a weight of 0 or 5.

number, decimal- A number. usually of

number,

biquinary-coded

decimal -

A

number usually consisting of successive
pairs of digits. in which each pair is a
biquinary number; e.g .. if the digits of a
decimal number are 3671, the biqui
nary-coded decimal number would be
03 II 12 0 I. The left digit of each pair
of digits has a weight of 0 or 5.
number, call - I. A group of characters
identifying a subroutine and containing:
(a) information concerning parameters
to be inserted in the subroutine. (b) in
formation to be used in generating the
subroutine. or (c) information related to
the operands. 2. A call word if the quan
tity of characters in the call number is
equal to the length of a computer word.
number, check - A number composed of
one or more digits and used to detect
equipment malfunctions in data-trans
fer operations. If a check number con
sists of only one digit. it is synonymous
with check digit. (Related to digit.
check.)
number, coded decimal- A number con
sisting of successive characters or a
group of characters in which each char
acter or group of characters usually
represents a specific figure in an as
sociated decimal number; e.g .• if the
figures of a decimal number are 45. the
coded decimal number might be repre
sented as GQ, or LIZZ, or 0100 0101.
number complemenls, odal - See octal
number complements.
number control- This is the quantity of a
number (value) which must be the result
of a process or problem in order to
prove the accuracy.
number control, serial - The control of
messages by assigning a number at the
time of origination and adding addi
tional numbers as the message passes
through specific points.

more than one figure. representing a
sum. in which the quantity represented
by each figure is based on the radix of
ten. The figures used are O. 1.2.3.4.5.
6. 7. 8, and 9.
number, designation - Used in truth ta
bles, which are representations of all
possible combinations of binary states
of a set of variables. A designation nu
meral thus is the set of digits which
represents a particular Boolean expres
sion as a line or a column in such a table.
number, double-length - A specific nu
meral which contains twice as many di
gits as ordinary numerals in particular
computers and ones which usually re
quire two registers or storage locations.
Such numerals are most often used for
double-precision computing.
number, double-precision - See double
precision number.
number, duodecimal- A number, consist
ing of successive characters. represent
ing a sum in which the individual quan
tity represented by each character is
based on a radix of twelve. The charac
ters used are O. 1,2.3.4.5,6,7.8.9.
T(for ten). and E(for eleven). (Related
to number systems.)
number, Fibonacci - A numeral which is
part of a unique set for a highly specific
search method.
number, floating-point - In many cases.
the solution of a problem requires val
ues of numbers that are either too large
or too small to be expressed by the com
puter. The physical size of the number
can be reduced by "scaling" or shifting
the number to the right or left a prede
termined number of places so that the
most significant bits of the number may
be used. For instance, the decimal num
ber 6510 may be expressed as 0.651 X
107 ,0.0651 X 108 ,0.00651 X 109 • etc.
The exponent of the number-system
base is the scale factor or the number of
places the number is shifted. Some sys
tems are fixed-point arithmetic, and
there is no automatic hardware feature
for handling the scaling factor or expo
nent. The programmer is responsible
for remembering the scale factors. Also.
the possibility of an overflow during in
termediate operations must be consid
ered.
number generator - A set of manual con
trols on which a computer operator can
set a word for input.
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number ,onorator, rondom

numbor, Iymbollc

number ,onorotor, random - See genera
tor, random-number.
numbor, hoxadoclmal- A specific numer
ation system which uses the radix 16;
i.e., 16 symbols are used, 0 through 9
plus the characters A, B. C, D. E. and F
for digits beyond 9. Each hexadecimal
digit thus can be represented by a group
of four binary digits, which is called a
tetrad.
numbor, Idontlflcatlon - The number
from 0000000 to 9999999, assigned to
input data.
numbor, in.tallatlon-tapo - A number
permanently assigned to a plastic or
metal spool to identify a particular roll
of magnetic tape.
number, 10,leal - The number assigned
to a peripheral unit during autoload or
system generation time. This number
can be altered whenever convenient, in
contrast to a physical unit number.
numbor, mlxod-ba.o - A number consist
ing of two or more characters represent
ing a sum. in which the quantity repre
sented by each character is based on a
different radix.
numbor, mlxod-rodlx - Same as number.
mixed base.
numbor, multlplo-Ion,th - A number hav
ing two, three, or more times as many
figures as are normally handled in a par
ticular device.
number, odal- A number of one or more
figures representing a sum. in which the
quantity represented by each figure is
based on a radix of eight. The ligures
used are 0, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.
(Clarified by octaL)

number, rondom - See random number.
number ran,o - The span or dimension
or range of values whICh a number (vari
able) can assume, and usually expressed
within beginning and ending limits or
using N. if such limits are unknown.
number, roacl-around - The number of
times a specific spot, digit. or location in
electrostatic storage may be consulted
before spillover Will cause a loss of in
formation stored in surrounding spots.
The surrounding information must be
restored before the loss occurs.
numbor, roal - An element of a set of all
positive and negative numbers, includ
mg all types, integers, zeros. mixed. ra
tional. irrational, etc.. but not imaginary
or complex.
numbor, rool- A sequence number that
identifies a particular reel in a series of
reels that make up a file.
numbor ropro.ontatlon Iy.tom - Set nu
meration system.
number, lodlon - A sequence number
that identifies a particular section in a
series of sections that make up a file.
number, .olf-chockln, - A number, with a
suffix figure related to the figure(s) of
the number, used to check the number
after it has been transferred from one
medium or device to another. (Related
to check bit, modulo-N check. and er
ror-detecting code.)
numbor, soptlnary - A number, usually of
more than one figure, representing a
sum in which the quantity represented
by each figure is based on a radix of
seven. The figures used are 0, I, 2, 3.4.
5, and 6.
numbor, .orlal- Numerals usually at
tached to a device, machine. item. or a
sequence or position of an item relative
to other items, i.e., numbers represent
ing a label or identifier.
numbor, .oxadoclmal- A number, usually
of more than one figure, representing a
sum, in which the quantity represented
by each figure is based on a radix of
sixteen. (Synonymous with hexadecimal
numbeL)
number, .tatomont - See statement num
ber.
number, .ymbollc - A numeral used in
writing routines for referring to a spe
cific storage location; such numerals are
converted to actual storage addresses in
the final assembling of the program.

number, oporotlon - I. A number desig
nating the position ofan operation or its
equivalent subroutine in the sequence
ofoperations comprising a routine. 2. A
number. stated in symbolic code, identi
fying each step in a program.
numbor, polyvalont - A number, consist
ing of several figures. used for descrip
tion, wherein each figure represents one
of the characteristics being described.
numbor, polltlonal- A method for ex
pressing.a quantity using two or more
figures. wherein the successive right to
left figures are to be interpreted as co
efficients of ascending integer powers of
the radix.
numbor, radix - Same as number, base.
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number 'Yltem - A systematic method for
representing numerical quantities in
which any quanti~y is represented as the
sequence of coefficients of the succes
sive powers of a particular base with an
appropriate point. Each succeeding co
efficient from right to left is aSSOCiated
with and usually multiplies the next
higher power of the base. The first co
efficient to the left of the point is as
sociated with the zero power of the
base. For example, in deCimal notation,
371.426 represents (3 X 102 ) + (7 X
10 1) + (I X 100) + (4 X 10- 1) + (2 X
10- 2 ) + (6 X 10-3 ). The following are
names of the number systems with Oases
2 through 20: 2, binary; 3, ternary; 4,
quaternary; 5, quinary; 6, senary; 7
septenary; 8, octal, or octonary; 9, nove
narv; 10, decimal; II, undecimal; 12,
duodecimal; 13, terdenary; 14, qua
terdenary; 15, quindenary; 16, sexadeci
mal, or hexadecimal; 17, septendecimal;
18, octodenary; 19, novemdenary; 20,
vicenary. Also 32, duosexadecimal, or
duotricmary; and 60, sexagenary. The
binary, octal, decimal, and sexadecimal
systems are widely used in computers.
(Synonymous with duodecimal number
and binary-number system; related to
positional representation; and clarified
by octal and binary digit.)
numbor 'Yltom, binary - Stt number, bi
nary.
numbor, u,or - The unique number as
signed to each user of a time-shared sys-.
tem enabling him to identify himself to
the system when he communicates with
it through a remote terminal. (Synony
mous with identification number.)
numeral- A digit or digits normally used
to represent a number.
numeral, binary - Salllt aJ number, bi
nary.
numeral, decllllal- S(/mt (/.1 number. deci
mal.
numeral, de,lgnatlon - U sed in truth ta
bles which are representations of all
possible combinations of binary states
of a set of variables. A designation nu
meral thus is the set of digits which
represents a particular Boolean expres
sion as a line or a column in such a table.
numeral, double-length - St't' number,
double-length.
nUlllerol, duodecllllal- S(/1II1' (/.1 number.
duodecimal.
nUllleral, hexadecimal- S(/11/e aJ number,
hexadecimal.

numerallzatlon - The use of digits to rep
resent alphabetic data.
numerol, lIIultlple-length - Numeral rep
resentation of quantities of items which
have two. three .... times as many digits
as the numeric words usually encoun
tered. Such numerals require two or
more registers or storage locations to
achieve higher precision calculations.
nUllleral, octal- Samt (/.1 number. octal.
numerol, ,elf-c:hecklng - A unique and
very specific numeral containing check
digits for even- or odd-parity checking,
i.e., a six-bit numeral may have a sev
enth bit serving as an odd-parity, in
which the total number of ones in the
numeral must always be odd.
nUlllerol, ,exadecllllal- S(/11/e (/.1 number,
hexadecimal.
nUllleratlon ,y.tom - A system for the
representation of numbers, e.g., the
decimal system. the roman numeral sys
tem, the binary system.
numeric - Composed of numerals; the
value of a number as opposed or con
trasted to character representation.
numerical analy,I,- The study of meth
ods of obtaining useful quantitative so
lutions to problems that have been ex
pressed mathematically, including the
study of the errors and bounds on er
rors in obtaining such solutions.
nUlllorical codo - A restrictive type of
code which has a character set consist
ing of digits only.
numerical cantral- Set APT (Automati
cally Programmed Tools).
numerical control, direct (DNe) - A sys
tem connecting a set of numerically con
trolled machines to a common memorv
for part program or machine program
storage. with provision for on-demand
distribution of data for the machines.
Direct numerical control systems typi
callv have additional proviSIOns for col
lection, display or editing- of part pro
grams, operator instrucllons, or data
related to the numerical control pro
cess.
nUlllerlcolly controlled machine toollSft APT.
numeric-alphabetic - S(/11/t (/.1 alphabetic
numeric.
nUlllorlcal tape - A punched paper or
plastic tape used to feed digital instruc
tions to a numerical control (N/C) ma
chine.
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OCR wand

numerical word
numerical word -

See word, numerical.

numeric character -

An allowable digit in
a computer system of representing
numbers.

numeric code -

A system of numerical ab
breviations used in the preparation of
information for input into a machine,
i.e., all information is reduced to nu
merical quantities.

numeric coding -

Coding that uses only

digits to represent data and instruc
tions.
numeric control- That field of computer
activity which centers around the con
trol of machine tools by mechanical de
vices; e.g., a computer can control as
sembly-hne tools for machining.
numeric data code - See code, numeric.
numeric key punch - A key punch that
processes only numeric data.
N-way switch - See switch, programmed.

o
object code -

The code produced by a
compiler or special assembler which can
be executed on the target computer.
objective function - The function of the
independent variables whose maximum
or minimum is sought in an optimiza
tion problem.
object language - I. The machine lan
guage developed by the compiler from
tbe source language; the machine lan
guage is directly comprehensible to the
computer without further refinement or
definition by interpreters, assemblers,
or compilers. 2. A result of transforming
or translating a source language by any
of the many devices or procedures.
object-language program - See object
routine.
object machine - The computer on which
the object program is to be executed.
object phase - An occasion on which the
target program is run is often called run
phase, target phase, or object phase.
Most often this terminology is used
when compiling has taken place.
object program - The binary form of a
source program produced by an assem
bler or a compiler. The object program
(the final translation) is composed of
machine-word or machine-coded in
structions that the specific computer
can execute.
object program library - See library, pro
gram.
object-program
preparation - Conver
sion of programs from one of several
easy-to-use source languages, or from
certain competitive system languages,
to a specific machine code.
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object routine -

The machine-language
routine that is the output after transla
tion from the source language.
object time - The time at which an object
program is executed. as opposed to the
time at which a source program is tran
slated into machine language to create
an object program.
occurs - In COBOL. describes a se
quence of data items of the same for
mat. Subscripting is used to refer or
designate a particular item in a proce
dure statement.
OCR - Abbreviation for Optical Charac
ter Recognition. Recognition by ma
chines of printed or wntten characters
based on inputs from photoelectric
transducers. Contrast with MICR.
OCR-A code - A major type of magnetic
character "language." This is a special
type font that is both human and ma
chine readable. It has been adopted by
the National Retail Merchants Associa
tion as the standard for marking mer
chandise sold in derartment stores and
other general retai outlets.
OCR applications, busineSl- Uses such as
scanning for credit authorization. bank
ing. postal uses, government health
care. retailing transactions. word proc
essing. and others.
OCR, common language - See language.
common (OCR).
OCR wand - A typical device provides au
tomatic reading that can be employed
on irregular-sized documents or pages.
The wand scans any sized document at
the rate of 100 characters per second
which is comparable to the production

olt-line operation

OCR wand readeR

of 20 key operators. When operating at
a crt or other display station, any data
read with the wand can be displayed
facilitating key correction.
OCR wand readers - Various types of
OCR wand readers are connected di
rectly to terminals, computers, and
other data processing equipment. Thev
are designed to optically lift human'
readable source data from a document
and transmit the information directlv to
the host device. Typical applications'are
reading financial transactIOn documents
including, utility bills, purchase <?rders,
charge slIps, claIm reports, remittance
forms, and order entry documents. Sev
eral types read OCR-A type font estab
lished by the National Retail Merchants
Association, and OCR-B, a type font
used widely in Europe.
adal - Pertaining to eight; usually de
scribing a number system of base or
radix eIght; e.g., in octal notation, octal
214 is 2 times 64, plus 1 times 8, plus 4
times I, and equals decimal 140. Octal
214 in binary-coded octal is represented
as 010,001,100; octal 214, as a straight
binary number is written 10001100.
Note that binary-coded octal and
straight binary differ only in the use of
commas; in the example shown, the left
hand zero in the straight binary is
dropped. (Clarified by octal number.)
adal, binary-coded - A coding system in
which binary numbers are used to rep
resent the octal digits of an octal num,
ber.
odal digit - The symbol 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,
or 7 used as a digit in the system of
notation that uses 8 as the base or radix.
(Clarified by number systems.)
odal notation - See octal number.
odal number - A number of one or more
figures, representing a sum in which the
quantity represented by each figure is
oased on a radix of eight. The figures
used are 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7. (Cla
rified by octal.)
odal numbor complements - Octal nota
tion is used in source language and pro
gram testing diagnostic printouts. The
octal or' base 8 number system ex
presses values as multiples of powers of
8. Octal notation is a fixed-length sys
tem of binary notation. The binary
number is interpreted octally by group
ing the bits into bytes of three, starting
from the right, and interpreting each
byte into its octal equivalent. Within

each byte the bit positions are weighted
with the value of 4, 2, and I, or 22 , 2 1,
and 20. If, after grouping the bits in the
fashion described, the most significant
byte contains less than three bits, as
many binary zeros are implied to the left
as are reqUIred to bring the numbers of
bits in that group to three. For example,
the binary number 100 lllO 110 1 is in
terpreted octally as follows:
(0)10

2

011
3

odal number system -

101

5

101

5

A number system
which expresses values as multiples of
powers of eight. (Clarified by octal num
ber complements and octal number.)
odal numeral - Same as octal number.
odet - A sequence of eight binary digits
operated on or considered as a unit and
usually concerned with an 8-bit byte,
i.e., representing one character or two
numerals.
octonary - Pertaining to the number rep
resentation system with a base of eight.
odd-even check - See check digit, parity.
oersted (video-tape) - A measure of
video-tape performance such that the
higher the oersted rating, the higher the
signal level from the tape. Most ferric
tapes today are in the range of 300 oer
steds, and most chromium tapes oper
ate at about 500 oersteds.
allee, central - A common facility that
performs the necessary circuit-switch
mg functions required m the operation
of communication networks.
oif-line - Descriptive of a system and of
the peripheral equipment or devices in
a system in which the operation of pe
ripheral equipment is not under the
control of the central processing unit.
(Clarified by off-line equipment.)
oit-line
equipment - The
peripheral
equipment or devices not in direct com
mumcation with the central processing
unit of a computer. (Synonymous with
auxiliary equipment.)
oit-line mode - A way of computer opera
tion; it means that the devices are not
hooked up together. Perhaps the prin
ter is printing the payroll checks, while
the computer is solving a completely
unrelated mathematical problem. Both
are independent operations.
oif-line operation - Same as off-line proc
essing.
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off-line or Indired IYltem - A remote sys
tem in which a mechanical, electronic,
or thermal sensing device is used for
input and a mechanical, electronic, or
thermal controlling device is used for
output, but none of these is directly
connected to the computer. If there is
no human action required in the com
munications linkage, the system is a di
rect or on-line system when units are
connected to a computer.
off-line output - See output, off-line.
off-line proce..ing - Processing not di
rectly associated with or required for
main program or real-time communica
tion and control. In an off-line mode,
human intervention and control is re
quired between data entry and ultimate
processing.
off-line .torage - Storage not under con
trol of the central processing unit.
off-line unit - Input/output device or
auxiliary equipment not under direct
control of the central processing unit.
off-line working - Same as off-line opera
tion.
off premi.e - Standby equipment, usually
a back-up or duplicated set of computer
equipment at another location. Availa
ble for performance of operations
under circumstances where the failure
of the prime equipment is acute as re
gards the time sensitivity of the opera
tion being completed.
offset - An unintentional transfer of ink
to spoil readability of a document, such
as from two freshly printed sheets with
the back of one document smearing the
face of the other.
off-the-.helf - I. Pertaining to produc
tion items that are available from cur
rent stock and need not be either newly
purchased or immediately manufac
tured. 2. Pertaining to computer soft
ware or equipment that can be used by
customers With little or no adaptation,
th.ereby saving them from the tIme and
expense of developing their own soft
ware or equipment.
on-board regulation - The practice of
placing small voltage regulators on each
circuit board in a system rather than
having one large power supply for the
entire system. AdvantageS-Include the
ability to expand the system gradually,
the isolation of electrically noisy cir
cuits, and no noise pickup on the power
supply wiring. The disadvantages in-

c1ude the necessity for a large number
of voltage regulators and the placing of
heat sources on the cards.
on call, load - See load on call.
on-chip control logic - Logic contained on
the microprocessor chip that decodes
instructions and coordinates instruction
execution with memory and i/o opera
tions which are managed by the system
controller.
one-addre.. - Single address; a system of
machine instructIon such that each com
plete instruction explicitly describes
one operation and one storage location.
one-addre.. inltruction - An instruction
consisting of an operation and exactly
one address. The Instruction code of a
single address computer may include
both zero and multiaddress instructions
as special cases.
on_head addrel.ing - Same as address
ing, repetitive.
one-for-one - A phrase often associated
with an assembly routine where one
source-language instruction is con
verted to one machine-language in
struction.
one-for-one tranllotion - The specific
process in which each programming in
structi~n is equal to one machine -lan
guage instructIon.
one gate - Same as gate, OR.
one-level addre•• - Same as direct ad
dress.
one-level code - A code using absolute
addresses and absolute operation
codes; i.e., a code that indicates the
exact location where the referenced
operand is to be found or stored. (Syn
onymous with specific code and related
to address, absolute.)
one-Ievellubroutlne - A program or sub
routine which cannot use either subrou
tines or itself during its execution, i.e.,
a closed subroutine.
one output - The voltage response ob
tained from magnetic core in a "I"
stage by reading or resetting process.
one output Ilgnol- The output of a mag
netic cell in the one condition when a
read pulse is supplied.
one-plus-one addre.. - An instruction
system having the property that each
complete instruction includes an opera
tion and two addresses; one address for
the location of a register in the storage
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containing the item to be operated
upon, and one for the location contain
ing the next instruction.
one-plus-one addre.. instrudion - An in
struction containing two or four ad
dresses one of which specifies explicitly
the location of the next instruction to be
executed. It is usually used on comput
ers whose storage has a latency factor,
e.g., a drum computer.
ones complement - See
complement,
ones.
one-shot operation - See operation, SIn
gle-step.
one-step operation - See operation, sin
gle-step.
one-to-one - A relation between individ
ual members of one set and individual
members of another set, i.e., each mem
ber of one set has a specific relation to
one member of the other set.
one-Io-one a..embler - See assembler,
one-to-one.
one-to-one translator - Same as assem
bler, one-to-one.
one-to-partialseled ratio - The ratio of a
I output to a partial select output.

(8-bit microcomputerJ.
on-line - Descriptive of a system and pe
ripheral equipment or devices in a sys
tem in which the operation of such
equipment is under control of the cen
tral processing unit. Information re
flecting current activity is introduced
into the data processing system as soon
as it occurs. It is directly in line with the
main flow of the transaction processing.
(Clarified by on-line equipment, and
synonymous with in-line processing and
on-line processing.)
on-line, central file - See file, on-line (cen
tral).
on-line data prace..ing - See on-line
processing.
on-line data redudion - The processing
of information as rapidly as the informa
tion is received by the computing sys
tem or as rapidly as it is generated by
the source.
on-line, debug - Same as debug, except
the computer is performing on-line
functions, utilizing another routine
which has previously been checked out.
on-line diagnostics - The running of
diagnostics on a system while it is on
line but off-peak to save time and to take
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corrective action without closing down
the system.
on-line equipment - Major processing
equipment of compatible computer
speed that is directly connected to the
main processing unit.
on-line input - When the input device
transmits data directly to, and under the
control of, the control processing unit.
on-line mass storage - See storage, mass.
on-line mode - A way of computer opera
tion-means that all devices are hooked
up directly, i.e., with the computer
(CPU). Although the devices work on
different phases of the procedure, all
are connected in some way and usually
depend on each other for desired re
suIts.
on-line operation - See on-line process
ing.
on-line or dired system - A system which
has four principal components-a cen
tral processor, a communications link
age, a terminal device, and a user. These
com£onents interact to carry out a task,
but If there is no human action required
in the communications linkage, the sys
tem is direct or on-line.
on-line ploHer - A local or remote digital
incremental plotter-in either on-line
or off-line operation with a digital com
puter-provides a high speed plotting
system of versatility and reliability. For
on-line operation with medium-size
computers, a small adapter unit con
verts the computer output signals to a
form suitable for driving a plotter. No
modification to the basic computer cir
cuitry is required. Adapters are availa
ble for all standard medIUm-scale digital
computers. The plotter can be used for
o!f-hne operation with virtually any me
dIUm or large-scale computer.
on-line processing - The operation of ter
minals, files, and other auxiliary equip
ment under direct and absolute control
of the central processor to eliminate the
need for human intervention at any
stage between initial input and com
puter output.
on-line process optimization - An impor
tant part of process control is the job of
ensuring operating conditions or com
binations of conditions for optimum
profit. On-line analog computers can be
used to adjust one or more process con
ditions to compensate for uncontrolled
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variations so that operation is main
tained at the optimum level.
on-line,

real-time

operation

(OLRT) -

A special system plan and operation in
which the mput data to the system are
given directly from the measuring de
vices, and the computer results are
thereby obtained dunng the progress of
the event. For instance, the data that are
received from measurements during a
run, with real-time computation of de
pendent variables during the run, ena
bles the computer to make changes in
its output.
on-line storage - Storage under direct
control of the central processing unit.
on-line system - I. A system where the
input data enters the computer directly
from the point of origin and/or in which
output data is transmitted directly to
where it is used. 2. A system which
eliminates the need for human interven
tion between source recording and the
ultimate processing by a computer.
on-line teller system (bank) - If the vol
ume of savings account and mortgage
loan activity warrants, these transac
tions may be handled in real time by the
on-line teller system. Teller consoles at
each window at each office may be
linked to the computer and the on-line
central file.
"on-line" teller systems - On-line teller
systems have four major elements: (1) a
large random access memory tied di
rectly to the computer, used to store ac
count records and auxiliary informa
tion; (2) teller consoles, for keyboard
entry of transaction information and
computer-controlled printing of replies
to passbooks, tickets, and journals; (3)
data-communication eqUIpment and
telephone lines, linking the teller con
soles to the computer; (4) an electronic
computer system for control and com
putation.
on-line unit - Input/output device or
auxiliary equipment under direct con
trol of the computer.
on-line working - See on-line processing.
onomastlcon - A vocabulary of proper or
special names, e.g., a list of titles, chemi
cal compounds, companies, executives,
etc.
on-premise stand by equipment - A dupli
cate set of computer system modules
located nearby, available for perform
ance of operatlons in the event ofequip

on, sign

operating ratio

ment failures and as regards time sensi
tivity functions of reqUirements.
on, sign - The instruction which com
mences communication with the com
puter system. On a remote terminal, the
user can generally gain access to the sys
tem by typing in hiS identification num
ber and an appropriate password.
OP code - A command, usually given in
machine language.
open colledor - A type of output struc
ture found in certain bipolar logic fami
lies. The output is characterized by an
active transistor pulldown for taking the
output to a low voltage level, and no
pullup device. Resistive pullups are
generally added to provide the high
level output voltage. Open collector de
vices are useful when several devices are
to be bused together on one i/o bus
such as IEEE-488-1975 (HP-IB).
open-ended - I. The quality by which the
addition of new terms, subject head
ings, or classifications does not disturb
the pre-existing system. 2. Having the
capability of being extended or ex
panded.
open-ended IYltem - See system, open
ended.
open loop - An arrangement in which a
computer monitors a process or device
and presents the results in real time so
that an operator can make adjustments
to the process or operation, if required.
open-loop IYltem - A system in which the
computer does not directly control a
process or procedure but mstead dis
plays or prints information for the oper
ator to assist in determination of re
quired action. Most real-time systems
are basically open-loop systems.
open-routine - A routine that can be in
serted directly into a larger routine
without a linkage or calling sequence.
open running - A condition in which a
teletypewriter is connected to an open
line or a line without battery. A teletype
writer receiver under such a condiuon
appears to be running, as the type ham
mer continually strikes the type box but
does not move across the page.
open lhop - A computing installation at
which computer programming, coding,
and operatmg can be performed by any
qualified company employee.
open lubroutine - 1. A separately coded
sequence of instructions that is Inserted
in another instruction sequence directly

in low order of the line. A subroutine
that must be relocated and inserted into
the main routine at each place it is used.
operand - I. Anyone of the quantities
entering into or arising from an opera
tion. An operand may be an argument,
a result, a parameter, or an indication of
the location of the next instruction. 2. A
piece ofdata upon which an operation is
performed. 3. The address or name por
tion of an operation, e.g., x is the ope
rand of the operation (and x).
operand addrels - See address, operand.
operand address, effedlve - See address,
operand effective.
operand field - The portion of an im
mediate-addressing instruction word
that contains the immediate operand
value, with negative values represented
as twos complements.
operand, flag - The third operand of a
symbolic instruction, designating which
digits of the object-level instructIOn will
be flagged (some computers).
operand/operator - Computer
state
ments consist of an operand that is the
data to be operated on and an operator,
the instruction itself. The statement
consists of a register instruction to
gether with an operand address.
operands, source vs destination - Opera
tions which imply two operands such as
add, subtract, move, compare, etc., are
handled in many systems, by instruc
tions that specify two addresses. The
first operana is called the source ope
rand, the second the destination ope
rand. Bit assignments in the source and
destination address fields may specify
different modes and different registers.
operating conlole, mlcrocamputer - The
operating console is generally mounted
on the front of the processor enclosure,
contains all controls and indicators nec
essary for the operation of the proces
sor. The controls and indicators can in
clude the following: run indicator, run
switch, halt indicator, halt switch, reset
switch, link indicator, interrupt on indi
cator, display switch, accumulator posi
tion, program counter position, mem
ory data position, alter switch, etc.
operating cantrol, concurrent - See con
current operating controL
operating programl- See programs, op
erating.
operating ratio - The ratio of the number
of hours of correct machine operation
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to the total hours of scheduled opera
tion. For example if a 168-hour week is
scheduled. if 12 hours of preventive
maintenance are required and 4.8 hours
of unscheduled down time occurs. then
the operating ratio is (168-16.8/168).
This IS equivalent to a 90% operating
ratio. (Synonymous with computer effi
ciency.)
operating IYI'em - I. An organized col
lection of techniques and procedures
for operating a computer. 2. A part ofa
software package (program or routine)
defined to simplify housekeeping as in
put/output procedures. sort-merge
generators. data-conversion routines.
or tests.
opera.ing IYltem, floppy dllk - Several
firms have developed floppy disk oper
ating systems for microprocessor devel
opment systems that obviate any need
for paper tape or cards. Source 'pro
grams written and edited at the system
keyboard and stored on the floppy may
then be assembled immediatery with
macro assembler units under operating
system control. Assembled programs
may be stored on disk in binary form.
then loaded into the processor through
a DOS Linking Loader. along with other
object modules and the DEBUG pro
grams. DOS packages include dual
drive floppy disk. interface. cable. soft
ware. and documentation.
opera.lng IYltem functlonl- The system
software controlling the overall opera
tion of a multipurpose coml?uter sys
tem. including such tasks as Input and
output distribution. interrupt process
ing, memory allocation, job scheduling,
message SWItching, and other allocation
and communication functions.
opera.lng IYlte... monitor - See monitor,
operating system.
operating IYI'e... lupervilor - Operating
system consists of a supervisory control
program. system programs. and system
subroutines. Included are a symbolic as
sembler and macroprocessor, a FOR
TRAN or other compiler, and debug
ging aids. A library of general utility
programs is also provided.
operating IYI'em, tl...e Iharlng - The op
erating system is a collection of pro
grams remaining permanently in mem
ory to rrovide overall co"ordination and
contro of the total operating system. It
performs several functions. First, it per
mits several users' programs from inter

fering with other users' programs. Each
program is run for a certam length of
time. then the monitor switches control
to another program in a rotating se
quence. Switching is frequent enough
so that all programs appear to run
simultaneously. Another function of the
time-sharing monitor is to process in
put/output commands.
operation - 1. A defined action; the ac
tion specified by a single computer in
structIon or pseudoinstruction; an arith
metical. lOgIcal. or transferral unit of a
problem. usually executed under the di
rection of a subroutine. 2. A combina
tion of at least one operator and one
operand. e.g., add x. 3. The process of
executing a defined action.
operation addre.. inltruction - See in
struction, source-destination.
operational add,... In.tructlon - A com
puter instruction having no operation
part but rather has the operation implic
Itly specified by the address parts.
operational character - A specific charac
ter that, when used as a code element.
can initiate. modify. or stop a control
operation. Characters may be used, for
example, to control the carriage return,
etc.
operational, dellgn - See design. opera
tional.
operational mode - The combination of
machine operating modes currently in
effect.
operational unit - A combination of de
vices or circuitry which performs a com
puter process.
operational ule tl...e - See time, effective.
operational worcl- A COBOL term used
to denote a word which improves read
ability of the language but need not be
on the reserved list.
oporatlon, arl.h...otlcal - An operation in
which numerical quantities form the ele
ments of the calculation, e.g .. addition.
subtraction, multiplication. division.
oporatlon, alynchronoul - The method
of processing in which one operation is
completed before the next operation is
initiated. i.e .• initiation and execution
are independent on a portion of the
equipment while the remainder of the
equipment is free.
oporatlon, aHended - In data set applica
tions, individuals are required at both
stations to establish the connection and
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transfer the data sets from talk (voice)
mode to data mode.
operation, auxiliary - An operation per
formed by equipment not under contin
uous control of the central processor
unit.
operation, averatle calculatlntl- A repre
sentative operation which might serve
as a base or indication of calculating
speeds of various machines. i.e .• a num
ber representing. for example. two ad
ditions and one multiplicatIOn and the
time to calculate this. or more com
monly accepted. nine additions and one
multiplication.
operation, bidiredlonal- Reading. writ
ing. and searching may be conducted in
either direction.
operation, binary - See binary operation.
operation, binary arithmetic - See arith
metic operation, binary.
opera.lon, binary 800lean - See Boolean
operation. binary.
operation,
bookkeepinl - Same
as
housekeeping.
operation, Boolean - See Boolean opera
tion.
operation charader - Same as character
command.
operation code - 1. The symbols that des
ignate a basic computer operation to be
performed. 2. A combination of bits
specifying an absolute machine-lan
guage operator. or the symbolic repre
sentation of the machine-language op
erator. 3. That part of an instruction
that designates the .operation of arith
metic, logic, or transfer to be per
formed.
operation code, OUlmented - A particular
code which is further defined or limited
by information found in another posi
tion ofan instruction, i.e., an instruction
word but one which has addresses con
sidered as the operation code.
operation code field - The portion of an
instruction word that contains the oper
ation code.
operation code. - The number of inter
nal machine instructions available.
operation code., mnemonic - The writing
of operation codes in a symbolic nota
tion which is easier to remember than
the actual operation codes of the ma
chine.
operation, combination - Relates to the

performance of two or more operations
simultaneously and as a unit.
operation, complementary - See comple
mentary operations. •
operation, complete - An operation that
includes obtaining the instruction. ob
taining all the operands from storage.
performing the operation. and return
mg the results to storage.
operation, computer - See computer oper
ation.
operation, concurrent - See concurrent
operation.
operation control- The control device
that directs the arithmetic operation in
volved in the execution of an instruction
in a computing system.
operotion-con'rol switch - See switch, op
eration-control.
operation, convenatlonal- See conversa
tional mode.
operation cycle - That portion of a ma
chine cycle during which the actual exe
cution of the instruction takes place.
Some operations (e.g .. divide, multiply)
may need a large number of these oper
ation cycles to complete the operation.
and the normal instruction/operation
alternation will be held up during this
time. Also called execution cycle.
operation, dotltler - Same as gate, NAND.
operation, declarative - See declarative
operation.
operation, decoded - See decoding.
operation decoder - A switching circuit
that interprets the operator portion of
the machine instructIOn to be executed.
and sets other circuitry for its execution.
operation, double precl.lon - An opera
tion in which two registers are treated as
a 64-bit double-word register contain
ing a single quantity (some computers).
operation, dual- Most frequent refer
ence is to the Boolean operation whose
result is the negation of the result of
another Boolean operation or negation
of operand.
operation, dyadic - An operation of two
operands.
operation dyadic, Boolean - Set Boolean
operation, dyadic.
operation, EXCEPT - Same as gate. NAND.
operation field - That particular part of
the instruction format which specifies
the procedure or process which IS to be
performed.
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operation, flxed-cycle - A type of com
puter performance whereby a fixed
amount of time is allocated to an opera
tion; synchronous or docked-type ar
rangement within a computer in which
events occur as a function of measured
time.
operatlo~, fixed-point - See fixed-point
operallon.
ope~lon, flo~ting-point - See floating
pomt opera lion.
operation, houlekeeplng - A general
term for the operation that must be per
formed for a machine run usually before
actual processing begins. Examples of
housekeeping operations are: establish
!ng controlling marks. s~tting up auxil
Iary storage UnIts, readmg the first re
cord for processing, initializing. set-up
verification operations. and file identifi
cation.
operation, lIIogal- See illegal operation.
operation, Iterative - The standard.
usual. or automatic repetition of the
solution. For example, a set of equa
tions with successive or changed com
binations of initial conditions. or sim
ply the use of different parameters
and the use of the same computing
program.
operation, jump - The computer departs
from the regular s~uence of instruc
tion executions and Jumps to another
roudne or program. or even some
preceding or forward instructions to
thus alter control, repeat a process or
loop. etc.
operation, logical - I. A logical or Boo
lean operation on n-state variables
which yields a single n-state variable.
Operalions such as AND, OR. and
NOT on two-state variables which
occur in the algebra of logic. i.e.,
Boolean algebra. 2. The operations of
logical shifting. masking. and other
nonarithmetic operations of a com
puter. (Contrasted with arithmetic op
eration.)
operation, loop - A loop which has an as
sociated set of instructions which re
store modified instructions or data to
their original or initial values at each
entry to the loop. or sequence of in
structions which may be obeyed repeti
tively.
operation, main - The primary applica
tion or designed procedure which the
equipment performs.
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operation, make-break - A type of tele
graph-circuit operation where the flow
of current is interrupted as pulses are
transmitted.
operation mode, conversational - See con
versational mode.
operation mode, real-time - Real-time is
a mode of operation in which data nec
essary to the control and/or execution
of a transaction can be processed in
time for the transaction to be affected
by the results of the processing. Real
time processing is most usually iden
tified with great speed but speed is rel
ative. The essence of real time is
concurrency-simultaneity. Real-time
is refinement in the integration of data
processing with communications. Real
time elimmates slow information-gath
ering procedures. dated reporting
techniques and lax communications;
ensures that facts within the system are
as timely as a prevailing situation, as
current as the decisions which they
must support. Real-time provides an
swers when answers are needed, deliv
ers data instantly whenever the need
for that data arises. Incoming informa
tion is edited. updated. and made avail
able on demand at every level of re
sponsibility. Imminent departures from
established standards are automatically
detected. and management is notified
in time for action.
operation, monadic - An operation on
one operand. e.g .. negation.
operation, monadic Boolean - See Boo
lean operation. monadic.
operation, multilob - The simultaneous.
concurrent. or interleaved execution
of job parts. steps, or segments from
more than one Job. A type of multi
programming. when each job or part
waits for some external event to occur
before it can continue processing: or
each job, job part. or step has its own
instruction ana data areas and may be
shared.
operation, multiplexed - A simultaneous
operation which shares the use of a
common unit of a system in such a way
that it can be considered as an indepen
dent operation.
operation, multiply - S/!t! multiply opera
tion.
operation, NAND - Same as gate. NAND.
operation, neither-OR - Same as gate.
NOR.

operation, NOR

operation, lequential

operation, NOR - Same as gate, NOR.
operation, NOT - A Boolean operation
on one operand in which the result has
the alternative value of the operand, i.e.,
if the two possible states of the operand
are represented by a zero and a one, the
corresponding results are one and zero.
Same as negation, Boolean complemen
tation, or inversion.
operation, NOT-AND- Same as gate
NAND.
operation, NOT-BOTH - Same as gate,
NAND.
operation NOT-IF-THEN - Same as gate,
NAND.
operation number - I. A number desig
nating the position of an operation, or
its equivalent subroutine in the se
quence of operations comprising a
routine. 2. A number identifying each
step in a program stated in symbolic
code.
operation, off-line - See off-line process
ing.
operation, one-Ihot - See operation, sin
gle-step.
operation, one-Itep - See operation, Sin
gle-step.
operation, on-line - Same as on-line proc
essing.
operation, OR - Same as gate, OR.
o~tlon overh_d - Same as housekeep
Ing.
operation, parallel - The simultaneous
performance of several actions, usually
of a similar nature, through provision of
individual similar or identical devices
for each such action. Parallel operation
is performed to save time over serial op
eration. Parallel operation usually re
quires more equipment.
operation part - In an instruction, the
part that usually specifies the kind of
operation to be performed, but not the
location of the operands.
operation, peripheral - See peripheral op
eration.
operation protection, nonstop - Ensures
against program hang-ups due to infi
mte indirect address loops or execute
instruction loops.
operation, pulh-to-type - A teletype op
eration in one direction at a time by
uS.ing a switch depressed during trans
mission.

operation ratio - That proportion of the
total number of hours during which the
equipment is actually operating, includ
ing time for operator or programmer
errors, to the total number of hours of
scheduled equipment operation.
operation, real-time - See real-time oper
ation.
operation,
r_l-time
(concurrency)See real-time concurrency operations.
operation, r_l-time on-line (OLlT)See on-line real-time operation.
.
operation, red-tape - Same as housekeep
ing.
operation regllter - See register, opera
tion.
operation, repetitive - Operations fre
quently used in computing such that re
peated solutions of the same set of
equations. with the same set of initial
conditions and parameters. are devel
oped. In crt (cathode-ray tube) usage. a
steady-state solution becomes apparent
when displayed on the screen.
operation, representative calculating 
See time, representative-computing.
operatlonl analYll1 - See analysis, opera
tions.
operation, scale - The process of chang
ing a quantity by a specific factor for the
purpose of bringing its range within
prescribed limits.
operatio,," Icatter-write - The process of
obtaining various data elements from
one location and simultaneously trans
ferring them to several output areas. for
contrast.
operationl, complementary - See comple
mentary operations.
operatlonl control- Operations control
of installation administration and work
flow includes instructions from and to
the computer operator. administrative
records, logs of sy'stem operation. and
the control over hbrary programs.
operationl control, non-data - Processes
which relate to input/output operations
as differentiated or exclUSIVe of data ma
nipulation. such as. tape rewinding.
operatlonl, decoded - See decoding.
operation, lequentlal - The performance
of actions one after the other in time.
The actions referred to are of 'a large
scale as opposed to the smaller scale operations referred to by the term senal
operation. For an example of sequential
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operation, serial

operation. consider Z X (B X C). The
two multiplications indicated follow
each other sequentially. However. the
processins of the individual digits in
each multiplication may be either paral
lel or serial.
operation, serial- The flow of informa

tion through a computer in time se
quence using only one digit. word. line.
or channel at a time. (Contrasted with
parallel operation.)

operation, serial word -

The specific fea
ture of certain handling equipment in
which words are read immediately after
another in groups.

operations,

evolutionary - A statistical
technique useful for improving plant
operations by slight perturbation of op
erating conditions repeatedly over a
long period of time.

operation, Sheffer-stroke -

tion single-step.

Same as opera

operation, single-step -

A method of op
erating an automatic computer manu
ally. in which a single instruction or part
of an instruction is performed in re
sponse to a single operation of a manual
control. This method is generally used
for detecting mistakes.

operations manager -

ations.

See manager. oper

operations, multiple -

The characteristic
of being able to perform two or more
computer processes concurrently.
operations multltask - Concurrent proc
essing of two or more job steps.
operations research -

The use of analytic
methods adopted from mathematics for
solving operational problems. The ob
jective is to provide management with a
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computerized -

operations research (management science)

serial-parallel - The com
bined type of serial and parallel opera
tions used. for example. in handling bits
in parallel fashion but characters in se
rial fashion.

operation, single-shot -

research,

Same as gate,

operation,

NAND.

operations

See flowchart. op

Capability of han
dling digits. one following another. re
gardless as to whether the bits can be
handled in serial or paralJel fashion.

erations.

more logical basis for making sound
predictions and decisions. Among the
common scientific techniques used in
operations research are the following:
linear programming. probability theory.
information theory. game theory.
monte-carlo method. and queuing the
ory.
Operations research (O.R.) takes on a
new dimension with the computer be
cause it can now be ap{llied to an extent
previously prohibitive 10 time and costs.
Most data needed for problem solving
may be quickly accessible and comput
er-ready as a by-product of such routine
computer operations as billing. inven
tory, or accounts receivable. Capability
is another factor. The worth of any OR
solution is directly related to the per
centage of factors taken into considera
tion. As a problem becomes more com
plex. the problem-solving procedure
becomes more lengthy and costly using
human efforts. or people often econo
mize by oversimplifying the problem
and excluding all but the important fac
tors. In so domg. they may arrive at the
solutions that are far less than optimal.
Using a computer. however, a Jreat
number of factors can be handle and
manipulated at electronic speeds.

operation,serial digit -

operations flowchart -

operations research (management . .. )

- The field of management science is
extending the computer far beyond the
automation ofroutme accounting o{ler
ations and into the complex decislOn
making process of management.
Through revolutionary computer-pro
grammmg techniques such as simula
tion.the objective. scie~ltific apJ?roach
of management SCIence IS prOViding 10
creased management capability and
control. In addition to the physical or
operational processes like inventory
management. product planning and
control. resource allocatIOn or market
forecasting. this also includes the fiscal
processes such as bond management.
capital investment. risk analysis. profit
planning, and product pricing. Manu
facturers' broad resources are J?repar
ing to meet management's growmg de
mand for this expanded capabilitr and
to extend the tradition of "tota sys
tems" capability into new revolutionary
data-processing techniques and applica
tions.

operator, mathematical

operalions, splil-word
operalions,

splil-word -

See

split-word

operations.
operallon, step-by-slep -

tion, single-step.

operation slroke -

Same as opera

Same as gate, NAND.

operalion table, Boolean - See Boolean

operation table.

operation lime - The elapsed time re

quired by the equipment in order to ex
ecute a specific operation.
operation lime, average - That time
which is required for a computer to per
form specific sets of operations divided
by the exact number of operations, such
as the average time to perform a single
add, multiply, divide, with that sum di
vided by the total of these operations, or
three.
operation lime, average calculallng -

See operation time. average.
I. An operation
that moves information from one stor
age location or one storage medium
to another (e.g., read. record. copy.
transmit, exchange). Transfer is some
times taken to refer specifically to
movement between different media. 2.
Storage to movement within the same
medium.
operallon lruetime - See on-line real-time
operation.
operation, unary - An operation on one
operand. e.g.. negative. (Synonymous
with monadIC operation.)
operation use time - In Federal Govern
ment ADP contracts. the time during
which the equipment is in operation.
exclusive of idle time, standby time,
maintenance time. or rerun time due
to machine failure, is called the use
time. Components not programmed
for use in a specific computer run are
not considered to be in use even
though connected into the computer
system.

operation, Iransfer -

operation, variable-cycle - A specific op

eration in which any operation is initi
ated immediately after the previous
cycle is completed. although each cycle
tim~ period need not necessarily be of
the same length.

operator -

1. The what-to-do portion of
an operation, e.g.• add is the operator of
the operation (add x). 2. The person
who actually manipulates the computer
controls. places information media into

the input devices, removes the output,
presses the start button, etc.
operator, AND - See AND.
operator, complementary - An operator
whose result is not of a given operator,
for example. NOR and NAND.
operator control - A central control con
sole provides supervision of computer
systems. Through the console. the op
erator can control the processor and pe
ripheral units ... observe ... and moni
tor processing functions. A console
typewriter provides direct communica
tion with the processor memory.
operator errors - Errors made by the ter
minal operator.
operator, exclusive OR - A logical opera
tor that has the property that if P and Q
are two statements, then the statement
P*Q, where the * is the exclusive OR
operator. is true if either P or Q, but not
both, are true, and false if P and Qare
both false or both true, according to the
following table. wherein the figure I sig
nifies a binary digit or truth.

P

Q

P-Q

0
0
I

0
I

0
I

1

0

1

0

I

(even)
(odd)
(odd)
(even)

Note that the exclusive OR is the same
as the inclusive OR, except that the case
with both inputs true yields no output;
i.e.• P*Q is true if P or Q are true. but
not both. Primarily used in compare op
erations.
operator, Inclusive OR - A logical opera
tor which has the property that P or Q
is true. if P or Q, or both, are true; when
the term OR is used alone, as in OR
gate, the inclusive OR is usually im
plied.
operator intervention sedlon - That por
tion of the control equipment in which
operators can intervene in normal pro
gramming operations on control.
operator, logical- In FORTRAN IV. an
operation which acts on one or two logi
cal variables or logical expressions.
Such operators are AND (the logical
product). OR (the logical sum). and
NOT (the logical complement).
operator, mathematlcal- A symbol that
indicates briefly a mathematical process
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operator, NAND

optical reader

which describes the relations and re
strictions that exist between the input
variables and the output variables of a
system.
operator, NAND - Same as gate, NAND.
operator, NOR - Same as gate. NOR.
operator, NOT - Same as gate, NOT.
operator, OR - A logical operator that has
the property such that if P or Qare two
statements, then the statement that P or
is true or false varies according to the
fOllowing table of possible combina
tions:

discern many fonts or formats ofcharac
ters, usually from hard copy.
optical bar-code reader - This device is
available with the data station to read
coded information from documents
such as premium changes, bills, in
voices, and coupons at the rate of hun
dreds of characters per second. The
data station features a high-speed prin
ter, and thus can be used for on-line
operations. Card and paper-tape equip
ment also can be connected to the data
station.
optical-charader readers, magnetic 
See readers, optical-character (mag
netic).
optical-charader reader, vldeoscan 
A unit that combines OCR (optical char
acter reader) with mark sense and card
read. It can read printing and marks in
the same pass. It can also read holes in
cards.
optical charader recognition (OCR) The identification of graphic characters
by use of photosensitive devices.
optical document reader - See reader,
document.
optical font - See font, optical.
optical font senling - See font, optical.
optical isolation - It is often necessary
in control circuits to electrically iso
late the control (logic) section of the
control system from the input and
output sections. This isolation has
been commonly provided by relays,
isolation transformers, and lme dnv
ers and receivers. Solid-state control
systems often make use of another de
vice called an optically coupled isola
tor (OCI) to effectively provide isola
tion. The OCI couples the two
systems together by transmission of
light energy from a sender (LED) to a
receiver (phototransistor).
optical marked-page reader - See reader,
marked-page.
optical memories - Memory systems in
which light waves (e.g., laser beams) are
used to read or write information from
photosensitive films, semiconductors or
ferroelectric materials.
optical reader - 1. This system is based
on the principle that the special shape of
each character printed on the input
media is capable of being identified by a
reading device. For example, the audit
journal from a cash register, if printed

o

P

Q

POT Q

False
True
True
False

True
False
True
False

True
True
True
False

operator part - Same as operation part.
operatorl- The characters that desig

nate mathematical operations, such as
+, -, etc.
operator'l conlole - Equipment thatlro
vides for manual intervention an for
monitoring computer operation.
operator'l control panel- The operator's
control panel contains all the switches
and indicators for the operation of the
central processor. Bit -by-bit register
display and manual entry mto the regis
ters are provided by convenient indICa
tor push buttons. The control panel is
used primarily for initial set-up prior to
a program run or for debugging pur
poses, rather than to exerCise control
over a running program. Control of an
operating routine is maintained by the
use of the on-line typewriter or by sense
switches.
operators, pOltflx - A notation system
where the operator appears after the
operand, for example, AB+=A+B. It
is used in Polish notation.
operator'l requelt control panel - See
control panel, operator's request.
operatorl, suffix - Same as operators,
postfix.
op register - That specific register in
which the operation code of the instruc
tion set is stored.
optical arena, multifont - Basic character
reading equipment having the ability to
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optical reader input device

optionl

in a distinctive optical font. could be
used as the input media to a computer.
As the optical reader reads each charac
ter from the input media. it translates
the data into electrical impulses that in
turn are transmitted to the computer for
processing. 2. Reads printed and tvpe
written material directly. without con
verting it into punchtape. punchcards.
or other intermediate formats. It recog
nizes all letters of the alphabet. standard
punctuation. 0 through 9. and special
symbols used in programmed functions.
It handles documents. and continuous
fanfold sheets.
optical reader input device - See optical
reader.
optical Icanner - A special optical device
which scans patterns of incident light
and generates analog/digital signals
which are functions of the incident light
synchronized with the scan. the primary
purpose being to generate or "read"
digital representatIOns of printed or
wntten data.
optical Icanner, bar-code - An optical
scanning unit that can read documents
encoded in a special bar code. at a hun
dreds character-per-second speed. is an
element in the data station. The scanner
opens up various systems concepts for
such tasks as billing. couponing. retail
item control. and other forms of return
able media. The scanner can read either
lithographed or computer-printed bar
codes. As it scans. it transfers the en
coded data to a buffer for direct trans
mission or to punched paper tape and
printer for pretransmission editing
(some systems).
optical Icanning - A technique for ma
chine recognition of characters by their
images.
optima, alternate - Distinct solutions to
the same optimization problem.
optimization - A method by which a pro
cess is continually adjusted to the best
obtainable set of operating conditions.
optimization, linear - Procedures for
locating maximum or minimum values
of a linear function of variables which
are' subject to specific linear con
straints which mayor may not be
inequalities.
optimization, nonlinear - A mathematical
technique or procedure for the determi
nation of a maximum. minimum. or an
attempted optimum value of variables

which are subject in the model to prede
termined nonlinear constraints. as ex
pressed by sets of inequalities or equa
tions. This is contrasted to linear
optimization in which constraints are
linear. i.e .• in a certain sense. propor
tional.
optimization, on-line proce.. - See on-line
process optimization.
optimize - To arrange the instructions or
data in storage so that a minimum
amount of machine time is spent for ac
cess when instructions or data are called
out.
optimum code - A computer code that is
particularly efficient with regard to a
particular aspect. e.g .. minimum time of
execution. minimum or efficient use of
storage space. and minimum coding
time. (Related to minimum-access
code.)
optimum programming - See program
ming. optimum.
optional halt - See halt instruction. op
tional.
optional halt inltrudion - See halt instruc
tion. optional.
optional interrupti - See optional priority
interrupts.
optional priority Interrupts - Many levels
of optional priority interrupts are
available on the computer. Any prior
ity interrupt takes precedence over a
lower priority interrupt and may inter
rupt any lower priority program. Each
level of priority interrupt may be sep
arately allowed or disallowed by the
program. and each leads to a unique
mterrupt routine. As an option. the
several computers may be provided
with a programmed input/output
channel that sends information to or
from the accumulator by programmed
instructions. The instructions specify
which device is to communicate: thus.
the time sharing of the programmed
input/output lines is controlled di
rectly by the program.
optional word - Words introduced in a
COBOL program to improve readabil
ity.
options - During the execution of any
program. including a processor pro
gram. options are available to the pro
grammer in the construction. extension.
or printing of the results. Updated
source code can replace or augment the
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optionl, prewired

OR operator

original code, with listings completely
or partially inhibited. Other options
control the execution. punching, and
timing of the programs.
optlonl, prewlred - Optional equipment
that is closely related to the processor
device, such as the extended arithmetic
element, memory extension control,
and one of the analog-to-digital con
verter options. is prewlred so that the
time, effort. and cost involved in adding
this opt~0!1 at the factory or in the field
are a minimum.
O. R. (operotionl relearch) - The use of
analytic methods adopted from mathe
matics for solving operational prob
lems. The object is to provide manage
ment with a more logical basis for
making sound predictions and deci
sions. Among the common scientific
techniques used in operations research
are the following: linear programming,
probability theory, information theory.
game theory. monte-carlo method. and
queuing theory.
OR - I. A logical operator having the
property that if P is a statement and Q
IS a statement. then the OR of P.Q is
true if and only if at least one is true;
false if all are false. P or Qis often repre
sented by P+Q, PUQ, '1. See inclusive
OR and exclusive OR.
OR circuit - A circuit in which the phase
or polarity of the output signal results
from the inclusive OR functIOn applied
to the phase or polarity of the input sig
nals.
order - I. A defined successive arrange
ment of elements or events. This term is
losing favor as a synonym for instruc
tions. due to ambiguity. 2. To sequence
or arrange in a senes. 3. The weight or
significance assigned to a digit position
in a number.
order, code - See code. operation.
order expanded - See pseudoinstruction.
order formot - See instruction format.
ordering - Sorting or sequencing.
ordering blal- See bias. ordering.
ordering by merge - A technique of re
peated merging. splitting. and remerg
mg can be and is often used to place
items into an order.
orderly ClolHown - See close-down. or
derly.
order of the merge - The number of
input files to a merge program.
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order Itrudure - See instruction format.
ordinary binary - See binary.
OR element - Same as gate. OR.
OR elle - Same as gate. OR.
organization, computer ..rvlce - See com
puter service organization.
organization, data - See data organiza
tion.
organization, file - See file organization.
organization, procellor - See processor
organization.
organizing - Relates to the ability of a
system to arrange its internal structure.
OR gate - See gate. OR.
OR gate, exclusive - Same as gate, exclu
sive OR.
OR gate, negative - Same as gate, NOR.
OR gate, pOlitive - Same as gate, OR.
orientation, normal- See normal orienta
tion.
oriented, procedure - A programming
language that is similar to the language
used in the job, and is relatively inde
pendent of the data-processing system.
oriented, word - See word-oriented.
origin - I, The absolute storage address
of the beginning of a program or block.
2. In relative coding. the absolute stor
ag-e address to which addresses in a re
gIOn are referenced.
original language - See language, source.
origination - A process to determine the
type. nature. and origin of a document.
origination, data - The act of creating a
record in a machine-sensible form di
rectly, or as a by-product of a human
readable document.
origin counter - See counter. origin.
OR mixer - The circuitry which emits an
output upon receiving at least one input
from any of several alternate sources.
OR operation - Same as gate. OR.
OR operator - A logical operator that has
the property such that ifP or Qare two
statements, then the statement that P or
Qis true or false varies according to the
following table of possible combina
tions:
P

Q

PorQ

False
True
True
False

True
False
True
False

True
True
True
False

ORSA

output, off-line

ORSA - Abbreviation for Operations Re
search Society of America.
OS - Abbreviation for operating system.
olcillotor and timing generator - A circuit
or device used on low-cost systems to
generate the basic timing for micro
processor control functions.
oscilloscope - An instrument for showing
visually the changes in a varying volt
age.
OS (operating IYltem) fundionl- Gener
ally there are five functional areas in op
erating systems: the executive, the task
scheduler, the i/o handler, the data
management section, and the system
management section.
outconnedor - A flowchart symbol which
signifies a place at which a flowline is
broken or mterrupted for continuation
at another location, as contrasted with
inconnector.
out device - The unit that translates com
puter results into usable or final form.
See input/output device.
outline, charader - See character outline.
out-of-line coding - A portion of coding
which is stored away from the main path
of a routine._
out of range - A value which does not
lie within a specific range of a linear pro
gram problem is out of range, or sim
ply a term used to refer to over capac
Ity.
out of lervice time - See time, out of ser
vice.
out plant IYltem - A data-transmission
system consisting of one or more cen
trally located terminals and one or more
remote terminals.
output - I. Computer results, such as
answers to mathematical problems,
statistical, analytical or accounting
figures, production schedules, etc. 2.
Information transferred from the in
ternal storage of a computer to sec
ondary or external storage; informa
tion transferred to any device exterior
to the computer. 3. The state of a se
<J.uence of states occurring on a spe
Cified' output channel. 4. The device
or collective set of devices used for
taking data out of a device. 5. A chan
nel for expressing a state on a device
or logic element.
output area - I. The area of internal

storage from which data is transferred
to external storage. 2. A specific stor
age area designated to control and
hold information that will be written
by an output unit or used in visual
scanning. 3. A block of computer
words considered as a unit, and in
tended or desired to be transferred
from an internal storage medium to
an external designation.
output block - A portion of the internal
storage reserved primarily for receiving.
processing, and transmitting data that IS
to be transferred out.
output, buffer - See buffer output.
output buffer regilter - See register, out
put buffer.
output bUI driverl- See bus drivers, out
put.
output capability - The number of unit
loads that can be driven by the output of
a circuit.
output data - Data obtained or obtaina
ble from a device, such as a logic ele
ment, or the output channel of a logic
element.
output delay - The typical delay of the
circuit measured at the 50 percent sig
nallevels, with half of rated de load and
half of the specified wiring capacity.
output device - The part of a machine
that translates the electrical impulses
representing data processed by tlie ma
chme into permanent results such as
printed forms, punched cards, and mag
netic writing on tape.
output, dired - Printed, visual, or com
municated data which results from on
line outrut or output equipment, i.e.,
the fina output is produced by equip
ment directly connected to the com
puter and directly under computer con
trol as contrasted to printouts from
generated tapes, etc., which are proc
essed from stored equipment or off
line.
output equipment - The equipment used
for transferring information out of a
computer.
output module - The part of a machine
that translates the electrical impulses
representing data processed by the ma
chme into permanent results such as
printed forms, displays, tapes, and so
on.
output, off-line - Output which may have
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output program

overflow indicator

come from a computer system originally
but which is obtained from off-line
equipment, or data from off-line origi
nation. Indirect output is usually con
sidered so because It was produced by
equipment not directly connected to the
computer system.
output pragram - See program, output.
output queue - Messages that are in line
or queued which have been produced
by the system and are waiting to be
scheduled for transmission.
output register buffer - The buffering or
transfer device which receives data from
internal storage and transfers it to an
output media such as magnetic tape.
output routine - That set of instructions
which organizes, directs, or controls
the handling of output data by start
ing the output eqUipment, specifying
the output format, speed, monitoring,
etc.

the normal rate of speed of the device to
be used.
outside loops - See loops, outside.
over capacity - Values which are not in
the range of a quantity are said to be out
of range or over capacity.
overflow - In an arithmetic operation,
the generation of a quantity beyond
the capacity of the register or location
which is to receive the result; over ca
pacity; the information contained in
an item of information which is in ex
cess of a given amount. Overflow de
velops when attempts are made to
write longer fields into a field location
of a speCIfic length; a l2-digit product
will overflow a IO-digit accumulator.
overflow areas, flle - In random address
ing, the overflow area is an available
storage location that is chained to a par
ticular pocket so that when that pocket
is full, the generated addresses usc the
overflow area.
overflow check - Overflow check, a fea
ture associated with arithmetic opera
tions, is a means of immediately recog
nizing results that exceed the capacity of
the counter or accumulator in which
they are developed. In order to .reC(~g
nize an overflow and assoCIate It With
the proper calculation, the check should
be performed immediately after the
arithmetic operation. A machine or sys
tem which employs this feature can be
prog~~mmed to detect and signal the
conomon.
overflow check indicator - A device that is
turned on by incorrect, or unplanned
for, operations in the execution of an
arithmetic
instruction,
particularly
when an arithmetic operation produces
a number too large for the system to
handle.
overflow error - An overflow condition
resulting from a floating-point arithme
tic operation.
overflow (FORTRAN) - In FORTRAN,
overflow occurs when the character
istic of a floating-point number ex
ceeds the machine capacity (generally
10+ 38 ). In assembler language, over
flow occurs when a fixed point number
is divided by zero or when an algebraic
sum is larger than the accumulator reg
ister can hold.
overflow indicator- 1. A bistable trigger
that changes state when overflow occurs

output routine, typewriter (TYPOUT)-

See typewriter output routine (TYP
OUT).
output state - The determination of the
condition of that specified set of output
channels, i.e., positive, negative, or one
or zero, etc.
output storage - See output area.
output stream - Diagnostic messages and
other output data issued by an operat
ing system or a processing program on
output devices especially activated for
this purpose by the operator. Also
called job-output stream, output-job
stream, and so on.
output table - See board, plotting.
output tape(s) sorting - Tapes containing
a file in specified sequence as a result of
a specified sort/merge process.
output test, procellor - An automated
processing of the output so that errors
may be more easily tracked down.
output unit - The unit which delivers in
formation in acceptable language to a
point outside the computer.
output work quaue - See work queue, out
put.
output writer - A service program which
moves data from the output work queue
to a particular output device, a prmter,
card punch, or terminal. The output
writer thus transfers the actual output,
often from an output work queue to an
output device, after it has determined
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overftow, link (L)

overload simulator

in the register with which it is as
sociated. It may be interrogated and/or
restored to the original state. 2. An in
ternal computer-indicator component
that is indicated to be "on" if an over
flow condition exists due to an arithme
tic miscalculation in programming de
signs.
overftow, link (L) - This one-bit register
serves as an extension of the accumula
tor. The content of this register can be
and program
program
sampled
modified. Overflow into the hnk from
the accumulator can be checked by the
program to greatly simplify and speed
up smgle- and multiple-precision arith
metic routines.
overftow position - An extra position in
the register in which the overflow digit
is developed.
overftow, produd - Same as overflow.
overftow, ty,.s - Two types of overflow
may occur in computers-add and di
vide. Overflow mav also occur in cer
tain algebraic subtraction operations.
such as a negative quantity subtracted
from a positive quantity. In realitv. of
course. this is the same as an additive
operation.
overftow (underftow), test conditionsSee test conditions. overflow (under
flow).
overhead bit - A bit other than an infor
mation bit. e.g .. a check bit. a framing
bit, or some other procedure or format
bit.
overhead operation - Same as housekeep
ing.
overlap - See processing, overlap.
averlapplng- A type. process, or proce
dure for concurrent operation in which
various phases of two consecutive in
structions are executed simultaneously,
i.e., multiplication can take place while
reading from storage is also being
completed.
overlapping, multiprocessor - The pro
cessor is capable of determining
whether its current operand and next
instruction lie in different storage
modules. It is also capable, if this situa
tion is present. of retrieving these two
words in parallel, at an effective 100'}'0
performance increase. Since the i/o
controller is not required to reference
instructions in main storage. except on
command transfers, it does not have,

nor does it need, the overlapping fea
ture.
overlay - A technique for bringing rou
tines into high-speed storage from
some other form of storage during
processing, so that several routines
will occupy the same storage locations
at different times. Overlay is used
when the total storage requirements
for instructions exceed the available
main storage.
overlays - Programs or runs too large for
memory can be divided into logical seg
ments or overlays. One overlay overlays
another, or several segments may be m
memorv at one time. Overlavs are also
used when various operations occur in
frequently, such as deductions for com
munitv chest, union dues, etc. The over
lays are called in only when the
functions they perform are required. An
overlay subroutine is provided to call in
these overlays. This subroutine func
tions in a manner similar to the system
supervisor.
overlays program - Same as overlays.
overlaYI, legments - A segment of a
program is defined as that portion of
memorv which is committed bv a sin
gle reference to the loader. Usually a
segment overlays some other segment
and may have within itself other por
tions which in turn overlav one an
other. i.e .. subsegments. That part of
a segment which is actually brought
into memorv when the loader is refe
renced is called the fixed part of a
segment. Segments are built up from
separate relocatable elements, com
mon blocks, or other segments.
overlay supervisor - A specific subrou
tine which controls the location and ex
ecution sequence of parts of computer
programs during conditions of re
stricted storage space availability.
overload level- The operating limit of a
system, component. etc.; that point at
which operation ceases to be satisfac
tory as a result ofsignal distortion, over
heating, damage, etc.
overloadl- When the rate of input into a
system is so concentrated that the com
puter cannot process the flow of mes
sages on a real-time basis.
overload simulator -In order to test a
system under overload conditions. an
artificial condition is created that makes
the program act as it would during an
actual overload or overflow.
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package, program

ov.erprinting - ~n optical character read
Ing term desIgnatIng marks placed in
clear bands or areas which are set aside
for machine reading after the document
has been prepared for machine sensing.
override Interrupt - An optional group of
P?wer on/?ff.interrupts ~hich have the
hIghest prIonty and whICh cannot be
disabled or disarmed.
override, operator'l - On some systems,
operators may be allowed to force the
system to accept "illegal" data. Records
containing override fields are usually
flagged and may be retrieved for subse
quent update or correction prior to
transmission.
overrun error - An occurrence that can
happen when previous characters in a
register were not read by the micro
processor at the time a new character
was loaded again in the register.
own code - See code, own.
own co~lng, Intermediate-pall - Com
puter Instructions created by the pro

gra.mmer, in assembly or absolute form,
~hlch art: executed by a sort during the
Intermediate passes of the file after the
execution of instructions for compari
sons of keys, but prior to output of the
selected records. May also be executed
during the internal sort, but after the
selection of records.
own ca~ing, lalt pall - Computer in
~trucuons created by the programmer,
In assembly or absolute form, which are
executed by a sort during the last pass of
t~e file after the final merging instruc
tions have been executed but prior to
unloading the output record.
own ~ding (Iorting) - Special coding
proVIded by the programmer, which is
Integrated with sort/merge coding.
oxide Ipotl, ferroul - The medium by
which i.nformation is represented on
magnetic tape. These ferrous oxide
spots represent information in binary
fon:n WhICh !s interpreted by the mag
netic tape drIve and then stored in com
puter memory for processing.
.

p
PA - Abbreviation for paper advance.
PABX (Private Automatic Branch Exchange) - A private automatic ex
c~ange that provides for the transmis
sIOn of calls to and from the public
telephone network.
pack - 1. The combination or consolida
tion of several short fields into one
larger fi<;ld. 2. To combine two or more
Units <?f Information into a single physi
cal umt to conserve storage. For exam
ple, the fields of an employee's pay
number, weekly pay rate, and tax ex
emptions may be stored in one word,
each of these fields being assigned a
different location within the word. 3.
The procedure which reduces the
amOunt of storage required to hold in
formation by changing the method of
coding data or blanks. For example,
storIng two or more data items into a
single word by using a contiguous sub
fi~ld, or by dIviding words into conve
ment parts, etc.
package, application - Sets of programs
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and/or subroutines used to solve prob
lems of a specific type or in a typical
manner, i.e., business, scientific, finan
cial, and so on.
packaged

programl - Those common
,written for various major ap
phcatlons In a manner such that a user's
specific problems of data or organiza
tion will not make the package less use
ful.
pr.ogr~ms

package, floating-point - A subroutine or
ha~dware device that achieves floating
POInt hardware function without addi
~ional ~PU slowed activity. In software,
It consists of routines for fixed to float
ing-point conversion and vice versa,
co~version . from decimal to floating
POInt and vice versa, plus floating-point
move. and such ft?~ting-point arithmetic
functions as additIOn, subtraction mul
'
tiplication, and division.
pr!gram - A group or collec
tion ofiogICally related operational pro
gram segments, i.e., all those having to

pa~kage,

pack, disk

page, exit

do with the processing of a certain type
of inquiry.
pack, disk - See disk pack.
packed decimal - A system means of data
representation. Two digits per charac
ter can be used to increase speed and
capacity in fields where alphabetics and
special characters are not being used.
packet - 1. Stacker. 2. A short block
(1000 to 2000 bits) of data prefixed with
addressing and other control informa
tion that IS used to carry information
through a packet-switching network.
packet assembly - A user facility which
permits nonpacket-mode termmals to
exchange data in the packet mode.
packet disassembly - A user facility
which enables a packet destined for de
livery to a nonpacket-mode terminal to
be delivered in the appropriate form;
e.g., in character form at the applicable
rate.
packet-mode terminal- A data terminal
which can control and format packets
and transmit and receive packets.
packet Iwltched data tranlmission lervice
- A service involving the transmission
and, if necessary, the as sembI v and
disassembly of data in the form of pack
ets.
packet switching - The transfer of data
by means of addressed packets whereby
a channel is occupied only for the dura
tion of transmissIOn of the packet. The
channel is then available for the transfer
of other packets. In contrast with circuit
switching, the data network determines
the routing during, rather than prior to,
the transfer of a packet.
packing denlity, Ale - The ratio of availa
ble file or data storage space to the total
amount of data stored m the file.
packing fador - See packing density, file.
packing lequence - A procedure for load
ing the upper half of an accumulator
with the first data word. shifting this into
the lower half, loading the second
datum, shift. etc .• so that the three data
words are thus packed in sequence.
pad - A process of filling or completing a
unit ofdata such as a word. block, or file.
most often with zeros or smaller units of
dummy or meaningless characters.
pad charader - Character introduced to
use up time while a function (usually
mechanical) is being accomplished, e.g.•
carriage return, form eject, etc.

pad character, transmission - If the data

line control (DLC) is implemented in a
half-duplex channel, bit transitions will
not occur during line turnaround and
synchronization will be lost. To assist
the initial establishment of bit synchron
ization following each line turnaround.
a pattern of alternating zeros and ones
is often sent to precede each transmis
sion. This pattern is called an opening
pad character.
padding - 1. A technique used to fill out
a block of information with dummy rec
ords. words, or characters. 2. Adding
characters to a record to enlarge it to a
predetermined block length, to make it
easier to handle in a specified record
length routine.
p addre .. - Location to which the pro
gram branches or to which data is trans
parent (certain equipment).
pad, scratch - A useful and informal term
referring to or designating a unique in
ternal storage area, supposedly re
served for intermediate results, various
notations. or working area. quickly eras
able storage.
page - A quantity of determination of
main-memory capacity and used when
allocating memory and for partitioning
programs into units or control sections.
A page is quite standardized, usually
512 to 4096 bytes or words and/or 8 to
64 lines of source program coding. as
used for displaying the codin!\, on crt's
(cathode ray tubes) i.e., in crt s used in
conversational time sharing a single
page of program can be displayed at one
time for the programmer or user inspec
tion, the size varying with the size and
capacity ofthe crt, and not related to the
memory page stated above.
page check - See check, page.
paged machine - A computer that divides
memory addresses into "blocks" of
words referred to as "pages." Special
directives are necessary in order to
reach locations outside the current page
pointed to by the program counter be
cause the program counter is not pro
vided with the capability to increment
itself across a page boundary. It must be
specifically set to a new page value.
page, entry - The point, in flowchart
symbols, where the flowline continues
from a previous page due to space limi
tations on the onginal or prevIous page.
page, exit - The point, in flowchart sym
bols, where the flowline continues to a
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page fault

paper-tape output device

following page due to space limitation
on the page on which the flowchart is
drawn.
pa,e fault - A program interrupt that oc
curs when an accessed piece of data or
program is not currently in main mem
ory and must be read in from disk. Only
applicable to operating systems featur
ing demand paging.
pale faoting - The summing of the en
tries. on a particular page, usually ap
peanng at the bottom of each page.
page heading - The description of a page
context of a report, usually appears at
the top of each page.
page, Invalid (time sharing) - See time
sharing, page type.
page printer - See printer, page.
page reader - An optical character
reader which can process cut-form
documents of differing sizes and which
might be able to read information in
reel form.
page swap, virtual memory - Page swap
ping is often based on parameters such
as program priority, page usage, and
whether the page has been modified. If
a nonresident page is referenced, in
many systems an executive interrupt is
generated.
page-turning - I. A technique of provid
ing large single level memory, usually
with dynamic memory relocation. 2. A
procedure for moving complete pages
of information between main memory
and auxiliary storage units. to permit
several simultaneous programs in exe
cution to share main memory, or to per
mit cyclic scheduling for time allot
ments.
page type, time Iharin, - See time shar
ing. page type.
paging - A procedure for transmitting
pages of mformation between main
storage and auxiliary storage, especially
when done for the purpose of assisting
the allocation of a limited amount of
main storage among a number of con
currently executing programs.
paging, crt - When stated in relation to
crt's, paging involves switching from
one "page" of information to the next.
As regards memory, a page is a logical
block of storage used for memory man
agement, the address specified by a
page address number, wllh a displace
ment number as the address withm the
page. on some systems.

paging terminal - A crt terminal that per
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mits the user to recover buffered infor
mation that has been rolled off the
screen-top and bottom-by the push
of a button. Buffer memory provides
storing of more lines of data than can be
displayed at one time. reducing the
need for computer use and memory and
lowering the number of times the com
puter must be accessed, thus reducing
overall transmission time and cost.
pairl, lorting comparilon - The compari
son ofthe keys in two records and place
ment of the higher value ahead of the
smaller value for descending sequences.
panel- See control panel.
panel, central control- See control panel.
panel, control - See control panel.
panel, control console - See control panel
or console.
panel, graphic - A master control panel
that pictorially and usually colorfully
traces the relationship of control equip
ment and the process operation. It per
mits an operator, at a glance, to check
on the operation of a far-flung control
system by noting dials. valves, scales.
and lights.
panel, iack - A specific control panel
which uses electrical connectors, i.e ..
short wires, plugs, etc., to control the
operation of particular devices such as
older type punched card machines.
panel, maintenance contral- See control
panel, maintenance.
panel, operator'l contral- See operator's
control panel.
panel path - See control panel.
panel, programming contral - See control
panel. programming.
panic buHon - See button, emergency.
paper, coordinate - Marginally punched,
continuous-form paper, normally used
for printout of an XV plotter.
paper, Ilew - Same as paper throw.
paper tape - A strip of paper on which
data is recorded in the form of groups of
holes arranged in binary format along
the length of the tape. The tape is di
vided into columns that run the length
of the tape. and channels that extend
across the width of the tape.
paper tape chonnell- See tape channels,
paper.
paper-tape output device - Output data
comes to this device from the computer.

paper tape, perforated

parallel computer

Blank paper tape is placed in the device,
and the data is punched into the tape.
Some computer paper-tape units com
bine the input and output functions.
paper tape, perforated - See punched
tape.
paper tape, punched - See tape, punched
paper.
paper tape punches - A device which
punches paper tape.

the normal line spacing without prin
ting, it is called a paper throw or a paper
slew, i.e., the speed for throw is usually
greater than for single-line feed.
paragraph - A pertinent or allied group
of sentences, or those which are related
logically and which are smaller or sub
groups of pages as described in some
computer systems.
parallel - I. The internal handling of
data in groups, all elements of a group
being handled simultaneously. 2. Ob
jects (programs) considered simu~tane
ously (or nearly so) rather than In se
quence or some specific order. 3.
Pertaining to simultaneous processing
of the individual parts of a wnole, such
as the bits of a character and the charac
ters of a word, using separate facilities
for the various parts. 4. Handled simul
taneously in separate facilities. 5. Oper
ation on two or more parts of a word or
item simultaneously.
parallel access - I. Simultaneous access
to all bits in a storage location compris
ing a character or word. Equal access
time for any bit, character, or word in a
storage device. 2. The process of ob
taining information from or placing in
formation into storage where the time
required for such access is dependent
on the simultaneous transfer of all ele
ments of a word from a given storage
location. (Synonymous with simulta
neous access.)
parallel arithmetic - See arithmetic, paral
lel.
parallel ASCII keyboard - A parallel key
board input that is provided to permit
the use of a standard ASCII keyboard
and a video display module in many per
sonal computer systems.
parallel by bit - Handling all the binary
digits (or bits) of a character simultane
ously in separate equipment.
parallel by character - The handling of
all the characters of a machine word
simultaneously in separate lines, chan
nels, or storage cells.
parallel computer - A computer in which
the digits or data lines are handled con
currently by separate units of the com
puter. The units may be interconnected
In different ways as determined by the
computation to operate in parallel or
serially. Mixed serial and parallel ma
chines are frequently called serial or
parallel according to the way arithmetic
processes are performed. An example
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Courtesy Heath Co.
Paper-tape reader and punch.
paper-tape reader -

A device that senses
and translates the holes or information
on tape into machine code.
paper tape speed - The rate, in charac
ters per second, at which the unit reads
or punches paper tape.
paper-tape systems - Systems having
paper tape equipment with no mass
storage device have an operating system
contamed on binary paper-tape reels.
The binary reels are of two types-for
mat binary and absolute binary. Format
binary programs are loaded by the sys
tem loader. Absolute binary programs
may be loaded by the mOnItor or by a
"PRESET" operation.
paper tape type - Indicates the function
of the unit: reader only (RD), punch
only (PN), or reader-punch (RP).
paper throw - When paper in a printer
moves through a distance greater than

parallel data contraller

of a parallel computer is one which han
dles. decimal digits in parallel. although
It m~g~t h~ndle the bits which comprise
a digit either senally or in parallel.
(Contrasted with serial computer.)
parallel data controller - Such devices
provide a flexible programmable inter
face to external devices or for interfac
ing multiple family computer devices.
Some umts provide two independent
bidirectional input/out{>ut channels.
each of which operates m a variety of
parallel data transfer modes.
parallel data medium - A medium for re
cording or entering data and as an in
put/output media for computers such
as cards. tapes. paper. and disks. Usually
the data carrier is easily transportable.
parallel data transfen, sln,le chip system

- Parallel data transfers occur during
each instruction fetch and during the
ensuing read/write cycle assoCiated
with execution of the memory-reference
instructions. The class of instruction
could perhaps more properly be called
"Input/Output Reference Class" in the
case of some microprocessors. since all
data transfers. whether with memory.
peripheral devices. or a central proces
sor data bus. occur through the execu
tion of these instructions. This is a
unified bus structure.
parallel dl,ltal computer - Specific equip
ment which processes digits in concur
rent procedures as contrasted to serial
computing.
paral.l~1 flow - The system of operations
designed so that several of them may be
conducted simultaneously. such as in
house-building the air-conditioning
ducting can be completed. while the
plumbmg is being worked on. while the
landscapmg is tieing developed. etc.
This is opposite from serial develop
ment where each task must wait until the
completion of one before another can
begin.
parallel full subtracter - See subtracter.
full (parallel).
parallel half-subtracter - See subtracter.
half (parallel).
para lie. Input-output - A typical unit is
bus compatible with various familv mi
crocomputers and provides 24 bidirec
tional. TTL compatible i/o lines. Most
are programmable to operate in static.
clocked. or discrete modes.
parallel Input/output controller ('10)376

parallelism

A programmable circuit that permits a
direct mterface to a wide range of peri
pherals without other external logic.
parallel input/output (PlO), hi,h-leveIIYstem - On some systems. the PIO circuit

uses an advanced interrupt driven. pro
gram controlled i/o transfer techmque
for easy handling of a great many peri
pherals with a parallel interface. With
out other logic. the PIO can interface
most line printers. paper tape readers or
punches. card readers. keyboards. elec
tronic typewriters. and other devices.

parallel Input/output (PIO) interrupt lo,lc

- On some high-level systems. the PIO
contains all the interrupt control logic
necessary for nested priority interrupt
handling with very fast response time.
Generally the additional interrupt con
trol circuits are not needed and servic
ing time is minimized. The PIO can han
dle high speed i/o ports. and it
interrupts the CPU after each i/o trans
fer is complete.

parallel input/output (PIO) 'peripheral Interrupt - A major feature of the PIO on

some systems is its ability to generate an
interrupt on any bit pattern at the i/o
pins. thus eliminating the need for the
processor to constantly test i/o lines for
a particular peripheral status condition.
This feature greatly enhances the ability
of the processor to easily handle peri
pherals. while also reducing software
overhead.
parallel input port - A port is some ar
rangement for getting data signals into
or out of a computer. An input port gets
them in. A parallel port is one that has
the signals running in rarallel-mean
ing that a number 0 signals travel
through the port at once. (The alterna
tive is a serial port. through which the
signals travel one after the other.)
parallel Interface - A tvpe of interface in
which all bits of data In a given byte (or
word) are transferred simultaneously.
using a separate data line for each bit.
parallel I/o unlvenal- Universal parallel
i/o can be programmed on some sys
tems to define anv direction and data
transfer characteristics for several ports.
Full flexibility in buffering and terminat
ing the parallel ports is provided by un
committed driver/termination device
locations. Data transfer can be accom
plished under full interrupt control.
parallelism - Concurrent operation of
several parts of a computer system. This

parallel operation

parameter, Itatement

could be simultaneous processing of
multiple programs or simultaneous op
eration of multiple computers.
parallel operation - The flow of informa
tion through the computer or any part
of it using two or more lines or channels
simultaneously.
parallel praceiling - The operation of a
computer so that programs for more
than one run are stored simultaneously
in its storage, and executed concur
rently. See multiprocessing, concurrent
processing, and multiprograming.
parallel programmlng- See program
ming, parallel.
parallel readlng- When a data card is
read row-by-row.
parallel runnlng- 1. The checking or test
ing of newly developed systems by run
ning comparatively in conjunction with
previously existing systems. 2. The run
ning of a newly developed system in a
data processing area in co~unction with
the continued operation of the current
system. 3. The final step in the debug
ging of a system; this step follows a sys
tem test.
paraUel..erlal- See serial-parallel.
parallel, lerial operation - The combined
type of serial and parallel operation
used, for example, in handling bits in
parallel fashion but characters in serial
fashion.
parallel Itorage - 1. A storage device
wherein characters, words, or digits are
dealt with simultaneously. 2. Storage in
which all bits, characters, or (espeCIally)
words are essentially equally available m
space, without time being one of the
coordinates.
paraUel transfer - 1. A method of data
transfer in which the characters of an
element of information are transferred
simultaneously over a set of paths. 2.
Simultaneous transfer of all liits (in a
storage location) comprising a character
or word.
parallel tranlmillion - A system for send
ing all bits of a particular character
simultaneously.
parameter - 1. In a subroutine, a quantity
which may be given different values
when the subroutine is used in different
main routines or in different parts of
one main routine, but which usually re
mains unchanged throughout anyone
such use. 2. A quantity, in a mathemati
cal calculation, that may be assigned any

arbitrary value. 3. In generators, the
quantity used to designate input/output
devices to specify subroutines to be m
eluded, or to define the routine to be
generated. 5. A constant or a variable in
mathematics that remains constant dur
ing some calculation. 6. A definable
characteristic of an item, device, or sys
tem.
parameter block - A table of user-created
information that is consequent to each
operating system call. The information,
for example, allows the operating sys
tem to provide the requested servICe
correctly.
porometer, mathematical- See mathemat
ical parameter.
parameter made (dllplay) - This mode is
used to control the display. It esta
blishes parameter information for each
of the other modes. The parameters are
changed only when another parameter
word is encountered. Special features of
this mode include: an automatic stop bit
-signals the computer when plotting is
completed and brings the display to a
halt; individual parameter inhibit bits
permit each parameter to be indepen
dently establtshed.
parameter, prelet - A parameter incor
porated into a subroutine during input.
parameter, program - A parameter incor
porated into a subroutine during (om
putation. A program parameter very
frequently compnses a word stored rel
ative to either the subroutine or the
entry point and dealt with by the sub
routine during each reference. It may be
altered by the routine and/or may vary
from one point of entry to another.
parameter., report generation - Manufac
turers furnish a program for automatic
creation of reports according to user
specifications. To use the report gener
ator, the programmer merely prepares a
set of parameters defining control fields
and report lines. These parameters are
used as input to the report generator
that produces a symbolic program. The
assembled version of this program ac
cepts raw data as input, edits it, and gen
erates the desired reports.
parameten, IOrtlng - The response to
the requirement for specifications for a
sort/merge generator. Parameters are
used to fix mput and output formats,
computing configuration, location of
keys, and so on.
parameter, Itatement - A parameter
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parity check, . . .

statement assigns specified integer val
ues to specified variables at compile
time; e.g., parameter I = 2 causes the
integer 2 to replace I whenever it occurs
in the source program. This facilitates
the assignment ofdifferent values to fre
quently referenced parameters in differ
ent compilations of the same program.
parameter te.ting - Tests of individual
sections or subroutines of a program to
assure that specified inputs produce the
desired outputs.
parameter word - A word in a subroutine
which contains one or more parameters
which specify the action of the subrou
tine, or words which contain the address
of such parameters.
parametric programming - A method for
investigating the effect on an optimal
linear-programming solution of a se
quence of proportionate changes in the
elements of a single row or column of
the matrix. Most commonly, the method
is applied to either the objective-func
tion row or the right-side column.
parity - As regards computer operations,
parity relates to the maintenance of a
sameness oflevel or count, i.e., keeping
the same number of binarv ones in a
computer word to thus be able to per
form a check based on an even or odd
number for all words under examina
tion.
parity bit - I. A redundant bit added to a
group of bits so that an inaccurate re
trieval of that group of bits is detected.
2. A parity bit IS most often used to de
velop a total of bits, either odd or even,
for each character. It is usually as
sociated with the frame for each 6-bit
character on tape, and parity bits can be
placed at intervals to associate them
with the seven rows of bits, i.e., six for
data and one for parity. 3. The total or
summation check in which the binary
digits in a single character or word in
storage are added to check against a sin
gle, previously specified digit; e.g., a
check of the test to determine whether
the number of ones or zeros is odd or
even. 4. A technique in rarallel addition
wherein some or all a the carries are
temporarily stored instead of being al
lowed to propagate immediately. 5. A
binary digit appended to an array of bits
to make the sum of all the bits always
odd or always even.
parity, block system - A system of using
an additional bit to a block of informa
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tion to detect single bit errors in the
block.
parity check - I. A summation check in
which the binary digits, in a character or
word, are added, and the sum checked
against a single, previously computed
parity digit; i.e., a check tests whether
the numl)er of ones in a word is odd or
even. (Synonymous with odd-even
check, and related to redundant check
and forbidden-combination check.) 2.
Use of a redundant and the least signifi
cant digit (called the parity digit) carried
along as a check of a binary (machine)
word. It is I if the total number of I 's in
the machine word is odd, and 0 if the
total number of I 's in the machine word
is even, for the even parity check. Tne
digit value is 0 for an odd number of 1's,
and I for an even number of I's when
the odd parity check is used. See check
digit, parity.
parity check, charader (communications)
- During transmission, as the core
storage readout is being converted from
parallel to serial bit form, the data line
terminal at the transmitting end func
tions to add a parity bit, where neces
sarv, to make each data character odd or
even parity. As the data c~aracters .are
being received, the data Ime termmal
makes a ?arity check as the conversion
from senal to parallel bit form takes
place for the storage entry. The parity
and synchronizing bits are dr~pp~d off
at this time. If the wrong panty IS de
tected, an error is signaled by the receiv
ing computer.
parity check digit - See check digit, parity.
parity check, even - See check, even par
ity.
parity check, horizontal - A parity check
applied to the group of certain bits from
every character in a block.
parity check, longitudinal (communications) - The data line terminal gener
ates a longitudinal parity count char.ac
ter as the data characters are bemg
transmitted. This is essentially a count
for even parity of all bits in each one ?f
the bit levels for all data characters m
the message. This same count is also
generated for the bits of the data char
acters entering the data line t~rm!nal
when it is receiving. The longltudmal
parity-count charact~r generated by ~he
magnetic tape termmal at the sendmg
end follows Immediately after the end of
the block character, to be compared

parity check procedure

with the longitudinal parity count char
acter generated at the computer.
parity check procedure - A method of
checking the correctness of binary data
after that data has been transferred
from or to storage. An additional bit,
called the parity bit, is appended to the
binarv word or character to be trans
ferred. The parity bit is the single-digit
sum of all the binary digits in the word
or character and its logical state can be
assigned to represent either an even or
an odd number of Is making up the bi
nary word. Parity is checked In the same
manner in which it is generated.
parity-check, vertical - See check, even
parity.
parity-count

character

(longitudinal) -

Same as parity check, longitudinal (com
municauons).
parity error - See error. parity.
parity, even - See check digit. parity.
parity flag - A specific indicator that sig
nals whether or not the number of digits
in the logic one condition is an odd or
even value. The indicator is often used
for error checking purposes during i/o
operations.
parity, ilo interrupt - See interrupt. i/o
parity.
parity-line circuit - A muitistation net in
which all stations are on a single circuit.
The stations must share the circuit since
only one station may transmit at a time.
parity, magnetic-tape - See magnetic
tape parity.
parity, odd - See check digit. parity.
parity or mark-track error - Indicates that
during the course of the previous block
transfer, a data parity error was de
tected or one or more bits have been
picked up or dr0pped out from either
the timing track or the mark track.
parity, storage - A particular application
of parity checking codes or devices
when transferring data to or from stor
age devices such as disk. drum. auxiliary
core. etc.
parity, tape - That particular application
of parity checking codes or devices
when transferring data to or from mag
neUc or paper tape.
parser - A routine that controls decoding
of an external program statement by es
tablishing its syntactic tree. according to
the specified syntax of the programmmg
language.

PASCAL P-code
parsing, language theory -

The breaking
down of the components of a sentence
into structural forms.
part - A part of an instruction word that
specifies the address of an operand.
Loosely. the operator part of an mstruc
tion.
part, address - I. A part of an instruction
word that specifies the address of the
operand. 2. The part of an instruction
word that defines the address of a regis
ter or location.
part, function - Same as operation part.
partial arithmetic, mUltiple - See arithme
tic. multiple.
partial carry - See carry. partial.
partial drive pulse - See pulse, partial
write.
partial product - See product, partial.
partial-read pulse - Anyone of the ap
plied currents that will cause selection
of a core for reading.
partial-select Input pulse - Same as pulse
partial write.
partial-select output pulse - Same as par
tial-read pulse.
partial sum - See sum, partial.
partial sum gate - Same as gate, exclusive
OR.
partial word - A programming device
which permits the selection of a portion
of a machine word for processing.
partial write pulse - See pulse, partial
write.
partitioned data set - See data set, parti
tioned.
partitioning - Subdividing
one large
block into smaller subunits that can be
handled more conveniently, e.g., parti
tioning a matrix.
part, operation - See operation part.
part, operator - Same as operation part.
PASCAL - A language designed to enable
teaching of programming as a system
atic discipline and to do systems pro
gramming. Based on the language,
ALGOL, It emphasizes aspects of struc
tured programming.
PASCAL P-code - Some manufacturers
have designed a microcomputer around
a language instead of the other way
around. The language is PASCAL. One
way to compile tllis high-level program
ming language is to do it in two steps.
First, PASCAL source code is compiled
into its intermediate code, P-code. Then
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path, main

the P-code is executed interpretively on
the host machine. This interpreter is ac
tually an idealized stack machine and
can be implemented in software. That
is, with the proper routines, a processor
can be turned into a pseudomachine
whose native language IS the P-code.
PASCAL strudure - PASCAL is a block
structured programming language in
the style of ALGOL. Programs consist
of two parts: a heading names the pro
gram and specifies the variables it will
use, and the body of the program, called
a block, follows. A block is further sub
divided into six sections. The first four
declare the labels, constants, data types,
and variables. The fifth names and I?re
cedes an actual procedure or function.
The last section, called the statement
section, contains the executable code
for the named function or procedure.
Labels identify statements so they can
be referenced. Constants equate num
bers with names for use throughout a
program, like pi = 3.14. Data types are
numerous; furthermore, structured
types can be defined to include arrays,
records, sets, and files. Each named
variable must be followed by its type.
Procedures can be put within proce
dures, and the statements for each must
belreceded with the keyword "begin"
an terminated with the word "end."
Operators are defined for multiply, di
vide, add, subtract, logical, and rela
tional, and numerous control state
ments are allowed.
pall, lortlng - The processing of each
file record once, for the purpose of re
ducing the number of strings of se
quenced records and increasing the
number of sequenced records per
string.
pall (sorting), Intermediate - Any phase
of a merging operation which, because
of the numl::ier of strings or otherwise,
does not reduce the file to a single se
quenced string.
password - The unique set of digits or
characters assigned to a user as part of
his identification number in com
municating with the computer.
patch - 1. A section of coding inserted
into a routine (usually by explicitly
transferring control from the routine to
the patch and back again) to correct a
mistake or alter the routine. 2. A special
routine linked to the program by uncon
ditional transfers of control; used for

checking or correcting programs. 3. To
correct or change the coding at a partic
ular location by inserting transfer in
structions at that location and by adding
the new instructions and the replaced
instructions elsewhere.
patchboard - A removable board con
taining hundreds of terminals into
which patch cords (short wires) are con
nected, which determine the different
programs for the machine. To change
the program, the wiring pattern on the
patchboard or the patchboard itself
must be changed.
patch cord - A handy flexible connector
conductor with receptacles or connec
tors at each end and which is used to
interconnect sockets of plugboards.
patching plug program - A relatively
small auxiliary plugboard patched with
a specific variation of a portion of a pro
gram and designed to be plugged into a
relatively larger plugboard patched with
the main program.
patch panel - See control panel.
patch plug - A specialized plug of metal
or plastic which functions as a patch
cord. The patchplug is cordless in con
trast to a standard plug which has a wire
for jumping or connecting two termi
nals. A patchplug usually has an insulat
ing handle.
patch-program plugboard - See plug, pro
gram patching.
patch routine - 1. Enables octal changes
(or corrections) to be made to specified
programs at object program execution
time. Changes occur in main memory
only and do not affect the object pro
gram stored on the run tape. 2. A spe
cific correcting routine written of a se
quence on the program chart and
referring to a correct sequence.
path - The logical course or line of direc
tion taken by a computer in the execu
tion of a routine.
path, critical- The longest time path in a
project which has to be done as quickly
as possible. Because the overall time re
qUired to complete the project cannot
be less than that required along the crit
ical path, it requires the most careful
momtoring. Any delay along this path
causes the project to be delayed, while
minor delays along noncritical paths
does not. See PERT.
path, main - The principal course or line
of direction taken by a computer in the
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execution of a routine, directed by the
logic of the program and the nature of
the data.
paHern, bit - See bit pattern.
paHern compaction, curve - See compac
tion, curve fitting.
paHern recognition - I. The identifica
tion, by automatic means, of shapes,
forms, or configurations. 2. The recog
nition of shapes or other patterns by a
machine system. The patterns may be
either a physical shape or a speech pat
tern.
paHern-senlitlve fault - A fault which is
brought forth only as a result to one or
certaIn patterns or sequences of data,
i.e., a program for testIng for positive,
ne~ative, or zero in that oraer and
which could respond incorrectly to
minus zero, but would respond prop
erly to all other numbers, or a fault
brought on by excessive heat dissipa
tion.
paycheck run - Refers to the processing
and actual printing of payroll checks.
PCI (Process Control Interface), home IYItem - A process control interface

board permits an interface with home
computers to a variety of electrome
chanical devices such as relays, switches,
motors, contacters, thermostats, and so
on. One type of PCI uses eight relay
outputs and eight optically isolated in
puts that transmit sensory and control
Information to and from the computer.
Applications, practically unlimited, in
clude monitor environmental condi
tions (heat, light, humidity) in the home
or laboratory; control warning devices;
control automatic sorting and grading
of products on an assembly line; and
read and respond to scientific test re
sult~, suc.h as changes in pressure, pH,
or vIscosity.
PCM - I. Punched card machine-The
set of conventional punch card equip
ment including sorters, collators, and
tabulators. (Synonymous with EAM and
clarified by tabulating equipmenL) 2.
Pulse code modulation-Modulation of
a pulse train in accordance with a code.
PC-relative addressing - In some sys
tems, a PC (program counter) relative
address is formed by adding the dis
placement value specified in the ope
rand field of the instruction to the cur
rent contents of the program counter.

periodic dumping, time sharing
peak data tranlfer -

See data transfer

rate.
pen, light -

An optional device, used in
conjunction with the incremental dis
play, that can greatly extend its useful
ness. It is a high speed, photosensitive
device that can cause the computer to
change or modify the display on the
cathode-ray tube. As the pertinent dis
play information is selected by the oper
ator, the pen signals the computer by
generating a pulse. Acting upon this sig
nal, the computer can tlien instruct
other points to be plotted across the
tube face in accordance with the pen
movements, or exercise specific options
previously programmed without the
need for separate input devices.
pen (light) control- A light pen for com
munication between operator and
processor. When this penlike device is
pointed at information displayed on the
screen, it detects light from the cathode
ray tube when a beam passes within its
field of view. The pen's response is
transmitted to the computer, which re
lates the computer's action to the sec
tion of the image being displayed. In
this way, the operator can delete or add
text, maintain tighter control over the
program, and choose alternative
courses of action.
perception, artlftcial - See artificial cogni
tion.
performance evaluation - The analysis
(in terms of initial objectives and esti
mates and usually made on site) of ac
complishments, using an automatic
data-processing system to provide in
formation on operating experience and
to identify any required corrective ac
tions.
performance period - A particular time
interval in which a device is to operate,
i.e., the scheduled hours of operation,
but not including various test or prepar
atory schedules or hours rescheduled
due to equipment malperformance.
period, action - The time during which
the stored data is read or new data is
written in a storage location, specifically
in electrostatic storage tubes.
period, digit - The time interval between
the occurrence of successive digit sig
nas.

periodic dumping, time sharing -

sharing, periodic dumping.

See time
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period, performance
period, performance -

period.

See performance

period, lCan - See scan period.
peripheral- Operation of input/output

and other devices not under oirect com
puter control; most commonly used to
designate the transfer of information
between magnetic tapes and other
media.

peripheral addressing, lingle chip systems

- On some low-cost systems users ad
dress peripherals the same way as mem
ory. Thus, powerful memory-reference
instructions (and addressing mode) may
be used for peripheral data i/o as well.
Some systems offer straightforward
handshaking i/o that allows simple in
terfacing in DMA (Direct Memory Ac
cess) and multiprocessor applications.
peripheral bus- On many systems, i/o in
terfaces and peripherals often plug
right into the bus slots. The result is a
simpl~ and powerful method of i/o in
terfacmg.
peripheral circuit, programmable - Many
new peripheral circuits for microproces
sors offer a new dimension for LSI sup
port chips in that they are all pro
grammable. This allows the system
designer maximum flexibility which re
sults in lowered system cost. Many cir
cuits provide functions for serial i/o
timing, byte-oriented i/o, direct mem
ory access, and interrupt control.
peripheral control, Direct Memory Access
(DMA) - For
high-speed
transfer

rates, DMA transfers data on a cycle
stealing basis, on some computers, di
rectly between the memory and the ex
ternal device, bypassing the central
processor.
peripheral controls - Peripheral controls
regulate the transfer of data between
the central processor and peripheral de
vices. Specifically, they reconcile the
mechanical speeds of the peripheral de
vices with the electronic speed of the
computer.
peripheral control transfers - Peripheral
controls often regulate the transfer of
data between the central processor and
peripheral devices. Specifically, they
reconcile the mechanical speeds of the
central processor, and mimmize the in
terruption of central processor activity
due to peripheral data transfers.
peripheral control unit - An intermediary
control device that links a peripheral
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peripheral Interfoce adapter (PIA)

unit to the central processor, or in the
case of off-line operation, to another pe
ripheral unit.
peripheral conversion program - Handles
all those jobs normally done by a sepa
rate peripheral processor. The priority
interrupt system and multiple memory
accumulators in the computer eliminate
virtually all loss in runnmg time. Such
processing is done through the arithme
tic processor.
peripheral devices - Various kinds of ma
chines that operate in combination or
conjunction with a computer but are not
physically part of the computer. Periph
eral devices typically display computer
data, store data from the computer and
return the data to the computer on de
mand, prepare data for human use, or
acquire data from a source and convert
it to a form usable by a computer.
peripheral

device.,

peripheral

interface

programmable -

The programmable devices represent a
distributIOn of computing power. The
UPI (or universal peripheral interface)
is, in fact, an entire ROM- or EPROM
based microcomputer that serves as a
custom programmble interface for
more complex peripherals. Prepro
grammed versions of the device are
available as data encryption units, prin
ter controllers and other functions.
peripheral equipment - l. Various units
or machines that are used in combina
tion or conjunction with the computer
but are not part of the computer Itself,
such as typewriters, sorters, tape read
ers, and others. 2. Operations consid
ered not a part of processing, comput
ing or logic, but instead mainly input
and output operations, such as mag
netic tape conversion, card punching,
printing, reading. See auxiliary equip
ment.
peripheral, Input-output - Typical input
output peripherals include diskettes,
cartridge disks, hardcopy terminals,
video display terminals, magnetic tape
units, disc pack drives, line printers,
paper tape punches and readers, cas
settes, plotters, and card readers. Also
generally included are A/D and D/A
(analog 'and digital) converters, digital
i/o and general-purpose interfaces.
adapter

(PIA) -

Some microprocessors have incorpo
rated LSI devices exclusively dedicated
to enhance their i/o capabilities and
thus simplify the interfacing task of the

peripheral interface channel

permanent virtual circuit

design engineer. For example, several
firms provided microprocessors with
special peripheral interface adapters
(PIA) that act like a universal i/o inter
face. The typical PIA offers two 8-bit,
3-state buses to interface with peripher
als, along with the ability to service four
independent interrupt lines. The unit
also provides handshake control logic
signals for synchronizing i/o devices to
the microprocessor.
peripheral interface channel - That inter
face form (matching) previously de
signed or agreed on so that two or more
units, systems, programs, etc., may be
easily joined, transconnected, or as
sociated to function properly together
in communication of information.
peripheral interfaces- A number of op
tional interface cards are available for
practically all systems, for a selected set
of standard peripherals. The interfaces
are implemented as printed circuit cards
that plug into the chassis assembly.
peripheral interrupt - The stop resulting
from the signal of readiness for or com
pletion of a task by a peripheral device.
peripheral aperation - Operation of in
put/output and other devices not under
direct computer control; most com
monly used to designate the transfer of
information between magnetic tapes
and other media.
peripheral plotters - See plouers, periph
eral.
peripheral processing, concurrent - Ser
vice functions can be performed on a
peripheral computing system that
serves as an auxihary to a larger system,
or they can be performed on one system
concurrently with other types of proc
essing, such as stacked job processing,
in a way that ensures that the data-proc
essing facilities of the system are effi
ciently employed. When peripheral and
stacked job processing are performed
concurrently, it is possible to incorpo
rate in the operatmg system optional
features that are designed to enable the
operator to mount files for one job
while other jobs are being processed.
peripheral processar - For some environ
ments, input and output are best proc
essed by two interconnected computers
wherein one computer handles the in
put/output for the other. The control
programs of operating system provide
the capability to handle this mode of
operation for a configuration of equip-

ment in which a very high-speed, high
storage capacity central processing unit
performs calculations upon data sup
plied by a smaller computer that
schedules, buffers, and controls the flow
of input data, intermediate results, and
output data to and from the larger unit.
Usually in this configuration the larger
unit is termed the "host" and the
smaller one is called "peripheral," but
either one may actually be m control of
the other's operations and schedule.
peripheral subsystems- A subsystem
consists of one or more peripheral units
of the same type connected to an availa
ble input/output channel. Each subsys
tem is controlled by a channel syn
chronizer/ control unit that interprets
the control signals and instructions is
sued by the central processor, effects
the transfer of data to or from the se
lected unit and the central processor,
indicates to the central processor the
status of the available reripheral units,
and informs the centra processor when
errors or faults that affect the operation
of the subsystem occur.
peripheral transfer - A procedure or pro
cess for transferring data between two
units of peripheral or auxiliary equip
ment.
peripheral trunks - The basic systems are
equipped with many input/output
trunks, each of which can be connected
to a peripheral control. A control which
handles both reading and writing (e.g.,
a magnetic tape control) connects to a
pair of trunks. Data are transferred be
tween main memory and a trunk (and
thus a peripheral device) via the read/
write channel specified in the instruc
tion which initiates the transfer. Addi
tional peripheral devices can be
connected to the system simply by add
ing eight more input/output trunks to
the basic configuration. The number of
peripheral deVices in a slstem depends
only on the number 0 input/output
trunks available.
permanent data files - See data files.
permanent fault - See fault, permanent.
permanent memory - Storage informa
tion that remains intact when the power
is turned off. Also called nonvolatile
storage.
permanent storage - Same as storage,
nonvolatile.
permanent virtual circuit - A permanent
association existing between two DTEs.
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PERT/COST system

It is effectively a point-to-point, non
switched circUit over which only data,
reset, interrupt, and flow-control pack
ets can flow.
permutated-tltle index - Same as index,
permutation.
permutation - Any of the total number of
changes in posItion or form that are
possible in a group.
permutation index - See index, permuta
tion.
permuted-title Index - Same as index, per
mutation.

chips and thus portable, personally con
trollable, and easily used. There are sev
eral classifications-home, hobbyist,
professional, business, very small busi
ness, appliance, and more.
personality cards - Inside some PROM
programers. a microcomputer tailors
the program to the PROM the develop
ment team has decided to use. A pro
gramer often directs the data to be
stored through "personality" cards that
provide the appropriate timing pat
terns, voltage levels, and other require
ments. The programer is partitioned so
that new personality cards can be in
serted as new PROMs are developed.
personality module - A typical personal
ity module contains the specialized in
terfacing. power supplies and program
ming mstructions unique to the
particular PROM or family of PROMs
being programmed (pulse width. num
ber of pulses, duty cycles and threshold
level). In many cases, a single module
enables the user to program several
types of PROMs.
PERT/COST - A PERT program for pro
viding management with cost control
for all phases of a project.
PERT/COST system - A s:eneralized pro
gram designed to facJiitate planning,
scheduling. control. and momtoring of

personal computers, video- and ca..ettebased - Some users have a tv set as an

output display, a full alphanumeric key
board for input, and an audio cassette
for program storage and exchange.
Video-based systems provide full user
to system interaction at minimal cost.
The speed of system response is practi
cally instantaneous. Operations may be
performed in almost complete silence.
Reliability is enhanced as electro
mechanical mechanisms are limited to
the keyboard and cassette recorder.
Data media storage density is increased
with audio cassettes over paper tape.
personal computing - Personal comput
ers are often defined as those that are
low cost (relative to mini and standard
systems), based on tiny microcomputer

Courtesy Ohio Scientific. Inc.

Personal computer. video- and cassette-based.
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PERT, early I'art da.el

photographic Itoroge

both large- and small-scale research and
development projects.
PERT, early I'art da'el- Used in an opti
mistic time estimate in which each job is
started as early as possible to estimate
the duration of the entire task.
PERT, free floa. - Certain stops used to
halt particular tasks where no action
would have resulted in an overall delay
in the project.
PERT, la'el' I'art da'el- Used in estimat
ing the completion date of a particular
task. Each job is arranged to start as late
as possible so that the entire task is
completed on the required date.
PERT (Program Evalua.ion and Review
Technique) network - Use of PERT re
quires an extensive analysis ofan overall
project in order to list all the individual
activities. or jobs which must be per
formed in order to meet the total objec
tive. These activities are then arranged
in a network that displays the sequential
relationship among them. This analysis
must be extremely thorough and de
tailed if it is to be realistic. PERT pro
vides a means of reporting and analysis
for project administrators. Information
required can be developed and areas
which impose the greatest time restric
tions on the completion of a product
can be high-lighted. Areas with an ex
cess of time for completion. called stack
areas. are also highlighted.
PERT, Itart datel- Used in estimating the
completion date of a particular task.
Each job is arranged to start as late as
possible so that the entire task is comp
leted on the required date.
PERTITIME - A PERT program which al
lows management to plan. schedule.
and direct programs and projects. as
well as. evaluate progress during project
execution.
phale, compiling - See compiling phase.
phale encoding, redundant - An encoded
system in which zeros and ones are
represented by different width pulses.
Each pulse can be given once or re
peated for a certain amount of time. It
IS c~lled redundant (repeated) phase en
codmg; e.g.• the hobbYist cassette Kan
sas City Standard is redundant because
all of the information is contained in the
first portion of the pattern. Redundant
phase encoding is actually frequency
shift keying (fsk).
phale, execute - I. The part of the com

puter operating cycle wherein a com
mand in the program register is carried
out upon the address indicated. 2. The
act of performing a command.
phale hltl - Abrupt shifts in the phase of
a transmitted carrier. Excessive phase
hits can cause errors in high-speed.
phase-modulated or QAM modems.
Phase hits generally originate in radio
carrier systems.
phale IIHer - Peak-to-peak phase devia
tion of a transmitted carrier signal. An
excessive phase jitter causes errors in
high-speed. phase-modulated or QAM
modems. Phase jitter generally origi
nates in frequency-division multiplexers
in carrier systems.
phale, obled - Same as phase. run.
phale, run - An occasion on which the
target program (after compiling) is run
and often called the run phase. the tar
get phase. or the object phase.
phale, Ihlft - The time difference be
tween the input and output signal or
between any two synchronized signals
of a control unit. system, or circuit.
phale, lorting - An arbitrary segmenta
tion of a sort program. Many sorts are
segmented into three phases: initializa
tion phase, internal phase, merge phase.
phale, target - Same as phase. run.
phoneme - A primitive unit of auditory
speech in a given language.
phonetic IYltem - The specific equip
ment which has features for starting and
acting upon data from the voice source
or having a voice-form output.
photocell light checkl - Checks per
formed on data read from cards passing
through a card reader.
photocell matrix - An~.<'Ptical character
recognition term who h IS a device capa
ble of projectinir an 'nput onto a fixed
two-dimensionaf array of photocells to
develop a simultaneous display of the
horizontal and vertical components of
the character. The time necessary to
scan the character is related to the re
sponse time of the photocells.
photoeledric reader - See reader, photoe
lectric.
photographic Itorage - I. Photographic
copies of data shown on direct-display
cathode-ray tubes. 2. High-density stor
age of data in binary form on photo
graphic disks for qUick reference pur
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photogravure

poses. 3. Facsimile copies of readable
documents or of direct output of the
processor.
photogravure - A method of printing in
which the small cells of the characters
contain the ink on a recessed surface.
This method is often used in preparing
documents for character recognition.
photomultiplier light pen - A fiber optic
light pipe and photomultiplier in the
light pen allow high-speed detection of
information displayed on the various
optical displays. Detection of informa
tion by the pen can be sampled by the
computer to alter the program.
photo-optic memory - A memory that
uses an optical medium for storage. For
example. a laser might be used to re
cord on photographic film.
phototypeseHing - A reproduction pro
cess for typed matter from computer
outputs to photographic film or paper.
and basically usmg optical character
recognition after phototypesetting has
been used to perfect or normalize char
acter irregularities off-line. Computer
controlled phototypesetting is also used
for computer-generated output for
clean appearance. rapid processing. and
for the use of unusual type characters
which ordinary line printers cannot pro
vide. for example. to produce phone
directories.
physical simulation - The use of a model
of a physical system in which computing
elements are used to represent some
but not all of the subsystems.
PIA bus interface - The PIA in many sys
tems is used to provide 8 or 16 bits of
external interface and 4 control lines at
addressable locations in standard sys
tem memory. Often. i/o bits can be ac
cessed in 2 words of 8 bits each. but
each i/o bit is individually programma
ble to act as either an input or an output.
PIAs, single-multiple - Peripheral Inter
face Adapters (PIAs) permit parallel ori
ented peripherals to be connected to
various microprocessors usually with
out any additional circuit requirements.
A typical PIA contains two i/o circuit
blocks. each capable of controlling an
independent 8-bit peripheral i/o bus.
Often. multiple PIAs can be used with a
single system and selectively addressed
by means of Chip Select Inputs.
pica - A unit of measure in printing ap
proximating one-sixth of an inch.
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pitch, feed
pickup -

Refers to a memory location
from which the processor will obtain
specific information.
picosecond - One
thousandth of a
nanosecond. or 10- 12 seconds; ab
breviated psec.
pidorial- A series of specifications and
total layout of columns. blank spaces.
margins. headings. stubs. etc.. to de
velop the plan or format for the contem
plated reports.
pidure -In COBOL. a symbolic descrip
tion of each data element according to
specified rules concerning numerals. al
phanumerics. location of decimal
points. and length.
pilot - An original or test program. pro
ject. or device.
pilot model - A model of a system that is
not so complex as a complete model
and is used for program testing.
pilot system - The collection of file rec
ords and supplementarv data obtained
from the actual operations of a business
over an extended period and used to
effect a realistic system for testing by
closely simulating the real world envi
ronment.
pilot tape - A tape that contains all the
data used on a pilot model. and is used
for loading the files.
PIO interfoce - Abbreviation for Parallel
Input-Output interface. PIO interfaces
allow the computer to input and output
parallel data to and from an external
parallel device such as a keyboard and tv
terminal. Parallel means that all of the
data bits are output at the same time.
pipelining - The beginning of one in
struction sequence before another has
been completed. Once a technique used
on supercomputers. pipelining is now
used to speed execution on machines of
all sizes.
pipelining, bit-slice mochines- The hard
ware arrangement that permits different
sections ofa bit-slice processor to work
simultaneously instead of sequentially.
and. thus. speeds up processing.
pitch array - See pitch. row.
pitch, charader - That specific difference
from the vertical reference axis of a
character to the vertical reference axis
of the adjacent character in a line of text
or in a printed word.
pitch, feed - The distance between the
centers of adjacent feed holes in per

pitch, row

plo"er

fora ted tape. Feed pitch and row pitch
are often the same because there is one
row of holes at each feed hole.
pitch, row - The distance measured along
punched paper tape between the cen
ters of adjacent holes.
pitch, track - The distance between cen
ters of adjacent tracks on magnetic
tapes, disks, drums, cards, or on paper
tape, i.e., the distance between centers
of holes is measured across the longitu
dinal axis or traverse to the motion of
the recording device or medium.
PlU programming - The PIU can be pro
grammed into one of three basic modes
of operation. The interface, normally a
single byte wide, can be optionally ex
tended to be two bytes wide. Data trans
fer rates of one megabyte in the former
implementation and two megabytes in
the latter are projected at thirty meter
separations.
Additional programming capability
involves the ability to configure and
control the signals which generate inter
rupts. One type PIU is packaged in a
68-pin package with all i/o signals being
TTL compatible.
pixel scan - The basic element derived
through various types of scanning pro
cesses is the picture element called a
pixel. In these systems, the computer
receives input data from the scanner
and digitizer. The scanner views photo
graphs or film transparencies diat are
illuminated by the light table. The
brightness of the image is sampled at
many points and digitized into data that
are compatible with the computer. The
display allows the analyst to observe the
image being viewed and processed.
Joystick or other type cursors allow the
analyst to point to any pixel-picture
element as a single bit.
PLA (programmed logic arrays) - A PLA
is an orderly arrangement oflogical AND
and logical OR functions. A programma
ble logic array is an alternative to ROM
which uses a standard logic network
programmed to perform a specific func
tion. PLAs are Implemented in either
MOS or bipolar circuits.
PL/M-16 - A high-level language, devel
oped by Intel Corporation, that has
been designed for both 8-bit and 16-bit
systems and applications programming,
particularly the Intel 8086 and 8088 mi
crocomputers. It is completely compati
ble with PUM-80, facilitating upgrad

ing from 8080 and 8085 Intel machines
to the 16-bit design.
PL/l (programming language) - Compil
ers are provided for use in compilmg
object progr,!-ms from source programs
wntten m thiS programmmg language.
This language has some features that
are characteristic of FORTRAN and in
corporates some of the best features of
other languages, such as string manipu
lation, data structures, and extensive
editing capabilities. Further. it has fea
tures not currently available in any lan
guage. The language is designed to take
advantage of recent developments in
computer technology and to provide
the programmer with a flexible prob
lem-oriented language for program
ming problems that can best be solved
using a combination of scientific and
commercial computing techniques. It is
designed to be particularly useful for
the increasing number of semicommer
cial. semiscientific applications such as
information retrieval and command and
control applications.
place - In positional notation. a position
corresponding to a given power of the
base, a given cumulated product. or a
digit cycle of a given length. It can usu
ally be specified as the nth character
from the right end of the numerical ex
pression.
place, digit - The site of a digit in a nu
meral in various positional notation sys
tems.
place value - The representation of
quantities by a positional value system.
plant - The usage in programming is to
put or place an instruction which has
been formed during the execution of a
routine in a storage location, in such a
way that it will be obeyed at some later
stage in the execution. Thus. plants give
the coml?uter the ability to control and
execute Its own programs by using the
ability of the computer to prepare or
select instructions or subroutines on the
basis of results obtained.
platen - A backing, commonly cylindri
cal, against which printing mechanisms
strike to produce an impression.
playback head - See head, playback.
plot - To map or diagram. To connect
the point-by-point coordinate values.
plo"er - I. A visual display or board in
which a dependent variable is graphed
by an automatically controlled pen or
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pencil as a function of one or more vari
abies. 2. A device that inscribes a visual
display of a dependent variable.
ploHer control, incremental - Provides for
high-speed plotting of points, continu
ous curves, points connected by curves,
curve identification symbols, letters,
and numerals under program control.
ploHer, digital incremental- Digital incre
mental plotters in either on-hne or off
line operation with a digital computer
provide a high-speed plotting system of
high versatility and reliability. For on
line operation with medium size com
puters, a small adal?ter unit converts the
computer output SIgnals to a form suit
able for driving the plotter. No modifi
cation to the basic computer circuitry is
required. With adapters available for all
of the units, the plotter can be used off
line with virtually any medium- or large
scale computer.
ploHer, on-line - See on-line plotter.
ploHe", peripheral- Digital incremental
plotters offer varied paper size, speeds,
and plotting increments. Since the con
trol unit does not require the use of a
computer i/o channel, simultaneous
plotting and other i/o channel opera
tions on the same channel are possible.
ploHer, XY - A device used in conjunc
tion with a computer to plot coordinate
points in the form of a graph.
ploHlng - The process of placing any
type of information on the graph.
ploHlng, automatic - In many diverse
areas of industry and science, a clear
graphical representation of results is es
sential for rapid interpretation and eval
uation of data. From weather mapping
to business and stock market reports,
from engineering design investigations
to insurance actuarial graphs, in re
search laboratories and in computer
laboratories, graphs of X vs Y plots are
required for summarizing and present
ing information in concIse form. This
need has been further accentuated by
modern high-speed computers. The
rapid production of vast quantities of
data by these machines requires espe
cially fast and accurate plotting equip
ment.
ploHing board - See board, plotting.
ploHlng system, magnetic-tape - This
system is very versatile, reliable, and al
most completely automatic. Zero posi
tion, scale-factor adjustment, curve
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identification, symbol selection, axis
generation, etc., are handled entirely by
subroutines within the computer. For
this reason the plotting system may be
operated by unskilled personnel. The
operator is required only to select the
desired plot by means of the automatic
search feature, then initiate the plouing
action by pressing either the smgle or
multiple plot button. These systems
produce completed graphs from data
recorded on magnetic tape. Informa
tion read from the tape is used to drive
a digital incremental plotter which re
produces the data in either a continuous
curve or discrete points. Versatility of
the system permits the use of subrou
tines for generation of any desired sym
bols, letters, numerals, or scale mark
ings.
ploHing table - See board, plotting.
plugboard chart - See chart, plugboard.
plugboard computer - A computer that
has a punch board input and output, and
to whICh program instructions are deliv
ered by means of interconnecting patch
cords on a removable plugboard.
plugboard, detachable - Same as patch
board.
plugboard, patch-program - See plug,
program-patching.
plugboard, removable - Same as patch
board.
plug-compatible - Pertaining to the capa
bility of various devices to be inter
changeable without modifications to
them or the connecting or replacement
devices.
plugging chart - Same as chart, plug
board.
plug-In unit - l. An assembly of elec
tronic components of a standard type,
wired together, which can be plugged in
or pulled out easily. 2. A self-contained
circuit assembly.
plug, patch - See patchplug.
plug, program-patching- A relatively
small auxiliary plugboard patched with
a specific variation of a portion of a pro
gram and designed to be plugged into a
relatively larger plugboard patched with
the main program.
plugs, ~ordle.. - On patchcord~, if con
nectors do not include a fleXIble por
tion, they are termed cordless plugs.
plus-90 orientation - An optical character
recognition term which represents that

pocket

polnt-of-sale

specific position which indicates line
elements on a document.
pocket - In sorters and other like equip
ment. the stacker assigned for each key
position. i.e .• a card storage temporary
loc~tion or pocket for a given key for
whICh totals are developed.
pocketl, file oddre..ing - In a random
file. a small area or pocket in which one
or more records are kept-an economi
cal method of holding a small number
of records.
pocket-Ilze reell- Handy to carry. easy
to load. Each 3V2 inch reel holds up to
3 million bits. the equivalent of 4000
feet of paper tape. assuming 6-bit words
are used.
point - In positional notation. the charac
ter or implied character that separates
the integral part of a numerical expres
sion from the fractional part. e.g .• a dec
imal point or binary pomt.
point, arithmetic - See point, radix.
point, bale - See point, radix.
point, binary - The radix point in a bi
nary number system; i.e .• the dot that
marks the position between the integral
and fractional. or units and halves. m a
binary number.
point, branch - A given condition or in
struction ~t which the computer may ei
ther contmue on the present logical
path. or jump (transfer control of the
program) to another or one of several
possible paths.
point, check - See checkpoint.
point, declmal- Set' decimal point.
point, entry - See entry point.
pointer - A table look-up technique that
permits each datum (XI) to be stored
with a pointer pointing to a list of as
sociated functions of XI' as a variant
technique to ordered or sequential or
even indirect addressing techniques.
pointer operation - An address that is
used to identify the location in memorv
where something can be stored or
found. The item pointed to could be a
numeral or a character. a variable, an
interrupt handling routine, a table, or
about any type of program or data struc
ture.
pointer register, four address- On some
low-cost systems, the microprocessor
provides flexible addressing to 65K
bytes of memory or peripheral ad
dresses by means of its four address

pointer registers. Also users can use the
Hag outputs of the status registers in
several ways other than simply to supply
internal software flags.
polnter/reglste,., single-chip system 
On some systems, the pointer registers
are 16-bit general-purpose registers
that are loaded normally under pro
gram control with reference addresses
that serve as page pointers, stack point
ers, and subroutme pointers. In applica
tions having minimal memory address
ing requirements. these regIsters may
be used alternately as data storage reg
isters.
point, exit - The instruction that trans
fers controls from the main routine to
the subroutine.
point, fixed - Pertaining to a number
system in which the location of a Roint
is fixed with respect to one end of the
numerals, according to some conven
tion.
point, floating - Pertaining to a number
system in which the location of the point
does not remain fixed with respect to
one end of the numerals.
point, Index - One of the equally spaced
rotational reference positions of the
main shaft of card punch machines, la
beled according to the row or column to
which it corresponds.
point, load - A preset point at which mag
netic tape is mitially positioned under
the read/write head to start reading or
writing.
point-mode display - See display. point
mode.
point of no return - A first instance in a
program in which a rerun is no longer
possible. since data may no longer -be
available.
polnt-of-Iole - Abbreviated POS. Per
taining to systems for automating vari
ous aSfects of retail operations. The
genera types of functions performed
by POS systems are: (I) Inventory con
trol and other functions internal to the
retail establishment. Data entered on
an electronic cash register becomes
input to a store-wide or chain-wide file
of such data. (2) Credit authorization.
A purchaser's credit card is read by a
terminal. and a central computer
verifies that the card is valid and that
the purchaser's credit is sufficient to
cover a sale. Such systems provide the
means for establishing a zero Hoor
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Point-of-sale system.
limit for all credit transactions. (3)
Credit verification. A merchant obtains
verification from a bank's central com
puter that a purchaser's demand ac
count balance is sufficient to cover a
sale. (4) Electronic funds transfer.
Some FET projects include POS termi
nals which are card-activated and
which debit a customer's account and
credit a merchant's account in order to
effect payment for a sale.
point, rodlx - The dot that delineates the
integer digits from the fractional digits
of a number; specifically, the dot that
delineates the digital position involving
the zero exponent of the radix from the
digital position involving the minus-one
exponent of the radix. The radix point
is often identified by the name of the
system, e.g., binary point, octal point, or
decimal point. In the writing of any
number m anv svstem, if no dot is in
cluded the radiX point is assumed to fol
low the right most digit. (Synonymous
with point.)
point, reentry - The point at which an in
struction or a program is reentered
from a subroutine or main program.
point, rerun - Su rerun point.
point, restort -

Same as restart.

point, restart (sorting) - The point at
which a restart (or rerun) can be initi
ated. Memory registers, and the posi
tion of tapes are recorded at this point.
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point, set - The specific desired value for
the quantity being controlled; usually in
a feed back control loop.
point shift, floating - A shift in 4-bit incre
ments, performed on a short-format or
long-format floating-point number.
points. rescue - See rescue points.
point, summing - Relates to any distinct
point at which signals are added alge
braically.
point-ta-point transmission - Transmis
sion of data between two points.
point, vorlable - Pertaining to a number
system in which the location of the point
is indicated by a special character at that
location.
POKE statement - A command in BASIC
which will cause the computer to change
part of its own program in the manner
commanded by the programmer. This
"self-modifying" feature is one of the
most potentially powerful capabilities of
a computer. It is also one of the most
risky, since it can lead to "crashes."
polar- When a logical "true" input is
represented by an electrical voltage with
a polarity opposite to the voltage repre
senting a logical "false" input, the sig
nal is defined as bipolar. If both "true"
and "false" inputs are represented by
the same voltage polarity, the signal is
defined as unipolar.
polar operation - A type of circuit opera
tion where the flow of current is re
versed as pulses are transmitted. Polar

Polish, Cambridge

polyphase

differs from make-break operation In
that with polar operation, current al
ways flows when the circuit is closed.
Only the direction of current flow is re
versed by transmission.
Polish, Cambridge - Used in the LISP lan
guage, the Polish operators = and X
are allowed to have more than two ope
rands.
Polish notation - I. A distinct technique
or device credited to the Polish logiCian
J. Lukasieqicz for treating algebraic
statements as manipulatory stnngs of
symbols followed by manir.ulatory
strings of operations. 2. A speCific fonn
of prefix notation.
poll- A flexible, systematic method cen
trally controlled for pennitting stations
on a multipoint circuit to transmit with
out contending for the line.
polling - I. An alternative to contention
networks wherein ~erminals are polled
In sequence to see If they have anything
to send. Polling prevents anyone termi
nal from an overly long wait. 2. A proce
dure which relates to the integration in
succession of all terminals of a system
on a shared communications line to de
termine which of the terminals requires
the services of the mainframe or CPU.
The sending device must be ready and
the receiving device must be prepared
and set to receive, much like a party-line
telephone service, and each terminal
can demand the attention from the CPU
by a signal. Sophisticated computers
have automatic polling circuitry, while
others require special programming to
poll.
polling characters - A set of characters
designed to be peculiar to a tenninal
and the polling operation. Response to
these characters mdicates to the com
puter whether or not the terminal has a
message to send.
polling, display station - Polling offers
the cost-saving benefits of shared com
munications resources-modems, data
lines, and computer i/o channels-as
well as improved transmission error
checking and communications compati
bility with a wide range of computer sys
tems. One type of terminal operates as
a single unit or can be daisy-chained to
other units on a single communication
line. Synchronous multipoint (binary
synchronous multipoint communica
tions, bisync) and asynchronous mul
tipoint
(patterned
after
bisync)

can optionally be used for polled com
munications networks.
polling list - Polling is a means of control
ling communicatIon lines by polling or
asking the terminals if they have any
thing to send. The polling hst is the de
vice which controls the sequence of
polling for every channel.
polling technique, remote - The impor
tance of instantaneous responses to
control messages can be best ap
preciated by this brief description of
one on-line system's "polling" tech
nique. The system is controlled through
constant polling of teller consoles on
each line by the central tenninal unit.
Polling is a request to each console for
a message or for readiness to receive a
reply. Because the full-~uplex .Iine per
mits the remote tennlnal umt to re
spond instantly to polls (less than
II 10th ofa second), as many as 16 teller
consoles can be efficiently serviced on
one line. The turn-around delay inher
ent in a half-duplex line greatly reduces
the number of consoles which can be
polled and serviced efficiently, thereby
requiring more lines.
polling, time sharing - Polling is a tech
nique for controlling the use of lines by
an agreed protocol oetween devices try
ing to share a common transmission
path. The devices are rigidly controlled
(so that only one of them sends infonna
tion along a line at any instant) by an
exchange of control signals or messages
between them. Sometimes polling is
governed by the central computer
which sends a control message to each
terminal in turn, inviting it to transmit
an information message. The terminal
replies either with such a message or
with a control message.
polymorphic - Relates to the mode of a
computer organization or configuration
of the major parts or units in such a way
that all components at a particular in
stallation are held in a common pool. As
each program is selected for execution,
a specific set of components is selected
from the pool and connected for execu
tion of the program, after which they are
returned to the pool; i.e., each configu
ration ofequipment is matched to a pro
gram. Thus, many programs can be run
concurrently if enough matched sets
can be made available from the pool.
polyphase - A unique sorting technique
that permits sorting with either an odd
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positional notation

CRYSTAL--i CLOCK
OR LC -t
EXT INT
4032 x 8

BIT ROM

SCRATCHPAD
ADDRESS
REGISTER

CONTROL
LOGIC

64x8

SCRATCHPAD
RAM

~
TEST

STROBE
RESET
Ports, input-output.
piece of data on the pile of data stored
or even number of tapes. thus permit
ting .greater system flexibility than con
m memory.
ventional methods.
port - The entry channel to which a data
set is attached. The port is in the central
polypha.e morging- A technique used in
computer. and each user is assigned one
a sort program to merge strmgs of se
port. (Some systems.)
quenced data. Given T work tapes.
merging is performed at the power ofT port, input-output - Each processor can
- I. The effective power of the merge
have a number of i/o ports. Some are
varies between T - 1 and T /2. depeni:l
associated with external svstem activit\";
ing on the amount of input data and the
others. for information exchange with
number of strings.
other system processors. In practice.
ports are part of the I/O section of a
polyvalence - The propertv of being in
processor. Low-cost microcomputers
terrelated in several ways~
are particularly adaptable to communi
polyvalent notation - A method for de
cations via their i/o ports.
,
scribing salient characteristics. in con
port .haring unit (PSU) - One type con
densed form. using two or more charac
nects to a communication controller or
ters. where each character or group of
CPU port and transmits or receives data
characters represents one of the charac
from two to six terminals or modems.
teristics.
Less costly than a multiplexer. the PSU
polyvalent numbor - A number. consist
reduces the number of controller ports
ing of several figures. used for descrip
in a polled-terminal data communica
tion. wherein each figure represents one
tions configuration and makes more
of the characteristics being described.
efficient use of connected ports.
(Similar to polyvalent notation.)
po.p - Basically the process of removing position - 1. A site on a punched tape or
card where holes are to be punched.
mformatlon from the top of a stack, and
The position at which the sign of a num
then preparing to be able to access the
ber is located. 2. An identifiable place in
next piece of information stored on the
a program, set of instructions, or within
stack. This process generally involves
a context.
changing the value of a stack pointer
po.ltional notation - 1. The procedure
register so that it points to tlie next
392
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power faillauto reltCirt

used in conventional number systems
wherein the value assigned to a particu
lar digit is determined by the symbol
used (for example, 3) and by the posi
tion of the symbol relative to the radix
point (for example, 300.0). 2. A number
representation by means of an ordered
set of digits, such that the value con
tributed by each digit depends on its
position as well as on the digit value. 3.
A method of representing numbers in
which the digits are arranged sequen
tially, each succeeding digit is interpre
ted as the coefficient of successive pow
ers of an integer referred to as the base
of the number system. For example, in
the decimal number svstem each suc
ceeding digit is interpreted as succes
sive coeffiCient powers of the integer or
base 10.
polltlon Independent code - A type of
machine-coded program that uses only
relative addressing that thereby permits
the program to reside in any portion of
the system memory.
pOlitlon, low-order - The extreme right
digit or character position in a number
or word.
pOlition, overflow - An extra position in
the register in which the overflow digit
is developed.
polition, pulle - See pulse.
pOlltive AND late - Same as gate, AND.
politive OR late - Same as gate, OR.
POlt - To enter a unit or information on
a record.
POlt edit - To edit the results of a previ
ous computation.
pOltoedit progrClml - A test of the appli
cation or operational program that is
edited, formatted, and sorted into a test
result tape.
polt-indexed - Generally,
applicable
only to the preindexed indirect mode.
In this mode, the preindexed indirect
address is determined, the operand ad
dress is fetched from the indirect ad
dress, then the contents of the specified
index register is added to that operand
address to determine the effective ope
rand address.
POltfiX operatorl - A notation system
where the operator appears after the
operand, for example, AB + = A + B
as it is used in Pohsh notation.
POlt mortem - A check routine that prints
out information, either automatically or
when called for, concerning the con-

tents of all or a specified part of storage
after a problem has "died" on the com
puter. Its purpose is to assist in the loca
tion of a program error or a machine
malfunction.
POlt mortem dump - A static dum!?, used
for debugging purposes, that IS per
formed at the end of a machine run.
pOlt-mortem routine - I. A routine that
either automaticallv or on demand
prints data concerning registers and
storage locations when the routine is
stopped in order to assist in locating a
mistake in coding. 2. Pertaining to the
analvsis of an operation after its com
pleti·on. 3. Specific routine used in diag
nostics and debugging operations after
an error has been committed and must
be located. 4. A service routine useful in
analvzing the cause of a failure, such as
a routine that dumps out the content of
a store after a failure.
pOltmultiply - To multiply a matrix "A"
by some conforming matrix "B," that is,
by a matrix "B" that has as many rows
as the given matrix "A" has columns (A
XB).
pOltnormalize - To normalize the result

of an arithmetic operation.

pOltprocessor - A set of computer in

structions which transform tool center
line data into machine motion com
mands using the proper tape code and
format required by a spt;Clfic machine
control svstem. Instructlons such as
feed rate calculations, spindle speed cal
culations, and auxiliary function com
mands may be included.
POlt-write dllturb pulle - See pulse, post
write disturb.
powder, anti-setoff -'pinely powdered
limestone or starch applied to paper im
mediately after printllllg that allows for a
more optically acceptable document in
optical character recognition. The pow
der reduces the unintentional transfer
of ink between stacked printed sheets.
power dump - The accidental or inten
tional removal of all power.
power faillauto reltCirt - Some systems
monitor ac primary voltage and send a
signal to the CPU when voltage drops
below a pre-set leveL This initiates a
noninhibltable interrupt through the
power fail vector, to execute the user's
power-down routine. It also starts a
timer that allows 250 microseconds for
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precomplier program

an orderly shutdown; then the CPU au
tomatically goes to the WAIT condition.
power-fail circuit - A logic circuit that
protects an operating program if pri
mary power fails. Typically, power-fail
circuits inform the computer when
power failure is imminent. This initiates
a routine that saves all volatile data.
After restoration of the power, the cir
cuit is designed to initiate a routine that
restores the data and restarts the com
puter operation.
power-fail Interrupt - See interrupt, pow
er-fail.
power-fail, restart - Often logic can be
incorporated as a standard feature to
prevent power dips ot outages from
damaging the ability of the computer to
accomplish its tasks. On return of
power, the system software can immedi
ately restart the system.
power-line monitor - Some models plug
into the same ac line as the computer
and when a high-speed transient occurs,
an audible alarm signals the occurrence
while simultaneously recording the am
plitude and duration of the pulse. Also,
a built-in digital clock can stop at the
exact time of transient entry to aid in
determining where errors occurred in
the computer data.
power management system - A typical
power management system is sensitive
to external factors such as temperature
change. It monitors and regulates en
ergy consumption. It is also capable of
forecasting and making corresponding
adjustments in power use. Since com
mercial electricity customers are billed
on the basis of both total-power usage
and {leak-power requirements at any
one tIme during the billing period, the
system can be programmed to put a ceil
ing on maximum use.
power, mathematical - Relates to the
number of times a number or quantity is
to be multiplied by itself, i.e., 8 3 is eight
cubed, or eight multiplied by itself as, 8
X 8 X 8 or 512.
power, memory - A hierarchy of memo
ries within a system makes mformation
in main storage available at varying
speeds. Small local store memories op
erate in as little as 200 billionths of a
second. Control memories operate in as
little as 250 billionths of a second. Pow
erful main memories-containing up to
524,000 characters of information394

range from 2.5 millionths of a second
down to one millionth of a second.
power of a number - The exponent.
power .upply, unlnterruptible - On some
systems, optional batteries in chassis
provide an uninterruptible power sup
ply to the program and data RAM
memories to ride through a lO-minute
power outaB'e. Newer flat and bread
board plug-m batteries offer even more
efficient power storage.
PPS - Abbreviation for pulses per sec
ond.
p-pulse - See pulse.
preanalysis- An initial review of the task
to be accomplished by the computer in
order to increase the efficiency of that
task.
precision - The degree of exactness with
which a quantity is stated; a relative
term often based on the number of sig
nificant digits'in a measurement. Con
trast with accuracy, which refers to the
absence of error regardless of precision.
For example, a two-digit number is ac
curate if correctly stated; whereas a five
digit number may be inaccurate, despIte
having greater precision.
precision, double - See double precision.
preci.ion, floating-point - The maximum
number of binary digits used as the
mantissa of a single-precision floating
point fraction.
precision, multiple - See multiple preci
sion.
precision, single - The number of words
or storage positions used to den<?t~ a
number m a computer. Smgle-preCislOn
arithmetic is the use of one word per
number; double precision. two words
per number, and so on. For variable
word-length computers, precision is the
number of digits used to denote a num
ber. The higher the precision, the
greater the number of decimal places
that can be carried.
precision, triple - The retention of three
times as many digits of a quantity as the
computer normally handles; e.g., a com
puter whose basic word consists of ten
decimal digits is called upon to handle
thirty decimal digit quantities.
precompiler program - A unique program
which is designed to detect errors and
provide source program correction be
fore the computatIOn of the object,
deck, or program.

predefined procell

prelumptive inltrudion

predefined proce" - See process, pre
defined,
predicate- To affirm or deny, in mathe
matical logic, one or more subjects,
pre-edit - T6 edit input data prior to
computation,
pre-edit checking programl- See pre-edit
programs.
pre-edit programl - A checking of the ap
plication or operational program before
the test run. A pre-edit run can remove
such things as disobedience to estab
lished supervisory, con~, program seg
mentation rules, etc.
prefix notation - A method of forming
one-dimensional exprc~ssions without
need for brackets by p:receding, with a
string or vector of operators, an ope
rand string or vector that may itself con
tain operators upon operands.
preliminary proposal revlltw - An on-site
review to provide guidance to propo
nent agenCies in the preparation of ADP
(automatic data-processing) system
proposals.
preliminary review - See review, prelimi
nary-proposal.
premultiply - To multiply a matrix "B"
by some conformin~ matrix "A"-that
is, by a matrix "A' that has as many
columns as the given matrix "B" has
rows (AX B).
prenormalize - To normalize the ope
rands of an arithmetic operation before
the operation is performed.
preporation aidl, program - Program
preparation aids convert programs from
easy-to-use source languages into com
puter machine language.
preparation, data - The process of con
verting data into a medIUm suitable for
input to and processing by the com
puter.
preporation, file - See file preparation.
preparation, obled-program - Conver
sion of programs from one of several
easy-to-use source languages, or from
certain competitive system languages,
to a specific machine code.
preread dilturb pulle - See pulse, preread
disturb.
preread head - See head, preread.
prerecorded tracks - A preliminary tape,
disk, or drum recorded routine that sim
plifies programming, relieves the pro
grammer of the responsibility of fur
nishing timing, or counting instructions

and permits block and word addressa
bility.
preleledion - I. A technique for storing
data from the next input tape in the
computer memory before the data
being processed by computer is ab
sorbed. The selection of the next input
tape is determined by instruction to the
computer. 2. A programming technique
in buffered computers in which a block
of information IS read into the input
buffer register from the next input tape
to be called upon.
prelence, bit - See bit, presence.
prelet - A preset relates to a variable
whose value is established initiallv for
some routine or operation, while to pre
set is the act of initializing a value of a
variable.
prelet mode - Some systems may be ope
rated in the preset mode of operation.
In this mode of operation the monitor is
not resident in memory. Each absolute
program is loaded into memory with the
present button on the computer con
sole. The processing of individual jobs
is the same as in the batch processing
mode, except that the EOJ (end ofjob)
stop places the computer In a halt state.
To begin processing a new job, the ab
solute compiler, assembler, loader, or
utility program for the job must be pre
set into memory.
prelet parameter - A parameter incorpo
rated into a subroutine during computa
tion. A program parameter frequently
comprises a word stored relative to ei
ther the subroutine or the entry point,
and dealt with by the subroutine during
each reference. It may be altered by the
routine, or it may vary from one point of
entry to another.
prelort - The first part of a sort, in which
records are arranged into strings that
equal or exceed some minimum length.
preltore - I. To store a quantity in an
available or convenient location before
it is required in a routine. 2. To set an
initial value for the address of an ope
rand or a cycle index. 3. To restore.
prelumptive addrell- A number that ap
pears as an address in a computer in
struction, but which serves as the base,
index, initial or starting point for subse
quent addresses to be modified. (Synon
ymous with reference address.)
prelumptive inltructlon - An instruction
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that will most likely be modified before
it is us~d for the final program.
prevention, hang-up - See hang-up pre
vention.
preventive maintenance - I. A mainte
nance plan that is designed to prevent
failures rather than correct malfunc
tions. 2. The maintenance of a com
puter system that attempts to keep
equipment in top operating condition
and to preclude failures durmg produc
tion runs.
preventive
maintenance
contrad. Preventive maintenance contracts pro
vide either resident field engineers or
periodic-visit arrangements that are tail
ored to the user's specific needs. Com
petent and experienced personnel en
sure peak performance of all
equipment.
previewing - An optical character recog
nition (OCR) term defining a process of
trying to gain initial or prior informa
tion about characters which appear on
an incoming source document. Such in
telligence could be the range of ink den
sity, relative position, etc., to be used as
an aid to normalization or attempted
perfecting of the oncoming reading op
erations.
prewired option. - Optional equipments
that are closely related to the processor,
such as the extended arithmetic ele
ment, memory extension control, and
one of the analog-to-digital converted
options, are prewlred in the basic com
puter so that the time, effort, and cost
mvolved in adding these options at the
factory or in the field is il minimum.
PRF - Abbreviation for pulse repetition
frequency.
price., Implicit - Same as marginal values,
shadow prices, dual-variable levels, etc.
-that is, numbers giving the incremen
tal worth of a relaxation of one unit in
the right-hand side of a constraint.
primary equipment - Same as working
equipment.
primary key - Files permitting keyed ac
cess usually required that one of the key
fields be given highes t priority. Retrie
val speed and effiCIency are usually opti
mized for this key. The values m the
fields of the primary key usually must be
unique.
primitive - I. The most basic or funda
mental unit of data, i.e., a single letter,
digit, element, or machine code is prim
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itive when related to the ultrasophis
ticated codes or languages now availa
ble. 2. First or second generation
computer equipment.
principle, unit record -'Refers to a
punched card used to record i~f~rma
tion about one transaction only m Its 80
columns.
print and punch, combined - The simulta
neous printing and punching of data
onto a punched card.
print control charader - See character,
print control.
printer - I. A device that expresses coded
characters as hard copy. 2. An output
device for spelling-out computer results
as numbers, words, or symbols. Printers
range from electri~ typewriters. to h.igh
speed printers whICh prepare mVOICes,
checks, statements or documents at 10
lines per second and faster.
printer, bar - 1. A speci~c printer w~ich
has its type at each prmt pOSItIon m a
box or magazine. The desired character
is selected-by moving the box vertically
until tha.t character i~ opposite .the pr.in
ting pOSItion. 2. A prmtmg devIce whICh
utilizes several side-by-sJde type bars.
Printing data involves activating specific
bars which move vertically until the cha
racters they contain are properly
aligned. Then, the data are prmted
simultaneously.
printer, chain - A typical high-speed prin
ter with type carried on a movmg closed
loop chain or belt which is hit on the fiy
by a component hammer as the type
moves across the paper.
printer, charader-A device capable. of
producing hard copy, the prmtmg bemg
accomplished one character at a time.
printer, charader-at-a-time - Thi~ type of
printer is similar to an ele~tr~c type
writer or teleprmter, or a pnntmg key
punch.
printer, console - An auxiliary output
printer used to relay messages to the
computer operator.
printer controller - A typical high-spe~d
line printer controller contams the cIr
cuitry necessary to interface a ~igh vol
ume printing device to the mICrocom
puter. The controller includes a
character serial PIO interface that per
mits data to be transmitted to the line
printer's data buffer at rates up to 66,
000 characters per second. The control
ler also includes circuitry to support

printer controller, microcomputer

printer terminal components

printers equipped with variable forms
unit options.
printer controller, microcomputer - A unit
that provides character print buffers
and automatic control and timing for
commercially available printers.
printer dot - Same as printer, wire.
printer,eledrostatlc - A device for print
ing an optical image on paper in which
dark and light areas of the original are
represented by electrostatically charged
and uncharged areas on the paper. The
paper is dusted with particles of finely
powdered dry ink and the particles ad
here only to the electrically charged
areas. The paper with ink particles is
then heated, causing the ink to melt and
become permanently fixed to the paper.
printer, high-speed (HSP) - A printer
which operates at a speed more compat
ible with the speed of computation and
data processing so that it may operate
on-line. At the present time a printer
operating at a speed of 1000 lines per
minute and 100 characters per line, is
considered high-speed.
printer, ink-jet - A printing device in
which dot-matrix characters are formed
by drops of ink ejected from electrically
controlled nozzles.
printer interrupts - One common way to
utilize a computer more effectively dur
ing relatively slow output is to use the
interrupt system. The microcomputer
sends a byte to a peripheral, then re
turns to another task. When the byte has
been printed, the device signals the
computer through an interrupt line.
The computer stops what it is doing (is
interrupted), saves the contents of its
registers, and determines the source of
the call. In this case, it sends another
byte to the printer, then returns to its
previous work. With an interrupt sys
tem, the computer is not spending large
amounts of time waiting for the printer.
printer limited - Often, the timing restric
tions on a process due to the slowness
or inadequacy of the printing equip
ment, whereby other operations must
await the completion of the printing
unit.
printer, matrix - Same as printer, wire.
printer, page - A unique printer which
composes a full page of characters be
fore printing thIS full page during a
cycle of operations. Such types are xero

graphic printers, crt (cathode-ray tube)
printers, photographic devices.
printer, serial- A device capable of print
ing characters, one at a time across a
page. Many variations in serial printers
exist, e.g., typewriter; stylus or matrix
serial prInter; and high-speed, multiple
line stylus or matrix serIal printer.
printer, skip - A skip function may be sig
naled on any step. When skip is signaled
on a step that also impulses print, the
skip function is effective after the line
has been printed. If skip is signaled on
any other step, the skIpping action is
initiated immediately.
printer skipping- The rate at which the
unit advances a form through the car
riage without printing.
printer spacing chart - A form for devel
oping a layout and spacing, or general
design of printed output, as well as the
preparation ofthe carriage control tape.
printer speed - The rate at which the unit
operates when it is actually printing
data.
printer, stick - An antiquated printer con
sisting of a stick which prints one char
acter at a time as the stick moves from
left to right.
printer, stylus - See printer, wire.
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Printer terminal.

printer terminal components -

Basically a
printer terminal consists of a keyboard,
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power supply. control unit, data-com
munications interface, optional mem
ory, and printer mechanism. Generally,
a message entered through the key
board communicates with the printer
mechanism and another terminal or
h.ost-~omputer system via an interface
CirCUIt. Conversely, the computer may
also transmit digital signals via the ter
minal interface back to the terminal.
printer-terminal interface - Most termi
nals use a current loop (20 or 62.5 mAl
or EIA RS232 interface to exchange
data between the terminal and com
puter. Some employ a modem for com
munications with a remote computer or
terminal via a phone line. Future units
will probablv incorporate IBM's SDLC
communications discipline or micro
processors to accept various disciplines
or protocols.
printer type bar - A narrow box or maga
zine contains the tYl?e bars and when a
particular character IS selected a vertical
movement of the box proceeds until
the selected character is opposite the
printing position. Each bar contains the
entire alphabet and may be inter
changeable or fixed.

printing control- A specific list of control

printer

type

bar,

interchangeable -

A printer type bar which can be
removed by the operator to change
from one alphabet to another.
printer, wheel - A printer which has the
type face mounted or engraved on the
outside of a rim of a disk or a wheel, i.e .•
a wheel exists for each line of print and
is keyed to a shaft which is rotated at
high speed. Printing is accomplished by
a hammer pressing the paper against
the ribbon.
printer, wire - A high-speed printer that
prints characterlike configurations of
dots through the proper selection of
wire-ends from a matrix of wire-ends.
rather than conventional characters
through the selection of type faces.
(Synonymous with matrix pnnter.)
printer, xerographic - A device for prin
ting an optical image on paper in which
dark and light areas of the original are
represented by electrostatically charged
and uncharged areas on the paper. The
paper is dusted with particles of finely
powdered dry ink and the particles ad
here only to the electrically charged
areas. The paper with ink particles is
then heated. causing the ink to melt and
become permanentfy fixed to the paper.
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group identifications or particulars
through a procedure which omits listing
of detail records.
printing counter - This counter on the
magnetic-tape terminal advances by one
for each tape block transmitted or re
ceived. At the end of transmission. the
total number of tape blocks for the run
is printed automatically. During a run
upon the detection of an error block
when receiving. the number of that tape
block is printed.
printing, data-protection - Operation of
the printers is checked automatically to
ensure that they respond correctly to
control-unit pnnting signals. If this
check fails, an indicator. which can be
tested by a programmed instruction. is
automatically set.
printing, line - The printing of an entire
line of characters at once.
printing matrix - Same (lJ printer. wire.
print interlock time - The required time
for the printer to accept data from the
print. storage area and to complete the
prmtmg of Its output.
print local function - Some terminals can
pass data to the auxiliary interface at a
speed that is independent from the
main communication interface. by use
of the Print Local function. Data can be
received by the terminal from the host
at one speed and then transferred from
the display buffer at a completely differ
ent speed to the peripheral attached to
the serial, EIA interface. This enables
the use of slower and less costly peri
pherals.
print manager, data base - The Print
Definition Language (PDL) defines the
printer characteristics (lines and col
umns) and standard header. page. and
overflow print conditions. Information
may be queued for spooling. printed. or
converted to an ASCII or other format
for transmission. Special headings may
be inserted. and printers may be
dynamically assigned. The programmer
is only concerned about the logical in
fonnation to be printed.
print member - The particular part or
component of a printer which is the ele
ment developing the form of the printed
character. such as the print bar. type
bar. or wheel.
prlnt-on-alarm RAM - A data-system con
dition in which continuous scanning of

printout

priority interrupts, multilevel

data channels takes place. but output of
data is initiated only when an alarm con
dition is interpreted by the CPU. RAMs
are programmed to designate and sig
nal such conditions.
printout - Sometimes an instruction to
cause the printing of data in storage or
from other external storage media into
hard copy.
printout, dynamic - A sequential opera
tion of printing as part of a computer
run and during the run instead of at the
end of the run.
printout, memory - A listing of the con
tents of a storage device. or selected
parts of it. (Synonymous with memory
dump and core dump.)
printout, Itatic - The printing of data
after the run instead of as part of the
run. which is called a dynamIC printout.
print pOlitionl- The maximum number
of characters which can be printed on a
single line.
print timing dial- The control knob on
the printer which is an adjustment of the
printing quality.
print tranlparent - A mode in which a ter
minal will pass all received data to an
auxiliary port and neither display nor
act upon It.
print wheel- A single element providing
the character set at one printing posi
tion of a wheel printer.
print-wheel assembly - An assembly of
print wheels keyed and fastened to a
shaft which is rotated at a high speed
with a print wheel at each print position.
A hammer forces the ribbon against the
paper at the instant the desired charac
ter to be printed at a position is aligned
with the line of the print.
prioritize - To arrange a group of similar
things in some order based on their rel
ative importance to one another. The
ordering can be in terms of either loca
tion or time.
priority - I. The sequence in which vari
ous entries and tasks will be processed
by the analysis ofaction codes and other
priority-real-time systems. as controlled
by program level indicators. 2. The po
sitioning of various routines as input
/output ahead or taking precedence
over the normal control sequence of the
basic routine. (Clarified by priority cir
cuits.)
priority circuits - See circuits, priority.

priority, dilpatching - SI'I' dispatching
priority.
priority error dump - SPf dump. priority
error.
priority execution, I/O operations 
Hardware and software associated with
i/o operations have unique priorities.
Hardware priority is determined by the
position of the device-controller card
on the i/o bus. Therefore. the control
ler card closest to the computer has the
highest priori tv and is serviced first.
Software. or device handler. priority is
assigned at system generation time. The
handlers run on task levels and usually
have higher priorities than normal
tasks. "More important" handlers are
normally assigned the higher priorities
so they may have control whenever nec
essary. Whenever tasks waiting for a
handler are unsuspended. the bighest
priority task awaiting the handler is
given control. The task scheduler on
some systems maintains this priority
scheme and ensures its integrity at all
times.
priority indicators - I. Groups of charac
ters used in the header of a message to
define the order of transmitting mes
sages over a communication channel. 2.
Information that is used to order a
queue.
priority-interrupt controller - Usually. a
bipolar LSI circuit that adds high-speed
"priority interrupt" capability to low
price microcomputer systems often en
compassing up to eight peripherals. It
e1immates the necessltt for the MPU to
poll all its periphera s to deter.mine
their service reqUIrements and pnonty
ratings. The circuit is of particular im
portance in systems utilizing many peri
pherals with interrupt reqUIrements.
priority interrupt controller chip - A spe
cial chip that manages several external
interrul?ts and prOVides automatic vec
toring. I.e., responds to the interrupt ac
knowledge from the microprocessor by
supplving one of n branching addresses
corresponding to the start address of
the interrupt handler. on some systems.
priority interrupt input/output - Sl'e input
/output priority and interrupt.
priority interrupts, multilevel- Interrupt
provisions have been made to facilitate
the priority requirements of various
subroutines. The interrupt requests of
these subroutines are handled by the
central processor in the sequence of the
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highest priority. If a prioritv subroutine
requests an interrupt. it will have prior
ity over all subroutines oflower pnority.
even though they have previously re
quested an interrupt.
priority interrupts, optional- Manv levels
of optional priority interrupts are avail
able on the computer. Any priority in
terrupt takes precedence over a lower
priorny program. Each level of priority
mterrupt may be separately allowed or
disallowed by the program and each
leads to a umque interrupt routine. As
an option. the several computers may be
provided with a programmed input
/output channel that sends information
to or from the accumulator by pro
grammed instructions. The instrucuons
specify which device is to communicate;
thus. the time sharing of the pro
grammed input/output lines is con
trolled directly by the program.
priority interrupt system - A priority in
terrupt system allows high-speed inter
rupt processing without the customary
wasted time for saving registers and sta
tus. This is facilitated by providing a
separate register set for each interrupt
level. so an interrupt routine can use a
full register set Without affecting the
registers of the interrupted routine.
Each interrupt level can be individually
enabled or disabled. The priority inter
rupt system provides for internal
processor interrupts. i/o peripheral de
vice interrupts. and groups of mdividual
external interrupts. each with its own
unique interrupt memory address and
priority assignment.
priority interrupt table - When a com
puter does not have a fully automatic
mterrupt handling capability. a table is
set up that lists the pnority sequence of
handling and testing interrupts.
priority limit - The upper bound to the
priority list for dispatching or designing
a priority rating to various tasks or sub
tasks. i.e .• active. inactive. top priority.
lowest priority. or batch processing.
priority, mades of - See modes ofpriority.
priority (multiplexing) - Some specific
standard communications subsystems
have been designed to handle a multi
plicity of different speed communica
tions facilities in the most efficient man
ner possible. The communication
multiplexer contains priority logic
which permits high-speed facilities to be
serviced more frequently than low400

speed facilities on a completely random
basis.
priority, multiprogramming - This prior
ity is oriented toward the concurrent
operation of several types of applica
tions. Assisnment of priority levels is at
the discreuon of the user. For example.
one priority level can be reserved for a
program that must provide rapid re
sponses to real-time devices. such as
communications control. Another can
be reserved for the peripheral control
package to accomphsh several media
conversions-card to tape. tape to prin
ter. etc. The third priority level could
then be used to run either a production
or monitor job.
priority ordered interrupts - Some time
sharing computers can have over 200
priority ordered interrupts for external
lines. This extensive interrupt capability
allows a terminal to be attached to more
than one interrupt line. If the attached
interrupts cover a range of priorities. by
selectively arming and disarming the ex
ternal interrupt hnes. the executive pro
gram can change the relative priority of
a terminal's attention requests. allowing
different classes of service or response
to be given to the terminal.
priority processing - See processing. pri
ority.
priority routine - In an interrupt. the
leaving of one program by the proces
sor to work on the program connected
with the interrupt or the priority rou
tine.
priority rules - Priority and inhibition
rules are usually implemented in the
time-sharing hardware to resolve possi
ble conflicts when two interrupts occur
simultaneously or when a second inter
rupt occurs before a previous one is
completely processed.
priority selection - The use of informa
tion contained in the job request sched
ule to select the next Job to be initiated.
Selection is based on the priority and
precedence assigned to the job. the se
quence relationship of this job to other
jobs with the same priority and prece
dence. and the availability of facilities
required by the job.
priority structure - The organization of a
system for processing. The priority
structure of the system depends not
upon the number of instructions but
upon the complexity of the programs.
The structure can range from systems

prlorlty-Itructured ilo interrupt IYltem

procedural and exception teltl

with no priority to multicomplex organ
izations with multilayers of interrupts
and multilevels of Priority.
prioritY-ltructured ilo interrupt IYltem
- Devices electrically closest to the mi
crocomputer module receive highest
priority. for either DMA or pro
grammed i/o transfers. (DMA devices
have a higher priority than programmed
i/o devices.) This structure allows nest
ing of interrupts to as many levels as
there are devices connected to the bus.
Upon receipt of an interrupt grant, the
device directs the processor to an inter
rupt vector location which contains the
starting address of the device interrupt
service routine and the new processor
status word.
privileged Inltrudlon operotion - Often
various measures for protection against
one problem subprogram misusing an
other problem subprogram i/o devices
are provided by restricting all i/o com
mands to the supervisor state. A sub
program requests i/o action by issuing
a supervisor call instruction. The super
visory subprogram can then analyze this
request and take the appropriate action.
privileged
inltrudlonl - Protection
against one problem subprogram
misusing the i/o devices of another
problem subprogram is provided by re
stricting all i/o commands to the super
visor state. A subprogram requests i/o
action by issuing a supervisor call in
struction. The supervisory subprogram
can then analyze this request and take
the appropriate action.
problem - A set of circumstances, situa
tions, or states which develop when
some unknown information is to be dis
covered, i.e., a solution is sought from
some known infonnation and a proce
dure is understood to acquire the un
known.
problem, check - A problem chosen to
determine whether the computer or a
program is operating correctly.
problem definition - The art of compiling
logic in the form of general flowcharts
and logic diagrams that clearly explain
and present the problem to the pro
grammer in such a way that all require
ments involved in the run are pre
sented.
problem delerlptlon - A statement of a
problem and possibly a description of
the method of its solution, or the solu
tion itself. The transformations of data

and the relationship of procedures,
data, constraints, environments, etc.,
may also be included.
problem, fault-location - See fault-loca
tion problem.
problem file - All the material needed or
for use to document a program to be
run on a computer.
problem folder - Same as problem file.
problem input tape - An input tape, ei
ther punched paper tape or magnetic
tape, that contams problem data for
checking out a given computer system.
problem language - Same as language,
problem-oriented.
problem-oriented language - I. A source
language oriented to the description of
a particular class of problems. 2. A spe'
cific language designed for solutions to
problems of a particular class of prob
lems. COBOL AND FORTRAN pro
grams are designed for various classes
of problems whether scientific or com
mercial types, and although they re
quire elaborate and extensive transla
tion and compilation, they are relatively
simply developed and quite easily un
derstood even by the novice computer
personnel.
problem, telt - A problem chosen to de
termine whether the computer or a pro
gram is operating correctly.
problem time - Often called phrsical sys
tem time, it is the time interva between
corresponding events in the physical
system being simulated.
problem, trouble-location - A test prob
lem whose incorrect solution sURplies
information on the location of faulty
equipment. It is used after a check prob
lem has shown that a fault exists.
problem, troublelhaoter - The unique
program for or designed as a series of
test computations whose incorrect an
swers will isolate a fault. This type of
procedure is used most often after a
check problem shows that a fault exists.
procedurol
and
exception
teltl 
Procedural and exception tests are de
signed to check machine control and
operation before processing. They con
SISt of test data (generally punched into
cards) covering all or most conditions
which can arise during the run, as well
as a control panel and/or program
which will process the test data and
check out machine components. The
control panel is inserted. or the pro
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gram loaded, or both; the test data is
then read into the machine and proc
essed. The results are compared against
predetermined ones. If they are satisfac
tory, actual processing can begin. In
some installations these tests are made
only.at the beginning of each working
d.ay; m others they are made before spe
Cific runs.
procedural testing - Tests of alternative
human responses in system operations.
This is distinguished from hardware or
software tests.
procedure - A
precise
step-by-step
method for effecting a solution to a
problem.
procedure analysis - The analysis of a
business activity to determine precisely
what must be accomplished and how.
procedure, bypass - See bypass proce
dure.
procedure division - A routine in COBOL
that describes the procedures to be used
in processing the data described in the
data division; it contains all the neces
sary steps to solve a given problem.
Procedures are written as sentences
which are combined to form named
paragrap~s. Likewise, paragraphs may
be combmed to form sections. Para
graph and section names are assigned
by the programmer so that control may
be transferred from one section or para
graph to another.
procedure, fallback - See fallback proce
dure.
procedure, loading - System, object, and
library routines are loaded in a similar
manner. A program may have a fixed
origin or may be relocatable. Fixed ori
gin programs are loaded into the spe
cified memory address. Programs are
relocated by a base address initially set
by the executive routine. After the main
program has been loaded, any library
subroutines or equipment drivers called
will then be loaded. With all the neces
sary routines in memory, the loader re
turns to the job processor. (Some sys
tems.)
procedure name - The brief reference in
a program to another program or por
tion of another program.
p~edur_riented - A
programming
language that is similar to the language
used in the job, and is relatively inde
pendent of the data-processing system.
procedur_riented language - A source
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language oriented to the description of
procedural steps in machine computing.
procedures, in-Iine - A COBOL term for
procedural instructions which are part
of the main sequential and controlling
instructions of the program.
proceed-fa-select signal- See signal, pro
ceed-to-select.
process - A generic term that may m
c1ude compute, assemble, compile, m
terpret, generate, etc.
process, batch - See batch process.
process chart - Same as flowchart.
process control- I. Pertaining to systems
whose purpose is to provide automation
of continuous operations. This is con
trasted with numerical control that pro
vides automation of discrete operalions
(e.g., machines). 2. Automatic control of
continuous-manufacturing
industrial
processes by using, for example, hybrid
computers.
process control, industrial- See industrial
process control.
process controller, microcomputer-based

- A typical unit provides logic storage
and control for a variety of instruments,
inputs, etc., in desired profiles, e.g.,
stored and retrieved using digital and
microcomputer techniques. Capacity
for one typical unit is up to 40-line seg
ments with process resolution to one
part in 1000. Programming entry into
the micro memory is via keyboard on
the front panel; 16 push bUllons allow
the operator to select 28 functions.
process-control system - A system whose
primary purpose is to provide automa
tion of contmuous operations.
process

control

system organization-

One industrial microcomputer system
consists of a central processor unit
(CPU) module which provides system
control and performs the various arith
metic and logical functions; one or more
programmable read-only memories
(PROMs) which store the system in
structions or program; one or more ran
dom access memories (RAM) which are
used for data storage; possibly an inter
rupt control module which is used to
handle imerrupt signals from devices
being controlled; one or more input
/output modules which accept inputs
from the system being controlled and
transmit control signals to that system;
a power supply and regulators; a com
munications bus flat cable which pro

processing, automatic data

proce..ing, Image

vides the signal path to tie the various
modules together; and the necessary
mounting hardware.
procelling, automatic data - Data proc
essing performed by a system of elec
tronic or electrical machines so inter
connected and interacting as to reduce
to a minimum the need for human as
sistance or intervention. (Related to au
tomatic data-processing system.)
processing, background - Work which
has a low priority and is handled bv the
computer when higher priority or 'real
time entries are not occurring. Batch
processing such as inventory control.
payroll, housekeeping, etc., are often
treated as background processing but
can be interrupted on orders from ter
minals or inquiries from other units.
processing, batch - A technique by which
items to be processed must be coded
and collected into groups prior to proc
essing.
processing, batch data - See batch proc
essing.
processing, bUliness-data - Data process
ing for business purposes, e.g., record
ing and summarizing the financial tran
sactions of a business.
processing capacity - Often the maxi
mum limitation of places of a number
which can be processed at anyone time.
An example is a 12-place number.
proceSling, centralized data - Data proc
essing performed at a single, central 10
cation on data obtained from several ge
ographical locations or managerial
levels. Decentralized data processing in
volves processing at various managerial
levels or geographical points through
out the orgamzation.
proce..ing, concurrent - See concurrent
processing.
proce..ing, contlnuoul- The technique
of constantly processing input items.
This is sometimes referred to as on-line
or real-time processing and is con
trasted to batch process mg.
proceSling control lequence - The con
trol program initializes job operations,
assigns mput/output units, and per
forms the functions needed for auto
matic transition from one job to an
other. whether concurrent operations
are under way or not. When the com
puting s),stem is restarted after being
turned off for some period of time. the
control program is initially loaded, esta

blishes initial control over all i/o units,
and starts processing-program opera
tion accordmg to the schedule estab
lished by the user.
processing, converlational- The user is
said to be communicating with the sys
tem in a conversational manner when
each statement he enters through the
terminal is processed (translated.
verified. and, if desired, executed) im
mediately. The system then sends a
reply to the terminal. The information
contained in the reply varies. For exam
ple, it might be a message indicating
that the previous statement contained
an error. Operations in the conversa
tional manner must be in either of two
possible modes-the program mode, or
the command mode (some computers).
processing, data - See data processing.
proce..ing, deferred - Processing which
can be delayed or is considered low pri
ority, and is completed when computer
time is at nonpeak periods.
proce..ing, demand - The processing of
data as quickly as it becomes available or
ready. This is real-time and thus avoids
the need for storage of any appreciable
amount of unprocessed data.
proce..ing,

demand (time Iharing>See time sharing, demand processing.
processing, dired-addrell - Reading or
writing of data from a sector whose ad
dress IS given.
proce..ing, eledronic data - Data proc
essing performed largely by electronic
equipment. (Related to automatic data
processing.)
proce..ing, fault (time Iharing> -. See time
sharing, fault processing.
procelling, file - See file processing.
processing,
foreground - High-priority
processing, usually resulting from real
time entries, given precedence by
means of interrupts, over lower priority
"background" processing.
proce..ing, image - Processing by those
computer systems that simulate the
human brain. which "sees" images like
a scanner. They can manipulate Images
in various ways that are contributory to
the extraction of specifically desired in
formation. The two primary end pro
ducts of these systems are (1) an en
hanced reconstruction of the original
image, and (2) a numeric or graphic re
port that relates specific information
contained in the image.
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proce"lng, industrial data
proce"ing, industrial data -

Data proc
essing designed for industrial purposes.
often numerical control.
proce"ing, information - A less restric
tive term than data processing. encom
passing the totality of scientific and
business operations performed by a
computer.
proce~ling, in-line - SaIIII' as on-line proc
essmg.
proce"ing, integrated data (lOP) 
I. A system that treats as a whole. all
data-processing requirements to ac
complish a sequence of data-processing
steps. or a number of related data-proc
essmg sequences. and that strives to re
duce or ehminate duplicating data entry
or processing steps. 2. The processing
of data by such a system in which all
operations are in some way connected
or associated with a computer.
proce"ing, interactive - Processing that
involves the constant interplay of crea
tive and routine activities with the rou
tine jobs being relegated to the com
puter so that man is left free to exercise
his imagination and judgment.
proce"ing (LISP) - SrI' LISP.
proce"ing lilt - Sl'l' list processing.
procelsing machine, data - A general
name for a machine that can store and
process numeric and alphabetic infor
mation. (Related to analog digital com
puter and automatic data-processing
equipment.)
procHling multithread - A sequence of
events in programs required for the
computer processing of a message
known as a thread. In single-thread
processing all work is completed before
work is begun on a new message. In
multithread
processing.
message
threads are handled in parallel.
proce"lng, off-line - SrI' off-line process
ing.
processing, on-line - See on-line process
mg.
proce"lng, overlap - Processor opera
tions performed at the same time by
using different parts of the circuitrv. for
example. read-process-write. or any two
of these.
proce"lng, parollel - The operation of a
computer so that programs for more
than one run are stored simultaneouslv
in its storage. and executed concur
rently.
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process interrupt card
procesling, priority - A type of time shar

ing or facility sharing in which the pro
grams to be run are selected by priority
rules or criteria.
processing programs - Processing pro
grams actually accomplish work such as
updating inventory records. preparing
reports and compiling new programs.
They include both support programs
and application programs. The applica
tion programs will be written making
use of FORTRAN. COBOL. and other
macrostatements of the assembly pro
gram wherever possible.
procelling, random - Transfer of an item
between core memorv and a drum or
disk location. The addfess of the item is
determined bv mathematical transfor
mation of its key.
proce"ing, random-acce'l (centrol file)
- Set' random-access processing (cen
tral file).
processing ratio - The end result in the
calculation of the time the equipment is
being properly used. including lost time
because of human error and the total
available time.
procelling, real-time - See real-time proc
essmg.
processing, real-time (bank) - Set' real
time processing (bank).
processing, remote - SrI' remote message
processing.
proce..lng, Icientiflc - The processing of
data involved with solving mathematical
functions or equations.
proce..ing, lingle thread - The complete
processing of all programs and events
of one message before starting in an
other message. Set' processing. multi
thread.
procelling IYltem, lob - See job-process
ing system.
processing unit - A part of a computing
system which is the primarY arithmetic
and logical performing modules.
proce", input/output (lOP) - A unit that
handles normal data input/output con
trol and sequencing.
procell interrupt card - The process in
terrupt card provides a means by which
the user. or processes that he specifies.
can generate interrupts and request ser
vice on a priority basis. The typical card
has eight channels. which may be op
tionally isolated. Each input can be pro
grammed to trigger an mterrupt on a

process, iterative

processor-error interrupt

low-to-high transition, a high-to-low
transition, a change in input state; or it
can be ignored. When mechanical con
tacts are used, the input can be pro
grammed to be ignored (disabled) after
Interrupt for approximately IOms, to in
hibit switch-bounce from causing fur
ther interrupts. The card will stack and
hold up to eJght interrupts for as long as
power is applied and the interrupts are
serviced on a user-determined priority
basis. The user Erocess requesting an
interrupt is identified via a software rou
tine. (Some systems.)
process, iterative - A process for calculat
ing a desired result by means of a re
peating cvcle of operations that comes
closer and closer to the desired result;
e.g., the arithmetical square root of N
may be approximated by an iterative
process using only additions, subtrac
tions, and divisions.
process, limited - The speed of the cen
tral processing unit controls the proc
essing time and not the input/output
speeds or capability.
process, limited (sorting) - A sort Fro
gram in which the execution time 0 the
mternal instructions determines the
elapsed time required to sort.
process optimization - An extensive proc
ess-controller program, based on the
model of the process, directs the DAC
(data aquisition and control) svstem.
Process data is continuously collected
and analyzed for computation of opti
mum operating instructions. These in
structions are given to the I?rocess oper
ator via an on-line typewriter.
processor - I. A device capable of receiv
ing data, manipulating it, supplying re
sults usually of an internally stored pro
gram. 2. A program used in compiling a
source program that will produce, when
completed, an execution of the objec
tive function of the program or process.
3. A generic term that includes assem
bly, compiling, and generation. 4. A
shorter term for automatic data proces
sor or arithmetic unit.
processor, attached suppart ASP - The
utilization of multiple computers, usu
alii two, connected via channel-to-chan
ne adapters, to increase the efficiency
in processing many short duration jobs.
processor basic instructions- Processor
modules execute basic instructions
which can be functionally grouped into
five categories: register operations, ac

cumulator operations, program counter
and stack control operations. input/out
put operations, machine operations.
processor, bit-slice - A processor based
on the approach that allows microcom
puter organizations of variable word
sizes, with processor units separated
into 2-, 4- or 8-bit slices on a single chip.
These devices can be parallelled to yield
an 8-, 12-, 16-,24-, or 32-bit microcom
puter when assembled with the other
necessary "overhead" components of
the system. The 16-bit microprocessors
constructed from these components can
be assembled into microcomputers that
perform in the minicomputer class.
processor, bit-slice word - Normally, a
programmed bit-slice processor may re
quire anywhere from 100 to 1024 words
of microprogram memory to control all
the operations. Each word, in turn, can
consist of many bits since it can be used
to control more than just the processor
slice. It can also control peripherals,
memories, and other processor sub
functions. Depending on the applica
tion, a microprogram-control word can
be from about 10 to 60 bits long. The
advantages of microprografI.1ming your
own processor versus bUYIng a pro
grammed chip include the ability to
write your own macroinstructions and
thus customize for your application.
processor, centrol- See processor unit,
central (CPU).
procellor-controller applications - Pro
cessor-controller (P-C) can be used for
editing, supervisory control, direct con
trol, or data analysis. A control and data
path provides for the attachment of the
system where more powerful supervi
SJon is required. For example, the as
pects of an application with the control
ling operations exercised by an analog
computer. This multiprocessor slstem
capability enables the handling 0 real
time applications of any size or com
plexity.
processor, cycle time - See cycle time,
processor.
processor, data - See data processor.
processor-dependent Interrupt - See inter
rupt, processor-dependent.
processor-error
Interrupt - Processor
error interrupt occurs ifa word accessed
in any part of the system is found to
contaIn incorrect check bits, or if an
error occurs in the addressing of a
memory location.
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procellor front-end

processor interrupt chips

procellor front-end - A small computer

the accumulator and a selected input
output controller and device. as di
rected by the execution of a series of
input-output transfer (lOT) instruc
tions.
procellor interface - The transfer of data
between the processor and the standard
communication subsystem takes place
through input data leads, connected to
the processor input channel. and output
data leads. connected to the processor
output channel. In addition to the data
leads, there are several control leads
that are used to control the flow of data.
procellor
interface
routines - The
processor interface routines, provide a
simple, standard interface for all
processors within the system. Complete
facilities are provided for the input of
source-language statements and the
output of the resulting relocatable bi
nary code.
procellor interrupt - As the computer is
sequencing through a set of instruc
tions, there are definite times when it is
desirable to interrupt the program for
such things as handlIng a machine error,
an i/o device. a supervIsor call. or a pro
gram exception such as an arithmetic
overflow. Electronic circuitry instead of
complex programming recognizes and
handles these interrupts. This results in
the most efficient utilization of the
processor. Interrupts are automatic
procedures that alert the system to con
ditions arising that may affect the se
quence of instructions being executed.
To make possible the operation of a sys
tem in a nonstop environment, and to
increase the effiCIency ofi/o equipment.
the system must have the abIlity to
switch to the appropriate routine when
a supervisory call or exceptional condi
tion arises, and then resume the proc
essing that has been interrupted. Rec
ords of the complete status of the
system are automatically stored as soon
as an interrupt occurs, together with an
identification of the cause of the inter
rupt.
procellor inteRupt chips - Processor
chips can be equipped with an inter
rupt line which allows the enabling .or
disabling of interrupts. Input to the In
terrupt recognition logic can be gener
ated by an external event detection
module which implements the detec
tion of. and response to, application
defined events or power failure condi
tions. Enabling and disabling inter

that serves as a line controller for a large
processor. The small computer not only
can serve as a line scanner and control
ler, but can handle a number of "super
visory" tasks that would normally be
done by the large processor, such as
error detection, character echoing (on a
full duplex line), user validity checking,
etc. Two basic design approaches to the
communication front end of a small
processor are single bit buffers and line
scanning.
procellor, graphici - Those computer
hardware and software systems that fol
low and interpret operator commands,
provide stored symbol information and
Integrate all instructions and commands
to develop displays of charts, graphics,
line draWIngs, and so on.
procellOr, image - The image processor
provides the input and output of data in
graphic form. Some units contain two
photographic-film transport units which
are similar in operation but which differ
in the function that they perform. For
convenience, they are designated as
transport A and transport B. Transport
A exposes film from the high-resolution
recording cathode-ray tube, exposes
processes, and scans processed film for
computer input at the read station using
a high-resolution scanning crt and It
projects the processed film from the
read station to a 20 x 22-inch read
projection screen located at the front of
the unit. Transport B exposes film from
the record crt. processes. and projects
exposed film. The large screen projec
tor permits the operator to study the
output image off line from the com
puter. The image is larger and of higher
quality than can be obtained on the
graphic console and the image can be
studied and compared with drawings or
other graphic console images.
procellor input-output (PIO) channelThe processor input-output channel is
used to commumcate with low-speed,
character-oriented devices which are
asynchronous in nature. Each item of
data is transferred to or from an ad
dressed device. via the accumulator. by
executing an input-output instruction
for each transfer. Input-output instruc
tions, in addition to transferring data,
are also used to test the status of a de
vice and to initiate input or output oper
ations. The processor input-output
channel enables data transfer between
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processor, interrupt dependent

rupts can be performed under program
control. Serial communication between
the processor and external equipment is
often furnished by an integral universal
asynchronous
receiver/transmitter.
Through this interface, programs can
be loaded from an external peripheral
device such as a paper-tape loader and
MPS systems communicating directly
with external data bases.
proce..or, interrupt dependent -

An ex
ample of a processor-dependent inter
rupt condition is the presence bit condi
tion caused by a program being
executed on a processor that is execut
ing an operand call. This addresses a
descriptor with a presence bit of zero
(some computers).

proce..or Interrupt facility -

The inter
rupt facility provides a processor inter
rupt when an input-output device is
ready to send or receive data, or a power
failure is detected. If the interrupt facil
ity is enabled when an interrupt occurs,
the processor disables the interrupt fa
cility, stores the contents of the pro
gram counter in location 0, and exe
cutes location L

proce..or, interrupt independent -

An ex
ample of a processor-independent in
terrupt condition is an i/o finished con
dition caused by the i/o hardware when
an i/o operation has been completed
(some computers).

proce..or, microprogrammed -

A micro
programmed processor is really a com
puter within a computer. The micro
processor can often emulate the
mstruction set of earlier computers,
control the front panel in the halt mode,
operate the automatic bootstrap, and
implement the enhanced instruction
set. Compatibility at the base instruc
tion set level is far more important than
at the microprogram level. Micropro
grams are typically small compared to
applications programs, and experience
has shown that It is relatively easy to
convert these small programs from one
type microcode to another microcode.

proce..or module -

A typical processor
module (PM) contains a single chip
MOS/LSI microprocessor along with
the integrated logic and control cir
cuitry necessary to operate as a parallel
8-bit central processing unit. The mi
croprocessor support logic consists of a
dock; an input multiplexer; data, mem

processor, peripheral

ory, and address bus gating; i/o control
logic; interrupt recognition logic; and a
universal asynchronous receiver/trans
mitter. Single-chip microprocessors
often contain various general-purpose
registers, condition flip-flops, instruc
tion control and decoding logic, and a
memory stack.
processor module, development system

- The processor module in some sys
tems is a single card containing all ele
ments necessary to function as a stand
alone computer. A serial asynchronous
i/o port is provided for operation of a
teletypewriter or crt terminal. The card
might also contain 3K or up to 8K bytes
of ROM and I K or more of RAM in
which resides the operating system, pe
ripheral drivers, bootstrap loader, and
debug software. The penpheral driver
routines can usually be accessed by the
users.
proce..or organi%ation - The computer
can be divided into three main sections:
arithmetic and control, input/output,
and memory. The arithmetic and con
trol section carnes out the directives of
the program. The calculations, routing
of information, and control of the other
sections occur in this part of the central
processor. All information going into
and coming out of the central processor
is handled by the input/ output section.
It also controls the operation of all pe
ripheral equipment. The memory sec
tion is the heart of the central processor;
it provides temporary storage for data
and instructions. Because of its impor
tance, the total cycle time of the mem
ory is the main determining factor in the
overall speed of the processor.
processor organi%ation, central- See cen
tral processor organization.
procellor, output telt - In a complex sys
tem an automated processing of the
output so that errors may be more easily
tracked down.
processor, peripheral- For some envI
ronments, input and output are best
processed by two interconnected com
puters wherein one computer handles
the inrut/output for the other. The
contro programs of the operating sys
tem provide the capability to handle this
mode of operation for a configuration
of equipment in which a very high
speed, high-storage-capacity central
processing unit performs calculations
upon data supplied by a smaller com
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produd, intermediate

processor, program

puter that schedules, buffers, and con
trols the flow ofinput data, intermediate
results, and output data to and from the
larger unit. Usually in this configuration
the larger unit is termed the host and
the smaller one is called peripheral, but
either one may actually be in control of
the other's operations and schedule.
processor,

processor.

progrom -

See

program

processor, satellite -

A smaller processor
used to support a large processor to in
crease its productivity. The smaller
processor is used for card to tape con
version, off-line printing, and communi
cation interface.

processors, auxiliary -

Contained within
the executive system is a set of auxiliary
processors for performing functions
complementing those of the source lan
guage processors such as FORTRAN.
This set of processors includes the col
lector for linking relocatable subpro
grams, the procedure-definition proces
sor for inserting and modifying
procedure definitions in a library, the
COBOL library processor for manipula
tion of COBOL library elements, and
the data-definition processor for intro
ducing data descriptions.

processor status word -

The processor
status word (PSW) typically contains the
current processor status. This informa
tion includes the current processor pri
ority, the condition codes descriJjing
the arithmetic or logical results of the
last instruction, and an indicator for de
tecting the execution of an instruction
to be trapped during program debug
ging, on some systems. The PS word
format permits certain instructions to
allow programmed manipulation of
code bits and loading or storing (mov
ing).

processor status word (PSW), 16-bit-

A 16-bit register that records errors and
exception conditions in the processor
that must be handled by the operating
system. Extensive error checking is evi
denced within the processors by noting
the bit conditions reported in the PSW.
The program check interrupt lists er
rors detected in software. The soft ex
ception trap interrupt lists exceptions
where no error has occurred but where
software intervention is required; for
example, a stack overflow requires that
more storage be allocated to the stack.
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processor unit, central (CPU) -

The prin
cipal unit of the computer that controls
the processing routines, performs the
arithmetic functions, and maintains a
quickly accessible memory. It also often
contains the console.
processor verbs - Verbs which specify to
the processor the procedures by which
a source program is to be translated into
an object program. Such verbs do not
cause action at object time.
process, predefined - A type of identified
process which is defined and delineated
m another location in greater detail
than the subject one.
process, read/write - To read in one
block of data while simultaneously proc
essing the previous block and writing
out the results of the preceding proc
essed block.
process, recursive - In data processing, a
method of computing values of func
tions in which each stage of processing
contains all subsequent stages, i.e., the
first stage is not completed until all
other stages have been completed.
process study - The processor-controller
rapidly collects the process data that is
necessary for the development of a
model of the process. The model is de
veloped by using a combination of em
pirical techniques and observing past
methods of running the process. When
a more complete and more precise de
scription of the process is required, a
model is constructed by using such
mathematical techni<l.ues as correlation
analysis and regressIOn analysis. The
process-control program is then tested
on the mathematical model prior to its
use on the process. Extensive operator
guide information is obtained. Tn addi
tion, the model represents considerable
progress toward complete supervisory
control.
process time - The time for translating a
source program into an object program
through the action of a processor pro
gram and the computer.
produd - The quantity that results from
multiplying two quantities.
produd area - Some computers have an
area in main storage to store results of
multiplication operations specifically.
produd, intermediate - When multiply
ing the multiplicand by just one of the
digits of the multiplier, the result is a
partial product, i.e., a series of first par

produdion control

program, bootleg

tial product, etc. The/artial sums then
are simrly shifted an added to obtain
the fina or total product, which is then
called product.
produdion control- As applied by com
puters, a data acquisition system from
the floor of a product in line or process
for the speed up and simplification of
the flow of production information for
management.
produdion, language theory - In formal
language theory (BNF), the translation
of an input string to an output string.
produdlon routine - That routine which
produces the results of the problem or
program as it was designed, as con
trasted with the routines which are de
signed for support, housekeeping, or to
compile, assemble, translate, etc.
produdlon run - A run that fulfills the
program objective. It occurs after the
projected program has been success
fully checked out.
produdlon time - That time which is used
to accomplish designed, desired, or use
ful work and during which the computer
is running properly, satisfactorily
without faults, malfunctions, or impor
tant errors, i.e., not idle or using devel
opment or incidentals.
produdive time - That time which is
spent in processing work without the
occurrence of faults or errors.
produd, loglcal- Same as gate, AND.
produd of lum. - A boolean expression
which has been transformed into pairs
of oRed variables which are sequentially
ANDed. Such as f (A,B,C) = (A -B) +
(A-C).
produd overflow - Same as overflow.
produd, partial- A particular result de
veloped by multiplying the multiplicand
by one of the dlgtts of the multiplier;
i.e., there are as many partial products
in a multiplication operation as there
are significant digits In a multiplier, as
partial sums are shifted and added to .
obtain the final product.
program - 1. A plan for the automatic so
lution of a' problem. A complete pro
gram includes plans for the transcrip
tion of data, coding for the computer,
and plans for the absorption of the re
sult mto the system. The list of coded
instructions is called a routine. 2. A set
of instructions or steps that tells the
computer exactly how to handle a com
plete problem-payroll, production

scheduling, or other applications. Most
prog:rams include alternate steps or
routmes to take care of variations. Gen
erally, program steps form a complete
cycle. Each incoming bundle of facts
(unit of information) sets off the whole
cycle from start to finish, the succeeding
unit sets it off again, and so forth. 3. To
plan a computation or process from the
asking of a question to the delivery of
the results, including the integration of
an operation into an existing system.
Thus, programming consists of plan
ning and coding, including numerical
analysis, specification of printing for
mats, and any other functions necessary
to the integration of a computer into a
system. 4. To plan the method of attack
for a defined problem. 5. To plan the
whole operation from input to output
and set the control section to handle it.
program-addre.. counter - A register in
which the address of the current instruc
tion is recorded. (Synonymous with in
struction counter.)
program allocation and loading - Reloca
table binary elements produced by com
pilation are linked together for execu
tion or for future use by an allocation
program that is resident in the system at
all Urnes. An extensive selection of sub
routines is directly available from the
system library, enabling the allocator to
incorporate them dynamically as the
compIled elements are being con
structed into a program. The relocata
ble element is the common denomina
tor output of processors, allowing
applications to be programmed in sev
eral different languages, compiled, and
properly linked at execution tIme (some
computers).
program, a••embler - See assembly rou
tine.
program, a ••embly - Same as assembly
routine.
program, automatic recovery - A pro
gram enabling a system to remain func
tioning when a piece of equipment has
failed. The automatic recovery program
often activates duplex circuitry, a
standby computer, or switches to a
mode of degraded operation.
program, background - This program is
oflower priority than the foreground or
main program and is at halt or standby
while the main program runs.
program, bootleg - A conventional rou
tine or stop-gap program used to begin,
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program bootstrap, input

capture, and process data in a specifi
cally prescribed manner. Usually to start
or imtiate the reading of a program by
means of its own aCtIOn.
program bootstrap, input - See bootstrap
input program.
program breakpoint - A location at which
execution of a program can be halted to
permit visual check, printing out, or
other performance analysis.
progrom card - A prepunched card that
serves to instruct tlie machine in the
steps or operations it is to perform.
program, chain additionl - A specific set
of instructions which adds new records
to individual files.
progrom check - I. A system of determin
ing the correct program and machine
functioning either by running a sample
problem wIth similar programming and
a known answer, or by using mathemati
calor logic checks such as comparing A
times B with B times A. 2. A check sys
tem built into the program or comput
ers that do not have automatic checkmg.
This check system is normally con
cerned with programs run on coml?ut
ers that are not internally self-checkmg.
(Synonymous with routme check, and
related to automatic check.)
program checking - See checking pro
gram.
program check Interruption - An interrup
tion caused by unusual conditions en
countered in a program, such as incor
rect operands. Abbreviated PCI.
program checkout - A standard run
through of a program on a computer to
determine if all designs and results of a
program are as anticipated.
.
progrom, coded - A program that has
been expressed in the code or language
of a specific machine or programming
system.
program compatibility - A distinctive fea
ture of most programming aids and the
objective programs that tlley produce is
operational compatibility. This prop
erty enables the operating system to in
tegrate all elements.
program compilation - Programs written
in the languages of ALGOL, COBOL,
FORTRAN IV, or the other assembly
languages are compiled at several thou
sand statements per minute without sac
rificing object code efficiency.
program, compiler - Same as compiler.
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program, croll-assembler
program, computer -

See computer pro

gram.

program, control -

I. A sequence of in
structions that prescribes the series of
steps to be taken by a system, a com
puter, or any other device. 2. Descrip
tive of a system in which a computer is
used to dIrect an operation or process
and automatically to hold or to make
changes in the operation or process on
the basis of a prescribed sequence of
events.
program, control command - A program
that handles all commands addressed to
the system from the user-consoles.
These commands would include re
quests to log in or out, a request to use
the edit program, requests to have a
program placed on the run queue, re
quests to load a program, etc.
program counter - A specific CPU regis
ter that holds the address value of the
memory location where the next CPU
directive is to be obtained.
program counter (al a general regilter)

- The program counter (PC) is unique
from other general-purpose registers in
one important respect on most systems.
Whenever the processor retrieves an in
struction, it automatically advances the
PC (often by 2). By combming this auto
matic advancement of the PC with, for
example, four of the basic addressing
modes, one can produce four special PC
modes-immedIate, absolute, relative,
and relative deferred.

program

counter/pointer

regilter -

A

combination that performs program
bookkeeping; i.e., the program counter
is continually modified to point to the
next sequential instruction of the pro
gram.

program counter, lingle chip Iystem-

On some systems, the program counter
is a 16-bit register that contains the ad
dress of the instruction being executed.
The contents of this register are auto
matically incremented oy one just be
fore each instruction is fetched from
memory to enable sequencial execution
of the stored instruction. Under pro
gram control, the contents of this regis
ter also may be modified or exchanged
with the contents ofa pointer register to
effect subroutine calls and program
branches.
program,
crOIl-allembler - Microcom
puters generally do not have enough
memory or are not equipped with the

program development worklheet

program debugging

SOURCE PROGRAM

CARDS

ASSEMBlYPROGRAM

OBJECT PROGRAM

Q
PROGRAM LISTING
(FOR ENGINEERI
PROGRAMMER)

PAPER
TAPE

RESIDENT ASSEMBLY
OR
CROSS ASSEMBLY

Q

OBJECT PROGRAM
TAPE (FOR
MICROPROCESSOR)

Program rievebJpmertl tools.
late. and debug programs on a system
necessary peripheral devices to support
that has a crt dIsplay. keyboard. dual or
many utility programs. In such a SItua
single floppy disk drives and optional
tion. another computer is used to per
form the assembly or compilation, and
hard copy printer.
the programs used are called cross program development time - That time
assemblers or cross-compilers. For ex
used by computers to test or debug pro
ample. a microcomputer program might
grams. or to perform trials of new
be cross-assembled on a time-sharmg
procedures. processes. or techniques.
system. Punched tape output from the
I.e.. part of uptime (effective) but not
ume-sharing terminal would then be
part of production or incidentals time.
loaded into the microcomputer for test
which both have specific definitions.
ing.
program development tooll- Usually in
program debugging - See debugging.
cluded are compilers and cross-assem
program.
blers that translate source code into ma
program dellgn, mlcroproce"or - The
chine language. edit programs that
program design. the single most impor
permit changes to be made easily in
tant part of the software development.
source code as the design evolves. link
bridges the gap between hardware and
ing loaders that merge independently
software-or firmware when the pro
assembled object modules for execu
gram is put into ROMs. Involved here
tion. library systems that enable a de
are the overall system operation. the
signer to maintain and retrieve current
hardware design and the kind of pro
versions of multiple application pro
grams to be written. The program de
grams simultaneously. and simulators
sign should define. every step of the sys
that are used to test and debug applica
tem operation from the point of view of
tion programs.
the mIcroprocessor. It should establish program development worklheel - A
the necessary "handshaking" between
paper form used to assist in the orga
the peripherals and the microprocessor
nized development of a complex com
and between the peripherals and exter
puter program. Columns for recording
nal circuitry.
various types of pertinent information
program development IYltem - For pro
are provided. They are filled in as a pro
gram development. some suppliers pro
grammer works through successive
vide a microprogramming development
stages in the program development and
package. whereby users can make. simu
assembly process.
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program, diagnostics
program, diagnostici -

A program used
by the supervisory program or the com
puter operator to check malfunctions
and to locate faulty components.
program, diagnostic trace - A particular
type of diagnostic program for the per
formance of checks on other programs
or for demonstrating such operations.
The output of a trace program may in
clude instructions of the program which
is being checked and intermediate re
sults of those instructions arranged in
the order in which the instructions are
executed.
program documentation - This is a vital
part of programming. Documentation is
required so that programs can be
modified, so that people can be trained,
and so that machine oJ>erators know
how to run programs ana diagnose the
problems if they occur.
program drum - A revolving cylinder on
which the program card is mounted.
program, editar - A program that pro
vides a means for manipulating the text
of a named file on a microta{>e or in the
user area of the drum. ThIs program
may be used for the creation ofthe text,
or for later use as data or as a program
to be translated by the FORTRAN com
piler, etc. The commands provided by
the editor allow text to be created, de
leted, or moved about.
program error - A mistake made in the
program code by the programmer, key
puncher, or a machine-language com
piler or assembler.
program-error interrupt - Program inter
rupts occur because of programmer er
rors such as an invalid operation code,
an attempt to violate storage protection,
and exceptional results of a calculation.
When a program interrupt occurs, con
trol may be passed to an error routine in
the current program segment, or the
program may be ended with an abnor
mal end-of-program indication.
program evaluation and review technique

(PERT) - Use of PERT requires an ex
tensive analysis of an overall project, in
order to list all the individual activities
or jobs which must be performed in
order to meet the total objective. These
activities are then arranged in a network
that displays the sequential relation
ships among them. This analysis must
be extremely thorough and detailed ifit
is to be realistic, and it will require ap
plication of all the talents and experi
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program, generating

ence available to the organization.
PERT provides a means of reporting an
analysis for project administrators. In
formation reqUIred can be developed
and areas that impose the greatest time
restrictions on the completion of a
product can be highlighted. Areas with
an excess of time for completion, called
slack areas, are also highlighted.
program, executive - One of various pro
grams that control loading and reloca
tion of routines and in some cases make
use of instructions which are unknown
to the general programmer. Effectively,
an executive routine is part of the ma
chine itself (synonymous with monitor
routine, supervisory routine, and super
visory program).
program, externally stored - A program
which is stored in one of many input
devices or media and which must be
read from the medium or device by con
nection and interrogation or interpreta
tion, i.e., programs on tapes, cards,
disks, etc., rather than wired or inter
nally stored types.
program, fault-location - A program for
identification of information regarding
faulty equipment. It is designed and
used to identify the location or type of
fault and is often part of a diagnostic
routine or system.
program fetch - A routine to obtain a re
quested phase, load it into main storage
at the locations assigned by the linkage
editor, and transfer control to the
phase-entry point.
program file - A flexible, easily updated
reference system for the maintenance of
the entire software library.
program flowchart - See flowchart, pro
gram.
program, general - A program expressed
in computer code designed to solve a
class of problems, or specializing on a
specific problem when appropriate
parametric values are supplied. (Synon
ymous with general routine.)
program, generating - A designed pro
gram for construction of other pro
grams, i.e., for performing particular
types of operations such as sorting pro
grams, output programs, etc. The gen
erating program can select among vari
ous broad methods for performing a
task and adjust those details of the se
lected method to provide a program
with specific characteristics, which then
are matched to the characteristics of the

program generator

program interrupt (trapped)

data to be handled by the generated
program. It may include an assembly
program.
program generator - Generally a large
detailed program which permits a com
puter to write other programs automati
cally. Generators are usually of two
types-(l) the character controlled gen
erator, which operates like a compiler in
that it takes entries from a library tape,
but unlike a simrle compiler in that it
examines contro characters associated
with each entry, and alters instructions
found in the library according to the di
rections contained in the control cha
racters; (2) the pure generator is a pro
gram that wntes another program.
When associated with an assembler a
pure generator is usually a section of
program which is called into storage by
the assembler from a library and then
writes one or more entries in another
program. Most assemblers are also
compilers and generators. In this case,
the entire system is usually referred to
an an assembly system. (Related to
problem-oriented language.)
program generator, report - See report
program generator.
program halt - Same as program stop.
program, heuriltic - I. A routine by which
the computer attacks a problem not by
a direct algorithmic procedure, but by a
trial and error approach frequently Involving the act of learning. 2. A set of
computer instructions that simulates
the behavior of human operators in ap
proaching a similar problem.
program, incomplete - A specific program
not complete in itself and usually a spe
cification of a process to be performed
on data. It may be used at more than
one point in any particular program, or
it might be made available for inclusion
in other programs, i.e., a subroutine.
Often called subprogram, incomplete
program, etc.
program-independent modularity - De
fined as the property of a system which
allows it to accept changes and adjust
processing accordingly to yield maxi
mum utilization on all modules without
reprogramming. This system is used in
multiprocessing. To achieve this objec
tive, the computer system incorporates
master control programs to exercise an
unprecendented degree of automatic
control.
program inltrudion - Designed sets of

characters, together with one or more
addresses (or no address), that define an
operation and which, as a unit, cause the
computer to operate accordingly on the
indicated quantities; a machine instruc
tion to specific functions. Types include
actual, arithmetic, blank, branch, con
trol, direct, effective, execution, execu
tive, extract, halt, hold, jump, machine,
macro, programmed, and pseudo.
program, intemally Itored - A program
which is stored or contained within the
computer, such as in the same area in
which the data is stored or in some high
speed on-line auxiliary core storage,
i.e., immediately accessible to the con
trol and arithmetic or CPU units.
program,
interpreter - An
essentially
closed subroutine (executive) which
translates a stored pseudocode program
into a machine and performs the
desired and specified operation. Such
an interpreter program usually consists
of sequences of pseudo instructions and
operands (program parameters) which
are introduced as a closed subroutine
and exist by a specific pseudocode in
struction.
program, interpretive - A specialized pro
gram which relates and handles the exe
cution of a program by translating each
instruction of the source language into
a sequence of computer instructions
and allows these to be executed before
translating the next instruction, i.e., the
translation of an instruction is per
formed each time the instruction is to be
obeyed. If the interpretative program
allows for programs written for one type
of a computer to be run on a different
type, it is often called a simulator pro
gram.
program, interpretive trace - A trace or
diagnostic program used for perform
ing a desired check on another program
may include instructions as its output,
and intermediate results of those in
structions can be arranged in the order
in which the instructions are executed.
When such a trace program is an inter
pretive type, it is called an interpretive
trace program.
program-Interrupt lignal- Same as inter
rupt, external-signal.
program interrupt (trapped) - Six events
can cause the program of the computer
to be interrupted: (I) busy, (2) add over
flow, (3) diVIde overflow, (4) operator,
(5) external device, and (6) index over
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program, introlpedive

program loading

flow. An interrupt trap associated with
each event may be set under program
control to either respond when the
event occurs or to ignore it. Many ad
dresses in memory are reserved for ex
ternal device interrupt. Each interrupt
occurs at its own address so it can lead
to its own unique subroutine. Upon
completion of the subroutine, control
can be returned to the original program
at the point of interruption (some com
puters).
program, intralpedive - A self-monitor
ing program.
program language - See language, pro
gram.
program language typel- Basically, the
major kinds ofrrogramming languages
are as follows: . Assembly, or symbolic
machine languages-one-to-one equiv
alence with computer instructions, but
with symbols and mnemonics as an aid
to programming. 2. Macroassembly lan
guages, which are the same as assembly
or symbolic machine languages, but
permit macroinstructions for coding
convenience. 3. Procedure-oriented
languages for expressing methods in
the same way as expressed by algorith
mic languages. Procedure-oriented lan
guages may be further divided into: (a)
algebraic languages (numerical compu
tation), (b) strmg-manipulating lan
guages (text manipulation), (c) SImula
tion languages (such as GPSS,
DYNAMO), and (d) multipurpose lan
guages (such as PL/I). 4. Problem-ori
ented languages for expressing prob
lems.
program, learning- The unique program
designed to alter itself by making
changes based on the experience of the
program and results unknown until por
tions ofthe program have been run. For
example, a program desi~ed to in
crease efficiency and prOVide instruc
tions for program modification or a
predestined basis, concerning various
analysis techniques built into the pro
gram itselfresulting in corrective action
or alternations of program instruction
based on various criterion established
within the program.
program, librarian - The librarian pro
gram portion of the control function
provides for maintenance of library pro
grams used as part of the operating sys
tem. The library may be stored on a sm
gle secondary storage unit or it may be

distributed over several different stor
age units. In either case the librarian
program keeps this library up to date by
addmg, deleting and modifying as re
quired. User-written application pro
grams can be incorporated into the li
brary along with subroutines, the
control program itself, compilers, sort
Imerge, and utility programs.
program library - Same as library, pro
gram.
program line - A single instruction usu
ally written on a standard coding format
stored as a single entity.
program linking - If a program is too
large to be stored in memory, the'Rro
grammer can divide it into "links by
means of a FORTRAN link statement.
At run time, routines in the monitor sys
tem automatically handle the execution
of the segments of the linked program
(some computers).
program lilting - An operational and
maintenance tool that shows both the
source and object language and a sym
bol table cross reference. Changes in
programs involve making object-level
language changes to compensate for
deficiencies in logic or in compilation,
or to handle situations not adequately
provided for by the source language.
The listing should be cross-referenced
to the diagrams and the comments in
the coding.
program, lilt processing - A particular
type of program called EULER is an ex
tension of ALGOL 60 and has specific
list processing capabilities. Several oth
ers also exis t.
program loading- During the execution
of a processing program, and as a result
of many different actions of the control
programs, additional programs or pro
gram segments may be brought mto
main storage. The loader alters all nec
essary addresses in the object program
to allow loading at an address of main
storage assigned by the control pro
gram. The loader has the capability to
load separately assembled program seg
ments as if they were a single program,
to call in segments from the system pro
gram library and combine them with
other programs, to link one program
segment with another through the use
of symbolic references, and to enable
different program segments to refer to
common data areas. The loader can also
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program loading, dynamic
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Programmable DMA controller.
perform program overlays. and enable
patching of object programs.
program loading, dynamic _ The loading
of a program module or routine into
main memory. by reference to it by a
loaded executmg program.
program loading, initial -

An initiation
process which brings a program or op
erating system into a computer with the
data records which participate in the
process. A routine such as the above is
established in memory. making it possi
ble to load and execute any other
d~sired program-a first record load
ing. the second. etc.
program loading routine - The procedure
for inserting instructions and the con
stant values of the program into the
computer.
programmable

communication

interface

(U5ART) - The typical universal syn
chronous/asynchronous receiver/trans
mitter (USART) chip is designed for
data communications. It is used as a pe
ripheral device and is programmed by
the central processing unit to operate
with virtually any senal data transmis
sion technique (mcluding the IBM Bi
Sync). One type USART accepts data
characters from the CPU in a parallel
format and converts them into a con tin

uous serial data stream for transmis
sion. It can simultaneously receive serial
data streams and convert them into par
aile! data characters for the CPU. A sig
nal is transmitted to the CPU when the
unit can accept a new character for
transmission or when it has received a
character for the CPU. Also. the CPU
can read the complete status of the unit
at any time. including data transmission
errors and control signals. Most
USARTs have TTL compatible inputs
and outputs. operate from a single 5
volt power supply. and have a single
TTL clock.
programmable data control unit - Usually
referred to as front-end systems. some
programmable data control units are
FORTRAN-written al?plication soft
ware-control communication systems.
These systems can preformat messages
to the format of the host processor and
maintain disk files for message queuing
and system backup. They can handle
multiple protocols and support up to
256 synchronous. asynchronous or
SDLC lines for some systems.
programmable data logger - A typical mi
crocomputer-based field programmable
data logger and monitor features: acqui
sition rates up to 100 points per second.
capacity to 1000 points with four muhi
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programmable logic IYlteml
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Programmable interrupt controller.
for high current bus drivers and com
plexing assemblers. programmable
patible line receivers within the LSI de
ai~rms. and battery-protected program
mmg.
vice. allowing for direct connection to
the bus cables. The functional configu
programmable DMA controller - A four
ration of the PIU is programmable by
channel. direct-memory-access (DMA)
the system so that normally a minimal
controller facilitates high-speed data
amount of external logic is required.
transfers between memory and l?eriph
eral devices. It generates. on perIpheral
programmable
interrupt
controller 
request. a string of sequential memory
Usually an eight-level. vectored. priority
addresses for block data movement; and
interrupt controller. the device receives
it can handle blocks up to 16K or more
peripheral interrupts. resolves priority
conflicts. and passes an interrupt re
bytes in length for one to four peripher
als.
quest to the processor along with a
pointer to the interrupt handling rou
programmable fundion key - A feature
tine.
that allows the user to key in a program
programmable interval timer - A chip
and assign it to a function key and also
display the program and edit it using
equipped with a separate clock and sev
normal terminal functions.
eral registers used to count time inde
pendently of the microprocessor. for
programmable input-output chip (PIO)
real-time applications. At the end of the
- An input-output chil?o often an 8-bit
time period. it sets a flag or generates an
interface chip that multIplexes one con
interrupt. or merely stores the time
nection to the data bus into two or more
elapsed.
8-bit ports.
programmable logic array - Abbreviated
programmable interface unit (PIU) LSI do
PLA. A general-purpose logic circuit
vice - The PIU is a general-purpose
(an integrated circuit) that contains an
programmable LSI devIce designed for
array of logic gates that can be con
readily adapting microprocessor or
nected (programmed) to perform vari
hardwired controllers to the system. Its
ous functions.
primary function is to eliminate the ex
tensive hardwired logic that is usually
programmable
logic
sYltems - Pro
grammable logic systems are self-con
needed for handshakmg interfaces be
tween various system components. such
tained and include all of the elements of
as processors and peripherals. proces
computer-control. arithmetic and logic
sors and channels. channels and peri
functions. memory. i/o and the re
quired software to make them imple
pherals. or processors and processors.
ment the desired functions. Included in
An additional feature is the provision
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programmable peripheral Interface

this category are microcomputers, pro
grammable calculators, minicomputers,
and large scale computers. This spec
trum is wide, overlapping and replete
with jargon that blurs distinctions be
tween devices, systems, and categories.
programmable

peripheral

interface -

Typically, a circuit that provides three
8-oit ports, which are used indepen
dently or together to provide bidirec
tional communications with peripheral
devices.

programmable . read

only

memory -

Acronym PROM. A user-programmable
ROM.

progrommable remote display terminal

- A typical programmable display ter
minal with a microprocessor operates as
an intelligent remote terminal station or
as a cluster of stations. It can be used for
data entry, data processing, control and
monitoring, conversational interaction
and off-line operation. Featured on
some systems are peripheral sharing,
buffered peripheral transfers, keyboard
control of peripherals, data editing, and
extensive screen control. Often, the ter
minal can be supplied in various screen
format changes.
program, macroallembly - A language
processor that accepts words, state
ments and phrases to produce machine
instructions. It is more than an assemblv
program because it has compiler pow
ers. The macroassembler permits seg
mentation of a large program so that
portions may be tested separately. It
also provides extensive programming
analysis to aid debugging.
program main - Same as program, master
control.
program maintenance - A specific com
puter program most often consisting of
various diagnostic routines, checking or
test routines, and other types designed
to complete the removal or reduction of
malfunctions, mistakes, and errors and
to thus repair or maintain programs and
routines.
program, mailer control- The master
control program: (1) Controls all phases
ofajob set-up; directs program compil
ing and debugging, allocates memory,
assigns input-output activity, schedules
and interweaves multiple ~rograms for
simultaneous processing. (2) Directs all
equipment functions and the flow of all
data; provides for comprehensive auto
matic error detection and correction.

programmed Instrudlons

(3) Directs the operator with printed in
structions. (4) Adjusts system operation
to changes in system environment.
Thus, the program-independent
modularity of the computer, combined
with the automatic schedule and control
features of the master control svstem,
provides true multiprocessing ability of
the system. A good example of this is
shown by the ability of a system to per
form four read/write operations simul
taneously with the program executions
on two processors (some systems).
program master file update - Programs
from the old master file are deleted, cor
rected, or left unchanged and new pro
grams are added from the transaction
tape. Updating can include changing of
program job assi~nments. A new pro
gram master file IS produced.
program, mothematical - Considered by
many to be the same as linear program
ming but not committed to be so
defined because of sophisticated uses of
research-type operations used as deci
sion tools by modem management sci
ence enthusiasts.
programmed check - A check procedure
designed by the programmer and im
plemented specifically as a part of his
program. (Contrasted with automatic
check.)
programmed data transfer - See data
transfer, programmed.
programmed
halt - See
halt,
pro
grammed.
programmed

input/output

channel-

Program control of information transfer
between the central processor and an
external device provides the fastest
method of operatmg on data received
from peripheral equipment. The pro
grammed input/output channel aHows
mput directly to the accumulator where
the data can be acted on immediately,
eliminating the need for a memory ref
erence by either the channel or the pro
gram. Likewise, output data may be sent
directly from the accumulator to an ex
ternal device.
programmed inltrudionl- Special sub
routines may be used as if they were
single commands by employing one of
the programmed instructions of the sys
tem repertoire. This capability allows
the programmer to define his own spe
cial commands through the use of sub
routines which may be changed by the
operating routine if desired. The num
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programmed i/o bus, microcomputer

ber of instructions required in a typical
program is reduced because each sub
routine may be called by a single in
struction instead of2 or 3. Programmed
instructions also provide, with standard
recommended subroutines, complete
instruction compatibility.
programmed

i/o bus, microcomputer-

The programmed i/o bus on some sys
tems is generally regarded as the "work
horse" bus of the system and, because
of its simplicity, most interfaces de
signed by users are placed on this bus.
programmed i/o transfers- Programmed
i/o transfers are executed by single- or
double-operand instructions. The in
struction can be used to input or output
8- or I6-bit data words. By mcluding the
device address as the effective source or
destination address, the user selects the
input or output operation. In many in
stances, the programmer inputs a byte
from the device control/status register
(CSR) to determine that the device has
input data ready or that it is ready to
accept the output of the processor.
programmed
logic - See
logic, pro
grammed.
programmed operators system (SYSPOP)

- A function which makes monitor
mode service routines available to
USER mode programs without loss of
system control or use of user memory
space.
programmed .witch - See switch, pro
grammed.
programmer - I. One who prepares pro
grams for a computer. 2. A person who
prepares instruction sequences without
necessarily converting them into the de
tailed codes. 3. A person who prepares
problem solving procedures and flow
charts and who may also write and
debug routines.
programmer defined macros - See macros,
programmer-defined.
programmer, de.ign - This individual de
signs and tests the program logic, and
selects the subroutines and other soft
ware aids for use in the program.
programmer/duplicator - A typical unit
consists of a master control unit and a
plug-in PROM personality module.
When the unit is connected to a tty or
similar terminal, it can be commanded
to program, list, duplicate, and verify
PROMs.
programmer, EEROM - A unit that pro418

programming, audit

vides a means of programming a single
electrically erasable ROM (EEROM) or
an EEROM module from paper tape or
from an integral hex keyboard and dis
play. EEROMs are electrically erasable
and, therefore, need not be removed
from the module or socket to be erased
and reprogrammed. Often included is a
RAM buffer which permits editing of
any EEROM. The equipment may also
be used as a ROM emulator. Optional
expansion capability sufficient to inter
face with modem and cassette devices
has become available.
program, micro -

I. A program of analytic
instructions which the programmer in
tends to construct from the basic sub
commands of a digital computer. 2. A
sequence of pseudocommands which
will be translated by hardware into ma
chine subcommands. 3. A means of
building various analytic instructions as
needed from the subcommand struc
ture of a computer. 4. A plan for obtain
ing maximum utilization of the abilities
of a digital computer by efficient use of
the subcommands of the machine.

programming -

I. The process of creat
ing a program. 2. The art of reducing
the plan for the solution of a problem to
machine-sensible instructions.

programming

accenorie. - Some mi
crocomputer sinrle-board systems offer
a wide variety 0 accessories that facili
tate programming, troubleshooting,
and fabrication. A PROM burner, for
example, lets users burn debugged pro
grams into PROM assemblies. An ex
tender board gives convenient access to
printed-circuit assemblies for design
and maintenance. A typical 9-slot back
plane/card frame and a power-supply
assembly simplify board packaging
and other deVices and aids are also gen
erally available.

programming, application. -

Applications
programs range from sorting, payroll
processing, and billing, to linear pro
gramming, matrix manipulation, and
simulation. Whenever applications pro
grams can be sufficiently generalized,
the computing system provides and
maintains them. Among the standard
applications programs available are (I)
linear programming, (2) APT III, (3)
PERT/COST, and (4) mathematical
subroutines.

programming,

audit -

A program

de

programming, automatic

programming, heuristic

signed to enable use of the computer as
an auditing tool.
programming, automatic - A computer
process which helps to prepare various
programs. Such capability includes vari
ous translators as compilers, genera
tors, assemblers, and coders. Other
types of automatic programming
capabilities might be integration of sub
routines into master programs or inter
pretation of instructions. e.g .. much re
search is in process to make computers
fully automatic program generators or
developers by assembling or locating
programs by simple statements ofprob
lems.
programming by prompting - Because
users often lack familiarity with any kind
of programming, current instruments
simplify this task through prompting
techniques. Typically. users can tum
these units on and have them guide
them through the proper sequence of
setup steps via questions or directions
appearing on a display. An instrument
of this type prompts its operator in Eng
lish-language sentences displayed on its
alphanumeric readout. Some units also
provide step-by-step guidance but use a
built-in crt display. Other manufactur
ers invest a considerable effort in creat
ing an easy-to-read front panel that per
mits unambiguous programming.

user for a clarified instruction. This con
versational procedure continues until
the user has selected the series of state
ments in the proper sequence which will
solve his problem. Conversational pro
gramming saves the user the inconve
nience of having to study other pro
gramming languages extensively before
he can solve his problem.
programming, convex - An operations re
search term for the development of
nonlinear programming procedures in
which the function to be optimized and
the constraints are convex or concave
functions of the independent variables.
i.e.. not related to programming in a
computer sense.
programming, dynamic - The essence of
dynamic programming is that an opti
mum decision must be made at every
stage of a multistage problem. When
considering only a single stage. there
may appear to be a number ofdifferent
decisions of equal merit. Only when the
effect of each decision at every stage on
the overall goal is determined can the
final choice be made. This integrating of
the cumulative effect of a path of deci
sions through each stage of the network
is the real essence of DP (dynamic pro
gramming).

programming capabilltle., .Ingle chip .ysteml - On some low-cost systems. pro

gramming capabilities include mUltiple
addressing modes-program counter
relative. pointer relative. immediate
data. and auto-index.
programming compatibility - Many sys
tems are modular by a "building block"
principle or techmque. They can be
augmented and increased in power as
needed. Programs are generally upward
compatible; that is. programs written
for a less powerful system of the same
class or series can be run, in many cases.
without modification on a more power
ful system.
programming competition, multiprogramming - See multiprogramming. pro

gram competition.

programming, conve..ational -

A tech
nique used in instructing the computer
to perform its operations. whereby com
mon vocabulary can be utilized by the
user to describe his procedures most ac
curately. If a statement cannot be un
derstood by the computer. it asks the

programming,

dynamic

(COlt

problem)

- A method for optimizing a set of
decisions that must be made sequen
tially. Characteristically. each deCIsion
must be made in the light of the infor
mation embodied in a small number of
observables called state variables. The
incurred cost for each period is a mathe
matical function of the current state and
decision variables. while future states
are functions of these variables. The
aim of the decision policy is to minimize
the total incurred cost or. equivalently.
the average cost per period. The mathe
matical treatment of such problems in
volves the theory of functional equa
tions. and usually requires a digital
computer for implementation.
programming, fll_rlented - The i!0
coding is simplified with the general file
and record control program. Program
ming is file-oriented rather than device
oriented. Information is requested in a
device-independent fashion.
programming, heuriltic - Most program
ming is algorithmic. that is. one sets out
the various conditions in advance and
the computer follows a preset path
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programming. hybrid

programming, nonlin_r

through the program depending on the
input data received. Under a heuristic
programming procedure. the computer
searches through a number of possible
solutions at each stage of the program.
it evaluates a good solution for this
stage. and then proceeds to the next
stage. Essentially. heuristic program
ming is similar to the problem solving
techniques by trial and error methods
that we use in everyday life.
programming, hybrid - Routines in the
hybrid programming library are de
signed to help the engineer decide
which parts of the problem should be
solved in a digital domain. They also
deal with timing. function generations.
integration. and the general simulation
problems provide a diagnosis of the
hardware operation. and check whether
the analogue device is scaled or wired
correctly.
programming, integer - A class of optimi
zation problems in which the values of
all the variables are restricted to be inte
gers. Normally. the optimization prob
lem without this integer restriction is a
linear program; additional adjectives in
dicate variations-for example. integer
quadratic programming.
programming, Interpretive - The writing
of programs in a pseudomachine lan
guage that is precisely converted by the
computer into actual machine-language
instructions before being performed by
the computer.
programming language - A specific lan
guage used to prepare computer pro
grams.

is simply proportional to the measure of
the activities. and all the restrictions are
also linear. it is a linear program.
programming manager - This individual
is responsible for planning. scheduling.
and supervising program development
and maintenance work.
programming,
mathematical- Tech
niques of finding an optimum value of a
function of many variables when these
variables are subject to restrictions in
the form of equations or inequalities.
The term is usually restricted to prob
lems so complex that they require a dig
ital computer for their solution. Special
types of programming are linear pro
gramming. quadratic programming.
and nonhnear programming.
programming, micro - The programmer
technique of using a certain special set
of instructions for an automatic com
puter that consists only of basic elemen
tal operations. and combining them into
higher-level instructions. He mav then
program using only the higher le'vel in
structions; e.g.. if a computer has only
basic instructions for adding. subtract
ing. and multiplying. the instruction for
dividing would be defined by micropro
grammIng.
programming,
minlmum-acce.. - Pro
gramming in such a way that minimum
waiting time is required to obtain infor
mation out of storage. (Synonymous
with minimum-latency programming.
and contrasted with random-access pro
gramming,)

programming language, automatic (APL)

- A device. technique. or language
which permits the computer to aid In
d~ing part of the coding and program
mIng.
programming, linear - A technique of
mathematics and operations research
for solving certain kinds of problems in
volving many variables where a best
value or set of best values is to be found.
This technique is not to be confused
with computer programming. although
problems using the technique m~y be
programmed on a computer. LInear
programming is most likely to be feasi
ble when the quantity to be optimized.
sometimes called the objective function.
can be stated as a mathematical expres
sion in terms of the various activities
within the system. When this expression
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programming, minimum latency -

Samt as

programming. minimum-access,
programming module - Specific name for
a set of programming instructions
which is treated as a unit by an assem
bler. compiler. loader. or translator.
programming, multiple - The program
ming of a computer by allowing two or
more arithmetical or logical operations
to be executed simultaneouslv. (Con
trasted with serial programming.)
programming, nonlinear - An inclusive
term covering all tvpes of constrained
optimization problems except those
where the objective function and the
constraints are all linear. Special tvpes
of nonlinear programming for Which
some theory has been developed are
convex programming. concave pro
gramming. and quadratic program
ming,

programming, optimum

program, output

o"ti,!,um -

variables which will minimize the ex
pected (rather than the actual) cost.
programming, symbolic - The use of arbi
trary symbols to represent addresses in
order to facilitate programming.
programming system - An assemblage of
pro~rams, programming languages,
routmes and.subroutines for use in spe
CIfic computIng systems, i.e., such are
the bas~s for operating .systems of data
processmg and computmg.

pr~gramming,

~rogramming

m order to max!mlze effiCIency with re
spect to some ~ntena, e.g., least-storage
usage, least time share of peripheral
equipment, or least use of time between
operations.
programming, parallel- The feature of
programming which provides for two or
~ore results when concurrent opera
tions are to be performed simultane
ously. Contrast with serial program
mmg.
programming, parametric - A method for
i!lvestigating the effect on .an optimal
hnear-programming solution of a se
quence of proportionate changes in the
elements of a single row or column of
the matrix. Most commonly, the method
i~ applied to either the objective func
tIOn row or the right hand column.
program~ing, piece work - The pro
g,rammmg technique of using an out
side servICe orgal!ization to prepare
programs for which payment is ar
ranged by accomplishment, other than
0!l a time-cost basis. Software compa
mes are usually consulted for the above.
progra~mi~g, quadrat!c - A program of
an objective quadratic functIOn stated in
maxims that are subject to linear con
straints. This is one of the few convex
programming problems, aside from lin
ear p~ogrammmg, which have solution
algorIthms that terminate in a finite
number of steps.
prog.rammi.ng, random-access - Program
ml!lg WIthout regard to the time re
qUIred for access to the storage posi
tions called for in the program.
programming, sequentia~ - Programming
of a speCial .type m whIC~ only one logic
or anth!l1etlc operatIon IS performed at
a time, I.e., all programming is sequen
tl.al, one step after another, unless a spe
Cific modifier l!lbels it otherwise, such as
time sharmg, mterleaving, etc.
progrommlng, serial- :rhe programming
of a. computer. by which only one arith
metical or logICal operation can be ex
ecuted at one time, e.g., a sequential
operation. (Contrasted with multiple
programming.)
pro.gramm!ng, stochastic - A generaliza
tIOn ofhn~ar programming in which any
of the umt costs, the coefficients in the
c~mstraint equations, and the right hand
Sides are ra~dom variables subject to
known dlstnbutlons. The aim of such
programming is to choose levels for the

programming

system,

machine-oriented

- A system that uses a language that is
orie~ted to the internal language of a
speCific computer. Systems that are con
Sidered to be machme-oriented are as
sembly systems and macrosystems.

program mode (remote control system)

- I. When a program is active at a
given terminal, that terminal is in the
program mode. In this mode, the user
enters program statements that make
up the substance of his program, and he
operates on the program (i.e., modifies,
tests, e:xecutes, and debug.s it) by using
operatmg statements. WhIle the termi
nal is in the program mode, the user can
also enter single statements that are ex
ec.uted. immediately, but are not re
tal~ed In storage. 2. When a program is
actlve at a given termmal, that terminal
is in the program mode.
program, modification - The ability of a
pr?gram to modify itself or to set a
SWItch s.o that a set of events occurring
at one time can affect the action of pro
gram at a later time. See also executive
routine and system, monitor-operating.
program, monitor - A specific program
developed to indicate the progress and
other characteristics of work in various
computer systems.
program, obled - The program that is the
output of an. automatic-co.ding system.
Often the object program IS a machine
lang!-,age program ready for execution,
but It may well be in an intermediate
language. (Synonymous with target pro
gram, and contrasted with source pro
gram.)
program, oblect-Ianguage - See object
routine.
progrC!m, output - A program which or·
gamzes the output procedures of com·
put~rs, i.e., which starts the output
eqUIpment, presents data to them at
suitable intervals of time, specifies for
mats, etc.
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program, averlays

programs, oppllcations

program, overlays - Programs or runs

program preparation (obied) - Conver

too large for memory can be divided
into logICal segments or overlays. (One
program overlays another or several
segments may be in memory at the same
time.) Overlays are also used when vari
ous operations occur infrequently, such
as deauction for union dues, etc. The
overlays are called in only when the
functions they perform are required. An
overlay subroutine is provided to call in
these overlays. This subroutine func
tions in a manner similar to the system
supervisor.
program package - A group or collection
oflogically related operational program
segments, i.e., all those having to do
with the processing of a certain type of
inquiry.
program parometer - I. A parameter in
corporated into a subroutine during
computation. A program parameter fre
quently comprises a word stored rela
tive to either the subroutine or the entry
point and dealt with by the subroutine
during each reference. It may be altered
by the routine and/or may vary from
one point of entry to another. 2. The
arbitrarily selected or given outer limits
of the data being processed; often con
straining the results of programming it
self.
program, partial- A specific program not
complete in itself and usually a specifi
cation of a process to be performed on
data. It may be used at more than one
point in any particular program, or it
might be made available for Inclusion in
other programs, i.e., a subroutine, and
that whidi is often called subprogram,
incomplete program, etc.
program patching plug - A relatively
small auxiliary plugboard patched with
a specific variatIOn of a portion of a pro
gram and designed to be plugged into a
relatively larger plugboard patched with
the main program.
program palt-edit - A test of the applica
tion or operational program that IS ed
ited, formatted, and sorted into a test
result tape.
program, precompiler - A unique pro
gram which is designed to detect errors
and provide source program correction
before the computation of the object,
deck, or program.
program preparation aidl- These con
vert programs from easy-to-use source
languages into machine language.

sion of programs from one of several
easy-to-use source languages, or from
certain competitive system languages,
to a machine code.
program procenor - A programming aid
which reads symbolic instructions and
then compares and converts them into a
suitable computer language.
program read-in - The procedure and
means of developing, by either hard
ware or software techniques, the pro
grams that do not normally reside in
main memory and that must be read in
from auxiliary storage when required
for processing. These techniques are re
quired in any system that cannot retain
all computer instructions in main mem
ory at one time.
program, recycllng- An organized ar
rangement for recycling programs
through a computer when alterations
have been made in one program that
may change or have an effect on other
programs.
program regilter - See register, program.
program, relocatable - A special routine
whose instructions are wntten in a spe
cial manner so that it can be located and
executed in many areas of the memory.
Some modification to the instructions
originally coded relative to a fixed start
ing place in the memory may be in
volved before execution. Relocatable
programs allow for the highly flexible
real-time use of the main memory.
program relocation - The execution of a
program in a location that is different
Crom the location for which the program
was originally assembled.
program relocation, dynamic - The mov
ing of a partially executed program to a
different location in main memory with
out detrimentally affecting the ability to
complete normal processIng.
program runl - A run is the same as a pro
gram except that a program refers to the
writing or coding ofthejob, whereas the
run refers to the actual running of the
program. Consequently, programs and
runs are synonymous except to denote
the time and action being performed.
programl, applicationl- Problem-solv
ing programs are given maximum oper
atIng efficiency when functioning under
an operating system. Standard func
tions, such as i/o control, are furnished
the user so that he need only program
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program scheduler

programs, general-purpose operati"g

the data-handling portion of his job. In
addition, operatlOg systems provide a
standardized operating procedure for
all application programs.
program scheduler - Called at regular in
tervals to decide which program in
memory is to be run. A runnlOg pro
gram is temporarily terminated each
time its allotted time has run out, or
when it requires input/output opera
tions with a device that is busy. A pro
gram may be terminated temporarily by
user intervention to the scheduler, or it
may suspend its own operation. Tempo
rary termination does not remove the
program from mem?ry. A program may
be dumped on backlOg storage and per
manently discontinued by calling the
scheduler and allocator.
programs, compadion - A series of tech
niques used for the reduction of space,
bandwidth, cost, transmission, genera
ting time, and storage of data. These
techniques are designed to perform
elimination of repetitIon and removal of
irrelevancies.
programs, conversion - Conversion pro
grams enable users of several competi
tive systems to take advantage of the
improved
throughput
and
cost
performance characteristics of these
computers without incurring the
prohibitive reprogramming costs.
program segment - Various computer in
structions set in groups of an artificially
fixed size to fit into standard-sized areas
of main storage in order to facilitate
~emory allocation and program read

part of the program are kept in file
rather than core. The question of vari
able or fixed segment size is determined
by the complexity of the program, the
response or read-in time and the fre
quency of use.
program seledion - To change from one
job to another, the operator simply
changes the program selector switch.
There are no control bars, wired panels
or control tapes to change. Switching
from one job to another IS a matter of
seconds not minutes.
program, self-modiflcation - The ability
of a program to justify itself or to set a
switch so that a set of events occurrlOg
at one time can affect the action of the
program at a later time.
program, self-triggered - The initial op
eration is performed by means of a
manually controlled jump to the entry
point in older computers, but bootstrap
operations cause entry automatically,
i.e., the program is said to be self-trig
gered.
program-sensitive error - An error aris
ing from the unforeseen behavior of
some circuits when a comparatively
unusual combination of program steps
occurs during a run.
program-sensitive fault - A fault that ap
pears in response to some particular se
quence of program steps.
program-sensitive malfundion - A mal
function that occurs only during some
unusual combination of program steps.
program, service - A particular program
which is designed to indicate a progress
of work, i.e., one which provides a ser
vice to another program, an input pro
gram, a monitor program, an output
program.

lo.

program, segmented -

A program written
in separate segments or parts. Only one,
or some, of the segments may fit into
memory at anyone time, and the main
portion of the program, remaining in
memory, will call for other segments
from backing storage when needed,
each new segment being utilized to
overlay the preceding segments.
program segmenting - Programs that do
not fit into memory may be segmented
by use of the source-language linking
statements. This allows sections of the
program to be loaded and executed in
dependently. Common storage is used
by each link for passing data.
program segment size - Programs are
usually divided into segments, and in
most systems the infrequently used seg
ments which may well be the greater

programs, generalized data-manipulation

- Generalized data-manipulation pro
grams perform common data-process
109 chores such as sorting, input/output
operations, and report generation.

programs, general-purpose operatlng-

Plans or instructions for controlling in
put/output operations, remote data
transmission, and multiple users which
can be used and reused to control these
operations. Since these control pro
grams are generally applicable to all
users, they are usually prepared by com
puter manufacturers and offered as part
of the free service. They are called by
various names such as input/output
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program limulation, lupervllory

programl, IYlt.ml

control system. operating system. or ex
ecutive system.
program limulation, lup.rvilory - When
the supervisory program is not availa
ble. thIs refers to the use of a replace
ment program that initiates the supervi
sory program.
program, Ilmulator - A program that
causes one computer to emulate (imi
tate) the logical operation of another
computer. The purpose is to measure
and evaluate and to exercise program
logic independent of hardware envIron
ment. It is most often used for debug
~O'L.logic prior to committing it to

only be used to solve a particular prob
lem. i.e.. one which is thoroughly
unique to that problem and not reus
able with any other.
program specification - The precise and
ordered definitions of logic and scope
of processing functions that are per
formed by particular programs or pro
gram segments.
programl, pOlt••dlt.- A test of the appl.i
cation or operational program that IS
edited. formulated. and sorted into a
test result tape.
programs pr....dlt - A checking of the ap
plication or operational program before
the test run. A pre-edit run can remove
such things as disobedience to estab
lished supervisory. core. or program
segmentation rules. etc.
pragraml, proc.sslng- Complementing
the control programs and functioning
under them are those programs neces
sary to handle users' specific data proc
essmg needs. These programs. known
collectively as processing programs. in
clude application prog~ams both lIl:anu
facturer- and user-wntten. compliers.
report program generator. sort/merge.
and utility programs. Although they rely
upon the co~trol progra.ms for such
functions as Job schedulmg. loadmg.
and i/o control. processing programs
function independently of one another.
each performmg a specific job or seg
ment.
programl, pl.udo applications - An oper
ational program that is written to test
the supervisory program.
programl, standard proc.dur.1 - Sug
gested programming methods set by
the manufacturer.
programl, IUpport - .Those pro~ams
which support or aId the supervIsory
programs and the application programs
and include diagnostics. testIDg. data
generators. etc.
programs, sYlt.ml - These are the pro
grams designed to implement system
functions that may be requested from
the user console. This is in contrast to
system subroutines that may be called
bv system programs or other programs.
System programs are normally provided
by manufacturers. but they may be de
veloped by the progra.mm.er. The pro
grams contain a termmatton mode to
return the communication link to the
system program.

programl, manual- Programmable cal

culators. many of which are computers
in their own right. make use of manual
keystroke programming (a series of
keystrokes which. when executed in se
quence. will perform a calculation).
which with memory. allows execution of
sequences resulting in comple~ pro
gram entry and execution.
programl, manufadur.r - Utility rou
tines. assemblers. application package
programs. and a large array of other
programs. subroutines and program
ming aids developed and proved muse
for customers. are available for direct
use.
program, Inaplhot - See snapshot pro
gram.
programl,op.ratlng - Operating pro
grams direct the loading. segmentation.
library search. space and time sharing of
memory for a group of programs run
ning both sequentially and concur
rently.
program, lort/m.rg. - See sort/merge
program.
program, lOUreo - A computer program
written in a language designed for ease
of expression of a class of problems or
procedures by humans. e.g .. symbolic
or algebraic. A generator. assembler.
translator or compiler routine is used to
perform the mechanics of translating
the source program into an object pro
gram in machine language. (Contrasted
with object program.)
programl, packag.d - These are various
programs or routines which have been
written by various individuals or organi
zations that are available from computer
manufacturers or software companies.
program, Ip.ciflc - A program which can
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programl, IYltem luppart

program te.ter

programl, IYltem IUpport - Those proc

used to prevent inadvertent alternation
of the contents of the program storage.
(Contrasted with working storage.)
program, .torage print - A program that
produces a printout of storage and reg
Isters to aid the user in locatmg the rea
son(s} for a program malfunction.
program, .tored - A series of instructions
in storage to direct the step-by-step op
eration of the machine.
program, .ubled - Same as program.
source.
program, ,upervilory - Same as executive
routine.
program .witching - On a single transac
tion the control program initiates sev
eral switches among the various pro
grams; therefore, the processor must be
designed to accomplish very rapid pro
gram switching.
program 'Yltem te.ting- Test and check
out of complete programs as opposed
to parameter or assembly testing.
program tape - See tape, program.
program tape or drum - A tape or drum
used to store a complete routine for fu
ture input. In the event that the length
of the routine exceeds the available in
ternal storage capacity, it will be read in
and operated on by the computer. one
segment at a time.
program, tape-to-card - Transfers binary
or EBCDIC data from cards to magnetic
tape.
program, tape-ta-prlnter - Transfers data
from magnetic tape to printer.
program, target - The program that is
the output of an automatic coding sys
tem. Often the target program is a ma
chine-language program ready for exe
cution. but it may well be in an
intermediate language. (Synonymous
with object routine. and contrasted with
source program.)
program telt - A system of checking be
fore running any problem, in which a
sample problem of the same type with a
known answer is run.
program telter - A program tester is
available that enables a program or part
of a program to be loaded and dynami
cally and selectively tested in accord
ance with simple and concise specifica
tions expressed in terms of symbols and
definitions used in the original source
program. A variety of testing and moni
toring facilities are provided by the pro
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essing programs that contribute directly
to the use and control of the system and
the production of results: the job con
trol program, the linkage editor, and the
utility programs.
program, Itandard - Such a program
meets certain specific criteria such as
one written in a standard FORTRAN,
COBOL, or ALGOL language and
which brings forth an approved solution
to a problem, such as a square root
problem, or a standardized payroll
problem which is very commonly used
on thousands of machines.
program, .tar - A handwritten program
independently designed by a program
mer and checked so that no mistakes or
bugs are contained, i.e., the star pro
gram should run correctly the first tIme,
excepting machine malfunctions.
program .tatementl- The user's pro
gram is made up of program statements.
When entered from a terminal, these
statements are always retained in stor
age as part of the active program. If the
user has a statement in hiS program that
refers to an executable program state
ment within the program, he should as
sign a statement number to the state
ment referred to.
program .tatu. double-word - See double
word, program status.
program Itatul Information, microcomputer
- The prosram status is a group of
words con taming the flags, control bits,
and program counter. Upon the occu
rence of an interrupt or trap. CPU pro
gram status information is saved and a
new program status is loaded. In the
nonsegmented type of microcomputer.
program status consists of two words:
the flag and control word (FCW). and
the value of the program counter (PC).
pragram .tep - I. A phase of one instruc
tion or command m a sequence of in
structions; thus, a single operation. 2.
An increment. usually one instruction,
of a program.
program ltop - A stop instruction built
into the program that will automatically
stop the machine under certain condi
tions. or upon reachins the end of the
processing. or completmg the solution
of a problem.
program .torage - A portion of the inter
nal storage reserved for the storage of
programs. routines. and subroutines. In
many systems protection devices are

program testing

PROM uv eraser

gram tester including file and storage
display facilities designed to simplify the
analysis of programming errors.
pro,ram testing - This is completed to
discover whether the program is suc
cess~ul in meeting the defined systems
reqUirements.
program teltlng time - The machine time
expended for program testing. debug
gmg. and volume and compatibility test
mg.
prolram, test supervilor - A supervisory
program that is used only for testing.
progr~m test ~ape - That specific tape
which contams both program instruc
!ions and preapproved test data or cod
mg to be used for analysis diagnostics.
or checkout runs.
program ~i~ing matrix - See matrix. pro
gram tlmmg.
program,. trace - A particular type of di
agnostIC program for the performance
ofchecks on other programs for demon
strating such operations. The output of
a. trace program may include instruc
tions of the program which is being
checked and intermediate results of
those instructions arranged in the order
in which the instructions are executed.
prolram, trace-interpretive - A trace or
diagnostic program used for perform
ing a desired dieck on another program
may !nclude i~structions as its output.
and mtermedlate results of those in
structions can be arranged in the order
in which the instructions are executed.
When such a trace program is an inter
pretive type. it is called an interpretive
trace program.
program translatinl - A particular pro
gram (often called a translater) which
translates from one language into an
other. i.e.• from one programming lan
guage into another programming lan
guage.
program translation, Interpretive - See
program. interpretive.
program, translator - This program uses
the source language program as input
and produces from it a programmmg
machine language. Like any other ma
chine program. this may either be run
immediately or stored for later use.
program, utility - A standard routine
used to assist in the operation of the
computer. e.g.. a conversion routine. a
sort~ng rout~ne. a printout routine. or a
tracmg routme.

program verbs - Verbs which cause the
p'rocessor te:' generate machine instruc
tions that Will be executed by the object
program.
PROM - Acronym for Programmable
Read-Only Memory. Generally. any
type of memory whICh is not recorded
during its fabrication but which requires
a physical operation to program it.
Some PROMs can be erased and repro
grammed through special physical pro
cesses.
PROM blank check - A PROM program
mer operation used to determme that a
PROM about to be programmed con
tains no preprogrammed data; i.e .• it is
clear of data. or blank.
PROM continuity test - A PROM pro
grammer operation that checks each
PROM pin for adequate contact at the
socket. Also detects faulty PROM inter
nal diode clamps.
PROM,
electrically
erasable - One
PROM form is the electrically alterable.
metal-nitride MOS array. It can be elec
trically programmed in much the same
way as uv (ultraviolet) PROMs. but
users can erase either the entire array or
just one word without using light
sources.
PROM iIIelal bit check - A PROM pro
grammer operation in which the PROM
about to be programmed is checked for
illegal bits. or preprogrammed bits in
the PROM that ao not exist in the input
truth table.
PROM intelligent programming - AMOS
PROM programming technique in
which the number of program pulses (n)
applied to a word is a function of the
number of pulses (x) required to pro
gram the word. and a multiplier (A) ac
cording to the equation:
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n

=x

+ A(x+ 1) - 1

PROM Nichrome links - Programmable
read-only memory (PROM) program
ming is accomplished by burning out
fusible links at each memory cell in the
mask structure. This is done by causing
a large current to pass through the NI
chrome link. The programmmg is per
manent and is a useful way to store pro
grams.
PROM programmer - A PROM program
mer peripheral is a device used to pro
gram programmable read-only memo
nes.
PROM uv eraser - A high-intensity ul

PROM verify

protedion, read/jump

traviolet-light source emitting short
wave radiation which is used to erase
p.rogrammed data in MOS PROM de
vices.
PROM verify - A PROM programmer
operation in which two data fields are
checked, one against the other, for iden
tical data content. Typically, data fields
may be contained on paper tape, in
RAM buffers, in PROMs, or in other
storage devices.
proof listing - A specific report, prepared
by a processor, that indicates the coding
as it was originally devised and written
plus the comments that have been writ
ten, and the machine language that has
been produced. In accounting, it is an
itemized list of the transactions and
their detail together with the control to
tals, sequ~nce checks, or other data for
proofing and audit trial.
proof total - One of a number of check
totals which can be correlated in some
manner for consistency or reconcilia
tion in a range, set, or distinct calcula
tion.
proof, zero - See zero proof.
propagate - One of the two signals sup
plied by an adder for carry prediction by
a carry look-ahead circuit.
propagated error - An error occurring in
one operation that spreads through and
influences later operations and results.
propagation delay - The time required
for a pulse or a level transition to propa
gate through a device.
propagation time - This is the time re
quired for an. electrical impulse to travel
from one pomt to the other.
property - A characteristic quality.
property detedor - See detector, prop
erty.
property sort - See sort, property.
proportional band - The range of values
of a condition being regulated that will
cause the controller to operate over its
full range. Usually expressed by engi
neers in terms of percentage of instru
ment full scale range.
proportional control - A method of con
trol in which the intensity of action var
ies linearly as the condition being regu
lated deviates from the conditIOn
prescribed.
proportional spacing - Some letters, such
as M and W, are wide; others, such as i,
I, and j, are narrow. Proportional spac

ing allows for these differences when
advancing the print head, which gives a
document the appearance of having
been typeset and makes it more legible
and compact.
proprietary program - When the devel
opment of a program is controlled by an
owner through the legal right of posses
sion and title, it is a proprietary pro
gram. Commonly, the title remains with
the owner, and its use is allowed with
the stipulation that no disclosure of the
program can be made to any other party
without prior agreement between the
owner and user.
proteded field - A display field in which
the user cannot enter, modify, or erase
data from the keyboard.
proteded-flelds terminal - When fill-in
forms are displayed on a video screen,
some of the material-like "Name,"
"Address," and other instructive items
-should not normally be altered by the
operator. Some terminals provide for
these items (locations on the screen are
referred to as "fields") to be protected
from inadvertent changes by operators.
proteded files - See files, protected.
proteded formaHing - A method that
permits the computer to write protected
data on the screen. The operator can fill
in the blank (unprotected) areas but
cannot change the protected data, for
mat, or programming.
proteded location - A storage location
reserved for special purposes in which
data cannot be stored without underg-o
ing a screening procedure to estabhsh
SUitability for storage therein.
protedion charader - See character, pro
tection.
protedion, file - A device or method that
prevents accidental erasure of operative
data on magnetic-tape reels.
protedion, memory - Same as storage pro
tection.
protedion, nonstop operation - Ensures
against program hang-ups due to infi
mte indirect address loops or execute
instruction loops.
protedion, read/jump - Read/jump pro
tection allows the executive to stot> the
program at the point of error, termmate
It, and provide diagnostic information
to the programmer, thereby minimizing
wasted time and smoothing the check
out process. A particular advantage of
read/jump protection is that programs
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of a classified nature can be confidently
run together; they are fully protected
from audit (inadvertent or otherwise) bv
other programs.
'
protection, storage - See storage protec
tion.
protocol- A set of conventions between
communicating processes on the format
and contents of messages to be ex
changed. The simplest protocols define
only the hardware configuration, More
complex protocols define timings, data
formats, error detection and correction
techniques, and software structures.
The most powerful protocols describe
each level of the transfer process as a
layer, separate from the rest, so that cer
tam layers, such as the interconnecting
hardware, can be changed without
affecting the whole.
protocol, data base - Under the data base
access protocol imposed by most infor
mation storage and retrieval applica
tions, only host commands and spe
cified data fields will pass between the
host and the controller according to
standard procedures.
protocol, data communications - A proto
col is a set of rules that must be obeyed
to ensure an orderlv information ex
change between two or more parties. In
data communications, a protocol
defines the rules for the electrical, phys
ical, and functional characteristics of the
communications link. Such a protocol
contains the control procedures re
quired to facilitate data transfer across
the link interfaces and to and from the
user's applications programs.
protocol emulator - A software package
that allows a digital node to communi
cate with a variety of foreign (nondigi
tal) vendor equipment by emulating the
communication protocols of the foreign
host.
protocol functions - In most communica
tions systems, protocols are required
for bit synchronization, so that the re
ceiver knows when a bit starts and ends
so that it can be sampled; for character
synchronization, so that the receiver can
determine which bits belong to a char
acter; and for message synchronization,
so that the receiver can recognize the
special character sequences which de
hneate messages. Typical protocols in
clude the blocking of transmission into
messages employmg start of text and
end of text (STX/ETX) or other similar
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markers, and a positive/negative ac
knowledgment procedure (ACK/NAK),
Additional error detection and correc
tion is provided by longitudinal redun
dance checks (LRC),
protocol, network - A basic procedure or
set of rules that governs and controls
the flow of messages between comput
ers. Also, a set of conventions between
communicating processes on the format
and content of messages to be ex
changed.
proving time - The time which is used for
the testing of the machine or system to
ensure that no faults exist or malfunc
tions are present, by using special diag
nostic routines of circuit testing or to
discern status or conditions of compo
nents. Such time could be included in
fault time after the repair of the fault
and in scheduled maintenance time.
PRY (production run tape) - A tape con
taining checked-out and scheduled pro
duction running on various computers.
pseudo application programs - An opera
tional program that is written to test su
pervisory programs.
pseudocode - I. An arbitrarv code, inde
pendent of the hardware of a computer,
that must be translated into computer
code. 2. Computer instructions written
in mnemonic or symbolic language by
the programmer. These instructions do
not necessarily represent operations
built into the computer. They must be
translated into machine language and
have absolute addresses assigned them
before they can become a finished and
assembled program that the computer
can use to process data.
pseudo file address - The use of a false
address by the application program to
obtain a record from file. The pseudo
address is converted by the supervisory
program into an actual machine ad
dress. The actual machine address may
change as different file units are used in
duplexing and fall-backs.
pseudoinstruction - I. A symbolic repre
sentation in a compiler or interpreter. 2.
A group of characters having the same
general form as a computer instruction,
but never executed by the computer as
an actual instruction. 3. An instruction
written in an assembly language desig
nating a predetermined and limited
group of computer instructions for per
formmg a particular task. 4. A user
defined instruction, such as a macro in

pleudolanguage

pulle-double recording

struction, that does not belong to the
basic instruction set of the microproces
sor.
pleudolanguage - An artificial language
which is uniquely constructed to per
form a distinct task; i.e., a special set of
rules is devised with particular mean
ings assigned to chosen expressions.
Some types of programs are quite easily
written in pseudolanguage. especially
various problem or procedure-oriented
types, and most of these have some Eng
hsh-type statements in either semantics.
syntax. logic. or mnemonics.
pleudo-oAline working - Same as work
ing. pseud<HJffiine.
pluedo-op - Same as pseudoinstruction.
pleudo-operation - An operation that is
not part of the computer's operation
repertoire as realized by hardware;
hence, an extension of the set of ma
chine operations.
pleudopoging - A procedure or way of
viewing memory locations whereby pro
grammers refer to memory addresses as
being organized into blocks of words re
ferred to as "pages" for reference pur
poses only. The machine being used
may not be a true paged machine in that
the program counter is able to advance
routinely from the end of one block of
addresses to the start of the next group
-an operation that cannot be per
formed by a true paged machine.
pleudorandom - This relates to the de
sire for satisfaction ofone or more crite
ria for statistical randomness, which is
briefly defined as equal probability of
occurrence of given digits or events oc
curring in an equal number of times in
large numbers of digits or events. The
randomness is produced by definite cal
culation rrocesses. Pseudorandomness
is not ful random status, but often par
tial or close, and designed and known to
be such.
pleudorandom number lequence - A se
quence of numbers, determined by
some defined arithmetic process. that is
satisfactorily random for a given pur
pose, such as by satisfying one or more
of the standard statistical testing for
randomness. Such a sequence may ap
. proximate anyone of several distribu
tions. e.g., uniform distribution or a
normal (Gaussian) distribution.
PSW - Abbreviation for Processor Status
Word. A special-purpose CPU register
that contains the status of the most re

cent instruction execution result, trap
bit, and interrupt priority (some sys
tems).
PTS (Program Test SYltem) - A specific
system that automatically checks out
prog-rams, producing diagnostic infor
mation where necessary to aid in pro
duction run organization.
pull (from Itack) - The process of fetch
ing the element or data item which is
currently on the top of the stack.
pulse - I. A pulse developed at a particu
lar instant In time relative to a specific
reference pulse. which may be a major
or minor cycle pulse. and one which is
often used to mark. clock. or control a
particular binary digit position in a com
puter word. 2. One of a group of pulses
which are used to define particular digit
periods within a word period.
pulle amplitude - Maximum instanta
neous value of a pulse.
pulle, clock - A pulse positioned next to
recorded characters on tapes, drums,
disks. etc., to control the timing of read
circuits, count characters. or develop
and perform related type functions
which a clock pulse would perform.
pulle code - I. A code in which sets of
pulses have been assigned particular
meanings. 2. The binary representa
tions of characters.
pulle, commutator - A pulse developed at
a particular instant in time relative to a
specific reference pulse, which may be a
major or minor cycle pulse, and one
whICh is often used to mark, clock. or
control a particular binary digit position
in a computer word.
pulle decay time - That seecific time
which is required for the trailing edge of
a pulse to decline and which is mea
sured as the time required to drop from
90% oHull amplitude to 10%. (Illustra
tion. page 430.)
pulle, digit - A particular drive pulse cor
responding to one digit position in
some or all the words in a storage unit.
In some techniques it may always be an
inhibit pulse or always an enable pulse
which are more acceptable names for
the general term .
pulle-double
recording - A
specific
method for magnetic recording of bits
in ~hich each storage. cell comprises two
regions magnetized In opposite senses
with unmagnetized regions on each
side.
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PULSE

PULSE LENGTH

DECAY TIME
Pulse decay time.
pull. duration - See pulse length.
puis. (.Iectrlc) - A momentary and sig

nificant rise or fall in voltage level. A
pulse provides the primary means for
the transmission of data mto a com
puter. The presence or absence of a
pulse during a p.articu~ar time period is
mterpreted as bmary mformatlOn.
puis., .mi".r - Relating to a punched
card machine. one of the group of
pulses that is used to define a particular
row within the columns of a card.
puis., .nobl. - A digit pulse which aids
the write pulse. so when they are to
gether they are strong enough to switch
the magnetic cell.
puis., full drive - See pulse. full read.
puis., full read - In coincident-current
selection. the resultant of the partial
drive pulses which, when applied to
gether. cause the selection of. for exam
ple, full read pulse. or full write pulse.
puis., got. - A pulse that enables a gate
circuit to rass a signal; usually, the gate
pulse is 0 longer duration than the sig
nal, to make sure that a coincidence m
time occurs.
puis., inhlblt- A specific pulse which pre
vents an action which might otherwise
occur if such a pulse were not present.
i.e.. close a gate, prevent reading. etc.
puis. I.ngth - Nominal duration of a
standard pulse which is the time interval
between the halfamplitude points of the
rise and decay points of the curve. For
pulses ofother shapes, the points on the
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Pulse length.
curve must be stated. Time interval be
tween the points on the leading and
trailing edges at which the instanta
neous value bears a specified relation to
the pulse amplitude. Note: Frequently
the specified relation is taken as 50%.
puis., marking (t.l.typ.writ.r) - A mark
ing pulse or "mark" is the signal pulse
which, in dc neutral operation. corre
sponds to a "circuit closed" or "current
on" condition.
puis., P - See pulse.
puis., partial drlv. - Same as pulse. par
tial write.
puis., partial s.l.ct input - Same as pulse.
partial write.
puis., partial writ. - In coincident-cur-·
rent magnetic-core storage devices, one
of two or more pulses that are required
to effect the selection or the switchmg of
a core, when entering or storing data.
pUll., palltlon - See pulse.
pUll., post-writ. disturb - In a coinci
dent-current magnetic-core storage de
vice, a pulse applied after a write pulse
to put all cores m the disturbed state, as
contrasted with pulse, preread disturb.
puis., preread disturb - In a coincident
current magnetic core storage device, a
pulse applied before a read pulse to en
sure that the core about to be read is in
the disturbed state, as contrasted with
pulse, post-write disturb.
pulse rate - The time interval of periodic
pulses which are integrated with t!Ie
control of the computer or the entIre
system.

pulse, read

punched tape

pulse, read - In coincident-current core
storage devices, a specific pulse or the
sum of several pulses (simultaneous)
which are capable of switching a core, or
producing a change in its residual flux
density so as to produce an output sig
nal on the read winding provided for
this purpose.
pulse regeneration - A pulse regenera
tion is the process of restoring a series
of pulses to the original timing, form,
and relative magnitude.
pulse repetition rate - The number of
electric pulses per unit of time ex
perienced by a point in a computer; usu
allv the maximum, normal or standard
pu'ise rate.
pulse, reset - A pulse designed and used
to position a binary storage cell, i.e., a
fliJ;>-flop, or a magnetic core, back to its
onginal reset state.

pulse, spacing (tel.typewriter) - A spac
ing pulse or "space" is the signal pulse
which, in dc neutral operation, corre
sponds to a "circuit open" or "no cur
rent" condition.
pulse, sprocket - I. A pulse generated by
a magnetized spot which accompanies
everv character recorded on magnetic
tape: This pulse is used during read op
erations to regulate the timing of the
read circuits and also to provide a count
on the number of characters read from
tape. 2. A pulse generated by the
sprocket or driving hole in paper tape
which serves as the timing pulse for
reading or punching the paper tape.
pulse standardization - Same as pulse re
generation.
pulses, transmission - Electrical impulses
which can be transmitted and received
through communication lines. Trans
mission pulses may be either voice or
data communications in nature. In the
latter case, computer interface equip
ment converts incoming pulses into the
proper binary code and delivers the
data to storage.
pulse string - A particular group of
pulses which happen in time sequence
at a point in a circuit, i.e .• an amplitude
vs time plot of the pulses appears as
though the pulse group occurs in space
sequence or along a line, thus the terms
pulse string or pulse train.
pulse, teletypewrite marking - A unique
signal pulse which corresponds to a cir
CUit-closed or a current-on state. in dc
or neutral operation.
pulse, timing - See pulse, clock.
pulse width - See pulse length.
pulse, write - That drive pulse (or the
sum of several simultaneous drive
pulses) which under suitable conditions
can write into a magnetic cell or set a
cell. i.e., usually to a one condition.
punch card - A heavy stiff paper of con
stant size and shape. suitable for punch
ing in a pattern iliat has meaning. and
for being handled mechanically. The
punched holes are sensed electrically by
wire brushes, mechanically by metal
fingers, or photoelectrically by photo
cells. (Related to 80 column card and
90-column card.)
punched tape - Tape, usually paper,
upon which data may be stored in the
form of punched holes. Hole locations
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Pulse rise time.
pulse rise tim. - That specific time which
is required for the leading edge of a
pulse to rise. i.e., for the amplitude to
reach a specified value, such tlme being
measured as the time required to rise
from 10% to 90% of full amplitude.
pulse, set - A pulse designed and used to
position a binary storage address, i.e.. a
flip-flop or magnetic core, into a spe
cified state or original condition or
state.
pulse shaping - Same as pulse regenera
tion.
puis., shift - A pulse which causes the
characters in a register to shift.
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are arranged in columns across the
width of the tape. There are usually 5 to
8 positions (channels) per column, with
data represented by a binary-coded al
phanumerical decimal system. All holes
In a column are sensed simultaneously
in a manner similar to that for punched
cards. Mylar and other plastic tapes are
used instead of paper tapes for more
permanent purposes and when such
tapes are frequently used and reused.
punched tape machine - Any tape punch
that automatically converts coded elec
trical signals into perforations in tape.
punch-tape cade - A code used to repre
sent data on punch tape.
punduatlon bits - The use of a variable
length data format requires that there
be a method of indicating the actual
length of a unit of informauon. This re
quirement is fulfilled by two punctua
tion bits associated with each memory
location. These bits can constitute a
word mark, used to define the length of
a field; an item mark, used to define the
length of an item; or a record mark,
used to define the length of a record. In
addition to defining the lengths of data
fields, word marks are also used to
define the lengths of instructions in
memory.
purification, data - The reduction of the
number of errors as much as possible
prior to using data in an automatic data
processing system.
push - The process of placing informa
tion on the top of a stack and then pre
paring to be able to place the next pIece
of information on the stack. This pro
cess generally involves changing the
value of a stack pointer register so that
it points to the next address where data
may be stored.
push-buHon switchinl- A switching sys
tem in a reperforator that permits the
selection of the outgoing channel by an
operator.
push-down - A last-in, first-out method
of queuing in which the last item at

tached to the queue is the first to be
withdrawn.
pUlh-dawn list - A list of items where the
last item entered is the first item of the
list, and the relative position of the
other items is pushed back one.
push-down nelting - As data is trans
ferred into storage, each word in turn
enters the top' register and is then
"pushed down' the column from regis
ter to register to make room for the sub
sequent words as they are assigned.
Wtien a word is transferred out of the
storage, again only from the top regis
ter, other data in the storage moves
back up the column from register to reg
ister to fill the space left empty. This IS
accomplished either through programs
or the equipment itself.
push-down queue - A last-in, first-out
(LIFO) method of queuing in which the
last item attached to the queue is the
first to be withdrawn.
push-down stack - A type of dedicated
consecutive temporary storage using
the registers of the computer. It is
sometimes part of the system memory
and is structured so that the data items
retrieved are the most recent items
stored in the stack, e.g., a LIFO (last-in,
first-out) arrangement.
push-down storale - See storage, push
down.
push (from stack) - The process of add
ing onto a stack an element or data item
wliich forms the new top of the stack.
push-to-type - A teletypewriter oper
ation in one direction at a tIme by using
a switch depressed during transmission.
pUlh-up nst - A list of items where the
first item is entered at the end of the list,
and the other items maintain their same
relative positions in the list.
pUlh-up storale - See storage, push-up.
putaway - Refers to a memory location
in which the processor will store specific
information.
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Q
Q-

A register used as an accumulator ex
tension, necessary for efficient multiply
divide programming.
Q add..... - A source location in internal
storage in some types of equipment
from which data is transferred.
QAM - Abbreviation for Q.uadrature
Amplitude Modulation. A high-speed
modem modulation technique employ
ing both differential phase modulation
and amplitude modulation.
QTAM - Abbreviation for Queued Tele
communications Access Method. An ac
cess method that provides the capabili
ties of BTAM plus the capability of
queued messages on direct-access stor
age devices. ft may be employed for
data collection, message switching, and
many other teleprocessing uses.
Q telt - A comparison test of two or
more units of quantitative data for their
equality or nonequality.
quad - An assembly of four separately in
sulated conductors, twisted together in
such a manner as to provide: two pairs.
quad bUI tranlcelver - A component that
consists of four separate receiver-trans
mitter combinations, designed for use
with a bidirectional bus system such as
a data bus.
quadratic protlrammlnl - Maximization,
subject to linear constraints, of an ob
jective function that is a quadratic func
tion. This is one of the few convex pro
gramming problems, aside from linear
pro~amming, that have solution al
gonthms that terminate in a finite num
ber of steps.
quadratu... - Quadrature expresses the
phase relationship between two peri
odic quantities of the same period when
the phase difference between them is
one fourth of a period.
quadrlpuntal - Pertaining to four punch
es, specifically having four random
punclies on a punch card. This term is
used in determinative documentation.
quadruple. IYltem - A system of Morse
telegraphy arranged for the simulta
neous mdependent transmission of two

messages in each direction over a single
circuit.
qualification - In COBOL, the technique
of making a name unique by adding IN
or OF and another name, according to
defined rules and procedures.
qualifier - A name used to qualify an
other name with an action similar to an
adjective in English grammar, i.e., to
give additional information about a
name or to distinguish the named thing
from other things having the same
name.
quality control - That process whereby
systematic and regular review of the
timeliness, accuracy, completeness, etc.,
of data entry is accomplished.
quantlflcatlan - An act of quantifying or
giving numerical value to the measure
ment of an item, i.e., to attempt to give
discrete values to human characteristics
using statistical terms, numerical indica
tors, or weights.
quantity - 1. A constant, variable, func
tion name, or expression. 2. A positive
or negative real number in the mathe
matical sense. The term quantity is pre
ferred to the term number in referring
to numerical data; the term number is
used in the sense of natural number and
reserved for "the number of digits," the
"number of operations," etc.
quantity, double-precillon - A quantity
having twice as many digits as are nor
mally m a specific computer.
quantity, Icalar - See scalar, quantity.
quantity, variable - A quantity that may
assume a succession of values.
quantity, vector - A quantity which has
both magnitude and direction, such as
field intensity, velocity, etc., as con
trasted with scalar quantities.
quantization - The subdivision of the
range of values of a variable into a finite
number of nonoverlapping subranges.
quantlzatlan dlltortlon - In communica
tion, quantization is a process in which
the range of values of a wave is divided
into a finite number of smaller sub
ranges, each of which is represented by
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an assig-ned (or quantized) value within
modifymg various forms of modulation;
for example, quantized pulse-amplitude
modulation.
quantize - To subdivide the range of val
ues of a variable into a finite number of
nonoverlapping- subranges or intervals,
each of which IS represented bv an as
signed value within the subrange; e.g.,
to represent a person's age as a number
of whole years.
quantizer - A device that converts an ana
log measurement into digital form.
quantum - One of the ranges or discrete
values resulting from quantization.
quantum, timesharing - A unit of process
ing time in a time-sharing system that
may be allocated for operatmg a pro
gram during its turn in the computer.
More quanta may be allocated to high
er-priority programs than to lower-pri
ority programs.
quail-instruction - See pseudoinstruction.
queries, time sharing - Many organiza
tions have problems requiring retrieval
from data or document libraries. Re
mote terminals are being used to
browse through the data file searching
for material fulfilling the requirements.
query ---: A specific re<J.uc:st for data, in
structions, charactenstlcs of states of
switches, position in a queue, etc., while
the equipment is computing or process
ing.
query languages - A class of English-like
languages that allows nonprogrammers
to inqUire about the contents of a data
base and receive fast resp-onses. Al
though the ability to specify the con
tents of the output is usually powerful
and flexible, formatting and arithmetic
abilities are usually limited. More so
phisticated reports are better developed
with a report writer.
query Itatlon - A specific unit of equip
ment which introduces requests or
queries for data, states of processing,
information, etc., while the equipment
is computing or processing or com
municating.
queltion, encocled- A question set up
and encoded in a form appropriate for
operating, programming, or condition
ing a searching device.
queue - A line or group of items waiting
for the attention of the processor-usu
ally in core and chained together by ad
dress words.
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queue, output
queue, automatic -

An arrangement in
which a specific series of interconnected
registers are designed to implement ei
ther a LIFO (last m, first out) queue or
a FIFO (first in, first out) queue without
program manipulation. For a FIFO
queue, new entries to the queue are
placed in the last position and automati
cally jump forward to the last unoc
cupied position, while removal of the
front entry r~sults in all entries !l':lto
matically movmg forward one pos\Uon.
Also called push-down storage and
push-up storage.
queued acce.. method - Any access
method that automatically synchronizes
the transfer of data between the p~o
gram using the access method and m
put/output devices, thereby elimin~ting
delays for input/output operations.
(The primary macroinstructions used
are GET and PUT.)
queue dilcipline - The methods selected
to determine order of service in a
queue, i.e., LIFO (last in, first out),
FIFO (first in, first out), etc.
queued

sequential

acce..

method -

A version of the basic sequential access
method (BSAM). When this method is
used, a queue is formed of input data
blocks that are awaiting processmg or
output data blocks that have been proc
essed and are awaiting transfer to aUXil
iary storage or to an output device. Ab
breviated QSAM.

queued telecommunlcationl a«e.. method

- A method used to transfer data be
tween main storage and remote termi
nals. Application programs use GET
and PUT macroinstructions to request
the transfer of data, which is performed
by a message control program. ?-,he
message control program synchrOnizes
the transfer, thus eliminating delays for
input/output operations. Abbreviated
QTAM.
queue, input work - See work queue,
input.
queue, multipriorily - See multipriority.
queue, new Input - A group or a queue of
new messages wa~ting for. pro<:,essing.
The main scheduhng routme Will scan
them along with other queues and order
them into processing in order.
queue, output - Messages that are in line
or queued which have been produced
by the system and are waiting to be
scheduled for transmission.

quaua, output work

qwarty

See work queue,
output.
quaua, pUlh-down - A first-out method of
queuing in which the last item attached
to the queue is the first to be withdrawn.
quaua., dirad-accass - A group of qu
eues, or, more specifically, message
segment chains of queues, residing on a
direct-access storage device. The group
can include destination and process qu
eues.
queua, sequential- The first-in first-out
method ofqueuing items waiting for the
processor.
quaua, task - Queues (lines in waiting)
that contain control infonnation for all
tasks in a system at a given time.
queua, work-in-proca .. - Items that have
had some processing and are queued by
and for die computer to complete the
needed processing.
quauing- A study of the patterns in
volved and the time reqUIred for dis
crete units to move through channels,
e.g., the elapsed time for auto traffic at
a toll booth or employees in a cafeteria
line.
quauing analYll1 - The study of the na
ture and time concerning the discrete
units necessary to move through chan
nels, e.J., the time and length of queue
at service centers of grocery check-out
stands, harbors, airports, etc. Queuing
analysis is employed to detennine
lengths oflines and order, time, and dis
cipline of service.
queuing lilt - A list frequently used for
scheduling actions in real time on a
time-prionty basis. Appends are made
following the ending item. The begin
ning item is always the removed item.
queuing, ma..aga - Controls the order in
which messages are stored, processed,
and transmitted.
queuing theory - A fonn of probability
theory use~ul. in stu~ying delays or line
ups at servlcmg pomts.
queuing-theory probleml - When a flow
of goods (or customers) is bottlenecked
at a particular servicing point, losses ac
cumulate in the fonn of lost business,
idle equipment, and unused labor. Mini
mizing such costs involved in waiting

lines, or queues, is the object ofqueuing
theory. an OR (operatIOns research)
techmque for the most efficient han
dling of a line at a particular point of
service.
quaulng tlma - Time spent waiting to
send or receive a message because of
contention on the line.
quibinary coda - A binary-coded decimal
code for representing decimal numbers
in which each decimal digit is repre
sented by seven binary digits that are
coefficients of 8,6,4,2,0, 1,0, respec
tively.
quick-accass Itoraga - Same as storage,
high-speed.
quiascant - At rest. Specifically, the con
dition of a circuit when no input signal
is being applied or ofa system waiting to
be operated.
qulascant carrlar talaphony - That fonn
of carrier telephony in which the carrier
is sUi>pressed whenever there are no
modulating signals to be transmitted.
qulalClng - The SLOpping of a muhipro
grammed system by means of the rejec
lion of new jobs.
QUIP - A 64-lead integrated-circuit pack
age developed jointfy by Intel and the
3M Co. It has two rows of pins instead
of one along each longitudinal edge, so
that the 64 pins are contained in lo/s
inches of length. This size enhances
strength and rigidity, and the conse
quent shortening of the internal metal
ized conductors results in low
pin-to-pin capacitance, lead resistance,
and inductance. A QUIP can be disman
tled with a small screwdriver, and a spe
cial set of probe contacts along the top
of the unit allows access for measure
ments while the QUIP is operating in its
socket.
quoted Itrlng- In assembler program
ming, a character string enclosed by
apostrophes that is usea in a macroin
struction operand to represent a value
that can include blanks. The enclosed
apostrophies are part oCthe value repre
sented.
qwarty - Refers to the typical typewriter
keyboard which starts With these six let
ters, left-to-right, in the top row below
the numerals.

quaua, output work -

R
radial transfer - A procedure or process
for transferring data between reriph
eral e<Juipment and the interna mem
ory of the machine.
radix - See number base.
radix complement - SaTlU! as complement.
radix complement, diminished - Same as
complement, radix-minus-one.
radlx-minus-l complement - A comple
ment on N-I is obtained by subtracting
each digit of the given quantity from
N-I (where N = radix); e.g., the ones
complement of binary 11010 is 00101;
the nines complement of decimal 456 is
543.
radix mixed - Relates to a numeration
system that uses more than one radix,
such as the bioprimary system.
radix notation - See notation base.
radix number - See number base.
radix point - The dot that marks the sep
aration between the integral and frac
tional parts ofa number. In the decimal
number system, the decimal point; in
the binary number system, the binary
point.
radix scale - SaTlU! as notation base.
rail logic, double - See logic, double rail.
Ralchman selection switch - SaTlU! as stor
age, core rope.
RAM - Acronym for Random Access
Memory. This type of memory is ran
dom because it provides access to any
storage location point in the memory
immediately by means of vertical and
horizontal coordinates. Information
may be "written" in or "read" out in the
same very fast procedure.
RAM dump - To copy the contents of all
or a part of a storage, usually from an
internal storage, such as a RAM, into an
external storage, such as a printout. The
process of copying, and also the data
resulting. The dump does not eliminate
the data stored. A snapshot dump is the
copying of the contents stored in mem
ory at one address into a display.
RAM loader - A program to read a pro
gram from an input device, and usually
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into some type of random access mem
ory (RAM).

Courtesy Cromemco, Inc.

RAM.
RAM mail box - A mail box is often re
ferred to as a set of locations in a com
mon RAM storage area, an area re
served for data addressed to specific
peripheral devices as well as other mi
croprocessors in the immediate envi
ronment. Such an arrangement enables
the coordinator CPU and the supple
mentary microprocessors to transfer
data among themselves in an orderly
fashion with minimal hardware.
RAM memory expansion - Expansion of
RAM in 8K byte increments up to totals
of 64K bytes and more to permit tailor
ing memory sizes to exact application
requirements.

RAM print-on-alarm

random-acce.. software

RAM print-on-alarm - A data system con

essing. Because records must some
times be processed sequentially (for
example, when a report is being writ
ten), the ability to call for records se
quentially is also available.
random-a«e.. i/o routines- Direct, se
rial, and random processing of drum
and disk files are provided by these rou
tines. Macroinstructions are available to
direct the performance of the input
/output functions.
random-acce.. memory - See memory,
random-access.
random-acce.. memory (RAM) (Bank)
- Provides storage of on-line account
records containing all information-ac
count balance, available balance, un
posted dividends and previous no-book
transactions, account holds, etc.
required for complete processing of
transactions and inquiries, as well as for
updating of passbooks.
random acce.. memory system, bipolar
- A unit designed to meet the needs of
control memory, disk controllers,
scratch pad and signal processing ap
plications. The unit proVIdes fast access
and cycle times in a TTL compatible
memory system. Utilizing bipolar tech
nology and solid-state mtegrated cir
cuitry, the memory proVIdes high
reliability and performance at low costs.
Some memory systems feature a basic
size of 1024 words by 10 bits per mem
ory card. They can be expanded to any
word or bit length by the use of addi
tional memory cards. Each system in
cludes all address and data registers.
random access, movable - Describes a
feature of a storage device like disk
packs, tape strips, or card strips which
can be physically removed and replaced
by another, thereby allowing for a
theoretically unlimited storage capacity.
random-acce.. processing (central file)
- Application records stored in the on
line central file may be updated quickly
because transactions may be processed
as soon as they arrive at the bank's proc
essing center, in any sequence or mix of
transaction types.
random-aceess programming - Program
ming without regard to the time re
quired for access to the storage
positions called for in the program.
(Contrasted with minimum-access pro
gramming.)
random-access software - A comprehen
sive array of programming and operat
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dition in which continuous scanning of
data channels takes place, but output of
data is initiated only when an alarm con
dition as interpreted by the CPU in a
RAM is encountered.
RAM refresh cycle (dynamic) - Memory
is extended without a decrease in per
formance by taking advantage of a char
acteristic of dynamic MOS RAMs.
These memories require a small
amount of inactive time between opera
tions (or clocks). This time is sufficient
to allow address translation and its as
sociated delay to take place without sys
tem performance loss when the memory
is equipped with a dynamic mapping
system. Refreshing of the entire physi
cal address space is accomplished by the
refresh timer, control circuitry, and
memory modules.
RAM refresh operation - All dynamic
MOS random access memories require
a periodic refresh operation to ensure
that stored data is retained. A refresh
operation consists of a specified number
of write cycles (some memories require
a read cycle) on the least si~ificant ad
dress bits of the memory WIthin a given
period of time. The number of write or
read cycles will vary depending on the
memory circuit.
RAM text editor - The RAM resident
character-oriented text editor contains
search, substitute, insert and delete
commands which facilitate rapid pro
gram alteration.
random acce .. - I. Pertaining to the pro
cess of obtaining data from, or placing
data into, storage when there is no se
quential relation governing the access
time to successive storage locations. 2.
A quality of memory device that allows
data to be written in, or read from, the
memory through direct locating rather
than locating through reference to
other data in the memory. No search is
required; the machine can proceed di
rectly to the desired memory location.
random-acce.. input/output - This is an
i/o control capability that permits effi
cient random processing of records
stored on a direct-access device. Ran
dom-access i/o efficiency is achieved by
the system in two ways: (l) Seeks are
issued in an order that minimizes the
average seek time, rather than in the
order in which they were requested. (2)
Seeks are overlapped with other proc

random-acce.. lortl

range check

ing aids that includes a loader/monitor,
a program for updating program files, a
special sort, input/output routines, and
utility routines.
random-access sortl - Separate programs
are furnished by manufacturers to sort
data stored on random-access disks and
drums. These programs strip off the
item keys of data stored on a random
access device, sort the keys, and then
store on the disk or drum a table con
taining the keys and the addresses of the
corresponding file items. Items may be
brought in from the disk or drum in the
order of the sorted keys by using mac
roinstructions.
rando_cce.. storage - I. A storage me
dium in which the time required to ob
tain
information
is
statistically
independent of the location of the infor
mation most recently obtained. 2. A
type of storage in which access can be
made directly to any storage regardless
of its position, either absolute or rela
tive to the previously referenced infor
mation.
random-acce..
IYltem - A particular
method of filing data in a manner which
approximates equal time to the process
ing of the data, I.e., usually that type of
core storage or auxiliary storage which
is ultrafast.
random diltrlbution - A distribution of
events where the probability of any
event occurring at any given lime is the
same for it occurring at any other time.
randomize - The procedure for making
numbers, data, or events random, i.e.,
without bias as to the selection of each
number or event by assigning pseudo
random codes or characters to particu
lar locations in storage.
randomizing, file addrelling - See file ad
dressing, randomizing.
randomizing ICheme - Plans for the distri
bution of file records among several fiie
storage modules designed so that the
accesses to these records will be dis
tributed equally and the waiting times
for file information will be set evenly.
random noile - Noise due to the aggre
gate of a large number of elementary
disturbances with random occurrence in
time.
random number - I. A set of digits con
structed of such a sequence that each
successive digit is equally likely to be
any ofN digits to the base n of the num
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ber. 2. A number formed by a set of
digits selected from a random table or
sequence of digits.
random-number generator - A s{>ecial
machine routine or hardware umt de
signed to produce a random number or
a series of random numbers according
to specified limitations.
random-number .equence - An unpre
dictable array of numbers produced by
chance, and satisfying one or more of
the tests for randomness.
random number, uniform - A set of digits
constructed in such a sequence that
each successive digit is equally likely to
be any of n digits to the base of the
number.
random proce..ing - I. Information and
data records are processed in the partic
ular order specified by the control sys
tem and not in the order in which they
are stored. 2. Transfer of an item be
tween core memory and a drum or disk
location whose address is determined
by mathematical transformation of the
item's key.
random .equence - A sequence that is not
arranged by ascending or descending
keys, as in alphanumeric or numeric se
quences, but is instead arranged in an
organized fashion in bulk storage, by 10callons determined by calculallons per
formed on keys to develop addresses.
The calculations are repeated in order
to acquire the address and locate the
item desired.
random lequential accell - See access,
random sequential.
random topology - The arrangement of
computers in a distributed computing
network without regard for a predefined
network configurallon or hierarchy.
random variable - I. Also called variate.
The result ofa random experiment. 2. A
discrete or continuous variable which
may assume anyone ofa number ofval
ues, each having the same probability of
occurrence.
range - I. All the values that a function
or word may have. 2. The difference be
tween the highest and lowest of these
values.
range, balanced error - An error range in
which the highest and lowest error val
ues are opposite in sign and equal in
magnitude.
range check - On some systems, this
seeks the presence of one or more pairs

range, dynamic

rate, residual-error

of table entries that data must fall
within. Each pair of table entries con
sists of a low- and a high-data value, in
table lookup procedures.
range, dynamic - The dynamic range of a
transmission system is the difference in
decibels between the noise level of the
system and its overload level.
.
range, errar - I. The range of all possible
values of the error of a particular quan
tity. 2. The difference between the high
est and the lowest of these values. 3.
The binary program with its associated
subroutines will not fit into the available
main memory. The names of any miss
ing subroutines are listed following this
message.
range limit or limit priority - The upper
boundary to the priority list for dis
patching or designing a priority rating
to various tasks or subtasks, i.e., active,
inactive, top priority, lowest priority, or
batch processing.
range, out of - A value which does not lie
within a specific range of a linear pro
gram is out of range, or simply a term
used to refer to overcapacity.
range, proportlonal- The band, range, or
set of values of a specific condition
which is being controlIed and which wilI
cause the controlIer to operate over its
fulI linear range. A proportional range
is most often expressed by engineers or
design teams in terms of percentage of
fulI scale of the associated instrument.
rank - To arrange in an ascending or de
scending series according to impor
tance.
rapid acce.. - Rapid access is often syn
onymous with random access and is
contrasted with sequential access, i.e.,
dependency upon access of preceding
data.
rapid-acce.. memory - In computers hav
ing memories with different access
times, the section that has much faster
access than the remainder of the mem
ory.
rapld-acce.. storage - Same as storage,
high speed.
RAS - Abbreviation for Row Address
Strobe. A signal that is used in dynamic
RAMs to reduce the pin count by multi
plexing the address.
raster scon - Raster scan means that the
beam of a cathode ray tube is swept
completely across the phosphor surface
of the tube 50 or 60 times (depending

on the power line frequency) in a sec
ond. Information, generated via the
memory, turns the beam on and off, in
tensifying dots on the phosphor at the
proper time to produce characters and
graphics on the video screen. This is
baslCalIy the same method used by con
sumer television sets.
rate, adion - A type of control action in
which the rate of correction is made
proportional to how fast the condition is
going awry. This is also called derivative
action.
rate, bit - The rate at which binary digits,
or pulses representing them, pass a
given point on a communications line or
channel. (Clarified by baud and channel
capacity.)
rate, clock - The time rate at which pulses
are emitted from the clock. The clock
rate determines the rate at which logical
or arithmetic gating is performed with a
synchronous computer.
rate, data signaling - See data signaling
rate.
rate, e&ective data transfer - See data
transfer rate, average.
rate, error - The total amount of infor
mation in error, due to the transmission
media, divided by the total amount of
information received.
rate,

instantaneous

data-transfer -

See data-transfer rate.
rate, modulation - Reciprocal of the unit
interval measured in seconds. (This rate
is expressed in bauds.)
rate of error, keying - Ratio of numbers
of alphabetic signals incorrectly trans
mitted to the number of alphabetic sig
nals in the message.
rate pul.. - The lime interval of periodic
pulses which are integrated with the
control of the computer or the entire
system.
rate, pulse-repetition - The number of
electric pulses per unit of time ex
perienced by a point in i computer; usu
alIy the maximum, normal, or standard
pulse rate.
rate, read - See read, rate.
rate, re..t - The number of corrections
per unit of time made by the control
system.
rate, re.idual-error - The ratio of the
number of bits, unit elements, charac
ters and blocks incorrectly received but
undetected or uncorrected by the error
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control e<J.uipment, to the total number
of bits, umt elements, characters, blocks
that are sent.
rate, lampllng - The time developed dur
ing the sampling of physical quantities
for measurement, i.e., to obtain data to
feed into a computing system so that the
results of the computations can be made
available to complete a specific task or
purpose. Some examples are on-line
processing for controllmg weather data,
time sharing of equipment, future posi
tions for missile guii:lance, etc.
rate, lean - A frequency at which data is
compared or read to various predeter
mined sense of criteria, for the purpose
of seeking certain data.
rate, Ilgnallng - The rate at which signals
are transmitted.
rate, Itorage data tranl'er - See data
transfer rate, average.
rate, tranlmillion - Same as data transfer
rate.
rate, undetected-error- Same as rate,
residual-error.
ratio, availability - The ratio of total ser
vice time to the total offault time, regu
lar maintenance time, supplementary
time, and serviceable time.
ratio, break-make - The ratio of the
break period to the make period.
ratio contral- That specific limitation in
the relation between two quantities as
expressed in direct or percentage com
parison.
ratio, file activity - See file activity ratio.
ratio, operating - The ratio of the num
ber of hours of correct machine opera
tion to the total hours of scheduled op
eration; e.g., on a 168-hour week
scheduled operation, if 12 hours of pre
ventive maintenance are required and
4.8 hours of unscheduled down time oc
curs, then the operating ratio is (\ 68
16.8)/168, wJtich is equivalent to a 90%
operating ratio. (Synonymous with
computer efficiency.)
ratio, procellinl- The end result in cal
culating the time equipment is being
used properly, including lost time be
cause ofnuman error and the total avail
able time.
ratio, read-araund - The number of times
a specific spot, digit, or location in elec
trostatic storage may be consulted be
fore the spillover of electrons will cause

a loss of data stored in the surrounding
spots.
ratio, read time-working - See time scale.
ratio, recall- See recall ratio.
ratio, reflectance - See reflectance ratio.
ratio, relevance - See relevance ratio.
ratio, Illnal-to-nolle - The ratio of the
amount of signals conveying informa
tion to the amount of signals not con
veying information.
ratio, variable time - Same as time scale,
extended.
raw data - Data that has not been proc
essed; it mayor may not be in machine
sensible form.
RDY - The control signal for slow mem
ory to indicate if data are valid (some
systems).
reactive mode - A condition of communi
cation between one or more remote ter
minals and a computer, in which each
entry (usually batch) causes certain ac
tions to be performed by the computer,
but not necessarily including an Imme
diate reply. Contrasts with conversation
mode.
read - I. The process of introducing data
into a component or part of an auto
matic data-processing machine. 2. To
copy, usually from one form of storage
to another, particularly from external or
secondary storage to internal storage. 3.
To sense the meaning by arrangements
of hardware. 4. To accept or coPy infor
mation or data from input deVices or a
memory register, i.e., to read out; to po
sition or deposit information into a stor
age or output medium, or a register, i.e.,
to read in. 5. To transcribe information
from an input device to internal or aux
iliary storage.
readable, machine - See data, machine
readable.
read after write verify - A function for
determining that information currently
being written is correct as compared to
the information source.
read amplifier - A set of circuitry which
increases the level of current received
from the read head or various other
sensing devices.
read-araund number - The number of
times a specific spot, digit, or location in
electrostatic storage may be consulted
before spillover of electrons will cause a
loss of information stored in surround
ing spots.
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read-back check
read-back check -

A specific check for ac
curacy of transmission in which the in
formation that was transmitted to an
output device is returned to the infor
mation source and compared with the
original information, to ensure accuracy
of output.
read, backward - A feature available on
some magnetic-tape systems whereby
the magnetic-tape umts can transfer
data to a computer storage while mov
ing in a reverse direction. Normally
used, if available, during- the external
sort phase to reduce rewmd time.
read, de.trudive - The sensing of data
using a process which inherently de
stroys (erases) the record of the data
which has been read. In some storage,
reading is destructive, but such data is
usually regenerated after each readout.
In tapes, drums, disks, etc., reading is
usually accomplished without destruc
tion.
reader - Any device, which has the capa
bility of sensing, detecting, or convert
ing data, i.e., transferring to another
form or medium.
reader, character - A specialized device
that can convert data (represented in
one of the type fonts or scnpts readable
by human beings) directly into machine
lansuage. Such a reader may operate
optIcally; or, if the characters are
printed in magnetic ink, the device may
operate magnetically or optically.
reader, document - An input device
which can read documents as a human
would, so that data can be directly and
easily put into the computer for proc
essing. Although document readers
cannot read human scriI>t as Jet, they
can read a large variety of han -printed
and typed documents; for example,
bank cnecks with the account numoers
in magnetic ink and specially formed
numbers made by the raised letters on
credit cards.
reeder, film - A unit of peripheral equip
ment which projects film to permit read
ing by clients or customers of the data
stored on the film, such as microfilm or
microfiche, or a device which converts
patterns of opaque and transparent
spots on a photofilm to electrical pulses
which correspond to the patterns.
reader/interpreter - A specific service
routine that reads an input stream,
stores programs and data on random
access storage for later processing,

reeder, optical bar-code

identifies the control information con
tained in the input stream, and stores
this control information separately in
the appropriate control list. A reader
linterpreter may be considered very
nearly as the opposite of an output
writer.
reader, magnetic-tape - A device capable
of restoring information recorded on a
magnetic tape to a train or sequence of
electrical pulses, usually for the purpose
of transferring the information to some
other storage medium.
reader, mark - A device capable of read
ing pencil marks on documents up to a
size of 13 X S inches. The marks can be
positioned anywhere on the document.
The sensing cells of the reader are
switched on by special clock track
marks.
reader, marked-page - Optical marked
page readers can be attached to a sys
tem for direct reading of marks made by
an ordinary lead pencil in specified posi
tions (like the marks made for an elec
tronic test scoring) on SY! x II-inch
sheets of paper. The sheets can be read
at a maximum rate of 2000 per hour, or
one each I.S seconds. The reader is nor
mally attached to the multiplexor chan
nel and operation is in the multiplex
mode. Applications for the reader are in
payroll, order entry, accounts payable,
Inventory control, sales analysis, gen
eral ledger work, and many other
phases of business, government, and in
stitution (some units).
reader, optical - I. This system is based
on the principle that the special shape of
each character printed on the input
media is capable of being identified by a
reading device. For example, the audit
journal from a cash register, if printed
m a distinctive optical font, could be
used as the input media to a computer.
As the optical reader reads each charac
ter from the input media, it translates
the data into electrical impulses that in
tum are transmitted to the computer for
processing. 2. Reads printed and type
written material directly, without con
verting it into punch-paper, punch
cards, or other intermediate formats. It
recognizes all letters of the alphabet,
standard punctuation, zero through
nine, and special symbols used in pro
grammed functions. It handles docu
ments, and continuous fan fold sheets.
reader, optical bar-code - This device is
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available with the data station to read
code information from documents such
as premium changes, bills, invoices, and
coupons at the rate of hundreds of cha
racters per second. The data station fea
tures a high-speed printer, and thus can
be used for on-line operations. Card
and paper-tape equipment also can be
connected to the data station.
reader, optical document - See reader,
document.
reader, page - An optical character
reader which can process cut-form
documents of differing sizes and which
might be able to read information in
hand-written form.
reader, paper-tape - A device capable of
restoring the information pundied on a
paper tape to a train or sequence of
electricaf pulses, usually for the purpose
of transferring the information to some
other storage medium.
reader, photoelectric - A unit of periph
eral equipment which has the capability
of converting data in the form of pat
terns of holes in storage media as tapes
or cards, into electric pulse patterns by
means of {>hotosensitive diodes and
transistors, I.e., a reader used for rapid
input to a computer and one which usu
ally can also drive a printer, plotter, etc.
reader., optical-charader (magnetic)Magnetic character readers can be at
tadied directly to channels for the fast
and direct reading into the system of the
magnetically inscribed information on
checks and other banking transactions.
Readers differ mainly In document
reading rates; some read up to 950
documents per minute, others as many
as 1600 documents per minute. As the
documents are read, they may be sorted
into many classifications. All magnetic
inscriptions can be checked for validity.
The documents read may be of inter
mixed size and thickness, as typicallyen
countered in check-handling opera
tions. The standard minimum length is
6 inches; shorter documents may be
read at appreciably higher rates, but
these are not sorted unless a special fea
ture for that purpose is installed. Many
other special features are available.
reader-sorter - A unit of punch card
equipment which senses and transmits
input while sorting documents.
read-gather, write-.caHer - See gather
write/scatter-read.
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read head - A head that is used for read
ing data or a medium, such as tape,
disks, drums, cards, or an optical sen
sor.
read-in - To sense information con
tained in some source and transmit this
information to an internal storage.
readlne.. review - An on-site examina
tion of the ade<I,uacy of preparations for
the effective utIlization of a new com
puter installation, and to indicate any
necessary corrective actions.
reading acce.s time - The elapsed time
before data may be read or used in the
computer during the equipment read
cycle.
reading, de.trudlve - A reading process
that destroys the source data.
reading, mark - A form of mark detection
using a £hotoelectric device to locate
and venfy information as coded or
marked in special boxes or windows on
preprepared fonns. The unit, a scanner,
reads by detecting the reflected light
from the document.
reading, nonde.trudive - A reading pro
cess that does not destroy the data In the
source.
reading, paralie' - When a data card is
read row-by-row.
reading, rate of - Number of characters,
words, fields, blocks or cards sensed by
an input sensing device per unit of time.
reading station - I. The keypunch area
where a data card is aligned to be read
by a sensing mechanism. 2. A specific
location in the reading device in which
data is obtained from media, such as
punched cards or magnetic tape.
read-In program - See program, read-in.
read-In, read-out - An optical feature
that may be added to certain off-line
office machinery permitting on-line op
eration.
read/jump protedion - See protection,
read/jump.
read, manual - An operation in which the
computer does the sensing of the con
tents or settings of manually set
switches or registers.
read, nonde.trudlve - A reading of the
information in a register without chang
ing that information.
read-only memory - Abbreviated ROM.
The ROM is used to store the micropro
gram or a fixed program depending
upon the microprogrammability of the

readout

road-write memory

CPU. The microprogram provides the
translation from tlte higher-level user
commands, such as ADD, SUBTR, etc.,
down to a series of detailed control
codes recognizable by the microproces
sor for execution. The size of the ROM
varies according to user requirements
within the maxImum allowed capacity
dictated by the addressing capability of
the microprocessor.
readout - I. The act of removing and re
cording information from a computer
or an auxiliary storage. 2. The informa
tion that is removed from computer
storage and recorded in a form that the
operator can interpret directly.
read out - To sense information con
tained in the internal storage of a com
puter and transmit this information to
an external storage unit.
readout, destructive - The act of retriev
ing information from memory by using
a process which erases the contents of
the cells. With a nondestructive read
out, the contents are not erased.
read-out device - A device that records
the computer output either as a curve or
as a group of prmted numbers or let
ters.
readout, nonde.tructlve - I. The copying
of information from a computer storage
device without altering the physical rep
resentation of the information in the de
vice.
read-process-write - The
process of
reading in one block of data, while
simultaneously processing the preced
ing block and writing out the results of
the previously processed block. Some
speCIal processors can perform concur
rently on any two or three of these oper
ations, others are limited to read/write.
read pulle - See pulse, read.
read rate - The particular rate which
measures the number of units of data
that are sensed by a device in a unit of
time, usually expressed as bits, words,
or pages per second or minute.
read releole - A feature of some equip
ment which permits more computer
processing time by releasing the read
mechanism.
read reverse - The unit can read tape
under program control in either direc
tion.
read-lcaHer - The ability of a computer
to distribute or scatter data into several

memory areas as it is being entered into
the system on magnetic tape.
road time - I. The time it takes a com
puter to locate data or an instruction
word in its storage section and transfer
it to its arithmetic unit where the re
quired computations are performed. 2.
The time it takes to transfer information
that has been operated on by the arith
metic unit to a location in storage. (Syn
onymous with read time, and related to
wnte time and word time.)
read while writing - The reading of a re
cord or group of records into storage
from a tape at the same time another
record or group of records is written
from storage onto tape.
read/write channell - The data path be
tween the main memory and a periph
eral device that is completed by a
programmer-assigned read/write chan
nel. This channel is not a fixed connec
tion to anyone unit but is rather a
floating link that can be used by any de
vice. As opposed to the conventional
method of complex and costly high
speed and low-speed transmission lines,
the read/write cbannel can be assigned
to any device regardless of speed or
mode of data transfer.
read/write check - See check, read/write.
read/writ. check Indicator - A device in
corporated in certain computers to indi
cate upon interrogation whether or not
an error was made in reading or writing.
The machine can be made to stop, retry
the operation, or follow a speCIal sub
routine depending upon the result of
the interrogation.
read/writ. counterl - Data is transferred
between the main memory and periph
eral devices via read/write channels. As
sociated with each channel are two
read/write counters. These counters
store the startin~ and current addresses
of the data bemg transferred by the
read/write channel.
read-write cycle - The sequence of oper
ations required to read and write, e.g.,
restore memory data.
read/write head - A small electromag
netic unit used for reading, recording,
or erasing polarized spots that repre
sent information on a magnetic tape,
disk, or drum.
road-write memory - Abbreviated RWM.
Some systems are implemented with
ROM (read only memory) program
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memory only. In addition, often the
main PROM has all the control lines
available for implementing RWM
(read/write memory) program memory.
In small systems ROM program mem
ory is used for systems in fixed applica
tions. RWM memory is used where it is
g.esired to change the system applica
tion by the operator. RWM is a consid
~rable step in small system complexity
m hardware and programs.
read/write scatter - An operation per
formed under Rrogram control that
reads a block of data from tape and
breaks it up into processable elements.
After processing, data is recombined
and written on the tape as a block.
ready - The status or condition of being
ready to run. A program, task, or hard
ware device that is in a ready condition
needs only a start signal in order to
begin operation.
ready condition - A specification or cir
cumstance of a jOD or task signified
when all of its requirements for execu
tion other than control of the central
processor have been satisfied.
ready light - An indicator light on the
display panel which, when on, indicates
the eqUIpment is ready for operation.
ready mode, time sharing - See time shar
ing, ready mode.
ready-record - A specific signal from a
file-access mechanism to the computer
that a record whose address was previ
ously provided by a seek command has
now been located and may be read into
memory.
ready status word - A particular status
wo~d indicating th~t. the remote com
Rutmg system IS waltmg for entry from
the terminal.
real con.tants - A real constant is written
w.it~ a decimal point, using the decimal
dIgits 0, I, ... , 9. A preceding + or 
sign i~ optional. An unsigned real con
stant IS assumed to be positive. An inte
ger exponent preceded by an E may
follow a real constant. The exponent
ma~ have a preceding + or - sIgn. An
unsIgned exponent IS assumed to be
positive.
real number - An element of a set of all
positive and negative numbers, includ
mg all types: integers, zeros, mixed, ra
tional, irrational, etc., but not imaginary
or complex.
real ratio (time) - One computer time
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ratio is the' time interval between two
events in a simulation by a computer to
the problem time, or the phYSIcal sys
tem time, i.e., the time interval between
corresponding events in the physical
system being simulated. When this ratio
is greater than I, the operation is con
sidered to be on an extended time scale,
which is a slow-time scale. When it is
less than I it is said to be on a fast-time
scale, and when it is not constant during
the run it is said to be on a variable time
scale. Real-time working is involved
when it is equal to I.
real time - 1. In solving a problem, a
speed sufficient to give an answer within
the actual time the problem must be
solved. 2. Pertaining to the performance
of a computation during the actual time
that the related physical process tran
spires in order that results of the com
putation can be used in guiding the
physical process.
real-time addr.ss - Same as address, im
mediate.
real-time addressing - Same as address
ing, immediate.
real-time application - Real-time proc
essing is accomplished on a time-cur
rent basis. It handles the flow of data
from widespread manufacturing inven
tories and production lines such as the
shifting pattern of transportation
schedules, or the scattered operations
of the utility industry. For example. in
airlines reservation control, the real
time system provides an instantaneous
picture of seat availability, cancella
tions, sales, and flight data for the whole
airline. The airline agent simply presses
buttons.
real-time, batch processing - The re
quirements for real-time action are
known frequently to occur in peaks and
valleys. In many businesses these re
quirements tend to increase from early
morning through the middle of the day
and to taper off from then on. In other
businesses the occurrence of these de
mands may be sporadic. The real-time
system is so deSIgned that it will auto
matically, as its facilities are freed from
the dynamic demands of real-time proc
essing, load them up with the ordinary
day to day backlog of less urgent work
of the familiar batch-processing type
typically, the sequential processing of
sequentially ordered files such as ac
counts receivable, payable, or payrolls.

real-time channel

real-time control system

real-time channel- The various units of
equipment that provide interface be
tween t~e end of communication and
the computer memory. Such a channel
performs the identical basic function as
a multiplexer but has more limited stor
age capability and does not have stored
program capacity.
real-time clock - A real-time clock devel
ops readable digits or periodic signals
for the computer to allow computation
of elapsed time between events, and to
initiate the performance of time
initiated processing.

real-tIme clock, time sharing - See time
sharing, real-time clock.
real-time concurrency operations - The
great point is that the real-time system
IS at no moment necessarily committed
to real-time operations or to batch proc
essing operatIons exclusively. Both may
proceed concurrently and several kinds
of each may rroceed concurrently
under the contro of an internally stored
executive program. But the real time
operations always have priority and the
system will assign its facilities as these
priorities require, relinquishing them to
other activities, such as engineering cal
culations or normal business processing
tasks. as soon as they no longer need to
keep pace with real time events. In this
way maximum use may be made of the
components of any desired configura
tion of the real-time system; and the ad
vantages of its enormous storage capac
ity, speed, flexibility. and commu
nIcations capabilities mav be obtained at
a low cost per unit of work accom
plished. To sum up, it should be said
that experience indicates that the real
time system will quite probably outper
form, by a wide margin, any other sys
tem of its kind in a wide range of
applications.
real-time control, Input/output - All in
put/output data transfers are automati
cally controlled by signals emanating
from the central processor or from the
peripheral subsystems themselves. Any
general-purpose input/output channel
can accommodate a real-time system pe
ripheral device. All i/o chan~ls are
buffered. Each input/output device has
associated with it a control unit that,
once activated by the central processor,
carries out the entire operation of the
instruction given it while the central
processor proceeds with other tasks.
real-time control, slngl_hlp 'ystem 
On some systems, real-time control is
accomplished via a sense input, an inter
rupt, and flags. Other hara-wired con
trol signals provide bus access, access
priority, data-flow supervision, and gen
eral control of the processor. The bus
access and access-priority control lines
can be used to cascade several proces
sors-all with direct interface to the ad
dress and data buses.
real-time control system - A computer
system that processes the data and
makes the necessary decisions in real
time. For example, the automatic con
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real-time clock interrupt - On some sys
tems the real-time clock (RTC) inter
rupt is disabled when the interrupt sys
tem is inhibited; thus, its priority is
lower than the noninhibitable class of
interrupts. It has the highest priority
among all other interrupts.
real-time clock logs - This built-in clock is
used for a wide variety of programming
time purposes. It can be used to log the
receipt times of a periodic real-time
input data. Each input message and its
receipt time may be recorded together.
This clock is also used in connection
with the preparation of statistical and
analytical reports dealing with the fre
quency of certain transactions.
real time clock module - Some units can
provide 13 or more programmable time
bases from one microsecond to one
hour. A I-MHz crystal controlled oscil
lator typically generates the frequency
standara ofthe module. When enabled,
the module informs the computer at the
completion of each time interval.
real-time clock pins (RTC) - On some sys
tems the microcomputer provides two
or more real-time clock input pins, one
for the RTC enable and one for an ex
ternal frequency which triggers the
RTC interrupt. The input Signal may
come from the ac line frequency, a pre
cision counter, the OEM system clOCK or
other sources, on these systems.
real-tIme clock routine - On some systems
the real-time clock (RTC) routine is
written by the customer (Original
Equipment Manufacturer, in many
cases) programmer for the particular re
quirements of his or her system. Some
generalized software operating systems
use the I-ms RTC interrupt for time of
day, elapsed time, and a variety of task
schedulmg operations.

real-time data redudion

trol of manufacturing processes by a
computer in an oil refinery.
real-time data redudion - See data reduc
tion, real-time.
real-time, ex!cutive -The executive sys
tem IS deSigned to mterface with pro
grams that have real-time requirements.
The standard communication subsys
tem, together with the efficient schedul
ing and the interrupt processing
fc:atures of t~e executive system, pro
Vides an environment satisfactory for
any real-time program.
real-time information system - A real
time information system is a system that
can provide information about the pro
cess it is describing fast enough for the
process to be continuously controlled
by an operator using this information
(for example, a scientist controlling the
path of a space rocket).
real time Input/output - Information in a
system in which a machine accepts the
data as it is generated by a sensor, pro
cesses or operates on the data, and fur
nishes the results so as to affect the
operations of the data generator or
some other device; e.g., the data re
ceived from an industrial process under
the control of a computer or the data
received from a missife under the guid
ance control of a computer.
real-time Inputs - See inputs, real-time.
real-time mode - Same as real-time con
currency.
re~l-tlme monlt.or - The executive system
IS an operatmg and programming sys
t~m designed to !lIonitor the construc
tlO~ ~nd execut!~n ?f programs, to
optimize the utlhzatlon of available
hardware, and to minimize programmer
effort and operator intervention. The
executive system, as a monitor, provides
for concurrent processing and real-time
operation in a classical monitor envi
ronment. The executive system is of
modular construction, tailored to' each
us.er's. equipme~t configuration and ap
phcatlons reqUirements. Extensions to
the system for peripheral devices and
applicatIOn programs may be added, al
tered, or deleted as required.
real-time
multlcomputing - Real-time
command and control situations requir
ing maximum reliability. utilize two or
more computers III multicomputer sys
tems. Two or more essentially indepen
dent computmg systems communicate
directly, with access to each other's
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memory. Capable of tremendous com
puting power, such systems have the
added advantage of reserve equipment.
Typical real-time applications demand
ing this degree of reliability include
manned space-vehicle launching and
airport traffic control. The concept of
individual modules for processor, mem
ory, and controller provides multi
processor and multicomputer systems
with multiple functions without duplica
tion of hardware.
real-time

on-line

operation

real-lime

processing

(OLRT) -

The processing of data in synchronism
with a physical process, in such a fashion
that the results of the data-processing
are useful to the physical operation.
real time operating system - Abbreviated
RTOS. Some systems provide for disk
based real-time multiprogrammed op
erations in the foreground with batch
processing in the background and auto
matic overlay and roll-out of programs
t? disk, with dynamic memory alloca
tion.
real-time operation - Concurrent opera
tions for data processing (computing)
and physical processing III such a way
that the results of the computing opera
tions are available immediately when
ever nc:eded by t~e physical processing
operations, and vICe versa.
real time option boards - Various option
boards contain the major interfaces and
options that most users need. Some of
these include: real time clock, program
mers console control, input/output in
terface, l2-bit parallel i/o and an
asynchronous senalline unit. Extended
option boards include: memory exten
sion and time-share control, power fail
with auto restart and bootstrap loaders.
real-time proce••ing - A procedure that
provides for multitasking on a priority
scheduling basis. The processor may be
switched from task to task by an i/o re
quest, a supervisor call, a device inter
rupt or at the end of a task. It provides
a roll-out/roll-in feature to ensure real
time response to high priority requests.
real-time processing (bank) - If the vol
ume of savings account and mortgage
actiVity
warrants,
these
loan
transactions may be handled in real
time by the on-line teller svstem. Teller
consoles at each window at each office
may be linked to the computer and the
.
on-line central file.
communication -

real-time proceSiing. inventory

A real-time s},stem is a combined data
processor and communicator of trans
action data between remote locations
and a certain computer, via communica
tion lines, and allows the data to be
processed while the business transac
tion is actually taking place. A real-time
system may be thought of as a com
munications-oriented data-processing
system which is capable of performing
batch-processing .fim~tion~ .while con
currently processmg mqUines or mes
sages, and generatmg responses m a
time intervaf directly related to the op
erational requirements of the system.
real-time praceSiing. inventory - The
remotely located sales offices are sup
plied with an inqui.ry/answe~ device ca
pable of commumcatmg dIrectly wIth
the computer itself. To place an order,
the reqUired information is entered into
the system by the input device. Since the
device is connected directly to the com
puter, comr.lete information, including
the availabIlity and status of the item
ordered, is confirmed in seconds. If the
items are available, the invoice is
printed automatically, along with as
sociated shipping information, at the
sales office, mdicating to the salesman
that the order has neen filled as re
quested. If any particular item on the
order depleted the inventory to the re
corder point, the computer automati
cally sends a message to the recorder
source, connected dIrectly to the com
puter, requesting an updating in inven
tory. All these operations are accom
plished in a matter of seconds.
real-time. remote inquiry - On-line in
quiry stations permit users to interro
gate the computer files ~n~ rec~Ive Im
mediate answers to theIr mqUines. In
industry, the stations can be located at
dozens of remote locations such as
office, factory, warehouse, and remote
branch locations. Such a system permits
all levels of industrial management to
obtain immediate answers to questions
about inventories, work-in-process,
sales, etc.
real-time satellite computer - A satellite
computer in the real-time system re
lieves the larger computer system of
time consuming input and output func
tions as well as performing preprocess
ing and postprocessing functions such
as validity editing and formatting for
print.
real-time simulation - A particular opera

real-time working

tion of a simulator or simulation pro
gram, such that the instants of .occur
renee of many basic events m the
simulator occur at the same times as
they would in the system being simu
lated.
real-time

software,

mlcraproceSior -

The software distinguishes various real
time microprocessor systems. Soft~are
ties together the processor and penph
eral capabilities of the systems. Software
is organized around two major operat
ing systems, one for program develop
ment and one for on-line real-time op
eration. These two systems must De
totally compatible, with the programs
developed capable of being dIrectly
loaded for execution. In larger configu
rations, they operate on-line as a back
ground task system.
real-time system - The processing of in
formation or data in a sufficientfy rapid
manner so that the results of the proc
essing are available in time to influence
the process being monitored or con
trolled.
real-time system. executive - The real
time executive s},stem controls, se
quences, and provides for the efficient
allocation of facilities for operatmg the
real-time system. Normally, the real
time executive system controls a real
time program operating concurrently
with one or more batch programs. The
real-time executive system eliminates
the need for the programmer to plan
concurrently. It maintains and restores
the operational environment of each
program so that as far as the program
mer is concerned, his program opc;rates
as ifit were the only one bemg. run In the
srstem. The real-tIme executIve system
a so provides a number of basic subrou
tines that assist in matters of console
control, rerun, the loading of segments
or overlays, and input/output control
for the various subsystems (some sys
tems).
real-time working - The use of the com
puter as an element of a processing sys
tem in which the times of occurrence of
data transmission are controlled by
other portions of the system, or by phys
ical events outside the system, and can
not be modified for convenience in
computer programming. Such an oper
ation either proceeds at the same speed
as the events being simulated or at a
sufficient speed to analyze or control ex
ternal events happening concurrently.
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real-time working ratio - See time scale.
real variablel (FORTRAN) - A real vari
able consists ofa series of not more than
six alphanumeric characters (except
special characters) of which the first is
alphabetic but cannot be one of the inte
ger indicators, i.e., I, j, K, L, M, or N.
realonablene.. check - Tests made on
data received by a computer to ensure
that the data in question lie within a
given range. A means of protecting a
system from errors.
reasonablenels te.t. - These tests pro
vide a means of detecting a gross error
in calculation or, while posting to an ac
count, a balance that exceeds a prede
termined limit. Typical examples
include payroll calculations and credit
limit checks in accounts receivable. In
some cases both an upper and a lower
limit are established; each result is then
machine-compared against both limits
to make certam that it falls between the
two.
recall ratio - In information-retrieval sys
tems, the ratio of the number of perti
nent documents retrieved by a single
query to the total number of pertinent
documents in the total collection, as de
termined by the query criteria.
recall .Ignal - A signal originated by the
user, after the call set-up has been
completed, used to control the data net
work in some way other than discon
nect.
receive only - The description of a tele
type device which has only printer
capabilities. Such a machine can receive
information from the computer but can
not send it.
receiv_nly service - Service in which
the data-communication channel is ca
pable of receiving signals, but is not
equipped to transmit signals.
receiver - Also called the card stacker, it
is that part of the machine in which
punched cards are deposited after pass
mg through the macnine.
receiver 'ignal- Equipment controlled
by signaling currents transmitted over
the line and used generally to send out
new signals.
receive/.end keyboard .et (KSR) 
A combination transmitter and receiver
with transmission capability from key
board only.
receiving margin - Sometimes referred to
as range or operating range. The usable
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range over which the rangefinder may
be adjusted. The normal range for a
properly adjusted machine is approxi
mately 75 points on a l20-point scale.
reciprocal - The mathematical expres
sion establishing the relation of a num
ber which exists when that number is
divided into a single unit or one, i.e., the
process of multiplyins by the reciprocal
of the number is eqUIvalent to dividing
by that number.
recirculating loop - In drum computers, a
small section of memory that has much
faster access than the remainder of
memory.
reckoner, Lincoln - An on-line, time-shar
ing executive program developed by
Lincoln Laboratories.
recognition accuracy, voice .ystemThe degree to which voice recognition
equipment will correcdy encode the
input utterance without repeated inputs
or corrections; higher recognition accu
racy provides faster data input.
recognition, charader - The technology
of using a machine to sense and encode
into a machine language characters that
are written or prInted to be read by
human beings.
recognition, magnetic Ink - See MICR.
recognition, pattem - The recognition of
shapes or other patterns by a machine
system. Patterns may be such as physical
shapes or speech patterns.
recognizable machine - See data, machine
readable.
recognizer, .yntax - A subroutine which
recognizes the phase class in an artificial
language, normally expressed in backus
normal form (BNF), formal language
theory.
recomplementation - An internal proce
dure that performs nines or tens com
plementation, as required, on the result
of an arithmetic operation.
record - 1. A set of one or more consecu
tive fields on a related subject, as an
employee's/ayroll record. Although a
record nee not be a block in length,
such an arrangement is often useful. 2.
A listing of information, usually in
printed or printable form; one output of
a compile consistingofa list of the oper
ations and their positions in the final
specific routine and containing informa
tion describing the segmentation and
storage allocation of the routine. 3. To
make a transcription of data by a sys

record, addition

recording

tematic alteration of the condition,
property, or configuration of a physical
medium. e.g., placing information on
magnetic tapes or a drum by means of
magnetized spots. 4. A group ofrelated
facts or fields of information treated as
a unit, thus a listing of information usu
ally in printed or printable form. 5. To
put data into a storage device. 6. To
group related facts or fields of informa
tion treated as a unit.
record, addition - A record that results in
the creation of a new record in the up
dated master file.
record block - A specific storage area of
fixed size which is usually m a main
memory or file storage; it is organized
into such standard blocks to allow more
flexibility in storage allocation and con
trol. (Synonymous with physical re
cord.)
record,
chained - Physical
records,
located randomly in main or auxiliary
memory modules, that are linked or
chained by means of a control field in
each record which contains the address
of the next record in the series or
chains. Long waiting lists or files can be
connected or chained in this way.
record check time - The elapsed time
which is required to verify a record
transfer on tape. The volume of time or
duration that is based on tape speed or
distance between the rewrite heads.
record control schedule - A type of master
record or schedule designating all ac
tivities involved regarding disposition
of business records, i.e., transfers, re
tention, etc.
record, data - A record containing data
to be processed by a program.
record, deletion - A new record added to
a file, or removing and replacing an ex
isting record in a file as contrasted with
record, addition.
record description - In COBOL, a record
is described in terms of the data ele
ments it contains. For each element in a
record, a character picture is used to
specify its level, name. and format.
record, detail- The specific listing of data
which is a unit part of a major dassifica
tion of larger segments or a total clas
sification of data.
record, duplicated - Images or copies of
file records that are located in the file
modules. or frames that are separate
from the primary copy. Such duplicate

records ensure against loss of urgent or
critical files or data.
recorder, digital- A peripheral device
that records data as discrete, numeri
cally defined points.
recorder, film - A unit of equipment
which has the capability of making rec
ords or placing data on film by using
light, dark, opaque, or transparent spots
on photograrhic roll film or some of the
latest digita type of photography of
shadow or depths of gray. Such data
may be digital output from a computer
or from a sensor. Some types use a light
beam passing through tbe film to a
photocell to read data.
record file, flxed.length - See record.
fixed-length.
record file, variable·length - A file con
taining a set of records that vary in
length.
record, flxed.length - A record in which
the number of characters is fixed. The
restriction may be deliberate to simplify
and speed processing, or it may be
caused by the limitations of the equip
ment used.
record gap - I. The space between rec
ords on a tape, usually produced by tape
acceleration or deceleration during the
writing ~tage of processing. 2. A gap
used to mdicate the end of a record.
record group - Several records which,
when placed together, associate or iden
tify with a single key which is located in
one of the records. Grouping is efficient
in time and space-saving on magnetic
tapes.
record head - A head used to transfer
data to a storage device, such as a drum,
disk, tape, or magnetic card.
record header - A specific record con
taining the description of information
contained in a classification or group of
records which follows this initial docu
ment. Also known as header table.
record heading - A record which contains
an identification or description of the
output report to which following rec
ords are related and which is concerned
with the body of the report.
record, home - Usually the first record in
a chain of records, i.e., the home record
is used with the chaining method of file
development or organization.
recording - The operation by which an
input device facilItates the presentation
of source data to be processed.
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recording density
recording density -

The number of bits
per a given unit length of a linear track
In a recording medium.
recording density, tape - See tape record
ing density.
recording
double-pulle - A
specific
method for magnetic recording of bits,
in which each storage cell comprises two
regions, magnetized in opposite senses
with unmagnetized regIOns on each
side.
recording-frequency doubling - Magnetic
recording of bits by a specific method in
which each storage cell comprises two
magnetized regions with unmagnetized
regIOns on each side. The magnetized
regions are magnetized in opposite
senses to represent zero and in the same
sense to represent one. The sense of the
magnetization is changed in passing
from one cell to the next.
recording head - A head used to transfer
data to a storage device, such as a drum,
disk, tape, or magnetic card.
recording,
magnetic - That
special
method of recording data by impressing
a pattern of magnetization on a thin
layer of magnetic material, usually on a
nonmagnetlc base, such as a disk, drum,
tape, etc.
recording mode - In the COBOL system.
the representation in external media of
data associated with a data-processing
system.
recording phase, redundant - See redun
dant phase recording.
recordings, dual - The dual recording of
critical data makes it possible to ma
chine-compare the two for verification.
It is more commonly used in mark-sense
recording operations and those card
punch operations in which it is neces
sary to verify only one or two fields.
recording, lource - The recording of data
in machine-readable documents, such
as punched cards. punched paper tape,
magnetic tapes, etc. Once in this form,
the data may be transmitted, processed,
or reused without manual processing.
record, label - A record used to identify
the contents of a file or reel of magnetic
tape.
record layout - A record must be orga
nized or arranged in sequence as to oc
currence of items and the size.
distribution. etc.. i.e .• as the two-dimen
sional format of a printed page.
record length - 1. In a computer, the
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number of characters necessary to con
tain all the information in a record. 2.
An arbitrarily chosen number of charac
ters that comprise the records in a given
program. To secure this record length.
It is sometimes necessary to pad the rec
ords. (Clarified by padding.)
record length or word - The number of
characters, digits or words w~ich c~m
prise a data set of fixed or vanable size.
record, logical - A record that contains
pertinent information about a common
subject. The most basic subdivision of a
record is called a field.
record mark - A special character used in
some computers either to limit the num
ber of characters in a data transfer, or to
separate blocked or grouped records in
tape.
record, malter - The basic updated re
cord used in the next file-processing
run. A master record is most often a
magnetic tape item. Visual copies for
possible analysis and alteration are usu
ally developed.
record name - In COBOL, the name
given to a record within a file and as
signed the level number 01. Data names
for elements within a record have lower
level numbers, 02, 03, etc.
record, physical - Punched cards ~re each
a physical record. and magnetIC tapes
and disks have physical records as
bounded by interrecord gaps.
record ready - A signal from a file-access
mechanism to the computer that a re
cord whose address was previously pro
vided by a seek command has now been
located and may be read into memory.
record, reference - An output of a com
piler that lists the operatlO~s and their
positions in the final specific routIne,
and contains information describing the
segmentation and storage allocation of
the routine.
records - Any unit of information that is
to be transferred between the main
memory and a peripheral device is
defined as a record. Records can be of
any length.
recordl/blocks - Many mass-storage sys
tems organize data into blocks called
records. Often when a data transfer be
tween the storage system and the com
puter is performed. an entire record
must be transferred. Some systems uti
lize a fixed record size. which means that
all records are of the same length. Most

record, semiflxed length

recursive

tape systems. however. allow a variable
record size. which means that a record
may be as short as one byte or as long
as desired. Note that the use of short
records may reduce the storage capacity
substantially due to gaps between rec
ords.
record, semifixed length - A particular
fixed-length record which has a length
subject to change at the choice of the
system analyst or programmer. al
though such lengths usually remain
fixed for a given problem. run, specific
operation. or routine.
records, grouped - A set of records shar
ing the same label. tag. or key.
records, grouping of - The combining of
two or more records into one block of
information on tape, to decrease the
wasted time due to tape acceleration
and deceleration and to conserve tape
space. This is also called blocking of
records.
records monogement - A specific pro
gram designed to provide economy and
efficiency In the creation, organization.
maintenance. use, and disposition of
records. Thus, needless records will not
be created or kept and only the valuable
records will be preserved.
record sorting - The basic element of a
file such that the sorting of file consti
tutes the reordering of file records; also
referred to as item.
records, overflow - Records which can
not be accommodated in assigned areas
of a direct access file and which must be
stored in another area where they can
be retrieved by means of a reference
stored in place of the records in their
original assigned area.
record-storage mark - A special character
that appears only in the record-storage
unit of the card reader to limit the
length of the record read into processor
storage.
record, strip - A recording method in
which information is stored vertically
with strips visible for information loca
tion.

group of records and contains pertinent
data related to the group of records.
record, transadion - Specific information
which modifies information in a file.
record type - A data structure defined to
contain the information describing the
entities being racked by a data base, and
their associated attributes. Data bases
generally contain files with records of a
homogeneous data type. Some less so
phisticated file systems may contain files
that possess mixed record types.
record, unit - 1. A separate record that is
similar in form and content to other rec
ords, e.g .. a summary ofa particular em
ployee's earnings to date. 2. Sometimes
refers to a piece of nontape auxiliary
equipment. e.g., card reader, printer. or
console typewriter.
record, variable length - A record which
has a loose or unfixed number of con
stituent parts, i.e., blocks, words, etc ..
are subject to particular installation or
chief programmer rules. constraints.
conventions, or by the equipment de
sign.
recovery fallback - The restoration of a
system to full operation from a fallback
mode of operatIon after the cause of the
fallback has been removed.
rec_ery procedures, error - Procedures
designed to help isolate and, where pos
sible, to recover from errors in equip
ment. The procedures are often used In
conjunction with programs that record
the statistics of machine malfunctions.
recovery progrom, automatic - The pro
cess in a system built on providing a
high degree of reliability. where a diag
nostic routine locates the trouble and
the automatic recovery program shifts
to duplexed or standby eqUl,Pment. or
to a fallback mode of operation.
recovery routine - Most commonly in
tape operations a reading or writing
error will occur. Usually tbe record is
reread or rewritten several times before
any appropriate action is taken. If the
error does not disappear. the J>rogram
is halted, but preferably a record should
be made of the error and the program
continued. as devised by scores of spe
cial recovery routines.
recursion - The continued repetition of
the same operation or group of opera
tions.
recursive - Pertaining to a process that is
inherently repetitive. The result of each

recordl,

variable-length

(Iortlng) -

Denumerable file elements for which
the number of words, characters. bits,
fields, etc., is not constant.
record system, fixed-length - See fixed
length record system.
record, trailer - A record that follows a
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repetition is usually dependent upon
the result of the previous repetition.
recursive 'undion - A mathematical func
tion which is defined in terms of itself;
for example, an operation which takes
advantage of the recursive definition of
the function, resulting in either repeti
tion of the calculations using the same
function, or using the same function
with a slight modification.
recursive proce.. - In data processing, a
method of computing values of func
tions in which each stage of processing
contains all subsequent stages, i.e., the
first stage is not completed until all
other stages have been completed.
recycling of progrom. - An organized ar
rangement for recycling programs
through a computer when alternates
have been made in one program that
may change or have an effect on other
programs.
redad - To edit or revise input data.
redadion - A new or revised edition of
input data.
redefine - In COBOL, to reuse the same
storage area for different data items
during program execution by means of
appropriate instructions in the data pro
gram.
red tape - 1. Pertaining to administrative
or overhead operations or functions
that are necessary in order to maintain
control of a situation; e.g., for a com
puter program, housekeeping involves
the setting up of constants and variables
to be usea in a program. 2. A general
term that reserves, restores, and clears
the memory areas.
red-tape operation - A computer opera
tion that does not directly contribute to
the solution; i.e., arithmetical, logical,
and transfer operations used in modify
ing the address section of other instruc
tions, in the counting cycles, and in the
rearrangement data.
redudion, data - The transformation of
raw data into a more useful form, e.g.,
smoothing to reduce extraneous noise.
redudlon, data, real time - See data re
duction, real time.
redundance, longitudinal - A condition in
which the bits in each track or row of a
record do not total an even (or odd)
number. The term is usually used to
refer to records on magnetic tape. and
a system can have either odd or even
longitudinal parity.
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redundance, vertical- An error condition

that exists when a character fails a parity
check, i.e., has an even number of bits in
an odd-parity system, or vice versa.
redundoncy - I. In the transmission of in
formation, redundancy is the fraction of
the gross-information content of a mes
sage that can be eliminated without the
loss of the essential information.
Numerically, it is one minus the ratio of
the net information content to the gross
information content, expressed in per
cent. 2. An extra piece of information
used to assist in determining the accu
racy of moved digits or words in a com
puter. (Clarified by redundant check.)
redundancy check - A checking technique
based on the presence of extra (redun
dant) information which Is used only for
checking purposes., Parity checking,
check digits, control 'totals, and hash to
tals are all examples of redundancy
checks.
redundancy check charader, longitudinal

- On a tape where each character is
represented in a lateral row of bits, a
character used for checking the parity of
each track in the longitudinal direction.
Such a character is usually the last char
acter recorded in each block and is used
in some magnetic recording systems to
reestablish the initial recording status.
Abbreviated RCL.
redundancy check, cyclic - A cyclic parity
check character for longitudinal error
control calculated from a devisor
polynomial. A typical one is: X l6 + XI5
+ X2 + l.
redundancy check, longitudinal - An error
control device or system based on the
arrangement ofdata in blocks according
to some preset rule, the correctness of
each character within the block being
determined on the basis of the specific
rule or set.
redundancy check, vertical - An odd par
ity check performed on each character
of a transmitted block of ASCII-coded
data as the block is received. Ab
breviated RCV. See also redundancy
check, cvclic; redundancy check. longi
tudinal. '
redundancy,
communication - Duplica
tion or partial duplication of circuitry or
information designed to decrease the
probability of a system or communica
tion failure. Redundancy is also used to
refer to inadvertent communication of
more information or detail than is re

redundant charader

reference axis

quired with a consequent waste of avail
able communication capacity.
redundant charader - A character specifi
cally added to a group of characters to
ensure conformity with certain rules
that can be used to detect a computer
malfunction.
redundant check - The use ofextra bits in
machine words for the purpose of de
tecting malfunctions and mIstakes.
redundant checking - See checking, re
dundant.
redundant code - A code using more sig
nal elements than necessary to repre
sent the intrinsic-processing informa
tion.
redundant phase recording - Ensures
transfer reliability, reduces problem of
skew in bidirecttonal operation. Each
tape track is redundantly paired with a
second, nonadjacent track. Use of phase
(rather than amplitude) recording
reduces the dropouts due to variations
in amplitude.
reel- A spool of tape; generally refers to
magnetic tape.
reel, feed - A specific reel from which
tape is unwound during the processing.
reel number - A sequence number that
identifies a particular reel in a file of
reels.
reels, pocket-size - Handy to carry, easy
to load. Each 31ft-inch reel holds up to
3 million bits, the equivalent of 4000
feet of paper tape, assuming 6-bit words
are used.
reel, take-up - A specific reel on which
tape is wound or may be wound during
processing.
reenterable - A sr.ecial attribute of a pro
gram that descnbes a routine which can
be shared by several tasks concurrently
("reusable reentrant"), or which can
"call" itself or a program which calls it.
Special provisions are required: (I) to
externahze all intermediate variables
used (the "prototype control section"
ofthe calling program), and (2) to avoid
destruction 0 the return address by cir
cular calling sequences.
reenterable load module - A type of load
module which can be used repeatedly or
concurrently by two or more jobs or
tasks.
reentrant - That property of a program
that enables it to be interrupted at any
point by another user, and then

resumed from the point of interruption.
Reentrant programs are often found in
multiprogramming and time-sharing
systems, where there is a requirement
for a common store of so-called public
routines that can be called by any user
at any time. The process is controlled by
a monitor that preserves the routine's
environment (registers, working stor
age, control indicators, etc.) when it is
interrupted and restores that environ
ment when the routine is resumed for its
initial use.
r..ntrant code - A specific set of instruc
tions that form a single copy of a pro
gram or routine that is shared by two or
more programs, as contrasted to the
conventional method of embedding a
copy of a subroutine within each pro
gram. Typically, reentrant routines are
composed completely of instructions
and constants that are not subject to
modification during execution.
reentrant code generation - In some sys
tems, the FORTRAN IV and BASIC
compilers automatically produce a reen
trant code that is compatible with AS
SEMBLY language object code. This
feature provides the user with the con
venience of an efficient, high-level lan
guage in conjunction with the more
basic assembly language and standard
library routines for applications soft
ware.
reentrant protlram - A program (or por
tion) that can be used simultaneously by
different routines. Programs can call
themselves repeatedly or may call a rou
tine that in turn calls a reentrant coded
program again.
reentry point - The point at which an in
struction or a program is reentered
from a subroutine or main program is
called the reentry point.
reference - An indication of where to find
specific information, e.g., by reference
to a document, an author, an instruc
tion, etc.
reference addre•• - 1. Addresses that are
used in converting related addresses to
machine-language addresses. 2. An ad
dress used as a reference for a group of
related addresses.
reference addre.., Indirect - See address,
indirect reference.
r.f.rence axis - A line drawn across the
plotting grid at the location ofa selected
value such as at the zero of an axis.
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reference block, me..age
me..age -

See block,

reference debugging aids -

See debug

reference, direct addre.. -

See address,

reference

block,

message reference.

ging aids, reference.

direct reference.

reference, external -

ence.

See external refer

reference-input slgnal- A signal that is

specifically external to a control loop
which serves as the standard o£compan
son for the directly controlled variable.
reference Instruction - An instruction de
signed to allow reference to systemati
cally arranged or stored data.
reference line, character-Ipaclng - See
character-spacing reference line.
reference lilting - A list printed by a com
piler to indicate instructions as they ap
pear in the final routine including
details of storage locations.
reference programming, library - A dis
tinct program to form an assemblage, or
to retrieve from or input to a library,
instead of one written for a particular
job. It is a program which may be called
simply by reference to an index of li
brary program names.
reference record - An output of a com
puter that lists the operations and their
positions in the final specific routine.
The output also contains information
describing the segmentation and stor
age allocation of the final routine.
reference table, program - That section
of storage used as an index for opera
tions, subroutines, and variables.
reference time - An instant near the be
ginning of a switching routine, chosen
as an origin for time measurements. It is
the instant when the drive pulse reaches
a specific fraction of its instantaneous
value. The drive pulse is also called
magnetic cell response pulse, and inte
grated voltage pulse.
referencing, input/output - References to
data on tape or disk are made symboli
cally. Instead of describing the address
of a certain disk or tape, the program
mer refers to such data with a functional
name. This means the programmer
need not keep in mind where data will
be coming from.
reflectance - In OCR (optical character
recognition) the diffuse reflectivity of
ink-free areas of the substrate on which
the printing exists.
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regeneration
reflectance,

optical
backgraund - An
character recognition term related to
the reflectance of the background of a
document surface within the area re
served for printing (clear band), as com
pared to a reference standard.
reflectance ink - See ink, reflectance.
refle~ance ratio - The reciprocal of the
ratio of the intensity of the light re
flected from the ima!l'e area of a picture
to the intensity of hght reflected from
the background or light area.
reflectance, Ipectral - The determined
reflectance related or caused by a spe
cific wavelength of incident light from a
specified surface.
reflected binary - See binary, reflected.
reflected code - Any binary code that
changes by only one bit when going
from one number to the number im
mediately following. (Synonymous with
reflected-binary code and cyclic code.)
reflection, coeflclent - The ratio of inci
dent to reflected light intensity at a
point on a surface.
reflective scan - A scan technique in
which the light source is aimed at a re
flecting surface to illuminate the photo
sensor.
reflective lpot - An evident mark which
indicates the beginning or end ofa tape.
refresher rate, dllplay - The manufac
turer's recommended number of frames
per second for regenerating the display.
refreshing - A process of constantly reac
tivating or restoring information that
decays or fades away when left idle. For
instance, the phosphor on a crt screen
needs to be constantly reactivated by an
electron beam in order to remain il
luminated. Cells in dynamic memory
elements must be repeatedly accessed
in order to avoid a fading away of their
contents.
refresh-RAM - A dynamic RAM that
loses its contents within a few mil
liseconds. Refresh logic must then re
write the contents of the complete RAM
within a two-millisecond penod.
regenerate - The restoring of informa
tion that is electrostatically stored in a
cell, on the screen of a cathode-ray tube
in order to counteract fading and other
disturbances that are prevalent with this
type of information.
regeneration - I. The process of return
ing a part of the output signal of an am

regeneration pulle

plifier to its input circuit in such a man
ner that it reinforces the excitation and
thereby increases the total amplifica
tion. 2. Periodic restoration of stored
information. 3. The inclusion oflogic in
a system design to permit the genera
tion of data (when required) from basic
formulae as opposed to storage ofiarge
volumes of static data.
regeneration pulle - See pulse, regenera
tion.
regenerative feedback - A technique
which returns part of the output of a
machine, system, or process to tbe input
in a way that causes a larger feedback.
regenerative memory - A memory device
whose contents gradually vanish if not
periodically refreshed.
regenerative reading - A specific read
operation which involves the automatic
writing of data back into the positions
from which it is extracted.
regenerative repeater - A repeater in
which retransmitted signals are practi
cally free from distortion.
regenerative storage - See storage, cir
culating.
regenerative track - Same as loop, high
speed.
region - I. In relative coding, a group of
location addresses that are all relative to
the same specific reference address. 2. A
group of machine addresses that refer
to a base address.
regional address - An address of a ma
chine instruction within a series of con
secutive addresses; e.g., RI8 and Rig
are specific addresses III an "R" region
of "N" consecutive addresses, where all
addresses must be named.
register - I. A device for the temporary
storage of one or more words to facili
tate arithmetical, logical, or transferral
operations. Examples are the accumula
tor, address, index, instruction, and
M-Qregisters. 2. The hardware for stor
ing one or more computer words. Reg
isters are usually zero-access storage
devices. 3. A term to designate a specific
computer unit for storing a group of
bits or characters.
regilter-A - Same as register, arithmetic.
register, accumulator - That part of the
arithmetic unit in which the results of an
operation remain; into which numbers
are brought from storage, and from
which numbers may be taken for stor
age.

regilter, control
register, address -

A register that Slores

an address.

register, addressable -

That specific tem
porary storage unit or device as repre
sented by particular storage location
numbers.
register address field - The portion of an
instruction word that contains a register
address.
register, arithmetic - That particular reg
ister in the logic unit which holds the
operands reqUIred for a specific opera
tion. i.e., it can hold the addend for ad
dition, the multiplier for multiplication,
or particular words to be compared or
shifted, etc.
register, B - Same as index register.
register, base - Same as index register.
regllter, block - An address register of
available blocks of storage that are
chained together for use by the line con
trol computer, for the allocation of in
coming information.
regilter, boundary - A special register
used in a multiprogrammed system to
designate the upper and lower ad
dresses of each user's program block in
the core memory.
register, buffer output - The buffering or
transfer device which receives data from
internal storage and transfers it to an
output media such as magnetic tape.
register capacity - The upper and lower
limits of the numbers that may be proc
essed in a register.
register, check - A register used to store
information temporarily where it may
be checked with the result of a succeed
ing transfer of this information.
register, circulating - I. A shift register in
which the stored information is moved
right or left, and the information from
one end is reinserted at the other end.
In the case of one-character right shift,
the right-most character reappears as
the new left-most character and every
other character is shifted one position
to the right. 2. A register in which the
process, as in the preceding statement,
IS continuously occurring. This can be
used as a delaying mechanism.
register, control- I. A register which
holds the identification of the instruc
tion word to be executed next in time
sequence, following the current opera
tion. The register is often a counter that
is incremented to the address of the
next sequential-storage location, unless
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a transfer or other special instruction is
specified by the program. (Synonymous
with program counter, and contrasted
with program register.) 2. The ac
cumulator, register, or storage unit that
stores the current instruction governing
a computer operation; an instruction
register.
registor, curront-instructlon - The con
trol-section register that contains the in
struction currently being executed after
it is brought to the control section from
memory. Also called instruction regis
ter.
roglltor, data (mlcrocomputors) - The
data registers, when addressed, store
the data present on the MPU data bus
during an MPU write operation. This
data will also appear on those periph
eral lines that have been programmed
as PIA outputs. If a peripheral line is
serving as an input, the corresponding
bit position of tlie data register can stin
be written into by the MPU; however,
the information on the data bus will not
appear on that peripheral data line.
During an MPU read operation, the data
present on peripheral lines jrogrammed as inputs is transferre di
rectly to the MPU data bus. The PIA
control registers allow the MPU to es
tablish and control the operating modes
of the peripheral control lines. By
means of these four lines, control infor
mation is passed back and forth between
the MPU and peripheral devices.
...,i.tor, dolay lino - A unique register in
corporating a delay line plus a means
for a signal regeneration, and a feed
back channel. Thus, the storage of data
in serial representation is achieved
through contInual circulation.
...glltor, doslgnatlon - A register into
which data is being placed.
...gl.tor, double-word - Two registers
used to hold a 64-bit double-word
(some computers).
ro,l.tor, E - A register treated as an ex
tension ofthe accumulator register and
lor the quotient register. ThIS register
is used to perform arithmetic requiring
double-words.
"'lIlstor, oxtonslon - On some small sys
tems this 8-bit register supports the ac
cumulator in performing arithmetic op
and
erations.
logic
operations.
data-transfer operations. The serial ilo
capability is also implemented via the
extension register.
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reglltor lon,th
... glltor,

oxtornal - These
registers,
which can be referenced by the pro
gram, are located in control storage as
specific addresses. These are the loca
tions (registers) which the programmer
references when he desires that some
sort of computational function be car
ried out.
regiltor fllo - A bank of multiple-bit reg
isters that can be used as temporary
storage locations for data or instruc
tions and is often referred to as a stack.
rogl.tor, flip-flop - Chainlike connections
of flip-flops used to store binary digits
which are stored in parallel or, if
desired, serially, wherein data may be
fed from one end and shifted bit by bit.
If chained in parallel, all flip-flops can
be set to the desired state simultane
ously.
ro,lltor, icand - That register which is
used in multiplication to hold the multi
plicand.
ro,lltor, lor - That register which holds
the multiplier during a multiplication
operation.
roglltor, Indox - A specific register that
contains a quantity which may be used
to modify memory addresses.
reglltor, Indlred add.....lng - A proce
dure or addressing mode that utilizes
the contents of memory pointer regis
ters to indicate a memory address
"'glltor, Input - A specific register which
receives data from input deVIces to hold
only long enough to complete transfer
to internal storage. i.e., to an arithmetic
register, etc.. as directed by the pro
gram.
ro,lltor Input-buffor - That device which
accepts data from input units or media
such as magnetic tape or disks and
which transfers this data to internal
storage.
"'giltor Input/output - Same as index reg
ister.
...glltor, Inltrudlon - A temporary stor
age device which retains the instruction
code of the instruction currently being
executed. Also, known as instruction
counter. The arrangement of informa
tion; an item of data which is discernible
as the equivalent to a command to per
form a certain operation; the sequence
of operations for equivalent or pro
gramming sequences.
reglltor longth - The number of digits.

register, magnetic-shift

register, standby

characters, or bits that a register can
store.
register, magnetic-shift - A register that
makes use of magnetic cores as binary
storage elements, and in which the pat
tern of binary digital information can be
shifted from one position to the next
left or right position.
register, mask - The mask register func
tions as a filter in determining which
portions of words in masked operations
or logical comparisons are to be tested.
In repeated masked-search operations,
both the mask register and the repeat
counter must be loaded prior to execut
ing the actual search command (some
systems).
register, memory - A register in the stor
age of the computer, m contrast with a
register in one of the other units of the
computer.
register mode - On some systems, regis
ter mode means any of the general reg
isters may be used as simple accumula
tors and the operand is contained in the
selected register. Since they are hard
ware registers, in these systems, and
within the processor, the general regis
ters operate at high speeds and proVIde
speed advantages when used for operat
ing on frequently addressed vanables.
The assemoler interprets and assembles
instructions in a specific form as register
mode operations. Also, assembler syn
tax requires that a general instructIon
be specifically defined.
raglster, modifier - Same as index register.
raglster, MQ - Multiple-quotient regis
ter.
register, multlpller-quotlent - A specific
register in the arithmetic or logic por
tion of a computer in which the multi
plier for multIplication is placed and in
which the quotient for division is
formed.
register, next available block - An ad
dress register of available blocks of core
storage that are chained together for
use by the line control computer for the
allocation of incoming information.
raglster, op - That specific register in
which the operation code of the instruc
tion set is stored.
raglster, operation - I. A register in
which an operation is stored and
analyzed in order to set conditions for
the execution cycle. 2. A temporary
storage device which retains the opera-

tion number while that number is being
analyzed. 3. A register which stores the
operation code of the instruction or
program in process.
retglster, output buffer - The buffering or
transfer device which receives data from
internal storage and transfers it to an
output media such as magnetic tape.
register, payroll- A payroll system which
records the employees and the amount
due each of them.
ragister pointer - The portion of the pro
gram status double-word that points to
a set of 16 general registers to be used
as the current register block.
raglster, program - I. Register in the con
trol unit that stores the current instruc
tion of the program and controls com
puter operation during the execution of
the program. 2. A tem(>orary storage
device or area which retams the instruc
tion code of the instruction being ex
ecuted.
register, R - The register that holds the
ten low-order digits.
register, raturn code - A particular regis
ter which is used to store data WhICh
controls the execution of follow-on or
subsequent programs.
register seled - Register pins are usually
connected to the address bus. This re
fers to one or more lines used to select
0!1e register out of n units within a de
vIce.
raglster, sequence - Controls the se
quence of the instructions.
register, sequence control- A hardware
register which is used by the computer
to remember the location of the next
instruction to be processed in the nor
mal sequence, but subject to branching,
execute instructions, and interrupts.
raglsten, general- Very fast registers
which can be used for any purpose (usu
ally as scratchpad). More recently they
are used in place of special registers
such as the accumulator.
register, shift - A register in which the
characters may be sbifted one or more
positions to the right or left. In a right
shift, the rightmost character is lost. In
a left shift, tbe leftmost character is lost.
raglster, standby - A register in which ac
cepted or verified information can be
stored so as to be available for a rerun
in case the processing of the informa
tion is spoiled by a mIstake in the pro
gram, or a malfunction in the computer.
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reiliter, Iteppinl

relay

relilter, Iteppinl- Same as register, shift.
regilter, 110rale - A register in the stor
age of the computer, In contrast with a
register in one of the other units of the
computer. (Synonymous with memory
register.)
regllter, time delay - Same as delay line
storage.
rellstratlon - The accuracy of the posi
tioning of punched holes in a card.
regre..lon, mUltiple - An efficient analysis
program for determining the mathe
matical relations and relative signifi
cances of manufacturing parameters as
sociated with a given problem.
regular binary - See binary.
reledion - A logical operation applied to
two operands which will provide a result
depending on the bit pattern of the
operands; e.g., operating on the follow
ing 6-bit operands; p= 110110, q=
011010, then r=oooooi.
rejedion (dllCrlmlnatlon accuracy), voice
systems- The degree to which equip
ment will not accept unwanted or inva
lid inputs, including extraneous noise,
thereby allowing operation in a high
noise environment.
rejedlon late - Same as gate, NOR.
relation - I. A phase in a programming
language comparing two elements with
a relational operator. 2. In a relational
data-base vocabulary, a relation is a file
in normalized form. Pragmatically, a fiat
file that is inverted.
relational expreilion - In the COBOL
language, an expression that describes a
relationship between two terms; for ex
ample, A is less than B.
relational operator - In assembler pro
gramming, an operator that can be used
In an arithmetic or character relation to
indicate the comparison to be per
formed between the terms in the rela
tion.
relational symbols

chine instruction that is referenced to
an origin; e.g., R + 15 is a specific ad
dress relative to R, where R is the origin;
the other R + machine addresses do
not need to be named. 2. A label used to
identify a word in a routine or subrou
tine with respect to its relative position
in that routine or subroutine. A relative
address is translated into an absolute
address by addition of some specific ad
dress for the subroutine within the main
routine.
relative addressing- See addressing, rel
ative.
relative addresslnl, real-time - Same as
relative addressing, timesharing.
relative code - A code in which all ad
dresses are specified or written with re
spect to an arbitrarily selected position,
or in which all addresses are repre
sented symbolically in machine lan
guage.
relative codlnl- I. Coding in which all
addresses refer to an arbitrarily selected
position. 2. Coding using relative ad
<Jresses.
relative error - A ratio of the error to the
value of the quantity which contains the
error, as contrasted to absolute error.
relative frequency - A measure or calcu
lation of the ratio of numbers of obser
vations in a class (subset) to the total
number of observations or elements
constituting a population, i.e., universal
subset.
relative malnltude - The magnitude re
lationship or comparison of one quan
tity to another, most often related to
base magnitude and expressed as a diff
erence from or a percentage of the base
or reference.
relative record file - A file that provides a
low overhead direct disk access to a con
tiguous section where i/o transfers may
be either blocked or unblocked.
relative time clock (RTe) - Using a rela
tive time clock, the executive keeps track
of time. At every relative time clock
(RTC) interrupt, the interrupt service
routine returns control to the executive,
which checks if a higher priority device
is seeking execution or if a program
wants to be turned "on".
relay - An electromagnetic switching de
vice having multiple electrical contacts
and energized by electrical current
through its coil. It is used to complete
electncal circuits.

Symbol

Sample Relation

<
<=

A = B
A < B
A<= B

>

A

>

>=

A

>=B

<>

A

<>

B

B

Explanation

A is equal to B
A is less than B
A is less than or
equal to B
A is greater than

B

A is greater than
or equal to B
A is not equal to B

relative addrell- 1. An address of a ma
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relay center

relocation, dynamic-memory

A location where an incom
ing message is automatically directed to
one or more outgoing circUIts according
to intelligence comained in the mes
sage. (Clarified by switching center.)
relay, tape - A method used, (using per
forated tape as the intermediate stor
age), f~r ~elaying mes~ages between the
transmlttmg and recelvmg stations.
release-guarcl slgnal- See signal, release
guard.
relea.e read - A feature of some equip
mem which permits more computer
processing time by releasing the read
mechanism.
relevance ratio - An information retrie
val term expressing the ratio of the
number of pertinent documents re
trieved by a particular query to the total
number of documems retneved by the
query criteria, as comrasted with recall
ratio.
reliability - I. A measure of the ability to
function without failure. 2. The amount
of credence placed in the result. 3. A
word to indicate a measurement trust
worthiness and dependability, and fre
quently used to imply a reliability factor
or coefficiem.
relloblllty, channel- The percemage of
time the channels meet the establIshed
abitrary standards.
reliability, circuit - The percemage of
time the circuit meets arbitrary stan
dards set by the user.
reliability data - See reliability.
reliability (of a transducer) - A measure
of the probability that a transducer will
cominue to perform within specified
limits of error for a specified length of
time under specified conditions.
relocatability - A capability whereby pro
grams or data may be located in a place
m memory at different times without re
quiring modification to the program. In
some units, segments of the program
and all data are mdependemly relocata
ble with no loss in efficiency.
relocatable - Pertaining to object pro
grams that can reside m any part ofsys
tem memory. The actual starting ad
dress is established at load time by
adding a relocation offset to the starting
address. Relocatable code is typically
composed of position-independem
code.
relocatable linking loader - The relocata
ble linking loader on some systems lets

users combine multiple independent bi
nary modules imo an executable pro
gram. Capabilities include automatic li
brary
search,
conditional
load.
comprehensive load map listings. and
origm definition flexibility.
relocatable program - A special routine
whose instructions are written in a spe
cial manner so that it can be located and
executed in many areas of the memory.
Some modificatIOn before execution
may be involved to the instructions
originally coded relative to a fixed start
ing place in the memory. Relocatable
programs allow for the highly flexible
real-time use of the main memory.
relocatable program loader - A program
that assigns absolute origins to relocata
ble subroutines, object programs. and
data, assigns absolute locations to each
of the instructions or data, and modifies
the reference to these instructions or
data.
relocatable subroutine - A subroutine
that can be located physically and inde
pendently in the memory-its object
time location is determined by the
processor.
relocate - I. To modify the instructions
of a routine in such a way that the rou
tine can be moved to another location
and then executed at that location. 2.
To modify the addresses relative to a
fixed poim or origin.
relocating object loader - A device that is
used to load and link object programs
produced by assemblers. Binary pro
grams produced by the binary dump
and link editor programs can also be
loaded. This program satisfies external
references between separate program
segments, generates linkages to exter
nals as required and maintains a com
mon literal pool for usage by the com
pleted program complex. When loading
library subroutine packages, this pro
gram selectively loads only those seg
mems required to satisfy external refer
ences.
relocation dictionary - Abbreviated RLD.
A part of a program that contains infor
mation necessary to change addresses
when it is relocated.
relocation, dynamic-memory - Frees pro
grammer from keeping track of exactly
where certain information is located in
the system's memory. Another impor
tant attribute is its ability to keep pro
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relocation, dynamic pale

grams flowing in and out ofthe memory
m a highly efficient manner.
relocation, dynamic page - The segmen
tation of internal storage into blocks
whose addressing is automatically con
trolled by a memory-protected set ofad
dressable registers.
relocation, program - The execution of a
program or location which is different
than the location from which the pro
gram was originally assembled.
REM - Acronym for REcognition Mem
ory. A simplified associative memory,
designed to be easily interfaced with or
dinary computers.
remark - Part ofa statement providing an
explanation of the use or function. This
is contrasted to a comment which is a
separate statement.
remedial maintenance - See maintenance,
remedial.
remember - That instruction referring to
nondestructive readout.
remote batch - See batch, remote.
remote batch access - See access, remote
batch.
remote batch, off-line - An off-line re
mote batch or procedure that can in
volve the preparation of punched cards
or magnetic tapes from source docu
ments, then the transmission of data to
produce duplicate punched cards or
magnetic tapes at the computer site. In
an on-line system, data is fed directly
into the host computer through some
form of communications adapter. There
are several limitations to the bard-wired
communication adapters associated
with most large processors, and the
trend is to replace them with communi
cations
preprocessors,
sometimes
called "smart front ends."
remote batch proce..ing (remote job entry)

- Abbreviated RJE. A process in which
computer programs or data are entered
into a remote terminal for transmission
to the central processor. Jobs can be
"batched" before transmission. Results
of the processing may be transmitted
back to the originating point.
remote command submission - The pro
cess or ability of a program or utility to
transfer a batch command file to a re
mote system and cause it to be ex
ecuted.
remote

communications,

microprocessor

- Remote communications systems
disseminate information to destinations
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outside the system. These destinations
can be interfaced to a larger host com
puter. The communications link and
message frequency determine the re
sources that should be dedicated. The
communications function can be carried
out either with a dedicated processor in
the system or combined With the con
centration or processing activities. Re
mote i/o conSiderations are (I) parallel
or serial interface, (2) single or multiple
ports, (3) synchronous or asynchro
nous, (4) baud rate, (5) communication
link, (6) information block size, (7) sim
plex, half-duplex or duplex, (8j dedi
cated or common bus. The remote i/o
interface can be treated like any other
i/o interface, in terms of activity-rate
calculations.
remote-computing sYltem campletene..
errorl - See errors, completeness (re

mote-computing system).

remote-computing syltem error detedlon

- Those errors detected during the ex
ecution of the user's program. They in
clude errors that are detectable only
during program execution (e.g., invalid
subscript value, reference to an un
defined variable, arithmetic spills, etc.)
along with those errors of completeness
detected because either (l) they were
disregarded by the user when previ
ously detected or (2) they were not de
tected in the first plac\; because the user
did not indicate that his program was
complete.

remote-computing sYltem execution errorl

- See errors, execution (remote-com
puting system).
remote conlole - One of various terminal
units in a remote computing system.
Some of the distant consoles are availa
ble with each equipped with facilities to
transmit and receive data to and from
the central processor. Connection to
the processor is normally made through
a remote computing system exchange.
remote control - Any system of control
performed from a distance. The control
signal may be conveyed by intervening
Wires, sound (ultrasonics), light, or
radio.
remote-control equipment - See eqUip
ment, remote-control.
remote control signals - Some microcom
puters have signal lines for the RUN,
HALT, and RESET functions as well as
LOAD and POWER-ON. These signals
permit the processor to be operated

remote-control IYltem, program mode

remote polling technique

from a remote control panel located up
to 50 feet or more from the processor.
The function of each remote control
signal is indicated. Examples are: Re
mote halt indicator, remote run indica
tor, remote power on, etc.
remote-control IYltem, program modeSee program mode (remote-control sys
tem).
remote data Itationl- Remote data sta
tions can be installed by any normal
office environment without special cool
ing or electrical requirements. They can
be linked as single remote units, or as
multiple stations, to one or more com
puters. using conventional voice-grade
telephone lines.
remote debugging - The use of remote
terminals in a mode suitable for testing
of programs, most frequently found in
systems devoted to sCIentific or engi
neering computation.
remote device - An input/output unit. or
other piece of equipment. which is
removed from the computer center but
connected by a communication line. In
a typical on-line, real-time communica
tions system, the remote device is usu
ally a teletypwriter. an audio answer
back device, or a crt visual display unit.
remote dilplay, slave - A slave unit con
taining only the analog portion of the
display. Turn-on may be accomplished
independently, or by the master-display
control.
remote dilplay unit, vllual- See display
unit, remote (visual).
remote entry unit - See entry unit, remote.
remote file aCCe11 (remote relource accell)
- The ability to read from, and write to,
files located on a remote system. Some
programs can also cause program com
mands to be executed at the remote sys
tem.
remote inquiry - See inquiry, remote.
remote Inquiry (real time) - On-line in
quiry stations permit users to interro
gate the computer files and receive
Immediate answers to their inquiries. In
industry, the stations can be located at
dozens of remote locations such as
office, factory, warehouse, and remote
branch locations. Such a system permits
all levels of industrial management to
obtain immediate answers to lluestions
about inventories, work-in-process,
sales and other facts.
remote lob entry - See entry, remote job.

remote job entry (RJE) procelling 
Processing of stacked jobs over commu
nication lines via terminals tyrically
equipped with line printers. Smal com
puters also can operate as I{JE stations
If equipped with communications
adapters.
remote job entry terminals - Remote job
entry terminals are no longer one-func
tion machines. Most terminal systems
now are supported by microcomputer
based multItasking real-time disk oper
ating systems. They not only support
I{JE functions but also bring on-line
processing capability with high-level
language support to the place where
transactions and data originate. If mass
data is added, users can store data and
easily write application programs to ac
cess it.
remote mellage proceiling - The operat
ing system can be used to process mes
sages received from remote locations by
way of communication lines and tele
communication equipment. Remote
message processing is, in effect, an ex
tension of the full power of the data
processing and programming facilities
of the computer to remote locations. A
message received from a remote loca
tion may be in the nature of a request to
the system for a particular service, and
mayor may not be accompanied by
data. The requested service may be sim
ply the routing of a message to another
remote location or it may be the proc
essing of a job or transaction similar to
jobs and transactions that are received
locally. By extending the services of the
system, via communication lines, di
rectly to the user, the turnaround or re
sponse time of the system is reduced
from hours to seconds. Consequently,
the system can directly participate in
and control various commerCIal and
scientific activities as they are being car
ried on. For example, the system may be
used to centrally control a geograph
ically dispersed banking activity. In such
a system, master files contaming ac
count records for thousands of deposit
ers are stored in direct-access storage.
By entering pertinent data into the sys
tem, tellers at widely separated loca
tions can check balances, update
passbook records, and handle other
similar transactions, all within a few se
conds.
remote polling technique - See polling
technique, remote.
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remote proC.slinl

reportlnl, .xc.ptlon

r.mot. Proc...lnl - Same as remote mes
sage processing.
r.mot. Itation - See station, remote.
remote ,ub,.tl- Input and output de
vices located at points other than the
central computer site. Information is in
dexed on the subset and transmitted by
wire to the computer. When the infor
mation has been processed by the cen
tral-site computer, it is returned over
the common-carrier lines to the subset
that reproduces the final results at the
remote location-all in seconds or min
utes.
r.movabl. plulboard - Same as patch
board.
r.mov. lubroutln., first - See subroutine,
first order.
r.pair tim. - That time which is devoted
or used to diagnose, clear, or repair ma
chines or systems, including fault loca
tion, detection, correction, and conse
quent tests. This is part of down time,
including proving time after a repair is
made; also if the case exists, repair delay
time, machine spoiled work time, and
scheduled engineering time.
r.p.atability - The closeness of agree
ment among a number of consecutive
measurements of a constant signal, ap
proached from the same direction. Re
peatability is expressed as maximum
nonrepeatability m percent of span or
counts of error.
repeat count.r - The repeat counter is
used to control repeated operations
such as block transfer and repeated
search commands. To execute a re
peated instruction "k" times, the repeat
counter must be loaded with "k" prior
to the execution of the instruction. A
repeated sequence may be suspended to
process an interrupt, with circuitry pro
viding for the completion of the re
peated sequence after the interrupt has
been processed.
re,-at.r - A device used to amplify and
/or reshape signals.
re,-at.r, .....n.ratlv. - A repeater in
which signals retransmitted are practi
cally free from distortion.
r.,-rtory - The many sets of operations
th!!t can be represented in a given oper
ation code.
repertory cod. - Same as code, instruc
tion.
repertory, Inltructlon - 1. The set of in
structions that a computing or data

processing system is capable of per
forming. 2. The set of instructions that
an automatic coding system assembles.
rep.tition In..truction - An instruction
that causes one or more instructions to
be executed an indicated number of
times.
repetltiv. addr..... ing - Same as address
ing, one ahead.
r.p.titiv. op.ration - Operations fre
quently used in computing, such that
repeated solutions of the same set of
equations with the same set of initial
conditions and parameters are devel
oped. In crt (cathode-ray tube) usage, a
steady-state solution becomes apparent
when displayed on the screen.
replacom.nt - The substitution of vari
ous types of equipment for other units
which perform the same or similar oper
ations.
r.plac.m.nt, m.chanlcal- The computer
contracter substitutes another umt for
customer's original machine. Such ac
tion usually is warranted by the poor
mechanical condition of the original
equipment.
replica r.productlon - Facsimile copies of
documents produced by copiers or
photocopiers.
repart d.lay - See delay.
r.port 'ootlng- The summary of the en
tire report, which most often appears at
the termination and which is also known
as final footing.
report I.n.ratlon - A technique for pro
ducing complete machine reports from
information that describes the input file
and the format and content of the out
put report.
r.part gen.rator - A software program
that can direct the production of output
reports ifthe computer is provided with
format and specifications, input file de
tail, sorted mput data, inoutloutput
procedure rules and other information.
report heading - Description of the re
port content which is produced, usually
at the beginning of tlie report.
repartlnl, .xceptlon - A record of depar
tures from the expected or norm. Often
times, maximum or minimum limits are
the set parameters and the normal
range lies within these end numbers or
expectations. Reports that have results
which exceed these parameters become
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reporting period

rerun point

the basis for an exception reporting out
put.
reporting period - The length of time
covered by a report.
report interval- The measure of the
length of the time between the prepara
tion of two issues of a corresponding
report. The interval may be variable in
length when events, rather than the pas
sage of time, trigger the preparation of
reports, as in inventory-control routines
when "order points" are reached.
report program generator - The report
program generator provides a conve
nient programming method for produc
ing a wide variety of reports. The
generator may range from a listing of a
card deck or magnetic-tape reel to pre
cisely arranged, calculated, and edited
tabulation of data from several input
sources.
report program generatar language 
Abbreviated RPG. A popular problem
oriented language for commercial pro
gramming, especially in
smaller
mstallations. Like COBOL, RPG has
powerful and relatively simple input
/output file manipulation (including
table look-up), but is relatively limited
in algorithmiC capabilities.
report, progre•• - A current status report
of a specific activity or group of activi
ties in the form of a summary of results,
i.e., of a run at a point, etc.
reports and feedback, fadory - See feed
back and reports (factory).
report., difference - A report noting re
sulting changes from an original com
puter program and a program change.
repre.entotlon - A combination of one or
more characters to represent a unit.
representation, analog - A representa
tion that does not have discrete values
but is continuously variable.
repre.entation,
binory
incrementalSee binary incremental representation.
representation, calculating operation 
See time, representative computing.
repre.enta~ion, deleted - See deleted rep
resentation.
representation, digital - See digital repre
sentatIOn.
representation, number - Any system de
signed to represent the numbers with an
agreed upon set of rules.
repre.entatlon, po.ltional - A number
representation or number system in

which the significance or value of each
digit depends upon its place or position
with respect to a radix point. (Related to
number system).
representation
system,
numeration 
See numeration system.
repre.entation, variable point - See vari
able point representation.
reproducer, tape - A particular machine
which is used to eIther copy or edit
paper tape or to do both.
reproduction code. - Function codes in a
master tape that are carried through the
data operations and also appear m the
produced tape. (Clarified by nonrepro
ducing codes.)
reprodudion replica - Facsimile copies of
documents produced by copiers or
photocopiers.
reque.t control panel, operator - See con
trol panel, operator's request.
reque.t-repeat .y.tem - A system em
ploying an error-detecting code and so
arranged that a signal detected as being
in error automatically initiates a request
for retransmission of the signal that was
detected as being in error.
reque.t-.end - See circuit send-request.
reque.t word. for input/output - Control
words for input/output requests that
are stored in the message reference
block until the i/o is completed.
requirement., information - The actual or
anticipated questions that may be re
quested of an information system.
rerun - J. To repeat all or part of a pro
gram on a computer. 2. A repeat of a
machine run, usually because of a con
nection, an interrupt. or a false start.
rerun point - I. That stage of a computer
run at which all information pertinent to
the running of the routine is available
either to the routine itself or to a rerun
in order that a new run may be recon
stituted. 2. One of a set of planned-for
points in a program used so that if an
error is detected between two such
points, to rerun the problem it is only
necessary to go back to the last rerun
point. Rerun points are often three to
five minutes apart. so that little time is
required for a rerun. All information
pertinent to a rerun is available in
standby storage during the whole time
from one rerun point to the next. 3. The
initialization ofa restart after the discov
ery of an error or computer stoppage.
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rerun routine

re.ident a..embler.

rerun routine - A routine designed to be
used after a computer malfunction or a
coding or operatmg mistake to reconsti
tute a new routine from the last previ
ous rerun point. (Synonymous with
rollback routine.)
re.cue dump - A rescue dump (R dump)
is the recording on magnetic tape of the
entire contents of the memory, which
includes the status of the computer sys
tem at the time the dump is made. R
dumps are made so that in the event of
power failure, etc., a run can be
resumed from the last rescue point (R
point) rather than rerunning tfie entire
program.
re.cue pointl- For many applications it is
very desirable, indeed essential, to cre
ate rescue points (R points) from which
it is known that the program can be
resumed in a proper manner. If a proc
essing mishap does occur after creating
a rescue point, the operator can restart
his run at any rescue point by use of the
restart routine. For long runs, the lib
eral use of rescue points will mean that
the run is, in essence, segmented. A mis
hap will affect only one segment and all
the valid processing that preceded the
establishing of the latest point is saved
and need not be reprocessed.
re.erve - Same as allocate.
re.erved word. - The words which are
set aside in COBOL language which
cannot be used as data names, file
names, or procedure names, and are of
three types: connected, optional words,
and key words.
re.et- 1. To return a device to zero or to
an initial or arbitrarily selected condi
tion. 2. To restore a storage device to a
prescribed initial state, not necessarily
that denoting zeros. 3. To place a binary
cell into the zero state.
re.et cycle - The return of a cycle index
to its initial or some preselected condi
tion.
re.et key, error - A push button that
when pushed acknowledges an error
and resets the error detection mecha
nism indicated by the check light. This
is required to restart a program after an
error has been discovered in batch
mode.
re.et mode - In analog computing, the
integrators are inoperative and the re
quired initial condItions are applied or
reapplied, as contrasted to the operate
mode when the input signals are con
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nected to the computing units including
integrators, for the generation of the so
lution.
re.et procedure - An input is used to
reset and start the MPU from a power
down condition, resulting from a power
failure or an initial start-up of the
processor. If a positive edge is detected
on the input, this will signal the MPU to
begin the restart sequence. This will
start execution of a routine to initialize
the processor from its reset condition.
All the higher order address lines will be
forced high. For the restart, the last two
locations m memory will be used to load
the program that IS addressed by the
program counter. During the restart
routine, the interrupt mask bit is set and
must be reset before the MPU can be
interrupted.
re.et pul.e - See pulse. reset.
re.et rate - The number of corrections,
per unit of time, made by the control
system.
re.et .witch - The reset switch. when tog
gled. generates a master reset condi
tion. The processor is halted, all
internal registers are set to zero. the in
terrupt faCIlitv is disabled. the input
loutput intedace is initialized, and the
program counter is set to a specific
range. The reset switch also functIons as
an indicator test in that all indicators are
illuminated when the reset switch is tog
gled.
re.et-to-n - The procedure to set a de
vice as a register, counter, etc .• for stor
ing or displaying a particular value. say
n, by returning a counting device to its
initial state. thus representing n, i.e.,
some number as it was predetermined
or desired.
re.ldent - Pertaining to programs that re
side in the main memory of the system.
Often it is convenient to have the editor,
assembler, and various debuggers
simultaneously resident.
re.ident a..embler. - The development
of programs that convert an uneducated
microcomputer into a dedicated ma
chine can be accomplished directly on
the machine to be programmed or on
other types of comp,uters. A typical as
sembler "on board' the system is thus
resident and translates the MPU mne
monic instructions into the specific lan
guage of the MPU in operation.
Assemblers usually work along with edi
tors which are software routines that

residant compllar

r.start

permit programmers to use a computer
to make whatever changes are required
to create, correct, or revise a program.
rasldant compllar - Although many mi
croprocessors require a cross-compiler
---one that runs only on a larger ma
chine-resident compilers that use the
microcomputer itself to produce their
programs are technically feasible with
the advanced state of microcomputer
development and inexpensive peripher
als. Such a compiler requires several
passes to reduce a source program to
machine language, using the develop
mental system itself, and eliminating the
need for large-system support.
residant, axecutiva - The section of the
supervisory program that is always
located in core. The resident executive
is a permanent resident of core.
rasldant macroasumblar - A resident
macroassembler translates symbolic as
sembly-language instructions into the
appropriate machine-operation codes.
In addition to eliminating the errors of
hand-translation, the ability to refer to
program addresses with symbolic
names makes it easy for the user to mod
ify programs by adding or deleting in
structions. Full macro capaoility
eliminates the need to rewrite similar
sections of code repeatedly and greatly
simplifies the problem of program doc
umentation.
residant modulas - The resident module
keeps track of program execution status
and which overlay modules are re
quired. Nonmemory resident programs
are often stored on disk. Thus, while
monitoring system programs, memory
could holCl various oilier programs.
When the system monitoring service is
complete, if the overlays contain data
tables or have alterations which must be
preserved, the operator can store the
overlays back on C1isk; this is called roll
out. If the operator is going to compile
some FORTRAN programs next, he
rolls the FORTRAN compiler. If data
transfers between disk and memory are
fast enough, a user can look upon the
disk as an extension of usable memory.
resld.nt prOSIram - A program that is per
manently located in storage. For exam
ple, the nucleus in main storage or a
system library on direct access storage.
r.sldual .rror - The difference between
an optimum result derived from experi

ence or experiment and a supposedly
exact result derived from theory.
resldu. check - Same as check, modulo-N.
residu., modulo-N - See modulo-N check.
resistor, pull-down - A resistor connected
across the output of a device or circuit
to hold the output equal to or less than
the zero input level of the following dig
ital device. It also serves or is used to
lower the output impedance of a device.
It also refers to a resistor connected to
a negative or to ground.
r.slltar, pull-up - A resistor connected to
the positive supply voltage of a transis
tor circuit, as from the collector supply
to the output collector.
resolution .rror - See error, resolution.
resolvar - A small section of storage, par
ticularly in drum, tape or disk storage
units, that has much faster access than
the remainder of the storage.
resourca-sharlng - The sharing of one
central processor by several users and
several peripheral devices. Principally
used in connection with the sharing of
time and memory.
r.sourca-sharlng control - The tying to
gether of multiple computers in dis
tributed processing systems whereby
several computers work together shar
ing the work load.
response - The response of a device or
system is an explicit quantitative expres
sion of the output as a function of the
input. The response characteristic,
often presented graphically, gives the
response as a function of some mdepen
dent variable, such as frequency,
responsa tfma - The amount of time
which elapses between generation of an
inquiry at a terminal and the receipt of
a response at the terminal. Response
time would be: transmission time to the
computer, processing time at the com
puter, access time to obtain any file rec
ords needed to answer the inquiry, and
transmission time back to the terminal.
r.spons. unit, audio - See audio-response
unit.
r.start - 1. One of a set of preselected
points located in a program such that if
an error is detected between two points,
the problem may be rerun by returning
to the last such point instead of return
ing to the start of the problem. 2. To
return to a previous point in a program
and resume operation from that point.
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reverse capitan

reltart checkpoint and p_durel 
See checkpoint and restart procedures.
reltart point - Same as rerun point.
reltart point (Iortlng) - Same as restart
sorting.
reltart routine - Same as rerun routine.
restart, lortlng - The return to a previous
point in the program where processing
may begin. The previous pomt may be
the begmning of the program or it may
be a checkpomt.
restitution - A series of significant condi
tions resulting from decIsions based on
demodulated telegraph signals.
restore - I. To return a variable address
or other computer word to its initial or
preselected value. 2. To return a regis
ter, trigger, error-condition signal, etc.,
to zero or to a specific initial condition.
restore pulse generator - Same as genera
tor, clock pulse.
restorer, direct-current - A method of re
storing the dc or low-frequency compo
nents to a transmitted signal.
restore, tape-skip - A function that per
mits certain portions of tape to be idled
through a tape reader without being
acted upon. This function is initiated by
depressing the tape-skip key. Skipping
continues until the reader finds a tape
skip restore character in the tape. This
character must have been included in
the original programming.
result, addre.. - That address into which
the results of an arithmetic process are
transferred.
reticle, font - See font, reticle.
retrieval - 1. The recovery of research
material. 2. The act of finding stored
material.
retrieval, c_rdlnate - Same as concept
coordination.
retrieval data - See data retrieval.
retrieval, document - See document re
trieval.
retrieval, fact - See fact retrieval.
retrieval, Information - The recovering of
desired information or data from a col
lection of documents or other graphic
records.
retrieval, legal - A language developed
at the University of Pittsburgh to re
trieve legal information sudi as cita
tions, references, specific literature,
court decisions, and which has a rather
elaborate indexing system. The service
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is offered to lawyers and provides assist
ance concerning Pennsylvania state
laws. An expansion of this program into
other areas appears imminent with
more elaborate use of KWIC indexing
programs.
retrievals, false - The library references
that are not pertinent to, but are vaguely
related to, the subject of the library
search and are sometimes obtained by
automatic search methods.
retrieval system, information - See infor
mation-retrieval system.
retrieve - To find and select specific in
formation in the record of a fife storage.
retrieving - Searching of storage to lo
cate the data required, and selecting or
removing the required data from stor
age.
retrofit - The adjusting of existing sys
tems or programs for the purpose of
fitting in or accommodating a new part
and performing all other changes neces
sary in related systems or programs.
retrofit testing - Testing to assure system
operation after replacing some equip
ment or programs.
return - 1. The mechanism providing for
a return to a previous point in the usual
sense. In particular, a set of instructions
at the end of a subroutine that permits
the system control to be returned to the
proper point in the main routine. 2. To
go back to a specific, planned point in a
program, usually when an error is de
tected, for the purpose of rerunning the
program. Rerun points are usually three
to five minutes apart to avoid long peri
ods of lost computer time. Information
pertinent to a rerun is. availabl~ in
standby registers from pomt to pomt.
return, carriage - The operation that
causes the next character to be printed
at the left margin of printout.
retum instructions - The specific group of
instructions which are subroutined at
the end of a program to provide for the
transfer of control from the return sub
routine to the main routine.
return point (sorting) - Same as restart,
sorting.
return-to-zero (RZ) - A method of writ
ing information on a magnetic surface
in which the current through the write
head winding is returned to zero after
the write pulse.
reverse capstan - A rotating shaft with
minimal tolerances which controls the

reverse channel

ring network node

reverse or rewind movement of mag
netic tape at uniform speed.
rever.e channel- Specifically, a channel
used for transmissIOn of supervisory or
error-control signals. The direction of
flow of these signals is in the direction
opposite to that in which information is
bemg transferred. The bandwidth of
this channel is usually less than that of
the forward channel, i.e., the informa
tion channel.
rever.e-code dictionary - An alphabetic
or numeric-alphabet arrangement of
codes associated with their correspond
ing English words or terms. (Related to
dictionary code.)
rever.e-direction flow - A flow in a direc
tion other than left to right or top to
bottom.
rever.e Poli.h notation - Abbreviated
RPN. A type oflogic in calculators that
allows the user to enter every problem
from left to right exactly as it is written.
There is no need to worry about opera
tional hierarchy, as the logic system
handles it all automatically. This type of
logic is distinguishable because the elec
tronic calculator has no equals kev. It
.
has an enter key instead.
revene, read - The unit can read tape in
either direction under program control.
rever.er .ign - See sign changer.
rever.e
.olenoid - That
electricalmechanical device which provides pres
sure via a roller to force magnetic tape
against the reverse capstan and move
the tape in a reverse direction.
rever.e video - This function shows
dark characters on a background of
light screen area. The effect is useful
for situations where information is
being entered on a fill-in-the-blanks
basis. Reverse video can also be used
when material is being edited, to show
which characters are being inserted or
deleted, and for special comments and
warnings to the operator.
rever.lble, counter - See counter revers
ible.
review, prelimlnary-propo.al - An on
site review to provide guidance to
proponent agencies in the preparation
of ADP system proposals.
review, readlne •• - An on-site examina
tion of the ade<I,uacy of preparations for
the effective utilization of a new com
puter installation, and to indicate any
necessary corrective actions.

revolver - Same as loop, high speed.
revolver track - Same as loop, high speed.
rewind - The process of returning a film

or magnetic tape to its initial data point.
time - The measurement of
elapsed time required to transfer tape to
the supply reel.
rewind time (sorting) - Elapsed time con
sumed by a sort/merge program for re
storing intermediate and final tape files
to original position.
rewrite - The process of restoring the in
formation in the storage device to its
prior-to-reading state.
rewrite dual gap head - A character writ
ten on tape is immediately read by a
read head so that the accuracy of re
corded data might be ensured.
RF - Abbreviation for Report Footing.
RH - Abbreviation for Report Heading.
right hand justified - See justified. right
hand.
right justified - Data are right justified
when the right-hand digit or character
occupies its allotted right-hand posi
tion.
right justify - See justify. right.
right shift Instruction - Specifically, an op
eration that shifts the contents of all bit
positions in a register to the right. The
least significant bit value is shifted out of
the register. The MSB portion is typi
cally set to a value of zero.
rigid di.k - Disk storage wherein the me
dium is a magnetic alloy mounted on a
thick metallic substrate. Rigid disks may
take the form of "nonremovable" disks,
which have the medium in a sealed con
tainer, and "disk packs" or "disk car
tridges" wherein the medium may be
removed from the drive mechanism.
Rigid disks have a capacity range from 5
to greater than 200 Mb.
ring counter - A loop of interconnected
bistable elements such that one and
only one is in a specified state at any
given time and such that, as input sig
nals are counted, the position ofthe ele
ment in the specified state moves in an
ordered sequence around the loop.
ring network - A network topology in
which computers are connected in a cir
cular configuration.
ring network node - In a "ring" network,
each computer node controls its own
function and all are equal-there is no
dependence on a single machine. Each
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has similar hardware and software. Usu
ally, each computer can communicate
with every other one, and may have ac
cess to their files. Each node can back up
any of the others.
rinl!l netwo!k Itru~ure - Many organiza
tIons deSign their computer networks in
the form ofloop or ring structures. With
this arrangement, many of the remote
stations (terminals or computers) con
nected to the ring do not communicate
with the main-site or host processor in
dividually. Instead, the data to be trans
mitted is looped around the stations.
The loop or ring structure is economi
cal when several remote stations and
host processors are located near each
other. When remote stations are geo
graphically dispersed over long dis
tances, Ime costs would be very
expensive if a loop structure were used.
In such cases, it would be more econom
ical to use a distributed-type structure.
ring Ihift - See shift, circular.
ripple-through carry - Same as carry, high
speed.
rile time - The time required for the
leading edge of a pulse to rise from one
tenth of its final value to nine-tenths of
its final value. Rise time is proportional
to the time constant of the circuit.
RJE - Abbreviation for Remote Job
Entry.
RLD - Abbreviation for Relocation Dic
tionary. See dictionary, relocation.
RMW - Abbreviation for the Read-Modi
fy-Write cycle in a RAM.
robot - A device equipped with sensing
instruments for detectin~ input si~als
or environmental conditIons but with a
reacting or guidance mechanism, which
can perform sensing, calculations, etc.,
and with stored programs for resultant
actions, i.e., a machme running itself.
robot capability - Properly programmed,
the robot can solve problems m the two
~eneral areas of visual inspection and
Identity and attitude analYSIS. Available
routines have the capability to extract
the 2-dimensional outline of the image
of an object, locate corners, find holes
and separate multiple objects, identify
an object on the basis of its distinguish
ing ~e~tures, specify t~e grip points, ac
qUISItIon and onentatIon of a
workpiece. In one set of laboratory ex
periments the developmental system
has identified each of four different

foundry castings and detennined their
position and orientation so that its
manipulator can pick them up off a con
veyor belt.
role indicator - A code assigned to an in
dividual word, indicating the nature or
particular function that this specific
word is to play in any textual occur
rence.
rollback - A system that will restart the
running program after a system failure.
Snapshots of data and programs are
stored at periodic intervals and the sys
tem rolls back to restart at the last re
corded snapshot.
rollback routine - Same as rerun routine.
rollover - The action of depressing two
or more keys simultaneously. A quality
keyboard controller will include de
bouncing and multiple-key rollover pro
tection.
ROM - Acronym for read-only memory.
A blank ROM can be considered to be a
mosaic of undifferentiated cells. Many
types of ROMs exist. A basic type of
ROM is one programmed by a mask pat
tern as part of the final manufacturing
stage. PROMs are "programmable"
ROMs. ROMs are relatIveiv permanent
although they can be erased with the aid
of an ultraviolet irradiation instrument.
Others can be electrically erased and
are called EPROMs. Information is
stored permanently or semiperma
nently and is read out, but not altered in
operation.
ROM bipolar technologiel - Bipolar de
vices offer higher speeds than MOS de
vices. For very high volume usage with
those devices whose data patterns never
change, mask programmable read-only
memories, commonly called ROMs,
provide the lowest cost. Electrically pro
grammable read-only memories or
PROMs allow the data pattern to be
defined when the device IS used rather
than when the device is manufactured.
ROM bootstrap - Nearly every computer
uses at least one ROM program, the
most common one being a ROM boot
strap loader. The bootstrap loader is a
mimmum program which, If everything
in memory has been wiped out, will
allow the programmer to recreate his
main memory load.
ROM bus Interface (TTL) - A ROM bus
interface can demonstrate a simplicity
of interface with many systems. In many
cases, all microbus components operate
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at the same TTL levels and with the
same drive capability. data. address. and
control lines can be connected without
buffers. Timing of the memories can be
set to permit simple operation at full
speed with the processor. The chip se
lects of the same buses have been used
to partially decode the system address
lines. In small- and medium-sized sys
tems. this partial address decoding will
be sufficient to distinguish all packages
in the system without using any addi
tional address decoding packages.
ROM controlled terminall - Some termi
nal MPUs control internal peripherals
by means of instructions stored in the
read-only memory (ROM). Such opera
tions as accessing of a peripheral device
for data. keeping track of sales for in
ventory control. and performing tax
computation are possible. In essence.
the MPU can provide the usual cash reg
ister functions plus additional retail sys
tem management capability. For
example. ttie data communications
channel permits remote interrogation
to obtain the terminal's current sales.
ROM cultom changel- Special-purpose
adaptations can be made of the device
by changing a few program words. Just
about every system designer is faced
with the selection of devices which
would be perfect if only this or that fea
ture were present in the basic structure.
Microprogrammed devices are inher
ently open-ended and features can be
easily added to adapt the device to the
environment. For example. some manu
facturers of microprogrammed systems
offer the customer special options to
make the system operate in a communi
cations environment. In this way. the
system can be tailored to specific envi
ronment.
ROM fundionl- ROM is used to store
the microprogram or a fixed program
depending upon the microprogramma
bihty of the CPU. The microprogram
provides the translation from higher
level user commands. such as ADD.
MPY. etc. down to a series of detailed
codes recognizable by the microproces
sor for execution. The size of the ROM
varies according to user requirements
within the maximum allowed capacity
dictated by the addressing capability of
the microprocessor.
ROM, inltrudion WOrcll- ROM portions
of memory are often used to store in
structions. although in some situations

the RAM is also used. Instructions re
siding in ROM are hardwired and once
entered cannot be changed without cost
and difficulty. The instructions are in
the form of a string of binary (1 and 0)
bits called words. The length of the
words is 4.8. or 16 bits as required by
the design of the microprocessor. When
decoded. the words spell out the proce
dure for the processor to use in carrying
out the instruction.
ROM microprogramming- By micropro
gramming a ROM on the microproces
sor chip. a logic designer can implement
in one package. together with some an
cillary memory. a fonction that often
took 50 or more TTL packages. Designs
can be changed by a simple software
program-and reprogrammable ROMs
can be used to change systems in the
field. In effect. design engineers must
soon become programmers to discard
many tedious but formerly essential
logic optimization techniques.
ROM module board - A provision for
ROM replacement of up to 48K or more
bytes of main memory for applications
requiring program security or other
special purposes.
root segment - The master or controlling
segment of an overlay structure which
always resides in main memory. Usually
this IS the first segment within the pro
gram. and it is always the first to be
Toaded at program initiation time.
ropeltorage - Same as storage. core rope.
ROPP - Abbreviation for Receive Only
Page Printer. A teleprinter unit with
pnnter only for stations which do not
generate messages.
RO (Receive Only) - A receive-only prin
ter.
rotate - A specific instruction that results
in pushing the contents of a register or
word by one position to the left or the
right. The bit coming in is often the one
"falling oft" the other end. Sometimes it
is the old value of the carry bit.
round - To adjust the least significant di
gits retained in truncation to partially
reflect the dropped portion; e.g.• when
rounded to the digits. the decimal num
ber 2.7561 becomes 2.76.
rounding error - The error resulting when
dropping certain less significant digits
and some adjustment is applied to the
more significant retained. Also called
round-off error. A common round-off
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rule is to take the quantity to the nearest
digit.
round-off error - The error resulting
from rounding off a quantity by deleting
the less significant digits and applying
some rule of correction to the part re
tained; e.g.• 0.2751 can be rounded to
0.275 with a rounding error of .000l.
(Contrasted with error truncation.)
route - I. The route followed. or to be
followed, for the transmission of a tele
gram or the establishment of a connec
tion. 2. The means of transmission
(wire. cable radio) used. or to be used.
for the transmission of a telegram or the
establishment of a connection.
routine - I. A sequence of machine in
structions that carry out a well-defined
function. 2. A set of coded instructions
arranged in proper sequence to direct
the computer to perform a desired op
eration or series of operations.
routine, algorithmic - See algorithmic rou
tine.
routine, alternate - Assignment of a sec
ondary communications path to a desti
nation if the primary path is unavailable.
routine, a ..embly - See assembly routine.
routine, automatic - A routine that is ex
ecuted independently of manual opera
tions, but only if certain conditions
occur within a program or record, or
during some other process.
routine, auxiliary - A routine designed to
assist in the operation of the computer
and in debugging other routines.
routine, check - A check system built into
the program or computers that do not
have automatic checking. This check
system is normally concerned with pro
grams run on computers that are not
mternally self-checking. (Related to au
tomatic check.)
routine, checkpoint - See checkpoint rou
tine.
routine, closed - A routine that is not in
serted as a block of instructions within a
main routine. but is entered by basic
linkage from the main routine. '
routine, compile - A compUler instruction
that is also called a compile. compiler,
compiling routine, and a compilation.
An executive routine that. before the
desired computation is started. trans
lates a program expressed in pseudo
code into machine code (or into another
pseudocode for further translation by
an interpreter). In accomplishing the

translation. the compiler may be re
quired to adapt or to specialize the in
structions.
routine, complete - A routine that does
not require modification before it is
used. Such routines are usually in com
pany or manufacturer libraries.
routine, condensing - A routine used to
convert the machine language, i.e .• the
one-instruction per card output format,
from an assemoly program or system
into several instructions per card.
routine, control - Same as executive rou
tine.
routine, conversion - A flexible and gen
eralized program which can be used by
a programmer to change the presenta
tion of data from one form to another,
such as changing from card to disk.
routine, corredion - A routine which is
designed to be used in or after a com
puter failure or malfunction or a pro
gram or operator error and which
thereby reconstitutes the routine being
executed before the error or malfunc
tion and from the most recent or closest
rerun point.
routine, dating - A routine that compUles
and/or stores. where needed, a date
such as current date. expiration date of
a tape, etc.
routine, debugging-aid - A routine to aid
programmers in the debugging of their
routmes. Some typical routmes are:
storage. printout. tape printout. and
drum printout.
routine, diagnostic - l. A routine used to
locate a malfunction in a computer. or
to aid in locating the mistakes m a com
puter program. Thus. in general any
routine specifically designed to aid in
debugging or troubleshooting. (Synon
ymous WIth malfunction routine. and
related to debugging.) 2. A specific rou
tine designed to locate either a malfunc
tion in tbe computer or a mistake in
coding.
routine, dired-insert - Same as subrou
tine, direct insert.
routine, dynamic - Same as subroutine.
dynamic.
routine, editor - Same as program. editor.
routine, error- See error routine.
rautine, error-corredion - A series of
computer instructions programmed to
correct a detected error.
routine, error-detedion - A routine used
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to detect whether or not an error has
occurred, usually without a special pro
vision to find or indicate its location.
routine, executive - See executive rou
tine.
routine, executive system - See executive
system routine.
routine, fll_rganization - A specifically
designed routine for reading input-data
files, and sorting them in random-access
locations.
routine, fixed - A routine which cannot
be modified during its computer execu
tion.
routine, floating-point - A set ofcoded in
structions arranged in proper sequence
to direct the computer to perform a
specific set of operations that will per
mit floating-point operation; e.g., en
able the use of a fixed-point machine to
handle information on a floating-point
basis from an external point of view.
Floating-point routines are usually used
in computers that do not have built-in
floating-point circuitry, in which case
floating-point operation must be pro
grammed.
routine, general- A routine expressed in
computer coding designed to solve a
class of problems specializing to a spe
cific problem when appropriate para
metric values are supphed.
routine, generating - A compiling routine
that is capable of handhng less fully
defined situations.
routine, generator - See generator rou
tine.
routine, heuristic - A routine by which the
computer attacks a problem not by a di
rect algorithmic procedure, but by a
trial and error approach frequently in
volving the act of learning. (Synony
mous with heuristic program.)
routine, housekeeping - The initial in
structions in a program that are ex
ecuted only one tIme, e.g., clear storage.
routine, incomplete - A routine in a li
brary programming system that re
quires parameters to be supplied by a
macrostatement or main routine.
routine, initializer - The functions such as
error checking performed on a message
after it is entered into a svstem, but be
fore the application program begins
processing.
routine, input - See input routine.
routine, intepreter - An executive routine

which translates a stored machinelike
pseudocode into a machine code and
performs the operations indicated by
subroutines durmg computation.
routine, interpretive - I. An interpretive
routine is essentially a closed subrou
tine that operates successively on an in
definitely long sequence of program
parameters. It may usually be entered as
a closed subroutine and executed by
a pseudocoded exit instruction. 2. A
routine that decodes and immediately
executes instructions written as pseudo
codes. This is contrasted with a com
piler that decodes the pseudocodes into
a machine-language routine to be ex
ecuted at a later time. The essential
characteristic of an interpretive routine
is that a particular pseudocode opera
tion must be decoded each time it is
executed. (Synonymous with interpre
tive code.)
routine, interrupt - A program that per
forms interrupt action to coordinate the
timing i/o with processing.
routine, interrupt control- A computer
routine entered when an interrupt oc
curs (for analysis of the interrupt cause).
routine interrupt (tape driver) - See tape
driver interrupt routine.
routine, librory - See library, routine.
routine, loading - That set of instructions
which brings other data and instructions
into storage and which is frequently
built into various computer models.
routine maintenance time - Same as main
tenance routine.
routine, malfundion - A routine used to
locate a malfunction in a computer, or
to aid in locating mistakes in a computer
program. In general, any routine spe
cifically designed to aid in debugging or
troubleshooting. (Related to debug
ging.)
routine, minimum-accell- A routine so
coded that by judicious arrangement of
data and instructions in storage, the ac
tual access time is less than the expected
random-access time. Such a routine is
used with serial storage systems. (Syn
onymous with minimum-latency rou
tine.)
routine, minimum-latency - See routine,
minimum-access.
routine, monitor - Same as executive rou
tine.
routine, objed - The program that is the
output of an automatic coding system.
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Often the object program is a machine
language program ready for execution.
but it may well be in an intermediate
language. (Synonymous with target pro
gram, and contrasted with source pro
gram.)
routine, open - A routine that can be in
serted directly into a larger routine
without a linkage or calling sequence.
routine, output - See output routine.
routine, patch - A specific correcting rou
tine written of a se<Iuence on the pro
gram chart and referring to a correct
sequence.
routine, post mortem - I. A routine that
either automatically or on demand
prints data concerning contents of reg
Isters and storage locations. after the
routine stops. in order to assist in locat
ing errors or mistakes in coding. 2. A
service routine useful in analyzmg the
cause of a failure, such as a routine that
dumps out the content of a store after a
failure. (Related to post mortem.)
routine, priority - See priority routine.
routine, production - See production rou
tines.
routine program - The procedure for in
serting instructions and the constant val
ues of the program into the computer.
routine, program loading - The proce
dure for inserting instructions and the
constant values of the program into the
computer.
routine, recovery - See recovery routine.
routine, relocatable - A specific routine
designed and stored such that it may be
moved quickly and conveniently to
other locations.
routine, rerun - A routine designed to be
used in the wake of a computer malfunc
tion or a coding or operating mistake to
reconstitute a routine from the last pre
vious rerun point. (Synonymous with
rollback routme.)
routine, re.tart - Same as routine rerun.
routine, rollback - Same as routine rerun.
routine, .electlve tracing - A tracinl{ rou
tine designed to permit only speCIfic in
structions to be selected and evaluated.
i.e.. as ilo instructions.
routine, .ervlce - A broad class of rou
tines that are standardized at a particu
I~r .inst~lIatio',l for the purpose of .as
slstmg m mamtenance and operatIon
of the computer as well as the prepara
tion of programs. as opposed to rou
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tines for the actual solution of produc
tion problems. This class includes
monitoring or supervisory routines, as
semblers. compilers. diagnostics for
computer malfunctions. sImulation of
peril?heral equipment. general diag
nostIcs and Illput data. The distin
guishing quality of service routines is
that they are generally standardized so
as to meet the servicing needs at a par
ticular installation. independent of any
specific production-type routine re
quiring such services.
routines,

input/output random-acceas-

See random access i/o routines.
routine source - Same as program source.
routine, .peciflc - A routine expressed in
computer coding designed to solve a
partIcular mathematical, logical. or
data-handling problem in which each
address refers to explicitly stated regis
ters and locations.
routine, static - A subroutine that in
volves no parameters other than the ad
dresses of the operands.
routine, .torage - I. A part of storage al
located to receive and store the group of
instructions to be executed. 2. The stor
age locations used to store the program.
routine, stored - Same as program, stored.
routine, supervisory - See executive rou
tine.
routine, target - Same as object program.
routine, te.t - A routine designed to show
whether a computer is functioning
properly or not.
routine, trace - A routine used to observe
how the object program operates while
it is being executed.
routine, tracing - A diagnostic routine
used to provide a time Ilistory of one or
more machine registers and controls
during the execution of the object rou
tine. A complete tracing routine would
reveal the status of all registers and lo
cations affected by each instruction each
time the instructIon is executed. Since
such a trace is prohibitive in machine
time. traces which provide information
only following the execution of certain
types of instructions are more fre
quently used. Furthermore. a tracing
routine may be under control of the
processor, or may be called in by means
of a trapping feature. (Related to trap.)
routine, translatlng- Same as translator.
routine, utility - Subroutines for handling

routine, working

machine operations necessary to data
processing but not contributing directly
to the required output; such routines
might be copying, loading and organiz
ing disks, printmg, etc. (Synonymous
with utility program,)
routine, working - That routine which
produces the results of the problem or
program as it was designed, as con
trasted with the routines which are de
signed for support, housekeeping, or to
compile, assemble, translate, etc.
routing - The assignment of a communi
cations path for the delivery of a mes
sage.
routing, olternate - Assignment of a sec
ondary communications path to a desti
nation if the primary path is unavailable.
routing Indicator - An address, or group
of characters, in the message header
that defines the final circuit or terminal.
routing, message - The function per
formed at a central message processor
of selecting the route, or alternate route
if required, for delivery of a message.
row scanning - A technique that is used
in decoding which key ofa keyboard was
pressed. Each row is scanned in turn by
outputting a "1." The output on the col
umns is examined, resultmg in identifi
cation of the key.
RPG, disk - On some systems, this is a
simplified, problem-oriented program
ming language that provides the user
with the facilities for assimilating data,
producing printed reports, and creat
109, updating and maintaining files. It
often consists of a programming lan
guage and a compiler program.
R register - See register, R.
RS-232 Interface - The interface between
a modem and the associated data termi
nal equipment, and standardized by EIA
Standard RS232. For voice-band
modems the interface leads are single
leads with a common ground return.
RS-422 standard - There is a standard for
interfacing serial data transmission be
tween peripherals, systems, and
modems. The Electronic Industries As
sociati0l1 (EIA) of America has, by con
sent of various manufacturers and
users, standardized a 25-pin connection
with appropriate signal levels called the
RS-232 interface. There is also a new
EIA standard that has been introduced,
called the RS-422 standard, that is more
suitable to TTL.
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RTE -

Abbreviation for Real-Time Execu
tive. A software system that provides a
multiprogramming, foreground-back
ground system, with priority schedul
109, interrupt handling, and program
load-and-go capabilities.
rubber banding - In interactive graphics,
rubber banding refers to attaching con
straints to the beginning and end points
of a line.
rules, decision - The programmed crite
ria which an on-line, real-time system
uses to make operating decisions. It is
important to periodically review the de
ciSIOn rules which are being used by a
system because the nature of the prob
lems to be solved changes over time and
because new situations may have arisen
which were not at first anticipated.
rules, Inhibition - See inhibition rules.
rules, priority - See priority rules.
rules, syntax - The rules governing sen
tence structure in a language or state
ment structure in a language, such as
that of a compiler program.
run - 1. The act of processing a batch of
transactions while under the control of
one or more programs, and against all
the files that are affected to produce the
required output. 2. One performance of
a program on a computer. 3. Perform
ance of one routine, or several routines
automatically linked so that they form
an operating unit, during which manual
mampulations are not required of the
computer operator.
run baok - All materials needed to docu
ment a computer ap(>lication, including
problem statement, flowcharts, coding,
and operating instructions.
run chart - A flowchart of one or more
computer runs in terms of input and
output.
run diagram - A graphic representation
of the files, transactions, mformation,
and data that are to be handled together
under the program control to produce
the ne",:ly updated files, list of changes,
or speCific reports.
run duration - On the occasion on which,
after compiling, the target program is
run during the run phase or target
phase, the duration or the run is called
the run duration, and the compiling is
called the compiling duration.
run, history - The printing out of all tran
sactions of a process for reading or re
cording purposes.
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run, location

sampling

run, location -

runs, housekeeping -

A routine which locates
the correct run on a program tape,
whether initiated by another routine or
manually.
run, machine - The execution of one or
several machine routines that are linked
to form one operating unit.
run mode - A mode in which the com
puter is considered to be operating
when it is automatically executing in
structions contained in its memory
cards and cells.
running accumulator - Same as storage,
push-down.
running dry - The examination of the
logic and coding of a program from a
flowchart and written instructions, and
recording of the results of each step of
the operation before running the pro
gram on the computer.
running mode, time sharing - See time
sharing, running mode.
running, parallel - I. A test run in which
a newly developed program is proc
essed along with the current program in
the computer. 2. The final step in the
debugging of a system; this step follows
a system test.
run phase - An occasion on which the tar
get program (after compiling) is run is
often called the run phase or the target
phase or the object phase.
run schedule - A specific listing of work to
be performed under time required to
perform such work.

The activities of
sorting, editing, or merging runs
needed for the file maintenance-the
nonproduction runs. In a special sense,
the set-up and clean-up parts of pro
grams in contrast to actual production
processing.
runs, program - A run is the same as a
program except that a program refers to
the writing or coding of the job, whereas
the run refers to the actual running of
the program. Consequently, programs
and runs are synonymous except to de
note the time and action bemg per
formed.
run, test - A diagnostic run of the pro
gram, using manufactured data. The re
sults of this run are checked against the
correct answers for this problem.
run time - The time required to complete
a single, continuous execution of an ob
ject program.
run, trial- The procedure for using
equipment with a sample card deck or
part of data which is used on the actual
run designed to promote the check for
accuracy of methods.
RWD - A shortened program term of
designated added instruction to rewind
a reel of tape.
R/W (read/write) head - A small electro
magnet used for reading, recording, or
erasing polarized spots on a magnetic
surface. Also called magnetic head, read
head, and write head.

5
salesman's

portable

computer

terminal

- A portable computer terminal that
can be taken into homes or offices and
used to communicate directly with host
computers. Usually, it couples acousti
cally through a standard telephone re
ceiver.

sample-and-hold amplifier -

Sample-and
hold amplifiers are used to capture and
store analol{ signals. They are particu
larly useful m conjunction with succes
sive approximation analog-to-digital
converters in digitizing time-varying
input signals. If the input to a successive
approximation AID varies more than 2
or 3 LSBs during the conversion period,
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large errors in the digital output may
result. A sample-and-fiold amplifier in
front of the AID, commanded to the
hold mode just prior to the beginning of
the AID conversion, will store the ana
log value present when the hold com
mand was received during the con
version period of the AID. This will en
sure that the digital value generated by
the AID is an accurate representation of
the analog input.
sampling -

I. Obtaining a value of a vari
able at regular or intermittent intervals.
2. A procedure of systems analysis in
which traffic volumes, file activity, and
other transfers are estimated on the

sampling, analog

scale

basis of representative samples taken. 3.
A method of communication line con
trol in which messages on a circuit are
sampled by a computer that selects only
those for which computer processing is
required. 4. A random method of check
ing and control in which a transaction or
item is selected and the processing that
it undergoes is checked in detail. This
provides an indication of accurate and
complete processing.
sampling, analog - The process by which
the compu.ter selects individual hybrid
input signals from the process. converts
them to an equivalent binary form. and
stores the data in memory.
sampling rate - The rate at which meas
urements of physical quantities are
made. e.g.• ifit IS desired to calculate the
velocity of a missile and its position is
measured each millisecond. then the
sampling rate is 1000 measurements
per second.
Satellite ACS - Abbreviation for Satellite
Advanced Communications Service. An
AT&T service that provides the neces
sary code conversion. protocol transla
tion. and speed matching to allow
otherwise incompatible terminals and
computers to communicate freely with
each other. ACS supports a variety of
stand-alone and clustered. synchronous
and asynchronous terminals using code
sets such as ASCII and EBEDIC. and
operating at speeds from 110 to 9600
bps in character or block mode with
polled or contention line control.
satellite computer - A processor con
nected locally or remotely to a larger
central processor. and performing cer
tain processing tasks-sometimes inde
pendent of the central processor.
sometimes subordinate to the central
processor.
satellite computer compatibility - Some
satellite c9mputers connected to the
host may utihze a special compatibility
module that allows programs to execute
in satellite computers under a simulated
node environment. This type of module
converts all necessary monitor calls is
sued by a satellite program into compat
ible communicatIOn calls and sends
them to the host computer which actu
ally performs the indicated operations.
latelllte computer network - A configura
tion in which a/roup of satellite com
puters are tie to a larger central
computer through asynchronous or

synchronous communications links.
This configuration can be used to sup
port large systems. because each remote
computer has some data processing ca
pability of its own.
satellite processor - The usually small
processor designed especially and pri
marily for card-to-tape converSIOn.
printing of tape contents. and other se
lected high-volume operations; fre
quently used to support and add to the
capacity of a large processor to further
Increase Its productiVIty.
satellite XTEN network - A service bv
Xerox in which leased satellite capacity.
radio links. and communications proc
essing are used to provide switched
256-kbps digital transmission service
between user premises. Typically, a
user's message moves from his terminal
through Xerox-supplied equipment in
terfaces on his premises and to tran
sceivers linked to a rooftop antenna.
From there, the message is beamed to a
substation or city station and then to an
earth station for transmission to a satel
lite. At the user's option. documents.
messages, and data can be transmitted
to a network control center, where they
may be recorded for subsequent retrie
val.
saturating integrator - Same as integrator.
incremental.
saturation telting - The testing of a pro
gram by pushing through a great many
messages in an attempt to find errors.
sac - Abbreviation for Single Board
Computer.
Icalar produd - The product of two vec
tor quantities when the result is a scalar
quantity, e.g.• work = force X displace
ment. Known as the inner product and
denoted algebraically by a dot between
the vectors (or by a round bracket en
closing them), Its magnitude is given by
the product of the amplitudes and the
cosine of the angle between them. i.e" A
·B = AB cos 8.
scalar quantity - A specific quantity
which has magnitude but not direction.
i.e., the magmtude of a vector quantity.
as contrasted to vector cells of multiple
values. Scalars are single. such as vol
ume. size. temperature, etc.. while vec
tor quantities. such as wind velocity,
have both magnitude and direction.
scale - 1. A rulerlike drawing placed on
the graph to aid in the determination of
values within the plotting grid. 2. A
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Icale, binary

Icanner typel

range of values frequently dictated by
the computer word length or routine at
hand. 3. To alter the units in which the
variables are expressed, in order to
bring all quantities within a given range.
Icale, binary - See binary scale (or num
bering system).
Icale coefllcient - Same as scale factor.
Icale factor - I. A number used as a mul
tiplier or divisor that is chosen because
it will cause a set of quantities occurring
in a problem to fall within an acceptable
range of values. 2. The coefficient nec
essary to convert a scale or instrument
reading to the value of a quantity being
measured.
Icale factor, time - Same as time scale.
Icale, label- Numerical labels placed
next to the scale to indicate the value of
the scale at that point.
Icale operation - See operation, scale.
Icaler - A specific unit with an output
variable which equals the input variable
multiplied by some constant.
Icale radix - Same as radix notation.
Icale, time - See time scale.
Icale, variable time - See time scale.
Icaling - 1. The conversion of a standard
signal into the corresponding engineer
ing units. 2. Use of a factor to multiply
the results obtained in a problem so that
the results will be withm a range that
can be expressed by the machine.
Icon - l. To examine stored information
for a specific purpose as for content or
for arrangement. 2. To examine the sta
tus of communication lines or other in
put/output channels to determine
whether data is being received or trans
mitted.
Icon, divided lilt - A device, in optical
character recognition (OCR), which
scans an input character at given inter
vals to obtam its horizontal and vertical
components. This scanning device con
sists of a narrow column of photoelec
tric cells.
Icon, forward - An editing operation
which makes an output word conform to
the control word by comparing posi
tions from right to left and adding punc
tuation, such as decimals and dollar
signs.
Icon, mark - To mark scan is to read a
document for a specific mark in a partic
ular location. The mark may be made by
a pen or pencil, since the operation is
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usually based on optical scanning and
light reflectance. Mark scanning differs
from mark sensing because mark sens
ing requires an electrographic pencil
with conductive ink.
Icon, MICR - See MICR scan.
Icanner - I. An instrument which auto
matically samples or interrogates the
state of various processes, files, condi
tions, or physical states and initiates ac
tion in accordance with the information
obtained. 2. A photoelectric control
light source and/or photoreceiver.
Icanner, analog input - A device which
will, upon command, connect a spe
cified sensor to measuring equipment
and cause the generation of a digit
count value which can be read by the
computer.
Icanner, bar-code - An optical scanning
unit that can read documents encoded
in a special bar code.
Icanner, flying-I pot - An optical charac
ter reading device which uses a moving
spot of light to scan a sample space or
area by applying a photoelectric trans
ducer to sense the intensity of the trans
mitted or reflected light, which varies in
accordance with the data being sent,
i.e., differing reflectances and intensi
ties.
Icanner, interrupt - External devices are
continuously scanned for interrupt re
quests. A scanner in the computer
counts through the nonpriority external
device addresses sequentially, each time
asking if the addressed device is re
questmg an interrupt. When an inter
rupt request is found, the scanner will
stop at that address and attempt to in
terrupt the computer program.
Icanner, magnetic Ink - A machine which
reads numbers designed in a special
type font and printed in a magnetic
(Iron oxide) ink.
Icanner, optical- A special optics device
that scans patterns of incident light and
generates digital signals that are func
tions of the incident light synchronized
with the scan, the primary purpose
being to generate or "read" digital rep
resentations of printed or written data.
Icanner typel- Typically, the function of
a scanner is conversion of a printed
character into electrical signals for anal
ysis by the recognition unit. The most
common scanner types are mechanical

scanner, visual

scheduler, master

disk, firing spot scanner, laser scanner,
paralle photocells, and the vidicon
scanner.
scanner, visual- A device that scans opti
cally and usually generates an analog or
digital signal.
scanner, voice-output - A device in which
an electronic camera scans printed text,
feeding signals into a mmicomputer
which produces speech sounds. Thou
sands of components go into one ma
chine, making it an extremely
complicated consumer device.
scanning - The action of comparing
input variables to determine a particular
action.
scanning limits - The action of compar
ing input variables against either pre
stored or calculated high and/or low
limits to determine if an alarm condition
is present.
scanning loop, central - See loop, central
scanning.
scanning machine - A machine which au
tomatically reads printed data and con
verts it into macnine lansuage. There
are two basic types-optlcal scanners
and magnetic-ink scanners.
scanning, optical- A technique for ma
chine recognition of characters.
scanning rate (or speed) - The speed at
which a computer can select, convert,
and compare an analog input variable to
its high and/or low limits.
scan period - The time during which the
screen is swept by the electron beam in
electrostatic storage tubes for the sole
purpose of regenerating or restoring
the charge distribution which repre
sents the stored data.
scan rate - The rate at which a control
computer periodically checks a con
trolled quantity.
scan, reve,.e - The specific editing oper
ation which supresses zeros, i.e., re
places zeros with blanks, and thus
eliminates the zeros, and the zero sup
pression word mark.
scan, sllt-clivided - A device, in optical
character recognition (OCR), which
scans an inl?ut character at given inter
vals to obtam its horizontal and vertical
components. This scanning device con
sists of a narrow column of photoelec
tric cells.
scaHer gap - The alignment deviation (of
magnetic recording head gaps) for

groups of heads for several racks of a
magnetic tape handler.
IcaHer loading - A procedure or process
ofloading a program into main memory
such that each section or segment of the
program occupies a single, connected
memory area (in some systems a
"page") but the several sections of the
program need not be adjacent to each
other. Usually implemented by a virtual
memory structure.
scheduled down time - The determined
or required idle time necessary for nOf
mal servicing of computer equipment
during which such eqUIpment is unavail
able for operations. This is usualIr ex
pressed as a percent of total avai able
time. It is arso known as preventive
maintenance time.
scheduled engineering time - See time,
scheduled engineering.
scheduled maintenance time - See time,
scheduled maintenance.
scheduled operation - The periods of
time during which the user plans to use
specified equipment.
Hours
re
scheduled as a result of equipment fail
ure usually are not considered as
scheduled hours of operation in com
puting equipment effectiveness.
schedule job - A control program that is
used to examine the input work queue
and to select the next Job to be proc
essed.
schedule

maintenance

(executive)-

The acceptance ofjob requests from an
external medium and the inclusion of
these requests in ajob request schedule.
The executive will reference the job re
quest schedule to determine the next
job to be initiated. Previously submitted
requests may be deleted.
scheduler - A special system of the execu
tive software section. The scheduler
controls the time when the execution of
the program will be performed.
scheduler, job - The control program
function that controls input job streams
and system output, obtains input/out
put resources for jobs and job steps, at
taches tasks corresponding to job steps,
and otherwise regulates the use of the
computing system by jobs.
scheduler, master - The control sche
duler that permits the function of a con
trol program that allows an operator to
initiate special actions or to cause re
quested information to be delivered
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scheduler, program

Icratchpad memory

that can override the normal control
functions of the system.
scheduler, program - The scheduler is
called at regular intervals to decide
which program in memory is to be run.
A running program is temporarily ter
minated each time its alloted time has
run ou~, or w~en it requires input/utput
operations with a device that IS busy. A
p'rogram may be terminated temporar
Ily by user intervention to the scheduler,
or it may suspend its own operation.
Temporary termination does not re
move the program from memory. A
program may be dumped and perma
nently discontinued by calling the sche
duler and allocator.
schedule, rung - A specific listing of work
to be performed under time required to
perform such work.
scheduler, work pracess- Schedules the
operating time of the overall electronic
data processing activity in order to en
sure that the data-processing equip
ment is effectively and efficientlv
utilized.
.
scheduling algorithm - A set of rules that
is included in the scheduling routine of
the executive program. The scheduling
algorithm determines the length of a
user's quantum and the frequency with
which this quantum is repeated.
scheduling, dynamic - Scheduling that
changes with the different demands that
are made on the system rather than
~eing fixed as in conventional applica
tions.
scheduling rules, time Iharlng - See time
sharing, scheduling rules.
Ichema - The description of the logical
structure and content of a data base.
Icheme, randomizing - See randomizing
scheme.
Ichemel, interrupt (time sharing) 
See time sharing, interrupt schemes.
Schottky bipolar microcomputer set 
Various families of Schottky bipolar LSI
circuits are microprogrammed in the
sense that their control logic is orga
nized around a separate read-only
memory called the microprogram mem
ory. Control signals for the various
processing elements are generated by
the micromstructions contained in the
microprogram memory. In the im
plementation ofa typical central proces
sor, the microprogram interprets a
higher level of instructions called mac471

roinstructions, similar to those found in
a small computer. For device controll
ers, the micro{>rograms directly imple
ment the reqUired control functions.
Schottky diode - A special diode charac
terized by nanosecond switching speed,
but relatively low voltage (45 volts maxi
mum) and limited temperature range
(l25-150·C).
Icientiflc application - Various uses of the
computer which are classified as non
business and related to various scientific
or research problem-solving questions
or programs. Such programs are rela
tively characterized by a low volume of
input and distinctly lack volumes of
processing and, agam, a low volume of
output.
Icientiflc computer - Scientific problems
are characterized by a mimmum of
input, a maximum of compute, and a
maximum of iteration. Management sci
ence applications have these attributes,
plus the massive data loads of the nor
mal commercial applications. The re
quirements for a computer to handle
these special applications are a very
large memory, extremely high-speed
arithmetics, and a very large variety of
floating-point arithmetic commands.
Icientiflc data processing - The process
ing of data involved with solving mathe
matical functions or equations.
Icientiflc notation - A notion in which
quantities are expressed as a fractional
part (mantissa) and a power of ten
(characteristic) .
scientific IYltem - A particular system de
voted principally to computation, in
contrast to a commercial or data-proc
essing system in which the main empha
sis is on file updating rather than
performance of calculations.
Icrambled - Pertaining to the encoded or
private form ofa signal which is unintel
ligible except when decoded or de
scrambled.
Icramblerl, data lecurlty - Devices that
protect access to large data base man
agement systems through synchronous
data encryption. Typically this security
system is used to protect remote-termi
nal-to-computer and computer-to-com
puter transmissions.
Icramble time - See time, scramble.
Icratchpad memory - Any memory space
used for the temporary storage of data.
More specifically, scratchpad memories

ICratchpad memary, RAM

.earch, Fibonacci

are high-speed integrated circuits that
are addressed as internal registers.
scratchpad memory, RAM - Generally,
the registers that are used to store tem
porary intermediate results (data) in
some type of random-access memory
(RAM); this could relate to the memory
addressed (with pointers).
scratchpad storage - Same as scratchpad
memory.
scratch tape (sorting) - Tape(s) used to
store intermeqiate-pass data during a
sort program.
screen - I. The surface in an electros tatic
cathode-ray storage tube where electro
static charges are stored, and by means
of which mformation is displayed or
stored temporarily. 2. To make a pre
liminary selection from a set of entities,
the selection criteria being based on a
given set of rules or condItions.
script, machine - See data, machine read
able.
scrolling- A feature that allows text to be
moved up or down, so as to show mate
rial that does not fit on the display
screen. When the scrolling key is
pressed, the entire displayed text moves
up or down. The first line in the direc
tion of motion disappears and a new
line appears at the opposite edge of the
screen. An alternate approach IS to dis
play the text in "pages." Then, when
the page advance key IS pressed, the cur
rently displayed text is succeeded by a
new screenful of text.
SDLC - Abbreviation for Synchronous
Data Lmk Control. A uniform discipline
for the transfer of data between stations
in a point-to-poiJCIt, multipoint, or loop
arrangement, usmg syncbronous data
transmission techmques.
SDLC frame - An SDLC frame can per
form message-transmission, supervi
sory, or management functions. The
message field is absent in a supervisory
frame and may provide link-onented in
structions in a management frame.
SE - I. Abbreviation for Sign Extend. An
operation used during a multiply or di
VIde during a shift, to ensure tnat the bit

shifted in is identical to the sign bit. 2.
Abbreviation for Stop Element. In start
stop transmission, the last element in
each character, to which is assigned a
minimum duration, during which the
receiving equipment is returned to its
rest condition m preparation for the re
ception of the next character.
search - A systematic examination of the
available information in a specific field
of interest.
.earch, area - An area search relates to
information retrieval by examining a
collection of data or documents, but
specifically those within a particular
subset according to some criteria deter
mination, i.e., belonging to some class,
category, geographical area, location,
etc.
search, binary - A technique for finding a
particular item in an ordered set of
Items by repeatedly dividing in half the
J>ortion of the ordered set containing
the sought-for item until only the
sought-for item remains.
search, chain - See chain search.
search, chaining - See chain search.
search, conjunctive - A search defined in
terms ofa logical product, i.e., conjunc
tive form, in contrast to a disjunctive
form, or logical sum.
search cycle - The sequence of events or
the time interval needed for the occur
rence of a fixed number of events re
quired to complete a single search
operation, such as carrying out a com
parison.
search, dlchatomizing - A search in which
the series of items is divided into two
parts, one of which is rejected, and the
process is repeated on the unrejected
part until the item with the desired
property is found. This process usually
aepends upon the presence of a known
sequence m the series of items.
search, disjunctive - A search defined in
terms of a logical sum, i.e., disjunctive
form, in contrast to a conjunctIve form
or logical product.
search, Fibonacci -

SDLCframe.

See Fibonacci search.
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.earching ,torage

.ecurlty feature" terminal

,earchlng .torage - Same as storage. con
tent addressed.
,earch,
literature - A
particularized
search of published items of informa
tion which is usually made in order to
become aware of uni<\ue characteristics
of certain subjects prior to developing
full research on the subject.
,earch-read fundlon - In a search or
search-read function. the identifier
word (a full length computer word) is
stored in a special register in the chan
nel synchronizer and compared with
each word read by the peripheral unit.
,earch time - Time required to locate a
particular field of data in storage.
Searching requires a comparison of
each field with a predetermined stan
dard until an identity is obtained. A con
trast with access time. which is based
upon locating data by means of the ad
dress of its storage location.
,econdary key - All keys of a keyed ac
cess file other than the primary key are
secondary keys. The retrieval speed for
searches based on these fields is usually
half the speed of searches based on the
primary key. Secondary key values are
not usually required to be unique.
.econdary ,torage - Same as storage. ex
ternal.
second generation computer - See com
puter. second generation.
,econd-Ievel addre,,- Same as address.
indirect.
,econd, mllllmicro - Same as nanosecond.
One billionth of a second.
,econd order ,ubroutlne - See subroutine.
second order.
,econd remove ,ubroutlne - See subrou
tine, second order.
,edlon - In the COBOL system. a se
'luence of one or more paragraphs de
sIgned in accordance with COBOL
rules. Also defined as one of the por
tions of the program.
,edlon, Input - Same as input block.
,mion name - The distinct qualifying
term available for a paragraph name.
.edlon numbor - A number that identifies
a particular section in a series of sec
tions that make up a file.
,edlon text - Part of a load module which
has computer instructions in final form
and data defined with specified initial
values.
,edor - Similar to a binary word except it
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may include characters or bits not allot
ted to the programmer. Example: A
word can be 27 bIts. plus sign. However,
the sector can contain 32 bits-the re
maining 4 bits may be used by the logic
in the computer for spacing. etc.
,edor, dl.k - A triangular section of a
disk surface. A block of data is ad
dressed by its track and sector numbers.
,edor, Independent - A device on certain
tabulators which allows the first item of
a series of similar data to be printed.
and inhibits some or all printing of the
rest of the series.
,edon - The smallest addressable por
tion of an auxiliary storage track or
band.
,ecure terminal, auto mode - A mode
used for telephone communication.
Data entered through the keyboard or
cassette playback is assumed to be "in
the clear" and is enciphered into the
telephone transmitter. However. it also
appears as clear text on the display.
pnnter. or recording channel. Data re
ceived at the telephone receiver is as
sumed to be encoded. and is deci'phered
before appearing "in the clear' at the
display. cassette recording channel. or
printer. In this mode. private telep'hone
communication is carned out. whIle the
outputs at both ends are clear.
,ecure terminal, decipher mode - A mode
in which all inputs (keyboard. telephone
reception, or cassette playback) are as
sumed to be enciphered. The system
will decipher the information and pre
sent it in the deciphered (decoded) form
to all outputs (display. telephone trans
mitter. printer, or cassette record chan
nel). This mode is used for deciphering
data that has arrived in the enCiphered
form. such as a recorded cassette.
,ecurlty - The protection of information
against unauthorized disclosure. trans
fer. modifications. or destruction.
whether accidental or intentional.
,ecurlty feature., termlnal- Features in
tended to preserve data and systems in
tegrity.
Such
features
include
passwords, sign-ons. physical terminal
locks. software lockouts. and so on. Re
gardless of the form or feature. good
protection demands that the system
prevent entry into individual record
fields. individual records. single or mul
tiple files. and individual terminals.
There should be no access to specific
commands.

.ecurlly, file

.eled..rror

.ecurlly, file - See file security.
•ecurity, network - The measures taken
to protect a network from unauthorized
access. accidental or willful interference
with normal operations. or destruction.
This includes protection of physical
facilities and software, and personnel
security.
...k - The process of obtaining specific
records from a random-access file. The
number of seeks is the number of file
items inspected before the desired item
is found. To look for data according to
information given regarding that aata;
occasionally used interchangeably and
erroneously for search. scan, and
screen.
...k time - The time required to make
the auxiliary storage unit ready to access
a specified location by selection or posi
tioning. The range is from the minimum
time for the best possible case to the
maximum time for the worst possible
case.
...ment - I. In a routine too long to fit
into internal storage, a part short
enough to be stored 10 the internal stor
age. These parts contain the addresses
of succeeding parts of the routine. Rou
tines that exceed internal storage capac
ity may be automatically divided mto
segments by a compiler. 2. The process
of dividing a routme into an mtegral
number of subroutines with each part
capable of being completely stored in
the internal storage and containing the
instructions to jump to other segments.
3. To store part of a program or routine
separately. usually in external or inter
mediate storage areas and devices to be
brought in as needed to high-speed
storage.
.e,mentatlon - A programmer-defined
and monitor-implemented technique of
dividing a program into essentially self
contained segments so that only certain
parts need be in memory at any instant.
Segmentation may be performed to
allow several programs to be in memory
at the same time or to allow a program
to be operated that is too large for the
available memory space.
...mentatlon, COBOL - COBOL pro
grams can be segmented by use of prior
Ity numbers on each section.
.e,ment,lnclu.lve - In a program overlay
structure. two or more different seg
ments can be in the main memory simul
taneously. whereas normally all inclu-

sive segments lie on a single path from
the root segment to the lowest segment.
...mentln, - The act of dividing infor
mation into unique sections whICh can
be handled as a unit.
.e,mantln" program - See program seg
menting.
.e,ment mark - A special character writ
ten on tape to separate each section of
a tape file.
.e,ment, program - See program seg
ment.
sa,ment., exclu.lve - Relating to an
overlay program structure diat is not
resident in main memory simultane
ously with other parts. Very large pro
grams are often segmented into over
lays. and such segments are called into
memory from auxilliary storage and
thus main memory capacity is not over
strained. Overlay segments are ordered
as first-level, second-level, etc.
.e,ment .I.e, program - See program seg
ment size.
.e,mentl overiaYI- See overlays, seg
ments.
.e,rogatln, unit - A segregating unit
pulls or separates individual cards from
a group. This machine is equipped with
two feeding magazines and four receiv
ers that interfile or segregate the cards
in various sequences-at the rate of
hundreds of cards per minute from each
feeding magazine.
salzln, .I,nal- A specific signal that is
often translated at the start ofa message
to initiate a circuit operation at the re
ceiving end of a circuit.
saled - I. To choose one of several alter
nate subroutines from a file of subrou
tines. 2. To activate the control and data
channels to and from an i/o (input/out
put) unit, preparatory to "reading
from" or "writing on" the selected de
vice. 3. To take alternative A if the re
port on a condition is of one state, and
alternative B if the report on the condi
tion is of another state.
.eladabla-Iength word - See word, select
able-length .
sa'ad, clata - A special selection opera
tion in which one set of items is taken
for printing or punching from several
sets presented on tape.
sa'ad..rror - Signifies that a tape-tran
sport unit "select-error" has occurred;

-

,electing

self-checking code

e.g., that more than one transport in the
system has been assigned to the same
select code or that no transport has
been assigned the programmed select
code.
,electing - A data-processing function of
pulling from a mass of data certain items
that require special attention. Typical
selections are: items containing specific
digits, items for a specific date, items
higher than a specific number, items
below a specific number, items below
two specific numbers, etc.
,electing data - The process of extract
ing pertinent or specific information
from a large body of data or the removal
of certain records from the file.
,elect input pul,e, partial- See pulse, par
tial write.
selection check - A check (usually an au
tomatic check) to verify that the correct
register, or other device, is selected in
the interpretation of an instruction.
selection control- See control, selection.
selection, job-request - See job-request
selection.
selection, priority - Same as job-request
selection.
selection ratio - The ratio of the least
magnetomotive force used to select a
cell or core, to the maximum mag
netomotive force used which is not in
tended to select a cell or core.
selection-replacement technique - A tech
nique used in the internal portion of a
sort program. The results of the com
parisons between groups of records are
stored for later use.
,election time - The time from the deliv
ery of the proceed-to-select signal until
all the selection signals have been trans
mitted.
selective assembly - Run tapes that con
tain specific programs selected by the
programmer from both an input deck of
new programs and a tape fife of previ
ously processed symbolic programs.
selective calling - 1. The ability of a
transmitting station to specify which of
several stauons is to receive a message.
2. A form of teletypewriter communica
tions system. One loop may include sev
eral machines, but with selective calling,
only the machine selected will respond.
The device that controls the individual
machines in response to a selective call
(call-directing characters) is called a
stunt box.
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,elective dump - A dump of a selected

area of internal storage.
A feature that permits
an operator to revise any part of an
image on a display by removing only the
offending portion instead of having to
redraw the entire picture less the part to
be changed.
selective Ii,ting - The output printing of
data which meets various sets of prede
termined criteria.
selective trace - A tracing routine that
uses only specified critena. Typical cri
teria are: Instruction tvpe (arithmetic
jump), instruction locat~on (specific re
gion), and data location (specific re
gion).
,elector - A switch used in step-by-step
switching systems. The selector re
sponds to each dialed digit by moving
up a band of contacts the prescribed
number of steps according to the digit
dialed and then searching across that
level for a free selector or connector
which will accept the next dialed di
git(s).
,elector channel- Selector channels are
used where high-speed devices are to be
attached to a system. A single channel
can operate only one i/o (input/output)
device at a time. Two or more channels
connected to any computer system pro
vide the ability to read, write, and com
pute from' multiple input/output
i:levices.
,electors - Automatic switches that pro
vide flexibility in system processing.
They allow a computer to consider a
variety of values and operations at any
time during a program and to pick out
the appropriate one, based on input
coding or processed results up to that
point. They permit the computer to
reuse earlier steps in a program with
new factors and functions.
,elect ,witch, tape - See switch, tape se
lect.
,elf-adapting - Pertaining to the ability
of a computer system to change its per
formance characteristics in response to
its environment.
,elf-checking code - A code in which er
rors produce forbidden combinations.
A single-error detecting code produces
a forbidden combination if a digit gains
or loses a single bit. A double-error de
tecting code produces a forbidden com
bination if a digit gains or loses either
selective erase -

.elf-checking number

.emiautomatic me••age-.wltchlng center

one or two bits and so forth. (Related to
self-checking number and code, error
detecting.)
.elf-checking number - A number with a
suffix figure related to the figure(s) of
the number, used to check the number
after it has been transferred from one
medium or device to another. (Related
to check bit, modulo-N check, and er
ror-detecting code.)
.elf-checklng numeral- See numeral, self
checking.
.elf-complementing cade - A machine
language in which the code of the com
plement of a digit is the complement of
the code of the digit.
.elf-demarcatlng- See code, self-demar
cating.
.elf-demarklng code - I, A code in which
the symbols are so arranged and se
lected that the generation of false com
binations by interaction of segments
from two successive codes is prevented.
2. Same as self-checking code.
.elf-Iearnlng- A special capability of a
device or machine such that it can im
prove its capability in decis;on-making
as programmed with instructions and
based on information received, new in
structions received, results of calcula
tions, or environmental change; i.e.,
error histories and historical perform
ance can and do relate to improving
techmques.
.elf-modlflcation program - See program,
self-modification.
.elf-organlzatlon - The capability of a
machine to organize a program auto
matically into a logical sequence or effi
cient steps of execution.
••If-organlzlng- Having the capability of
classification or internal rearrangement,
depending on the environment, in ac
cordance with given instructions or a set
of rules.
.elf-organlzlng machine - A class of ma
chine that may be characterized loosely
as containing a variable network in
which the elements are organized by the
machine itself, without external inter
vention, to meet the criteria of success
ful operation.
.el'-organlzlng .y.tem - A system that is
capable of internal reconfiguration in
response to externally occurring events.
.elf-relatlve addreillng- In relative ad
dressing, if the number added corre
sponds to the address of the instruction

under consideration, the term is usually
self-relative addressing.
.elf-repalrlng- An unusual characteristic
or capability of some machines to de
tect, locate, re{lair, remove, or change
(sidetrack) vanous types of malfunc
tions (or parts) during its operations
and without human intervention other
than supplementing such repairs as
making components or parts available
for automatIc insertion, connections,
etc.
.elf-te.t capability, printer - Some print
ers are equipped with a built-in self-test
feature for checking all the electronic
and electromechanical assemblies ofthe
printer. If the printer is working nor
mally during test, a rotating test p'attern
covering the full character set Will con
tinuously print until the test mode is ter
minated.
.elf-te.t, network - A test of the master
console of the network control system.
Internal test loops verify proper execu
tion of tests, address decoding, control
functions and so on.
..manteme - An element of language
that expresses a definite image or idea,
e.g., the word "tree." (Contrasted with
morpheme, an element oflanguage that
conveys relations between nouns, verbs,
etc.)
.emantlc error. - Semantic errors are
concerned with the meaning or intent of
the programmer and are definitely his
responsibility. Consequently, he is pro
vided with an extensive set of debug
ging aids for manipulating and
referencing a program when in search
of errors in the logic and analysis.
.emantlc matrix - A graphical device for
plotting the precise elements of mean
mg that have been ascertained from the
semantic analysis of a concept in a stan
dard conventIonal form.
.emantlc. - The study of meanings; the
significance and connotation of words.
.emantlcs, formal- A language for com
puter-oriented languages which acts as
a compiler-compiler and contains for
mal semantics.
.emantlc., language theory - The mean
ing of a sentence as contrasted to syn
tax, which is the structure ofa sentence.
.emlautomatlc me••age-.wltchlng center
- A center at which an operator routes
messages according to information con
tained in them.
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semiautomatic-switching center
semiautomatic-switching center -

A point
at which messages are routed by an op
erator according to the message con
tent.

semicompiled -

Pertaining to a specific
program which has been converted
from source language into object code
by a compiler, but which has not yet had
included those subroutines explicitly or
implicity called by the source program.
lemicondudor memories - Semiconduc
tor memories use active transistor cir
cuits as memory cells. They are classed
into two major groups: unipolar metal
oxide semiconductor (MOS) and bipo
lar MOS. MOS random access read
write memories can be either static flip
flops or dynamic charge storage
circuits. The static flip-flops typically
use six transistors per bit and store in
formation as one of two stable states.
Dynamic circuits generally consist of
three field-effect transistor (FET) cells
which use the presence or absence of
charge on a capacitor to store informa
tion. MOS deVICes are classified accord
ing to different fabrication techniques,
i.e., p-channel (PMOS), n-channel
(NMOS), and complementary (CMOS).
Two variations of MOS fabrication
technology, metal-nitride-oxide-silicon
(MNOS) and silicon-on-sapphire (SOS),
are also used in semiconductor memo
ries. The main difference between
unipolar and bipolar technologies is the
number and sequence of diffusIOn oper
ations during manufacture. Bipolar pro
cesses are identified by the type of logic
circuit used, either TTL (Transistor
Transistor Logic) or ECL (Emitter Cou
pled Logic). Charge coupled devices
(CCD) comprise a subsection of semi
conductor memories.
semiflxed length record - See record, se
mifixed length.
sender/receiver bufFers- Using buffers,

the controller in a sender fills memory
with bits from the input device and then
empties it bit by bit m proper sequence
onto a communications lme. The re
verse occurs when the terminal is a
receiver. Buffer control may be quite
complex, as when the controller simul
taneouslv manages separate buffers for
send and receive functions in the same
terminal, or when the terminal employs
double buffering to improve terminal
speed. (In double buffering, one buffer
is being filled while the other is being
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lense and control lines, external

emptied; then the buffers reverse roles,
and so on.) Control of simultaneous and
double buffers, while complex, is a rela
tivelv fixed function and well within the
capability of hard-wired logic.
sender/receiver terminals - Remote data
terminals can be categorized as senders,
receivers, and sender/receivers. Each
has a controller and a buffer memory.
The sender has a data input mechanism,
most commonly a keyboard, while the
receiver has a data output mechanism,
most commonly either a character or
line printer or a crt display. The printer
supplies hard, or permanent, copy,
while the crt displays the message tem
porarily. The sender/receiver consoli
dates the send/receive functions into
one physical device as, for example, in a
keyboard/printer terminal.
send-only service - Service in which the
data-communication channel is capable
of transmitting signals, but is not
equipped to receive signals.
send-receive, automatic - A combination
teletypewriter transmitter and receiver
with transmission capability from either
keyboard or paper tape. Most often
used in a half-duplex Circuit.
send-request circuit - See circuit, send
request.
sense - 1. To examine data particularly
relative to a set of criteria. 2. To deter
mine the present arrangement of some
element of hardware, especially a manu
ally set switch. 3. To detect special sig
nals. 4. To read holes in paper or cards
and magnetic spots on tape, drums, etc.
sense amplifiers - Sense amplifiers re
spond to induced voltage impulses dur
ing the read cycle. In some systems, they
are strobed during a critical time of the
cycle, producing an active (high) output
when a logical I is read, regardless of
the induced polarity on the two ends of
the sense/inhibit wires for each bit.
sense and control lines, external - These
lines can be used to inform the central
processor of the condition of any two
level possibility, such as: switch on or
off, temperature normal or abnormal.
voltage m regulation or out, etc. The
same lines may be used for control pur
poses, each capable of providing a two
level control Signal to any external de
vice. Typical applications include: turn
indicating lights on or off at remote
areas, control of relays in special equip

lanla light

sequanca

ment. initiation of analog sequences,
etc.
lanla light - A light that may be turned
on or off and may be interrogated by the
computer to cause a program branch.
lanla, mark - To mark a position on a
punched card by an electrically conduc
tive pencil. for later conversion to ma
chine punching.
lanla Iwitch - A switch on the console of
a computer that may be set up or down.
Statements may be included in a pro
gram to test . the condition of these
switches and to vary program execution
based on these settings. Also called al
teration switch.
•anlibla, machina - See data. machine
readable.
lanling, automatic dilplay flags - Con
trol state or mode permits the visual dis
play to jump, conditioned on the states
of its own flags (light pen flag, edge flag.
stop flag, etc.). This reduces the num
ber of program interrupts.
lanling alamant - The specific portion of
a device which is directly responsive to
the value of the measured quantity.
sanling, mark - A technique for detecting
special pencil marks entered in special
places on a punch card. and automati
cally translating the marks into punched
holes.
lanling lignal- A specific signal which is
often translated at the start of a message
for the purpose of initiating circuit op
eration at the receiving end of a circUIt.
lanlitlva-Ianguaga, computar - See lan
guage, computer-sensitive.
lansltivity - The degree of response of
an instrument or control unit to change
in the incoming signal.
sanlitivity analysis - A test or trial of a
range or number of input values to de
termine the response. interdependence.
or friction of the output values. Sensitiv
ity analysis is often called parametric
programming because. in such investi
gations, one or more parameters are
permitted to. vary in order to determine
whether or not a solution should be
modified.
sanlor-A device that permits a com
puter to obtain analog information con
cerning temperatures. flows, pressure.
and so forth.
sansor-basad computar - A type of com
puter designed and programmed to re

ceive real-time data (analog or digital)
from transducers. sensors, and other
data sources that monitor a physical
process. The computer may also gener
ate signals to elements that control the
process. For example. the computer
might receive data from a gau~e or
flowmeter. compare the data WIth a
predetermined standard. and then pro
duce a signal that operates a relay,
valve, or other control mechanism.
.ansor-basad systam - A type of organi
zation of components including a com
puter whose primary source of input is
data from sensors and whose output can
be used to control the related physical
process .
sansor, dialadric - A special sensor used
in reading data from paper tape.
sansor/antry davica, data colledionThe sensor/entry device in the c1osed
loop system is matched to the input
documents. It can be an optical reader,
a tag reader. a magnetic-ink reader. or a
mark reader. The sensor/entry device
can also be a key-to-tape or key-to-disk
station. or even a crt tied directly to the
computer on line.
santance - In COBOL, a sequence of one
or more statements specifying one or
more operations. according to certain
rules, and terminated by a period.
santinal- A symbol to mark a unit of in
formation, e.g.• the end ofan item. field,
block. tape. file, etc.
saparating charada, - See
character,
separating.
.aparatlon .ymbol, itam - A control sym
bol which indicates beginning of an
item.
saparator - A flag that separates and or
ganizes items of data.
.aparator, word - A character in machine
coding that segregates fields.
SEPOL - Acronym for Soil-Engineering
Problem-Oriented Language.
.eptenary number - A number, usually of
more than one figure. representing a
sum. in which the quantity represented
by each figure is based on a radix of
seven. The figures used are: O. 1.2.3.4,
5, and 6.
.aquance - I. To put a set of symbols into
an arbitrarily defined order. 2. An arbi
trarily defined order of a set of symbols;
i.e.• an orderly progression of items of
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,equenee break (,orting)

,equenee, random

information or of operations in accord
ance with some rule.
,equenee break (,orting) - That point in
a file between the end of one string and
start of another.
,equenee, calling- A specified arrange
ment of instructions and data necessary
to set up and call a given subroutine.
,equenee check - A data-processing op
eration designed to check the sequence
of the items in a file.
,equenee checking - A sequence check is
used to prove that a set of data is ar
ranged in either ascending or descend
ing order before it iSlrocessed. It is
generally a mechanize operation per
formed in a separate machine run or
simultaneously with another operation
run.
,equene_heeklng routine - A routine
that checks every instruction executed
and prints out certain data; e.g., to print
out the coded instructions with ad
dresses, and the contents of each of sev
eral registers, or it may be designed to
print out only selected data, such as
transfer instructions and the quantity
actually transferred.
,equenee, eollatlng- A sequence of char
acters as arranged in the order of their
relative precedence. The collating se
quence of a particular computer is de
termined as part of its design; each
character acceptable to the computer
has a preassigned place in this se
quence. A collating sequence is used
primarily in comparing operations.
,equenee, control - The normal order of
selection of instructions for execution.
In some computers one of the addresses
in each instruction specifies the control
sequence. In most computers, the se
quence is consecutive except where a
transfer occurs.
,equenee control regl,ter - See register,
sequence control.
,equenee control tape - A tape that con
tains the sequence of instructions re
quired for solving a problem.
sequence counter - Same as register, se
quence control.
,equenee e",or - A condition in which a
card is out of sequence within an object
program.
,equenee error ehecklng- Protocols often
include alternatin~ acknowledgments
and block sequencmg. The technique
used depends on the protocol. The re
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ceiving station sends back an indication
of a sequence error with a negative ac
knowledgment or some other control
message.
,equenee monitor - Computer monitor
ing of the step-by-step actions that
should be taken by the operator during
a startup and/or shutdown of a power
unit. As a minimum, the computer
would check that certain milestones had
been reached· in the operation of the
unit. The maximum coverage would
have the computer check that each re
quired step is performed, that the cor
rect sequence is followed, and that
every checked point falls within its pre
scribed limits. Should an incorrect ac
tion or result occur, the computer
would record the fault and notify the
operator.
.equenee packing - A procedure for load
ing the upper half of an accumulator
with the first data word, shifting this into
the lower half, loading the second
datum, shifting, etc., so that the three
data words are thus packed in sequence.
.equenee,
pHudorondom
number 
A sequence of numbers, determined by
some defined arithmetic process that is
satisfactorily random for a given pur
pose, such as satisfying one or more of
the standard statistical tests for random
ness. Such a sequence may aprroximate
anyone of several statistica distribu
tions, e.g., uniform distribution or a
normal (Gaussian) distribution.
.equenee, queue (any) - A collection of
items in the system which are waiting for
the attention of the processors. The
any-sequence queue is organized so that
items may be removed from the collec
tion without regard to the sequence in
which they entered it.
.equencer - I. A machine which puts
items of information into a particular
order; e.g., it will determine whether A
is greater than, equal to, or less than B
and sort or order accordingly. 2. A cir
cuit that pulls information from the con
trol store memory (microprogram
store), based upon external events or
conditions.
.equenee, random - A sequence that is
not arranged by ascending or descend
ing keys, as in alphameric or numeric
sequences, but is instead arranged in an
organized fashion in bulk storage by lo
cations determined by calculations per
formed on keys to develop addresses.

sequence, random-number

sequential file

The calculations are repeated in order
to acquire the address and locate the
item desired.
sequence, random-number - An unpre
dictable array of numbers produced by
change, and satisfying one or more of
the tests for randomness.
sequence register - A special register
that, when activated, designates the ad
dress of the next instructIOn to be per
formed by the computer.
sequence timer - A succession of time
delay circuits arranged so that comple
tion of the delay in one· circuit initiates
a delay in the following circuit.
sequencing - The act which puts into
order various data as to rank, time, or
other predetermined order classifica
tion.
sequencing, automatic - The ability of
equipment to put information in order
or in a connected series without human
intervention.
sequencing by merging - A technique of
repeated merging. splitting, and re
merging can be and is often used to
place items into an organized arrange
ment.
sequencing criteria (sorting> - The fields
in a record which determine, or are used
as a basis for determining, the sequence
of records in a file.
sequencing key (sorting> - The field in a
record which determines, or is used as a
basis for determining, the sequence of
records in a file.
sequencing, time - Switching signals gen
erated by a program purely as a function
of accurately measured elapsed time.
sequential access, dato base - In some
systems, files can be accessed sequen
tially. In sequential access mode, rec
ords are processed in consecutive
order. Sequential access is best used for
those files in which all or most of the
records in the file are processed each
time the file is opened. In various sys
tems, relative files are accessed sequen
tially through the relative record
number that represents the beginning
ofa given file. Some systems begin with
a given relative record and successively
return the next existing record until
processing is completed. Indexed files
permit the sequential access of records
as well. In indexed processing, records
are retrieved from files based on the val
ues of data items, known as key fields. in

the records. The collection of all exist
ing values in a given key field is an
index. Each record has at least one pri
mary and zero or more alternate keys all
of which point to the same record and
each of which comprises an entry in an
individual index.
.equentlal-acce.s .torage - A storage
technique in which the stored items of
information become available only in a
one after the other sequence, whether
or not all the information or only some
of it is desired, e.g., magnetic-tape stor
age. (Related to serial storage, and con
trasted with random-access storage.)
.equential alarm module - In some sys
tems, the specific device which continu
ously monitors a group of alarm
contacts; i.e., whenever one or more of
these contacts close, the module im
mediately signals a priority interrupt to
the computer. The computer then reads
the module contact mput states to
thereby establish a trip sequence from
current and previous readings.
.equentlal
collating- Sequencing
a
group of records by comparing the key
of one record with another record until
equality, greater than, or less than, is
determined.
.equential computer, logic-contralledA specific sequential computer with the
capability of executing instructions in a
sequence designed by particular built-in
logic, i.e., a fixed sequence, but one
which can be overridden or changed by
an instruction; a highly unique and al
most single-purpose computer with lit
tle or no concurrent action.
sequential contral - A mode of computer
operation in which instructions are ex
ecuted in consecutive order, unless oth
erwise specified by a jump.
.equential data .et, indexed - See data
set, indexed sequential.
.equential file - To get to an item in a
sequential file, the user must first read
all the preceding items (records, sec
tors, blocks, or bytes). In a random
access file, individual bytes can be
directly addressed because information
within the file is usually segmented or
delimited by a number of bytes. A se
quential file might use record separa
tors or end-of-file marks as delimiters,
with a correspondingly larger lower
limit on the size of the smallest amount
of information transferred. The same
applies when a file is updated.
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,equentlal logic

.erial numbering

,equential logic - A circuit arrangement
in which the output state is determined
by the previous state of the input.
,equentlal logic element - See element.
sequential logic.
,equential operotlon - The performance
of actions one after the other in time.
The actions referred to are of a large
scale as opposed to the smaller scale op
erations referred to by the term senal
operation. For an example of sequential
operation consider A*(B*C). The two
multiplications indicated follow each
other sequentially. However. the proc
essing of the individual digits in each
multiplication may be either parallel or
serial.
,equential operation, automatic - To de
velop a series or family of solutions
from a set of equations. various initial
conditions are recalculated with other
parameters.
,equential proce..ing - The procedure
of processing information or data rec
ords in the same order in which they
happen.
,equentlal programming - See program
ming. sequential.
sequential queue - The first-in-first-out
method of queuing items waiting for the
processor.
,equentlal ,ampllng - Sampling inspec
tion in which the decision to accept. re
ject. or inspect another unit is made fol
lowing the inspection of each unit.
.equentlal table .earch, data base 
A sequential search table is an unord
ered pairing of arguments and results.
The entire table is searched sequentially
from the beginning until a match is
found.
•equentlal te,tlng - A series of tests per
formed in a predetermined order and
requiring repeated observations.
.erlal - Pertaining to the time-sequential
processing of tile individual parts of a
whole. such as the bits of a character.
the characters of a word. etc.. using the
same facilities for successive parts.
serial acce .. - Sequential access to ele
ments of data (bits. characters. or
words) within all or part of a storage
device. For example. storage in which
words. within a group of words (as on a
track of a magnetic drum), appear one
after the other in time sequence is said
to be serial by word. Access may still be

parallel by character or by bit, despite
being serial by word.
.erial addition - See addition. serial.
.erlal arithmetic - See arithmetic. serial.
.erial-by-blt - Pertaining to the handling
of bits of a character in a fashion of one
immediately following another. Charac
ters may be handled either serially or in
parallel.
.erlal-by-charader- See serial-by-bit.
.erlal data controller - A digital receiver
transmitter that interfaces specific
microcomputers to a serial commu
nications channel. Many are cap
able of half and full-duplex operation
at synchronous rates up to 250K bps for
some systems and asychronous rates up
to 18K bps or more. Most are capable of
programmable transmission modes;
character lengths of 5. 6, 7. and 8 bits;
even. odd. or no parity; one or two stop
bits; etc.
.erlal digit operation - See digit opera
tion. serial.
.erlal flow - The system of operations
such that each, operation is performed
singly and not at the same time other
tasks are being completed; i.e .• the work
moves along a single line or channel
where one type of operation is per
formed in succession or at each station
and none are performed at the same
time or simultaneously with other tasks.
Opposite from parallel flow.
.erial Input-output - A method of data
transfer between a computer and a pe
ripheral device in which data are trans
mitted for input to the computer or out
put to the device bit by bit over a single
circuit.
.erial input/output, high level .y.tem•
- The serial input/output (SIO) circuit
is a programmable i/o device similar to
the PIO. except that it is designed to
handle peripherals with a serial data in
terface. such as floppy disks. crt's. and
communications terminals.
.erlal I/o - See serial input-output.
.erlallze - To change from parallel-by
bit to serial-by-bit.
,erial number control- See control. serial
number.
.erlal numbering - The serial numbering
of orders. invoices. checks. etc.. pro
vides control while the data is in transit.
Each item or document in the series or
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serial operatlan

.orvlc. organization, cOlllputor

group is assigned a successive number;
an indication of the beginning and end
ing of numbers accompanies the group.
.orlal oporatlon - Sequential perform
ance of arithmetic or data transmission
on one character at a time.
serlal-parallol- I. A combination of se
rial and parallel; e.g., serial by charac
ter, parallel by bIts comprising the
character. 2. Pertaining to a device that
converts a serial input into a parallel
output.
.orlal prlntor - The sJ.>ecific output dc:vice
which prints one character at a time,
such as typewriters and some types of
printers.
•• rlal prlntor Intorfaco - A device that em
ploys a switch that determines whether
data are to be routed from the display to
the printer or from the computer to the
printer. A line printer, as opposed to a
character J.>rinter, re<l.uires a large out
put buffer, but the baSIC system architec
ture should not be affected.
.orlal pracelllni - Reading or writing of
the item following the one currently
being processed.
.orlal pragralllllllnl- The programming
of a computer by which only one arith
metical or logical operation can be ex
ecuted at one time, e.g., a sequential
operation. (Contrasted with multiple
programming.)
serial .toralo - See storage, serial.
.orlal tran.fer - In a serial transfer, the
bits stored in a string of flip-flops are
caused to move along the string from
one flip-flop to the next, toward one end
of the string, so that all of the bits even
tually pass t?rough the end flip'-~op.
This process IS generally called slilftmg,
and a string of flip-flops connected m
this manner make up a shift register.
The bits shifted out of one register can
be shifted into another similar register,
thereby shifting the contents from one
register to another.
•0rl.1 tran.lIIl.slon - The method of in
formation transmission in which the bits
that compose a character are transmit
ted sequentially as contrasted with par
aile. or simultaneous transfer. There are
two types of serial transmission. Asyn
chronous data words can arriv,e at ir
regular intervals and must be preceded
by start bits and followed by stoJ.> bits to
aid identification: ~onversely, i~ syn
chronous transmiSSion, system tlmmg

determines the flow of data words,
which are locked into the timing
scheme. This transmission mode, both
fast and complex, requires an elaborate
timing-recovery circuit.
•• rlal word operation - The specific fea
ture of certain handling equipment in
which words are read one after another,
in groups.
•• rl•• - I. Pertaining to the connecting of
coml?onents end to end in a circuit, to
prOVide a single path for the current. 2.
An indicated sum of a set of terms m a
mathematical expression (e.g., in a~ al
ternating or arithmetic series). 3. Lmes
in a spectrum described by a formula
related to the possible energy levels of
the electrons in outer shells of atoms .
tilll. - The discrete or continuous
seq~ence of quantitative data assigned
to specific moments in time, ~nd .us~ally
studied with respect to their dlstnbu
tion in time.
•• rvlco blt.- Those overhead bits that
are not check bits, e.g., request for repe
tition, numbering sequence, etc.
•• rvlc. bureau - A computer service that
packages its services so that all users
have to do is to supply the input data
and pay for the results. It happens to
prOVide the service on a computer, but
users are not directly concerned with
the computer at all. Many financial ser
vices, such as payroll, bilhng, and book
keeping, are offered this way.

..rI..

.orvico .nlln..rlnl - Service; . engineer
ing provide~ support capablhty for ~ys:
terns engmeenng and plannmg,
installation and checkout; mamtenance
and operator training; contractual pre
ventive maintenance; regional service
and parts; factory eq';1ip~ent rep~i~;
and equipment modernization, rehabdl
tation, and expansion.
•• rvlco, full-cluplox - A service in which
the data-communication channel is ca
pable of simultaneous and independent
transmission and reception .
service, half..cluplox - A type of commu
nication channel which is capable of
transmitting and receiving signals! but
is not capable of simultaneous and mde
pendent transmission and reception.
.orvlee, lIIodo - An operational mode for
the handling of malfunctions or errors
in words, etc.
.orvlc. organization, cOlllputor - See com
puter service organization.

••rvlc. program

••xad.clmal

••rvice program - See program, service.
••rvlc., rec.iv_nly - Service in which
the data-communication channel is ca
pable of receiving signals, but is not
equipped to transmit signals.
••rvlc. requ••t Int.rrupt. - Interrupts
used for servicing buffer channel re
quests. They are an internal machine
function and are not directly under the
control of the programmer.
servlc. routln. - A set of instructions to
perform a programmed operation, typi
cally in response to an interrupt.
••rvlc., ••nd-only - Service in which the
data-communication channel is capable
of transmitting signals, but is not
equipped to receive signals.
service., ••tup - The action or services
performed on a message before it meets
the application program. Services in
clude error checking, analyzing the ac
tion code, etc.
servicing tim. - Same as engineering time.
servomechani.m - A device to monitor an
operation as it proceeds, and to make
necessary adjustments to keep the oper
ation under control. A furnace thermo
stat is an example of a servomechanism.
••rvomultlpll.r - An analog computer de
vice or unit which has a position control
and a capability of multiplying each of
several different variables by a single
variable, represented by analog volt
ages. The multiplier is used as an input
Signal to a meclianism that turns shafts.
H I - I. To place a storage device in a
prescribed state. 2. To place a binary
cell in the one state. 3. A collection of
elements having some feature in com
mon or which bear a certain relation to
one another; e.g., all even numbers,
geometrical figures, terms in a series, a
group of irrational numbers, all positive
even mtegers less than 100, may be a set
or a subset.
HI breakpoint - A user debug command
that is designed to cause the setting of
a breakpoint in a specific memory loca
tion. At program execution, this break
point, when encountered, causes a
temporary program suspension and a
transfer of control to the system debug
routine.
... name - An identifier.
... of data - The x values and y values
representing points which will be drawn
as a set ofcurves on a graph. Thus, a set
of data consists of the multiple x values
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and associated y values required to
define the curve .
••t point - The specific desired value for
the quantity being controlled, usually in
a feedback control loop .
••t-point control - A process may be in
telligently controlled at the site, thus
elimmating hard-wired logic and exten
sive master-remote communications. In
set-point control, an analog signal is
checked against specified limits, and
commands are sent to a relay driver or
electronic circuit to actuate control
points. Gas or water flow is a typical ex
ample. If the meter signal exceeds its
upper (lower) limits, a close (open)
command is sent to the valve that con
trols the flow rate.
••t pul•• - See pulse, set.
••t., data - See data sets.
••t .ymbol - A variable symbol used to
communicate values dunng conditional
assembly processing.
••t theory - The study of the use and ap
plication of groups or sets.
••Hlng., trap - See trap settings.
se",lng tim. - The time required for a
dot to move to a new point on the
screen and stay put without vacillating.
It is an important specification for dis
plays made from dots. Dot writing time
and settling time, taken together, deter
mine the maximum rate at which one
can produce a clean, stored display
using binary data.
••t up - The preparation of pieces of
equipment for operation, i.e., placing
paper in pri.nten, adjusting paper feeds
for tape umts, etc.
... up, .Ingl. - Same as single step.
HI-Up tim. - The portion of the elapsed
time between machine operations that is
devoted to such tasks as changing reels
of tape and moving cards, tapes, and
supplies to and from the equipment.
••v.ral-for-on. - A transaction which
often is considered to mean the creation
of a number of machine instructions
from one program instruction. This is
an indication of the various types of
software .
sexadeclmal - Pertaining to a character
istic or property involving a selection,
choice, or condition in which there are
16 possibilities. Also called hexadeci
mal.

sexadec:lmal number

shifting

sexadeclmal number - See number. sex
adecimal.
sexadec:lmal numeral- See number. sex
adecimal.
shaping, pulse - Same as pulse regenera
tion.
sha.ping, signal - Same as pulse regenera

decimal 13. is arithmetically shifted
twice to the left, the result is 110 100.
which represents 52, which is also ob
tained by multiplying (13 by 2) twice; on
the other hand. if decimal 13 were to be
shifted to the left twice. the result would
be the same as multiplying by 10 twice.
or 1300. (Related to shIft and cyclic
shift.)
shift, carrier - Difference between the
steady-state. mark. and space frequen
cies in a data-carrier system using fre
quency-shift modulation.
shift, can - The changeover of the trans
lating mechanism ora telegraph receiv
ing machine from letters case to figures
case or vice versa. This shift is normally
performed in telegraph apparatus by
preceding the transmIssion of letters
case characters or functions by a figures
shift signal.
shift character, nonlocklng - See charac
ter, nonlocking shift.
shift, circular - A shift in which the digits
dropped off at one end of a word are
returned at the other in a circular fash
ion; e.g., if a register holds eight digits,
23456789, the result of a circular shift
two columns to the left would be to
change the contents of the register to
45678923. (Synonymous with end
around shift, logical shift, nonarith
metic shift. ring shift, and cyclic shift.)
shift, computer - To move the characters
of a unit of information columnwise left
or right.
shift, cyclic - Same as shift, circular.
shift, end-around - Same as shift, circular.
shift, figures - A function performed by a
teletypewriter machine, when initiated
by the figures-shift character. that
causes the machine to shift to upper
case for numbers, symbols, etc.
shift, floating point - A shift in 4-bit incre
ments, performed on a short-format or
long-format floating-point number.
shift, frequency - A system of telegraph
teletypewriter operation in which the
mark signal is one frequency and the
space signal is a different frequency.
shift-In character - A code extension
character that can be used by itself to
cause a return to the character set in
effect prior to the departure caused by a
shift-out character. Abbreviated SI
character.
shifting - The arithmetic process during
which each movement of value to the

tion.

share - To use a device for two or more
interleaved purposes.
shared files - A direct-access device that
permits two systems to be linked to
gether. Either system has access to the
file.
shared-files system - A special file system
configuration in which two computers
have access to the same file-storage de
vice. though not necessarily at the same
time.
shared logic systems - If the "logic"
(computational power) ofa central com
puter is parceled out to numerous
word-processing terminals. the result is
a shared logic word-processing system.
shared storage - The ability to share core
storage between two computers. This
means that either machine can insert in
formation into storage. and either ma
chine can access the data and use it.
share operation system - The particular
process or translation of symbolic in
structions into a machine mstruction.
Often abbreviated as SOS.
sharing - Interleaved time use of a device
-hence. a method of operation in
which a computer facility is shared by
several users concurrently.
sharing, load - An arrangement in which
computers are placed m tandem (du
plexmg or triplex in g) to share the peak
period load of a system.
sheet, coding - A form upon which com
puter instructions are written prior to
being punched into cards.
Sheffer stroke function - The Boolean op
erator that gives a truth table value of
true only when both of the variables
connected by the logical operator are
not true.
Sheffer strake gate - Same as gate, NAND.
shift - A movement of bits, digits. or cha
racters to the left or right. For a num
ber. this is equivalent to multiplying or
dividing by a power of the basoe number.
shift, arithmetic - To multiply or divide a
quantity by a power of the number base;
e.g.. if binary 1101. which represents
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shift Instrudlonl

signal, carry-c:omplote

left multiplies a number by the radix in
use, and each movement to the right
divides the number by the radix. ShIft
ing. may. also feed a process for other
radIx POInts.
Ihlft inltrudlonl- Numerous variations
of the shift instruction are implemented
on different computers; typically you
can shift right or you can shift left. A
right shift is more useful, because it is
equivalent to dividing by 2, while the
left shift is equivalent to multiplying by
2 and can be reproduced by adding the
contents of a register to itself. A shift
may be continuous through a status bit
or branched or it may bypass the status
bit. The shift may also be arithmetic and
propagate the high order bit (sign bit)
to the right. A shift may be circular, in
which case, with every right shift, the
low order bit moves to the high order
bit, or the shift may be logical, In which
case the low order bits are lost and zeros
replace the high order bits (for a right
shift). A computer could provide shift
instructions with any permutation of
right or left shift; circular or logical
shift; bypassing a status bit, or through
it (continuous or branched); arithmetic
(bypassing the sign bit), or through the
sign bit.
Ihlft, lotters - A function performed by a
teleprinter, when initiated by the let
ters-shift character, which causes the
machine to shift from upper case to
lower case.
Ihlft locking charader - See character,
locking shift.
Ihlft, logic - Same as shift, circular.
Ihlft, loglcal- Same as shift circular.
Ihlft, nonarlthmetlc - Same as shift circu
lar.
Ihlft out - To move information within a
register toward one end so that as the
information leaves this same end, zeros
enter at the opposite end.
Ihlft-out charador- See character, lock
ing shift.
.hlft, phalo - The time difference be
tween the input and output signal or
between any two synchronized signals
of a control unit, system. or circUit.
Ihlft pullo - A pulse which causes the
characters in a register to shift.
Ihlft reglltor - A register in which binary
data bits are moved as a conti~ous
group a prescribed number of pOSItions
to the right or to the left.
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shift rogiltor, flip-flop - A type of digital

storage circuit which uses a chain offlip
flops to shift data from one flip-flop to
its adjacent flip-flop on each clock pulse.
Data may be shifted several places to the
right or to the left dependIng on addi
tional gating and the number of clock
pulses receIved. Depending on the
number of positions shifted, in a right
shift the right-most characters are lost;
in a left shift the left-most characters are
lost.
Ihift roglltor, magnotic - See register,
magnetic-shift.
shift, ring - Same as shift, circular.
Ihortolt word - A word of the shortest
length a computer can use, and which is
most often half of the full length word.
Ihort inltrudion - The use of an index
specification in a FORTRAN READ or
WRITE statement.
Ihort Inltrudlon format - A "standard"
length (i.e., one-word) instruction as
opposed to a "long" instruction. Most
instructions are of this type.
Ihort-term .torago - Data stored in core
memory for a short period of time.
Ihort word - A fixed word oflesser length
in a system that is capable of handhng
words of two different lengths. In many
computers, this is referred to as a half
word because the length is exactly the
half-length of a full word.
51- Abbreviation for Superimpose. The
process that moves data from one loca
tion to another, superimposing bits or
characters on the contents of specified
locations.
.Ido circuit - One of two physical circuits
in a phantom group.
IldowaYI lum - See sum, sideways.
sign - An indication of whether a quan
tity is greater than zero or less than
zero. The signs often are the marks +
and -, respectively; other arbitrarily se
lected symbols may be used, such as a 0
and I, or 0 and 9. These symbols must
be interpreted by a person or the ma
chine.
Ilgnal- An event, phenomenon, or elec
trical quantity that conveys information
from one POInt to another.
Ilgnal, analog - An electrical signal that
varies continuously in amplitude or fre
quency with the information being
transmitted.
Ilgnal, carry-c:omplote - A signal gener

li,nal, dock

li,nal, intorrupt

ated by a digital parallel adder. indicat
ing that all carries from an adding oper
atIOn have been generated and
propagated and the addition operation
IS completed.
li,nal. clock - Same as pulse. clock.
si,nal conditlonin, - I. Any manipulation
of transducer or transmitter outputs to
make them suitable for input to the
computer peripheral equipment. 2. Op
eratIOns such as linearizing and square
root extraction performed within the
computer.
II,nal, cOmldin, - In synchronous sys
tems, a special signal that may be sent
recurrent1y for correction of data.
si,nal dotodlon, modom - Besides modu
lating digital data into an analog form.
a modem must demodulate the carrier
signals to reproduce the data. In gen
eral. this is accomplished by comparing
the signal pulses with a known refer
ence. detecting the difference. and gen
erating the proper sequence of digital
pulses. A high-speed modem using 8
phase dpsk, for example. receives a sig
nal. compares its phase with that of tlie
preceding pulse (information which is
stored in a modem memory facility),
and produces a 3-bit binary number cor
responding to the difference.
II,nal, dl,ltal- A discrete or discontinu
ous electrical signal; one whose various
states are discrete intervals apart.
II,nol dlltonco - The number of digit po
sitions in which the corresponding di
gits of two binary words of the same
length are different. (Synonymous with
Hamming distance.)
II,nal olomont - The basic unit by which
data is transmitted on communication
channels. Each signal element is a state
or condition on a channel which reJlre
sents one or more bits of digital infor
mation. A signal element might be a dc
pulse or an ac signal of some amplitude.
frequency. or pliase which the receiving
equipment can recognize and translate
into the original format. Signaling
speed is the number of such signal ele
ments occurring in one secona and is
measured in bauds.
sl,nal o'_ont, Itart-stop - A part of a
digital signal. distinguished from others
by its duration. position, and sense. or
by some of these features only. In start
stop operation. a signal element has a
minimum duration of one unit interval.
If several unit intervals of the same

sense run together, a signal element of
duration of more than one unit element
may be formed. Signal elements may be
start elements. information elements. or
stop elements.
li,nal-onablln, - A means of allowing an
operation to take place.
lignal, foodback-control - The portion of
the output signal that is returned to the
input m order to achieve a desired
effect. such as fast response.
lignal,ground - A conductor establishing
electrical ground reference potential for
all transmitting circuits in a communica
tions network.
li,nal, guard - A signal which allows val
ues to be read or converted only when
the values are not in a state of change,
i.e.• to avoid errors or ambiguity. Used
in digital-analog or analog-dig!t~l. con
verters or other converters or dlgttlzers.
signaling, binary - A communications
mode in which information is developed
by the presence and absence. or the plus
and mmus variations. of only one pa
rameter of the signal.
si,naling, clOlocl-circult - That type of
signaling in which there is current in the
idle condition. and a signal is initiated
by increasing or decreasmg the current.
II,nallng, data ra.. - Relating to data
transmission, an expression m bits per
second relating to data transmission ca
pacity of a particular channel.
II,nallng, de - A transmission method
which utilizes direct current.
sl,nalln, In band - Signaling which util
izes frequencies withm the intelligence
band ofa channel.
sl,nalln, out of band - Signaling which
utilizes frequencies outside the intelli
gence band. Also used to indicate the
use of a portion of a channel bandwidth
provided by the medium such as a car
rier channel. but denied to the speech
or intelligence path by filters. It results
in a reduction of the effective available
bandwidth.
signal Inhibiting - A means of preventing
an operation from happening.
signal, intorrupt - A signal that interrupts
a running program so that some other
task can be performed. Sometimes in
terrupts are given priorities so that the
central processor will suspend its cur
rent task only if the priority is great
enough for immediate execution.
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•Ignal, interrupt feedback

.ignature analysi •

See interrupt
feedback signal.
.Ignal, interrupt trigger - See interrupt
trigger signal.
.ignallevel- An optical character recog
nition term which relates to the ampfi
tude of the electronic response which
occurs from the contrast ratio between
the area of a printed character and the
area of a document background.
.ignal no~malization - Same as pulse re
generation.
.ignal notation - In some cases, a circuit
may be enabled when a signal label such
as ENABLE is high and m other cases
when it is low. To distinguish one case
from another, use is made of signal no
tation furnished in yarious equipment
charts.
.Ignal, one output - The output of a mag
netic cell in the one condition when a
read pulse is supplied.
.ignal, proceed-to-.eled - The signal re
turned from distant automatic equip
~ent over the backward signaling path,
m response to a cal.'ing signal, to indi
cate that selectmg mformatlOn can be
transmitted. Note: In certain signaling
systems, this signal can be one and the
same as the "call-confirmation signal."
.Ignal, program-interrupt - See interrupt,
external-signal.
.ignal, pul.ing- Signals which are trans
mitted in the forward direction and
carry the selective information to route
the call in the desired direction.
.ignal ratio - I. Broadly, the comparison
oflight seen by a photosensor when the
object to be detected is blocking the
beam, to the light seen when the beam
is not blocked. 2. More specifically, the
comparison of photocell resistance
when the sensor IS dark to when it is
illuminated.
•ignal, read output - Same as read out.
.Ignal re~en.ration - Same as pulse re
generation.
.Ignal, r.lea.....uard - A signal sent back
in response to the clear-forward signal
to indicate that the circuit has become
free at its incoming end. This signal is
provided to protect the circuit at its out
going end against subsequent seizing
before the release operation, controlled
by the clear-forward signal, has been
completed at the incommg end.
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.ignal r••haping - Same aJ pulse regener

.ignal, Interrupt feedback -

ation .
• Ignal., control- Various signals are pro

vided to control and to ensure an or
derly flow of information words
between the central computer and the
peripheral subsystems. These signals
do not transmit data, but are used to
command and identify the transfer of
information words at the proper times
and in the proper sequence. These con
trol signals travel over the control lines
of the input/output channel.
.Ignal., correction from - A system of cor
rection in which the maintenance of syn
chronous equipment is controlled, not
by a special correcting signal, but by the
position of the charactenstic instants of
restitution of telegraph signals compris
ing the text.
.ignal, .eizlng- In semiautomatic or au
tomatic working, a signal transmitted at
the commencement of a call to initiate
circuit operation at the incoming end of
the circuit.
.Ignal .haping- Same aJ pulse regenera
tion.
.ignal .tandardization - See pulse regen
eration.
.ignal, .tart-dialing- In semiautomatic
or automatic working, a signal transmit
ted from the incoming end of a circuit,
following the receipt of a seizing signal,
to indicate that the necessary circuit
conditions have been established for re
ceiving the numerical routine informa
tion.
.Ignal, .tart (in a .tart-.top .y.t.m)Signal servicing to prepare the receiving
mechanism for the reception and regis
tration of a character, or for the control
of a function.
.Ignal., tlmlng- Electrical pulses sent
throughout the machine at regular in
tervals to ensure absolute synchroniza
tion .
.Ignal, .top (In a .tart-.top .yst.m)Signal serving to bring the receiving
mechanism to rest in preparation for the
reception of the next telegraph signal.
signal strength - A measure of the ampli
tude of the signal obtained from read
ing devices such as photocells, magnetic
tape read heads, etc.
signature analYIII- A means of isolating
digital logic faults at the component
level. Although considered most useful
in servicing microprocessor-based pro

signature testing

silicon gate

ducts, the technique is applicable to all
digital systems. Basically, the technique
involves the tracing of signals and the
conversion of lengthy bit streams into
four-digit hexadecimal "signatures."
Using logic diagrams and schematics
specially annotated with correct signa
tures at each data node, and guided by
troubleshooting trees, the serviceman
traces back untIl he finds a point in the
circuit which has a correct mput signa
ture and incorrect output signature.
Signatures are traced under the direc
tion of a test PROM (programmable
read-only memory). The manufacturer
produces the PROM which replaces the
product's application program for test
purposes.
signature testing - Comparison of the ac
tual output digital signatures, such as
transition counts, with the expected cor
rect signatures recorded from a known
good device.
sign bit - A binary digit used to designate
the algebric sign of a quantity, plus or
minus.
sign changer - As regards scalers, when
the constant which is used as a multi
plier has the value of - I, the scaler mav
be called a sign changer, an inverter, or
a sign reverser.
sign check - It is possible to detect a
change in sign during arithmetic opera
tions and either stop the machine or sig
nal for subsequent review. In payroll
applications, the sign check is used to
indicate the condition in which deduc
tions exceed gross pay. This sign is also
used in accounts receivable, accounts
payable, inventory, and general ledger
applications. The sign check can be
used to recognize any balance that
becomes negatIve.
slgn-check indicatar - A device that de
tects and signals the occurrence of an
error in the sign of a number or of a
field.
sign digit - Same as sign bit.
signed fteld - A field that has a plus or
minus character coding over the units
position to designate the algebraic sign
of the entire number.
sign ftag - An indicator that is set to a
logic 1 if the MSB of a register being
tested is a binary 1. When using the
"twos complement" arithmetic conven
tion, this condition indicates that the
register contains a negative number.

sign, ftip-ftop - The specific flip-flop used
to store the algebraic sign of numbers.
signiftcance - I. Circumstances or solu
tions discerned to be unlikelv to arise
out of chance factors alone. 2. 'The arbi
trary rank, priority, or order of relative
magnitude assigned to a given position
or column in a number.
signiftcant charader, least - The charac
ter in the rightmost position in a num
ber or a word.
signiftcant charader, most - The charac
ter in the leftmost position in a number
or word.
signiftcant conditions of a modulationDistinct conditions, assumed by the ap
propriate device of the sending appa
ratus, which serve to characterize the
variety of the elements of the alphabetic
telegraph signals to be transmitted.
signiftcant conditions of a restitutionDistinct conditions, assumed by the ap
propriate device of the receiving appa
ratus, which serve to charactenze the
variety of the elements of the alphabetic
telegraph signals received.
signiftcant digit - See digit(s}, significant.
signiftcant digit, least - See digit, least sig
nificant (LSD).
signiftcant ftgures - See figures, signifi
cant.
signiftcant interval- A time interval dur
ing which a given significant condition
according to the code and the signal to
be transmitted is, or should be, trans
mitted.
sign off - The closing instruction to the
computer system which terminates
communication with the system. On a
remote terminal, the user generally
signs offby typing the comman(l OFF or
SIGN OFF.
sign on - The instruction which com
mences communication with the com
puter system. On a remote terminal, the
user can generally receive access to the
system by typing in his identification
number and an appropriate password.
aign position - The position at which the
sign of a number IS located.
sign revener - See sign changer.
sign, speclal- Same as character, special.
silicon gate - Pertaining to an MOS pro
cess in which silicon instead od metal is
used as one of the transistor elements to
make possible lower operating voltages
and increased dynamic response.
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silicon on sapphire technology

simulation, mathematical

silicon on sapphire technolagy - The
technolog:y whereby monocrystaIline
films of silicon are epitaxially deposited
onto a single-crystal sapphire substrate
to provide the basic structure for the
fabrication of dielectrically isolated ac
tive and/or passive elements. Ab
breviated 50S.
simplex - Pertaining to a circuit capable
of one-way operations only. The term is
seldom used today because no such cir
cuit is offered by the common carriers.
Terminal equipment may limit trans
mission to one direction only, but the
circuit used will be half-duplex.
simplex channel- A channel that permits
transmission in one direction only.
slmplex/duplex modems - Modems may
be designed to operate in three modes:
(I) simplex, where data is transmitted in
only one direction; (2) half-duplex,
where data can be transmitted in only
one direction at a time, but that direc
tion can be reversed; and (3) full
duplex, where data may be transmitted
in both directions simultaneously.
simplex system - A system configuration
that does not include standby equip
ment.
simulate - To represent the functioning
of one system by another; e.g., to repre
sent one computer by another, to repre
sent a physical system by the execution
of a computer program, or to represent
a biological system by a mathematical
model.
limulated real-time on-line operatlonThe processing of data in synchronism
with a physical process in such a manner
that the results of the data processing
are useful to the physical operation.
slmulate/emulate,
mlcraprocessor - A
simulator is a device used to imitate one
system with another, using a software
program written in assembly or high
level language. The simulator accepts
the same data, executes the programs
and accomplishes the same results as
the system imitated. The simulator is
generally much slower than the machine
being simulated and bears no physical
resemblance to it. Simulators may be
used to get a finer insight or control of
workings of the imitatea machine. Gen
erally, larger minicomputers, such as
software development systems, will be
used to simulate smaller microproces
sors for the purpose of developmg and
debugging software.
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An emulator differs from a simulator.
inasmuch as the latter uses software to
imitate. The emulator uses a micropro
gram and specific hardware to imItate
the desired system at the same speed as
or faster than the imitated system's cycle
time. The slice microprocessors are
used to emulate large minicomputers
with fewer components and faster cycle
times. The emulator can be made to re
semble physically the imitated machine.
simulating the multiplexer - A testing
program which simulates the multi
plexer.
simulation - I. The representation of
physical systems and phenomena by
computers, models. or other equip
ment, e.g., an imitative type of data
processing in which an automatic com
puter is used as a model of some entity
such as a chemical process. When infor
mation enters the computer to repre
sent the factors of the process, the com
puter produces information that
represents the results of the process,
and the processing done by the com
puter represents the process itself. 2. In
computer programmmg, the technique
of setting up a routine for one computer
to make it operative as nearly as possi
ble like some other computer.
simulation, delign and monitoring 
The building of a model of a system in
the form of a computer program by the
use of special languages. The models of
a system can be adjusted easily, and the
system that is bemg_ designed can be
tested to show the effect of any change.
simulation, determiniltlc - A simulation in
which a fixed relationship exists be
tween input parameters and output re
sults for each action. value. event, etc.,
such that given input parameters will al
ways result in the same output.
Ilmulation Input devices - See input de
vices. simulation.
simulation, man-machine - The scope of
simulation includes models of systems
in which human beings participate (op
erational or behavioral modeJs). How
ever, the possibility also exists of incor
porating people within the model. In
other words, the model is no longer
completely computer-based but re
quires the active participation of a man.
slmulotlon, mothematlcal- The use of a
model of mathematical equations in
which computing elements are used to
represent all of the subsystems.

Ilmulation. phYllcal

Ilnlle-level add,...

Ilmulatlon, physlcol - The use of a model
ofa physical system in which computing
elements are used to represent some,
but not all, of the subsystems.
Ilmulation.....I-tlm. - See real-time simu
lation.
Ilmulatlon, reprel.ntativ. - A model of a
system in which the components, pro
cesses, and interactions of the model
bear a clear relation to the system under
study. This tends to rule out highly ab
stract, mathematical models.
Ilmulation. Itatlc VI dynamic - In a dy
namic system the activity is time
dependent. This activity may be further
classified as stable or unstable (under
given conditions). One may choose to
study steady-state or transient behavior
of a dynamiC system.
Ilmulation.
sup.rvllory
prOlraml 
The use of a replacement program that
imitates the supervisory program.
Ilmulator - 1. A routine that runs on one
computer and imitates the operations of
another computer. 2. A computer or
model that represents a system or phe
nomenon ani:! mirrors or maps the
effects of various changes in the origi
nal, enabling the original to be studied,
analyzed, and understood by means of
the behavior of the model.
Ilmulator, ov.rload - In order to test a
system under overload conditions, an
artificial condition is created that makes
the program act as it would during an
actual overload or overflow.
Ilmulator protram - See program, simula
tor.
Ilmulator loftware Protram - Various
simulators are computer programs writ
ten in the FORTRAN IV language and
are often called interpreters. These aid
program development interpreters ac
cept machine coae produced by assem
blers, along with execution commands
from a time-sharing terminal, card
reader, or disk file. The execution com
mands allow the manipulation of the
simulated memory and the CPU regis
ters. In addition, operator and instruc
tion breakpoints may be set to stop
execution at the crucial points in the
program. Tracing features are also
available which allow the CPU opera
tion to be monitored. Interpreters ac
cept symbol tables from either
compilers or cross-assemblers to allow
debugging, tracing and braking, and
display 01programming using symbolic

names. Compilers, assemblers, and
simulators as software packages may be
procured from suppliers on tapes or
from time share services.
Ilmulator, table - See table simulator.
Ilmuitaneity - The simultaneous opera
tion of peripheral devices.
limultanelty. tap"proce"lng - See tape
processing simultaneity.
Ilmultan_us ace." - The process of ob
taining information from or placing in
formation into storage where the time
required for such access is derendent
on the simultaneous transfer 0 all ele
ments of a word from a given storage
location.
Ilmuitaneous Input/output - See input
/output, simultaneous.
slmultan_ul-Operatlon comput.r - Same
as computer, simultaneous.
lin.-jundlon gate - Same as gate, A ANDNOT B or gate, BAND-NOT A.
lingle addre,,- A system of machine in
struction such that each complete in
struction explicitly describes one
operation and involves one storage lo
cation. (Related to one-address instruc
tion.)
.Inlle add,... code - See code, single
address.
.Inll_ddre.. In.tructlon - An instruc
tion having one operand address. (Con
trast with multiple-address instruction.)
.Inll_ddre" me..ale - A message to
be delivered to only one destination.
.Inll_hlp sy........ conflluratlon. 
Such chips used in a minimal configura
tion might include a few switches for
control, a ROM for implementing in
structions, and a few indicators for
monitoring purposes. A maximum sys
tem might inclui:le several input/output
peripherals, read/write as well as read
only memory (RAM and ROM), a fuIl
featured control panel, and ~o on.
.Inlle circuit - A telegraph circuit capable
of nonsimultaneous two-way communi
cations. See half-duplex circuit.
.Inlle cycle key - A push button on print
ers, which, when depressed, causes an
additional line to be printed despite an
end-of-form indication.
slnl" error - An erroneous bit, preceded
and followed by at least one correct bit.
.lnal....v.1 add,.., - Same as address, di
rect.
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lingle-operand addressing
single.operand addre"ing -

A method in
which one part of the instruction word
specifies a register; the second part pro
vIdes information for locating the ope
rand. Examples: clear, increment, test,
etc.
lingle·operand instrudlon - An instruc
tion that contains a reference to a single
register. memory location, or device.
lingle precilion - The number of words,
or storage positions, used to denote a
number In a computer. Single-precision
arithmetic is the use of one word per
number; double-precision arithmetic,
two words per number, and so on. For
variable word-length computers, preci
sion is the number of digits used to de
note a number. The higher the preci
sion. the greater the number of decimal
places that can be carried.
lingle precilion integer - See integer, sin
gle-precision.
single quote mark - A special FORTRAN
character used to enclose literal mes
sages.
single setup - Pertaining to a method of
operating a computer in which each step
is performed in response to a single
manual operation.
single-sheet feeding - The feeding of in
dividual sheets of paper rather than roll
or fanfolded form.
single-shot operation - Same as opera
tion, single-step.
lingle Itep - Pertaining to a method of
operating a computer In which each step
is performed in response to a single
manual operation.
lingle·ltep debugging- An important
first step in system debug is to check out
in a single-step mode the simplest in
structions which enable information to
be entered into registers and which per
mit system states to be set up. Once this
has been done, short routines which set
up systc:p1 states can be written. Then
tlie response of the microprocessor to
these states can be checked.
lingle-step mode - A mode that allows an
operator to have the computer execute
just one instruction at a tIme; thus the
operator can closely examine the results
of each operation to determine if an al
gorithm performs as planned.
lingle-step operation - A method of op
erating an automatic computer manu
ally in which a single instruction or part
of an instruction is performed in re
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sponse to a single operation of a manual
control. This method is generally used
for detecting mistakes.
single thread proce"lng - See processing,
single thread.
lingle vertical key - A push button .on a
printer which produces an addItIonal
printed line for indication.
link - A device capable of accepting data
signals from a transmission deVICe. It
may also check these signals and origi
nate error control signals. Opposite of
source.
sink, network - The point of usage of
data in a network. A data terminal instal
lation that receives and processes data
from a connected channel.
510 interface - Abbreviation for Serial
Input-Output interface. An interface
that accepts data from an output device
(typically a tty keyboard or a cassette
recorder) in consecutive (serial) form
and converts this data stream into, gen
erally, 8-bit parallel words. The inter
face is also designed to convert 8-bit
parallel words from computers into se
rial data streams to output to a serial
device. Each serial word, both input and
output, consists of a start bit, eight data
bits, in many cases a parity bit, and one
or two stop bits, for a total of ten to
twelve serialized bits per word.
lite, bit - A location on magnetic record
ing media where a "bit" of information
is stored.
Ilze, addre" - The maximum number of
binary digits in an instruction used in
directly addressing memory.
Ilze, charader - The number of binary
digits in a single character in the storage
device.
Ilze, error - A condition that occurs when
the number of positions to the left of the
assumed decimal point exceeds the cor
responding positIons in the COBOL
data-name field.
Ilze, Item - The magnitude of an item,
usually expressed in numbers of fields,
words, characters or blocks.
skeletal code - The framework of a rou
tine that is formed by a generalized rou
tine using input parameters.
sketchpad - A tool for engineers devel
oped by Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The user draws with a light
pen on a computer display scope. If he
sketches a rough circle, it becomes per
fecl. He may erase, or he may magnify

Ikew

llice architecture microcomputerl

and reduce at a ratio of 2000 to I. He
may also sketch a part in perspective,
then rotate the sketch to see the top,
side, or bottom views of the sketched
part.
Ikew - The percentage of bit errors
which were caused by "ones" which
were read as "zeros." Skew is an indica
tion of possible threshold misalignment
in modem receivers.
Ikew, character- See character skew.
Ikew, line - A type ofline misregistration
in which a string of characters to be read
by an optical character reader appears
in a uniformily slanted or skewed condi
tion with respect to a real or imaginary
baseline.
Ikip - An instruction to proceed to the
next instruction; a "blank" instruction.
Ikip code - A functional code which in
structs the machine to skip certain
predetermined fields in memory.
Iklp 1101- A one bit, in a specific posi
tion, that causes bytes to be skipped
until the count equals zero. This skip
instruction permits the computer to ig
nore portions of the input record to the
memory.
Iklp inltructlon - An instruction having
no effect other than directing the
processor to proceed to another in
struction designated in the storage por
tion.
Iklp {printer} - A skip function may be
signaled on any step. When a skip is
signaled on a step tliat also impulses a
pnntout, the skip function is effective
after the line has been printed. If skill is
signaled on any other step, the skippmg
action is initiated immediately.
Iklp, tape - A machine instruction to for
ward space and erase a portion of a tape
when a defect on the tape surface causes
a write error to persist.
Ikip telt - A specific type of microinstruc
tion designed and utilized for condi
tional operations based on the state of
readiness of various devices or the con
ditions of a register.
Ilave application - See computer, slave.
Ilave computer - See computer, slave.
Ilave, Iroup lelect - In some systems, a
particular group of terminals, when ad
dressed by the master, can receive data
sent by the master. Terminals not hav
ing this particular group address do not

receive data even though they are within
the same communications network.
Ilave mode - The mode of computer op
eration in which most of the basic con
trols affecting the state of the computer
are protected from the program.
Ilave IYltem - A particular system which
is connected to another system and in
which the commanding or master sys
tem discharges commands and orders
which are thus imitated by the slave sys
tem.
Ilave IYltem/terminal - A .remote system
or terminal whose functions are con
trolled by a central "master" system. It
is similar in concept to a host system in
that it responds to remotely generated
requests, hut unlike a host system, it is
usually capable of performing a limited
range of operations.
Ilave, unique lelect - In some systems,
each terminal can have a unique address
which is different from its group ad
dress. When a terminal is addressed
with this unique code by a master, it is
possible to establish two-way communi
cation between those two terminals and
no others in the network. Also, the mas
ter can inhibit this uniquely selected ter
minal from transmitting.
slew, paper - Same as paper throw.
slew rate - Fast signal response, mea
sured in volts per second. Used in oper
ational-amplifier specifications.
llice - I. A special type of chip architec
ture that permits the cascading or stack
ing of devices to increase word bit size.
2. Those parts of a waveform lying in
side two given amplitude limits on the
same side of the zero axis.
Ilice architecture - In a "slice" architec
ture, a section of the register file and
ALU in a computer is placed in one
package. In some systems the registers
are all four bits wide; others accommo
date two bits. Each end of each register
is accessible through the ALU at the
chip edge; two or more of these "slices"
can be cascaded together to form larger
word sizes. Whether instruction lengths
are identical to data word size or not
depends upon how the control portion
of the processor is organized. In some
systems, another chip in the set pro
Vides eight microprogrammed control
sections.
llice architecture mlcrocomputen - Modu
lar component building blocks, called
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bit slices, are used to fabricate micro
processors of varying word width such
as 8 bit, 12 bit, 16 bit, 24 bit, etc. The
completed products are generally cus
tomized and offer higher performance
than conventional machmes. Unlike
conventional machines that have a fixed
predefined instruction set, the slice ar
chitectures require an instruction set to
be defined and implemented via a mi
croprogram. This provides a system
that is efficiently tailored to a particular
application. Often, the high-perfor
mance slice component products are
used to emulate existing older technol
ogy computer architeClures. In this
case, a microprogram is used to make
the slice machine execute the instruc
tion of the emulated computer. For one
application, there are two levels of pro
gramming: first, the microprogram
firmware, and second, the software of
the emulated machine. This two-level
complexity has discouraged universal
acceptance of these devices compared
to fixed instruction microprocessors.
Applications that require high perform
ance and efficient architectures are the
domain of the slice approach.
slice, time - An allotment of computer
time for a particular task to be accom
plished (a concept in multiprogram
ming or time sharing).
slit scan, divided - See scan, divided slit.
slot - On a magnetic drum, all the cells
under a set of read/write heads at one
instant of time.
slow memory - Those portions of the
memory with a relatively slow access
rate from which information may be ob
tained automatically.
SLSI- Abbreviation for Super Large
Scale Integration. Often related to 100,
000 or more transistors per chip.
sma II-scale
Integration - Abbreviated
SSl. The earliest form of integrated-cir
cuit technology. Typically an SSI circuit
contains from one to four logic circuits.
"smart" Interadlve terminal - An interac
tive terminal in which part of the proc
essing is accomplished by a micro
computer or microprocessor con
tained in the terminal itself. This type of
terminal is sometimes referred to in the
literature as an "intelligent terminal."
To be considered a smart terminal the
computing capabilitr of the minicom
puter in the termina must be available
to the user in a way that permits him to

progra~ it to perform part of his unique
application.
"smart" terminal components - In its
most rudimentary form, a smart ter":li
nal contains a crt, a keyboard, a sem~1
communication i/o device, and a mi
crocomputer. The microcomputer con
trols text editing, formatting, and the
protocol of communication with the
host computer system. Such terminals
can incorporate peripheral memory de
vices like tape cassettes, can be pro
grammed independently of their roles
m the larger computer system, and can
therefore serve several useful functions,
both on- or off-line. For example, th.e
microcomputer can serve as a commu.m
cations controller and handle tasks hke
line switching.
"smart" terminal, editing - Editing can
mean anything from charactc:r delete
and insert, to line delete and msert, to
field delete and insert, to page delete
and insert, to clear line (clear to end of
line from cursor location), to clear page
(clear to end of page from cursor loca
tion except for protected fields), to clt;ar
memory (clear all refresh memory m
cluding protected fields), to autom~tlc
justificatIOn of text, or any combmatlon
of these.
"smart" vs "intelligent" terminal - By one
definition, a truly intelligent terminal is
user programmab.le,.whlle a.s.mart ter
minal provides budt-m capabdlty not al
terable by the user. For example, a tt;r
minal that can implement speCl~1
functions if one plugs m a new ROM IS
smart but not mtelligent. At the low
end ~f the spectrum, dumb terminals
can talk only with computers and find
use as low-cost teleprinter replace
ments.
smudge - In OCR (optical character r~c
ognition), the displacement of mk
under shear beyond the original edges
of a printed character.
smudge resistance - The property of ink
that tends to prevent the madvertent
smudging of a printed image in normal
use.
SNA - Abbreviation for Systems Network
Architecture. The IBM standardized re
lationship between its virtual telecom
munication access method (VTAM) and
the
network
control
program
(NCPIVS).
snapshot copy - In some systems, with
the snapshot command, the entire con
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tents of one disk drive are copied to an
other similar drive while user activity is
suspended. However, this type of coPy
may be initiated off-site, at a time of ht
tle or no system activity.
snapshot debugging - See debugging,
snapshot.
snapshot dump - A selective dynamic
dump performed at various points in a
machine run.
Inaplhot. program - ~hen a trace pr<?
gram IS an Interpretive program, Il IS
called an interpretive trace program,
and when a trace program gives output
only on selected instructions or for a
selected set or single condition it is
called a snapshot program.
snaplhotl - The capture of the entire
state of a machine (real or simulated)
the memory contents, registers, flags,
etc.
SNOBOL 4 - Abbreviation for StriNg-Ori
ented symBOlic Language. A program
ming language used mainly for ad
vanced string manipulation. Some
examples of this are in artificial intelli
gence, compiler construction, and text
preparation. Used on batch, real-time,
and time-sharing systems. (Bell Labs.)
lOft error rate - A specific type of bit
error-rate attributable to transient con
ditions in a bulk storage system. Such
errors may theoretically be eliminated
by repeating the transfer operation.
soft-fail- Often called fail-soft. Pertain
ing to techniques that preserve a degree
of system operation despite failures.
lOft key terminal- A type of terminal
which the user can personalize for spe
cific job functions. For instance, the
user could assign one key to generate a
computer log-on sequence and another
to call up an order entry form. These
"soft keys" are simple to program, with
each of them capable of storing up to 80
characters on some terminals.
lOft ledor - A sector (section) on a disk
marked by information written on the
disk. Sector marks are used by the disk
controller to locate specific areas of the
disk. For example, the controller may be
looking for sector 3, track 4. New floppy
disks typically come preformatted,
meaning the sector codes are already
written on the disk between the data
portions.
loft-Iedored dilk IYltem - A disk format
in which the beginning ofevery sector is

decided by the user and is so recorded
on the dISk, in contrast to hard-sec
tored.
soft-lector formaHing - The standard
diskette is designed for use with a for
mat in which the sector information is
prerecorded on the diskette during an
Initialize operation. In this case, a single
hole on the diskette serves as a refer
ence point. The format in which the sec
tor information is/rerecorded on the
diskette is referre to as the soft-sec
tored format.
software - Various programming aids
that are frequently supplied by the
manufacturers to facihtate the pur
chaser's efficient operation of the equip
ment. Such software items include vari
ous assemblers, generators, subroutine
libraries, compilers, operating systems,
and industry-application programs.
loftware, common - Programs or rou
tines which usually have common and
multiple applications for many syst~ms,
I.e., report generators, sort routines,
conversion programs which can be used
for several routines in language com
mon to many computers.
software, communication - See communi
cation software.
loftware, compatible - Languages which
can be used on more than one computer
system.
loftware cantrol, microprocellor - The
changing control of computers as a re
sult of software or programs. The mem
ory portion of the computer stores the
program and data; the microprocessor
portion of the system executes the
stored programs. In most cases where
the data rates dictated by the external
environment are faster than the execu
tion cycle time of the program. provi
sions for this condition must be made.
usually in the form of hard-wired logic
in the external hardware; the micro
processor communicates with the re
sulting hardware.
IOftware croll-productl (microprocel5or)
- These include assemblers. simula
tors, and various compilers. They de
velop versions of programs which are
used for assembly. simulation. or com
pilation of programs. A cross-assem
bler. for example. is functionally identi
cal to other resident assemblers.
Compilers are machine-oriented sys
tems programming languages designed
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specifically to generate various internal
codes. Assemblers often have full macro
capability and allow for conditional as
sembly (meaning that at the time of as
sembly, one of several sections of code
may be chosen).
loftware documentation - Program list
ings and/or documentation consisting
of technical manuals describing the op
eration and use of programs.
laftware documentl- See documents,
software.
loftware driver - A series of instructions
the computer follows to reformat data
for transfer to and from a particular pe
ripheral device. The electrical and me
chanical requirements are different
from one kind of device to another, and
the software drivers are used to stan
dardize the format of data between
them and the central processor. Soft
ware drivers are often provided to inter
face the system to floppy disks, crt or
printing terminals, electronic typewrit
ers, line printers, and paper-tape peri
pherals.
loftware emulation - That group of tech
niques (software programs) often in mi
croprograms that permit one computer
to execute the machine-language code
of another computer, generally for the
purpose of mimmizing reprogramming
dunng conversion of one system to an
other or for lise in a development sys
tem.
laftware error interrupfl- Nearly all soft
ware errors eventually result in an inter
rupt indicating an mvalid operation,
addressing error, or a protection viola
tion. The major problem with using
only this approach is that there may be
a significant time lapse between the oc
currence of an error and the use of dam
aged data in a way which causes a
hardware-detectable violation. During
this time period, damage may be propa
gated, obscuring the original error and
making successful repair and recovery
less likely.
software, floppy-clilk - Software is re
'luired for a floppy-disk system to func
tion. This software is called an
operating system, and is often called a
DOS. The operating system handles
such functions as controlling the drive
motor, positioning the read/write head,
locating specific data on the surface of
the floppy disk, creating files, transfer
ring data, etc. It also provides communi

cation with the user via command
instructions.
loftware fundionl, time-Iharing - See
time-sharing software functions.
loftware houle - A company that offers
software support service to users.
software interrupti - Some systems allow
interrupts to be enabled or disabled,
through software, during program op
eration. Such masking allows priorities
to change dynamically in response to
system conditions. For example, a real
time program can disable data entry ter
minals whenever critical analog data is
being collected. As soon as the scan is
complete, the terminals can be automat
ically enabled and ready to input data.
laftware, key-to-clisk - Key-to-disk soft
ware permits, in most cases, validation
of original source data as well as opera
tor entry checks, data reformatting, sep
arate data files for storage of constant
data, validation tables, and information
retrieval and execution of application
programs.
software, microcomputer (typical Iystem)
- Standard software for manv micros
includes an assembler, loader: debug
ging utility, source edit utility, and diag
nostic programs. The assembler
translates symbolic assembly language
programs into executable machine pro
grams. The loader loads object tapes
produced by the assembler or debug
ging utility. The debugging utility ~ids
program checkout and features multiple
breakpoints, instruction trace, and sev
eral other standard functions. The
source edit utility is used to generate
assembly language source tapes or
modify existing source tapes. The diag
nostics are used to verify processor op
eration.
software, microprocessor - Software, by
directing the hardware, enables the mi
croprocessor to perform a functional
system related task. In a fixed-instruc
tion microprocessor, a set number of in
structions or operations are defined
with fixed word lengths, and these exer
cise the CPU independent of the data.
Software is alterable and accessible by
the user.
loftware monitor - The package of soft
ware usually stored on PROMs that
gives the computer a fundamental in
teractive intelhgence. The monitor is a
type of executive secretary for the user.
It tells the computer how and where to
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acquire the programs and data, where
to store them, and how to run them.
The monitor usually contains software
routines and i/o dnvers needed by the
user to perform system operations.
softw.... p.cka,. - Various computer
programs or sets of programs used in a
particular application such as a pay
roll/personnel package, scientific sub
routmes package, etc.
software pack.,., t.rmlnal- Most termi
nal makers offer data-processing and
communications software packages that
interface to specific communIcations
software and operating systems in host
computers. The data-processing por
tions of these packages consist ofgraph
ics application programs and compilers
in hIgh-level languages such as FOR
TRAN.
softwa... prototypln, - One software de
velopment approach uses a combina
tion of hardware and software called a
prototyping system. Prototyping sys
tems provIde program assembly, on
line execution, and debugging. A
general-purpose prototyping system al
lows the designer-programmer to be
more creative and productive in the de
sign of a particular microcomputer ap
plIcation. As a result, companIes in this
business either design a prototyping
system as their first product or buy it.
Using an on-line teleprinter, the desIgn
er-programmer assembles, edits, and
stores the program in RAM associated
with a computer in the prototr,pe sys
tem. Switchmg to the "operate' mode,
the microprocessor in the application
system accesses the program in the
prototyping system as if It were in its
own ROM, and check-out begins.
softwa ... , rondom . _ s - See random
access software.
..ftwa ..., ...mot. - Program download
ing, remote operation of peripherals
and file manipulation programs, remote
editing, debugging, and program
preparation functions. All this requires
communications routines with redun
dancy checks and retry capability.
..ftw.... ...qul...m.nts, tlme-sharln,See ti.,'lle-sharing software requirements.
..ftwa... "_lecI-In" - A method by
which it is feasible to I?reserve the se
crecy of a program m ROM, even
though the ROM is in the customer's
possession. This is accomplished by
packaging in one sealed unit on a circuit

..ftwa... trac. mode

board both the ROM memory necessary
to hold the proprietary program and a
separate, dedicated micro CPU. The
sealed-in dedicated CPU stands be
tween the proprietary code and the out
side world. The sealed package of the
circuit board is designed to De piggy
backed into the host computer. There it
gets its power and works m cooperation
with the host CPU, host memory, and
host peripherals. The addressing buses
within the sealed package are arranged
so that the host computer cannot ad
dress any of the ROM in the sealed
package.
..ftwar. stack - An area in read-write
memory set aside under program con
trol. An on-chip hardware stack pro
vides increased performance. For
hardware stacks to be generally useful,
there should also be on-chip indicators
for stack full and stack empty, which in
creases chip area. However, the on-chip
hardware required for a software stack
consists primarily of a stack-pointer reg
ister and appropriate increment/decre
ment control. An indication of overflow
and underflow is not so critical as for an
on-chip hardware stack, since the soft
ware stack can be easily expanded in
system memory.
softwa ... support syst.ms - Software sup
port systems execute the object pro
gram m the same manner as the mi
croprocessor would. Thus, the pro
grammer can check to determine if the
original source program performs its
functions correctly.
softw.... IYltem, microprogram ass.mbl.r
- One system is designed to micropro
gram all control signals and memory to
reduce prototype time for various sys
tems. The mIcroprogram assembler
provides software assistance and docu
mentation for writing and modifying
microprograms and generating tapes
for PROM programmers. Such systems
can include a framework for a common
language, automatic accounting infor
mation, and billing control. Many such
systems are available on time-sharing
services of major service companies .
..ftwar. trac. mod. - A mode in which
the program halts and the internal sta
tus of die microprocessor is made avail
able to the outside world wherever
breakpoint conditions are met. In addi
tion to the mnemonic instructions and
the memory addresses, the user can
view register contents, program counter
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location. stack pointer. and condition
codes or flags. Breakpoints can be set at
every instruction if desired. The pri
mary advantage of this mode is the
depth of insight it gives into program
operation. The capability is fullv in
teractive. enabling the user easilv to
alter register contents. make source
code changes to correct program er
rors. reassemble programs. and rerun
to test corrections.
software, universal development sYltem
- Generally. a system that provides
users with all software required for eval
uation and development of system con
cepts and final design of applications
programs. It includes cross-assembler.
editor. loaders. i/o drivers. host/target
debug. and other features.
SOH-Abbreviation for Start Of Header
- A communication control character
used at the beginning of a sequence of
characters which constitute a machine
sensible address or routing informa
tion. Such a sequence is referred to as
the header.
solenoid, forward - An electromechani
cal device which. when energized. main
tains pressure via a roller. forcing
magnetic tape against the forward cap
stan. which moves the tape in a forward
direction.
solenoid, reverse - That electromechani
cal device which performs a mainte
nance of pressure via a roller, forcing
magnetic tape against the reverse cap
stan which moves the tape in the reverse
direction.
solid error - An error that always occurs
when a particular piece of eqUipment is
used.
lolld-Iollc
technalolY - Abbreviated
SLT. Microelectric circuits, the product
of solid-logic technology. are the basic
components of some systems. Called
logic circuits because they carry and
control the electrical impules that rep
resent information withm a computer.
these tiny devices operate at speeds
ranging from 300 down to six billionths
of a second. Transistors and diodes
mounted on the circuits are as small as
28 thousandths of an inch square and
are protected by a film of glass 60 mil
lionths of an inch thick.
solid-state circuitry - The solid-state
components in circuits of computers.
lolid-Itate component - A component
whose operation depends on tne con

trol of electric or magnetic phenomena
in solids. e.g.. a transistor. crystal diode.
or ferrite core.
lolid-Itate computer - A computer built
primarily from solid-state electronic cir
cuit elements.
lolld-Itate devlcel - The electronic com
ponents that conveyor control elec
trons within solid materials. e.g..
transistors. germanium diodes. and
magnetic cores. Thus. vacuum and gas
tubes are not included.
lolld-Itate 10lic - Sallie as solid-logic
technology.
lolutlon check - A solution to a problem
obtained by independent means to ver
ify a computer solution.
lolution, feasible - A solution to the con
straint equations in which all variables
satisfy their restrictions (linear pro
gramming).
lolutlon, leometric - See geometric solu
tion.
lolution, lraphic - A solution obtained
with graphs or other pictorial devices.
(As contrasted with solutions obtained
by the manipulation of numbers.)
lolutlon, machine independent - A solu
tion procedure developed in terms of a
logical solution to a problem rather
than in terms ofa particular mechanized
processing system.
lolver, equation - A calculating device.
usually analog. that solves systems of
linear simultaneous nondifferential
equations or determines the roots of
polynomials, or both.
5-100 bUI - A specific assembly of 100
parallel common communicauon lines.
each of which is capable of carrying one
bit or signal through the enure com
puter. Typically. the computer bus itself
consists of a bank of printed-circuit
card-edge connectors soldered to a
common mother board. The connectors
are used to accept the CPU card. mem
ory cards. and ./0 cards for the com
puter system. The standard 5-100 bus
card is 5 X 10 inches with a 100-contact
edge connection (50 on each side of the
card). In order to accommodate a large
number of cards. a large mother board
with long bus traces is required. To
avoid problems associated with capaci
tive coupling between traces, shielded
mother boards may be necessary. To
keep the cost of the main frame low, an
unregulated power supply is normally
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used. Each computer card provides dis
tributed regulation via three-terminal
regulalors. The S-100 bus requires
nominal supply voltages of +8 volts, +
18 volts, and -18 volts. The existence
of three sUl?ply voltages on the bus is
important In providing flexibility in
mating with a variety of memory and i/o
interface cards.
Ionic delay line - A delay line using a me
dium (such as mercury or quartz) pro
viding acoustic delay. (Related to
mercury delay line.)
IOphlltleated vocabulary - An advanced
and elaborate set of instructions. Some
computers can perform only the more
common matfiematical calculations
such as addition, multiplication, and
subtraction. A computer with a sophis
ticated vocabulary can go beyond this
and perform operations such as linea
rize, extract square root, and select
highest number.
lort - I. To arrange items of information
according to rules dependent upon a
key or field contained m the items. 2. A
systems program which arranges a file
of items In a 10gical sequence according
to a designated key word contained
within each item (e.g., the arranging of
items according to date, code number,
etc.).
lort, ascending - A sort in which the final
sequence of records is such that succes
sive keys compare greater than or equal
to.
lort, block - A sort of one or more of the
most significant characters of a key to
serve as a means of making workable
size groups from a large vofume of rec
ords.
sort, bubble - A sorting technique which
exchanges a pair of numbers if they are
out of order.
IOrt (COBOL) - Some systems provide for
SORT as used with the COBOL lan
guage to create sorted records in ,as
cending order or descending order on
the baSIS of multilevel key fields.
sort, descending - A sort in which the
final sequence of records is such that the
successive keys compare less than or
equal to.
lort, digital - See digital sort.
sorter, magnatlc-character - Equipment
designed to read, translate, an(J sort
documents imprinted with the various
magnetic-ink type fonts.

IOrt, axtemal- The second phase of a
multipass sort program, wherein strings
of data are continually merged until one
string of sequenced data is formed.
lort, fine - Usually off-line detail sorting
by the sorter especially used in banks;
for example, fine sorting could be the
function ofarranging checks and depos
its into customer account number
order.
lort, fouMape - See sorting, four-tape.
lort, ganerallzad - A sort pro~m which
will accept the introductIOn of parame
ters at run time and which does not gen
erate a program.
sort, ganerated - A production program
which was produced by a sort generator.
lortlng - The process of arranging data
into some desired order accordmg to
rules dependent upon a key or field con
tained by each item.
IOrtlng, balanced - A technique used in a
sort program to merge strings of se
quenced data.
IOrtlng, checkpoint - Same as sorting, re
start.
sorting, collating - A sort which uses a
technique of continuous merging of
data until one sequence is developed.
IOrtlng, comporllon-of-palrs - Determi
nation of the order oftwo records by the
comparison of the keys in the two rec
ords.
IOrtlng, computer IImltad - A sort pro
gram in which the executive time of the
mternal instructions determines the
elapsed time required to sort.
..orting control eard - A card which is used
to specify the parameters for a sort.
lortlng control field - A continuous group
ofcharacters within a record which form
all or part of the control word.
lortlng, dlgital- To sort first the keys on
the least significant digit, and then to
resort on the next higher-order digit
until the items are sorted on the most
significant digit. A punched-card tech
nique.
lorting, dllk - A sort program that util
izes disk-type memory for auxiliary stor
age during sorting.
lortlng, Fibonacci lerle. - Some sort pro
grams distribute strings of data onto
work tapes so that the number of strings
on successive tapes form a Fibonacci se
ries. (The current number is equal to
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the sum of the two preceding numbers,
i.e., 1,2,3,5,8, and so on.)
sorting, first-paIS (own coding) - Com
puter instructions created by the pro
grammer, in assembly or absolute form,
which are executed by a sort during
the first pass of the file after the input
program has been loaded but prior to
execution of first-pass sequencing in
structions.
sorting, four-tape - Merge sorting in
which input data are supplied on two
tapes and are sorted into mcomplete se
quences alternately on two output
tapes. The output tapes are used for
input on the succeeding pass, resulting
in longer and longer sequences after
each pass until the data are all in one
sequence on one output tape.
sorting, Input tape(s) - Tape(s) contain
ing a file in arbitrary sequence to be in
troduced into a sort/usage program.
sorting, insertion method - A method of
internal sorting where records are
moved to permit the insertion of rec
ords.
sorting, Intermediate pall - Any phase of
a merging operation which, because of
the number of strings or otherwise,
does not reduce the file to a single se
quenced string.
• orting Item - The basic element of a file
such that the sorting of the file consti
tutes the reordering of file records.
sorting key - The fields in a record which
determine, or are used as a basis for
determining, the sequence of records in
a file.
sorting, magnetic-tape - A sort program
that utilizes magnetic tapes for aUXiliary
storage during a sort.
sorting, merge - To produce a single se
quence of items, ordered according to
some rule, from two or more previously
unordered sequences, without changing
the Items m SiZe, structure, or tota1
number. Although more than one pass
may be required for a complete sorting,
items are selected during each pass on
the basis of the entire key.
sorting, multifile - The automatic se
quencing of more than one file, based
upon separate parameters for each file,
without operator intervention.
sorting, multireel - The automatic se
quencing of a file having mOf"e than one
i~put tape, without operator interven
lion.

sorting, own coding - Special coding pro
vided by the programmer, which is in
tergrated with sort/merge coding.
sorting, paIS - The processing of each
file record for the purpose of reducing
the number of strings of sequenced rec
ords and increasing the number of se
quenced records per string.
sorting, phase - An arbitrary segmenta
tion of a sort program. Many sorts are
segmented into three phases; initializa
tion phase, internal phase, and merge
phase.
sorting, process-limited - A sort program
in which the exception time of the inter
nal instructions determines the elapsed
time required to sort.
sorting restart - The return to a previous
point in the program where processing
may begin. The previous pomt may be
the begmning of the program or it may
be a dieckpomt.
lorting, return point - Same as sorting, re
start.
sorting rewind time - Elapsed time con
sumed by a sort/merge program for re
storing intermediate and final tape to
original position.
sorting scratch tape - Tape(s) used to
store intermediate-pass data during a
sort program.
sorting sequencing criteria - Same as sort
ing, sequencing key.
sorting sequencing key - The field in a re
cord which determines, or is used as a
basis for determining, the sequence of
records in a file.
sorting string - A group ofsequential rec
ords, normally stored in auxiliary com
puter storage, i.e., disk, tape, or drum.
sorting, tape-limited - Also input/output
limited. A sort program in which the
effective transfer rate of tape units de
termines the elapsed time required to
sort.
sorting variable-length records - Denu
merable file elements for which the
number of words, characters, bits,
fields, etc., is not constant.
sorting, von Neuman - A technique used
in a sort program to merge strings of
sequenced data. The power of the
merge is equal to T /2.
sorting work tape(s) - Tape(s) used to
store intermediate-pass data during a
sort program.
sorting, Xmas-tree - A technique used in
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the internal portion of a sort program.
The results of the comparisons between
groups 'of records are stored for later
use.
IOrt, intemal- The sequencing of two or
more records within the central com
puter memory; the first phase of a mul
tipass sort program.
sort/merge - A set of routines to arrange
random items in an ordered sequence.
These routines can also be used to com
bine two or more ordered sequences
into a single file.
sort/merge generator - Custom
pro
grams for sorting files of data.
sort/merge program - The sort/merge
program is designed to satisfy the sort
mg and merging requirements of tape
or random-storage-oriented installa
tions. It is a generalized program that
can produce many different sorting or
merging programs in accordance with
control information specified by the
user.
sort/merging, disk - Sort/merging of
data on disks may often be programmed
to avoid excessive positioning or wait
ing time until the disk rotates to a
desired position. This is accomplished
by placing the blocks of data so that
after reading data block N, and the
processing of data block N, the reading
(or writing) of block N + I will take
place just at that point to which the disk
has rotated or the head has moved.
sort, mUltipass - A sort program which is
designed to sort more data than can be
contained within the internal memory of
a central computer. Intermediate stor
age, such as disk, tape, or drum, is re
quired.
IOrt, property - A sort completed by se
lecting from groups of items which have
particular characteristics which meet se
lected criteria and according to certain
keys, such that the priority or ordering
of the sort relates to a specific property
of the key, e.g., sorting by countries,
then by states, then by counties, then by
cities, and each according to population
sizes within their individual groups. .
sorts, random-access - Separate pro
grams are furnished by manufacturers
to sort data stored on random-access
disks and drums. These programs strip
off the memory-item keys of data storea
on a random-access storage unit, sort
the keys, and then store on the disk or
drum a table containing the keys and the

addresses of the corresponding file
items. Items may be brought into mem
ory from the disk or drum in the order
of the sorted keys by using the macroin
structions.
sorb, tape - Generalized programs that
adapt themselves, as directed by pro
grammer-specified parameters, to oper
ate in a particular configuration ana to
sort data in a particular format. Many of
these programs take advantage of the
polyphase-sorting technique developed
by Honeywell. Tailored for use in small
card-oriented systems is a sort program
that requires only three tape units and
receives its specialization parameters by
card. This program sorts fixed-length
records on up to seven keys, and pro
vides facilities for self-coding.
sort, tal - A tag sort extracts only the
keys from eadi record and sorts them.
Thus, the information from fixed or
variable length records can be retained
in a minimum amount of memory by the
key-sort method. Some types of tag
sorts have an exclusion capability per
mitting selection of records that are not
to participate in the sort.
sort utility - The activity or function per
formed by a program, often a utility
package, in which Items in a data file are
arranged or rearranged in a logical or
specifically defined sequence as desig
nated by a key word or field in each item
in the file. Hundreds of different types
of sort techniques are available for
highly selective operations and data use
applications.
50S - Abbreviation for Silicon On Sap
• phire. Refers to the layers of material,
and indirectly to the process of fabrica
tion, of devices which achieve bipolar
speeds through MOS technology by in
sulating the circuit components from
each other.
sound output, programmable - Most per
sonal computers with sound output
have a singre bit port which can produce
sound onfy with the constant attention
of the microprocessor. This means that
an interactive game must stop process
ing animation while it is outputting
sound. Some firms have solved tllis witil
a programmable divider which will con
stantly output a tone as speci~ed by the
contents of one memory rocation. Thus,
a BASIC program can easily support a
real-time animated game with sound
output because the "overhead" for
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sound generation is minimal. The pro
grammable divider sound output is spe
cified by the contents of the one
memory location and can be turned on
and off via another register.
lource addre.. - In computer systems
that have a source-destination architec
ture. the source address is the address
of the device or memory location from
which data is being transferred.
lource addre.. Inltrudion - Same as ad
dress instruction. functional.
lource code - The original mnemonic or
high-level statement versions of a pro
gram. The starting information or
"source" from which the final "object"
(machine language or final code) is
derived.
lource computer - The computer that is
utilized to prepare problems as input
for other computer operations.
lource data - See data. source.
source data colledion - Source data col
lection involves devices such as optical
character readers and printers. mag
netic strip encoders and readers. em
bossed badge systems. digitizers.
point-of-sale systems. environmental
monitors. and tag readers in commer
cial, scientific. and military applications.
It also covers key-to-tape. key-to-disk.
key-to-diskette. key-to-cassette. etc.• ex
cept key-to-cards, since source data au
tomation is usually concerned with
replacing keypunch functions in a data
processing system. Source data collec
tion usually includes three distinctive
elements: an encoding device. almost
always computer-controlled; an auto
matically sensible element (such as a
credit card). which uniqueiv identifies
one entry in the data base; and a sensor.
or high-speed conversion device for
capturing the data for computer entry.
lource data entry, OCR - Source data
entry by means of optical character rec
ognition (OCR). in which human-reada
ble documents are optically scanned
and read into the com{luter directly.
without keying or rekeymg. In mixed
media systems. OCR is combined with
keyboard-to-storage in the same equip
ment. An advantage is that misread or
unreadable characters rejected by the
OCR can be keyed in by a data-entry
operator.
lource-deltlnation inltructlon - S"" in
struction. source-destination.

source docum~nt - See document. source.
source editors - Programs that facilitate
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the entry and modification of the source
code into a computer system for later
translation. on-fine storage. off-line
storage. or listing on a printer for later
reference. Without a source editor the
programmer would have to go through
a tedious process of building his pro
gram on a unit record physical medium
like cards. or through a virtually impos
sible process using a sequential medium
like paper tape. Source editors are best
designed when they take into considera
tion the characteristics of the language
being entered and the type of communi
cations terminal used.
source file editor - A line-oriented editor
that operates in an OS environment.
Editing of programs can be done se
quentially by their assembler produced
source statement line numbers. The
source file editor produces a resultant
updated file while preserving the origi
nal master file.
source language - The original form m
which a program is prepared prior to
processing by the machine.
lource-Ianguage debugging - Debugging
information is requested by the user
and displayed by the system in a form
consistent with the source program
ming language.
source language translation - The trans
lation of a program to a target program,
for example. to FORTRAN. ALGOL.
etc.. to machine language. the instruc
tions being equivalent in the source
program and to the automatic or prob
lem-oriented language as FORTRAl\.
the translating process being completed
by the machine under the control of a
translator program or compiler.
source machine - The computer on which
the source program is translated into
the object program.
source module - A particular organized
set of statements in any source language
recorded in machine-readable form and
suitable for input to an assembler or
compiler.
source operand register - In some sys
tems. a register that contains the last
source operand of a double operand in
struction. The high byte may not be cor
rect if the source is a forbidden mode.
source program - A program coded in
other than machine language that must

source recording
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be translated into machine language be
fore use.
source recording - See recording, source.
source routine - Same as program, source.
source utility - The source utility facili
tates the preparation and modification
of symbolic assembly language source
tapes. Edit is an interactive program
which enables the user to perform the
following functions, often by way of the
teletypewriter: construct a symbolic
source tape; insert, delete, replace, and
modify statements in an existmg source
program, and obtain a new source tape
which incorporates the modifications;
obtain a state-numbered listing of the
program being edited.
space - I. A site intended for the storage
of data, e.g., a site on a printed page or
a location in a storage medium. 2. A
basic unit of area, usually the size of a
single character. 3. One or more space
characters. 4. To advance the reading or
disp'lay position according to a pre
scnbed format, e.g., to advance the
printing or display position horizontally
to the right or vertically down.
space code - Similar to skip code, but re
stricted to one space at a time.
space, dead - A specific range of values
in which the incoming signal can be al
tered without also changmg the outgo
ing response. (Synonymous with dead
zone, and similar to neutral zone.)
space, interblock - Same as gap, inter
record.
space, Interword - Same as gap. inter
word.
space suppression - The withholding of
tl)e movement of platen and/or paper
for a line of printing.
space, Iwitching - Same as gap, inter
word.
Ipace-to-mark transition - The transi
tion, or switching, from a spacing im
pulse to a marking impulse.
space, word - The actual area or srace
occupied by a word in serial digita de
vices such as drums, disks, tapes. and
serial lines.
space, working - A portion of the inter
nal storage reserved for the data upon
which operations are being performed.
(Synonymous with temporary storage,
and contrasted with program storage.)
spacing bias - Bias distortion which

lengthens the spacing impulse by delay
ing the space-to-marl transition.
spacing chart, printer - See printer spac
ing chart.
Ipacing-end diltortion - End distortion
which lengthens the spacing impulse by
advancing the mark-to-space transition.
Ipadng, reference line charader - See
character-spacing reference line.
speaker dependent - Pertaining to a class
of voice-operated hardware that uses
pattern recognition techniques and re
quires the operator to give the equip
ment a sample ofspee.ch patterns before
words can be recognized.
Ipeaker identification, voice systemsAn area of application wherein a previ
ously spoken utterance is processed and
analyzed according to its acoustic com
ponents for the purpose of isolating one
from a group of speakers, not unlike
fingerpnnt matching.
speaker independent - Pertaining to a
class of voice-operated equipment re
quiring no prior speech sampling.
speaker verification, voice IYltem 
An area of application wherein the
speaker's voice pattern is matched to
previously entered patterns in storage
to verify and authorize the speaker.
Typical usage is for facility access con
trols.
Ipecial charader - A character other than
a digit or letter, e.g., • + -$=.
Ipecial-instrudlon repertoire - See reper
tory. instruction.
specialized data procelsing - See data
processing, specialized.
Ipecialized proceiling - See data process
ing, specialized.
Ipecial-purpose computer - A computer
designed to solve a specific class or nar
row range of problems.
Ipeclallign - Same as character, special.
specific addrell- An address that indi
cates the exact storage location where
the referenced operand is to be found
or stored in the actual machine-code ad
dress-numbering system. (Related to
absolute code.)
specific addrelled location - See ad
dressed location, specific.
spedfic addressing - See addressing, spe
cific.
spedfication - I. For programming, a
precise definition of the records and
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programs needed to carry out a particu
lar processing function. 2. As an equip
ment concept, a technical or engi
neering description of the hardware.
speciflcotion, program - The precise and
ordered definitions of logic. and scope
of processing functions, that are per
formed by a particular program or pro
gram segments.
specification statements - See statements,
specification.
specific code - See code, absolute.
specific coding - Same as addressing, spe
cific.
specific program - A program for solving
a specific problem only.
specific routine - A routine to solve a par
ticular mathematical, logical, or data
handling problem in which each address
refers to explicitly stated registers and
locations.
specific symbol- Same as character, spe
cial.

speech for transmission simultaneously
with computer data. Linear predictive
coding techniques are enhanced by mi
croprocessor control.
speech synt"slzer - A device that pro
duces speech sounds from input in an
other form. One type of hobbyist
speech synthesizer is a hard-wired ana
log of the human vocal tract; various
portions of the circuit simulate the vocal
cords, the lungs, and the variable-fre
quency resonant acoustic cavity of the
mouth, tongue,lips, and teeth. Informa
tion necessary to produce speech
sounds of standard American English is
programmed into ROMs that reSide on
the synthesizer board. The unit accepts
a string of ASCII characters (each char
acter representing a J;>articular phonetic
sound, or phoneme) In exactly the same
fashion as a printed peripheral. Because
the syntheSizer is primarily an analog
circuit which is commanded digitally,
new programming information is re
quirea only at the end of each com
pleted phoneme. The maximum infor
mation transfer rate is about 50 bytes
(phonemes) per second (25 bytes per
second typical). The output audio sig
nals are variable in pitch and speed, so
the voice can be adjusted male or female
and can speak slowly or quickly as
desired.
speed, elfedlve transmission - The rate
at which information is processed by a
transmission facility, expressed as the
average rate over some significant time
interval. This quantity is usually ex
pressed as average characters per unit
of time. or average bits per unit of time.
speed, paper tape - The rate, in charac
ters per second, at which the unit reads
or punches paper tape.
speed, printer - The rate at which the
unit operates when actually printing
data, ranging from the slowest to the
fastest speed of the unit.
speed, tape - The rate at which the tape
moves past the recording head during a
data transfer.
speed, transmission - The number of in
formation elements sent per unit time,
usually expressed as bits, characters,
items, word groups, or records per sec
ond or per minute.
spelling - The order of signs as they ap
pear within printed or written words.
SPL - see system programming language.

spedroradlometer,

computer-controlled

- With a computer-controlled spec
troradiometer, calibration is a simple
operation, and calibration can be ac
complished immediately prior to mea
surement. When the absolute values of
the calibrated source are entered into
one of the computer memory registers,
the spectroradiometer can quickly cali
brate itself by dividing its response at
various wavelengths into this stored ab
solute value of the calibrated source at
that wavelength. A correction table to
be applied to measurements is thereby
generated and stored, thus making pos
sible accurate absolute power measure
ments of unknown sources in terms of
the calibrated source.
speech control, variable - Abbreviated
VSC. A method of speeding or slowing
the playback of recorded speech with
out altering its pitch or tone.
speech Input - A method of data entry in
which a particular utterance is recog
nized within the terminal, then con
verted to a code such as ASCII, and
transmitted to the host computer. The
host sees it as data keyed in. The
method is usually used in applications
where an individual's hands and eves
are busy, such as in quality control, ship
ping, and receiving.
speech processor, dlgltal- Some types of
speech processors convert audio inJ;>ut
from telephones to 2400-bit/s digital
510
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Iplit - The formation of two ordered files
from one regular file, as contrasted with
merged, i.e., usually unordered.
Iplit catalog - A library catalog in which
the different varieties of entry are filed
separat~ly, e.g., subject entry, author
entry, tItle entry.
.plit-sc....n crt - A display format in
which different sections or areas of each
crt are dedicated to the display of spe
cific types of information.
Ipllt-word operationl - Either addition or
subtraction can be performed on whole
words, half words, or third words simul
taneously, but there is never any in
teraction between the partial words.
The right halves of two operands, for
example, are added and the sum is
stored in the right half of the selected
accumulator. At the same time, the left
halves of the same two operands are
added and the result is stored in the left
half of the same accumulator. Again,
there is no carry interaction between the
halves. (The same holds true for whole
and third words.) Thus, split-word
arithmetic increases computer speed
and saves storage space due to shorter
operands.
Ipool- The mounting for a magnetic,
paper, or plastic tape.
Ipooled print - A process in which print
data, which can dog a communication
line and reduce response times, can be
transmitted during times of low com
munication activity and spooled onto a
disk or diskette. Later, thIS information
may be printed locally without any host
intervention.

succession of electronic signals that
effectively describe the surface.
lpat, reflective - An evident mark which
indicates the initial beginning or end of
tape.
Ipread - The time interval, at either side
of an ideal instant of modulation or res
titution of a modulated carrier signal, in
which occur the actual significant in
stants of the modulation or restitution.
Iprocket holel- Feed holes punched in a
tape to control the movement and posi
tioning of the tape.
S'S - Abbreviation for Symbolic Pro
gramming Systems. A programming
language m which terms may represent
quantities and locations.
Iquare chip carrier - A type of chip pack
aging device that occupies about one
third to one-sixth the area of a DIP. The
longest trace on a 64-pin DIP is over six
times as long as the corresponding trace
on a 64-lead chip carrier. Thus, chip
carriers have reduced longest-lead
capacitance, resistance, and inductance.
.queal- As related to magnetic tape,
subaudible tape vibrations, primarily in
the longitudinal mode, caused by fric
tional excitation at heads and gUIdes.
Iqueezeout - In optical character recog
nition (OCR), the displacement of ink
from the center to the edges of a charac
ter during printing, resulting in a char
acter with "darker" outlines than the
center.
Itability - In optical character recogni
tion (OCR), the resistance to change of
color of the image when exposed LO ra
diant energy.
Itability, computational - That particular
degree to which a computational pro
cess becomes or remains valid and reli
able when subjected to various
conditions which tend to produce errors
or malfunctions.
ltability, light - The ability ofan image to
hold its spectral appearance when ex
posed to hght or radiant energy in opti
cal character reading equipment.
.tack - 1. That portion of a computer
memory and/or registers used to hold
information temporarily. 2. A dynamic,
sequential data hst, usually contained in
system memory, having special provi
sIOns for program access from one end
or the other. Storage and retrieval of
data from the stack is generally auto
matically performed by the processor.

lpaoling - A technique by which output
to slow devices is placed into queues on
mass storage devices to await transmis
sion. This allows more efficient use of
the system: since programs using l<;lw
speed devIces can run to completIon
quickly and make room for others.
lparadic faultl - See faults, sporadic.
.pot, carbon - Carbon paper carbonized
on some areas only so tbat certain en
tries will not be reproduced on the copy.
Ipot, flying - A small, rapidly moving
spot of light, usually generated by a
cathode-ray tube and used to illuminate
successive spots of a surface containing
dark and light areas. The varying
amount of light reflected is detected by
a phototube and used to produce a time
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.tack architecture - Many microcomput
ers have a stack architecture wherein
any portion of the external memory can
be used as a last-in, first-out stack to
store/retrieve the contents of the ac
cumulator, the flags, or any of the data
registers. Many units contain a 16-bit
stack pointer to control the addressing
of this external stack. One of the major
advantages of the stack is that multiple
level interrupts can easily be handled
since complete system status can easily
be saved when an interrupt occurs and
then be restored after the mterrupt. An
other major advantage is that almost un
limited subroutine nesting is possible.
•tack, dual hardware - Some systems
offer dual hardware stacks implemented
by the extended instructions. They are
equivalent to large systems with over
flow and underflow protection on all
stack operations, regardless of stack
placement in memory.
•tack.d graph - A graph with two or
three x scales and tbe same number of
y scales plotted in such a way that there
are discrete plotting grids placed one
above the other.
.tack.d multiprac...ar - A multiproces
sor svstem is a collection of two or more
independent CPUs tied together via
some kind of network and communica
tion link. A tightly coupled (stacked)
system has all Its CPUs on a common
bus sharing common memory and i/o
facilities. A loosely coupled system has
the CPUs with their own independent
memorv and i/o facilities communicat
ing with one another on a message basis
via a parallel or serial bus link. The
tightly coupled systems are on a parallel
bus and interleave access to the memory
and i/o, on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Sub
grouping of multiprocessor systems
also mcludes master/slave and master/
master networks. In a master/slave net
work, one processor (the master)
controls the communication and activity
assignments of the other processors
(slaves). The slaves are generally not
self-initiating. In a master/master
scheme, each processor is independent
and self-initiating. An arbitration algo
rithm and specific hardware control the
communication flow. Each processor
has a preassigned function.
•tack facility, mlcrocomput.r - The stack
facilitv available on manv micros is lim
ited. in contrast to the ones on standard
minicomputers. The micro stack often

requires the' explicit handling of both
the stacking data and the stack pointer
register. A few micros implement a stack
in a separate small memory space within
an organization that effectively has an
open bottom. Once the stack is filled,
any attempt to push additional data
onto the stack will destf'6Y the first entry
on the stack without any warning or
hardware 'protection. In this organiza
tion. the sIze of the stack memory abso
lutely limits the depth of the stack. This
stack limitation may restrict subroutine
call nesting or the permitted level of
context switching that the computer can
handle, since these actions normally re
quire entries on the stack.
.tack, la.t in, flr.t out - A stack as used in
some systems is an area or memory set
aside by the programmer for temporary
storage or subroutine/interrupt service
linkage. The instructions whICh facili
tate stack handling are useful features
found only on a few low-cost systems .
They allow a Rrogram to dynamically
establish. modIfy. or delete a stack and
items on it. Some systems use the last
in, first-out concept; i.e., various items
may be added to a stack in sequential
order and retrieved or deleted from it in
reverse order. Thus. this type of stack
starts at the highest location reserved
for it and expands linearly downward to
the lowest address as items are added to
the stack.
.tack manipulation - In some systems. in
struction addressing mode combina
tions facilitate temporary data storage
structures. This can be used for conve
nient handling of data that must be ac
cessed frequently and is known as stack
manipulation. The register used to keep
track of stack manipUlation is generally
known as the stack pomter. In these sys
tems, any register can be used as a stack
pointer under program control; how
ever, certain mstructions associated
with subroutine linkage and interrupt
service automatically use specific regIs
ters as a "hz. 'dware stack pointer."
.tack polnt.r - A special register that en
ables a CPU to process "stacks" ("piles"
or "nests") of data using a first-in. last
out (push-pop) or similar method. The
stack pointer register "points" to (con
tains the address 00 the current "top"
or entry point of a stack of information .
.tack point.r operation - Stack pointers
are coordinated with the storing and re
trieval of information in the stack. The
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stack pointer is decremented by one im
mediately following the storage in the
stack of each byte of information. Con
versely, the stack pointer is incremented
by one immediately before retriev
ing each byte of information from the
stack. The stack pointer may be manipu
lated for transferring its contents to
the index register or vice versa. The ad
dress of a location is at the top of the
stack.
stack, push-down - A push-down stack is
essentially a last in, first out (LIFO)
buffer. As data are added, the stack
moves down, with the last item added
taking the top position. Stack height
varies with the number of stored items,
increasing or decreasing with the enter
ing or retrieving of data. The words
"push" (move down) and "pop" (re
trieve the most recently stored item)
are used to describe its operation. In
actual practice, a hardware-imple
mented push-down stack is a collection
of registers with a counter which serves
as a "pointer" to indicate the most re
cently loaded register. Registers are un
loaded in the reverse of the sequence in
which they were loaded. The principal
benefit of the push-down stack is an aid
to compiling. By reducing the use of
registers necessary for temporary stor
age, stack architecture can greatly de
crease the number of steps required in
a program, thereby reducing costs.
stack, storage - See storage stack.
staging - The moving of data from an
off-line or low-priority device back to an
on-line or higher-priority device, usu
ally on demand of the system or on re
quest of the user.
stand-alone - Pertaining to a device that
requires no other piece of equipment
along with it to complete its own opera
tion. It can operate independently.
stand-alone Interadive terminal - Typi
cally, a terminal built around a flexible
processor programmed to take over
some of the processing handled by the
host computer.
stand-alone system - Usually, a mi
crocomputer software development sys
tem that runs on a microcomputer with
out connection to another computer or
a time-sharing system. This system then
includes an assembler, editor, and
debugging aids. It may include some of
the features of a prototyping kit. Other
stand-alones refer to terminals that con-

tain a microcomputer to make the ter
minal in effect a full microcomputer
with an add-on display capability.
stand-alone
terminal
components 
Generally these include: interactive
CPU, display, keyboard, memory, prin
ter, mass storage, and interface ports.
stand-alone terminal, touch-screen 
A special type of stand-alone terminal in
which the user can initiate data transfer
or other functions by touching the crt
screen.
standard - The accepted, approved, or
established criteria or reqUirements for
controlling the technical performance
and practices of programmers and oth
ers responsible for system organization
and integration. Standards must neces
sarily be precisely developed and writ
ten, thoughtfully reviewed, and widely
distributed in order to be of maximum
effectiveness and acceptability.
standard graph - A graph plotted with
one x scale and one or two associated y
scales forming a single plotting grid.
standard Interface - That specific form of
interface (matching) previously de
signed or agreed upon so that two or
several units, systems, programs, etc.,
may be easily joined or associated.
standard interrup's- Various events can
lead to a program interrupt. Each inter
rupt is to a unique fixed-memory ad
dress that is associated with the event
that caused it. Addresses are reserved
for these interrupts. Each external de
vice has an interrupt address. An exter
nal device may have more than one in
terrupt event, and each event may have
its own interrupt address. Interrupts
may occur only at the end of program
instructions.
standardization - The establishment of
specific procedural methods for the
processing of data.
standardization, international data communication - ISO/TC97/SC-6: Interna
tionally, there are a number of organiza
tions involved either directly or
indirectly with the development of data
communication standards. Foremost
among these is the International Orga
nization for Standardization (ISO),
Technical Committee (TC) 97, Sub
committee (SC) 6, concerned with digi
tal data transmission. Membership in
this subcommittee, as in all ISO activi
ties, is provided by the national stan
dards organizations of the participating
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countries. The US member is ANSI
X3S3. The scope and program of work
of this group include the continual sur
veillance of the telecommunication en
vironment as it affects the development
of data communication standards and
the ability to build, install, operate, and
maintain data-processing systems using
telecommunications.
standardization, pulse - Same as pulse re
generation.
standardization, lignal - See pulse regen
eration.
standardize - 1. To cause conformity
with established standards. 2. To estab
lish standards. 3. To change a floating
point result so that the exponent and
mantissa lie in a range that can vary ac
cording to the computer's design (man
tissas represented by numbers between
I and 9.99, e.g., 6.28 X 10 18 , or num
bers between 0 and .999, e.g., .628 X
10 19).
Itandard memory locations - See memory
locations, standard.
standard procedurel, program - Sug
gested programming methods set l:iy
the manufacturer.
standard program - See program, stan
dard.
standardl, EIA, CCITT - These are two al
most identical and widely followed stan
dards defining the electrical and some
of the mechanical properties of the in
terface between modems and data sets
and data ,l?,rocessing ("data terminal
equipment ') stations. These standards
are the Electronic Industries Associa
tion Standard RS-232C (commonly re
ferred to as "the EIA spec" or
"RS-232"), and the International Tele
phone and Telegraph Consultative
Committee Recommendation V.24
("CCITT V.24").
standards, Iysteml - System standards
are either of the following: (I) the mini
mum required electrical performance
charactenstics of communication cir
cuits that are based on the measured
performance of existing developed cir
cuits under the same operating condi
tions for which the new cirCUits were
designed, (2) the specified characteris
tics necessary in order to permit in
teroperation of the system. (For
example, the values for center frequen
cies for telegraph channels, test tone,
etc.)

standard subroutine - A subroutine that
is applicable to a class of problems.
Itandard, system - See system standard.
standard, working - A specified combina
tion of a transmitting and receiving sys
tem, or subscriber's lines and feeding
circuits (or equivalent systems), con
nected by means ofa distortioniess vari
able atlenualOr, and employed under
specified conditions to determine by
comparison the transmission quality of
other telephone systems or parts of sys
tems.
Itandby - 1. A condition of some equip
ment that will permit complete resump
tion of stable operation within a short
period of time. 2. A duplicate set of
equipment to be used if the primary unit
becomes unusable because of malfunc
tion.
standby application - An application in
which two or more computers are tied
together as part of a single overall sys
tem and which, as in the case of an 10
quiry application, stand ready for
immediate activation and appropriate
action.
standby block - 1. Locations always set
aside in storage for communication with
buffers in order to make more efficient
use of such buffers. 2. An extra or re
serve block of information stored in the
internal computer memory so that the
central computer need not wait for an
input device to feed in, or an output
device to take out, information.
standby, cold - A backup system that has
to be turned on manually.
standby computer - The computer that is
used in a dual or duplex system and is
waiting to take over the real-time proc
es~ing burden whenever the need
anses.
standby equipment - Automatic data
processing equipment that is not in use
and that is available in emergencies,
such as machine breakdowns or cases of
overload.
standby, hot - A backup system that is au
tomatically switched mto operation
when a malfunction of the active system
is detected.
standby register - A register in which ac
cepted or verified information can be
stored so as to be available for a rerun
in case the processing of the informa
tion is spoiled by a mistake in the pro
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gram, or by a malfunction in the com
puter.
standby tlmo - I. The elapsed time be
tween inquires when the equipment is
operating on an inquiry application. 2.
The time during which two or more
computers are tied together and availa
ble to answer inquiries or process inter
mittent actions on stored data.
standby tlmo unaHachod - Same as
standby unattended time.
standby unaHonded tlmo - The time in
which the machine is in an unknown
condition and not in use working on
problems. This includes time in which
the machine is known to be defective
and work is not being done to restore it
to operating condition. It also includes
breakdowns that render it unavailable
due to outside conditions such as power
shortages.
standby, warm - A backup system in
which there may be a delay of seconds
before it can be switched into operation
after the active system malfunctions.
Itandlng-on-nlnol carry - A carry out of a
digit position generated by a carry into
the digit position; the normal adding
circuit is by-passed.
ltar- notwork - Type of system in which
all users communicate with a central
point that has supervisory control over
the system. Users communicate with
each other only by permission of this
central processor. Data movement is
outward from or inward toward the
host. If communication becomes neces
sary between the remote processors or
terminals, the host acts as a central mes
sage switcher to pass data between
them. This configuration makes the net
work simple to control.
star program - Su program, star.
Itart bit - That specific bit that indicates
the beginning of asychronous serial
transmission.
Itart buHon - Same as button, initiate.
Itart datol, PERT - See PERT, start dates.
Itart olomont - A specific first element of
a character in some serial transmissions.
It is used to permit synchronization.
startlng-dlallngllgnal- In semiautomatic
or automatic working, a signal transmit
ted from the incoming end of a circuit,
following the receipt of a seizing signal,
to indicate that the necessary circuit
conditions have been established for re

ceiving the numerical routine informa
tion.
start koy - The push button on the con
trol panel which initiates or resumes the
operations of the equipment after an au
tomatic or programmed stop.
start Ilgnal- See start-stop system.
Itart-Itop - Pertaining to a system in
which each code combination is
preceded by a start signal which serves
to prepare the receiving mechanism for
the reception and registration of a char
acter, and is followed by a stop signal
which serves to bring the receiving
mechanism to rest in preparation for the
reception of the next character. The
start and stop signals are referred to as
"machine information" or synchroniz
ing bits. Also Jee asynchronous.
Ifart-Itop IYltom - A system in which
each group of code elements corre
spondmg to an alphabetical signal is
preceded by a start signal which serves
to prepare the receiving mechanism for
the reception and registration of a char
acter, and is followed by a stop signal
which serves to bring the receiving
mechanism to rest in preparation for the
reception of the next character.
Itart-Itop IYltem, Itopped - A start-stop
system in which the start signals occur at
regular intervals.
Itart-Itop tranlmlssion - Asynchronous
transmission in which each group of
code elements corresponding to a char
acter signal is preceded by a start signal
which serves to prepare the receiving
mechanism for the reception and regis
tration ofa character, and is followed by
a stop signal which serves to bring the
receiving mechanism to rest in prepara
tion for the reception of the next charac
ter.
Itart tlmo - The time between the inter
pretation of the tape instructions to
read or write and the transfer of infor
mation to or from the tape into storage,
or from storage into tape. (Synonymous
with acceleration time.)
l'otO - A computing term relating to the
condition of all the units or elements of
the system, i.e., the storage data, digits
in registers, settings on switches, etc.,
including the question, what is their
state?
state codo - A coded indication of the
state of the CPU, such as responding to
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an interrupt. servicing a DMA request.
executing an i/o instruction. etc.
state, input - See input state.
statement - I. In computer program
ming. a meaningful expression or a gen
eralIzed instruction in a source
language. 2. An instruction (macro) to
the computer to perform some se
quence of operations.
statement, arithmetic - A type of FOR
TRAN statement that specifies a numer
ical computation.
statement, declarative - Instructions in
symbolic coding. or systems used to
define and designate areas. constants.
and symbols.
statement, job control - See job control
statement.
.tatement number - Anumber that is as
sociated with a single macrostatement
so that reference mav be made to that
statement in terms of its number.
.totement, parameter - A parameter
statement assigns specified integer val
~es to specified variables at compile
time. e.g .. parameter I = 2 causes the
integer 2 to replace I whenever it occurs
in the source program.
statement range, DO - All FORTRAN
statements included in the repetitive ex
ecution of a DO loop operation.
statements, control - See control state
ments.
statements, data-formaHing - Statements
that instruct the assembly program to
set up certain constants and to desig
nate reserved memory areas and also to
punctuat.e the memory to indicate field
boundanes.
statement., imperative - Action state
ments of a symbolic program that are
converted into actual machine-language
mstructlons.
.tatement., protram (communlcotlon.)
- A user's program is made up of pro
gram statements. When entered from a
terminal. these statements are alwavs
retained in storage as part of the active
program. If the user has an executable
program statement within the program.
he should assign a statement number to
the statement referred to. Numbers 1
through 999 may be used as statement
numbers. with no two statements having
the same number. The statements ac
ceptable to the remote-computing sys
tem are described in tables which gIve
each statement in general form. its pur

pose. and one or more examples of its
use.
.tatement., specification - These are
nonexecutable FORTRAN compiler in
formation required to define variables.
allocate storage. and define subpro
grams to be used. The statements are
type statements: REAL. INTEGER. EX
TERNAL. DIMENSION. COMMON.
EQUIV ALENCE. DATA. and DEFINE
FILE statements.
statements, type - Statements in FOR
TRAN used to overide the normal mode
of assigning variable names and to re
serving arrays.
.tate, output - The determination of the
condition of a specified set of output
channels. i.e .. positive or negative. one
or zero. etc.
.tate table - Sometimes called state tran
sition table. A list of the outputs of a
logic circuit based on the inputs and
previous outputs. This type of circuit
has memory and cannot be described by
a simple truth table.
'
.tatic- Nonmovable or unchanging.
static check - See check, static.
.tatic dump - A dump that is performed
at a particular point in time with respect
to a machine run. frequently at the end
of a run.
static error - An error that is independent
of the time variable. as contrasted with
a dynamic error.
.tatlc handling - Handling done com
pletely by the compiler program.
.tatidze - I. To convert serial or time
dependent parallel data into static time
form. 2. Occasionally. to retrieve an in
st~ction and its ope'rands from storage
pnor to ItS execution,
.taticizer - A storage device for convert
ing time-sequential information into
static time parallel information.
.tatic memory - That tvpe of MOS mem
ory that uses flip-flops as storage ele
ments. It does not need to be refreshed
and does not require a clock. It does not
lose its contents as long as power is ap
plied.
static memory elements - Semiconductor
memorv devices that retain data stored
in them indefInitely without further at
tention or refreshing as long as power is
supplied.
.tatic MOS circuits - MOS memories are
produced with either static or dynamic
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circuits. Static memory cells are cross
coupled bistable circUits wherein infor
mation is stored by one of the two stable
states. Most static MOS memory cells
use six transistors for each cell or bit
location.
ltatlc printout - See printout, static.
Itatlc ltorage - See storage, static.
Itatlc lubroutine - A subroutine that in
volves no parameters other than the ad
dresses of the operands.
Itation - 1. A device containing a tape
drive, together with reading and writing
heads and associated controls. (Synony
mous with tape station.) 2. An indepen
dently controllable configuration of
data terminal equipment Trom or to
which messages are transmitted on a
data link. It includes those elements that
serve as sources or sinks for the mes
sages, as well as those elements that
control the message flow on the link, by
means of data communication control
procedures. See also terminal installa
tion.
Itatlon,
called - In
communications
switching, a called station is the one
which receives the request from a call
ing station.
Itation, calling - In communications
switching, the calling station directs the
operations of selectmg, polling, etc.
Itatlon, control- The station on a net
work which supervises the network con
trol procedures such as polling, select
ing, and recovery. It is also responsible
for establishing order on the line in the
event that contention or any other ab
normal situation arises between any sta
tions on. the network. Compare tribu
tary station.
Itation error detedion - The process by
which a slave station determines
whether a message it receives is an accu
rate copy of what the master station
transmitted. The process usually in
volves some sort of comparison or par
ity check.
station, Inquiry - See inquiry station.
Itatlon, ~agnetic tape - See magnetic
tape umt.
Itation, mOlter - In a switching network,
a station which sends data to a slave sta
tion.
station, multipoint - See tributary station.
station, net-control- A station on a net
work which coordinates the use of the

network (or circuit) by all ofthe stations
on the net.
station, point-to-point - A station that can
be called by the central station, or can
call the central station ifit has a message
to send.
station, remate - Usually inJlutioutput
devices which are not at the immediate
site of the computer and which permit
additional input queries for data or in
formation.
station, repeater - An intermediate sta
tion arranged to receive a signal from an
adjacent station and amplify and re
transmit it to another adjacent station.
ltatlon, secondary - A station that has
been selected to receive a transmission
from the primary station. The assign
ment of secondary status is temporary,
under control of the primary station,
and continues for the duration of a
transmission.
stalion, Ilave - A station that receives
data from a master communications sta
tion which it either monitors or with
which it complies, or in some cases, re
peats to other stations, but whose out
put is not part of the original output.
stalion, subscriber - The service provided
by the common carrier to connect a cus
tomer's location to a central office. This
always includes the circuit and some cir
cuit-termination equipment, but may
also include input/output equipment.
Sometimes referred to as "local loop."
stalion, tape unll - See magnetic tape
unit.
station, tributary - A station, other than
the control station, on a centralized
multipoint data communications sys
tem, which can communicate only With
the control station when polled or se
lected by the control station.
station, way - A telegraph term for one
of the stations on a multipoint circuit.
Italistical analysis - One of the four main
techniques of operations research. Data
gathering, arranging, sorting, sequenc
mg, and evaluating are all common sta
tistical analyses. Statistical analysis com
bines mathematical techniques and
computer technology to handle a wide
range of business and scientific prob
lems wherever large amounts of mfor
mation or data must be evaluated and
analyzed.
Itatiltical data recorder - Under disc op
erating system (DOS), a feature that rec
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ords the cumulative error status of an
i/o device on the system recorder file.
Abbreviated SDR.
Itatlltlcal error - Inaccuracy arising in
measurements of average count rate for
random events, as a result of statistical
fluctuations in the rate.
Itatlltlcal universe - A statistical universe
(or statistical population) is a comp-lete
group of things or phenomena which
are similar in certain stated respects.
For example, the heights of white na
tive-born males between the ages of 21
and 65 constitute a universe of heights
similar in that they all belong to a stated
class of individuals (i.e., white, native
born males).
statui - The current condition of a de
vice. This usually indicates the flag flip
flops or special registers.
status bits, microprogram - Parameteriza
tion is a technique of recording parame
ters which characterize a system in
storage elements such as status bits. Sta
tus bIts are frequently used in informa
tion processing systems to store
information about the conditions of the
device. Fre9,uently, program words can
be saved if It is possibfe to set certain
bits based on a condition of the network
and then test these bits at subsequent
instruction times. Microprograms can
frequently be shortened by the use of
status bits. Branches in the micropro
gram frequently can be made a number
of instruction cycles after the status bits
are set. This eliminates premature
branching and the unnecessary duplica
tion of mICroinstructions.
Itatul flag latch - For functional control,
in some systems, the status flags are
generally latched. The latching arrange
ment can be anything from a SImple flip
Hop to an MSI device such as a 4-bit or
8-bit latch.
statuI, program (double-word) - See dou
ble word, program status.
status register - A register that is de
signed to hold status mformation inside
a functional unit such as an MPU. DMA,
and so on. A typical MPU has a status
register that provides carry, overflow,
sign, and zero interrupt. It could also
include parity, enable, interrupt, and
others.
statuI-register copy, slngle-chlp systems
- In some systems, the contents of the
status register can be copied into the
accumulator to enable status modi fica

tion or conditional-branch testing.
When the status register is copied into
the accumulator, the contents of the sta
tus register are not altered, but the orig
inal contents of the accumulator are
lost.
status ICOn - A command or key that au
tomatically causes scans of all modems,
on a selected line, and displays the sta
tus of modem/terminal power, key EIA
interface signals, and test or back-up
modes.
Itatus table, subroutine - See table, sub
routine.
status word - Information necessary to
resume processing following the han
dling of an interruption of operations.
status word CANel - A status word that
indicates that the remote computing
system has deleted some information.
status word (communications) - The sta
tus word is sent to the central processor
in the same manner as the input data
word, except that an external mterrupt
signal is generated after the channel
synchronizer has placed the word on the
input data lines. In this way, the central
processor can distinguish status words
from mput data words.
Itatus word, device - Abbreviated DSW.
A computer word containing bits whose
conditIon indicates the status of devices.
status word ERROR - A status word that
indicates that the remote computing
system has detected an error.
status _rd, programs - Abbreviated
PSW. In most systems, the PSW is
stored at a fixed location, the address of
which depends on the type of interrup
tion. The system then automatically fet
ches a new PSW from a different fixed
location, the address of which is also
dependent on the type of interruption.
Each class of interruption has two fixed
locations in main storage, one to receive
the old PSW when the interruption oc
curs and the other to supply the new
PSW that governs the servicing of that
class of interruption. After the interrup
tion has been serviced, a single instruc
tion uses the stored PSW to reset the
processing unit to the status it had be
fore the interruption (some computers).
status word READY - A status word that
indicates that the remote computing
system is waiting for a statement entry
from the terminal.
status word register - A group of binary
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numbers that inform the user of the pre
sent condition of the microprocessor. In
some systems, the status register pro
vides information as follows: plus or
minus sign, overflow indication, carry
bit, all zeros in the accumulator, and in
terrupt bit status.
.tatus word.- 1. Words that either indi
cate something about the status of the
system or indicate that the system is
making response to, or diagnosis of, a
statement that has been entered. The
majority of status words are responses
to program-debugging statements. 2.
Words that contain control information
generated by the peripheral control unit
and the channel synchronizer. The sta
tus word is transmitted to the central
processor over the data lines.
steady-state charaderistics- Those par
ticular characteristics relating to a con
dition, such as a value, rate. periodicity,
or amplitude. which exhibit only negli
gible change over an arbitrarily long p'e
riod of time. They may describe
conditions in which some characteristics
are static while others are dynamic.
step - I. One instruction in a computer
routine. 2. To cause a computer to exe
cute one instruction.
step-by-step operation - See single step.
.tep change - The change from one
value to another in a single increment
and in negligible time.
step counter - A counter used in the
arithmetical unit to count the steps in
multiplication, division, and shift opera
tion.
step, job - A single unit of work from the
user's viewpoint. A job is made up of
one or more job steps. A job step is
composed of one or more tasks. each
task being a single unit of processing.
stepped start-stop system - A start-stop
system in which the start signals occur at
regular intervals.
.tepper motor - A mechanical device that
rotates bv a fixed amount each time it is
pulsed. as in various floppy-disk sys
tems.
.tepping register - Same as register. shift.
.tep, program - Alhase of one instruc
tion or comman in a sequence of in
structions. Thus. a single operation.
•tocha.tic - Pertaining to trial-and-error
procedures as contrasted with the fixed
step-by-step procedures of algorithms;
results defined in probability tenns.

.top Instrudlon
.tochastic programming -

A generaliza
tion oflinear programming in which any
of the unit costs, the coefficients in the
constraint equations, and the right
hand sides are random variables subject
to known distributions. The aim of such
programming is to choose levels for the
variables whICh will minimize the ex
pected (rather than the actual) cost.
stochastic simulation - Properties of the
representation rather than of the system
itself. The introduction of random vari
ables as essential elements of the model
provides the basis for the label "sto
chastic" or "probabilistic." Example: a
model of an Inventory system in which
the timing or quantity of demands for
items and/or replenishment lead times
are randomly distributed is stochastic. If
these and other elements are taken as
determined (not necessarily constant),
the model is deterministic.
stock report, inventory - A report show
ing the current amount of inventory on
hand for each item carried in inventory.
stop, automatic - An automatic halting of
a computer-processing operation as the
result of an error detected by built-in
checking devices.
stop bit - The last element of a character
designed for asynchronous serial that
defines the character space immediately
to the left of the most significant charac
ter in accumulator storage.
.top code - A code read in the reader of
tape-operated equipment (other than
tape-to-card converters) that stops the
reader and suspends machine opera
tions.
stop, coded - A stop instruction built into
the routine.
stop control, analog - The stop control
terminates the solution, enabling the
final values to be observed.
stop, dynamic - A specific stop in a loop
which consists of a single jump instruc
tion which effects a jump to itself.
stop element - The last element ofa char
acter in certain serial transmissions,
used to ensure recognition of the next
start element.
stop, form - The automatic device on a
printer that stops the machine when the
paper has run out.
stop instrudion - A machine operation or
routine that requires manual action
other than the use of the start key to
continue processing.
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Itop key
Itop key - A push button on the control

panel which can halt the processing.
This often happens only after the com
pletion of an instruction being executed
at a given moment.
Itop loop - A small closed loop usually
designed -and used for operator conve
nience, i.e., to indicate an error, im
proper use, or special result.
Itopper - The highest memory location
in any given system.
Itop, program - A stop instruction built
into the program that will automatically
stop the machine under certain condi
tions, or upon reaching the end of the
processing, or completing the solution
of a problem.
Itop lignal (In a Itarl-ltop IYltem)Signal serving to bring the receiving
mechanism to rest in preparation for the
reception of the next telegraph signal.
Itop time - The time that elapses be
tween completion of reading or writing
of a tape record and the time when the
tape stops moving.
Itorage - A device capable of receiving
data, retaining them for an indefinite
period of time, and supplying them
upon command.
Itorage addre .. dllplay lights - The vari
ous indicator lights on the control panel
to specify the bit pattern in a selected
address.
Itorage allocation - The assignment of
blocks ofdata to specified blocks of stor
age.
Itorage, annex - Sante as associative stor
age.
Itoroge area - A specifically designated
location in various types of storage
units, i.e., for programs, constants, in
put/output buffer storage, etc.
Itorage area, dllk - See storage, working.
Itorage, automatic - Sallie (/J storage.
computer.
Itorage, auxiliary - Sallie aJ storage. ex
ternal.
Itorage, backlng- Sallie aJ storage. exter
nal.
Itorage block - A portion or section of
storage usually wIthin a storage area. A
storage block IS considered a single ele
ment for holding a specific or fixed
number of words.
Itorage, buffer - Set buffer storage.
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Sallie aJ storage, inter
nal.
Itorage, bulk - See storage. external.
Itorage capacity - Number of units of
data that may be stored in a given stor
age device at one time. It is variously
expressed in terms of bits. characters. or
words.
Itorage, cathode-ray tube - Storage ac
complished by beams of electrons ac
cessing storage cells and operating on
them. This does not include storage
tubes used for display purposes which
are cathode-ray tubes of special designs
for continuously holding Images on the
screen.
Itorage cell- 1. An elementary unit of
storage, e.g., binary cell, decimal cell. ?
One of the actual areas of a magnetic
surface that are separately and distinctly
magnetized by the storage information.
Itorage, changeable - Data is not de
stroyed (nondestructive) in this periph
eral or storage device in the process of
changing medium (disks. paper-tape
magazines, or talle reels). The parts of
this storage deVice which contain the
data can be removed and replaced by
other parts containing different data.
Itorage charge - The expense per unit of
storage on a peripheral device like disks.
drums, or tape. The storage charge is
usually levied by time-sharing service
companies on a monthly basis and usu
allv involves the data which the cus
tomer desires to be saved on a fairly
permanent basis.
Itorage, circulating - A device or unit that
stores information in a train or pattern
of pulses. where the pulses issuing at the
final end are sensed. amplified, re
shaped, and reinserted into the device
at the beginning end.
Itorage, common - Since COBOL pro
grams can be chained (an executive
function), intermediate data results can
be maintained between programs using
the common storage provision of
COBOL.
Itorage, common block - A block of stor
age locations in a digital computer
which is associated with information or
data required both in the main program
and in a specific subprogram.
Itorage compadlng - Certain hardware
features make feasible the dynamic relo
cation of programs residing in the cen
tral storage-a necessity In order to
Itorage, built-In -

Itorag., comput.r

Itorag., dual

provide an effective multiprogramming
environment. At program termination,
the storage assigned IS returned to the
pool of the available central storage.
Storage compacting is initiated if, and
only if, a requirement exists for contigu
ous storage, and compacting can meet
this requirement. Compacting is never
performed unnecessanly, as the stor
age-contents control routine always at
tempts to fit the pro~ams into the gaps
in tne in-use store, If possible.
Itorall., comput.r - Often called auto
matic s(?rage. A design~d part of the
automatic data processmg system or
hardware that may be controlled auto
matically and without the need for
human mtervention.
Itorall. concept, odd to - The process
which immediately enters the final sum
of the accumulator into the computer
memory.
ltorag., conltont - A part of storage
designated to store the invariable quan
tities required for processing.
Itorag., cont.nt-add....Md - A memory
mechanism which interrogates the com
puter memory for content rather than
memory location. Normally, a computer
memory is accessed by address location
such as 04267 rather than by content,
such as "Print Total Balance of J. J.
Jones."
Itorag. control, dllk.... - A feature of
some systems that permits control of
diskette storage allocation. Program
routines provide for control of diskette
resources and for formatting allocated
space.
Itorag., coordlnat. - A storage unit
whose elements are arranged m a ma
trix so that access to any location re
quires the use of two or more
coordinates, e.g., a cathode-ray tube
store and a core store using coincident
current selection.
Itorag. cycl. - A periodic sequence of
events occurring when information is
transferred to or from the storage de
vice of a computer. Storing, sensing,
and regeneration form parts of the stor
age sequence.
Itorag., cyclic - Same as storage, circulat
ing.
Itorag. elata, carrl.r - This type of stor
age usually requires some action by an
operator such as selection and loading

before automatic control becomes oper
able.
Itorag., d.dlcatecl- The allocation of,
reservation of, or obligation of, set
aside, earmarked, or assigned areas of
storage which are commJUed to some
specific purpose, user, or problem, i.e.,
exclusively reserved space on a disk
storage unit for an accounting proce
dure, problem, or data set.
Itorag., d.lay-lin. - A storage technique
in which data are stored by allowmg
them to travel through some medium
such as mercury (acoustic storage).
Itorag. d.nlity - The number of charac
ters stored per unit length or area of
storage medium (for example, number
of characters per inch of magnetic tape).
Itorall., d.ltructlve - Some storage de
vices are designed so that contents at a
location need to be regenerated after
being read, if they are to be retained.
Cathode-ray-tube storage and others
are ofthe destructive type, and regener
ation is most often automatic when re
tention is desired.
Itorag. d.vlc. - A device in which data
can be inserted, retained, and then re
trieved for later use.
Itorall. d.vlce, mall - Mass storage de
vices are the means ofcollecting, organ
izing, and retrieving large volumes of
data. Many manufacturers offer small
mass storage devices tailored to a cus
tomer's needs. One dual cassette mag
netic tape drive provides a total of
180,000 characters of on-line storage at
low cost. Where higher capacity and
speed are required, a dual floppy disk
drive might be the appropriate device. It
uses diSkettes for low-cost random
access mass memory.
Itorag., dl-cap - A device capable of
holding data in the form of an array of
chargeCI capacitors and using diodes for
controlling information flow.
Itarag., dlrect-acC.II - A type of storage
device wherein access to the next posi
tion from which information is to be ob
tained is in no way dependent on the
position from which information was
previously obtained.
.torag., dl.k - The storage ofdata on the
surface of magnetic disks. (Related to
magnetic disk and magnetic-disk stor
age.)
.torage, elual - Storage in devices that
permit storage of logic of a particular
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programmer's own design as well as
specific instructions and data, i.e., the
programmer's instruction code is util
Ized to write a program of instructions.
Itorage dump -:- I. To copy, or the pro
cess of copymg, the contents of all or
part of a storage, usually from an inter
nal storage into an external storage. 2.
A printout of the contents of all or part
of a particular storage device. 3. The
data resulting from the process in defi
nition I. (Svnonvmous with memorv
dump, memory printout, and dump.) ,
Ito rage dump trap - In some personal
systems. a storage dump trap may be
inserted in the instructions to catch and
display all registers. flags, and storage
contents at any specific point in the exe
cution of a program. This has ,roven to
be a powerful debugging too for soft
ware development.
Itorage, dynamic - Storage that involves
mobility of stored data in time and
space. Acoustic delay lines. in which
stored data is constantlv in motion rela
tive to the storage med'ium and require
continuous regeneration. are an exam
ple of a dynamic storage device. Mag
netic-core storage. in which the stored
data is fixed in time and space, is an
example of a static storage device.
Itorage, electroltatlc - I. The storage of
data on a dielectric surface, such as the
screen of a cathode-rav tube, in the form
of the presence or absence of spots
bearing electrostatic charges; these
spots can persist for a short time after
the removal of the electrostatic charg
ing force. 2. A storage device used as m
the foregoing deSCription.
Itorage element - One unit in a memory,
capable of retaining one bit of informa
tion. Also the smallest area of the sur
face of a charge storage tube which
retains information different from that
of neighboring areas.
Itorage, eralable - I. An area of storage
used for temporary storage. 2. A me
dium that may hold information that can
be changed. The medium can be
reused, e.g .• magnetic tape, drum, or
core.
Itorage exchange - I. The interchange
of the total contents of two storage de
vices or locations, such as two regIsters.
2. A switching device capable of control
ling and handling the flow or exchange
of data between storage units or other
elements of a system.
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Itorage, external- Storage facilities di

vorced from the computer itself but
holding information in the form pre
scribed for the computer, e.g., magnetic
tapes, magnetic WIre, punched cards,
etc. The storage is the source of operat
ing data. It may be under the control of
the computer, but data to be operated
upon must be transferred to secondary
or internal storage before operations
commence, and thev are returned to ex
ternal storage only 'after operations .are
completed. External storage deVIces
usually have larger capacities and lower
access speeds than internal secondary
storage.
Itorage, fait - High-speed input or ac
cess storage, usually in a hIerarchy of
storage units and related relatively. An
imprecise term.
Itorage, falt-accell- The section of the
entire storage from which data may be
obtained most rapidly.
storage, file - A specific-purpose type of
storage designed to contain a master
file, usually relatively large and uni
formly acceSSIble.
Itorage fllI- The storing of characters in
storage areas not used for data storage
or the program for a particular machine
run.
Itorage flip-flop - A bistable storage de
vice which stores binarv data as states of
flip-flop elements.
.
Itorage, high-speed - A specific storage
device which has relativelv short access
time. as compared to main memory of
the CPU, i.e., at least significantly
shorter than other devices in the same
computer system, such as disk-tape stor
age.
Ito rage, immediate aCC8II- Storage, usu
ally in several locations, which has ac
cess time that is slight in comparison
with operation time, i.e., very fast or
real-time capabilities.
Itorage, inherent - Often called com
puter or automatic storage. A designed
part of the automatic data processing
system or hardware, and may be con
trolled automatically and without
human intervention.
Itorage, Input - SI'I' input storage.
Itorage, input/output - A specific storage
area in a computer reserved for data or
instructions received by or ready to be
transferred from or to an external (pe

storage inquiry, direct accell

Itorage map

ripheral) input or output device or an
other specific section of storage.
Itorage inquiry, dired aCC8I1- A process
through which information can be di
rectly requested from temporary or per
manent storage devICes.
storage, inltantaneoul- Storage. usually
in several locations. having access time
which is slight in comparison with oper
ation time. i.e .• very fast or real-time
capabilities.
.
Itorage, Inltrvdlon - Samr as instruction
area.
Itorage integrator - In an analog com
puter. an integrator used to store a volt
age in the hold condition for future use
while the rest of the computer assumes
another computer control state.
Itorage, intermediate - A kind of an elec
tronic scratchpad. As input is turned
into output. it usually goes through a
series of changes. An intermediate
memory storage holds each of the suc
cessive changes just as long as it is
needed. It can hold data picked up or
developed in one program cycle for use
in succeeding program cycles. It can ac
cumulate data from cycle to cycle.
Itorage, Internal - I. The storage of data
on a device that is an integral part of a
computer. 2. The storage facilities
forming an inte~ral physical part of the
computer and directly controlled by the
computer. In such facilities all data are
automatically accessible to the com
puter. e.g.• magnetic core. and magnetic
tape on-line. (Synonymous with internal
memory and contrasted with external
storage.)
storage key - A special set of bits de
signed to be associated with every word
or character in some block of storage.
which allows tasks having a matching set
of protection key bits to use that block
of storage.
storagelight - The light on a control con
sole panel which indicates that a parity
check error has occurred on a character
as it was read into storage.
storage list, available - The queuing or
chaining of uncommitted core blocks
together for allocation by the supervi
sory program.
ItorageUlt, uncommlHed - Blocks of stor
age that are chained together which are
not allocated at any specific moment.
storage location - I. A storagelosition
holding one machine word an usually

having a specific address. 2. The charac
ter position used to address a data field
in a character-addressable machine.
Itorage locationl, buffer - Srr buffer stor
age locations.
storage locations, internal- Samr as stor
age. working.
Itorage location, temporary - A specific
area of memorv which has been set
aside for data which is in process of in
termediate states of computation. In the
CPU. such storage is often called
"scratch-pad" memory.
Itorage, loop - A particular storage de
vice which uses continuous closed loops
of magnetic tape with read/write heads
as a storage medium. Such tapes are
read forward or backward to increase
speed and efficiency of access. and a sig
nificant number of such ready for read/
write loops compose a tape bin.
Itorage, magnetic - A storage device that
utilizes the magnetic properties of
materials to store data. e.g.. magnetic
cores. tapes. and films.
storage, magnetlc-dilk - A storage device
or system consisting of disks. on whose
surfaces information is stored in the
form of magnetic spots arranged in a
manner to represent binary data. This
data is arranged in circular tracks
around the disks and are accessible to
reading and writing heads on an arm
that can be moved mechanically to the
desired disk and then to the desired
track on that disk. Data from a given
track are read or written sequentially as
the disk rotates.
Itorage, magnetic-drum - The storage of
data on the surface ofa magnetic drums.
storage, magnetic-tape - A storage de
vice in which data is stored in the form
of magnetic spots on iron oxide or
coated plastic tape. Binary data is stored
as small magnetized spots arranged in
column form across the width of the
tape. A read/write head is usually as
sociated with each column of magne
tized spots so that all columns can be
read or written at a time as the tape
traverses the head.
Itorage, main - Usually the fastest stor
age device of a computer and the one
from which instructions are executed.
(Contrasted with auxiliary storage.)
storage management, time sharing Ser time-sharing storage management.
storage map - A pictorial aid that the
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programmer uses to estimate the pro
portion of storage capacity to be al
located to data.
Itorag. mark - The name given to a point
location that defines the character space
immediately to the left of the most sig
nificant character in accumulator stor
age. An example would be:

of storage for microprocessors are
ROM. RAM. PROM. paper and mag
netic tape cassettes. disks. etc.
Itorage, modifier - Storage where a set of
locations is used primarily to hold
modifiers.
Itorag., minidilk - Storage based on
smaller. lower-capacitv versions of the
disk storage units used with larger com
puters. The simplest has a single disk
and fixed magnetic heads. Popular
configurations combine one fixed with
one removable disk. Storage capacity is
several million bits and up. However.
larger units may be too expensive for
microcomputer applications and may
offer more capacity than is needed.
Itorage, mixed - A type of storage whose
elements are arranged in a matrix so
that access to any location requires the
use of two or more coordinates. i.e .•
cathode-ray-tube storage. core storage.
etc.. which use coincident-current selec
tion.
Itorag. moniton, crt - Various crt types
permit a display to be retained on the
screen even after the input signal has
ceased, The image may be held for a few
seconds or several hours. Units with
storage capability may also be operated
in the nonstore mode.
Itorage, n.lting - See storage. push
down.
Itorag., nondeltrudiv. - A type of stor
age whose location is regenerated after
it is read. since it is desired and de
signed into the unit that the contents
are to be retained at the location after
reading. Drums. some semiconductor
types. most magnetic tapes. disks. etc..
are examples of nondestructive storage.
Itorage, nonvolatile - Storage in which
information is retained in the absence of
power and may be made available upon
restoration ot power. e.g.. magnetic
tapes. drums. or cores.
Itorag., off-line - Storage not under con
trol of the central processing unit.
storag., on-line - A storage device under
direct control of the central processing
unit.
storage, on-line mall- See storage. mass.
Itorag., output - See output area.
storag., parallel- Storage in which all
bits. or characters. or (especially) words
are essentially equally available in
space. without time being one of the
coordinates. Parallel storage contrasts

a
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in which the letter "a" would be the
storage mark.
Itorage, mall - The tvpe of memorv de
vice now available in manv designs and
media forms which is capable of retain
ing and communicating vast amounts of
data. often in the trilhon-bit range.
Itorage, mall (ex.cutlv.) - The execu
tive system is designed to provide instal
lations with an effective and efficient
utilization of the mass storage devices
available. The result is an abllitv to re
lieve operators and programmers of re
sponsibilities in mamtaining and
physically handling cards. magnetic
tapes. etc.. thus eliminating many of the
errors that heretofore inherentlv ac
companied the use of large-scale' soft
ware systems. At the same time. the
overall efficiency of operating is consid
erably improved. Provisions are made
for the maintenance of permanent data
files and program files on the mass stor
age devICes. with full facilities for
modification and manipulation of these
files. Security measures are invoked by
the executive system to ensure that files
are not subjected to unauthorized use.
Provisions are also made within the ex
ecutive system for automatic relocation
of ~Ies of low usage-frequency to mag
netic tape. as unused mass storage space
approaches exhaustion. When the use
of files related in such a manner is re
quested. they are retrieved and re
stored. under control of the executive
system. with no inconvenience to the
user.
Itorage, matrix - A storage unit whose
elements are arranged m a matrix so
that access to one location requires the
use of two or more coordinates. i.e .. a
cathode-ray tube store and a core store
using coincident-current selection.
Itorage, microp_llOr - Storage and
memory are terms that are used inter
changeably. The most important types
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storage registers, associative

with serial storage. When words are in
parallel, the storage is said to be parallel
by words; when characters within words
(or binary digits within words or charac
ters) are 'dealt with simultaneously, not
one after the other, the storage is paral
lel by characters or parallel by bits, re
spectively.
storage, parallel-search - A storage de
vice in which storage locations are iden
tified by their contents. (Synonymous
with content-addressed storage and as
sociative storage.)
storage parity - See parity, storage.
storage, permanent - Same as storage,
nonvolatile.
storage,
photographic - Any
storage
scheme utilizing photographic pro
cesses. This includes various microim
age systems, computer-output micro
film, and binary data storage on photo
graphic mediums.
storage, primary - Same as storage, main.
storage-print program - A program that
produces a printout of storage and reg
Isters to aid the user in locatmg the rea
son(s) for a program malfunction.
storage, program - A portion of the inter
nal storage reserved for the storage of
programs, routines. and subroutines. In
many systems, protection devices are
used to prevent inadvertent alteration
of the contents of the program storage.
(Contrasted with working storage.)
storage proted - A hardware function
that provides protection to the system
executive routine and all other pro
grams. It not only protects against
processor execution, but also against
I/O (input/output) data area destruc
tion. Because it is a hardware function
rather than software, it reduces multi
programming complexities.
storage protedion - Continued existence
of a stored program requires protection
from all contemporary programs and, in
particular, that each stored program
have inviolate storage areas. This IS ac
complished by independently establish
ing reserved areas in each storage mod
ule and inhibiting a program of reading,
writing, or transfernng to a location that
is not within its reserved areas. Every
instruction that references the central
store has the final address checked to
ensure that it falls within a permissible
area. Storage protection allows several
programs to reside in core storage at

the same time while one is being ex
ecuted. It also allows transfer of data
from peripheral equipment to memory
while other programs already are in
memory. Storage protection eliminates
danger that one program would inad
vertently be placed over, and thereby
destroy, another program.
storage, push-down - A storage which
works as though it comprised a number
of registers arranged in a column, with
only the register at the top of the col
umn connected to the rest of the stor
age. Each word, in turn, enters the top
register and is then "pushed down" the
column from register to register to
make room for the next words to arrive.
As the words are transferred out of the
storage units (out of the top register),
other data in storage moves back up the
column from register to register to fill
the top register.
storage, pUlh-up - Special storage which
operates so as to maintain a push-down
list so that the next item of data to be
retrieved is the oldest item on the list,
i.e., it is pushed up in a type of queue
arrangement wherein the word at the
top came from the bottom in steps and
has been in the longest and will go out
first.
storage, quick-access - Same as storage,
high-speed.
storage, random-access - A storage tech
nique in which the time required to ob
tain information is independent of the
location of the information most re
cently obtained. This strict definition
must be qualified by the observation
that we usually mean relatively random.
Thus, magnetic drums are relatively
nonrandom access when compared to
semiconductors for main storage, but
are relatively random access when com
pared to magnetic tapes for file storage.
(Synonymous
with
random-access
memory and contrasted with sequential
access storage.)
Itorage, rapid access - Same as storage,
high-speed.
Itorage, regenerative - See storage, cir
culating.
Itorage regilter - A register in the stor
age of the computer, III contrast with a
register in one of the other units of the
computer. (Synonymous with memory
register.)
storage registers, alsoclatlve - Those
registers which are not identified by
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their name or position but which are
known and addressed by their content.
storage resolver - A small section of stor
age, particularly in drum, tape, or disk
storage units, that has much faster ac
cess than the remainder of the storage.
Itorage
retrieval,
flylng-h_d - The
flying-head (air-floating head) tech
mque combines aerodynamic and pneu
matic principles. Read/write heads float
on a boundary layer of air, generated by
the rotation of the drum, at 0.0005 inch
or less from the oxide-coated surface of
the drum. The read/write head is sus
pended in this position by the opposing
forces of the boundary layer of air and
the head-positioning mechanism.
storage, routine - Same as instruction
area.
storage, scratchpad - A high-speed mem
ory device used to store the location of
an interrupted program and to retrieve
it after the interrupting program has
been completed.
storage, searching - Same as storage, con
tent addressed.
storage, secondary - Same as storage, ex
ternal.
Itorage, lequentlal-acce.. - A storage
technique in which the items of informa
tion stored become available only in a
one-after-the-other sequence, whether
or not all the information or only some
of it is desired, e.g., magnetic-tape stor
age. (Related to serial storage, and con
trasted with random-access storage.)
Itorage, serial- Storage in which time is
one of the coordinates used to locate
any given bit, character, or (especially)
word. Storage in which words withm
given groups of several words appear
one after the other in time seguence,
and in which access time, therefore, in
cludes a variable latency or waiting time
of zero to many word-times, is said to be
serial by word. Storage in which the in
dividual bits comprismg a word appear
in time se<Juence IS serial by bit. Storage
for coded-decimal or other nonbinary
numbers in which the characters appear
in time sequence is serial by character;
e.g., magnetic drums are usually serial
by word but may be serial by bit or par
allel by bit, or serial by character and
parallel by bit, etc.
storage, shared - The ability to share
main storage between two computers.
This means that either machine can in-

sert information into the storage, and
either machine can have access to the
data and use it.
Itorage, Ilow - A storage module or de
vice whose access time is longer in rela
tion to the speeds of arithmetic opera
tions of the central processing unit
(CPU) of a computer and more lengthy
when compared to other faster access
peripheral units.
storage stack - A group of storage ele
ments connected together in some fash
ion, i.e., a stack of data could be ope
rated on a first-in, first-out basis.
Itorage, Itatic - Storage of information
that is fixed in space and available at any
time.
Itoroge, tape-I_p - See storage, loop.
Itorage tape, magnetic - A tape or ribbon
or any material impregnated or coated
with magnetic material on which infor
mation may be placed in the form of
magnetically polarized spots.
Itorage, temporary - Internal-storage lo
cations reserved for intermediate and
partial results.
Itorage, time accounting - In some sys
tems, the accounting system supphes
the control and master accounts WIth a
report of user account storage and con
nect time. Specifically, one report lists
the user account storage limit, current
storage, and peak storage used; it also
shows the user's time limit and time
used, with a separate record of time
used as a private (dedicated) port. One
utility program writes the report infor
mation to a file opened by the control or
master account. The information may
then be conveniently drawn from this
file for the purpose of billing master or
user accounts for system utilization.
Itorage, uniformly accessible - That par
ticular storage which is designed to re
duce the effect of variation of access
time for an arbitrary sequence of ad
dresses.
Itorage unit - Any of several registers in
the memory or storage of the computer.
storage, variable field - An indefinite
limit of length for the storage field.
storage, virtual - A conceptual form of
main storage which does not really
exist, but is made to appear as ifit exists
through the use of hardware and pro
gramming.
storage, volatile - Storage media such
that if applied power is cut off, the
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Itream, input job

stored information is lost e.g.• acoustic
delav lines. electrostatic tubes.
Itorage, word-organized - A specific tvpe
of storage which is composed of mag·
netic cells in which each word of the
storage has a separate winding common
to all the magnetic cells of the word. i.e ..
carrying the read and possiblv the write
pulse also. (Some older tvpes.)
Itorage, working - I. The portion of the
internal storage reserved for the data of
a current program and for intermediate
and partial results. 2. The area on a disk
used to hold dynamic or working data.
This is contrasted to a reserved area
containing permanent information such
as compilers. track and sector informa
tion. etc.. and user area for semiperma
nent storage.
storage, zero-accell - I. The storage for
which the latency (waiting time) is small.
Though once widely used. this term is
becoming less acceptable. since it con
stitutes a misnomer. 2. Storage for
which the waiting time is negligible at all
times.
Itore - I. To transfer an element of infor
mation to a device from which the unal
tered information can be obtained at a
later time. 2. To retain data in a device
from which it can be obtained at a later
time. 3. The British term for storage.
Itore and forward - Pertaining to com
munication systems in which messages
are received at intermediate roullng
points and recorded (stored). They are
then retransmitted to a further routing
point or to the ultimate recipient.
Itore-and-forward blockl- Blocks of data
that are routed from switching node to
switching node. momentarily queuing
at each node before being forwarded to
the next. Typically. each block is exam
ined for transmission errors on arrival
and is discarded if damaged.
Itore-and-forward Iwitching center 
A message-switching center in which
the message is accepted from the sender
whenever he offers it. held in a physical
store. and forwarded to the receiver
whenever he is able to accept it.
Itore, B - See index register.
Itore, computer - Same as storage.
Itored program - A set of instructions in
the computer memorv specifving the
operations to be performed and the lo
cation of the data on which these opera
tions are to he performed.

Itored-responle testing - Comparison of
the actual output responses of the de
vice under test with the expected cor
rect output responses stored within the
tester. The expected 'COl;rect responses
can be recorded from a known-good de
vice or determined bv manual analnis
or software simulation. Stored-respo'nse
testing often implies storage of the ac
tual logic states. although such digital
signatures as transition counts could be
the stored responses.
stored routine - A series of instructions in
storage to direct the step-by-step opera
tion of the machine. (Svnonvmous with
stored program.)
.
.
store form key - In some systems. this key
causes the current form on the screen to
be added to the forms file. and a corre
sponding entf\' is made in the forms di
rectory.
storing, associative - Sallie as storage.
content addressed.
straight binary - See binary.
straight-line code - The repetition b\ ex
plicit instructions for each repetition. of
a sequence of instructions. wtlh or with
out address modification. Generallv.
straight-line coding will require less ex
ecution time and more space than
equivalent loop coding. If the number
of repetitions IS large. this type of cod
ing is tedious unless a generator is used.
The feasibility of straight-line coding is
limited bv the space required as well as
by the difficulty of coding a variable
number of repetitions.
straight-line coding - Coding in which
loops are avoided by the repetition of
parts of the coding when required.
stream, bit - A term commonly used in
conjunction with a transmission method
in which character separation is accom
plished by the terminal equipment. and
the bits are transmitted over the circuit
in a consecutive line of bits.
stream bit tranlmission - The method of
transmitting characters at fixed time in
tervals. No stop-start elements are used.
and the bits making up the characters
follow each other without pause.
streaming - The condition of a terminal
or modem that has locked into a con
stant carrier signal. preventing normal
transmission of data.
Itream, input job - An input source of
documents. usually punched cards Of
card images. which is the first part of an
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STRESS

.trobe

operating system. The stream contains
the beginning-of-job indicators. direc
tions. optional programs. etc.
STRESS - Acronym for Structural Engi
neering System Solver.
.tring - I. A connected sequence of char
acters. words. or other elements. 2. A
set of records arranged in an ascending
or a descending sequence according to
the increasing or decreasing magnitude
of their keys.
.tring, alphabetic - A sequence of letters
from the same alphabet. i.e .• a character
string.
.tring, bit - S~~ bit string.
.trlng break - The point at which a sort
can find no more records with suffi
ciently high control keys to fit on the
current output string.
.tring, charader - See character string.
.tring, character (BASIC) - Character
strings are any sequence ofletters. num
bers. and symbols enclosed in quotation
marks. Character strings are sometimes
called string constants. literal strings.
literals. or simply strings. Normally. a
character string represents a message to
be printed on the GS display or a piece
of written text. Digits entered as part of
a character string cannot be used in
math computations; they are treated
just like any other symbol. The length of
a character string is limited only by the
size of the random-access memory.
•trlng file - Tape. wire. or string used to
arrange documents for convenient ref
erence and use.
•trlng length - The number of records in
a string.
•trlng manipulation - A technique for
manipulating strings of characters.
.trlng manipulation, data-ba.e - In some
systems. operations are provided for
manipulating strings of textual informa
tion. The user can scan a line of text
from left to right and from right to left.
and search for a specific data item which
can be automatically counted and/or
substituted by specified characters. A
combine operator links two character
string fields and places the combined
character string in a result field.
.trlng of bit. - See bits. string of.
•trlng .ortlng - A group of sequenced
records. normally stored in auxiliary
computer storage. i.e .• disk. tape. or
drum.
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.trlng, .ymbol- See symbol string.
.trlng variable, alphanumeric - Some ver

sions of BASIC provide an additional
variable form. the alphanumeric string
variable. It is distinguished from nu
meric variables by the manner in which
it is named. a letter or a letter and a digit
followed by a $. String variables can be
used in a program for the input. load
ing. storing. transferring. comparing.
and printing of alphanumeric data.
.trlng variable ROM - A string variable
ROM provides a computer with the abil
ity to accept and manipulate alphabetic
as well as numerical information. It ex
pands the language of the computer to
mclude string variables without sacrific
ing any .of the special function keys or
read/Write memorv. The new com
mands provided by 'the string ROM are
of three main types: input. manipula
tion. and output.
.trlp-chart recorder - A recorder that au
tomatically makes a plot of a variable
versus time on graph paper. The paper
is moved at a constant speed under a
pen or other writing device as the vari
able is recorded.
.trlpe card reader - A device that decodes
information contained in a stripe of
magnetic tape imbedded in a plastic
card.
.trip, encoding - On bank checks. the
area in which magnetic ink will be
deposited to represent characters .
.trlpe recording, magnetic - Recording
on a magnetic material deposited in
stripe form on a document or card .
.trip file, magnetic - See file. magnetic
strip .
.trlp, magnetic-file - A file storage device
which uses strips of material with sur
faces that can be magnitized for the pur
pose of storing data.
.trlp, magnetic-tape - On each magnetic
tape strip is listed hundreds of individ
ual records. As a specific record is
needed. a computer signal similar to the
combination to a safe causes the proper
strip to drop from the deck. The strip
then whips around the fast-moving
drum that searches for the current re
cord. reads or writes on it. and transmits
its data to the computer for further
processing .
.trlp record - See record. strip.
.trobe - A selection signal that is active
when data are correct on a bus.

strobe pulse

style

A pulse to gate the output
of a core-memory sense amplifier into a
trigger in a register. Also called sample
pulse.
stroke - A line segment, point, or other
mark used in the formation of charac
ters.
stroke, character - See character stroke.
stroked characters - Stroked characters
are similar in concept to dot-matrix
characters because the characters are
formed through the use of a series of
short strokes. The advantage over dot
matrix characters is the variety of differ
ent fonts that can be formed.
stroke edge - See edge, stroke.
stroke edge Irregularity - See edge,
stroke, irregularity.
stroke gate, Sheffer - Same as gate, NAND.
stroke, Shefller - Same as NAND.
structure, block - A technique allowing
program segmentation into blocks ofin
formation or subroutines of a total pro
gram.
structured analysis - Structured analysis
is often a formal, top-down decomposi
tion of a problem (or process) into a
model that offers a complete, precise
description of what the problem is.
What follows is a document that de
scribes what is called the functional spe
cifications of the problem. These
functional specifications are used to
produce a design, a model of how the
system will attack the problem. A typical
model thus depicts tlie relationships of
program modules to each other and to
such mechanisms as computers, input
loutput devices, data files, and so on.
The model is used as a basis for the
coding effort.
structured programming - The phrase
originally applied to coding and IS used
as a shorthand for a collection of tech
niques designed to be used to make the
programming art more rigorous. The
techniques include restricting the size of
the code being produced to one coding
sheet, restricting the numbers and kinds
of program structures, allowing only
one entrance and one exit, and avoiding
the GO TO. However, the phrase is now
used by many to encompass a whole
range of techniques that apply to every
stage of producmg and managing soft
ware systems.

cedure, documentation is designed in
and becomes a byproduct of every
stage, rather than being earned out
after the system has been built.
structured program testing - In structured
programming, testing is done in stages
as is documentation. Instead of waiting
until all of the program modules have
been completed and linked together for
the first time, each module is debugged
and tested as a unit. As the modules are
hooked together (first two, then three,
and so on), a series of integration tests,
using sample code and dummy data
where necessary, is performed. As a re
sult, the final system test, using real
data, is made less difficult.
structure flowcharts - See flowchart, struc·
ture.
structure, list - See list structure.
structure, order - See instruction format.
structure, priority - The organization of a
system for processing. The priority
structure of the system depends not
upon the number of instructions, but
upon the complexity of the programs.
The structure can range from systems
with no priority to multlcomplex organ
izations with multilayers of interrupts
and multilevels of pnority.
structure, system - See system structure.
study, application - The detailed process
ofdetermining a computer system or set
of procedures for using a given com
puter for definite functions or opera
tions, and establishing the specifications
to be used as the baSIS for the selection
of computer equipment.
study, process - See process study.
study, systems - See systems study.
stunt box - A device to control nonprint
ing functions of a teletypewriter termi
nal.
STX - Abbreviation for Start of TeXt. A
communication control character which
precedes a sequence of characters that
IS to be treated as an entity and entirely
transmitted through to the ultimate des
tination. Such a sequence is referred to
as text. STX may be used to terminate
a sequence of characters (heading)
starte<l by SOH.
style - A construction, without any size
restriction, that is used in optical char
acter recognition. Different sizes of the
given character style are proportional in
all respects.
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structured

programming

documentation

- In the structured programming pro

stylus, electronic

subroutine call Instructions

stylul, electronic - Same as light pen.
stylus, light (pen) - When this penlike
device is pointed at information dis
played on the screen. it detects light
from the cathode-ray tube when a beam
passes within its field of view. The re
sponse of the pen is transmitted to the
computer, which relates the computer
action to the section of the image being
displayed. In this way. the operator can
defete or add text, maintain tighter con
tro~ over the progra~. and choose alter
nauve courses of acuon.
stylus prlnter- See printer. wire.
IUbaddress - A portion of an input/out
put device that is accessible through an
order code. For disk storage units. the
module number is the subaddress.
subalphabet - A subset of an alphabet.
e.g., any group of less than 26 letters.
subchannels, multiplexer - The multi
plexer permits simultaneous operation
of attached low-speed devices through a
time-sharing (byte-interleaved mode)
principle. Each device sends an iden
tifier to the channel each time it re
quests service. The multiplexer chan
nel. using this identifier. updates the
correct control counts, etc.. and stores
the data in the correct locations.
subcommand - A request for an opera
tion that is within the scope of work re
quested by a previously issued com
mand.
subcomponents, system, time-sharing 
See time-sharing system subcompo
nents.
subject program - Same as program.
source.
subjob - A routine or machine run. A
program may be broken into several
subJobs or tasks to utilize more effec
tively the computer CPU.
subjunctlon gate - Same as gate, A ANDNOT 8 or gate, 8 AND-NOT A.
suboptimization - The process of fulfill
ing or optimizing some chosen objec
tive that IS an integral part of a broader
objective. Usually the broad-level objec
tive and lower-level objective are differ
ent.
suboptimization, pricing - When using a
multiple-pricing alogrithm, suboptimi
zation enters the first variable into the
basic program which gives by itself the
greatest improvement in the objective;
the next variable entered gives the
greatest additional improvement, and
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so on. This technique tends to prevent
the first entering variable from being
removed by the second. etc.
subplctures - In many applications. com
binations of points. lines, and text form
special symbols that are repeated many
umes in a complete picture. An example
of a repeated graphic symbol might be
a resistor which is labeled with a certain
value. A programmer can define such a
graphic symool as a subpicture and then
call it each time the symbol is to be re
peated.
subprogram - I. A part of a larger pro
gram that can be compiled indepen
dently. 2. See routine.
subprogram types - Various mechanisms
exist in different assemblers and com
pilers for providing sub[>rograms.
These include subroutines. functions,
procedures. and macroinstructions.
These differ primarily in the manner in
which they are referenced and in which
they are linked to the program which
references them. There are basically
two methods of linkage: (1) each sub
program reference is replaced by a
Jump to the appropriate procedure, or
(2) each subprogram reference is re
placed by the actual statements as
sociated with that procedure.
subroutine - A program that defines
desired operauons and which may be
included m another program to pro
duce the desired operations. A subrou
tine can be arranged so that control may
be transferred to it from a master rou
tine and so that. at the conclusion of the
subroutine, control reverts to the mas
ter routine. Such a subroutine is usually
called a closed subroutine. A single rou
tine may simultaneously be both a sub
routine with respect to another routine
and a master routine with respect to a
third. Usually control is transferred to a
single subroutine from more than one
place in the master routine. and the rea
son for using the subroutine is to avoid
having to repeat the same sequence of
instructions in different places in the
master routine.
subroutine call instructions - In some sys
tems, the subroutine call provides for
automatic nesting of subroutines. re
entrancy, and multiple entry points.
Subroutines may call other subroutines
(or even themselves) to any level of
nesting without making special provi
sion for storage of return addresses at

subroutine calls

lubroutine linkage

each level of subroutine call. The sub
routine calling mechanism in these sys
tems does not modify any fixed location
in memory. thus providing for re
entrancy. This allows one COPy ofa sub
routine to be shared among several
interrupting processes.
subroutine caUs - The linkage between a
cailto a subroutine and the actual entry
to the subroutine is made in a manner
similar to future patching. All calls to a
particular subroutine are linked in the
same way. When a call to a subroutine is
indicated to the loader. the address
where it was last called and the name of
the subroutine are entered in a subrou
tine call table (SCT). A subroutine
should not be loaded twice; therefore. a
check is made to determine ifit has been
previously called or loaded. Ifa subrou
tine is called which is alreadv in the
table. the first call in the new program is
linked to the last call specified in the
new subroutine call record. When a sub
routine is loaded. its name and entry
address are entered in the SCT. and any
previous calls are patched and directed
to the subroutine entry point with use of
the ink-back process.
lubroutine, cloled - A frequently used
subroutine which can be stored in one
place and then connected to a routine
using various linkages or calling se
quences or commands. at one or more
locations. i.e .• when it is stored sepa
rately from the main routine. jump in
structions from program control will
fetch or call the beginning of this sub
routine. and. at its end. another transfer
instruction will return it.
lubroutine, dating - A specific subroutine
which computes and stores associated
dates and limes and is programmed for
file updating relating to work with com
ruter run~ .of various types. but usually
IIme-senSlllve.
lubroutlne, dlrect-inlert - A subroutine
inserted directly into the linear opera
tional sequence rather than bv a jump.
Such a subroutine must be recopied at
each point that it is needed in a routine.
lubroutine, dlvilion - See division subrou
tine.
lubroutine,
dynamic - A
subroutine
which involves parameters. such as deci
mal-point position or item size. from
which a relativelv coded subroutine is
derived. The computer itselfis expected
to adjust or generate the subrouune ac

cording to the parametric values cho
sen.
subroutine, editing - This subroutine has
parameters whose values are selected
prior to execution and are used for per
forming various operations. usually on
input and output data and before main
program operations.
subroutine, flrst-order - A subroutine en
tered directlv from the main routine or
program and subsequentlv returned to
n.
subroutine, first remove - Sallie as subrou
tine. first order.
subroutine, generalized - A subroutine
written for easv and ready use in various
programs witli only minor adjustments
by the programmer.
lubroutine, in-line - A subroutine in
serted directly into the linear opera
tional sequence. Such a subroutine
must be recopied at each point that it is
needed in a routine.
subroutine, inlerted - I. A separately
coded se<tuence of instructions that is
inserted m another instruction se
quence directly in low order of the line.
2. A directlv inserted subroutine to the
main linej'rogram specificallv where it
is require .3. A subroutine that must be
relocated and inserted into the main
routine at each place it is used.
lubroutlne instructionl- In most systems.
subroutines called programmed in
structions maY be used as if they were
single comma'nds by employing one of
the programmed instructions of the
repertoire. This capability allows the
programmer to define his own special
command. through the use of subrou
tines. which may be changed by the op
erating routine if desired.
subroutine library - A set of standard and
proven subrouti.nes which is kept on file
for use at any lime.
subroutine linkage - In some systems.
subroutines provide a facility for main
taining a single copy of a given routine
which can be used in a repetitive man
ner by other programs located else
where in memory, In order to provide
this facility. generalized linkage meth
ods must be established for the purpose
of control transfer and information ex
change between subroutines and calling
programs. In some systems. the instruc
tion sets contain several instructions
that are useful for this purpose.
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subroutine, linked

subscriber', loap

subroutine,
IInked- See
subroutine,
closed.
subroutine, microprogram - The use of
subroutines in computer programming
is well known and well understood. Fre
quently many microinstructions can be
saved by using subroutines and using
sections of microcode as subroutines in
many different programs. If this is to be
done, a provision must be made for
storing and restoring the current ad
dress for the ROM. Many techniques for
accomplishing this are known. In many
microprogrammed systems, this will be
accomplisbed by placing the output
from the address register onto one of
the data buses where it can be stored in
a register. This temporary storage regis
ter can then become one of the address
sources for setting the ROM program
counter.
subroutine, one-level - A program which
cannot use other subroutines or itself
during its execution, i.e., a closed sub
routine.
subroutine, open - Same as direct insert
subroutine.
subroutine, relocatable - A subroutine
that can be located physically and inde
pendently in the memory. Its object
time location is determined by the
processor.
subroutines, arithmetic -·Often includes
all the arithmetic subroutines required
for FORTRAN, such as sine, cosine,
loge' loglo, exponent, tangent, arctan
gent, and square root.
subroutine, second-order - A subroutine
is entered from a first-order subroutine
and returned to it or to the main rou
tine, whereas, the first-order subroutine
is entered directly from the main pro
gram.
subroutine, second remove - Same as sub
routine, second-order.
subroutines, floating-point - Special rou
tines that handle floating-point num
bers as arguments.
subroutines, I/o (Input!output) system
- Input/output format control that
prOVides for the various format state
ments used in the FORTRAN language.
These subroutines are also available to
other programs and may be called from
the systems library tape.
subroutines, mathematlcal- Subroutines
that provide complete sets of mathemat
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ical subroutines including sine, cosine,
square root, exponent, logarithm, etc.
subroutines, nest of - The process of sub
levels for subroutines, wherein one sub
routine will transfer control to another
subroutine and so on with ultimate con
trol climbing back through the array of
subroutines to the subroutine which
first transferred control.
subroutines, scientific - Several subrou
tines that perform standard mathemati
cal operations are available in computer
systems. These operations include
fixed-point multiplication and division;
floating-point addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division; square
root extraction; matrix and statIstical
functions; and calculation of logarith
mic and trigonometric functions.
subroutine, standard - A subroutine that
is applicable to a class of problems.
subroutine, static - A subroutine that in
volves no parameters other than the ad
dresses of the operands.
subroutine status table - See subroutine
table.
subroutines, violation - When the input
does not conform to preset criteria or
limits, a violation subroutine takes over.
subroutine table - The routine for main
taining a listing of the subroutines in
core and for bnnging from file the sub
routines as needed by the application
program.
subroutine, test - A routine designed to
show whether a computer is functioning
properly.
subroutining,
multilevel
(dlsplay)The control state permits the display to
jump from accessing one location in the
memory to any other. When it is desired
to jump to a display subroutine, the re
turn address is automatically stored in a
push-down list.
subschema - A specification of part of the
data base. Visually, an applications pro
gram is only interested in dealing With a
part; thus, only a subschema is declared
and opened for access.
subscriber and inquiry display - See in
quiry and subscriber display.
subscriber's loop - The service provided
by the common carrier to connect a cus
tomer's location to a central office. This
always includes the circuit and some cir
cuit termination equipment, but may
also include input/output equipment.

subscriber station

subsysteml, communicatlonl

Sometimes referred to as subscriber sta
tion.
lublcriber Itation - The service provided
by the common carrier to connect a cus
tomer's location to a central office. This
always includes the circuit and some cir
cuit-termination equipment, but may
also include input/output equipment.
Sometimes referred to as local loop.
sublcript - I. A letter or symbol in typog
raphy written below a set name to iden
tify a particular element or elements of
that set. 2. An indexing notation. 3. An
integer used to specify a particular item
in a list or table according to COBOL
rules, and consisting of a numeric data
literal-name. 4. A notation used to spec
ify a particular member of an array
where each member is referenced only
in terms of the array name.
subscripted variable - A variable fol
lowed by one or more subscripts en
closed in parentheses.
subscripts (FORTRAN) - An array is a
group of quantities. It is often advanta
geous to be able to refer to this group
by one name and to refer to each indi
Vidual quantity in this group in terms of
its place in the group. For example, sup
pose it is desired to refer to the second
quantity in a group, in ordinary mathe
matical notation this would be (the vari
able) NEXT2 • The quantity 2 is called a
subscript. In FORTRAN, it is expressed
NEXT(2), and if the array consists of 15,
12, 18, 42, 19, then the second (posi
tion) value or subscripted NEXT(2)
would have the value 12.
subsegment - A segment of a program is
defined as that portion of memory
which is committed by a single refer
ence to the loader. Usually a segment
overlays some other segment and may
have within itself other portions which
in turn overlay one another, i.e., subseg
ments. That part of a segment which IS
actually brought into memory when the
loader is referenced is called the fixed
part ofa segment. Segments are built up
from separate relocatable elements,
common blocks, or other segments.
subsegment tablel - For each segment
which itself has subsegments, a table is
automatically associated with its fixed
part. One table contains a seven-word
entry for each of the subsegments. The
entry holds information for the loader
that describes the action necessary to
load the corresponding subsegment

and the limits of memory in each bank
that is used by the segment. It also con
tains some pointer addresses to allow
the diagnostic system to analyze the cur
rent state ofa program. Using the infor
mation in this entry, it is possible to
maintain up-to-date indications as to
which segments are currently intact in
memory and which were destroyed by
the loading of some other segment.
lublequent counter - See counter, subse
quence.
lublet - I. A set contained within a set. 2.
A contraction of the words "subscriber
set" which has been used for many years
to refer to the device which is installed
on a subscriber's premises. A data sub
set is a modulation/demodulation de
vice designed to make business
machine Signals compatible with the
communications facilities and vice
versa. It accepts digital information,
converts it into a suitable form for trans
mission over the telephone circuits, and
then reconverts the data to its original
form at the receiving end.
lublet, character - A smaller set of cer
tain characters from a larger or univer
sal set, all with specified common fea
tures.
subsets, remote - See remote subsets.
lubltantlve Input - The transferral of
data from an external storage device to
an internal storage device, usually from
a mass storage unit and off-line, but not
always so.
lubltep - A part of a step.
lubltltute - To replace an element of in
formation by some other element of in
formation.
lublYltem - An organization of com
puter components (e.g., a tape drive
and controller) that comprises a func
tional unit that is part of a larger system.
lublYlteml, communlcatlonl - To allow
their central processors to function
most effectively as real-time systems,
computers are designed with standard
communication
subsystems.
Some
members of the family of subsystems
enable a central processor to exchange
data simultaneously with a number of
remote locations over standard com
mon-carrier communications facilities.
The subsystem consists of a multiplexer
or multiplexers, each of which allows
simplex communication circuits to
share a computer i/o channel, and com
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munication-line terminal units which
properly terminate the communication
circuits and translate the data from
these circuits to a form compatible with
the central processor.
subtracter - A particular unit capable of
forming the representation of the differ
ence between two numbers represented
bv signals applied to its inputs.
subtracter, full (parallel) - As regards
digital subtracters (full). when parallel
representation is involved. a parallel full
subtracter may be formed from as manv
three-input subtracters as there are di'
gits in the input words. with the borrow
output of each connected to the borrow
input of the three-input subtracter cor
responding to the digit position of next
higher significance.
subtracter, full (serial) - As regards digi
tal subtracters. when serial representa
tion is used. a serial full subtracter may
be formed from a three-input subtracte'r
with a digit delay element connected be
tween the borrow output and the bor
row input.
subtracter, half - A unit or device capable
of representing the difference between
two numbers. usually restricted to per
miuing the subtrahend 10 have only one
nonzero digit.
subtracter, half (parallel) - A special half
subtracter resulting from as many half
subtracters as permiued digits in the
input numerals. but with the borrow
output of each half subtracter con
nected to the subtrahend input of the
half subtracter matching the next higher
significant digit position. i.e .. forming a
full parallel subtracter.
subtracter, half (serial) - When serial
representation is used, a serial half sub
tracter may be formed from a two-input
subtracter with a digit delay element
connected between the borrow output
and the subtrahend input.
subtracter, ane digit - Salllf as subtracter.
half.
subtracter, twa-input - Salllf as subtrac
ter, half.
subtract time - A determination of the
elapsed time required for one subtrac
tion operation, but excluding the time
required to obtain and return the quan
tities from storage.
subtrahend - The number or quantity
that is subtracted from another number.
called the minuend, giving a result usu

allv called the difference. or sometimes
called the remainder.
suffix - A label often used in the descrip
tion of an item bv a programming lan
guage in order to select that item from
a table in which it occurs.
sum - The quantity that results from add
ing two quantities.
sum, check digit - A check digit produced
bv a sum check.
su";, lagical- A result. similar to an arith
metic sum, obtained in the process of
ordinary addition. except that the rules
are such that a result of one is obtained
when either one or both input variables
is a one. and an output of zero IS ob
tained when the input variables are both
lero. The logical sum is the name given
the result produced by the inclusive OR
operator.
summarizing - For control of operations
in which data is summarized and then
recorded in summary form. a final total
of a key field or 'fields can be ac
cumulated from the summarized data
and balanced to one accumulated from
the detail data. In card-to-card and tape
to-tape runs, the slOred program should
develop the necessary final totals of the
summary data when it is recorded on
the outp'ut tape: it should also balance it
at the end of the run to a control total
read from a control card or the tape
label.
.
summary - A report that is lacking in de
tails.
summation check - SfP check. summation.
summer - In analog representation. a
unit with two or more input variables
and one output variable which is equal
to the sum, or a weighted sum. of the
input variables.
summing amplifier - By introducing mul
tiple input paths to an operallonal am
plifier. a summing amplifier is created.
The device adds. mverts. and multiplies
each input variable.
summing integrator - By replac.ing the
feedback resistor of a summmg am
plifier with a capacito.r. continuous i.nte
gration of the sum, wllh respect 10 time.
IS performed over a time base which de
pends on the value of the capacitor.
ConceptuaIly. the integrator constitutes
the most important element of the ana
log computer.
summing paint - Ser point, summing.
sum, partial - A particular result obtained
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from the addition of two or more num
bers without considering carries. i.e .• in
binary numeration systems. the partial
sum IS the same result as is obtained
from the exclusive OR operation.
sum, sldeways- A specific sum which is
developed by adding digits without re
gard to position. i.e .. sideways sums are
brought forward by attaching various
weights to the different digit positions
and most often form check digits
through odd or even parity techniques.
superimposed circuit - An
additional
channel obtained from one or more cir
cuits. normally provided for other chan
nels. in such a manner that all the
channels can be used simultaneouslv
without mutual interference.
'
superimpose (51) - Moves data from one
location to another. superimposing bits
or characters on the contents of spe
cified locations,
superposed circuit - St't' superimposed
circuit.
superscript - In mathematical and model
building notation. a symbol written
above and to the right of the base sym
bol to indicate a specified function or
differentiation from some other similar
or same base letter or character. Also
the power to which a number is to be
raised is placed in the superscript loca
tion. and most often to indicate a cell of
a matrix or a derivation. or a unit of a
particular set. if the character indicates
the universal set.
supervising system - 1. A program that
controls loading and relocation of rou
tines and in some cases makes use of
instructions which are unknown to the
general programmer. Effectivelv. an ex
ecutive routine is part of the machine
itself (synonymous with monitor rou
tine. supervisory routine. and supervi
sory program). 2. A set of coded
instructions designed to process and
control other sets of coded Instructions,
3. A set of coded instructions used in
realizing automatic coding. 4. A master
set of coded instructions.
supervisor - An executive routine.
supervisor, computer - An individual who
is responsible for the operation and
scheduled use of computer and periph
eral devices.
supervisor, executive - The supervisor
routine is the executive-system program
component that controls the sequenc

ing. setup. and execution of all runs en
tering the computers. It is designed to
control the execution of an unlimited
number of programs in a multiprogram
ming environment. while preventing
each program from being affected by
the coexistence of other programs. The
supervisor contains three levels of sche
duling; coarse scheduling. dynamic allo
cation. and central processor unit
dispatching. Runs entering are sorted
into information files. and these files are
used by the supervisor for run schedul
ing and processing. Control statements
for each run are retrieved and scanned
by the control-command interpreter to
facilitate the selection of runs for setup
by the coarse scheduler. (Some SyS
tems.)
,
supervisor interrupts- Supervisor call in
terruptions are caused by the program
issuing an instruction to turn over con
trol to the supervisor (a type of master
control program). The exact reason for
the calliS shown in the PSW (program
status word).
supervisor mode - A mode of operation
under which only certain operations.
such as memory-protection modifica
tion instructions and input/output op·
erations. are permitted.
supervisor (monitor) - The section of the
operating system that accepts operator
commands that relate to svstem control.
The supervisor is often considered to be
the man-machine interface for manv
control functions of the computer sys'
tem,
supervisor, overlay - St't' overlay supervi
sor.
supervisor program te,t.- A supervisory
program that is used for nothing else
except testing.
supervisor, system - St't' system supervi
sor.
supervisory control- I. A control system
that furnishes intelligence. usuallv to a
centralized location. to be used by an
operator to supervise the control 'of a
process or operation.2. Characters or
signals that automatically actuate equip
ment or indicators at a remote termmal.
supervisory control, operating systemThe operating-system software consists
of a supervisory control program. sys
tem programs. and system subroutines.
Included are a symbolic assembler and
macroprocessor: a language compiler.
and debugging aids. A hbrary of general
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utility programs is also provided as well
as other software packages.
supervisory
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- Various access systems offer telecom
munications supervisory packages that
can automatically direct the output from
the host system to a particular device
specified by the user, or to a file in the
user's library. Automatic supervision
frees the user's port for execution of
other on-line programs and allows the
user to make periodic checks on the sta
tus of a job for remote job entry sys
tems.
supervisory programs - Computer pro
grams that have the primary function of
scheduling, allocating, and controlling
system resources rather than processing
data to produce results.
supervlaory programs simulation - See
simulation, supervisory programs.
supervisory routine - Same as executive
routine.
supervisory system - All of the supervi
sory programs used by one given sys
tem.
supplementary maintenance time - See
maintenance time, supplementary.
support chips - Chips that are required to
assist the CPU chIp for complete opera
tion beyond the basic processor opera
tion, such as peripheral control chips.
support processor, attached - The utiliza
tion of multiple computers, usually two,
connected
via
channel-to-channel
adapters, to increase the efficiency in
processing many short-duration jobs.
support
programs - Those
programs
which support or aid the supervisory
programs and the applicatIon pro
grams, and include diagnostics, testing,
data generators, etc.
support software - Most microcomputer
manufacturers offer users the opportu
nity to develop fixed programmmg rou
tines that convert a microprocessor sys
tem into a dedicated control element.
This is accomplished by means of soft
ware that emulates or simulates the ac
tual system. Software support consists
of tape, disk, and card libraries that per
mit user program development with test
and debug system devices.
support systems- I. Programming sys
tems that are used to develop or sup
port the normal translation functions of
any of the machine, procedural, or
problem-oriented languages. 2. A col536
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lection of computer programs to aid the
production and cheCKout of a system. 3.
The combination of the skills, tech
niques, and equipment to operate and
maintain a system.
suppression - An optional function in ei
ther on-line or off-line printing devices
that permits them to ignore certain
input characters or groups of charac
ters.
suppression, space - See space suppres
sion.
suppression, zero - The elimination of
the zeros to the left of the significant
digits, usually before printing.
suppressor, echo - A voice-operated de
vice for connection to a two-way tele
phone circuit to attenuate echo currents
m one direction caused by telephone
currents in the other direction.
surface recordlng- Storage of informa
tion on the ferric-oxide coating on mag
netic tape, magnetic drums, etc.
swapping- In time sharing, the transfer
of a currently operating program from
system memory to an external storage
device, the replacement of that program
by a program of higher priority, and the
restoration of the temporarily stored
program following execution of the
higher priority program.
swapping, pulse - Same as pulse regener
ation.
swap time - The time required to trans
fer a program from external memory to
high-speed internal memory and vice
versa.
sWln - Acronym for the Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Tele
communication, an organization similar
to the Bank Wire connecting approxi
mately 400 member banks m Europe
and North America.
swing, frequency - Pertaining to a modu
lated wave, the variation due to modula
tion, of the instantaneous frequency
above and below the carrier frequency.
switch - 1. A point in a program from
which a program may proceed to one of
several possible courses of action, de
pending on conditions established by
the programmer; conditional state
ments are often used to establish
switches of this kind; a branch point. 2.
A mechanical, electromechanical, or
electronic device, built into a unit of
equipment, that can be interrogated in
order to select a course of action. 3. A
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symbol used to indicate a branchpoint.
or a set of instructions to condition a
branch. 4. A device that can alter flow.
Switches may be activated manually or
under program control.
Iwltch and learch capability - A means bv
which a sequence of searching instruc
tions may be recorded on one cassette
to drive a second cassette. enabling the
operator to merge variable information
with standard paragraphs or other un
changing material.
Iwltch, breakpalnt - A manually operated
switch that controls conditional opera
tion at breakpoints. used primarily in
debugging.
Iwltch-control computer - A computer de
signed to handle data transmission to
and from remote computers and termi
nals.
Iwltched circuit - A circuit or channel that
may be connected and disconnected bv
action of one or more of the associated
stations. or by external means.
Iwltched IIna - A communications link
for which the physical path may vary
with each usage. e.g., the dial-up tele
phone network.
Iwltched-mellage network - A service
offered by the common carrier in which
a customer may communicate with any
other customer receiving the same ser
vice. Examples are TELEX and TWX.
Iwitch, eledronlc - A circuit element
causing a start and stop action or a
switching action electronically, usually
at high speeds.
Iwltch, function - A circuit having a fixed
number of inputs and outputs designed
so that the output information is a func
tion of the input information. Each cir
cuit expresses a certain code, signal
configuration. or pattern.
Iwltchlng- Provisions of point-to-point
transmission
between
dynamically
changing sources and sinks (I.e., differ
ent sources and different sinks are con
nected and disconnected as required).
Iwitchlng
applicatlanl - Message-han
dling applications in which the com
puter is used to accept messages from
terminals. route the messages over
trunk lines at perhaps higher speeds to
remote message switching computers,
and provide certain reliability functions
such as an audit trail and error control.
Message switching is a somewhat differ
ent application of computer communi

cations in that there is no user
processing involved. The sole purpose
of the system is to communicate mes
sages from one point to another point.
Iwltching, blank - A specific range of val
ues in which the incoming signal can be
altered without also changing the out
going response. (Synonymous with
dead space and dead zone. and similar
to neutral zone.)
Iwltchlng centar - A location at which in
coming data from one circuit is trans
ferred to the proper outgoing circuit.
Iwltchlng center, automatic melsogeA location where an incoming message
is automaticallv directed to one or more
outgoing circuits according to intelli
gence contained in the message.
Iwitching cantor, lemiautomatic me..age
- A location where an incoming mes
sage is displayed to an operator who di
rects the message to one or more
outgoing circuits according to informa
tion read from the message.
Iwltching center, torn-tape - A location
where operators tear off the incoming
printed and punched paper tape and
transfer it manually to the proper oul
going circuit.
Iwltchlng circuit - A circuit which per
forms a switching function. In comput
ers. this is performed automatically by
the presence of a certain signal (usually
a pulse signal). When combmed, switch
ing circuits can perform a logical opera
tion.
Iwltchlng, circuit or IIna - A switching
technique where the connection is made
between the calling party and the called
parly prior to the start of a communica
tion (for example. telephone switching).
Iwitchlng coefllclant - The derivative of
the applied magnetizing force with re
spect to the reCiprocal of the resultant
switching time.
Iwltching, croll-channel- An optional
feature that permits direct-program ac
cess to attached input/output devices
through two channels.
Iwitching, alaltomarlc contad - A type of
switch construction usually used in low
cost, low-profile keyboards, like those
for pocket calculators. A "soft" contact
eliminates problems of contact bounce,
and the relatively high contact resist
ance is no problem with the MOS cir
cuits found m many calculator chips and
microprocessors.
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switching, me..age - The technique of
receiving a message, storing it until the
proper outgoing circuit is available, and
then retransmitting it.
switching, packet - A data transmission
process, utilizing addressed packets,
whereby a channel is occupied only for
the duration of transmission of the
packet. In certain data communication
networks the data may be formatted
into a packet or divided and then for
matted into a number of packets (either
by the data terminal equipment or by
equipment within the network) for
transmission and multiplexing pur
poses.
switching, push-buHon - A reperforator
switching system which permits the se
lection of the outgoing channel by an
operator.
switching space - Same as gap, interword.
switching, store and forward - Same as
message switching.
switching theory - A particular branch of
theory relating to combinational logic,
its operation, behavior, and conse
quences, i.e., concerning such devices
as computer Turing machines, logic ele
ments, and switch networks.
switching time - I. The interval between
the reference time and the last instant at
which the instantaneous voltage re
sponse of a magnetic cell reaches a
stated fraction of Its peak value. 2. The
interval between the reference time and
the first instant at which the instanta
neous integrated voltage response
reaches a stated fraction of its peak
value.
switch insertion - The insertion of infor
mation into a computer system by an
operator who operates the switches
manually.
switch, logical - An electronic device
used for directing input cards to one of
a number of outputs.
switch, manual- The hand operated de
vice designed to cause alternate actions.
Contrasted with the electronic switch.
switch matrix - An array of circuit ele
ments interconnected specifically to
perform a J?articular function as inter
connected, I.e., the elements are usually
transistors, diodes, and relay gates com
pleting logic functions for encoding,
transhteratlon of characters, decoding
number system transformation, word
translation, etc., and most often input is

taken along one dimension while output
is taken along another.
switch, N-way - See switch, programmed.
switch, operation-control - A particular
type of matrix switch that selects the
input lines of a matrix. The output of
the matrix controls the logic elements
which execute specific operations.
swltchover - The act of transferring the
real-time processing work load from
one specific or multiplexer program to
another in a duplex system. Swltchover
must be initiated manually in some sys
tems; in many others, it can be accom
plished automatically.
switch, progrommed - A particular in
struction which may be in the form of a
numeral and may be placed in a routine
to allow the computer to select one of a
number of alternative paths in its pro
gram; i.e., switch settings on the console
equipment can be inspected by opera
tors or the computer and resu1t in
changes or branches in the main pro
gram.
switch, reed - A special switching device
which consists of magnetic contactors
which are sealed into a glass tube. The
contactors are actuated by the magnetic
field of an external solenoid, electro
magnet, or permanent magnet.
switch register - A function performed by
a physical switch that can also be imple
mented by software, with switches being
set through a terminal device or a mem
ory location. Generally, it is a physical
register made up of a number of manual
switches, typically equal to the number
of bits in the computer, and often
located on the computer control panel.
The switch register is used for manual
entry of addresses and data into com
puter memory and for manual interven
tion in program execution.
switch, ..n.. - The sense switches on the
operator's console provide manual con
trol of program branching. Testing of
the sense-switch settings occurs when
the sense-switch instruction is given.
switch seHing, branch-on - See branch-on
switch setting.
switch, storage - A manually operated
switch or group of switches, most often
on computer consoles to permit opera
tors to read register contents.
switch, tape-feed - A switch that causes
the reperforator to meter a predeter
mined length of blank tape.
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switch, tape lelect - A particular control
rotary switch which has the capability of
selecting either a neutral moi:le during
automatic operation or the use of one of
the on-line tape units.
switch, toggle - 1. A manual electric
switch operated with a small projecting
arm. 2. An electronically operated cir
cuit that holds either of two states until
changed.
syllabi. - A term used to describe groups
of characters or portions of machine
words.
.

(as an indication, tag, or flag) to desig
nate it as a breakpomt.
Iymbol, check - See check symbol.
Iymbol crall-r.ference table, microcomputer - An alphabetic list of all identifi
ers used in a program module, their
attributes and values, and a list of the
input source records on which they were
referenced.
Iymbol dictionary, external- See external
symbol dictionary (ESD).
Iymbol, extemal- A symbol for a loca
tion name which appears in the external
symbol dictionary of a program. The
program must permit the named loca
tion to be referred to by other pro
grams. Since in most programming,
separately written subroutines must be
united before execution by a linkage
loader or editor, they must not occuPy
overlapping regions of memory, but m
stead must occupy adjacent areas. Thus,
the programs must refer to a data item
or instruction in other programs by ex
ternal symbols.
symbol, flowchart - A symbol ,used to
represent an operation, data, or equip
ment in data-processing problems.
Iymbollc addre.. - A label assigned to a
specific word in a routine for the conve
mence of the programmer. The symbol
used is independent of the location of a
word within a routine. It identifies the
field of data to be operated on or the
operation to be useo, rather than its
storage location.
Iymbollc addrelsing- See addressing,
symbolic.
symbolic assembler - An assembler that
lets the programmer code instructions
in a symbolic language. The assembler
allows mnemonic symbols to be used
for instruction codes and addresses.
Constant and variable storage registers
can be automatically assigned. The as
sembler produces a binary object tape
and lists a symbol table with memory
allocations and useful diagnostic mes
sages.
Iymbollc assembly-language lilting 
A listing that contains the symbolic in
structions equivalent to the binary code
output of the compiler. This assembly
language output listing is useful as a
debugging ald. By including certain
pseudo-operation codes in "in-line" as
sembly language, the assembly-lan
guage output can be assembled by the

Iymbiont control- Symbionts, besides
being routines from main programs,
may be concurrently performmg typical
off-line operations, such as tape-to
printer, independent of the main pro
gram. Symbionts may be initialized by
tbe operator, or by a main program.
Symbiont operations may be sus
pended, terminated, or reinitiated at
any time.
Iymbionts - Small routines, called sym
bionts, run concurrently with the series
of main programs. These symbionts
move information back and forth be
tween the peripherals and magnetic
drum. Main programs desiring commu
nication with these peripherals refer
ence input/output subroutines that
transfer (lata images between the drum
and peripherals.
Iymbol - 1. A simplified design repre
senting a part in a schematic Circuit dia
gram. 2. A letter representing a
particular quantity in formulas. 3. In
some systems a symbol consists of up to
eight letters and digits beginning with a
letter. Symbols are defined by their ap
pearance as statement labels or e<\uahty
symbols. The value of a symbol, defined
as a label, is the value of the location
counter at the time the label was en
countered. The value of a symbol,
defined by equality, is the value of the
expression appeanng on the right of the
equal sign. 4. A conventional represen
tation of a concept or a representation
of a concept upon which agreement has
been reached.
Iymbol, abltract - A specific symbol
whose shape or pattern IS not indICative
of its meaning or use, and which almost
always requires definition for each par
ticular application.
Iymbol, broakpolnt - A symbol that may
be optionally included in an instruction
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assembler routine. (If output is ob
tained on either cards, paper tape, or
magnetic tape.) This will allow modifi
cation of programs at the assembly-lan
guage level.
symbolic assembly system - A program
system developed in two parts: a sym
bolic-language program and a com
puter program (processor). The
processor translates a source program
Cleveloped in symbolic language to a
machine object program.
symbolic code - This code expresses pro
grams in source language, i.e., by refer
ring to storage locations and machine
operations by symbolic names and ad
dresses that are independent of their
hardware determined names and ad
dresses. (Synonymous with pseudocode
and contrasted with machine-language
code.)
symbolic coding - I. Coding in which the
instructions are written in nonmachine
language; i.e., coding using symbolic
notation for operators and operands. 2.
Writing programs in any language other
than absolute machine language.
symbollc-codlng format - In writing in
structions using the assembly language,
the programmer is primarily concerned
with three memory fields: a label field,
an operation field, and an operand field.
It is possible to relate the symbolic cod
ing to its associated flowchart, if
desired, by appending comments to
each instruction line or program seg
ment. All of the memory fields are m
free form, providing the greatest conve
nience possible for the programmer.
Consequently, the programmer is not
hampered by the necessity to consider
fixed form boundaries in the design of
his symbolic coding.
symbolic
convenion
program - Ab
breviated SCPo A one-to-one compiler
for symbolic addresses and operation
codes designed for systems ofthe Inter
national Telephone and Telegraph
Corp. (ITT).
symbolic debugging - Symbolic com
mands (or marcoinstructions) are util
ized to assist in the debugging
procedure.
symbolic deck - A deck of punched cards
containing programs written in sym
bolic language as opposed to programs
written in binary language.
symbolic editor - Permits the editing of
source-language programs by adding or

deleting lines of text. All modification,
reading, punching, etc., is controlled by
symbols typed at the keyboard. The edi
tor reads parts or all of a symbolic tape
into memory where it is available for
immediate examination, correction, and
relisting.
symbolic
input/output
referencingReferences to data on tape or. disk are
made symbolically. Instead of describ
ing the address of a certain disk or tal?e,
the programmer refers to such data With
a functional name. This means the pro
grammer need not keep in mind where
data will be coming from. It also means
that there is a good deal of flexibility for
the machine operator. He can mount
tapes in the most efficient way each day.
The control programs set up an input
and output assignment table indicatmg
the whereabouts of data files. These ta
bles are used as directories when pro
grams are run.
This flexibility helps the operator
schedule work so that jobs can be
loaded, tapes mounted, and disk packs
attached before a job is called by the
control program.
symbolic instrudlon - An instruction in an
assembly language directly translatable
into a machme code. An instruction
using symbols to represent or express
the operator part and the address parts.
symbolic key - In COBOL, contrast with
actual key.
symbolic language - The discirline that
treats formal logic by means 0 a formal
ized artificial language or symbolic cal
culus whose purpose is to avoid the
ambiguities and logical inadequacies of
natural languages. Advantages of the
symbolic method are greater exactness
of formulation, and power to deal with
complex material.
symbolic logic - 1. The study of formal
logic and mathematics by means of a
special written language that seeks to
avoid the ambiguity and inadequacy of
ordinary language. 2. The mathematical
concepts, techmques and languages as
used m the foregoing definition, what
ever their particular ap(>lication or con
text. (Synonymous with mathematical
logic, and related to logic.)
symbolic names - 1. Names assigned by
programmers to represent addresses or
locations in a program. 2. Names given
to variable values m high-level language
programs.
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Iymbollc notatian - A method of repre
senting a storage location by one or
more figures.
Iymbollc number - A numeral, used in
writing routines, for referring to a spe
cific storage location; such numerals are
converted to actual storage addresses in
the final assembling of the program.
Iymbolic parameter - In assembler pro
gramming, a variable symbol declared
In the prototype statement of a mac
rodefimtion. A symbolic parameter is
usuallv assigned a value from the corre
sponding operand in the macroinstruc
tion that calls the macrodefinition.
Iymbolic programming - The use of arbi
trarv symbols to represent addresses in
order to facilitate programming.
Iymbol, Item separation - A control sym
bol which indicates beginning of an
item.
Iymbol, logic - I. A symbol used to repre
sent a logic element graphically. 2. A
symbol used to represent a logic con
nective.
Iymbol, loglcal- A sign used as an opera
tor to denote the particular operation to
be performed on the associated varia
bles.
Iymbol, mnemonic - Frequently used
symbols for representation of Informa
tion and ,so selected to a.ssist the p.ro
In
recalhng
grammer s memory
meaning, as MPY for multiply.
Iymboll, atomic - In list processing lan
guages, atomic symbols are sometimes
referred to as atoms when using list
processing languages and may either be
numeric or nonnumeric. The external
representation of a nonnumeric atomic
symbol is a string of letters or digits
starting with a letter, such as AB5,W or
epsilon.
Iymboll, functional - A block diagram
term representing the functional de
sign, i.e., the practical specification of
the working relations between all parts
of a system.
symbol, specific - Same as character, spe
cial.
symbols, standard language - Prescribed
graphical shapes used to rel?resent spe
cial meanings or functions In any com
puter program.
symbolltring - A concatenation of items
or characters, i.e., a one-dimensional
array of such items ordered only by ref

erence to the relations between adja
cent members.
symbol table - See table, symbol.
Iymbol table control- Symbols that have
been defined and used, but are no
longer required, may be deleted from
the symbol table. This allows room for
new symbols. Thus, a very large pro
gram can be assembled with a relatively
small symbol storage area.
symbol, terminating - A symbol on the
tape indicating the end of a block of in
formation. (Related to gap.)
Iymmetric difference gate - Same as gate,
exclusive OR.
symmetric linear programming - A fast,
efficient mathematical technique for
solving distribution and allocation
problems in manufacturing operations.
Iymmetric list procellor - A high-level list
processing language.
lynch - Synchronizing signal that iden
tifies the start of a block.
SYN charader - Character synchroniza
tion is accomplished by recognizing one
or two "phasing" characters, often
called SYN or sync characters. The re
ceiver senses these SYN characters and
phases its receive logic to recognize, by
bit count, the beginmng and end of each
subsequent character. To ensure char
acter synchronization througho~t a
message, SYN sequences are sometimes
inserted in the transmitted data stream
at one- or two-second intervals. This
permits receiving stations to verify that
they are in sync. If a SYN is not received
within the p'rescribed time interval, the
receiver Will reject the message and
begin searching for the SYN sequence
that will precede the next message.
synchro-cluplexlng - The scheme of pro
ducing a document on a printing device
through the synchronous runmng of a
program tape and a master tape or a
pure data tape. The operation is com
pletely controlled by function codes in
the program tape. A data-processing
function.
Iynchronizatlon - In the COBOL system,
the alignment ofdata with respect to the
left or right boundaries of machine
words. (Compare with justification.)
synchronization, bit - Bit synchronization
is achieved through a received clock sig
nal which is coinCident with the received
serial data stream. Most modems or ter
minals derive this clock by means of
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phase-locked loops from the 0 to I and
I to 0 transitions occurring in the re
ceived data.
synchronization sequence - In transmit
ting a continuous stream of data bits
(synchronous transmission), some form
of synchronization is required between
the sender and the receIver. The most
efficient method is to precede a group of
characters (message or block) to be
transmitted with a unique group of bits
called a synchronization sequence. The
receiver searches for this unique se
quence bit pattern so that it can prop
erly frame and get into phase with the
control or data characters in the incom
ing bit stream. Ideally, the synchroniza
tion sequence and the transmission
code should be so designed that the se
quence could never be reproduced
within the actual data stream, so that
false synchronization might never
occur. This is not always possible, espe
cially when, as in ASCII code, all 128
combinations of the seven bits within
characters are utilized. Protocols differ
in the number of synchronizing charac
ters used and the code of the characters.
synchronizer - A storage device used to
compensate for a difference in the rate
of flow of information or the time of
occurrence of events when transmitting
information between two devices.
synchronizer, channel- The channel-syn
chronizer signals provide for orderly
transfer of the digital information.
These signals do not transmit data, but
are used to command and identify the
transfer of data words, function words,
etc., at proper times and in proper se
quence.
synchronizer, master - Same as master
clock.
synchronizer, tape - A tape device which
controls the exchange of data between
the central processor (CPU) and the var
ious tape units, i.e., a buffer for. pro
grammed control of the events.
synchronizing pilot - A reference signal
for the purpose of maintaining the syn
chronization of the oscillators of a car
rier system. The signal is also used to
compare the frequencies and phases of
the currents generated by these oscilla
tors.
synchronous - A term applied to a com
puter in which the performance of a se
quence of operations is controlled by
equally spaced clock signals or pulses.
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synchronous gate
synchronous clock -

Even in the case of
static circuitry, a clock frequency is gen
erally used to keep the vanous events in
the computer in step and running at the
proper rate. This action results III syn
chronous operation, as contrasted with
asynchronous operation.
synchronous clock operotion - System op
eration governed by (and synchronized
to) a master timing source. Synchro
nous refers to the constant frequency
and phase of the source, e.g., computer
data transfers that occur at definite in
tervals relative to a system clock.
synchronous communication - A method
of transferring serial binary data be
tween computer systems or between a
computer system and a peripheral de
vice; binary data is transmitted at a fixed
rate, with the transmitter and receiver
synchronized. Synchronization charac
ters are located at the beginning of each
message or block of data to synchronize
the flow.
synchronous computer - A computer in
which each event or the performance of
each operation starts as a result of a sig
nal generated by a clock. (Contrasted
with asynchronous computer.)
synchronous data link control- Ab
breviated SLDC. An advanced line con
trol discipline for communication
between terminals and computer. It is a
key element of systems network archi
tecture.
synchronous data message block - The
message block is usually composed of
one or two synchronization characters,
a number of data and control characters
(typically 100 to 10,000), a terminating
character, and one or two error control
characters. Between messages, the com
munication line may idle in SYN charac
ters or be held to mark. Synchronous
modems can be used to transmit asyn
chronous data, and, conversely, asyn
chronous modems can be used for
synchronous data if the receiving termi
nal can derive the clock from the data.
synchronous data transmlilion - In this
type of data transmission, each charac
ter consists of 5, 6, 7, or 8 information
bits depending on the code structure.
There are no start and stop bits. Timing
is derived through synchronizing char
acters at the begtnning of each message
or block of data.
synchronous gate - A synchronous gate is

Iynchronoul inputs

Iyntadic errors, remote computing system

a time gate wherein the output intervals
are synchronized with an incoming sig
nal.
Iynchronoul inputs - 1. Those terminals
on a flip-flop, allowing data to be en
tered but only upon command of the
clock. These inputs do not have direct
control of the output such as those of a
gate but only when the clock permits
and commands. Called TK inputs or ac
set and reset inputs. 2. Those terminals
in a flip-flop which can affect the output
state of the flip;flop independent of the
clock. Called set, preset, reset or dc set
and reset, or clear.
Iynchronoul operation - Operation in
which each event or the performance of
each operation starts as a result.of a sig
nal generated by a clock.
synchronous serial data adapter - A de
vice that provides interface between
various types ofMPUs and synchronous
data terminals such as floppy-disk
equipment, cassette or cartridge tape
controllers, numerical control systems,
and other systems requiring movement
of data blocks.
synchronous system (communications)
- A. s'yste~ in which the sending and
recelvmg mstruments are operatmg at
the same frequency, and the phase is
maintained by means of feedback.
synchronoul terminals - Machine-input
terminals and manual-input batch ter
minals that accumulate slow input data,
generally deliver output data at a fast
rate to the line, and use synchronous
transmission. In synchronous transmis
sion, long data blocks made up of a
string of character codes are transmit
ted, with each block-rather than each
,character-framed by a special synchro
nizing code.
synchronoul time-clivilion multiplexerl
- Devices that share a synchronous
communication line by cyclically scan
ning incoming lines, peelmg off bits or
characters, and interleaving them into
frames on a single high-speed data
stream. This effect is similar to that of a
high-speed conveyer belt picking up ob
jects arriving at a common point from
several lower speed conveyer belts.
Iynchronous Iransfer - An i/o transfer
which takes place in a certain amount of
time without regard to feedback from
the receiving device.
synchronoul tranlmilsion - That type of
communication in which the sending

and receiving instruments are operating
continuously at substantially the same
frequency and may be maintained, by
means of adjustment or correction, in a
desired phase relationship, e.g., a con
stant time interval between successive
bits, characters, or events.
sync, new - A feature of some data sets
that allows for a rapid resynchronization
during transition from one transmitter
to another on a multipoint private-line
data network.
syndetic - l. Having connections or in
terconnections. 2. Pertaining to a docu
ment or catalog with cross references.
Iynergic - The combination of every
organ of a system, e,g., a coordinated
system.
SYN register - In some units, an 8-bit reg
ister (synchronous character code) that
is loaded from the data access line
(DAL) lines by a write operation and
holds the synchronization code used for
receiver character synchronization. It
serves as a fill character when no new
data is available in the transmitter hold
ing register during transmission. This
register cannot be read onto the DAL
lines. It must be loaded with logic zeros
in all unused high-order bits.
SYN Iynchronous idle - A character used
as a time fill in the absence of any data
or control character to maintain syn
chronization. The sequence of two con
tinuous SYNs is used to establish syn
chronization
(character
phase)
following each line turnaround.
syntadic errors, remote computing sYltem
- Syntactic errors are considered the
responsibility of the system and are fur
ther categonzed as follows:
Composltion- TYl?ographical errors,
violations of speCIfied forms of state
ments, and mIsuse of variable names
(e.g., incorrect punctuation, mixed
mode expressions, undeclared arrays,
etc.) .
Consistency-Statements that are cor
rectly composed but conflict with other
statements (e.g., conflicting declara
tives, illegal statement endmg a DO
(FORTRAN) range, failure to follow
each transfer statement with a num
bered statement, etc.).
Completeness-Programs that are in
complete (e.g., transfers to nonexistent
statement numbers, improper DO nest
ing, illegal transfer into the range of a
DO loop, etc.).
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syntax - The rules governing sentence
structure in a language, or statement
structure in a language such as that of a
compiler program.
syntax chockor - A program that tests
source statements in a programming
language for violations of the syntax of
that language.
syntax-dlrodod compllor - A comriler
based on the syntactical relation 0 the
character string.
syntax nodo, voice systom - A recogni
tion structure that permits vocabulary
subsets to be associated with the context
ofa user's format, thus achieving higher
recognition accuracies within larger
vocabularies.
syntax recognizor - A subroutine which
recognizes the phase class in an artificial
language, normally expressed in Backus
normal form (BNF).
syntax transducor - A subroutine de
signed to recognize the phase class in an
artificial language, normally expressed
in Backus normal form (formal lan
guage theory BNF).
synthosis - The combining of parts in
order to form a whole; e.g., to develop
a circuit, computer, or program from
performance requirements. This can be
contrasted with analysis of a given cir
cuit or program.
synthosis, systems - Procedural planning
to solve problems. This involves: analy
sis of the problem, preparation of a
flowchart, detailed preparation, devel
opment of subroutines, location of stor
age locations, specification of input and
output formats, and the incorporation
of a computer run into a complete data
processing system.
synthotic addross- Same as address, cal
culated.
synthotlc-dlsplay
gonoratlon - Logical
and numerical processing to display col
lected data or calculated data in sym
bolic form.
synthotlc languago - A pseudocode or
symbolic language. A fabricated lan
guage.
systom - I. An assembly of components
united by some form of regulated in
teraction to form an organizeo whole. 2.
A devised and designeo regular or spe
cial method or plan or methodology or
procedure. The organization of hard
ware, software, and people for coopera

tive operation to complete a set of tasks
for desired purposes.
systom, accuracy-contral - An error
detection and correction system.
systom analyzor - An instrument that can
be used as an independent, portable
troubleshooting unit for field service of
MPU equipment, or in conjunction with
various full-line developmerlt systems
to enhance the capabilities of the latter
as a design tool. In field service applica
tion, a system analyzer derives operat
ing power and i/o signals directly from
the system under test. It stops the sys
tem at any point in its program, steps
through the program, changes the con
tents of the system memory, and mom
tors and records the MPU operation
during a selected portion of the pro
gram.
systom, assombly - An automatic pro
gramming software system that includes
a programming language and a number
of machine-language programs. These
programs aid the programm~r by per
forming different programmmg func
tions such as checkout, updating, etc.
systomatlc
Inaccuracios - Inaccuracies
due to limitations in equipment design.
systom,
automatic data-rroco..lng 
An interacting assembly 0 procedures,
processes, methods, personnel, and au
tomatic data-processing equipment to
perform a complex senes of data-proc
essing operations.
systom, back-up - Such systems combine
error-detection and correction tech
niques that spot and correct computer
and transmISSIon errors.
systom, BASIC - See BASIC.
systom, binary notation - See binary num
ber.
syst~m, binary numbor - See binary num
ber.
systom, blnary-wolghted orror-dotodlon
- A system based on the concept of
assignmg binary one values to all ~ark
ing pulses of each code combmauon.
system, biquinary - See number, biqui
nary.
systom call Intorrupts - See interrupts,
system-call.
systom capacity (throughput) - The ~ax
imum traffic a system can carry with a
specified response time.
.y.tom chart - A flowchart of an overall
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procedure or system showing the flow
of information and/or documents.
sYltem check - A check on the overall
performance of the system, usually not
made by built-in computer check cir
cuits, e.g., control totals, hash totals,
and record counts.
system check module - A device that
monitors system operability if power
fails or deviations from desired com
puter operations develop. It initiates ap
propriate emergency actions by the
computer.
Iystem commands - A typical executive
accepts and interprets a collection of
system commands by a user allowing
him to: log in and out; save and restore
program and data files; compile and ex
ecute a program; interrupt and termi
nate a runmng program; edit, manipu
late, and list program and data files;
request status of system and user pro
grams; and specify systems subcompo
nent desired.
system commandl, time-sharing - See
time-sharing system commands.
system, communlcatlonl - See communi
cations system.
system
communicatlonl
processing 
The transmission of data to the central
computer for processing from a remote
terminal as opposed to a terminal con
nected directly to the central computer.
system conltantl - Permanent locations
contained in the monitor (control unit).
These locations contain data used by
system programs. Some constants con
tain data that may be used by certain
programs.
IYltem, control- A system of the closed
loop type in which the computer is used
to govern external processes.
Iystem controller - The system controller
regulates and coordinates all communi
cations between major computer-sys
tem components (processor, memory,
input/output controller, and real-time
devices). The independent operation of
these two functions provides a means of
expansion, and provides for the maxi
mum utilization of the components.
system, dat_cqulsltlon - See data-acqui
sition system.
system data bus - Most communication
between modules in microprocessors
occurs over a system data bus. This bus
is independent of the processor and
handles communications between any

two devices connected to the bus. In
order to transfer information over the
bus, a device first requests access
through the bus priority network of the
bus control. If no higher priority re
quest is present, control of the bus is
granted, and the device then becomes
bus master for one bus cycle. During
this cycle, the master may address any
other' bus-connected device (which
becomes the slave) and may command a
transfer of data to or from the slave, In
some systems the system data bus is
composed of three signal buses, The
data bus often consists of 16 bidirec
tional data lines, The timing bus pro
vides the basic system clocks as well as
address and data strobes which indicate
when data is valid on the bus. The con
trol bus provides a priority system for
bus access, signals to indicate whether
the current transaction is a read or write
from memory or a peripheral, an ex
tended cycle signal, and a response line
to indicate that a peripheral device has
accepted an order sent over the system
bus.
system, decimal numbering - A system of
numerals using digits 0 through 9 and
thus having a base, or radix, of 10.
system definition, microprocessor - Sys
tem definition involves the major tasks
to be performed by the microprocessor
-which is assumed to be tlie central
control device of the system. Data for
mats should be established to maximize
processor control. The overall system
timing is included in this design phase
to ensure that all functions can be han
dled within the timing constraints,
Based on the system definition, the
basic program structure can now be
defineo. Each input channel to the mi
croprocessor represents a major pro
gram, assuming the use of more than
one input device. In addition, an execu
tive program should be written to con
trol the overall operation of the system.
Various routines-based on the differ
ent functions or command codes sup
plied-further subdivide the main pro
gram,
system dellgn - The specification of the
working relations between all the parts
of a system in terms of their characteris
tic actions.
syste... design problem - The proposition
of designing document whiCh describes
the optimum (or close to optimum) real
ization of the specified desired proper
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ties of a system. This is almost entirely
an information-handling process.
system, diagnostic - A program resem
bling the operational program rather
than a systematic logical pattern pro
gram which will detect overall system
malfunctions rather than isolate or lo
cate faulty components.
system, dired or on-line - See on-line or
direct system.
system documentation - Usually,
the
technical description that prOVides in
depth coverage such that benchmarks
for the equipment can be established,
programs can be written and rewritten,
and preliminary design of systems can
be accomplished. User manuals are the
primary item, and data sheets provide a
functional description of the CPU chip
and parametric specifications, plus
other data and information.
system, duplex - Two computers used in
special configuration; one is on-line and
the other is standing by ready to be used
if a malfunction of the on-line computer
occurs. The stand-by computer is often
used to complete off-line functions.
system engineering - The analysis and
implementation of the procedures and
plans adopted involving all the elements
m an industrial process, business prob
lem, or control situation.
system,
error-deteding - See
errordetecting system.
system, error-deteding and feedbackA system employing an error-detecting
code and so arranged that a signal de
tected as being in error will automati
cally initiate a request for the
retransmission of the incorrectly re
ceived signal.
system, error-detection - A system em
ploying an error-detecting code and so
arranged that any signal detected as
being in error is deleted from the data
delivered to the data link (in some cases
with an indication that such a deletion
has taken place), or delivered to the data
link along with an indication that it has
been detected as being in error.
Iystem, exception principle - An informa
tion system or data-processing system
that reports on situatIOns only when the
actual results differ from the planned
results. When the results occur within a
normal range, they are not reported.
system, executive - See executive system.
system, executlve-cantrol- Primary con
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trol of the executive system is by control
information fed to the system by one or
more input devices that may be either
on-line or at various remote sites. This
control information is similar in nature
to present control-card operations, but
allows additional flexibihty and stand
ardization.
system, fall-safe - A system which con
tinues to process data despite the failure
of parts m the system. Usually accom
panied by some deterioration in per
formance.
system, flle-oriented - See file-oriented
system.
system, fixed-length record - See fixed
length record system.
system handbook - A concise distillation
of the major characteristics of the in
struction set including operation codes,
addressing modes and microprocessor
status for each instruction. Also in
cludes reference to the primary aspects
of system implementation including
chip interfaces and timing. This docu
ment is aimed at the experienced user
who understands the basICS of the family
and requires a concise reference book.
system hardware, Industrial control 
A typical industrial microcomputer sys
tem can be divided into five basic parts.
They are the microprocessor and Its as
sociated memory; the interface modules
which connect the microcomputer sys
tem to external devices such as limit
switches, push buttons or motor start
ers; the equipment to program the mi
crocomputer; a program analyzer which
is used to analyze and diagnose the op
eration of the microcomputer based sys
tem; and a system tester which allows
the user to check the microprocessor
memory and interface modules to see if
they are functioning properly.
system, horizontal- A programming sys
tem in which instructions are written
horizontally, i.e., across the page.
system image preservation utility 
An on-line utility task that can save the
image of a running system on a load
medium such as paper tape, cassette,
floppy disk, or magnetic tape. The saved
system image can subsequently be re
stored by bootstrapping it from the load
device.
system-improvement time - The machine
down time needed for the installation
and testing of new components, large or
small, and machine down time neces

system, indlred or off-line

sary for modification ofexisting compo
nents. This includes aU programming
tests to check out the modified machine.
system, indired or off-line - See off-line or
indirect system.
system, information - The network of all
communication methods within an or
ganization. Information may be derived
from many sources other than a data
processing unit. such as by telephone.
by contact with other people, or by
studying an operation.
system, information-feedback - An error
control system using message feedback
when an erroneous group is received
from the sending statIOn.
system, information-processln.g- A sys
tem that receives and delivers informa
tion. changing the information in the
process.
system, information-retrieval - A system
for locating and selecting on demand
certain documents or other graphic rec
ords relevant to a given information re
quirement. from a file of such material.
Examples of information-retrieval sys
tems are classification, indexing. and
machine-searching systems.
system, information-transmission - A sys
tem which receives and delivers infor
mation without changing it.
system, in-plant - A data-handling sys
tem confined to one building or a num
ber of buildings in one locality.
system, integrated - See integrated sys
tem.
system Interface design - For unique user
applications, such as on-line InstaUa
tlons that. require sp.e~ialized input/o.ut
put equipment. liaison engineering
staffs design the necessary interface
units as part of the services to the cus
tomers. Then. the manufacturer will
fabricate these units. at a normal prod
uct cost. for the particular system under
close supervision by the same engineers
that designed them.
system

interface

(microprocessor) -

Devices that interconnect all other sup
port hardware and often a tty (teletype
writer unit) for program assembly. sim
ulation, PROM programming. pro
totype operations. and debugging.
system interrupts - System call interrupts
are programmed requests from a proc
essing program to the control program
for some action. such as initiation of an
input/output operation.

system, management-Information
system language -

In a system language.
program statements generally corre
spond directly with machine-level in
structions. and. conversely, every ma
chine operation is reflected in a
high-level language statement. Because
of this correspondence. system-lan
guage programs usually translate effi
ciently to the machine-language level.
and the programmer finds all the facili
ties of tlie machine directly available.
system librarian - An individual who is
sues and stores data files and other rec
ords of the installation and also main
tains a list of all the up-to-date
programs.
system loader - See loader. system.
system log - A data set in which job
related information. operational data.
descriptions of unusual occurrences.
commands. and messages to or from the
operator may be stored. Abbreviated
SYSLOG.
system log file - In some operations. the
system maintains a log of many activities
helpful to the system manager for bill
ing and general system supervision.
The transactions monitored are: all user
log on/off. all user changes to baud
rate. execution of sleep procedure. sys
tem load, exercise of date command.
snapshot copy. and power fail/auto re
start. A report of the most recent trans
actions is printed out on request by a
control account.
system, macro - A programming system
with symbolic capabihties of an assem
bly system and the added capability of
many-for-one or macroinstruction de
velopment.
system, macrolnstrudlon - Various mac
roinstructions control the translation
procedure and do not necessarily de
velop usable machine-language pro
grams or instructions.
system

management

(accounting) -

The system manager authorizes users
by aSSigning them system-recognizable
user names and passwords. A user name
and password enable the user to log into
the system through a user interface. A
well-designed operating system enables
the system manager to account for the
user of the system and to control the
kinds of activities each user can per
form.

system,

management-information -

A

communications/rocess in which data
are recorded an processed for opera
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system modularity

system, polymorphic

tional purposes. The problems are iso
lated for higher-level decision making.
and information is fed back to top man
agement to reflect the progress or lack
of progress made in achieving major ob
jectives.
system modularity - Modularity generally
refers to a complete assortment of
equipment that can be initially tailored
to the unique needs of the application
(whether instrumentation and control.
communications. computation. or data
systems). then expanded later by simply
adding to the configuration.
system, monitor - Same aJ executive sys
tem.
system, monitor-operating - The monitor
(control unit) exercises primary control
of the routmes that compose the operat
ing system. It is this operating system
that turns the computer into a flexible
tool-allows the user to achieve maxi
mum use of the design features of the
hardware.
system, multicomputer - The use of more
than one computer in a system.
system, multiprocessing - A system that is
organized to contain two or more inter
connected computers. but which per
forms functionally or geographically
specialized processing tasks.
system, network operating - A network
system requires extension to a multi
programmmg executive which permits
the implementation of multicomputer
networks consisting of microcomputors
and other processors. Connection may
be local via i/o bus. interconnection. or
remote via communication facilities. It
provides inter-CPU communication.
control procedures. and operating sys
tem commands to support "virtual de
vice" activation. This facility allows user
programs executing in a local CPU to
communicate with user programs and
/or peripheral devices in a remote CPU.
High-reliability systems may be confi
gured to provide modular redundance
with increased performance by full utili
zation of back-up elements.
system, notation - See numeration sys
tem.
system, number - See number system.
system, numeration - See numeration sys
tem.

system, numerical- See numeration sys

system

numeration,

representation -

See numeration system.
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tem.
system, odal - See octal.
system, odal number - Sff octal number

system.
system,

on-demand - A system from
which timelv information or service is
available on'request.
system, open-ended - In optical charac
ter recognition. a system in which the
input data is taken from sources other
than the computer with which the char
acter reader is associated or data which
is part of the system.
system, operating - SomeaJ executive sys
tem.
system organization, industrial - An in
dustrial microcomputer svstem consists
of a central processor unit (CPU) mod
ule which provides system control and
performs the various arithmetic and
logical functions; one or more pro
grammable
read
on Iv
memories
(PROMs) which store the system in
structions or program; one or more ran
dom access memories (RAM) which are
used for data storage; possibly an inter
rupt control module which is used to
handle interrupt signals from devices
being controlled; one or more input
/output modules which accept inputs
from the system being controlled and
transmit control signals to that system;
a power supply and regulators; a com
munications bus flat cable which pro
vides the signal path to tie the vanous
modules together; and the necessarv
mounting hardware.
system

or

section,

operator control-

A portion of the controlling equipment
which is readily available to operators
for controlling the systems equipment;
this is usually a major portion of the
console,
system, out-plant - A data-transmission
svstem consisting of one or more cen
trallv located terminals and one or more
remote terminals,
system, PERTICOST - A generalized pro
gram designed to faCIlitate planning.
scheduling. control. and mOnitoring of
both large- and small-scale research and
development projects.
system, phonetic - The specific equip
ment which has features for starting and
acting upon data from the voice source.
system, polymorphic - A specific or par
ticular system which can take on vanous

system, proce" control

systems, hybrid

forms ideally suited to the problems at
hand, usually by altering, under its own
control, its interconnections and the
functions of its component parts.
system, proce" control- A system whose
primarv purpose is to provide automa
tion of contmuous operations.
system, programming - An assemblage of
programs, programming languages,
routines, and subroutines for use in spe
cific computing systems, i.e., the basis
for operating systems or total systems of
data processing and computing.
system programming language - A lan
guage that has been developed for writ
mg systems oriented software packages.
The syntax and semantics of these [an
guage's are usuallv compromised to pro
duce small and fast load modules for a
particular machine.
system, quadruple. - A sYstem of Morse
telegraphy arranged for the simulta
neous independent transmission of two
messages in each direction over a single
circuit.
system, real-time - See real-time process
ing.
system reliability - The probabilitv that a
system will accuratelYjerform its spe
cified task under state tactical and en
vironmental conditions.
system
reliability, time-sharing - See
time-sharing system reliability.
system, request-repeat - A system em
ploving an error-detecting code and so
arranged that a signal detected as being
in error automatically initiates a request
for retransmission o(the signal detected
as being in error.
system reset, network - An operation
that halts all testing operations and re
sets the master console to an idle condi
tion. The system awaits the next
line/drop address and test command.
system, rallback - See rollback.
system safe signal- On some systems
and for some applications, external sys
tem logic uses the system safe signal to
trigger recovery procedures which may
transfer operation to a back-up com
puter, notify a host computer which
would altem'pt to download program or
diagnostics, or direct the microcom
puter to PROM for program reload or
diagnostic procedures.
systems analysis- The examination of
an activity, procedure, method, tech
nique, or business to determine what

must be accomplished and the best
method of accomplishing the necessary
operations.
systems analyst - See analyst, systems.
systems and procedure - Organization of
all the manual and machine data proc
essing operations required to produce
information about one particular activ
ity.
systems approach - Looking at the over
all situation rather than the narrow im
plications of the task at hand;
particularly, looking for interrelation
ships between the task at hand and
other functions which relate to it.
system, scientific - A particular system
demted principally to .computation, in
contrast to a commercial or data-proc
essing system in which the main empha
sis is on file up-dating rather than
performance of calculations.
systems consultant - An individual who
supplies technical assistance and direc
tion with specific emphasis on problem
identification, organization analysis,
conversion planning, forms control and
analysis. and reports control.
systems design - The formulation and
graphic description of the nature and
content of input, files, procedures, and
output in order to display the necessary
connection processes and procedures.
system, self-organizing - A svstem that is
capable of internal recon6guration in
response to externally occurring events.
systems ftowchart - See flowchart, sys
tems.
systems generation - In some computers,
a systems disk must be generated by the
user, who specifies the configuration,
file protected area, error handling, etc.
system, shared-ftles - A special file sys
tem configuration in which two comput
ers have access to the same file-storage
device, though not necessarily at the
same time.
system, share operation - The particular
process or translation of symbolic in
structions into a machine instruction.
Often abbreviated SOS.
systems, hybrid - There have been a
number of efforts to utilize the best
properties of both digital and analog
computers by building hybrid systems.
In the hybrid system, a digital computer
is used for control purposes and pro
vides the program, while analog compo
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nents are used to obtain the more
lengthy solutions.
system, simplex - A system configuration
that does not include standby equip
ment.
system simulation - An assemblage of in
teracting components and processes.
The interactions are largely internal to
the system, although links to an external
environment will be recognized.
systems, inquiry ond communicatlonsComputer systems are now provided
with facilities for diversified on-site and
long-distance inquiry and data-com
munications networks. Centralized rec
ords and data-processing operations
can be tied in with information sources
at remote locations, and will provide in
stant, on-line response to interroga
tions and input data from a large num
ber of inquiry stations. Communication
networks include standard teletype
writer stations and electric type
writer stations.
system, sl.ve - See slave system.
systems
network
architecture - Ab
breviated SNA. A develo.ement by IBM
intended to provide a umfied design for
interactive and batch applications in a
communications system. It combines a
single access method, a single network
control program, and a smgle com
munications line control. SNA and the
products that implement it include a
single, standardized line discipline,
called synchronous data-link control
(SDLC); a standardized access method,
called virtual telecommunications ac
cess method (VTAM); a network control
program (NCP); and a family of stand
ardized, mutually compatible terminals.
system software types- Supervisory and
support modules as opposed to applica
tionprograms. Types include such pro
grams as operating systems, assemblers,
debug routines, text editors, compilers,
library maintenance, utilities, hnking
loaders, and i/o drivers.
systems, open-l_p - Systems in which
the computer does not directly control
a process or procedure but instead dis
plays or prints information for the oper
ator to assist in determination of re
quired action. Most real-time systems
are basically open-loop systems.
systems, paper-t.pe - Systems having
paper-tape equipment with no mass
storage device have a storage system
contamed on binary paper-tape reels.

The binary reels are of two types: for
matted binary, and absolute binarv. For
matted binary programs are loaded by
the system loader. Absolute binary pro
grams are loaded by the monitor.
systems, procedure (and) - Organization
of all the manual and machine data
processing operations required to pro
duce information about one particular
activity.
systems, progroms- See programs, sys
tems.
systems study - The detailed process by
which a set of procedures is determined
in order to use a computer for definite
functions or operations. Also, specifica
tions are established to be used as a
basis for the selection of equipment
suitable for the specific needs.
systems synthesls- See synthesis, sys
tems.
system st.nd.rd - A specified character
istic often necessary to permit system
operation.
system, st......stop - A system in which
each group of code elements corre
spondmg to an alphabetical signal is
preceded by a start signal which serves
to prepare the receiving mechanism for
the reception and registration of a char
acter, and is followed by a stop signal
which serves to bring the receiving
mechanism to rest in preparation for the
reception of the next diaracter.
system st.tistlcs - Some systems provide
a supervisor program that prOVides de
tailed statistics on operator perform
ance including the number of key
strokes; number of records written,
verified, or updated; number of con
straint errors; number of fields
changed; and number of sign-ons.
system, steppod start-stop - A start-stop
system in which the start signals occur at
regular intervals.
systems te.t - I. The running of the
whole system against test data. 2. A
complete simulation of the actual run
ning system for purposes of testing out
the adequacy of the system. 3. A test of
an entire interconnected set of comllo
nents for the purpose of determimng
proper functioning and interconnec
tion.
system strudure - The consideration of
the specific nature of a chain of com
mand and its origin, sequence, and type
of data collected; the form and destina
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tion of the results, and the procedures
used to control these operations.
.y.tem .ubcomponent., tlm....haring 
See time-sharing system subcompo
nents.
.y.tem .ubroutine. - Input/output for
mat control that provides for the vari
ous format statements used in the FOR
TRAN language. These subroutines are
also available to other programs and
may be called from the systems library
tape.
•y.tem .upervi.or - The system supervi
sor is designed to allow an installation
to proceed automatically from run to
run with little or no computer time loss
because of setting up the "next pro
gram." It is also designed to accomplish
as many of the set-up and control func
tions as is possible prior to reading in
the actual program. It is assumed that
the programs are located on tape in the
exact order that they are to be run. This
order can be superseded by the opera
tor. Each program on comPrletion
should transfer control to the • finish"
entry point of the control program. This
program will read in the next system
supervisor from the library tape. Con
trol is then transferred to the supervi
sor.
•y.tem, .upervlsory - All of the supervi
sory programs used by one system.
.y.tem, .upport - I. A collection of com
puter programs to aid the production
and checkout of a system. 2. The combi
nation of the skills, techniques, and
equipment to operate and maintain a
system.
.y.tem, .ynchronou. (communication.)
- A system in which the sending and
receiving instruments are operating
continuously at the same freguency and
are maintained, by means of correction
if necessary, in a desired phase relation
ship.
.y.tem, tandem - A special system con
figuration in which the data proceeds
through one central processor into an
other processor. This is the system of
multiple?,ers and master/slave arrange
ments.
.y.tem terminal - The center of many
system operations is the crt (cathode
ray-tube) terminal. The crt terminal
consists of a video display and a key
board for data entry and system com
mands. The crt terminal contains a
character generator, memory, and con

trol logic such that refreshing of the
video display is performed withm the crt
terminal. The control logic allows char
acters to be put on the display either
from the keyboard or from a remote de
vice, such as a computer, depending on
the state of the terminal. The typical crt
allows for the display of 1920 characters
formed by 80 columns and 24 rows.
One industry standard on screen size
appears to be 12 inches diagonal; how
ever, screen sizes of 14 and 15 inches
and larger are available .
.y.tem te.tlng program - Test and check
out of complete programs as opposed
to parameter or assembly testing.
.y.tem, tlme-.hared - A specific system in
which available central-computer time
is shared among several jobs, as di
rected by a scheduling plan or formula.
.y.tem, tlm....haring
(monitor) - See
time-sharing monitor system.
.y.tem timing, microprocessor - Typi
cally, a processor instruction cycle con
sists of five states: two states in which an
address is sent to memory, one for the
instruction or data fetch, and two states
for the execution of the instruction. If
the processor is used with slow memo
ries, a ready line synchronizes the
processor with the memories.
.y.tem, total - See total system.
.y.tem, total management - A manage
ment-oriented system conceived and
designed by management as a singular
entity to control the entire organization.
Some of the systems whidi are inte
grated to form the total management
system are accounting, inventory con
trol, quality control, purchasing, receiv
ing, and financial control. The total
management system is an integrated
management information· and control
system, and it is the prevailing applica
tion type of third generation computers.
It blends both the administrative and
operational applications into a single in
formation system which provides man
agement with timely and meaningful
business information.
.y.tem, unlterm - An information-retrie
val system that uses uniterm cards.
Cards representing words of interest in
a search are selected and compared
visually. If identical numbers are found
to appear on the uniterm cards under
going comparison, these numbers rep
resent documents to be examined m
connection with the search.
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system, upset-cluplex - A direct-current
telegraph system in which a station be
tween any two duplex equipments may
transmit signals by opening and closing
the line circuit, thereby causing the sig
nals to be received by upsetting the du
plex balance.

is developed to perform miscellaneous
or utility functions such as card-to-tape,
tape-to-printer, and other peripheral
operations or suboperations.
system utilization lo"er - A program or
a device that collects statistical informa
tion about how the system is operating.
system, zatacode - Same as coordinate in
dexing.

system, utility - A system or program that

T
tab - I. A label, marker, or indicator used
at one or both ends of a medium, such
as a tape, to permit quick awareness of
its message. 2. A slang term or abbrevia
tion for tabulating equipment.
tab command - On some units, a com
mand that moves the cursor to the next
tab stop.
.
tab key, editin,- On one type of system,
a tab key permits the operator to move
the cursor to the last character of the
field. This key can be used when it is
desired to add information to an exist
ing field.
table - A collection of data in a form suit
able for ready reference. It is frequently
stored in sequenced machine locations
or written in the form ofan array of rows
and columns for easy entry, in which an
intersection of labeled rows and col
umns serves to locate a specific piece of
data or information.
table, addition - The area of core storage
that holds a table of numbers to be used
during the table-scan concept of addi
tion.
tableau, matrlx-al,ebra - The current
matrix, with auxiliary rows and/or col
umns, as it appears at an interactive
stage in the standard-simplex method
solution.
table block - A distinct portion or subset
of a table of data or instructions, usually
specifically identified for convenient ac
cess.
table, Boolean operation - See Boolean
operation table.
table, decision - A tabulation or array of
possible courses ofaction, selections, or
alternatives which can be possible and
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thus considered in the analysis of vari
ous problems, i.e., a graphic aid to
problem description, flow, and poten
tial results, much as the purpose of a
flowchart.
table development - In some systems,
table development includes table crea
tion, ~o~ification,. deletion, printing,
and vlewmg operations, together with
printing or viewing of the names of the
tables that have been created. There are
two types of tables users can develop,
verification and extraction. While a
form is being created, the user specifies
that a particular variable field is to be
associated with a verification or extrac
tion operation. In these systems, each
time a form containing a verification or
extraction operation IS being used for
data entry, the associated operation oc
curs whenever the applicable field in the
form is filled.
table entryllook-up, data-baH - In some
systems, each table entry contains an ar
gument (coded value) and a result (de
coded value). A table is used for
translation by comparing the input field
with the argument values in the table
until a matching argument is found.
The corresponding result is the look-up
result field value. Both basic and auto
matic table look-up can be used in the
same request. In these systems, both
allow tables to be referenced sequen
tially, by displacement, or using a bmary
search.
table, fundion - I. Two or more sets of
information so arranged that an entry in
one set selects one or more entries in
the remaining sets. 2. A dictionary. 3. A
device constructed of hardware, or a
subroutine, which can either decode

table, header

table, terminal

multiple inputs into a single output or
encode a single input into multiple out
puts. 4. A tabulation of the values of a
function for a set of values of the vari
able.
table, header - Specific records that con
tain the description of information
designated in a cfassification or group of
records which follows this initial docu
ment.
table lock-up - A method of controlling
the location to which ajump or transfer
is made. It is used especially when there
are a large number of alternatives, as in
function evaluation in scientific compu
tations.
table look-at - Finding elements of a
table by direct calculation rather than by
a comparison search.
table look-up - I. Any of various pro
cesses or procedures for searching iden
tifying labels in a table so as to find the
location of a desired associated item.
The techniques used primarily to (I)
obtain a derIved value for one variable
given another where the relationship
cannot be easily stated in a formula or
algorithm, (2) convert a discontinuous
variable from one form to another (e.g.,
convert from one code to another), or
(3) provide conditional (logical) control
functions (e.g., converting disk keys
from symbolic to actual addresses or de
termining which of several discrete pro
cesses should be applied for a gIven
state. 2. A digital computer instruction
which directs that the above operation
be performed.
table look-up, data-baM autamatlc 
In some systems, special features pro
vide two methods of performing table
look-up operations: basic table look-up
and automatic table look-up. With basIC
table look-up the user specifies the
input argument field, the table, and the
field where the result is to be stored.
Automatic table look-up differs from the
basic method in that the user defines the
look-up operation in the file definition
rather than specifying it in a request.
When the look-up result field name is
later referenced for processing or re
port output, the contents of tne spec
lfied' argument field will be used to
search the specified table automatically.
In these systems, definitions of look-up
result fields can be changed easily dur
ing dictionary maintenance runs.
table-look-up instrudlon - An instruction

designed to allow reference to sys
tematically arranged, stored data.
table-look-up techniques - (I) If particu
lar variables are associated with a table
of functions, e.g., Xi links with Fi , G i,
... , and if the values of Xi are equally
spaced, locations of associated func
tions can be conveniently generated by
some simple linear relation. (2) If argu
ments are not equally spaced, the ad
dresses of each Xi and others can be
separated with an appropriate constant.
Compare-type order codes can be in
voked to locate and the addresses of the
associated function can be computed.
(3) Each datum Xi can be stored with a
pointer pointing to a list of associated
functions of Xi' (4) Indirect addressing
may be used to jump from an ordered
sequential storage of arguments to
nonsequential, nonordered stores of as
sociated functions (some systems).
table, multiplication - A specific area of
storage that holds the groups of num
bers to be used during the tabular scan
ning of the multiplication operation.
table, output - See board, plotting.
table, plotting - Sume as board, plotting.
table, program reference - That section
of storage used as an index for opera
tions, subroutines, and variables.
table simulator - A specific computer
program which has the capability of
computing the values in a table rather
than simply looking them up as stored.
table, subroutine - The routine for main
taining a listing of the subroutines in
core and for brInging from file the sub
routines as needed by the application
program.
table, symbol - A mapping for a set of
symbols to another set of symbols or
numbers. In programming, the assem
bler builds a tabre of labels used in an
assembler language program and as
signs to those labels a set of relative or
absolute core locations.
table, symbol cantrol- Symbols that have
been defined and used, but are no
longer required, may be deleted from
the symbol table. This allows room for
new symbols. Thus, a very large pro
gram can be assembled with a relatively
small symbol storage area.
table, terminal - An ordered collection of
information consisting of a control field
for the table and blocks of information
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on each terminal from which a message
can originate. and each terminal. group
of termmals, and processing program to
which a message can be sent.
table, transfer - See transfer table.
table, translation - In some systems, data
may be translated through a table. Ta
bles may translate either individual
items or a range of items through table
look-up techmques.
table, truth - A representation of a
switching function, or truth function, in
which every possible configuration of
argument values 0 and I (or true and
false) is listed, and beside each is given
the associated function value 0 or I (or
true or false). The number of configura
tions is 2n , where n is the number of
arguments, unless the function is in
completely specified, i.e., don't-care
conditions. An example of a truth table
for the AND function and the (inclusive)
OR function is:

cards for the tabulation of detailed and
up-to-date merchandise reports, includ
ing size, color, priceline, fabric, and
style.
takedown - Those actions performed at
the end of an equipment-operating
cycle to prepare the equipment for the
next setup, e.g., removal of tapes from
the tape handlers at the end of a com
puter run according to a takedown pro
cedure.
takedown time - The time required to
take down a piece of equipment.
take-up reel - A specific reel on which
tape is wound or may be wound during
processing.
talk, cross - Cross talk occurs when sig
nals on one telephone circuit appear on
another circuit as interference. The cir
cuit which is the source of the signals is
known as the disturbing circuit, and that
on which the signals are heard is the
disturbed circuit.
talker, echo - A portion of the transmit
ted signal returned from a distant point
to the transmitting source with suffi
cient time delay to be received as inter
ference.
talking computer - One type of talking
computer is used to tutor the blind and
visually handicapped in vocational class
work. The pupil communicates with
specially designed instructional pro
grams through a typewriterlike key
board and hears responses generated by
a voice synthesizer.
talking-computer synthesizer - One type
of speech synthesizer is a hardwired
analog of the human vocal tract. Vari
ous portions of the circuit simulate the
vocal cords, the lungs, and the varia
ble-frequency resonant cavity of the
mouth, tongue, lips, and teeth. The in
formation necessary to produce the
speech sounds of American English is
programmed into ROMs which reside
on the synthesizer board. The unit ac
cepts a string of ASCII characters
(each character representing a particu
lar phonetic sound or phoneme) in the
same fashion as a printing peripheral.
Because the synthesizer is primarily an
analog circuit which is commanded
digitally, new programming informa
tion is required only at the end of each
completed phoneme.
tally - To add or subtract a digit "I"
from a quantity, usually the contents of
a register.

Variable

A
0
0
I
I

AND
Function

B
0
I

0
I

tadile keyboard -

AB
0
0
0
I

OR
A+B
0
I
I
I

Designed for calcula
tors, digital tv and fm receivers, termi
nals, and other applications, the typical
tactile keyboard has three component
layers. Just below the keys (not provided
WIth some units) is a sheet of Mylar, first
screened on its bottom side with a con
ductive pattern and then "bubbled" by
heat and pressure deformation. These
bubbles invert when depressed by keys
into spaces in the second layer, a Mylar
sheet with a circular opening at each key
position. As a bubble inverts. the con
ductive area on its underside contacts
the third layer, a screened circuit board,
to complete switch closure.
tag- A unit of information, whose com
position differs from that of other mem
bers of the set so that it can be used as
a marker or label. A tag bit is an instruc
tion word that is also called a sentinel or
a flag.
tag converting unit - A machine that I>er
forms automatic reproduction of infor
mation from perforated price tags to
punched cards. This machine provides
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tandem switching
tandem switching -

The use of an inter
mediate switch or switches to intercon
nect circuits from the switch of one serv
ing central office to the switch of a
second serving central office in the same
exchange.
tandem system - A special system con
figuration in which the data proceeds
through one central processor into an
other processor. This is the system of
multiplexors and master/slave arrange
ments.
tape - I. Magnetic. punched paper.
sometimes other types of tape as paper
loops. etc.. used to control vertlcal for
matting of printers. or plastic tapes used
to control automatic typewriters. 2. A
strip of material that may be punched.
coated. or impregnated with magnetic
or optically sensitive substances. and
used for data input. storage. or output.
The data is stored serially in several
channels across the tape. transversely to
the reading or writing motion.
tape, advance-feed - Perforated paper
tape that has the leading edge of the
feed holes directlv in line with the lead
ing edges of the intelligence holes. This
characteristic makes it possible to read
ilv identify and differentiate between
the front end and the tail end of an unin
terpreted tape. While some applications
still use advance-feed tape. most new
ones no longer use it. See tape. cemer
feed.
tape alternation - A selection. usually
controlled automatically by a program.
of first one tape unit and then another.
normally during input or output opera
tions. that permits successive reels of a
file to be mounted and removed without
interrupting the program.
tape beginning control - A special perfo
ration. reflective spot. or transparent
portion of the first part of a magnetic
tape to indicate its start.
tape bootstrap routine - One load tape
has as its first block a bootstrap routine
that serves to bring in the remainder of
the resident and various other parts of
the system. Some bootstrap routines
also provide a simple card-load routine.
a panic dump. and a method of patching
the resident system prior to writing it to
disk or tape.
tape bound - Same as tape limited.
tape, carriage control- A tape that con
tains the control codes related to the
movement of the carriage of the printer.

tape coil, blank paper

and thus controls the vertical and hori
zontal positioning of the carriage as well
as the paper feed umt.
tape, center-feed - Perforated paper tape
that has the feed holes centered directh'
in line with the centers of the intelli"
gence holes. The most common method
m use today.
tape certification - To certifY magnetic
computer tape to zero errors IS to assure
or make certain the reel of tape has zero
errors. This is generally done on a tape
certifier and is accomplished by saturat
ing the magnetic .tape or writing on it
with 100% of a Signal and mstantane
ouslv reading it back to see whether a
parity is achieved. Normal industry stan
dards call for readmg back at least 50%
of the signal at 800 bits/inch. 35',70 of
the signal at 1600 bits/inch. and 40% of
the signal at 6200 blts/mch. All of the
specifications give a reasonable margm
of safetv on anv normal computer. Most
computers are "set so thev".ill read back
a signal and receive panty as long as
they can read between 12',70 and 20% of
the' original signal placed on the com
puter tape.
tape, chadded paper - A paper tape with
the holes fully punched.
tape, chadIe.. paper - A paper tape with
the holes partially punched. It IS com
monly used in teletypewriter operalions.
tape, change - A paper or magnetic tape
carrving information that is to be used
to update filed information on a master
tape. (Synonymous with transaction
tape.)
tape channels, paper - The presence of a
hole in the tape indicates the presence
of a code bit. The holes are punched m
channels parallel to the edge of the
tape. and paper tape of 5. 6. 7. or 8
information channels is in use at pres
ent. An 8-channel tape (with an addi
tional sprocket channel for guiding the
tape or for code synchronization) will
commonly be of I-inch width with codes
spaced at 10 per inch along the tape.
tape channels, punched paper - The par
allel tracks along the length of the tape.
tape charader - Information consisfing
of bits stored across the severallongHu
dinal channels of a tape.
tape coil, blank paper - A coil of paper
tape that has to be punched with the
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feed holes and can be punched with a
pattern of holes that represent data.
tape coil, paper - The roll of paper tape
as coiled and ready for use at the punch
station, but one which mav be blank or
punched in preparation for working.
tape comparator - A machine which auto
matically compares two tapes which are
expected to be identical. The compari
son is row by row. and the machine
stops when a discrepancy occurs.
tape conditioning - Conditioning a tape
means to run the tape forward to the
end of the tape, reverse it, and run the
tape backward to the beginning of the
tape. Conditioning is necessary for
smooth, continuous operation of a car
tridge. Whenever a cartridge has been
subjected to sudden environmental
changes (such as being transported by
air), users should condItion the tape be
fore use. Also, if the read fail message
occurs while a particular cartridge is
being read, it may be due to uneven ten
sion m the tape. Conditioning restores
proper tension.
tape, control- A paper or plastic tape
used to control the carriage operation
of some printing output devices.
tape-controlled carriage - An automatic
paper-feeding carriage controlled by a
punched paper tape.
tape-control unit - The unit, including as
sociated buffering, for controlling the
operation of the magnetic tape trans
port.
tape, cycling - An updating procedure
which creates a new tape file.
tape drive - The mechanism that moves
magnetic or paper tape past sensing and
recording heads and is usually as
sociated with data-processing equip
ment. (Synonymous with tape transport
and feed, tape, and related to tape unit
and magnetic-tape unit.)
tape drive controller fundions - A typical
magnetic tape drive controller consists
of four functional sections: a motion
control section, a read section, a write
section, and a direct memory access in
terface section.
tape-driver interrupt routine - In the in
terrupt routine, the driver determines
whether a fail condition has occurred on
the addressed unit. A fail condition is
recognized when the unit is at the end of
the tape, at a file mark, or if a parity fail
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Tape drive.
has occurred. If no fail has occurred and
the operation requested requires a se
ries of commands, the dnver will gIve
the next command and exit to the inter
rupt point.
tape dump - The transfer of complete
contents of information recorded on
tape to the computer or another storage
medium.
tape editor - The symbolic tape editor
program is used to edit, correct, ~nd up
date symbolIc program tapes ~smg t~e
computer and the teletypewnter umt.
With the editor in the core memory, the
user reads in portions of his symbolic
tape, removes, changes, or adds instruc
tions or operands, and gets back a cor
rected symbolic tape. The user can work
through the program instruction by in
structIOn, spot-check it, or concentrate
on new sections.
tape erasure - A process by which a sig
nal recorded on a tape is removed and
the tape made ready for re-recording.
Erasure may be accomplished in two
ways: in ac erasure, the tape is demag
netized by an alternating field which IS
reduced in amplitude from an initially
high value; in dc erasure, the tape is

tape, error

tape, mag

saturated by applying a primarily undi
rectional field.
tape, error - A special tape developed
and used for writing out errors in order
to correct them by study and analysis
after printing.
tape feed - A mechanism that will feed
tape to be read or sensed by the ma
chine.
tape-feed Iwitch - A switch that actuates
the reperforator to meter a predeter
mined length of tape.
tape file - I. A record file consisting of a
magnetic or punched-paper tape. 2. A
set of magnetic tapes m a tape library.
tape file checks, magnetic - Hardware
checks for faulty tapes without loss of
computer time or manual intervention.
tape format, paper - A binary object tape
consists of one or more records which
are organized in a sequential fashion
along the length of the tape. Each re
cord consists of a maximum of 67 and a
minimum of I consecutive tape col
umns. Blank tape may appear before.
between, or after records. The arrange
ment of records on a binary object tape
is not standardized.
tape, fully perforated (chad tape)Perforated paper tape in which the per
forations are complete-that is, in
which the punch makes a complete hole
in the tape (as opposed to chadless tape,
where the hole is not completely
punched out).
tape, grandfather - A magnetic tape
which contains basic or initial informa
tion, which is used on a second tape,
and this second tape is the one which is
updated according to the latest transac
tions or changes. When this second tape
is copied, it becomes the new grandfa
ther tape, and a series of grandfather
tapes is the historical record or statisti
cal base for further manipulation, analy
sis, or an audit trial. They are also
backup tapes in case of accidental era
sure or loss of latest developed tapes.
tape input - A method of introducing
data to an input device by the use of
plastic or metallic magnetic tape, per
forate,d paper tape, or fabric tape loops;
the mechanical method by which data is
read from tape and fed into a machine.
tape, inltruction - Same as tape, program.
tape, intermix - A specific feature of
some computer equipment which allows
for combinations of different models of

tape units to be interconnected to a sin
gle computer.
tape labell- A tape label appears on
each reel of magnetic tape in the form of
a leader and/or a trailer record; its con
tents will be determined to some extent
by the application and the type of data
found on the tape. The leader record
appears as the first and the trailer re
cord as the last on the tape. Together
they provide the means for machine
performed accounting control of tape
operations. Types of information which
may be included in a tape label are: a
name or code for the tape which iden
tifies the application and tape data type,
reel number or sequence number if
there is more than one, frequency of
use, record format, date of preparation
or date last used, purge date, operation
in which the tape was written (generally
a code), name of individual chiefly re
sponsible, output number if there are
several tapes, record count, control to
tals, any instructions to be typed out to
the operator as well as an end-of-reel or
end-of-file code.
tape leader - Section at the beginning of
a reel of magnetic or punched tape
which is often left blank to allow for ini
tial threading or to contain some sort of
marker or code to indicate the nature of
the data stored on the tape. Holes,
notches, some special magnetization,
etc., are used for such purposes.
tape, library - See library tapes.
tape limited - Just as some computers are
limited to the slower speeds of input for
adequate performance, others are
bound or limited in performance speeds
by the time required for reading, writ
ing, or interpreting tags. When comput
ers execute various types of business or
large batch data processing and much of
the time is used in moving tapes, then
the coml?uter or processor must wait
and is saId to be tape limited.
tope limited (Iorting) - A sort program in
which the effective transfer rate of tape
units determines the elapsed time re
quired to sort.
tape loadpoint - The initial position of
the magnetic tape under the heads, at
which point magtape reading or writing
can begin.
tape-loop Itorage - See storage, loop.
tape, mag - The informal or slang ex
pression for magnetic tape.
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tape, magnetic
tape, magnetic -

A tape or ribbon of any
material impreB"nated or coated with
magnetic matenal on which information
may be placed in the form of magneti
cally polarized spots.
tape mark - The special character that is
written on a tape to signify the phvsical
end of the recording on tape.
.
tape marker, beginning - A special per
forated reflective spot or a transparent
portion of the first part of a magnetic
tape to indicate its start. Abbreviated
BIM.
tape, master - Usually a magnetic tape
containing the main program or the
data master file, which is updated bv
'
data contained in a change tape.
tape, master-file - The word "file" is
used in a general sense to mean anv col
lection of informational items similar to
one another in purpose, form, and con
tent. Thus a magnetic tape master file is
a file; the term may also be applied to a
punched paper tape of input Items, or,
If convenient, to a set of cassettes that is
equivalent in nature to either the mag
netic or paper tape, File may even be
applied to an accumulation of informa
tion in the processor memory if the
need arises to refer in a general way to
this collection of data.
tape,
master-instrudian - Abbreviated
MIT. A tape on which all the programs
for a system of runs are recorded.
tape master program - See tape master.
tape, master-system - A monitor (control
unit) program that allows for central
ized control of program operation. It
provides a load-and-go operation, with
out operator intervention, with one tape
unit. The operator can specify loading
and executIOn of any program on the
master-system tape by a simple on-line
typewriter directIve.
tape, Mylar - A specific data-processing
tape manufactured by E.!. Du Pont de
Nemours & Co., Inc. It consists of a
polyester film backing with a magnetic
oxide coating.
tape,
numerical-control- A
punched
paper or plastic tape with magnetic
spots used to feed digital instructions to
a numerical control (N/C) machine, i.e.,
an automated cutting or forming ma
chine thus guided. Tolerances as fine as
1/10,000 of an inch are achieved on
unattended units. Tapes are developed
for digital-computer programs.
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operating
system - Abbreviated
TOS. Some operating systems have
component modules (i.e., compilers,
linkage-editor, etc.) stored on a system
tape and use tape libraries for storage of
user program and data files. (Contrasts
with disk operating system, DOS.)
tape or disk program - A tape or disk
used to store a complete routine for fu
ture input. In the event that the length
of the routine exceeds the available Internal storage capacitv, it will be read in
and operated on by the computer, one
segment at a time.
tape, paper - A strip of paper capable of
storing or recording information. Stor
age may be in the form of punched
holes, partially punched holes, carboni
zation or chemical change of impreg
nated material, or by imprinting, Some
paper tapes, such as punched paper
tapes, are capable of being read by the
input device of a computer or a trans
mItting device by sensing the pattern of
holes that represent coded information.
tape parity - See parity, tape.
tape, perforated - See tape, punched
paper.
tape perforating - The recording of data
in paper tape by means of punched
holes. This is generally done by a card
to-tape converter whIch automatically
senses the information from punched
cards and perforates a 5-channel or 8
channel tape used in telegraphic trans
mission and other common-language
applications.
tape perforator - An off-line, keyboard
operated device for punching code
holes in paper tape.
tape, pilot - A tape that contains all the
data used on a pilot model. It is often
used for loading the files.
tape, problem input - An input tape, ei
ther punched-paper tape or magnetic
tape, that contaInS problem data for
checking out a given computer system,
tape-processing simultaneity - A feature
of some computers is tape processing
simultaneity. All tape units are capable
of transferring data simultaneously with
other central processor operations. The
ability to perform tape operations
simultaneously is further enhanced by
the fact that the central processor is in
volved in a tape read or write operation
during only two microseconds per char
acter transferred. Thus, the majority of

tape-processing unit

a tape-processing interval is available to
the central processor to perform com
putations or direct other peripheral op
erations.
tape-processing unit - Tape processing
includes the functions of recording,
transcribing, transmitting, receiving,
and converting data recorded in per
forated paper tape. Data recorded in
paper tape can be processed to: pro
duce punched cards by automatic con
version, provide input for electric com
puters,
provide
automatic
wire
transmission of all or selected data, type
subsequent related records and docu
ments, and provide master tapes or
cards for use in repetitive data opera
tions.
tape, program - A tape that contains the
sequence of instructions required for
solving a problem.
tape, punch - A tape, usually paper, upon
which data may be sorted m the form of
punched holes. Hole locations are ar
ranged in rows across the width of the
tape. There are usually 5 or 8 channels
per row, with data represented by a bi
nary-coded decimal system. All holes in
a column are sensed simultaneouslv in a
manner similar to that for punch c'ards.
(Synonvmous with perforated tape.)
tape, punch, code - A code used to repre
sent data on punch tape.
tape-punch control keys - Keys that con
trol functions such as power on, feeding
tape at beginning and end of reel, tape
error, and punch on and off.
tape, punched paper - Paper or plastic
material from 300 to 1000 feet long into
which data is recorded in the form of
small round holes punched into pre
scribed positions. An input and/or out
put medium, used primarily in systems
where information IS received over wire
communication circuits.
tape reader - I. A device capable of sens
ing information punched on a paper
tape in the form of a series of holes. 2.
A device capable of sensing information
recorded on a magnetic tape in the form
of a series of magnetized spots.
tape recording density - Common re
cording densities are 200 characters per
inch, 556 per inch, 800 per inch. or even
higher in the newest "packed" tapes.
Blocks or records are usually separated
by blank gaps on tapes, most commonly
of% in.

tape storage
tape reproducer -

A machine used either
to copy or to edit paper tape or to do
both.
tape, scratch (sorting) - Tape(s) used to
store intermediate-pass data during a
sort program.
tape, sequence control - A tape that con
tains the sequence of instructions re
quired for solving a problem.
tape skew - The deviation of a tape from
a linear path when transported across
the heads, causing a time displacement
between signals recorded on different
tracks and amplitude differences be
tween the outputs from individual
tracks owing to variations in azimuth
alignment.
tape skip - A machine instruction to
space forward and erase a portion of
tape when a defect on the tape surface
causes a persistent write error.
tape skip, tape-skip restore - A function
that permits certain portions of the tape
to be idled through a tape read head
without being read. This function is ini
tiated by depressing the tape-skip key.
Skipping continues until the read head
finds a tape-skip restore character in the
tape. This character must be included in
the original programming.
tapes, library - Library tapes have tape
labels, skip records, and control marks.
However, the programs must be stored
on magnetic tape according to a particu
lar format. Library tapes may contain
two types of intermixed formats-stan
dard format (runnmglrograms as set
up by a librarian), an debugging for
mat (this includes check data as well as
the programs to be checked).
tape sort and collate programs- General
ized programs that adapt themselves, as
directed
by
programmer-specified
parameters. to operate in a particular
configuration-sort and collate data
into a particular format.
tape sort, four - See sorting. four tape.
tape speed - The speed at which tapes
are transported from feed to take-up
reels during normal recording or repro
duction.
tape station - Same as tape unit.
tape storage - Various storage devices in
which data are stored in the form of
magnetic spots on metal or coated plas
tic tape. Binary data are stored as small
magnetized spots arranged in column
form across the width of the tape. A
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read-write head is usually associated
with each row of magnetized spots so
that one column can be read or written
at a time as the tape traverses the head.
tape storage, magnetic - See storage,
magnetic-tape.
tape synchronizer - See
synchronizer,
tape.
tape, test input - A method of testing and
simulation, wherein a test input tape is
prepared from an input message tape,
which is then read by the test supervi
sory program in a manner as if It had
actually arrived from regular input de
vices.
tape-to-head speed - The relative speed
of tape and head during normal record
inS' or replay. The tape-to-head speed
coincides with the tape speed in conven
tional longitudinal recording, but is
considerably greater than the tape
speed in systems where the heads are
scanned across or along the tape.
tape-to-printer program - Transfers data
from magnetic tape to printer.
tape-to-tape converter - A device for
changinK from one form of input/out
put medium or code to another, I.e.,
magnetic tare to paper tape (or vice
versa), or eight-channel code to five
channel code, etc.
tape trailer - A special strip or tape
length at the end of tape reels, usually
containing a type ofend-of-tape marker,
i.e., a hole, long blank, special magnetic
spots, etc.
tape, fransadlon - Information on a
paper tape or magnetic tape that is to be
used to update filed information on a
master tape.
tape transmitter, automatic - A periph
eral unit which senses data on paper,
magnetic, or mylar tape and which
holds, feeds, controls, and reels the
tape. They are used basically for com
puter input units, and often used to
drive prmters, plotters, card punches,
or transmission modems.
tape transmitter distributor - Same as tape
reader.
tape transport - The mechanism that
moves magnetic or paper tape past
sensing and recording heads. This
mechanism is usually associated with
data-processing eqUipment. (Synony
mous with drive, tape and tape feed;
related to tape unit and magnetic-tape
unit.)
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tape unit -

A device consisting of a tape
transport, controls, a set of reels, and a
length of tape that is capable of record
ing and reading information on and
from the tape, at the request of the com
puter.
tape unit perforator - See tape processing
unit.
tape units, incremental- Various types of
magnetic tape modules which require a
tape flow "halt" for the process of read
ing or writing.
tape verifier - A device designed for
checking the accuracy of punched tape
by comparing previously punched tape
with a second manual punching of the
same data, with the machine Signaling
discrepancies.
tape, work (sorting) - Tape(s) used to
store intermediate-pass data during a
sort program.
target interface, development system-

The provision the user has with soft
ware/hardware traceability features.
This ensures that the final design is ac
ceptable.
target language - The language into
which some other language is to be
translated.
target phase - An occasion on which the
target program is run is often called the
run phase or the target phase or the
object phase. Most often, target phase
terminology is used when compiling has
taken place.
target program - Same as object program.
target routine - Same as object program.
task - A routine or machine run. A pro
gram may be broken into several sub
Jobs or tasks to utilize more effectively
computer CPU time.
task checkpoint - On some systems,once
a task is in memory, the executive nor
mally allows it to run to completion in a
multiprogrammed fashion, even if its
memory IS required for the execution of
a higher-Eriority, nonresident task.
However, If it is desirable to free mem
ory for execution of a higher-priority
task, a task can be declared checkpoint
able when created. A checkpointable
task currently active in a partition can be
interrupted and swapped out of mem
ory to disk when a higher-priority task
requests the partition in which it is ac
tive. Later, after the higher-priority task
has completed its execution, the check
pointed task will be rolled in and re

task dispatcher
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stored to active execution at the point
where it was interrupted.
task dispatcher - The task dispatcher
provides the ability to initiate parallel
tasks and to synchronize their execu
tion.
task dispatcher rautine - A control rou
tine or function which selects from the
task queue or lists the next task to be
processed and gives it control of the
central processor.
tasking - In order to facilitate implemen
tation of systems involving several inde
pendent processes, the processor must
be able to maintain the illusion that sev
eral routines are running simultane
ously. Therefore, to relieve the pro
grammer of the job of creating this
illusion, some form of multitasking fa
cility must be supplied. The basic parts
of such a facility include a real-time
monitor to provide a task scheduling ca
pability and a number of commands to
allow activation, deactivation, and syn
chronization of tasks. Other desirable
features include a timing facility and a
provision for interrupt handling.
task management - A set of functions of
the control program or routine which
controls the use of system resources
other than the input/output devices by
tasks.
task
management
fundIons - The
procedural functions for task creation,
scheduling, synchronization, and termi
nation. Multitasking is supported both
across several programs and within a
single program.
task prace..ing, termlnal- In order to fa
cilitate fast response in various types of
processing environments, tasks are
created to process transactions from a
terminal almost immediately upon their
arrival at the system (after the input is
edited and formatted). A task is one or
more application proB"rams (modules)
that have been loaded mto the system to
process a transaction. Since a rule of
thumb in a transaction-oriented envi
ronment is that programs· must execute
in a half second or less, message pro
cessing priorities must be established
immediately, based on the operator,
transaction, terminal, or a combination
thereof.
task queue - A queue that contains all the
task control blocks which are in the sys
tem at anyone time.
talk scheduler - The task scheduler is

used in real-time operating systems to
organize and schedule the processing of
events not directly connected to user in
terrupts and to provide mUltiple execu
tion paths through a program. I hiS con
cept is called multitasking. The task
scheduler activates, termmates, sus
pends, or readies tasks either .individu
ally or in groups. In the activation stage,
the scheduler prepares a task to receIve
identification, pnority, an~ program
variables that define the envIronment In
which the task operates. It then places
the activated tasks in a ready queue, and
they are processed on the baSIS ofprior
ity numbers assigned by the user. The
operating system makes sure that con
trol of the central processor is always
given to the highest-priority task capa
ble of using it.
task Icheduler supervlllon control 
The scheduler suspends tasks under a
number of circumstances: when or
dered to do so by another task, when a
specific time delay or outside event
must occur before the task can resume,
while waiting for a message from an
other task or completion of i/o and sys
tem calls, or when a task is ordered 10
resume at a certain time of day. When
the time elapses or the awaited event
occurs, the scheduler again readies the
task for execution.
task scheduling, eyent-driyen - Task
scheduling in some systems is primarily
event driven, in contrast to systems
which use a static scheduling mecha
nism for determining the eligibility of a
task to execute. The basis of event
driven task scheduling is the software
priority a~signed to each active task.
When a SIgnificant event (such as I/O
completion) occurs, the executive mter
rupts the executing task and searches
for the highest-priority task capable of
executing.
task, serial- A task is a logically complete
execution path through a program that
can be executed independently of any
other task in the same program. In serial
tasking, each task gains control of the
system resources it needs, uses the re
sources to complete its function, and
then relinquishes control of the re
sources to the next task.
talk-ta-task communication - The pro
cess by which a user program on one
node of a computer network exchanges
messages or data with a user program
on another node.
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TCAM - Abbreviation for TeleCommuni
cations Access Method. A specific
method for controlling the transfer of
messages between the application pro
gram and remote termmals that pro
vides a high-level message control lan
guage. TCAM can be custom tailored to
appfications requirements through se
lection of the appropriate macroinstruc
tions and operands.
teaching machines- Most such units have
the following characteristics: (I) A com
puter monitored or controlled with con
tinuous and active response to each unit
of information presented or queried, (2)
immediate and recorded feedback from
questions of the student's responses
and an acknowledgment of correct or
incorrect answers to the student with
other alternative or remedial informa
tion and instructions, and (3) a schedul
ing which allows students to work at
their own pace and a modular presenta
tion allowmg teacher-programmers to
present materials sufficiently varied to
suit individual student capabilities. The
teaching machine consists of both pro
grams and hardware. The programs are
either linear or branching types, or a
mixture of both. Linear programs usu
ally consist of one or two sentences. fol
lowed by a sentence containing blanks.
Progress through the program is linear
in the sense that one follows the other in
sequence, although skipping some
frames, usually planned. Branching pro
grams have larger units of information,
such as two or three paragraphs. The
'student usually answers multiple-choice
questions. The main path is followed if
the answers are correct. Branches pro
vide remedial teaching or instructions
for incorrect answers. The teaching ma
chines physically have a storage unit, a
display mechanism, a response pane!'
and commUnicatIOn with a central com
puter. Some machines can be combined
with slides, film strips, and microfilm.
technical control center - A modular elec
tronic system that functions to help
data-center personnel locate and diag
nose problems which can occur any
where in a network. A technical control
center allows any line to be patched to
any modem and any modem to be
patched to any porl. It can be deter
mined whether a problem lies in the
data terminal, the transmission equip
ment (modems), the front end, the
CPU, or perhaps an erring operator.

The technical control center permits
on-line checks to be performed with its
test equipment which can pinpoint a
malfunCtion with a minimum of disrup
tion to the network.
technique - The method used to collect.
process, convert, transfer. and retrieve
data to prepare reports.
technique, advance item - A program
ming technique which groups records in
speCIfic arrangements disregarding lo
cation aspects of the data.
technique, flowchart - See flowchart tech
mque.
technology, solid-logic - Microelectronic
circuits, the product of solid-logic tech
nology, make up the basic components
of some systems. Called logic circuit!
because they carry and control the elec
trical impulses that represent informa
tion within a computer. these tiny de
vices operate at speeds ranging fror
300 down to six billionths of a secon<
telecommunication - The transmission <
reception of signals, writing, sounds. (
intelligence of any nature bv wire, radi"
light beam, or any other electroma
netic means.
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Abbreviated TCAM. A communicatic
subsystem designed to exchange me
sages between the commumcanon ne
work and a set of message queues, a.
cording to information contained i
control blocks and message header!
The program which controls these op
erations, called the message contro
program (MCP), is coded for each par
ticular installation using a set of systerr.
macros which invoke various parts 01
the TCAM software.
telecommuting - The
replacement of
"phvsical" commuting from home to
workplace with "logical" commuting, in
which one works at home through a
computer and telecommunications
channel.
teleconference - A conference between
persons who are remote from one an
other but linked together by a telecom
munications system.
teledata - A device that introduces parity
bits to punched paper tape for transmis
sion. The receiving umt checks parity
for code accuracy and repunches paper
tape with valid data.
teleflle - An early on-line banking system

telemanagement

teleproce..ing

developed for Howard Savings Institu
tion of Newark, New Jersey.
telemanagement - A service which fea
tures computerized management of a
customer's long-distance system, auto
matically routing each call over the least
costly line available at the time the call
is ma?e and logging each call for ac
counting control.
telemeter - 1. An electric telemeter is the
formulating and reformulation appa
ratus for indicating and/or recording
the value of a measured quantity by
electrical means at a remote station. 2.
To transmit digital and/or analog data
by radio waves; e.g., data can be teleme
tered from a missile and recorded at a
ground station.
telemetering - Also called telemetry or
remote metering. Measurement which,
through intermediate means, can be in
terpreted at a distance from the primary
detector. A receiving instrument con
verts the transmitted electrical signals
into units of data, which can then be
translated by data reduction into appro
priate units.
telemeter .ervice - Metered telegraph
transmission between paired telegraph
instruments over an intervening circuit
adapted to serve a number of such pairs
on a shared-time basis.
telemetry - Transmission to a distance of
measured magnitudes by radio or tele
phony, with suitably coded modulation
(e.g., amplitude, frequency, phase,
pulse).
Telenet - Telenet
Communications
Corp., a USA communications carrier
offering packet switching transmission.
telephone communication units - The
data sets as used with the many data
communications systems provide half
duplex capability. They are used for
sending and receiving but not for both
operations simultaneously. The data set
at the transmitting end takes the charac
ter pulses from the data-line terminal
and converts them to modulated infor
mation-bearing signals that can be
transmitted over the telephone line.
The data set at the receiving end con
verts the signals from the telephone line
back to the same character pulses as
those delivered by the transmitting
data-line terminal and delivers these
pulses to the receiving data-line termi
nal. A data set conditions itself in the
receiving mode unless instructed to be

in the transmitting mode. The turn
around of the data set at the transmit
ting end is performed by the "request to
transmit step" in the program of the
computer at the sending end. It may be
used with either the pnvate line or the
exchange telephone facilities.
telephone coupler. - Mechanisms for
putting a regular telephone handset
Into service as a modem. Usually, they
work' acoustically, but they may also
work inductively.
telephone dialer - Under program con
trol, this circuit divides the output of an
on-chip crystal oscillator, thus provid
ing the tone frequency pairs needed by
the telephone system. The tone pairs
are selected through a latch by means of
a BCD code from the bus.
telephone dialer circuit - An MOS tele
phone dialer circuit converts push-but
ton closures to rotary dial pulses di
rectly compatible with a standard
telephone system.
teleprinter - 1. Descriptive name for tele
graphic terminals. 2. Generally an elec
tric typewriter that can be operated
manually or electrically by reading a
reperforating paper tape. 3. The type
writer usually connected to a leased or
dial-switched telegraph-grade circuit
for transmitting text or data messages in
a readable form. 4. An input/output ter
minal device, normally used on low
speed circuits, that includes at least a
page printer.
teleprinter grade .ervice - This term
originally referred to a service Ji>rovided
by the common carriers which Included
a communication circuit of narrow
bandwidth that was capable of speeds
no greater than 180 bauds and fur
nished a compatible de signal to the ter
minal input/output device directly. This
definition is no longer completely valid
because much of the low-speed data
transmission is accomplished over cir
cuits utilizing ac signaling, so a dataset
must be provided between the circuit
and the terminal equipment. The term
now is used primarily to distinguish this
type of service from voice-grade service
in reference to the tariffs of regulatory
agencies.
teleproce..ing - The most generalized
concepts relate to the forms and proce
dures of information handling in which
a data processing system uses communi
cation facilities.
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teleprocessing terminal
teleprocessing terminal -

A teleprocess
ing terminal is used for on-Ime data
transmission between remote process
locations and a central computer sys
tem. Connection to the computer sys
tem is made by a data adapter unit or a
transmission control. Some systems fa
cilitate the control of natural gas and
petroleum pipe lines, utility distribution
operations, and the collection of pro
cess data in petroleum refineries, chem
ical plants, paper mills, iron and steel
works, batch processes in manufactur
ing, and many other applications.

teletext and viewdata -

Teletext is a ge
neric term used to describe the broad
cast of text and graphics as part of the
television video signal. Viewdata refers
to the transmission of such information
on an interactive basis, usually via tele
phone lines. Television sets must be
equipped with suitable decoding cir
cuits to enable the sets to receive trans
missions and display them on the tv
screen. Teletext and viewdata are essen
tially compatible and use the same de
coder with only minor differences.
Best-known among the broadcast
teletext systems are probably Ceefax,
short for See-Facts, developed by the
BBC, and Oracie, a similar (and com
patible) teletext service developed by
the British Independent Broadcasting
Authority. In Ceefax, the viewerlresses
a button on a special keypad an makes
an index appear on the screen. On the
index are three-digit combinations cor
responding to categories, such as
weather, news, sports, travel informa
tion, and tv programming, among oth
ers. The viewer presses the three-digit
combination deSired and, after a pause
of up to 25 seconds, gets either a lower
level index (showing, for example, the
kinds of sports news categories that are
available) or the short message sought.
The process is feasible because the
electron-beam scanning of the normal
tv set is temporarily inhibited each time
it is shifted from the bottom of the pic
ture to the top. It is during this brief
vertical-blanking interval that a digit
ized data signal can be received at the
set, decoded, and generated into mean
ingful characters on the screen without
interfering with the regular tv signal.
The British television standard, for ex
ample, specifies 625 scanning lines for a
picture, split into two consecutive fields
of 3I2Y2 lines each. In actuality, only
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287Y2 lines of each field appear on the
screen, with the remainmg 25 lines
being produced during the vertical
blanking interval. Teletext data are car
ried on four of these empty scanning
lines.
When the teletext data are extracted
by a decoder inside the receiver, the
page of text and graphics can be dis
played in color on the screen instead of
the transmitted program. A main fea
ture of television teletext svstems allows
the viewer to choose anyone of the
transmitted pages by selecting the ap
propriate page number on the key
board. The desired page is decoded by
the decoding system and stored in
memory for display on the screen.
Teletype - A trademark of the Teletype
Corporation. It usually refers to a senes
of different types of teleprinter equip
ment, such as transmitters, tape
punches, reperforators, and page print
ers, utilized for communications sys
tems.
teletypewrite marking pulse - See pulse,
teletypewrite marking.
teletypewriter - An
electromechanical
machine consisting of a typewriterlike
keyboard and printer. Such machines
were originally used to transmit infor
mation m commUlllcatlOns systems.
They are now frequently used to com
municate with a computer. Many of the
machines are designed to utilize ASCII
or other codes.
teletypewriter controller - A teletype
writer controller is often incorporated
on the same circuit board as the control
panel logic module; thus, it is usually
available at no additional expense. This
"minimum cost" interface then oper
ates under program control by the CPU
to allow full duplex communication with
a single teletypewriter.
teletypewriter/crt

utility

package-

A library of programs that performs the
most common 1/0 functions for a tele
typewriter or crt (cathode-ray tube) ter
mmal.
teletypewriter entry systems - Many per
sonal computer systems are teletype
writer-based systems. They usually have
some form of monitor in ROM that al
lows the operator to type in code and
helps isolate him or her from errors.
The total program is printed out in hard
copy, and paper tape is usually availa
ble.

teletypewriter exchange services

teller systems, on-line

teletypewriter exchange services (Telex &
TWX) - Services that provide direct
dial point-to-point connections using
teleprinter equipment, such as key
board printers, par.er tape readers, and
tape punches. FaCIlities are also availa
ble to permit computers to interface to
these services. These are Western
Union services.
teletypewriter grade - Represents the
lowest-type communication circuit in
terms of speed, cost. and accuracy.
teletypewriter KSR - Abbreviation for
Kevboard Send-Receive unit. A unit
that receives the line signal and prints
the same as an RO, but. m addition, has
a keyboard that is used for manually
sending line signals. It has no paper
tape capability but is often used for con
versational time sharing and inquiry
response applications.
teletypewriter network - A system of
points, interconnected by private tele
graph channels, which provide hard
copy and/or telegraphic coded (5-chan
nel) punched paper tape, as required, at
both sending and receiving points.
Typically, up to 20 way stations share
send-receive time on a smgle circuit and
can exchange information without re
quiring action at a switching center. If
two or more circuits are provided. a
switching center is required to permit
cross-circuit transmission.
teletypewriter pulse, spacing - A spacing
pulse or "space" is the signal pulse
which, in de neutral operation, corre
sponds to a "circuit open" or "no cur
rent" condition.
teletypewriter service, private-line 
A form of teletypewriter service differ
ing from exchange service in that it is
limited to service between certain spec
ified stations. The service may be con
tracted for on a full-time or part-time
basis.
teletypewriter 20-mA current loop 
An interface that accommodates termi
nals with a current-loop 7-bit ASCII in
terface.
teletypewriter utility package - A library
of commonly required programming
functions involving i/o through a tele
typewriter. Various teletypewriter util
ity package routines provIde i/o operat
ing on a single character or a Ime of
characters. Other routines perform con
version of data for i/o purposes where
that data is octal, decimal, or hexadeci

mal. The package may be selectivelv
loaded to conserve memory since only
the required routines will be included in
the load.
Telex - An automatic dial-up teletype
writer switching service provided on a
worldwide basIs by vanous common
carriers; e.g., within Canada, CNCP
Telecommunications provides Telex
service. while in the United States,
Western Union is the carrier.
teller consoles (bank) - Consoles that ac
cept teller-indexed transaction mes
sages for transmission to the computer
and print the processed replies (re
ceived from the computer) onto cus
tomer passbooks. transaction tickets,
and the transaction journal.
teller/dispenser units - Automated teller
machines/cash-dispensers interface di
rectlv with the customer. Each machine
generally includes a cash-dispensing
mechanism, a keyboard for activation by
the customer, a display panel on which
a series of instructions is flashed to the
customer, and a data-processing mod
ule. While technologies vary from one
manufacturer to another, all of these
machines are used essentially to per
form and process cash withdrawals from
checking and savings accounts, cash ad
vances from credit cards, deposits to
checking and savings accounts. third
party payments, and balance inquiry.
teller systems, on-line - No matter what
the application, all "on-line" computer
systems have one common trait; they
permit direct access to a computer, in
cluding the pertinent records stored in
its electronic memory. This direct ac
cess may come from one or many in
quiry stations of various types, which
may be located either close by the com
puter or miles away, connected to the
computer over various communication
devices such as telephone or telegraph
lines. In on-line teller systems, all tellers
are in direct communication with, and
are under complete control of, a com
puter that is connected, via communica
tions lines, to each teller console. On
line teller systems have four major
elements: a large random-access mem
ory tied directly to the computer. used
to store account records and auxiliary
information; teller consoles for key
board entry of transaction information
and computer-controlled printing of re
plies to passbooks, tickets, andjournals;
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data-communication equipment and
telephone lines, linking the teller con
soles to the computer; and an electronic
computer system for control and com
putation.
Telpak - A service offered by telephone
companies for leasing of wideband
channels between two or more points.
Telpak channels can be leased in groups
of 60 or 240 voice-grade channels.
temparary storage - Internal-storage lo
cations reserved for intermediate or
partial results.
tens complement - The radix comple
ment of a numeral whose radix is ten. It
is obtained by subtracting each digit of
a number from 9, and adding I to the
least significant digit of the resultant
number. For example. the tens comple
ment of 2456 is 7544.
terminal- 1. A point at which informa
tion can enter or leave a communication
network. 2. An input/output device de
signed to receive data in an environ
ment associated with the job to be per
formed, and capable of transmitting
entries to, and obtaining output from,
the system of which it is a part.
terminal, addressable.pollable - A termi
nal is addressable when it has its own
unique identifier. All data sent to the
terminal must be preceded by their ad
dresses. Pollable means that the termi
nal responds to status inquiries from the
computer. Each terminal in the system
is queried by the computer in succes
sion. The ability of the terminal to re
spond to the poll and to identify itself
makes it pollable.
terminal, ASCII- American
Standard
Code for Information Interchange is a
standard code used by many computers,
video-display terminals, teleprinters
and computer peripherals. A full 8-bit
ASCII word may be transmitted in par
allel or serial form, with the eightli bit
often providing parity information. In
an ASCII termmal, keyboard encoders
convert a single switch closure into an
ASCII word; character generators con
vert stored ASCII data words (and some
timing commands) into groups of dots
suitable for raster-scan display.
terminal, balic - An input-output device
that allows a human operator to encode
characters in computer-readable form
and allows a computer to produce
printed or displayed characters in a hu
man-readable form via a communica

tions link. Sometimes called a dumb ter
minal.
terminalbrightnell- Variable brightness
takes several forms in video displays.
One type, a standard feature in most
displays, is an overall brightness control
that operates like the one on a television
receiver. This control can adapt the
screen to the operator's working envi
ronment, helping to counteract possible
eye-straining effects by allowing the op
erator to select a comfortable screen
brightness. Another type of variable
brightness. called dual intensity, allows
specific characters, words. or screen
areas to be highlighted. This can be a
useful device for finding errors. It is par
ticularly useful when data are being en
tered into the keyboard. Then the en
tered characters can be shown more
brightly, while the other material re
mams less bright in the background.
terminal code, ASCII - The American
Standard Code for Information Inter
change (ASCII), which assigns a 7-bit
binary number for each letter of the al
phabet, number, and punctuation mark.
Certain machine functions, such as car
riage return. end of transmission, line
feed, tab, etc., are also assigned codes.
ASCII is the standard code used in tv
tvpewriters, many video driver systems,
and the newer teletypewriters (the older
models used the Baudot code).
terminal
components - Components
needed to perform most functions: key
board, display, microprocessor, mem
ory, storage. printers, modems, and
adapters.
terminal, control - A unit that supervises
communication between the consoles
and the processing center. It receives
incoming messages at random intervals,
stores them until the central processor
is ready to process them, and returns
the processed replies to the remote con
soles which originated the transactions.
terminal controller, minicomputer - Front
end computers, in addition to acting as
larger host-computer interfaces, can
also function as terminal controllers
and often as peripheral controllers.
termina1 control, remote - A facility that
allows the central-site technician to per
form diagnostic checks without the need
to send anyone to a remote point that is
giving trouble. Each remote terminal
and connecting link shares the services
of the controller, thus reducing man
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power as well as the skill and training
needed to maintain network continuity.
Shared standby equipment at the cen
tral site reduces the amount of standby
equipment needed.
terminal control system - A control pro
gram which handles multiterminal oper
ations on some computer systems. It
schedules the input/output processing
and the use of hardware resources in a
mullitasking, multiterminal envIron
ment.
terminal control system, disk - Typically,
a control program which efficiently han
dles multi terminal operations in con
junction with the disc operating system.
It provides task schedulmg, i/o manage
ment, file access, priority dispatching,
and fast task handling.
terminal cursor - A cursor is a movable
mark that locates a character on a crt
screen. Most terminals have a cursor of
some sort. On the smarter terminals,
the cursor can be moved around freelv,
but usually the movements are more re
stricted. Typical cursors include a line
under the character at hand, a nonde
structive blinking white block, and a
white block on which an existing charac
ter on the screen is reversed. Typical
cursor keyboard commands are up,
down, left, right, home, and return left
to next line on new line command. With
the up, down, left, and right keys, there
is usually a repeating feature for rapid
long-distance cursor movement. When
cursor control keys are not enough,
other interactive control devices are
sometimes available as options. These
include a joystick, a light pen, a track
ball, and a set of thumbwheel controls.
These techniques are most useful on
graphic terminals.
terminal daisy-chaining - Daisy-chaining
is generally the same as multidropping,
except that no modems are used; how
ever, the terminals share the same data
link. The data link comes from the com
puter, goes to the first terminal, comes
out of the first terminal and on to the
second terminal, etc. All terminals share
the same data link and the same com
pute,r port.
terminal, data - A device that modulates
and/or demodulates data between one
input/output device and a data-trans
mission link.
terminal, data-communication - A data
station is an all-purpose remote-com

munication terminal that can be used
for a broad range of applications. These
applications involve direct on-line data
transmission to and from company
branch offices or warehouses, and re
mote locations throughout a plant.
When not being used for actual on-line
transmission (remote mode), the data
station can be used for off-line (local
mode) data preparation and editing.
terminal, dedicated memory - Dedicated
memory terminals are prevalent in mi
croprocessor systems. A typical termi
nal contains I k or 2k bytes of memory
for screen data. The memory is used
almost continuously for screen refresh,
and hence is dedicated to the terminal.
The processor may have both read and
write access to the video memory. Dedi
cated memory terminals include bit
mapped terminals. Every dot location
on a bit mapped display IS addressable.
Many bit mapped terminals allow read
access as well as write access.
terminal-digit posting - The arranging
and recording of serial numbers of
documents on the basis of the final
configuration of the digits of the serial
number.
terminal, dired memory access - This
kind of terminal is connected to a
processor bus. The video memory actu
ally resides in processor memory. It is
not dedicated memorY, so the informa
tion must be transferred from the
processor to the screen for each screen
refresh. Usually, processor operation is
suspended for refresh, resulting in
lower processor throughput.
terminal-distributed systems - Various ar
rangements of computers within an 01'
gamzation in which the computer com
plex has many separate computing
facilities all working in a cooperative
manner, rather than the conventional
single computer at a single location.
Versatility ofa computer system is often
increased if small computers in geo
graphically dispersed branches are used
for simple tasks and a powerful central
computer is available for larger tasks.
Frequently, the central files of an orga
nization are stored at the central com
puting facility, with the geographically
dispersed smaller computers calling on
the central files when they need them.
terminal, duplex - For computer opera
tions, when referring to interactive ter
minals, half- and full-duplex must be
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understood in the broader context of
computer network conventions. Half
duplex refers to the case in which the
user's keyboard is connected to the
printer at the terminal, and to the con
vention that when the computer is pro
ducing output it does not respond to
input from the user (except perhaps for
a special "break" signal). When the
computer is not typing, it is in a mode
to accept input from the user. Full
duplex refers to the case in which the
user's keyboard is locally disconnected
from the printer mechanism. When
characters are received at the computer,
they are returned to the user.
terminal, editing - A system for providing
capabilities such as replacement of
characters; insertion, deletion, and
movement of characters, words, sen
tences, paragraphs, and blocks; field
checks which include the number of, se
quences of, and types of digits; zero fill,
left or right; batch balancer; and check
digit venfication.
terminal edit operations - Operations
such as clear entire screen, clear un
protected positions, character type
over, character insert/delete, line in
sert/delete, erase to end of page, and
erase line/field.
terminal electric buzzers - Buzzers that
have the striker and sounder connected
into the circuit in the form ofa normally
closed switch. Current through the
switch contacts generates a magnetic
field around a coil. This field attracts the
striker arm, which moves toward it,
opening the switch contacts and inter
rupting the field. With the field gone,
the stnker is pulled back into its resting
position by spring tension, closing the
switch contacts and re-energizing the
field, which causes the operation to re
peat itself.

tion is that if a "regular" terminal is un
plugged from a system, a "foreign" unit
can be plugged in and will immediately
perform all the functions of the regular
terminal. To accomplish this, a mi
crocomputer built into the terminal
stores the procedures needed to make
proper use of a variety of different con
trol codes. By properly matching proce
dures to codes, one terminal can emu
late another. The matching is done by a
special program stored in the internal
memory of the terminal.
terminal end-to-end control - A means
whereby, during the data phase of a call,
interconnected DTEs may exchange
control and data signals without loss of
information.
terminal equipment - Data source or data
sink equipment such as teletypewriters
for input terminals and crt (cathode
ray-tube) screens for output.
terminal equipment, data - See data termi
nal equipment.
terminal, graphics - A display system with
keyboard and/or graphics mp.ut devices
(light pen or stylus) for the display and
manipulation of graphic as well as al
phanumeric images.
terminal human factors- Key elements of
human factors include the size of the
screen; the number, shape, and size of
the characters on the screen; the color
and appearance of the screen; the ar
rangement of the keyboard; and the
sound of the keyboard. The designs
should provide comfort to humans.
terminal independence - Monitors sup
port a wide variety of terminal devices.
Terminal independence, which allows
application programs to be coded with
out regard to special terminal-depend
ent control characters, is generally pro
vided for on most or all terminals
supported by a monitor. Line-control
functions such as polling, addressing,
queuing, and rerouting, are often han
dled automatically. Some monitors also
provide extensive editing capabilities.
terminal, inquiry, display - See display, in
quiry terminal.
terminal installation - A grouping, at one
site, of operable data terminals and
related equipment.

terminal

electromechanical

buzzers -

Buzzers in which the striker arm and
sounder are removed from the electrical
circuit. The magnetic field is instead
modulated by an on-board oscillator
circuit consisting of discrete compo
nents or an Ie. The striker arm is alter
nately attracted to and repelled by the
electromagnetic field, causing the arm
to oscillate around its resting position.
The back-and-forth movement of the
striker against a plastic drumhead gen
erates the audible buzz.
terminal emulation - The ideal of emula
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- Installation comprising the data-ter
minal equipment, the signal-conversion
equipment, and any intermediate equip

terminal intelligence, ROM/RAM

ment. Note: In some instances. the data
terminal equipment may be connected
directly to a data-processing machine or
may be a part of il.
terminal

intelligence,

ROM/RAM -

One form of intelligence for terminals is
developed with a compromise ap
proach. Read-only memory (ROM) is
used to implement cursor control. com
munication protocols. and other well
understood functions. Random access
memory (RAM) and PROM (pro
grammable ROM) are added so that
users can use special programs. giving
the terminal the important characteris
tit, of user programmability.
terminal, interactive - A type of terminal
that is generally equipped with a dis
play. a keyboard. and an incremental
printer. Optionally. it may also include
a tape subsystem. Such terminals sup
port interactive. conversational, de
mand. inquiry. and transaction-oriented
applications.
terminal interchange - A buffering device
at a location remote from the process
ing center. Such a device provides tem
porary storage for messages originating
at the terminals that it serves and at the
processing center.
terminal interface - The Electronic In
dustries Association has standardized
connections. fixing the voltage levels.
impedances. connector type. and pin as
signments. The standard IS called: "EIA
Standard RS-232-C. Interface Between
Data Processing Terminal Equipment
and Data Communication EqUipment."
A similar standard has been prepared by
the Consultive Committee on Interna
tional Telegraphy and Telephony.
terminal interface functions - Terminal
interfaces connect the display unit to
the communications-computer system.
In effect. the interface has three func
tions: to reorganize the computer data
word into the word structure required
by the display; to convert the computer
logic voltages into display-logic levels;
and to match the data structure and
communication characteristics of the
display with those of the communica
tion facilities. Communication between
the display device and the computer can
be initiated by either the computer or
the display operator.
terminal, job-oriented - A terminal spe
cially designed to receive the job-source
data in the environment of the Job. The

terminal, microcomputer-upgrade

terminal also is capable of transmission
to and from its computer system.
terminal-keyboard
types - Generallv.
there are two basic tvpes of kevboards,
alphanumeric and numeric. Alphanu
meric keyboards are used for word
processing. text processing. d~ta pro
cessing. and teleprocessmg. /IOumenc
onlv keyboards are used on Touch
Tone telephones. accounting machines.
and calculators.
terminal/light-pen system - A system
consisting of a speciallY configured ter
minal and light pen. Pointing the pen to
the desired character position and
pressing its tip to the screen selects the
data for action by the system.
terminal, magnetic-tape - The magnetic
tape terminal converts the character
pulses from serial-bit form to parallel
bit form. while checking for odd panty
and translating the code to the desired
magnetic-tape code for entry into a
buffer storage. The longitudinal parity
count at the end of the message is
verified. The integral part of the mag
netic-tape terminal performing this
function is called a coupler. The coupler
of the magnetic-tape terminal performs
a function similar to that of the data-hne
terminal.
terminal memory - Like any other com
puter system, the microcomputer mod
ule is useful only if it has a program to
execute and memory in whICh to store
data. This is the function of the terminal
memory modules. which are of two
types. RA\,1 (random-access memory)
and ROM (read-only memory) for stor
ing terminal programs. Terminal pro
grams are called firmware because the
ROM makes them more permanent
than software but less permanent than
hardware. In some units. one half of the
available memory is dedicated to ROM
or program memory. and the balance of
the available memory locations are used
for RAM.
terminal,
microcomputer-upgrade - Mi
crocomputers allow simple terminals.
such as low-speed crts and keyboard de
vices. to be upgraded into programma
ble or intelligent terminals. This is be
cause the micro allows logic and
memory for data editing and some lim
ited processing to be added. As a resuit.
the intelligent terminal has flexible de
sign for simplified user interface includ
ing custom keyboards. modularitv to
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meet a variety of user requirements in
cluding control of other terminals, and
buffering capability to simplify the com
munications interface and the impact on
host computer software. More and more
of the communications function can be
done inside the terminal rather than at
the host computer site. Microprocessors
are also being used in all functional
areas of terminal design, including print
mechanisms, carriage control, interface
control, and maintenance testing.
terminal,

microprocessor-controlled -

The operating characteristics of
"smart" termmals are controlled
through firmware. The terminal micro
processor manages memory allocation,
data communications, keyboard scan
ning, and display control.
terminal modem eliminator - A device
that permits direct terminal-to-terminal
or terminal-to-computer connection
and eliminates the need for two
modems operating back to back.
terminal-modem interfaces - The inter
faces between the terminal and modem.
They contain not only digital data sig
nals, but signals for controlling the
modem and the data link. For example,
when the line is turned around in half~
duplex communication, the sending
modem must be switched to the receiv
ing condition, and the receiving modem
must be switched to the sending condi
tion. A modem is switched from receive
to send through the EIA interface by
raising to a predetermined voltage level
the control lead designated as "Request
to Send." When the "Clear to Send"
status lead of the modem turns on, it is
a signal to the computer or terminal" that
the modem is ready to transmit data
over the data link.
terminal, multiplex-clata - A device that
modulates and/or demodulates data be
tween two or more input/output de
vices and a data-transmission link.
terminal network - Some terminal sys
tems are optimized to perform message
switching best, others to do input/out
put functions, and still others to carry
out arithmetic calculations; and in a
complex computer application, the de
signer configures a system to utilize the
unique strengths of each minicomputer
type. A network results whenever two or
more of these processors are linked to
gether by communications lines as op
posed to connections by an internal bus.
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Thus, a terminal network, in essence,
distributes computer functions among
its elements according to the most cost
effective arrangement in a specific appli
cation.
terminal operating modes - Types of ter
minal operation, such as conversational
(character at a time) transmission, mes
sage (line at a time) transmission, and
page (full or partial screen at a time)
transmission.
terminal peripherals - Various devices
can be interfaced to a system for com
munication, mass storage, hard-copy
printing, or other data-processing ap
plications. These may augment stan
dard terminal functions or serve to
expand the terminal itself into a com
plete small-business or laboratory sys
tem.
terminal polling - A technique for asking
each terminal if it has any messages to
send or for watching for an interrupt
signal, which forces the computer to
read the message from the interrupting
terminal.
terminal procelSor fundions - Generally,
terminals must assemble each sequence
of incoming bits into a full character,
strip off the start and stop bits, translate
the data from transmission code into
computer-processable code, test the
parity bit to see if an error has occurred,
and place the character in the correct
location in its memory for assembly into
words and messages. Furthermore, the
processor must determine whether the
received character is a message charac
ter or a control character. A control
character sets up a different level of ac
tivity within the computer. For example,
it could indicate the end of a message
that allows the computer to disconnect
the terminal and go on to other com
munications or data-processing tasks.
terminal protocols - The heart of termi
nal-to-computer or computer-to-com
puter communications lies within the
"protocols" used to control the flow of
information through the network. A
protocol is a set of agreements on the
format, relative timing, and interpreta
tion of control messages. There are
many types and levels of protocols. For
example, a link protocol IS a procedure
that regulates the transfer of data be
tween two or more devices over a single
circuit. An end-to-end protocol is a pro
cedure that regulates the transfer of

terminal leif-diagnoitici

terminal, viluol dilplay

data between devices connected VIa a
data network.
terminal lelf-diagnolticl- Many design
ers add troubleshooting aids. or self
diagnostic routines. Such diagnostic
aids can be special test lights that indi
cate a circuit malfunction. test points
with which to attach scope and meter
clips. or extension racks that hold addi
tional printed-circuit boards.
terminallelf-telting - A process in which
a terminal automatically tests the major
portion of a' system. either when the
power is turned on or upon the depres
sion of a switch by the operator.
terminal, Imart, interactive - An interac
tive terminal in which part of the pro
cessing is accomplished by a microcom
puter or microprocessor contained in
the terminal itself. This type of terminal
is sometimes referred to in the literature
as an intelligent terminal. For a terminal
to be considered a smart terminal. the
computing capability of the microcom
puter in the terminal must be available
to the user in a way that permits pro
gramming it to perform part of a umque
application.
terminalltorage capability - Some termi
nals
containing
microprocessors.
PROM. and RAM. and working with
disks can store programs like a batch
terminal and also serve the inquiry/re-·
sponse activities of an on-line system.
They can store noncritical data during
the day and transmit it to the CPU dur
ing the evening. Data can be processed
at night and sent back. unattended. to
the diskette for printing the following
morning. avoiding peak loads on com
municatIOns lines or at the central com
puter.
terminal IYltem control units - Some sys
tem control units (SCUs) incorporate
microcomputers which enable them to
function as a method for controlling a
network of terminals. They serve by
polling each terminal to extract data
being entered. analyzing received data
to verify operation of the terminal. and
transmitting prompting information to
lead terminal operators through the
data entry sequence.
terminal tailoring - Various devices and
schemes are available to tailor termi
nals. Among the most common are: nu
meric keyboard and LED display. spe
cial function keys (user defined).
prompting lights (for signals or mes

sages). custom kev labeling. audible
warning indicators. and others.
terminal, teleprocelling - See teleprocess
ing terminal.
terminal, touch-Ienlitive digitizing Icreen
- A syStem in which a high-frequencv
pulse-echo ranging technique is used to
locate electromcally the point of finger
contact on a crt screen. This locallon
data is converted into computer-com
patible binary or BCD format.
terminal tranlaction IYlteml- Transac
tion-oriented systems process transac
tions by running the appropriate pro
grams against each transaction and
returning the results to the terminal op
erator. usually within a few seconds.
Some of the better-known examples of
such syStems are found in the airline.
bankin'g. insurance. utility, distribution.
and retail industries and In law enforce
ment and medicine.
terminal tranlmillion interface - Some
peripheral devices handle parallel data:
others require a serial format. One pe
ripheral interface adapter (PIA) inter
faces parallel structured devices to the
8-bit i/o bus of the MPU. The asynchro
nous communications interface adapter
(ACIA) is used for formatted serial data
(referred to as "asynchronous" data).
To be transmitted over a communica
tions link. this serial data must often be
converted to analog form by a modem.
terminal unit - A part of the equipment in
a communication channel that mav be
used for either input or output to the
channel.
terminal, uler-deligned - A terminal that
has user-defined prompting lights to in
dicate which functions are to be per
formed and in which order. A user
defined alphanumeric keyboard can be
set for specific operations or alphanu
meric entry.
terminal, vilual dilplay - Abbreviated
VDT. A device which permits input to a
computer (by a user, not a computer
operator) through a keyboard and/or
some other manual input method (light
pen. cursor controls. function buttons).
and whose primary output method is a
visual (i.e., volatile or soft copy) display
ofalphanumeric and/or graphICal infor
mation. Excluded are devices with only
a few characters of display capacity
say. under IOO-since that normally Im
phes that they have a special purpose.
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Many terminal devices, e.g., POS, bank
ing, credit verification, industrial data
collection terminals, etc., now employ
visual-display devices using vanous
technologies.
terminating symbol- A symbol on the
tape indicating the end of a block of in
formation.
termination, executive - The normal or
abnormal termination of an operating
program and the return of its assigned
facilities to an available status. Termina
tion may be initiated by executive pro
gram, by the job program, or by the op
erator.
termination, loop - See loop termination.
terminator/initiator - A specific program
which makes a job step ready to run in
some computers and which also per
forms regular housekeeping tasks after
a job has ended. Used in conjunction
with job s('hedulers which select ajob or
Jobs part waiting to be executed after
allocating and clearing memory space of
extraneous data.
ternary - I. Pertaining to a characteristic
or property involving a selection,
choice, or condition in which there are
three possibilities. 2. Pertaining to the
number-representation system with a
.
radix of three.
ternary code - A code in which only three
states are considered.
test - To examine, particularly relative to
a criterion; to determine the present ar
rangement of some element of com
puter hardware, e.g., a manually set
switch.
test and verify programs- Test and ver
ify (T & V) programs enable the user to
determine whether the hardware is
functioning properly or to isolate a mal
function. Such programs are provided
for processor, memory, and many stan
dard peripherals and controllers:
test, bias- A form of test, usually as part
of preventive maintenance or as a fault
finding or correcting operation, to test
against safety margins for faults.
test, branch instruction - See branch in
struction test.
test card, diagnostic - A special input
loutput card used to test all ilo func
tions and strappable operation configu
rations.
te.t case - Verification for accuracy or
completeness by using a sample of the

input data as a testing or checking exer
cise.
test, compatability - Specific tests run to
check acceptability of both software and
hardware as a system, i.e .. to test com
ponent workability.
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test conditions, overflow (underflow)-

Often tests are made for conditions
called underflow and overflow which
occur when a result too large or too
small for the arithmetic register has
been generated; i.e., once an underflow
or an overflow occurs, the approrriate
indicator can remain "set" unti it is
tested. After the test, it is conventional
for the overflow or underflow condition
to be restored to normal.
test control points or pins - Input pins
provided for testing or fault-Isolation
purposes that can control the state of
mternal memory elements.
test, crippled-leapfrog - A variation of
the leapfrog test, modified so that it re
peats its tests from a single set of stor
age locations rather than a changing set
of locations. (Related to test, leapfrog.)
test data - A set of data developed spe
cifically to test the adequacv of a com
puter run or system. The data may be
actual data that has been taken from
previous operations, or artificial data
created for this purpose.
test, destructive - A test of equipment ca
pability in which results prove to be a
cause of permanent degradation due to
the type of performance exacted from
the equipment tested; for example, the
application of excess power, voltages,
heat, etc., which eventually causes the
circuits or elements to burn, shatter,
burst, or otherwise be destroyed.
test, diagnostic - The running of a ma
chine program or a routine for the pur
pose of discovering a failure or a poten
tial failure of a machine element, and to
determine its location or its potential
location.
test equipment, digital- Compact, light
weight probes, pulsers, test clips, com,
para tors, oscilloscopes, and other de
vices that have features suited to the
digital service technician or designer.
test generation, automatic - Abbreviated
ATG. Calculation of a specific set of
input test patterns with a computer pro
gram providing algorithmic and heuris
tic routines. Also called automatic test
pattern generation (ATPG).

test, high-low-bias

testing, self-diagnostic method

test,
high-Iow-bias- A
preventivemaintenance procedure in which certain
operating conditions are varied about
their normal values in order to detect
and locate incipient defective units; e.g.,
supply voltage or frequency may be var
ied. (Synonymous with marginal test,
and related to check.)
testing - The method for examining to
determine the real character or specific
aspects of an item, program, or system.
Acceptance testing for equipment de
termmes capacity, capability, and reli
ability. Program testing determines
whether programs do what they are sup
posed to do when used with the test,
simulated, or live data.
testing, bias - See testing, marginal.·
testing, comparison approach - A test
method in which the CPU is compared
with a known good device. With both
devices mounted close to each other,
input data are sent simultaneously to
both, but with separate drivers. Also,
output data are monitored from both
deVices and are considered valid when
data coincidence occurs. Real-time
cycle response testing is possible. Im
plementation is not difficult, chiefly be
cause output data need not be stored in
a memory for comparison.
testing, croSi-sectional- A series of tests
to get a representative sampling of sys
tem performance. These tests are usu
ally one-pass tests such as an acceptancft
test.
testing, degradation - Measurement of
the performance of a system at the ex
treme operating limits. Tests are per
formed to determine the gradual
change in performance characteristics.
testing, functional - The functional ap
proach to testing makes use of the fact
that most operations are made up of a
limited number of equipment functions.
Since there are a great many combina
tions of 10 or 15 functions, only a few
functions comprise many operations. By
testing these functions independently,
the entire product can be evaluated in a
timely, concise manner, and greater di
agnostic capabilities emerge.
testing,
longitudinal- Iterative
tests
which compare earlier performance
with later performance.
testing, loop - That particular procedure
developed to determine whether or not
further loop operations are required.

te.ting, marginal - A form of test usually
as part of preventive maintainance or as
a fault-finder or correcting operation, to
test against safety margins for faults.
testing, microcomputer development systems- Many programs can be tested to
virtual completion on the microcom
puter development system. Debugging
programs are used during this stage of
the operation, and the program being
tested is kept in semiconductor random
access memory (RAM), where it can be
easily modified using the debugging
program. Debugging programs allow
the programmer to modify and examine
the contents of memory locations and
set up data and register conditions for
the program being tested. Preparation
of source tapes, assembly, and debug
ging is greatly facilitated if the mi
crocomputer development system can
be eqUIpped with a high-speed tape
reader and punch-the high-speed
reader is an especially valuable too!'
te.ting, normative - Standards of per
formance that are established for the
testing of both quantitative and qualita
tive system performance.
telting, parameter - See parameter test
ing.
telting, procedural- Tests of alternative
human responses in system operations.
This is distinguished from hardware or
software tests.
telting, program - A procedure comp
leted to discover whether the program
is successful in meeting the defined sys
tems requirements.
teltlng, program Iystem - Test and
checkout of complete programs as op
posed to parameter or assembly testing.
telting, retrofit - Testing to assure sys
tem operation after replacing some
equipment or programs.
telting, laturation - The testing of a pro
gram by p~shing through a great many
messages m an attempt to find errors
that happen infrequently.
testing, lelf-diagnaltic method - In the
self-diagnostic method, some engineers
use a ROM to load into CPU memorv
(RAM) a worst-case sequence of ins truc'
tions. The CPU chip is placed within its
intended operating environment, in
cluding interrupts from peripherals.
The instruction set terminates at some
identifiable error location. Error indica
tion, usually identified by an instruction
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testing, sequential

test simulation, digital

routine. shows if the unit fails or passes.
Most small users of CPU chips test with
self-diagnosis. because it can be imple
mented easily with laboratorv equip
ment or with hardware and assistance
from the chip manufacturer. Some
shortcomings are: multiple errors may
negate each other and be undetected, or
the actual cause of a failure may not be
diagnosed. Also, without special hard
ware, external environment conditions,
such as interrupts, cannot be tested
under worst-case conditions.
testing, sequential- A series of tests per
formed in a predetermined order and
requiring repeated observations.
testing,
stared-response - Stored-re
sponse testing encompasses various test
development methods and various pat
tern-generation
techniques.
Each
method stores and executes user-writ
ten diagnostics quite differently. With
stored-response, users keep an emula
tion or a simulation program in bulk
memory (usually a disk) and then apply
the program to the CPU under test to
generate output data response. Users
can simulate the sequence of 0reration
of a CPU in co~unction with al periph
eral devices, such as RAMs and ROMs.
To do this requires a large RAM or
PROM to store a predefined sequence
of instructions associated with the ap
propriate data set. Simulated outputs
can be sampled and their logic states
identified at a defined sampling period.
testing time - The time which is used for
the testing of the machine or system to
ensure that no faults exist or malfunc
tions are present by using special diag
nostic routines for circuit testing or to
discern status or conditions of compo
nents. Usuallv such time could be in
cluded in fault time after the repair of
the fault and included in scheduled
maintenance time.
te~ting .tlme, program - See program test
mg time.
testing, word generator - Some word
generators are designed to meet the re
quirements for testmg the new types of
digital circuits. They provide multIchan
nel bit patterns and supply them with
the flexible clocking, delay, and control
of output parameters needed for gener
al-purpose testing. Some have eight
data channels plus clock, strobe, and
two sync outputs. There are few restric
tions other than length on the bit pat
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terns that can be generated by these in
struments.
test initialization - Applying input pat
terns to a logic cirCUIt so that all internal
memory elements achieve a known logic
state.
test input tape - See tape, test input.
test
instrudions
(debugging) - Most
good compiler systems are designed to
automaticallv remove various tempo
rary tracing (debugging) instructions
after tests are automatically made to en
sure accuracy and precision.
test, leapfrog - A program designed to
discover computer malfunction, charac
terized by the property that it performs
a series of arithmetical or logical opera
tions on one group of storage locations,
transfers itself to another group of stor
age locations, checks the correctness of
the transfer, then begins the next series
of operations again. Eventually, all stor
age positions will have been occupied
and the test will be repeated. (Related to
test, crippled-leapfrog.)
test, marginal- Same as high-low bias
test.
test, output processor - In a complex sys
tem, an automated processing of the
output so that errors may be more easily
tracked down.
test-paHern generator - A device used to
generate special messages for testing
data-transmission equipment.
test points or pins - Output pins provided
for testing or fault-isolatIOn purposes
that can monitor the nodal responses.
test problem - A problem chosen to de
termine whether a computer or a pro
gram is operating correctly.
test program sYltem - A checking system
used before running any problem, in
which a sample problem of the same
type with a known answer is run.
telt routine - A routine designed to show
whether a computer is functioning
properly.
test run - A diagnostic run of the pro
gram, using manufactured data. The re
sults of this run are checked against the
correct answers for this problem.
test set, tape - A peripheral device or
unit designed to locate defects in mag
netic tape before use, such as oxide
emissions, uneveness, bubbles, etc.
test simulation, dlgltal- Modeling of the
operation of a logic circuit by a com

tests, reasanablene"

puter program containing device mod
els and topology information about
their interconnections.
tests, reasonableness - Tests that pro
vide a means of detecting a gross error
in calculation or, while posting to an ac
count, a balance that exceeds a prede
termined limit. Typical examples in
clude payroll calculations and credit
limit checks in accounts receivable. In
some cases, both an upper and lower
limit are established; each result is then
machine-compared against both limits
to make certam that it falls between the
two.
tests, reliability - Tests and analyses car
ried out in addition to other types of
tests and designed to evaluate the level
of reliability in a product, etc., as well as
the dependability or stability of this
level relative to time and use under vari
ous environmental conditions.
test, supervisor program - A supervisory
program that is used only for testing.
test, system - 1. The running of the
whole system against test data with a
verified solution. 2. A complete simula
tion of the actual running system for
purposes of testing out the adequacy of
the system. 3. A test of an entire inter
connected set of components for the
purpose of determining proper func
tioning and interconnection.
test !ape prof!ram - That specific tape
~hlCh contams both program instruc
tIons and preapproved test data or cod
ing to be used for analysis diagnostics or
checkout runs.
test, volume - The processing of a vol
ume of actual data to check for program
malfunctions.
tetrad - A group of four, especially a
group of four pulses used to express a
digit in the scale of 10 or 16.
text - That part of a message that con
tains the information to be conveyed.
text editing - Facilities designed into a
computer program to permit the origi
nal keyboarding of textual copy without
regard for the eventual format or me
dium for publication. Once the copy has
been placed in computer storage, it can
be edited and JustIfied mto any required
column width and for any specified type
font.
text editing and modification, time sharing

- See time sharing, text editing and
modification.

theory, information
text editor -

A text editor provides the
system user with a flexible source text
generation system. Source statements
are entered via anv source input de
vice/file, and the entered text may be
output or statements added, deleted, or
modified. The text editor permits the
order of statements or groups of state
ments to be altered at any time. The
final text is output to a source device/
hie for use as input to an assembler.
text editor facilities - A typical text editor
provides facilities for editing a source
program (usually assembly language)
read in from an external device. The
program is stored in an area of memory
durmg the editing process and is written
back out to an external device when ed
iting is complete. The user can insert,
delete or replace lines in the text buffer.
text editor, RAM - Various text editors
are used to enter and revise programs
directly on the system. Some character
string-oriented lext editors reside in
RAM in basic systems, and the work
space may often be expanded up to a
very large package.
text function - In a graphics system, a
function that allows text to be entered
into a drawing.
text processing networks - The term
"network" does not necessarily imply a
geographic separation involving cleri
cal/editorial workers in other buildings
or other towns. It is also possible to
have a network within a single building,
linking workers and their supervisors to
a shared data base. The data base can be
on-line to all, and changes to that data
base may be immediately reflected on
the crt screens of all network partici
pants.
text section - Part of a load module which
has computer instructions in final form
and data defined and with specified ini
tial values.
theory, communication - A branch of
mathematics that is concerned with the
properties of transmitted messages.
The messages are subject to certain
probabilities of transmission failure,
distortion, and noise.
theory, game - A mathematical process
of selecting an optimum strategy in the
face of an opponent's strategy.
theory, group - See group theory.
theory, information - See information the
ory.
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theory, probability
theory, probability -

A measure of the
likelihood of the occurrence of a chance
event that is used to predict behavior of
a group,
theory, queuing - A form of probability
theory useful in studying delays or line
ups at servicing points.
theory, switching - A particular branch of
theory relating to combinational logic,
its operation, behavior, and conse
quences, i.e., concerning such devices
as computers, Turing machines, logic
elements, and switch networks.
thermal light - A display signal which is
visible to a computer operator when the
temperature in a piece of equipment is
higher than it is supposed to be.
thesaurus - I. An assemblage of alpha
betized items (or items grouped in some
other concept or meaningful collection)
providing the user with very close or
direct synonyms or meanings, close to
the term so alphabetized and used as an
aid to writers, poets, or programmers.
2. In computing, a collection of words
or terms used to index, classify, or sort,
and then store and retrieve information
in a data store or bank; i.e., main terms
serve as labels, keywords, or descrip
tors, and when such references are cited
along with the thesaurus, a verv useful
index is developed.
'
thin film - I. Having to do with the
branch of microelectronics in which thin
layers of material are deposited on an
insulating base in a vacuum. 2. A layer
which
IS
of (or
approximates)
monomolecular thickness and is laid
down by vacuum deposition. Many
types of electronic components and
complete microcircuits can be produced
in this way.
third generation computer - Generally, a
computer based on the use of microcir
cuits and miniaturization of compo
nents to replace vacuum tubes, reduce
costs, speed operation, and increase re
liability. The third generation of com
puters began in about 1964 and helped
to foster the growth of time sharing.
third-level address - See address, third
level.
three address - A method of specifying
the location of operands and instruc
tions in which the storage location of
the two operands and the storage loca
tion of the results of the operations are
cited, e.g., addend, augend, and sum
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throughput turnaround time

addresses all specified in one instruc
tion word.
three, excell (code) - See code, excess
three.
three input adder - Same as adder.
three plus one address - A method of
specifying the location of operands and
instructions in which the storage loca
tion of the two operands, results of the
operations, and the next instruction to
be executed are specified.
three

plus

one

address

instruction -

A machine instruction usually consist
ing of the addresses of two operands,
the address for storing the result, the
address of the next instruction, the
command to be executed, and miscella
neous indices.
three plus one instruction - A specific in
struction which contains four addresses,
one of which specifies the location of the
next instruction which is to be per
formed.
threshold - I. A logical operator having
the property that If P is a statement, ~
is a statement, R is a statement. ... ,
then the threshold of P, Q, R, .... , is
true if and only if at least N statements
are true, false if less than N statements
are true, where N is a specified non
negative integer called the threshold
condition. 2. The signal level at which a
change in logical state is encountered in
a circuit, such as 1 to 0 or 0 to undefined
transitions.
threshold element - A device that per
forms the logic-threshold operation, in
which the truth of each input statement
(or weight) completes the output deter
mination of the threshold state.
through connection - In computer kits,
electrical continuity between patterns
on double-sided or multilayer boards
established by means of plated through
holes or jumper wires.
throughput - The productivity based on
all facets of an operation; e.g., a com
puter with a capability of simultaneous
operations
of read/write/compute
would have a high throughput rating.
throughput,
simultaneous - Computer
functioning at the same time input and
output data is being transferred.
throughput turnaround time - For half
duplex circuits (one way at a time),
turnaround measures the time to re
verse direction. For full-duplex opera
tion, the analogy is train time or imtiali

throw, paper

time division multiple access

zation time, the delay in establishing
synchronization.
For
short-haul
modems, it is the clear to send delay.
throw, paper - See paper throw.
ticket, batch - A control document used
to identify groups of source documents,
often with group totals.
tie line - A private-line communications
channel of the type provided by com
mon carriers for linking two or more
points.
time, acceleration - The time between the
interpretation of instructions to read or
write on tape and the transfer of infor
mation from the tape into storage or
from storage into tape. (Synonymous
with start ume_)
time, acce .. - I. The time it takes a com
puter to locate data or an instruction
word in its storage section and transfer
it to its arithmetic unit where the re
quired computations are performed. 2.
The time it takes to transfer information
that has been operated on from the
arithmetic unit to the location in storage
where the information is to be stored.
time, adual- Same as time, real.
time, add - The time necessary to per
form the actual addition of two quanti
ties, but not including the time neces
sary to either obtain the quantities from
storage or to store the sum or result,
i.e.. usually the time to add two words of
fixed word length.
time, add-subtrad - The time required to
perform an addition or subtraction. ex
clusive of the time required to obtain
the quantities from storage and put the
sum or difference back into storage.
time, available - The time during which a
computer has the power turned on, is
not under maintenance, and is known or
believed to be operating correctly.
time, available-machine - See time, avail
able.
time, average operation - See operation
time, average.
time, carry - I. The time required for
transferring a carry digit to the next
higher column and adding it there. 2.
The time required for transferring all
the carry digits to their respective next
higher columns and adding them.
time, code-checking - The time spent
checking out a problem on the machine
making sure that the problem is set up
correctly and that the code is correct.

time comparator, word - That circuitry
which compares the word time counter
with the specified word time at the mo
ment of a coincident pulse. This is done
in order to verify that the correct word
is being read. .
time, conversion - The length of time re
quired to read out all the digits in a
given coded word.
time, current - See time, real.
time, cycle - The interval between the
call for and the delivery of information
from a storage unit or device.
time, data - The unit of measurement
relating to the time necessary to fulfill a
single Instruction.
time, dead - Any definite delay deliber
ately placed between two related actions
in order to avoid overlap that might
cause an entirely different event such as
a control decision. switching event. or
similar action to take place.
time, debatable - When there is no proof
as to what difficulty has caused a delay,
such time is labeled debatable time, and
a search for evidence ensues to deter
mine if a program mistake. operating
mistake, or perhaps a transient fault has
occurred.
time, decay - The time in which a voltag'e
or current pulse will decrease from
nine-tenths to one-tenth of its maxi
mum value.
time,'deceleration - The time that elapses
between completion of reading or writ
ing of a tape record and the time when
the tape stops moving. (Synonvmous
with stop time.)
time, delay - The amount of elapsed time
between the end of one event and the
beginning of the next sequential event.
time-delay register - See delay-line stor
age.
time, departure - The time at which con
trol is returned to the supervisory pro
gram when a segment of an application
program is completed.
time-derived channel- Any channel ob
tained by the time-division multiplexing
of a channel.
time division - A communication process
in which several messages time share a
single transmission channel.
time division multiple access - Ab
breviated TDMA. Satellite TDM/\ is a
technique whereby several earths tat ion
terminals time-share a common tran
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time-division multiplex

time, no-charge

sponder by transmitting bursts of sig
nals which arrive at, and are repeated
by, the satellite in a sequential, nono
verlapping mode.
time-division multiplex - A sequential
switching system that connects the ter
minal equipm~nt to a common channel.
Outside the Umes dunng which these
connections are established, the section
of the common channel between the
multiplex distributors can be utilized to
establish other termmal connectIOns.
time-division
multiplexer - A
device
which permits the simultaneous trans
mission of many independent channels
of varying speeds into a single high
speed data stream.
time-division multiplexing - Time sharing
of a channel by preallocating short time
slots to each transmitter on a regular
basis. There are variations, such as sta
tistical and asynchronous time-division
multiplexing, which allocate the slots
more flexibly.
time, down - The period during which a
computer is malfunctioning or not op
erating correctly due to mechamcalor
electronic failure, as opposed to availa
ble time, idle time, or stand-by time,
during which the computer is func
tional.
timed recall, automatic - An arrangement
in which the attendant is signaled when
calls that have been extended to a sta
tion are not answered within a certain
preset time.
time, effective - That specific time in
which equipment is in actual use, such
as production time, incidental time, de
velopment time (program), etc.
time, engineering - The total machine
down time necessary for routine testing,
for machine servicing, due.to break
downs, or for prevenl1ve servlcmg !llea
sures, e.g., block tube changes. ThiS m
cludes all test time following a
breakdown and the subsequent repair
or preventive servicing.
time, entry - The time when control is
transferred from the supervisory to the
application program.
time, execution - The portion of an in
structive cycle during which the actual
work is performed or operation ex
ecuted, i.e., the time required to decode
and perform an instruction.
time, fault - Same as time, down.
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time frame - The limits of time needed
for a particular situation or event.
time, from movement - An elapsed period
of time during which a pnntmg cycle
produces the printing and movement of
hard copy.
time, idle - The period between the end
of one programmed computer run and
the commencement of a subsequent
programmed run.
time, incidental- Time used for training,
demonstrations, or other useful pur
poses, but not production or program
time.
time ineffective - Time in which the
equipment is Iwt working due to operat
ing delays or Idle time.
time installation - Time spent in testing,
in~talling, error-checking, diagnosing of
basic electronic but nonprogrammmg
checks, such as dry runs,.etc. This ti~e
does not include reliabilIty tests whICh
are defined as supplementary mainte
nance time.
time, instruction - The portion of an in
struction cycle during which the control
unit is analyzing the mstruCl10n and set
ting up to perform the mdlcated opera
tion.
time, latency - The delay while waiting
for the information called for from .the
memory to be deliven;d to t~e ant~
metical unit. More speclficallx, m a ~eTl
ai-storage system, the access tIme mmus
the word time.
time, machine spailed - The wasted com
puter time due to a compute.r malfunc
tion during productIOn runs, I.e., part of
down time.
time, maintenance routine - See time,
scheduled maintenance.
time, maintenance standby --: Time in
which the maintenance staff IS on duty
but during which they are not engaged
in scheduled maintenance, installation,
repair, or supplementary maintenance;
i.e., they may perform other tasks.
time, multiplication - The time required
to perform a multiplication. For a bmary
number, it will be equal to the total of all
the addition time and all the shift lIme
involved in the multiplication.
time, no-charge - That period of time for
which there is no rental charge or cost
for the equipment, generally as a result
ofa machme malfunction and the manu
facturer's warranty.

time, n_harge machine fault

time, representative-computing

time, n~arge machine fault - The un
productive time due to computer fault
such as the following: nonduplication.
transcribing error. input/output mal
function, and machine malfunction re
sulting in an incomplete run.
time, nonscheduled maintenance - The
elapsed time during scheduled working
hours between the determination of a
machine failure and placement of the
equipment back into operation.
time, object - The time at which an object
program is executed. as opposed to the
time at which a source program is tran
slated into machine language to create
an object program.
time-of-day clock - A clock that records
time in hours. minutes, and seconds.
over a 24-hour range. It sends time to
the central processor upon command.
time, off - Time when the machine is not
in use or intended to be. i.e., work is not
being performed by it or on it.
time, operational- The elapsed time re
quired by the equipment in order to ex
ecute a specific operation.
time, operation...... - In federal govern
ment ADP contracts, the time during
which the equipment is in operation, ex
clusive of idle time. standby time, main
tenance time, or rerun time due to a
machine failure. Components not pro
grammed for use in a specific computer
run are not considered to be in use even
though connected into the computer
system.
time, out of service - Time periods such
as fault time, awaiting repair time, re
pair delay time, repair time, machine
spoiled work time, but not generally de
batable time. external delays. or unused
time.
time, preventive maintenance - Usually.
scheduled ~aintenance time or supple
mentary mamtenance time.
time, problem - Often called physical sys
tem time, the time interval between cor
responding events in the physical sys
tem being simulated.
time, procell- See process time.
time, production - See production time.
time, productive - That time which is
spent in processing work without the
occurrence of faults or errors.
time, program development  See pro
gram development time.
time, program-testing- The machine

time expended for program testing,
debugging, and volume and compatibil
ity testing.
time, proving - See proving time.
time, pulse decay - See pulse decay time.
time-pulse distribution - A device or cir
cuit for allocating timing pulses or clock
pulses to one or more conducting paths
or control lines in specified sequence.
time, pulse rise - See pulse rise time.
tlme-quantum method, time sharingSee
time
sharing.
time-quantum
method.
timer - A timer provides the system with
the ability to read elapsed time and to
inform the system when a specified pe
riod of time has passed.
time, read - I. The time it takes a com
puter to locate data or an instruction
word in its storage section and transfer
it to its arithmetic unit where the required computations are performed. 2.
The time it takes to transfer information
which has been operated on from the
arithmetic unit to the location in storage
where the information is to be stored.
time, real- Relating to the performance
of computing during the specific time in
which the related process, event, prob
lem, or communication is taking place;
i.e., the computing must be fast enough
during the process of the happening of
the event for the results of this comput
ing to influence the related process or
result.
time, record-check - See record-check
time.
time, reference - An instant near the be
ginning of a switching routine, chosen
as an origin for time measurements. It is
the instant when the drive pulse reaches
a specific fraction of its instantaneous
value.
time, reimbursed - The machine time that
is loaned or rented to another office
agency or organization either on a reim
bursable or reciprocal basis.
time, repair - See repair time.
time, representatlve-computing - A meth
od of evaluating the speed performance
of a computer. One method is to use
one-tenth of the time required to per
form nine complete additions and one
complete multiplication. A complete ad
dition or a complete multiplication time
includes the time required to procure
two operands from high-speed storage,
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time, re.ponse

time, serviceable

perform the operation. and store the re
sult. and the tIme required to select and
execute the required number of instruc
tions to do this.
time, response - The amount of time
which elapses between generation of an
inquiry at a terminal and the receipt of
a response at the terminal. Response
time would be: transmission time to the
computer. processing time at the com
puter. access time to obtain any file rec
ords needed to answer the inquiry, and
transmission time back to the terminal.
time, rewind - The measurement of
elapsed time required to transfer tape to
the supply reel.
time, rewind (sorting) - Elapsed time
consumed by a sort/merge program for
restoring intermediate and final tape
files to original position.
timer, internol- An electronic timer
which facilitates monitoring or logging
events at predetermined intervals.
time, rise - See pulse rise time.
timer, master - Same as master clock.
timer, programmable - A timer desi~ed
to monitor and control i/o serVicing
delay, instead of using software timing
loops. In addition, some units can be
used to count external operations, gen
erate operating rates, and perform
other functions under program control.
timer, sequence - A succession of time
delay circuits arranged so that comple
tion of the delav in one circuit initiates
a delay in the following circuit.
timer, watchdog - A timer set by the pro
gram to prevent the system from loop
mg endessly or becoming idle because
of program errors or eqUIpment faults.
time scale - A time scale relates to a cor
respondence between the time required
for a process or event set to occur or be
completed and the solution time re
quired to, for example, control or ana
lyze the process. In computing, when
the machine solution time is greater
than the actual physical time of process
ing, the time scale is considered to be
greater than one, and the computation
IS said to be on extended-time scale or
slow-time scale. Time scale is less than
one if the opposite occurs. or at unity if
computations proceed in the same time
period with the actual process; the unity
case is referred to as real-time.
time scale, extended - See time scale.
time-scale factor - See time scale.
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time scale, variable - See time scale.
time schedule contraller - A specific con
troller in which the reference input sig
nal (or the set point) adheres auto
matically to a predetermined time
schedule.
time, scheduled engineering- That par
ticular time in which a system is sched
uled to be out of service due to servicing
schedules for engineering improve
ments and maintenance; i.e., it can be
scheduled on a regular basis relative to
the running schedules and work loads
and is considered out-of-service time
but not down time, because the machine
is not necessarily malfunctioning.
time, scheduled maintenance - That ma
chine time which is specifically devoted
to repairs, and usually on some regular
pattern .or schedule, during ~~i~h time
preventive mamtenance acttvllJes are
also performed.
time, scramble - Specific computer time
set aside for use by programmers who
have programs ready to run which are
short, urgent, and one-shot types. For
example, particular system rules or con
ventions schedule scramble time. as at
some universities, Saturday night after
midnight.
time, search - The time required to locate
a particular field of data in storage.
Searching requires a comparison of
each field with a predetermined stan
dard until an identity is obtained. This
is contrasted with access time that is
based upon locating data by means of
the address of its storage location.
time, seek - The time required to make
the auxiliary storage unit ready to access
a specified locationby selection ?r. posi
tioning. The range IS from the mmlmum
time for the best possible case to the
maximum time for the worst possible
case.
time .equenclng - Switching signals gen
erated by a program purely as a function
of accurately measured elapsed time.
time series - The discrete or continuous
sequence of quantitative data assigned
to specific moments in time, us~ally
studied with respect to their dlstnbu
tion in time.
time, .erviceable - That time which is
available for use of any type and which
is known to be time when the system is
functioning properly, which thus in
cludes production, program develop

time, servicing

ment, incidentals, delav idle, or even
unused time.
.
time, servicing - Same as engineering
time.
time, set-up - The portion of the elapsed
time between machine operations that is
devoted to such tasks as changing reels
of tape and moving cards, tapes, and
supplies to and from the equipment.
time share - The use of a device for two
or more purposes during the same over
all time interval, accomplished bv in
terspersing the computer component
actions in time.
time-shared BASIC - Time-shared BASIC
is a conversational language designed to
provide easy access to computers for the
maximum number of people. It is an
enhancement of the onginal BASIC.
time-shared computer utility - The special
computational ability of time-shared
computer systems. Programs as well as
data mav be made available to the user.
The use'r also may have his or her own
programs immediately available to the
central processor, may' have them on
call at the computer ulliity, or may load
them by transmitting them to the com
puter prior to using them. Certain data
and programs are shared by all users of
the serVIce; other data and programs,
because of proprietary nature, have re
stricted· access. Computer utilities are
generally accessed by means of data
communication subsystems.
time-shared input/output - See input/out
put section, buffered.
time-shared sy5lem - A system in which
available central-computer time is
shared among several Jobs as directed
by a scheduling plan or formula.
time sharing - The use of a device for two
or more purposes during the same over
all time interval, accomplished by in
terspersing the computer component
actions in time.
time-sharing accounting - The executive
must provide for the recognition and
login of users. It must keep detailed rec
ords as required by the administrators
of the system on the amount of central
processor time, the amount of storage,
and the usage of peripherals to be
charged to each other. Other statistics
as required may be maintained on idle
time, error conditions, and the like.
time sharing, adaptive - An arrangement
in which a time-sharing scheduler scans

time-sharing clock

each queue level (from high to low) to
find the first ready-to-run task. When
this task uses up its time slice or
becomes i/o bound, the scanning pro
cess is repeated. The time-sharing
scheduler also responds to the changing
demands of each task for processor
time. As a task becomes either more i/o
or CPU bound, it is moved to higher or
lower queue levels.
time-sharing allocation of hardware resources - User and sy'stem programs

and data reside on aUXiliary random ac
cess storage devices with possible back
up copies on a slower serial access me
dIUm such as magnetic tape. The system
executive decides where information is
to be stored and maintains necessary
directories to permit retrieval. Pro
grams and data must be brought into
core memorv for execution or modifica
tion. The executive assigns and trans
fers information between auxiliary and
core memorv as needed. The executive
must also manage the assignment of se
rial access devices and peripheral de
vices to prevent conflict between con
current user programs seeking use of
peripheral devices. For example, a line
printer cannot be used concurrently by
several users.
time-sharing allocator (dynamic) - See al
locator, dynamic.
time sharing, centralized input/output coordination - If the executive is to main

tain control of the system, input/output
operations must be forbidden to all
users and to all system components ex
cept the executive. The executive must
provide substitutes for these forbidden
operations by means of a centralized in
put/output package. This package ac
cepts requests for input or output,
queues these requests, and schedules
the input/output capabilities of the
hardware in filling the requests.
time-sharing clock - In some systems,
several user programs may reside in
main memory simultaneously. The op
erational switching between them is
controlled bv a clock which is used to
generate an' interrupt to signal the
processor that a certam time period has
elapsed. The scheduling algorithm is
then entered every time a clock inter
rupt occurs. If it is found that the pro
gram in main memory has exhausted its
time slice or has changed its status, that
program is swapped for the next pro
gram in the queue.
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time sharing, command mode -

A user is
in "command" mode when there is no
current task to be performed. Any con
sole actions by a user in the command
mode are interpreted by the executive
as task requests (system commands).
Receipt of a valid task request changes
a user status to "ready" or to "waitmg
to be loaded." Ifan excessive time inter
val elapses without a task request. the
system logs out the user. returning him
to an inactive status.
time sharing, conversational- The simul
taneous utilization of a computer sys
tem by multiple users at remote loca
tions. each being equipped with a
remote terminal. The user and the com
puter usually communicate by way of a
higher-level. easy-to-learn computer
language.
time

sharing,

conversational

compilers

- General purpose systems usually
provide languages and procedures by
means of which a user may construct a
program. modify it. test it. and, in some
cases, add it to the file of system sub
components. Most of the program
preparation languages developed for
time-sharing systems are dialects of ex
isting languages. Processors for the lan
guages vary from those borrowed with
only slight modification from batch
mode processing to conversational
mode compilers designed especially for
on-line use.

time sharing, conversational guidance-

Most time-shared systems operate part
of the time in a conversational or dialog
mode. Here the user takes some action
and the system responds. Then the sys
tem requests input or takes other action
and the user responds. In this alternat
ing stimulus-response mode, the system
can and should provide guidance to the
user on the form and content of the user
response.

time sharing, data base management and
repartlng - Most of the business data

processing falls into this category. The
range is from rather routine processing
provided for small businesses who can
not afford their own computer to large
dedicated systems operating in real
time, such as stock exchange systems.

time-sharing

deferred-batch

mode -

Deferred-batch processing enables a
user at an interactive terminal to submit
a job to the time-sharing batch queue.
After ajob has been initiated by sending
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keyboard input to the central computer,
normal processing can be continued in
the interactive mode. To avoid tying up
the low-speed terminal when the batch
job results are ready for printing, out
put may be diverted to a high-speed re
mote batch terminal at the user's own
site or elsewhere, or to peripherals at
the central computer site.
time sharing, demand processing - Com
plementing
the
batch-processing
capabilities of the executive system are
its time-sharing capabilities, i.e., the
simultaneous accommodations by the
executive systems of requests and de
mands from users at numerous remote
inquiry terminals, operating in a de
mand (or conversational) mode. All
facilities available to the batch-process
ing user are also available in the de
mand mode; the primary difference is
that the executive system utilizes its
knowledge of the existence of such de
mand devices to permit the user addi
tional flexibility in the statement of and
control of individual runs. The demand
user may communicate directlv with the
executive, or a worker program, or he
may communicate with a conversational
processor.
time sharing, error diagnostics - It is
highly desirable in a remote system that
a user's actions be closely monitored by
the system, with errors in procedure or
entry called to the user's attention as
soon after commission as possible. The
error message sent to an offending
user should be provided whenever pos
sible.
time-sharing executive - A typical execu
tive processes all users' requests (execu
tive commands) and allows users to call
for, operate, and modify object pro
grams using all available system ser
vices. It provides complete bookkeep
ing facilities for file storage in, and
retrieval from, secondary memory. It in
cludes facilities for collecting account
ing data.
time sharing, fail soft - A concept that im
plies a system which can reorganize it
self to isolate and cut off the offending
equipment while continuing to operate.
The capacity and efficiency of the sys
tem decreases, but service to users con
tinues in the best manner with the re
maining equipment.
time sharing, fault processing - The exec
utive program of a time-shared system

time-sharing monitor system

time sharing. graceful degradation

must be in control or able to regain con
trol at all times. User actions or execut
ing user programs may generate unpre
dictable mterrupt and fault conditions.
The executive must process all such
conditions ifit is to maintain control of
the system. Clock interrupts must be set
up before control is given temporarily
to a user program. Interrupts on com
pletion of inpulloutput transmission
affect the ready status of deferred
tasks. Interrupts from user consoles
indicate user actions and requests for
attention.
.
time

sharing,

graceful

degradation -

See time sharing, fail soft.

time-sharing interchange -

Time-sharing
interchange allows the interactive user
to issue commands which cause batch
programs to be executed under various
programs. It transfers data and other
required input, either entered at the in
teractive terminal or stored in files,
from offices to a batch-processing sys
tem operating within die time-sharing
network.

time

sharing,

time

sharing,

interrupt

capability -

A

time-shared computer should have a so
phisticated interrupt capability with in
terrupts occurring on internal faults, in
put/output transmission errors or com
pletion, invalid instructions or oper
and addresses, and the like. Handling of
communications with remote terminals
can be accomplished on a polling basis.
However, interrupts from a terminal
when a message has been transmitted
eliminate the necessity for the computer
to continuously cycle through all com
munication lines seeking messages.
interrupt

procelling -

Interrupt processing varies in detail
from computer to computer. The fol
lowing functions are usually performed.
(I) Normal program sequencing is
stopped, usually at some convenient
and aPJlropriate point in the instruction
cycle. (2) The interrupt conditions are
recorded in dedicated memory cells (lo
cation may depend on interrupt class).
Recorded conditions include: program
counter setting at time of interrupt,
class of interrupt, type within class,
channel or device number, and the like.
(3) The next instruction to be executed
is taken from a dedicated memory cell
(the location may depend on interrupt
class).
time sharing, interrupt schemes - One of

the features of computers of the third or
late second generations is a sophis
ticated interrupt scheme. An interrup
tion is the cessation of normal sequenc
ing and branching under program
control when an internal fault (such as
arithmetic overflow) or an event exter
nal to the running program occurs. In
terrupts may be categorized in five
classes: (I) input/output or channel, (2)
external, (3) machine malfunction, (4)
program fault, (5) supervisory call (on
master/slave mode computers).
time sharing, invalid pages - See time
sharing, page type.
time sharing, languages - There are two
types of languages which seem to be
suitable for standardization-conversa
tional calculation and text editing. Most
of the conversational languages availa
ble on present time-shared systems
have been modeled after FORTRAN or
BASIC. However, added gimmicks,
committed capabilities, and differing
formats make each version incompati
ble with any other.
time-sharing monitor system - The moni
tor system is a collection of programs
remaining permanently in memory to
provide overall coordination and con
trol of the total operating system. It per
forms several functions. First, it permits
several users' programs to be loaded
into core memory simultaneously. The
monitor makes use of the time-sharing
hardware to prevent one user's program
from interferring with other users' pro
grams. Each program is run for a certain
length of time; then the monitor
switches control to another program in
a rotating sequence. Switching is fre
quent enough so that all programs ap
pear to run simultaneously. Another
function of the time-sharing monitor is
to process inpulloutput commands.
The inpulloutput servIce routines pre
process data so that all devices appear
Identical to the user's program, thus
simplifying coding. The monitor makes
use of the program interrupt system to
overlap inpulloutput operations with
computation. If a user's program must
wait for completion of an input or out
put operation, the monitor automati
cally switches to another user's pro
gram. A program may be terminated
temporarily by user intervention, or it
may suspend its own operation. Tempo
rary termination does not remove the
program from memory. A program may
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be dumped on backing storage and dis
continued under user control.
time

sharing,

multiple

ilo

channels-

A time-sharing computer must be able
to service numerous communication
lines connecting it to the user terminals.
This requires multiple input/output
channels operating asynchronous Iv with
the data processing. An alternate'solu
tion is to have a separate computer or
processor serving as an input/output
coordmator or concentrator. This
processor services the individual termi
nals and accumulates character bv char
acter until an entire message is transmit
ted. Then the main processor is
interrupted and the entire message
transmitted. The input/output coor
dinating computer IS especially de
signed for servicing communications
networks and has multiple channels at
tached to it.
time sharing, MUMPS-II - MU~lPS-II is
an interactive multiuser data-base man
agement operating system. The high
level MU\1PS language supports stnng
manipulation and a hierarchical file
structure. The system is optimized for
data-base management functions, in
cluding the random retrieval of string
oriented data from large data files. Time
sharing is accomplished by a memory
partition system.
time-sharing operating system - See oper
ating system, time-sharing.
time sharing, page type - Memory pro
tection is accomplished by adding a spe
Cific element to the page type. The value
of the page type can be used to signal
"read-only," "read/write," or "inval
id." The system executive can set the
value for each physical page of main
memory and allow or deny access to it
by a user program. Reference to "in
valid" pages or attempts to write a
"read-onlv" page cause lilllit inter
rupts.
time sharing, periodic dumping - Provi
sions should be included in a time
shared system for periodic dumping of
system and user files onto a back-up me
dium, such as a magnetic tape. This
function, which can be carried out dur
ing off-peak hours, guards against cata
strophic system failures whICh destrov
current working files.
'
time

sharing,

processing

interrupt -

Interrupt processing varies in detail
from computer to computer. The fol
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lowing functions are usually performed:
(I) normal program sequencing is
stopped, usually at some convenient
and appropriate point in the instruction
cvcle; (2) the interrupt conditions are
recorded in dedicated memorv cells (lo
cation may depend on interrt'tpt class);
recorded conditions include program
counter setting at time of interrupt.
class of interrupt, type within class,
channel or device number, and the like;
(3) the next instruction to be executed is
taken from a dedicated memorv cell (the
location mav depend on 'interrupt
class) .
time-sharing queues - Most sophisticated
installations of am size find the need to
operate a svstem of queues. The appro
priate queue to be serviced by the
processor at any particular time is se
lected according to priority and pro
gram type by the scheduling algorithm.
Programs are initiated or released for
processing bv being selected from the
tops of tile various queues which are
formed in accordance with the design
philosophy of the particular installation.
In addition to systems of queues. the
supervisory program normally has to
deal with systems of priorities. Again.
what determines these priorities is a
matter of design philosophy. Various
criteria are used in practice. Usually it is
possible for the system itself to cause
priorities to be modified while pro
grams are being queued. Such modifica
tIOns are especially desirable in real
time systems because one program
might be continually bypassed, or be
cause a deadline is approachingand the
program concerned IS not bemg ser
viced.
time-sharing ready mode - A user task in
ready status can be executed or
resumed. Usually a separate queue of
ready tasks is maintained bv the execu
tive. 'Whenever a processor' is available.
the executive actIvates the task at the
head of t~e ready 9ueue, changing its
status to runnmg.
time sharing, real time - A situation in
which a process is providing data on a
critical real-time basis and requires that
immediate processing and response be
made if the process IS to contmue.
time sharing, real-time clock - A real-time
clock is capable of being set to interrupt
a running program at the end of a spe
cified time. The minimum clock interval
must be less than the basic quantum of

time-sharing resources, allocation

time during which a user program is to
be allowed to run. This clock, under the
control of the executive, provides the
best, and in some cases the onlv, means
for the executive to regain contl~ol of the
computer after a user program has ex
hausted its time allotment.
time-sharing

resources,

allocation -

See time-sharing allocation of hardware

resources.

time-sharing roll-in, roll-out -

From time
to time it may be that a program being
queued will have to take precedence
over a program being serviced. Down
grading of priorities happens often in
scheduling systems. To !ilCilitate this.
some operating systems provide a roll
in, roll-out facility which enables the su
pervisor\' program to make a request fClf
processing time on behalf or a higher
priority program in the queue. This will
result in a lower-priori tv program being
rolled out to enable the new program to
be processed. Programs rolled out in
this way are written Illto temporary stor
age along with their current status.
time sharing running mode - A user task is
in the running mode when it is in con
trol of a processor and is executing. A
task leaves the running mode either vol
untarily or involuntarily in accordance
with the scheduling rules of the execu
tive. Reasons for leaving the running
mode may include: (I) request ror in
put/output, (2) request for console re
sponse, (3) suspension on expiration of
tIme quantum, (4) termination.
time sharing scheduling rules - Schedul
ing rules specify for a time-shared svs
tem: (I) the types of status or mode
queue to be mallltained, (2) the actions
which cause a task (or user) to change
modes and/or queues, (3) the time in
tervals which may elapse before one of
the actions is taken, (4) the manner in
which a task is placed on or taken from
a queue.
time sharing, scientific and engineering calculation - Most time-shared systems

provide
conversational
calculation
facilities allowing research scientists,
engineers, and technicians to use the
computer as a large slide-rule.
time-sharing service, packet network-

A time-sharing or data-base retrieval
service organization can connect its host
computer to the packet network in one
or three ways. For minimal cost, it can
obtain single low-speed terminal lines

time-sharing software

from the network into its terminal ports.
This provides an excellent wav to obtain
nationwide dial-in terminal service at a
minimal starting cost. Alternatively. it
can access the network using the host
interface protocol oyer a leased medi
um-speed synchronous line between the
network and its front-end processor. In
this environment, a 9.6-kilobit-per
second synchronous line will support
approximately 100 low-speed terminals
sllllUltaneously. Customers or the ser
vice firm can dial in to any local office of
the packet network and then connect to
the host computer. A third host-inter
facing alternative is the possible use of
an on-site controller at the host location
to provide immediate compatibility
without the requirement of host-inter
face software.
time-sharing sign on - Access to any time
sharing system is restricted, usually by
the requirement that the user sign on
with a valid account identification num
ber and password (which can be com
posed of up to ten printing and non
printing characters). (Some systems.)
time sharing (slice) - A method of opera
tion in which a computer is shared by
several users for different purposes, ap
parently at the same time. Although the
computer actually services each user in
sequence for a short period or "time
slice," the high speed of the computer
makes it appear that all users are being
handled SImultaneously.
time-sharing software - Necessary soft
ware features include: a means of re
serving memory and peripherals for ex
clusive usc by individual programs for
predetermined periods of time, a means
of switching from one program to an
other to optimize computer perform
ance, and facilities to relocate programs
dynamically during execution as the
overall pattern of programs in the com
puter chang-es. The effect of these rou
tines is to provide multiprogramming
facilities whIch enable many users to ini
tiate programs and to schedule them
throug-h the system according to their
relative predetermined prionties. The
simplest system is based on a circular
queue for "round-robin" scheduling.
Each program accepted into the system
is assigned a fixed time slice, and
processor operation is switched from
one prog-ram to another in round-robin
faslllon until each program is comp
leted. In this arrangement, onlv one ac
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tive user program is in main memory at
one time. Other active programs are
held on disk.
time-sharing software functions - Soft
ware functions required in a time
shared system include: (I) allocation of
hardware resources. (2) scheduling of
user tasks. (3) interrupt and fault pro
cessing. (4) terminal input/output coor
dination. (5) centralized input/output
supervision. (6) accounting. (7) inter
pretation and execution of svstem com
mands. (8) management of'subcompo
nents of system. (9) management of
user files. (10) miscellaneous utility
functions. These functions are referred
to as executive. supervisory. or monitor
functions. In some time-shared systems.
certain of these functions may be omit
ted or may be present only in a very
hmlted way.
time.sharing

software

requirements -

time-sharing

storage

management -

Software in a time-shared system may
be divided into three categories: (I) The
system proper. This is a collection of
programs which controls the time
shared system. provides general ser
vices to the user. and fulfills user re
quests. The programs include the
executive package. which is not directly
callable by a user. and a utility package
which is directly usable. (2) The system
subcomponents. These are application
packages not necessarily vital to the sys
tem operations, These programs pro
vide specific services to the user. An ex
ample of a system subcomponent is a
FORTRAN compiler. (3) The user pro
grams. These are programs prepared by
the user for his private purposes or in
some cases for availability to some or all
other users.
time-sharing storage compacting - Cer
tain hardware features make feasible the
dynamic relocation of programs resid
ing in central storage-a necessity in
order to provide an effective multipro
gramming environment. At program
termination. the assigned storage IS re
turned to the pool of available central
storage. Storage compacting is initiated
if. and only if. a requirement exists for
contiguous storage and compacting can
meet this requirement. Compacting is
never performed unnecessanly. as the
storage-contents control routine con
tinuously attempts to fit programs into
gaps in the in-use store.
Two of the problems in the time-shared
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management of storage-the protection
of user files and the reduction of con
straints on the size of user programs
due to limited core space-are common
to all time-shared systems and have re
ceived considerable attention in soft
ware development.
time.sharing

supervisory

program -

A system of priorities is usually imple
mented. The supervisory program per
mits the execution of the program with
the highest priority until such time as it
is suspended for some reason. Priorities
are usually determined by a scheduling
algorithm which is used by the supervi
sory program to keep a record of the
status of each user program. If, by
bringing a program into its area in main
memory. there is a storage conflict. the
program with the lower priority status
must be restored to its place in auxiliary
memory. This process is variously called
swapping; switching; push-pull; or roll
out. roll-in.
time·sharing system commands - The de
sign of most time-shared systems cen
ters around an executive monitor. This
executive accepts. interprets. and
schedules task requests from the user. A
collection of commands are usually pro
vided by which the user instructs the
system as to what task he desires to have
performed. The specific commands
available and the form in which they are
phrased vary widely from system to sys
tem. but usually include the following
categories: (I) commands governing
entry into and exit from the system. (2)
commands requesting the establish
ment of certain system modes. (3) com
mands controlling allocation of mem
ory.
(4)
commands
modifying
scheduling rules or establishing pnori
ties. etc.
time-sharing
system
reliability - Al
though reliability of the hardware and
software of a computer installation is al
ways an important issue. in a time
shared system it is critical. Malfunction
of a computer component in a batch
mode system disrupts only a few users.
In a time-shared system. many users
may be disturbed. Provisions must be
included in a time-shared system to
minimize the inconvenience and possi
ble loss of information caused by system
failure.
time-sharing system software - See time
sharing software requirements.

time-sharing system subcomponents
time-sharing

system

subcomponents -

Time-shared system subcomponents
are different from user files onlv in their
availability. System subcomponents
may be used by all users, but may not be
modified by anybody except those spe
cifically designated as system users. The
executive merelv maintains records on
the location and'auributes of the files of
data and programs, stores and retrieves
them as requested, and if the file is ex
ecutable binarv code, it loads, relocates
as required, and executes the file as re
quested.
time-sharing terminal input!output coordination - If input from a user console is

one character at a time, the console co
ordination program must accumulate
these in a message buffer until a
"break" or "end-of-message" character
is received. Then the executive is inter
rupted so that it may process the mes
sage,

time-sharing text editing and modification

- Many time-shared systems provide a
text handling component, This facility is
used by authors composing reports, by
production groups prepanng manuals.
by secretanes handling correspon
dence. and in one large svstem in the
preparation of land title reports,

time

sharing.

time-quantum

method-

Scheduling rules are highly dependent
upon the objectives, constraints. and
usage of the system. Usually, a time
quantum or interval is allotted to a run
ning task. If the task does not terminate
or otherwise relinquish control prior to
the expiration of this time quantum, the
executive regains control. suspends the
task, and places it on the ready queue.
usuallv at the bottom, If the only func
tions which can be requested by a user
are system functions (that is. no user
prepared programs are permitted), the
time quantum method may not be nec
essary. since the system functions can be
constructed to relinquish control at or
before specified time intervals,
time-sharing time slices - Time quanta of
a few hundred milliseconds are usually
chosen, It has been shown that the
smaller the time quantum the better the
average response time. if all user tasks
are highly interactive, However. very'
small time slices badly penalize pro
grams requiring a large amount of com
putation between console interactions.
To work out of this dilemma, some sys
tems have two ready queues. one with a

time slice. multiplexing

small time interval for highlv interactive
programs. another with a large time in
terval for long computation problems,
This compromise technique reduces the
amount of swapping and overhead on
the longer running programs caused by
fl'equent interruptIons, but provides
rapid response for highly interactive
programs.
time-sharing user file - Time-shared sys
tem subcomponents are different from
user files onlv in their availability. Sys
tem subcomponents may be used by all
users but may not be modified by any
except those specifically designated as
system users, The executive merely
maintains records on the location and
attributes of the files of data and pro
grams, stores and retrieves these as re
quested. and if the file is executable bi
narv code, it loads, relocates as
required. and executes the file as re
quested.
time-sharing user modes - At any given
time. a user is in one of the following
execution modes: (I) inactive; (2) com
mand; (3) ready; (4) running; (5) waiting
(a) for i/o completion, (b) for console
action. (c) for task completion, (d) to be
loaded.
time-sharing user-oriented languages-

The design of languages to be used at
remote terminals is more critical than in
batch-mode svstems. One of the aims of
time sharing 'is to increase the accessi
bility of computers to nonprogrammlng
problem solvers. One would therefore
expect to have a higher percentage of
lav users in a time-shared system. Lan
guage forms, syntax, and special words
should be tailored to these users lacking
in computer expertise.
time-sharing waiting mode - Tasks in the
"waiting" mode are voluntarilv sus
pended until some operation is com
plete. Upon completion of the awaited
operation. the waiting task is returned
to the ready mode (or in some systems
to the running mode),
time slice - A designated interval of time
during which a job can use a resource
without being preempted.
time slice. multiplexing - Minicomputers
can support complex kinds of multi
plexing and concentration, The sim
plest kind is fixed-time-division multi
plexing where every user is assigned a
time slIce. and all users are examined in
turn. If a user has no traffic to send,
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the time slice remains empty and IS
wasted.
time slice, statistical multiplexing Statistical multiplexing is a scheme in
which each user is examined in turn
until one is found with traffic to send.
No time slices are left empty if any user
has any traffic; however. some identifi
cation must be sent with the data in each
time slice to identify the user.
time slicing - Same as time sharing.
time, standby - I. The elapsed time be
tween inquiries when the equipment is
operating on an inquirv application. 2.
The time during which two or more
computers are tied together and are
avaifable to answer inquiries or to pro
cess intermittent actions on stored data.
time, standby maintenance - See time,
maintenance standby.
time, standby unaHached - Time in which
the machine is in an unknown condition
and is not processing a problem. In
cludes time in which the machine is
known to be defective and work is not
being done to restore it to operating
condition. Includes breakdowns that
render the machine unavailable due to
outside conditions (power outages, etc).
time, start - The time between the inter
pretation of instructions to read or write
on tape and the transfer of information
from the tape into storage or from stor
age into the tape.
time, stop - The time that elapses be
tween the completion of a reading or
writing of a tape record and the time
when the tape stops moving.
time, subtract - A determination of the
elapsed time required for one subtrac
tion operation, but excluding the time
required to obtain and return the quan
tities from storage.
time,
supplementary
maintenance Time designed to modify or change
eqUIpment m some sort of major way to
improve reliability, but usually without
additions of equIpment. This time is
usually considered part of scheduled
engineering ~ime and/or scheduled
mamtenance tIme.
time, swap - The time required to trans
fer a program from external memory to
high-speed internal memory and vice
versa.
time, switching - 1. The time interval be
tween the reference time, or time at
which the leading edge of a switching or

driving pulse occurs, and the last instant
at which the instantaneous voltage re
sponse of a magnetic cell reaches a
stated fraction of its peak value. 2. The
time interval between the reference
time and the first instant at which the
instantaneous integrated voltage re
sponse reaches a stated fraction of its
peak value.
time, system-improvement - All the ma
chine down time needed for the installa
tion and testing of new components,
large or small, and machine down time
necessary for modification of existing
components. Includes all programmed
tests following the above actions to
prove the machine is operating prop
erly.
time, takedown - The time required to
take down a piece of equipment.
time, testing - See testing time.
time-to-digital conversion - The process
of converting an interval into a digital
number.
time, training - The machine time ex
pended in training employees in the use
of the equipment, including such activi
ties as mounting, console operation,
converter operation, printing operation
and related activities, and time spent in
conducting required demonstrations.
time, transfer - That specific time interval
between the instant the transfer of data
to or from a storage commences and the
instant it is completed.
time, true - Same as time, reaL
time, turnaround - The time required to
reverse the direction of a transmission
in a communication channeL
time, unaHended - Time during which
the equipment is in an unknown condi
tion and during which it is not in use.
This also includes most often time dur
ing breakdown.
time, unused - That time which is availa
ble for machine operations, but which is
left unused and most often unattended
by any computer system personnel.
time, up - The time during which equip
ment is either producing work or is
available for productive work. (Con
trasted with down time.)
time utilization - The arrangement of a
program which allows processing to
continue while records necessary for
processing are being located in file and
read into core and working storage.
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time, waiting - Same as latency, the time
interval between the instant the control
unit signals the details, addresses, etc.,
of a transfer of data to or from the stor
age unit and the instant the transfer
commences.
time, word - I. The amount of time re
quired to move one word past a given
point. The term is used especially in ref
erence to words stored serially. 2. The
time required to transport one word
from one storage device to another.
(Related to access time.)
time, write - The amount of time it takes
to record information. (Related to ac
cess time.)
timing and control circuits - Circuits that
receive bus and internal control signals
and generate appropriate read/write
timing and control signals.
timing circuits - For many purposes, it is
desirable to produce a SIgnal of a certain
duration, starting with a triggering im
pulse. Signals of this type are frequenth
needed in connection with input/output
devices, where signals occur much more
slowly than they do inside the com
puter. In the case of static circuitf\',
there are various forms of monos table
circuits that can produce pulses of any
desired duration. In dynamic circuits,
delay lines can be used to produce time
delays and pulse trains of a desired
length.
timing, clock - A pulse positioned next to
recorded characters on tapes, drums,
discs, etc., to control the timing of read
circuits, count characters, or develop
and perform related functions which a
clock pulse would perform.
timing control - On many systems, all
necessary timing signals are provided
by an on-chip oscillator and a timing
generator. The frequency of the oscilla
tor, in turn, is selected by connecting an
external capacitor or crystal between
specific pins. When a crystal is used, the
resulting frequency of the oscillator is
equal to the resonant frequency of the
crystal. When a capacitor is used, the
frequency of the oscillator varies ac
cording to the capacitance values.
timing error - An error introduced be
cause the program was not able to keep
pace with the tape-transfer rate, or a
new motion or select command was is
sued before the previous command was
completely executed.

timing matrix, program - See matrix, pro
gram timing.
timing meter - A device that measures the
time duration of an activity by sampling
the state of a memory element or ele
ments associated with that activitv. One
tvpe of timing meter is a binary counter
driven bv a clock derived either from the
basic CPU clock or from a special gener
ator.
timing, microcomputer - There are two
ways in which designers can schedule
the execution of each instruction step:
with asynchronous logic or with syn
chronous logic. With asynchronous
logic, every instruction contains its own
logic sequences, with each step trigger
ing the next appropriate step. Only the
instruction fetch sequence would be
common to all instructions. Asvnchro
nous logic has two severe limitatIons: (a)
it makes the CPU logic far more com
plex, and (b) it presents formidable tim
mg problems when interfacing the CPU
to external logic modules, each of which
may impose its own incompatible timing
demands. Synchronous logic is far
cheaper and simpler to design for. It is
based on a clock signal (or signals)
which triggers an operation on one
edge of each clock pulse. Clock pulses
are of fixed length and period.
timing pulse - See pulse, clock.
timing signals - Electrical pulses sent
throughout the machine at regular in
tervals to ensure absolute synchroniza
tion.
timing track - See track, timing.
tiny BASIC - A subset of Dartmouth
BASIC. Statements include: let, if ...
then, input, print, go to, go sub, return,
end rem, clear, list, and run. Functions
include RND (random-number genera
tor) and USR (user subroutine), These
functions allow branching, with argu
ments to assembly-language subrou
tines.
TLU - Abbreviation for Table Look Up.
To obtain a function value correspono
ing to an argument, stated or implied,
from a table of function values stored in
the computer.
TNS - Abbreviation for Transaction Net
work Service: A Bell System metropoli
tan-area
mqUlry-response
data
exchange service intended to provide a
basic communications service for short
data messages, such as inquiry-response
financial transactions.
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toggle - 1. Pertaming to any device hav
ing two stable states. 2. A circuit or de
vice containing active elements, capable
of assuming either one of two stable
states at a given time.
toggle switch - I. A manually operated
electric switch with a small projecting
arm. 2. An electronically opel'ated cir
cuit that holds either of two states until
changed.
token - A distinguishable unit in a se
quence of characters.
tolerance - A permissible deviation from
a specified value.
tomographic computerized (CT) body scanning - A system in which a scanner ro
tates a low-intensity X-ray beam around
the body 180· in a transaxial plane. De
tectors, placed opposite the beam, mon
itor and digitally signal the varying de
grees to which body tissues absorb
radiation. A computer transforms this
digital information into a cross-sec
tional, almost 3-D, image of the body.
This process differs from conventional
X-ray units which use stationary X-ray
sources to produce flat pictures of the
body.
tool data management - Tool data man
agement includes tool-length offset
storage, cutter diameter-compensation
value storage, groups of program
selectable tool-length trims, tool-data
tape input, tool-usage monitor, remote
tool-management terminal, and elec
tronic tool-gauge interface capabilities.
topological optimization - A designer's
task with regard to deciding how to in
terconnect network locations as
economically as possible while meeting
all performance goals and constraints. It
is the most difficult task for the system
planner, especially if the network is
large and encompasses many concen
trators, multiplexers, and so on.
topology - The physical or logical place
ment of nodes in a computer network.
topology alternatives - Alternative net
work topologies include: (I) highly cen
tralized or star; (2) fully distributed, ei
ther partially or fully connected; (3)
ring, which is a variant of a distributed
configuration; and (4) various combina
tions of these.
topology, centralized - Centralized com
munications topology is the kind of net
work in which each terminal has direct
access to the single host computer, usu

ally on multipoint. multiplexed, or dial
up lines, and possibly through a front
end processor.
topology,
hlerarchical- Hierarchical
communications topology means a net
work in which ternunals connect to mul
tiplexers, multiplexers to concentrators,
and concentrators to front-end proces
sors which, in turn, connect to one or
more host computers. In nonhierarch
ical communications topology. each of
the nodes of the network is of roughly
the same capability. For example, rack
et-switching networks, whether pnvate
or common carrier, may be used to pro
vide a nonhierarchical structure.
topology, network - Network topologies
can be centralized or distributed. Cen
tralized networks are those in which all
nodes connect to a single node. The al
ternative topology is distributed where,
in the limit, each node is connected to
everv other node. although the ter
minology is commonly applied to
topologies approaching this full con
nectivity.
torn-tape switching center - I. A location
where operators tear off incoming
printed and punched paper tape and
transfer it manually to the proper out
going circuit. 2. A center at whICh mes
sages are produced in a physical form
and then retransmitted to the proper
destination.
total, batch - The sum of certain CJ.uanti
ties. pertaining to batches of umt rec
ords, used to verify accuracy of opera
tions on a particular batch of records;
e.g., in a payroll calculation. the batches
might be departments, and batch totals
would be number of employees m the
department, total hours worked in the
department, total pay for the depart
ment. Batches. however, may be arbi
trary, such as orders received from 9 am
to II am on a certain day.
total, check - See check total.
total, control - See control total.
total, gibberish - Same as hash total.
total, hash - See hash total.
total, Intermediate - A total which lies
somewhere between a major and a
minor total, i.e.. a summation devel
oped for some other purpose, or in
some hierarchy of sums. or due to a ter
mination in a program.
totalizing - To register a precise total
count from mechanical, photoelectric,
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electromagnetic, or electronic inputs or
detectors.
total, major - The summation or tally of
the group of intermediate totals and,
therefore, often called the most signifi
cant total.
total management IYltem - See system,
total management.
total, minor - The sum of the least signifi
cant type.
total, proof - One of a number of check
totals which can be correlated in some
manner for consistency or reconcilia
tion in a range, set, or distinct calcula
tion.
totallystem - Often called the integrated
system, it is a plan to place all important
and significant operational components
of an organization under the complete
or partial control of computers. Real
time system configurations, and their
immediacy of data collection, process
ing, and generation are convenient to
thIS total-system concept.
touch-control panel- Some touch-control
panels are basic elements for the inter
facing of glass keyboards with MOS cir
cuitry. Conductive coatings are fired
onto a glass panel and activate controls
by touch only; no movement of a switch
is involved. The touch-control panel
combines electrocapacitive switching,
decoration, and transparent windows
for digital display devices. The fired-on
conductive coatings and ceramic deco
rations provide an operating surface
with the mechanical and chemICal dura
bility characteristic of a glass surface.
touch-input system - With some touch
input systems, users may select points of
interest by touching them. This is possi
ble by using an array of infrared light
beams that are projected directly above
the display surface. When interrupted
by a user s finger, they signal digital
logic to generate the coordinates of the
touch point as binary data.
touch interface crt screen - A crt screen
equipped with a position sensor such
that probe or finger contact at a point
on the screen causes the coordinates of
the ,point to be transmitted to a com
puter or controller.
touch-sensitive
digitizer - Abbreviated
TSD. A device which, by means of trans
ducers located along two sides ofa glass
plate, accurately determines the loca
tion of a finger or other passive probe

and converts the positional information
into digital form for computer process
ing.
touch switching - A solid-state switching
svstem that includes a touch panel and
an integrated circuit (lC) that interfaces
with the electronic components that
control functions. Each touch pad on
the panel is a capacitive switch. The pad
forms the common plate of two capaci
tors; two conductive stripes on the back
surface opposite each pad form the cor
responding plates of each capacitor.
trace - An interpretive diagnostic tech
nique that provides an analysis of each
executed instruction and WrItes it on an
output device as each instruction is ex
ecuted.
trace debug - A debugging program that
prints or displays a specific set of regis
ters and/or memory locations as they
are encountered throughout the execu
tion of a program, generally without in
terrupting the program execution. A
trace of the contents of key variables
and registers is often provided for later
problem analysis and debug review.
trace display - A software diagnostic
technique used to follow program exe
cution step by step to determme where
an error is occurring. A running trace
usually displays the contents of all CPU
registers as each instruction is executed,
thereby enabling the user to. determine
where values are not changmg as pre
dicted.
trace flow - A debugging device which
prints out contents of various registers
and memory locations in a particular
program segment specified by the user.
trace-mode debugging - A method gen
erally used throughout an entire pro
gram to determine and indicate any
variable changes, where transfers to
statements or subroutines occur, and
the values of loop counters.
trace program - See program, trace.
trace program, interpretive - See pro
gram, interpretive trace.
trace routine - An executive routine that
develops a sequence record of the exe
cution of programs to be checked or
traced.
trace, seledive - A tracing routine
wherein only instructions satisfying cer
tain specified criteria are subject to trac
ing. The following criteria are typical
examples. (a) Instruction type-arith
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metic jump. (b) Instruction location-a
specific region. (c) Data location-a spe
CIfic region. For case (a), where.tracmg
is performed on a transfer or a jump
instruction, the term logical trace IS
sometimes used.
tracing - An interpretive diagnostic tech
nique to record on an output device the
execution of each instructIOn and its re
sults. This technique provides a record
of each processed instruction by the re
cording of all instructions, operands,
and results for analysis of the computer
run.
tracing, flow - A type of diagnostics and
debugging in which the programmer
specifies the start and end of those pro
gram segments where he wishes to ex
amine the contents of various registers
and accumulators. The program will
run at machine speed until it encounters
the desired segments, and the printing
commences and is terminated when the
end of the program segment is encoun
tered. It is also possible then to include
"snapshot" traces which indicate the
contents not only of the various ac
cumulators and registers, but also of
specified memory locations.
tracing, interpretive - Such routines in
terpret rather than execute directly each
instruction in either source language or
machine code. The program IS simu
lated in its execution by using accumula
tors and pseudo index registers which
are not identical to the accumulators
and registers used by the tracing pro
gram; thus, control does not pass from
the tracing program to the program
which is being traced when a branch in
struction is encountered.
tracing, logical - Tracing which is per
formed only on specifIC jump or transfer
instructions and for specific purposes.
tracing routine - A routine that supplies
automatic tracing.
tracing, seledive - Specific tracing on
particular data most often related to
some highly specific instructions such as
transfer instructions only, or for spec
ified locations, registers, storage units,
areas, etc.
tracing
strudure,
built-in - Various
debugging, diagnostic, or error-tracing
routines are blllit-in parts of programs,
i.e., instructions to output partial results
during any program execution cycle.
Such InstructIons may be of a temporary
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nature and can be easily removed using
various series of test instructions.
track - I. A sequence of binary cells ar
ranged so that data may be read or writ
ten from one cell at a time in serial fash
ion; for example, a track on a magnetic
drum is a path one bit wide around the
circumference of the drum. 2. The por
tion of a moving-storage medium, such
as a drum, tape, disk, that is accessible
to a given reading station.
trackball- A ball mounted in a box
equipped with position sensors. A track
ball does not move the cursor in direct
proportion to its position, but instead it
transports the cursor in proportion to
the speed at which it is rolled and in the
direction of its rotation. This method of
operation enables a cursor to be pre
CIselv positioned because the speed of
rotation can easily approach zero. How
ever, by rotating the ball rapidly, the
cursor can be moved fast, so as not to
cause undue delay.
track density - The number of adjacent
tracks per a given unit of distance mea
sured In a direction perpendicular to
the direction of indiVidual tracks. The
inverse of track pitch.
track, feed - The track of a paper tape
which contains the small feed holes for
the sprockets.
tracking crOIl- A crosslike array of bright
dots on the display, used for locatmg
points and lines or for drawing curves.
track, library - Tracks used to store refer
ence data, such as titles, key words, doc
ument numbers, etc., on tapes, drums,
disks, or mass storage devices.
track, magnetic - That part of a moving
magnetic medium which is influenced
by a magnetic head, i.e., the ring-shaped
portion of the surface of a magnetic
arum storage as connected with one
physical pOSition of one magnetic head.
track pitch - See pitch, track.
track, primary - On a direct -access de
vice, the original track on which data are
stored.
tracks density - The number of bits
which may be written in a single posi
tion across the width of the tape, includ
ing parity bits.
tracks, prerecorded - A preliminary tape-,
disk-, or drum-recorded routine that
simplifies programming. Relieves the
programmer of the responsibility of fur
nishIng timing or counting instructions

track, timing
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and permits block and word addressa
bility.
track, timing - A specific track on mag
netic tape, magnetic disks, drums, etc.,
on which a long string of pulses is re
corded developmg a clock Signal to thus
recognize rows of data by counting or
by the positioning of the pulses or
marks in the track.
traffic control, input/output - See input
/ output traffic control.
traffic

control,

microcomputer -

A

ml

cro{"omputer at each intersection allows
a large central master traffic control sys
tem to know the traffic flow at ea{"h in
tersection. The intersection microcom
puter ("an implement light changes
operating (I) on its own information,
(2) in conjunction with a group of inter
sections, or (3) under central master
control.
traffic information - With respect to a ter
minal, information concerning the type
of message or transactIOn, the number
of transactions per dav or hour, mes
sage-length distributions for input and
output, priority, and others.
traffic statistics- The obtaining of infor
mation from a studv of communications
traffic. Includes statistical study of mes
sage headings, receipts, ack;lOwledg
ments, routing, and so on, plus a tabula
tion of volumes and types of messages
with respect to time.
trail, audit - See audit trail.
trailer - I. A record that follows a group
of detail records and gives information
about a group not present in the detail
records. 2. A record that follows a
header.
trailer label - The end-of-tape file record
that lists summary information concern
ing that file.
trailer record - A record that follows a
group of records and contains pertinent
data related to the group of records.
trailer, tai'e - See tape trailer.
training mode - See mode, training.
training time - See time, training.
transaction - A collection or grouping of
sevei'al related actions entered by a ter
minal operator as in an airline reserva
tion system where the sale ofa space on
one flight is an action, and the sale of an
itinerary or schedule including several
alternate Hights for the same passenger
would be a transaction.

Data describing a specific event in a data-processing apphca
tion area, such as job number, quantity,
price, etc.
transaction-driven systems- In batch
oriented systems, data enters the pro
cessing cycle on a systematic basis in
highly structured groupings or batches,
and files are usually updated after the
fact. In interactive, transaction-driven
svstems, data is entered randomly. and
f{les are updated immediately as' tran
sactions occur, usually as a byproduct of
processing those items. As a result of
direct real-time data entrv, records deal
ing with the event or trai'lSaction are as
current as the latest transaction, wher
ever the entry is made in the system or
network. Often, the system provides di
reet communication with the operator
by asking questions, offering step-by
step entry guidance, and answering op
erator queries.
transaction
file - Transactions
ac
cumulated as a batch ready fill" process
ing against the master file.
Transaction Network Service - Sa TN5.
transaction-oriented systems - A transac
tion-oriented system is a spec:alized
type of on-line system designed to han
dle interactive-type applications that re
volve around entering, retrieving, up
dating and/or manipulating informa
tion (normally located in a data base),
using one or more user-written pro
grams. A transaction-oriented system
typically runs under the operating sys
tem as a single, high-priority job in a
multiprogramming environment and is
generally designed for a set of specific
functions, such as airline-reservations
handling. A system of this nature tends
to be highly user oriented, in that one of
its primary goals is to interact effectivelv
with termmal operators in such a way as
to provide an efficient flow of informa
tion between the operators and the sys
tem. This is best accomplished in a
transaction environment by providing
very fast response time (a few seconds
or less, depending upon the situation).
transaction record - Specific information
which modifies information in a file.
transaction recorder, automatic - Rou
tines or systems are developed for re
cording several facts about each trans
action with minimum manual input.
Worker and job identification are
picked up from plates or individual
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cards, start-stop times are checked by
clock notations, completions are devel
oped by recording dials at inquiry sta
tions throughout plants.
transaction tape - A paller or magnetic
tape carrying informatiOn that is to be
used to up-date filed information. This
filed information is often on a master
tape.
transceiver - A terminal device that can
both transmit and receive signals.
transceiver, card - A device that trans
mits and receives data from a punched
card to a punched card. It is essentially
a converSiOn device which at the send
ing end reads the card and transmits the
data over the wire. At the receiving end
it punches the data into a card.
transcribe - To copy, with or without
translating, from one external storage
medium to another.
transcriber - The equipment associated
with a computer for the purpose of
transferring the input or output data
from a record of information in a given
language to the computer medium and
language, or from a computer to a rec
ord of mformation.
transcription - Conversion of data from
one language, medium, or code to an
other. Includes the reading, translating,
and recording (writing) operations.
transcription break - A flowchart svmbol
or device that shows the relationship be
tween two files. The svmbol is direc
tional and suggests the flow of informa
tion from one file to the file that is
affected by the information. The opera
tion svmbol should be on the historv
.
lines of the file that is affected.
transducer - A device that converts en
ergy from one form to another; e.g., a
quartz crystal imbedded in mercury can
change electrical energy to sound en
ergy as is done in somc delay lines in
computer-storage systems.
transducer, incremental- A rotarv or lin
ear feedback device with discrete on-off
pulses. All pulses are the same, and
there is always the same number of sig
nals per unit length or per revolution.
Direction is determined by special logic
circuits.
transducen,
analog/digltal- Analog
transducers outFut either voltages or
currents. Digita transducers fall into
two basic categories. Some incorporate
a sensing unit as part of an oscillator
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circuit and determine the frequencv of
that circuit as a function of the mea
sured quantity. Others detect the posi
tion of a primary sensor and convert
that quantity into a coded digital word.
transducer, syntax - A subroutine which
recognizes the phase class in an artificial
language, normally expressed in Backus
normal form.
transducer translating device - A device
for converting error of the controlled
member of a servomechanism into an
electrical signal that can be used in cor
recting' the error.
transfer - I. To change control by means
of an instruction or signal that specifies
the location of the next instruction and
directs the computer to that instruction;
to jump. A transfer is used to alter the
normal sequence control of the com
puter. 2. To copy, exchange, read. re
cord. store, transmit, transport. or write
data. 3. To terminate one sequence of
instructions and begin another se
quence.
transfer, average data, rate - See data
transfer rate, average.
transfer, block - The conveyance of a
group of consecutive word's from one
place to another.
transfer check - A check on the accuracv
of a data transfer.
'
transfer circuit - A circuit which connects
communication centers of two or more
separate networks in order to transfer
the traffic between the networks.
transfer command - A particular order or
instruction which changes control from
one part of the program to another part
by indicating a remote instruction,
transfer, conditional- :,ee branch, condi
tional.
transfer control, unconditional - Same as
branch, unconditional.
transfer function - A mathematical ex
pression or expressions that describe(s)
the relationship between physical con
ditions at two different points in time or
space in a given system, and also de
scribes the role played by the interven
ing time or space.
transfer instruction - Same as branch in
struction.
transfer
instruction,
conditional- See
branch, conditional.
transfer

instruction,

unconditional -

See branch. unconditional.

transfer medium
transfer medium -

The material which en
ables the transfer of ink during printing,
i.e., sheets. ribbons. plastic film.
transfer of control- Same as branch.
transfer operation - An operation that
moves information from one storage lo
cation or one storage medium to an
other, e.g., read, record. copy. transmit.
or exchange. Transfer is sometimes
taken to refer specifically to movement
between different storage media.
transfer, parallel- In a parallel transfer,
all the bits stored in one string of flip
flops are transferred simultaneously to
another string. using one wire (or a pair
of wires) for each flIp-flop.
transfer peak - See data transfer rate.
transfer, peripheral- A procedure or
process for transferring data between
two units of peripheral or auxiliary
equipment.
transfer, radial- A procedure or process
for transferring data between periph
eral equipment and the internal mem
ory of the machine.
transfer rate, charader - The speed at
which data may be read from or written
to the unit, exclusive of seek or latency
delays.
transfer rate, data - The speed at which
data may be read from or written to the
device, from the lowest to the highest
speed and density available.
transfer rate, instantaneous - See data
transfer rate.
transfer rate, maximum - The maximum
number of binary digits pel' second
which can be accommodated on the
channel. For a duplex channel (input
loutput) the transfer rate is usually
shown for one direction only.
transfer rate, system - A measure of how
fast data can be read from or written
into the storage medium. Often this is
qualified further by specifying a burst
transfer rate and an average transfer
rate. The burst rate is the actual speed
during reading or writing. The average
rate is measured for a long transfer of
several thousand bytes. It is usually less
than the burst rate because of the gaps
between blocks of data or time spent
searching for the next block of data.
transfers, automatic-word - An instruc
tion that uses the data-break facility to
allow concurrent information process
ing and data acquisition during block
transfers.

transistor, fleld-eWed
transfer, serial- A system of data transfer

in which the characters of an element of
information are transferred in sequence
over a single path in consecutive time
positions.
transfer table - A table that contains a list
of transfer instructions of all the pro
grams that are in core, which enables
transfers of control to be made from
one program to another.
transfer time - That specific time interval
between the instant the transfer of data
to or from a storage commences and the
instant it is completed.
transfer, unconditional- Same as branch,
unconditional.
transfer vedor - See transfer table.
transfer, word - Transmission of entire
words. All word bits are transferred be
tween the computer and the external
device at one time. This means that no
breakdown of words into characters on
output, or assembling of characters into
words on input, takes place.
transform - To change the structure or
composition of information without al
tering its meaning or value; to normal
ize, edit, or substitute.
transient - I. A disturbance intermediate
to two steady-state conditions. 2. Per
taining to rapid change.
transient error - Some errors arise which
are not caused by any inherent defect in
tapes, machines. or programs, but be
cause of the presence of some dust,
which will disappear when the tape is
physically moved again. Such errors are
termed to be transIent.
transistor - A device made by attaching
three or more wires to a small wafer of
semiconducting material (a single crys
tal which has been specially treated so
that its properties are different at the
point where each wire is attached). The
three wires are usually called the emit
ter, base, and collector. They perform
functions somewhat similar to those of
the cathode, grid, and plate ofa vacuum
tube, respectIvely.
transistor, bipolar - A transistor in which
electrical conduction depends on the
flow of both majority and minority carri
ers.
transistor, fleld-efl'ed - A transistor in
which the conduction is due entirely to
the flow of the majority carriers and in
which the conductIOn can be varied by
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transistor, metal-oxide-semiconductor . . .
~n electric field produced by an auxil
Iary source.

transistor,
metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect - Abbreviated
MOSFET.

An insulated-gate field-effect transistor
in which the insulating layer between
each gate electrode and the channel is
an oXide material or an oxide and ni
tride material.
transistor, npn - A transistor formed bv
sandwiching a narrow block of p-type
semiconductor matenal between two
larger blocks of n-type material. In the
construction of the transistor. measures
are taken to ensure that the flow of cur
rent from emitter to base is not reduced
bv much when it continues on to the
c~lIector; the base material is onlv
slightly doped and is much narrower
than the crystals on either side of it. The
emitter-base junction is usually forward
biased, and the base-collector junction
is usually reverse biased. See also transis
tor. pnp.
transistor, pnp - A transistor formed bv
sandwiching a narrow block of n-t'pe
semiconductor material (the base) be
tween two l~rger blocks of p-type mate
nal (the emitter and collector). In nor
mal
operation,
the
emitter-base
junction is forward biased while the
base-collector junction is reverse
biased. See also transistor, npn.
transition - The change from one circuit
condition to another. such as the
change from mark to space or from
space to mark.
transition card - A card. used in the load
ing of a deck of program cards. that
causes the termination of the loading
process and initiates the execution of
the program.
transition, mark-to-space - The transi
tion. or switching, from a marking im
pulse to a spacing impulse.
transition, space-to-mark - The transi
tion. or switching, from a spacing im
pulse to a marking impulse.
translate - To change information from
one language to another without signifi
cantly affecting the meaning, e.g., prob
lem statements in pseudocode, data, or
coding to machine.
translate (display) - To move, as an
image on a screen, from side to side or
up and down without rotation of the
Image.
translating program - A particular pro596
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gram (often called a translator) which
translates from one language into an
other.
translating routine - A program whose
input is a sequence of statements in
some language and whose output is an
equivalent sequence of statements in
another language.
translation - The operation that re
establishes the text of a message from
the restored signals and includes print
ing of the text.
translation, algorithm - A specific, clfec
tive, essentially computational method
for obtaining a translation from one lan
guage to another.
translation, error rate of (communication)

- Ratio of the number of alphabetic
characters incorrectlv translated to the
number of alphabetic characters in the
undistorted and restored message at the
input of the receiving apparatus.
translation, frequency - The transfer, en
block, of the signals occupying a definite
frequency band from one posllion in the
frequency spectrum to another so that
the arithmetic frequency difference of
the signals is unaltered.
translation, language - The translation of
information from one language to an
other.
translation, machine - The automatic
translation from one representation to
another representation. The translation
may involve codes, languages. or other
systems of representatIOn. (Related to
automatic dictionarv.)
translation, mechanical - A generic term
for language translation by computers
or Similar eqUipment.
translation, one-for-one - The specific
process in which each programmmg in
struction is equal to one machine-lan
guage mstructlon.
translation program, interpretive - Same
as program, interpretive.
translator - I. A program whose input is
a sequence of statements in some lan
guage and whose output is an equiva
lent sequence of statements in another
language. (Synonymous with translat
ing routine.) 2. A translating device.
translator, language - See language trans
lator.
translator, one-to-one - Same as assem
bler, one-to-one.
translator program - A program that uses

translator routine

transmission frames, SDLC

the source language program as input
and produces from it a programmmg
machine language.
translator routine - A routine that com
piles (translates) a source program ex
pressed in problem-oriented language
mto an object program in machine
code.
transliterate - To represent the charac
ters or words of one language b\ corre
sponding characters or words' of an
other language.
transmission - The electrical transfer of a
signal, message, or other form ofintelli
gence from one location to another.
transmission, analog - Analog transmis
sion sends a continuous signal range
(amplitude, frequency, or phase) over a
channel; filters and. linear amplifiers
mamtam SIgnal quahty. Analog voice
channels are interfaced to the digital
output of terminals and computers bv a
modem, within which digital pulses
modulate a phone-channel compatible
carrier. This carrier then passes through
the telephone network as though it were
a voice signal. The receiving end
demodulates the signal back to digital
form.
transmission, asynchronous - The trans
mission process such that getween am
two significant instants in the samt'
group (block or character), there is al
ways an integral number of unit inter
vals. Between two significant instants
located in different groups, there is not
always an integral number of unit inter
vals.
transmission, binary - The information
exchanged by computers and other data
terminals is generally in binarv, or
pulse-type, form, consIsting of a s~mple
voltage on-off pattern. TransmiSSIon
media linking data-processing equip
ment should, Ideally, be capable of han
dling this pulse-type signal format. In
an effort to provide such media, net
works are in service which are intended
solely for transmitting digital signals.
The analog voice telephone system
offers the most readily accessible, wide
spread communications facility. These
telephone circuits were origil1ally de
SIgned to accommodate a limited quan
tity of low-speed telegraph traffic; thev
were not meant to carry high-volume,
high-speed digital data. To make trans
mIssion of such data possible on voice
channel facilities, the binary language of

data processing must be translated into
the analog language of voice communi
cation.
transmission channels - There are three
basic channel configurations: point-to
point, multipoint, and circuit-switched.
A point-to-point channel connects just
two parties. Even nonswitched, these
channels can operate in either the half~
or full-duplex mode. In multipoint set
ups, several secondary stations share a
common line. The primarv stalion solic
its transmissions from its tributan se
condaries bv polling them, and picks
which secondaries are to receive a data
transmission. Usuallv, nonswitched
multipoint systems a're restricted to
half-duplex transmission, However, it is
possible for the primary to transmit to
one secondary while receiving from an
other. A circuit-switched arrangement
establishes a transmitter-to-receiver
path for everv call. Calls are initiated by
pulse or DTMF dialers either manually
from rotary or keypad devices, or auto
matically.
transmission codes, fixed ratio - Error de
tection codes that use a fixed ralio of
one bit to the total number of bilS,
transmission codes, recurrent - Codes 111
which check svmbols are used to detect
against the burst type of error.
transmission codes, spiral parity checking

- A method used to detect single bit
errors, Each check character is obtained
bv shifting the level for each successive
checking character.
transmission control unit - Abbreviated
TCL". An input/output control unit that
addresses messages to and receives
messages from a number of remote ter
minals,
transmission, data - The sending of data
from one place to another, or from one
part to another part of the system,
transmission, data, trap - .'Iff data-trans
mission trap.
transmission, effedive speed of - The
rate at which information is processed
by a transmission facility, expressed as
the average characters per unit time or
average bIlS per unit time.
transmission equipment - That large class
of equipment considered peripheral to
the computing equipment itself which
commumcates data rather than comput
ing or processing.
transmission frames, SOLC - All SDLC
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transmission interface converter

transmiHed-clata circuit

transmissions occur in well-defined
frames. Information frames incorporate
the transmitted message intelligence.
Supervisorv frames carry no data; they
convey such signals as ready or busy in
dications, polls or acknowledgments,
and requests for retransmission after
detecting errors. Management frames
provide the data needed for such func
tions as activating, initializing, and con
trolling the response mode of second
ary stations as well as reporting errors in
transmission procedures. Each message
frame has six distinct fields. The stand
ardized format minimizes the amount of
signaling needed for data-link control
by permitting multiple-frame transmis
sion sequences that do not require an
acknowledgment.
transmission interface converter - The
transmission interface converter con
trols information transfer between a
transmission channel and a transmis
sion adapter.
transmission level - The expression in
transmission units of the ratio P/P o,
where P represents the power at the
point in question, and Po the power at
the point chosen as the origin of the
transmission system.
transmission link - A section of a channel
(or circuit) between: (l) a transmitter
station and the following telegraph re
peater, (2) two successive telegraph re
peaters, (3) a receiving station and the
preceding telegraph repeater.
. transmission modes- Basic types of trans
mission are: simplex (one way only).
simplex with back channel (one way
with limited backtalk handshaking), half
duplex (bidirectional but in one direc
tion at a time), and full duplex (simul
taneously bidirectional).
transmission packet - Use of short stand
ardized packets. A packet-switching net
work is able to store and forward mes
sages very rapidly, typically within a
fraction of a second. This is made possi
ble by the use of very high-speed switch
ing computers in which messages (pack
ets) are stored in fast-access memory
exclusively, rather than on the slow
access storage devices (electromechani
cal disk drives) employed in conven
tional message switching systems. Flow
control techniques are designed to en
sure that main storage does not become
overloaded, while still maintaining line
loadings as close to maximum as passi
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ble. Thus, packets are stored only mo
mentarily at each node and pass very
rapidly from node to node through the
network. Delav is but a fraction of a sec
ond.
.
transmission, parallel - A system for
sending all bits of a particular character
simultaneousIv.
transmission, point-to-point - Transmis
sion of data between two points.
transmission ratio, utilization - The data
transmission ratio of useful or accept
able data output to the total input of
data.
transmission

revenal, terminal

systems

- In some systems, transmission rever
sal, under operator control, permits
suspension of transmission from the
host CPU to the terminal to allow trans
mission from the terminal to the host.
transmission, serial- To move data in se
quence, one character at a time, as con
trasted with parallel transmission.
transmission speed - The number of in
formation elements sent per unit of
time, usually expressed as bits, charac
ters, word groups, or records per sec
ond (or per minute).
transmission, start-stop - Asynchronous
transmission in which a group of code
elements corresponding to a character
signal is preceded by a start element and
is followed by a stop element.
transmission system codes - Method of
using a character parity check as well as
a block check to detect errors .
transmission system, information - A sys
tem which receives and delivers infor
mation without changing it.
transmission, transparent mode - Trans
mission of binary data with the recogni
tion of most control characters sup
pressed.
In
binary
synchronous
communications, entrv to and exit from
the transparent mode' is indicated by a
sequence beginning with a special data
link escape (DLE) character.
transmit - To move data from one loca
tion to another.
transmit flow control - A tr~nsmission
procedure which controls the rate at
which data may be transmitted from one
terminal point so that it is equal to the
rate at which it can be received by the
remote terminal point.
transmiHed-clata circuit - Signals in this
circuit are originated by the data-termi

transmitter

trap control settings

nal equipment for transmission on the
data-communication channel. This cir
cuit is not required for receive-only ser
vICe.
transmitter - In telephony, a device to
convert sound to electrical energy. In
radio and television, a device to gener
ate and radiate electrical energy.
transmitter distributor - The device m a
teletypewriter that makes and breaks
the lme in timed sequence. Modern
usage of the term refers to a paper-tape
transmitter.

of the source document to the read sta
tion.
transport mechanism, tape - See trans
port, tape.
transport, tape - The mechanism that
moves magnetic or paper tape past
sensing and recording heads, and is
usually associated with data-processing
equipment. (Synonymous with tape
transport mechanism, tape drive, and
tape feed; related to tape unit and mag
netic-tape unit.)
transport unit - A specific piece of periph
eral equipment or media handhng de
vice, such as a card feed.
transverse check - A system of error con
trol based on some preset rules for the
formation of characters.
trap - I. A special form of a conditional
breakpoint that is activated by the hard
ware itself. by conditions imposed by
the operating system, or by a combina
tion of the two. Traps are an outgrowth
of the old idea of switch-controlled halts
or jumps. Frequently, a number of in
ternal triggers or traps exist in a com
puter. Since these traps are usually set
only by unexpected or unpredictable
occurrences, and smce the executIOn
time and number of instructions for
testing them can be burdensome, it is
usual for these triggers to cause an auto
matic transfer of control. or jump to a
known location. The location from
which the transfer occurred. and the
cause of the transfer are recorded in
other standard locations. Some trap
ping features can also be enabled or in
hibited under program control. e.g.• an
overflow trap. (Related to tracing rou
tine.) 2. A routine to determine in
directly the setting of internal triggers
in the computer.
trap, arithmetic mask - The bit. in the
program status doubleword, that indi
cates whether (if I) or not (if 0) the
fixed-point arithmetic trap is in effecl.
trap/breakpoint - Various halts that are
designed and inserted in object code
with the purpose of causing a branch to
a debug program at appropriate times
and places.
trap control settings - Trap control set
tings which interrupt signals will be al
lowed to interrupt a program in pro
cess. If a trap is armed. then the
associated interrupt conditions will be
permitted to interrupt the main pro
gram when they occur. A trap that has
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transmitter-distributor,

tape reader.

tape -

Same

as

transmitter

ready - An interrupt trig
gered by a universal synchronous-asyn
chronous receiver transmitter. It indi
cates that the processor is ready to send
out another character to a remote termi
nal.
transmitter register - A register the pur
pose of which is to serialize data and
present it to the transmitted data out
put.
transmitter-start code - Usually a two-kt
ter call that is sent to an outlving ma
chine and automatically turns on its tape
transmitter.
transparent - Pertaining to a function not
noticed or seen or directly implemented
by the operator or user. Many code con
versions are completed without the op
erator seeing them or being aware of
them.
transparent data communication code-

A mode of data communication that
uses a code-independent protocol and
does not depend for its correct func
tioning on the character set or code
used.
transparent text - Text which may con
tain any sequence of bits and which does
not perturb and is not perturbed by the
channel or the protocol.
transparent transmission - A method of
transmission in which the transmission
medium will not recognize control
characters or initiate anV control func
tion.
.
transport - I. To convey as a whole from
one storage device to another. 2. A de
vice that moves tape past a head. (Syn
onymous with tape transport.)
transportation, document - The phase in
the reading process in character recog
nition which makes the effective delivery

trigger bistable

trap, data transmission

not been armed. or has been disarmed.
inhibits the occurrence of interrupt sig
nals.
trap, data transmission - Srr data trans
mission trap.
trap, dedicated, cells - The executive of a
time-sharing system regains control
when an interrupt occurs by prestoring
m the dedicated trap cells. The program
then jumps to the appropriate interrupt
processing subroutines. The dedicated
cells are in a protected area of core
memorv and cannot be modified bv a
user program. Arming and enabling op
erations are usually privileged instruc
tions forbidden to user programs. Ex
ceptions to this may be certain program
faults. such as arithmetic overflow.
trapped instruction - I. A special instruc
tion which is executed bv a software
routine in cases where the necessarv
hardware is absent and in cases where
the CPU is not in the state required. 2.
An instruction whose execution was
stopped or cancelled.
trapping - A feature of some computers
whereby an unscheduled (non pro
grammed) jump is made to a predeter
mined location in response to a machine
condition (e.g.. a tagged instruction. or
an abnormal arithmetic situation). Such
a feature is commonly used by monitor
routines to provide automatic checking.
or for communication between input
loutput routines and their programs.
trapping mode - A scheme used main Iv in
program-diagnostic procedures for cer
tain computers. If the trapping mode
flip-flop is set and the program includes
anyone of certain instructions. the in
struction is not performed but the next
instruction is taken from location O.
Program-counter contents are saved in
order to resume the program after ex
ecuting the diagnostic procedure.
trap se"ings - Trap settings that control
interrupt signals will be allowed to in
terrupt a program in process. If a trap is
armed. then the associated interrupt
conditions will be permitted to inter
rupt the main program when they occur.
A trap that has not been armed. or has
been disarmed. prevents the occurrence
of interrupt signals.
traverse - The area through which a
punched card is transported through
the machine.
tray - The flat file drawer used to store
punched cards.
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tree -

This term is often used for some
types of decoders because their dia
grammatic representation can resemble
the branches and trunk of a tree.
tree-form language - A language in
which the files are structured in a hierar
chical. or tree. form.
tree-structure network - In industrial en
vironments. a hierarchical. or tree.
structure is often used to supervise and
control a variety of real-time process
control applications. In such systems. a
hierarchy of computers is used to con
trol processes. sVl1chronize them. and
report their staUIs. Small sensor-based
systems provide real-time process-con
trol handling while recording the occur
rences of events at each process and re
porting them to a superVisory level. The
computers at the supervisory level coor
dinate the sensor systems and report
status. parts count. etc.. to a host com
puter for corporate planning. inventory
control. etc.
tree structures, file addressing - Specific
switching or data file addressing struc
tures designed to select an element by
reduction cascading or all members of a
set by expansion cascades. If used in
chained data structures. the addresses
associated with each item have multiple
pointers to other items. i.e .. to the next
row member and the next column mem
ber.
trend - To print or record variable val
ues.
triad - A group of three bits or three
pulses usually in sequence on one wire
or simultaneously on three wires.
trial divisor - An initial approximation in
the dividing arithmetic process.
trial run - The procedure which is used to
check for accuracy of methods. A sam
ple card deck or part of the actual-run
data may be used for the check.
tributary circuit - A circuit that connects
as an individual drop, or drops, to a
switching center.
tributary station - A station (on.a chan
nel) which is not a control station.
trigger - A bistable electronic device
used tf> store information, to generate
gates, and to condition AND and OR cir
cuits, etc.
trigger bistable - A circuit which has two
stable states requiring excitation trig
gers to cause a change from one state to
the other. The excitation may be caused

Hy a.ynchronous operation

triggering

by first one and then the other of two
inputs or by alternating two signals or
excitations of a single input. Same as
binary pair and flip-flop.
triggering - The starting of circuit action,
which then continues for a predeter
mined time under its own control.
trip computer - A small computer used in
a vehicle to obtain current information
on fuel consumption, driving range on
remaining fuel, number of miles to des
tination, and other information.
triple addrell- Same as address, three.
triple-length working - The use of three
machine words to represent a number
to enhance precision.
triple preci.ion - The retention of three
times as many digits of a quantity as the
computer normally handles; e.~ .• a com
puter whose basic word consists of 10
decimal digits is called upon to handle
quantities with 30 decimal digits.
tri.tote - Pertaining to an output confi
guration found in several logic families
which is capable of assuming three out
put states: high. low. and high imped
ance. This feature is useful for intercon
necting large numbers of devices on the
same wires while allowing only one to
control the levels of the lines at a given
time.
trouble-lacation problem - A test prob
lem that, when incorrectly solved. sup
plies information on the location of the
faulty component. It is used after a
check problem has shown that a fault
exists.
trouble.h_t - To isolate and remove the
mistakes in a program caused by the
malfunction of a computer. (Related to
diagnostic routine.)
trouble.hooter problem - See problem.
troubleshooter.
true complement - Same as complement.
true time - Same as time, real.
true-time operation - See on-line, real
time operation (OLRT).
truncate - 1. To drop digits of a number
of terms of a series, thus lessening pre
cision; e.g., the number 3.14159265 is
truncated to five figures in 3.1415,
whereas one may round off to 3.1416. 2.
To terminate a computational process
in accordance with some rule.
truncation error - Error resulting from
the use of only a finite number of terms
of an infinite series.

trunk -

I. One OJ" more conductors used
for distributing signals or power from
one or more sources to one or more
destinations. (Synonymous with bus.) 2.
A path for the transfer ofdata or signals.
trunk circuit - A circuit that connects two
data-switching centers.
trunk (communication.) - A trunk is a tel
ephone line between two central offices
that is used to provide communications
between subscribers.
trunk, digit transfer - A set of wires used
to transfer numbers (electrical pulses)
which represent data and instructions to
various registers and counters. How
ever, on-off and similar transfer lines or
control signals are not considered digit
transfer trunks.
trunk., peripheral - See peripheral trunks.
truth table - A listing which presents all
possible input and output states of a
logical function.
truth table tabulation - A tabulation relat
ing all output logic states to all neces
sary or possible combinations of input
logic states for sufficient successive time
intervals (tn' t'l + I) to completely charac
terize the statiC and dynamic functions
of the logic microcircuit, expressed in
logic states or appropriate symbols.
nL - Abbreviation for Transistor Tran
sistor Logic (Sometimes abbreviated
T2L.) A family of integrated circuit logic
elements with a specific output struc
ture. The output stage consists ofa pair
of transistors. In a zero state (output
low), the upper transistor is off and the
lower transistor is on. In the one state
(output high), the lower transistor is off
and the upper transistor is on. In this
way, the output stage has the ability to
source or sink a large amount of current
if necessary, but does not have to dissi
pate this power if not needed since only
one transistor is on at a time. In addi
tion, the active current source of TTL
allows higher speeds.
nL, SchoHky - A type of TTL with a
speed twice to three times that of con
ventional TTL.
Hy - Abbreviation for teletypewriter.
Hy asynchronous operation - Generally,
the input of a tty (teletypewriter) to a
computer is an asynchronous operation
because the inputs occur at a rate not
constant in frequency and phase with
respect to a master clock; that is, they
occur at random times determined by
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the system operator, not the computer
clock.
Hy replacement crt's - In a tty replace
ment crt terminal, incoming informa
tion appears character by character on
the screen and forms into lines that
scroll on the screen as new information
arrives. When the screen is filled, the
appearance of a new character causes
the oldest line to disappear. Used as an
input device, a tty replacement crt ter
minal exhibits each character of input
information as the operator types that
character. Again, when the screen fills,
the next character extinguishes the old
est line.
tube - A tube in EDP (electronic data
processing) systems refers usually to a
cathode-ray tube that is used to display
data.
tube, cathode-ray - Abbreviated crt. A
vacuum tube in which an electron beam
can be focused to a small diameter on a
luminescent screen. The concentrated
beam can be varied in position and in
tensity to produce a visible pattern.
tube, display - A cathode-ray tube used
to display information.
Turing machine - See machine, Turing.
turnaround document - See document,
turnaround.
turnaround system - In character recog
nition, a system in which the input data
to be read are printed by the computer
with which the reader is associated.
turnaround time - I. The particular
amount of time that is required for a
computation task to get from the pro
grammer to the computer, onto the ma
chine for a test or production run, and
back to the programmer in the form of
the desired results. 2. The elapsed time
between submission of a job to a com
puting center and the return of results.
3. In communications, the actual time
required to reverse the directiQn of
transmission from sender to receiver or
vice versa when using a two-way alter
nate circuit.
turning, page - See page turning.
turnkey console - In personal computers,
a low-cost switch control panel for oper
ator control of power, imtialize, and ex
ecution.
turnkey system - A system for which the
supplier has total responsibility for con
struction, installation, and testing, in
cluding hardware and software.
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two-key rollover
TUTOR, eledronic teaching -

A teaching
machine which makes use of pro
grammed instructions in a computer to
help each student achieve the desired
educational goals. Each student com
municates with the computer via an in
dividual terminal. The computer is pro
grammed to adjust its teaching style
automatically to the needs of each stu
dent, and each student progresses inde
pendently of others.
tutorial lights - On some "intelligent"
terminals, programmable indIcator
lights can be Interlaced with the transac
tion sequence providing tutorial lead
through to an operator and/or provid
ing a pictorial history of keyboard action
while entering a transaction.
tv magazine - In the Ceefax system, data
is arranged into IOO-page magazines.
The average access time to any page in
the magazine is 12.5 seconds.
tv monitor terminals- Many microcom
puter hobbyists and small-business
users adapt standard tv sets for many
applications as terminals. Although out
board radio-frequency modulators
allow input connection directly on the
antenna terminals on the set, such inter
face circuits must first meet stringent
FCC regulations for legal operation.
tv terminal- Abbreviated TVT. A com
puter terminal that generally consists of
a keyboard and a crt display. Typically,
this unit utilizes an ordinary or modified
tv set as a display.
twin check - A continuous duplication
check achieved by the duplication of
hardware and/or an automatic compari
son of data.
two-address - An instruction that in
cludes an operation and specifies the lo
cation of an operand and the result of
the operation. See code, multiple
address.
two-address code - A specific instruction
code containing two operand addresses.
two-oddress instrudion - See multiad
dress.
two-address instrudion systerr.; - A ma
chine-language instruction that has two
addresses, but both may reference data.
two-input subtrader - Same as subtracter,
half.
two-key rollover - To prevent the wrong
code from being entered when more
than one key is struck, most encoders
furnish two-key rollover. When two keys

"

two-level address

ultraviolet erasable PROMs

are pressed, the first switch closure
delavs the second key command until
the lirst kev returns h'ome,
two-level address - See address, indirecL
two-out-of-five code - A code in which
each decimal digit is represented by five
binary digits of which two are ones and
three are zeros, or vice versa,
two-pass
assembler - An
assembler
which requires scanning of the source
program twice, The first pass constructs
a symbol table, The second does the
translation,
two-phase modulation - A method of
phase modulation in which the two sig
nificant conditions differ,
two plus one address - See address for
maL
two-plus-one address instruction - See ad
dress, three,
twos complement - See complemenL
two-state variable - A variable which as
sumes values in a set containing exactly
two elements, often svmbolized as 0 and
I, This is often con(used with double
value variable, i,e" v=± VX, (Synony
mous with binary variable,)

cation of operands, results or other
instructions,
two-valued - Same as binary variable.
two-wire channel - A channel for trans
mission in only one direction at a time,
TWX - Teleprinter exchange service with
real-time direct connection between
subscribers,
type bar - See printer type bar,
type bar, fixed - A type bar on a printer
which cannot be removed by an opera
tor and thus giving to that printer unit
a fixed alphabeL
type bar, interchangeable - A printer
type bar which can be removed by the
operator to change from one alphabet
to another,
type face - In optical character recogni
tion (OCR), a character stYle with given
relative dimensions and line thick
nesses, (Contrasted with type fonL)
type font - A type face of a given size,
such as 12-pomt Gothic.
type font, optical - A font developed as a
medium that can be read by both people
and machines,
typeout key respond - A particular push
button on a console inquiry keyboard
which locks the typewriter keyboard and
permits the automatic processing to
continue,

two-, three- or four-address instruction

- An instruction consisting of an oper
ation and 2, 3, or 4 addresses, respec
tively, The addresses may specifv the 10-

u
UA -

Abbreviation for User Area,
Abbreviation for Universal Asyn
chronous Receiver Transmitter, A spe
cific device that will interface a word
parallel controller or data terminal to a
bit serial communication network.
UART transmitter/receiver - An abbrevia
tion for Universal Asynchronous Re
ceiver/Transmitter that accepts parallel
input data and transmits it serially, The
receiver converts serial input data to
parallel output data by inserting the
desired number of start bits at the be
ginning of the transmitted word and
stop bits at the end of the word, Parity
bits can be inserted, Data is transmitted
out at a data rate (baud rate) dettr
mined by the transmitter data clock,
UART -

The receiver section checks for a valid
start bit at the beginning of a serial data
word, converting the incoming data to a
parallel output word, The receiver
checks for parity and overrun errors,
UCS - Abbreviation for l:ser Control
Store, A part of the control store set
aside for the user's microprogram,
UDC - Abbreviation for llniversal Deci
mal Classification,
ultraviolet erasable PROMs - ROMs are
usually thought of as having permanent
binary information programmed into
their memories, Once mformation is
programmed into an ordinarv ROM, it
cannot be altered. However, various
types of PROMs are erasable, These
types of PROMs permit information
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stored semipermanently to be erased
and new information to be repro
grammed in. One type of erasable
PROM can be erased by concentrated
shortwave ultraviolet light. It is housed
in a 16-pin dual in-line package (DIP)
with a quartz top that is transparent to
shortwave ultraviolet light. When it is
desired to change the contents of the
device, the unwanted information is
simply erased by directing ultraviolet
light through the quartz "window"
of the IC and reprogramming as
desired.
ultraviolet light erasing - EPROM, eras
able programmable read-only-memory,
chips may be erased by exposure to high
intensity shortwave ultraviolet light at
wavelength 2537 A. The recommended
integrated dose (i.e., UV intensity X in
tensHv time) is 6 Ws/cm 2 • The devices
are made with a transparent quartz lid
covering the silicon die. Conventional
room light, fluorescent light, or sunlight
has no measurable effect on stored data,
even after years of exposure. However,
after 10 to 20 minutes under a suitable
ultraviolet concentrated light source,
the device is erased to a state of all zeros
or all ones. It is recommended that no
more ultraviolet light exposure than
necessarv to erase the EPROM should
be used 'to prevent damage to the de
vice. CAUTION: WHEN USING AN
ULTRAVIOLET SOURCE OF THIS
TYPE, ONE SHOULD BE CAREFUL
NOT TO EXPOSE ONE'S EYES OR
SKIN TO THE ULTRAVIOLET RAYS
BECAUSE OF THE DAMAGE TO VI
SION, OR BURNS WHICH MIGHT
OCCUR. IN ADDITION, THESE
SHORTWAVE RAYS MAY GENER
ATE CONSIDERABLE AMOl'NTS OF
OZONE WHICH IS ALSO POTEN
TIALLY HAZARDOUS.
unallowable code - See check, forbidden
combination.
unallowable code check - Same as chec;k,
forbidden-combination.
unallowable digit - A character or combi
nation of bits which is not accepted as a
valid representation by the computer or
the machine design or by a specific rou
tine and suggests malfunction.
unallowable instruction digit - See instruc
tion digit, unallowable.
unary operator - An arithmetic operator
having only one term. The unary opera
tors that can be used in absolute. reloca
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table. and arithmetic expressions are
positive (+) and negative (~).
unattended

concentrator

program -

Programs for concentrators aid the host
computer by guarding against system
failure. If an unattended concentrator's
program is randomly lost, on some sys
tems, down-line load features are availa
ble to let the host processor reload the
program automatically, getting the re
mote system back on-line almost im
mediately.

unattended

data

acquisition

system-

Generally these compare performance
with preset criteria and record the out of
tolerance specification for la~er trans
mission. Often they also provide multi
ple-diagnostic tests that can automati
cally sequence from "gross" tests to
more definitive tests, thus providing the
operator with more specific data.
unattended operation - Operation of a
terminal without the intervention or as
sistance of an operator. Implies that au
tomatic answering and remote device
control features are incorporated in the
system.
unattended standby time - See time,
standby unattached.
unbalanced error - See error, unbalanced.
unblind (blind) - The selective control
ling of a transmission printer or reper
forator. Used. for example, to prevent
prices from typing on a receiving tele
typewriter.
unblocking - The process of separating
and obtaining one or more records from
a block in the memory.
uncommitted storage list - Blocks of stor
age that are chained together and not
allocated at any specific moment.
unconditional - I. Subject to a specific in
struction only. 2. Without any condi
tions; e.g., an unconditional statement
is executed whenever it is encountered
during a routine or program.
unconditional branch - An instruction of
basic importance that develops a devia
tion from the program-executIOn se
quence despite existing conditions.
unconditional control transfer instruction

- An instruction which always causes a
jump, i.e., an unconditional jump.
unconditional jump - Same as uncondi
tional branch.
unconditional transfer - Same as uncondi
tional branch.

unconditional tranlfer of control

unit interval

unconditional transfer of control - Same as
unconditional branch.
underflow - I. In an arithmetical opera
tion. the generation of a quantity too
small to be stored by the register or lo
cation that is to receive the result. 2.
The generation of a quantity smaller
than the accepted minimum. e.g., float
ing-point underflow.
underflow charaderistic - A situation de
veloped in floating-point arithmetic if
an attempt is made to develop a charac
teristic less than -99.
undeteded-error rate - The ratio of the
number of bits (unit elements. charac
ters, blocks) incorrectly received but un
detected or uncorrected by the error
control equipment. to the total number
of bits. unit elements. characters. and
blocks that are sent.
unidiredlonal - A connection between
telegraph sets. one of which is a trans
mitter and the other a receiver.
uniformity, ink - See ink uniformity.
uniform system - See system, uniterm.
union catalog - Often means a compiled
list of the contents of two or more tape
libraries.
union gate - Same as gate. OR.
unipolar (In contrast with bipolar)1. When both true and false inputs are
represented by the same electrical volt
age polarity. the signal is defined as
unipolar. 2. When a logical true input is
represented by an electrical-voltage po
larity opposite to that representing a
logical false input. the signal is defined
as unipolar.
unit, AND - Same as gate. AND.
unit, anticoincidence - Same as gate. ex
clusive OR.
unit, arithmetic - The portion of the hard
ware of a computer In which arithmetic
and logic operations are performed.
The arithmetIc unit generally consists of
an accumulator. some special registers
for the storage of operands and results,
supplemented by the shifting and se
quencing circuitrv for implementing
multiplication. diVision, and other perti
nent operations. Synonymous with ALU
(arithmetic and logic unit).
unitary code - A code having only one
digit; the number of times it IS repeated
determines the quantity it represents.
unit,
audio-response - See
audioresponse unit.

unit, control - The portion of a computer
that directs the sequence of operations.
interprets the coded instructions, and
initiates the proper instructions to the
computer circuits.
unit, data - A set of one or more related
characters that is treated as a whole
group. Often used in place of a field
(memory) to specify a particular unit of
information.
unit, data-adapter (communications)See data-adapter unit (communica
tions).
unit diagnostics - A unit diagnostic pro
gram is used to detect malfunctions in
such units as the input/output and the
arithmetic circuitry.
unit, digital multiplier - See digital multi
plier unit.
unit, display - Generic term used to de
scribe any of the scores of output de
vices which provide visual representa
tion of data.
unit element - AlphabetIc-signal element
having a duration equal to the unit in
terval of time.
unit, equality - A device with output sig
nals that represent 1 when signals
representing identical n-bit numbers
are applied to both inputs.
uniterm - A word. symbol, or number
used as a descriptor for retrieval of in
formation from a collection. especially
such a desrriptor used in a coordinate
indexing system. Related to card. as
pect. descriptor, indexing. coordinate
docuterm.
uniterming - The selection of words. con
sidered to be important and descriptive
of the contents of a paper for later re
trieval of the articles, reports. or other
documents. The selected words are
then included in a uniterm index.
uniterm system - A data-recording svs
tern used by libraries, based on classif)"
ing keywords in a coordinate indexing
system.
unit, fundional - See functional unit.
unit, hypertap. - Magnetic tape units
which use cartridges, house the supply
and take-up reels. and perform auto
matic loading.
unit interval- The length of time of the
signal element in an equal length code
signaling system. Usually, the .duration
of the shortest signal element In a cod
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unused time

ing system using isochronous modula
tIOn.
unit, linear - See linear unit.
unit, logic - Same as unit. arithmetic.
unit, .magnetic tape - See magnetic tape
umt.
unit, manual input - See input unit. man
ual.
unit, monitor - See monitor unit.
unit, on-line - Input/output device or
auxiliary equipment uniier direct con
trol of the computer.
unit, operational- A combination of de
vices or a circuitry which performs a
computer process.
unit, OR - Same as gate. OR.
unit, processing - A part of a computing
system which is the primary arithmetic
and logical performing module.
unit record - 1. A separate record of in
formation which is similar to other rec
ords. 2. The medium. usually punched
cards. used to record the "umt record."
3. The equipment and methods used to
repetitively process unit records in
order to sort. calculate. and produce
various summary reports of the data
contained in unit record form.
unit, segregating - See segregating unit.
units position - The furthermost right po
sition or the low order location. In the
~umber 1054. the 4 is in the units posi
tIon.
unit string - A string of characters but
one which has only one member. much
like a null string which has no members.
unit, tape - See tape unit.
unit, tape-processing - See tape-process
ing unit.
unit, transport - A specific piece of pe
ripheral equipment or media handlmg
device such as a card feed.
universal buHon box - A coined term for
a set of push buttons whose functions
are determined by the computer pro
gram.
universal decimal classification - An ex
pansion of the Dewey decimal classifica
tion started by P. Otlet in Brussels;
sometimes referred to as the Brussels
system.

quired to interface a word-parallel con
troller or data terminal to a bit-serial.
synchronous communication network.
The USRT consists of separate receiver
and transmitter sections with indepen
dent clocks. data lines. and status. Com
mon with the transmitter and receiver
are word length and parity mode. Data
is transmitted and received in an NRZ
format at a rate equal to the respective
input clock frequency. Data messages
are'transmitted as a contiguous charac
ter stream. bit synchronous with respect
to a clock and character synchronous
with respect to framing or "sync" char
acters initializing each message. The
USRT receiver compares the contents
of the internal Receiver Sync Register
with the incoming data stream in a bit
transparent mode. When a compare is
made. the receiver becomes character
synchronous. formatting a 5-. 6-. 7-. or
8- bit character for output each charac
ter time.
universal Turing machine - A Turing ma
chine that can simulate any other Tur
ing machine.
UNIX - A multiprogramming operating
system developed at Bell Laboratories
that features sophisticated software and
text-developing utilities.
unload - To remove information in mas
sive quantities as in unloading the stor
age contents onto a magnetic tape.
unmodified instrudian - See instruction.
unmodified.
unpack - 1. To decompose packed infor
mation into a sequence of separate
words or elements. 2. To recover the
original data from packed data. 3. To
separate combined items of information
each into a separate machine word.
unscheduled maintenance - See mainte
nance. corrective.
unscheduled maintenance time - Same as
maintenance time.
unused combination - Same as check. for
bidden-combination.
unused command - Same as character. il
legal.
unused time - That time which is availa
ble for machine operations but which is
left unused and most often unattended
by any computer system personnel; i.e.•
since seven 24-hour periods per week
total 168 hours. total time is the addi
tion of attended time and unused time,
i.e., just rest time.

universal synchronous receiverltransmitter

- Abbreviated USRT. A typical USRT
is a single chip MOS/LSI device that can
totally replace the serial-to-parallel and
parallel-to-serial conversion logic re
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unwind

utilities, interactive

To code, explicitly, at length
and in full all the operations of a cycle,
thus eliminating all red-tape operations
in the final problem coding. Unwinding
may be performed automatically by the
computer during assembly, generation,
or compilation of a program.
update - I. To modify a master file with
current information according to a
specified procedure. 2. To apply all cur
rent changes, additions, and deletions
(substitutions) to a new file. 3. To mod
ify an instruction so that the address
numbers it contains are increased by a
stated amount each time the instruction
is performed. 4. During the checkout
period, the updating run deletes and
adds programs, corrections, test data,
etc., to the master program file.
update cursar - Circuitry that allows a
user to add new material into a video
terminal memory and display. The cur
sor, which locates the current entrv lo
cation, is generally a blinking underline
(although some are overlines or boxes).
update, pragram master-file - Programs
from the old master file are deleted, cor
rected, or left unchanged and new pro
grams are added from the transaction
tape. Updating can include changing of
program job assignments. A new pro
gram master file is produced.
up time - The time during which equip
ment is either producing work or is
available for productive work. (Con
trasted with down time.)
usage errar - See error, usage.
USASCII- Abbreviation for USA Stan
dard Code for Information Inter
change. The standard code, using a
coded character set consisting- of 7 -bit
coded characters (eight bits, mcluding
parity check), used for information in
terchange among data processing sys
tems, commUnicatIOns systems and as
sociated equipment. The USASCII set
consists of control characters and
graphic characters. (Usually seen as
ASCII.)
user - The person or company using a re
mote terminal in a time-shared com
puter system for the purpose of enter
mg a program for execution by the
computer.
user area (UA) - The area on a disk
where semipermanent data may be
stored. This area is also used to store
programs, subprograms, and subrou
tines. This area is contrasted with re

served areas that contain compilers,
track and sector information, etc., which
may not be written into.
user class of service - A category of data
transmission provided in a network in
which the data signaling rate and termi
nal operating mode is standardized.
user file, time-sharing - See time-sharing
user file.
user modes, time-sharing - See time-shar
ing user modes.
user number - See number, user.

unwind -

user-oriented languages, time-sharing-

See time-sharing user-oriented lan
guages.
user's group - Organizations made up of
users of various computing systems to
give the users an opportunity to share
knowledge they have gained in using a
digital computing system and exchange
programs they have developed.
USRT - Abbreviation for Universal Syn
chronous ReceiverlTransmitter. A gen
eral-purpose communications interface
that allows a high-speed synchronous
communications device to transmit data
to and receive data from a microcom
puter system. It connects to the periph
eral device via separate serial transmit
and receive lines and to the system ad
dress bus through PIA. Often the USRT
has separate internal receiver and trans
mitter sections, which can be blocked by
two separate clocks. Many have the ca
pability to handle different word
lengths, generate and check parity and
other conditions, detect sync during re
ceive, and send a fill character during
transmit operation.
utilities - The standard routines that are
usually furnished free with the purchase
of a computer system that are, in effect,
"housekeeping" programs.
utilities,
executive-system - Included
within the utilities section of the execu
tive system are diagnostic routines, pro
gram file-manipulation routines. file
utility
routines,
and
cooperative
routines for aiding the user in perform
ing such functions as reading cards,
pnnting line images on a printer. trans
ferring files from device to device, and
carrying out housekeeping functions re
quired for file residence on mass-stor
age devices.
utilities, interactive - Routines (interac
tive) that load and punch. display and
alter memory and registers, trap, step.
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value, index field

search memory for value, fill memorY
with value, hex add and subtract, relo
cate programs, display block of mem
ory, and so on,
utility control conlOle - A computer con
sole that is primarily used to control
utility and maintenance programs,
utility fundlon. - Auxiliary operations
such as tape searching, tape-file copy
ing, media conversion, and dynamic
memory and tape dumps.
utility program - A standard routine used
to assist in the operation of the com
puter, e . g., a conversion ro.utine, a sort
109 routme, a pnntout routme, or a trac
ing routine.
utility routine- I. A standard routine,
usually a service or housekeeping rou
tine. 2. A subroutine for controlling ma
chine functions or machine-produced
conditions that have little relatIon to the
actual processing of data.
utility routine., executive-control- Utility
routines are contained as an integral
part of the executive system. These are
programs that are useful for data con
versIOn, editing, etc. A description of
the individual utility routines provided
with the executive system is given in the

individual write-ups of the utility rou
tines. Utili tv routines are loaded and ex
ecuted from the master file by an execu
tive-control statement. Frequently used
programs may be added to the system as
utility routines. These programs may
then be called, through the executive,
from the master file.
utility routine. (Honeywell) - Update and
select rrogram. A program under con
trol 0 input director cards, this pro
gram performs master-file update, pro
gram selection and directory listing.
utility system - A system or program that
is developed to perform miscellaneous
or utility functions such as card-to-tape,
tape-to-printer, and other peripheral
operations or suboperations.
utilization log.e" system - A program or
a device that collects statistical informa
tion about how the system is operating.
utilization
ratio,
data-transmission 
The data-transmission ratio of useful or
acceptable data output to the total input
of data.
utilization, time - The arrangement of a
program which allows processing to
continue while records necessary for
processing are being located in file and
read into main and working storage.

v
VAl - Abbreviation for Voice Answer
Back. An audio response unit is a device
which can link a computer system to a
telephone network to provide voice re
sponses to inquiries made from tele
phone-type terminals. The audio re
sponse IS composed from a vocabulary
prerecorded in a digital-coded voice or
a disk-storage device.
vacuum .ervo - That peripheral device
which maintains a magnetic tape reser
voir, maintained by the absence of air
pressure on one side of the tape. See also
tape reservoir.
validity - 1. Correctness; especially the
degree of the closeness by which the re
peated results approach the correct re
sult. 2. A relative measure of the quality
of being sound, correct, efficient, etc.
validity check - 1. A check for accuracy of
character representation. 2. A checking
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technique based on known reasonable
limits on data or computed results. For
instance: a man cannot work 400 hours
in one week, a month does not have 32
days, an hourly classified man very sel
dom has a net pay greater than $350.00
per week, etc. Also called a reasonable
ness check.
validity, data - See data validity.
value - A value designed to serve as a
minimum or maximum control value
and often compared with the value of
some index, count, or signal to deter
mine if the anticipated maximum or
minimum has been attained.
value, ablOlute - A particular quantity,
the magnitude of which is known by the
computer but the algebraic sign is not
relevant.
value, index field - The contents of the
3-bit index (X) field of an instruction

value, place

word (bit 12-14), designating one of the
current general registers 1-7 as an
index register.
value, place - The representation of
quantities by a positional value system.
valve control amplifier - See amplifier.
valve control.
variable - I. A svmbol whose numeric
value changes from one repetition of a
program to the next, or changes within
each repetition of a program. 2. In
COBOL, a data item in storage that as
sumes different values during execution
of the object program.
variable addre.. - An address that is to
be modified or has been modified bv an
index register or similar device.
.
variable, binary - See binary variable.
variable, binary-state - See binarv vari
able.
.
variable block - The number of charac
ters in a block of memorv is determined
by the programmer.
.
variable connector - See connector. vari
able.
variable, controlled - A quantitv, condi
tion, or part of a system which :s subject
to maimpulation, regulation, or control
by computer.
variable-cycle operation - See operation,
variable-cycle.
variable, dependent - A variable whose
value is determined bv some function of
another quantity or representation. i.e..
the standard expressIOn is y =f (x).
where y is consIdered the dependent
variable because its value is determined
bv the value of x and the nature of the
function to be performed.
variable fleld - A field in which the scalar
(or vector) at any point changes during
the time under consideration.
variable fleld length - A data field that
may have a variable number of charac
ters. This requires item separators to
indicate the end of each item.
variable fleld storage - An indefinite
limit of length for the storag-e field.
variable format - See format. variable.
variable (FORTRAN) - A variable is a
symbolic representation (name) that
will assume a value. This value ma\
change either for different executions 0'1'
the program. or at different stages
within the program. For example. in the
following statement. both I and K are
variables: K = 3 1.

variable-length word
variable function generator -

A particular
function generator which operates with
reference to a set of values of the func
tion which are present within the device
with or without interpolation between
these values. i.e .. a cam for mechanical
analog representation.
variable, integer (FORTRAN) - An inte
ger variable usually consists of a series
of not more than six alphameric charac
ters (except special characters). of which
the first is I.J. K. L, M, or N. The value
of I will be assigned by a preceding
statement and may change from time to
time. and the value of K will vary when
ever this computation is performed with
a new value of 1. As with constants. a
variable may be integer or real. depend
ing on whether the value that it will rep
resent is to be integer or real. respec
tively. In order to distinguish between
variables that will derive their value
from an integer as opposed to those that
will derive their value from a real num
ber. the rules for naming each type of
variable are different.
variable length - See length. variable.
variable-length flelds - Information is
stored in variable-length memory areas
called fields. A field is defined as a group
of consecutive memory locations whose
contents are treated as a unit. Each loca
tion within a field stores either six bi
nary digits or one alphanumeric charac
ter. Since fields can be of any length
(from one memorv location up to virtu
allv the maximum 'number offocations).
in(ormation units of varying lengths can
be stored WIthout wastmg memory ca
pacity.
variable-length instructions - A feature
which increases memory efficiency by
using only the amount necessary for the
applIcation and increases speed because
the machine interprets only the fields
relevant to the application. Halfword (2
byte). two-halfword (4 bytes), or three
halfword' (6 bytes) instructions may be
used.
variable-length record - See record. vari
able length.
variable-length record flle -- A file con
taining a set of records that vary in
length.
variable-length word - A computer word
in which the number of characters is not
fixed but is variable and subject to the
discretion of the programmer. i.e.. stor
age locations. registers. parallel logic
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wiring, and gating are arranged in such
a way as to handle a character or digit
singly, but in storage each character is
addressable and thus mav be considered
a word.
'
variable, local- A variable whose name is
known only to the subprogram to which
it belongs.
variable, manipulated - In a process that
is desired to regulate some condition, a
quantity is altered by the computer in
order to initiate a change in the value of
the regulated condition.
variable name - See name, variable.
variable paint - Pertaining to a number
system in which the locallon of the point
is indicated by a special character at that
location.
variable-point representation - A specific
radix notation in which each number is
represented by a single set of digits, the
position of the radix point explicitly in
dicated by the inclusion of an appropri
ate character.
variable-precilion coding compaction 
A data compaction procedure accom
plished using precision which is re
duced in relation to the magnitude of
the function, the time, the independent
variable, or some other parameter.
variable quantity - A quantity that may
assume a succession of values.
variables, integer (FORTRAN) - An inte
ger variable consists of a series of not
more than six alphanumeric characters
(except special characters), of which the
first is I, j, K, L, M, or N.
variables, real (FORTRAN) - A real vari
able consists ofa series of not more than
six alrhanumeric characters (except
specia characters), of which the first is
alphabetic but not one of the integer
indicators, i.e., I, j, K, L, M or N.
variable symbol- In assembler program
ming, a variable symbol that does not
have to be declared because the assem
bler assigns them read-only values.
variable time - See time scale.
variable time Icale - See time scale, ex
tended.
variable time Icaler - See time scale.
variable, two-state - See binary variable.
variable, two-valued - See binarv vari
able.
'
variable word - The specific feature in
which the number ofcharacters handled
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in the unit is not constant. For contrast,

see fixed word.
variable word length -

I. A phrase refer
ring to a computer in which the number
of characters addressed is not a fixed
number but is varied by the data or in
struction. 2. The number of positions in
a storage field is determined by the pro
grammer.
variation indicator - An instruction that
changes an operand or command.
YDT - Abbreviation for Visual Display
Terminal. VDTs include all devices
which permit input to a computer (by a
user, not a computer operator) through
a kevboard and/or some other manual
inpllt method (light pen, cursor con
trols, function buttons), and whose pri
mary output method is visual (i.e., vola
display of
tile or soft copy)
alphanumeric and/or graphical infor
mation. Excluded are devices with only
a few characters' worth of display capac
ity-say, under IOO-since that nor
mally implies that thev have a special
purpose. Manv terminal devices-POS,
banking, credit verification. industrial
data-collection terminals, etc.-now
employ visual display devices using vari
ous technologies.
vector - I. The term for a svmbol which
denotes a directed quantity, i.e., one
which cannot be completely described
except in terms of both magnitude 3nd
direction (e.g., wind velocilles, voltage
and currents of electricity, and forces of
all kinds). 2. A I-dimensional array.
vector algebra - Manipulation of sym
bols representing vector quantities ac
cording to laws of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division which these
quantities obey.
vector diagram - An arrangement of vec
tors showing the relationships between
alternating quantities having the same
frequency.
vectored interrupt - An interrupt scheme
where each interrupting deVICe causes
the operating system to branch to a diff
erent interrupt routine. This scheme IS
useful for very fast interrupt response.
vectored priority interrupts - Various
maskable products that can be used with
time counters for external inputs or
dedicated external inputs. Each vector
jumps the program to a specific memory
address.
vectored restart - The capability of auto

vector graphics

videodisc computer syste",

matically clearing the system during re
start, saving program steps.
vector graphics - The most common
class of graphics is called vector graph
ics. All vector output consists of lines
and curves drawn point-to-point by the
output devICe as ordered by the com
puter. The other class is called raster
graphics. The computer orders each
picture element (PIXEL) darkened or
not, usually in a regular pattern such as
a television scan.
veetor, interface - In some systems, the
interface vector is the input/output path
between the microcontrolled system
and the user equipment. Each bit in the
interface provides a program addressa
ble, buffered, bidirectional path. Both
the microcontroller and the user have
simultaneous access to each bit for read
or write operations. Bits are often
grouped into 8-bit interface vector bytes
to simplify user control of the interface
and access by the program. In one sys
tem the processor treats the interface
vector as an n-word, variable field, ran
dom access storage. Control elements
in the interpreter specify the word to be
accessed as well as the bit position and
length of the data field to be read or
written.
vector, transfer - A table that contains a
list of transfer instructions of all the
programs that are in core, which ena
bles transfers of control to be made
from one program to another program.
Veitch chart - See chart. Veitch.
Venn diagram - A diagram in which sets
are represented by closed regions.
verb - In COBOL, an instruction word
that specifies one or more operations to
be performed by a data processor.
verbs, processor - Verbs which specify to
the processor the procedures by which
a source program is to be translated into
an object program. Such verbs do not
cause action at object time.
verbs, program - Verbs which cause the
processor to generate machine instruc
tions that will be executed by the object
program.
verification - That act which attempts to
make analytical comparisons of data and
which indicates or rejects two sets of
data which fail to compare accurately.
verification mode - In systems with time
sharing, a mode of operation under the
EDIT command in which all subcom

mands are acknowledged and any tex
tual changes are displayed as they are
made.
verifier - 1. A manually operated punch
card machine that reports, by means of
visual signals. whether a card is
punched as intended. 2. A device, simi
lar to a card punch. for checking the
inscribing of data by rekeying.
verifier, tape - A device designed for
checking the accuracy of punched tape
bv comparing previously punched tape
w'ith a second manual punching of the
same data, with the machine SIgnaling
discrepancies.
verify - 1. To check. usually with an au
tomatic machine, one typing or record
ing of data against another in order to
minimize the number of human errors
or mistakes in the data transcription. 2.
In preparing data for a computer. to
make certain that the data prepared is
correct.
verify, key - See key-verify.
vertical feed - Indicates the attitude in
which a card is placed in the hopper,
enters, and traverses the card track.
vertical format - Pertaining 10 the verti
cal arrangement of data, as viewed by an
observer of a document.
vertical parity check - Same as check, even
parity.
vertical processor - A microprogrammed
computer that uses a narrow microin
struction word. This restricts the num
ber of micro-orders per microinstruc
tion, but makes microprogramming
easier.
vertical redundance - An error condition
that exists when a character fails a parity
check; i.e .• has an even number of bits in
an odd-parity system, or vice versa.
vertical table - A table where the bvtes of
each entry are stored sequentially. That
is, entry one, byte one, entry two. bvte
one, etc. FORTRAN stores arrays in this
manner.
V format - A data record format de
signed so that the logical records are of
variable length and each record begins
with a record length indication.
video-data interrogator - A terminal unit
that is comprised of a keyboard and sep
arable associated display, providing a
terminal facilitv for conventional com
munications lines.
videodisc computer system - The sim
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videodisc microprocessor

virtual memory address

plest system consists of a television re
ceiver, a videodisc player, and a remote
control key pad with which to operate
the player. The typical disc is thin, flexi
ble, and transparent. In practice, one
never sees or touches the disc itself; it is
stored in a cardboard cassette. When
the cassette is placed in the player, the
machine removes the disc and then rein
serts it into the cassette when playback
is finished.
videodisc
microprocessor - A
micro
processor that facilitates the interfacing
of a videodisc player with computers
and other data processors. The micro
processor also lets the viewer control
the display in self-instructional audiovi
sual devices using search, etc.
videodisc, optical- In an optical unit, the
pickup system involves a low-power
laser beam so that no physical structure
touches the tracks on the disc. The laser
is located under the disc surface, which
is sealed with a plastic coating to pre
vent contamination of the information
by dust or fingerprints. The laser reads
the video and two audio tracks through
this protective covering.
videodisc porameters - Some of the perti
nent parameters that apply to all video
disc systems are playi~g time, signal-to
nOise ratio, track WIdth, and highest
spatial frequency. The three classes of
systems are mechanical, capacitive, and
optical.
video display units, data transmillionAny type of input/output equipment
with a special feature of displaying in
formatIOn on a screen.
video generator - A device that accepts
commands from the keyboard and
drives the tv monitor. On many units, a
2K X 16 RAM is included in the module
for storing display area patterns and mi
crocode for graphic symbols.
videograph - High-speed
cathode-ray
printer.
vid_scan optical charader reader 
A unit that combines OCR (optical char
acter reader) with mark sense and card
read. It can read printing and marks in
the same pass. It can read holes in cards.
video-screen management - Such activi
ties relate to direct cursor positioning,
cursor control functions, programma
ble character blink features, screen
erase and character repeat keys, and
others.
.

violation subroutines - See subroutines,
violation.
virgin coil- Tape completely devoid of
punches.
virgin medium - That storage medium in
which no data is recorded, i.e., paper
which is completely unmarked, or paper
tape which has no holes punched in it.
virtual- Apparent, as contrasted with ac
tual or absolute.
virtual address- The immediate address
or real-time address.
virtual address, effective - The virtual
address value after only indirect ad
dressing and/or indexing modifications
have been accomplished, but before
memory mapping IS performed.
virtual addressing - Same as addressing,
immediate.
virtual address space - In virtual storage
systems, the virtual storage assigned to
a job, terminal user, or svstem task.
virtual call- A user communications fa
cility in which a call set-up procedure
and a call clearing procedure will deter
mine a period of communication be
tween two DTEs, in which user's data
will be transferred in the network in the
packet mode of operation. All user's
data is delivered from the network in the
same order in which it is received bv the
network.
.
virtual circuit - A syntHetic equivalent of a
real circuit (point to point) derived from
a store-and-forward packet network.
Data packets are kept in sequence at the
deliver point (though not necessarily in
transit).
virtual copy - The production of an es
sentially exact COPy of the contents of
locations in the memory of a computer
onto an external bulk storage device, in
cluding reproducing the information re
garding the exact memory addresses in
which the data being stored resides.
The addressing information is required
so that the data can be restored later to
the exact same locations in the exact
same format in the computer as though
the memory contents had never been
altered. The process of making a "vir
tual copv" allows a program to be com
pletely removed and then later restored
~o a computer leaving no trace of the
mterruptIOn.
virtual memory - See memorv, virtual.
virtual memory address- See memorv ad
dress, virtual.
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virtual memory conceph
virtual memory conceph -

Two Impor
tant concepts of virtual memory systems
are those of address space and memory
space. The address space is the set of all
locations used by a program, both in
struction and data. The memory space
is the set of actual hardware locations
available on the machine. Programs
running under virtual memory will gen
erally have their address space much
larger than the memory space. A map
ping or function from the address space
to the memorv space is needed. Nor
mally virtual memorv space is needed.
In other words, the address used bv a
program may not correspond to the ac
tual hardware address of the item being
referenced. Therefore, something is
needed to translate a program or virtual
address into a hardware address. Nor
mally virtual memorv systems have spe
cial hardware which will intercept all
program addresses and send them to be
translated. In addition, many sYstems
also have hardware address translation
routines which generaliv involve a hard
ware table with entries for each page in
memory.

virtual memory pointer -

An aid for stor
age efficiency. Some computers are de
signed so that parts of programs and
data may be scattered through main
memory and auxiliary storage. Various
pointers or lists of pointers automati
cally keep track of the location of these
program portions. The user of comput
ers so designed may be unaware of this
scattering procedure and most often
operates computing procedures as
though he were using normal memory.
virtual memory types- Demand-paged
virtual memory uses a mapping con
cept. It breaks up a program into
"pages" of small equal sIze and stores
them on a fast disk or drum. It also logi
cally divides physical memory into page
sized frames with hardware and man
ages the process of filling active physical
memory with appropriate program
pages on a demand basis. Segmented
virtual memory does not use a map.
Rather, a program is divided into a root
portion and a number of other seg
ments. The root remains memorv resi
dent and calls other segments as
needed. The compiler generates the
root and its segments, but the user must
be sure that the real memory, or the part
that he is using, usually his partition, is
at least as large as the largest segment.

visual terminal type,
visible file -

The grouping or svstematic
arrangement of forms, cards, or dOClI
ments, so that data placed on the mar
gin mav serve as an index which the user
can quickly see without the necessity of
withdrawing each item.
visual display interface - A numeric or al
phanumeric visual display that conveys
the results of computation or measure
ment to the observer.
visual display terminals - Abbreviated
VDTs. VDTs include all devices which
permit input to a computer (by a user,
not a computer operator) through a key
board and/or some other manual input
method (light pen, cursor controls,
function buttons), and whose primary
output method is visual (i.e., volatile or
soft copy) display of alphanumeric and
lor graphical mformation. Excluded are
devices with only a few characters'
worth of display capacity-say, under
IOO-since that normally implies that
they have a special purpose. Many ter
minal devices-POS, banking, credit
verification, industrial data collection
terminals, etc.-now employ visual dis
play devices using various technologies.
visual error representation - ~'hen a
transmission has not been properly re
ceived after three successive tries, the
third transmission will be printed. The
line will be transmitted again and may
be printed for comparison with the third
transmission.
visual inquiry station - Usually an input
/output unit which permits the interro
gation of an automatic data processing
system by the immediate processing of
data from a human or terminal (auto
matic) source, together with the display
of the results of the processing ... in
many cases, on a cathode ray tube (crt).
visual scanner - I. A device that scans op
tically and usually generates an analog
or digital signal. 2. A device that opti
cally scans printed or written data and
generates theIr representatJon.
visual terminal type, - There are several
alternative technologies to crt tenni
nals, including plasma panel displays,
magneto-optic displays, and injection
electrolummescence light-emittmg di
ode (LED) displays. In displays having
a verv small number of characters,
plasm~ panel and LED techniques are
being used. From a longer range stand
point the LED technology is perhaps the
most promising because of Its compati
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vocabulary

VTAM

bility with other semiconductor LSI
technologies.
vocabulary - 1. A list of operating codes
or instructions available to the pro
grammer for writing the {Jrogram for a
given problem for a speCIfic computer.
2. A group of characters occufying one
storage location. This unit 0 mforma
tion IS treated and transported by the
computer circuits as an entity; it is
treated bv the control unit as an mstruc
tion, and by the arithmetic unit as a
quantity.
vocabulary size, voice system - The
number of utterances (words or short
phrases) that can be distinctly recog
nized and digitally encoded. The larger
the vocabulary, the more complex the
source data that can be handled without
special software.
vocabulary, sophisticated - An advanced
and elaborate set of instructions. Some
special chips can perform only the more
common mathematical c'alculations
such as addition, multiplication, and
subtraction. A computer with a sophis
ticated vocabulary m chip form can go
beyond this and perform operations
such as linearization, extract square
root, and select highest number.
voice answer back - Same as VAB.
voice frequency - A frequency lying
within a part of the human audio range.
Voice frequencies used for commercial
transmission of speech usually lie within
the range of 200 to 3000 hertz.
voice-grade channel - A channel which is
suitable for transmission of speech, dig
ital or analog data, or facsimile.

lost or erased when power is removed,
i.e., the loss of data where it is not re
turned or recovered when power is re
stored. Some such units, as tape units,
are in a volatile condition if such a
power loss occurs.
volatile file - A temporary or rapidly
changing program or file.
volatile memory - This is a standard
read/write memory whose content is ir
retrievably lost when operating power is
removed by accident or as contrived.
Virtually all types of read/:-vrite semi
conductor memory are volatile, but new
technologies are being introduced to
avoid this possible calamity.
volatile storage - A storage device in
which stored data are lost when the ap
plied power is removed, e.g., an acous
tic delay line.
volatility - The aspect of loss or altera
tion of electrical energy in storage.
volatility of storage - The tendency of a
storage device to lose data when the
electric power is cut off. Storage media
mav be classed as volatile (e.g., electro
static storage tubes) or nonvolatile (e.g.,
magnetic tape).
volume statistics - The groups of various
pertinent facts in relation to the nature
and level of operations of an area under
consideration expressed in numbers
(e.g., number of sel)ers, number of diff
erent items, orders. purchases, etc.),
plus, or including, subclassifications of
these data to obtain a clear understand
ing of the pattern of the operations.
volume test - The processing of a volume
of actual data to check for program mal
functions.
voluntary interrupt - An interrupt to the
processor or operating system caused
by an object program's deliberate use of
a function known to cause an interrupt.
and hence under program control.
von Neumann sort - A technique used in
a sort program to merge strings of se
quenced data. The power of the merge
is equal to T/2.
VS - Abbreviation for Virtual System. A
type of operating system under which
the user utilizes the svstem in a method
that appears to be accessing more main
storage than the system actually has. A
virtual svstem emulates this extra stor
age. Used on batch and time-sharing
systems.
VTAM - Abbreviation for Vortex Tele

voice-grade

service

(voice

channel)-

This term originally referred to a ser
vice provided by the common carriers
that mcluded a circuit capable of carry
ing a voice transmission. Now, when
used in reference to the transmission of
data, it also refers to a circuit of suffi
cient bandwidth to permit a data-trans
fer rate up to 2400 bits per second. Pri
marily the term distinguishes this
service from teleprinter grade service in
reference to regulatory agencies' tariffs.
void - In character recognition, the un
desired absence of ink Within the outline
of a character as might occur in mag
netic ink characters or optical characters
and is most often due to defects in the
inks, paper, or printing process.
volatile - A characteristic of becoming
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way.tation

VTR

communications Method. A special data
communications software package that
organizes and simplifies data-communi
cations programming to serve remote
workstations for a host computer.

VTR -

Abbreviation for Video Tape Re
corder. VTRs are open-reel machines
that do not take video cassettes or car
tridges. (VCR is the abbreviation for
Video Cassette Recorder.)

w
wait - The condition a real-time pro
gram meets when it requires informa
tion from a file-storage unit and is
forced to "wait" until the required file
record is accessed and brought into the
main memory. File-oriented systems
have this characteristic that leads to
multiprogrammed approaches by inter
leaving and overlapping "wait" times
for one program to achieve process time
for another program.
waiting line. (queuing theory) - When a
flow of goods (or customers) is bot
tlenecked at a particular servicing point,
losses accumulate in the form of lost
business, idle equipment, and unused
labor. Minimizing such costs involved in
waiting lines, or queues, is the object of
queuing theory, an OIR (operations re
search) technique for the most efficient
handling of a waiting line at a particular
service point.
waiting Ii.t - A procedure for organizing
and controlling the data of unprocessed
operational programs. These lines are
ordinarily maintained by the control
program.
waiting mode time sharing - See time
sharing, waiting mode.
waiting state - The state of an interrupt
level that is armed and has received an
interrupt trigger signal, but is not yet
allowed to become active.
waiting time - Same as latency, the time
interval between the instant the control
unit signals the details, addresses, etc.,
of a transfer of data to or from the stor
age unit and the instant the transfer
commences.
WAIT macroinstruction - In multithread
processing, the presentation of a re
quest on one message that causes a
delay so that no processing can go on. A
WAIT macro is given whIch shIfts con
trol to a supervIsory program so that
work may continue on other messages.

Work on the delayed message will con
tinue only when the cause of the delay is
removed.
wait time - The time interval during
which a processing unit is waiting for
information to be retrieved from a serial
access file or to be located by a search.
warning marker, destination (DWM)A reflective spot on the back of a mag
netic tape, 18 feet from the physical end
of the tape, which is sensed photoelec
tricallv to indicate that the physical end
of the tape is approaching.
waste instruction - Same as instruction,
dummy.
watchdog - This type of equipment is
used to discern whether some pre
scribed condition is present, usually
within a predetermined time period.
Also called invigilator.
watchdog timer - A timer set by the pro
gram to prevent the system from loop
mg endlessly or becoming idle be
cause of program errors or equipment
faults.
WATS (Wide Area Telephone Service)
- A service that provides a special line
allowing the customer to call a certain
zone (or band), on a direct-distance di
aling basis, for a flat monthly charge.
The continental United States IS divided
into six bands for the purpose of deter
mining rates.
waveform generator - A circuit driven by
pulses from the master clock; it operates
m conjunction with the operatIOn de
coder to generate timed pulses needed
by other machine circuits to perform the
various operations.
way-operated circuit - A circuit shared by
three or more stations on a party-line
basis. One of the stations may be a
switching center.
way station - A telegraphic term used to
refer to one of the stations on a mul
tipoint network.
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wear resistance
wear resistance -

Manufacturers of print
ing ribbons advise that they have built
in resistance to resist severe reduction
to produce images after first-runs and
normal use.
weighted average - A moving average
performed on data in which some of the
values are more heavily valued than oth
ers.
wheel, printer - See printer wheel.
wheels, 9ype - Same as print wheel.
Wide Area Telephone Service - See
WATS.
Williams tube - A cathode-ray tube used
as an electrostatic storage device of the
type designed by F. C. Williams, Man
chester University.
Williams-tube
storage - See
Williams
tube.
winding - A conductive path, usually of
wire, that is inductively coupled to a
magnetic device.
wire board - See board.
wired OR - Externally connecting sepa
rate circuits or functions so that the
combination of their outputs results in
an "OR" function. The point at which
the separate circuits are wired together
will be a "1" if any circuit feeding into
this point is "1."
wire, magnetic - A wire made of, or
coated with, a magnetic material and
used for magnetic recording.
wire printer - See printer, wire.
wire wrap - A method of making an elec
trical connection in an electrical circuit
by wrapping wires around specially de
signed terminals.
wiring board - See control panel.
word - 1. A set of characters that occu
pies one storage location and is treated
by the computer circuits as a unit and
transported as such. Ordinarily a word
is treated by the control unit as an in
struction, and by the arithmetic unit as
a quantity. Word lengths are fixed or
vanable, dependins on the particular
computer. 2. A umt of data. A set of
characters that may be of any length and
occupies one storage location. A word is
usually treated as a unit by a data proc
essing machine. Quantities, dollar
amounts and names are examples of
words. 3. In telegraphy, 5 characters
plus 1 space, or 6 keystrokes.
word, alphabetic - A specific word en
tirely of characters of an alphabet or
616

word, computer

special signs and symbols-hyphens,
semicolons, etc.
word

arrangement,

communications -

The standard communication subsys
tem accommodates four tvpes of com
puter input/output .... ords.'They are the
function word, input-data word, output
data word, and output-data request
word.
word, banner - The first word in a file
record.
word/byte/nibble - These
terms are
often misused in describing micro
processor data. For a specific micro
processor, a word is the number of bits
associated with the instruction or data
length. This can be 4, 8, 16 bits, etc.,
depending on the machine. A byte spe
cificallv refers to an 8-bit word: a byte
can be'manipulated by a 4,8, or 16-bit
microprocessor. For example, instruc
tions are often provided to deal with
byte data in 4- or 16-bit processors. This
is called byte handling, and is indepen
dent of the natural word size of the ma
chine.
A nibble is 4 bits, and it takes two
nibbles to make a byte. Nibble (or 4 bit)
control can be found on many 8-bit
word machines as well as on some 16-bit
machines. Four-bit operations are usu
ally associated with hexadecimal (HEX)
or binary coded decimal (bed) opera
tions.
word, call - That set of characters de
signed to identify, label, or place a sub
routine or data into the subroutine itself
or into a program of which a subroutine
is a part. The call word acts as the iden
tifier.
word capacity - The selection of one of
the word lengths of the equipment as a
datum and thus to classify different op
erations as partial or multiples of these
lengths for working.
word, check - A machine word is often
used to represent a check symbol and
this is appended and printed to the
block, thus signifying the check.
word, communications status - The status
word is sent to the central processor in
the same manner as the input data
word, except that an external mterrupt
signal is generated after the channel
synchronizer has placed the word on the
input data lines. In this way, the central
processor can distinguish status words
from mput data words.
word, computer - A group of characters

word, connedive

word paHern

(bits) which are treated as a unit and
which are stored in one computer stor
age location. each word being addressa
ble. such words being instruction words
with address and operation parts or a
data word with alphanumeric characters
of fixed or real numbers. Parts of com
puter words are syllables. bytes, etc.
word, connedive - A COBOL reserved
term to denote the presence of a qual
ifier. It may also be used to form a com
pound condition.
word, control- A word in the. memorv,
usually the first or last of a record. or
first or last word of a block. that carries
indicative information for the following
words. records. or blocks.
word, duoprlmed - A computer word
containing a representation of the 6, 7,
8. and 9 rows of information from an
80-column card.
word, ERROR status - This status word
indicates that the. remote computing
system has detected an error.
word, fixed - The limitation of equip-·
ment as to the constant number of char
acters which the equipment will handle.
word, fixed-length - See
fixed-length
word.
word generator, manual - Same as genera
tor. manual number.
word-half - A group of characters that
represent half of a computer word for
addressing purposes as a unit in stor
age.
word index - The contents of a storage
position or register that may be used to
automatically modify the effective ad
dress of any given instruction.
word,
information - See
information
word.
word, instrudion - See instruction word.
word key - See key.
word length - The number of bits or
characters which are handled as a unit
by the equipment. as a size of the field.
word length computer, variable - A com
puter designed to treat information hav
mg a variable number of bits.
word length, data - Same as word capac
ity.
word length, double - Many arithmetic
instructions produce two word results.
With fixed-point multiplication. a dou
ble-length product is stored in two A
registers of control storage for integer
and fractional operations. Integer and

fractional division is performed upon a
double-length dividend with the re
mainder and the quotient retained in
the A registers.
word location, elfedive - The storage lo
cation pointed to by the effective virtual
address of a word-addressing instruc
tion.
word, long - The longest or lengthiest
computer word which a particular com
puter can handle. They may be made up
of full words. two full words. or a dou
ble-length word.
word, machine - A unit of information of
a standard number of characters which
a machine regularly handles in each
transfer; e.g.• a machine may regularly
handle numbers or instructions in units
of 36 binary digits. This is then the ma
chine word.
word-mark - An indicator to signal the
beginning or end of a word.
word, numerical - A word which consists
entirely of digits of some numeration
system. as a deCImal system. and not of
characters of "n alphabet. which is not
normally used to assign number value.
word, operational- A COBOL term used
to denote a word that improves read
ability of the language but need not be
on the reserved list.
word, optional- Words introduced in a
COBOL program to improve readabil
ity.
word-organized storage - A specific type
of storage which is composed of mag
netic cells in which each word of the
storage has a separate winding common
to all the magnetic cells of the word. i.e.,
carrying the read and possibly the write
pulse also.
word-oriented - Refers to the type of
memory system used in early comput
ers. The memory system is divided mto
sections called "words," each of which
has a location number and contains
enough bits of binary digits to hold
about 10 numeric positions.
word, parameter - A word in a subrou
tine which contains one or more param
eters which specify the action of the sub
routine or words which contain the
address of such parameters.
word, partial- A programming device
which permits the selection of a portion
of a machine word for processing.
word fNlHern - The smallest meaningful
language unit recognized by a machme.
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word period

word time comparator

It is usually composed of a group of syl
lables and/or words.
word period - The size or magnitude of
the time interval between the occur
rence of signals representing digits oc
cupying corresponding positions in
consecutive words.
word processing - Abbreviated WP. Op
erations including interactive informa
tion-retrieval systems, management in
formation
systems,
text editing,
translation, and typesetting.
word-processing communication - When
word processors are equipped with
communications capability, some of the
initial input and much of the editing can
be done remotely. Word processors
communicating in a dial-up mode can
establish a network allowing a draft to
be routed for review and comment be
fore being delivered to a central facility
for final composition.
word-processing/computer hybrid IYltem
- One type of hybrid system allows
users to perform applications such as
order entry, inventory control, sales
analysis, and payroll. Word-processing
applications include the preparation of
general correspondence, form letters,
and standard reports. The unit facili
tates the preparation and editing of re
ports that may require several drafts be
fore the final printing, the creation of
documents from a librarv of stored
paragraphs, and the printing of form
letters from stored documents with ad
dresses supplied from a mailing list that
is also stored.
word processor, microcomputer-baledOne of many types of office automation
systems. A typICal unit has super and
subscripts, rep'agination, document as
sembly capabIlity, and standard editing
functions. Such units typically include
diskette drive and daisy wheel printer.
word, ready statuI - This status word in
dicates that the remote computing sys
tem is waiting for a statement entry
from the termmal.
words, constant - Descriptive data that is
fixed and does not generally appear as
an element of input.
word, selectable-length - The ability of a
programmer to assign a number of
characters to each item of data. The
words must be long enough to handle
the longest item, and spaces not used
are filled with blanks or zeros.

word separator - A character in machine
coding that segregates fields.
word, lerial operation - The specific fea
ture of certain handling equipment in
which words are read one immediately
after another in groups.
wordl, function - The function word con
tains the operating instructions for the
peripheral units, Its format depending
upon the particular subsystem.
word, shortelt - A word of the shortest
length a computer can use, and which is
most often half of the word length of the
full length word.
word lizel - Since a single bit can repre
sent 0 or I, programmers must code
larger numbers by grouping bits into
words in some rational way. Common
word sizes include 6, 8, 12, 16, 18, 24.
32, and 64 bits. Thus a computer that
groups bits in 16-bit words is referred to
as a 16-bit machine; a computer whose
logic is based on 8-bit words is referred
to as an 8-bit machine.
By common convention. the bits of a
word are numbered from right (0 for the
low order bit) to left (7 for the high
order bit). Some computer manufactur
ers reverse the convention, numbering
from left to right.
wordl, mask - The mask word modifies
both the identifier word and the input
word which is called up for a search
comparison in a logical AND operation.
word space - The actual area or space oc
cupied bv a word in serial digital devices
such as drums. disks, tapes, and serial
lines.
words, relerved - The words which are
set aside in COBOL language which
cannot be used as data names, file
names, or procedure names, and are of
three types: connected, optional, and
key words.
word, Itatul - This status word indicates
that the remote computing system has
deleted some information.
word time - 1. The time required to
transfer a machine word from one stor
age position to another. 2. Especially in
reference to words stored serially, the
time required to transport one word
from one storage device to another. See
access time.
word time comparator - That circuitry
which compares the word time counter
with the specified word time at the mo
ment of coincident pulse. This is done
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in order to verify that the correct word
is being read.
word transfer - Transmission is of entire
words (24 bits in parallel). The 24 bits
are transferred between the computer
and the external device at one time.
This means that no breakdown of words
into characters, on output, or assem
bling of characters into words, on input,
takes place. This provides an increase of
four times the input/output speed over
character transfer, assuming the exter
nal device can accept or send words at
that rate (some systems).
word, variable-length - A computer word
in which the number of characters is not
fixed but is variable and subject to the
discretion of the programmer, i.e., stor
age locations, registers, parallel logic
Wiring and gating are arranged in such
a way as to handle a character or digit
singly, but in storage each character is
addressable and thus may be considered
a word.
work area - A portion of storage in which
a data item may be processed or tempo
rarily stored. The term often refers to a
place in storage used to retain interme
diate results of calculation, especially
those results which will not appear di
rectly as output from the program.
work cycle - The series or sequence that
is necessary to perform a task, job, or
execution and yield a unit of produc
tion, and which recurs in similar order
for each task or unit of work. As the last
element of the task is completed. the
first part of the series is started anew for
the succeeding job or unit of produc
tion.
work-clistrlbution chart - I. A listing or in
ventory of the duties. responsibilities,
and sequence of the personnel in the
job or task force· under study. 2. The
establishment of each duty relationship
performed by the individual in relation
to the specific task or function, which
includes brief volumes-of-occurrence
indicators, and the estimated and pro
jected times to perform each item of
work.
work flow - Operations designed so that
several tasks may be conducted simul
taneously. This is opposite from serial
development, in whICh tasks must wait
until the completion of one before an
other can begin.
working area - See storage, working.
working data files - See data files.

working standard
working, double-length -

Same as double

precision.
working equipment -

The basic or pri
mary set of equipment for modules in
which more than one set is available and
the other sets are standby equipment in
the event of a failure of the working
equipment.
working memory - The internal memory
~hich stores information for process
mg.
working, mUltiple length - Refers to the
use of two or more machine words to
represent a number and to thus increase
precision, i.e., the use of double-length
procedures, double precision. etc.
working, on-line - The performance of
operations on data in such a way that the
Circuits of the equipment operating are
under the control of central processor
or mainframe, i.e., when on-line. data
from the connected peripheral equip
ment or from another system is proc
essed as soon as it is received and with
out manual intervention.
working, pseudo-off-line - A type of op
eration on data in such a way that the
operations are completed on equipment
connected to the mainframe, but under
the control of a separate routine which
is running in parallel or concurrently
with the mainframe. i.e., the transfer of
data from cards to tape while under
mainframe contr"l. but for later use.
working ratio, real-time - See time scale.
working, real-time - Same as real-time op
eration.
working routine - That routine which
produces the results of the problem or
program as it was designed, as con
trasted with the routines which are de
signed for support, housekeeping, or to
compile, assemble, translate, etc.
working, simultaneous - Same as simulta
neous operations.
working space - A portion of the internal
storage reserved for the data upon
which operations are being performed.
(Synonymous with temporary storage,
and contrasted with program storage.)
working standard - A specified combina
tion of a transmitting and receiving sys
tem, or subscriber's lines and feeding
circuits (or equivalent systems), con
nected by means ofa distortionless vari
able attenuator, and employed under
specific conditions to determine, by
comparison, the transmission quality of
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other telephone systems or parts of sys
tems.
working storoge - See storage, working.
working, synchronous - See synchronous
computer.
working, triple-length - The use of three
machine words to represent a number
to enhance precision.
work-In-proce.. queue - Items that have
had some processing and are queued by
and for the computer to complete the
needed processing.
work lood - The assigned amount of
work to be performed in a given period.
work measurement - A procedure or set
of rules for the establishment of a rela
tionship between the quantity of work
performed and the man (and/or ma
chine) power used. Some systems also
measure this relationship with a quality
base, or a productivity quantum or
ratio.
work proce.. schedule - Under general
direction, schedules operating time of
the overall electronic data processing
activity in order to ensure that the data
processing equipment is effectively and
efficiently utilized.
work queue, input - A list or line of jobs
ready or submitted for processing but
not yet begun or in process. Usually,
these tasks are input on a first-come,
first-served basis, such as an input
queue consisting of programs, data, and
control cards settled and waiting in the
input job stream. Schedulers and spe
cial operating systems handle and con
trol such queues differently.
work queue, output - Various data which
are output are often not immediately
printed or processed into final form, but
are stored on some type of auxiliary
storage device and become part of a
queue which is programmed with con
trol information for disposition of this
information. Often the computer sys
tem is printer-bound or can operate
only as fast as the printer can perform.
work, .erial - Sa11ll! as serial flow.
workspace - The amount of memory re
quired by a program, over and above
the amount of memory required to store
the program itself. Workspace is typi
cally used for input/output deVice
buffer areas and for various other loca
tions required by a program during its
execution.
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work-time,
machine
Ipoiled - Time
wasted due to a computer malfunction
during a production run.
worst cOle acce.. time - The maximum
amount of time required to go between
the two most widely separated points
(addresses) on a bulk storage device.
For a tape unit, this would be the time
required to traverse the entire length of
the tape. For a fixed-head disk unit, it
would be the time required for the disk
to make one revolution.
worst-cale delign - The worst-case de
sign approach is an extremely conserva
tive one in which the circuit IS designed
to function normally even though all
component values have simultaneously
assumed th~ worst possible condition
that can be caused by initial tolerance,
aging, and a temperature range of O·C
to 100·C. Worst-case techniques are
also applied to obtain conservative
derating of transient and speed specifi
cations.
worst-cale noile paHern - Sometimes
called a checkerboard or double-check
erboard pattern. Maximum noise ap
pearing when half of the half-selected
cores are in a I state and the other half
are in a zero state.
WP - Abbreviation for Word Processing.
writable control store (WeS) - Control
store implemented with RAM so that
the user can dynamically alter the mi
croprogram.
write - To transfer information to an out
put medium; to copy, usually from in
ternal storage to external storage; to re
cord information in a register, location,
or other storage device or medium.
write addre..ing- Write addressing is
controlled by a binary counter. Follow
ing reset, the first word entered is
stored in address 000. Since the positive
edges of many write clock pulses also
toggle the write address counter, each
data entry automatically increments the
counter to the next memory location.
Outputs are available on the binary
counter and allow the register file to be
enabled without additional decoding
logic.
writ. after read - A technique of writing
(restoring) previously read data into a
memory device following completion of
the read cycle.
write/backspace/read - In some units,
when the terminal is in the write/back

XEC

write data, disk

write-process-read -

The process of
reading in one block of data. while
simultaneously processing the preced
ing block and writing out the results of
the previously processed block. Some
speCIal processors can perform concur
rently on any two or three of these oper
ations; others are limited to read/write.
write-read head - A small electromagnet
used for reading, recording, or erasing
polarized spots that represent informa
tion on magnetic tape. disk, or drum.
writer, output - A service program which
moves data from the output work queue
to a particular output device, i.e., a prin
ter. voice output, or terminal. The out
put writer thus transfers the actual out
put, often from an output work queue to
an output device, after it has deter
mined the normal rate of speed of the
device to be used.
write time - The amount of time it takes
to record information.
writing head - A magnetic head that is
designed and used to write as con
trasted with the read head. with which it
is often combined.
writing rate - The maximum speed at
which the spot on a cathode-ray tube
can move and still produce a satisfactory
image.
writing spee,
The speed of deflection
of the trace Oil the phosphor, or the rate
of regis~ering signals on a charge stor
age deVICe.
writing-while-read - Reading a record or
group of records into storage from a
tape at the same time another record or
group of records is written from storage
onto tape.
WS - Abbreviation for Working Storage.
The specific area on a disk used to hold
dynamic or working data. This area is
contrasted to reserved area containing
permanent information such as compil
ers, track and sector information, etc.,
and user area for semipermanent stor
age.

space/read mode, all tape-write opera
tions are verified. After each record is
written, the tape is backspaced and read
to make sure that the data are correct. If
there is an error, the terminal attempts
to write the data again up to nine times.
This process is time consuming and is
not normally required.
write data, disk - This operation is used
to transfer data from the host to the sys
tem to be written onto the disk. The
system uses the word count and disk ad
dress specified by functions (0) and (I)
to write the data onto the disk. The svs
tem transfers data until the word count
reaches zero or an error occurs. The
disk address is updated after each sector
transfer. The interface handshake pro
cedure is the same as for functions (0)
and (I). except that it is repeated once
for each transfer as determined by the
word count (some systems).
write head - A head used to transfer data
to a storage device, such as a drum, disk,
tape. or magnetic card.
write interval- The determinatiol'\ of the
interval during machine operation when
output data is available for an output
operation. i.e.• the net time exclusive of
transmission which it takes to perform
an output operation such as printing or
writing on tape.
write key - A code in the program status
doubleword that is used in conjunction
with a memory lock to determine
whether or not a program may write
into a specific page of actual addresses.
write key field - The portion of the pro
gram status doubleword that contains
the write key.
write lockout - See lockout, write.
write memory lock - A 2-bit write-protect
field optionally provided for each 512
word page of core memory addresses
(some computers).
writ_nly - The operation of transfer
ring information from logic units or files.

x
XEC - An instruction to execute register
contents. This instruction allows the

programmer to load the binary machine
code representation into a working reg
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X-Y recorder retrace

ister and then have the CPU treat the
contents of a working register as an in
struction. If the programmer wishes to
include optional features in a ROM pro
gram, he can include an XEC instruc
tion in the ROM, then select and load
the appropriate instruction code into
the working register before branching
to the ROM program. Read/write mem
ory is usuany manufactured in 4096
word modules, where each memory
module occupies one slot on the mem
ory bus. There are only a limited num
ber of memory slots available on the
memory bus.
xerolraphy - A dry copying process in
volving the photoelectric dIscharge of
an eiectrostatic charge on the plate. The
copy is made by tumbling a resinous
powder over the plate; the remaining
electrostatic charge is discharged, and
the resin is transferred to paper or an
offset printing master.
X.25 packet switch protocol - A packet
switching protocol that has been
adopted as an international standard for
data sharing and file transfer between
different vendors' hardware. This mes
sage protocol uses higher level data link
control mechanisms, but the US proto
col and IBM protocol are similar.
X-V loadinl- An option that enables
some RO terminals to be written from a
data source that specifies, in parallel,
both a character and the X-Y position
on the screen at which the character is to
be displayed.
X-V ploHer - A device used in conjunc
tion with a computer to plot coordinate
points in the form of a graph.

the other on a Y axis. The paper, which
can be of any type-linear, log-log, et~.
-remains stationary. and the pen IS
moved across the paper in accordance
with signals to the X and Y IIlputs of the
recorder.
X-V recorder acceleratio.n - The peak pen
acceleration of an X-Y recorder when
the pen responds to a step input. Accel
eratIon decreases as the pen approaches
its maximum speed. j\cceleration is the
most significant speCIficatIOn In applIca
tions requiring fast dynamic response.
Typical acceleration values range from
about 150 to 3000 in/s2 (381 to 7620
cm/s2).
X-V recorder deadband - The largest
input signal within the bandwidth of the
recorder to which the pen will not re
spond, expressed as a percentage of full
scale. Typical deadband ratings range
from about 0.05 to 0.25 percent.

Courtesy Linear Instruments Corp.
X-y recorder.

X-V recorder -

A recorder that automati
cally plots on graph paper two variables
agaInst each other, one on an X axis and
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X- Y recorder dynamic specifications -

Those specifications that relate, to the
motion of the pen (or other wntlllg de
vice); e.g., acceleration, slewing speed,
etc.
X-V recorder linearity - Terminal-based
linearity is the maximum difference be
tween the actual pen position and the
theoretical position, based on the as
sumption that the zero point corre
sponds exactly to zero signal and that
the full-scale point corresponds exactly
to full-scale sIgnal. Expressed as a per
centage of full scale, a typical figure is
0.1 percent. (Some manufacturers use
the "best straight line" definition of
linearity, which is less precise than ter
minal-based linearity.)
X- Y recorder reseHability - The measure
ment of the total distance separating the
final resting points of the pen when the
same point is approached from different
directIons. It is expressed as a percent
age of full scale, and a typical value is
O. I percen t.
X-V recorder response time - The time it
takes for a strip-chart recorder to travel
full scale. A typical response time is
about 0.5 second.
X-V recorder retrace - A quick test used
to check the general performance of an
X-V recorder. An identical ramp voltage
is applied to each axis, causing a straight
line to be drawn. The ramp IS then re
versed, and the pen retraces the line.
The smoothness of the lines indicates
absence of mechanical binds and slide

X-Y recorder Ilewing lpeed

zero bit

wire nonlinearity. The openins between
the lines at slow speeds indICates the
amount of deadband and resettability.
The opening between the lines at faster
speeds indicates the phase shift between
axes.

mon misconception is that slewing
speed is the single major contributor to
good dvnamic performance. In many
applications, however, it is sometimes
the least important. Most applications
demanding fast pen response are lim
ited not by slewing speed but by acceler
ation.
X-V recorder Itatic Ipecificationl - Spec
ifications such as sensitivity, a~curacy,
deadband, etc., that are determmed bv
the electrical characteristics of the re
corder. Most static specifications are
generally very close to the readability
[imitations imposed by the human
eye.

X-V recorder Ilewing Ipeed -

The maxi
mum speed attainable along either the
X or Y axis of an X-Y recorder. Slewing
speed is expressed in inches per second
or centimeters per second; a typical
slewing speed ranges from about 20 to
30 inls (51 to 76 cm/s). Many recorder
specifications include slewing speed as
the only dynamic specification. A com-

y
yoke - A group of heads in magnetic re

ing on channels consistmg of two or
more tracks on magnetic tapes, disks,
or similar media.

cording which are rigidly fastened and
moved together for reading and writ-

z
zatacode indexing - Same as coordinate

indexing.
zatacoding - A system of superimposing
codes by edge-notched cards.
zero - I. Nothing. 2. The combination of
coded bits that the computer recognizes
as zero. Positive-binary zero is usually
indicated by the absence of digits or
pulses in a word; negative-binary zero in
a computer operating on ones comple
ments is usually indicated by a pulse in
every pulse position in a word; in a cod
ed-decimal machine, decimal zero and
binary zero may not have the same rep
resentation. In most computers, distinct
and valid bit structures are used for pos
itive and negative zero.
zero access - See access, zero.
zero-acce" addition - See addition, zero
access.
zero-acce" Itorage - The storage for
which the latency (waiting time) is small.
zero address code - An instruction code

which contains no instruction code for
the next address.
zero-address instruction - Any of a num
ber of techniques used to eliminate
the storage of nonsignificant leading
zeros.
zero-address inltruction format - Same as
addressless instruction format.
zero balancing (accounting) - Zero bal
ancing is an effective method of verifica
tion when both detail items (e.g., ac
counts payable distribution cards or
records) and their summary (e.g., an ac
counts payable disbursement card or re
cord) are processed together. Each de
tail item is accumulated minus, and the
summary plus. The result is a zero bal
ance if both are correct.
zero, binary - See binary zero.
zero bit - The two high-order bits of the
program counter are labeled the Z
(zero) and L (link) bits. Typically the Z
bit will be set to I whenever an opera
tion results in the accumulator bits all
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being clean (accumulator contains zero
value); the Z bit will be zero otherwise.
zero complement - Same as complement.
zero compression - That process which
eliminates the storage of insignificant
leading zeros to the left of the most sig
nificant digits. See also zero suppression.
zero condition - Relating to a magnetic
cell, the state of representing one.
zero control, floating - The bit, in the
program status doubleword, that indi
cates whether (if 0) or not (if I) the re
sult of a floating operation is stored if
the characteristic is reduced below zero.
zero count interrupt - An interrupt level
that is triggered when an associated
(clock) counter pulse interrupt has pro
duced a zero result in a clock counter.
zero elimination - See zero suppression.
zero..rror reference - A constant ratio of
incremental cause and effect. Propor
tionality is a special case of linearity in
which the straight line passes through
the origin. Zero-error reference of a lin
ear transducer is a selected straight-line
function of the input from which output
errors are measured. Zero-based
~inearity is transducer linearity defined
In terms of a zero-error reference where
zero input coincides with zero output.
zero fllI- A procedure which fills in char
acters with the representation of zeros
but which does not change meaning or
content.
zero flag - An indicator that is set to a
logic I condition if a register being
tested contains all Os in its cell positions.
It is set to a logic 0 state ifany cell in the
register is in a 1 condition.
zeroize - The procedure to fill storage
space or to replace representations with
zeros; i.e., the storage location may be
cleared to zero, although doing so may
not necessarily be the same as the mean
ing of zeroize.
zero kill- A specific feature of some sort
ers which determines that only zeros re
main in the high order positions of
documents while the documents are
being sorted in lower order positions.
zero-level address - An instruction ad
dress in which the address part of the
instruction is the operand.
zero-level addre••ing - Same as address
ing, immediate.
zero-match gate - Same as gate, NOR.
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zone, plu.
zero page addressing -

In some systems
the zero page instructions allow for
shorter code and execution times by
only fetching the second byte of the in
struction and assuming a zero high ad
dress byte.

zero page addressing, indexed (x,y indexing) - This form of addressing is used

in some systems in conjunction with the
index re/?Ister and is referred to as "zero
page, X' or "zero page, Y." The effec
tive address is calculated by adding the
second byte to the contents of the index
register. Since this is a form of zero page
addressing, the content of the second
byte references a location in page zero.
Additionally, due to the zero page ad
dressing nature of this mode, no carry is
added to the high order eight bits of
memory, and crossing of page bounda
ries does not occur.
zero proof - A procedure or process of
checking computations by adding p'osi
tive and negative values so that If all
computations are accurate the total of
such proof would be zero.
zero state - The condition of a magnetic
core in which the direction of the flux
through a specified cross-sectional area
has a negative value as determined by an
arbitrarily specified direction for the
negative normal to that area.
zero suppression - The elimination of in
significant zeros (those to the left of a
quantity in a field or word) during a
printing operation.
zone - I. That portion of a character
code that is used with the numeric cod
ings to represent nonnumeric informa
tion. 2. A portion of internal storage al
located for a particular purpose.
zone bits - The bits other than the four
used to represent the digits in a dense
binary code.
zoned format - A binary-coded decimal
format in which one decimal digit con
sists of zone bits and numeric bits and
occupies an entire byte of storage.
zone, minus - That set of characters in a
particular code which is associated with
the adjacent bit which represents a
minus sign.
zone, neutral- A range of values in the
parameters of a control system in which
no control action occurs.
zone, plus - A set of characters in a par
ticular code which is associated with the
adjacent bit which represents a plus
sign.

